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FREDERICK ENGELS

ORIGIN OF THE FAMILY, PRIVATE PROPERTY AND STATE

In the lliad the ruler of men, Agamemnon, appears, not as the
supreme king of the Greeks, but as supreme' commander of a
federal army before a besieged city. And when dissension broke
out among the Greeks, it is to this quality of his that Odysseus
points in the famous passage: the commanding of many is not a
good thing; let us ha,'e one commander, etc. (to which the popular verse about the sceptre was added later).* "Odysseus is not
here lecturing on the form of government, but is demanding
obe(Lcllt:e to the supreme commander of the army in the field.
For lile Greeks, who appear before Troy only as an armY', the
proceedings in the agora are sufficiently democratic. When
speaking of gifts, that is, the division of the spoils, Achilles never
makes Agamemnon or some other basileus the divider, but alw~ys
the 'sons of the Achaeans,' that is to say, the people. The attributes 'begotten of Zeus,' 'nourished by Zeus,' do not prove anything, because every gens is descended from some god, and the gens
of the tribal chief from a 'prominent' god, in this case Zeus. Even
bondsmen, such as the swineherd Eumeaus and others, are 'divine'
(dioi or tlwioi), even in the Odyssey, and hence in a much later
period than the Iliad. Likewise in the Odyssey, we find the name of
heros given to the herald Mulios as well as to the blind bard Demodocus, In short, the word basi/eia, which the Greek writers apply
to Homer's so-called kingship (because military leadership is its
chid distinguishing mark), with the council and popular assembly
alongside of it, means merely-military democracy." (Marx.)
Besides military functions, the basile us had also sacerdotal and
judicial functions; the latter were not clearly specified, but the
former he exercised in his capacity of highest representative of
the tribe, or of the confederacy of tribes. There is no reference
anywhere to civil, administrative functions; but it seems that he
was ex officio a member of the council. Etymologically, it is quite
COITl'l't to translate basileus as king, because king (kunihg) is derived from kllni, kiinne, and signifies chief of a gens. But the old(;reek IJllsilcliS in no wise corresponds to the modern meaning of
the word king. Thucydides expressly refers to the old basilela as
pulrike, that is, derived from the gens, and states that it had specified, hence restricted, functions. And Aristotle says that the
basi/da of the Heroic Age was a 1eadflfship over freemen, and that
the /Jusi/ew; was a military chief, judge and high priest. Hence,
the busilells had no governmental power in the later sense.';";'
Homer, Iliad, Ode H.-Ed,
",' Like the Grecian basilells, the Aztec military chief has been wrongly
pre~ellted as a prince in the modern sense. Morgan was the first to subject
to historical criticism the reports of the Spaniards, who at first misunderstood
and exaggerated, and later deliberately misrepresented things; he showed that
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Thus, in the Grecian constitution of the Heroic Age, we still
find the old gentile system full of vigour; but we also see the
beginning of its decay: father right and the inheritance of property by the children, which favoured the accumulation of wealth
in the family and gave the latter power as against the gens;
differentiation in wealth affecting in turn the social constitution
by creating first rudiments of a hereditary nobility and monarchy;
slavery, first limited to prisoners of war, but already paving the
way to the enslavement of fellow members of the tribe and even
o( the gens; th~ degeneration of the old intertribal warfare to
systematic raids, on land and &ea, for the purpose of capturing
cattle, slaves, and treasure as a regular means of gaining a livelihood. In short, wealth is praised .and respected as the highest
treasure, and the old gentile institutions are perverted in order
to justify forcible robbery of wealth. Only one thing was missing:
an institution that would not op.ly safeguard the newly-acquired
property of private individuals against the communistic traditions
of the gentile order, would not only sanctify private property,
formerly held in such light esteem, and pronounce this sanctification the highest purpose of human society, but would also stamp
the gradually developing new forms of acquiring property, and
consequently, of constantly accelerating increase in wealth, with
the seal of general public recognition; an institution that would
perpetuate, not only the newly-rising class division of society, but
also the right of the possessing class to exploit the non-possessing
classes and the rule of the former over the latter.
And ·this institution arrived. The state was invented.

V

THE RISE OF THE ATHENIAN STATE
How the state developed, some of the organs of the gentile constitution being transformed, some displaced, by the intrusion of
new organs, and, finally, all superseded bY'real governmental authorities-while the place of the actual "people in arms" defending itself through its gentes, phratries and tribes was taken by an
armed "public power" at the service of these authorities and,
therefore, also available against the people-aU this can nowhere
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the Mexicans were in the middle stage of barbarism, but on a higher plane
than the New Mexican Pueblo Indians, and that their constitution, so far as
the garbled accounts enable us to judge, corresponded to the fol~owing: a
confederacy of three tribes, which had made a number of others tributary,
and which was governed by a Federal Council and a federal military chief,
whom the Spaniards had made into an "emperor." (Note by Engels.)

;.
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ORIGIN OF TUE FAMILY, PRIVATE PROPERTY AND STATE

Ll! iral'l!d Ldtef, at lc;lst in its initial stage, than in ancient Athens.
The forms of lhe changes arc, in the main, described by Morgan;
llw (:coJllofllic content which gave rise to them I had largely to

add IlJyscif.

III tbe Heroic Age, the four tribes of the Athenians were still
ilL>lHlI~'d ill Sl'i":ll'<lte parts of Attica. Even the twelve phratries
l'ulllpri,ill;; [!oem seem still 10 have had separate seats in the
llld\'l..! lU\\,Il~ of Ceao!Js. The cOlJstitution was that of the Heroic
. \;~,:: :t pUi,lIbr hssemLly, a popular council, a basi/eus. As far
j lau.

;.s writien history goes we find the land already divided up

allll l.,tlllsformed into IH"ivate property, which corresponds with
lhe rdatively devclop~d state of coinmodity production and a

COI1J.l1clI:;uraLc commodity trade towards the end of the higher
sing\.! of barharism. In addition to cereals, wine and oil were
l:ullivukd. Commerce on the Aegean Sea passed more and more
frll1ll Pilucnieian into Allie hands. As a result of the purchase and
::'ale or blld anti the continued division of labour between agricullllrl! Llnd lwlldicrafts, trade and navigation, the members of
gl~llk:;, pliJ."atries and tribes very soon intermingled. The districts of
lhe phr;:iry and the tribe received inhabitants who, although they
were t'dlLlw couHtrymen, did not belong to these bodies and, therefurl', were strangers in their own places of residence. For in time
()i' 1)L!~(ee, every
phratry and every tribe administered its own
"nail'S \\'iihouL consulting the popular council Or the basileus in
.l..ill,'IL>' But illhabitants of the area of the phratry or tribe not
j)dnllf~ilJg tu either naturally could not take part in the adminislraliol l .
This so ,listurbed the regulated functioning of the organs of the
gt:1ltile cOllslillilion that a remedy was already needed in the
lIerlJie :\g~" A cOllstitution, attributed to Theseus, was introduced.
'1'11.- Illaill fealure of this change was the institution of a central
ad'llillistratiull in Athens, that is to say, some of the affairs that
hilllt~l"lu had hCl!1l CUliductcd iJl(lependently by the tribes were
declared [() be common alfairs and transferred to a general council
siti ilJ~: in :\.thellS. Thereby, the Athenians went a step further than
:lll)' ner L!kl!ll by any indigenous people in America: the simple
j'.',kraliull or lll!ighLulll"illg tribes was now supplanted by the co ak"Ll !ll',: (It' all till! tril)l!s iJlto one single people. This gave rise to a
"YSlt'Jll (,[, g,;neral Athenian popular law, which stood above the
]'i~·d l l . , of th\: tribes :lml gentes. It bestowed on the citizens of
,',tliel", ""lIclt, certain rigilts and additional legal protection ~ven
ill terrilury lhat was not their own tribe's. This, however, was the
lirsl si<'l' i"uwards undermining the gentile constitution; for it was
tl,,~ lic"t "kp t(j\v~lrds the subsequent admission of citizens who
\',','re; ;di,'il to all the Attic tribes and were and remained entirely

"
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outside the pale of the Athenian gentile constitution. A second institution attributed to Theseus was the division of the entire people, irrespective of gentes, phratries and tribes, into three classes:
eupatrides, or nobles; geomoroi, or tillers or the land; and demiurgi, or artisans, and the granting to the nobles of the exclusive
right to public office. Tql.C, apart from reserving to the nobles the
right to hold public office, this division rcnutined inoperative, as
it created no other legal distinctions between the classes. It is
important, however, because it reveals to us the new social elements that had quietly developed. It shows that the customary
holding of office in the gens by certain families had already devel~
oped into a privilJge of these families that was little contested;
that these fami.;:, :, already powerful owing to their wealth, began
to unite outside of their gentes into a privileged class; and that
the nascent state sanctioned this usurpatiol1. It shows, furthermore, that the division of labour between husbandmen and artisans had become strong enough to contest the superiority,
socially, of the old division into gentes and tribes. And finally, it
proclaimed the irreconcilable antagonism between gentile society
and the state. The first attempt to form a state consisted in
breaking up the gentes by dividing the members of each into
a privileged and an inferior class, and the latter again into two
vocational classes, thus setting one against the other.
The ensuing political history of Athens up to the time of Solon
is only incompletely known. The office of basilells fell into disuse;
archons, elected from among the nobility, became ~he heads of
the state. The rule of the nobility steadily increased until, round
about 600 B.C., it became unbearable. Th~ principal means for
stifling the liberty of the commonalty were-money and usury.
The nobility lived mainly in and around Athens, where maritime
commerce, with occasional piracy still as a sideline, enriched it
and concentrated monetary wealth in its hands. From this point
the developing money system penetrated like a corroding acid
into the traditional life of the rural communities founded on
natural economy. The gentile constitution is absolutely incompatible with the money system. The ruin of the Attic small-holding
peasants cQincided with the loosening of the old gentile bonds
that protected them. CreditLH"s bills and mortgage bonds-for by
then the Athenians had also invented the mortgage-respected
neither the gens nor the phratry. But the old gentile constitution
knew' nothing of money, credit and monetary debt. Hence the
constantly expanding money rule of the nobility gave rise to a
new law, that of cus~om, to protect the creditor against the debtor
and sanction the exploitation of Hie small peasant by the money
owner. All the rural districts of Attica bristled with mortgage posts

I
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}Jearing the legend that the lot on which they stood was mortgaged to so and so for so and so much. The fields that were not so
designated had for the most part been sold on account of overdue
Jilortgnges or non-payment of' interest and had become the property of the noble-born usurers; the peasant was glad if he was
l)ennitted to remain as a tenant and live on one-sixth of the
product of his labour while paying five-sixths to his new master
as rent. l\lore than that: if the sum obtained from the sale of the
lot did not cover the debt, or if such a debt was not secured by a
pledge, the debtor had to sell his children into slavery abroad in
order to satisfy the creditor's claim. The sale of his children by
the father-such was the first fruit of father right and monogamy!
And if the blood-sucker was still unsatisfied, he could sell the
debtor himself into slavery. Such was the pleasant dawn of civilisation among the Athenian people.
Formerly, when the conditions of life of the people were still
in keeping with the gentile constitution, such a revolution would
hH \'e been impossible; but here it had come about nobody knew
how. Let us return for a moment to the Iroquois. Among them a
:-;late of things like that which had now imposed itself on the
.·\.lhenians without their own doing, so to say. and certainly
~Igaillsl their will, was inconceivable: There the mode of productiun of the menlls of subsistence, which, year in and year out,
l'emained unchanged, could never give rise to such conflict~,
imposed from without, as it were; to antagonism between rich
<md poor, between exploiters and exploited. The Iroquois were
still far from controlling the forces of nature; but within the
limits set for them by nature they were masters of their productiun ..\part from bad harvests in their little gardens, the exhaustion of the fish supply in their lakes and rivers, or of game in
their forests, they knew what the outcome would be of their
modt' of gaining a livelihood. The outcome would be: means of
SUsl:';\.:ncc, meagre or abundant; but it could never be unpremedilatl:d social upheavals, the severing of gentile bonds, or the
splitting of the members of gentes and tribes int~ antagonistic
classes fighting each other. Production was carried on within the
must l'l'~tricted limits, but-the producers exercised control over
thl~ir uwn product. This was the immense advantage of barbarian
IJl'udlldion L1wl was lost with the advent of civilisation; and to
win it hade On the basis of the enormous control man now exerdses o\'er the forces of nature, and of the free association that
is no\'.' possible, will be the task of the next generations.
;'I1ot so among the Greeks. The appearance of private property
in herds of cattle and articles of luxury led to exchange between
indiViduals, to the transformation of products into commodities.
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Here lies the root of the entire revolution that followed. When the
producers no longer directly consumed their product, but let it
go out of their hands in the course of exchange, they lost control
over it. They no longer knew what became of it, and the possibility arose that the product might some day be turned against the
producers, ustu as a means of exploiting and oppressing them.
Hence, no society can for any length of time remain master of its
own production and continue to control the social efIects of its
process of production, unless it abolishes exchange between individuals.
The Athenians were soon to learn, however, how quickly after
individual exchange is established and products are converted
into commodities, the product manifests its rule over the producer.
With the production of commodities came the tilling of the soil
by individual cultivators for their own account, soon followed by
individual ownership of the land. Then came money, that uni-.
versal commodity for which all others could be exchanged. But
when men invented money they little suspected that they were
creating a new social power, the one universal power to which
the whole of SOciety must bow. It was this new power, suddenly.
sprung into existence without the will or knowledge of its
own creators, that the Athenians felt in all the brutality of its
youth.
What was to be done? The Qld gentile organisation had not
only proved impotent against the triumphant march of money; it
was also absolutely incapable of providing a place within its
framework for such things as money, creditors, debtors and the
forCible collection of debts. But the new social power was there,
and neither pious wishes nor a longing for the return of the good
old times could drive money and usury out of existence. Moreover, a number of other, minor breaches had been made in the
gentile constitution. The indiscriminate mingling of the gentiles
and phrators throughout the whole of Attica, and especially in
the city of Athens, increased from generation to generation, in
spite of the fact that an Athenian, while allowed to sell plots of
land out of his gens, was still prohibited from thus selling his
dwelling house. The division of labour between the different
branches of production-agriculture, handicraft, numerous skills
within the various crafts, trade, navigation, etc.-had developed
more fully with the progress of industry and commerce. The
population was now divided according to occupation into rather
well-defined groups, each of which had a number of new,
common interests that found no place in the gens or phratry and,
therefore, necessitated the creation of new offic~s to attend to
them. The number of slaves had increased considerably and
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11111,t 11;,\ c far exceeded that of the free Athenians even at this
early :,tagc. TIle gentile constitulion originally knew no slavery
<.Ind \\'as, lherefore, ignorant of any means of holding this mass
of IIlJIltisIlH:1l in check. And finally, commerce had attracted a
gr,·.Il Illall)' strangers who settled in Athens because it was easier
I() make money there, and according to the old constitution these
str;lllgers eujoyed neither rights nor the protection of the law.
In spite of traditional toleration, they remained a disturbing and
fl)l'l~isll ckmcnt among the people.
.
1.1 short, the gentile constitution was coming to an end.
SOl:idy was daily growing more and more out of' it; it was
puwerless to check or allay even the most distressing evils that
\\efe arising under its very eyes. In the meant~me, however, the
"I:lIc had quietly developed. The new groups formed by division
(}l labour, first between town and country, then between the
\'ariuus hranches of urban industry, had created new organs to
prukd their interests. Public offices of every description were
il\slituted. And then the young slate needed; above all, its own
Ji,jhtillg forces, which among the seafaring Athenians could at
first h,! only naval forces, to be used for occasional small wars
:lllci to protect merchant vessels. At some uncertain time before
:';'J!lJiI, the naueraries ,,,ere instituted, small' territorial districts,
1\\ d\'c in each tribe. Every naucrary had to furnish, equip and
man a war vessel and, in 'addition, detail two horsemen. This
arrang"llHmt was a twofold attack on the gentile constitution.
Firsl, it created a public power which was no longer simply idenlk:tl wilh the armed people in its totality; secondly. if for the first
lime divided the people for public purposes, not according to
bnship groups, but territorially, according to common domicile.
\ Vc shall .see what this signified.
,\s the gentile constitution could not come to the assistance
uf the C'xpluitecl people, they could look 'only to the rising state.
.\IHI the state hrought help in the form of the constitution of
Sulon, while at the same time strengthening itself anew at the
ex pense or tile old cOllstitution. Solon-the manner in which his
reform of 5\)·1 fl, C. ,vas brought about does not concern. us herestal'lcd the series of so-called political revolutions by an
cilcroat'.lllucnt on property. All revolutions until now have been
r:;w.lutinllS for the protl;clion of one kind of property against
;lll;)!h,~r I,illc! of propcl'ly. They cannot protect one kind without
\iolaling :ulOlhcr. In the Great French Hevolution feudal property
',':.S ~:i('rjJi('ed in orJer to save hourc:eois property; in Solon's
_,,[: :. ,'rt,::Lr;,' v:·:- ::rty L.,:l tCJ ;,u[1'cl' fur the Lenefit of
" •. ~L·r~· i"-'JIJcrty. The debts were simply annulled. We are not
;1l~(lllaiIlkd with the exact details, but Solon boasts in his poems
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that he removed the mortgage posts from the encumbered lands
and enabled all who had tle.d or had heen sold abroad for debt to
return home. This could have been done only by openly violating
property rights. And indeed, the object of all so-called political
revolutions, from first to last, was to protect one kind of property
by confiscating~also called stealing-another kind of property.
It is thus absolutely true that for ~,500 years private property
could be protected only by violating properly rights.
But now a way had to be. found to prevent such re-enslavement of the free Athenians. This was first achieved by general
measures; for example, the prohibition of contracts which
involved the personal hypothecation of the d~btor. Furthermore,
a maximum was fixed 'for the amount of land anyone individual
~ould own, in order to put some curb, at least, on the craving of
the nobility for the peasants' land. The.n. followed constitutional
amendments, of which the most important for us are the following:
The council was increased to four hundred members, one
hundred from each tribe. Here, then, the tribe still s'erved as a
basis. But this was the only side of the old cori~titution that was
incorporated in the new body politic. For the rest, Solon divided
the citizens into four classes, according to the amount of land
owned and its yield. Five hundred, three hundred and one hundred and fifty medimni of grain (1 medimnus equals appro 41
litres) were the minimum yields for the first three classes; whoever had less land or none at all belonged to the fourth class. Only
members of the first three classes could hold office; the highest
offices were filled by the first class. The fourth class had only
the right to speak and vote in the popular assembly. But here
,all officials were elected, here they had to give account of their
actions, here all the laws were made, and here the fourth class
was in the majority. The aristocratic privileges were partly
renewed in the form of privileges of wealth, but the people retained
the decisive power. The four' dasses also formed the basis {or
the reorganisati'Hl , f the fighting forces. The first two classes furniSihed the cavaL~, , the third had to serve as heavy infantry; the
fourth served as light infantry, without armour, or in the navy,
and probably were paid.
Thus, an entirely new element was introduced into the constitution: private ownership. The rights and duties of the citizens
were graduated according to the amount of land they owned; and
as the propertied classes gained iCJiluence lb.: ()I:l consanquine
groups were dri\'en into the Lackgruund. Til(; gCflLl(; (;C,!l:.titlltiull
suffered another defeat.
The gradation of political rights according to property, however,
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was Bot an indispensable institution for the state. Important
as it lnay have been in the constitutional history of states, nevertheless, a good many states, and the most completely developed
at that, did without it. Even in Athens it p~ayed only a transient
role. Since the time of Aristides, all offices were open to all the
citizens.
During the next eighty years Athenian society gradually took
the Course along which it further developed iJl subsequent centuries. Usurious land operations, rampant in the pre-Solon period,
were ehecked, as was the unlimited concentration of landed property. Commerce and the handicrafts and useful arts conducted
on an ever-increasing scale with' slave labour became the predominating branches of occupation. Enlightenment made progress. Instead of exploiting their own fellow-citizens in the old brutal manner, the Athenians now exploited mainly the slaves and
lwn-Athenian clients. Movable property, wealth in money, slaves
and ships, increased mOre and more; but instead of being simply
a means for purchasing land, as in the first period with its limitations, it became an end in itself. This, on the one hand, gave
rise to the successful competition of the new, wealthy industrial
and commercial class with the old power of the nobility, but, on
the other hand, it deprived the old gentile constitution of its last
foothold. The gentes, phratries and tribes, whose members were
now s" ... lcred all over Attica and lived completely intermingled,
thus b."·,,me entirely useless as political bodies. A large number
or Athenian citizens did not belong to any gens; they were
immigrants who had been adopted into citizenship, but not into
any of the old bodies of consanguinei. Besides, there was a
sLeadily increasing number of foreign immigrants who only
enjoyed prolection. 169
~leanwhile, the struggles of the parties proceeded. The nobiliLy tried to regain its former privileges and for a short time
recovered its supremacy, until the revolution of Cleisthenes
([Ion B.C.) brought about its final downfall; and with them fell the
last n:mnants of the gentile constitution.
In his new constitution, Cleisthenes ignored the four old tribes
Lascd 011 the gentes and phratries. Their place was taken by an
l~ntil'cly new organisation based exclusively on the division of
tlJe l'iLiz(!ns according to place of domicile, already attempted in
tile naueraries. Not membership of a body of consanguine;, but
IJial't: of domicile was now th~ deciding factor. Not people, but
terrilory was now divided; pOlitically, the inhabitants became
mere [Iltw:hments of the territory.
The whole of Attica was divided into one hundred self-governing townships, or demes. The citizens (demots) of ~ deme elected
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their offiCial head (demarch), a treasurer and thirty judges with
jurisdiction in minor cases. They also received their own temple
and a tutelary deity, or heros, whose priests they elected. The
supreme power in the deme was the assembly of the demots. This,
as Morgan correctly remarks, is the prototype of the self-governing American municipality. The modern state in its highest development ends with the v~ry unit with which the rising state in
Athens began.
Ten uf these units (demes) formed a tribe, which, however, as
distinct from the old gentile tribe [GesclIlechtsstamml, was now
called Jl local tribe [Ortsstamm}. The local tribe was not only a
self-governing political body, but also a military body. It elected a
phylarch or tribal head, who commanded the cavalry, a taxiarch,
who commanded the infantry, and a strategos, who was in command of the entire contingent raised in the tribal territory. Furthermore, it furnished five war vessels with crews and commander; and it received an Attic heros, by whose name it was
known, as its guardian saint. Finally, it elected fifty councillors to
the council of Athens.
The consummation was the Athenian state, governed by a
council of five hundred-elected by the ten tribes-and, in the last
instance, by the popular assembly, which every Athenian citizen
could attend and vote in. Archons and other officials attended to
the different departments of administration and the courts. In
Athens there was no official possessing supreme executive
authority.
By this new constitution and by the admission of a large
number of dependents [Schutzverwandter} , partly immigrants
and partly freed slaves, the organs of the gentile constitution
were eliminated from public affairs. They sank to the position of
private associations and religious societies. But their moral influence, the traditional conceptions and views of the old gentile
period, survived for a long time and expired only gradually. This'
became evident in a subsequent state institution.
We have seen that an essential feature of the state is a public
power distinct from the mass of the people. At that time Athens
possessed only a militia and a navy equipped and manned directly
by the people. These atl'orded proicction against external enemies
and held the slaves in checl(, who at that time nlready constituted
the great majority of the population. For the citizens, this public
power at first existed only in the shape of the police force, which
is as old as the state, and that is why the naive Frenchmen of
the eighteenth century spoke, not of civilised, but of policed nations
(nations policees).* Thus, simultaneously with their state, the
,~
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j,thL'lIialls established a police force, a veritable gendarmerie of
foot and mounted bowmen-Landjtiger, as they say in South
Cermany and Switzerland. This gendarmerie consisted-of slaves.
The free Athenian regarded this police duty as being so degrading
that he preferred being arrested by an armed slave rather than
pt..:r1'nrm such ignominious duties himself. This was still an expres~,
sion of tile old gentile mentality. The state could not exist without
a pulice force, but it was stil1 young and did not yet command
sui1icicllt mural respect to give prestige to an oecupation that
ne,:,,';:,arily appeared iufamous to the old gentiles.
lIo\\, well this state, now completed in its main outlines, suited
lili.! lie\': social conditioll of the Athenians was apparent from
the rapid growth of wealth, commerce and industry. The class ant"c:ouislH on which the social and political institutions rested
,,'as 110 longer that between the nobles and the common people,
Lut that between sh.. ves and freemen, dependents and citizens.
\\'hell .\thens was at the height of prosperity the total number of
free Athenian citizens, women and children included, amounted
tll :Ibout 00,000; the slaves of both sexe,s numbered 365,000, and
th..: dependents-immigrants and freed slaves-45,OOO. Thus, for
e\(~ry adult male citizen there were at least eighteen slaves 'and
llWft..: than two dependents. The large number of slaves is explaiUl'(l by the facl that many of them worked together in manufaduries with large rooms under overseers. With the development
uj' c()lIlmerce and industry came the acc;umulation and concentratioll of wealth in a few hands; the mass of the free citizens was
inlJ)()n~rished and had to choose between going into handicrafts
alill competing with slave labour, which was considered ignoble
and base anti, moreover, promised lit~le success-and complete
pallp~rjsation. Under the prevailing circumstances what happened
was the laller, and being in the majority they dragged the whole
Athenian state down with them. It was not democracy that caused
the downfall of Athens, as the Europe~n schoolmasters who cringe
befu)"e roy~dty would have us believe, but slavery, which brought
the labour of the free citizen into contempt.
The rise of the state among the Athenians presents a very
typical example of state building in general; because, on the one
IWlld, it took place in a pure form, without the interference of
violence, external or internal (the short period of usurpation by
l'isistl'[ltus left no trace behind it); because, on the other hand,
it rel'reS(';llted the rise of a highly-de,veloped form of state, the
democratic republic, emerging directly out of gentile society; and
lastly, hecause we are sufficiently acquainted with all the essential details.
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VI
THE GENS AND '.rIlE sri'NI'E IN ROME
According to the legend about the foundation of Rome, the first
settlement was undertaken by a number of Latin gentes (one
hundred, the legend says) united into one tribe. A Sabellian tribe,
also said to consist of one hundr~d gentes, soon followed, and
finally a third tribe of, various elements, again numbering one
hundred gentes, joined them. The whole story reveals at the very
first glance that here hardly anything except the gens was a natural product, and that the gens itself, in many cases, was only
an offshoot of a mother gens still existing in the old habitat. The
tribes bear the mark of having been artificially constituted; nevertheless, they consisted mostly of kindred elements and were
formed on the model of the old, naturally grown, not artificially
constituted, tribe; and it is not improbable that a genuine old
tribe formed the nucleus of each of these three tribes. The connecting link, the phratry, contained ten gentes nnd was called the
curia. Hence, there were thirty of them.
That the Roman gens was an institution identical with the
Grecian gens is a recognised fact; .if the Grecian gens was a
continuation of the social unit the primitive form of which is
presented by the 'American Redskins, then the same, naturally,
holds cood for the Roman gens. Hence, we can be more brief in
its treatment.
At least during the earliest times of the city, the Homan gens
had the foUm'. in; ~ constitution:
.
1. Mutual • i)li of inheritance of the prol)erty of deceased
gentiles; the property remained in the gens. Since father right
was already in force in the Homan gens, a~ it was in the Grecian
gens, the offspring of female lineage were excluded. According
to the law of the Twelve Tables, the oldest wTiJten law of Rome
known to us,I70 the natural children had the ilrsl title to the estate;
in case no. natural children existecl, the (i[jlwies (ldn of male
lineage) look their place; and in their absence came the gentiles.
In all cases the property remained in the gens. Here We observe
the gradual infiltration into gentile practice of new legal provisions, caused by increased wealth and monogamy: the originally
equal right of inheritance of the gentiles was first limited in
practice to the agnates, p~·o!JuLly at a ".,ry rernotc date as mentioned above, and afterwards to the childrell and their offspring
in the male line. Of course, in the Twelve Tabies this appears in
reverse order.
2. Possession of a common burial place. The patrician gens
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Claudia. on immigrating into Rome from RegiUi, received a plot
lind also a common burial place in the city. Even under Augustus, Iht' head of Varus, who had fallen in the Teutoburg Forest,

was brought to Rome and interred in the gentilitius tumulus'~;
h('lH:e, his gens (Quinctilia) still had its own tomb.
i~. Common religious celebrations. These, the sacra gentilitia,*~
are well known.
.1. Ohligation not to marry within the gens. In Rome this does
mit appeal' to have ever become a written law, but the custom
remained. Of the innumerable names of Roman married couples
that have come down to Our day there is not a single case where
husband and wife have the same gentile name. The law of inheritance also proves this rule. A woman by her marriage forfeited her
agnatic rights, left her gens, and neither she nor her children
could inherit her father's property, or that of his brothers, for
lJtherwise the futher's gens would lose the property. This rule has
a meanillg only on the assumption that the woman was not permitted to marry a member of her own gens.
5. Possession of land in common. In primeval times this always
obtained when the tribal tel'fitory was first divided. Among the
Latin tribes we find the land partly in the possession of the tribe,
partly of the gens, and partly of households that could hardly
have represented single families at that time. Romulus is credited
with having been the first to assign land to single individuals,
about n 1.t·,'tare (two jugera) to each. Nevertheless, even later we
~till find land in the hands of the gentes, not to mention state
lands, around which the whole internal history of the republic
turned.
li. Reciprocal obligation of members of the gens to assist and
hdp redress injuries. \Vrittcn history records only paltry remnants
oj' tbis; from the outset the H.oman state manifested such superior
powcr tbilt t118 duty of l'edress of injury devolved upon it. When
Appius Claudius was arrested, his whole gens, including his personal17lenemies, put on mourning. At the time of the second Punic
\Var the gentes united to ransom their fellow gentiles who were
in eaplivity; they were forbidden to do this by the senate.
7. Right to bear the gentile name. This was in forc~ until the
time of the emperors. Freed slaves were permitted to assume the
gl'ntilc names of their former masters, although without gentile
rights.

1:l. Hight uf adopting strangers into the gens. This was done by
adoption into a family (.. s a.mong the Red Ihdians), which
l~~:~lJg~t 'I'itll it adoption into the gens.
"

;\/Ulilld uf the gClls.-Ed.
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9. The right to elect and depose chiefs is nowhere mentioned,
Inasmuch, however, as during the first period of Rome's existence
all offices, from the elective king downward, were filled by election or appointment, and as the curiae elected also their own
priests, we are justified in assuming that the same existed in
regard to the gentile chiefs (principes)-no matter how wellestablished the rule of choosing the candidates from the same
family may have been already.
.
Such were the powers Of a Roman gens. \Vith the exception of
the complete transition to falher right, they are the true image
of the rights and duties of an Iroquois gens. Here, too, "the Iroquois is plainly discerned."
The confusion that still reigns even among our most authoritative historians on the question of the Roman gentile order is
shown by the following example: In his treatise 011 Roman
proper names of the Republican and Augustinian era (Roman
Researches, Berlin 1864, Vol. I), IVIommsen writes:
"The gentile name is not only borne by all male gentiles, including adopted
persons and wards, except, of course. the slaves, hut also by the women ....
The tribe [Stamm) (as Mommsen here translates gens) is ... a community
derived from a common-actual, assumed or' even invented-ancestor and
united by common rites, burial places and inheritance. All personally free
individuals, hence women also, may and must be registered in them. But
determining the gentile name of a married wo~an offers some difficulty.
This indeed did not exist as long as women were prohibited from marrying
anyone but ~embers of their own gens; and evidently for a long time the
women found it much more difficult to marry outside the gens than in it.
This right. the gentis enuptio,'~ was still bestowed as a personal privilege
and reward during the sixth centUl·Y .... But wherever such outside marriages
occurred the woman in primeval times must have been transferred to the
tribe of her husband. Nothing is more certain than that by the old religious
marriage the woman fully joined the legal and sacramental community of
her husband and left her own. Who does not know that the married woman
forfeits her active and passive right of inheritance in respect to her gentiles,
but enters the inheritance group of her husband, her children and his
gentiles 'I And if her husband adopts her as his chil.d and brings her into
his family, 'how can she remain separated from his gens'l" (Pp. 8-11.)

Thus, Mommsen asserts that Roman women belonging to a
certain gens were originally free to marry only within their
gens; according to him, the Roman gens, therefore, was endogamous, not exogamous. This opinion, which contradicts the
experience of all other peoples, is principally, if not exclusively,
based on a single, disputed passage in Livy (Book xxxix, ch. 19)
according to which the senate decreed in the year 568 of the
City, that is, 186 B. C.,

*

Of marrying outside the gens.-Edt
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lIii F,!('t'uiul' llispu/ue dillio, deminutio, genlis enuplio, tutoris optio item
dedisset; lltiqlle ei ingenuo nubere liceret, neu
,;/lid l'i 'lui ~(/IH rIm:isset, vb iii I,'audi ignominiaeve esset-that Fecenia
IJj:;V da shall l'lll'e the right to dispose of her properly. to" diminish it. to
<'",d <jlJ<I.i ei vir testamento

11I,.ri"'y "ulsidl; uf the gens, to choose

it

guardian, just as if her (deceased)

JIlI~L •• II,1 baJ conferred this right on her by testamentj that she shall be

r"rlllilkd to lHillTY a freeman and that for the man who marries htr this
,b.dlllut cUllstitute a JIlbdcmeanour or disgrace,

UudollLtetlly, Fecenia, a freed slave, here obtained permission

to
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outside of the gens. And it is equally doubtless, accord-

illt:: to nJis, that the husband had the right to confer on his wife

Ly teslament the right to lIlarry outside of the gens after his

death. But out.side of wlzich gens?
If a woman had to marry in her gens, as Mommsen assumes,
then she remained in this gens after her marriage. In the first
pl.ll:e, however, this assertion that the gens was endogamous is
illC \'L:ry thing to be proved. In the second place, if the woman
bad to lllarry in the gens, then naturally the man had to do the
~i1IllI~, otherwise he could never get a wife. Then we arrive at a
sl;,tu \\'l,,~re a man could by testament confer on his wife a right
w)Jich he did not possess himself for his own enjoyment, which
Lrings us to a legal absurdity. Mommsen realises this, and therefure conjectures:
"marriage outside of the gens nlOst probably required in law not only the
LUlhl:lIt of the person authorised, but of all members of the gens." (P. 10.
1I0k)

Fir:;t, this is a very bold assumption; and secondly, it contradicts the clEar wording of the passage. The senate gives her this
right as her husband's proxy; it expressly gives her no more
.tnd liO less than her husband could have given her; but what
it does give is an absolute right, free from all restriction, so that,
if she should make use of it, her new husband shall not suffer
ill consequence. The senate even instructs the present and future
LUllSLlI.~ and praetors to see lhat she su1l"ers no inconvenience
frum tbe use of this right. l\1ommsen's supposition, therefore,
appears to be ausolulely inadmissible.
'1')11:'11 again: suppose a woman married a man from another
gem, but remained in her own gens. According to the passage
Cjllllkd ;,Love, her husuand would then have the right to permit
his \\' ife to .malTy oulsi,le of her own gens. That is, he would
)w\'e lite right to make provisions in regard to the affairs of a
geJlS !o which he did not belOl!G at all. The thing is so utterly
unreasonable Ihat we need say no more about it.
I'<othillg remains but to assume that in her first marriage the
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a

woman wedded
man from another gens and thereby became
without more ado a member of her husband's gens, which
Mommsen himself admits for such cases. Then the whole matter
at once explains itself. The woman, torn from her ~ld gens by
her marriage, and, adopted into her husband's gentile group,
occupies a special position in the new gens. She is now a gentile, but not a kin by blood; the manner in which she was adopt.
ed excludes from the outset all prohibition of marrying in the
gens into which she has entered by marriage. She has, moreover, been adopted into the marriage group of the gens and on
her husband's death inherits some of his property, that is to
say, the property of a fellow member of the gens. What is more
natural than that this property should rem~in in the g~ns and
that she should be obliged to marry a member of her first husband's gens and no other'? If, however, an exception is to be
made, who is more competent to authorise this than the man
who bequeathed this property to her, her first husband? At the
time he bequeathed a part of his property to her and simultaneously gave her permission to transfer this property to an-'
other gens by. marriage, or as a result of marriage, he was still'
the owner of this property; hence he was literally only disposing of his e ,,11 property. As for tile woman and her relation to
her. husbal'!' gens, it was the husband who, by an act of his
own free wili-the marriage-introduced her into his gens, Thus,
it appears quite natural, too; that he should be the proper
person to authorise her to leave this gens by another marriage.
In short. the matter appears simple and obvious as soon as we
discard the strange conception of an endogamous Roman gens
and, with Morgan, regard it as having originally been exogamous.
Finally, there is still another view, which has probably found
the largest number of advocates, namely, that the passage in
Livy only means
"that freed slave gil"1s (Ubertae) cannot, without special permission, e
genie ellubere (marry oulside of the gens) or lake any step which. being
connected with capitis delllillutio minima," would result in the liberia leaving tile gentile group," (Lange, ROIl/ali "lntiquilies, Berlin 1856, Vol. .I, p. 195,
where the passage we have taken from Livy is comII\ented on in a reference'
to Huschke.)

If this assumption is correct, the passage proves still less as
regards the status of free Roman women, nnd there is so much
less ground for speaking of their obligation to marry in the gens.
The expression enuptio genUs occurs only in this single passage
.. Slightest loss
1()-3331
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and is not found anywhere else in the entire Roman literature. The word cnubere, to marry outside, is found only three
times, also in Livy, and not in reference to the gens. The fantuslic idea that Homan women were permitted to marry only
in their gens owes its existence solely to this single passage.
But it cannot Le sustained in the least; for either the passage
refers to special restrictions for freed slave women, in which
case it proves nothing for free-born women (ingenuae); or it
applies also to free-born women, in which case it rather proves
that the women as a rule married outside of the gens and were
hy their marriage transferred to their husbands' gens. Hence it
spea \;.., against !\[ommsen and for Morgan.
1\lll,,)St 1hree hundred years after the foundation of Rome the
genlik Londs were still so strong that a patrician gens, the Fabiuns, with permission from the senate could undertake by itself
an expedition against the neighbouring town of VeiL Three hundred and six Fabians are said to have marched out and to have
bel:n killed in an ambuscade. A single boy. left behind, propagated the gens.
:\s we have said, ten gentes formed a phratry, which here was
("ailed a curia, and was endowed with more important functions
than the Grecian phratry. Every curia had its own religious practiLl'S, sacred relics and priests. The latter in a body formed one
of the Human colleges of priests. Ten curiae formed a tribe,
\\' hich probably had originally its own elected chief-leader in
war and high priest-like the rest of the Latin tribes. The
three Iribes together formed the Roman people, the populus
RUI1lunus.

Thus, only those could belong to the Roman people who were
lIlemi)ers of a gens, and hence of a curia and tribe. The first
cOllstitulion of this people was as follows. Public affairs were
conducted by the senate composed, as Niebuhr was the first to
slale correctly, of the chiefs of the three hundred gentes; as the
elders of lite gentes they were called fathers, patres, and as a
body senate (coundl of elders, from senex, old). Here too the
l"lI~liJlIIary choice of lilen from the same family in each gens
hrlllight into heing the first hereditary nobility .. These families
,',dil'd themselves patricians and claimed the exclusive right to
till: ';l"ats ill the senale and to all other offices. Tlle fact that
ill lil(: CIHII'::,e of Lime the people allowed this claim so that it
I)('l"illll,' all adual righl is expressed in the legend that Romulus
IJl':,lIJ\\'l'd the rank of patrician and its privileges on the first
Sl'llaturs and their descendants. The senate, like the Athenian
bOllle, had power to decide in many affairs and to undertake
lhe preliminary discussion of more important measures, espe-
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cially of new laws. These were decided by the popular assembly,
called comitia curiata (assembly of curiae). The assembled people are grouped by curiae, in each curia probably by gentes,
and in deciding questions each of the thirty curiae had one
vote. The assembly of curiae adopted or rejected laws, elected
all higher ofHcials including the rex (so-called king), declared
war (but the senate concluded peace), and decided as a supreme
court, on appeal of the parties, all cases involving capital punishment for Roman citizens. Finally, by the side of the senate and
the popular assembly stood the rex, corresponding exactly to
the Grecian basile us, and by no means such an almost absolute
monarch as Mommsen represents him to have been.'~ The rex
also was military commander, high priest and presiding officer
of certain courts. He had no civil functions, or any power over
life. liberty and property of the citizens whatever, except such as
resulted from his disciplinary power as military commander or
from his power to execute sentence as pre$iding officer of the
court. The office of rex was not hereditary; on the contrary, he
was first elected, probably on the nomination of his predecessor,
by the assembly of curiae and then solemnly invested by a second
assembly. That he could also be deposed is proved by the fate
of Tarquinius Superbus.
Like the Greeks in the Heroic Age, the Romans at the time
of .the so-called kings lived in a military democracy based on
gentes, phratries and tribes, from which it developed. Even
though the curiae and tribes may have been partly artificial
formations, they were moulded after the genuine and natural
models of the society in which they originated and which still
surrounded them on all sides. And though the naturally developed
patrician nobility had already gained ground, though the
reges attempted gradually to enlarge the scope of their powers
-this does not change the original and fundamental character
of the constitution and this alone matters.
Meanwhile, the population of the city of Rome and of the Roman territory, enlarged by conquest, increased, partly by immigration, partly through the inhabitants of the subjugated,

.* The Latin rex is equivalent to the Celtic· Irish righ (tribal chief) and
the Gothic reiks. That this, like our Furst (English first and Danish /orste),
originally signified gentile or tribal chief is evident from the fact that the
Goths in the fourth century already had a special tenn for the king of later
times, the military chief of a whole people, namely, thiudans. In Ulilla's
translation of the Bible Artaxerxes and Herod are never called reiks but
thiudans, and the realm of the Emperor Tibcrius not reiki, but thiudinassus.
In the name of the Gothic thiudans, or king, as we inaccurately translate it,
Thiudarciks, Thcodorich, that is, Dietrich, both names flow together. [Note
by Engels.)
10"
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mustly Latin, districts. All these new subjects (we leave out the
qll,·~tilJn of the clients for the moment) were outside of the old
gdlks, curiue and tribes, and so were not part of the populus
(iowulllls, the Homan people proper. They were personally free,
could own land, had to pay taxes and were liable to military
s(:n'i.:e. But they were not eligible for office and could neither
participate in the assemhly of curiae nor in the distribution of
c01Lqaercd slute lands. They constituted the plebs, excluded from
all public rights. Owing to their continually increasing numbers, their military training and armament, they becanl.e a menace to the old populus who had now closed their ranks hermeti\· ,';), against all inaease. The land, moreover, seems to
have : d~l1 fairly evenly divided between populus and plebs,
while the mercantile and industrial wealth, though as yet not
vcry considerable, may have been mainly in the hands of the
pkbs.
In view of lhe uUer darkness that enshrouds the whole legendary origin of Rome's historical beginning-a darkness intensilied by the rationalistic-pragmatic attempts at interpretation
and reports of later legally trained authors whose works serve
us as source material-it is impossible to make ~y. definite statements about the time, the course and the causes of the rev(jluLion that put all end to the old gentile constitution. The
unly thing we are certain of is that its causes lay in the conflicts
between the plebs and the populUS.
The new constitution, attributed to rex Servius Tullius and
based on the Grecian model, more especially that of Solon,
created a new popular assembly including or excluding all,
pJplllus and plebeians alike, according to whether they rendered
military service or nol. The whole male population liable to
military service was divided into six classes, according to wealth.
The minimum property qualifications in the first five classes
were, respectively: I, 100,000 asses; II, 75,000 asses; III, 50,000
asses; IV, 25,000 asses; V, 11,000 asses; which, according to
DIII'l:illl de la l\1aUe, is equal to about 14,000, 10,500, 7,000,
:~,C(Hi and 1,570 marks, respectively. The sixth class, the proletarians, consisLcd of those who possessed less and were exempt
from military service and taxation. In the new assembly of
ccntllfiae (comitia celiluriala) the citizens formed ranks after
tlw wanner of soldiers, in companies of one hundred (centuria),
alld eal'll centuria hall one vote. The first class placed 80 centuri,IC in the field; the second :22, the third 20, the fourth 22,
lilt:; Jldh 30 tllld the sixth, for propriety's sake, one. To these
wen; added It; centuriae of horsemen compose4 of the most
wealthy; altogether 193. For a majority 97 votes were required.

But the horsemen and the first class alone had together 98
votes, thus being in the majority; when they were united valid
decisions were made without even asldng the other classes.
Upon this new assembly of cenluriae now devolved aU the.
political rights of the former assembly of curiae (a few nominal
ones excepted); the curiae and the gentes composing them were
thereby, as was the case in Athens, degraded to the position
of mere private and religious associations and as such they still
vegetated for a long time, while the nssembly of curiae soon fell
into oblivion. In order to eliminate the. three old gentile tribes,
too, from the state, four territorial tribes were intrOduced, each
tribe inhabiting one quarter of the city and receiving certain
political rights.
Thus, in Rome also, the old social order based on personal
ties of blood was destroyed even before the abolition of the 80called kingdom, and a new constitution, based on territorial
division and distinction of wealth, a real state constitution,·
took its place. The public power here consisted of the citizenry
liable to military service, and was directed not only against the
slaves, but also against the so-called proletarians, who were
excluded from military service and the right to carry arms.
The new constitution was merely further developed up'on the
expulsion of the last rex, Tarquinius Superbus, who had
usurped real royal power, and the institution, in place of the
rex, of two military commanders (consuls) with equal powers
(as among the Ir')(Illois)., 'Vithill this constitution moved the
whole history of the Homan republic \vith all its struggles between
patricians and plebeians for admission to office and a share in
the state lands; and the final dissolution of the patrician nobility in the new class of big land and money owners, who gradually absorbed all the land of the peasants ruined by military
service, cultivated with the aid of slaves the enormous new
tracts thus created, depopulated Italy, and thus opened the
gates not only to imperial rule, but also to its successors, the
German barbarians.

:;u~

VII
THE GENS AMONG THE CELTS AND GERMANS
Space prevents us from going into the gentile institutions still
found in a more or less pure form among the most diverse
savage and barbarian peoples of the present day ; 01' into the
traces of such institutions found in the ancient history of civil~
Ised nations in Asia. On(; or the olher is met with everywhere.
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.\ few illustrations may suffice: Even before the gens had been
rccuglli!>cd it was pointed out and accurately described in its
main ouLlines by the man who took the greatest pains to
lllisunderstand it, McLennan, who wrote of this institution
among the Kalmucks, the Circassians, the Samoyeds* and three
Indian peoples: the Waralis, the Magars and the Munniporees.
H..:ccnLly it was described by Maxim Kovalevsky, who discov'=!fcd it alllong the Pshavs, Khevsurs, Svanetians and other
Caucasian tribes. Here we shall confine ourselves to a few brief
notes on the existence of the gens among Celts and Germans.
The oldest Celtic laws that have come down to our day
show the gens still in full vitality. In Ireland it is alive, at least
instinctively, in the popular mind to this day, after the English
forciLly blew it up. It was still in full bloom in Scotland in the
middle of the last century, and here, too, it succumbed only to
the arms, laws and courts of the English.
The old Welsh laws, written several centuries before the
English Conquest,172 not later than the eleventh century, still
show cOlllmunal field agriculture of whole villages, although
only as exceptions and as the survival of a former universal
custOIIl. Every family had five acres for its own cultivation;
~\l1o(her plot was at the same time cultivated in common and
its yield divided. Judging by the Irish and Scotch analogies
there cannot be any doubt that these village communities represent gentes or subdivisions of gentes, even though a reinvestigation of the Welsh laws, which I cannot undertake for
lack of time (my notes are from 1869 173), should not directly
corroLorate this. The thing, however, that the Welsh sources,
and the Irish, do prove directly is that among the Celts the
pairing family had not yet given way by far to monogamy in
the eleventh century. In Wales, marriage did not become indissoluble, or rather did nol cease to be subject to notice of dissolution, until after seven years. Even if only three nights
were wanting to make up the seven years, a married couple
could still separate. Then their property was divided between
them: the woman divided, the man made his choice. The furuiture was divided according to certain very funny rules. If the
marriage was dissolved by the man, he had to return the
woman's dowry and a few other articles; if the woman desired
a separation, she received less. Of the children the man was
given two, the woman one, namely, the middle child. If the
woman married again after her divorce, and her first husband
fetched her back, she was obliged to follow him, even if she
.. Old Hume for Neutsi.-Ed.
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already had one foot in her new husband's bed. But. if two
people had lived together for seven years, they were considered
man and wife, even without the preliminaries of a formal marriage. Chastity among girls before marriage was by no means
strictly observed, nor was it demanded; the regulations governing this subject are of an extremely frivolous nature and run
counter to all bourgeois morals. When a woman committed
adultery. her husband had a right to beat her-this was one of
three cases when he could do so without incurring a penaItybut after that he could not demand any other redress, for
"the same offence shall either he atoned for or avenged, Lut not both."17'

The reasons that entitled a woman to a divorce without detriment to her rights at the settlement were of a very diverse
nature: the man's foul breath was a sufficient reason. The
redemption money to be paid to the tribal chief or king for the
right of the first night (gobr merch, hence the mediaeval name
marcheta, French marquette) plays a conspicuous part in the
legal code. The women had the right to vote at the popular
assemblies. "'.cld to this that similar conditions are shown to
have existe(l b. Ireland; that time marriages were also quite the
custom there, and that the women were assured of liberal and
well-define~ privileges in case of separation, even to the point
of remuneration for domestic services; that a "first wife"
existed by the side of others, and in dividing a decedent's property no distinction was made between legitimate and illegitimate children-and we have a picture of the pairing family
compared with which the form of marriage valid in North
America seems strict; but this is not surprising in the eleventh
century for a people which in Caesar's time was still living in
group marriage.
The Irish gens (sept; the tribe was called clainne, clan) is
confirmed and described not only by the ancient law-books, but
also by the English jurists of the seventeenth century who were
sent across for the purpose of transforming the clan lands into
domains. of the King of England. Up to this time, the land had
been the common property of the clan or gens, except where
the chiefs had already converted it into their private domain.
When a gentile died, and a household was thus dissolved, the
gentile chief (called caput cognation is by the English jurists)
redistributed the whole gentile land among the other households. This distribution must in general have taken place
according to rules such as were observed in Germany. \Ve still
find a few villages-very numerous forty or fifty years ago-
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with Jields held in so-called rundale. Each of the peasants, individual tenants on the soil that once was the common property
of the gens hut had been seized by the English conquerorlii,
pays rent for his particular plot, but all the arable and meadow
hmd is combined and shared out, according to .liituation and
quality, in strips, or "Gewanne," as they are called on the Mosel,
and each one receives a share of each Gewann. Moorland and
paslures are used in commou. As recently as fifty years ago,
rl~di \' ision was still practised occasionally, sometimes annually.
Tlie map of such a rundale village looks exactly like that of a
Gc['J. ",-, community of farming households [Geholerschalt) on
tlie l\,()Sel or in the Hochwald. The gens also survives in the
"fad ions." The Irish peasants often form parties that seem to
be founded on absolutely absurd and senseless distinctions and
are quite incomprehensible to Englishmen. The only purpose of
these factious is apparently to rally for the popular sport of
solemnly beating the life out of one another. They are artificial
reincarnations, later substitutes for the blasted gentes that in
their own peculiar way demonstrate the continuation of the
inhcrif!:d gt:lltile instinct. Ineirlentally, in some localities memht'rs of the same gens still live together on what is practically
thL~ir old territory. During the thirties, for instance, the great
majority of the inhabitants of the country of Monaghan had
oill)' four falllily names, that is, were descended from four
gelltes, or dans:~
,
.
'fhe downfall of the gentile order in Scotland dates from the
:mppression of the rebellion of 1745.176 Precisely what link in
liJis urder the Scotch clan represents remains to be investigated; 110 douht it is a link. 'Valler ScoU's novels bring the clan

in the Highlands of Scotland vividly before our eyes. It is, as
Morgan says,

2Uli

* Dlaillg " fl!w days thut I sp.:nt in Ireland.175 I again realised to what
c_~ kilt
~'.l:lllil"

llll! rural popUlation there is still living illl the conceptions of the
period. The landlord. whose tenunt the peasant is. is still considered
Lv II", Ldla a~ a wrt of chn chief who supervises the cultivation of the soil
ill lli~ illler",1 of all, i!; clllilt.:d to tribute from the peasant in the form of
reid. hili .. 1-;,) Ii", to li!;,isl Ihe pe:lsllnl in cases of need. Likewille. ev"ryone
ill l ""If.J1-Llb/" circlllllslall';(:s is clJnsilierl:'d under obligation to JlClp his
1"J 1 d l l " JI :gJ,llilur:; \\'iu;uc\'cr lh,~y arc in distrc:.;s.
.')li.·\' . .,.,i·,l.lll,!l! i; nut el.llrily; it is what Ihe poor clansman is enlilll:'d to
by ri;:ill from Id; rieh f.:lllllV clansman or clan chief. This explains why politi.:d ',l"IIlalbt; and juris!:; cumplain of the impossibility of inculcating ihe
1. .. ,.1 :" i,k.l of lJllllrgelJi~ properly into the minds of the Irish peasants.
i"ll,.d) 11",[ ha~ only rigllls, hut nil duties, is absolutely beyond the ken of
tI,,: Iri:,I)ldall. No wunl\t:r Sl) llIany Irishmen with such naive gentile concepli,"h. wb,) ar~ suddenly ca~;t into thl! modern great citiei of England and
,\illVI ie~, alllllllg a pOPlliatiun with cntirdy different moral and legal stand:lrd:;, l"owllle ulll:'rly confllscd in their views of mora)>> and jUlitice, lose all
h"ld :dlll (,[len ure bound to succumb to demcll'ulisation in mllSSIiIi. (Note by
C'llyd,; /0 tht: /ullrtll editioll, 1891.)
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"an excellent tYPtl of the gens in orgllnisation and in spirit, and an
extraordinary illustration of the power oC the gentile life over its members ...•
We find in their feuds and blood revengtl. in their localisation by gentes 1
in their use of lands in common. in the fidelity of the clansman to his chief
and of the members of thl! clan to each olher, the lIslial and persistent
features of gentile society .. " D,!scenl was in the male line. the children of
the males remaining members of the clall, while the children of its female
members belonged to the claus of tiwir respective fathers."m

The fact that mother right was formerly in force in Scotland
is proved by the royal family of the Picts, in which, according
to Bede, inheritance in the female line prevailed. We even see
evidences of the punaluan family preserved among the Scots
as well as the Welsh until the Middle Ages in the right of the
first night, which the chief of the clan or the king, the last
representative of the former common husbands, could claim
with every bride, unless redeemed.
II<

<I<

II<

That the Germans were organised in gentes up to the time
of the migration of peoples is an indisputable fact. Evidently
they seWed in the terrilory between the Danube, the Rhine,
the Vistula amI the northern seliS only a few centuries before
our era; the Cimbri and Tculoni were still in full migration,
and the Suevi did not settle down until Caesar's time. Caesar'
expressly states that they settled down in gentes and killships
(gentibus cognationibusque), and in the mouth of a Roman of
the Julia gens the word gentibus has a definite meaning that
cannot possibly be misconstrued. This holds good for all Germans; even the settling of the conquered .Roman provinces
appears to have proceeded still in gentes. The Alamannian Law
confirms the fact that the people settled on the conquered land
soulh of the Danube in gentes (genealogiae) 178; genea/ogia is
used in exactly the same sense as Mark or Dorlgenossensc]wll'~
was used later. Recently Kovalevs}ty has expressed the view
that lhese genealogiae were large household communities among
which the land was divided, and from which the villagc communities developed later on. The same may be true of the lara,
the term which the Burgundians and Langobards-a Gothic
and a Herminonian, or High German, tribe-applied to nearly,
It
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if not exadly, the same- thing that in the Alamannian book of

la ws is called geneaiogia. Whether this really represents the
gens or the household community is a matter that must be
further investigated.
The language records leave us in doubt as.to whether all the
Germans had a common term for gens, and. if so, what term.
Etymologically, the Greek genos, the Latin gens, corresponds
to the Gothic kuni, Middle High German kiinne, and is used
in the same sense. We are led back to the time of mother right
by the fact that the terms for "woman" are derived from the
same root: Greek gyne, Slav zena, Gothic qvino, Old Norse
kona, kuna. Among Langobards and Burgundians we find, as
stated, the term, tara, which Grimm derives from the hypothetical root {isan, to begeL I should prefer to trace it to the
more obvious root taran, tahren, to wander. a term which designates a certain well-defined section of the nomadic train,
composed. it almost goes without saying, of relatives; a term,
which, in the course of centuries of wandering, first to the East
anel then to the West, was gradually applied to the gentile community itself. Further, there is the Gothic albja, Anglo-Saxon
sib, Old High German sippia, sippa, Sippe.*. Old Norse has
only the plural sifjar, relatives; the singular occurs only as the
name of a goddess, Sit. Finally, another expression occurs in
the Hildebrand Song,179 where Hildebrand asks Hadubrand
"who is your father among the men of the people ••• or what is your
kin '/" (eddo /ItIlWhht!s cIIuosles du sis).

If there was a common German term for gens, it might well

have been the Gothic kuni; this is not only indicated by its
idel1lily with the corresponding term in kindred languages, but
also by the fact that the word kuning. Konig, which originally
signified chief of gens or tribe, is derived from it. Sibja, Sippe,
does not appear worthy of consideration; in Old Norse, at least,
sit jar signified not only relatives by blood, but also by marriage;
hence it comprises the members of at least two gentes; thus
the tern) sit cannot have been the term for gens.
Among the Germans, as among the Mexicans and Greeks, the
horsemen as well as the wedge-like columns of infantry were
grouped in battle array by gentes. \Vhen Tacitus says: by
families and kinships, the indefinite expression he uses is expluii., 1 by the fact that in his time the gens had long ceased
to bc. living association in Rome.
.. Killsfullc-Ed
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Of decisive significance is a passage in Tacitus where he
says: The mother's brother regards his nephew as his son; some
even hold that the blood tie between the maternal uncle and
the nephew is more sacred and close than that between father
and son, so that when hostages are demanded the sister's son is
considered a better pledge than the natural son of the man
whom they desire to place under bond. Here we have a living
survival of the mother-right, and hence original, gens, and it is
described as something which particularly distinguishes the
Germans.* If a member of such a gens gave his own son as a
pledge for an obligation he had undertaken, and if this son
became the victim of his father's br.each of faith, that was the
concern of the father alone. When the son of a sister was sacrificed, ho\\cver, then th'e most sacred gentile law was violateq.
The next ,);. kin, who was bound above all others to protect the
boy or young man, was responsible for his death; he should
either have refrained from giving tht: boy as a pledge, or have
kept the contract. If we had no other trace of gentile organisation among the Germans, this one passage would be sufficient
proof.
Still more decisive, as it comes about eight hundred years
later, is a passage in the Old Norse song about the tw\light of
the gods and the end of the world, the Voluspa. In this "Vision
of the Seeress," in which, as Bang and Bugge have now shown,
also elements of Christianity are interwoven, the description of
the period of universal depravity and corruption preceding the
cataclysm contains this passage:
Broedhr munu berjask ok at bonum verdask, munu syslrungar sifjum
spilla.
"Brothers will wage war against one another and become each other's
slayers, and sisters' children will break the bonds of kinship."

Systtungar means son of the mother's sister, and in the poet's
eyes, the repudiation by such of blood relationship caps the

* The Greeks know only in the mythology of the Heroic Age the special
intimacy of the bond between the maternal uncle and his nephew, a relic
of mother right found among many peoples. According to Diodorus, IV, 34,
Meleager kilill the sons of Thestius, the brothers of his mother Althaea. The
laller regards this deed as such n heinous crime that she curses the murderer,
her own son, and prays for his death. It is related that "the gods fulfilled her
wish and ended Meleager's life". According to the same author (Diodorus,
IV, 43 and H), the Argonauts under Heracles landed ill Thracia and there
found that Phineus, at the instigation of his second wife, shamefully maltreats his two sons by his first, deserted wife, Cleopatra, the Boread. But
among the Argonauts there are also some Boreads, the brothers of Cleopatra,
the maternal uncles, therefore, of the maltreated boys. They at once come
to their nephews' aid, set them free and kill their guards. (Note by Engels.]
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climax of the crime of fratricide. The climax lies in sy$trungar,
whieh elllpha!:lises the kinship on the maternal iide. If the term
~!Jskill([-1>6rn, brother's and sistCi"S children, or syskina-synir,
bruther's and sister's SOIl:;, had been used, the second line would
nul have been a crescendo as against the first but a weakening
dimil1lwJl,[o. Thus, even in the time of the Vikings; when the
\'tilu:ifltl was composed, the memory of mother right was not
yet oblilc1'uled in Scandiuavia.
Fur the rest, in Tacitus' time, at least among the Germans
with whom he was more familiar, mother right had already
gil't"ll way lo falher right: the children were the heirs of the
1;.1h,:1'; in the absence of children, the brothers and the paternal
~lIld lIJaternal uncles were the heirs. The admission of the
I1l11ther's brother to inheritance is connected with the preservation of lhe above-mentioned custom, and also pl'oves how recent
fatk.:ight was among the Germans at that time, We find
traCL..> of mother right even late in the Middle Ages. In this
IH.:riud fatherhood was still a matter of doubt, especially among
s('rfs, and when a feudal lord demanded the ·return of a fugitive
~·erf from a city, it was required, for instance, in Augsburg,
llasd :lud Kuiscrslautern, that the fuct of his. serfdom should
k eo;lablished by the oaths of six of his immediate blood relati\'cs, exclusively' on his mother's side. (Maurer, Urban ConstitUtiOIl, I. p. 381.)
;\nlJlil(:r relit; of mother right, then beginning to fall into det::1)', W.lS the, from the Roman standpoint almost inexplicable,
rc~.p,~cl the Germans had for the female sex. Girls of noble
Lunily wcre regarded as the best hostages guaranteeing the
hCj,ilig of coutracts with Germans. In battle, nothing stimulatld ltH:ir cuurage so lnuch as the honible thought that their
wi,'cs Hnd uaughters Jnight be captured and carried into slavery.
Thl:y regarded the woman as being holy and something of a
pcuphc:kss, and thcy heeded her advice in the most important
mailer:;. \'eleda, the Bmderian priestess on the Lippe River,
w~,s lill~ moving spirit of the whole Batavian insurrection, in
\Illil:h Cil'iIis, at the head of Germans and Belgians, shook the
fdllll,iaLions of Homan rule in GauLi80 The women appear to
kln~ held undisputed sway in lhe house. Tacitus 'says that they,
\\'lllt llle; uld Illell and childreu, had, of course, to do all the
\\"'I'k, f..r the BIen went hunting, drank and loafed; but he does
nul S:IY \,lIn cultivated the fields, and as according to his explicit ~l:ll('lIleJlt lhe slaves only paid dues and performed no compuL() ry laLolir, it would appear that what little agricultural
\\uric \Ias re(luired had to be performed by the bulk of the
ad lilt Hid\.
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As was stated above, the form of marriage was. the pamng
family gradually appruximating to monogamy. It was not 'yet
.strict monogamy, for polygaJoy was permitted to the notability.
On the whole (unlike the Celts) they insisted on strict chastity
among girls. Tacitus speaks with particular warmth of the inviolability of the matrimonial bond among the Germans. He
gives adultery on the part of the woman as the sole reason of
a divorce. But his report contains many gaps here, and further7
more, it too openly holds up the mirror of virtue to the dissipated Romans. So much is certain: if the Germans in their
forests were such exceptional mouds of virtue, only a :;light
~ontact with the outer world was required to bring them down
to the levI!! of the other, average, Europeans. In the whirl of
Roman liflt! the . last tnlce of strict morality disappeared even
faster than the German language. It is enough to read Gregory
of Tours. It goes without saying that refined voluptuousness
could not 'exist in the primeval forests of Germany as it did. in
Rome, and so in this respect also the Germans were superior
enough to the Roman world without ascribing to them a continence in carnal matters that has never prevailed among any
people as III whole.
.
From the gentile system arose the obligation to inherit the
feuds as well as the friendships of one's father and relatives; and
also wergild, the fine paid in atonement for murder or injury,
in place of blood revenge. A generation ago' this wergild was
regarded :as a specifically German in;;litution, but it has since
been proved that hundreds of peoples practised this milder
form of blood revenge which had its origin in the gentile system.
Like the obligation of hospitality, it is found, for instance,
among the American lndim.s. Tacitus' description of the manner in which hospitality was observed (Germania, c. 21)' is
almost identical, even ill ddaib, with l\lorgan's relating to his
Indians.
The heated and ceaseless controversy as to whether or not
the Germans in Tacitus' time had already finally divided up the
cultivated land and how the pertinent passages should be interpreted is now a thing of the past. After it had been established thnt the cultivated land of nearly all peoples was tilled
in common by the gens and later on py communistic family
communities, a practice which Caesar still found among the
Suevi; that later the land was allotted and periodically re-allotted to the individual families; and that this periodical re-allotment of the cultivated land has been preselTed in parts of
.Germany down to this day, we need not waste any more breath
on the subject. If the Germans in one hund.'ed and fifty years
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passed from common cultivation, such as Caesar expressly
utlributes to the Suey i-they have no divided or private tillage
w halsoevcr, he says-to individual cultivation with the annual
redistribution of the laud in Tacitus' time, it is surely progress
euough; a transition from that stage to the complete private
uwncrship of laud in such a short period and without any
olltsidc intervention was an utter impossibility. Hence I can read
in Tacitus only what he states in so many words: They change
(or redivide) the cultivated land every year, and enough comilIOn land is left in the process. It is the stage of agriculture
alld appropriation of the soil which exactly tallies with the genlile ('()llstitutjon of the Germans of that time.
j leave the preceding paragraph unchanged, just as it stood
ill fUf1ller edilions. Meantime the question has assumed another
aspect. Since Kovalevsky has demonstrated (see above, p. 44*)
lhat the patriarchal household community was widespread, if
nol universal, as the connecting link between the mother-right
CUlllHlunistic family and the modern isolated family, the questioll is no longer whether the land was common or private
I'ruPt.:rty, as was still discussed hetween Maurer and Waitz, hut
what /uFm common property assumed. There is no doubt what('\'er thal in Caesar's lime the Suevi not only .owned their land
in common, Lut also tilled it in common for common account.
The questions whether their economic unit was the gens or the
Iwusehold community or an intermediate communistic kinship
gruup, 01' whether all three of these groups existed as a result of
dilJ'erent lucal land conditions will remain subjects of contro\'t.:rsy for a long time yet. Kovalevsky maintains that the conditions descriLed hy Tacitus were not based on the Mark or
\'illage community, but on the household community, which,
much later, developed into the village community, owing to the
growth of the population.
lienee, it is claimed, the German settlements on the territory
they occupied in the time of the Romans, and on the territory
tlll~y laler look from the Romans, must have been not villages,
bill laq.;e family communities comprising severa~ generations,
\,.-hich culti\'lllcd a correspondingly large tract of land and used
tile surrounding wild land as a common Mark with their neighbums. The passage in Tucitus concerning the changing of the
nllti\'akd land would then actually have an agronomic meanillg, namely, that the community cultivated a different piece of
land every year, and the land cultivated during the previous
y.:ar was lefl fallow or entirely abandoned, The sparsity of the
,:' St:t: p, :.!:Jl of tbis volumc.-Ed.
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population would have left enough spare wild land to mal,e all
disputes about land unnecessary. Only after the lapse of centuries, when the members uf the household had increased to
such an extent that common cultivation hecame impossible
under prevailing conditions of production, did the household
communities allegedly dissolve. The furmer common fields and
meadows were then divided in the well-known manner among
the various individual households that had now formed, at first
periodically, and later once for all, while forests, pastures and
bodies of water remained common property.
As far as Russia is concerned, this process of development
appears to have been fully proved historically. As for Germany,
and secondarily, for other Germanic countries, it cannot he
denied that, in many respects, this view affords a belter interpretation of the sources and an easier solution of difficulties
than the former idea of tracing the village community down to
the time of Tacitus. The oldest documents, for instance, the'
Codex Laureshamensis,181 are on the whole more easily explained by the household community than by the village Mark
community. On the other hand, it presents new difficulties and
new problems that need solution. Here. only further investigation can decide. I cannot deny, however, that it is highly probable that the household community was also the intermediate
stage in Germany, Scandinavia and England.
While in Caesar the Germans had partly just taken up settled
abodes, and partly were still seeking such, they had been settled
for a full century in Tacitus' time; the resulting progress in the
production of means of subsistence is unmistakable. They lived
in log houses; their clothing was still of the primitive forest
type, consisting of rough woollen cloaks and animal skins, and
linen underclothing for the women and the notables, They lived,
On milk, .,' 'lt, wild fruit and, as Pliny adds, oatmeal porridge
(the ~eltic national dish in Ireland and Scotland to this day).
Their wealth consisted of cattle, of an inferior breed, however,
the animals being small, uncouth and hornless; the horses were
small ponies, not fa!'t runners. Money, Homan coin only, was
little and rarely used. They made no gold or silver ware, nor
did they attach any value to these metals. Iron was scarce and,
at least among the tribes on the Hhine and the Danube, was
apparently almost wholly imported, not mined by themselves.
The runic script (imitations of Greek and Latin, letters) was
only used as a secret code and exclusively for religiolls sorcery.
Human sacrifices were still in vogue. In short, they were a
people just emerged from the middle stage of harbarism into
the upper stage. While, howe\'er, the triIJes whose immediate
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con tad with the Homans facilitated the import of Roman industrial products were thereby prevented from developing a
melal anti textile industry of their own, there is not the least
doubt that the tribes of the North-East, on the Baltic, developed Ihese industries. The pieces of armour found in the bogs
of. Schleswig-a long iron sword, a coat of mail, a silver hellIIet, etc., together with Homan coins from the' close of the
second century-and the German metal ware spread by the
migration of peoples represent a peculiar typ~ of fine workm:i11ship, even Stich as were modelled after Roman originals.
\Vith the exception of England, emigration to· the civilised
HullUlIl Empire everywhere put an end to this native industry.
lIuw uuiformly this industry arose and developed is shown, for
ill:o.tance, by the bronze spangles. The specimens found in
13 lIrgundy, in Humania and along the Azov Sea might have been
IJ\'ddueed in the very same workshop as the British and the
S\\'edish, and are likewise of undoubtedly Germanic origin.
Their' constitution was also in keeping with the upper stage
ot barbarism. According to Tacitus, there was commonly a
('oUlII'i! of chicfs (prillcipes) which decided matters of minor imJlort: " I: and prepared important matters for the decision of
th~ p()pular assembly. The latter, in the lower stage of barbarbm. al least in places where we kno\v it, among the Americans,
Wits held only in the gens, not yet in the tribe or the confednil':y ur tribes. The council chiefs (principes) were still sharply distinguished from the war chiefs (duces), just as among the
lfilq uuis. The former were already living, in part, on honorary
~il'is, sllch as cattle, grain, elc., from their fellow tribesmen. As
in .\nlt'rica thcy were generally elected from the same family.
The tr, nsition to father right favoured, as in Greece and Rome,
U1<~ gradual transformation of elective office into hereditary
ofli.'c, tlllIS giving rise to a noble family in each gens. Most of
thi~ (Jld, so-called tribal Hobiiity disappeared during the migrali"li of peoples, or shortly after. The military leaders were
.'J('(~kd solely on their merits, irrespective of birth. They had
litlk power and had to rely on force of example. As Tacitus
(''\plil'iLly sta~es, actual disciplinary power in the army was held
Ly tli..:~ priests. The popular assemhly was the real power. The
Lil",; UI' tribal chief presided; the people decided: a murmur
"i,;!lilkd "no," acclamatioll and c\l(nging of weapons meant
"ay_'," The popular assembly was also the court of justice. Comrdai(ils were lJJ'oughL up here and decided; and death sentences
\\l~rl; prollounced, Ihe latter ollly in cases of cowardice, treason
or 1I1l11atlll'al vices. The gentes and olher subdivisions also judged
ill a budy, presided over by the chief, who, as in all original

German courts, could be only director of the proceedings and
questioner. Among the Germans, ulways and cvcry,\vhcl'e, sentence was pronounced by the entire community.
Confederacies of tribes came into existence from Caesar's
time. Some of them already had kings. The supreme military
commander began to' aspire to despotic power, as among the
Greeks and Romans. and sometimes sllcceeded in achieving it.
These successful usurpers were by no means absolute rulers;
nevertheless, they began to break the fetters of the gentile constitution. While freed slaves generally occupied an inferior position, because they could not be members of any gens, they oftcn
gained rank, wealth and honours as favourites of the new kings.
The same occurred afLer the conquest of the Homan Empire in
the case of the military leaders who had now become kings of
large countries. Among the Franks, the king's slaves and freedmen played a great role ilrst at court and then in thc state; a
large part of the new aristocracy was desccnded from them.
There was one institution that especially favoured the rise
of royalty: the retilllll~. \Ve have already seen how among the
American Redskins private associations were formed alongside
, of the gens for the purpose of waging war on their own. Among
the Germans, these private associations had developed into
standing bodies. The military commander who had acquired
fame gathered around his person a host of booty-loving young
warriors pledged to loyalty to him personally, as he was to
,them. He fed them, gave them gifts and organised them on
hierarchical principles: a bodyguard and a troop ready for immediate action in short expeditions, a trained corps of offlcers
for larger campaigns. ,Veak as these retinues must have been,
as indeed they proved to be later, for example, under Odoacer
in Italy. they, nevertheless, served as the germ of decay of the
old popular liberties, and proved to be sllch during and after
the migration of peoples. Because, first, they created favourable
soil for the rise of the royal power. SC'l:ondly, as Tacitus observed,
they could be he:ld logelllL:r only by continuolls warfare and
plundering expeditions. Loot became lite main object. If the
chieftain found nothing to do in his neighbourhood, he marched
h~s troops to other countries, where there was war and
the prospect of booty. The German auxiliaries, who under the
Roman standard even fought Germans in large numbers, parlly
consisted of such retinues. They were the first germs of the
Landsknecht':' system, the shame and curse of the Germans.
After the conquest of the Roman Empire, these kings' retainers,
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togdher with the bonded and the Roman court attendants,
fUrJllcd the second lnain constituent part of the nobility of later
days.

In general, then, the German tribes, combined into peoples,
Lad the smne constitution that had developed among the Greeks
of tile Ileroic Age and among the Romans at the time of the
su·called kings: popular assemblies, councils of gentile chiefs
and lIlilitary commanders who were already aspiring to real
Lingly power. It was the most highly-developed constitution the
gl~nlile order could produce; it was the model constitution of
the higher stage of barbarism. As soon as society passed beyond
the limits for which this constitution sufficed, the gentile order
was finished. It burst asunder and the state took its place.

VIII
THE FOHMA'fION OF 'l'HE STATE AMONG
TilE GEnMANS
Al~cording to Tacitus the Germans were a very numerous
peuple. An approximate idea of the strength of the different
German peoples is given by Caesar; he puts the number of
Usipetans and Tencterans, who appeared on the left bank of
the Hhine, at 180,000, including women and children. Thus,
about 100,000 to a single people,::- considerably more than, say,
the Iroquois numbered in their most flourishing period, when
not fjuite 20,000 became the terror of the whole country, from
the Great Lakes to the Ohio and Potomac. If we were to attempt
to group on a map the individual peoples of the Rhine country,
who afe beller known to us from reports, we would find that
such a people would occupy all the average the area of a Prussian administrative district, about 10,000 square kilometres, or
11)2 geographical square miles. The Germania Magna'<* of the
Hornans, reaching to the Vistula, comprised, however, roundly
5lJO,()(J() square kilometres. Counting an average of 100,000 for
tiDy single people, the total population of Germania Magna
wuuld ha\'e amounted to five mil~ion-a rather high figure for

':. The Humber taken here is confirmed by a passage in Diodorus on the
Celt~ of Gaul: "Ill GauL Ike numerous peoples of unequal strength. The biggest of them numbers about 200,000, the smallest 50,000." (Diodorus Sicu!us,
V, 25.) That gives an average of 125,000. The individual Gallic peoples, being
more highly developed, must certainly have been more numerous than the
;;·'f

a barbarian group of peoples, although 10 inhabitants to the
square kilometre, or 550 to the geographical square mile, is very
little when compared with present conditions. But this does not
include all the Germans then living. We know that German
peoples of Gothic origin, Bastarnians, Peukinians and others,
lived along the Carpathian Mountains all the way down to the
mouth of the Danube. They were so numerous that Pliny designated them as the fifth main tribe of the Germans; in 180
B.C. they were already serving as mercenaries of the l\lacedonian King Perseus, and in the first years of the reign of Augustus they were still pushing their way as far as the vicinity of
Adrianople. If we assume that they numbered only one million,
then, at the beginning of the Christian era, the Germans numbered probably not less than six million.
After settling in Germany [Germanien], the population must
have grown with increasing rapidity. The industrial progress
mentioned above is sufficient to prove it. The objects found in
the bogs of Schleswig, to judge by the Roman coins found with
them, date from the third century. Hence at that time the
metal and textile industry was already well developed on the
Baltic, a lively trade was carried on with the Roman Empire,
and the wealthier class enjoyed a certain luxury-all evidences
of a greater density of population. At this time, however, the
Germans started their general assault along the whole line of
the Rhinl;, Ihe Roman frontier rampart and the Danube, a lin~
stretching rom the North Sea to the Black Sea-direct proof
of the ever-growing population striving outwards. During the
three centuries of struggle, the whole main body of the Gothic
peoples (with the exception of the Scandinavian Goths and the
Burgundians) moved towards the South-East and formed the
left wing of the long line of attack; the High Germans (Herminonians) pushed forward in the centre of this line, on the
Upper Danube, and the Istaevonians, now called Franks, on
the right wing, along the Rhine. The conquest of Britain fell
to the lot of the Ingaevonians. At the end of the fifth century
the Roman Empire, exhausted, bloodless and helpless, lay open
to the' invading Germans.
In preceding chapters we stood at the cradle of ancient
Greek and Roman civilisation. Now we are standing at its grave.
The levelling plane of Roman world power had been passing for centuries over all the Mediterranean countries. Where
,the Greek language offered no resistance all national languages
gave way to a corrupt Latin. There were no longer any distinctions of nationality, no more Gauls. Iberians, Ligurians,. Noricans; all had become Romans. Roman administration and
j

.
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Homan law had everywhere dissolved the old bodies of conand thus crushed the last remnants of local and natiuual sclf-exprcs!:iion. The new-fangled Romanism could not
compensate for this loss; it did not express any np.tionality, but
unly lack of nationality. The elements for the formation of new
natiuns existed everywhere. The Latin dialects of ·the different
provinces diverged more and more; the natural boundaries that
had once made Haly, Gaul, Spain, Africa independent territories, still existed and still made themselves felt. Yet nowhere
was tl:l:re a force capable of combining these elements into new
Il,lliuns; nowhl~re was there the least trace of any capacity for
.k\'clopment or auy power of resistance, much less of creative
puwer. The immense human mass of that enormous territory
\\'a:o. ;.ltl together by one bond alone-the Roman state; and
this, 1'1 lime, had become their worst enemy and oppressor. The
provinces had ruined Rome; Rome itself had become a provincial town lite all the others, privileged, but no longer ruling,
no lun~el' the centre of the world empire, no longer even the
scat of tile emperors and vice-emperors, who lived in Constantinople, 'l'reves and Milan. The Homan state had become an
illlmeuse complicaled machine, designed exclusively for the
exploitalion of its subjects. Taxes, services for· the state and
levies of all kinds drove the mass of the people deeper and
Ikeper inlo poverty. The extortionate practices of the procuralUI'S, tax collectors and soldiers caused the pressure to become
intolerable. This is what the Roman state with its world domillatiun had brought things to: it had based its right to existence
u.1 Ihe preservation of order in the interior and protection
<l8ainst the harbarians out~ide. But its order was worse than
Ihe worst disorder, and the barbarians, again!it whom the state
prdeuued to protect its citizens, were hailed by them ~s s~v"
iOllfs.
Sucial conditions were no less desperate. During the last
years of the repllblic, Homan rule was already based on the
ruthless exploilation of the conquered province!i. The emperors
llad lIut abolished this exploitation; on the contrary, they had
rl'gllLtrised it. The more the empire fell into decay, the higher
l"U."l' Ihl~ laxes .lIlt! cumpulsory services, and the more shameInsl)' thl: ofiicials rubbed and blackmailed the people. ComLil:n:v aut! illduslry were never the business of the Romans
\\ 1111 lunled it over entire peoples. Only in usury did they excel
;dl IIlhcrs, before and after them. The commerce that existed
<IIld BLIIHlged to mainlain itself for a time was reduced to ruin
by ofHcial extortion; what survived was carried on in the
ca:;lern, Grecian, part of the empire, but this is beyond the
:;ulI!JuiIlei
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scope of our study, Universal impoverishmentj decline of commerce, handicrafts. the arts, and of the popUlation; decay of
the townsj retrogression of agriculture to a lower stage-this
was the final result of Roman world supremacy.
Agricultlll'c, the decisive branch of production throughout
antiquity, now became so more than e\;er. In Italy, the immense
aggregations of estates (lutifundia) which had covered nearly
the whole territory since the end of the republic, had been
utilised in two ways: either as pastures, on which the population had been replaced by sheep and oxen, the care of which
required only a few slaves; or as country estates, on which largescale horticulture had been carried on with masses of slaves.
partly to serve the luxurious needs of the owners and partly lfor
sale in the urban markets. The great pastures had been preserved
and probably even enlarged. But the country estates and
their horticulture fell into ruin owing to the impoverishment
of their owners and the decay of the towns. Lalifundian economy based on slave labour was no longer profitable; but at that
time it was the only possible form of large-scale agricultlll'e.
Small-scale farming again became the only profitable fprm.
Estate after estate was parcelled out and leased in small lots
~o hereditary· tenants, who paid a fixed sum, or to purtiarii,':'
farm managers rather than tenants, who received one-sixth or
even only one-ninth of the year's product for their work. Main,
ly, howev.t!r, these small plots were distributed to coloni, who
paid a fixed amount annually, were attached to the land and
could be sold together with the plots. These were not slaves,
but neither were they frce; they could not marry free citizens,
and intermarri4lge among themselves was not regarded as valid
marriage, but as mere concubinage (contubernium), as in the
case of the slaves. They were the forerunners of the mediaeval
ierfs.
The slavery of antiquity became obsolete, Neither in largescale agriculture in the country, nor in the manufactories of ' the
. towns did it any longer bring in a return worth while-the
markct for its products had disappeared. Small-scale agriculture
and small handicrafts, to which the gigantic production of the
flourishing times of the empire was now reduced, had no room
for numerous slaves. Society found room only for the domestic
and luxury slaves of the rich. But moribund slavery wa,,'> still
sufficiently virile to make all productive work appear as slave
labour, unworthy of the dignity of free Romans-and everybody was now a free Roman. On Ulis account, on Hie one hand,
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there wus an increase in the number of superfluous slaves who,
having become a drag, were emancipated; on the other hand,
thel'l~ was an increase in the number of coloni and of beggared
freemen (similar to the poor whites in the ex-slave states of
Ameriea). Christianity is perfectly innocent of this gradual dying
out of ancient sla\~ry. It had partaken of the fruits of slavery
in the Homan Empire for centuries, and later did nothing to
prc\'cut the slave trade of Christians, either of the Germans in
the Nurth, or of the Venetians on the Mediterranean, or the
N l'gro slave trade of latcr years.'~ Slavery no longer paid, and so
it died out; but dying slavery left behind its poisonous sting by
llrl.ll1dillg as ignoble the productive work of the free. This was
the blind nlley in which the Roman world was caught: slavery
was eeonomically impossible, while the labour of the free was
under a moral ban. The one could no longer, the other could
not yet, be the basic form of social production. Only a complete
revolution could be of help here.
Things were no better in the provinces. Most of the reports
we have concern Gaul. By the side of the coloni, free small
peasants still existed there. In order to protect themselves
against the brutal extortio~ls of the officials, judges and usurers,
they frequently placed themselves under the protection, the
putronage, of men possessed of power; and they did this not
unly singly, but in whole communities, so much so that the
emperors of the fourth century often issued decrees prohibiting
this practice. How did this help those who sought this protec'
tiOIl '? The patron imposed the condition that they transfer the
title of their lands to him, and in return he ensured them the
usufruct of their land for life-a trick which the Holy Church
remembered and freely imitated during the ninth and tenth
centuries, fur the greater glory of God and the enlargement of
its own landed possessions. At that time, however, about the
year ·175, Bishop Salvianus of Marseilles still vehemently denOUl}(:ed such robbery and related that the oppression of the
Homan of'fieials and great landlords became so intolerable that
many "Homans" Hed to the districts already occupied by the
barbarians, and the Roman citizens who had settled there feared
lIolhillg so much as falling under Roman rule again. That poor
parenl.s frequently sold their children into slavery in those days
is proved by a law forbidding this practice.
'..\ccorJillg to Bishop Liutpn\lld of Cremona, the principal industry of
the tenth century, that is, in the Holy German Empire,182 was the
Illallufadure of eUIluchs, who were exported with great profit to Spain for
lh..: harellls of the Moors. [Nole by Engels.)
\'Cf(JUIl ill
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In return for liberating the Romans from their own state,
the German barbarians appropriated two-thirds of the entire
land and divided it among themselves. The division was made
in accordance with the gen tile system; as the conquerors were
relatively small in number, large tracts remained, undivided,
partly in the possession of the whole people and partly in that
of the tribes or gentes. In each gens fields and pastures were
distributed among the individual households in equal shares by
lot. \Ve do not know whether repeated reilivisions took place
at that time; at all events, this practice was soon discarded in
the Roman provinces, and the individual allotment became
alienable private property, allodium. Forests and pastures remained undivided for common use; this use and the mode of
cultivating the divided land were regulated by ancient custom
and the will of the entire community. The longer the gens existed
in its village, and the more Germans and Romans merged
in the course of time, the more the consanguineous character of the ties retreated before territorial ties. The gens disappeared in the Mark community, in which, however, sufficient
traces of the original kinship of the members were visible. Thus,
the gentile constitution, at least in those countries where l\larl<
communes were preserved-in the North of France, in England, Germany and Scandinavia-was imperceptibly transformed
into a territorial 'constitution, and thus became capable of
being fitted into the state. Nevertheless, it retained the natural"
democratic character which distinguishes the whole gentile
order, and thus preserved a piece of the gentile constitution
even in its degeneration, forced upon it In later times, thereby
leaving a weapon in the hand:.: of the oppressed, ready to be
wielded t:\·0.r~ in modern times.
The rai).u disappearance of the blood tie in the gens was due
to . the fact that its organs in the tribe and the whole people
had also degenerated as a result of the conquest. \Ve know that
rule over subjugated people is incompatible with the gentile
order. Here we see it on a large scnle. The German peoples,
masters of the Roman provinces, had to organise their conquest;
but one could neither absorb the mass of the Romans into the
gentile .bodies nor rule them with the aid of the latter. A substitute for the Roman state had to be placed at the head of the
Roman local administrative bodies, which at first largely con·
tinued to function, and this substitute could only be another
state. Thus, the organs of the gentile constitution had to be
transformed into organs of slate, and owing to the pressure of
circumstances, this had 10 be done vcry quickly. The first representative of the conquering people was, however, the
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military commander. The internal and external safety of the conquered lerritory demanded that his power be increased. The
IllOllwnt had arrived for transforming military leadership. into
king~hip.

This was done.
Let us lake the killgdum of the Franks. Here, not only the
wide dominions of the Homan state, but also all the very large
Irads of land Ihat had not been assigned to the large .and small
{/Wl and Mark communities, especially all the large forests, fell
into tbe hands of the victorious Salian people as their unrestrictt'd P,)s:,l'SSiOIl. The tirsl thing the king of the Franks, transformed
J'row ,lil ordinary military commander into a real monarch,
did \1 as to convert this property of the people' into a royal
('slale, t,) steal it from the people and to donate or grant it in
fief 10 his retainers. This retinue, originally composed of his
pt;r.~()nal military retainers and the fest of the subcommanders
of tlh~ army, was soon augmented not only by Romans, that is,
Ruml1uised Cauls, who quickly became almost indispensable to
hifll owing to their knowledge of writing, their education and
faluii. :, .ly with the Humance vernacular and literary Latin as
\I'd I a~, \dlh the laws of the land, but also by slaves, serfs and
frt'l!dll1t:ll, who eOllstiluted his Court and from among whom
lw Ch(JSl~ his favourites. All these were granted tracts of public
land, lirst mostly as gifts and later in the form of beneficesoriginally in most cases for the period of the life of the king 183
-and so the l.lasis was laid for a new nobility at the expense
(1\' the p(!ople.
But this was not all. The far-flung empire could not be
govenH.,(l by means of the old gentile constitution. The council
(Jf chid's, even if it had not long become obsolete, could not
Iiall: a~s<.·lllbled and was soon replaced by the king's permanent
retinue. The old popular assembly was still ostensibly preserved,
IHlt IllO!'c and more as an assembly of the subcommanders of
Ihe army and the newly-rising notables. The free landowning
pe,lsallls, Ihe mass of tlte Frankish people, were exhausted and
n·t!u,·,·t! II) penur.\' uy cuntinLlous civil war and wars of COIlqill'st, lite lalter partic..:ularly under Charlemagne, just as the
11,)11\;111 peasallts had b!:hl during the last period of the repubti,·. ·t'ltn\~ peasallts, who origillally had formed the whole army,
:llid after the cunquest of the Frankish lauds had been its core,
h,'rl! so impuverished at the begillIlin~ of the ninth century
tll~lt :ical'<:ely one out of live could provide the accoutrements
')' war. Tile former :.ll'lny of free peasants, called up directly
I.)' llil: killg, was replaced by an army composed of the serdtlll':> of Iile llc",ly-ariscll luagnatcs. Among these servitors were
also "illeins, the descendants of tl1e peasants who formerly had
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acknowledged no master but the king, and a little earlier had
acknowledged po master at all, not even a king. Under Charle.
magne's successors, the ruin of the Frankish peasantry was
completed by internal wars, the weakness of the royal power
and corresponding usurpations of the magnates, whose ranks
were augmented by the gall counts,18~ established by Charlemagne and eager to make their office hereditary, and finally
by the incursions of the Normans. Fifty years afteJr the death
of Charlemagne, the Frankish Empire lay as helpless at the feet
of the Normans as four hundred years previously the Roman
Empire had lain at the feet of the Franks.
Not only the external impotence, but the internal order, or
rather disorder, of society, was almost the same. The free
Frankish peasants found themselves in a position similar to
that of their predecessors, the Roman coloni. Ruined by war
and plunder, they had to seek the protection of the new magnates or the Church, for the royal power was too weak to protect them; they had to pay dear for this protection. Like the
Gallic peasants before them, they had to transfer the property
in their land to their patrons, and received it back from them
as tenants in different and varying forms, but always on condition of performing services and paying dues. Once driven into
this form of dependence, they gradually lost their personal freedom; after a few generations most of them became serfs. How
rapidly the free peasants were degraded is shown by Irminon's
land records of the Abbey Saint-Germain-des-Pres. then near,
now in, Paris. Even during the life of Charlemagne, on the vast
estates of ·this abbey, stretching into the surrounding country,
there were'2,788 households, nearly all Franks with German
names; 2,080 of them were coloni, 35 liti, 220 slaves and only
8 freeholders I The custom by which the patron had the land
of the peasants transferred to himself, giving to' them only the
usufruct of it for life, the custom denuunecd as ungodly by
Salvianus, was now universally practised by the Church in its
dealings with the peasants. Feudal servitude, now eoming more
and more into vogue, was modelled as much on the lincs of the
Roman angariae, compulsory services for the state,185 as on
the services rendered by the members of the German Mark in
bridge and road building and other work for common purposes ..
Thus, it looked as if, after four hundred years, the mass of the
population had come back to the point it had started from.
This proved only two things, ho\yc"er: First, that the social
stratification and the distribution of property in the declining
Roman Empire corresponded entirely to the thEm prevailing
stage of production in agriculture and industry, and hence was
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lIIHl\'uidable; secondly, that this stage of production had not
sunk or risen to any material extent in the course of the followint; fuur hundred years, and, therefore, had necessarily produced
th(' same distribution of property and the same class divi,~iUIl ur population. During the last centuries of the Roman
Empin), the town lost its supremacy over the country. and uid
nut l'l·gain it during the first centuries of German rule. This
j,rt!Sllppuses a low stage of agriculture, anu of industry as well.
Such a general condition necessarily gives rise to big ruling
landuwners and dependent small peasants. How almost impos::.ible it was to graft either the Roman latifundian economy run
with slave labour or the newer large-scale farming run with
;"erf labour on to such a society, is proved by Charlemagne's
"cry extensive experiments with his famous imperial estates,
whieh passeu away leaving hardly a trace. These experiments
were continued only by the monasteries and were fruitful only
fur them; but the monasteries were abnormal social bodies
foundeu on celibacy. They coulu do the exceptional, and for
that "cry reason had to remain exceptions.
Ne\'ertheless, progress was made during these four hundred
years. Even if in the end we find almost the same main classes
as ill tile beginning, still, the people who constituted these classes
had changed. The ancient slavery had disappeared; gone
wcre also the beggared poor freemen, who had despised work
as sladsh. Between the Roman colon us and the new serf there
had been the free Frankish peasant. The "useless reminiscences
and vain strife" of doomed Romanism were dead and buried.
The sucial classes of the ninth century had taken shape not
in the bog of a declining civilisation, but in the travail of a
ne\\'. The new r~ce, masters as well as servants, was a race of
men compared with its Roman predecessors. The relation of
powerful landlords and serving peasants, which for the latter
had been the hopeless form of the decline of the world of antiquity, was now for the furmer the starting-point of a new development. i\loreover, unproductive as these four hundred years
[I ppear tu have been, they, nevertheless, left one great product
bl'hind them: the modern nationalities, the refashioning and
rcgwuping of West-European humanity for impending history.
The tlermans, in fact, had infused new life into ,Europe; and
lilal is why the dissolution of the states in the Germ~n period
euded, Bot in Norse-Saracen subjugation, but in the developmelll from the royal henefices and patronage (commend atiuu1t'ti) to feudalism, and in such a tremendous increase in the
p"pulatiul1 that the drain of blood caused by the Crusades
Larely t\\'o centuries later could be borne without injury.
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\Vhai' was the mysterious charm with which the Germans
infused new vitality into dying Europe'? Was it the innate
magic power of the German race, as our jingo historians would
have it? By no means. Of course, the Germans were a highly
gifted Aryan tribe, especially at that time, in full process of
vigorous development. It was not their specific national qualities
that rejuvenated Europe, however, but simply-their barbarism, their gentile constitution.
Their personal efficiency and bravery, their love of liberty,
and their democratic instinct, which regarded all public aiIairs
as its own affairs, in short, all those qualities which the Homans
had lost and which were alone capable of forming new states
and of raising new nationalities out of the muck of the Roman
world-what were they but the characteristic features of barbarians in the upper stage, fruits of their gentile constitution']
If they,transformed the ancient form of monogamy, moderated male rule in the family and gave a higher status to, women
than the classic world had ever known, what enabled them to
do so if not their barbarism, their gentile customs, their still
living heritage of the time of mother right?
,
If they were able in at least three of the most important
countries--( ie. many, Northern France and England--to preserve
and carry u, r to the feudal state a piece of the genuine
constitution in the form of the t\lark communities, and thus give
to the oppressed class, the peasants, even under the hardest
conditions of mediaeval serfdom, local cohesion and the means
of resistance which neither the slaves of antiquity nor the
modern proletarians found reauy at hand-to what did they
owe this if not to their barbarism, their exclusively barbarian
mode of settling in gentes?
And lastly, if they 'were able to' develop and universally
introduce the milder form of servitude which they hud been
practising at home, and which more and more displaced slavery also in the Roman Empire-a form which, as Fourier first
emphasised, gave \0 the oppressed the means of gradual emancipation a.s a class (/ournit aux cultivatcur.s des moyen.s el'alfranchissement collectif et pl'ogressif),:' and is therefore far
superior to slavery, which permits only of the immediate manumission of the individual without any transitory stage (antiquity did not know any abolition of slavery by. a victorious
rebellion), whereas the serfs of the Middle Ages, step by step,
achieved their emancipation as a class-to what was this due
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if nut their barbarism, thanks to which they had not yet arrived
complete slavery, either in the form of the ancient labour
:sluYt:ry or in that of the Oriental domestic slavery?
,\11 that was vilal and life-bringing in what the Germans
infused into the Homan world was barbarism. In fact, only
barbarians are capable of rejuvenating a world labouring in
the lhrues of a dying civilisation. And the highest stage of barbarism, to which and in which the Germans worked their way
up prc\"ious to the migration of peoples, was precisely the most
favol1rable one for this process. This explains everything.
Ht

IX
BARBARISM AND CIVILISATION
We have traced the dissolution of the gentile order in the
three great separate examples: Greek, Roman, and German.
\Ve shall investigate, in conclusion, the general economic conditious that had already undermined the gentile organisation
of society in the upper stage of barbarism and completely abolished it with the advent of civilisation. For this, Marx's Capilui will be as necessary as Morgan's book.
Crowing out of the middle stage and developing further in
tht~ upper stage of savagery, the gens reached its prime, as far
as our sourc(:s enable us to judge, in the lower stage of barb,nislll. \Vith this stage, then, we shall begin our investigation.
:\1 this stage, for which the American Indians must serve as
Ollr ('xampl,e, we find the gentile system fully developed. A tribe
was divided up into several, in most cases two, gentes; with
the increase of the population, these original gentes again divided iuto several daughter gentes, in relation to which the
IIwtht,!, gens appeared as the phratry; the tribe itself split up
into se\'cral tribes, in each of which, in most cases, we again
liod thl' old gentes. In some cases, at least, a confederacy unitl'd IIll: kindred tribes, This simple organisation was fully adeqllall- for the social conditions from which it sprang. It was
JltHllil!:~ more thb.ll a peculiar Batural grouping, capable of
\l\ltHilhillg uut all internal conflicls likely to arise in a society
"r,::IIIIS<'d Oil Ihese Jines, In the realm of the external, conflicts
\I'tT,' settled by \var, which could end in the annihilation of a
IriJlL', but never in its subjugation. The grandeur and at the
sallle lime the limitation of the gentile order was that it found
nu pl<tce for rulers and ruled. In the realm of the internal, there
was as yet no distinction b(;tween rights and duties, the ques-
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lion of whether participation in public affairs, blood revenge or
atonement for injuries was a right or a duty never confronted
the Indian; it would have appeared as absurd to him as the'
question oJ whether eating, sleeping or hunting was a right
or a duty. Nor could any tribe or gens split up into different
classes. rhis leads us to the investigation of the economic basis
of those conditions.
The population was very sparse. It was dense only in the
habitat of the tribe, surrounded by its wide hunting grounds
and beyond these the neutral protective forest which separated it from ,other tribes. Division of labour was a pure and simple outgrowth of nature; it existed only between the two sexes.
The men went to war, hunted, fished, provided the raw material for food and the tools necessary for these pursuits. The
women cared for the house, and prepared food and clothing;
they cooked, weaved and sewed. Each was ma'ster in his or
her own field of activity: the men in the forest, the women in
the house. Each owned the tools he or she made and used: the
men, the weapons and the' hunting and fishing tackle, the
women, the household goods and utensils. The household was
communistic, comprising several, and often many, families.'lWhatever was produced and llsed in common was common property: the house, the garden, the long boat. Here, and only
here, then, do we find the "earned property" which jurists
and economists have falsely attribuled to civilised societythe last mendacious legal pretext on which modcrn capitalist
property rests.
But man did not everywhere remain in this slage. In Asia he
found animals that could be domesticated and propagated in
captivity. The wild bu(falo cow had to be hunted down; the
domestic cow gave birth to a calf once a year, and also provided milk. A number of the most advanced tribes-Aryans,
Semites, perhaps also the Turanians-made the domestication,
and laler the raising and tending of cattle, their principal occupation. Pastoral tribes separated themselves from the general
mass of the barbarians: tlle first great social division 01 labour.
These pastoral tribes not only produced more articles of food,
but also a greater variety than the rest of the barbarians. They
not only had milk, milk products and meat in greater abundance
than the (;llhers, but also skins, wool, goat's hair, and the
spun and woven fabrics which the increasing quantities of the
It Especially on Ihe North-West coast of America; see Bancroft. Among
the Haidas of the Queen Charlotte Islands some households gather as many
as seven hundred members under one roof. Among the NOQlkas, whole tribes
lived under one roof. (Note by Engels,)
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hrought into eommoner use. This, for the first
tillll', Ilwde regular exchange possible. At the preceding stages,
exchange could only take place occasionally; exceptional ability
iJl the making of weapons and tools may have led to"a transient
division of lahour. Thus, unquestionable remains of workshops
fur stone implements of the neolithic period have been found
ill mallY places. The artificers who developed their ability in
those workshops most probably worked for the community, as
the permanent handicraftsmen of the Indian gentile communities still do. At any rate, no other exchange than that within
the trihe could arisc in that stage, and even that was an exception. After the crystallisation of the pastoral tribes, however,
we find here all the conditions favourable for exchange between
memhers of diH'erent tribes, and for its further development
'and consolidation as a regular institution. Originally, tribe exchange with tribe through their respective gentile chiefs. When,
hu",en.:r, the herds began to be converted into separate properly, exchangc between individuals predominated more and more,
until e\'entually it became the sole form. The principal article
which the pastoral tribes offercd their neighbours for exchange
was call1c; cattle bccame thc commodity by which all other
comllludilies ,vere appraised, and was everywhere readily taken
in exchangc for othcr commodities-in short, cattle assumed the
functiun of money and served as money already at this stage.
Such was the neccssity and rapidity with which the dcmand
{or a money commodity developed at the very beginning of
nJmnll)(lilyexchange.
Horticulture, probably unknown to the Asiatic barbarians of
tit,: lo""er stage, aruse, among them, at the latest, at the middle
;,tagt'. as the forerunner of field agriculture. The climate of
the Turanian Highlands does not admit of a pastoral life
witl\(hlt a supply uf fodder for the long and severe winter.
IIClll'C, the euitivation of meadows and grain was here hIdis1ll'lIsa!>l!'. The saHW is truc of the stcppcs north of the Black
Sl'a. ()nee grain was grown for cattlc, it soon became human
rUtH!' 'rile cultivated land still rcmained tribal property and
was assigned first to the gens, which, later, in its turn distrillutt~d it to tile IHJIIS('ilOld communitics for their use, and finally to irl(Hviduais; tht.se may have had certain rights of posses"iou, but no more.
Of tile industrial achievements of this stage two are particularl., Important. The first is the weaving loom, the second,
the sllleiting of !l1(~lal ore and the working up of metals. Coppel', tin, <HIt! 'their alloy, bronze, were by far the most importallt; brullze furnbhcd useful tools and weapons, but could not
!'it\\'
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displace stonc implemcnts. Only iron eould do that, but its
production was as yet unknown. (,olLl and silvcr began to be
used for ornament and decoration, and must already havc been
of far highcr value than copper and bronzc.
The increase of production in all branches-cattle brccding,
agriculture, domestic handicrafts-enablcd human labour po\\'er to produce more than was nccessary for its maintenance,
At the same time, it incrcascd the amount of work that daily
fell to the lot of every member of the gens or houschold community or single family. The addition of more lahour power
became desirable. This was furnishcd by war; captives wcre
made slaves. Under thc givcn general historical conditions, the
first great social division. of labour, by incrcasing the productivity of laLullr, that is, wcalth, and enlarging the ficld of production, nl ,,··,sarily carried slavery in its wake. Out of thc first
great social division of labour arose the first great division of
society, into two classes: masters and slavcs, exploitcrs and
exploitcd.
How and when the herds and florks werc convcrtcd from
the common I-ropcrty of thc tribe or gens into the propcrty of
the individual hcads of familics we do not know to tliis day;
but it must have occurred, in the main, at this stage. Thc hcrds
and the other new objects of wealth brought about a rcvolution
in the family. Gaining a livelihood had always becn the business of the man; he produced and owned the means thcrefore.
The herds were the new means of gaining a livelihood, and
their original domestication and subsequent tending was his
work. Hence, he owned the cattle, and the commodities and
slaves obtained in exchangc for thcm. All the surplus now
resulting from production fell to the man; the woman shared
in consuming it, but she had no share in owning it. The "savage" warrior and hunter had been contcnt to occupy second place
in the house and give precedence to the woman. Thc "gcutler"
shephcrd, prcsuming upon his wealth, pushed forward to first
place and forccd the woman into second placc. And she could
not complain. Division of labour in the family had regulatcd
the distribution of propcrty betwecn man and wifc. This division of labour remained unchanged, and yet it now put the
formcr domcstic relationship topsy-turvy simply because the
di\'ision of labour outside the family had changed. The very
cause that had formerly made the woman supreme in the
house, namely, her being confined to domestic: work, now assured
supremacy in the house for the man; the woman's houscwork
. lost its significance compared with the man's work in obtaining
~ livelihood; the latter was evcrything, thc former an insignificant
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contributioll. llere \ve see already that the emancipation
uf women und their equalily wiLh men are impossible and must
1','..1 in so as long us women are excluded from socially producli\. work and restricted 10 housework, which is private. The
cIII-.lIcipalion of women becomes possible only when women
an; cnabled to take parl in production on a large, social scale,
aud when domestic duties require their attention <wly to a
lJliuor degn.!,:. And this has become possible only as a result
uf modern large-scale industry, which not only permits of the
participation of women in production in large numbers, but
actually calls for it and, moreover, strives to convert private
domestic work also into a public industry.
lLs achievement of actual supremacy in the house threw
dUWIl the last barricr to the man's autocracy. This autocracy
was confirmcd and pcrpetuated by the overthrow of mother
rie:ht, the introduction of father right and the gradual transiliun from the pairing family to monogamy. This made a breach
in the old gentile order: the monogamian family became a
power and rose thrcateningly against the gens.
The next step brings us to the upper stage of barbarism, the
period in which all civilised peoples passed through their Heroic
Age: it is the period of the iron sword, but also of the iron
ploughshare and aXe. Iron became the servant of man, the last
:,nd most important of aU raw materials that played a revolutionary role in history, the last-if we except the potato. Iron made
Ji'lssible Held agriculture on a larger scale and the clearing of
.;xtcllsive forest tracts for cultivation; it gave the craftsman a
tUllI of sllch hardness and sharpness that no stone, no other
LIWI,'l1 metal, could withstand it. All this came about gradually;
Ihc lirsl iron produced was often softer than bronze. Thus, stone
\\'I~ap(Jlls disappeared Lut slowlYi stone axes were still used in
ball!.: not only in the lIildebl'anJ Song, but also at the battle
ul {Listings, in lOCo.ttl7 nut progress was now irresistible, less
ill I efruptul and mul'l; rapid. The town, inclosing houses of stone
Uf brick within its turreted and crenellated stone walls, became
lLt~ n:nll'al seat ()[' lhe tribe or confederacy of tribes. It marked
rapid l'l'ogl'ess ill th,: ad or huilding; but it was also a symptom
1)1 illCf';ase(l da.'ger and Heed for protection. Wealth increased
rapidly, but it was the wealth of single individuals. \Veaving,
lIld.tlwurkiug ant! the olilcr crafts tluH were becoming more and
lllu('C specialised displayed increasing variety and artistic fmish
il; their products; agricullul'e now provided not only cereals,
ll'glll11inolls plants and fruit, but also oil and wine, the prep af:ilion of which had now been learned. Such diverse activities
could no longer be conducted Ly any single individual; tile
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second areat division of labour took place; handicrafts separated
from agriculture. The continued increase of production and with
it the increased productivity of labour enhanced the value of
human labour power. Slavery, which had been a nascent and
sporadic factor in the preceding stage, now became an essential
part of the social system. The slaves ceased to be simply assistants, but they were now driven in scores to work in the fields
and workshops. The division of production into two great
branches, agriculture and handicrafts, gave rise to production for
exchange, the production of commodities; and with it came
trade, not only in the interior and on the tribal boundaries, but
also overseas. All this was still very undeveloped; the precious
metals gained preference as the universal money commodity, but
it was not yet minted and was exchanged merely by bare weight.
The distinction between rich and poor was added to that between freemen and slaves-with the new diviiion of labour came
a new division of suciely JIltu classes. The differences in the
wealth of the various heads of families caused the old communistic household communities to break up wherever they had
still been preserved; and this put an end to the common cultivation of the soil for the account of the community. The cultivated land was assigned for use to the several families, first
for a limited time and later in perpetuity; the transition to complete private ownership was accomplished gradually and simultaneously with the transition from the pairing family to monogamy. The individual family began to be the economic unit of
society.
The increased density of the population necessitated closer
union internally and externally. Everywhere the federation of
kindred tribes became a necessity, and soon after, their amalgamation; and thence the amalgamation of the separate tribal
territories into a single territory of the people. The military
commander of the people-rex, basi/ellS, thiudans-became an
indispensable and permanent official. The popular assembly was
instituted wherever it did not yet exist. The military commander, the council and the popular assembly formed the organs of
the military democracy into which gentile society had developed.
A military democracy-because war and organisation for
war were now regular functions of the life of the people. The
wealth of their neighbours excited the greed of the peoples
who began to regard. the acquisition of wealth as one of the
main purposes in life. They were barbarian$: plunder appeared
to them easier and even more honourable than productive work.
War, once waged simply to avenge aggression or as a means of
enlarging Ll;,ritory that had become inadequate, was now w£l.gea,
11-3332
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(lJl' lIle :;al,e uf pluHder alone, tmd became a regular profession.
11 Was Hut 1'01' nothing tilat formidable walls were reared around
Ihe.! lleW fllrlilied tOWIIS: their yawning moats were the graves
uf Illl! ijclllile constitution, and their turrets already reached
up into l'ivilisation. Internal affairs underwent a similar change.
Thl! rubber WHI'S incr.:;used the power of the supreme military
l'lllnm.;IHler as well as of the subcommanderso The customary
decli.Hl of successors from oue family, especially after the inIrouucli(Jll of father :fight, was gradually transformed into
hereditary succession, first tolerated, then claimed and finally
usurped; the foundation of hereditary royalty and hereditary
nobilily was laid. In this manner the organs of the gentile conslitution were gradually torn from their roots in the people, in
gens, phratry and tribe, and the whole gentile order was transfunned into its opposite: from an organisation of tribes for
the.! fr~e administration of their own affairs it became an organbulion for plundering and oppressing their neighbours; and
corn~spondingly its organs were transformed from instruments
of Ihe will of the people into independent organs for ruling
and oppressing their own people. This could not have happened
had not the greed for wealth divided the members of the gentes
inlo rich and poor; had not "property differences in a gens
ch:wg.::d lhe community of interest into antagonism between
Jl\elllilers of a gens" (Marx); and had not the growth of slavery
already begun to brand working for a living I:lS slavish and more
ignominious than engaging in plunder.
~}o

;}o
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This brings us to the threshold of civilisation. This stage is
inaugurated by further progress in division of labour. In the
lowest stage men produced only for their own direct needs; exchange was confined to sporadic cases when a surplus was
ac,:;idenilllly obtained. In the middle stage of barbarism we find
Ihat the pastoral peoples had in their cattle a form of property
which, with sufficiently large herds and flocks, regularly prodded a surplus over and above their needs; and we also find a
divisioll of labollr Iwlw,·.:!ll the pasloral peoples and backward
triLes wilhout IWfds, so titat there were two different stages of
l'J'Ududioll side by side, whieh crealcd the conditions for regulal' exchange. The Upp,~i' stage of barbarism introduced a further
divi:.ion of labour, hetween agriculture and handicrafts, resultill~ in lhe production of a continually increasing portion of
clJlIlnlOtlilies c~pecially for exchange, so that exchange between
individual producers reached the point where it became a vital
necessity for society. Civilisation strengthened and increased all
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the established divisions of labour, particularly by intensifying
the contrast between town and country (either the town exercising economic supremacy over the country, as in antiquity, or
the country over the town, as in the Middle Ages) and added
a third division of labour, peculiar to itself and of decisive
importance: it cre~ted a class that took no part in production,
"but engaged exclusively in exchanging products-the merchants.
All previous inchoative formations of classes were exclusively
connected with production; they divided those engaged in production into managers and performers, or into producers on a
large scale and producers on a small scale. Here a class appears
for the first time which, without taking any part in production,
captures the management of production as a whole and economically subjugates the producers to its rule; a class that makes
itself the indispensable intermediary between any two producers and exploits them both. On the pretext of saving
the producers the trouble and risk of exchange, of finding distant markets for their products, and of thus becoming the most
useful class ill society, a class· of parasites arises, genuine social
sycophants,.\ .lO, as a reward for very insignificant real services,
skim the cream off production at home and ubroad, rapidly
amass enormous wealth and corresponding social influence, and
for this very reason are destined to reap ever new honours and
gain increasing control over production during the period or
civilisation, until they at last create a product of their ownperiodic commercial c;l'ises.
At the stage of development we are discussing, the young
merchant dass had no inkling as yet of the big things that were
in store for it. But it took shape and made itself indispensable,
and that was sufficient. \Vith it, howevet, metal money, minted
coins, came into use, and with this a ne';'v means by which the
non-producer .could rule the producer and his products. The
commOdity of commodities, which concenls within itself all
other commodities, was discovered; the charm that can transform itself at will into anything desirable and desired. Whoever
possessed it ruled the world of production; and who had it
above all others? The merchant. III his hauds the cult of money
was safe. He took care to make it plain that all commodities,
and hence all commodity producers, musl grovel in the dust
before money. lIe proved in practice that all other forms of
'"eaIth were mere semblances compared with this incarnation of
wealth as such. Never again has the power of money revealed
itself with such primitive crudity and violt'ace as it did in this
period of its youth. After the sale of COllUllodities for money
came the lending of money, entailing interest and usury .. And
1\'
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h:i;i~,latiun of any later period throws the debtor so pitilessly
aUli lldplcssly at the feet of the usurious creditor as that of
ancient Athens and Home-both sets of law arose spontaneously,
as cummon law, without uther than economic compulsion.
HcsiJes wealth in commodities and slaves, besides money
wc..lth, wealth in the form of land came into being. The titles of
individuals to parcels of land originally assigned to them by the
g(~llS or tribe were nOw so well established that these parcels
Lceamc thdr hereditary property. The thing they had been striv.
ing for U1I)st just before that time was liberation from the claim
of the gentile community to their parcels of land, a claim which
had Lecome a fetter for them. They were freed from this fetter
-·but soon after also from their new landed property. The full,
free ownership of land implied not only possibility of unrestricted and uncurtailed possession, but also possibility of alienating
it. As long as the land belonged to the gens there was no such
possiLility. But when the new landowner shook off the chains
of the paramount title of the gens and tribe, he also tore the
bund that had so long tied him inseverably to the soil. What
that meant was made plain to him by the money invented simultaneollsly with the advent of private property in land. Land
l~ould noW become a commodity which could be sold and pledged.
Hardly had the private ownership of land been introduced
when murtgage was discovered (see Athens). Just as hetaerism
aud prostitution clung to the heels of monogamy, so from now
on H10rlgage clung to the ownership of land. You clamoured
fur free, full, alienable ownership of land. Well, here you have
it-ill ['us voulu,':' Georges Dandinl
COl1uHercinl expansion, money, usury, landed property and
morlgaf~e were lhus accompanied by the rapid concentration and
cClltrali:;utiOIl of wealth in the hands of a small class, on the
olle hand, and by the increasing impoverishment of the masses
l>.nd :t growing mass of paupers, on the other. The new arist()eracy of weaHh, in so far as it did not from the outset coincide ,yUh the old tribal nobility, forced the latter permanently
iulO tile hackground {in Athens, in Rome, among the Germans}.
And this division of freemen into classes according to their
wealth was accompanied, e:;pecially in Greece, by an enormous
inereasl! in the number of slaves,:~>' whose forced labour formed
lW

'. Y.". ··~ltcJ It. Thls expression Is taken from Molillre's comedy Georges
D<llIdin.··· L.f.
'" 1"1I)" the 1I1111lba of

sluves In Atlieru, see above, p. 126. In Corinth, at
the ~ity's ze"ith, it was 4!iO,OOO, and in Aefina 470,000; in both. ten times
till! llUlllb.:r (If fr"" burgher.;. [Note by Engels.
Ell,;els :~il'cs tile page of the fourth Germun edition. See p. 284 of this
\ OllllilC. -Ed.
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the basis on which the superstructure of all society was reared.
Let us now see wJlat became of the gentile constitution as a
result of this social revolutiun. It stood powerless in face of
the new elements that had grown up without iis aid. It was
dependent on the condition that the members of a gens. or. say,
of a tribe, should live together in the same territory, be its sole
inhabitants. This had long ceased to be the case. Gentes and
tribes were everywhere commingled; everywhere slaves, dependents and foreigners lived among the citizens. The sedentary
state, which had been acquired only towards the end of the
middle stage of barbarism, was time and again interrupted by
the mobility ;,ll.l changes of abooe upon which commerce.
changes of 0.·.' pation and the transfer of land were conditioned.
The members of the gentile organisation could no longer meet
for the purpose of attending to their common affairs; only matters of minor importance. such as religious ceremonies, were
still observed, indifferently. Beside the wants and interests which
the gentile orga~ls were appointed and filled to take care of.
new wants and interests had arisen from the revolution in the
conditions of earning one's living and the resulting change in
social structure. These new wants and interests were not only
alien to t~e old gentile order, but thwarted it· in every way.
The interests of the groups of craftsmen created by division of
labour, and the special needs, of the town as opposed to th~
country, required new organs; but each of these groups was composed of people from di1l'erent gentes, phratries and tribes; they
even included aliens. Hence, the new organs necessarily had
to take form outside the gentile constitution, parallel with it.
and that meant against it. And again, in every gentile organisatiim the conflict of interests made itself felt and reached its
apex by combining rich and poor, usurers and debtors, in the
same gens and tribe. Then there was the mass of new inhabitants, strangers to the gentile associations, which, as in Rome.
could become a power in the land, and was too numerous to
he gradually absorbed by the consanguine gentes and tribes.
The gentile associations confronted these masses as exClusive,
privileged bodies; what had originally been a naturally-grown
democracy was transformed into a hateful aristocracy. Lastly,
the gentile constitution had grown out of a society that knew
no internal antagonisms, and was adapted only for such a
society. It had no coercive power except public opinion. But
now a society had come into being that by the force of all its
economic conditions of existence hac to split up into freemen
and slaves, into exploiting rich and exploited poor; a society
that was not only incapable of reconciling these aptagonisrps,
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but had 10 dri\'l: them more and more to a head. Such a society

t~Ollld only exist cither in a state uf continuous, open struggle of
thl'~e dasses against one another or under the rule of a third
}l(J\\I'r which, while ostensibly standing above the classes struggling wilh eadl other, suppressed their open conflict and per-

millell a class struggle at most in the economic field, in a so('alkd legal form. The gentile constitution had outlived its usei'lIlness. II was burst asunder by the division of labour and by
its result, the division of society into classe.s. Its place was taken
IJY the slate.
.;:-

~:.

::.

Above we discussed separately each of the three main forms
in which the state was built up on the ruins of th€' gentile constitution. Athens represented the purest. most classical form.
Here the state &prang directly and mainly out of the class antagonisms that developed within gentile society. In Rome gentile
socidy became an exclusive aristocracy amidst a numerous
plebs, standing outside of it, having no rights but only duties.
The \'ictory of the plebs burst the old gentile constitution asunder allli erected on its ruins lhe state, in which both the gentile
aristocracy and the plebs were soon wholly absorbed. Finally,
among the German vanquishers of the Roman Empire, the state
sprang up as a direct result of the conquest of large foreign
territories, wldch the gentile constitution had no means of ruling. As this conquest did not necessitate either a serious struggle
with the old population or a more advanced division of labour,
and as conquered and conquerors were almost at the same stage
of ecunomic development and thus the economic basis of society
l'crnained the same as before, therefore, the gentile constitution
coulll continue for many centuries in a changed, territorial
furm, in the shape of a Mark constitution, and even rejuvenate
its('lf for a time in enfeebled form in the noble and patrician
L..'" ies of later years, and even in peasant families, as in DithIII :.1 :,LhCll.':-

Tile ~Lale is, therefore, by no means a power forced on society

witlHlul; just as little is it "the reality of the ethical idea,"
.. th~ im:lgl; alHl realiiY of reason," as Hegel maintains. 189 Rather,
il i::; a product oi' society at a certflin stage of development; it is
ib: admission thaI this sodety has become entangled in an in-

frlJlli

". The ill's[ historian who had at least an approximate idea of the nature of
knowledge of the Uithmarschen famithe en'ors he mechanically copied from

I! ..., 1 ,us wa~ Niehuhr, thanks 10 his
Ii, ,,-lu ",hid., however, he also owes
!h~r~.L:l [Nult: by Ellgeis.)
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soluble contradiction with itself, that it has split into irrecon·
cilable antagonisms which it is powerless to dispel. But in order
that these antagonisms, classes with conflicting economic
interests, might not, consume themselves and society in fruitless
struggle, it became neces;sary to have a power seemingly standing above :it "iety that would alleviate the conflict. and keep it
within th, ! ·0unds of "order"; and this power, arisen out of
society but placing itself above it, and alienating itself more
and more from it, is the state.
As distinct from the old gentile order, the sLate, first, divides
its subjects according to territory. As we have seen, the old
genLile associ-ltions, built upon and held together by tics of
blood, became inadequate, largely because they presupposed
that the members were bound to a given territory, a bond \vhich
had long ceased to exist. The territory remained, but the people
had become mobile. Hence, division according to territory was
taken as the point of departure, and citizens were allo.wed to
exercise their public rights and duties wherever they settled,
irrespective of gens and tribe. This organisation of citizens according to locality is a feature common to all states. That is
why it seems natural to us; but we have seen what long and
arduous struggles were needed before it could replace, in Athens
and Rome, the old organisation according to gentes.
The second distinguishing feature is the establishment of a
public power which no longer direcLly coincides with the population organising itself as an armed force. This special public
power is necessary because a self-acling armed organisation
of the population has hecome impossible since the split into
classes. The slaves also belonged to the population; the 90,000
citizens of Athens formed only a priyileged class as against the
~i65,OOO sla,·es. The people's army of the ALilenian democracy
was an aristocratic publit: power against the slaves, whom it kept
in check; however, a gendarmerie also became necessary 10 );ecp
the citizens in check, as we related above. This public power
exists in every state; it consists not merely of armed men but
also of material adjuncts, prisons and institutions of coercion
of all kinds, of which gentile [clan] society knew nothing. It
may be very insignificant, almost infinitesimal, in societies where
class antagonisms are still undeveloped and in out·of-the-way
places as was the case at certain times and in ce·rtain regions
ill the United States of America. It [the public power] grows
stronger, however, in proportion as class antagonisms within
the state become more acute, and as adjacent slales become
larger and more populous. \Ve have only to look at om presentday Europe, where class struggle and rivalry in conquest have
f'
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tllIll,d Ill' tlie public power to such a pitch that it threatens to
"w,dlu\\' the whol'~ of suciety and even the state.

workers are balanced against each other and equally cheated
for the benefit of the impoverished Prussian cabbage junkers.
In most of the historical states, the rights of citizens are,
besides, apportioned according to their wealth, thus directly
expressingtpe fact that the state is an organisation of the possessing class for its protection against the non-possessing dass.
It was so already in the Athenian and Roman classificaLion according to property. It was so in the mediaeval feudal state, in
which the alignment of political power was in conformity with
the amount of land ownell. Il is seen in the electoral qualifications c;>f the modern representative states. Yet this political recognition of property distinctions is by no means essential. On
the contrary, it marks a low stage of state development. The
highest form of the state, the democratic republic, which under
our modern conditions of society is more and more becoming an,
inevitable necessity, and is the form of state in which alone the
last decisive struggle between proletariat and bourgeoisie can
be fought out-the democratic republic officially knows nothing any more of property distinctions. In it wealth exercises
its power indirectly, but all the more surely. On the one hand,
in the form of the direct corruption of officials, of which America provides the classical example; on the other hand, in the
form of an alliance between government and Stock Exchange,
which becomes the easier to achieve the mOre the public debt
increases and the more joint-stock companies concentrate in
their hands not only transport hut also production itself, using
the Stock Exchange as their centre. The latest French republic
as well as the United States is a striking example of this; and
good old Switzerland has contributed its share in this Held. But
that a democratic republic is not essential for this fraternal
alliance between government and Stock Exchange is proved by
England and also by the new German Empire, where one cannot tell who was elevated lUore by universal sull'rage, Bislllarck
01' Bleichroder. And lastly, the possessing class rules directly
through the medium of universal suffrage. As long as the oppressed class, in our case, therefore, the proletariat, is not yet
ripe to emancipate itself, it will in its majority regard the existing order C< :ociety as the only one possible and, politically,
will form 1. ' lail of the capitalist class, its extreme Left wing.
To the extent, however, that this class matures for its selfemancipation, it constitutes itself as its own party and elects
its own representatives, and not those of the capitalists. Thus,
universal suffrage is the gauge of the maturity of the working
class. It cannot and never will be anyLhing more in the presentday state; but that is sufficient. On the day the thermometer of
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III ortie\' to maintain this public power, contributions from the
l'itizt.:ilS become necessary-taxes. These were absolutely unknuwll in gentile society; but we know enougli about them
1l111a~'. As civilisation advances, these taxes become inadequate;
till' statl! makes drafts on the future, contracts loans, public
de/'l.~. Old Europe can tell a tale about these, too.
[r a ving public power and the right to levy taxes, the officials
nuw !:itand, as organs of society, above society. The free, voluntary re!:ipt~ct that was accorded to the organs of the gentile [clan]
C()I1~titlltion does not satisfy them, even if they could gain it;
Leing the vehicles of a power that is becoming alien to society,
11'~:P(:l'l for them must be enforced by means of exceptional laws
by virtue of which they enjoy special sanctity and inviolability.
Tll-; shabbiest police servant in the civilised state has more "autlwrity" than all the organs of gentile society put together; but
lhe most powerful prince and the greatest statesman, or general,
(If li\'ilisation may well envy the humblest gentile chief for the
llllslrained and undisjlllted respect that is paid to him. The
UL.: stands in the midst of society, the other is forced to atkllll'l to represent something outside and above it.
Because the state arose from the need to hold class antagolli~ms iu dWLk, but hecause it arose, at the same time, in the
lllid~t of the conllict of these classes, it is, as a rule, the state
lit lile most powerful, economically dominant class, which,
1hrough the medium of the state, becomes also the politically
dumill:.J.nl class, and thus acquires new means of holding down
and exploiting the oppressed class. Thus, the state of antiquity
was above all the stale of the slave owners for the purpose of
huldillg clown the slaves, as the feudal state was the organ of
thc nObility for holding down the peasant serfs and bondsmen,
allli tilt.: modern representative state is an instrument of exploital illil uf wage labour by capital. By way of exception, however,
I'Crillt\::. OLcu!' in which the warring classes balance each other
~u 11t'~lrl'y that Lhe siale power, as ostensible mediator, acquires,
jill' lhe moment, a certain degree
of independence of both.
Such was the absolute monarchy of the seventeenth and eightcutlit centuries, whkh held the balance between the nobility
,lilt 1 lite dass of burghers; such was the Bonapartism of the
hrsl, amI still more of the Second French Empire, which played
(J n'
the proletariat against the bourgeoisie and the bourgeoisie
ag'linst the proletariat. The latest performance of this kind, in
\\hidl ruler and ruled appear equally ridiculous, is the new
Cermall Empire of the Bismarck nation: here capitalists and
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lI11i\ cr:,al slilfrage registers boiling point among the workers,
1)lltll Lhey alld lhe (:apitalists will know what to do.
Tile "tate, thell, has not existed from all eternity. There have
bl~en slH:ielies that did without it, that had no idea of the state
and state power. At a certain stage of economic development,
wlliLh was necessarily buund up with the split of society into
dnsses, the state became a necessity owing to this split. \Ve are
now rapidly approaching a stage in the development of production at which the existence of these classes not only will have
t:eased to be a necessity, but will become a positive hindrance
to produdion. They will fall as inevitably as they arose at an
carli('r stage. Along wilh them the state will inevitably fall.
Socidy, whkh will reorganise production on the basis of a free
and equal association of the producers, will put the whole machinery of state where it will then belong: into the museum of
antiquities, by the side of the spinning-wheel and the bronze
axe.
':. ,~ "
Thus, fro1l1 the furegoing, civilisation is that stage of developllIent of society at which division of labour, the resulling excllange between individuals, and commodity production, which
nHlibiues the two, reach their complete unfoldment and revolutiollise the whole hitherto existing society.
Pruduction at all former stages of society was essentially collceli\'c ailt'!, likewise, consumption took place by the direct
di'" "ibulion of the products within larger or smaller communisIi, ,dmmunities. This production in common was carried on
\\'illliu Llw narrowest limits, but concomitantly the producers
\\'l;fl' masters of their process of production and of their product. They bleW what became of the product: they consumed
it, il tid Hut leave their hands; and as long as production was
,.,rril!!l ull Oil t1lis hasis, it could not grow beyond the control of
Ihe pnHlucers, and it cuuld not raise any strange, phantom
]J(J\\ t!l'S ugainst the Ill, as is the case regularly and inevitably
lInd.:r civilisation.
r ,II, slll",ly, division of labour crept into this process of prodlldi()ll. lL undermined the collective nature of production and
<ll'Propl'iali(Jn, it maue appropriation by individuals the largely
pl',:\'ailing fule, and thus gave rise to exchange between in(liYiduah--how, we examined above. Gradually, the production
ur comlllodities hecame the dominant form.
\Vith thl! protluction of commodities, production no longer
foJ' one's own consumption but for exchange, the products necessarily pass from hand to hand. The producer parts with his
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product i •. ihe course of exchange; he no longer knows what
becomes of it. As soon as money, and with it the merchant.
steps in as a middleman between the producers, the process of
exchange becomes still more complicated, the ultimate fate of
the product still more uncertain. The merchants arc nur\lerOUS
and none of them knows what the other is doing. Commodities
now pass not only from hand to hand, Lut also from market
to market. The produc{lrs have lost control of the aggregate
production of the conditions of their own life, and the merchants
have not acquired it. Products and production become the playthings of chance.
But chance is only one pole of an interrelation, the other pole
of which is called necessity. In nature, where chance also seems
to reign, we have long ago demonstrated in each partkular Held
the inherent necessity and regularity that asserts itself ill this
chance. \Vhat is true of nature holds good also for society. The
more a social activity, a series of social processes, becomes too
powerful for conscious human coutrol, grows beyond human
reach, the more it seems to have been left to pure chance, the
more do its peculiar and innate laws assert themselves in this
chance, as if by natural necessity. Such laws also control the
fortuities of the production and exchange of commodities; these
laws confront the individual producer and exchanger as strange
and, in the beginning, even as unknown powers, the nature of
which must first be laboriously investigated and :llscerlained.
These economic laws of commodity production are modified at
the different stages of development of this form of prouuction;
on the whole, however, the entire period of civilisation. has heen
dominated by these laws. To this day, the product is master of
the producer; to this day, the total production of society is
regulated, not by a collectively thought-out plan, but by blind
laws, which operate with elemental force, in the last resort in
the storms of periodic commercial crises.
We· saw above how human labour power became able, at a
rather early stage of development of production, to produce
considerably more than was needed for the producer's maintenance, and how this stage, in the maill, coincided with that of
the first appearance of the division of labour and of exchange
between individuals. Now, it was not long before the great
"truth" was discovered that man, too, may he a commodity; that
human power may he exchanged and utilised by converting man.
into a slave. l'I\en had barely started tu engage in exchange
when they themselves were exchanged. The active became a
passive, whether man wan led it or not.
With slavery, which reached its fullest de\'elopment in civili-
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the fir!>L great deavage of society into an exploiting
an ,~:;:pluikd class. This cleavage has continued during the
wiwil: l)(:riod of t.:ivilisalion. Slavery was the first form of exploi·
laliull, jlL:{:uliar to the world of antiquity; it was followed by
~,'ri'd JIll ill the Middle Ages, a_ud by wage labour in modern
li\Lc:~;. 'J'hese arc the three great forms of servitude, characteris·
Ii, lIf the three great epochs of civilisation; open, and, Jat·
It:d,', disguised slavery, are its steady companions.
The stage of commodiLy production, with which civilisation
lll'ga\l, is marked economically by the introduction of 1) metal
wlilley and, thus, of money capital, interest and usury; 2) the
l\ld"dwnts acting as middlemen between producers; 3) private
u\\,lwrship or land aud mortgage; '1) slave labour as the pre·
\ ailing furm of production. The form of the family correspond·
ioc; tu civilisation and under it becoming the definitely prevailing form is munogamy, the supremacy of the man over the
\\'()!llali, and the individual family as the economic unit of
sucidy. The cohesive force of civilised society is the state, which
ill all typical periods is exclusively the state of the ruling class,
,\Jill iii all cases rcmains essentially a machine for keeping down
Ille oppressed, exploited class. Other, marks of civilisation are:
(Ill thc one hand, fixation of the contrast between town and
cOUiltry as the basis of the entire division of social labourj on
Illl~ lilher hand, the introduction of wills, by which the property
lluldt.:r is able to dispose of his property even after his death.
This institution, which was a direct blow at the old gentile
cOHstitution, was unknown in Athens until the time of Solon;
in Home it was introduced very early. but we do not know
whl'n.':- Among the Germans it was introduced by the priests in
urder Ihat the good honest German might without hindrance
bequeath his properly to the Church.
Wilh this constilution as its foundation civilisation has accomplished things with which the old gentile society was totally
uIl:tule to cope. But it accomplished them by playing on the

most sordid instincts and passions of man, and by developing
them at the expense of aU his other faculties. Naked greed has
been the moving spirit of civilisation from the tirst day of its
existence to the pl'esent time; wealth, more wealth and wealth
again; wealth, not of SOCiety, but of Ihis shabby individual was
its sole and determining aim. If, in the pursuit of this aim, the
increasing development of science and repeated periods of .the
fullest blooming of art fell into its lap, it was only because
without them the ample present·day achievements in the accumulation of wealth would have been impossiLle.
Since the exploitation of one class by another is the basis of
civilisation, its whole development moves in a continuous contradiction. Every advance in production is at the same time a
retrogression in the condition of the oppressed class, that is,
of the great majority. What is a boon for the one is necessarily
a bane for the other; each new emancipation of one class always
means a new oppression of another class. The most striking
proof of this is furnished by the introduction of machinery, the
effects of which are well known today. And while among barbarians, as we have seen, hardly any distinction could be made
between rights and duties, civilisation makes the difference and
antithesis between these two plain even to the dullest mind by
assigning to one class pretty nearly all the rights, and to the
other class pretty nearly all the duties.
But this is not as it ought to be. What is good for the ruling
dass should be good for the whole of the society with which
the ruling class identifies itself. Therefore, the more civilisation
a«;lvances, the more it is compelled to cover the ills it neces~arily creates with the cloak of love, to embellish them, or to
deny their existence; in short, to introduce conventional hypocrisy-unknown both in previous forms of society and even in
the earliest stages of civilisation-that culminates in the declaration: The exploiting class exploits th'e oppressed class solely
and exclusively in the interest of the exploitecl clas~ itself; arid
if the latter fails to appreciate this, and even becomes rebellious, it thereby shows the basest ingratitude to its benefactors,
the exploitf'rs:~

Li.J ....
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,,. La~,alk's Das System £fer erworbenen Rechte (System 01 Acquired Rigljts)
turn:;. iii its sl!cond part, mainly on the propollition that the Roman testallll!llt is as old as Rome it3elf, that in Roman history there was never "a time
Whell k,tulBl'nts did not exist"; that the testament arose rather in pre-Roman
time, (Jut ui the cult of the dead. As a confirmed Hegelhm of the old school,
Las,,,ll,, derive(1 the pfl)"isions of the Roman law not from the social con·
ditiullS (.f tbe Humans, but from the "speculative '::onception" of the will, and
tIll}; "rl'i\'"d at this t,,",lly lIuhistoric assertion. 'fhis is not to be wondered
"I ill a ],uu]; that 1'1'0111 the Slim\! speculative conception draws the conclusion
that the trallsfe!' of prujlerty was purely a secondary matter in Roman
iull,'ri(;IIlL"'. Lassulle nut (lilly believes in the illusions of Roman jurists,
l!~jJc"ially uf the earlier pcriutl, but he even excels them. (Note by Engels.)
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"" I had ; .. t 'Ided at the outset to place the brilliant critique of civilisation,
scattered through the works of Fourier, by the side of Morgan's and my
own. Unfortunately, I cannot spare the time. I only wish to remark that
Fourier already considered monogamy and propl!rty In land as the main
characteristics of civilisation, and that he described it as a war oJ the rich
against the poor. We also find already in his works the deep appreciation of
the fact that in all Imperfect societies, those tom hy conflicting interesls, tile
individual families (les families incolilirmtes) are the economic . units.
(Note by Engels.)
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"\nd now, in conclusion, Morgan's verdict on civilisation:

LUDWIG FEUERBACH AND rEnE END
OF CLASSICAL GEllMAN 1:l}]]LOSOPHy1!JO

"Since the adwnt of civilisation, the outgrowth of property has been s()
i']IJllCw;l', its forms so (\ivcl'sillc(l, its uses so expanding and its management
su intelligent in Ihe interests of its owners that it has b6come, on the part
of the I'l.!0ple, an lIIWHlIIlI{Jeuble power. TJle human mind stands bewildered
ill tJ.e preseClce of its own creutioll. The time will come. nevertheless, when
hUlIl;In illtelligcllce will rise to the mastery over property. and define the
relation,; of the state to the property it protects, as well as the obligations
and Ihe lil1lils of Ihe rights of its owners. The interests of society are
parallloullt to individual lllleresls, and the two roust be brought into ju:;,t
and harmoniolls rclHtiulI. A lIlere properly cureer ill not the final destiny of
mallldnd, if progres~ is 10 lle Ihe law of the future as it has been of the
past. The lillle which has passed awuy since civilisation began is but a
fragllli.:llt (If Ihe pust duration of llllln'$ existence; and but a fragment of
the ag('s yet to COIllC. The dissolution of society bids fair to become the
tarllinalioll of a career of which properly is the end and aim, because such
" car""r contains the clements of self·tlestruction. Democracy in government,
Lrolllt:rhood in society, equality in rights and privileges. and universal
eduL;ltiun, foreshadow the next higher plnne of society to which experience,
illlelligclIce and kllowledge arc sleadily tending. It will be a revival, in a
hiuller furm uf· tile lilierty, equality uncI fraternity of the ancient gentes."
(1\10' iI, Aw:ient Suciety, p. 552.)
\\'ritt"11 at tile end uf
Milrch-111uy :W, I1l8')'

I'ul.li"h"d ,,~ a separale
publi,:atioll ill Zurich ill 18tH
SigJu:d: Fl'iedricli EniJels

FOREWORD TO TilE 1888 EDITION

Printed !lccording to the text
of the fourth German edition,
1891
Translated from the German
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In the preface to A Contribution to the Critique of Political
Economy, published in Berlin, 1859, Karl Marx relates how the
two of us in Brussels in the year 18-15 set about "to work out
in common the opposition of our view"-the materialist conception of history which was elaborated mainly by Marx-Hto
the ideological view of German philosophy, ill fact, to settle accounts with our erstwhile philosophical conscience. The resolve
was carried out in the form of a criticism of post-Hegelian phi·
losophy. The manuscript, two large octavo volumes, had long
reached its place of publication in \Vestphalia when we received
the news that altered circumstances did not allow of its being
printed. We abandoned the manuscript to the gnawing criticism
of the mice all the more willingly as we had achieved our main
purpose-self-clarification ....;·
Since then more than forty years have elapsed and Marx died
without either of us having had an opportuniLy of returning to
the s~ject. We have expressed ourseives in various places regarding our relation to Hegel, but nowhere in a comprehensive,
connected account. To Feuerbach, who after all in many respects forms an intermediate lin!\. between Hegeliun philosophy
and our conception, we never returned.
In the meantime the f'liarxist world outlook has found representatives far beyond the boundaries of Germany and EUI;ope
and in all the literary languages of the world. On the other
hand, classical German philosophy is experiencing a kind of
rebirth abroad, especially in England and Scandinavia, and
even in Germany itself people appear to be geLLing tired of the
pauper's broth of eclecticism which is ladled out in the universities there under the name of philosophy.
In these circumstances a short, coherent account of our relation to the Heg~lian philosophy. of how we proceeded, as well
as of how we separated, from it, appeared to me to be required

* See present edition, Vol. 1, p. 505.-Ed.
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property come:l to an end. Whllst previously in histo.fY a par"
ticular condition always appeared as accidental, now the isolation of individuals and the particular private gain of each man
navt.; Ihcmselves become accidental.
The ~ndividuals, who are no longer subject (68) to the divi:lion of labour, have been conceived by the philosophers as an
ideal, under lhe name "Man". They have conceived the whole
process which we have outlined as the evolutionary process of
.. J.\1an", so that at every historical stage "Man" was substituted
for the individuals and shown as the motive force of history.
The whole process was thus conceived as a process of the selfestrangement of "Man",'~ and this was essentially due to the fact
that the average individual of the later stage was always foisted
on to the earlier sta.ge, and the consciousness of a later age on
to the individuals of an earlier. Through this inversion, which
fl'Om the first is an abstract image of the actual conditions, it
was possible to transform the whole of history into an evolutionary process of consciousness.
'1-

~t-

*

Civil society embraces the whole material intercourse of individuals within a definite stage of the development of productive forces. It embraces the whole commercial and induslriallife
of a given stage and, insofar, trans~ends the State and the nation, though, on the other hand again, it must assert itself in its
foreign relations as nationality and inwardly must organise
itself as State. The term "civil society" (bUrger/iche Gesellschaft]**
emerged in the eighteenth century, when property relationships
had already extricated themselves from the ancient and medieval communal society. Civil society as such only develops
with the bourgeoisie; the social organisation evolving directly
out of production and commerce, which in all ages forms the
basis of the State and of the rest of the idealistic*** superstructure, has, however, always been designated by the same name.

I
(

[11.1 The Relation of State and Law to Property
The first form of property, in the ancient world as in the
Middle Ages, is tribal property, determined with the Romans
chiefly by war, with [69) the Germans by the rearing of cattle.
* (Marginal note by Marx;] Self-estrangement.
*" "Burgerliclle Gesellschaft" can mean either "bourgeois society"
"civil society".-Ed.
*** Le., ideal, ideological.-Ed.

or

I
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In the case of the ancient peoples, since several tribes live together in one town, the tribal property appears .as State property,
and the right of the individual to it as mere "possessionlt which,
however, like tribal property as a whole, is confined to landed
property only. Rea.l private property began with the ancients,
.as with modern nations, with movable property.-(Slavery and
community) (dominium ex jure. Quiritum*). In the case of the
nations which grew out of the Middle Ages, tribal property evolved
through various stages-feudal landed property, corporative
movable property, capital invested in man~facture-to modern
capita.l, determined by big industry"and universal competition,
i.e., pure private property, which has cast oft' al1 semblance of
a communal institution and has shut out the State from any
influence on the deve~opment of property. To this modern priv~
ate property corresponds the modern State, which, purchased
gradually by the owners of property by means of taxation, has
fallen entirely into their hands through the national debt, and
its existence has become wholly dependent on the commercial
credit which the owners of property, the bourgeois, extend to
it, as reflected in the rise and. fall of State· funds on the stock
exchange. By the mere fact that it is a class and no longer an
estate, the bourgeoisie is forced to organise itself no longer
locally. but nationally. and to give Ii general form to its ~ean
average interest. Through the emancipation of private property
from the community, the State has become a separate entity,
beside and outside civil society; but it is nothing more than the
form of organisation which the bourgeois necessarily adopt both
for internal and external purposes. for the mutual·guarantee of
their property and interests. The independence of· the State is
only found nowadays in those countries where the estates have
not yet completely developed into classes, where the estates, done
away with in more advanced countries, still have a part to play,
and where ther~ exists a mixturej countries. that is to say, in
which no one section of the population can achieve dominance
over the others. This is the case particularly in Germany. The
most perfect example of the modern State" is North [70) America.
The modern French, English and American writers all express
the opinion that the State exists only for the sake of private
property, so that this fact has penetrated into the consciousness
of the normal man.
Since the State is the form in which the individuals of a ruling
class assert their common interests, and in which the whole
.. Ownership in accordance with the law applying
clUzeIli.-Ed.
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civil society of an epoch is epitomised, it follows that the State
mediates in the formation of all common institutions and that
the institutions receive a political form. Hence the Hlusion that
law is based on the will, and indeed on the will divorced from
its real basis-on free will. Similarly, justice is in its turn reduced to the actual laws.
Civil law develops simultaneously with private property out
of the disinttlgration of the natural community. With the Romans the development of private property and civil law had no
further industrial and commercial consequences, because their
whole mode of production did not alter." With modern peoples,
where the feudal communiJy was disintegrated by industry and
trade, there began with the rise of private property and civil law
a new phase, which was capable of further development. The
very first town which carried on an extensive maritime trade in
the Middle Ages, Amalfi, also developed maritime law.34 As soon
as industry and trade developed private property further, first
in Italy and later in other countries, the highly developed Roman
civil law was immediately adopted again and raised to authority.
When later the bourgeoisie had acquired so much power that
the princes took up its interests in order to overthrow the feudal
nobility by means of the bourgeoisie, there began in all countries
-in France in the sixteenth century-the real development of
law, which in all countries except England proceeded (71) on
the basis of the Roman Codex. In England, too, Roman legal
principles had to be introduced to further the development of
civil law (especially in the case of movable property). (It mUit
not be forgotten that law has just as little
independent his~
tory as religion.)
In civil law the existing property relationships are declared to
be the result of the general will. The jus utendi et abutendi**
itself asserts on the one hand the fact that private property has
become entirely independent of the community, and on the
other the illusion that private property itself is based solely on
the priVl'lte will, the I'lrbitrary disposal of the thing. In practice,
the abuti**'" hl'ls very definite economic limitations for the owner
of private property, if he does not wish to see his property and
hence hjs jus abutendi;I-**,~ pass into other hands, since actually
the thing, considered merely with reference to his will, is not

\

I

a thing at all, but only becomes a thing, true property in intercourse, and independently of the law (a relationsllip, which the
philosophers call an idea*). This juridical illusion, which reduces law to the mere will, necessarily leads, in the further development of property relationships, to the position that a man
may have a legal title to a thing without really having the thing.
If, for instar.ce, the income from a piece of land is lost owing to
competitior., then the proprietor has certainly his legal title to it
along with the jus utendi et abutendi. But he can do nothing with
it: be owns nothing as a: landed proprietor if in addition he has
not enough capital to cultivate his : landl. This illusion of the
jurists also explains the fact that for them, as for every code;
it'is altogether fortuitous that individuals enter into relationships among themselves (e.g., contracts) i it explains why they
consider -that these relationships [can] be entered into or not at
will, (72). and that their content rests purely on the individual
(free) will of the contracting parties.,
_
Whenever, through the development of industry and commerce, new forms of inte)"cqurse ha,ve been evolved (e.g., insurance companies, etc.), the law has always been compelled to
admit them among the modes of acquiring property.l~'~
[1~

Forms of Social Consciousness]

The influence of the division of labour on science.
The role of repression- with regar4 to the State, ~ight, morality,
etc.
[In the] law the bourgeois must give themselves a general expre~sion precisely because they rule as a class.
Natural science 'and history.
There is no history of politics. "law, science, etc., of art, religion, etc.***
Why the ideologi&ts' turn everything upside-down.
Religionists, jurists, politicians.
_
_. Jurists, poUticians (statesmen in general) I moralists, religionists.
.. (Marginal _ note by Marx:) FOl the philo$ophtJl$ relationship-idea.
They only know the relation of "Man" to himselt and hence for them
all real relations become ideas .
.... Furthert at the end of the manuscript, there are notes written in
Marx's hand whieh were intended for his further elaboration.-Ed.,
...... (Maralnal note by Marx:) To the "community" as it appears in the
ancient State, in feudalism and in the absolute monarchy, to this bond
correspond especially the [CatholiC) religious conceptions.
-

* [Mlirginainote by

Engel~;) (Uliuryl)
TIle right of using and consuming (also; abusiIlg) , i.e., of dispoldng
of a thing ut will.-Ed.
.;"* COfc>uming' or abusing,-Ed.
***>1- The right of lIbIlSiJlg.--Ed.
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TUE WOnKING-DAY

CAP1'fALIS'f PRODUCTiON
------_._-------------------------

::;ECTION 5.-TIIE STlWGGtE FOR A NORMAL WORKING-DAY.

COJ\lPULSOHY tAWS }<'OR TUE EXTENSlON OF TilE

\\'OHldN(~-l)A Y l"llOM TilE MiDDLE OF TIlE 14'1'11 TO TilE END
Ol" TIlE 17TII CENTURY

"What is a wOl'kiI~g-day? What is the length of time durillg which l:apitul Ulay consume the labour-power whose daily

V.dlll! it bIlYs'~) How far may the working-day be extended
I'L'YOlld the workillg-lime necessary for the reproduction of
laIHJlu'.-powel' itse1f?" It has been seen that to these quesI iOlls capil.ul replies: the working-day contains the full 24
itllll!'S, wilh lhe deduction of the few hours of repose without
\VitiI'll labour-power absolutely refuses its services again. Hence
II
is self-evideut. that the labomer is nothing else, his
\\'lllde life through, than labour-power, t.hat therefote all his
tli:-opllsable lime is by nature and law labour-time, to be devoted
III IIIL! sdf-expansioll of capital. Time for education, for intel\Pd Iial duve1opment, for the fulfilling of social functions and
[,ll' so,;ia I iul.el'l:OUl'se, f01' lhe free-play of his bodily and menI,d aclivity, evell the rest lime of Sunday (and that in a
,-"IIIIII'Y or Sabbatarians!) I_moonshinel But in it.s blind un\'. d II,:, d IIl'i Ii~ I he ll edu l'Iuancc of bis work 15-20 miles in every 6 hours!
.\11,1 IIII~ \\'111'1; "fil:II lasls '14 01' 15 hours! IlIlIlany of these glass woriu;, as ill
II ... \11I'1'1I\~ spililling- lJIills, thc systcm of 6 hours' rclays is in forcc. "Durillf(
lilt' \\lIl'killf( part of LlIIJ wcck six hours is the utmost unbrokclI period (:ver
;Il \.,i 1".,1 al allY olle l.illlC for rest, and out of this has lo como lhe lime SpCllt
ill ,"JII,illg alld glling to and froUl work, washing, dressing, and mcals, Icavill~~ a \l'I'Y sllurl )wriod. indecd for rcst, and ,nollo for fresh air and play,
1I1.1 .... S at II", l!XP"IlSl! 01 the sleep necessary lor young boys, espccially at
""'1, h,,1 alld fatig-llillg wurk ... Even the short sleop is obviously liable to be
,:11 by a ItllY having to wake hilllsclf if it is night, 01' by thc 1I0ise, if it
, ,.,y_" ~II', While gives cases where a boy worked 36 consecutive houl's'
,oil ......, \\1 ...... : ItIlYs ui 1~ dl'lldgl!d 011 ulltil 2 in thc 1II0 rn ing, ant! thcn slept
,,, II ... \\ <I' I.~ I i II ;) a, III. (:1 h'Hu's!) ouly lo rcsume their work. "The alllount uf
" . .,1 .. " ';ay 'i'n'lIll:uhl:l!I'l! aud 'l'ufnell, who drafted thc gCllcral rcpOl'l, "dollu
I,' 1.01\" ~ ,lid h'" girls, alll! WOIlIl!U, ill till! course of theil' daily or uighlly
: ," II "I 1:11,,1111'. is cl'dainly cxlraonliIlUl'Y·" (\. C., xliii. allli xliv.) ~I!:all
\'. I" I,. lal" I,y lIi,;'hl III'J'haps, sdf-dl!lIyiug MI'. Glass-Capital, prillll!d wil It
I",rl "illl', l'I'I'h 11111 or his dill. humeward droning out idiotically, "Brilon;
ILl'\ 1'1,

IIL'\ t'l'

:"halllH~

;1lil\

l~S!U

1:II,d"lId ,'V"II IIOW occasiollally in I'lIral districts a laboul'er is
,,,,,,1"1111,,.,1 I., i lll l'rislIlIlIlI'lIl.'l'ur dl:,;et:mting the Sabbath, by wlll'ldng ill
I" I, ,lId I!M.ll'1I Till: saUll: lauourcl' is punished for bl'cach uf conll'acl il
1,,_ 1,'II'dilt:' d\\:ty 1'1'11111 hi::; mclal, papel', oq~lasg works on'tlle SUlldaY,e\eu
il II III' 1,,,,11 a 1't,ligillu,; whim. The ol'lhodox Pal'liamont will hcar Ilothill~
"I :-J<,bLJ"II, Lrt.!aliiug il' il VCClU'S ill Lhe process of expanding capital. A memo, III

... -.. ;'

~'\~'I:"; (~·"·~l'l"ll:.·\""1""
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rest.rainable passion, it.s were-wolf hunger for 'surplus-Iabour,
capital overst.eps not. only the moral, but. even the mel'ely
physical ITla.\ilnUm bounds of the working-day. It usurps the
time for b1, Nt.h, development, and healthy maintenance of
the body. It steals the t.ime required for the consumption of
fresh air and sunlight. It higgles over a meal-time, incol'pol'ating it. where possible wit.h the process of production itself, so
that food is given t.o the labourer as to a mel'e means of product.ion, as coal is supplied to the boiler, grease and oil to the
machinery, It reduces the sound sleep neet\(ld for t.he I'estoration, reparat.iolt, refreshment of the bodily powers t.o just so
many hours of t.orpor as the revival of an organism, absolutely
exhausted, renders essential. It is not. t.he normal maintenance
of the labour-power which is to determine t.he limits of the
working-day; it is the greatest. possible daily expendit.ure of
labour-power, no malter how diseased, compulsory, and painful
it may be, which is to determine the limits of t.he labourers'
period of repose. ea pital cares not.hing for the length of Iife of
labour,..power. All lhat concerns it is simply and solely the
maximum of labour-power, that. can be rendered fiuent in a
working-day. It attains this end by short.ening t.he extent of
the labourer's life, as a greedy farmer snatches increased produce hom the soil by robbing it of its fertilit.y.
I
The capitalistic mode of production (essentially the proI
duction
of surplus-value, the absorpt.ion of surplus-labour),
!
produces thus, witb the extension of t.he working-day, not. only
the deterio~ation of human labour-power by robbing it of its
normal, moral and physical, conditions of development. and
1
function. It produces als;} the premature exhaustion and deat.h
of this labour-power itself. 1 It ext.ends the labomer's time of
production during a given period by short.ening his act.ual lifetime.

\

I

rial (August 1863), In which the London day-labourers In fish and poultry
shops askM for the abolition of Sunday labour, states that their work Illsts
for the first 6 days of the week 011 an average 15 hours a-day, and on Sunllay
8-to hours. From this SUIIIO memorial we learn also that lhe delicate gourmands among the aristocrutic hypocrites of Exeter Hall, especially encouruge
this "Sunduy labour." Thcse "holy OIlCtl," so zealous in cute curancia, show
their Christianity by the hUllli lity with which thcy hear the over-work, I he
privations, and the hunger of others. Obsequ,illln velltris istis (the labourers)
perniciosius est.
I "We have given. in our previous reports the statements of several
experienced manufacturers to I he effL'Ct that over-bours '" certainly telld pi ().
maturely to exhaust the working power of the men." (1. c., 64, p. xiii,)

'l'U~
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li'iL llw value

uJ the labour-power includes the value of the

,"lllllllldilil~S lIll~l~ssary for tho ,'eproduction of the worker, or
II" L"l'l'illg up of tho working-class. If then the unnatural
l\1"II~;iull u[ the wod;ing-day, that capital necessarily strives
<t ii,' rill i ts \InU\lJ,l~,;ul'lld passion for self-expansion, shortens the
kl,,;II, of life of the individual labourer, and therefore the
tiHr;d ilJlI of his la\)olll'-llowor, tho forcos used up have to be re1'\.«'1'1\ at a IIlUl'e rapid rate and the sum of the expenses for
I\(l' I"l'Jll'Ulludioll of labour-power will be g;l'eater;' just as in a
liI,,,:lIillll Llw part of its value to be reproduced evory day is
'~I'<'idl!L' tho more rapidly the machine is worn out. It would
;i",'lll llwl'dol'e that the interest of capital itself points in the
tiil'"d.iull of a Jlonnal working-day,
'I'lw sla Vll-OW1l0r buys his labourer as he buys his horse. If
III' IU:;ll8 his sin ve, he loses ca pitat that can only be restored by
Ill'\\' Ilullay in lhe ::ilave-mart. But "the rice-grounds of Georgia, Ill' lhe swamps of the Mississippi may be fatally injurious
t u lllll hUlllan constitution; but the waste of human life
wllit'h the cultivation of these districts necessitates, is not
Sll great that it cannot be repaired from the teeming preserves
of Virginia and Kentucky. Considerations of economy, moreover, which, under a natural system, afford some security for
humane troatment by identifying the master's interest with
lhe SL1VO'S pI'eservation, when once trading in slaves is practised,
Illlt:UlIIe reasons for racking to the uttermost the toil of the
davll; for, when bis place can at once be supplied from foreign
pr~serves, tbe duration of his life becomes a matter of less moIIII.' lit than its productiveness while it lasts. It is accordingly
it lIIuxim of slave management, in slave-importing countries,
thal the most elleclive economy is that which takes out of the
Illunall challel in the shortest space of time the utmost amount
of Ilxertion it is capable of putting forth. It is in tropical cultUl'll, where annual profits often equal the whole capital of plantaliliIlS, that uegro life is most recklessly sacrificed. It is the agriculture of the \Vest Indies, wbicb has been for centurjes prolific
of fabulOUl:l wealth, that has engulfed millions of the African
['aee, It is in Cuba, at this day, whose revenues are reckoned by
IllilliollS, and whose planters are princes, that we see in the servile dass, tho coarsest Ll'e, the most exhausting and unremitt i lIg lui I, and even the absolute destruction of a portion of its
Illlilliler::; every year."1
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"Tlli) Sluve Power," pp. 110, 111.
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i

1

Mutato nomine de Ie lahula narratur. For slave-trade
read labour-market, for Kentucky and Virginia, Ireland and
the agricultural districts of England, Scotland, and Wales,
for Africa, Germany, We heard how over-work thinned lho
ranks of the bakers in London. Nevertheless, the London labour-market is always over-stocked with German and other
candidates for death in the balwries. Pottery, as we saw, is
one of the shortest-lived industries. Is thore any want therefore of potters? Josiah Wedgwood, tbo invlmtor of modern pottery, himself originally a common workman, said in 1785
before the House of Commons tbat the whole trade employed
from 15,000 to 20,000 people. 1 In the year 1861 the population
alone of the town cent, res of this indusl['y in Gl'oat Britain numbered 101,302. "The collon lrade has existed 1'01' lIiuety yeal's . . . •
It has existed for three generations of the Eng I ish l'ace, and I
believe I may safely say that during that period it has dostroyed
nine generations of factory operatives." 2
No doubt in certain epochs of feverish activity the labourmarket shows significant gaps. In 1834, e.g. But then the
manufacturers proposed to the Poor Law Commissioners that
they should send the "surplus-population" of the agricultural
districts to the north, with the explanation "that the manufacturers would absorb and uso it up.":! "Agents wero appointed with the consent of the Poor Law Commissioners..
.
An ollice was set up in Manchester, to which lists were sent of
those workpeoplo in the agricultural districts wanting employment, and their names were registered in books. The manufac~
turers attended at these ofTices, and selected such pel'sons as
they chose; when they had selected such porsons as their 'wants
required,' they gave instructions to havo them forwal'tled to Manchester, and they were sent, ticketed like balos of goods, by canals, or with carriel's, others tramping on tho wad, and many of
them were found Oil the way lost and half-stal'ved. This system
had grown up unto a regular trade. This House will hardly believe it, but I tell them, lha\' this tratl'ic in human flosh was as
well kept up, they were in ell'ect as l'eglliady sold to these [Manchester] manufacturers as slaves aro sold to the cotton-grower
in the United States.
. In 1860, 'the collon t!'ade was
1

p. 42,

John Ward: "The Borough of Stoke-upon-Trent," Londoll, 1843,

Ferrand's <::':'~'ech ill tho House of C0.tlI1101IS, 27th April, 1863.
a "Those \\>. e he very words used by thu colton manufacturers,"

2
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al il::> wnilh.'.
. . The manufacturers again found that
thoy woro short of hands.
. They applied to the 'flesh
agent::;,' as they are called. Those agents sent to the southern
tillWUS of England, to the pastures of Dorsetshire, to the glades
of Dovonshire, to the people tending kine in Wiltshire, but they
slJught in vain. The surplus-population was 'absorbed.''' The
Bury Guardian said, on the completion of the French treaty, that
"10,000 additional hands could be abSorbed by Lancashire, and
tbal 30,000 or 40,000 will be needed." After the "flesh agents and
sub-agents" had in vain sought through the agricultural districts,
"a deputation came up to London, and waited on the right hon.
l~el\tlelUall [Mr. Villiers, President of ' the Poor Law Boardl with
a v iew of obtaining poor children from certain union houses
fur the mills of Lancashire." 1
I I. c. Mr. Villiers. despite the best of intentions on bis part. was "legillly" oUliged to refuse the requests of tbe manufacturers. These gentlelUl!n, however, altai ned their end through the obliging nature of the local
Jllh.lr luw boards, Mr. A. Hedgrave. Inspector of Fact.ories. asserts that this
I iHle the system under which orphans and pauper children were treated
"kl~ally" as apprentices "was not accompanied wit.h tha old abuses" (on these
",dllls,:s" :;uo Engels. 1. c.), although in one case there certainly was "abuse
or lhis system in respect to a number of girls and young women brought from
1111.0 agricullural districts of Scotland into Lancashire and Cheshire." Under
tbi~ :;yslclIJ the manufacturer entered into a contract wit.b the workhouse
"IIi: ' ·iI.ie::l [or a certain period. He fed, 'clothed, and lodged the Children,
hi".
,,'e them u small allowance of money. A remark of Mr. Redgrave to be
'ILll,I,,1 directly seems strange, especially if we consider that even among
II", y,·,.rs uf pl'ospel'ity o[ the English cotton trade, the year 1860 stands un1,;"·,,lld(;<l. und thut. be~ides. wages were exceptionally high For this exIr.""tliuary dcmand [or work had lo contend with tbe depopUlation of
11.;\:,".1, \'.'ilh lInexumpled emigration [rom the English and Scotcb agriculIlllO.I di~1 riels to Aust.ralia and AmericlI, with an actual dimiuution of the
I'lIprilation ill sOll1e of tbe English agricultural districts, in consequence
parlly uf UII ucluul breakdown of llle vital force of the labourers. pllrtly
IIr I h" a Il'eady c1Iccteti dispersion of the disposable population through the
.1",,1,,1''; ill 1tlllliUll Hush. nc~pite all this Mr. Bedgrava says: "This kind of
1..1 .. ,.1':'. Iwv.u\'cr, would olily bo sought afler when none otber could be pro,:111"'01, ["r it is it high· priced lauoUi The ordinary wages of a boy of 13 would
IIG ill","t -b. [lcr weck, uul to lodgu, to clothe, to feed. and to providu
/J,,;.lll';.! utlulldunce uud proper superintendence for 50 or 100 of these boy~.
all,1 III :;vl a,;ido sOllie rellluneration [or them. could not be accomplished
luI'
a-bead per wllul;." (Heporl of the Inspector of Factories for 30th April.
11>1;0. I' ~7.) ~Ir lIelll{ravc forgets to teli us how the labourer himself cau
,\" ;tli llli:; fur his chi Itlrcli out of lheir 4s. a-week wages, when the mallu!,I\:IlIe,'1" ['illlIlU\ do it I'or lhe 50 or tOO children lodged, boarded, supcrintenJ..,,1
:dl tlll!dhl!1' To guard against false conclusions from the t.ext. I ought here
I \J r"lIwrk lhal lhe English cotton industry. since it was placed under tUl
Fadllry Act of 18;:,0 wilh it:> regulations of labour-time. &c., must bo regarded
i.l~ ll,l; uwdcl iuduSI!')' ?f Englaud. Tho English cotton operative is in every
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What experience shows to the capitalist genarally is a constant excess of population, i.e., all excess in relation to the
momentary requirlJmellts of sUl'plus-labulll'-absorLing capital,
although this execs::> is made up of generations of hunll.llI beillgs
stunted, short-lived. swiflly replacing each other, plucked, so
to say, before maturity.! And, indeed, experience shows to the
intelligent observer with what swiftness and grip the capitalist
mode of production, dating, historically speaking, only from
yesterday, has seized the vital power of the people by the very
root-shows how the degeneration of the industrial population
is only retarded by the collstant absorption of primitive and
physically uncorrupted elements from tho country-shows how
even the country labourers, in spite of fresh ail' and the principle of natural selection, that works so powerfully amongst them,
and only pel'mits the survival of the stl'Ongest. are already beginning to die oli. 2 Capital that has such good reasons for
denying the sufferings of the legions of workers that sUl'l'ound
it, is in practice moved as mudl and as litLle by the sight of
the coming degradation and final depopulation of the human
race, as by lhe probable fall of the earth into the sun. In every

".J.

t
f

respect better off than his Contincntal companion in misery. "The Prussian
factory ope\'~tive labours at least. lell hours per week IllUI'O than his English
competitor, and if employed at hi:; own loom in his own house. II is labou.'
is not restricted to even those additional hours," ("Rep. of Insp. of Fact ....
31st October. 1855, p. 103.) Redgrave, the Factory Inspector mentioned
above. aflor lhe Industrial Exhibition in 1851. travelled on tho Continent,
especially in France lind Germany. for tho purpose of inquiring into the
couditions of the factories. Of the Prussian operative he says: "He receives
a remuneration sufficient to procure the simplo fare. and to supply the slender
cumforts to which he has been accustomed .•. he lives upon his coarse fare,
and worl,s hard. wherein his pOsition is sullordinate to that of the English
operative." ("Ilep. of Insp. of Fac!.. ... 31st Oct .• 1855, p. 85.)
I Tho over-wol'ked "die off with strango rapidity; hut lhe
places of
those who pel'ish arc iustant Iy Hlled, and a frefJuent cilallgll of porsons make:;
110 alleralioll ill the seone." ("~II~lalld anti Ameriea." Loudon, 1833, vo\. I,
p. 55. By E. G. Walwfield.)
2 See "Puhlic lIoallh. SiXlh Heport of thQ III ed it: a I OHicer of tilC Privy
Council, 18ft!." Published in London 1864. This report deals espccially wilh
the agricultural labourers. "Sutherland ... is cOlllllloldy represellted as a
highly improved cOllllly ... but ... recent inquiry has discovered that even
there, in districts once fa mOils for fine men and I.!allant soldiers. lhn inhabitants have degclleratud illtu a IIIL'a;!!'" 011,.1 sllllllt!,1 r"Ce. In t.he healthiest
:iiluatiolls, 011 hill sitllls fri)litili~ lIll' ~ell, lliu fac,,~ of lhcir famished children
are as pale as they could he ill tbe filII I atlliosphere (I[ a Loudon alley."
(W, Th. Thol'llt.on. "Over-jllljlllialioll alld ib Ilcllledy." 1. c .• pp. 74. 75.)
They resemble in fact lIw 30,000 "gallant lIighlanders" whom Glasgow {Jigs
together ill its wynds and closes, with prostitutes and thieves.

I
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:1 ""\. J\lI,billg ~will"lt. overy ono knows that SOUlO time or other
I h, n'I~11 11I1I~l COllll', hut evel')' oue hopes that it may fall Oil
III!' l\I'ad 1.1' his lIuighbour, aflol' he himself has caught tho
:111'\"'1' Id g,dd Hlld placed it in safety. Apresmoi Ie deLuge! is
I \,"
\I,d l'illllll'd of overy capitalist and of evel'y capitalist
1,.111,111, III'IICI' Capilal is l'ockless of the, health 01' length of
Iii" ,,\ 11il' IidHIiIl't~J', ullless undel' compulsion from soeioty.l To
I ii" "111, I'J as III llll~ physical and mental degradation, tho pl'eIlI,tllIlI' tiv;lI)), Ihl' Illl'tul'e of ovel'-wol'k, it answers: Ought these
III II'IIIII'!I' \IS Silll'l! they increase OUI' profits? But looking at
I IIIII~~"; a:-' a \\,lIl1ll', all this does not, indeed, do pond on the good
' d ' ill
\\ ill ul' thl' illllividual capitalist. Free compoLition brings
"III I hL! illlll.l',·nt laws of capitalist production, in the shape of
1'\1"llIill eoOl'eivo laws having power over every individual
"'I,il al ic.l. ~
Till! l·:-'Ialdi,.;hnll~ht of a normal working-day is tho l'osuH of
"'lillIl'il'.'i !Ii' strllggle Letween capitalist and laboul'ol'. The
lIi~llIr~; Ill' this sll'lIgg'le shows two opposed ten{~encies, Coml',d'I', ".g., lhl' I.:llglish fadory legislation of our timo with the
I "Iilll IhlJIIgh thu hualth 01' a population is so important a facl of the
I'ill ilillill "ilpilal, Wl~ aru afraid it must be said that the class of elllployul'~ of
l,tllI'1I1 1i;1\ .. lIul liueutlie most I'ol'\vard to guard and cheri~h this tl'uaslll'e ....
'11>" "IIl",idcrul iillluf the health of llilloperatives was fOl'ced upollthemill-own'I'~," (,rllfll'S, Nl)\,ulllhel' 5th, 18{H.) "The men of the West Hiding became
I Ill' dllllii,'l's uf IIwllkillll .. , the ilealth of the wOl'kpeople was sael'i fieed, and
I Ii,", ril~l' ill it 1't~\\' gen~l'al.iOl"s IUust have degen~rated. Out a I'eadillll set in.
1."1'<1 :-,llillleshlll'Y's Bill hnnlt:d the hours of cluldl'en's labour," &c, ("lIullort
"I' I Ii" 1l1:~i~lral' "C"lIural." (or October 1861.)
J \\1'.
l\t"rduru, Ii III, e.g., that in the beginning of 1H{i3, 2{i ftrlllS
"" lIill~ ",It:lIsiVl' I'utieries ill SlaffordHhire, amongst others, Josiah WuLlg·
\\1111.\, &. ::;1 IllS, p,)\iliull in a memorial for "some legislative enaetillelll~"
l:IIIl'i"'liliulI wilh uthur uapitalists permits them no voluntary Iimitatiull
,,\ 1\ III'U IIl~ I i 1I11~ 1'111' ehi 1,Irull, &c, "Much as we duplore the evi b hefore IIlell11111"'11. il \\","1<1 1I1.L Ill' \I'lssible to prevent them by any scheme uf agl'uenll!lIt
11<-1 \\'1'''" I \i" IlIillIlIl'al'lIlI·l:rs ... , Taking all these points into consitleraliOIl. \\U
Ii ,1\ ,. (',dill: III till: ClllIV id iOIl I htllsome legislative enactment is walll"l\."
("l:llil,III'll'~ 1·:lIqdllYIIll:1I1. COIIIIII." Hep. i., 1863, p. 322.) l\Iust I'ecunlly a
11111"11 11I'1l'l: ~I ril;ill~ "x<llIlple OHCI'S, The l'ise ill the IlI'ice of coll.on durillg a
!,,'rill.1 "I' I'I'\'I'ri:ilt ill·li\'ily. hatl induced the manufacturers in BlacklJlU'II" 10
:"I",ril'lI, liy 1I111111al C(lIISBllt, the working-t.ime in their mills tiul'ing a curt ai II IlXl'd (ll'l'ilJ,1. This period lermillated abOllt the end of Novelllbol', 'I1l71.
~1,'.(jI\\llill', 11ll' \\l:allhicr mallufacturers, who combined spinning wilh
\',,·.,\'ill~!, ll~t:d lltl' dilUillulion of pl'Oduclion resulting £1'0111 this ag'l'eOlliclit
I" ,,\' 11",,1 I 1,1·i I' 11\\ II 1,II>;i lIess alld thus to lIIa\<e gl'eat profits at the expellse o(
1111' 'oIlI:t11 I'llIpllly,'rs, Tile latter thereupon turned in their extremity to Ihl)
"1"'I',iI i \ I'", \ll'~I'(1 I 1((~1I1 (,amest Iy to agitate for the 9 bours' SyStl:111
,iI,,1 I'l'ullli';l·d t:ulltriDlltiuliS ill lIIoney to this end.
'
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English Labour Statutes hom tho 14th century to weH into
the middle of the 18tu. I \Vhilst the UJoJel'll Factory Ads compulsorily shortened the woddng-day, the earlier statutes tried
to lengthen it by compulsion. Of Course the pretensions of
capital in embryo-when, beginning to grow, it secUl'OS the
l'ight of absorbing a quantum !iu/licit of surplus-laboHI', not
merely by the fUl'cIJ of l!GUlIlllllic l'oIuliUIIS, but by the help of
the Stale-appeal velT 1I1OdlJst when pllt faco to face with the
concessions that, gl'Owlillg alll! struggling, it has to make in its
adult condition, It takes centuries ere the "free" labourer,
thanks to the development of capitalistic production, agrees,
i.e., is compelled by social conditions, to sell the wholo of his
active life, his very capacity for work, for the price of tho
necessal'ies of life, his birthright for a mess of pottage. Hence
it is uaturp.l that the lengthening of the working-day, which
capital, from the middle of the 14th to .the end of the '17th
century, tries to impose by State-measures on adult labonrers,
approximately coincides with the shortening of tho workingday which', in the second half of the 19th centlll'y, has here and
there been efl'ected by' the State to pl'event t.he coining of
children's blood into capital. That which to-day, e,g., in the
State uf Massachusetts, until recontly the freest Slate of the
North-American Hepublic, has been proclaimed as the statutory
limit of the labonr of childl'en under '12, was in England, even
in the middle of tho 17th century, tho normal working-day of
able-bo,lied al'lisans, robust lanoUl'ers, athletic blacksmiths.:l
1 The Laboul' Statutes, tlw Ii ke o\' which were enacted at the salUe time
in France, the Netherlands, and elsewhere, were fir:;t formally repealed in
England in 1813, long aller the changcs in mcthods of production had rendered them obsoletr.
~ "No child under 12 years of age shall be employed in any IllUl\ufncturing establishment more than 10 hours in one day." General Statutes of Massachu~eils, 63, ch. 12. (The various Statutes were passed between 1836 and
1858.) "Labour performed during a period of 10 hours 011 any dtly in all cotton,
woolleu, silk, ~'''' "r, glass, and !lax factOries, 01' ill mallufactories of iron /lud
brass, shall b ' .sidered a legal day's lauour. And he it enacted, that ilereafter no minoa' ,.,gaged in any factory shull be holden 01' required to work
more than 10 hours in any day. 01' 60 hours in any week; tlnd that hCl'eaftel' no
minor shall be admitted as a worker under the age of 10 years ill any factory
within this State." State of New Jersey. An Act to limit the hours of labour,
&c., § 1 aud 2. (Law of 1Hth ~Iarch, 1851.) "No llIillOr who has attained the
age of 12 years, and is under the ul{e of 15 years, shall be employed ill any
manufacturing establishment 1II0re than 11 hOIiI'S in anyone day, nor before
5 o'clock in the morning, nlll' al'ter 7.30 in the "vlJlling" ("Ileviscd Statutes
of the State of Hhol!O Island," &c" ch. 139, § 23, 1:;t July, 1H57.)

CA1'I'l'AL1S'l' PRODUCTION

I~

iiI's\. "Statute of Labourel's" (23 Edward IlL, 1349)
ils illllilediale pretext (not its cause, for legislaUon of
(IIi" I.ill.l lasts reul.urills after the pretext for it has disappeared)
III llll~ [',"I'",.l l.lag'lIc that tlecimated the people, so that, as a Tory
1\ III l't' "~Iy:i, "The dilYielilLy of getting men to work on reason"I".' I,'I'IIIS (i,(.!" al a priee that left their employers a reasonable
'1ILldt il ,'I o[ surplus-labour) grew to such a height as to be quite
Ii I "\I'liddc." I HeastHlable wages were, therefore,
fixed by law
;: \"dl ilS the limits of the working-day. The latter point, the
\J"I \ tlild that here interests us, is repeated in the Statute of
kil', (11c1ll'Y VI I.). Tho working-day for all artificers and
Iii 1.\ LILJlIlll'el'~i from March to September ought, according to
[ill:; :[,dule (wltich, however, could not be enforced), to last from
;1 III til!! IllOl'ltiJlg' lo between 7 and 8 in the evening, But the
\111 ;d--( iuws wusist of 1 hour for breakfast, 1 ~ hours for dinner,
'I'LL:

I

dlll,l

alll.i -:~-

hout· for "noon--meate," i.e., exactly twice as much as
lId,ln the factory acts now in force. II In winter, work was to
Ii"'\' I'rll1l1 5 in the morning until dark, with the same intervals.
,\ ::;latu\Ii of Elizabeth of 1562 leaves, the length of the workillt~-d"y [01' all labourers "hired ror daily or weekly wage" unluudwd, but ainu:! at limiting the intervals to ~ hours in the
SlIlllluer, or to 2 in the winter. Dinner is only to last 1 hour,
ailll lIw "aftel'lloou-sleep of half an hour" is only allowed.,
blJl Wel!ll the middle of May and the middle of August. For
evl'l')' hour of absence 1d, is to be subtracted from the wage.
In pradiee, however, the conditions were much more favourable
III llie la bLllll'el'S than in the statute-book. William Petty, the
all

--- - --_. --_..---_. . . , . -

1 "::-iupllisIlIS 01' Free Trade." 7th Ed. London. 1850, p. 205, 9th Ed.,
p_ ::~d_ 'fhi::; sal1le Tory, moreover, admits that "Acts of Parliament regulating
\',.lge:i, hut againstlhe lahourer and in (avour of the master, lasted [or the
Idllf~ [lerilld of t.!i4 ye,us_ Population grew. These laws wertl then found,
alld r~illly bl'came, ullllece~~ary and l.1urdellsome." (I. C., p, 206.)
" 111 rdewlIce to this statute, J. Wade with truth remarks: "From tbt
"Ltll:lllt:llt uhove (i.e., wilh regard to the statute) it appears that in 1496
I II., did WiI,; cOllsidel'ed equivalent to olle-third of the income o( an arli1i.:l'I' illlli lille-half the illLOllle of a labourer, which indicates a greater degree
lIi ill.["IIl'IH\i;llce <11110111{ the wOl'king-classe~ thall prevails at present; for the
1"". I'd, l'lll11 of lil boul'ers alit! artificers, would now he reclwned at a much
l,il:!",r l,ru[lorlioll of their wages," (J, Wade, "History o( the Middle and
Willi, i ll!{ t: 1l1:;S,,';," !lP, :!4, :![l, Hnd 577.) The opinion that this difference is due
l II ll'" llirt"l'Clll.:e ill lIw pricc-l'elaliolls heL wcen food and clothing then and
1",\\ i:, reilltcti Ly the 1l1()~l cursOl'y glallce at "Chronicon Preciosum, &c,"
lIy Ubli"ll Fleetwood, bl Ed., Loudon, 1707; 2nd Ed" London, 1745.
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father of Politieal EeulHllll\', HlId Iu SlJllW IlXll!lIl tho fOllnd!!!' of
Statistics, says in it wUl'k that he pllhlislwJ in tho last third of
tbe 17th century: "Labouring-men (then meaning field-laolllu'llt·s)
work 10 hoUl's per diem, and make 20 meals pel' week, viz., 3
a day for working-days, and 2 on Sundays; whereby it is plain,
that if they could last on Friday nights, and dine in one hour
and an half, whereas they take two, from eleven to one; thereby
thus working 2~) more, and spending 2~ less, the' above-mentioned (tax) might be raised," 1 Was not Dr, Andt'ew Ure right
in crying down the 12 hours' bill of 1833 as a retrogression to
the times of the dark ages? It is true, these regulations contained ill t1w statute mentioned by Petty, apply also to appl'ent.ices. But the condition of chi Ill-labour, even at the end
of the 17th century, is seen from the following complaint:
'''Tis not theil' practice (ill Germany) as with us in this kingdom, to bind an apprentice for seven years; three 01' four is
their common standard: and the reason is, because they are
edueated from theil' cradle to something of employment, which
renders them the more apt and docile, and consequently the more
capable of attaining to a ripeuess and quicker proficiency in
business. Whel'eas our youth, here in England, being bl'ed to
nothing before they come to bo apprentices, make a very slow
progress and require much longer time wherein to reach the
perfection of accomplished artists," 2
1 W. Petty, "P"lilical Anatomy of Irel,lUd, Verbum Sapienti." 1672,
Ed. 1691, p. to.
2 "A Discour~~
11 the necessity of encouraging Mechanick Industry,"
London, 1690, p_ 1:1. Macaulay, who has falsified English history ill the
interests of the Whigs aud the bourgeoisie, declarcs as (ollows: "The practice
of setting children prematurely to work ... prtJvai led in the 17th century to
an extent which, when compared with t.he extent of the mallufacluri llg sysLem,
seems almost incredible, At No;,wich, the chief seat of Llw clothiug trade, a
little creature of six years old was thought lit for lahuur, Several wrilers of
that time, and among them some who were considered as emilleliLly benevolent, mention with exultation the fact that ill that single city, Loys and
girls o( very tender age create weallh exceeding what was' necessary for
their own subsistence Ly twelvo thousand pounds a year, Tbe more carefully
we examine lhe hisLory of the past, the more reason shall we find to dissent
from those who imagine that our age has Leen fl'Uitful n( new social evils, ...
That ",hich is new is the intelligence and the humanity which remedies them."
("History of England," vol. 1., p. 417.) Macaulay might have reported further that "exlremely well-disposed" amis du commerc.: in the 17th century,
narrate with "e.mllatiou" how in a poorhollse ill lIolland it child of four was
employed, and that this example of "j>c:rtu mise en pra liqlle", pus:;es muster in
all tbe humanitarian works, La MacauhlY, ·Lo the time of Adam Smith, It
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-:'t ill, ,llIl'illg lhe greater parl of the 18th century, up to the
t'p",lt ,,1 \I,)lkl'll llldllslt'y and machinism, capital in EngLand
11.1,1 li'l\. ::;11,'rel~dud ill seizing fur it::;elf, by the payment of the
II",'LI.\ V •.lUl: of laIJllII1'-pOwer, the whole week of the laboUl'cr,
I"it II til') l)\"l:pl iUII, 11Owevel', of the agricultural labourers.
'I'll<' Lid lhat they wliid live for a whole week on the wage of
"'HII' daIs, did 1101, appeal' to the labourers a sufficient reason
111;t\ t h,'.\' :-;lluuld wllrk the othel' two days for the capitalist.
(III<' \liI!'t~' III' Euglish eeollomists, in the interest of capital, de,'.. I,i, , .. 1111' ,Il,~1 illil"" ill the most violent manner, another
1,.1", d,I''''\:· t Ii,' 1..I"lIll'<'I':;, I.e\. us lislen, e,g" to the contest
111'1 II ,·,:11 \"Io.l.lt:t.h\\'a) l. who::;e Dictionary of Trade then had the
o.il1I11! 1'''IlIti at illll as t.he kindred works of MacCulloch and
i\LIICJ'(~gllr to-day, allil the author (already quoted) of the "Essay
011 'i'l'adu alld CUIlIBlel'Ce," 1
l'dstlt,tltwayL says among other things: "We cannot put an
l'lld 1'1 11t11:-iU I'uw obsnrvations, without noticing that trite l'e1I1;1l'i; ill tilU IlIlJllth uf loo many; that if the industrious poor
rilll "Id aiB ullullglt t.o maintain themselves in five days, they
\" III "'11, \\'ol'k lhe whole six. Whence they infer the necessity
<lj
I'll tl,,: lIul'l:ssarit~s of life being made dear by taxes, or any
1,( lll'l' llwallS, lo l'.lI111pd the working artisan and manufacturer
1,1 LdJlJll1' llw whule six days in the week, without ceasing,
i' 11'11" Ilial willi (11(j sutJsl itution of manufactuJC for handicrafts, tl'aces
"I I It,! l!xpluillltioll or cliildren begin to appear. This exploitation existed
;.lllay:> III a cnlaill exlenl among peasants, and was tbe more developed, the
1"';1\ il:1' III" yol,e pl'e:lsillg on Ihe husbandman. The tendency of capital is
11,,:1',' IIllllli~ta\;ably; IHII. Ihe facts themselves are still as isolated as the phe11,,11,,:11<1 or lWIi-lieaded children. Helice they were noted "with exultatioll"
i t ' I"qll·cially wurlhy or l'l:lIlal'k alld as WOndl!!'S by the far-seeing "amis du
(','!I/lUCrI',:," alld I'l!CIHlIlIlUllllcd as models for their own time and for posterity.
'I Iti~ :iallle :-)cul ell sycuphilnt aud fine talker, Macaulay, says: "..,Vo liear to-day
,,,tly "r reirugre!;sioll and see ollly progress." What eyes, and especially what
t'ill'.-j!

, ,\lIIullg Ule accusers of the workpeople, the most angry is the allollY11I"II:i aul hIli' '111,l\ cd ill I he text of "An Essay on Trade and Commel'ce, COli,
1,,'llIil"! ObL'l'vutitlns Oil Taxes, &c,," London, 1770, He had all'eady dealt
\1 ill, I hi:; :;uhi<:ct ill liis earlier work: "Considerations on Taxes." London,
I iii; .. I III Iii" :;<llIle sill .. follows Polonius Arthur Young, the unutterable sta11,1 i,;t! prillll"". Amollg tIle defenders of the working-classes the foremost are:
,1,I,',il, \'i1ll1krlilll, ill: "l\l,lIlcy Answers all 'fhings," London, 1734; the Rev,
h;1111"lIid FOl'sler, D. D" ill "An Enquiry into the Causes of the Present
II i:!\1 I'ri,'''' of 1'l'llVisillllS," London, 1767; Dr. Price, and especially Postleth\.;1),1, as I',dl ill Ill" supplement to his "Universal Dictiollary of Trade aud
<:,O)IIIII"I'CI'," a~ ill hi:; '·t;rcut I3rllain'ij Commercial interest explained and
i 1111'1")\''''\ " ~lItl Ellil iOll, 1755, 'fhe fucts themselves are confirmed by many
,,1111'1' I\rill.'r~ ui lhe lillie, allluu~ olhers by Josiah Tucker,
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( mllst beg lea \'e to d i fl'er in senti Illent from those gl'eat
politieialls, who contend COl' the peqlCtual slavery of lhe working people of lhis kingdom; they fOl'get the vulgal' adage, all
wOI'k and no play. Have not the English boasted of tbe ingelluity anti dextel'ity of hel' wOl'king tU'ti::;ts and IlIallufactul'lll's
whic h ha ve hel'dufol'e gi veil crelli t alld repu talion to Bl'iti::;h
ware::; in genu!'ill? What has this beoll owillg' to? To nothing
mOl'O pl'ObaLly than the relaxation of lhe wOl'king people in
t.heir own way. Wel'e they obliged to toil the yeal' 1'0 IIIld, the
whole six days in the week, in a l'epetition of the same work,
might it not blunt theil' illgt!lluity, alld l'l!lldm' thelll !illlJlid illslead of alert and dextC'l'uus; and might not our workmen lose
theil' reputation instead of 1.1laintaining it by sllch eternal
slavel'Y? ,
. , And what sort of wodullanship could we expect fwm such hard-ddven animals'?
. Many of thelll
will execute as much wl)rk in fOllr day.s as a Frenchman will ill
five or six, But if Englishmen am to be etemal dl'udges, 'tb
to be feared they wi II degenerate below the Frenchmen. A;;
our people al'e famed for bm very in war, do we not say that it
is owing to good English mast beef and pudding in their bellies,
as well as their constitutional spirit of liberty? And why may
not the superior ingenuity and dexterity of our artists and
manufacturers, be owing to that freedom and liberty to direct
themselves in their own way, and I hope we shall never have
them deprived of such privileges and that good living from
whence their ingenuity no less than their cOUl'age' may pl'Oceed." 1 Thereupon Lhe author of the "Essay on Trade and
Commerce" l'eplies: "If the making of evel'y seventh day an
holiday is supposed to be of divine institution, as it implies
the appropriating the othel' six days to labour" (he means capital as wa shall soon see) "surely it will not be thoughL
cruel to enforce it
, That mankind in geneml, al'e
naturally indined to ease and indolence, we fatally experience
-to he true, fl'Om the conduct of OUI' manufacturing. populace,
who til) not laboill', llPon all aVl!l'ago, ahuvil fOllr days in a week,
unless pI'ovisiuns Ita PpL'lI tu he very d("al',
, Put all the
necessal'ies of the pOOl' lIlld!!l' Olle dUllomination; for instance,
call thl'lH all wileat, 01' suppose that,
, the bushel of wheat
shall co::;t five shillings and that he (a manufacturer) earns a
shilling by his labour, he then would be obliged to work
five llays only in a week. If the bushel of wheat should cost
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1,111 1"1111' shillings, he woulu be obliged to work but four days;
IJlII as \vagl!s ill this kiJlgdom are much higher in proportion to
(h,' l'l'in! (Jf Ilecessaries . . , , the manufacturer, who labouI's four
.1.1.\ '0, lias a sllrplus of money to live idle with the rest of the
\'.',.,."
, 1 IHlfle 1 have said enough to make it appeal'
thai tilt) JIlIJtiel'Ut.o labour of six days in a week is no slavery,
0111' [,dHlIlring people tlo this, and to all appearance are the hap(li('~1 "I' all our laboul'illg poor, 1 but the Dutch do this in
1!l'llJllfal'.llll'l!::i, and appeal' to be a very happy people, The
FI·,'IH·h do Sll, wlwu holidays do not intervene,2 But our popu1.11'1' ha vo adoplcil a Ilution, that as Englishmen they enjoy a
bid hl'ight. privilege of being ,more free and independent than
ill <lll)' clJllllLry ill EUl'Ope, Now this idea, as far as it may
,dl','d. tlw bravel'y of our troops, may be of some use; but the
k~s the manufacturing poor have of it, certainly the bettel' for
Iltl'lIlselvcs alld fOl' the State. The labouring people should
1Il'\'!/' think themselves indepen(.lent of their superiors,
11 is lIxtl'ullIely dallgemus to encourage mobs in a commercial
~;I ,ill! like OUI'S, where, p{'lrhaps, seven parts out of eight of the
\\,[IIdl', an! (ll!ople with little or no property, The cure will
lidl IJt~ IIl~rfl!cL, till 0111' manufacturing poor are contented to
Ldhllil' ",ix Ilays fur the same sum which they now earn in four
.1 ,I \ :-i."" To tltis end, and for "extirpating idleness, debauchel'y
:111.1 ('\(:(':>::;," promoting a spirit of industry, "lowering the price
lIl' L,IHllIl' ill OUI' mauufactories, and easing the lands of the
1tI"I\,~' bUl'lkn of POOl"::; rates," our "faithful Eckart" of capital
prll[l,':;(':-i lIli::; approved device: to shut up such labourel's as
1",,'111111' d(!IWlldent 011 puLlic ::;upport, in a word, paupers, in "an
i,lt'tll ,c'O rt.-hull se." Such iueal workhouse must be made a
"I ).'11'" "f '1't'!'l'OI'," aud not an asylum for the poor, "where they
.tl!' III I,,~ plullt.ifully fed, warmly and decently clothed, and where
1111'\ ,I" bllt. liLt.le wOI'k." 4 In this "House of Terror," this
"i'(".tI IIIJrkhuIIS(!, t.he pOOl' shall work 14 hours in a day, al-

lowing proper time for meals, in such manner that there shall
remain 12 hours of neat-Iabour,"l
Twelve working-hours dilily in the Ideal Workhouse, in the
"Hollse of Terror" of 1770! 63 years later, in 1833, when the
English Parliament reduced the working-day fa I' chilJI'on of
13 to 18, in four branches of industry to 12 full hOlll'S, the
judgment day of English Industl'y had dawned! In 1852,
when Louis Bonaparte sOllght lo seCllro his position with the
boul'gooisie by tampering wiLh the legal working-day, the
French people cried out wilh ono voice "the law that limits
the working-day to 12 houI's is the olle good that has remained
to us of the legislation of the RepuLlic!"2 At Ziirich the work
of children over 10, is limited to 12 hours; in Aal'gall in 1862,
the work of children between '13 and 16, was l'educed f!'Olll

12~

I I. c. "The French," he says, "laugh at our enthusiastic ideas of liberty,n I. c .• p. 78.
.
2 "They especially objecled to work beyond the I~ hours pCI' day,
because lhe law which fixed those hours, is the ollly good which rClIlaill~
to'Uaelll or tile legislatiofl of the Ilepublic." ("lIl'p. uf Insp. of I,'ucl.," :3lst
October, IH5!i, p. 1>0.) Tlae Fl'cllch Twelve liuurs' Bill of Seplelllber !:ilh,
1850, u hourgeois cdilioll of the decree of lhe I'l'Ovisiollal UOVCI'IIUWllt of
March ~lId, 1848, holds in all wOI'ksliops without exceptiolls. Defure lIlis
law the working-day in FraJlce was wilhoul del1l1ile limit. It lasted ill (he
factories 14, 15, or 1II0rc hours. See "Des classc~ lJllvriiJl'cs ell Fl'allce, pClldallt
l'alilleo 11>48. Par ~I Ulau'l"i." ~1. Illauqui Llw eculluwbl, lI11l lite lIevolll'
tiollisl, llild heeu enlruslcd hy tllIJ GOvel'ullwul wilh ,lII' illl(lIil'Y ililo lhu
condil iUIl of thc wUl'killg-class.
.
a BelgiulU is thc 1II0dei houl'geois slale iu re~ard to Iltc regulaliou of
thtl wlll'l;ifl~-day. Lurd lIuward uf Weldeu, En~lislt I'lellipulefllial'y ilt Bl'Ilssels, reporls to lhe l"oreigll Oftice, .\Iay I~lh, liJli2; "~1. ilul.{ier, the minisler,
informed me that Children's lahour is limited ueilher by a general law flor
by allY local regulations; that lht.: GOVl'l'lII11CIII, duriug lhe last Ihree yeal's,
intended ill everyses~ioflto propuse a bill ou lhe suhject, but always found
an insuperable obsl aele ill Llw jealous oppositioll tu ully legislution ill CUIItradiction with lhe pl'iuciple "i perfcct freedom of labour."

.

1'lull.,1;1II1 iSIII, lly cllililgillg almost all the traditional holidays into

I'lays all illiliurlaill part in the gCllesis of capital.
b~ay," & ... , I'p. I~), 41, 9U,!)7, 5r" 57,69.- Jacob Vanderlint,
,•. I,ll II "'; 17:\/•. ,!t,dal'l~d that lhe secret of lhe out-cry of the capilalists a~1
I" II" l.,/ill"~"; "I' 1111. \\lJd;ill~ people was simply that they claimed for tho
,,,II,,,' I'. ",~, ...; Ii ,I"ys' lauullr ill~lead of 4.
1 I. c., (I. ~!12.
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to 12 hours; in Austria in 18t.iO, for children between 14

and 16, th" .·ame reduction was made, a "What a progress," sinc~ .
1770! Mac , 'ly would shout with exultation!
I
The "Huuse of Terror" for paupers of which the capitalistic
soul of 1770 only dreamed, was realised a few years later in the
shape of a gigantic "Workhouse" for the industrial WOI'ker himsolf, It is called the FactOl'y, And the ideal this Lime fades before
the reality,

'.\11 1·:".·;,1)'," &e. lie hilllself rclates on p. 96 wherein the "happiness"
.01 11,,1.1I~;li,11 "f<l'itllllllnd labuurer already in 1770 consisted. "Their powers
.tt, . . 001\.Ii" IIP"lJ Ihe ~;Ir"lc", thcy cannollive cheaper than they do, nor work
II.ll til'\'
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1.1.":,11,_,, III" UII" I"adury .'\d passed during his reign, that of March 2:!nd,

They remained a dead leltel'. "The filct is, that pl'iol' to the
Act of 18:3:3, young pet'sou:> a III I dtildl'en wel'e worked all night,
all day, or hoth ad liliitlllll." 1
.-\ lIormal wOl'killg-day for 1lI0del'll illliutitl'y ouly dates frolll
the Fadol'Y Act of 18;)3, which included cotton, wool, HilX, and
silk factories. Nothillg is 1II0re chill'acLel'islk of the spirit of
(;apital Lhall the history of the ElIglish Fadol'Y Ads hum 1833
to 1Sli4.
The Act of 1833 declares lhe ol'llinal'Y factory woddng-day to
be fWIll half-past. five ill I hu IIlO1'1liug to half-past eight in tho
evening, and within LlwSI! lilllils, a period uf 15 hOllt'S, it is lawfulto employ young plll'S(1I1~' (i.e., persons between 13 aud 18 years
of age). at any time of Llw day, pwvided 110 one individual
young person should work more than 12 hours in anyone day,
except in certain cases especially {lwvided for. The Gth section
of the Act provided: "That there shall be allowed in the course
of every day not less than one aud a half hours for meals to
evory such person restl'icled as hereinhefore provided." Tho
employment of children under 9, wilh exceptions mentioned
later, was forbidden; the work of chil,It'en hetween D and D
was limited to 8 hours it day, night-work. i.e., according to this
Aet, work between 8.30 p. m. and 5.30 a. m., was forbidden fOl'
all persons between 9 and 18.
The law-makers were so far from wishing lo ll'endl on ,tho
freedom of capital to exploit adult labour-powel', or, as they
called it, "the freedom of labour," that they created a speCiaL
system in order to !'l'ovent tho Factory Acts frolll having a consequence so outrageulIS.
"The great evil of tile factory system as at present conducted," says the til'S\' I'epol't of the Central 13oal·d of tho Commission of June 28th, 1833, "has appeared to us to be that it entails the necessity of continuing the labour of children to
the utmost length of that of the adults .. The only remedy for
this evil, short of the limitation of the labour of adults, which
would. in our opinion, create an evil gl'eater than that which is
sought to be remedied. appears to be the plan of working
double sets .of children.". . . Under the name of System
of Relays, this "plan" was therefore carried out, so that, e.g.,

I: -, I, 11.1." '",V"" (1111 ill flln:u_ Alld this law only dealt with child-labour.
II Ii .. , ,I 1\ 11,11I1'., a day fur ddldrcil hetween 8 and 12, 12 hours for children
1"1\",,,,1:- ""d Iii, &1:., \Vilh llIallY cxceptiollswhich allow night-work l'ven
,,,I' "I.I,II,-ll ~; Y';ill', 111.1_ 'I'il(, slIl'ul'visilJlI alill euforcement of this law al'e,
iI, ... "",d ,' . II h,'fI' t:Vt:I')' IHIlIIS!! is (IIHlcr police administration, left Lo lhe
,.,,,,,1 \,111,<1 the ,j{/,i~ till {;()/iWfc:rt'<.',Ouly siuco 1853, in one single departmont-

the Deparlement du Nord-has a paid government inspector heen appointt:d, Not les:! characteristic of the development of French society, generally,
is the fact, that Louis Philippe's law stood solitary among the all·em~
braciu¥, lIlllSS of French lIlWS, till the Revolution of 1848.
1 'Rcpol't of Insp. of Fact,," 30th April, 1860, p, 50.

_,1'1,'[, l-;l(,ilal had taiwil centuries in extending the workingI \) it:-; 1I11l'wai llIaximulIl limit, and then beyond this to the
lillill "I' lite liatul'al llay of 12 hOlll'S,l there followed on the
I,illl, lI!' 1II(1,'liiII iS1l1 Hiltl IIwdel'll illdustl'Y in the last third of
1111' Ihl II t:1~lltllI'Y, a violent encroachment like that of an
a I'd i.'I"-it,, ill its illtellsity and extent. All bounds of morals
;11111 lI,d .tn"
agu and st~X, day and night, were broken down.
1':Vl'll III" i,ll'''S of day and lIight, of rustic simplicity in the old
sled III ,'s, 11l:!:alllll Sll cOIII'II:wd that an English judge, as late as
It:till, I , led a quito Talmudic sagacity to expl&in "judicially"
\Ilial ' . , day alld what was night. 2 Capital celebrated its
t1,I\

\)l'c1.· lc :).

-\" '_I lUll as the Wlll'k iug-dass, stunned at first by the noise
.<111 Illr""lil Ill'

I.llll Ilt'W system of
production, recovered, in
its sellses, its resistance began, and first in the
II • .! iv,' 1.11111 lIf Illaehillislll, in England. For 30 years, however,
Ill\' '-'''I,-('_~"il)IlS euuqlHlI'ed by the workpeople were purely
III'i,lill;d_ Ililrliilllwut passed 5 Lahour Laws between 1802 and
IX:;:., IIlJl \\'il~ shl'ewd enough not to vote a penny for their carr.\illi~: lilli, fot' lito reqllisite oll'icials, &c.:I

""",,'

'd,"'dlld,

, --II i, rUl'laillly much to he regretted that any class of persons should
I "i I 1:': l'UlllS a day, which, illciudillg the limo for their meals and for going
I" a"d n:1 lIr"i Ilg froill I heir work, amounts, in fact, to 14 of the 24 hOllrs ....
\\'illll'''1 ,,"l!:ri"g illto the question of health, no one will hesitate, I think,
lu adUlil Il,al, ill II lIIo/'a/ poilit of bielt', so enlire an absorption of the time
..r IIII' \\"rl,illg'da~~es, withoul intel'lllis~ion, from the early age of 13, and
i II I -- .. ,I,·" 11111 bubjed lo resl riclion, 1JI1Ich younger, must he extremely lire11l,li"i •.!, iliid is all (.vii greaLly to he deplored .... F'or the sake, therefore, of
1,"lolir Ilillrid,-;, uf brillgillg up all orderly population, anti of giving the great
1""ly "I' II .. , 1"'''1'1" a l'easollahle clljoymellt of life, it is much to be desired
II"" ill allll'adl'-; SUIIW portioll of every working-day should he reserved for
"'cl 01",1 ki~llr"," (Lullllul'd 1l0mcI' ill "Hcports of Insp, of FacL for 31st Dec_,
1,'1il ")
, :-.,-.- --.I"dt;lll,,"t "f ~II'_ J _ II. Otway, Belfast. Hilary Sessiolls, County
. \ lil riIIJ.
J

I ;-)till.

II

II i, \ <:r)' rhal'ad l'risl ic of the regimc of Louis Philippe, the hourgcois
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;l.:j() ii, III. unlil '1.:10 in the afternoon, one set of childl'en
11.'1 \\1'1'11 !J ,\lid 1:3, aud fWIIl 1.30 p. m. to 8.30 in the eveuing
<Itlld 111'1' Old. were "put to," &G.
III 'Irdl~r 10 I'uwal'll lhe manufacturers for having, in the
1111).-1 I,arl'fac.pd way, igllOl'ed all the Acts as to children's labour
P:lo>",.,1 dllring I he lil~t twenty~two years, the pill was yet
flll'llll'j' g'ildl!d fo!' 1I1ll1ll. Parliament decreed that after March
hi, ISYI, 1\11 ,'llilllullller 11, after March 1st, 1835, no child.und,'j' 12, alld ilH.el' Marrh 1st, 1836, no child under 13, was to
\\111'1;. 1I1,II't) I hall eight hour? in a factory. This
"liberalism,"
!i,1 rldl of r.lJnsidel'al.iulI for "Gapita.," was the more noteworthy
Wi, Ill'. Filrl'l', Sir A. Cadisle, Sir B. Brodie, Sir C. Bell, Mr.
\;Itlilrit', &r., ill iI word, the most distinguished physicians and
o>llr:~I't1IIS III L'llltiOIl, hall declared in their evidence before
III"
IlollSt! of C()mIllOIl~, that there was danger in delay.
I II'. Filrru uXPI'I!~sud himself still more coarsely. "Legislalitlll is lIut;l!~sar'y 1'01' the prevention of death, in any form in
\\'11 i..J1 i l call Iw pI'ematurely inflicted, and certainly this (i.e.,
I Itl~ J'adury method) lllust be viewed as a most cruel mode of
illliit'Lilll; it."
'I'llat. saulU "reflll'mell" Parliament, which in its delicate consith'r.tI ilill fut' the III <I IIU fadUl'ers, condemned children under 13,
1'111' \ ,';,I'S ttl tOllle, to 72 hours of work per week in the Factory
11,,\1, 1111 the oLher hand, in the Emancipation Act, which also
:t.llllilii~,1 uJ'eJ freedom drop by drop, forbade the planters, from
lilt' ))111 ~t'l, to wOl'k ally negro slave more than 45 hours a week.
1~1It. ill IIll wise wndliated, capital now began a noisy agita11'111 (hal \\'('ul. lIlI fill' several years. It turned chiefly on the age of
III' ,',' 111111, lIlI,I,,1' the Hallie of children, were limited to 8 hours'
II "Ii;, ,lilt! \l't'!'t! subjud 1.0 a certain
amount of compulsory
1.,11" "I i,lI!. .\rt'lmlillg' to Gapitalistic anthropology, .the age of
,lttllllllillil t'lIdl~d at 10, 01' at the outside, at 11. The more
I"",, d \. IIIIl Ii IIIIl a ppwaehed for the coming into full force of
III" !-':It'lIJI'Y Ad, the fatal year 1836, the more wildly raged
III" 1I11lb of IlIilllufadlu'ers. They managed, in fact, to intimidate
I II,' ~:"\'t'rIllIll'lIt to SUdl all extent that in 1835 it proposed to
1.1\l1'j' Iii" lillliL uf the age of childhood from 13 to 12. In the
ItI".IlI: , . I Ill' PI'(~SSlll'lJ frum without grew more threatening.
l ~ III,'.,
i;,ikd Ille B(llI:;e of Commons. It refused to throw chil'11('11 ,,1
LI lIlld,,\' tho J IIggernaut Cal' of capiLal for more than
':; 1..1111'
;1 dil\', allli the :\ct of 1833 came into full operation. It
L'",)..tll,d Il!L;ltel'lltl lIl1l.il June, 1844.
III I h,~ Lun years Juring which it regulated factory work,
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first in part, and then ellL.iroly, the olYicial reports of the fadory
inspectors teem with cOlJlplaints as to the impossibility of
putting the Act into forGe. As the law of 1833 left it optional
with tho lords of capital dlll'ing tho 15 hours, from 5.30 a. m. to
8.30 p. m., to' make every "young person," and "every child"
begin, break off, resume, or end his 12 or 8 hours at any moment they liked, and also permitted them to assign to different persons, different times for meals, these gentlemen
soon discovf I':'d a new "system of relays," by which the labourhorses wer,- PJt changed at fixed stations, Lut wero constantly
re-harnessed .... t changing stations. We do not pause longer on
the beauty of this system, as we shall have to return to it later.
But this much is clear at the first glanGo: that this system
annulled the whole Factol'y Act, not only in tho spirit, but ill
the leller. How could factol'y inspecturs, with this eomplex
book-keeping in respect to each illdividllal child or young
person, enforce the legally determined wo!'k-time and the
granUng of the legal meal-times? In a' great many of the
factories, the old brutalities soon blossomed out again unpunished. In an interview with the Home Secretary ('1844),
the factory inspectors demonstrated the impossibility of any
control under the newly invented relay syst.em. 1 In the meantime, however, circlilUstarwes had greatly cltallged. The factory
hands, especially since JH::II), hud made the Ten Hours' Bill their
economic, as they had made the Charter their political,
election-cry. Some of the manufactlll'el's, even, who had managed their factories in conformity wil.h the Ad of 1833,
overwhelmed Parliament with memorials on the immol',ll competition of their false brethren whom greater impudence, or
more furtunate loeal circulllstances, ellahled to break the law.
Moreovel', however mueh the individual llJalllti'actUl'el' might
give the rein to his old lust fOl' gain, the spokesmen and
political leaders of tho llIilJlufactul'illg' dass ordered a GlUinge
of front and of speech t o "';\ l'ds the \\'odqw()pJe. They had
entered upon the contest r,\(' the repeal of the COI'Jl Laws, and
needed the wOl'kers to help them to vidor,)'. They promised,
therefore, not only a double-sized loaf of bl'ead, but the enactment of the Ten Hours' Bill in the Free-trade millellniuIlI. 2 Thus
they still less dared to oppose a meaSlll'e intended only to make
the law of 1833 a reality. Threatened ill thier holiest intel'(~st.
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l'l:uL of lal~d, lIw Tories thundered with philanthropic in,tigllal il)H agaiust. the "nefarious practices" 1 of their foes.
'l'hi,; waS lIw o!'igil1 of the additional Factory Act of June
7111, 10·VI. It. t:aJlle into cITect on September 10th, 1844. It
t''; lllllltH' prulediol1 a new
category of workers, viz., the
. , .. 'll I)\'l~r Hi,
Tiley wore placed in every respect on the
.. !Jllt' rUIII.jug as the youllg porsons, their work-time limited to
I". "j \'I~ 11\)111'::;, tl.wir night-labour forbidden,
&c, For the first
,IIIIt',
kgi:-.laLiull saw itsolf com polled to control directly and
"lli,j,tlly the lubulu' of adults. In the Factory Report of 1844,;)'1.1, it. is saill with il'Ony: "No instances have come to my
J.1I,)\\'IL~dgu uf adult women having expressed any regret at
t twi!' rights being thus far interfered with."2 The working-timo
t 11\'

ur ,hildn~ll

undel' 1:1 was reduced to 6 ~

1

It has been seen that these minlltiw, which, with milital'Y
uniformity, regulate hy stroke of t.he clock the limes, limits,
pauses of the work, \\,\~l'e lIut at all the pL'Oducts of Padiamental'y fancy. They dl~veltlped gradually out of Cil'Clltnstances as natural laws uf the nlodew mode of production .
Theil' formulation, official recognition, and proclamation by the
StaLe, wore the result of a long stl'llggle of classos. One of their
first consequences was that in practice the working-day
of the adult males in factories became subject to the same
limitations, since in most processes of pl'Oduction the co-operation of the children, young pel'sons, I;lnd women is indiRpensable. On the whole, therefore, during the period from 1844
to 1847, the
12 hours' working-day became general and
uniform 'in all branches of induslry under the Factory Act.
The manufacturers, however, did liot allow this ".progress"
without a compensating "retrogression." At their instigation
the House of Commons I'educed the minimum age for exploitable children from 9 to 8, in ordel' to assure that additional supply of fadory ehildl'CIl \\"hkh is duo lo capitalists, according to
divine and human law,l
The years ·18 /tfi-47. are epoch-making' ill lhe economic histOl'y
of England. The Hepeal of the Com Laws, and of the duties
on colton and other raw material; Free-trade proclaimed as tho
guiding star of legislation; in a word, the arrival of tho millennium. On the other hand, in the same years, the Chartist
movement and the 10 hours' agitation reached their highest
point. They found allies in the Tories panting for revenge.
Despite Lhe fanatical opposition of the army of perjured Freetraders, with 13right and Cobdon at their head, the Ten Hours'
Bill, struggled for so long. went through Parliament.
The now Factory Act of J UIle 8th, 1847, enacted that on
July 1st, 1847, there should be a preliminal'y shortening of the
working-day for "young persons" (from 13 to 18), and alt females Lo 11 hours, but t.hat on I\Iay 1st, 1848, there should be
a definite limitation of the working-day to 10 hours. In other
I'espects, the Act only amendcd and completed the Acts of 1833
and 1844.
Capital now entered upon a preliminary campaign in order
to hinder the Act from coming· into full force on lvlay 1st, 1848. And

and in certain circum-

,.1 ,\Ili'\~~;

to 7 boul's a-day. ~
'I'll gd rill of tho abuses of the "spurious relay system," the
LI \\ (':oLd.! j::;lwd besides others the following important regulalilill,,:··-"'I'lwl. the hours of work of children and young persons
,;h" II lJl~ rel'.kOllClI fWIll the time when any child or young per:ill II :olwll I)('giu to wurk in the morning." So that if A, e.g., begill'; work at 1-3 ill the morning, and B at 10, B's work-Jay must
Ill'\(~rt hek;s end at the same hour as A's. "The time shall be regIILlled by a public dock," for example, the nearest railway clock,
by whil'll tho factory clock is to be set. The occupier is to hang
\I p a "I,'gi ble" printed notice stating the hours for the beginning
,11111 elltiilll:{ of work and the times allowed for the several meals.
(:ltiltln~1I begiHning work before 12 noon may not be again emItl"y,!d aitel' 1 p. Hl. The afternoon shift must therefore consist
(if "llwr rhiltil'CH t.han those employed.in the morning. Of the hour
,111.1 a half fIJI' meal-times, "one hOUl' thereof at the least shall
1,,: g-i veil IJeiol'u tlHue of the clock in the afternoon.
. and
,II tillJ sallie podoll of the day. No child or young pel'son shall
jll' t'"IJ1ll1yt~d nlOru than five hours before 1 p. m. without an inl,'''Viti I'll" lIIeal-t.ime of at least 30 minutes. No child 01' young
PI!I'';llll I Ill' femaleJ shall be employed or allowed to remain in any
1'111)111 ill whiclJ auy manufacturing process is then [i.e., at meal!.illll·,;I~il~:~·ied ou," &c.
I 1...,"lIartl
1101'111'1' USes tile expression "nefarious practices" in his
,J\Iit'i,d r"I',)I'ln. rllcpLll'l of Insp, of Fact .... 31st October. 1859, p. 7.)
" "1\"1'1.," &c., 30th Sept.. 1844. p, 15.
• 'l'ltl: ,\cl uJluws children 10 be employed (or 10 hours if they do noL

\'.111'1;

day aflcr day, Lut oilly
ill"lIcl'ali H~.

011

1 "As a reduction in their hours of worl( would cause a larger number
(of chillll'cn) to be employed, it was thought that tue additional supply
or chi IUl'clI from 8 to 9 years of age would meet the illCrea:led demand"
(1. c., p. 13).

allcl'uaLe days, III the main, thill clause re-
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II" \\'I)l'kvl'S lholll!-wivos, under the pretence thllt they had beeu
l:IlI;11I II.\' e.\pel'itJlH:e, were to help in the destruction of. their
1),'.'1. '>\<Jrk. TIIll 1lI01llllnl was cleverly chosen. "It must be remem111'1""\' l'Hl, thaL lllt:!l'o has been more than two years of great. s'ufkl'li'!~ (ill wllselpwllee of the t.errible crisis of 1846-47) among
l\l<' ladury o [lel'illi yes, from many mills having worked short
lilli>', ,llid IHallY being altoget.her closed. A considerable
II
tI,,· r ()f Lllll 0 Ilel'ali yes must therefore be in very narrow cir,"",-.L'lll<:l~S; many, it is to be feared, in debt; so that it might
t'.'ldy have beon \ll'esullled that at the present time they would
1'1'''[''1' wUl'killg tho [oliger time, in order to make up for past
1,,:,:,,:;-;. p\!I'ha IlS to pay orr debts, or get their furniture out of pawn,
Ill' replace that sold, 01' to get a new supply of clothes for them~td VI'S allil their fami lies." 1
Thu lllUllufacturers tl'ied to aggravate the natural effect of
t Iw:,u cireuHlstances by a general reduction of wages by '0%.
'fbis was dOlle, so to say, to celebrate the inauguration of the
I

t1"

Free-trade era. Then followed a further reduction of

llL!)\'

s.}%

as the wOl'king-day was shortened to 11, and a reduclillil llf douulu that amount as soon as it was finaUy shortened
I" \U houl'::;. Wherever, therefore, circumstances allowed it, a
r".llld.i.lIl uf wagus of at least 25% took place. 2 Under such faY()Il(',ddy preparud conditions the agitation among the factory
WlllL!L''; fur the repeal of the Act of 1847 was begun. Neither
li,~;-;. hribery, nor threats were spared in this attempt. Bul all
\\0\';
ill Yaill. Concerning the half-dozen petitions in which
\\,"l'lqH~il\,le were made to complain of "their oppression by the
.\d ," the petitionel's themselves declared under oral examinat i.llI, thaI, Llwil' signatures bad been extorted from them. "They
f"\l t111~IIISui YU,; oppressed, but not exactly by the Factol'y Act.":1
Hul if thu IlwnUfactlll'ers did not succeed in making the workI"~"!lll! ,;pl!ak as they wished, they themselves shrieked all the
l"li.ll'l· ill pre::;s ami Padiament in the name of the wOl'kpeople.
<t,; ;-;UIlII

"II<:I' ,It In~p. o[ Fut:t.," 31st Oct., 1848, p. 16.
I ["lind that men who had been getting lOs. a week, had lJad 1s.
«d,v .. "II ['11' a reductillll ill lIw rale or 10 per cent., and is. 6d. off the l'elil.<lllilto.: \b. fur the redllctiou ill lime. together 2s. 6d., alld notwithstandi Il.~ II<I~. lIIallY or them said lhey would rather work 10 hours." 1. c.
. , '''Th'lIl:~h I ~iglled it I tho petition), I said at the lime I was pulting
II.} 1"III.llu 11 \\'nlll~ thillg.· 'Theil why did you put your hand to it?' 'Bccause
·.I,.,.d.! h.lv., 1•..,ell tlll'lled uff if I had refused.' WhenCe it. would appear
Lh:ll 1I.js lldiliullcl' h·lt hilll:>eH 'oppressed,' but not. exactly by the Factory
Ad." l. c., p. to:!.
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They denounced the Factol'y Inspectors as a kind of revolutionary
commissioners like those of the French National Convention ruthlessly sacl'iflcing the unhappy factory wol'lwrs to their humanitarian crotchet. This manreuvre also failed. Factory Inspector
Leonard Horner conducted in his own person, and through his
sub-inspectors. many examinations of witnesses iI~ tho factories
of Lancashire. About 70% of the workpeoplo examined declared
in favour of 10 hours, a much smaller percentage in favour of 11,
and an altor· l HI' insigni ficant minority for the old 12 hours. 1
Another
'mdly" dodge was to make the adult males
work 12 to 15 hours, and then to blazon abroad this fact as the
best proof of what the proletariat desired in its heart of
hearts. But the "ruthless" Factory Inspector Leonard Horner
was again to the fore. Tho majority of the "over-timers" declared: "They would much pmfel' working ten hours for
less wages. but that they had no choice; that so many wero
out of employment (so many spinners getting very low wage:!
by having to work as piecers, being unable to do better), that.
if they refused to work the longer time, others would immediately get their places. so that it was a question with them of
agreeing to work the longer time, or of being thrown out of employment altogellier."2
The preliminary campaign of capital thus came to grief, and
the Ten Hours' Act came into force May 1st, 1848. But meanwhile the fiasco of the Chartist party whose leaders were
imprisoned, and whose organisation was dismembered, had
shaken the confidence of the English working-class in its own
strength. Soon after this the June insurrection in Paris and
its bloody suppression united, in England as on the Continent,
all fractions of the ruling classes, landlords and capitalists,
stock-exchange wolves aud shop-keepel·s. Protectionists and
Free-traders, government and opposition, priests and freethinkers, young whores and old nuns, under the common cry
for the salvation of Propel·ty. Religion. tho Family and
Society.
The
working-cLss
was everywhore
proclaimed,
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1 p. 17, I. c. In Mr. Horner's district 10.270 adult male labourers were
thus examined in 181 Cactories. Their evidence Is to be found in the appendix
to the Factory Reports Cor the haH-year endi ng October 1848. These examinations Curnish valuable material in other cOllllexions also .
I i. c. See the evidence collected by Leonard Horner himseH, Nos.
69, 70, 71, 72, 92, 93, and that collected by Sub-Inspector A., Nos. 51, 52,
58, 59, 62,' 70, of the Appendix. One manuCacturer, too, tells the plain
truth. See No. 14. and No. 265, I. c.
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plared tllldel' a han, under a virtual law of suspects. The
1l1,lllld'"l'ltlrers had no need any longer to restrain themselves.
Tilt'), lJl'(Jiw (lut ill open revolt nol only against the Ten Hours'
,\11, but ag'aillst t.he whole of the legislation that since 1833
had aimed at I'OsLl'icting in some measure the "free" exploitat.itJlI of lahom-power. It was a pro-slavery rebellion in minia[lin', ran'jed 011 1'01' over two years with a cynical recklessness,
a l.l~rrul'ist euergy all the cheaper because the rebel capitalist
I'i,~l(t:tl llothillg eXI:ept the skin of his "hands:'
To lllldel'slalld that which follows we must remember that
t Iw FadtHY Act.s of 1833, 1844, and 1847 were all three in
force so fal' as t.he one did not amend the other: that not one
of tliese limited the working-day of the male worker over 18,
alit! L1wl since 'lH33 the 15 haUl'S from 5.30 a. m. to 8.30 p. m.
had reiliailled the legal "day," within tbe limits of wbicb at
tirst. the 1~, and later tbe 10 hours' labour of young person'S and
\\'IJJlIeIl hau to be pedol'med under tbe prescribed conditions.
The manufacturers began by here and there discharging a
part, of, in many cases half of, tbe young persons and women
('III pluyed by them, and then,
for the adult males, restoring
tile alUlO::;t obsolete night-work. The Ten Hours' Act, they cried,
lUll ves no other alternative. 1
Theil' second step dealt with the legal pauses for meals. Let
liS heal' the Factory Inspectors. "Since the restriction of the
hOllt's of work to ten, the factory occupiers maintain, although
lhey have not yet practically gone the whole length, that supposiug the hours of work to be from 9 a. m. to 7 p. m. they fulfil
t hl' \It'()visions of the statutes oy allowing an hour before 9 a. m.
alld half an hour after 7 p. m. [for meals]. In somo cases they
IIdW allow an hour, 01' half an bour for dinner, insisting at the
::;aUlll Ii lIIe, that they are not bound to allow any part of the hour
'lUll a half in t.he courso of the factory working-day."2 The manu,.,d.lIl'I~I'S maintained therefore that the scrupulously strict provisions of the Act of 1844 with regard to meal-times only gave
I he operatives pel'mission to eat and drink before coming into,
alld after leaving the factory-i.e., at home. And why should
nut tho workpeople eat their dinner before 9 in the morning?
The erown lawyers, however, decided that the prescribed mealt. i liteS "must he in the interval during the working-hours, and

1

that it will not be lawful to work fOI' 10 houl's continuously
from 9 a. m. to 7 p. 111., without any interval." 1
' ,
Aft.er these pleasall~ demoll::;trations, Capital preluded its
revolt by 01 slep which agreed with the letter of the law of 184-'1,.
and was t L,~refore legal.
The AcL of 1844 celtainly prohibited the employment aitel'
1 p. m. of such childl'ell, f!'Om 8 to 13, as had been employed
before noon.

.' ••... _ .........

~~,,"'t
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But it did not

regulate

in

any

way

the

6';'

hours' work of lhe childrell whose work-lime began at 12 midday or later. ChHdl'en of 8 might, if they hegan work at 1I00n,
be employed from 12 to 1, 1 hour; hom 2 to 4 in the aftel'llOOIl,

2 hours; from 5 to 8.30 in the evening, 3~ hours; in all, the le-

6}

gal

hours. Or better still. In 'order to make

tllOil'

work

coincide with that of the adult male labourers up to 8.30 p. m.,
the manufactlll'el'S only had to give them no work till 2 in tIl(}
afternoon; they could t.hen keep them ill the factory without
intermission till 8.30 in the evening. "And it is now expressly
admilted that the practice exists in England from tho desireof mill-owners to have lheir machinery at work for more than
10 hours a-day, to keep the children at work with male adults
after all the young persons and women ha vo leiL, aud
until 8.30 p. m. if the factory-owners choose." 2 Workmen
and factory inspectors protested all hygienic and moral gl'Ounus,
but Capital answered:
"l\Jy deeds upou Illy head! I crave the law,
The peualty aud forfeit of my boutl."

In fact, according to st at.istics laid before the House of Com. mons on July 2Gth, 1850, in spite of all lll:otests, 011 July 15th,
1850, 3,742 chi Idren were subjected to this "pl'acLice" in '257
factories. a Still, this was not enough. The lynx eye of Capital discovered that the Act of 1844 did not allow 5 hours' WOl'k
beiol'e mid-day without a pause of at least 30 minutes for refreshment, but prescribed nothing of the kind for work after midday. Thereiol'e, it claimed and obtained the enjoyment not (July
of making children of 8 drudge without intermission from 2 to
8.30 p. m., but also of making them hunger during thaL time.
I

Heportl:!, &c., for 31i:lt October. 1848, pp 133, 134.
ilcpol'ls, &c., for 30tb April. 1848. p. 47. .
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Heports, &c., for 31sl Oclober, 1848, p, 130
I. c,' P 142,
Heporls, &c" for ~gl October, 1850, pp. 5, 6.
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"Ay, his hClllt,
So says the bond."

I

Thi:-; Shyluck-dingiug to the letter of the law of 1844, so fal'
;l.~ il r"glllall~d rhilliroll's labour, was but to lead up to an open
1"11111

ilgaille;t. tllll same law, so far as it regulated the labour of

'.~ 't\lllg per:-itlllS alld womeil." It will be remembered that the

;dll.lil i,t\l of the "fabe relay system" was the chief aim and
ol'l,~rl ut' lllaL law. The mastel'S began their revolt with the simpit' dl'r1aratioll that the sections of the Act of 1844 which }lroLil)ilu,1 Ilw lid libitum use of young persons and women ill such
~ll<)l'l frarLillllS of the day of 15 hours as the employer chose, were
""II11qtill'aLively harmless" so long as the work-time was fixed at
I ~ IIIIIII'S. Hilt uudel' the Ten HOlll's' Act they were a "gdevous
hill'tLdli p." ~ They informed the inspectors in the coolest manner
I hid Lhey shuuld place themselves above the letter of the law,
illid I'll·introduce the old system on their own account. a They
\\"'n: at:Lillg ill the intel'ests of the ill-advised operatives them~;1'1 vue;, "ill ol'dul' to be able to pay them higher wages." "This was
Iitu 'Jld)' pose; i hie piau by which to maintain, under the Ten Hours'
.\.-1, thu illdust!'ial supremacy of Great Britain." "Perhaps it may
I )t' H I it t.le d i tYicult to detect irregularities under the relay system;
11111 what. uf that? Is the gl'eat manufacturing interest of this
"'IlI11lr), to bll ll'eated as a secondary matter in order to save somo
lillll' irlJllble to Inspectors and Sub-Inspectors of Factories?" 4
.\11 Ihese shifts natul'ally were of no avail. The Factory
I 11:-01":.:1 'II'S appealed to the Law Courts. But soon such a cloud
ui 1lliSl ill thu way of petitions from the masters overwhelmed the
/I,)lIlll SecrutHI'Y, Sit, George Grey, that in a circular of August
;)111, WIIS, he 1'1~COllllllellds the inspectors not "to lay informations
.-.--'--_.'I

Till' 1Ial tin' tll ('upilul remains the ::iallIe in its developed as in its

1I11.tt:I..l'tp"d I'unll. til the l'utio which the influence of the slave-OWIIOf::i, shurtly
1" 1',,1''' tlll! oul bl'l!al, Ill' the AllIerican Civil 'War, imposed on the territory of
1\," ~"'.dw, it is saill that tho \uboul'er, in as much as the capitalist has
I"",,:itl Itb labuur-po\\'cl', "i:; his (the capitalist's) money." The sUllie view
\Va,; ,:ul'l'<:lil allltlll~ the IItllllall patricians. The money they had advanced
III Iltl, pkbciall ddlt,H' hat! hCCH tl'ullsformed vid the means of subsistence
iltlo
He:;it alill hluotillf tho debtor. This "flesh and blood" were, therefore,
"lllt'il' ll"/lIey." 1I.;llce, Ihc Shylock-law of the Ten Tables. Lillguet's hypoth",i,; I hal IIIl! patrician cl'cditors from time to time prepared, beyond the'
't'il..-r, ball'lll"'s uf debtors' Hosh, may remain as undecided as that of Daumer
Uti II", I :bri:il i,lll Euclaul'i:iL
" Itl'(tllrb, &c., fIll' aOlh Apl'il, 1848, p. 28.
J
'l'ltll:i, aillollf( others, Philant.hropist Ashworth to Leonard liomer,
ii, it di~':u~lillg l~uakel' lei leI'. (Hepol'ts, &c., April, 1849, p. 4.)
• l. t:., 11, 14U.

against mill-owners for a hreach of tlte leu.er of the Act, or for
employment of young perSOHS by mlays in cases ill whieh them
is no reason to believe that such young persolls have been actually
employed for a longer period than that sanctioned by law."
Hereupon, Factory Inspector J. Stuart allowed tho so-called
relay system during the 15 hours of the factory day throughout
Scotland, where it soon flourished again as of old. The English
Factory Inspectors, on the other hand, declared that the Home
Secretary had no power dictatorially to suspend the law, and
continued their legal proceedings against the pro-slavery rebellion.
But. what was the good of summoning the capitalists when the
Courts, in this case the country magistrates-Cobbett's "Gr£'at
Unpaid"-acquitted them? In these tribunals, the masters
, sat ill judgment on themselves. An example. One Eskriggc,
cotton-spinner, of the firm of Kershaw, Leese, & Co., had laid
before the Factory Inspector of his district the scheme of a I'clay system intended for his mill. Receiving a refusal, he at
first kept quiet. A few months later, an individual Ilamed
Robinson, also a cotton-spinner, and if not his Man Friday, at
all events related to Eskrigge, appeared before the bOl'Ough magistrates of Stockport on a chal'ge of intl'oducing the identical
plan of relays invented by Eskrigge. Foul' Justices sat, among
them three cotton-spinners, at their head this same inevitable
Eskrigge. Eskrigge acquitted Robinson, and now was of
opinion that what was right for Robinson was fair for Eslcrigge .
Supported by his own legal decision, he introduced the system
at once into his own factory.l Of course, the composition of this
tribunal was in itself a violation of the law. 2 These judieial
farces, exclai :II~ Inspector Howell, ''lll'gently call for a l'enlOdyeither that tilt: ,aw should be so altered as to be made to conform
\'0 these decisions, or that it should be adrninisllll'ed by a less
fallible tribunal, whose deeisiolls would COliform to the law
. . . when t.hese cases are brought fonval'(1. I long for a sli pendiat'Y magistrate" a
The el'Own lawyers declared the masters' interpretation of
the Act of '1848 absurd. But the Saviours of Societ.y would not
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I Reports, &c .• for 30lh April, 184U, pp. 21, ~2
Cf Iilw examples
ibid. pp. 4, 5.
2 By I. and [I. Will. IV., ch. 24, s. 10, Iwowll a~ Sir Johll lIobllDllse's
Faclory Act., it was forbidden to allY OWlier of a cott()Il-~Jlillllilig or wea\'illg
mill, or Ilw fallwr, SOli, or brolher ,)f ~llch o\\,lIcr. It) acl u:> JWllice uf llle
Peace ill allY illqlliri~!:i lhat COllt:erueJ lite Factury Act.
I
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all,.\\' t1wl1I!:ielves to bu turned from their purpose. Leonard Hor~
IIPJ' ('('porls, "Huvill~ ondeavoured to enforce the Act
by tl\1I prllseculions in seven magisterial uivisions, and having
l'U'~11 !:ill Pportell by the magistrates in one case only. • . . I consi,lurud it useless to prosecute more for this evasion of the law.
Thal part of the Ad of 1884 which was framed for securing uni~
fOl'tllit,.\' ill t.he hours of work, •
. is thus no longer in force in
Ill)' district. (Lancashire).
Neither have the sub-inspectors or
111\ ~..tl any means of satisfying ourselves, when we inspect a mill
\\"r\;illg by ::;hilb, that the young persons and women are not
\\',.d: i llg lllOl'il than 10 hours a-day. . . . In a return of the 30th
'\I.('i1,
, . of mill-owners working by shifts, the number
alll'lllllls to 1'lli, and has been for some time rapidly increasing.
III gUll!)l'nI, the time of working the mill is extended to 13
li a.

JI'tJIlI

III

Ill.

to 7 ~ p. m.,

15 hours, from

~

sometimes divided into f!'Om 12 to 14 categol'ies, which themselves comtantly changed aud rechallged theil' constituent
parts, Dul'ing the 15 hours of tho fador.\' tlay, capital dragged
in the laboUl'er now for 30 minutes, now fOl' an hOllr, and then
pushed him out again, to dl'ag him into the fadory and to thrllst
him out afresh, hounding him hither and thither, in scat.tered shreds of time, without ever 10siDg hold of him unLiI the
full 10 hours' work was done. As on the stage, the same persons had 'to appear in turns in the diffel'ent scenes of the different ads. But as an adOl' dul'ing the whole course of the play belongs to the stage, so the opemti ves, during 15 hours, belonged
to the factory, without reckoning the time for going and coming.
Thus the hours of rest were turned into hours of enforced idleness,
which drove the youths to the pot-house, and the girls to the
brothel. At every Dew trick that the capitalist, from day to day,
hit upon for keeping his machinery going 12 or 15 hours with.,
out increasing the numbel' of his hands, the workel' had to swallow
his meals now in this fragment of time, now in that. At the ti'me
of the 10 hours' agitation, the masters cried out that the working mob petitioned in the hope of obtaining 12 hours' wages
for 10 h:lUrs' work. Now they reversed the medal. They paid 10
hours' wages for 12 or 15 hours' lordship over labour-power.l
This was the gist of the mallpr, this the masters' interpretation
of the 10 hours' law! These wel'e the same unctuous Free-t.radel's,
perspiring with the love of humanity, who for full 10 years, during the Anti-Corn Law agitation, had preached to the operatives,
by a reckoning of pounds, shillings, and pence, that with free
importation of corn, and with the means possessed by English
industry, 10 hours' labour would bo qui to enough to enrich the
capitalists.'2 This revolt of capital, after two years was at last
crowned with victOl'Y by a decision of one of the four highest
Courts of Justice in England, the Court of Exchequer, which in a
case brought before it OIl February 8th, '1850, decided that the
manufacturel's were certainly acting al,ainst the sense of the Act
of 1844, but that this Aet itself contained certain words that rendered it meaningless. "By this decision, the Ten Hours' Act was

hours,

• • • in some instances it amounts

5~ a. m. to

8

~ p. m." 1 Already, in December,

'Io'!?), Leonard Horner had a list of 65 manufacturers and 29 overI,lt.k!)!'s who unanimously declared that no system of supervi!- itJlI could, uuder this l'elay system, prevent enormous over-work. 2
N'IW, 1I1il same childl'en and young persons were shifted from the
spinning-l't)om to the weaving-room, now, during 15 hours, from
'>I'" iactory Lo another. a How was it possible to control a system
\\ 11,,:,11, "IIIhlel' the guise of relays, is some one of the many plans
till' ::;huflling 'the hands' about in endless variety, and shifting
Illl: h,lllI':; of work and of rest for different individuals through(1111. tltu day, so that you may never have one complete set of
it;Il}'\:; \\'orking together in the same room at the same time." 4
IIllt alLugeLlwl' independently of actual over-work, this sol';11 [",I rday system was an offspring of capitalistic fantasy
:-.lll'!t as Ftllll'ier, in his humorous sketches of "Courtes Seances,"
it;lS lluver sUl'passud, e~cept that the "attraction of labour" was
.Ildll~l:d illl,o the aLLraclion of capital. Look, for example, at
I III 1:0,: ::;t:lwlIIus of the masters which the "respectable" press
pr.1 i"",d it::; IIIodels of "what a I'easonable degree of care and
1IIl'Iitll.l raIl accomplish." The personnel of the workpeople was
1I"I'III'h, ,'\cc,. f,JI'
H,'p"rh, &,:" for
" H"I"llh, S,,:., for
• Hl'I'c1rb, (i.e., ful'

I
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I See Ht'purls, i.'-c"
fllr :11l11t .\pril. PVdJ. p. n, alit! the detailed explanation of the "shi flillg Sy~tclli ," by Fadury 11I~I)c,d Ill'S Iluwell and Saullders,
in "Hepurt.s, &c., fur :l1sl (klu),,'r, 1048." S(:e abo t1w petition to the Queen
from the clergy of Ashtoll allli \ icinity, in the spring of Hl4H, against thu

30th April, 1R49, p. 5.
31st Octoher, 1849. p, 6.
3(jth April, 18!19, p. 21
31::;t Octoller, 1848, p 95.

"shift system."
2 Cf. for example, "The factor)' Questioll and the Teu Hours
By H. II, Greg. 1837.
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,\ c['()\\'d or Illatitol's, who until then had been afraid
rda)' ~yslell\ for young persons and women, now took
il "I' IlI'ill'l. HIIlI suul. ~
1;111 UII lhi~ apparelltly decisive victory of capital, followed
ill '''!I'U it l'l)vulsiull, The workpeople had hitherto oltered a
p"',>i V", all hOllgh illflexible and unrePlitling resistance, They
11<'\'.
Pl'lIll!stcd ill Lallcashire and Yorkshire in threatening
111, ... 1 i Ilgs, TIll! pretellded Ten Hours' Act, was thus simplc humbll t ;, parliamelltary eheating, had never existed! The Factory
IllS I'I:d lIrs lIl'gelltly wamed the Government that the antagolIisllI (lr 1:lasSllS had al'l'ived at an incrcdible tension. Some of the
IIlil"t ns tlwlllsel veti murmured: "On account of the contradictol'Y
ti,'\' isilllls of the magistrates, a condition of things altogether ab1l11l'1ll<d alltl alla!'~hical oLtains. One law holds in Yorkshire, another
ill Llllt:ilshire; olle law in one parish of Lancashire, another in its
i 1I1111I~d ia tll lIuighuourhood. The manufacturer in large towns could
l!\'"de the law, the manufacturer in country districts could not find
lit .. 1"!()\l10 neeetiSal'Y for the relay system, still less for the shifting
uf \tallds from one factory to another," &c. And the first birthright
of capital is equal exploitation of labour-power by all capitalists.
Ullder thesB circnmstances a compromise between masters
illld 1111'11 was eUected that recei ved the seal of Parliament in
till! addilioual Factory Act of August. 5th, 1850. The working-

i,1."II~llI'd," I
I",ill~{ till!

One set of mast!!rs, this lime as befol'e, secured to itSI!1f
special seigneurial rights over the children of the proletariat.
ThetiB wel'e the silk ruallufadul'el'S, In 1833 they had howll!d
out in threatening fashion, "if the liberty of working children
of any age for 10 hours a day WC1'e taken away, it would slop theil'
works." 1 It would be impossiLle for them to buy a sulYicientllUIl1LeI' of children over 1:1. 'rhey extol'led the priviloge t1wy desired, The pretext was tihOWll 011 subseq uenl investigation to Le
a delihemte lie. ~ It did not, however, pI'event them, during 10
yearti, fwm tipillnillg' silk III h()lll's a day out of the blood of little childrell wh() had to Iw I'lan:d upon sloob
the llerl'ol'mauee
of their \\'ork. ~ The Act of Itllt/l certainly "wbbed" them of tho

"r

(by

[Ul'

"youIIg persons and

women,'~

till

)I,

Ill" a with pallses of not less than 1 ~ hours for meal-times,

l

rOt,

"lilwJ'ly" of elllployillg chi Idrell \lIlJel' 1'1 IOllger than

6+

hours

a day, But it secured to them, on the other hand, the lll'ivilege
of wOl'killg children between 11 and 13, 10 hours a Jay, and of
annulling in their ease the education mflde compulsol'Y for all
other factory childl'en. This time the pl'etext was "the delicate
~extlll'() of the [abdc in which tlH'Y wcre employed, roqnil'ing a
lightltesti OJ It, lI:h, only to be acquired by their early introductioIl
to these .fue' I'ies," 4 The child!'en wel'e slaughterBd oIlL-and-out
fOl' the sake of theil' delicate fingers, as in Southem Hussia tlte
homed ('alt Ie for the sake of their hide and tallow. At length, ill
1850, the pl'ivilege gl'UlIted in 18 /14, wati lintit(>d to lho departments of silk-twisting [,nti silk-winding. Bllt IWI'U, lo make amends
to capital Ll'l'efl of its "freedom," tlte wurl;-I.inw for ehildrlJll from

was l'aised from 10 to 10 ~

7~
llw Satlll'Jay. The work was to go on between 6 a. m. and 6

IllJlll'S

f'

ful' lite first five days of tbe week, and was shortened to

L

!

.\'
"I,11

I
!

i

1.
I
~,

10~ II 0 ill'S. Pretext: "Labour in

11 to 13 was wised from '10 to

'I

I

1, Ii,,
I

silk mills was lighter than in mills for other fabrics, and less
likely in othel' retipects also to be pl'ejudieialto health."5 OlYieial
med ieal inq II ides pl'Oved a I'lel'wal'/!ti that, 011 the contl'al'Y I "tlJe
aVCl'agl' dl'al h-ralo is exceedillgly high ill tlte ~ilk ditill'iets, aud
Hlllollgeil thl~ fl'iuale part of t\tp (lo(lulalilill i" high!!!' UVlJn tllau
it iti in the ('utlOll dititl'ids of Lallt:atihil'e," ,i lJetipite the llroletits

I IWeill

lIIeal-times lo Le allowed at one and tbe same time for all,
,lilt! <':uJlful'Iliably to the conditions of 1844. By this an end was
Illll to the relay system once for all. 4 For cbildren's labour, tbe
.\<'1 of IHItIt 1'I~lllained ill foree,
F. Ellg,'b: "The Efl~tish Ten !lOUIS' Bill," (In the "Neue HIHlinlsc/te
t'ulill::.cll-,l'\;ollolllbc.lw Hevue" E~ited by K. Marx. Aprilllumber,
l.,,;,!i, p. t:t) TIle saUHl "hi~h" Court of Justice discovered, during llie t\me .. i·
,.,," l'l\'il ,,"a .. , a \,,, .. bal Ullihigllity which exactly reversed the mealling 01
1[,,' [.,'.\ iI~ilil",j IIII' al'IlJiII~ of pirate ships.
, 1\,,[,. ,\."., fIJI' :111111 April, 1850.
• I" \\illl(,I', hU1l1 7 u. III 107 p, Ill. llIay be substituted,
• ·11,,· 1'1'1',Vlll law (of lH[)O) \Va:; a compromise whereby lhe employed
"II!,,'IIIl"'l'd I h" l","dil Ill' Uti: Ten Hours' Act for the advantage of one uni1"1111 i",riud fur lh" cUllllllelicelllent and termination of lhe labour ()f lhose
\,j,,,,,,.: labllur i:; n;:;lriclcd," (Ileports. &c., for 30th April, 1852, p, 14,)
I
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1Il'l'ol'ls, &c., fol' Sel't., 1844, p13.
L c.
" L c,
"1I"I'Olb, &l'., 1m' Jist Oct., lH4ii, " (l. 20.
ite(Jllrls, &c, fIJI' JIst Ocl., lolil, 1', :'!(j,
• L c. p, 27. 011 lito \\lllllu Ihu wort-illg pOjlulalioll, sljhjecl to lite Fac·
tory Act, has greally improvcd physicully. All luedical lesUulOlIY agruu,; 011
this !loiut, and personalobseJ'valiou al differeul limes llUS couviuccd llIll of
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II! III<! FHcLul'Y luspedor, renewed every 6 months, the mischief
I:()lll illlle:; II) this hOlll',l
'l'lw .\d of 1H50 ehauged the 15 hours' time from 6 a, m. to
j-;.:~I) p. 111., iuto the 12 houl's from 6 a. m. t9 6 p. m. for "YOUDg
lIlT~lIll" alit! WOllllm" ouly. It did Dot, therefore, aft'ect children
.

\1

1

Iill

always he employed for half an hour before and 2 2

l'Oltid

IilHII''';

aflel' this period, provided the whole of their labour did

(j~

l)xLeed

lIul

hours. Whilst the bill was under discussion, the

Fildlll'y Iuspectol's laid before Parliament statistics of the infaabllses due to this anomaly. To no purpose. In the background
lu ri'l!d the intentiou of screwing up, during prosperous years, the
""Irking-,lay of adult males to 15 hours by the aid of the children.
TI:!, t!xperience of the three following years showed that such an
lll, "IPI. ntust cOllie 1.0 grief against the resistance of the adult
1Il1lli:O

it. i,\,'\ "rllll.,ll'~s, allli cxdusivc of the terdble
111,1 ~ "<11''; of their Ii I'c, tlle olficial reports of

death-rate of children in the
Dr. Grtleuhow show the unra\ I,maldi' hcalLh eOlllliliull of the manufacturing districts as compared with
"a~~licllllllr,d distrkts of 1I0rmai health." As evidE:uce, take the following
tabl" fl'lJlII hi:; 11:!G1 rcport: :J _.
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--II i,; \\'..11 I;IIU\\,II with what I'l'luclallce the English "Frec-tl'adel'~"
lip II ... prulcclivl' dilly 011 tlie silk manufacture. Insltlad of lhe jll'olec11,,11 .lg"ill,l Frcilch imporlal iun, thc IIb:";cllec of protection to Eflglblt faclllry ,'llildll:1I IIUI\' SCI'\L'::; thd,' tUI'II.
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male operatives. The Act of 1850 was lhel'efol'e finally completed
in 1853 by forbidding the "emplo)'lIllJllt of children iu the morning beforo and in the evening after young persons and womell."
Henceforth with a few exceptions lhe Factory Act of 1850 regulated the wOl'king-day of all wOl'kers in the bl'UllChes of industl'Y
that como undel' it. 1 Since the passing of the lirst Factory Act
half a century had elapsed. 2
Factol'Y legislation for the first time went beyond its ol'iginal
sphere in the "Priutworks' Act.. of 1845." The displeasure with
which capital received this new "ex~ravaganc(l" speaks through
every line of the Act. It limits the working-day for children hom
8 to 13, and for women to 16 hours, between () a. Ill, and 10 p. m.,
without any legal pause for meal-times. It allows males over 13
to be wodwd at wi II llay and night. a It is a Parliamentary a bOI'tion. 4
'
However, the principle had triumphed with its victory ill
those great branches of industry which form the most charactel'.istic creation of the modern mode of production. 'l'heir wonderful
development from 1853 to 18()O, hand-in-hand with the physical
and mOl'al l'egeueration of the factory workers, struck the most
purblind. The masters from whom the legal Iiiuitation and ,'egulalion had been wrung step by step after a civil war of half a celllul'Y,
themsel ves referred ostentatiousl y to the contrast wilh the bl'allches
1 During 1859 and 18fiO, lllll ienillt years of thc English colton industry, SOIOI:l manufactul'ers tried, by t1w de(,oy bait of higher wages for Overtime, to rcconcile the adult male optlralivcs to an extension of lhe workingday. The hand-mule spinners and :..;eU-aclor minllers put an end to llle expel'iment by a petition to lheir elilploYI:lI's iu whiel they say, "Plailily speakillg,
our lives are to us a burthen; and, whild Wl:l aI'C coufined lo the mills I/early
tll.'{' claus a /leek /,,'lre I hall Ilw ul hcr upcl·al.ives of lhe cOllntry, wc fcel likc
Iwlols in the laud, allo! ll,al \\',~ aI'" lll:rpd lIill i ug a ::;ystcll\ iujuriolls to oUl'sclves
awl future gl!lWl'iltiOIiS .. , This, t hcrdol'll, is to give YOIl most t·cspccl.I'ul
nolicc that whell wc ClJlIIllll'IlL'~ \\'url, agaill aflcr the Christmas !llld New
Year's holidays, wc shall work liO twurs pCI' week, aud IIU lIIure, or 1'1'0111 six
to six, with Olll:l huur and a half alit." (Heports. &c., for 30llJ April, 18UO,
p. 30.)
2 On the means Lhat the wordi ng of this Act afforded 1'01' ils violation
cf. the Pal'liamenLary Heturn "Factories Hegulation Act" (6th Augusl, 1859),
and in il Leonard Horner's "Suggc~lions for aml:lndi Ilg thl:l Factory Acls to
cnaltle the Inspectors to prevent iIIe/.{al working, now becomiu/.{ Vtlry
prevalent."
3 "Children of the age of, I:! years and upwards, havtl, indeed, bl:leu employed from 6 a. Ill. to 9 p. m. during the last half year in my district." (I!eports, &c., for 31st Oetoul:lr, 1857, p. 39.)
~ "Thll Printworks' Act is admitted to be a failure, both wilh relerellcc to its educational and protcctive provisions," (Reports, &c, [or 31:;t
Oclobc,', 18li2, p 52.)
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of l'\plllilatioll :-.Ii\l"fl'pe."l The Pharisees of "PI.Jjlical Economy"

were placed under special Acts, by which, in the former, the labour of young persons and women during Lho night-time (from
8 in tho evening to 6 in the 1J1Ol'Lliug), and ill tho laLter, Lhe employment of journeymen bakors uudel' '18, bet.ween 9 in the evecing
and 5 in the morning were forbidden. We shall reLurn to the laLer
proposals of the same Commission, which threatened to depl'ive
of their "freedom" aU the important branches of English Industry,
wiLh Lhe exception of agriculLul'e, mines, and the means of transport. 1

1'l',Jt'lailJll'd lllll diseol'llllluut of the neces~ity of a legally
li\I'd \\'Jl'killg-d"y as a (',hamctel'istic new discovery of their "sciI'll,"'." ~ II will Ll~ pasily lludol'stood that after the factory magnates
Iwl l"l'sigllPti tiwlI1sd ves alit! Lecome reconciled to the inevitable,
Ilw PII\\I'!' of msistatll:ll of eapital gl'Udllally weakened, whilst at,
I Itl' ~,1l1l1! tilllll the power of attack of the wOl'king-class grew with
I Ill' 1I111nll!:1' of its allies ill lhe elasses of society not immediaLely
iltl,'n'~;II'd ill the qllll!-)tiOU. Hence the eomparatively rapid advance
:-. i II<" I ' I ~.>t ill.
Till! di'IH\'Ol'ks and bleaeh-wol'ks all came under the Faetol'Y
.\<1 ,d' 1,');>0 ill HmO; a lace and stocking manufactures in 1861.
III 1'()IISPI\lW\l(:e of the fil'st report of the Commission on t.he
1~IIlPI()~IIWllt of ehildl'lln (1863) the same fate was shared by
11ll! 1I1<llllll'artlll'e!'s of all earthenwares (not, merely poLLery),
11II'il'u!'-lIlall:lws, percussion-caps, cartridges, carpets, fustian,1111 illg, alld 1I1HIlY pl'ocesses included under the name of "finish11Ig." III Ihl\ year 186:3 bleaching in the open air 4 and baking
IIIlI\

IIII'

oldillal'Y days, alld

7-i-

i"

;

i,
'~

\.. i

Factory Inspectors, and at tbe same time Parliament was, by petitions f!'OlII
the operatives, 1 ,:,'"It of its notions as La the cool meadow-fragrance, in which
bleaching in th., "I 'il-air was reported to take place. In this aerial bleaching,
dryin~-rooms well; used at tem perat ures of from 90° to 100° l~ahreilhci t,
in which the work was done for lhe most part by girls. "Coolillg" is the technical expression for their occasional escape from the drying-rooms into the fresh
air. Ulo'ifteen girls in stoves. Heat fr011l 80° La 90° for linens, and tOO" and upwards for cambrics. Twelve girls ironing' and doing-up ill a small ro011l about
10 feet square, in the centre of which is a c1oso slllvl'. Tile girls stand round
the stove, which throws out a terrific heat, and dries the cambrics rapidly
for the ironers. 'fhe hours of work for tbese hauds are unlimited. If busy,
they work till 9 or 12 at nigbt for successive uighls. n (Reports, &c., for 31st
October, 1862, p. 56.) A medical man states: "No special hours are allowed
for cooling, but if the temperature gets too high, or the wOI'kcrs' hands get
soiled from perspiration, they are allowed to go out for a few minutes .... I\ly
experience, which is considerable, in treating the diseases of stove workers,
compels me to express the opinion that their sanitary condition is by no means
so high as that of the operatives in a spillnin~ factol'Y (alld Capital, ill its
memorials to Parliament, had paiuted them as !luridly healthy, after the
manner of Huhens). The diseases Illust oLservahle amongst them are phthisis,
bronChitis, irregularity of uLerine functions, hysteria in its most IIggravaled
forms, and rheumatism. All of these, I believe, lire either directly or indi.
redly induced by lhe impure, overheated air of the apartments in which
the hands are employed. and the want of sufficient comforLahle clothing to
protect them frolll tile cold, damp atulOsphere, in wiuter, when going to their
homes." (I. c., pp. 50-57.) The Factory Inspectors reJllllrked on the supplemeutary law 01 '18(iO, lorn from I hese open-air bleachers: "The Act has not
only failed 10 ,aITonl that. proted ion lo the workers which it apPcllrs to
offer, but conlaills a clause ... apparently so wOl'd.ed that, unless persons are
detected worldll!! after 8 o'clock iJt. nigllt they appear to cOllie under 110 protective rroVi:liOns at all, and if they do so work, the mude of proof is ~o
doubtfu that a conviction call sl'alTdy follow." (I. c .. p. 52.) "To all intents
aud purpOses, therefore, as an Acl fur illlY lJenevoleul 01' educational ptlrpw·e,
it is a failure; since it call scan't:!y IIC called helleyolellt to j.ltlrIJIit, which is
tantamount to cOlllpelling. WOIIII:II aud children to work 14 hours a day \1 itll
or without meals, 115 Ihe case llIay be, and perhaps for longer hours Ihan
these, without limit as to age, without reference to sex. and without regard
to the social habits of the families of the neighbourhood, in which stich wol'l,s
(bleaching and dyeing) are situated," (Reports, &c .• for 30th April. 18fl3,
, p. 40,)
1 Note to the 2nd Ed. Since 1866, when I wrote the above passages,
8 re-aclion has again set in.

I 'l'ltlh, ~Ih E. ('oller in a letter lo the Times of Mal'ch 24th, 1863.
'1101' 1"'lIc'S j'l'utillded him of lho manufacturers' revolt against the Ten
111I11I:,' Li II,
" TItIlS, alllUlI~ uIliers, ~I ... W. Newmarch, collaborator and editor 01
'1, ... .I,,·'s "lIislul'Y ()f I'riee~." is it a scielilific advance to make cowardly
""llr",-,:;i"II" III plIhlie ()pillioll?
.• 'I Ill' ,\d pas~"d ill HHiO, determined Ihat, in regard to dye and bleach\\"rI,', IIIl' 1\ lI('l.i 111.: day should Le lixed on August 1st, 1861, provi~ion,.II) it! I:': III'III'S, iJuti defillitely 011 August 1st" 1862, at to hours, i.t., at 10+
Itolll>
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for Saturday. Now. when the ralal year,

1:01;:':, ""1111', lite "Id raree was rep~ated. Uesides, the manufacturers petitioned
\',II'II,'llIl'lIl lu alluw Ilw cllIployment of young persons and women for

L: 1","1':; durillg UIIl) Yl,al' IOllger. "111 the exi,;ting condition of the trade (the
Ii 11)1 "I' 111<' ,'ullull famille), it was greatly to the advantage of the opera I ivcs
III 11"1'1, L! IIUlIl's pl'1' day, alld make wages when they could." A bill 10 thi!:'
,lk,1 1",,1 IlI'l'lI hrtlugltl ill, "alld it was lIIailily due to the aclioJl of Ihl' opel'aliI" LI",,,'II"I'S ill Scullalltl Iltal lite hill wa::; ahandoned," (Reports, &c"
f,,1' :\1',1 11t'1,dll'l', 1~:lj:.!, PP' 14-1;).) Titus ddeaLed by the very worlipeople,
ill 111111:" 1Ii1llll' it (I1'1~1 "udl'd I U speal" CapiLal discovel'ed, wit h tlw help of
1.11\)',,1' "1,,','lilr)',s, Ihal Ihe Al I ()r IH(iO, dl'awli up, like all the Acts of I'adiaIlIl'lti ('01 II .. , "1'1'1111'1'1 iOlilif laholll'," ill {·quivucul phrase:>, gave tbem a prelext
III I' \ .. Ill, I" rnlill i Is wort, i II~ I Ill, ntIl'lIt\el'l'l's lIlltl fillislltlrs. Enl.l'lish ,iul'ispru,J,II"", "1"1' I Ill' I.lilllflll S('I'\',lIlt lIf capital, saut'liollcd ill the Court of COlll1l10n
1'1",1 1111, I,i,'"'' Ill' pdLirlJg~illg. "Thc opel'alives have beell I,rl'eaLly <Iisapd'l' lIal'" cUIIIJ.iailil'd 01 UVI'I',wol'k, and it is greatly La be I'egl'ette<l
1,,,iIJi, ,I
11"d II"
"i' ill/"lIliull uf till! It:gislature shuuld have failed by I'eason of a
1.".11 I ,I, 1111 i I i'III." (I. c" 1', IK,)
, II" "''iIl'Ii'ail' ldeat:iwrs" had evaded the law of 1860, by means of
11o~ Lt, 111,,1 ItU lIuliiOIl worIicd at it in t.he uight, The lie was exposed by the
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tries, such a:; nail-making, I had long since falleu as complelely
lIudel' capitalist expluitation as the factories lhemselves. Legblation was, thel'efore, compelled to gradually gel l'iu of its exceptional chamel!.~l·, 01' where, as ill England, it proceeds after
the manner of the Homan Casuists, to declare any house in which
work was done to 1m it factory. 2
Second. The hist.ory of the regulation of the working-day in
certain branches of production, and the struggle still going on
in others in regard to this regulation, prove conclusively that
the isolated labourer, the labourer as "free" vendor of his labour-power, when capitalist production has once attained a certain stage, succumbs without any power of resistance. The creation of a normal working-day is, ,therefore, the product of a protracted civil war, more or less dissembled, between the capitalist
dass and the working-class. As the contest t.akes place in the arena
of model'll industry, it first breaks out in the home of thal industry-England.:J The English factory wol'lwrs were the champions,
not only of the English, but of the modern working-el ass generall y,
as their theorists were the first to throw down the gauntlet to the
theory of capital. 4 Hence, the philosopher of the Factory, Ure,

SECTIUN 7.-TllE S'l'HUGGLE FOR THE NORMAL WOUKING-DAY.

HE-ACTlON OF THE ENGLISH FACTOUY ACTS
ON O1'UEH COUNTlUES

The l'eat\er will bear in mind that the production of surplus.
va IIW, Of the exlmction of sUl'plus-labour, is the specific end and
lIllll, 1I1ll SlIlIl and substance, of capitalist production, quite apart
il'UIIl allY dWlIges in Lhe mode of production, which may arise
':[JIII L11lJ suLonlination of labour to capital. He will remember
Illal as fal' as we have at present gone, only the independent lal'Uurer, and lherefol'e only the labourer legally qualified to act for
billlself, eHlers as a vendor of a commodity into a contract with
tllU ca pitalisl. If, therciore, in our historical sketch, on the one
baud, utudern industry; on the other, the labour of those who are
physica Ily and legally minors, play im portant parts,· the former
waS til LIS ouly a special department, and the latt~r only a specially striking example of labour exploitation. Without, however,
.• lItici pating the subsequent development, of our inquiry, from
llw lIIere counexiou of the historic facts before us, it follows:
First. The passion of capital for an unlimited and reckless
cxl.l!lIsiOll of the working-day, is first gratified in the industries
!!ariiest l'uvolulionised by water-power, steam, and machinery,
ill thuse firsl creations of the modern mode of production, cottUll, wool, lIax, and silk spinning, and weaving. The changes in
llill malel'ial mode of produclion, and the corresponding changes
ill lhe :mcial l'ulalions of the producel's 1 gave rise first to an
l.,xtl'ilvagallcu beyond all bounds, and then in opposition to this,
calkd rut,tll a wlIll'Ol on the part of Society which legally limits,
n!gulate::;, and makes uniform the working-day and its pauses.
This l:ulIll'ui appears, therefore, during the first half of the
2
11 i IIdl)I!l1lh century :;i mply as exceptional legislation.
As soon
it:o thi::; [lrilllilive dominion of the new mode of produclion was conquufL.d, il wa:; fuund that, in the meantime, not only had many
(Jlill'r bl'alleiws of pl'Oduction been made to adopt the same faclory
::;pll!lll, bUl lhat lUanufactul'es with more or less obsolete methods,
:ouch as potteries, gla:;s-Illaking, &c., that old-fashioned handicrafts,
litl! I,akillg, alld, finally, even that the so-called domestic inuusI

I 011 the ('ulidil iOIl of su-called dUlIlestic illduslries. specially valuable
materials arc 10 Ill: foulld ill lilt! lalest reporls of the Chil,drell's Employment
COlllllli ssion.
2 "The Acls of last Sessioll (1864) ... embrace a clivCl'sity of occupations, the cusloms ill which differ greatly, and the use of mechanical power
to give motion to machinery is no longer one of the elements necessary,
as formerly, to constitute, in legal phrase, a 'Factory ...' (Reports, &c., for
31st October, 1864, p. 8.)
8 Belgium, the paradise of Continental Liberalism, shows no trace of
this movement. Even in the coal and metal mines, labourers of both sexes,
alld all ages, are consumed, in perfect "freedom," at any period, and through
any length of time, or eve~y 1,000 persons employed there. 733 al·o men,
88 women, 135 boys, and 44 girls under 16; in the blast-furnaces. &c" of
every 1,000, 668 are men, 149 women, 98 boys, and 85 girls under 1H. Add to
this the low wages for the enormous exploitation of mature and immature
la!Jour-power. The average daily pay for a man is 2s. 8d., for a WOI\lan, 1s.
8t1., for a boy, Is. 2 d. As a result, Belgium bad In 1863, as compared with
1850, nearly doubled both the amount and the value of its exports of coal,
iron, &c.
.
t Robert Owen, soon after 1810, not only maintained the necessity of
a limitation of the working-day in UleOl·y, !Jut actually introduced the 10
hou ..s' day into his fact.ory at New La lIar\{. This was laughed al as a communistic Utopia; so were lJis "ColUhillatioJl of chiltlrell's education with PI"Oduel ivc labou .... allli IIw I:ll-op" .. al i ve Socicl ies or worki JIg-men, fi"st called
illlo being by Ililll, 'I'u-tlay, the tirst.lJlopia is a Factory Act, the second figures
as all official phrase ill all Fad()ry Acts, tlw third is already beiug used
as a cloak for reactionary hUJU!Jug.

!

"Ti,e coutiucL or each of these classes (capitalists and workmen) has

\H:.'11 II,,; rusliit or Ihe relative situation in which Liley have been placed."
(Il,,!Jli!''''.
1'"J' :Hsl. Octo her , 1848, p. 113.)
, .' I'liL! UlilpluYllIellls, placed under restriction, were connected with

""'.e.,

ili' luxtile fabrics by the aid of steam or water-power. There
,:dll.lilillll.-l It) which all employment must be subject to cause it
10 I,,; i wqJi:cl ed, I'il • Llw \lse of steam or water-power. aut! the manufacture
lit n:rlai II :;pet:i lied tihl'l~s," (Heports, &c., for 31st October, 1804, p. ~.)
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dl'lIllllllces as an iuoll'uble disgl'ace to the English working-class that
lhl).\" illscl'iIJeJ "t,\lll slavery of the Factory Acts" on the banner
"lli,,1t l.hey bore agu'jnsl capital, manfully striving for "perfect
f['(~t)llolll uf labllllr." 1
Fl'anco limps slowly behind England. The February revolulilill was lleeessary to bring into the world the 12 hours' law,:.I
\\hil'h is IIIl1eh lUore deficient than its English original. For all
lh,d, llw Fl'end, revolutionary method has its special advanI i1~I~S. lL once fOl' all commands the same limit to the working-day
ill all shnps and factories without distinction, whilst English
1l'g-isLalion l'eluctantly yields to the pressure of circumstances,
lIuW OIL Lhis poinl, now on that, and is getting lost in a hopelessly
IlI!wi IIII!l'ing tangle of contradictory enactments.:t On the other
haltll, Lhe French law pl'Oclaims as a principle that which in
1':1I~"1I\t1 was only won in the name of children, minors, and
\\IJIIIl)II, alit! has been only recently for the first time claimed as
i\ g'!lwl'ill right.4
;'I.'wltch translation, Philosophie des Manufactures." Paris,
:~W, 40, 67, 77, &c.
2 III Iile Compt.e Hendu of the International Statistical Congress at
1·"ri~,18;.;), it is ~taled: "The French law, which limits the length of daily
lalll)1I1' ill fad Ol'ies allil workshops to 12 hours, does not confine this work t.o
dl'lillile lix,'d houl's. For childl'en's labour only the work-time is prescribed
ib helwI'''1l 5 a, Ill, alHl n p, m. Therefore, some of the masters use the I'ight
\\hich IIlis fatal silence gives t.hem to keep their works going, without intm'liIL;:iiull, day in. day out., possibly with the exception of Sunday. For t.his
!JlII(lllse llwy use two diffel'ent sets of workers, of whom neither is in the WOl'k"IIIIP IIlIH'e than 12 IWlIl's at a time, hut the work of the establishment lasts
day ilud lIi~h\. The law is sat.isfied, but is humanity?" Besides "Lbe destruclin' iuJlllullce ,if lIight-lalJOur On t.he human organism," stress is also
laid UlhJIl "the falal iufluence of the association of the two sexes by nigbt
it: Ihl! salHe 1.1lIt1ly-lighted workshop"."
3 "Fur illslallce, there is wit.hin my district one occupier who, within
, I"
salll" curlilage, i:; at. lhe same lime a bleacher and dyer under lhe
HI.-:Iddll!f alld Dydll!~ Works Act., a printer under the Print Works Act,
tlilli a tillisiter under UIO Factory Act." (Heport of Mr. Baker, in Heports,
;.1' , II H' , lei uh,,1' :l1:;I,. 1861, p. 20.) Aft.er enumerating the different provisions
ul till:';" ,\ds, and t.he complications arising from them, Mr, Baker says:
"II will heuco appeal' that it must be very difficult to secure the execution
uf I h,'s" I hl'ee :\cts of Parliament where the occupier chooses to evade
Ill" law," But what. is assured Lo the lawyers by this is law-suits.
• Thus the Fact.ory Inspectors at last venture to say: "These objections
(1\1 ,'apital to the legal limitation of the working-day) must succumb before
Ih,' hl'tl<ld principle of t.he rights of labour .... There is a time when the maskr's I'igltl ill his wllrklllan's lahour ceases, and his lime becomes his own,
.:\'1'11 i r I here were nO exhaustion in the question," (Reports, &c., for 31st
Uct" HlU2, p. 54.)
1

lire:

Hi:Iti, \'01. 11., pp,

('I

~'"

0',. " ~,; 'f-•.'~"t"'f!..".~/1 !'"

"

1 "We, the workers of Dunkirk, declare lhat the length 01' time of labour
required under the present system is too great, and thai" far from leaving
the worker time fOl' rest and education, it plunges him into a condition of
servitude hut. little heller t.han slavery. That is wily we decido that H hours
are enough for a workillg-day, and ought to be legally recognised as enough;
why we call to our help that powerful lever, the press; ... and why we shall
consider all those that. refuse us lhis help as enemies of the reform of lahou~
and of the rights of the labourer," (HesolutiOll o[ the Workiug ,Mell of Duukirk, New York 8t.ale, 18liG.)
I Reports, &c., [01 OCl., 1848, P 11 2.
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In the United Stales of. Norlh America, every independellt
movement of the wol'lwrs was pal'll lysed so long as sla very d isfigured a parl of the HepuLlic, Lahour cannot emancipalo itself in tho ,,'hite skin where in the black it is branded. But out,
of the de, " of slavery a new lifo at once arose. Tho first fmit
of the CiVil War was the eight hours' agitation, that ran with the
seven-leagued boots of Lhe locomotive from the ALlal1tic to lhe
Paci lie, hom New England to California. The Geueral Congress
of Labour at Baltimore (August 16th, 18()()) declared: "Tho lirst
and gl'eal necl;ssity of the present, to hee tlw labour of this country
from capitalistic slavery, is the passiJlg of a law by which eight
hours shall be the norma I working-day in a II States of the Amel'ican Union. We are resolved to put forth all our stl'eng-th until
this glorious result is attained." 1 At the same time, the Congress
of t.he Iuternational Wo1'ldng Men's Association at Geneva, on
lhe proposition of the London General Council, resolved lhat "the
Ii miLalion of lhe work ing-day is a preliminary cond ilion wi thOllt
which all further altelllpLs aL improveillent and cmancipation I\lUst
pro\'e ahortive . . , lhe Congress pruposes eight hours as the legal limit of the workiug-day."
Thus the movement of the working-class on hoth sides of
the Atlantic, that had grown instinctively out of the conllilions
of pl'llduet.ion themselves, endorsed the words of the English
Factory Inspector, H. J. Saunders: "FurLher steps towards a
reformation of society can never he carried out wilh any hope
of success. unless the hOllrs of labour bt: limited, and the prescribed limit strictly enforced," ~
It must be acknowledged thaL OUl' labulIl'el' comes out of the
pl'Ocess of prodllcLioll oLllCr than he entel'l)d. In the market he
stood as OW1WI' of the "llllllllOdiLy "laboul'-power" facc Lo face
with other owners of eOllll11UdiLies, dea 101: aga i list dea ler. The contract by which he salt! t.o Lhe capitalist his lauour-power proved,
so to say, in Llack aut! white that he disposed of himself fmely.
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'd\<' IJdl'gaill cllurlHtied, it is discovered that he was no "free agent,"
IllilL I he Lime fiJI' which he is free to sell his labour-power is t.he
Ii HIO fiJI' which llil is fOl'ced to sell it,l that in fact the vampire
\\'illllilt l'lse its hulll on him "so long as thero is a muscle, a nel've,
,\ d .. 0l' uf bllHHltli be exploited.":.! For "protecl.ion" against "the ser\1"11[, uf theil' agullies," the labourers must put their heads together,
illid, as a dass, COIHpel the passing of a law, an all-powerful
;:,ucial Ilill'l'icr Lhat shall prevent the very workers from selling,
I)), vllllllltal'Y C'ulltrac.:L with capital, themselves and their families illtO slavery and death. a In place of the pompous cataIllguLJ uf the "inalienable rights of man" comes the modest Magna
l:hal'til lIi a legally limited working-day, which shall make clear
"\\'lit)1I I he time which the worker sells is ended, and when his
,,\\11 beg-illS." ~ Quantum mutatus ab iUo!

CHAPTER XI

RA1.'E AND

"Tlll: proceedings (the manceuvres of capital, e.g., from 1848-50)
a lI'llrded, moreover, illcontrovcrtible proof of lhe fallacy of tbe asserI iou "'I IIfl ell advanced, that operatives need no protection, hut may be consid"red ilS il'l~e agents ill the disposal of the only property which tbey possesslite 1"I1"ur ofUlCir hands and tbe sweat of tbeir brows." (Heports, &c., for
April :Hllh, HlfiO, p, 45.) "Free labour (if so it may be termed) even in a free
l'lilJlllry. requires thc strong arm of the law to protect it." (Heports, &c., for
()dul,er :Hst., HHi4, p. 34.) "To permit, wbich is tantamount to compelling ...
I() work 14 boul's a day witb or without meals," &c. (Repts.,·&c., fO!' April
:Wl h, Pili:l, p. 40.)
~ Friedrich Ii: Ilgcls , \. c., p. 5.
" The 10 11 ours' Act has, in the brancbes of industry that come under
ii, "1'111 all end tu tile prcmature decrepitude of the former long-hour workers."
(lit-pullS, &c., for 31st Oct., 1859, p. 47.) "Capital (in factories) can never be
dllpluj'l!ll in heping the machinery in motion beyond a limited Lime, without
n;rlaill illjury to the health and morals of t.be labourers employed; and they
are Hul, ill a jlositiollto protect themselves." (I. c., p. 8.)
1 ":\ still greatcr boon is tbe distinction at last made clear between
I ho wurl;er's owu t ililo and his master's. The worker knows now when that
which b" ,;clls is elided, and when his own begins; and by possessing a Sure
furl'lilll)wl(,tige of this, is enabled to pre-arrange his own minutes for his own
PlJrl'\J~"~." (I. c., p. 52.) "By making tbem masters of tbeir own time (tho
Factory Acts) have given them a moral energy wbich is directing them to
I he e\"l~lltual posscssion of political power" (1. c., p. 47). With suppressed
il'llIlY, <Il1d in vCl'y well weighed words, tbe Factory lnspectors bint that the
ad lIal law abu frees the capitalist from some of the brutality natural to
,1 ilia II who is a merc ombodiment of capital, and that it has given him time
101' a lilLIe "culture." "Formerly tbe maste~ had no time for anyt.bing but
1;:Oill'J; I he sel'vaul bad no time for anythlng but labour" (I. c., p. 48).
1

'.

,:

OF SUIWLUS·V ALUE

In this chapter, as hitherto, the value of labour-power,
and therefore the part Lif Llw wOl'killg-day lIecessary fOl' the
reproduction or maiutmlallce of that labour-power, are supposed
to be given, COllstaut magllitudes.
ThiS premised, with the rate, the mass is at the same time
given of the surplus-value that the individual labourer furnishes
to the capitalist in a definite period of time. If, e.g., the necessary labour amounts to 6 hours daily, expressed in a quantum of
goltl=3 shillings, then 3s. is the daily value of one labour-power
or the value of the capital advanced in the buying of one laoourpower. If, further, the rate of surplus-value be =100%, this variable capital of 3s. produces a mass of surplus-value of 3s., or the
labourer supplies daily a mass of surplus-labour equal to 6
. hours.
But the variable ca ital of a ca italist is the ex Hession in
mOlle Tot e total value 0 a t e a )Olll'- owers that he ()(Jl ) 0 s
slDlllltaneously. Its va ue is, therefore, equal to t e average value
of Olle labour-power, multiplied by the llumber of labom-powel's
employed. With a given value of laboul'-puwel', therefore, tho magnitude of the variable capital vades directly as tho number of
labourers employed simultaneously. If the daily value of one labour-power =38., then a t.:apital of :.300s. IlIUSt oe advanced in
oruel' to exploit daily 100 laLJOlll'-powers, of n timos 38., in ol'der
to exploit daily n labour-powers.
In the sarno way, if a variable capital of 3s., being the (luily
value of one labour-.power, produce a daily surplus-value of 3s.,
a variable capital of :~OOs. will pl'Oduce a daily sUl'plus-valuo of
300s., and one of n times 3s. a daily surplus-value of Ii X 3s.
The mass r,F the surplus-value prJduced is thel'efOl'e equal to the
surplus-v.:: I' which the working-day of oue labourer su ppties
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gcoisie with the bourgeoisie and with Bonaparte. Defeat of the
petty-bourgeois democracy.
2. June 13, 1849 to May 31, 1850. Parliamentary dictatorship
of the party of Order. It completes its rule by abolishing universal suffrage, but loses the parliamentary ministry.
3. May 31, 1850 to December 2, 1851. Struggle between the
parliamentary bourgeoisi'e and Bonaparte.
(a) May 31, 1850 to January 12, 1851. Parliament loses the
supreme command of the army.
,
(b) January 12 to April 11,1851. It is worsted in its attempts
to l'('gain the administrative power. The party of Order loses its
independent parliamentary majority. Its coalition with the republicans and the Montagne.
(c) April 11, 1851 to October 9, 1851. Attempts at revision,
fusion, prorogation. The party of Order decomposes into its
separate constituents. The breach between the bourgeois parliament and press and the mass of the bourgeoisie becomes definite.
(d) October 9 to December 2, 1851. Open breach between
parliament and the executive power. Parliament performs its
dying act and succumbs, left in the lurch by its own class, by
the army and by all the remaining classes. Passing of the parliamentary regime and of bourgeois rule. Victory of Bonaparte.
Parody of restoration of empire.

THE EIGHTEENTH BRUMAIRE OF LOUIS BONAPARTE
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VII
On the threshold of the February Revolution, the social republic appeared as a phrase, as a prophecy'. In the June days of
liH8, it was drowned in the blood of the Paris proletariat, but
it haunts the subsequent acts of the drama like a ghost. The
democratic republic announces its arr~val. On June 13, 1849, it
is dissipated together with its petty bourgeois, who have taken
to their heels, but in its flight it blows its own trumpet with
redoubled boastfulness. The parliamentary· repu~lic, together
with the bourgeoisie, takes possession of the entire stage; it
l'njoys its existence to the full, but December 2, 1851 buries it to
the accompaniment of the anguished cry of the royalists in
coalition: "Long live the Republic!"
The Freneh bourgeoisie balked at the domination of the working proletariat; it has brought the lumpenproletariat to domiBation, with the chief of the Society of December 10 at the head.
The Lourgeoisie kept France in breathless fear of the future
terrors of red anarchy; Bonaparte discounted this future for it
when, on December 4, he had the eminent bourgeois of the
Boulevard Montmartre and the Boulevard des Italiens shot down

at their windows by the liquor-inspired army of order. It apotheosised the sword; the sWOl'd rules it. It destroyed the revolutionary press; its own press has been destroyed. It placed popular
, meetings under police supervision; its salons are under the
supervision of the police. It disbanded the democratic National
Guards; its own National Guard is disbanded. It imposed a state
. of siege; state of siege is imposed upon it. It supplanted the
juries by military commissions; its juries are supplanted by military commissions. It subjected public education to the sway
of the priests; the priests subject it to their own' education. It
transported people without trial; i,t is being transported without
trial. It repressed every stirring in society by means of the state
power; every stirring in its society is suppressed py means of
the state power. Out of enthusiasm for its purse, it rebelled
against its own politicians and men of letters t its politicians and
men of letters are swept aside, but 'its purse is being plundered
now that its mouth has been gagged anc:} its pen broken. The
bourgeoisie never wearied of crying out to the revolution what
Saint Arsenius cried out to the Christians: "Fuye, tace, quiescel
Flee, be silent, keep stilll" Bonaparte cries to the bourgeoisie:
"Fuye, tace, quiescel Flee, be silent, keep stilll"
The French bourgeoisie had long ago found the solution to
Napoleon's dilemma: "Dans cinquante ans l'Europe sera re. publicaine ou cosaque."* It had found the solution to it in the
"repub/ique cosaque." No Circe, by means of black magic, has
distorted that work of art, the bourgeois republic, into a monstrous shape. That republic has lost nothing but the semblance
of respectability. Present-day**France was contained in a finished state within the'parliamentary republic. It only require<J a
bayonet thrust for the bubble to burst and the monster to spring
forth befure our eyes.
Why did the Paris proletariat not rise in revolt after December 2?
The overthrow of the bourgeoisie had as yet been only decreed: the decree had not been carried out. Any serious insurrection of the proletariat would at once have put fresh life into
the bourgeoisie, would have reconciled it with the army and
ensured a second June defeat for the workers.
On December 4 the proletariat was incited by bourgeois and
epicier to fight. On the evening of that day several legions of
the National Guard promised to appear, armed and uniformed,
on the scene of battle. For the bourgeois and the epicier had
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.. "In fifty years Europe will be republican or
i.e., aiter the coup d'etat of 1851.-Ed.
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got wind of the fact that in one of his decrees of December 2
Bonaparte abolished the secr!~t ballot and enjoined them to
record their "yes" or "no" in the official registers after their
names. The resistance of December 4 intimidated Bonaparte.
During the night he caused placards to be posted on all the
street corners of Paris, announcing the restoration of the secret
ballot. The bourgeois and theepicier believed that they had
gained their end. Those who failed to' appear next morning were
the bourgeois and the epicier.
By a coup de main during the night of December 1 to 2,
Bonaparte had robbed the Paris proletariat of its leaders,' the
barricade commanders. An army without officers, averse to
fighting under the banner of the Montagnards because of the
memories of June 1848 and 1849 and May 1850, it left to its
vanguard, the secret societies, the task of saving the insurrectionary honour of Paris, which the bourgeoisie had so unresistingly
surrendered to the soldiery that, later on, Bonaparte could
snceringly give as his motive for disarming the National Guard
--his fear that its arms would be turned against it itself by the
unarchists!
"C'est le triomplle complet et detinitit du Socialismel""
Thus Guizot characterised December 2. Bilt if the overthrow of
the parliamentary republic contains within itself the germ of
the triumph of the proletarian revolution, its immediate and palpable result was tile victory of Bonaparte over parliament, of
tile executive power over tlle legislative power, of force without
phrases over tbe force of phrases. In parliament the nation
made its general will the law, that is, it made the law of the
ruling class its general will. Before the executive power it
renounces all will of its own and submits to the superior commanu of an alien will, to authority. The executive power, in
l:ontrast to the legislative power, expresses t~e heteronomy of a
nation, in contrast to its autonomy. France, therefore, seems
10 have escaped the despotism of a class only to fall back beneath
the despotism of an individual, and, what is more, beneath the
aUlhority of an individual without authority. The struggle seems
Iv be settled in such a way that all classes, equally impotent and
equally mule, fall on their knees before the rifle butt.
But the revolution is thoroughgoing. It is still journeying
llirnugh purgatory. It does its work methodically. By December
:.!, 11)51, it ltad completed one half of its preparatory work; it is
now completing the other half. First it perfected the parlia!IIL'lllary power, in order to be able to overthrow it. Now that it
,;. '''fl,is is the complete and final triumph of socialisml",-Ed.
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has attained this, it perfects the executive power, red'llces it to
its purest expression, isolates it, sets it up against itself as the
sale target, in order to concentrate all its forces of destruction
against it. And when it has done th,is second half of its prelim in~ry work, Europe will leap from its seat and exultantly exclaim: Well grubbed, old molel'~
This executive power with its enormous bureaucratic' and
military organisation, with 'its ingenious state machjnery, embracing wide strata, with a host of officials numbering half a
million, besides an army of anoth,er half million, this appalling
parasitic body, which enmeshes the body of French society like
a net, and chokes all its pores, sprang up in the days of the
absolute monarchy, with the decay of the feudal system, which
it helped to hasten. The seignorial privileges of the landowners
and towns became transformed into so many attributes of the
stale power, the feudal dignitaries into paid official... and the
motley pattern of conilicting mediaeval plenary powers into the
regulated plan of a: state authority whose work is divided and
centralised as in a factory. The first French Hevolution, with its
task of breaking all separate local. territorial, urban and provincial powers in order t6 create the civil unity of the nation, was
bound to develop what the absolute monarchy had begun: centralisation, but at the same' time the extent, the attributes and
the agents of governmental power. Napoleon perfected this state
machinery. The Legitimist monarchy and t~e July monarchy
added nothing but a greatex division of labour, growing in the
same measure as the division of labour within bourgeois society
created new groups of interests, and, therefore, new material
for state administration. Every common "interest was straightway
severed from society, counterposed to it as a higher, general
interest, snatched from the activity of society's members themselves and made an object of government activity, from a bridge,
a schoolhouse and the communal property of a village comillu-,
uity to the railways, the national wealth and the national university of France. Finally, in its struggle against the revolution, the
parliamentary republic found itself compelled to strengthen"
along with the repressive measures, the resources and centralisation of governmental power. All revolutions perfected this
machine instead of smashing it. The parties that contended in
turn for domiuation regarded the possession of this huge state
edifice as the principal spoils of the victor.
But under th,e absolute monarchy, during the first Revolution,
under Napoleon, bureaucracy was only the means of preparing
It

Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act I, Scene V.-Ed.
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the class rule of the hourgeoisie. Under the Restoration, under
Louis Philippe, under the parliamentary republic, it was the
instrurnent of the ruling dass, however much it strove for power
of its own.
Only under the second Bonaparte does the state seem to have
made itself completely independent. As against civil society. the
!;tate machine has consolidated its position so thoroughly that
the chief of the Society of December 10 suffices for its head,
an adventurer blown in from abroad, raised on the shield by a
drunken soldiery, which he has bought with liquor and sausages,
and which he must continually ply with sausage anew. Hence
the downcast despair, the feeling of most dreadful humiliation
and degradation that oppresses the breast of France and makes
her catch her breath. She feels dishonoured.
And yet the state power is nllt suspended in mid air. Bonaparte
represents a class, and the most numerous class of French
society at that, the small-holding [Parzellen] peasants.
Just as the Bourbons were the dynasty of big landed property
and just as the Orleans were the dynasty of money, so the Bonapartes are the dynasty of the peasants, that is, the mass of the
French people. Not the Bonaparte who submitted to the bourgeois parliament, but the' Bonaparte who dispersed the bourgeois parliament is the chosen of the peasantry . ..,or three years
the towns had succeeded in falsifying the meaning of the election
of December 10 and in cheating the peasants out of the resto·
ration of the empire. The election of December 10, 1848, has been
consummated only by the coup d'etat of December 2, 1851The small-holding peasants form a vast mass, t~e members
of which live in similar conditio~s but without entering into
manifold relations with one another. Their mode of production
isolates them from one another instead of bringing them into
mutual intercourse. The isolation is increased by France's bad
means of communication and by the poverty of the peasants.
Their field of production, the small holding, admits of no division
of labour in its cultiv~tion, no application of science and, therefore, no diversity of development, no variety of talent, no wealth
of social relationships. Each individual peasant family is almost
self-sufficient; it itself directly produces the major part of its
consumption and thus acquires its means of life more through
exchange with nature than in intercourse with society. A small
iJolding, a peasant and his family; alongside them another small
holding, another peasant and another family. A few score of
these make up a village, and a few score of villages make up a
Department. In this way, the great mass of the French nation
is formed by simple addition of hqmologous magnitudes, much
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as potatoes in a sack form a sack of potatoes. In so far as millions of families live under economic conditions of existence
that separate their mode of life, their interests and their culture
from those of the other classes, and put them i,n hostile opposition to the latter, they form a class. In so far as there is merely
a local interconnection among these small-~olding peasanis, and
the identity of their interests begets no community, no national ____
bond and no political organisation among them, they do not v
form a class. They are consequently incapable of enforcing their
class interests in their o,yn name, whether through a parliament
or through a convention. They cannot represent themselves, they
must be represented. Their representative must at the same time
appear as their master, as an authority over them, as an unlimited governmental power that protects them against the other
classes and sends them rain and sunshine from above. The
political influence of the small-holding peasants, therefore, finds
its final expression in the executive power subordinating society
to itself.
Historical tradition gave rise to the belief of the French
peasants in the m.iracle that a man named Napoleon would
bring all the glory back to them. And an individual turned up
who gives himself· out as the man because he bears the name
of Napoleon, in consequence of the Code Napoleon, which lays
down that la recherche de fa paternite est interdite.'~ After a
vagabondage of twenty years and after a series of grotesque
adventures, the legend finds fu,lfilment and the man becomes
Emperor of the French. The fixed idea of the Nephew was
realised, because it coincided with the fixed idea of the most
numerous class of the French people.
But, it may be objected, what about the peasant risings in
half of France, the raids on the peasants by the army, the mass
incarceration and transportation of peasants'?
Since Louis XIV, France has experienced no similar persecution of the peasants "on account of demagogic practices."
But let there be no misunderstanding. The Bonaparte dynasty
represents not the revolutionary, but the conservative peasant;
not the peasant that strikes out beyond the condition of his
social existence, the small holding, but rather the peasant who
wants to consolidate this holding; not the' country folk who,
linked 'up with the towns, want to overthrow the old order
through their own energies, but on the contrary those who, in
stupefied seclusion within this old order, want to see themselves
and their small holdings saved and favoured by the ghost of
It
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the empire. It represents not the enlightenment, but the super·
stition of the peasant; not his judgement, but his prejudice; not
his future, but his past; not his modern Cevennes,233 but his
modern Vendee. 1ilU
The three years' rigorous rule of the parliamentary republic
had freed a part of the French peasants from the Napoleonic
illusion and had revolutionised them, even if only superficially;
but the bourgeoisie violently repressed them, as often as they·
set themselves in motion. Under the parli~mentary republic the
llllJtJern and the traditional consciousness of the French, peasant
CuI, tended for mastery ..This progress took the form of an inces·
sant struggle between the schoolmasters and the priests. The
uourgeoisie struck down the schoolmasters. For the first time'
the peasants made eHorts to behave independently in th.e face
of the adivity of the government. This was shown in the con·
tinual contlict between the ma.ires and the prefects. The bour·
geoisie deposed the m.aires.Finally, during'th,e period of the
parliamentary republic, the peasants of different localities rose
against their own offspring, the army. The bourgeoisie punished
them with sLates of siege and punitive expeditions. And this
same bourgeoisie now cries out about the stupidity of the masses,
the vile multitude, that has betrayed it to Bonaparte. It has
itself forcibly strength,ened the empire· sentiments [lmperialis·
llIIlS) of the peasant class, it conserved the conditions that form
the birthplace of this peasant religion. The bourgeoisie, to be
sure, is bound to fear the stupidity of the masses as long as
they remain conservative, and the insight of the masses as soon
as they become revolutionary.
In the risings after the coup d'etat, a part of the French
peasants protested, arms in hand, against their own vote of
December 10, 1848. The school they had gone through since
1 i)·iS had sharpened their wits. But they had made themselves
over to the underwurld of history; history held them to their
word, and the majority was still so prejudiced that in precisely
the reddest Departments the peasant population voted openly
for Bonaparte. In its view, the National Assembly had hindered
his progress. Ill' had now merely broken the fetters that the
tu\\'ns had imposed on the will of the countryside. In some parts
tile peasants even entertained the grotesque notion of a conven·
tion side by side with Napoleon.
.
After the first revolution had transformed the peasants "from
semi-villeins into freeholders, Napoleon confirmed and regulated
the conditions on which, they could exploit undisturbed the soil
of France which had only just fallen to their lot and slake their
youthful passion for property. But what is now causing the ruin:
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of the French peasant is his small holding itself, the division of
the land, the form of property which Napoleon consolidated in
France. It is precisely the materi~l conditions which made the
feudal peasant a small-holding peasant and Napoleon an e~peror.
Two generations have sufficed. to produce th,e inevitable result:
progressive deterioration of agriculture, progressive indebtedness
of the agriculturist. The "Napoleonic" form of property, .which
at the beginning of the nineteenth century WAS the condition for
the liberation and enrichment of the French country folk, has
developed in the course of this century into the law of their
enslavement and pauperisation. And precisely th,is law is the first
of the "idees napoleoniennes" which the second Bonaparte has
to uphold. If he still shares with the peasants the illusion th.fl.t
the cause of their ruin is to be sought, not in this small·holding
. property itself. but outside it, in the influence· of secondary cir·
cumstances, his experiments will burst like soap bubbles when
they come in contact with the relations of production.
The economic development of small-holding property has
radically changed the relation of the peasants to the other
classes of society. Under Napoleon, the fragmentation of the land
in the countryside supplemented free competition and the begin·
ning of big industry in the towns. The peasant class was the
ubiquitous protest against the landed aristocracy which had just
been overthrown. The roots that small-holding property struck
in French soil deprived feudalism of all nutriment. Its landmarks
formed the natural fortifications of the bourgeoisie against any
surprise attack on the part of its old overlords. But in the course
of the nineteenth century the feudal lords were replaced by
urban usurers; the feudal obligation that went with the land
was replaced by the mortgage; aristocratic landed property was.
replaced by bourgeois capital. The small holding of. the peasant
is now ·only the pretext that allows the capitalist to draw profits,
interest and rent from the soil, while leaving it to the tiller of
the soil himself to see how he can extract his wages. The mort~
gage debt burdening the soil of France· imposes on the French
peasllntry payment of an amount of interest equal to the annual
interest on the entire British national debt. Small-holding
property, in this enslavement by capital to which its develop~
.ment inevitably pushes forward, has transformed the mass of
the French nation into troglodytes. Sixteen million peasants
(including women and children) dwell in hovels; a large num·
ber of which have but one opening. others only two and the
most favoured only three. And windows are to a house what the
five senses are to the head. The bourgeois order, which at the
beginning of the century set th.e state to st~nd guard over the
16-3330
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newly arisen small holding and manured it with laurels, has
become a vampire that sucks out its blood and brains and
throws them into the alchemistic cauldron of capital. The Code
Napoleon is now nothing but a codex of distraints, forced sales
and compulsory auctions. To the four m.illion (including children, e1c.) officially recognised paupers, vagabonds, criminals
and prostitutes in France must be added five million who hover
on the margin of existence and either have their haunts in the
countryside itself or, with their rags and their children, continually desert the countryside for the towns and the towns for
the countryside. The interests of the peasants,: therefore, are no
longer, as under Napoleon, in accord with, but in opposition to
the interests of the boqrgeoisie, to capital. Hence the peasants
find their natural ally and leader in the urban proletariat, whose
task is the overthrow of the bourgeois oreler. But strong and
unlimited government-and this is the second "idee napoteonfenne," which the second Napoleon has to carry out-is called
upon to defend this "materia.l" order by force. This "ordre materiel" also serves as the catchword in all of Bonaparte's proclamations against the rebellious peasants.
Besides the mortgage which capital imposes on it, the small
holding is burdened by taxes. Taxes· a.re the source of life for
the bureaucracy, the army, the priests and the court, in short, for
the whole apparatus of the executive power. Strong government
and heavy taxes are identical. By its very nature, small-holding
property forms a suitable basis for an all-powerful and innumerable bureaucracy. It creates a uniform level of relationships
and persons over the whole surface of the land. Hence it also
permits of uniform action from a supreme centre on all points
of this uniform mass. It annihilates the aristocratic intermediate
grades between the mass of the people and the state power. On
all sides, therefore, it calls forth the direct interference of this
state power and the interposition of its immediate organs. Finally, it produces an uncmployed surplus population for which
there is no place either on the land or in the towns, and which
accordingly rcaches out for state offices as a sort of respectable
alms, and provokes the creation of state posts. By the new markets which he openl~d at the point of the bayonet, by the plundering of the Continent, Napoleon repaid the compulsory taxes
with interest. These taxes were a spur to the industry of the peas;" 11, whereas nuw they rub his industry of its last reSOurces and
C01,lpletc his inability to resist pauperism. And an enormous
bureaucracy, well-gallooned and well-fed, is the "idee napoleonienllc" which is mosl congenial of all to the second Bonaparte.
lIow could it be otherwise, seeing that alongside the actual

classes of society he is forced to create an artificial caste, for which
the maintenance of his regime becomes a bread-and-butter question? Accordingly, one of his first financial operations was the
raising o.f officials' salaries to their old level and the creation
of new sinecures.
Another "idee napoieonienne" is the domination of the priests
as an.instrument of government. But while in its accord with
society, in its dependence on natural forces and its submission
to the authority which protected it from above, the small holding tha.t had newly come into being was naturally religious, the
small holding tha1 is ruined by debts, at odds with society and
authority, and driven beyond its own limitations naturally becomes irreligious. Heaven was quite a pleasing accession to the
narruw strip of land just won, more particularly as it makes the
weather; it, becomes an insult as soon as it is thrust forward as
substitute for the small holding. The priest" then appears as
only the anointed bloodhound of the earthly police-another
"idee nd.poleonienne." On the next occasion, the expedition
against Home will take place in France itself, but in a sense
opposite to. that of M. de Montalembert.
Lastly, the culminating point of the "idees napoieoniennes"
is the preponderance of the army. The army was the point
d'honneur* of the small-holding peasants, it was they themselves
transform~d into heroes, defending their new possessions against
the outer world, glorifying their recently won nationhood, plun..
dering and revolutionising the world. The uniform was their own
state dress; war was their poetry; the small holding, extended
and rounded' off in imagination, was their fatherland, and patr~o
tism the ideal form of the sense ~f property. But the enemies
against whom the French peasant has now to defend his property
are not the Cossacks; they are the huissiers** and the· tax collectors. The small holding lies no longer in ·the so-called fatherland, but in the register of mortgages. The army. itself is no .
longer the flower of the peasant youth; it is the swamp-flower
of the peasant lumpenproletariat. It consists in large measure
of rempla~ants, of substitutes, just as the second Bonaparte is
himself only a .rellJ.pla~ant, the substitute for Napoleon. It now
performs its deeds of valour by hounding the peasants in masses
like chamQis, by doing gendarme duty, and if the internal contradictions of his· system chase the chief of the Society of
December 10 over the French border, his anpy, after some acts
of brigandage, will 'reap, not laurels, but thrashiIigs.
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One sees: all I'idees napoleoniennes" are ideas of the undeIJelope 1 small ltolding in tl,e freshness 0/ its youth; for the small
hoilnllg that has .outlived its day they are an absurdity. They
are only the hallucinations of its death struggle. words that are
transformed into phrases, spirits transformed into ghosts., But
the parody of the empire [des Imperialismus} was necessary to
free the mass of the French nation from the weight of tradition
and to work out in pure form the opposition between the state
power and society. With the progressive undermining of smallholding property, the state structure- erected upon it collapses.
The centralisation of the state that modern society requires arises
only on the ruins of the military-bureaucratic government
machinery which was forged in opposition to feudalism.*
The condition of the French peasants ,provides us with the
answer to the riddle of the general elections of December 20 and
21, which bore the second Bonaparte up Mount Sinai, not' to
receive laws,butto give them.
Manifestly, the bourgeoisie had now no choice but to elect
Bonaparte. When the puritans at th~ Council of Constance~
complained of the dissolute lives of the popes and wailed about
the necessity of moral reform, Cardinal Pierre d' Ailly thundered
at them: "Only ~he devil in person can still save the Catholic
Church, and you ask for angels," In like manner, after the coup
d'elat, the French bourgeoisie cried: Only the chief of the Society of December 10 can still save bourgeois society! Only theft
can still sa.ve property; only perjury. religion; bastardy, the
family; disorder, order!
As the executive authority which has made itself an independent power, Bonaparte feels it to be his mission to safeguard
"oourgeois order." But the strength of this bourgeois order lies
in the middle class. He looks on himself. therefore, as the
representative of the middle class and issues decrees in this
sense. Nevertheless, he is somebody solely due to the fact that
he has broken the political power of this middle class and daily
Lreaks it anew. Consequently, he looks on himself as the adversary of the political and litcl'ury power of the middle class. But
by protecting its material power, he generates -its political power
", In the 1852 edition tIils paragraph ended with the following lines,
which Marx omitted in the lhOU edition: "The demolition of the state machine
will 110t endanger centralisation. Bureaucracy is only the low and brutal
form uf u centralisation that is still afflicted with its opposite, with feudalism.
W/u.:n he is disappointed in the Napoleonic Restoration, the French peasant
will pari with his belief in his small holding. the enUre state edifice erected
ou \.his small holding will fall to the ground and the proletarian revolution
will obtain that cllOrus without which its sulo song become, a ,wan llOng
in all peasant countrie$."-Ed.
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anew. The ·cause, must accordingly be kept alive; but the effect,
where it manifests itself, must be done away wit1,l. But this cannot pass off without slight confusions of cause and effect, since
in their interaction both lose their distinguishing features. New
decrees that obliterate the border line. As a~ainst the bourgeoi~
sie, Bonaparte looks on himself" at the same time, as the repre~
sentative of the peasants and of the people in general, who wants
to, make the lower classes of the pt:0ple happy within the frame
of bourgeois society. New decrees that cheat, the "True Socialists"1~ of their statecraft in advance. But, above all, Bonaparte
looks on himself as the chief' of the Society of December 10,
as the representative of the lumpenproletariat to which he himself, his entourage, his government and his' army belong, and
whose prime consideration is to benefit itself and dJ;aw Califor~
nia lottery prizes from' the state treasury. And he vindicates his
position as chief of the Society of December 10 with decrees,
without decrees and despite decrees.
'
This contradictory task of the man explains the contradictions
of his government, the confused groping about which seeks now
to win, now to humiliate first one class and then another and
arrays all Qf them uniformly against him, whose practical uncertainty forms' a high,ly comical contrast to the imperious, cate~
gorical style of th~ government decrees. a style which ~s faith.,.
.
'
.
fuUy copied from the Uncle~
Industry and trade, hence the business affairs of the middle
da,ss, are to prosper in hothouse fashion under the strong govern~ent. The grant o~ innumerable railway concessions. But
the Bonapartist lumpenproletariat is to enrich itself. The initiated
play tripotage* on the bourse with the railway concessions. But
no capital is forthcoming for the railways. Obligation of the
Bank to make advances on railway shares. But, at the same
time, the Bank is to be exploited for personal ends and therefore
must be cajoled. Release of the Bank from ,the obligation to
publish its report weekly. Leonine agreement of the Bank with
the government. The people are to be given employment. Initiation of public works. But the public works increase the obligations of the people in respect of taxes. Hence reduction of the
taxes by an onslaught on the rentiers, by conversion of the five
per cent bonds to four,and-a-half per cent. But, once more, the
middle class must receive a douceur.*'~ Therefore doubling of the_
wine tax for the people, who buy it en detail, and halving of
the wine. tax for the middle class, who drink it en gros. Disso.
.. Tripotage: llllnky-panky.-Ed.
.... Douceur: Sop.-Ed.
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lution of the actual workers' associations, but promises of miracles of association in the future. The peasants are to. be helped.
Mortgage banks that expedite their getting into debt and accelerate the concentration of property. But these banks are to be
used to make money out of the confisclt,ted estates of the House
of Orle.ans. No capita.list wants to agree to this conditioIl, which
is not in the decree, and the mOl'~gage bank remains a mere
decree, etc:, etc.
Bonaparte would like to appear as the patriarchal benefactor
of all classes. But he carinot give to one class without taking .
from another. Just as at the time of the Fronde it was said of
the Duke of Guise that he was the most obUgeant man in France
because he had turned all his estates into his partisans' obligations to him, so Bonaparte would fain be the most obUgeant
man in France and turn all the property, all the labour of Fr8:nce
into a personal obligation to himself. He would like to steal the
whole of France in order to be able to make a present of her
to France or, rather, in order to be able to buy France anew
with French money, for as the chief of the Society of December
10 he' must needs buy what ought to belong to him. And all the
state institutions, the Senate, the Council of State, the legislative
body, the Legion of' Honour, the soldiers' medals, the washhouses,
the public works, the railways, the etat-maior* of the National
Guard to the exclusion of privates, and the confiscated estates
of the House of Orleans-all become parts of the institution
of purchase. Every place in the army and in the government
machine becomes a means of purchase. But the most important
feature of this process, whereby France is taken in order to give
to her, is the percentages that find their way' into the pockets
of the head and the members of the Society of December 10
during the turnover. The witticism with which Countess L., the
mistress of M. de Morny, characterised the confiscation of the
Orleans estates: "e'est Ie premier vol;~* de l'aigie"*** is applicable
to every flight of this eagle, which is more like a raven. He
himself and his adherents call out to one another daily like that
I talian Carthusian admonishing the miser who, with boastful
display, counted up the goods on which he could yet live for
,Years to come: "Tu lai conto sopra i beni, bisogna prima far it
conto sopra gli anni."'~;'l~':' Lest they make a mistake in the
years, they count the min\ltes. A bunch of. blokes push their
,.. Etat-major: General StalL-Ed.
Vol means flight I!-nd theft. (Note by Marx.)
"'f'; "It is the first flight (theft) of the eagle."-Ed.
',,,'f* "Thou countest thy goods, thou shouldst first count thy years~" (Note
by.llarx.)
';0}
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way forward to the court, into th,e ministries, to the hea.d of the
administration and the· army, a crowd of the best of whom it
must be said that no one knows whence he comes, a noisy I dis'reputable, rapacious boheme that crawls into gallooned ~oats
with. the same grotesque dignity a,s the high, dignitaries of Soulouque. One can visualise clearly this upper stratum of the
Society of December 10, if one reflects that Veron-Crevel'~ is
its preacher of morals and Granier de Cassagnac its thinker.
When Gl.lizot, at the time of his ministry, utilised' this Granier
on a hole-and-corner newspaper a.gainst the dynasti.; opposition,
he used to boast of him with the quip: "C'~st Ie ro; des droies,"
"he is the king of buffoons." One would do wrong to recall the
Regency235 or Louis XV in connection with .Louis Bonaparte's
court and clique. For "often already, France has experienced a
government of mistresses; but never before a government of
llOmmes.entretenus."*'~
.
.
Driven by the contradictory demands of his situation and
being at the same time, like a conjurer, under th.e necessity of
keeping the public gaze fixed on himself, as Napoleon's substi. tute, by springing constant surprises, that is to say, under the
necessity of executing a coup d'etat en miniature every day,
Bonaparte throws the entire bourgeois economy into confusion,.
violates everything that seemed inviolable to the Revolution of
1848, makes some tolerant of revQlution, others desirous of rev·
olulion, and produces actual anarchy in the name of order, while
at the same time stripping its halo from the entire state machine,
profanes it and makes it at once loathsome and ridiculous. The
cult of the Holy Tunic of Treves236 he duplicates at Paris in the.
cult of the Napoleonic imperial mantle. But when th.e imperial
mantle finally falls on the shoulders of Louis Bonaparte, the
bronze statue of Napoleon will crash from the top 'of the Ven.
.
dome Column.196
Written by Marx in December
1851-March 1852
Published in the first issue
of the journal Die Revolution.
New York, 1852
Signed: Karl Mar}
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1869 edition, checked with
the 1852 and 1885 editions
Translated from the German

.. In his work, Cousine Bette, Balzac delineates the thoroughly dissqlute
Parisian philistine in Crevel. a character which he draws after the model
of Dr. Veron, the proprietor of the Constitutionnel. (Note by .Marx.1
.... The words quottd are those of Madame Girardin. (Note by JJarx.)
Hommes entretenus: Kept f4en.-Ed.
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by the Editorial Departments of Renmin Ribao,
Hongqi and Jiefangjun Bao

I. The Principles of the Paris Commune Are Eternal

1
!

March 18 this year marks the centenary of the
r.xis Commune. Full of profound feelings of prok::lrian internationalism, the Chinese Communists
the Chinese people under the teaching of their
fI ..-'ld
! ,::'cat leader Chairman Mao warmly celebrate this great
, "f('~th'al of the proletariat"! together with the proleta,::I! and the revolutionary people throughout the world.
,

!

I

~"
One hundred years ago the proletariat and the
- ~ .: (;ad masses of the people of Paris in France staged
:. hc~'oic armed uprising and founded the Paris Com:.;;me. This was the first proletarian regime in the
::'!ory of mankind, the first great attempt of the pro: : ;,ri;lt to overthrow the bourgeoisie and establbh the
":.l:~'torship of the proletariat.

The Paris Commune abolished the army and police
of lhe reactionary bourgeois government and replaced
:hcm with the armed people; the gun was in the hands
of th~ working class.
The Paris Commune broke the bourgeois burcaun.-,lic apparatus enslaving the people, founded the
;·:orLing class's own government, adopted a series of
:'.. licics to safeguard the interests of the working people
:.::0 organized the mc:~ses to take an D.cLive part in
: ~:r_:1:ng the state.
In the fight to found and defend the proletarian
the heroes of ihe Paris Coml1!une dispbyed
, .:: :'~~Cj elinary
revolutionury initiative, 1:;oaring rev-:'.::10n3.ry enthusiasm and sclf-:~Jcl'ificing heroism,
';;::ning the admiration of the revolutionary people
: ::,Tation after generation.
,. -;.:1~C'.

~~

;

Although the Paris Commune failed as a result of
:!:c military onslaught and bloody suppression carried
(Iut by butcher Thiel'S in league with Bismarck, its his-

torical contributions are indelible. As Marx said: The
glorious movement of March 18 was "the dawn of the
great social revolution which will liberate mankind
from the regime of classes for ever.":!
While the battle W,15 still raging in a Paris darkened
by the smoke of gunfire, Marx declared: "But eH'n if
the Commune is crushed, the struggle will only be
postponed. The principles of the Commune are eternal
and cannot be destroyed; they will declare themsc1ves
again and again until the worI;:ing class achieves its
Iibcration."3
What are the revolutionary principles that Marx
and Engels, the great teachers of the proletariat, summ<.>d up on the basis of the practice of the Paris Commune?
In a \~ord, "the working class cannot ~il11ply. lay
hold of the ready-made state machinery, and wield it

for' its own purposes."!, The proletariat must use revolutionary violence to "break" and "smalih"3 the old
state machinery and carry out ihe diciui()l'~hip of the
I} ro lei aria t. 6
In expounding this principle, Marx stressed:
The first premiss of the dictatorship of the pruletariat
"is an army of the proletariat. The workinI; class must
win the right to its emancipation on the bdtlefidd."7
Only by relying on revolutionary armed force can the
proletariat overthrow the rule of reaciionary classes
and go on to fulfil its Whole historical mission.
l\'Tarx also said: The state of the dictatorship of
the proletariat will "be a working, not a pUl'liamentr.ry.
budy, executive and legislative at the same time."s
As Lc:nin said: "One of {he most remarkahle and
I1wst important ideas of l\1~rxism 011 the subject of the

:~(!rch 19, 1971
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,-Lilt'" :,-, "the i,k.1 of the 'dil'tator,l'ip of the pro!el::l'iai'
(;1'

:',Lrrx ar'l En;;ds he!.!:m to ~,:! it after the Pari'"
To persist in l'l;\'olutionary violence to

C"ll1mune)."~

sm;\;;h the bourgeois slale m<.lchine and establish lh~
dictatorship of the proletariat, or to maintain the
bo~:rgeois staLe machine and oppose the dictatorship of
the proletariat - this has been the focus of repeated
struggles between Marxism on the one hand and revisionism. reformism, anarchism and all kinds of bourgeois and petty-bourgeois ideology on the other. the
focus of repeated struggles between the two lines in the
international communist movement for the past hundred years, It is precisely on this fundamental question
of the dictatorship of the proletariat that all revisionism, from the revisionism of the Second International
to modern revisionism with the Soviet revisionist
renegade clique as its centre, has completely betrayed
Marxism.
A century's history has proved to the full that the
Marxist theory of the proletarian revolution and the
dictalorship of the proletariat is invincible.
Forty-six years after the Paris Commune upnsmg,
the pr01etariat of Russia, led by the great Lenin, won
victory in the October Socialist Revolution through
armed uprising, opening up a new world era of proletarian revolution and proletarian dictatorship. Lenin
said: On the path of breaking the old state machine,
the Paris Commune "took the first world-historical
stl"p. . •. The Soviet Government took the second."10
Seventy-eight years after the Paris Commune uprising, the Chinese people, led by the great leader
Chctirman Mao, won victory in the revolution. Chairhlan Mao blazed a trail in establishing rural base areas,
eneir-ding the cities from the countryside and finally
t~king the cities.
He led the Chinese people through
pr.)tracted revolt.riionary wars in ov('rthro\ving the
rc:\c 1 iona1:Y rule of imperialism, feudalism and bureaucrat-capitalism, in breaking the old stilte machine and
bringing about in China the people's democratic dictatorship, that is, the dictatorship of the proletariat.

-

----_.-

.------..

L>:_. ':1 j" -":;;~l::
th'-'n Chu!l"lT!.1:1 :~: ~l i ;
ChinL'.";t:.' pL'()ple in cont:nuin~ the l'c··:1)11...lt!lln Utirjf"
dictaLOl'.,hip of the pro1ct,u"i:it Lind ad\",ll1cing 1:

Str:cc

phantly ;dong the socialist 1"o;.ci.
Fighting bnl\"ely. ad\';mcing wave upon wave
supporting and encouraging COlen othel" in the past
tury. the' proletariat. the opprt'ssed people and
pressed nations of the world have been promoting
socialist revolution and the national democratic
olution and have won most brilliant victories. As C
rade Mao Tsetung points out: "This is the hisl
epoch in which world capitalism and imperialism
going down to their doom and \'Ilorid socialislll
people's democracy are marching to victory."u
cause of the Paris Commune is spreading far and ~
at a higher stage in the new historical conditions,
world has undergone an earth-shaking change.
In commemorating the tenth anniversary of
Paris Commune, Marx and Engels, with jubilant 1
olutionary feeling, told the European working' cl
"Thus the Commune which the powers of the old w(
believed to be exter-minated, lives stronger than e'
and thus we may join you in the cry: Vive la U
mune!"l:! Today, the flames of the revolutionary to
raised by the Paris Commune are ablaze through
the world, and the days of imperialism, social-imper:
ism and all reaction, are numbered. In celebrating
centenary of the Pa'ris Commune at such a time,
Marxist-Leninists, the proletariat and the revolution,
people the world over have all the more reason to sb
with unbourided confidence: Long liv~ 'he Commu;
Long live the victory of the prolelari. 'volution a
the dictatorship of the proletariat!
In commemorating the Paris Commune, we shOt
study the Marxist-Leninist f heOl'y of the proletari
revo1ution and the dictatorship of the proletariat, lea
from hislorical experience. criticize modern revisionis
\vith 1he Soviet rcyisionist renegade clique as its cent
adhere 10 the Marxist-Leninist revolutionary line, ar,
unite with the people of the world to win still grea"
victories.

H. It Is of the Utmost Importance for the Revolutionary
People to Take Hold of the Gun
Tne hisforical experience of the Paris Commune
has fully demonstrated that taking hold of revoluiionaI?' arms is of the utmost importance to the proletarian
revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat.
~

Explaining the experience of the Paris Commu::!
Lenin referred to, Engels' important thesis that :'
workers emerged with arms from every revolution'
France and that, therefore, the disarming of :';.
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T:1(: Paris Commune was born in the fierce struggle
armed re\"olution and armed counter-revoluThe 7~ days of the Paris Commune were 72 days
. ~ .. !med uprising, armed struggle and armed defence.
. ;', n~rv
."
. fact that the proletariat of Paris had taken
,.:,1 of the gun struck the greatest terror into the
: "';:; of the bourgeois reactionaries. And a fatal error
l.f t he Paris Com-m une lay precisely in the fact that
it showed excessive magnanimity towards counterIt \'ulution and did not march on Versailles'immediately,
;!.us giving Thiers a breathing space to muster his
r\'actionary forces for an onslaught on revolutionary
Paris. As Engels said: "'Would the Paris Commune
h<ln' lasted a single day if it had not made use of this
authority of the anned people against the bourgeois?
!-'hould we not, on the contrary, reproach it for not
h:ldng used it freely enough?"H
, ,'_!i.
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::ita,,,. On this cunclusion

Ler..in ccmmcnted: "The es~ence of the mat;,l,n. by the way, on the question of the state
, : :,.:, (Jppressed class arms?) - is here remarkably
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Comrade Mao Tsetung has concisely summed up
:ll,' tremendous importance of armed struggle and the
i" ('jJle·s army and advanced the celebrated thesis
-"!,,,litieaI power grows out of the barrel of a gun,"15
i:. jJ:'ints out: ".-\cc()rdin~ to the }larxist theory of the
-Loll" the army is the ehicf component of state power.
"-!I"L'\er wants to ~eize and retain state power must
h I l l ' a strong arl11)'." 11;

nf iLc ~u;-.

,.!'lCi

\\'(TC

i·i~·lpit.':"):--: in the face of ::l~Qd(.:n

attack:, b~' Imp(:l'i~;ii:;,m and it::; LCK('YS Clnd of counterrcyolution:ll"v supprc-ssion, und as a result millions of
!"c\'olutir;nal'Y people were l11as:iilcred, In S0111e C'a~es
where the I'evolutionary people had already taken up
arms and their armed forces had grown con!>iderably,
certain parties handed over the people's armed forces
and forfeited the fruits of the revolution because they
sought official posts in bourgeois governments or were
duped by the reactionaries .
In the past decades, many Communist Parties have
participated in elections and parliaments, but none has
set up a dictatorship of the proletariat by such means.
Even if a Communist Party should win a majority in
parliament or participate in' the government, this would
not mean any change' in the character of bourgeois
political power, still less the smashing of the old state
machine. The reactionary ruling classes can proclaim
the election null and void, dissolve the parliament or
directly use violence to kick out the Communist Party,
If a proletarian party does no mass work, rejects armed
struggle and makes a fetish of parliamentary elections,
it will only lull the masses and corrupt itself. The
bourgeoisie buys over a Communist Party through
parliamentary elections and turns it into a revisionist
party, a party of the bourgeoisie - are such cases rare
in history?
The proletariat must usc the gun to seize political
power und must use the gun to defend it. The people's
army under the leadership of a l\larxist-Leninist party
is the bulwark of the dictatorship of the proletariat
and among the various factors for preventing the
restoration of capitalism it is the main one. Having a
people's army armed with the Marxist-Leninist
ideology. the proletariat can deal with any complicated
situation in the domestic or international class struggle
and safeguard the proletarian state.

\-jolent revolution is the universal principle o•• :'.:J:. ';.rian revolution. A Marxist-Leninist party must
.. :llcre to this uniwrsal principle and apply it to the
" :'It"rete practice of its own country. Historical ex:';c:,ce shows that the seizure of political power by
;J!oletariat and the oppressed people of a country
1
:J :he seizure of victory ~n their revolution are accom:,cd invariably by the power of the gun; they are
:11plished under the leadership of a proletarian
':'. by acting in ~,ccordance with that country's
. : "ic cor:ditions. by gradually building up the peo;H !i.i.ed forces c,::d fighting a peopJe's war on the
of ,n'ousing ,-1w broad masses to action, <:iJ1d by
:,~ g' :'ep~ated stn:g;les against the imperialists and
':1aries. This is true of the Russian revolution,
: ::<, Chinese rc-.'olution, and the revolutions' of Albania,
': .. , :\'2111, Korea i1!id other countries, and there is no
," :,tion.

The conll'mporary liberation movement of the
oppressed nations is an important component part and
a great ally of the proletarian world revolution. The
national democratic revolution and the socialist revolulion are related to each olher and at the same time distinct fr0111 ench other; they represent two different
stages and are different in character. However, to win
complete \'ictory in the national democratic revolution,
it is likewise necessary to get prepared for a trial of
armed stn:ngth with the imperialists and reactionaries.
For the oppressed nations, it is likewise most important
to take hold of the gun.

On the other hand, a proletarian party suffers
'!J::cks in the revolution if it fails to go in for 'or
:';':es up revolutionary armed force, and there have
L l n serious lessons: Some parties failed to take hold

Since World War II, imperialism, colonialism and
lieo-colonialism headed by the United States have incessantly launched \-vars of aggression and resorted
ever more frequently to such means as military in-
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Incomplete stulbties show that U.S, imperialism has
cngine('l'cd and launched armed intervention and armed
aggl'ession on more than 50 occasions in the past 25
years, As for U.S.-engineered armed subversion. examples are too numerous to be counted. Therefore,
in order to win liberation and safeguard their national
independence and state sovereignty and effectively
combat aggression and subversion by imperialism and
i~s lackeys, all the oppressed nations must have their
own anti-imperialist armed forces and be prepared at
aU times to counter wars of aggression with revolutionary wars. The war against U.S. aggression and for
national salvation waged by the people of the three
countries of Viet Nam, Laos. and Cambodia has set a
brilliant ~xample to the oppressed nations and people'
allover the world. The struggles against aggression
and subversion waged by the people of many other
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In hi;; s:,!iemn stat('ment "People of the \Vorld,
l..'nlie and Ddcat the U.S. Aggrco,,;Jrs and tiii Their

~1(Jn::r~.

,J.- ,.,-, (
.. \~L~J. ~ • • •

Running Dogs!", Chairman lIno p"int-; out: "A '\\'l'ak
motion can deIeat.a strong, a smail nation can defeat :i
big. The people of a small country can certainly
defeat aggression by a big country, if only they dare to
rise in struggle, dare to take up arms and grasp in their
own hands the destiny of their country. This is a law
of history."17

"1
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As Comrade Lin Piao says, "peo.ple's war is the
most effective weapon against U.S. imperialism and
its lackeys."18 The proletariat and the oppressed people
and nations the world over will all change from being
unarmed and unskilled in warfare to taking up arms
and being skilled in warfare. U.S. imperialism and all
its lackeys will eventually be burned to ashes in the
fiery flames of the people's war they themselves have
kindled.
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III. Revolution Is the Cause of the
Masses in Their Millions

to a

The historical experience of the Paris Commune
tell;; us that to be yictorious in 1he proletarian revolution and the dicLatorship of the proletariat it is impC'l"ative to rely on the revolutionary enthusiasm of
thel masses in 1heir millions and give full play to'their
glliat pO'v\'er as the makers of history. Lenin said:
"~!"1C autocracy cannot be abolished without the rc\'olutil;·tal"Y adion of class-conscious miHions, without a
:;r~at !'iurge of mass heroism, readinl'~s and ability on
th::ir part to 'storm heavcn', as }l;~rx put it when
;.reaking of the Paris workers at the time of the
C0;l1nl:tne."'"

For he l'cgarded this movement "as a historic experience
of enormous importance, as a ccrt.. in advance of the
world proletarian re\"olution, as a practical step that
was more important than hundn·ds of programmes and
argllmcnts:'~o In a letter to L. Kugc:
'n at that time,
Marx expressed his [ervpnt pl:.J.ise.
,;hat elasticity,
what historical initiati\"e, what a capacity for sacrifice
in tht'se Parisians!" "History has no like example of
like grcatness!"21 Lenin .>aw in this letter a gulf
betwl'L'n 1he proletarian revolutionaries a!ld the opportunists and hoped that it would be "hung in the home
• of every literate :r.us~iun ,,'orker.":.!:.!

Marx, the great teacher of the proletariat, highly
\':dued the revolulionary initiative of the masses of
,he people [l"d sct us a brilliant example of the correct
~,' ~i l ude to adopt to\\"ords the revolutionary mass
:1wvcment.

Contrary to the Marxists. all the oJ:..portunists and
old and new l'evisionists oppose the proletarian revolution and the dictators~iip of the proletariat and they
inevitably have a mortal [car of and bitler hatred for
the m~;:,;cs. and thl'Y deride, curse and sabotage the
revo;utionul'Y mass movement. When the Russian arme~
uprising of December 1905 failed. Plekhanov stood
aloof and accused the masses, saying: "They should
not have taken to arms." Lenin indignantly criticized
Plekhanov's aristocratic attitude towards the revolUtionary mass movement and denounced him as an infamous Russian renegade from Marxism. Lenin pointed out that without the "general nihearsal" of 1905.
victory in the October Revolution in 1917 would have
been impossible.

In the autumn of 1870, prior to the founding of the
P.:-ris Commune, Marx pointed out that the conditions
\vere not ripe for an uprising by the French workers.
But \"hen the pl'oletariat of Paris did rise in revolt with
heavcn-stOl'mbg revolutionary heroism in March 1871,
Marx, regarding himself as a participant, promptly and
firmly supported and helped this pl'Oletarian revolution.
Although he perceived the mistakes of the Commune
and foresaw its defeat, Marx considered the revolution
the most glorious exploit of the French working class,
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"F]eUSe look and see how :.'IIarx and Lenin COi11un the Paris Commune, and Lenin on the P.us,::1 rC\'ohtiion!"
"Do you see how Lenin criticized the
'll~;lde Plekhanov and those ;ht:urgeois gl~ntiemen
,.1 their hunger!"-on; 'the curs "lid !-'wine of the mori"lid hnurgecisie and of the petty-bourgeois democrats
:,;1" tfail behind them'? If not, will you please have
,!onk?"::;: Chairman Mao used this historical experi, ',t: as a profound lesson to educate the whole Party
..:~d urged our Party members and cadres to follow
:h,' example of Marx and Lenin and take a correct
,,;:itude towards the revolutionary mass movement.
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"Revolution is the main trend in the world toda~""~\ All round the globe, the people are thundering: Down with the U.S. aggressors and all their runr.ing dogs! The strategic rear areas of imperialism have
become front lines in the anti-imperialist struggle. The
',ictorious development of the war of the •three peoples
(,r Indochina against U.S. aggression and for national
:J\'ation has pushed the worldwide anti-U.S. struggle
tu a new high. The struggle against the doctrine of
:he hegemony of the two superpowers is gaining mo:;:: ntum. The national liberation movement in Asia
,.r:O Africa is shooting forward as violently as a raging
fire. The struggle of the people of Korea, Japan and
.. :her Asian countries against the revival of Japanese
Llilitarism by the U.S. and Japanese r~actionaries is
ll;iily surging ahead. ThePalestiniar: ! : ' other Arab
'jf'ople are continuing their advance in the fight against
:hc U,S,-Israeli aggressors. Revolutionary mass move111lnts on an unprecedented scale have broken out in
\'o1'lh America, Europe and Oceania. The workers,
:udents, black people and other minority peoples in
:hl' United States are daily awakening and rising in a
:, \'o]uiionary storm against the reactionary rule of the
Xixon government and its policy of a!;,gression. In
):,tin ..1.merica, the "backyard" of U.S. imperialism, the
: '~,;-suppresserl anti-U.S, fury in t!1e hearts of the peot>k· has now burst forth, and a new situation has
, 111(') ged characterized by j'Jint struggle for the defence
'f lheir national interests and state sovereign'ty. The
!, \'o]utionary struggle of the people in certain East
l::I!{)pt'ctn countries against socid-imperialism is in the
;.. ( :,dant. The spring thunder of revolution is sound:::; l'\'en in hitherto l'elatively quiescent areas. React:r-.;; on and encouraging each other, these struggles
h:;·,c merged into the powerful torrent o! the world
pCflple's revolutionary'movement.
."forch 19, 1971
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the head of the mass movement and le'ad the n1<lsses
forward.
The political parties of the proietal'iat and all revolutionaries "ought to face ihe world and brave the
!>tarm, the great world of mass struggle and the mighty
storm of mass !;tl'uggie:':;~ They must. share weal and
woe with the masses. modestly learn from them, be
their willing pupils, be good at discovering their revolutionary initiative and draw wisdom and strength
from them. Only by plunging into the mighty storm
of the mass movement~ can a political party of the
proletariat temper itself and grow in maturity. And
only through the practice of tlie masses in class struggle can a correct progl'amme or line be formulated,
developed, tested and carried out.
The mainstream of the revoluiionary mass movement is always good and always conforms to the development of society. In the mass movement various
trends of thought exert their influence, various factions
emerge and various kinds of people take part. This is
only natural. Nothing on earth is absolutely pure.
Through their practice in struggle and repeated comparison, the broad masses of the people will eyentually
distinguish between what is correct and what is erroneous; they will eventually cast aside revisionism and
all that is erroneous and accept and grasp the revolutionary truth of Marxism-Leninism.
A proletarian
party must go deep among the masses and work patiently, painstakingly and for a long time, so as constantly to raise their political consciousness i'l1d lead
the mass movement forward along the corrcd road.
The question of first importance for the revolu";
tion is to distinguish between enemies and friends, to
unite with our real friends and attack our real enemies,
The development of the revolutionary mass ;:10\'ement
calls for the constant strengthening of unity within the
revolutionary forces and the smashing of thc plots to
split and sabotage hatched by the imperialists, revisionists and reactionaries. The people, who constitute
over 90 per cent of the population - the workers, peasants, students and all those who refuse to be oppressed by imperialism - invariably want to make
revolution. In order to defeat U.S. imperialism and all
its running dogs, it is imperative to ~orm a broad united
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)'!du T,,('t ung p()inh (Jut: "Direct reliance
,in the rcyo!nti()n~ll':'" ma~scs is a ha"ic principlc of the
Communist Party:"~" \\'e must rely tOn the masses
.nd bunch r;,,,:;C' mo\"ements when we fight for polit.c"l PO\':cr.
\Vc' must likewise l'ely on the masses,
launch mass movements and adhere to the mass line

in ~J1 our \':o!'k \~:hcn \ve cng~;~.J_· in ~hc socialist l'C\,-'~J'
tirJn and ,;ocinjist construction aftel' the establi,,~!~;,
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of the c1ict"l(J,~h;p of th' prol( lal"iat. "As long as \'
rely Oil the pcoj:ie. bl'iieyc firml~' in the bexhaustil"
creative power of thc masses and hence trust and idt~,
tify oursc\ves with them. no enemy can crush us whi!
we can crush every enemy and oyercome every di:_
ficulty.,,27
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IV. It Is Essential to Have a Genuine
Marxist-Leninist Party
Tn summing up the experience of the Paris Commune. Marx and Engels explicitly stated: "In its struggle again!"t the collective power of the propertied
('lasses. the worl.jng class cannot act as a class except
by constituting itself into a political party, distinct
from, and opposed to all old parties formed by the
prupertied classes."28 This is a condition indispensable
to seizing victory in the proletarian revolution, establishing and consolidating the dictatorship of the proletariat, and realizing the ultimate goal of abolishing
classes.
The fund"mental cause of the failure of the Paris
Commune was that, owing to the historical conditions,
Marxism had not yet achieved a dominant position in
the workers' movement and a proletarian revolutionary party \'lith IVIarxism as its guiding thought had not
yet come into bc;ng. On the other hand, Blanquism
and Proudhonism '.';;;ich were then dominant in the
Paris Commune could not possibly lead the proletarian
revolution to "iCtOI y.
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by Lenin, was the Great October Socialist Revolution
crowned with success.
During and after World War II, the revolution
triumphed in China thanks to the leadership of the
Communist Party of China with Chairman Mao as its
leader; in some other countries, also under the leader.
ship of Marxist-Leninist parties, the revolution was
victorious or protracted revolutionary struggles were
persevered in. But in certain countries, the revolution
failed because the opportunist, revisionist line had got
the upper hand in the parties.

.

For world revolution the situation todav is better
than ever before. The objective situation urgently
demands si!'ong leadership by genuine Marxist-Leninist
parties, and the building of prolct<1rian revolutionary
parties \vhich completely break with the revisionist
line, which are consolidated ideologicdlly, politically
and organizationally and which have a broad mass
character.

To kl

Historical (':':PL'l;(·nce shows that where a very
favourable're\'ulutjpllary situation and revolutionary
enthusiasm on the part of the masses exist, it 'is still
necessary to h~"'e n st.rong core of leadership of the
proletariat, that is, ;':1 reyolutiflnary party . . . built on
the Murxist-Lcni nist re\'olutionary theory and in the
i\larxist-Lcninist rcyolutionary style."29 Only such a
party can lead the proletnriat and the broad masses in
defeating imperialism and its running dogs and winning victory in the revolution.

To be able to lead the revolution, it is of fundamental importance for a proletarian party to take
Marxism-Leninism as its guiding thought, integrate the
universal truth of Marxism-Leninism with the concrete
practice of the revolution in its own country, and
formulate and implement a concct line suikd to. t:'e
conditions of that country. \Vith a correct line. a \\"ed~
force can grow :;trong. ill'll1ed forc:es can bc built t,;p
from scratch, and politied power can be attained. Wi:~
an elToneous line, the revolution will suffer setback.;
and 'the gains alleady won will be forfeited.

A revolutionary situation appeared in many countries at the time of World War 1. However. since almost all the political parties of the Second International
had degenerated into revisionist. social-chauvinist parties, it was out of the question for them to lead the
proletariat in seizing political power. Only in Russia,
under the leadership of the Bolshevik Party founded

In leading i he Chinese people's revolution through
protracted struggles, Coml'ade Mao Tsetung n~peatedi,\'
pointed out: '"As soon as it was linked with the concrete practice of the Chinese revolution, the ul1h'er~al
truth of :\lar~dsm-Leninism gave an entirely new coOl- ;
plexion to the Chinese revolution"3o and "it has beel! '
the tonsistent ideological principle of Ollr Party to
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\.,,'ll1rade lI.Iuo T .:idung further expounded this
:::,::,wl principle in his impol'tunt inscription
:.,':: [or Japanese worker friends: "The Japanese
\ "Iution will undoubtedly be \'ictorious, provided the
i ; l·r;;al
truth of }larxism-Leninism is really integ· .:",1 with the concrete practice of the Japanese rev-
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A proletarian party should, }n accordance with the
.it' principles of Marxism-Leninism, use the Marxist-

:::nist stand, viewpoints and methods' to carry out
",,\.p_going investigations and study of the class rela:."ns in society, make concrete analyses of the present
,
,:lditions and the history of its own country and the
',)ll": J~.
·
!:.lr:lcteristics
of the revolution in that country, and
I
: "h'c the theoretical and practical problems of the revolution ,
,,:Cll ion ind,epEmdently.
It is necessary to learn from
0, .1e
,'1tl'1'national experience, which, however, should not
f
) B, ~
u.~ copied mechanically; a proletarian party should
. leader.
,:":.ltively develop its O\Vn experience in the light of
,n
. is I
:hl' realities of its own country. Only thus can it guide
$ 1
'
:hc revolution to. victory and contribute to the cause
olution
,,~ the proletarian world revolution.
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To keep on integrating theory. with practice, a
. .:' ,;c:ulrian party must maintain close ties with the
:: .. .ises, go deep among them and adopt the method of
,dlTship, "fronl the masses, to the masses,"33 so that
party's correct line ~md principles can be translated
.'" mass action. At the Siune time it should be good
: :,ul11ming up experience ~nd lessons, carry out criti· .. ,m and self-criticism, persist in doin~ what is right
d correct what is wrong in the interests of the
IpJe, and find out the laws of development through
.dice in struggle and then use them to guide the
.lUcal struggle.
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Comrade Mao Tsetwng says:

"Opposition

and

:r::gg\e between ideas of different kindsconstantIy

" :'ar "'ithin the Party; this is a reflection within the
'· .. rt .... of contradictions hci'Ycen classes and het,,"pen
: '!',' new and the old in s"Liety.""'.
To ensure that its

p(diiic:il lil1(~ is correct ~lnd it~ or~~~if!iz~-i! j(Jn ("(}n .,:-oliJ~d(.'d,
;1
proi(ltarian purty must conduct l;!~c:uI~lpr()n1i~~ing
stn.Hzgles against opportunism and revisionism of (:\'l'ry
deScl'iption. against the ideologies of the bouJ'g(uj,-;ie
and all othcr exploiting classes.

The struggle between Marxism-Leninism and revisionism, the struggle between the two lines in the
international communist movement, is a protracted one.
For more than a decade, the Chinese Communist Party,
the Albanian Party of Labour and all the genuine
Marxist-Leninists of the world have together waged a
resolute ideological, theoretical and political struggle
against modern revisionism with Soviet revisionism as
its centre and have won great victories. But the struggle is by no means over. To keep on promoting the
proletarian world revolution.' the Marxist-Leninist
parties and the revolutionary people in various countries have an important task to fulfil, namely', tocon!inue criticizing modern revisionism with Soviet
revisionism as its centre and carry this struggle through
to the end.
The ideologies of the bourgeoisie and all other ex~
ploiting classes have long dominated society.
The
bourgeoisie invariably does its utmost to influence, corrupt and "corrode" the Communist Party ideologically
by every means and through every channel, whether
in developed capitalist countries or }n economically
bacbvard countries; whether the sbtus of the Communist Party is legal or not; whether before the seizure
of political power by the proletariat or after the
establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat. If
a proletarian party fails to wage resolute struggles
against the inroads of bourgeois ideology, it, cannot possibly maintain its ideological, political and organizational independence and will turn into an appendage of
the bourgeoisie and its political parties. The proletarian
party can bring its fighting strength into play and
achieve victory in the proletarian revolution and the
dictatorship of the proletariat only by using Marxism-'
Leninism as its \\'(>apon of criticism and sticking to class
struggle in the rp,tlm of ide()logy to defeat the reactionary bomgeois \\'odd outlook with the proletarian
world outlook.
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h2:v ~Slon~sts Are Renegades From the
·
Revo i utlonary I'""}..
.- rH1C!piCS of the Pa&'"is Cornmune
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At the time when the proletariat rind the revolu-

m~:king

itself up as the successor to the PLlris Commune:

';:;~,ry p"ople of the world 8re marking the grand

It has no sense of shame at all.

:1(c'nnry of the Paris Commune, the Soviet revisionist
: ,:;c;;ade clique is putting on an act. talking glibly
:)Clut "loyalty to the principles of the Commune,,3:; and

What right have the Soviet revisionist renegades
to talk about the Paris Commune? It is these renegades
who have usurped the leadership of the Soviet Party

,'~':;r(:h 19, 1971
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rc"u}t the So\'ici, st:::tc fc _:ndcd by
L·!;.:-, "',(; r.c!cncied by Stalin has t:hanged its political
Ccl(~\ll". It i::; t11~2' \';ho have turned the dictator-ship of
ihL' Pl·U}C"~l·i"i. into the dictmorship of the bourgeoisie
and p'J: scc'i~l-impcrialism anci social-fascism into force.
T:':i,,, is gross bCH·;:,yal of the revolutionary principles of
the Paris Commune.
<:S

"

From Khrushchov to Brezhnev, all have tried to
m,."k their dictatorship of the bourgeoisie as the "state
of the \Yhole people." Khrushehov used to say that
the Soviet Union had been "transformed . . . into a
state of the whole people."3G Now Brezhnev and his
ilk say that theirs is a "Soviet socialist state of the
whole people":); and that what they practise is -'Soviet
democracy:' All this is humbug.
The Soviet, a great creation of the Russian proletariat. embodied the fact that the working people
were masters in their own house, and it was a glorious title. However, the name "Soviet," like the name
"Communist Party," can be used by BolSheviks or
Mensheviks, by Marxist-Leninists or revisionists. What
is decisive is not the name but the essence, not the form
but the content. In the Soviet Union today, the name
"Soviet" has not changed, nor has the name of the
state, but the class content has changed completely.
With its leadership usurped by the Soviet revisionist
renegade clique, the Soviet state is no longer an instrulTwnt \\'ith which the proletarbt suppresses the bourg, "j:;ie, but hns become a tool '\'ith which the restored
b;;ul'geoisie suppn:sses the pl'olet<1riat. The Soviet revisionist renegades have turned the Soviet Union into
a paradise lor a handful of bureaucrat-monopolycapitulistsof a new type, a pl'i:-;ui1 for the millions of
working people. This is the \\'hole content of what
they call a "Soviet socialist sta Ie' of the whole people"
and "Soviet democracy." It is by no means the fact
that "the state of the whole people is a direct continuation of the state of the dictatorship of the pl'Oletariat,"38
but rather that Bl'ezhnev's line is a "direct continuation" of Khrushchov's line. This is essent.ially why
Brezhnev and his like are clinging desperately to the
slogan of the "state of the \\'hole people."
Their frenzied opposition to \'iolent proletarian
revolution is another concentl'ated expression of the
betl'ayal of the revolutionary principles of the Paris
Commune by the Soviet revisionist renegade clique.
Brezhnev and his company clamorously demand of "the
ledders of the proletariat to reduce violence to the
minimum at every stage of the struggle and employ
milder forms of compulsion"; they bleat that "armed
struggle and civil war are accompanied by colossal sacriEces and sufferings on the part of the masses of
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b:' the annihilation 01' 1h(' best n'\"ulmional'~' C:,CO;,·
To rind a preiext for theil' iall,,(:;: of "pc,\C;cful Ii',,'-'
tion," thb gl'ClUp 01 l'clwga(i~.-; \\',~njt)n!:-' distort hi:-.:·.
even pl'cuching that the Pari:; Cmnmu:1t: \vas "ini\;",:
an "almost completely bi(jodk:::s revo~Ulion. "3D
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The revolution of the P~H'is Commune \':~S fr,·
broad
beginning to end a lifc-;;nd-dcath fight betwe211 ',:
proletariat and the bourgeoisie. a struggle of viokne, :hcir c
between revolution and counter-revolution. In le, .ire us
than six months before the Paris Commune uprisir.~ :$m, ~
the people of Paris had staged two armed uprising, lnfluCl
TJ
and both \vere bloodily suppressed by the reactionarie,
And in the battles following the uprising, tens 0: tionar
thousands of workers and other working people laiC ~gaim
down their lives. How can this revolution be describe~ the n
as an "initially" "almost completely bloodless revolu. revolt
tion"? Marx pointed out: "\Vorking men's Paris, with
N
its Commune, will be for ever celebrated as the glorious
I:
harbinger of a new society_ Its martyrs are enshrined
of ar
in the great heart of the working class. Its extermina,
differ
tors history has already m,lled to that eternal pillory
I
from which all the prayers of their priests will not
avail to redeem them_"~o The Soviet revisionist ren- bers
.
.
the 1\
egade cllque has now come out mto the open and is
th e par t o·f t h
'
.
·
p1aymg
c pnests
saymg
prayers f or thE trol
. (
(ion
exterminators. This is a monsirous insult to the mar·".
tyrs of the Paris Commune!
. t ,nilit
•
The Soviet revisionist renegades try in a hundw, :;ll n
and one ways to justif.v counter-revolutionary violence' nies
but they curse revolutionary violence with clenchec:
teeth. Under the rule of violence by imperialism at: ;
the reactionaries, the \vol'king people suffer unendin~ t full)
pain and large numbers of them die every day, evel:, ,1
hour. It is precisely. to put an end io this man-eatinl ~
system so as to free the people from exploitation anc ;
enslavement that the opprl'ssed people carry out violen.
revolution. But the Soviet revisionist renegades len,
so many criminal charges against the revolutionar
armed forces and their n:volutionary wars. m~.ki~~
allegations about the "sufferings of the people," 1~,
"annihilation of cadres" and "destruction of the p:'('
ductive forces," and so on and so forth. Doesn't l:-:
logic of theirs mean that the first la\v under hea\'l
is for the imperialisis and reactionaries to oppress a~ ~
.. "
massacre the people, ;vhereas it is a hellish crime il,:
: I\(
the revolutionary people to take up arms and rise .:
'.J
resistance?

\.

The Soviet revisionist renegades want the pee·;:,.
of all countries to reduce i'evolutionary violence ",
the minimum," but they themselves keep on increasi~;
counter-revolutionary violence to the maximum. Indi!'
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.' nee. ,;p:cnding more and more rubles on more
'~~')l'e plane~, guns, warships. gUided missiles and
.:1' weapons.
It: is by mcnns of this monstrous
'.l'J.tus of violence that these new tsars oppress the
·.:ci masses at home and maintain their colonial rule
1:l0. trying to bring a number of countries under
. :r control. It is this apparatus of violence that they
using as capital for bargaining with U.S. imperial::1. pushing power politics and dividing spheres of

.
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The Soviet revisionist renegades want the revolu,nary people to employ "milder forms of compulsion"
. dnst counter-revolution. while they themselves use
)ple
'eo ".:~ I ":t' most savage and brutal means to deal with the
'~"'I
r c,,, .....:,l!utionary people.
. tis, wi!i
May we ask:
g!"'io u
Is it a "milder" form ,,,,hen you send large numbers
ns. nit l'~ armed troops and police to suppress the people of
:ic- .: ..

i:.1
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tennin.
I r;n9r

,:::ferent nationalities in your country?
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Is it a "milder" form when you station large numL"'rs of troops in some East European countries and
::le l\Iongolian People's Republic to impose a tight con:,,,1 over them, and even carry out the military occupa·... In in Czechoslovakia, driving tanks into Prague?
And is it a "milder" form when you engage in
. :i1itary expansion everywhere and insidiously conduct
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.;! manner of subversive activities against othc:r coun-
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What the Soviet revisionist renegades

h.I\'C

done

:Iilly shows that they not only oppose violent revolu-
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oppose re\'olut;('l1.
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on blT!C\'oicl1t ail'.>. but actually they ellT "the \\'O!'''l
cn('mh~s

of the workers -

wolves in sheep's dOlhing-."H

And there is a .Miyamoto rcyi-.:ioni,;l ciiqUl' in
Japan, which. too, zealously oppose>; yiolent revoluiion
and the dictatorship of the proletariat and urges that
it is "necessary to make every effort"~2 to take the
parliamentary .road. Racking their brains, they allege
that according to the dictionary the word "violence"
means "brute force" or "lawless force," and the people
should not make such a revolution. 43 They also say
that some people are "frightened" by the phrase - the
dictatorship of the proletariat - which is a ;'very
inappropriate" translation, and it is necessary to "make
a really accurate translation" in the future. H In order
to maintain U.S. imperialist and Japanese militarist
violence and to oppose the Japanese people making
revolution, the Miyamoto clique even seeks help from
the dictionary, falls back on semantics and juggles '-vith
words. How modern revisionism has degenerated
ideologically!
Comrade Mao Tsetung points out: "The socialist
system will eventually replace the capitalist system; this
is an objective law independent of man's will."H
Khrushchov, the arch-representative of modern revisionism, has long been swept into the rubbish heap of
history. Novotny and Gomulka, who foUo\\'l'd
Khrushchov's revisionist line, have also toppled in their
turn. There can be no doubt that whoever nms counter
to the laws of history, betrays the revolutionary principles of the P'-i '. Commune and turns traitor to the
prolel8.rian reVOlU .:e>n anc,i the dictatorship of the proletariat will come to no good end.
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Persist in Continuing the Revolution ~nder
The Dictatorship of the Proleta~iat and
St~~~ve for Still G .. eater Victor'ies

expcri:·nee sinc2 the Paris Commune,

i c:,pecially since the Odoher Revolution, shows that

[';'pture of political pO'.\'cr by the proletariat is not
':!d but the beginning of the socialist revolution.
·\~.")lidate the ciciatol'"hip of the proletariat and
··:~t the :'cstoration of cC1pitalism, it is necessary to
::: the ooci2.iist revolution through to the end.
The world proletarian revolutionary movement has
: '-' through twists and turns on its road forward.
\,.,""'_'n cnpitalism was being restored in the homeland
~·':-l 11. 19, 19i1 _

of the October Revolution, for a time it seemed
doubtful whether the revolutionary principles of llle
Paris Commune, the October Revolution and the
dictatorship of the proletariat were still valid. The
imperio lists and reactionaries were beside themselves
with joy. They thought: Since the Soviet Union :las
changed through "peaceful evolution," won't it be
possible to overthrow the dictatorship of the proletariat
in China in the same way? But, the salvoes of the
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution iniiiated and led
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restoring
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ctuirman Ivlao has comprehensively summed up
the positi\'c «nd negative aspects of the historical experience of the dictatorship of the proletariat, inherited,
defended and developed the Marxist-Leninist theory of
the proletarian revolution and the dictatorship of the
proletariat, advanced the great theory of continuing
the revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat
and solved, in theory and practice, the most important
question of our time - the question of consolidating
the dictatorship of the proletariat and preventing the
restoration of capitalism. Thus he has made a great
new contribution to Marxism-Leninism and charted
our course for carrying the proletarian revolution
triumphantly to the end. In China's Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution, Mao Tsetung Thought and Chairman Mao's revolutionary line are being integrated more
and more deeply with the revolutionary practice of
the people in their hundreds of millions to become the
greatest force in consolidating the dictatorship of the
proletaria t.
Socialist society covers a considerably long historical period. Throughout this period, there are still
classes, class contradictions and class struggle. The
struggle still focuses on the question of political power.
The de e. '1ted class will still struggle; these people are
stilI < "d and this class still exists. They will invariably seek their agents within the Communist Party
for the purpose of restoring capitalism. Therefore, the
proletariat must not only guard ngainst enemies like
Thiel'S and Bismarck who overthrew the revolutionary
political power by force of arms; it must in particular
guard against such carecrisls and schemers as Khrush~
chov and Brezhnev who usurpcd party and state.
leadership from within. In order to consolidate the
dictatorship of the prokt.:lri"t and prevent the restoration of capitalism, the proletariat must carry out the
socialist revolution not only on the economic front, but
~iso on the political front and ideological and cultural
frOl'!t and exercise all-round dictatorship over the
bourgeoisie in the superstructure, including all spheres
of culture. It is essential to enable the Party members;
the cadres and the masses to grasp the sharpest weapon;
:2vlarxism-Leninism, and to distinguish between the
C01Tect and erroneous lines, bet\veen genuine and sham
Marxism, and between materialism and idealism, so as
to ensure that our Party and state will ahvays advance
along Chairman Mao's proletarian revolutionary line.
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ist cnt.:ntry not only requ:~'e;; the i_';j,.~,,, (,f., ;;ri.,
tariat and the broad masses of the peopie nt home, r,
also im'olycs the "ictory of the world rcyolution 0'-,.'
the abolition of the system of cxploitation of man:_
man over the v.-hole globe, upon which all mankir,
will be cman<;ipated."46
The revolutionary movement of the proletariat
always international in character. Therefore, the victc:of the ,prol:tarian revolution and the dictatorship c:
the proletariat calls for the realization of the grea~
slogans: "Working men of all countries, unite!"Ii; an~
"Workers and oppressed nations of the world, unite!""
The proletariat of the capitalist countries should sUr>port the struggle for liberation of the colonial and semi.
colonial peoples, the people of the colonies and semi..
colonies should support that of the proletariat of the
capitalist countries, and the people who have triumphed
in their own revolution should help the people who are
still fighting for liberation. This, is the principle 0/
proletarian internationalism.
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is more Dnd more becoming a glorious realii::
Reviewing the past and looking into the future, ',':.
declare with increasing conviction: The final destr:.::tion of imperialism, modern revisionism and all ree:'
tion ,is inevitaoie, and so is the complete emancipat:
of the proletariat, the oppressed people and ,C
oppressed nntions!
The Inicrnationale \vritten by Eugene Polt:::
the poet of the Paris Commune, is today reverberat:~"
through the world. "No more tradition's chain s~'
bind us." "We shall be all." "Let each stand in ~,
place; The Internationale shall be the human rae::
Let the imperialists, social-imperialists and all [e:;;-
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The Chinese revolution is part of the world rev_I'
oiution. The revolutionary cause of the Chinese pe().
pIe is closely bound up with that of the other peoples
of the world. We always regard the revolutionary
struggles of the people of other countries as ou'r O\\!.f'
and as helping the Chinese people. We should lear:\'
from other re\'olutionary peoples, firmly support their 1
struggles and fulfil our bounden duty. We should carr:' '
forward the proletarian internationalist spirit, furthe~'
strengthen our militant unity with all genuine Marxist· ,
Leninist parties and organizations, and strengthen 0::: i
militant unity with the proletariat, the oppressed pee- .
pIe and oppressed nations of the world for the scizm"
of still grea ter victories.
A hundred years ago, Marx said of the Par~
Commune: "\Y!:atcver .•. its fatc at Paris, it will make
Ie tOUT du monde.',49 This great prediction of Man',
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V The Paris Commune, holding high the great banner of proletarian internationalism, de..
molished the "Victory Column" on the Place Vendome, a symbol of Napoleonic milHaris(ti
and chauvinism, and renamed the plat;e "International Square." Commune fighters o-i.l
the square.
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The last group of Commune fighters heroically sacrificed their Ih:cs at this wall at (he
Perc Lachaise Ccmetery. Sinee then it has been called "The Wall of the Communards"
by the rcYolutionary masses. It will always inspire the proletariat all over thc world to
keep firmly in mind the principles of the Paris Commune and fight to Ihe end for the
emnnt'ipation of all mankind.
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of our rcaders, tl'C print in the
background material on the Paris
·:,;:c in conncct:on u:ith the article "Long Live the
,:: of [he Dictatorship of the Proletariat!" - in
:~jnoration of the centenary of the Paris Commune
' .. c Editorial Departments of "Renmin Ribaa,"
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, "; ::.larch 18, 1871, the proletariat and the masses of
, ',he revolutionary people of Paris in France held an
jUJ
:cd uprising against the reactionary rule of the bour-leci .:.
:;:ie, The great Paris Commune came into being.
:, was the first rehearsal of world historic significance
he he'r ]
by the proletariat for the overthrow of the bourand the establishment of the dictatorship of the
!
.,. "jetariat.
a rain.
The revolution of the Paris Commune occurred while
res ;:
,'r
IDee
was at war with Prussia and national and class
!Jvenng !I
had become very acute.
. :':tradictions
.,
\\~a~:

:;;d
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: w~1
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~.

In July 1870, Louis Bonaparte (Napoleon III), Emof the Second French Empire, started a war against
r:~ssia. The French army met with repeated setbacks
as nml'
:,::d the Prussian army marched into French territory.
of
(':n
September 1 and 2, Napoleon III suffered a disastrous
E\ \' t,
'. [eat at Sedan; he surrendered to Prussia and was
~"c
:nberc - ,;:en prisoner. The rout of the French army in the
ac'
'., :'.1' weakened the power of the ruling class; at the
It,
,:1:e time, the \\'al" heightened the consciousness of the
pIe and accelerated the approach of the revolution.
\\"c~;
'.-:)lution broke (lut in Paris on Septembp~ 4. The
:'.md Empire collapsed like a house of CQ: ." ,nd the
,'efv,c
:ird French Republic was proclai.ned. However, power
.ous1-,
:1 into the h"nds of the bourgeoisie again and a so-'
,,,lled "government of national defence" was formed
!,:: the reactionary officer Trochu.
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From the day of its formation, this "government
, : l;ational defence" carried out a series of schemes de:':'cd to collude with the enemy and betray the country.
(1:1 January 23, 1871, it concluded with Prussia the "Con',' ntion on Armistice and the Capitulation of Paris." On
L uluary 17, the French Kational Assembly, a motley
; ::ncb of landl0rds and monarchists, set up the reac:''1'::.;.,')" gove1'l1ment headed by the butcher and traitor
';';:io·s. On Febn!ary 26, Thiers and Bismarck signed
"~e prelimina:"y peace treaty under which France agreed
!, c('de Alsace and .the ea stern part of Lorraine to
P;'u:ssia and pay an indemnity of 5,000 million francs.
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''-'hen the Prussian troops dosed in on Paris and
. it geed it, broad sections of the people in the city took
:i1 ul'lns and enrolled in the National Guard.
The
•' :-:::1'::.b::'1' of ::."rational Guards soon grew to 300,000, with
~':''l'b:;l'S constituting the great majority. The.antag0n111 between the armed proletariat and the reactionary

·'>'(;h
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tv.."O upri...;ini;.·.~ on. 02l0bl.'r 31~ l[;~n cr.:! Jaz-::u:
1371. Buth ·\\'ere s:_~ppl'es:;ed by the trai:orc)::.~ -:.:,';- '~-":-._
ment. In spite of this, the bl"oad ITl;:'O:::;C3 o{ ,~:u, l:~TS
did not lay down their arms. Therefore. imm!::ci:~:cc]v

after its formation, the Thiel'S governm~nt plot:cd l~
disarm the workers. In the early hours of I',IUl-ch 13,
Thiers sent his reactionary troops to seize the artillery
of the National Guard on the Buttes !vlontmartre in
the northern part of the city, but they were beaten
back by the heroic people of Paris and the Nati0nal
Guard. Under the leadership of the Central Committee
of the National Guard, the proletariat and other labouring people of Paris staged an armed uprising and occupied government institutions the same day. The Central
Committee of the National Guard became the provisional government of the revolution. The reactionary
Thiers government fled to Versailles.
On March 26, the people of Paris elected the
Members of the Commune. The Paris Commune was
proclaimed on March 28.
Referring to the Paris Commune, Marx pointed
out: "Its true secret was this. It was essentially a
working-class government." (The Civil War in France)
The first decree announced by the Paris Commune
after its establishment was the abolition of the bourgeois standing army and its replacement by the armed
populace.
The Paris Commune broke the b.ourgeois bl11'c;:,ucratic apparatus that enslaved the people. The Ccmmune governcd ihe state by combining legislative \\'ith
executive funci.ions. To make the government oI.licials
real servants of the people, the Commune abolished the
system of high salaries and all privileges enjoyed by
former government officials.
Economically, the Paris Commune took a scries of
measjJ.res to safeguard ·the interests of the \vOl'king
c1ClSS and other labouring people. It handed over 10 cooperative workmen's societies the manufactories ::nd
workshops abandoned or closed down by the capitali>[s.
The employers were prohibited from using fines or
deductions to rob the workers of their wages. The
Commune ordered the toiling people's property in the
pawnshops to be returned to the owners; it issued a
decree postponing payments and remitting po.l't of
house-rents, etc.
The Paris Commune announced the separation of
church and state, the disendowment of all churches as
proprietary bodies and the exclusion from schools of
all religious symbols and religious activities. Thus it
set about breaking the long-standing tools for spiritual
repression of the people .
'Fine sons and daughters of the working class of
many countries participated in the revolutionary cause

19

and Engels used ever':: pr,,,,.:bi·;· r;-;'
contact with t.he Pal'is Commune. ".
",.
it support and help. Marx g,,\'e the Paris Comn;.
much valuable advice and sent our several hUnc'
letters to all branches of the First International. cal:
on the workers in different countries to support
Paris Commune. Only two days after the fall of .
Commune. Marx read out to the General Council
the First International his famous work The Civil 1,1"
in Fralice. comprehensively explaining the tremendo.
contribution of the Paris Commune and summing ~.
its experience and lessons. Marx pointed out: "Th.
working class cannot simply lay hold of the read),
made state machinery, and wield it for its own PUr.
poses." The proletariat must use revolutionary violent,.
to break and smash the state machinery of the bour.
geoisie and carry out the dictatorship of the prol«.
tariat, for only then can it fulfil all its historical tasks.

,.,.: ~;::(" .'(;;r,<: of them bc'c'oming I'.Icmbc·rs of
The C(lIT,n:une speci:tlly dccre('d the
c: .. ::":"::iing ,,: the Vendome Column, a symbol of
t,·, ;!,,-!,_,, >t· c!1<luvinism, erected in the centre of Paris,
T;~ P",'is Con1m:.me· revolution displayed the noble
Sl:il'lt of pruletari"n internationalism.

Lo;,Q"P.. _.
tf) nnim~ .. ,

. ':::".".'!"',C.

The reci banner of the proletarian revolution fluto\'er Paris v,,'as a mortal threat to the old \vorld.
The reactionary Thiel's government, massing its reactionary armed forces in Versailles, initiated attacks on
the Paris Commune on April 2. Prussia's Chancellor
Bismarck transferred the 100,000 Bonapartist troops
captured during the Franco-Prussian war to the Versailles government to slaughter the workers of Paris.
On May 21, the reactionary Versailles troops fought
their way into Paris, while the heroic Paris workers
threw up street barricades in armed resistance. Fierce
street fighting started; this is known in history as the
"blood-soaked week of May." The people of Paris,
including women and children, took pa,rt in defending
the regime of the proletariat. Every street and every
house became a fortress of the C::>mmune fighters to
defend themselves and destroy the enemy. On May
24. the reactionary Thiel'S troops seized the" Hotel de
Ville, which housed the Commune organs. On May
27, the Commune fighters finally retreated to Pere
Lachaise cemetery in the eastern part of Paris and
carried on a stubborn life-and-death struggle with the
enemy until all of them had heroically laid down their
lives at the "Wall of the Communards."
teril~g

A reactionary bourgeois politician, t!-altor to his
country and butcher who suppressed the Paris Commune uprising in French history. Minister of Internal Affairs in 1834, he stamped out the people's uprising in Lyon.
Immediately after b~coming head
of the bourgeois government in February 1871,
he sent reactionary troops to disarm the Paris people. Following the armed uprising by the proletariat of Paris on March 18, he fled to Versailles.
Colluding with Bismarck and mustering reactionary
forces, he strangled the Paris Commune revolution.
Marx referred to Thiel'S as "a master in small state
roguery, a virtuoso in perjury and treason, a craftsman in all the petty stratagems, cunning devices, and
20
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The great teachers of the proletariat, Marx and
Engels, paid cqnstant and enthusiastic attention to the
struggle of the proletariat of Paris and highly praised
their heroism and revolutionary initiative. While in

Thiers (1797-1877)

,

The fundamental reason for the failure of the Par'",
Commune was the lack of leadership by a proletaria.~
political party with Marxism as its guiding ideology,
The Commune made serious mistakes on some questions,
As Marx and Engels pointed out, the Commune failee
to take advantage of its success to march on Versailles,
the den of counter-revolution, failed to suppress the Russia
counter-revolutionaries firmly and decisively, and failed
which
to confiscate such important financial institutions as
intensi
the Bank of France. Furthermore, the Commune did
manifE
not form an alliance with the peasantry and win thE:;;' ,
Ikmor
support.
;",' Janual
Though the Paris Commune lasted only 72 days, i~: i ~tOim
heroic exploits in establishing and defending the dicta. ! ~',utum
tm'ship of the proletariat shine for ever. "The prin. 1
many
ciples of the Commune are cternaJ." Its martyrs wil
this I'
live for ever in the hearts of the proletariat and revolu.
peas an
tionary people of all countries. March 18 is eternally
Revolt:
the glorious festival of the proletariat all over the
world.
'

On May 28, the Versailles bandits occupied the
whole of Paris and started a ruthless massacre of the
people there. The city again fell under the dark rule
of the boU!·geoisie.
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*
base perfidies of parliamentary party-warfare; never
scrupling, when out of office, to fan a revolution, and
to stifle it in hlood when at the helm of the state."

Bismarck (1815-1898)
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It(·,'olt
Prime Minister of the Kingdom of Prussia (1862·
1871). He was Chancellor of the Empire and conc\JJ'
rently Prime Minister of Prussia when the Germar,
Empire was founded in 1871. He fell from power :::
1890. Representing the interests of the big bourgeoisie
Lc
and big landlords and carrying out a militarist "bloc:
~he Pi
and iron" policy, he ruthlessly suppressed the work-,
::!~h c
ers' movement at home and engaged in aggression ar.~ ;" ." :'1ilSt I
expansion abroad in an effort to establish Germa;):
C",nm
hegemony on the continent of Europe.
'\:c:te(
Peking Review, No. 13
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--::-c·nch c;::.'. it is located in the southwestern
__ ,;f P::.ris. The P<.llacc of Versailles. provisional

,_,:- ,he French Emperor built in the 17th nnd
ie;;. \':<1-" inside the city. At the time of the
_"';:l1n1une revolution. the reactionary government
by Thiel's fled there.
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surgeon in Hanover, G€rmany.
He partidin revolutionary activities in his student
:ind became a member of the First International
:~;05. He helped Marx disseminate Capital in Ger' .. ,. and frequently reflected the German situation in
"~:,)rrespondence with Marx. Though he revered and
'I;~ired Marx and considered himself a disciple of
',: ,rX. he did not approve of violent proletarian revolu:.' ,no Actually, he was a reformist,
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The first bourgeois democratic revolution in
Russia was defeated in the Russo-Japanese war
I'. hich broke out in 1904.
Class contradictions were
.:.It'nsified at home and the broad masses of the people
:;:.Iniiested increasing discontent with the tsarist system.
1h'J11onstrations by the workers of St. Petersburg on
':;lIary 9, 1905 met with bloody tsarist suppression. The
',,! III of revolution engulfed the whole country in the
.. :itLll11n. Armed uprisings broke out in Moscow and
ny other cities in December. Despite its failure,
' .. i, revolutilln tempered the proletariat and the
." .. ntry and pl'('par('d the ground for the 1917 Odober
1:, ';olution.
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masses of the people 1.0 can'Y ()u\ ;'c:olu,ion and ci;j[lblisiJ
the ciic:cllorship of the prol<.:t::ricd. Lhey tried to rely I)n
the conspiratorial activities of a sm<.lll number elf
people to seize poliiical power fot' the rt:·alization of
socialism.

L. Kuge1mallll (1830-1902)
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Proudholli~m

Pierre Proudhon (1809-1865), a 19th century
French petty-bourgeois sociologist and economist. Proceeding from a petty-bourgeois stand, Proudhonism took
capitalism to task and vainly hoped to perpetuate the
system of small private ownership. It took the positi0n
that the method of eliminating capitalist exploitation
was not to carry out proletarian revolution and the
dictatorship of the proletariat but to use peaceful
economic reforms so as to get rid of the "bad" as~
pect of capitalism and build up "good" capitalism.
Opposing every form of state power and authority, it
represents an anarchist trend.

;:::~sia.

Plekhallov (1356-1918)
Russia's first dis.scminator of Marxism and founder
Ih:".sia's first Marxist body, the "Emancipation of
l...:)(''.11''' Group.
He later became a Menshevik and
,kgllWl'ated into a social chauvinist during World War
1. .\[[cr the February revolution in 1917, he advocated
r:,:l:::!:iining the bourgeois provisional government,
.'.:,,!),,·d an :lttitude of hostility towards the October
:~. ""JUlion and completely betrayed Marxjsm.

Social Chauvinism
Chauvinism is a kind of reactionary bourgeois
nationalism, an ideological instrument of imperialism for committing aggression against and enslaving
other nations. It was named after Chauvin, a French
soldier who fanatically supported the policy of aggression and expansion of N"poleon 1.
Social chauvinism pays lip sCITice to socialism but
'_..llity is chauvinism. During World War I, revisionist chieftains of the Second International betrayed the
proietariat, took a chauvinist stand, voted for miFtary
budgets and supported the imperialist war waged by
their bourgeois governments. Hence the name social
chauvinism.
i~.
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Louis Blanqui (1805-1881), a 'well-known leader of
., :,' French proletarian revolutionary movement in the
:'''h cl'ntury. Twice sentenced to death, he spent a1... " I hulf his life in prison.
At the time of the Paris
t' ::,mune, he was imprisoned in Versailles. He was
elLd a Member of the Commune in absence.

1 :,

:~t1rch 26, 1971

Eugene Pottier (1816.1887)
A poet of the Paris Commune. Born in a Paris
worker's family, he became a worker at the age of 13.
He wrote many militant poems calling on the French
workers to fight the bourgeoisie. He actively participated
in the 1848 revolution in France. He later joined the
First International. When the Paris Commune was
established in 1871, he was elected a Member of the
Commune, and took part in fierce battles during the
revolution. A few days after the failure of the revolution, he wrote the poem The Internationale. Seventeen
years later worker-composer Pierre Degeyter set Pot(Continued on p. 23.)
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t·:.,c CO'.ll1u·i-::s hJve set a good example: for the development of friendly
rektions and co-operation between
COL:niries with diifercnt social systems on the basis of the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence. SinoNepalese friendship is in the interests
of our t\',·o peoples and conducive to
the defence of peace in .Asia and the
world.
Nepal is a country with a long
history, he continued. The Nepalese
people are an industrious and brave
people who have a glorious tradition
of opposing foreign aggression. Under
the leadership of His Majesty King
Mahendra, the Nepalese Government and people have waged unremitting struggles to uphold national
dignity and safeguard state sovereignty and have achieved marked
successes.
Kuo Mo-jo said: The Chinese Government has consistently held that
all countries, big or small, should be
equal.
We resolutely oppose bigna t it>n c:b.mvinism with big nations
bullying the small and strong nations
bullying
the
weak.
Tempered
through the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, the Chinese people
will. as ahvays, support the just
struggles of the people of all countries. The Chinese people will remain for ever the reliable friends of
the Nepalese people in their struggle to saIE'gual'd national independence and state sovereignty.
In his speech, Chairman Sharma
said: Tllere has been constant intercourse between our two peoples. \Ve
have been good neighbours and good
friends throughout our history. This
age-old relation between our two
countries is being strengthened every
day under the able leadership, of His
Majesty King :Mahendra and Chairman Mao.
Under the able leadership of H.M.
King Mahendra, Nepal is on the
road to economic development and we
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public or China for p:'o\'idi,,; us
\vith diff€l'ent tec:hnicnl and iinnnciul assistance. It is not Ol-,ly China's
economic aid which has been consi.derable, that has helped us, but
more important than that' the spirit
behind that aid has been appreciated more. We shall not forget this
and also your support to us in times
of difficulties.
Adhering to the principles of
peaceful coexistence, Chairman Sharma declared, the relationship between our two countries is going
very satisfactorily. Your selfless help
to our economic development and
support of our policy of non-alignment and neutrality as formulated
by our beloved King Mahendra are
highly appreciated by our Government and the people.
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and pec:!J!e n:;;olu1.ely suprJon :
Pakistan GO\'E:lTlment and p<2opl-.:
their just sn'L:ggle to sa[0guard r:
tional incicpe!1cence and OppOse £v..
eign aggression and interference.
"May the Pakistan Goverruner.
and people score new achievemer.~.
under Your Excellency'S leadershiD
May the profound friendship ~
tween the Chinese and Pakistar.
peoples and the friendly relations
and co-operation between China
and Pakistan based on the Five
Principles of Peaceful Coexistence
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Premier Chou Congratulates
Hafez Assad on EleCtion
As Syrian President

He concluded by saying: We on
our part have always been a sincere
friend of the Chinese people. We
Chou En-lai, Premier of the State
rejoice at the progress and achieve- . Council of the People's Republic of
ments they make and we believe no China, on March 17 sent a messagE l~
world problem can be meaningfully of warIn congratulations to Hafe:,
discussed without the participation Assad on his being elected President !
of the People's Republic of China;
of the Syrian Arab Republic.
and hence at the United Nations we
The message reads:
have always advocaied the restoration of the rightful seat to the Peo"On the occasion of your being
ple's Republic of China.
elected President of the Syrian Arab
Republic, I express wurm congratula- •
Premier Chou Greets President Hons to you on behalf of the Chinese .
Yahya Khan on Pakistan
Government and people.

National Day
Chou En-bi, Premier of the State
Council of the People's RepUblic of
China, on Marc:h 22 sent a message to
General Agha Mohammo.d Yahya
Khan, Prc!'iccnt of the Islamic Republic oi Pakistan, extending W8.rm
congratulations on the National Day
of the republic. The message says:

"1 sincerely wish the S)Tian Go\'ernment and peopJe continuous
victories in the struggle against the
aggression by U.S. in~perialism and
Israeli Zionism.
May the militan:
friendship bet \\'ecn the pecpks of
China and Syria and the friendly
relations between the two countries
grow and develop constantly."

"On the occasion of the National
Day of the Islamic Republic of
Pakistan, I, on behalf of the Chinese
CORRECTION
Government and people and in> my:
p-. "
0\\'11
name, express \\·arm... ;con_ In No. 12, p. 30, right-hand colUlr·r.t j
gratulations to Your Excellency anct first line, for "the country's secODe !
through Your Excellency, to :t1i~ largest city" read:"'the country's second 1
Pakistan GOVErnment and people..
largest·· industrial city."
Pel~ino· Re~:;icll."I. 1\'0.
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French Second Empire and
Third Repuhlic
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D.R.V.N. Ambassador to China Gives Grand 8anquet - Celebrating the successful visit to
Viet Nam by the Chinese Party and Govern.
ment Delegation
New Editions of Important Works of Marx, Engels,
lenin and Stalin Published
Romanian Government Delegation Visits China
Napalese National Panchayat Goodwill Delegation in Peking

Vice-Chairman Tung Pi·wu and Premier Chou
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After its founding, the Paris Commune adopted a
decree on April 12, 1871 calling for the dismantling of
the column. It pointed out that it was a memorial to
barbarism and a glorification of militarism. The Vendome Column was dismantled on May 16. It was
restored by the bourgeois government in 1875.
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ii.. sta1 ue- of No.pole-on I ",\'dS pL.~':'~_'-:! ,do!, the
bronze column erccicu in Vu-.cinn1t:' ~WJ.~·,l'C in ~,he
centre of Paris. Napoleon I mHde this column fron1.
1.200 captured artillery pieces to show of.f the victory
cif his wars of aggression. Called the "Vielory Column,"
it was a symbol of aggression and chauvinism.
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'.'::1cn the February revolution took place in 1848,
.~ ..'l·.)fid Republic was brought into being. Louis
.;);lne (Napoleon III) established the Second Em,: ~.' in December 1852.
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born .

'.' ;'_::;eois revolution broke out in Fl-ance in 17-89
?irst Republic was established in 1792, Na30naparte (Napoleon I) made himself emperor
\' 1304. and set up the First Empire.
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PUBLISlJER'S NOTE
Th..: !'r..:sent English translation of V. I. Leoio's The State is a
rq" im of th" text given in V. I. Lenin, Afarx, Engel>, Marxism,
English editiun, Foreign Lallgllilges Publishing I-louse:, Moscow,
I~jl.
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OMRADES, according to the plan adopted by you and
conveyed to me, the subject of today's talk is the state.
I do not know how familiar you are already with this subject. If I am not mistaken your courses have only just
begun and this is the first time you will be approaching this
subject systematically. If that is so, then it may very well be
that in the first lecture on this difficult subject I may not
succeed in making my exposition sufficiently clear and comprehensible to many of my listeners. And if this should
prove to be the case, I would request you not to be perturbed
by the fact, because the question of the state is a most
complex and difficult one, perhaps one that more than any
other has been confused by bourgeois scholars, writers and
philosophers. It should not therefore be expected that a
clear understanding of this subject can be obtained from
one brief talk, at a first sitting. After the first talk on this
subject you should make a note of the passages which you
have not understood or which are not dear to you, and
return to them a second, a third and a fourth time, so that
what you have not understood may be further supplemented
and elucidated afterwards, both by reading and by various
lectures and talks. I hope that we may manage to meet
once again and that then we shall be able to exchange opinions

on all supplcmentary questions and to see what has
n:IlJained Jl10~t unclear. I also hope that in addition to
talk~ and lectures you will devote some time to reading
at least some of the most important works of Marx and
Engels. I have no doubt that these most important works
,arc to be found in the catalogues of literature and if) the
handbooks which arc available in your library for the pupils
of the Soviet and Party school; and although, again, some
of you may at first be dismayed by the difficulty of the
l'xposition, I must again warn you that you should not be
1'0, fturbed by this fact and that what is unclear at a first
reading will become clear at a second reading, or when you
subsequently approach the question from a somewhat different angle. For I once more repeat that the question is
so complex and has been so confused by bourgeois scholars
and writers th",t anybody who desires to study this question
seriously and to master it independently must attack it
~everal times, return to it again and again and consider the
C]uc:>tion from various angles in order to attain a clear and
firm understanding of it. And it will be all the easier to
rdurn to this question because it is sucb a fundamental,
such a basic question of all politics, and because not only'
in such stormy and revolutionary times as the present, but
even in the most peaceful times, you will come across this
question every day in any newspaper in connection with any
ewnomic or political question. Every day, in one connection or another, you will be returning to this question: what
i; the st::!te, wh::!t is its nature, what is its significance and
' ... : .~ : . -:~:~:-..::.: :: ::-: ;.:::y, t:.e ;2.!'D' tht .is E~hcing
:. ~ [.. .: ,/. ,,::::::,,\,' oi c.:;p:ra.i.;m, the Communi.;t Partywhat is its attitude to the state? And the chief thing is
tlwt as a result of your reading, as a result of' the talks and
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lectures you will hear on the state, you should acquire the
ability to approach this question independently, since you
will be meeting this question on the most diverse occasions,
in connection with the most trifling questions, in the most
unexpected conjunctures, and in discussions and disputes
with opponents. Only when you learn to find your way
about independently in this question may you consider
yourself sufficiently confirmed in your convictions and able
with iufficient success to defend them against anybody and
at any time.
After these brief remarks, I shall proceed to deal with
the question itself - what is the state, how did it llrise and
what fundamentally should be the attitude to the state of
the party of the working class, which is fighting for the
complete overthrow of capitalism - the Communist Party?
I have already said that you will scarcely find another
question which has been 60 confused, deliberately and undeliberately, by representatives of bourgeois science, philosophy, jurisprudence, political economy and journalism, as
the question of the state. To this day this question is very
often confused with religious questions; not only representatives of religious doctrines (it is quite natural to expect it
of them), but even people who consider themselves free
from religious prejudice, very often confuse the specific question of the state with questions of religion and endeavour to
build up a doctrine - very often a complex one, with an
ideological, philosophical approach and argumentation - which
claims that the state is something divine, something supernatur.al. that it .is a certain force. by virtue of whkh mankind has lived, and which confers on people, or which can
confer on peopJe, which brings with it, 60mething that is not
of man, but is given him from without - that it is a force
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of di\'illc llligin. And it must be said that this doctrine is
:,\J ,h,dy
bound up with the interests of the exploiting
,1..",,:;-- Ih.: LtlldldnJ.s and the capitalists - so serves their
illld,':d:" 11:1> so dceply Jlnfl1eated all the customs, views
",lei ;,,'i':Ih"C uf the gentlemen who represent the bourgeoisie,
11.,11 \IlIl \"illlllect with rdies of it on every hand. even in
Ik, \ ie'\: ()[ tile ,Litc lteld by the Mensheviks and SocialistI{c \ ,dllli'Jll.lrics, wllo rejeu with disgust the suggestion that
til<:> .11,' III, -Icc I he SW,)y uf religious prejudices and are conViIlLc·J dl;!1 they (all regard the state with sober eyes. This
ljlh.::,tilill has been so confused and complicated because it
,If Icds L1le interests of the ruling classes more than any other
(yidcling ill this respect only to the foundations of economic
sC'ieIlLl} The ductrine of the state serves as a justification
of .\(".:ial privikge, ,) justif-ication of the existence of exploitalillll, ;\ jllsritl,';lli()n of the existence of capitalism -and that
is wit) il w()uld be tile greatest mistake to expect impartiality
Iln lhis ljllcslilJn, to approach this question in the belief that
p,:dpk \\hll (!.lim to be scientific can give you a purely scienlIlic vicw Ull the subject. In the question of the state, in the
d()Ul"illc uf the state, in the theory of the state, when you
h.)\"e Lll'COllle familiar with this question and have gone into
it ~,utri(ielltly deeply, you will always discern the mutual
srruggle Ill' dilfcrent classes, a struggle which is reflected or
cxpre",cd ill a conflict of views on the state, in the estimate
of the role ;Hld .significance of the state.
To apprllach this question as scientifically as possible we
lllust G),t at least a fleeting glance back on the history of
lhc: rise alld development of the state. Jh~_~C!~t..n<liahle
thing in a question of socia~ science, an4 .. 9!l~.thf\.L!~mBn.
necessary ill order really to acquire the habit of approaching
this ques! iOIl correctly and not allowing oneself 'to'
'-'~'''-
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in the mass of detail or in the immense variety of conmcting opinions - the most important thing in order to
approach this question scientifically is not to forget the underlyjnc historical connection. to examine every question
hom the standpoint of how the given phenomenon arose
in history and what principal stages this phenomenon passed
tbrougtl in its development. and. from the standpoint of its
<.ievelopment, to examine what the given thing has become

!oday.
I hope that in connection with the question of the state
you will acquaint yourselves with Engels' book, The Origin
01 the Family, Private Property and the State. This is one
of the fundamental works of modern Socialism, every sentence of which can be accepted with confidence, in the assurance that it has not been said at random but is based
on immense historical and political material. Undoubtedly,
not all the parts of this work have been expounded in an
equally popular and comprehensible way; some of them
presume a reader who already possesses a certain knowledge
of history and economics. But I again repeat that you should
not be perturbed if on reading this work you do not understand it at once. That hardly happens with anyone. But
returning to it later, when your interest has been aroused,
you will succeed in understanding the greater part of it, if
not the whole of it. I mention this book because it gives
the correct approach to the question in the sense mentioned.
It begins with a historical sketch of the origin of the state.
In order to approach this question correctly, as every
other question - for example, the question of the origin of
capitalism, the exploitation of man by man, Socialism, how
Socialism arose, what conditions gave rise to it - every such
question can be approached soundly and confidently only if

1\

cast a glance back on the history of its development as
whule. In connection with this question it 6hould first of
all bt: Iloted that the state has not always existed. There
was a time wh~n there was no state. It appears wherever
;lIlJ whellever a division of society into classes appears,
wbene\'er exploiters and exploited appear.
Before the first form of exploitation of man by man arose,
the first form of division into classes - slaveowners and
slaves - thne existt:J the patriarchal family, or, as it is
sometimes calleJ, the cltlll family. (Clan - generation, kin·
ship, when people lived together according to kinship and
gcnc[;Hi'J!l.) Fairly definite traces of these primitive times
have surviveJ in the life of many primitive peoples; and if
you take any work whatsoever on primitive culture, you will
always wille across more or less'definite descriptions, in·
Jications and recollections of the fact that there was a time,
more or kss similar to primitive communism, when the division of suciety into slavcowners and slaves did not exist.
l\lld ill LilOsc times there was no state, no special apparatus
for tht: systematic application of force and the subjugation
of p~uple hy force. It is such an apparatus that is called the
state.
In primitive society, when people lived in small family
groups and were still at the lowest stages of development,
in a condition approximating to savagery - an epoch from
which modern, civilized human society is separated by several
thousands of years - there were yet no signs of the existence
of a state. \Y,I e find tht; predominance of custom, authority,
n:spect, the power enjoyed by the elders of the clan; we
find this power sometimes accorded to women - the position
of women then was not like the downtrodden and oppressed
condition of women today - but nowhere do we find a
We!

a

6

6pedal category of people who are set apart to rule others
and, for the sake and purpose of rule, systematically and
permanently to wield a certain apparatus of coercion, an ap·
paratus of violence, such as is represented at the present
time, as you all realize, by the armed detachments of troops,
the prisons and the other means of subjugating the will of
others by force - all that which constitutes the essence of
the state.
If we abstract ourselves from the so~lled religious teach·
ings, subtleties, philosophical arguments and the various
opinions advanced by bourgeois scholars, if we abstract
ourselves from these and try to get at the real essence of
the matter, we shall find that the 6ta~e really does amount
to such an apparatus of rule separated out from human S(r
ciety. ~h:'~~~~~_~pp~;:L~~uc~ __~~~~~!..s~~~P. of.}E.~.JY~~
![,e ~Y"p!~~ith _~~linla~_~nd _.n.~~~in[._~~~:!.':'!l?:_~~~~~
order to rule need a special appar~tus of coercion and or

-.whmaatiiiiI-the· will
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detachments of men, armies, etc. - then there appears die
6tate.
~t there was a time when there was no state, when
general ties, society itself, discipline and the ordering of
work were maintained by force of custom and tradition, or
by the authority or the respect enjoyed by the elders of the
clan or by women - who in those times not only frequently
enjoyed equal status with men. but not infrequently enjoyed
even a higher status - and when there was no special category
of persons, specialists in ruling. History shows that the
state as a special apparatus for coercing people arose ~nly
wherever and whenever there appeared a division of society
into classes, that is, a division into groups of people some
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of wh()m are permanently in a pOSItion to appropriate the
LI/JUlIr of others, where some people exploit others.
,AlId this division of society into classes must always be
cle:;lll} bowe in mind as a fundamental fact of history. The
de:vL'lupllI-:rlt of all human 60cietics for thousands of years,
ill ;111 {'(lllntries without exception, reveals a general confunnilY to law, n regularity and consistency in this developlIlellt; so that at fir~t we bad a society without classesrile ol'i;',ill;ll patriarchal, primitive society, in which there
\', ere: II!) :1 risIOl:rat.>; thut We had a society based on slavery
--- a ;:;la\, " "illg ~ocjt:ty. The whole of modern civilized
Europl: it. .., I';lssed through this stage - slavery ruled supreme
I \I'() til,"l';) ,,,I }" cars ago.
The vast majority of peoples of
the UtilcT p.lrts of the world also passed through this stage.
:\111"01>2 die: it:ss tkvdopeJ peoples traces of slavery survive
It) lilis c1.IY; you will find the institution of slavery in Africa,
11n C.)IIIPlc:, at the present time. Slaveowners and slaves
\\ l'l c the lirst important class divisions. The former group
!lot only owned all the means of production - the land and
rhe illlpit:m-.;ms, however primitive they may have been in
those times - but also owned people. This group was known
.lS sLive()\\'llcrs, while those who laboured and supplied labour
for othas \\'e:re known as slaves.
This ftll'm was followed in history by another - feudalism.
in tht: great majority of countries slavery in the course of
its Jcvdupmcnt evolved into serfdom. The fundamental
divisiun lIf suciery was now into feudal landlords and peas;1lH se:rfs.
The form of relations between people changed.
TIIC slaveuwners had regarded the slaves as their property;
the law had confirmed this view and regarded the slave as
a dIal tel COIllpletely owned by the slaveowner. As far as
tile 1lL,bant serf was concerned, class oppression and depena

dence remained. but it was not considered that the feudal
landlord owned the peasants as chattels, but that he was
only entitled to their labour and to compel them to perform
certain services. In practice, as you know, serfdom. especially
in Russia, where it survived longest of all and assumed the
grossest forms. in no way differed from slavery.
Further. with the, development of trade, the appearance
of the world market and the development of money circulation, a new class arose within' feudal society - the capitalist
class. From the commodity, the exchange of commodities
and the rise of the power of 'money, there arose the power of
capital. During the eighteenth century - or rather. from
the end of the eighteenth century and during the nineteenth
century - revolutions took place all over the world. Feudalism was eliminated in all the countries of Western Europe.
This took place latest of all in Russia. In 1861 a radical change
took place in Russia as well. as a consequence of which one
form of society was replaced by another - feudalism was
replaced by capitalism, under which division into classes
remained, as well as various traces and relics of serfdom,
but in which the division into classes fundamentally assumed
a new form.
The owners of capital, the owners of the land. the owners
of the mills and factories in all capitalist countries constituted
and still constitute an insignificant minority of the population
who have complete command of the labour of the whole
people, and, consequently, command, oppress and exploit the
whole mass of labourers, the majority of whom are proletarians, wage workers, that procure their livelihood in the
process of production only by the sale of their own worker's
hands. their labour power. With the transition to capitalism,
the peasants, who were already disunited and downtrodden
9
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in feuebl times, were converted partly (the majority) into
prolcrarians, and partly (the minority) into wealthy peasants
who themselves hired workers and who constituted a rural
bourgeoisie.
This fundamental fact - the transition of society from
primitive £OrlllS of slavery to serfdom and finally to capitalism - you must always bear in mind, for only by rem em- '
bering this fundamental fact, only by inserting all political
ductrines into this fundamental framework will you be able
properly to appraise these doctrines and understand what
they rder to; for each of these great periods in the history
or mankind - slaveowning, feudal and capitalist - embraces
scores and hundreds of centuries and presents such a mass
of political forms, such a variety of political doctrines, opiniOllS and n.:volutions, that this extreme diversity and immense v,lii<-cY can be understood - especially in connection
wilh the pulitical, philosophical and other doctrines of bourgcuis scholars and politicians - only by firmly holding, as to
.1 guiding thread, to this division of society into classes, this
c1lange in the forms of class rule, and from this standpoint
examining all social ques::ions - economic, political, spiritual,
rdigious, etc.
It you examine the state from the standpoint of this fund.lmental division, you will find that before the division of
society illtl) classes, as I have already said, no state existed.
But as the social division into classes arose and took firm
rUIH, as class society arose, the state also arose and took
linn fUdt. The history of mankind knows scores and hundreds
of coulltries that have passed through or are still passing
lhrough slavery, feudalism and capitalism. In each of these
(')llIlL'ics, lIL-spite the immense historical changes that have
Llkl'll jllace, despite all the political vicissitudes and all the
iO
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revolutions associated with this development of mankind, in
the transition from slavery through feudalism to capitalism
and to the present world-wide struggle against capitalism,
you will always discern the rise of the state. It has always
been a, certain apparatus which separated out from society
and consisted of a group of people engaged solely, or almost
solely, 'or mainly, in ruling. People are divided into ruled,
and into specialists in ruling, those who rise above society
and are called rulers, representatives of the state. This apparatus, this group of people who rule others, always takes
possession of a certain apparatus of coercion, of physical
force, irrespective of whether this violence over people is
expressed in the primitive dub, or, in the epoch of slavery,
in more perfected types of weapons, or in the firearms which
appeared in the Middle Ages, or, finally, in modern weapons, which in the twentieth century are marvels of technique and are entirely based on the latest achievements of
modern technology. The methods of violence changed, but
whenever there was a state there existed in every society a
group of persons who ruled, who commanded, who dominated and who in order to maintain their power possessed
an apparatus of physical coercion, an apparatus of violence,
with those weapons which corresponded to the technical level
of the given epoch. And by examining these general phenomena, by asking ourselves why no state existed when there
were no classes, when there were no exploiters and exploited,
and why it arose when classes arose - only in this way shall
we find a definite answer to the question of the essence of
the state and its significance.
The state is a machine for maintaining the rule of one
class over another. When there were no classes in society,
when, before the epoch of slavery, people laboured in prim11

cOllditions of greater equality, in conditions when
prlJJllLtivilY of labour W.1S still at its lowest, and when
prilllilil'c Ill~ln could bardy procure the wherewithal for
th..: (rulksl and 1I10st primitive existence, a special group of
l'l'\Ipk, "pccially separated ojf to rule and dominate over the
rl'';[ td' slJcict)', had not yet misen, and could not have arisen.
Uld:. II Ilell the first form of the division of society into classes
''l'il-',lrl:J, oldy when slavery. appeared, when a certain
,\.''', 1'\ f)copie, by concentrating on the crudest forms of
:',!,I i,'ldlUr:tl labour, could produce a certain surplus, when
[hi, "urplus was not absolutely essential for the most wretchc:J c,;i;rcllce of the slave and passed into the hands of the
,1;IVC,)\1 ncr, when in this way the existence of this class of
sid veilll Hel'S took firm root - then in order that it might
t:lke linn nJilt it was essential that a state should appear.
£\lId it did appear - the slaveowning state, an apparatus
\\ itich ~;1Ve the slaveowllcrs power and enabled them to
rille: olcr the slaves. Both society and the state were then
IllliCit smaller than they are now, they possessed an incomp;l1'ahly we;lker apparatus of communication - the modern
mca ns of communication did not then exist. Mountains,
rivers and seas were immeasurably greater obstacles than
titlOY .Irc now, and the formation of the state was confined
Wilitill far narrower geographical boundaries. A technically
\\'ea k state apparatlls served a state confined within relatively
1l.1rrow boundaries and a narrow circle of action. Neverthekss, therc did c:xist an apparatus which compelled the slaves
t() rcmain in slavery, which kept one part of society
subjugated to and oppressed by another. It is impossible to
compd the greater part of society to work systematically
fur the: Olher part of socit!ty without a permanent apparatus
of coercion. So long as there were no clas~es, there was no
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apparatus like this. When classes appeared, everywhere and
always as this division grew and took firmer hold, there
also appeared a special institution - the state. The forms
of state were extremely varied. During the period of slavery
we already find diverse forms of the state in the most
advanced, cultured and civilized countries according to the
standards of the time - for example, in ancient Greece and
Rome, which rested entirely on slavery. At that time the
difference was already arising between the monarchy and
the republic, between the aristocracy and the democracy. A
monarchy is the power of a single person, a republic is the
absence of any nonelected power i an aristocracy is the
power of a relatively small minority, a democracy is the
power of the people (democracy in Greek literally means the
power of the people). All these differences arose in the
epoch of slavery. Despite these differences, the state of the
slaveowning epoch was a slaveowning state, irrespective of
whether it was a monarchy or a republic, aristocratic or
democratic.
In every course on the history of ancient times, when
hearing a lecture on this subject you will hear about the
struggle which was waged between the monarchical and
republican states. But the fundamental fact is that the
slaves were not regarded as human beings - not only were
they not regarded as citizens, they were not even regarded
as human beings. Roman law regarded them as chattels.
The law of manslaughter, not to mention the other laws for
the protection of the person, did not extend to slaves. It
defended only the slaveowners, who were alone recognized
as citizens with full rights. But whether a monarchy was
instituted or a republic, it was a monarchy of the slaveowners or a republic of the slaveowners. All rights under them
I~
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'\'lL'rl: cujU) cJ by the slavcowncrs, while the slave was a chatlel ill lhc cycs of the law; and not ouly could any sort of
\'ilJlcllce be perpetrated against a slave, but even the murdlT of :1 ;;\a ve was not considered a crime. Slaveowning
repuhlics ,Iifh.:red in their internal organization: there were
'lIiSlllcr.uic republics and democratic republics. In an aristucr.Hic republic a small number of privileged persons took
p:lrt in the elections; in a democratic republic everybody took
!l:ln il. 11,e.: elections - but again only the slaveowners, everybudy c.,cept the slaves. This fundamental fact must be
IJOl"llL: in mind, because it throws more light than any other
on the qucstion of the state and dearly demonstrates the
nature lif the state.
The.: stolte is a machine for the oppression of one class by
:1 11111 her, a machine for holding in obedience to one dass
udle!:, subordinated classes. There are various forms of this
Ill:IChiIlC. In the slaveowning state we had a monarchy, an
aristocr:llic republic or even a democratic republic. In fact the
lurnls of government varied extremely, but their essence was
:11\\'.1)''; Llil': same: the slaves enjoyed no riBllts and constituted
:In oppressed class; they were not regarded as human being:;, \\'e find the same thing in the feudal state.
The dlJllge in the form of exploitation transformed the
s\;\ve()\\'ning swrc.: into the feudal state. This was of immell!.e illlportance. In slaveowning society the slave enjoys
no rigllLs whatever alld is not regarded as a human being;
in t"':lIlLd society the peasant is tied to the soil. The chief
lukcll of sl:rfdolll was that the peasants (and at that time
Ihe pc:LS:lnts constituted the majority; there was a very poorly
dev..:lop..:d urban population) were considered attached to
I he: i:tnd -- hence the very concept serfdom.
The' peasant
Illil!Jr \\'urk a ddinite number of days for himself on the plot
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assigned to him by the landlord; on the other days the peasant serf worked for his lord. The essence of class society
remained: society was baseq. on class exploitation. Only
the landlords could enjoy full rights; the peasants had no
rights at all. In practice their condition differed very little
from the condition of slaves in the slaveowning state. Nevertheless a wider road was opened for their emancipation,
for the emancipation of the peasants, since the peasant serf
was not regarded as the direct property of the landlord. He
could work part of his time on his own plot, could, so to
speak, belong to himself to a certain extent; and with the
wider opportunities for the development of exchange and
trade relations the feudal system steadily disintegrated and
the scope of emancipation of the peasantry steadily widened.
Feudal society was always more complex than slave society.
There was a greater element of development of trade and
industry, which even in those days led to capitalism. In
the Middle Ages feudalism predominated. And here too the
forms of state varied, here too we find both the monarchy
and the republic, although the latter was much more weakly
expressed. But always the feudal landlord was regarded as
the only ruler. The peasant serfs were absolutely excluded
from all political rights.
Both under slavery and under the feudal system a small
minority of people could not dominate over the vast majority without coercion. History is full of the constant attempts of the oppressed classes to throw off oppression.
The history of slavery contains records of wars of emancipation from slavery which lasted for decades. Incidentally.
the name "Spartacist" now adopted by the German Communists - the only German par'ty which is really fighting
the yoke of capitalism - was adopted by them because
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Spanams was one of the most prominent hf~roes of one of
tile greatest revults of slaves, which took place about two
llll)lJS~llld years ago. For many years the seemingly omnipotent
HUlIlall Empire, which rested entirely 011 slavery, experiellced sho-cks and blows under the impact of a vast uprisjng of slaves who armed and united to form avast army
llud..:r lite lendersltip of Spartacus. In the end they were dek~lted, captured and put to torture by the slaveowners.
Such civil wars mark the whole history of the existence of
class sudety. I have just mentioned an example of the
grentest of these civil wars in the epoch of slavery. The
whule epoch of feudalism is likewise marked by constant
uprisillgs of the peasants. For example, in Germany in the
j\lid..lle Ages the struggle between the two classes - the
landlords and the serfs - assumed wide dimensions and
was transformed into a civil war of the peasants against the
landlords. You arc all familiar with similar examples of
repeated uprisings of the peasants against the feudal landlurds in Russia.
In order to maintain their rule and to preserve their
power, the landlords had to have an apparatus by which
they could unite under their subjugation a vast number of
peuple and subordinate them to certain laws and regulatiolls; and all these laws fundamentally amounted to one
thing - the maintenance of the power of the landlords over
tht: peasant serfs. And this was the feudal state, which in
Russia, for example, or in quite backward Asiatic countries,
where feudalism prevails to this day - it differed in formwas t:ither republican or monarchical. When the state was
a monarchy, the rule of one person was recognized; when it
was a republic, the participation of the elected represent~1tives of bndlord society was in one degree or another
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recognized -: this was ~n feudal society. Feudal society represented a division of classes under which the vast majority - the peasant serfs - were completely subjected to an
insignificant minority - the landlords, who owned the land.
The development of trade, the development of commodity exchange, led to the crystallization of a new classthe capitalists. Capital arose at the close of the Middle
Ages, when, after the discovery of America, world trade
developed enormously, when the quantity of precious metals
increased, when silver and gold became the instrument of
exchange, when money circulation made it possible for
individuals to hold tremendous wealth. Silver and gold
were recognized as wealth all over the world. The economic
power of the landlord class declined and the power of the
new class - the representatives of capital - developed. The
reconstruction of society was such that all citizens supposedly
became equal, the old division into slaveowners and slaves
disappeared, all were regarded as equal before the law irrespective of what capital each owned; whether he owned
land as privat.: property, or was a starveling who owned
nothing but his labour power - all were equal before the law.
The law protects everybody equally; it protects the property
of those who have it from attack by the masses who, possess.ing no property, possessing nothing but their labour power,
grow steadily impoverished and ruined and become converted into proletarians. Such is capitalist society.
I cannot dwell on it in detail. You will return to this
question when you come to discuss the program of the
Party - you will then hear a description of capitalist society.
This society advanced against serfdom, against the old
feudal system, under the slogan of liberty. But it was liberty
for those who owned property. And when feudalisr\1 was
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dlattercd, which occurred at the end of the eighteenth cenlury and the beginning of the nineteenth century - in Russia
it occurred later than in other countries, in 1861 - the feudal ~ute was then superseded by the capitalist state, which
proCLiillls liberty for the whole people as its slogan, which
dedares that it expresses the will of the whole people and
lknics that ~t is a dass state. And here there developed a
struggle bctween the Socialists, who are fighting for the liberty
of the whole people, and the capitalist state - a struggle
which has now led to the creation of the Soviet Socialist
Republic and which embraces the whole world.
To understand the struggle that has been started against
world capital, to understand the essence of the capitalist
Slate, we must remember that when the capitalist state
advanced ag.linst the feudal state it entered the fight under
rhe slogan of liberty. The abolition of feudalism meant
liberty for the representatives of the capitalist state and
served their purpose, inasmuch as serfdom was breaking
d')Wll a·nd the pe.lsants had acquired the opportunity of owning as their full property the land which they had purchased
for compensation or in part by quit rent - this did not concern the slMe: it protected property no matter how it arose,
kCllIse the state rested on private property. The peasants
bec;lIne private owners in all the modern civilized states.
Evcl1 when the landlord surrendered part of his land to
the IJL:C1S;1Ilt, thc state protected private property, rewarding
the hndlord by compensation, sale for money. The state as
it 11'.:r,: decLm:d lhat it would fully preserve private propl'I"ty, ;illd it accorded it cvery support and protection.
The
,;(;lIe recoglliz.:d the property rights of every merchant, in,lust,'i:tiist and llwllufacturer. And this society, based on
pi iV;\i.: properly, on the power of capital, on the complete
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subjection of the propertyless workers and labouring masses
of the peasantry, proclaimed that its rule was based on
liberty.
Combating feudalism, it proclaimed freedom of
property and was particularly proud of the fact that the
state had supposedly ceased to be a class state.
Yet the state continued to be a machine which helped
the capitalists to hold the poor peasants and the working
class in subjection. But in outward appearance it was free.
It proclaimed universal suffrage, and declared through its
champions, preachers, scholars and philosophers, that it was
not a class state.
Even now, when the Soviet Sociali&t
Republics have begun. to fight it, they accuse us of violating
liberty, of building a state based on coercion, on the suppression of some by others, whereas they represent a popular,
democratic state. And nO\v, when the world socialist revolution has begun, and just when the revolution has succeeded
in some countries, when the fight against world capital has
grown particularly acute, this question of the state has acquired the greatest importance and has become, one might
say, the most burning one, the focus of all political questions
and of all political disputes of the present day.
Whatever party we take in Russia or in any of the more
civilized countries, we find that nearly all political disputes,
disagreements and opinions now centre around the conception of the state. Is the state in a capitalist country, in a
democratic republic - especially one like Switzerland or
America - in the freest democratic republics, an expression
of the popular will, the sum total of the general decision of
the people, the expression of the national will, and so forth;
or is the state a machine that enables the capitalists of the
given country to maintain their power over the working class
and the peasantry? That is the fundamental question around
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which all political disputes all over the world now centre.
What do they say about Bolshevism? The bourgeois press
abuses the Bolsheviks. You will not find a single newspaper
that does not repeat the hackneyed accusation that the
Bolshcyiks viobte popular rule. If our Mensheviks and Soci'llist-Revolutionaries in their simplicity of heart (perhaps it is not simplicity, or perhaps it is the simplicity which
the proycrb says is worse than robbery) think that they
discovercd and invented the accusation that the Bolsheviks
have violated liberty and popular rule, they are ludicrously
mistaken. Today not a single one of the richest newspapers
in the richest wuntries, which spend tens of millions on their
distribution and disseminate bourgeois lies and imperialist
policy in tens oJ millions of copies - there is not one of these
newspapers which does not repeat these basic arguments and
accusations against Bolshevism, namely, that America, England and Switzerland are advanced states based on popular
rule, whereas the Bolshevik Republic is a state of bandits
in which liberty is unknown, and that the Bolsheviks have
violated the idea of popular rule and have even gone so far
as to disperse the Constituent Assembly, These terrible accusations against the:: Bolsheviks are repeated all over the world.
Thesc accusations bring us fully up against the question
- what is the state? In order to understand these accusations, in order to examine them and have a fully intelligent attitude towards them, and not to examine them on
hearsay but with a firm opinion of our own, we must have
a clear idea of what the state is. Here we have capitalist
~tates of every kind and all the theories in defence of them
which were created' before the war. In order to answer the
question properly we must critically examine all these
theories and views.

I have already advised you to turn for help to Engels'
book, The Origin 01 the Family, Private Property and the
State. This book says that every state in which private
ownership of the land and means of production exists, in
which capital dominates, however democratic it may be,
is a capitalist state, a machine used by the capitalists to
keep the working class and the poor peasants in subjection j
while universal suffrage, a Constituent Assembly, parliament are merely a form, a sort of promissory note, which
does not alter the essence, of the matter.
The forms of domination of the state may vary: capital
manifests ~tE power in one way where one form exists, and
in another way where another form exists - but essentially the power is in the hands of capital, whether there are
voting qualifications or not, or whether the republic is a
democratic one or not - in fact the more democratic it is
the cruder and more cynical is the rule of capitalism. One
of the most democratic republics in the world is the United
States of America, yet nowhere (and those who were there
after 1905 probably know it) is the power of capital, the
power of a handful of billionaires over the whole of society,
so crude and so openly corrupt as in America. Once capital
exists, it dominates the whole of society, and no democratic
republic, no form of franchise can alter the essence of the
matter.
The democratic republic anq universal suffrage were an
immense progressive advance on feudalism: they have enabled
the proletariat to achieve its present unity and solidarity,
to form those firm and disciplined ranks which are waging a systematic struggle against capital. There was nothing
21
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of capital), but even people who are simply under the sway
of the prejudice of bourgeois liberty that have taken up arms
against Bolshevism all over the world because of the fact
that when it was founded the Soviet Republic rejected these
bourgeois lies and openly dedared: you say your state is
free, whereas in reality, as long as there is private property,
your state, even if it is a democratic republic, is nothing but
a machine used by the capitalists to suppress the workers,
and the freer the state, the more clearly is this expressed.
Examples of this are Switzerland in Europe and the United
States in the Americas. Nowhere does capital rule so cynically and ruthlessly, and nowhere is this so clearly apparent,
as in these countries, although they are democratic republics, no matter how finely they are painted and notwithstanding all the talk about labour democracy ~nd the
equality of all cittzens. The fact is that in Switzerland and
America capital dominates, and every attempt of the workers
to achieve the slightest real improvement in their condition
is immediately met by civil war. There are fewer soldiers,
a smaller standing army, in these countries - Switzerland
has a militia and every Swiss has a gun at home, while in
America there was no standing army until quite recentlyand so when there is a strike the bourgeoisie arms, hires
soldiery and suppresses the strike; and nowhere is this suppression of the working-class movement accompanied by
such ruthless severity as in Switzerland and America, and
nowhere does the influence of capital in parliament manifest
itself as powerfully as in these countries. The power of capital
is everything, the stock exchange is everything, while parliament and elections are marionettes, puppets. . • . But the

even approximately resembling this among the peasant serfs,
not to speak of the slaves. The slaves as we know revolted,
rioted, startoo civil wars, but they could never create a classconscious majority and parties to lead the struggle, they
could not dearly realize what they were aiming for, and
even in the most revolutionary moments of history they
were always pawns in the hands of the ruling classes. The
bourgeois republic, parliament, universal suffrage - all represent great progress from the standpoint of the world development of society. Mankind moved towards capitalism,
and it was capitalism alone which, thanks to urban culture,
enabled the oppressed proletarian class to learn to know itself
and to create the world working-class movement, the millions
of workers organized all over the world in parties - the Socialist parties which are consciously leading the struggle of the
masses. Without parliamentarism, without an electoral system,
this development of the working class would have been impossible. That is why all these things have acquired such
great importance in the eyes of the broad masses of people.
That is why a radical change seems to be so difficult. It is
not only the conscious hypocrites, scientists and priests that
uphold and defend the bourgeois lie that the state is free
alld that it is its mission to defend the interests of all; so
also do a large number of people who sincerely adhere to the
old prejudices an(1 who cannot understand the transition
from the old capitalist society to Socialism. It is not only
people who arc directly dependent on the bourgeoisie, not
ollly those who arc oppressed by the yoke of capital or
who have been bribed by capital (there are a large number
of all sorts of scientists, artists, priests, etc., in the service
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eyes of the workers are being opened more and more, and
the idea of Soviet government is spreading wider and wider,
esp(xi~llly after the bloody carnage through which we have
just passed. The necessity for a relentless war on the capitalists is becoming clearer and dearer to the working dass.
Whatever guise a republic may assume, even the most
democratic republic, if it is a bourgeois republic, if it retains
private ownership of the land, mills and factories, and if
private capital keeps the whole of society in wage slavery,
that is, if it does not carry out what is proclaimed in the
program of our Party and in the Soviet Constitution, then
this state is a machine for the suppression of some people
by others. And we shall place this machine in the hands of
the class that is to overthrow the power of capital. We shall
fejt:ct all the old prejudices about the state meaning universal
equality - for that is a fraud: as long as there is exploitation
there cannot be equality. The landlord cannot be the equal
(If the worker, or the hungry man the equal of the full man.
Tile proletariat casts aside the machine which was called
the.: stale anu before which people bowed in superstitious
awe, believing the old tales that it means popular rule - the
I' .llctariat casts aside this machine and declares that it is
; bourgeois lie. We have deprived the capitalists of this
Ill,lchillt: and havt: taken it over. With this machine, or
bludgeoll, we shall destroy all exploitation. And when the
p"ssibility of exploitation no longer exists anywhere in the
world, wht:n tll/~rc are no longer owners of land and owners
of factories, and when there is no longer a situation in which
somt: gorge while others starve - on I.)' when the possibility
of this no longer exists ~hilll we consign this machine to the
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scrap heap. Then there will be no state and no exploitation.
Such is the view of our Communist Party. I hope that we
shall return to this subject in subsequent lectures, and return
to it again and again.
First published on January 18, 1929.
in Pravda. No.
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The present text is printed according to a short·hand account
of the lecture
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION
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CHAnER I

.i!,~

CLASS SOCIETY AND THE STATE
The present, second edition is published almost without
change, except that section 3 has been added to Chapter II.
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The Author
Moscow
December 17, 1918

THE STATE AS THE PRODUCT
OF THE IRRECONCILABILITY
OF CLASS ANTAGONISMS
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What is now happening to Marx's teaching has, in the
course of history, happened repeatedly to the teachings of
revolutionary thinkers and leaders of oppressed classes
struggling for emancipation. During the lifetime of great
revolutionaries, the oppressing classes constantly hounded
them, received their teachings with the most savage malice,
the most furious hatred and the most unscrupulous campaigns
of lies and slander. After their death, attempts are made ~o
convert them into harmless icons, to canonize them, so to
say, and to surround their names with a certain halo for the
"consolation" of the oppressed classes and with the object
of duping the latter, while at the same time emasculating
the essence of the revolutionary teaching, blunting its revolutionary edge and vulgarizing it. At the present time, the
bourgeoisie and the opportunists within the working-class
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movement concur in this "doctoring" of Marxism. They
omit, obliterate and distort the revolutionary side of this
teaching, its revolutionary soul. They push to the foreground
and extol what is or seems acceptable to the bourgeoisie.
All the social-chauvinists are now "Marxists" (don't laugh I).
And more and more frequently, German bourgeois scholars, but yesterday specialists in the annihilation of Marxism,
are speaking of the "national-German" Marx, who, they
aver, educated the workers' unions which are so splendidly
organized for the purpose of conducting a predatory war!
In such circumstances, in view of the unprecedentedly
widespread distortion of Marxism, our prime task is to reestablish what Marx really taught on the subject of the state.
For this purpose it will be necessary to quote at length from,
the works of Marx and Engels themselves. Of course, long
quotations will render the text cumbersome and will not
help at all to make it popular reading, but we cannot pessibly avoid them. All, or at any rate, all the most essential
passages in the works of Marx and Engels on the subject
of the state must without fail be quoted as fully as possible,
in order that the reader may form an independent opinion
of the totality of the views of the founders of scientific Socialism and of the development of those views, and in order
that their distortion by the now prevailing "Kautskyism"
{nay be documentarily proved and clearly demonstrated.
Let us begin with the most popular of Engels' works, The
Origin 0/ tbe Family. Private Property and the State,' the
sixth edition of which was published in Stuttgart as far
back as 1894. We shall have to translate the quotations
from the German originals, as the Russian translations, although very numerous, are for the most part either incomplete or very unsatisfactory.

"I

Summing up his historical analysis, Engels says:

i~

,~

"The state is, therefore, by no means a power forced on
society from. without; just as little is it 'the reality of the
ethical idea,' 'the image and reality of reason,' as Hegel
maintains. Rather, it is a product of society at a certain
stage of development; it is the admission that this society
has become entangled in an insoluble contradiction with
itself, that it is cleft into irreconcilable antagonisms which
it is powerless to dispel. But in order that these antagonisms, classes with conflicting economic interests, .might
not consume themselves and society in sterile struggle, a
power seemingly standing above society became necessary
for the purpose of moderating the conflict, of keeping it
within the bounds of 'order'; and this power, arisen out
of society, but placing itself above it, and increasingly
alienating itself from it, is the state." (Pp. 117-78, sixth
German edition.)3
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This expresses with perfect clarity the basic idea of Marxism on the question of the historical role and the meaning of
the state. The state is the product and the manifestation of
the irreconcilability of class antagonisms. The state arises
when, where and to the extent that class antagonisms objectively calmot be reconciled. And, conversely, the existence of
the state proves that the class antagonisms are irreconcilable.
It is precisely on this most important and fundamental
point that the distortion of Marxism, proceeding along two
main lines, begins~
On the one hand, the bourgeois and particularly the pettybourgeois ideologists, compelled under the weight 'of indisputable historical facts to admit that the state only exists where
there are class antagonisms and the class struggle, "correct"
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(a point that we Bolsheviks have always maintained), but
petty-bourgeois democrats with near-Socialist phraseology.
On the .other hand, the "Kautskyite" distortion of Marxism is far more subtle. "Theoretically," it is not denied that
the state is an organ of class rule, or that class antagonisms
are irreconcilable. But what is lost sight of or glossed over
is this: if the state is the product of the irreconcilability of
class antagonisms, if it is a power standing above society
and "j n cr e a sin g l y a li ella tin g itself from it," then
it is obvious that the liberation of the oppressed class is impossible not only without a violent revolution, but a l s 0
wit hOlt t the des t rue t jon of the apparatus of state
power which was created by the ruling class and which is the
embodiment of this "alienation." As we shall see later,
Marx very definitely drew this theoretically self-evident conclusion as a result of a concrete historical analysis of the tasks
of the revolution. And - as we shall show, in detail further
on - it is precisely this conclusion which Kautsky • . . has
"forgotten" and distorted.

Marx in such a way as to make it appear that the state is
an organ for the reconciliation of classes., According to
Marx, the state could neither arise nor maintain itself if it
were possible to reconcile classes. According to the pettybourgeois and philistine professors and publicists it appears very frequently they benignantly refer to Marx to prove this
- that the state does reconcile classes. According to Marx,
the state is an organ of class rule, an organ for the oppression
of one class by another; it is the creation of "order," which
legalizes and perpetuates this oppression by moderating the
conflict between the classes. In the opinion of the pettybourgeois politicians, order means precisely the reconciliation
of classes, and not the oppression of one class by another;
to moderate the conflict means reconciling classes and not
depriving the oppressed classes of definite means and methods
of struggle to overthrow the oppressors.
For instance, when, in the Revolution of 1911, the question
of the significance and role of the state arose in aU its magnitude as a practical question demanding immediate action
on a mass scale, aU the Socialist-Revolutionaries and Mensheviks immediately and completely sank to the petty-bourgeois theory that the "state" "reconciles" classes. Innumerable resolutions and articles by politicians of both these
parties are thoroughly saturated with this petty-bourgeois
and philistine "reconciliation" theory. That the state is an
organ of the rule of a definite class which cannot be reconciled with its antipode (the class opposite to it), is something
the petty-bourgeois democrats will never be able to understand. Their attitude towards the state is one of the
most striking manifestations of the fact that our SocialistRevolutionaries and Mensheviks are not Socialists at· aU
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SPECIAL BODIES OF ARMED MEN,
PRISONS, ETC.
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Engels continues:

~L~

,,\.

"In contradistinction to the old gentile [tribal or clan]
organization, the state, first, divides its subjects according
to territory."
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Such a division seems "natural" to us, but it cost a prolonged struggle against the old form of tribal or gentile
society.
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"The second distinguishing feature is the establishment
of a public power which no longer directly coincided with
the population organizing itself as an armed force. This
special public power is necessary, because a self-acting
armed organization of the population has become impossible since the cleavage into classes. . . . This public
power exists in every state; it consists not merely of armed
people but also of material adjuncts. prisons and institutions of coercion of all kinds, of which gentile [clan] 60ciety knew nothing."

completely failed to understand what a "self-acting armed
organization of the population" was, To the question, whence
arose the need for special bodies of armed men, placed above
society and alienating themselves from it (police and standing army), the West-European and Russian philistines arc inclined to answer with a few phrases borrowed from Spencer
or Mikhailovsky, by referring to the growing complexity of
social life, the differentiation of functions, and so forth.
Such a reference seems "scientific," and effectively dulls
the senses of the man in the street by obscuring the most important and basic fact, namely, the cleavage of society into
irreconcilably antagonisti" classes.
Were it not for this cleavage, the "self-acting armed organization of the population" would differ from the pri~itive
organization of a stick-wielding herd of monkeys, or of primitive man, or of men united in clans, by its complexity, its
high technique, and so forth i but such an organization would
still be possible.
It is impossible, because civilized society is split into antagonistic and, moreover, irreconcilably antagonistjc classes,
the "self-acting" arming of which would lead to an armed
struggle between them. A state arises, a special power is
created. special bodies of ar~ed men, and every revolution,
by destroying the state apparatus, dearly demonstrates to us
how the ruling class strives to restore the special bodies of
armed men which serve i I, and how the oppressed class
strives to create a new organization of this kind, capable
of serving not the exploiters but the exploited.
In the above argument, Engels raises theoretically the very
same question which every great revolution raises before us
in practice, palpably and, what is more, on a scale of mass
action, namely, the question of the relation between "special"

Engels further elucidates the concept of the "power" which
is termed the state - a power which arose from society, but
places itself above it and alienates itself more and more from
it. What does this power mainly consist of? It consists of
special bodies of armed men which have prisons, etc., at their
command.
We are justified in speaking of special bodies of armed
men, because the public power which is an attribute of every
state does not "directly coincide" with the armed population,
with its "self-acting armed organization."
Like all great revolutionary thinkers. Engels tries to draw
the attention of the class-conscious workers to the very fact
which prevailing philistinism regards as least worthy of attention, as the most habitual and sanctified not only by
firmly rooted, but one might say by petrified prejudices. A
standing army and police are the chief instruments of state
puwer. But can it be otherwise?
From the viewpoint of the vast majority of Europeans of
the cnd of the nineteenth century whom Engels was addressing, and who had not lived through or closely observed a
single great revolution, it could not be otherwise. They
10
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bodies of armed men and the "self-acting armed organization of the population." We shall see how this question is
concretely illustrated by the experience of the European and
Russian revolutions.
.
But let us feturn to Engels' exposition.
He points out that sometimes, for example, in certain
parts of North America, this public power is weak (he has
in mind a rare exception in capitalist society. and those parts
of North America in its pre-imperialist days where the free
colonist predominated), ~ut that, generally speaking, it grows
stronger:

'1

". . . The public power grows stronger, however, in
proportion as class antagonisms within the state become
more acute, and as adjacent states become larger and more
populated. We have only to look at our present-day Europe, where class struggle and rivalry in conquest have
screwed up the public power to such a pitch that it threatens to devour the whole of society and even the state."

:,1

1914-17 for the domination of the world by England or Ger-

many. for the division of the spoils, has brought the "devouring" of all the forces of society by the rapacious state power
to the verge of complete catastrophe.
As early as 1891 Engels was able to point to "rivalry in
conquest" as one of the most important distinguishing features of the foreign policy of the Great Powers, but in 1914-17,
when this rivalry, many times intensified, has given rise to
an imperialist war, the social-chauvinist scoundrels cover
up the defence of the predatory interests of "their own"
bourgeoisie with phrases about "defence of the fatherland,"
"defence of the republic and the revolution," etc'!
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THE STATE AS AN INSTRUMENT
FOR THE EXPLOITATION
OF THE OPPRESSED CLASS
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"In possession of the public power and of the right to
levy taxes, the officials," Engels writes, "as organs of
society, now stand above society. The free, voluntary
respect that was accorded to the organs of the gentile
(clan) constitution does not satisfy them. even if they
could gain it.•••" Special laws are enacted proclaiming
the sanctity and immunity of the officials. "The shabbiest police servant" has more "authority" than the representatives of the dan, but even the head of the military
power of a civilized state may well envy an elder of a
clan the "uncoerced respect" of society.

,'~,

t'~

.'

For the maintenance of the special public power standing
above society, taxes and state loans are needed.

This was written not later than the beginning of the nineties of the last century, Engels' last preface being dated
June 16, 1891. The turn towards imperialism - meaning the
complete domination of the trusts, meaning the omnipotence
of the big banks, meaning a grand-scale colonial policy, and
so forth - was only just beginning in France, and was even
weaker in North America and in Germany. Since then "rivalry in conquest" has made gigantic strides - especially as,
by the beginning of the second decade of the twentieth century, the whole world had been finally divided up among
these "rivals in conquest," i.e., among the great predatory
powers. Since then, military and naval armaments have
grown to monstrous proportions, and the predatory war of
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Here the problem of the privileged position of the officials
as organs of st:lte power is raised. The main question indicated is: what is it that places them above society? We
shall see how this theoretical question was answered in
practice by the Paris Commune in 1871 and how it was slurred
over in a reactionary manner by Kautsky in 1912.
"As the state arose from the need to hold class antagonisms in check, but as it arose, at the same time, in the
midst of the conflict of these classes, it is, as a rule, the
state of the most powerful, economically dominant class,
which, through the medium of the state, becomes also the
politically dominant class, and thus acquires new means of
holding down and exploiting the oppressed class." Not
only were the ancient and feudal states organs for the exploitation of the slaves and serfs but "the modern representative state is an instrument of exploitation of wage
labour by capital. By way of exception, however, periods
occur in which the warring classes balance each other so
nearly that the state power, as ostensible mediator, acquires, for the moment, a certain degree of independence
of both." Such were the absolute monarchies of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the Bonapartism of the
First and Second Empires in France, and the Bismarck
regime in Germany.
Such, we may add, is the Kerensky government in republican Russia since it began to persecute the revolutionary proletariat, at a moment when, owing to the leadership of the
petty-bourgeois democrats, die Soviets have already become
impotent, while the bourgeoisie is not yet strong enough
simply to disperse them.
J4

iii

In a democratic republic, Engels continues, "wealth
exercises its power indirectly, but all the more surely,"
first, by means of the "direct corruption of officials" (America); second, by means of "an alliance between the government and Stock Exchange" (France and America).
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At the present time, imperialism and the domination of
the banks have "developed" both these methods of upholding and giving effect to the omnipotence of wealth in democratic republics of all descriptions into an unusually fine
art. If, for instance, in the very first months of the Russian
democratic republic, one might, say during the honeymoon of
the "Socialist" S.-R.'s [Socialist-Revolutionaries] and the
Mensheviks joined in wedlock to the bourgeoisie, Mr. Palchinsky, in the coalition government, obstructed every measure
intended for curbing the capitalists and their marauding
practices, their plundering of the treasury by means of war
contracts; and if later on Mr. Palchinsky resigned (and, of
course, was replaced by another exactly such Palchinsky), and
the capitalists "rewarded" him with a "soft" job at a salary
of 120,000 rubles per annum - what would you call this - direct or indirect bribery? An alliance between the government and the directors of syndicates, or "merely" friendly
relations? . What role do the Chernovs, Tseretelis, Avksentyevs and Skobelevs play? Are they the "direct" or only
the indirect allies of the millionaire treasury-looters?
The reason why the omnipotence of "wealth" is better
secured in a democratic republic, is that it does not depend
on the faulty political shell of capitalism. A democratic republic is the best possible political shell for capitalism, and,
therefore, once capital has gained control of this very best
shell (through the Palchinskys, Chernovs. Tseretelis and Co.),
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became a necessity owing to this cleavage. We are now
rapidly approaching a stage in the development of production at which the existence of these classes not only
will have ceased to be a necessity, but will become a positive hindrance to production. They will fall as inevitably
as they arose at an earlier stage. Along with them the state
will inevitably' fall. The society that will organize production on the basis of a free and equal association of the producers will put the whole machinery of state where it will
then belong: into the Museum ,of Antiquities, by the side
of the spinning wheel and the bronze axe."

it establishes its power so securely, so firmly, that no change,
either of persons, of institutions, or of parties in the bourgeois-democratic republic, can shake it.
We must also note that Engels is most definite in calling
universal suffrage an instrument of bourgeois rule. Universal
suffrage, he says, obviously summing up the long experience
of German Social-Democracy, is "the gauge of the maturity
of the working class. It cannot and never will be anything
more in the present-day state."
The petty-bourgeois democrats. such as our Socialist-Revolutionaries and Mensheviks, and also their twin brothers,
all the social-chauvinists and opportunists of Western Europe,
expect just this "more" from universal suffrage. They themselves share and instil into the minds of the people the false
notion that universal suffrage "in the modern state" is really
capable of ascert~ining the will of the majority of the toilers and of securing its realization.
Here we can only indicate this false notion, only point out
that Engels' perfectly clear, precise and concrete statement is
distorted at every step in the propaganda and agitation of
the "official" (Le., opportunist) Socialist parties. A detailed exposure of the utter falsity of this notion which
Engels brushes aside here is given
our further account of
the views of Marx and Engels on the "modern" state.
Engels gives a general summary of his views in the most
popular of his works in the following words:

We do .not often come across this passage ill the propagandist and agitational literature of present-day Social-Democracy. But even when we do come across it, it is mostly
quoted in the same manner as one bows before an icon, Le.,
it is done to show official respect for Engels, and no attempt
is made to gauge the breadth and depth of the revolution that
this relegating of "the whole state machine to the Museum
of Antiquities" presupposes. In most cases we do not even
find an understanding of what Engels calls the state machine.

in
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THE "WITHERING AWAY" OF THE STATE
AND VIOLENT REVOLUTION
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Engels' words regarding the "withering away" of the state
are so widely known, they are so often quoted, and so clearly
reveal the essence of the customary adulteration of Marxism to look like opportunism that we must deal with them
in d~tail. We shall quote the whole argument from which
they are taken.

"The state, then, has not existed from all eternity.
There have been societies that did without it, that had
no conception of the state and state power. At a certain
stage of economic development. which was necessarily
bound up with the cleavage of society into classes, the state
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"The proletariat seizes the state power and transforms
the means of production in the first instance into state
property. But in doing this, it puts an end to itself as
proletariat, it puts an end to all class differences and class
antagonisms; it puts an end also to the state as state.
Former society, moving in class antagonisms, had need of
the state,· that is, an organization of the exploiting class
at each period for the maintenance of its external conditions of production; that is, therefore, mainly for the
forcible holding down of the exploited class in the
conditions of oppression (slavery, villeinage or serfdom,
wage labour) determined by the existing mode of production. The state was the official representative of society
as a whole, its summation in a visible corporation; but
it was this only in so far as it was the state of that
dass which itself, in its epoch, represented society as
a whole: in ancient times, the state of the slave-owning
citizens i in the Middle Ages, of the feudal nobility i in
our epoch, of the bourgeoisie. When ultimately it becomes
really representative of society as a whole, it makes
itself superfluous. As soon as there is no longer any
class of society to be held in subjection; as soon as, along
with class domination and the struggle for individual
existence based on the anarchy of production hitherto,
the collisions and excesses arising from these have also
been abolished, there is nothing more to be repressed
which would make a special repressive force, a state,
necessary. The first act in which the state really comes
forward as the representative of society as a whole - the
taking possession of the means of production in the name
of society -- is at the same time its last independent act
as a state. The interference of the state power in social
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relations becomes superfluous in one sphere after another,
and then ceases of itself. The government of persons
is replaced by the administration of things and the direction of the processes of production. The state is not
'abolished: it withers away. It is from this standpoint
that we must appraise the phrase 'free people's· state' both its temllorary justification for agitational purposes,
and its ultimate scientific inauequacy - and also the
demand of the so-called anarchists that the state should
be abolished overnight." (Herr Ettgen Diihring's Revolution in Science [Anti-Dllhring] , pp. 301-03, third
.
German edition.)'
It may be said without fear of error that of this argument
of Engels' which is so remarkably rich in ideas, only one
point has become an integral part of socialist thought among
modern socialist parties, namely, that according to Marx
the state "withers away" - as distinct from the anarchist
doctrine of the "abolition" of the state. To prune Marxism
in such a manner is to reduce it to opportunism, for such
an "interpretation" only leaves a vague notion of a slow,
even, gradual change, of absence of leaps and storms, of
absence of revolution. The current, widespread, mass, if
one may say so, conception of the "withering away" of the
state undoubtedly means toning down. if not repudiating,
revolution.
Such an "interpretation," however, is the crudest distortion of Marxism, advantageous only to the bourgeoisie; in
point of theory, it is based on a disregard for the most
important circumstances and considerations indicated, say,
in Engels' "summary" argument we have just quoted in full.
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In the first place, at the very outset of his argument
Engels says that, in seizing state power, the proletariat
thereby "abolishes the state as state." It is not "good form"
to ponder over the meaning of this. Generally, it is either
ignored altogeth~r. or is considered to be something in the
nature of "Hegelian weakness" on Engels' part. As a matter
of fact, however, these words briefly express the experience
of one of the greatest proletarian revolutions, the Paris
Commune of 1871, of which we shall speak in greater detail
in its proper place. As a matter of fact, Engels speaks here
of the proletarian revolution "abolishing" the bourgeois state,
while the words about the state withering away refer to the
remnants of the proletarian state alter the socialist revolution.
According to Engels the bourgeois state does not "wither
away," but is "a b 0 lis h e d" by the proletariat in the course
of the revolution. What withers away after this revolution
is the proletarian state or semi-state.
Secondly, the state is a "special repressive force." Engels
gives this splendid and extremely profound definition here
with the utmost lucidity. And from it follows that the
"special repressive force" for the suppression of the proletariat by the bourgeoisie, of millions of toilers by handfuls
of the rich, must be replaced by a "special repressive force"
for the suppression of the bourgeoisie by the proletariat
(the dictatorship of the proletariat). This is precisely what
is meant by "abolition of the state as state." This is precisely the "act" of taking possession of the means of production in the name of society. And it is self-evident that
StIch a replacement of one (bourgeois) "Bpecial force" by
another (proletarian) "special force" cannot possibly take
place in the form of "withering away."

Thirdly, in speaking of the state "withering away," and
the even more graphic and colourful "ceasing of itself,"
Engels refers quite clearly and definitely to the period
a I t e r "the state ~as taken possession of the means of
production in the name of the whole of society," that is,
a I t e r the socialist revolution. We all know that the
political form of the "state" at that time is the most complete democracy. But it never enters the head of any of
the opportunists who shamelessly distort Marxism that
Engels is consequently speaking here of d e'ln 0 eTa C y
"ceasing of itself," or "withering away." This seems very
strange at first sight; but it is "incomprehensible" only to
those who have not pondered over the fact that democracy
is a Iso a state and that, consequently, democracy will also
disappear when the state disappears. Revolution alone can
"abolish" the bourgeois state. The state in general, i.e.,
the most complete democracy, can only "wither away."
Fourthly, after formulating his famous proposition that
, "the state withers away," Engels at once explains specifically
that this proposition is directed against both the opportunists
and the anarchists. In doing this Engels puts in the forefront that conclusion drawn from the proposition that "the
state withers away" which is directed against the opportunists.
One can wager that out of every 10,000 persons who
have read or heard about the "withering away" of the state,
9,990 are completely unaware, or do not remember, that
Engels directed his conclusions from this proposition 110t
against the anarchists atone. And of the remaining ten,
probably nine do not know the meaning of "free people's
state" or why an attack on this slogan means an attack on
the opportunists. This is how history is written I This is
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parties to talk or even think about the significance of this
idea, and it plays no part whatever in their daily propaganda and agitation among the masses. And yet, it is
inseparably bound with the "withering away" of the state
into one harmonious whole.
Here is Engels' argument:

how a great revolutionary teaching is imperceptibly falsified
and adapted to prevailing philistinisml The conclusion
directed against the anarchists has been repeated thousands
of times, vulgarized, dinned into people's heads in the shallowest form and has acquired the strength of a prejudice;
whereas the conclusion directed against the opportunists
•
has been slurred over and "forgotten'"
The "free people's state" was a program demand and a
widely current slogan of the German Social-Democrats in
the seventies. This slogan is devoid of all political content
except for the fact that it describes the con'cept of democracy in the pompous philistine fashion. In so far as it
hinted in a legally permissible manner at a democratic
republic, Engels was prepared to "justify" its use "for a
time" from an agitational point of view. But it was an opportunist slogan, for it expressed not only an embellishment of
bourgeois democracy, but also failure to· understand the socialist criticism of the state in general. We are in favour of a
democratic republic as the best form of the state for the
proletariat under capitalism; but we have no right to forget
that wage slavery is the lot of the people even in the most
democratic bourgeois republic. Furthermore, every state is
a "special force for the suppression" of the oppressed class.
Consequently, every state is not "free" and not a "people's
state." Marx and Engels explained this repeatedly to their
party comrades in the seventies.
Fifthly, this very same work of Engels', of which everyone remembers the argument about the withering away of
the state, also contains an argument of the significance of
violent revolution. Engels' historical analysis of its role
becomes a veritable panegyric on violent revolution. This
"no one remembers"; it is not good form in modern Socialist

" ..• That force, however, plays another role" (other
than that of a diabolical power) "in history, a revolutionary role; that, in the words of Marx, it is the midwife
of every old society which is pregnant with the new, that
it is the instrument by the aid of which the social movement forces its way through and shatters the dead,
fossilized political forms - of this there is not a word in
Herr Dlihring. It is only with sighs and groans that he
admits the possibility that force will perhaps be necessary
for the overthrow of the economic system of exploitation - unfortunately, because all use of force, forsooth,
demoralizes the person who uses it. And this in spite
of the immense moral and spiritual impetus which has
resulted from every· victorious revolution I And this in
Germany, where a violent collision - which indeed may
be forced on the people - would at least have the advantage of wiping out the servility which has permeated the
national consciousness as a result of the humiliation of the
Thirty Years' War. And this parson's mode of thoughtlifeless, insipid and impotent - claims to impose itself on
the most revolutionary party which history has knownl"
(P. 193. third German edition, Part II, end of Chap. IV.)
How can this panegyric on violent revolution, which Engels insistently brought to the attention of the German
Social-Democrats between 1878 and 1894, i.e., right up to
23
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later, in Crltlclzlng the Gotha Program1 of 1875, when he
mercilessly castigated the opportunist character of that
program) - this panegyric is by no means a mere "impulse,"
a mere declamation or a polemical sally. The necessity of
systematically imbuing the masses with this and precisely
this view of violent revolution lies at the root of all the
teachings of Marx and Engels. The betrayal of their
teaching by the now predominant social-chauvinist and
Kautskyite trends is expressed in striking relief by the
neglect of stich propaganda and agitation by both these
trends.
The supersession of the bourgeois state by the proletarian
state is impossible without a violent revolution. The abolition of the proletarian state, i.e., of the state in general,
is impossible except through the process of "withering away."
A detailed and concrete elaboration of these views was
given by Marx and Engels when they studied each separate
revolutionary situation, when they analyzed the lessons of
the experience of each individual revolution. We shall now
pass to this, undoubtedly the most important, part of their
teaching.

the time of his death, be combined with the theory of the
"withering away" of the state to form a single doctrine?
Usually the two are combined by means of eclecticism,
by an unprincipled, or sophistic selection made arbitrarily
(or to please the powers that be) of now one, now another
argument, and in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, if not
more often, it is the idea of the "withering away" that
is placed in the forefront. Dialectics are replaced by
eclecticism - this is the most usual, the most widespread
phenomenon to be met with in present-day official SocialDemocratic literature in relation to Marxism. This sort of
substitution is, of course, no new thing, it was observed
even in the history of classic Greek philosophy. In falsifying Marxism in opportunist fashion, the substitution of
eclecticism for dialectics is the easiest way of deceiving the
masses; it gives an' illusory satisfaction; it seems to take
into account all sides of the process, all tendencies of development, aU the conflicting influences, and so forth, whereas in reality it presents no integral and revolutionary conception of the process of social development at alit
We have already said above, and shall show more fully
later, that the teaching of Marx and Engels concerning the
inevitability of a violent revolution refers to the bourgeois
state. The latter cannot be superseded by the proletarian
state (the dictatorship of the proletariat) through the process
of "withering away," but, as a general rule, only through
a violent revolution. The panegyric Engels sang in its
honour, and which fully corresponds to Marx's repeated
declarations (recall the concluding passages of The Poverty
0/ Philosoph:!' and the Communist Mani/esto,6 with their
proud and open proclamation of the inevitability of a violent
revolution; recall what Marx wrote nearly thirty years
24
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V, I. LENIN

vu
,sHOULD WE IlAHnCIPATE IN BOURGEOIS
PAHLlAMENTS?
It is with the utmost contempt-and the utmost levity-that
the (;erman "Left" Communists reply to this question in the
negalive. Their arguments? In the passage quoted above we read:

" ... All r.:vcrsioll to parliamentary forms of struggle, which have become
hi,turically and politically obsolete, must be emphatically rejected....•"

This is said with ridiculous pretentiousness, and is patently
"Reversion" to parliamentarianism, forsooth! Perhaps there
is alre.tdy a Soviet republic in Germany? It does not look like
it! j low, then, can one speak of "reversion"? Is this not an empty
wJ'ullg.

phr.lsL?
~

Parlialllt.:nlarianism has become "historically obsolete". That
is true in the propaganda sense. However, everybody knows
that this is still a far cry from overcoming it in practice. Capitalism could have been declared-and with full justice-to be
"historically obsolete" many decades ago, but that does not at
:dl remove the need for a very long and very persistent /itruggle
Oil
the blHis of capitalism. Parliamentarianism is "historically
uLsokk" i I dIll the standpoint of world history, i.e., the era of
IHJurgeois l,arliamentarianism is over, and the era of the prolet.Il'ian dictatorship has begun. That is incontestable. But world
hi~lory is counted in decades. Ten or twenty years earlier or later
IILt"-.::; 110 diJJerence when measured with the yardstick of world
Itislul'}'; fl'OllI the standpoint of world history it is a trifle that
L'.llllWt Le considered even approximately. But for that very
n:;lS()Il, it is a glaring- theoretical error to apply the yardstick of
wllrJd history to practical politics.
- Is parlialllcntarianism "politically obsolete"? That is quite
a differt.:nl matter. If that were true, the position of the "Lefts"
wuuld Lt.: a stl'Ong one. But it has to be proved by a most searching
~lIl~ll ysis, and the "Lefts" do not even know how to approach
tht.: lll.lLter. In the "Theses on Parliamentarianism", published
ill llll: BlIlldilt of the Provisional Bllrellit in Amsterdam of the
(:(J!II/IIIII! iil I IItcmlll iOllal No.1, February 1920, and obviously
l\l'l'L's"illg lhl: Dutch-Left or Left-Dutch strivings, the analysis,
:,', \,', sll;tll Se'l:, is also hopelessly poor.
III the: Jirst plan:, contrary to the opinion of such outstanding
i,ulilit:;d JC.lders as Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht, the
~;CrtIUll "Lefts", as we know, considered parliamentarianism
"pulitil·;tll), obsokk" even in January 1919. We know that the
'Ldl.~" were mistaken. This fact alone utterly destroys, at a
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single stroke, the prQPosition that parliamentarianism is "politically obsolete". It is for the "Lefts" to prove why their error,
indisputable at that time, is no longer an error. They do not and
cannot produce even a shred of proof. A political party's attitude
towards its own mistakes is one of the most important and surest
ways of judging how earnest the party is and how it fuHils in
practice its oblig-ations towards its class and the working people.
Frankly acknowledging a mistake, ascertaining the reasons for
it, analysing the conditions that have led up to it, and thrashing
out the means of its rectification-that is the hallmark of a serious party; that is how it should perform its duties, and how it
should educate and train its class, and then the masses. By failing
to fulfil this duty and give the utmost attention and consideration
to the study of their patent error, the "Lefts" in Germany (and
in Holland) have proved that they are not a f)arty of a class,
but a circle, not a jJarty of the masses, but a group of intellectualists and of a few workers who ape the worst features of intellectualism.
Second, in the same pamphlet of the Frankfurt group of "Lefts",
which we have already cited in detail, we read:
" ..'. The millions of workers who still follow the policy of the Centre [the
Catholic "Centre" Party] are counter-revolutionary. The rural proletarians
provide the legions of counter-revolutionary troops." (Page 3 of the pamphleL)

Everything goes to show that this statement is far too sweeping
and exaggerated. But the basic fact set forth here is incontrovertible, and its acknowledgement by the "Lefts" is particularly
clear evidence of their mistake. How can one say that "parliamentarianism is politically obsolete", when "millions" and "legions"
of fJroletarians are not only still in favour of parliamentarianism
in general, but are downright "counter-revolutionary"! i) I t is
obvious that parliamentarianism in Germany is not yet politically obsolete. It is obvious that the "Lefts" in Germany have
mistaken their desire, their politico-ideological attitude, for objective reality. That is a most dangerous mistake for revolutionaries to make. In Russia-where, over a particularly long
period and in particularly varied forllls, the most brulal and
savage yoke of tsarisIll produced revolulionaries of diverse shades,
l'evolutionaries who displayed amazing devotion, enthusiasm,
heroism and will power-in Russia we have observed this mistake
,of the revolutionaries at very close quarters; we have studied
.it very attentively and have a first-hand knowledge of it; that is
why we can also see it especially clearly 'in others. Parliamen.tarianism is of course "politically obsolete" to the Communists
in Germany; but-and that is the whole point-we must not
regard what is obsolete to us as something obsolete to a class,
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Here agaiu we find that the "Lefts" do not know
do not know how to act as the party of a class,
I he p~lrt y of the J//{/sses.[y 011 must not sink to the level of the
\Sc:S, to the level of the backward strata of the class. That is
ulJlcsL1LIc. Y Oll Illust tell them the bitter truth. You are in
.\' /Joune! to call their bourgeois-democratic and parliamentary
judices what they are-prejudices. But at the same time you
:;l .w/n'r/v fullow the actual state of the class-consciousness
I prepar~dness of the entire dass (not only of its communist
19l1~lrd), aud of all the working jJeojJZe (not only of their ad-

! ill'

1l1iI.1.II'S.

,\' to rl'~IS()II,

Iced c.:IelllentsD

.

'\ell if only a fairly large minority of the industrial workers.
I Hut "lIIiLlions" and "legions", follow the lead of the Catholic
'gy--,and a similar minority of rural workers follow the landII.·IS awl kulaks (Grossbauern)-it undoubtedly signifies that
ii;llllentarianism in Germany has not yet politically outlived
If, lhat participation in parliamentary elections and in the
Iggle 011 the parliamentary ros;.rum is obligatory on lThe party
lite revolutionary proletariat Jjpeci/ically for the purpose of
IGltiug the backward strata of 'lts own class, and for the purpose
~l Wilkening and enlightening the undeveloped, downtrodden
I i!:;JlUrant rural 1Jlus.w.[} Whilst you lack the strength to do
ly wilh bOllrgeois parliaments and every other type of reactionillSlitu(ioll, you Ulllst work within them because it is there
( you will slill find workers who are duped by the priests and
.(ilicJ IIY thl.: conditions of rural life; otherwise )tou risk turnilll!) nothing but windbags.
l'bird, (he "Left" COllilllunists have a great deal to say in
i~e of liS Bolsheviks .. One sometimes feels like tel,ing them
:naise liS ll.:SS and tu try to get a better knowledge of the BolI'iks' tactics. We took part in the elections to the Constituent
ieilILI)', (he Russian bourgeois parliament, in September-NoIber 1917. \ Vere our tactics correct or not?, If not, then this
lilt! he dearly stated and proved, for it is necessary in evolving
currect tactics for international communism. If they were
rt:ct, theu certain conclusions must be drawn. Of course, there
bc no qllL:s(ion of placing- conditions in Russia on a par
h condi(ions in \Vestern Europe. But as regards the particuIjue~(illn of the meaning of the concept that "parliamentari)111 kls 11CCOiliC politically obsolete", due account should be
L'1l (,{ uur experience, for unless concrete experience is taken
i .ll·, Ullut sllch concepts very easily turn into empty phrases.
:)ll'klllbcr-Novcmber 1917, did we, the Russian Bolsheviks,
b;I\'L' IJ III n' right than any \Vestern Communists to consider
l pariidlllClltarianislll was politically obsolete in Russia? Of
rse We did, for the point is not whether bourgeois parliaments

have existed for a long time or a short time, but how far the masses
Df the working people are prepared (ideologically, politically
and practically) to accept the Soviet system and to dissolve the
bourgeois-democratic parliament (or allow it to be dissolved).
It is an absolutely incontestable and fully established historical
fact that, in September-November 1917, the urban working class
and the soldiers and peasants of Russia were, because of a number
Df special conditions, exceptionally well prepared to accept the
Soviet system and to disband the most democratic of bourgeois
parliaments. Nevertheless, the Bolsheviks did not boycott the
Constituent Assembly, but took part in the elections both before
and after the proletariat conquered political power. That these
elections yielded exceedingly valuable (and to the proletariat, highly useful) political results has, I make bold to hope, been proved
by me in the above-mentioned article, which analyses in detail
the returns of the elections to the Constituent Assembly in Russia.
The conclusion which follows from this is absolutely incontrovertible: it has been proved that, far from causing harm to the
revolutionary proletariat, participation in a bourgeois-democratic parliament, even a few weeks before the victory of a Soviet
republic and even after such a victory, actually helps that proletariat to jJrove to the backward masses why such parliaments
<leserve to be done away with; it facilitates their successful dissolution, and helps to make bourgeois parliamentarianism "politically obsolete". To ignore this experience, while at the same
time claiming affiliation to the Communist International, which
must work out its tactics internationally (not as narrow or exclusively natiOI:.d tactics, but as international tactics), means
committing a gross error and actually abandoning internationalism in deed, while recognising it in word.
Now let us examine the "Dutch-Left" arguments in favour
of non-participation in parliaments. The following is the text
Df. Thesis No.4, the most important of the above-mentioned
"Dutch" theses:
"When the capitalist system of production has broken down, and society
is in a state of revolution, parliamentary action gradually loses importance
as compared with the action of the masses themselves. When, in these con~itions. parliament becomes the centre and organ of the counter-revolution,
whilst, on the other hand, the labouring class builds up the instruments of its
power in the Soviets, it may even prove ncccssury to abstain from all nnd
any pa,rticipation in parliamentary action,"
'

The first sentence is obviously wrong, since action by the
masses, a big strike, for instance, is more important than parliamentary activity at all times, and not only during a revolution or
in a revolutionary situation. This obviously untenable and historically and politically incorrect argument merely shows very
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lc~rly that Llu: <tlllllOrs completely ignore both the general Eurocan c>.:perience (the French experience before the revolutions
r 12)-H; and 11)70; the German experience of 1878-90, etc.) and
Ie Russian experience (sec above) of the importance of combinlegal and illegal struggle. This question is of immense imporIllCl.: both in general and in particular, because in all ciyilised
1(/ ildvancec! counlries the time is rapidly approaching when
leI! it combinalion will more and more become-and has al:ad)' pal'll)' become-mandatory on the party of the revolu:mary proletariat, inasmuch as civil war between the proletariat
It! lhe bourgeoisie is maturing and is imminent, and because
' silvage persecution of the Communists by republican governenls and bourgeois governments generally, which resort to any
olation of legality (the example of America is edifying enough).
c, The Dutch, aud the Lefts in general. have utterly failed
ullderstanJ this highly important question.
The second sentence is, in the first place, historically wrong.
Ie Bolsheviks participated in the most counter-revolutionary
Lrliaments, and experience has shown that this participation
.IS not only useful but indispensable to the party of the revoluJlI;Lry proletariat, after the first bourgeois revolution in Russia
!ltj:j), so a~ to pave tIle vlay for the second bourgeois revolution
dlJUdry 1917), and then for the socialist revolution (October
11,), I n the second place, this sentence is amazingly illogical.
a parli.lI11cnt becomes an organ and a "centre" (in reality it
'Vcr has Lel:Jl and never can be a "centre", but that is by the
elY) of counter-revolution, while the workers are building up
e illStrulllents of their power in the form of the Soviets, then it
Jlll\\':> tklt the workers must prepare-ideologically, politically
III tcchuicillI )r-for the struggle of the Soviets against parIial'll!, for the dispersal of parliament by the Soviets. But it does.
II .It all follow that this dispersal is hindered, or is not faciIilcd, by tlJe presence of a Soviet opposition within the counter\'ultlli(Jllary parliament. In the COLlrse of our victorious struggle
:Iin:.;t Dl'llikin and Kolchak, we never found that t ne existence
~l S()\'id alld proletarian opposition in their camp Was im:Iicri:d lo Oll!' victories. We know perfectly well that the disperI uf lite Constituent Asscmbly on January 5. 1918 was not hamt cd 1.11: \\',LS :Idually facilitated by the fact that, within the
IIlI(LT-IC\'.dulion<lI'Y Conslituent Assembly which was about
L., ,li\l)uscd, there was a consistent Bolshevik. as well as an
"'II-;isklll Left Socialist-Revolutionary, Soviet opposition. The
tlllliS (,j tile lheses are engaged in muddled thinking; they
\'e /lJlg(Jlkll the experiencc of many,
if not aU, revolutions,
licll ~It()\\'s tlte gre;lL usefulness, during a revolution, of a comwi ill 1/ uf 1I1;(SS action outside a reactionary parliament with an.
Ii!,'
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opposition sympathetic to (or, better still, direclly supporting)
the revolution within it. The Dutch, and the "Lefts" in general,
argue in this respect like doctrinaires of the revolution, who have
never taken part in a real revolution, have never given thought
to the history of revolutions, or ,have naIvely mistaken subjective
"rejection" of a reactionary institution for its actual destruction
by the combined operation of a number of objective factors. The
surest way of discrediting and damaging a new political (and
not only political) idea is to reduce it to absurdity on the plea
of defending it. For any truth, if "overdone" (as Dietzgen Senior
put it), if exaggerated, o~ if carried beyond the limits of its actual
applicability, can be reduced' to an absurdity, and is even bound
to become an absurdity under these conditions. That is just the
kind of disservice the Dutch and German Lefts are rendering to
the new truth of the Soviet form of government being superior to
bourgeois-democratic parliaments. Of course, anyone would be
in error who voiced the outmoded viewpoint or in general considered it impermissible, in all and any circumstances, to reject
participation in bourgeois parliaments. I cannot attempt here
to formulate the conditions under which a boycott is useful,
since the object of this pamphlet is far more modest. namely,
to study Russian experience in connection with certain topical
questions of international communist tactics. Russian experience has provided us with one successful and correct instance
(1905), and another that was incorrect (1906). of the use of a boycott by the Bolsheviks. Analysing the first case, we see that we
succeeded in preventing a reactionary government from convening
a reactionary parliament in a situation in which extra-parliamentary revolutionary mass action (strikes in particular) was
developing at great speed, when nut a single section of the proletariat and the peasantry could support the reactionary government in any way, and when the revolutionary proletariat was
gaining influence over the backward masses through the strike
struggle and through the agrarian movement. It is quite obvious
that tltis experience is not applicable to present-day European
conditions. It is likewise quite obvious-and the foregoing arguments bear this out-that the advocacy, even if with reservations, by the Dutch and the other "Lefts" of refusal to participate in parliaments is fundamentally wrong and detrimental to
the cause of the revolutionary proletariat.
In Western Europe and America, parliament has become most
odious to the revolutionary vanguard of the working class. That
cannot be denied. It can readily be understood, for it is difficult
to imagine anything more infamous. vile or treacherous than
the behaviour of the vast majority of socialist and Social-Democratic parliamentary deputies during and after the war. It would,
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howevcr, be not only unreasonable but actually criminal to yield
to litis mood when deciding how this generally recognised evil
ShUlild be fought. In many countries of Western Europe, the
rcvollitionary mood, we might say, is at present a "novelty", or
a "r;lrity", which has all too long been vainly and impatiently
;lW;lilcd; perhaps that is why people so easily yield to that mood.
Ccrtaiuly, without a revolutionary mood among the masses, and
wilholl! conditions facilitating the growth of this mood, revolutiuuary tactics will never develop into action. In Russia, however, icngthy, painful and sanguinary experience has taught us
the truth that revolutionary tactics cannot be built on a revolutionary Jllood alone, Thclics owst be based on a sober and strictI
objective appraisal of all the class forces In a artIcular state
Gii17It'it'r11e sfafCSt 1at S '
It an 0 a st
orld
,i\:c'I}-aswdT as of the experience 0 revo utionar
rc)s--v'~i:Y--i.~asrto-slrovrolies revo ubonar
te
hil rl i ll-i; -ao-lise a1 ~fIlanleiltary oBlllirtulllsm, or
!:ii'ldi;llillg:-i')arllcl-gation in arliaments; its ver
(annut turii'-nils'mto
11tlOn 0 a I cu
a ve
di cu t
j>riiliknCTfiSfar more difficult to create a really revo utionary
'jl:l-!liillilei1tary group in a European parliament than it was in
}{lIssia, That stauds to reason. But it is only a particular expressioll of the general truth that it was easy for Russia, in the specific
illHI hi!ilorically unique situation of 1917, to start the sodalisl rcvolution, but it will be more difficult for Russia than for
ttlC European countries to continue the revolution and bring it
to its consummation, I had occasion to point this out already
<It Ihe beginning of 1918, and our experience of the past two years
ha!i Clllire1y confirmed the correctness of this view. Certain speciJic conditions, viz" (1) the possibility of linking up the Soviet
revolutioll with the ending, as a consequence of this revolution,
()f the imperialist war, which had exhausted the workers and
pL'~lsallts 10 an incredible degree; (2) the possibility of taking
It'lliporary advantage of the mortal conflict between the world's
two HIllSl powerful groups of imperialist robbers, who were un;lbk 10 tillite against their Soviet enemy; (3) the possibility of
t'llduring a comparatively lengthy civil war, partly owing to
lltc l'I10l'liiOllS size of the cuuntry aud to the poor means of comIIllllli(;aliull; (-1) Ihe existence of !iuch a profound bourgeoisd 1'III(Jn;1l i, rcvo\utiollary 101)\'Clllent among the peasantry that the
1,.11'1), or IlIc pruletariat WilS able to adopt the revolutionary deIIJ.lllds of the peasant party (the Socialist-Revolutionary Party,
IIle 1I1djIJrily of whose members were definitely hostile to Bolshe\'i,ll1) ,lilt! realise them at once, thanks to the conquest of politicd power by the proletariat-all these specific conditions do
not at present exist in Western Europe, and a repetition of such
£
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or similar conditions will not occur so easily. Incidentally, apart
from a number of other causes, that is ~hy, it is more diflicult
for Western Europe to staTt a socialist revolution than it was
for us. To attempt to "circumvent" this difficulty by "skipping"
the arduous job of utilising reactionary ~~rliaments for revolutionary purposes is absolutely childish. l! ou want to create a
new society, yet you fear the difficulties involved in forming
a good parliamentary group made up of convinced, devoted and
heroic Communists, in a reactionary parliament! Is that not
childish? If Karl Liebknecht in Germany and Z. Hoglund in
Sweden were able, even without mass support from below, to
set examples of the truly revolutionary utilisation of reactionary
parliaments, why should a rapidly growing revolutionary mass
party, in the midst of the post-war disillusionment and embitterment of the masses, be unable to fOTge a communist group in
the worst of parliaments? It is because, in Western Europe, the
backward masses of the workers and-to an even greater degreeof the small peasants are' much more imbued with bourgeoisdemocratic and parliamentary prejudices than they were in Russia; because o~ that, it is only froll1 within such institutions as
bourgeois parliaments that Communists can (and must) wage
a long and persistent struggle, undaunted by any difficulties,
to expose, dispel and overcome these prejudices.
The German "Lefts" complain of bad "leaders" in their party,
give way to despair, and even arrive at a ridiculous "negation"
of "leaders". But in conditions in which it is often necessary to
hide "leaders" underground, the evolution of good "leaders",
reliable, tested and authoritative, is a very difficult matter;
these difficulties callnot be successfully overcome without combining legal and illegal work, and without testing the "leaders",
among other ways, in parliaments. Criticism-the most keen,
ruthless and uncompromising criticism-should be directed, not
against parliamentarianism or parliamentary activities, but
against those leaders who are unable-and still more against those
who are unwilling-to utilise parliamentary elections and the
parliamentary rostrum in a revolutionary and communist manner.
Only such criticism-combined, of course, with the dismissal
of incapable leaders and their repla<;ement by capable oneswill constitute useful and fruitful revolutionary work that will
simultaneously train the "leaders" to be worthy of the working
class and of all working people, amI train the masses to be able
properly to understand the political situation and the often very
complicated and intricate tasks that spring from that situation::>I- I have had too little opportunity to acquaint myself with "Left-wing"
communism in Italy, Comrade llordiga and his faction of Abstentionist Com-
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\\111'11 lito IIIllJltiwrl:iltip of lhe German SocialPari y has groWJI 10 D70,OOO and when the cir(:llIal ill II ()r all l\IIWl'ieall socialist weekly has climbed to
!Ji)'I,(Hlll ("upit!s, HlIy011ll who has eyes to see must acknowIedgl~ I Ita I- a prolelariall is p()werless when alone but that
luilJillllS of (lrlliulariaw,i am all-powerful.
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1'HE RESULTS AND SIGNIFICANCE
OF THE U.S. PHESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS

I

Wilson, a "Democrat", has been elected President of the
United Slates of America. He has polled over six million
votes, Roosevelt (the new National Progressive Party) over
foul' million, Taft (Republican Party) over three million,
and the socialist Eugene -Debs 800,000 votes.
The world significance of the U.S. elections lies not so
much in the great increase in the number of socialist votes
as in the far-reaching crisis of the bourgeois parties, in the
amazing force with which theh' decay has been revealed.
Lastly, the significanc~ of the elections lies in the unusually
clear and striking revelation of bourgeois reformism as a
.
means of combating socialism.
.In all bourgeois countries, the parties which stand for capitalism, Le., the bourgeois part ies, came into being a long
time ago, and the greater Lhe extent of political liberty, the
more solid they are.
Freedom in the U.S.A. is most complete. And for a whole
half-century-since the Civil War over slavery in 1860-65two bourgeois parties have been distinguished there by remarkable solidity and strength. The party of the former
slave-owners is the so-called Democratic Party. The capitalist party, which favoured the (:lmancipation of the Negroes,
h,as developed into the Republican Party.
Since the emnlleipation of the Negroes, the distinction
between the two parties has beeu diminishing. The fight between these two parties has been mainly ovei' the height of
customs duties. Their fight has not had allY serious impor4--0549
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tillJ('U IIII' thl' llla~:; o[ 11\0 people. The people have been del'I'ivl'd (llId diVl'l'ted froJll Ilil~ir vital iuterests by means of
."p,'(·laclilar alld IIIealling'll'ss dLiels between the two bourg""is p,II'1 it's.
Tllis sOot a 1I(~d lJi jlurl iSH II :;ysl em prevailing in America
(lild I\riL1i1l Itas lW(\1\ OliO oj' the most powerful means of
jln'v(,"1 illg tIll: ),ise of all i/ldepeudent working-class, Le.,
g('flllilll'ly socialisl, parly.
,\lId /lOW thu biplIl'li:;an system has suffered a fiasco in
.\lIll'l'ira, tlill counlry hoastillg the most advanced capitali:~1I1! \\'Ilal ('allsed lIds liasco'l'
'1'110 stl'UlIgt h of Ihe wor1dllg-c1ass movement, the growth
or socialisill.
TIll' old hOllrgeois pa)'1 ius (the "Democratic" and the
"Hl'IJlddirall" parlies) havo beon facing towards the past,
tit(' pl'l'iod of 1110 emallcipal ion of the Negroes. The new
1)()llrgl~ois pal'ly, Iho Natiollal-Progressive Party, is facing
Itl\\ill'ds tllt~ jU/lire. lis jJl'og'I'alllme tUl'IlS entirely on the
qlll':'t illil \\,)wlliel' l'Hpilalislll is \0 be or not to be, on the
i:-Slll':', to IIll speeil'le, or pl'oleclioli for the workers and of
"Irltsl:-,", <IS the eapilalist associaliolls are called in the
[I.S ..\.

Till' old jliI I' I ins are pl'OlIllcls of an epoch whose task was
to tll'\'('lop capitalism as speedily as possible. The struggle
iwl\\('CJI tlie parlies was over the quest.ion how best to expeditl' alld faeiliLnto this development.
TI,d ileW pari y is a product of the present epoch, which
1',1 is(':, IIID isslle of tho very existence of capitalism. In the
ll.S._\., Ille freest and most advanced country, this issue
is ('olllillg' 10 the fore more clearly and broadly than anywhere

that means ovel' all industries!). We shall establish state
control over them to eliminate poverty anll enable everybody
to earn a "decent" wage. We shall establish "social and
industrial justice". We revere all reforms-the only "reform"
we don't want is expropriation of the capitalistsl
The national wealth of the U.S.A. is now reckoned to be
120 billion (thousand million) dollars, i.e., about 240 billion
rubles. Approximately one-third of it, or about 80 billion
rubles, belongs to two trusts, those of Rockefeller and Morgan, or is subordinated to these trustsl Not more than
40,000 families making up these two trusts are the masters
of 80 million wage-slaves.
Obviously, so long as these modern slave-owners are there,
all "reforms" will be nothing but a deception. Hoosevelt has
been deliberately hired by the astute multimillionaires to
preach this deception. The "state control" they promise will
become-if the capitalists keep their capilal-a means
of combating and crushing strikes.
But the American proletarian has already awakened and
has taken up his post. He greets Roosevelt's success with
cheerful irony, as if to say: You lured foul' million people
with your promises of l'eform, deal' impostor Roosevelt.
Very weIll Tomorrow those foul' million will see that your
promises were a fraud, and don't forget that they are following you only because they feel that it is impossible to go
on living in the old way.
Pravda No. 164, November 9. 1912
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Tlw elll il'U progl'ullllllU and entire agitation of Roosevelt
illitl Ill!' Progressives lul'll 011 how to save capitalism by
Jlll"II):' of llullrgt'uis reiul'lI/s.
Tlil' b()urg-pois refOl'lliislII which in old Europe manifests
il:,(df i:1 Ihe dwllpl' of lii,eral professors has all at once come
f(Jr\\ a I'd ill 1110 free Allier iean republic &.s a party foul' milli()II.~ :-:11·()lIg. Tids is i\IlWriCall style.
\\'" ,,1,,111 save capitalism by reforms, says that party. We
."Ilall gralll tlie mosl IIl'Og-ressive factory legislation. We
sldl ('slilllli.-;II slaLo cOlilrol ovor alllhe trllsts (in the U.S.A.
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Indeed, this looks very much like a cynical cheap sale of
"party loyalties". But we see exactly the same thing in all
capitalist countries; and the less freedom there is in a country, the dirtier and fouler is this sale of party loyalties
among the bourgeois sharks, and the greater is the importance of backstairs intrigues and private connections in
procuring concessions, subsidies, bonanza legal cases (for
the lawyers), etc.
The other wing of any bourgeois-reformist trend-the
cheated masses-has now also revealed itself in the highly
original, free and lucid American style. "Scores who had
voted for the Progressive Party," writes Appeal to Reason,
the New York workers' paper, "now come to socialist editorial offices and bureaux for all kinds of information.
They are mostly young people, trusting, inexperienced.
They are the sheep shorn by Roosevelt, without any knowledge of politics or economics. They instinctively feel that
the Socialist Party, with its one million votes, is a more
serious proposition than Roosevelt's 4.5 million, and what
they want to know most is whether the minimum reforms
promised by Hoosevelt can be implemented."
"Needless to say," the paper adds, "we are glad to give
everyone of these •progressives' any information, and never
let any of them leave without socialist literature."
The lot of capitalism is such that its sharpest operators
cannot help "working"-for socialism I

.\ FTEH THE ELECTIONS IN AMElUCA

\\'1' havI! already pointed out in Pravda the great imporlillltl' or l!tn Hepllhlkan Party split iu America and the
1'111'111,11 iOIl of Hoosevl'lt's Progressive Palty.
;\; 1I \\.
I Ill' duel iOlls al'O over. The Democrats have won,
<llId ill 0111'0 l!te cOlisofllWlICOS }lwdicled hy the socialists
.. 1'1' 1H';~illllilig 10 toll. Hoosevolt's Progmssive Party, with
ils ,'I.;) 'Hillioll voles, is a ::>peeilllon of the broad bourgeoisrurlll'lllisl 1I'0lld which ha::> cOllie 011 the sceue in sweeping
.\IIII'I·il'illi fashioll,
\\'Ilal hilPPl'IIS 10 this treilll is of genoral interest because,
ill OliO fOl'fll or ullolhel', it ox!::>Ls ill all capitalist cOllntries.
III allY llOlIl'geois-rei'ormist tWlld there are two main
SII'l'ilIIIS: Ihe lJOlIl'gooi::> bigwigs alHl politicians, who deceive
I hI' IIIi1SSI'S willi prolllises of reform, and the cheated masses,
\11111 1'1'1,1 IhaL l!toy cannot go on living ill the old way, and
Ldlll\\ tile qllack with Lho loudeslllI'omises. And so we find
till' Ill'H lid· Ill'\\' Jll'OgTe::>l:ii vo Parly ill America splitting at
11ll' SI'ilIlIS right aflur the clectiolls.
.
'j'hl~ lJlJlIl'g'oois poliLieialis who made use of Roosevelt's
!fllilC""I'Y 10 dllpe Illll lliasses are already yelling about a
llit'rgl'r \\ith 11ll) HI'PllbJicilli Party. What's the idea? It is
~illlply llti.'i: IIIP plIlilieiHIlS walll tho cllshy jobs which the
vidori!)lIs pilrly ill .\llll'l'iI'H hallds oul to ils supporters with
I'SP1'I·i.tI IH'iI/,l'lIlll!SS. 'J'lw llupllLJicall split gave the victory
ttl Ilw \)1'IIIIICrals. 'l'lwSI) Hl'e 1I0W ec::>laLically sharing out
1111' IIIScilJIIS Pllblic pie, Is it :llll'llrisillg t.hat their rivals are
pn·p.ll'l'd 11) 1'I!l101lIICe Ilw Progressive Party and return to the
('i//ls"lilil/!nl Hupllblicall Party, which has every chance of
ddl'ill ilig' lite J)U I11 I H,: I'a Is·!)

Written before November 25

(December 8), 1912

First published in i95,'1
in the magazine KOII.'lIIlll1ist No.6
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ON NEW DBMOCRACY

MAO TSE·TUNG

historical conditions is correct. But Stalin's pamphlet was written
before the imperialist war, when the national question was not yet
n:garded by Marxists as a question of world significance, when the
Marxists' fundamental demand for the right to self-determination
was regarded not as part of the proletarian revolution, but as
part of the bourgeois-democratic revolution. It would be ridiculous not to see that since then the international situation has
radically changed, that the war, on the one hand, and the October
Revolution in Russia, on the other, transformed the national
question from a part of the bourgeois-democratic revolution into
a part of the proletarian-socialist revolution. As far back as
October 1916, in his article, "The Discussion on Self-Determination
Summed Up", Lenin said that the main point of the national
question, the right to self-determination, had ceased to be a part
of the general democratic movement, that it had already become a
component part of the general proletarian, socialist revolution.
I do not even mention subsequent works on the national question
by Lenin and by other representatives of Russian communism.
After all this, what significance can Semich's reference to the
passage in Stalin's pamphlet, written in the period of the bourgeois(\cmucratic revolution in Russia, have. at the present time, when,
as a consequence of the new historical situation, we have entered
a new epoch, the epoch of proletarian revolution? It can only
signify that Semich quotes outside of space and time, without
reference to the living historical situation, and. thereby violates
the most elementary requirements of dialectics, and ignores the
fact that what is right for one historical situation may prove to be
wrong in another historical situation.6
From this it can be seen that there are two kinds of world revolution, the first belonging to the bourgeois or capitalist category. The
era of this kind of world revolution is long past. having come to an
end as far back as 1914 when the first imperialist world war broke out,
and more particularly in 1917 when the October Revolution took place.
The second kind, namely, the proletarian-socialist world revolution,
thereupon began. This revolution has the proletariat of the capitalist
countries as its main force and the oppressed peoples of the colonies
and semi-colonies as its allies. No matter what classes, parties or
individuals in an oppressed nation join the revolution, and no matter
whether they themselves are conscious of the point or understand it,
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so long as they oppose imperialism, their revolution becomes part
of the proletarian-socialist world revolution and they become its allies.
Today, the Chinese revolution has taken on still greater significance.
This is a time when the economic and political crises of capitalism
are dragging the world more and more deeply into the Second World
War, when the Soviet Union has reached the period of transition from
socialism to communism and is capable of leading and helping the
proletariat and oppressed nations of the whole world in their fight
against imperialist war and capitalist reaction, when the proletariat
of the capitalist countries is preparing to overthrow capitalism and
establish socialism. and when the proletariat, the peasantry, the
intelligentsia and other sections of the petty bourgeoisie in China have
become a mighty independent political force under the leadership
of the Chinese Communist Party. Situated as we are in this day and
age, should we not make the appraisal that the Chinese revolution
has taken on still greater world significance? I think we should. The
Chinese revolution has become a very important part of the world
revolution.
Although the Chinese revolution in this first stage (with its many
sub-stages) is a new type of bourgeois-democratic revolution and is
not yet itself a proletarian-socialist revolution in its social character,
it has long become a part of the proletarian-socialist world revolution
and is now even a very important part and a great ally of this world
revolution. The first step or stage in our revolution is definitely not,
and cannot be, the establishment of a capitalist society under the
dictatorship of the Chinese bourgeoisie, but will result in the establishment of a new-democratic society under the joint dictatorship of all
the revolutionary classes of China headed by the Chinese proletariat.
The revolution will then be carried forward to the second stage, in
which a socialist society will be established in China.
This is the fundamental characteristic of the Chinese revolution
of today, of the new revolutionary process of the past twenty years
(counting from the May 4th Movement of 1919), and its concrete
living essence.
V.

THE POLITICS OF NEW DEMOCRACY

The new historical characteristic of the Chinese revolution is its
division into two stages, the first being the new-democratic revolution.
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Huw does this manifest itself concretely in internal political and
economic rdations? Let us consider the question.
Before the May 4th Movement of 1919 (which occurred after the
first imperialist world war of 1914 and the Russian October Revolution
of 1917), the petty bourgeoisie and the bourgeoisie (through their
intcIkctuals) were the political leaders of the bourgeois-democratic
revolution. The Chinese proletariat had not yet appeared on the
political scene as an awakened and independent class force, but
participated in the revolution only as a follower of the petty bourgeoisie
and the bourgeoisie. Such was the case with the proletariat at the time
of the Revolution of 1911.
After the l\fay 4th Movement, the political leader of China's
bourgeois-democratic revolution was no longer the bourgeoisie but the
proletariat, although the national bourgeoisie continued to take part
in the revolution. The Chinese proletariat rapidly became an awakened
and independent political force as a result of its maturing and of the
inllucnce of the Russian Revolution. It was the Chinese Communist
Party that put forward the slogan "Down with imperialism" and the
thoroughgoing programme for the whole bourgeois-democratic revolution, and it was the Chinese Communist Party alone that carried out
the Agrarian Revolution.
Being a bourgeoisie in a colonial and semi-colonial country and
oppressed by imperialism, the Chinese national bourgeoisie retains
a certain revolutionary quality at certain periods and to a certain
degree - even in the era of imperialism - in its opposition to the
foreign imperialists and the domestic governments of bureaucrats and
warlords (instances of opposition to the latter can be found in the
periods of the Revolution of 19II and the Northern Expedition), and
it may ally itself with the proletariat and the petty bourgeoisie against
such enemies as it is ready to oppose. In this respect the Chinese bourgeoisie differs from the bourgeoisie of old tsarist Russia. Since tsarist
Russia was a military-feudal imperialism which carried on aggression
against other countries, the Russian bourgeoisie was entirely lacking
ill revolutionary quality. There, the task of the proletariat was to
oppose the bourgeoisie, not to unite with it. But China's national bourgeoisie has a revolutionary quality at certain periods and to a certain
degrc..:, because China is a colonial and semi-colonial country which
is a victim of aggression. Here, the task of the proletariat is to form a
united front with the national bourgeoisie against imperialism and
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the bureaucrat and warlord governments without overlooking its
revolutionary quality.
At the same time, however, being a bourgeois class in a colonial
and semi-colonial country and so being extremely flabby economically
and politically, the Chinese national bourgeoisie also has another quality, namely, a proneness to conciliation with the enemies of the revolution. Even when it takes part in the revolution, it is uriwilling to break
with imperialism 'completely and, moreover, it is closely associated with
the exploitation of the rural areas through land rent; thus it is neither
willing nor able to overthrow imperialism, and much less the feudal
forces, in a thorough way. So neither of the two basic problems or
tasks of China's bourgeois-democratic revolution can be solved or
accomplished by the national bourgeoisie. As for China's big bourgeoisie, which is represented by the Kuomintang, all through the long
period from 1927 to 1937 it nestled in the arms of the imperialists and
formed an alliance with the feudal forces against the revolutionary
people. In 1927 and for some time afterwards, the Chinese national
bourgeoisie also followed the counter-revolution. During the present
anti-Japanese war. the section of the big bourgeoisie represented by
Wang Ching-wei has capitulated to the enemy, which constitutes a
fresh betrayal on the part of the big bourgeoisie. In this respect,
then, the bourgeoisie in China differs from the earlier bourgeoisie of the
European and American countries, and especially of France. When the
bourgeoi~il.! in those countries, and especially in France, was still in its
revolutionary era, the bourgeois revolution was co,mparatively thorough,
whereas the bourgeoisie in China lacks even this degree of thoroughness.
Possible participation in the revolution on the one hand and proneness to condliation with the enemies of the revolution on the other such is the dual character of the Chinese bourgeoisie, it faces both
ways. Even t:he bourgeoisie in European and American history had
shared this dual character. When confronted by a formidable enemy,
they united with the workers and peasants against him, but when the
workers and peasants awakened, they turned round to unite with
the enemy against the workers and peasants. This is a general rule
applicable to the bourgeoisie everywhere in the world, but the trait
is more pronounced in the Chinese bourgeoisie.
In China, it is perfectly clear that whoever can lead the people in
overthrowing imperialism and the forces of feudalism can win the
people's confidence, because these two, and especially imperialism, are
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Certain countries under the joint dictatorship of the landlords and
the boufo.::oisie can be grouped with this kind.
The second kind exists in the Soviet Union, and the conditions for
its birth are ripening in capitalist countries. In the future, it will
be the dominant form throughout the world for a certain period.
The third kind is the transitional form of state to be adopted in
the revolutions of the colonial and semi-colonial countries. Each of
these revolutions will necessarily have specific characteristics of its
own, but these will be minor variations on a general theme. So long
as they are revolutions in colonial or semi-colonial countries, their
state and governmental structure will of necessity be basically the
same, i.e., a new-democratic state under the joint dictatorship of
several anti-imperialist classes. In present-day China, the anti-Japanese
united front represents the new-democratic form of state. It is antiJapanese and anti-imperialist; it is also a united front, an alliance of
several revolutionary classes. But unfortunately, despite the fact that
the war has been going on for so long, the work of introducing
democracy has hardly started in most of the country outside the
democratic anti-Japanese base areas under the leadership of the
Communist Party, and the Japanese imperialists have exploited this
fundamental weakness to stride into our country. If nothing is done
about it, our national future will be gravely imperilled.
The question under discussion here is that of the "state system".
After several decades of wrangling since the last years of the Ching
Dynasty, it has still not been cleared up. Actually it is simply a question
of the status of the various social classes within the state. The bourgeoisie, as a rule, conceals the problem of class status and carries out
its one-~lass dictatorship under the "national" label. Such concealment
is of no advantage to the revolutionary people and the matter should
be clearly explained to them. The term "national" is all right, but it
must not include counter-revolutionaries and traitors. The kind of
state we need today is a dictatorship of all the revolutionary classes
over the counter-revolutionaries and traitors.

the mortal enemies of the people. Today, whoever can lead the people
in driving out Japanese imperialism and introducing democratic
government will be the saviours of the people. History has proved
that the Chinese bourgeoisie cannot fulfil this responsibility, which
inevitably falls upon the shoulders of the proletariat.
Therefore, the proletariat, the peasantry, the intelligentsia and the
other sections of the petty bourgeoisie undoubtedly constitute the
basic forces determining China's fate. These classes, some already
awakeneJ and others in the process of awakening, will necessarily
become tht: basic components of the state and governmental structure
in the democratic republic of China, with the proletariat as the leading
force. The Chinese democratic republic which we desire to establish
now must be a dt:mocratic republic under the joint dictatorship of all
ami-imperialist and anti-feudal people led by the proletariat. that is,
a new-democmtic republic, a republic of the genuinely revolutionary
new Three People's Principles with their Three Great Policies.
This new-democratic republic will be different from the old
Europe.tn-American form of capitalist republic under bourgeois dictatorship, which is the old democratic form and already out of date.
On the other hand, it will also be different from the socialist republic
of the Soviet type under the dictatorship of the proletariat which is
already flourishing in the U.S.S.R., and which, moreover, will be
established in all the capitalist countries and will undoubtedly become
the dominant form of state and governmental structure in all the industrially advanced countries. However, for a certain historical period,
this f(;, Li is not suitable for the revolutions in the colonial and semicoloniai (ountries. During this period, therefore, a third form of state
must be adopted in the revolutions of all colouial and semi-colonial
countries, namely, the new-democratic republic. This form suits a
certain historical period and is therefore transitional; nevertheless, it
is a form which is necessary and cannot be dispensed with.
Thus the numerous types of state system in the world can be reduced
tu three basic kinds according to the class character of their political
power: (I) republics under bourgeois dictatorship; (2) republics under
the dictawcship of the proletariat; and (~) republics under the joint
Jicuwrship of several revolutionary classes.
The I1rst kind comprises the old democratic states. To,day, after the
oUlbre.d, of the second imperialist war, there is hardly a trace of
democracy in many of the capitalist countries, which have come or
;.l[e coming unda the bloody militarist dictatorship of the bourgeoisie.

The so-called democratic system in modern states is usually
monopolized by the bourgeoisie and has become simply an instrument for oppressing the common people. On the other hand, the
Kuomintang's Principle of Democracy means a democratic system
shared by all the comlllon people and not privately owned by
the few.
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Such was the solemn declaration made in the Manifesto of the First
N.nional Congress of the Kuomintang, held in 1924 during the period
of Kuomintang-Communist co-operation. For sixteen years the Kuomintang has violated this declaration and as a result it has created
the present grave national crisis. This is a gross blunder, which we
b"pe lilt; Kuomintang will correct in the cleansing flames of the
allti-Japanese war.
.As for the question of "the system of government", this is a matter
of how political power is organized, the form in which one social class
or :.lIlOlller chooses to arrange its apparatus of political power to oppose
its C1H.:mks and protect itself. There is no state which does not have
an appropriate apparatus of political power to represent it. China may
now aJopt a system of people's congresses, from the national people's
cllngress down to the provincial, county, district and township people's
congresses, with all levels electing their respective governmental bodies.
I)Ut if there is to be a proper representation for each revolutionary class
according to its status in the state, a proper expression of the people's
will, a proper direction for revolutionary struggles and a proper manifestation of the spirit of New Democracy, then a system of really
universal and equal suffrage. irrespective of sex, creed, property or
education, must be introduced. Such is the system of democratic
centralism. Only a government based on democratic centralism can
fully express the will of all the. revolutionary people and fight the
ellemies of the revolution most effectively. There must be a spirit of
refusal to be "privately owned by the few" in the government and the
army; without a genuinely democratic system this cannot be attained
and the system of government and the state system will be out of
harmony.
The state system, a joint dictatorship of all the revolutionary
classes and the system of government, democratic centralism - these
constilUte the politics of New Democracy, the republic of New
Democracy, the republic of the anti-Japanese united front, the republic
of the new Three Peopk's Principles with their Three Great Policies,
the Republic of China in reality as well as in name. Today we have
a Rcpublic of China in name but not in reality, and our present task
is to create the reality that will fit the name.
Such arc the internal political relations which a revolutionary
China, a China fighting Japanese aggression. should and must establish withlHlt fail; such is the orientation, the only correct orientation,
fur our present work of uational reconstruction.
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THE ECONOMY OF NEW DEMOCRACY

If such a republic is to be established in China, it must be newdemocratic not only in its politics but also in its economy.
It will own the big banks and the big industrial and commercial
enterprises •
Enterprises, such as banks, railways and airlines, whether
Chinese-owned or foreign-owned, which are either monopolistic in
character or too big for private management, shall be operated and
administered by the state, so that private capital cannot dominate
the livelihood of the people: this is the main principle of the
regulation of capital.
This is another solemn declaration in the Manifesto of the Kuomintang's First National Congress held during the period of KuomintangCommilnist co-operation, and it is the correct policy for the economic
structure of the new-democratic republic. In the new-democratic
republic under the leadership of the proletariat, the state enterprises
will be of a socialist character and will constitute'the leading force in
the whole national economy, but the republic will neither confiscate
capitalist private property in general nor forbid the development of
such capitalist production as' does not "dominate the livelihood of the
people", L<.Ir China's economy is still very backward.
The republic will take certain necessary steps to confiscate the land
of the landlords and distribute it to those peasants having little or no
land, carry out Dr. Sun Yat-sen's slogan of "land to the tiller", abolish
feudal relati.:lns in the rural areas, and turn the land over to the private
ownership of the peasants. A rich peasant economy will be allowed in
the rural area:;. Such is the policy of "equalization of landownership".
"Land to the tiller" is the correct slogan for this policy. In general,
socialist agriculture will not be established at this stage, though various
types of co-operative epterprises developed on the basis of "land to
the tiller" will contain elements of socialism.
China's economy must develop along the path of the "regulation
of capital" and the "equalization of landownership", and must never
be "privately owned by the few"; we must never permit the few
capitalists and landlords to "dominate the livelihood of the people";
we must never establish a capitalist society of the European-American
type or allow the old semi-feudal society to survive. Whoever dares
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tilc scheme to turn the movement for constitutional government into
the private concern of a few bureaucrats, to oppose the attacks on the
new army, the persecution of the League of Self-Sacrifice and the
mass.lcre of progressives in Shansi, l to oppose th~ activities of the
Thrt:c People's Principles Youth League in kidnapping people along
the Hsicnyang-YuJin Highway and the Lunghai Railway,2 to oppose
such shamekss practices as taking nine concubines and making
fortunes of 100 million yuan out of the national crisis, and to oppose
tht: unbridled brutality of the corrupt officials and the local tyrants
and evil gentry. Without opposing all these and without unity and
progress, "resistance" will be just empty talk and victory a vain hope.
What will be the political orientation of the New China News in its
second year? It will be to stress unity and progress and oppose all the
vicious practices which are detrimental to the war, so that further
succc,;s,.> can be achieved in our cause of resistance to Japan.

NEW-DEMOCRATIC
CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT
Febrttary

NOTES
The Leagut! of Self-Sacrifice for National Salvation in Shansi was a local
Illass organization formed in 19,6 which co-operated closely with the
CUllllllunist Party_ It played an important role in the anti-Japanese fighting there. In
D~(~mb~,. 1939 Yen Hsi-shan, the Kuomintang warlord-governor of Shansi, openly
be;;.II' LO Slll'pr~ss the league in the western part of the province and brutally killed
a gr,,_., llU'llbcr of Communists, officers of the league and other progressives.
"Ifl 1939 th" Kuomintang drew a cordon along the Hsienyang-Yulin Highway
afld the l.uflghai (Kansu-Haichow) Railway by setting up a number of check-posts
ill rhe gllise of "Iwstcls" of the Three People's Principles Youth League. Secret
a~~IlCS pusrc;d at these hostels, working together with the Kuomintang troops, arrested
p,.ugrnsivc young peuple and intellectuals entering or leaving the Shensi-KansuNillg,i.l Border Region and inr"rned them in concentration camps, wheee they were
"jriJcr cruelly !l111rdeCl:d or compelled to turn informer against the Communist Party.
1
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It is highly' significant that representatives of the people bf all
circles in Yenan are meeting here today to inaugurate the Association
for the Promotion of Constitutional Government and that everybody
has become interested in constitutionalism. What is the purpose of our
meeting? It is to facilitate the full expression of the popular will, the
defeat of Japan and the building of a new China.
Armed resistance to Japan, which we all support, is already being
carried out, and the question now is only one of persevering in it. But
there is something else, namely, democracy, which is not being carried
out. Both are of paramount importance to China today. To be sure,
China lacks many things, but the main ones are independence and
democracy. In the absence of either, China's affairs will not go well.
And while there are twO things lacking, there are also twO superfluous
ones. What are they? Imperialist oppression and feudal oppression. It is
because of these two superflu(Jus things that China has become a colonial,
semi-colonial and semi-feudal country. The principal demands of the
nation today are for inc\t:pcndence and democracy, and therefore imperialism and feudalism must be destroyed. They must be destroyed
resolutely, thoroughly, and without the least mercy. Some say that only
Comrade Mao Tse-tung delivered this speech before the Yenan Association for
the Promotion of Constitutional Government. Confused by Chiang Kai-shek's deceptive propaganda at the time. many comrades in the Party thought that perhaps
the Kuomintang really would establish a constitutional government. Comrade Mao
Tse-tung here exposed Chiang Kai-shek's deceit, wrested the propaganda weapon
of "constitutional government" from his hands and turned it into a weapon for
awakening the people to demand freedom and democracy from Chiang Kai-shek.
Thereupon, Chiang Kai-shek immediately packed up this bag of tricks, and lIev"r
again throughout the whole War of Resistance Against Japan did he dare to propagate
his so-called constitutional government.
407
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construction is needed, not destruction. Well, we should like to ask:
Shouldn't Wang Ching-wd be destroyed? Shouldn't Japanese imperialism be destroyed? Shoul,hl't the feudal system be destroyed?
Construction is certainly out of the question unless you destroy these
evils. Only by destroying them can China be saved and construction
be set going; otherwise, it will all be an idle dream. Only by destroyit.:' the old and the rotten can we build the new and the sound.
COlllLi" L' independence Hnd democracy and you have resistance on the
b,lsis ut democracy, or dcmocracy in the service of resistance. Without
democracy, resistance will fail. Without democracy, resistance cannot
be nl<limaincd. With democracy, we shall certainly win even if we
have to go on resisting for eight or ten years.
What is constitutional government? It is democratic government.
I agree with what our old Comrade Wu 1 has just said. What kind of
demLlcratic government do we need today? New-democratic government, tbe constitutional government of New Democracy. Not the old,
ulllllloded, European-American type of so-called democracy which is
bOLlrgeois dictatorship, nor as yet the Soviet type of democracy which
is the dictatorship of the proletariat.
Democracy of the old type, practised in other countries, is on its
W:ly out and has become reactionary. Under no circumstances should
we accept sLlch a reactionary thing. The sort of constitutional government which the Chinese die-hards are talking about is the old type
of bourgeois democracy found abroad. But while they talk about it,
they do not really want even that; they are using such talk to deceive
rhe people. What they really want is a one-party fascist dictatorship.
The Chinese national bourgeoisie, on the other hand, does want this
type of constitutional government and would like to establish a
hourgeois dictatorship in China, but it can never succeed. For the
Chinese p.:oplc do not want such a governmept and would not welcome
;1 oJl(;-class dictatorship by the bourgeoisie. China's affairs must be
lJc.:ided by the vast majority of the Chinese people, and the monopoly
ut guvernment by the bourgeoisie alone must be absolutely rejected.
'rllen \I' h.ll abollt socialist democracy? Of course, it is very good, and
\\ill clelllwdly prevail throughout the world. But today this type of
LktliuCLlC)' is n()t yet practicable in China, and we must therefore do
widlllUl it for the time being. Not until certain conditions are present
\rill it be possible to have socialist democracy. The kind of demo(["ltic government we need today is neither democracy of the old
type nor yet democracy of the socialist type, but New Democracy

which is suited to the conditions of present-day China. The constitutional government to be promoted -is new-democratic constitutional
government.
What is new-democratic constitutional government? It is the joint
dictatorship of several revolutionary classes over the traitors and reactionaries. Someone once said, "If there is food, let everyone share it."
I think this can serve to illustrate New Democracy. Just as everyone
should share what food there is, so there should be no monopoly of
power by a single party, group or class. This idea was well expressed
by Dr. Sun Yat-sen in the Manifesto of the First National Congress
of the Kuomintang:

-------------

The so-called democratic system in modern states is usually
monopolized by the bourgeoisie and has become simply an instrument for oppressing the common people. On the other hand, the
Kuomintang's Principle of Democracy means a democratic system
shared by all the common people and not privately owned by
the few.
Comrades, in studying constitutional government we shall read various
books, but above all, we must ~tudy this manifesto, and this passage
should be learned by heart. "Shared by all the common people and
not privately owned by the few" - this is the substance of what we
describe as new-democratic constitutional government, as the joint
democratic dictatorship of several revolutionary classes over the traitors and reactionaries; such is the constitutional government we need
today. And it is the form which a constitutional government of the
anti-Japanese united front should take.
The purpose of our meeting today is to promote or urge the
establishment of constitutional government. Why do we have to "urge"
it? If everybody were marching forward, then nobody would need to
be urged. Why do we trouble to hold this meeting? Because some
people, instead of marching forward, are lying down and refusing to
move on. Not only do they refuse to move forward, they actually want
to go back. You call on them to go forward, but they would rather die
than do so; these people are die-hards. They are so stubborn that we
have to hold this meeting to give them an "urging". Where does the
term "urge" come from? Who first applied it in this connection? Not
we, but that great and venerated man, Dr. Sun Vat-sen, who said:
"For forty years I have devoted myself to the cause of the national
revolution ...." Read his Testament and you will find the following
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words: "Most recently I have recommended the convocation of the
n~Hi()Ilal assembly ... and its realization in the shortest possible time
IlIlIst in particular be urged. This is my heartfelt, charge to you."
COlllrades, not an ordinary "charge" but a "heardelt charge". A
"heartfelt charge" is not just the usual kind of charge, so how can it
be lightly ignored? Again, "the shortest possible time"; first, not the
longest tillie, second, not a relatively long time, and third, not just a
short time but "the shortest possible time". If we want the national
assembly to come into being in the shortest possible time, then we
have to "urge" it. Dr. Sun Yat-sen has been dead for fifteen years,
but to this day the national assembly he recommended has not been
convened. Piddling every day with political tutelage, certain people
have senselessly fiddled away the time, turning "the shortest possible
time" into the longest time, and yet they are for ever invoking
Dr. Sun Yat-sen's name. How Dr. Sun's ghost would rebuke these
unworthy followers of hisl It is perfectly clear that without "urging",
there will be no moving forward; "urging" is needed because many
arc moving back and many others are not yet awakened.
As some people are not moving forward, we have to urge them.
We havc to urge others because they are slow. That is why we are
Glllillg many meetings to urge the establishment of constitutional
government. The youth have held such meetings, and so have the
wumen, the workers, the schools, government organizations and army
UllilS. It is all very lively and very good. And now we are holding this
general meeting for the same purpose, so that all of us can go into
action to urge the speedy enforcement of constitutional government
and the immediate application of Dr. Sun Yat-sen's teachings.
Some say: "You arc in Yenan while those people are in various
(Jlilcr places. What is the use of your urging them if they take no
notice?" Yes, there is some use. For things are moving and they will
havc to take notice. If we hold more meetings, write more articles,
lll,lke more speeches and send more telegrams, they will find it impossible not to take notice. I think our numerous meetings in Yen an
to promote constitutional government have a twofold purpose. One is
to s( udy the problem a (1(\ the other is to push people forward. Why
,ll! \\ :,' ve [() study? Because supposing they do not go forward and
you lll,. e them, and they then ask why you are pushing, it is necessary
tll be able to answer. To do so, we have to make a serious study of the
huws ~llId whys of constitutional government. This is exactly what our
() ld Com r.H1c \XI u has been talking about in some detail. All schools,

government organizations and army units and all sections of the people
should study the problem of constitutional government confronting us.
Once we have studied it, we can push people forward. To push
them forward is to urge them on and, as we push in all fields, things
will all gradually move ahead. The many little streams will merge into
a great river to wash away all that is rotten and filthy, and newdemocratic constitutional government will emerge. The effect of such
pushing will be very great. What we do in Yenan is bound to influence
the whole country.
Comrncies, do you imagine th.lt once the meetings have been held
and the !C'! ..:grams dispatched, the die-hards will be bowled over, will
start moving forward, will submit to our orders? No, they will not
be as docile as that. A gr~at many of them are graduates of special
training schools for die-hards. Die-hards they are today, and die-hards
they will remain tomorrow and even the day after. What does diehard mean? "Hard" means to be inflexible and "die" means to be
dead set against progress today, tomorrow and even the day after.
Such are the people we call die-hards. To make them listen to us is
no easy matter.
As far as the constitutional governments the world has so far
known are concerned, whether in Britain, France, the United States
or the Soviet Union, a body of basic laws, that is, a constitution, has
generally been promulgated after a successful revolution to give
recognition to the actual establishment of democracy. But China's case
is different. In China the revolution has not yet succeeded and, except
in areas like our Border Region, democratic government is not yet a
fact. The fact is that China today is under semi-colonial and semifeudal rule, and even if a good constitution were promulgated, it would
inevitably be hindered by the feudal forces and obstructed by the
die-hards, so that it would be impossible to carry it out smoothly.
Thus the present movement for constitutional government has to strive
for a democracy that is not yet achieved, rather than to affirm a
democracy that has already become a fact. This means a major struggle.
and it is certainly no light or easy matter ..
Those who have all along opposed constitutional government2 are
now paying it lip-service. Why? Because they arc under pressure from
the people, who want to fight Japan, and they have to temporize a
little. They are even shouting at the top of their voices, "We have
always stood for constitutional government I" and making a terrific
din. For years we have been hearing the words "constitutional
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gUVCrilnll.:m", but so far we have seen no trace of it. These people say
one tiling and du another and may be called double-dealers in constitutional gov<.:rnm<.:nl. Their "always stood for" is truly an example
uf their double-dealing. The die-hards of today are precisely such
double-dealers. Their constitutional government is a swindle. In the
not t()o distant future you may get a constitution, and a president into
the bargain. But as for democracy and freedom, heaven alone knows
when they will give you that. China has already had a constitution.
Did not Tsao Kun promulgate one?3 But where were democracy and
freedom to be found? As for presidents, there have been a number
of the.:m. The first, Sun Yat-sen, was good, but he was edged out by
Y L13n Shih-kai. The second was Yuan Shih-kai, the third Li Yuan-hung,4
lhe fuurth Feng Kuo-chang 5 and the fifth Hsu Shih-chang,6 indeed a
great lllany, but were they any different from the despotic emperors?
Bo,h the.: constitution and the presidents were fakes. At the present
lime the.: so-called constitutional and democratic governments of
countries like Britain, France and the United States are in fact maneating governments. The same is true of Central and South America
when! many countries display the republican signboard but in fact
ltave no trace of democracy. Similarly with China's present-day dieIl.lrlk Their talk of constitutional government is only "selling dog-meat
under the labd of a sheep's head". They display the sheep's head
of con~titl1tion3l government while selling the dog-meat of one-party
dictdLOrship. I am not attacking them groundlessly; my words are
well-fuunded, because for all their talk about constitutional government
they du not give the people a particle of freedom.
Comrades, r<.:al constitutional government will never come easily;
it Llil only be obtained through hard struggle. Therefore you must
nut expect that it will come immediately after we have held our
meetings, sent our telegrams and written our articles. Nor must you
expect that once the People's Political Council7 passes a resolution,
the National Government issues a decree, and the national assembly8
llleets on November 12, promulgates a constitution and even elects
a prcsiJellt, everything willlJe fine and all will be right with the world.
Th.lt is illlpossibk, so dOll't get confused. This needs to be explained
ttl the COllllllon people so th,lt they will not be confused either. Things
\\ ill never be that easy.
Shuuld we then lament the cause as lost? Things are so difficult
that it seems hopeless_ But that is not so either. There is still hope
for constitutional government, and great hope at that, and China
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will certainly become a new-democratic state. Why? The difficulties
arise because of trouble-making by the die-hards, but they cannot
go on being die-hards for ever, and that is why we still have high
hopes. The die-hards of the world may be die-hards today and remain
so tomorrow and even the day after, but not for ever; in the end
they will have to change. Wang Ching-wei, for example, was a diehard for a very long time, yet he could not keep on actilJg the die-hard
within the anti-Japanese ranks and had to go over to the Japanese.
Chang Kuo-tao, to take another example, was also a die-hard for a
very long time, but he, too, took to his heels after we held a number
of meetings and struggled repeatedly against him. Actually, the diehards may be hard, but they :1[e not hard unto death, and in the end
they change - into soml.!thing filthy and contemptible, like dog's dung.
Some change for the better and that is also the result of our repeated
struggles against them - they come to see their mistakes and change
for the better. Iq short, die-hards do change eventually. They always
have many schemes in hand, schemes for profiting at others' expense,
for double-dealing, and so on. But they always get the opposite of
what they want. They invariably start by doing others harm but end
by ruining themselves. We once said that Chamberlain was "lifting
a rock only to drop it on his own toes", and this has now come to pass.
Chamberlain had set his heart on using Hitler as the rock with which
to crush the toes of the Soviet people, but since that September day
last year when war broke out between Germany on the one side and
Britain and France on the other, the rock in his hands has fallen on
his own toes. To this day he is still smarting fro~ it. Similar instances
abound in China. Yuan Shih-kai wanted to crush the toes of the
common people but in the event hurt himself, and he died just a
few months after becoming emperor.9 Tuan Chi-jui, Hsu Shih-chang,
Tsao Kun, Wu Pei-fu and all the rest wanted to repress the people,
but finally they were all overthrown by the people. Whoever tries to
profit at others' expense will come to no good end.
I think that, unless they move forward, the anti-Communist diehards of today can be no exception to this rule. On the high-sounding
pretext of unification, they are planning to liquidate the progressive
Shensi-Kansu-Ningsia Border Region, the progressive Eighth Route
and New Fourth Armies, the progressive Communist Party and mass
organizalil.llls. They have any number of schemes of this sort. But ~
believe ell outcome will be not the liquidation of progress by diehardism but the liquidation of die-hardism by progress. Indeed, to
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e,Llpc liquidatioll the die-hards have no alternative but to move
£01"\\ anI. f knce we have often advised them not to attack the Eighth
Houre Army, tbe Communist Party and the Border Region. If they
llIUSI, tlley had be ncr make a resolution starting as follows: "Determined as we arc to liquidate ourselves and provide the Communist
Parry with ample opportunity to expand, we, the die-hards, assume
the responsibility for attacking the Commllnist Party and the Border
Region." The die-hards have had plenty of experience in "suppressing
the Communists", and should they now want to have another go,
they arc free to do so. If after eating their fill and having a good sleep,
they fecI like doing some "suppression", that is up to them. However,
they must be prepan:d for the above resolution to go into effect, for
it is unalterable. The "suppression of the Communists" in the past
ten years invariably turned out in conformity with this resolution. Any
further "suppression" will also conform to it. Hence I advise them
not to go in for "suppression". For what the whole nation wants is
not "suppression of the Communists" but resistance, unity and progress. Therefore, anyone who tries to "suppress the Communists" is
boulld to bit.
III short, retrogression eventually produces the reverse of what
its pronlOtt:rs intend. There is no exception to this rule either in
modern or in ancient times, in China or elsewhere.
The same is true of constitutional government today. If the dieharJs keep on opposing it, the result will certainly be the reverse of
wh,u they intcoJ. The movement for constitutional government will
never follow the course decided on by the die-hards, but will run
counter to their intentions, and it will inevitably take the course
dcci.k. I ,·n by the people. This is certain, for the people throughout
the ClJlll,lry demand it, and so do the current of China's historical
dc\'cl0pfllellt and the whok trend of world affairs. Who can resist
it? Tllc wheel of hi~tory cannot be pushed back. However. the work
wc Itcn c undcrtaken requires time and cannot be accomplished overnii-;llt; it rl'quire~ effort and cannot be done in a slipshod way; it
requires the Illobilization of the great masses of the people and cannot
be dlllie dkLtivcly by a single pair of hands. It is a very good thing
that wc arc holding this meeting here today; after our meeting we
,1.:111 write articles and scnd telegrams, and we shall alsb hold similar
lll,;ctings in the Wutai Mountains, the Taihang Mountains, northern
Chilla, central China and all over the country. If we go on doing this
<lml kcql it up for several years, that will be just about right. We must
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make a good job of it, we must win democracy and freedom, we must
establish new-democratic constitutiunal government. If this is not done
and the dic·l.ards are allowed to have their way, the nation will pcrish.·
This is the way we must work to avoid national subjugation. For this
purpose everybody must exert himself. If we do so, there is great
hope for our cause. It must further be understood that after all the
die-hards are only a minority, while the majority consists not of
die-hards but of people capable of moving forward. With the majority
pitted against the minority, plus the efforts we exert, the hope will be
even greater. That is why I say that, difficult though the task may be,
there is great hope.

NOTES
1 Old Comrade Wu is Comradc Wu Yu-chang, who was thcn Chairman of the
Ycnan Association for the Promotion of Constitutional Government.
2 "Thosc" refers to the Kuomintang reactionary clique headed by Chiang
Kai-shek.
3 In 191~ Tsao Kun, a big Northern warlord, had himself elected President of
the Republic by bribing 590 members of parliament with 5,000 silver dollars
each. He then promulgated a constitution, which came to be known as the "Tsao
Kun Constitution" or the "Constitution of Bribery".
4 Li Yuan-hung was originally commander of a brigade in the armed forces of
the Ching Dynasty. He was compelled by his officers and men to side with the revolution during the Wuchang Uprising in 1911 and was made military governor of Hupeh
Province. He later became Vice-President and then President of the Republic under
the regime of the Northern w"rlord clique.
'
5 Feng Kuo-chang was one of Yuan Shih-kai's underlings. After Yuan's death,
he became the leader of the Chihli (Hopei) group of the Northern warlord clique.
In 1917 he got rid of Li Yuan-hung and became President himself.
6 Hsu Shih-chang was a politician in the service of the Northern warlord clique.
He was elected President in 1918 by the parliament controlled by Tuan Chi-jui.
7 The People's Political Coun~i1 was a mere advisory. body reluctantly set up
by the Kuomintang government after the outbreak of the anti-Japanese wac. The
members were all "invited" by the Kuomintang government. Nominally it included
the representatives of all anti-Japanese political parties and groups, but it was
actually dominated by the Kuumintang majority. It had no power to influence the
policies or the measures adopted by the Kuomintang government. As Chiang Kai-shek
and the Kuomintang became more and more n;actionary, the number of Kuomintang
and other reactionaries on the council increasc:J while the number of demucrats
decreased and their freedom of speech was severely curtailed, until the council
increasingly became a mere tool of Kuomintang reaction. After the Southern Anhwci
Incident of 1941, the Communist members of the council boycotted its meetings
several times in protest against the Kuomintang's reactionary measures.
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H i\ n;solution demanding that the Kuomintang government convene a national
a»clllbly and est.lblish a constitutional government at a fixed date was passed at
[lie Fuurth Session uf the People's Political Council in September 19J9. on the proposal
of the Communist Party and the d.:mocrats of other parties and groups. In November
1\>39 Ihe Sixth Plcnary Session of the Celltrai Executive Committee of the Kuomintang
anlHlunecd that the national assembly would be convened on November 12. 1940 •
Though mueh publidzed to dupe the people. this pledge came to nothing.
~ Yu.ln Shih-kai proclaimed himself emperor on December 11. !9IS. but was
furecd to gi\'e up the: title on Murch 22, 19 16.

ON TIlE QUESTION OF POLITICAL POWER
IN THE ANTI-JAPANESE BASE AREAS
MaTch 6, 1940

,

I. This is a time when the anti-Communist die-hards of the Kuomin tang are doing all they can to prevent us from setting up organs
of anti-Japanese democratic political power in northern and central
China and other places, while we on our part must set them up, and
in the major anti-Japanese base areas it is already possible for us to
do so. Our struggle with the anti-Communist die-hards over this issue
in northern, central and northwestern China can help to promote the
establishment of united front organs of political power over the whole
country and it is being followed attentively by the whole nation. Therefore, this issue must be handled carefully.
2. The political power we arc establishing during the anti-Japanese
war is of a united front character. It is the political power of all those
who support both resistance and democracy; it is the joint democratic
dictatorship of several revolutionary classes over the traitors and
reactionaries. It differs from the counter-revolutionary dictatorship of
the landlord class and the bourgeoisie as well as from the workerpeasant democratic dictatorship of the Agrarian Revolution period.
A .clear understanding of the character of this political power and
conscientious efforts to put it into practice will greatly help to spread
democf:"lc\' through the country. Any deviation, either to the "Left"
or the H.lb,lt, will create a very bad impression on the whole nation.
3. The convening of the Hopei Provincial Assembly and the
elections to the Hopei Administrative Council, preparations for which
have just been started, will be of exceptional importance. Equally
important ·.vill be the establishment of the new organs of political
power in northwestern Shansi, in Shantung, in areas north of the Huai

This inner-Party directive was written by Comrade Mao Tse-tung on behalf
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China.
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THE STATE AND CLASS
STRUGGLE: TRENDS IN MARXIST
POLITICAL SCIENCE
MARK KESSELMAN
Columbia University

A STRIKING FEATURE of Marxist political studies is its relatively backward character. There have been fewer Marxist
studies of politics than of class formation and structure (sociology), capitalist production (economics), and past class struggles (history). The lag is especially great in the United States~
Many Marxist political studies available in Engli~h are by foreign scholars (including Amin, Frank, Miliband, Offe, and
Poulantzas) and by American Marxists from other social science disciplines (including Esping-Andersen,. O'Connor, and
Wallerstein) .
One reason for the underdeveloped state of Marxist political studies is the lack of systematic political analysis in
Marx's own writing. Although all that Marx wrote might be
considered political, in that it attempted to understand the
structural basis of inequality and to participate in.revolutionary change, Marx engaged in little systematic analysis of the
I am gratefullo Richard Shryock for comments on an earlier draft of this
paper.
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formal sphere of politics and the state. As is well known, his
mature writing studied the nature of capitalist production, and
he died before he could write a projected volume on the state.
While Marx analyzed specific political events (for example,
the nineteenth-century French revolutions and the German'
. socialist movement), he did not provide an integrated account
of politics, the state, and class struggle within capitalism comparable to his analyses of commodity production.
There have been few attempts to fill this void since Marx.
Several major Marxist theorist-activists made major contributions in the period around ,the First World War, including
Lenin, Luxemburg, and Trotsky. In the contemporary period,
Third World revolutionary figures, including Che, Fanon, and
Mao, have adapted Marx's analysis to peasant societies. But
. until the recent past, with the towering exception of Grainsci,
there was little creative Marxist political analysis of ,Western
Europe and the United States-the capitalist heartland that
Marx considered the most propitious region for launching a
worldwide socialist revolution.
Perry Aitderson (1976) has argued that the paucity of Marxist political studies in the West can be traced to the defeat ofa
working class insurrectionary surge in the period around the
First World War. He suggests that Marxist political theorizing
is difficult in the absence of an active, mass-based socialist
movement. After the First World War, the revolutionary impulse migrated eastward. However, under the leadership of
Lenin and especially Stalin, the orthodox communist parties of
the Third International became an extension of Soviet foreign
policy and engaged in political analyses .that were sectarian,
dogmatic, and out of tum~ with Western realities (see Claud.in,
1975).
Italian Communist Party leader Antonio Gramsci (1971)
was among the few Marxist theorists in the interwar period
who rejected the Bolshevik model as inappropriate for socialist
revolution in the West. Because the Russian state was rela-
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grass-roots autonomy fragment political authority and disguise
the state. This does not mean the state does not exist, but that
a first. step-unnecessary in Western Europe-is to discern the
existence of a state.
Non-Marxist political science has helped to legitimate inequality and the absence of alternatives to political and economic arrangements in the United States. For several decades
after the Second World War, the dominant approach and outlook were what I have elsewhere called apologetic pluralism
(Kesselman, 1982). Pluralist theory took the framework of a
capitalist political economy for granted; political "maturity"
consisted in isohiting and narrowing the sphere of formal politics so that fundamental alternatives to the status quo were not
articulated. Not coi~cidentally, by' this measure the United
States was considered the most politically modem and developed nation, since capitalist hegemony was most secure in
the United States.
Apologetic pluralism argued that, given procedural'democracy, aU groups ,were free to participate in politics. Further, since no group was able to achieve its goals entirely aqd
every group was able to achieve them partially, it followed th~t
a rough equality of resources existed. In Robert Dahl's phrase,
inequalities were dispersed rather than cumulative (Dahl,
1961). This approach minimized the importance of class, r~
cial, and sexual divisions. Further, the losers in the pluralist
game had no one but themselves to blame. Dahl observed,
"By their propensity for political passivity the poor and uneducated disenfranchise themselves" (1956:8). (Dahl has cynsiderably revised his earlier views along the lines suggested by
radical critics; in recent work, he stresses the inadequacies of
pluralism [1977, 1978]).
Until the last decade, approaches opposed to pluralism
within American political science were quite unthinkable. So
all-pervasive was the hegemony of pluralist theory and practice that it was not presented as one approach competing with

tively weak and Russian society "gelatinous," social revolution could be achieved by overrunning the state-what
Gramsci called a "war of movement.· o However, in the West,
the state was stronger and could not easily be stormed. Further, bourgeois hegemony was not exercised solely through the
state but also through a complex system of trenches and fortifications within civil society. Revolutionary parties in the West
needed to wage what Gramsci called a war of fIXed position, in
which they slowly deveioped counterhegemony .within civil
society. Revolution could not be achieved in one rapid
movement.
\
The rediscovery of Gramsci and the attempt to adapt Marxist political analysis
developnrents within advanced capitalism are quite recent. Anderson argues that a revival of Marxist political theory in the West was stimulated by the -events
of May 1968 in France, when 10 million workers staged the
largest general strike in history. The turbulence of the late
1960s marked the reentry of the Western working classes on
the historical stage, after a long absence due'to fascist repression and cold war polarization. Once the working classes
mobilized, political analysis soon followed. The few years
since the late 1960s have been the most fertile period of Marxist political analysis in Western history. .
If Anderson is correct that Marxist political analysis is
difficult in the absence of a militant workers' movement, the
underdevelopment of Marxist political stlJdies in the United
States becomes especially understandable. Despite widespread ~orking class protest, a central characteristic o( American politics is the lack of a large socialist mo~ement. The
same factors inhibiting socialism in the United States help explain the retarded character of Marxist political science. Because capitalist hegemony has been so secure in the United
States, it has been harder to demystify. Further. the elusive
character of the American state defuses working class opposition and hinders Marxist political analysis. Federalism and
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others, but as the only alternative to fas~ist and Soviet totalitarianism.
However, political events of the 19608 soon contradicted
pluralist theory; pluralism seemed singularly inappropriate to
account for university occupations, raciill revolt, and aggressive war. Some political scientists discovered Marxism after
reaching the limits of a critique of pluralism. A first wave of
scholarship questioned pluralist research but accepted the
pluralist framework. Scholars demonstrated that inequalities
of power and income within the United States were extensive,
cumulative, and persistent; political officials were recruited
from a narrow social and economic group and did not accurately represent the interests of the poor; the political system
institutionalized racial and economic inequality, producing
systematic biases in th~ operation of pluralism; nondecisions
and abuses of power by political authorities severely narrowed
the range of political alternatives; and concentrations of private power limited American democracy. (Fora review, see
KesselOlan, 1982.)
This research was a severe indictment of how pluralism
failed to keep its democratic promises. But the critics' choice
of research problems, methods, and theory was indirect-testimony to the continued influence of pluralism. In the 1970s,
many scholars abandoned a pluralist approach to develop a
Marxist perspective in American political sciepce.
What produced this epistemological and political break?
Anderson's analysis of t.he historical conditions promoting
Marxist theorizing is useful, when adapted to American circumstances. A Marxist'political approach did not develop in a
political vacuum, and it was not solely the intellectual limit ations of pluralism that provoked the development of Marxism.
During the 1960s, many of the scholars later embracing Marxism were participant-observers in the civil rights. antiwar.
women's, and new left movements. Their dissident political
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beliefs and actions coexisted uneasily with their academic research and teaching, which (even when critical) often accepted
dominant liberal values. Although the slogans pf protest movements in the 1960s were often oversimplified, they captured
more of the complexity of American politics than dominant
pluralist research, which generally ignored major political contlicts, studied trivial issues with great sophistication, or supp'orted political repression.
The defeat of the left in the 1970s provided a forced opportunity for theoretical reflection. Some activists obtained
academic positions which enabled them to deepen their reflection and to share the results. Marxist political studies was born
from a collision between realities in the. United States and
elsewhere-imperialism, inequality, repression, racism, and
sexism-and the myths of pluralism, democracy, and incrementalism purveyed in American government textbooks
and scholarly research by the m~or figures in American political science.
Not much inore than a decade ago, the only well-known
Marxist political scientist in North America was C. B. Mac. Pherson, and .the only well-known Marxist work his criticism
of the Hobbesian and Lockean foundations of liberalism (1962;
also see Marcuse, 1964, whose work was politically relevant
and influential). Marxism remains heavily underrepresented in
'every'political science depart~ent in the United'States. It is a
rare department that contains a self-designated Marxist among
its tenured faculty. Few students have the opportunity to take
courses in which Marxism and Marxist approaches to politics
are presented in depth. Marxist faculty members and students
'are subject to censorship and other forms of repression.
Nonetheless, there has been a remarkable growth of Marxism
within American political science. One indication is the increasing attention to Marx's own writing (see, Draper, 1977;
Gilbert, 1981; Miliband, 1977; Oilman, 1976, 1979; and
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Thomas, 1980). Another is a veritable explosion of Marxist
political research, some of which will be reviewed below. A
third indication is the publication of Marxist and radical textbooks and anthologies. (For example. in the field of American
government, see textbooks by Dolbeare and 'Edelman, 1981;
Greenberg, 1980; Katznelson and Kesselman, 1979; and
Parenti, 1980.) Marxist political studies are published in many
left journals in the United States. (For a list, see the bibl~og
raphy.)
Marxism has ,also influenced non-Marxist political research. (See Crouch. 1979; Lindberg et al., 1975; Lindblom.
1977; Skocpol. 1979; and Stepan, 1978.) Marxism has even had.
an important impact on organized American political 'science.
The vitality of Marxist approaches is reflected in the numerous
Marxist presentations at professional association conferences. The theme ofthe 1981 Annual Meeting ofthe American
Political Science Association (APSA) was ·'R~storing the State
to Political Science." Many of the liveliest panels 'at annual
meetings are sponsored by the Caucus fora New Political
Science (a radical caucus of the APSA) or by conference
groups on political economy and socialist societies whose
membership overli;lps with the Caucus. Caucus candidates for
president of the APSA, including Peter Bachrach and Bertell
Ollman, have received substantial support in APSA elections.
Marxist political studies is highly permeable to contributions by' European and American Marxists in related social
sciences. Although works by American Marxists will be
emphasized in this essay. an adequate account of cUiTent dis-'
cussions on the state, class struggle. and politics requires that ;
attention also be given to Marxists working outside the United'
States and in other disciplines.
While there are lively debates among American Marxists,
a broad convergence toward a distinctive app{oach can be
discerned. Marxist political studies has been influenced by the
"old left, tt which emphasized the primacy of material produc,
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lion organized under private control within capitalism, and the
"new left," which challenged domination in multiple spheres
and stressed the need to democ~atize personal as well as political and economic life. The new Marxist political approach
highlights the centrality and complexity of state activity and
class struggle. While it emphasizes the importance of structural constraints, it focuses on how men and women, organized
into classes, struggle against these constraints to make history.
Marxists have come to recognize the importance of some
topics studied by non-Marxists, which they neglected in the
past, especially political institutions such' as parties and
bureaucracy.
The study of fonnal institutions and decision making is the
stuff of traditional political science. Yet Marxists reject bo~h
the conventional approach, which studies these phenomena in
isolation from class struggle and state activity, and the COJlventional division of American political science into political
theory, American government, comparative government, and
international relations. Marxists argue that the tra~itional
problems and subfields of political science must be analyzed
from a' holistic, dialectical perspective that places primary
~mphasis on state activity and class conflict.
' Although most, but not all, of the scholars whose contributions are analyzed in this essay consider their work Marxist or radical, some do not. Further, given the, lively debates
over methods, analysis, and conclusions among Marxists
studying politics; there is no "orthodox" Marxist approach in
American political science. The range of problems studied is
enormous; this essay will be highly selective in scope.
Marxists have studied such political issues as the development of the world capitalist system (Wallerstein, 1974, 1979);
United States militarism (Adams, 1981), imperialism (Arnson
and Klare, 1981; Klare, 1981), and their relation to the Third
World (Chomsky.and Herman, 1979; and Petras, 1979); the
political economy of transitions to socialism in the, Third
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World (Mittelman, 1981); and the character of Soviet societies
(Bahro, 1978; Bettelheim, 1976, 1978). (The works listed are a
few representative examples.)
The major focus of American Marxist political studies has
been on the state and class struggle within advanced capitalism, consistent with Marx's argument that revolutionary
change on a world scale would most likely originate in the
advanced capitalist societies. While Marxists stress the primacy of class antagonism as a key to understanding these
societies (Przeworski, 1977; Wright, 1980). class divisions are
not the only significant source of conflict. Marxists have studied sexual and raci~ inequality as well as the relationship
between these factors and class inequality (Eisenstein, 1978;
Hartsock 1980; Katznelson, 1976; Sargent, 1980; Wilson, 1978;
and Young, 1980). Other arenas that are both locations for
class struggle and often contribute to reproducing capitalism
include economic and political reforms (Piven and Cloward,
1979), schooling (Bowles and Gintis, 1976), urban politics
(Castells, 1977; Balbus, 1973; MoUenk~pf, 1975). culture (Aronowitz, 1973; Williams, 1977), and character structure and sexual repression (OUman. 1979).
Within the formal democratic sphere. liberal democracy
and welfare state reforms reflect the contradictory tendencies
of class struggle and compromise. Economic and political reforms within advanced capitalism have been achieved by
working class struggles, and have both stabilized class inequality and enabled the working and other subordinate classes to
struggle more effectively. Focusing onthe relationship of the
state to class struggle and compromise provides a framework
for understanding both the stability and expansion of advanced
capitalism in the postwar period and how capitalism has been
internally undermined in the present crisis.
The remainder of this essay reviews Marxist research on
the form and activities of the interventionist capitalist state,
variations in class struggle and compromise, and the current
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crisis of capitalism and its relation to socialist possibilities.
While these questions are far from exhausting the political
issues within advanced capitalism that Marxists are £urrently
studying, they represent several important case studies of recent Marxist political analyses.

State Form and Class Struggle
In the late 1960s and 1970s, there was extensive debate among
Marxists about the form and activities of the capitalist state, as
well as about the reasons for the state's favored ties to capital.
While differenc~s remain on these issues, there has bee~ considerable convergence in recent years. For example, .in their
first books on the subject, Ralph Miliband and Nicos Poulantzas, who did the mo~t to rekindle interest in Marxist political
theory, presented sharply· differing an~lyses (Miliband, 1969;
Poulantzas, 1973). In their latest books, their positions were
practically indistinguishable (Miliband, 1977; Poulantzas,
1978).
Marxists now stress the far-ranging and contradictory role
of the capitalist state. (Several recent approaches are Block,
1979; Gold et al., 1975; Holloway and Picciotto, 1978; Therborn, 1978b; and Wright, 1978.) Poulantzas was among the
first Marxists to stress the separation between the economic
and political spheres within capitalism. This represented a
break from the traditional Marxist conception of the state as
blindly subservient to capital. However, Poulantzas argued
that the state's autonomy is relative and that such autonomy
from capital is necessary to reproduce private control of production. Under capitalism, the "state is not a class instrument
. but rather the state of a society divided into classes" (Poulant..
zas, 1973:191).
lithe state is not a mere instrument of capital, it is indirectly dependent on capital. Offe and Ronge have suggested
that the limits of capitalist state autonomy derive from the fact
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that the state does not control production directly but is dependent on capital accumulation to generate a surplus which can
be taxed to finance its own activities. This produces a natural
convergence between state and capital based on what Offe and
Ronge call "institutional self-interest": "'Every occupant of
state power is basically interested in promoting those conditions most conducive to accumulation". (Offe and Ronge,
1975:140).
Gaining the good will of capital, however. is no easy
task-and yet this is far from exhausting the state's task of
reproducing capitalism. Poulantz~s argues that the state requires partial autonomy from capital so that it can organize and
defend the common interests of capital, a feat capital is unable
to accomplish on its own because it is divided by market competition. However, the same conflicts that prevent capitalists
from uniting make it difficult for the state to represent their
common interests.
The state's quest to reproduce the capitalist system is
further complicated because it must gain the support of workers and other' subordinate groups who work, vote, and pay
taxes. In order to disorganize the working class, as well as
. organize a hegemonic coalition of class forces stretching
peyond the bourgeoisie, the state needs relative autonomy
from capital so that it can sponsor reforms most capitalists
oppose. The state is shaped by the pervasiveness of class
struggle within capitalism. "The internal structure of the state
is simultaneously a product. an object, and a determinant of
class conflict" (Esping-Andersen e~ al., 1976:191). The rela- '
tionship of the state to class struggle shapes and limits the
state's role in capitalist reproduction.

agreed that the capitalist state engaged primarily in repressive
activity, to overcome challenges to capitalist law. order, and
property; and selective inaction, to narrow the public sphere.
Current Marxist research highlights more far-flung state activity within the ideological, economic, and political spheres to
. reproduce capitalism as well as the contradictory relationship
between state activities and class struggle.
Marxist theories of the capitalist state first gained a wide
hearing among political scientis~s as a result of research and
subsequent debate by Ralph Miliband and Nicos Poulantzas
(Miliband, 1969; Poulantzas, 1973). Miliband studied how the
economically powerful were able to use their superior resources to gain control over the state and make it serve their
interests. Poulantzas identified what he argued was a distinctive feature of a capitalist mode of production: the separation
between control over the means of production and control
over the means of legal coercion. Yet, despite' their differences, both Miliband and Poulantzas minimized state r~pres
sion and economic intervention, and argued that the state's
primary activity consisted of the .ideological legitimation of
capitalism. In the most powerful analysis o( the capitalist state
by an American Marxist, O'Connor (1973) integrated the
state's repressive,. economic, and ideological roles in his argu- .
ment that the state faces an inescapable dilemma. It must not
only attempt to repress social discontent and gain voluntary
consent for capitalist dominance (what he called the function
of legitimization) but it must simultaneously sponsor measures
to assist capital accumulation. State ~xpenditures for legitimization and· accumulation involve it in a contradiction which
eventually produces ~ fiscal crisis, in which it appears as if the
state can no longer pay for all that it does. Although the purpose of state expenditures is to counteract crisis tendencies,.
they have contributed to a fiscal crisis which has endangered
capitalist stability.
Yet new social divisions related to the development of

State Activity
Marxist interest in the state was stimulated by the vast extension of state activity since the 1930s. Before the shift, Marxists
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corporate capitalism make it difficult for the working class to
seize the initiative. Workers ,employed ~y large corporations
and the state are a privileged segment of the working class. As
a result of workers' high productivity in the corporate sector,
and corporate capital's market power, workers in this sector
tend to have stable employment. higher wages, and union representation; By a system of administered prices, corporate employers can pass along wage hikes to consumers. Workers
employed by small, labor-intensive firms are especially penalized, since their wages are determined by competitive market
forces and are therefore lower, The development of advanced
capitalism has divided ihe working class as a result of dual
labor markets in sectors with different production processes
and social relationships.
O'Connor relates the state's activities in the economic and
ideological spheres and identifies structural tendencies that .
have political repercussions, Yet actual class struggles find
little place in this account. (His current work is directed to this
issue. See O'Connor, 1979.) Part of th~ reason may be that
O'Connor concentrates exclusively on the United States,
where, given the lack of a large socialist movement, organized
class struggle is mild. Yet, if the operation of advanced capitalism creates tendencies toward cleavages within the working
class, as described by O'Connor, this need not automatically
produce, political divisions. In most advanced capitalist
societies, socialist movements have helped to bridge divisions
within the working class created by economic tendencies comparable to those O'Connor describes.
Many recent Marxist political studies have analyzed the
varying relationship between state policies and class struggle
in different advanced capitalist nations. State policies crystal-,
lize the specific form of class struggle within a given society.
"Political challenge by the working class shapes the historical
development of state structure. The actual structures of the
state are thus not a simple reflection Qf capitalist interests but a
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contradictory reflection of class struggle between workers and
capitalists" (Esping-Andersen et al., 1976: 192).
This approach represents a rethinking of libenil democracy, the characteristic political form within advanced'capitalism. Traditionally, Marxists have viewed liberal democracy as
a bourgeois device to conceal class rule. Offe and Wiesenthal
(1980) suggest why: liberal political forms tend to dissolve
class interest into individual interest and thus impede working
class attempts to define its interests and forge socialist forms
of association. (Also see Przeworski, 1980a, 1980b; and Przeworski 'and Wallerstein, 1980.) However, without rejecting
this argument entirely, other Marxists stress an opposite
tendency within liberal democracy. For example, Gintis (1980)
suggests that the working class has used a language of individual rights to express its collective demands and, in the process, has extended liberal democracy to serve working class
interests.
Wolfe (1977) has studied the historically changing balance
within liberal democracy between what he identifies as the
capitalist tendency inherent in liberalism and the socialist
, tendency inherent in democracy. Liberal democracy attempts
to square the circle and represents an ultimately selfcontradictory marriage of opposites. The contradictions of
liberal democracy can be seen in the paradox that "Not all'
capitalist societies are liberal, but all liberal societies are capitalist.••• Not all socialist societies are ,democratic, but any
genuinely democrat.ic society would have to be socialist"
(Wolfe, 1977:6). Wolfe describes different phases in the uneasy
coexistence of capit~list and ,democratic tendencies. Perhaps
the most characteristic form of liberal democracy has been the
situation described by pluralism, which Wolfe calls the
Franchise State. It involved a parceling out of state power
through barter with private, groups in an attempt to preserve
capitalist control. The Franchise State permitted struggles
over marginal shares of distribution, but not over control of
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limited obs~rvation that working classes occupy a structurally
subordinate position within capitalism. Many current research
efforts focus on variations in the .political orientation and
strategy of the working class in different capitalist societies.
Marxist scholars have attempted to understand three distinctive forms of class conflict and compromise-United States exceptionalism. social democracy. and the radical working class
.~tance exemplified by Eurocommunism-and how state policies are cause and effect of the three political alternatives.

production. Yet like earlier forms of the liberal democratic
state, it was only a temporary solution, and was undermined
by the confusion that it fostered between public and private,
by the attempt to preserve capitalism while eliminating competition, and by the increasing need· for state intervention and
planning at the same time that the state.was denied an independent role. The Franchise State crumbled when the state began
to exercise authority commensurate with the benefits it dispensed.
The most recent attempt to reconcile democracy and
liberalism is the Dual Stale. which developed in the United
States following the Second World War. It dealt with the conflict between democracy and liberalism by segregating them in
different regjons of the state: an open, public, democratic face,
and a closed. secret side. The two are separate but not equal:
as in Bagehot's cabinet government, decisive state power is
exercised behind closed doors.
.
Public opposition to the Dual State developed in the wake
ue revelations through the Pentagon Papers, Watergate, and
lither evidence of excesses by the invisible government. No
new compromise. however. has developed to reconcile liberalism and democracy. Instead, there is a crisis oflegitimacy and
a possible parting of the ways of capitalism and democracy.
Wolfe admirably describes the changing character of the
capitalist state. But by focusing exclusively on the United
States. he minimizes the wide contrasts betwee.n class struggle
in different capitalist nations in the postwar period. In particular. he obscures advances achieved by the working class in
other capitalist nations. (Wolfe, 1978, partially remedies this.)
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United Stales Exceplionalism.
The United States is the most powerful capitalist nation and
has played a uniquely important role in shaping world histpry'.
The United States is also the only advanced capitalist society
without a large. working class-based socialist party. Because
the working class is not politically organized. state policies are
less likely.to serve working class interests. This helps to explain why. despite a long period of rapid capital accumulation
· and high per capita income. the United States has among the
highest degree of income inequality of industrialized nations
and is virtually unique among them in lacking adequate public
facilities, such as housing and medical care. essential for decent subsistence. In the absence of a strong socialist movement, capital and the state have been less responsive to the
interests of workers and the poor. A key issue for Marxists is
what explains the virtual absence of an anticapitalist opposi· tion within the United States.
. Katznelson (1981) challenges the view that the excep· tional character of American politics derives from a' passive. .
disorganized labor movement. Workers have often displayed a
high degree of militance, reflected in the frequency, duration.
· and size of strikes. What is exceptional about the United
States, however, is the strong barrier dividing workplace
struggles from community-based political struggles;' "the
radical separation in people's consciousness, speech. and

Cross-National Variations in Class Struggle and
Compromise
Marxist political studies has gone far beyond the accurate yet
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Gold (1977) names the ruling political alliance the
. "Keynesian coalition." Judis, and Wolfe suggest the term
"cold-war liberalism" for the "attempt to create majority support for American capitalism through state intervention into
the economy and overseas expansion" (1977: 16; also see
Wolfe, 1981). For several decades, these accounts agree, the
cross-class alliance provided political cohesion within the
United States which facilitated capitalist expansion both with~
in the United States and abroad. The disintegration of the
. alliance beginning in the 1970s has been cau~e and effect of~he,
current worldwide crisis of capitalism.

activity of the politics of work from the politics of community." Unlike workers in Western Europe, once American
workers leave the workplace, they have tended to identify
themselves not as workers but as members of ethnic groups.
Katznelson argues that capitalis~ generally divides workplace and community relations in order to concentrate production within the factory, where workers can be more closely
supervised. (Also see Marglin, 1974. on this point.) In other
capitalist nations, however. large socialist parties have attempted to bridge the divide betweep work and community by
proposing public control of both spheres. In the United States,
the urban political machine aggregated workers' votes on an
ethnic, rather than a class basis.
Katznels.on suggests that American urban politics can be
considered "city trenches" (an allusion to Gramsci) which
serve to fragment the working class and to divide workers in
their role as .laborers and citizens. Other Marxist political research has studied the national political consequences of
American working class fragmentation (Aglietta, 1979; Aronowitz, 1979c; Davis, 1980). A different approach to American
politics, partly inspired by Mills's The Power Elite (1956), has
focused on ruling class recruitment, processes, and planning
(Domhoff, 1967. 1970, 1979; and Sklar, 1980).
A key development in American politics was the formation of a political coalition, in the New Deal and the period
after the Second World War. between organized labor and
large-scale capital. Metzgar (1980) describes the arrangement
as "negotiated class struggle," in which organized labor received economic gains in return for accepting capital's dominance in the workplace. The coalition provided some benefits
for workers and the poor but it also increased the division of
the American working class, analyzed by O'Connor, between
unionized workers stably employed by .the corporate sector,.
and unorganized workers employed by the economically mar..
ginal, competitive sector of small capital.

I
I
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Social Democracy.
Marxists have tnlditionally regarded social democracy as a
vehicle for modernizing capitalism through state planning and
regulation, and stabilizing capitalism through reforms to co,.opt
the working class. Social democracy might be considered a
kind of historic compromise between labor and capital, in
which representatives of the working class control the political
sphere while c;apital controls production (see Przeworski.
1980b).
However. Marxist research on recent changes within social democracy suggests an intriguing possibility. In order to
maximize sup'port, social democratic movements and regimes
may be forced t~ propose socialist measures to deal with
problems that cannot be resolved within' a capitalist framework. The process ~ has been studied in Great Britain and
Sweden.
Glyn and Sutcliffe (1972) and Panitch (1977) have argued
that British workers did not consciously seek to jeopardize
British capitalism during the 1950s and 1960s. Nonetheless.
organized labor's militance had this effect. Because of international economic competition. British capital was unable to
pass along higher labor costs through higher prices. Conse. quently,profits were squeezed "between money wage in"'"
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creases on the one hand and progressively more severe international competition on the other" (Glyn and Sutcliffe,
1972:62). As it became difficult to muster capital for new investments--and unprofitable to invest given high labor costsBritish capitalism entered a peri~d of crisis. The labor movement was forced either to heed the call for "wage discipline"
(that is, help bail out British capitalism) or, by using its growing strength, to seek control over the productive apparatus, that
is, adopt a socialist perspective.
Esping-Andersen (1978, 1980) and Andrew Martin (1975,
1979) have discerned a similar but somewhat different process
within Swedish social democracy. The differences derive from
the dynamism of the Swedish economy. as opposed to the
economic stagnation in Great Britain, and this in turn is para:'
d'oxically related to the Swedish Social Democratic 'Party's
long period in office. During more than forty years, the Social ,
Democratic party, in partnership with the national manual
labor confederation of trade unions. sponsored government
policies to stimulate economic growth, maintain high levels of
employment and stable prices~ an" redistribute the surplus
through extensive welfare stage prQgrams. State policies dealt
effectively with newly emerging problems, and social democratic majorities were mobilized under ,changing conditions.
(For a contrary view, see Therborn, 1978a.)
However, the social democratic miracle ended in the
1970s' as domestic problems piled up and international economic growth, on which Sweden's export-based industries depended, ground to a halt. As in Great Britain, the labor movement was forced to choose between pushing forward in a
socialist direction or being pushed back. Esping-Andersen suggests that "the long-term strength and cohesion of social
democracy is contingent on its ability [to establish democratic
control over production]" (1980:259).
Przeworski (1980a, 1980b; ~zeworski and Wallerstein,
1980) takes a contrary position to this line of reasoning. He
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suggests that there are structural constraints which make it
Unlikely that social democratic movements and regimes will
pursue an anticapitalist strategy. Pirst, the logic of liberal
democracy, by which formal political power is distributed on
the basis of electoral majorities, impels a socialist party to
appeal to a broad range of classes and groups and thus to
de-emphasize a distinctive working class-based socialist program. Second, given the power of capital 'to disinvest, thus
creating economic crisis which penalizes the. working class,
socialist movements usually tend not only to avoid antagonizing capital but to nurture business confidence (Block, 1977).
Third, contrary to the thrust of Marx's analysis, there is ample
theoretical and historical evidence that the interests of contending classes can be partially reconciled within a capitalist
framework. thus minimizing the pressure for socialist change.
Under certain conditions, social democratic movements and
regimes can forge class compromises that provide material
benefits to the working class. (In fact, as Esping-Andersen and
Martin have argued, social democratic regimes may be best
qualified to forge stable class, compromises within capitalism.)
In CUITent work, Przeworski '(1980c) explores the possipility
that capitalism may nonetheless generate nonmaterial radical
needs, rooted in the search for "free time, .. that provide a new
revolutionary impetus.
, While some Marxist research suggests that northern Euro~
pean social democratic parties may soon attempt to shift control over production from capital to a worker-controlled state,
this has long been the major aim of communist parties in southern Europe. Yet Marxists emphasize that these parties, too,
are in flux.

Eurocommunlsm.
The working classes of southern Europe have been the least
integrated into dominant capitalist economic and political in~
stitutions. The dialectic of exclusion and working class radical-
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ism in these societies helps explain why they have the largest
communist parties within advanced capitalism. During much
of the period since the Russian Revolution, the communist
parties of southern Europe conformed to the Bolshevik model.
Since Stalin's death, and especially since the 1960s, they have
adopted a vision and strategy that seeks to recQncile socialism
and democracy. The Eurocommunist parties argue that the
road to socialism lies in extending de~ocratic features of advanced capitalism. Rather than the antithesis of pres~ntly existing liberal democracy, socialism represents its full fruition.
The way to socialism can be prepar~d through state-sponsored
structural reforms, for example, democratic planning and
nationalization of key industries, sponsored by a democratically elected united front coalition. (For the leading account by
a Eurocommunist in English, see Carrillo, 1978. A critical
analysis is Mandel, 1977. For Ameri~an Marxist analyses, see
Boggs and Plotke, 1980; Fine, 1981; Hammond, 1979, 1980;
Peppe, 1979; and Kesselman, 1980.)
American Marxists differ sharply in their analyses of
Eurocommunism. Some see it as a poteQtial breakthrough to
socialist transformation within the advanced capitalist societies, others as a new form of opportunism. Jensen and Ross
(1979, 1980) adhere to the former position. They generally
accept that the EurocQmmunist strategy may be effective in
overturning capitalist dominance and ushering in a socialist
transition. However, they recognize the erratic character of the
Eurocommunist parties' behavior (especially the French Communist Party, the PCF; on which they concentrate): "The PC:l"
was not a monolith. but a body vibrant with contradictions"
(1979:82). They suggest that strain occurs within the PCF because different aspects of party activity have changed at different rates. The m~or contradiction stems from •'a thoroughly
de-Bolshevized version of social transformation and the much
less modernized practices in the realms of strategy, alliance
behavior, and internal life" (1980:264-265). In particular, they
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ruefully observe that the party's democratic centralism remains "long on centralism and short on democracy"
(1980:289).
.
, Boggs (1980) does not share Jensen and Ross's belief in
the radical pofential of Eurocommunist theory and strategy.
He argues that the Eurocommunist parties are a product of the
archaic economies of southern Europe. Because the
bourgeoisie has been forced to ally with precapitalisi and early
capitalist groups (peasants, rural notables, small shopkeepers,
. and large landowners), it has been unable to sponsor a thoroughg~ing capitalist rationalization. These societies remain
economically and socially 'backward.
Eurocommunism offers a solution to this stalemate, which
has ~ecome more severe in the current economic crisis. In a
fashion reminiscent of social ~emocratic parties, the Eurocommunist parties promise to sponsor capitalist rationalization as
well as to discipline the unruly working classes of southern
, Europe to accept austerity measures. In Boggs's view, the
Eurocommunist parties are more interested in strengthening
the forces of production and the state in these societies than iQ
deinocratizing and socializing the relations of production and
administration. Contrary to Jensen and Ross, Boggs believes
that the transformation an~ democratization that Eurocom- .
munism promises is "limited to bourgeois categories of economic and political development. The 'new course,' however
successful it might be on its own terms, contains no revolutionary project for overcoming the division of labor" (1980:447;
see Hammond, 1978, for a parallel critique.) Rather than serving as the organic intellectual of the working class (the phrase
is Gramsci's), the Eurocommunist parties emerge froni
Boggs's analysis as a collective capitalist.
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Marx argued that all societies, and particularly capitalist
societies, are divided by internal contradictions that periodi-
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cally disrupt political stability and provoke crisis. Mter several '
decades of political stability, a structural crisis of world capitalism appears to be developing. Marxists were among the first
to predict the emergence of the present crisis, to suggest that it
had deeper roots than the Vietnam War or OPEC price rises,
and to provide a theoretical framework for analyzing the crisis.
(See, for example, Castells, 1980; Frank, 1980; Mandel, 1978;
Urpe, 1978; and Wright, 1978).
However, there is vigorous controversy among Marxists
on the specific causes of the present crisis. Some see it as
rooted in structural impediments to capital accumulation, for
example, the rising organic composition of capital-the increase in the proportion of investment devoted ~o te~hnology
and the like over that part which goes into wages. (Mandel,
1975). Others stress the importance of political factors. Two
related political causes w~l be described here: the shifting balance of class forces and state intervention.
Although the working class is a principal victim, it may
also have contributed to the crisis as a result of its past success. (See Arrighi, 1978, and O'Connor, 1979.) EspingAndersen and Friedland (1981) argue that the Western working
class~s have partially blocked capital's attempt to maintain
profitability at workers' expense. The contemporary crisis signifies the political exhaustion of existing ~lass alignments. This
can be seen in the three variants of class compromise within
advanced capitalism. In the United States. the Marxist research cited above has explored how the PQstwar alliance of
organized labor and corporate capital has crumbled. Workers
no longer support corporate expansionism and they have.
grown increasingly embittered by rising taxes, rising inflation,
rising unemployment, and dwindling state benefits. Social
democratic regimes have been battered and many social democratic parties driven from office as the problems generated by
capitalist production have proved intract~ble. As EspingAndersen and Martin suggest. the key question has become

whether social democratic coalitions will resist the pressure to
sa.ve capit~ism and instead enunciate socialist goals. In most
cases, social democratic parties have hesitated-and lost
joffice. But the conservative governments repl~cing them have·
failed even more. In southern Europe, the exclusion of the
working class has come home to haunt conservative regimes as
Eurocommunism and, in France, a powerful Socialist party,
create a basis for leftist electoral coalitions to reach power.
Class compromises of liberal democracy have produced
dimi~shing returns. Intervening to regulate class conflict and
counteract crisis tendencies, capitalist states have exacerbated
class 'conflict and fueled the crisis. The erosion of the distinction between the public and private spheres increases the posibility of uniting the two on a democratic socialist basis. At
present, however, the predomin~nt tendency is in the opposite
direction, as evidenced by the drive to curtail welfare state
benefits and repress political dissent (what Gross, 1980, calls
"fIiendly fascism"). (Also see Parenti, 197~, and Sklar, 1980.)
Crisis represents an opportunity for capital to recoup concessions made in the past and to reap additional advantages. As
crisis deepens, socialism may become more salient, but this
requires a plausible socialist alternative, the lack of which is
painfully obvious li~ current Marxist scholarship.

Visions of Socialism

"

','

Marxists have learned much from the successes and failures of
past class struggles. But there is a new recognition of the multiple difficulties confronting a democratic socialist transformation. The present crisis has (until now.) weakened and divided
working classes within and across nations. Further. the more
distant goal of s()cialism has been heavily tarnished.
Among many questions Marxists need to study further
are: the relationship between immediate and fundamentat'refQfffis, the relationship of socialist. parties to working and other
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In order to divide and conquer, capitalism exploits not
only class divisions but sexual and racial cleavages. Marxists
have comlf to recognize that blacks, Hispanics, and women
have distinct histories, cultures, and grievances, and that these
differences should be highlighted rather than obscured. Similarly, in creating class coalitions, differences in class structure
and historical perspective among different capitalist societies
must be appreciated. A socialist movement must be structured, as capital increasingly is, at the level of the world capitalist system, in particular linking working class and peasant
movements within Third World nations to socialist movements
within the advanced capitalist nations.
During the postwar period of capitalist expansion, when
non-Marxist social science claimed that capitalist political and
economic institutions could (or already had) overcome the major problems of industrial society, critical political scholarship
ripened into a Marxist critique of this claim. Marxist political
studies have explored how changes in class struggles and capitalist state activities have pervaded all spheres of social life
within advanced capitalist societies and other regions of the
world. During the current period of capitalist stagnation and
crisis, when non-Marxist social science argues that material
scarcity, inequality, and hierarchy are intractable, it is no
longer sufficient to establish that capjtalism is incapable of
dealing with the problems that it has generated. The most urgent goal (one where there have been few contributions) is to
prove. before ,a skeptical and informed audience, that demo..
cratic socialism is possible. ·.However difficult the task, ,more
than ever the alternative remains socialism or barbarism.

su~ordinate classes, the re}ationship between direct and repre-

sentative democracy within socialism. and the character and
role of bureaucracy within socialism. These issues do not arise
in a historical vacuum; they have become salient because of
setbacks in past and present class struggles,. After quoting
Rudolf Bahro (1978), "Communism is not only necessary, it is
also possible," Raymond Williams (1980:3) sorrowfully and
eloquently observes:
• • . the quiet words carry a m~or historical irony. For what has
. now to be proved. before an informed and sceptical audience, is
indeed possibility. • • • Where the proof really matters is • • •
where intention and consequence, desire and necessity, possibility and practice, have already bloodily interacted. Thus we are no
longer in any position to cry great names or announce necessary
laws, and expect to be believed. The information and the scepticism are already too thoroughly lodg~d at the back of our own
minds.

Marxists have come to recognize the magnitude of the
socialist project, if the economic, political. and cultural division of labor is to be overcome. Within the economy, Marxists
argue that the Soviet example demonstrates that it is insufficient to transfer control over production from one group to
another. while leaving hierarchy and the division of labor intact. (See Aronowitz, 1979a, 1979b; Carnoy and Shearer, 1980;
Stephens, 1980; and Wright. 1978.) Within the political sphere,
new forms of direct democracy must be devised to break down
the division of labor in politics and administration. Wright
questions how "control of the government by the Left [can]
contribute to expanding and deepening the class capacities of
the working class?" (1978:241). A cultural revolution is also
needed, to overcome what Bahro calls "subalternity" and
what Williams defines as "sceptical subordination" that things
cannot really change (1980:8).
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Introduction
As RECENTLY AS twenty years ago, Marxism was an esoteric
and marginal subject in philosophical scholarship and in the
philosophical curriculum of colleges and universities in the
United States. Real, live, self-confessed Marxist academics
cpuld be counted on the fingers oftwo hands (with some fingers
left over). The study of Marx and of Marxism by non-Marxist or
anti-Marxist scholars fared little better in the groves of
academe. One could not tell ftom an examination of the thencurrent philosophical scene that Marxism was in fact one of
, the major intellectual and philos~phical worldviews. The chill
of the Cold War had inhibited a small surge of earlier, postWorld War II interest in Marxist philosophy. Moreover, Stalinist orthodoxy had alienated a significant number of actual
and potential Marxists by its dogmatic, mechanical, and
catechistic formulation of dialectical materialism, as well as by
its reign of intellectual and political terror at home, and by the
invasion of Hungary in 1956. A number of Marxist philos, ophers who had been excluded from teaching positions during
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ous weeds which had worked their way into the top ranks of
the Party. But there was no explanation of how or why they
got there. Were they just peculiarly ,:orrupt individuals? Or
did their rise indicate some basic flaw in the society? The new
movement tries to answer precisely that question: it is above all
an investigation of the social roots of revisionism; and it finds
those roots not in individual weakness but in the nature of a
socialist society itself. From this analysis emerges a new understanding; how to act to prevent revisionism in the future. The
new movement provides the tools with which the Chinese people
can themselves recognize and restrict bourgeois ideas and privileges whenever and wherever they first begin to emerge. In
this way, t~ey can act to prevent the rise of future Liu Shao-chis
and Lin Piaos. And the movement points the way toward the
changes in the entire society which are necessary to continue the
march toward communism, while at the same time raising the
consciousness of the people so as to advance that march.
There must not be the least let-up on our part. Our fight
against revisionism is a protracted struggle, not one or two trials
of strength. Our task is to work ceaselessly to dig up the soil that
breeds rtvisionism, a task, as Lenin put it, of creating conditions
in which it will be impossible for the bourgeoisie to exist or for a
new bourgeoisie to arise.6
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN MARXIST
THEORIES OF THE CAPITALIST STATE
BY DAVID A. GOLD,
CLARENCE Y. H. LO,
AND ERIK OLIN WRIGHT

I
This is a revised version of a paper distributed, and presented orally
in abbreviated form, at the San Francisco meetings of the Union for Radical
Political Economics (URPE) in December 1974. The widespread interest
which the paper aroused, then and subsequently, indicatl!d both to dle
authors and to us that it should be made available to a larger audience.
In proposing publication in MR, one of the authors wrote: "Many
authors working within the Marxist tradition are unfamiliar with what
we judge to be the J)1ost important ongoing research .on dle capitalist
state. To cite one example, in the article 'The Tanzanian State' by
Haroub Othman, which you published in the Deceniber 1974 issue of
MR, the author says that, with the exception of Gramsci and Miliband,
Marxists haven't written anything of importance on the state since Lenin.
Such a view indicates to us that Othman is not familiar with recent
and continuing work of Marxists on the capitalist state. I fear that such
unfamiliarity is only too prevalent. It occurred to us that publication in
MR would be the best way to reach the largest number and widest variety
of interested people." Accordingly, we are publishing it, in two instalments.
The authors are members of the San Francisco Kapitalistate Collective,
which they explain as follows: "Kapitalistate: Workillg Papers 011 the
Capitalist State is an international journal publishing Marxist research
on the state-articles, theoretical notes, analyses of current events, reports
on work in progress, book reviews, etc. There are a number of
Kapitalistate collectives in the United States and other countries. The
San Francisco Collective, in addition to participating in editorial, production, and distribution work for the journal, has written an essay on Watergate which appeared in Kapitalistate No.3. Currently the San Francisco
collective is studying the role of political parties in the capitalist state.
The present paper, while written by three of the members, is part of
the work of the group as a whole."-TUE EDITORS

.,;

NOTES
1. See Barbara Ehrenreich, "Democracy' in China," Monthly Review
(September 1974).
2. Cited ill "Study Well the Theory of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat,"
,.Iitorial in Renmin Ribao. February 9, 1975, reprinted in Peking
f.', view No.7 (Fl!bruary 14, 1975).
.
3. i.iang Hsiao and Lu Pin, "New Constitution: Fundamental Charter
fur COllsolida~ing thl! Dictatorship of thl! Proletariat," Peking Review
Nu. 28 (July 11, 1975). The phrase in quotes at the end of the
passagl! is frum Lenin.
4. Chang Chun-chiao, Peking Review. No. 14 (April 4, 1975). Since
"abundance" is :l rdative term, the question can, of course, be asked:
At what levd of abundance is the transition to full communism possibil!. and who dl!termines this?
5. "Study Well thl! Thl!ory.
. ," loco cit.
6. "Study \Ydl thl! Theory: ...•n loco cit.
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This paper will present a summary of some recent developments in Marxist thinking on the capitalist state.* The summary is necessarily brief and schematic since the main purpose
is to present ideas and not to discuss them fully or to exlend
th~m into a grand synthesis. The ideas and authors discussed
are those that have most heavily influenced our thinking and
those which we judge to have the greatest potential for guiding
future research on the state.
While Marxists have always had much to say about the
state, it has only been fairly recently that the creation of a
theory of the state has been considered an explicit task. Recent
attempts at theorizing have drawn heavily on conceptualizations
of the state that were largely implicit in earlier work. Three such
implicit perspectives, which may be characterized as the instrumentalist, the structuralist, and the Hegelian-Marxist traditions,
have been especially important in guiding current Marxist work
on the state.
Much of the recent work has been concerned primarily·
with explicating these traditions, formulating them into more
coherent and systematic theories of the state, and using them
to study various specific empirical problems. A number of
attempts are being made, however, to go beyond the boundaries
dd tiled by these traditional approaches. Some of these are
explicit attempts to reconcile, synthesize, and extend the traditional elements; others are beginning to develop new theoretical
took
Tllis paper will focus first on the traditional approaches
While, as we shall argue below, there is no necessary incompatibility among these various strands of thinking, many Marxists
have treated them as quite irreconcilable, and much of the
recl' nt work on the state has taken the form of a polemic
against one or another alternative perspective. It will therefore
be useful, as a point of departure, to layout 'the basic logic
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of these orientations. This discussion will be followed by an
explication and brief analysis of some of the recent developments
that .have attempted to move beyond the more traditional
frameworks. We will conclude with some general remarks on
theoretical work that remains to be done.

THE TRADITIONS

.,I

'..

* Most of tlle authors discussed here attempt to develop a theory
of the state in advanced capitalist countries. Although their theories can
be applied to the analysis of the state in Third World countries, the unique
conditions in underdeveloped nations require modifications of the theory
which are bc}'ulld the scupe of this paper.

Very few Marxist works on the state can be considered
pure examples of an instrumentalist, structuralist, or HegelianMarxist perspective. The logic behind identifying a theoretical
perspective as structuralist, instrumentalist, or Hegelian-Marxist
is not to imply that every statement which it contains can be
neatly pigeonholed into a single category. The point is that
in any theory certain parts are ~'Ystematically organized and
integrated into a coherent set of propositions whereas other
parts have more the status of ad hoc amendments. What we'
mean, therefore, by an "instrumentalist theory" of the state is
a theory in which the ties between the ruling class and state
are systematically examined, while the structural context within which those ties occur remains largely theoretically unorganized. A "structuralist theory," in a complementary way,
systematically elaborates how state policy is determined by the
contra\lictions and constraints of the capitalist system, while
instrumental manipulation remains a secondary consideration.
Finally, a "Hegelian-Marxist theory'" places its emphasis on
consciousness and ideology, while the link to accumulation and
instrumental manipulation· stays in the background.
Regardless of which of these traditions is drawn upon
most heavily, virtually all Marxist treatments of the state
begin with the fundamental observation that the state in capitalist
society broadly serves the interests of the capitalist class. Marx
and Engels stated this premise in its classic form in The
Communist Manifesto: "The executive of the modern state is
but a committee for managing the common affairs of the whole
bourgeoisie."
Given this axiom, Marxist theories of the state generally
attempt to answer two comp1cmentary questions: "Why does
the state serve the interests of the capitalist class?" and "II ow
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does the slate function to maintain and expand the capitalist
system?" Hut while Marxist works on the state have generally
shared these underlying questions, they have dealt with them with
varying degrees of sophistication, have formulated them at
different levels of abstraction and with different methodological
principles, and have given considerably different emphases to
one or the other.

.

~

..~

MARXIST THEORIES

,I

Instrumentalist Theories of the State

The instrumentalist perspective provides a fairly straightforward answer to the question, "Why does the state serve the
interests of the capitalist class?" It does so because it is controlled
lw the capitalist class. Ralph Miliband (1969: p. 22) * expresses
this position clearly:
In the Marxist scheme, the "ruling class" of capitalist society
is that class which owns and controls the means of production
and which is able, by virtue of the economic power thus conferred
upon it, to use the state as its instrument for the domination of
society.
Similarly, Paul Sweezy (1942: p. 243) describes the relationship
of economically dominant classes to the state in the following way:
[The class-domination theory of the state] recognizes that
classes are the product of historical development and sees in the
state an instrument in the hands of the ruling class for enforcing
and guaranteeing the stability of the class structure itself.

•

* Throughout this article, bibliographic references will be indicated
by placing the date of publication and page number in parentheses. The
full reference may be found in the bibliography at the end of the article.
N umbered notes will also be found at the end of the article.
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state apparatus, and links between the capitalist class and
intermediary institutions (such as political parties, research
organizations, and universities) ; specific exam pIes of how goverpment policy is shaped; and reinterpretations of episodes
from the annals of history."1
I
There are, of course, examples of instrumentalist work
done at various levels of sophistication. Much of the work of
G. William Domhoff, for example, rests. almost entirely at the
very personal level of showing the social connections between
individuals who occupy positions of economic power. Other
instrumentalists, most notably Ralph Miliband, have attempted
to situate the' analysis of personal connections in a more
structural context. While most of his analysis still centers on
'the patterns and consequences of personal and social ties be.,
tween individuals occupying positions of power in different
institutional spheres, Miliband stresses that even if these personal
ties were weak or absent-as sometimes happens when social
democratic parties come to power-the policies of the state
would still be severely constrained by the economic structure
.in which it operates. Furthermore, he moves away from a
voluntaristic version of instrumentalism by st~essing the social
processes which mold the ideological commitments of the "state
elite."* ..Nevertheless, in spite of these elements in Miliband's
work, the systematic aspect of his theory of the state remains
firmly instrumentalist. In· summarizing the g~neral argument
I

• In one place Miliband (1973: p. 85n) even argues that the state
must have a certain degree of autonomy from manipulation by the ruling
class: "A simple illustration of the point is the common interpretation
of the most familiar of all, the Marxist formulations on the state, that
which is to be found in The Communist Manifesto,' where Marx and
Engels assert that 'the modern atate is but a committee for managing the
common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie.' This has regularly been taken
to mean not only that the state acts on behalf of the dominant class •••
but that it acts at the behest of that class which is an altogether different
assertion and, as I would argue, a vulgar deformation of the' thought of
Marx and Engels, • • . [T]he notion of common affairs assumes the
existence of particular ones; and the notion of the whole bourgeoisie
implies the existence of separate elements which make up that whole. This
being the case, there is an obvious need for an institution of the kind they
refer to, namely the state; and the state catlnot meet this need without
enjoying a certain degree of autonomy. In other words, the notion of
autonomy is em~dded in the definition itself, is an intrinsic part of it."

The research agenda associated with this perspective has
focused primarily on studying the nature of the class which
rules, the mechanisms which tie this class to the state, and the
concrete relationships between state policies and class interests.
The method consists of detailed studies of the sociology of the
capitalist class, in the first instance simply to show that it exists;
studies of the direct personal links between this class and the
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of his major work on the state, Miliband (1969: p. 146) writes:
What is wrong with pluralist-democratic theory is not its
insistence on the fact of competition [over state policies] but its
claim (very often its implicit assumption) that the major organized "interests" in these societies, and notably capital and labor,
compete on more or less equal terms, and that none of them is
therefore able to achieve a decisive and permanent advantage in
the process of competition .... In previous chapters it was shown
that business, particularly large-scale business, did enjoy such an
advantage inside the state system, by virtue of the composition and
ideological inclinations of the state elite. In this chapter we shall
see that business enjoys a massive superiority outside the state system as well, in terms of immensely IItronger pressures which, as
compared with labor and any other interest, it is able to exercise
in the pursuit of its purposes.
The functioning of the state is thus still fundamentally understood in terms of the instrumental exercise of power by people
in strategic positions, either directly through the manipulation
of state policies or indirectly through the exercise of pressure
on the state.
The instrumentalist perspective has made a number o£;
important contributions to a Marxist theory of the state. 2 It
has generated much research that has helped to build a sociology
of the capitalist class. In particular, it has contributed to
piercing the veil of legitimacy that hangs over many of the
specific institutions that systematically link the capitalist class
to the state. Instrumentalist research has also been of great
im porlance in bringing to light the conflicts that exist within
the capitalist class. Such work has made a considerable contribution toward an understanding of the local basis of capitalist
class power and of the interrelationships between local, regional,
and national institutions of the capitalist class.
Despite these successes, the instrumentalist perspective has
some major deficiencies which make it dnsuitable as a general
theory of the capitalist state. Much of the empirical work
represents an explicit attempt to confront the conclusions of
pluralists. While largely successful in such confrontations, this
work has failed to transcend the framework that the pluralists
use. The emphasis, especially in American power-structure re-
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Structuralist Theories of the State
The structuralist analysis of the state categorically rejects
the notion that the state can be understood as a simple "instrument" in th~ hands of a ruling class. In a critique of the work
of Miliband, Nicos Poulantzas, a French structuralist Marxist,
.
wrote that ..,..
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search, has been on social and political groupings rather than
s
classes defined by their relationship to the means of production.
Furthermore, like most pluralists, instrumentalist writers tend
to see social causes simply in term of the strategies and actions
of individuals and groups. While in pluralist theory there are
many such groups, all working for their interests and influencing
the state, in instrumentalist theory there is only one overwhelmingly dominant group. But the logic of social causation remains
the same. With rare exceptions, there is no systematic analysis
of how the strategies and actions of ruling-class groups are
limited by impersonal, structural causes. At times the exercise
of power and the formation of state policy seem to be reduced
to a kind of voluntarism on the part of powerful people.
In a slightly different vein, there are numerous examples
of state activity that appear not to fit even the sophisticated
variants of instrumentalism. On a number of occasions, reforms
undertaken by the state were opposed by large segments of the
business community, as, for example, during the New Deal.
Even when such reforms are ultimately co-optive, to treat all
reforms as the result of an instrumentalist use of the state by
capitalists is to deny the possibility of struggle over reform.
There are also state policies which cannot easily be explained
by dir~ corporate initiatives but which may come from within
the state itself. These tend to speak to broad, rather than
specific, capitalist interests. To explain these fully there is the
need for a logic of the capitalist state, both in terms of its relations to civil society and in terms of its internal operations.
Finally, there are important realms of state-related activity
which are clearly not manipulated by specific capitalists or
coalitions, such as culture, ideology, and legitimacy. These
possess a degree of autonomy which tends to place them outside
the ~ealm of simple manipulation (see Williams, 1973).
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the direct participation of members of the capitalist class in the
state apparatus and in the government, even where it exists, is not
the important side of the matter. The relation between the
bourgeois class and the state is an objective relation. This means
that if the function of the state in a determinate social formation
and the interests of the dominant class l in this formation coincide,
it is by reason of the system itself: the direct participation of
members of the ruling class in the state apparatus is not the cause
but the effect, and moreover a chance and contingent one, of this
objective coincidence. (1969: p. 245)
The fundamental thesis of the structuralist perspective is
that the functions of the state are broadly detemlined by the
structures of the society rather than by the people who occupy
positions of state power.* Therefore, the starting point of the
structuralist analysis is generally an examination of the class
. structure in ~he society, particularly the contradictions rooted
in the economy. Structuralists then analyze how the state attempts to neutralize or displace these various contradictions~
The structuralist theory of the state thus attempts to unravel
the functions the state must perform in order to reproduce
capitalist society as a whole. These functions determine the
specific policies and organizati?n of the state. According to 'the
structuralists, the concrete ways in which the state meets the
functions vary with such factors as the level of capitalist development and the forms of class struggle.
The most elaborate structuralist-Marxist model of the state
is presented by Poulantzas, especially in his book Political Power
alld Social Classes. i Following Marx, Poulantzas argues that in
capitalist society the crucial economic contradiction centers on
the ever-increasing soCial character of production on the one
hand and the continuing private appropriation of the surplus

! !

* The concept of structure is constantly used by structuralist writers,
but rarely explicitly defined. Structure does no' refer to the concrete social
institutions that make up a society, but rather to the systematic functional
interrelationships among these institutions. Maurice Godelier (1972:
p. 336) stated it this way: "Struc:tures should not be confused with visible
'social relations' but constitute a level of reality invisible but present
behind the visible social relations." The analysis of the structure of a
capitalist socitty is thus the analysis of the functional relationship of
various institutions to the process of surplus-value pl"Oduction and
appropriation.
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product on the other. This contradiction poses two complementary threats to the reproduction of the system as a whole.
On the one hand, the contradiction between social production
and private appropriation poses the threat of working-class
unity, which becomes potentially stronger as the social nature
of the production process deepens, and which eventually contains the possibility of the destruction of capitalism itself. On
the other hand, this contradiction poses the threat of capitalistclass disunity, fostered by the continued private and competitive
appropriation of surplus. This lack of unity threatens the
ability of the capitalist class to contain struggles by the working
class. The state plays the decisive role of mediating this contradiction, of providing the "factor of unity in a social formation" operating to counteract the combined threats of workingclass unity and capitalist disunity.
I
Poulantzas aqalyzes this function of the capitalist state,
the promotion of unity in a social formation, in terms of its
impact on the working class and the capitalist class:
(a) The working class. The state serves the function of
atomizing the working class, of disintegrating its political unity
through the transformation of workers into individualized citizens while at the same time representing itself as the integrated,
universal interest of the society as a whole. This is accomplished
through the institutions of bourgeois democracy and justice,
which create the appearance of equality, fair play, due process,
etc., and through various kinds of economic concessions made
by the state which help to transform the political struggle of
the working class as a whole into narrow, economistic interestgroup struggles of particular segments of the working class.
(b) The capitalist class. The state serves the function of
guaranteeing the long-run interests. of the capitalist class as a
whole. Poulantzas stresses that the bourgeoisie cannot be considered a homogeneous ruling class with an unambiguous classwide interest. Rather, the bourgeoisie is a highly fractionated
class, with divergent interests at the political as well as economic
levels. These diverse class fractions are organized into what
Poulantzas (following Gramsci) calls the "power bloc," a
politlcal..,.walition under the domination of a particular hegemonic fraction. Such a power bloc, however, is always prei
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carious, possessing only limited ability to enforce the concessions
to the working class which are so necessary for the stability of
the long-term interests of the capitalist class as a whole. The only
way that these interests can be protected, therefore, is through
the relative autonomy of the state, through a state structure
which is capable of transcending the parochial, individualized
interests of specific capitalists and capitalist class fractiol1'l. A
state which was the tool of one capitalist grouping would be
utterly incapable of accomplishing this.*
This relative autonomy, however, is not an invariant feature of the capitalist state. Particular capitalist states will be
mOl,' or less autonomous depending upon the degree of internal
divi:,!vcncss, the contradictions within the various classes and
fractions which constitute the power bloc, and upon the
intcnsity of class struggle between the working class and the
capitalist class as a whole.
The absence of any real discussion of how social mechanisms rcgulate these various functional relationships seriously
weakens !loulantzas's structural analysis. Although there is a
fairly rich discussion of how the relative autonomy of the state
protects the class interests of the dominant class, and of the
functional necessity for such a state structure, there is no explanation of the socia~ mechanisms which guarantee that the
state will in fact function in this way.
One obvious way out of this difficulty would be to employ
some notion of "class consciousness." It could then be argued
that class-conscious capitalists guide the development of state
structures which accomplish the needed functional patterns.
Structuralist writers, however" have almost completely rejected
the usefl.)lness of consciousness as an explanation for any aspect
of social structure. They insist that class consciousness is a
catch-all residual category used by Marxists to "explain" things
that more systematic theory fails to resolve. Consciousness, the
structuralists argue, explains nothing; the point is to explain
* By "relative autunomy" the structuralists mean relative autonomy
frolll mallipulation by specific capitalist-class members or interests. They

do lIot Illt!an that the slale is autollomous in any real sense from the
. structural reljllirements uf the ecollom},.
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consciousness through an analysis of the dynamics of society.
But if class consciousness doesn't provide a way out~ structuralists
have not advanced any more suitable way to deal with these
theoretical difficulties. While the instrumentalist perspective
has tended toward voluntarism to explain state 'activities, the
structuralists have almost entirely eliminated conscious action
from their analysis.
As in the other perspectives on the state, there are examples of structuralist writings that exhibit differing degrees
of theoretical sop4istication. Much Marxian political economy
has at least implicitly held the view that state policies respond
almost exclusively to economic contradictions. This view of the
state might be termed "economic structuralism." Other state
activities and non-economic influences on economic policy are
treated secondarily, or not at all. The state is perceived as having
little or no autonomy, and its non-economic activities are seen
as directly derived from the logic of accumulation.
To be both accurate and fair, it must be pointed out that
in such economic structuralism there is generally no attempt to
develop a full theory of the state. The state is incorporated in an
analysis that has its main purpose elsewhere. Nevertheless, we
feel that the issues discussed in these works cannot be successfully
resolved lVithout a more complete view of the state.
Baran and Sweezy (1966) present one of the most important examples of such economic structuralism. They discuss
the state primarily in terms of how it aids in the surplus absorption proc~ss~ State activities are defined by a structural contradiction in the economy, but at the same time there is an
attempt to integrate elements of an instrumentalist analysis. The
particularistic actions of capitalist groups are seen as being in
conflict with the need for the state to act for the class as a
whole, so that the actual ways in which the state attempts to
absorb the rising surplus are a result of an interaction between
the structural needs and the particular interests. But the economic contradictions dominate the analysis and the instrumentalist evidence is interpreted within that framework. Other
contradictions, such as those arising from ideology or class con-
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fliets, playa very minor role. The thrust of the work, then, is
basically that of economic structuralism.*
Hegelian-Marxist Perspectives

There are many Ma'rxists who derive their primary inspiration from Hegel and the early writings of Marx and Engels, and
more recently from Lukacs and writers such as Habermas,
Marcuse, and others in the tradition of the Frankfurt School
(or what is sometimes called Ucritical theory"). Instead of focusing on the why and how of the relationship between the state
and the capitalist class, the Hegelian-Marxist perspective operates at a somewhat higher level of abstraction. The key, question appears to be, "What is the state?" The basic answer is
that the state is a mystification, a concrete institution which
serves the interests of the dominant class, but which seeks to'
portray itself as serving the nation as a whole, thereby obscuring the basic lines of class antagonism. Thus, the state represents a universality, but a false one, an "illusory community."G
Most of the writings in this perspective take off from this
point and examine how the mystification occurs. They have
placed great emphasis on ideology, consciousness, legitimacy,
and the mediating role of institutions and ideas, thereby contributing significantly to current thinking on politics. However,
the Hegelian-Marxist perspective has not developed a coherent
theory of the state or even a well-defined logic of the relation
between state and society. There is little an'alysis of specific
state actions or concrete politics in these writings, so it is diffir-lilt to connect these ideas with an empirical reality. Perhaps
b;""lIse of this, the key notions of false consciousness and false
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ideology remain incomplete; it is unclear how and why they
remain false when they are' being continually confronted with
the reality of daily life un per capitalism.
Antonio Gramsci, who is difficult to classify within any
one perspective, can be considered as one thinker emerging from
the Hegelian-Marxist tradition who avoids the pitfalls of overabstraction. Gramsci analyzed capitalist ideology both theoretically and empirically, studying cultural changes in Italy and
America induced by changes in production relations. His theory
of civil society and the state, and his concrete discussions of
fascism and the collapse of political parties in interwar Europe
are examples of a Marxist analysis that is developed in both the
political-economic and ideological dimensions. "The Southern
Question:' Gramsci's essay on the ideological and political
factors that produce alliances between' classes stands as a
Marxist classic. Through his examination of the groups that
could possibly support the interests of the industrial bourgeoisie
of northern Italy, Gramsci developed the notion of "hegemony,"
a key concept in the analysis of capitalist domination through
the state. His work has been an important influence on
Poulantzas, among others, who has attempted' to incorporate
such political phenomena into a more systematic theory of
capitalist- society.
(To be continued)
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NOTES
1. For examples of each type of work see: Domhoff (1967); Miliband
(1969) and Nichols (1972); Domhoff (1970, Part 2); Kolko (1963)
and Weinstein (1968). The literature on financial-interest groups
has also contributed to the formation of an empirical picture of the
capitalist class in the United States. See Menshikov (1969). For
valuable instrumental analyses of U.S. foreign policy, see Joyce and
Gabriel Kolko (1972) and Eakins (1969).
2. The remainder of this section draws heavily on Mollenkopf (1975).
3. For the development of such a criticism, see Balbus (1971). For an
exchange between an instrumentalist and a structuralist that delves into
many oC the key issues, see Poulantzas (1969), Miliband (1970,'
1973). The empirical analysis of Menshikov (1969) builds on production categories.
4. Another, less complete, example is Althusser (1971). For analyses of
J.'0u!antzas's theoretical framework, see Wright and Perrone (1973).
Miliband (1973), and Bridges (1974).

* There are other examples of economic structuralism. Ackerman
and MacEwan (1972) and MacEwan (1972) treat the state as the
enforcer of the rules of the game of the accumulation process but do not
reflect on the state's ability to alter or influence thOle rules. Boddy and
Crotty (1974 ) develop a class-conflict theory of macro-economic policy,
but the class conflict being posited is only at the level of the wage
bargain, not at the level of the state. In this analysis, the atate is the
arena for choosing a strategy for the capitalist class. Mattick (1969)
and Yaffe (1973) consider that state intervention ultimately worsens the
tendencies toward crises that are endemic to the capitalist accumulation
process. In their work, the state is seen as having even less potential for
mediating contradictions than in other versions of economic structuralism.
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RECENrC DEVELOPMENTS IN MARXIST
THEORIES OF THE CAPITALIST STATE
PART 2.
BY DAVID A. GOLD,
CLARENCE Y. H. LO.
AND ERIK OLIN WRIGHT

~':

Part 1 of this article, in the October issue of MR,. presented and commented on three major Marxist theories of the atate: the instrumentalist,
the structuralist, and the Hegelian-Marxist.-THE. EDITORS
...;

NEW DEPARTURES
It has become apparent to many Marxists that the instru-

mentalist perspective is simply inadequate as a guide to understanding the state in advanced capitalist society. While many
policies are the outcome of control by specific capitalists, and
some government agencies appear to be the tools of specific
capitalist interests,' it is impossible to see how the complex
apparatus of the state can be understood adequately in a
model which sees policy outcomes primarily in terms of classconscious manipulations by the ruling class. But the structuralist
alternative is also inadequate. For, while it does situate the
.formation of policy in the context of the functioning of the
capitalist system as a whole, it generally does not explain the
social mechanisms which actually generate a class policy that
is compatible with the needs of the system. Finally, the HegelianUarxist perspective is inadequate because it is so highly abstract
36
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that it is difficult to use in the analysis of a particular historical
situation. In addition, the centrality it places 011 ideology
and consciousness often tends to undermine the materialist
basis of Marxist theory.
Many of the new departures in the theory of the state
have tried to overcome these weaknesses. Three examples seem
especially interesting: Claus Oife seeks to transcend the instrumentalist and structuralist limitations through a more precise
specification of what is particularly capitalist about the capitalist
state; James O'Connor develops a theory of state finance that is
rooted in the process of accUmulation of monopoly capitalism;
and Alan Wolfe attempts to impart more concreteness to the
abstractions of the Hegelian side of Marxism.

The Internal Structure of the Capitalist State
Claus Offe, a student of Jiirgen Habermas, has been
influenced by. the Hegelian-Marxist tradition but has since
ventured into new areas. His major theoretical work on the
state (1972c, 1973b) begins with the question: How can we
prove the class character of the capitalist state? How can we
demonstrate that it is a capitalist state and not merely a state in
capitalist· society? From the start, he rejects both the instrume&t:alist and structuralist approach<;s to this problem. Both of
these, Offe argues, only examine the external determination of
state activity: the instrumentalists explain the state in terms
of the external manipulation of the state apparatus by the
ruling class; the structuralists explain the state by the external
constraints which limit the scope of possible state activities. But
in neither case do they provide a theory of the mechanisms
within the state which guarantee its class character. This is the
theoretical problem which Oife attempts to solve.l.xThe key concept Offe introduces to understand the interna'r
structure of the state is "selective mechanisms." These constitute
a wide range of institutional mechanisms within the state
apparatus which (under ideal conditions) serve three crucial
functions: (1) negative selection: the selective mechanisms
• Nwnbered notes and a bibliography will be found at the end of the
article.
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systematically exclude anti-capitalist interests from state activityj (2) positive selection: from the range of remaining
alternatives, the policy which is in the interests of capital as a
)Vhole is selected over policies serving the parochial interests of
specific capitalist groups; (3) disguising selection: the institutions of the state must somehow maintain the appearance of
class-neutrality while at the same time effectively excluding
anti-capitalist alternatives. Most of Offe's analysis consists of
an abstract discussion of the contradictory character of these
selective mechanisms and the methodological problems involved
in studying them.
In his discussion of negative selection, Offe specifies four
general levels of mechanisms which operate as a hierarchical
filter system: structure, ideology, process, and repression. Each
level excludes possibilities which have not yet been screened out
by the previous levels. Structural selective mechanisms refer to
the broad limits of possible state actions defined by the overall
structure of political institutions. In particular, Offe emphasizes
the importance of constitutional guarantees of private property
which exclude a wide range of anti-capitalist policies from
entering the agenda of state activity. Of the many issu~not
excluded by the structure of political institutions, ideological
mechanisms determine which are actually articulated and perceived as problems to be solved. Some potential policy options
become "non-events" .because they are not in the realm of
acceptable discourse. Decision-making rules provide
certain interests with a headstart ... by granting them chronological priority [and] relatively more favorable coalition chances
or the opportunity to employ specific power resources. Every
procedural rule creates conditions of being favored, or conversely
being excluded, for certain topics, groups, or interests. (Offe,
1973a: p. 11)

Finally, the repressive apparatus of the state excludes given
alternatives t.hrough direct coercion.
While it is easy to specify abstractly such negative selective
mechanisms, it is. extremely difficult to study their class character empirically. To understand the intrinsic class nature of the
selective mechanisms it is necessary to study the excluded possibilities. But excluded options are, by necessity, intrinsically dif-
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ficult to define and observ . The problem is compounded by the
disguising selective mecha isms, which mystify the entire process
of class determination of s ate activity. Offe concludes that when
the selective mechanisms f the state are functioning effectively,
it is virtually impossible to demonstrate empirically the class
nature of the state. (This oes not mean, of course, that the class
interests served' by partlc lar policies, cannot be studied ,in the
tradition of instrumentalis and structuralist research. But again,
merely showing that state policies serve capitalist interests does
not prove that the state is a capitalist state, a state which
necessarily serves capitalist nterests.)
Offe'ssolution to this methodological- dilemma is to shift the
focus of analysis from the ormal functioning of the state to the
state in crisis situations. I periods of political crisis the selective
mechanisms begin to bre
down and the state is forced to
rely more and more on r pression in order to maintain its class
character, thus revealing the class nature of the excluded
options. The analysis of th class nature of the state thus depends
upon revolutionary prac 'ce, potentially generating a "crisis
of crisis management" w ich exposes the inner nature of the
state itself•
Offe's analysis of po 'tive selective mechanisms (the mechJPlisms which generate a positive capitalist class policy rather
than merely excluding an -capitalist possibilities) raises a variety
of additional issues. Off argues that contradictions internal
to the state interfere with. e state's deVelopment of an effective
policy in the interest of ca ital as a whole. The state engages in
two types of positive activ ties which Offe (H)7 4) calls "allocative policies" and "produ tive policies." In both of these the
state plays an important Ie in providing the necessary conditions for continued capital accumulation. In the former the state
merely coordinates and re lates the allocation of resources "llat
have already been produ ed; in the latter the state becomes
directly involved in the roduction of goods and services required for the accumulatio process.*

* There is no aUggestio~ in this analysis that there was ever' a
period in which the capitalis state engaged only in allocative policies.
From th4-. very earliest period of capitalism, the direct involvement of
the sta~ in the accumulation process has been important. The point is
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In the case of purely allocative policies, the state does not
need to. adopt a truly optimal policy from the point of view
of capital as a whole. Most allocative policies have, therefore,
been formulated by capitalist interest-groups which influence the
state through the mechanisms described by the instrumentalist
writers. As monopoly capitalism develops, however, the contradictions in the accumulation process push the state into direct
involvement in production. As the state directly produces
more and more of the conditions of accumulation, it becomes
increasingly important that the state's policies be rational from
the point of view of capital as a whole. Such policies cannot,
therefore, be left to the give-and-take of competing capitalist
interests, but must be planned to serve the collective capitalist
interest.
Offe argues that the capitalist state is fundamentally incapable of such pla~ning. Whereas the criterion for capitalist
rationality is unambiguous for the individual capitalist-profit
maximization through the production and sale of commodities
-there can be no equally unambiguous criteria for the capitalist state. Since the state does not produce for the market, its
activities cannot be governed by the logic of commodity preduction. The rationality of state production must therefore be
defined in terms of production for use rather than production
for exchange.
The crucial political question is, therefore, what kinds of
use-value criteria determine state production. Offe shows that
many of the structures which are important in negative selection
(such as rigid bureaucratic procedures and constitutional and
ideological defenses of private property) are obstacles to the
development of selective mechanisms which can guarantee
that state production will serve the general interests of capital.
The state's attempts to overcome these obstacles weaken the
negative selective mechanisms and increase the possibilities of
anti-capitalist political forces affecting state policies. There is
thus an intensifying contradiction between the state's changing
role in the accumulation process, which requires rational state
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involvement in production, and the internal structures of the
state which determine its class nature as a capitalist state.
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that this involvement has been growing both quantitatively and qualitatively, and that this growth poses lerious problems for the "rationality"
of state activities from the point of view of capital.
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The Theory of the Fiscal Crisis
James O'Connor (1973) develops a theory of the state
budget that is rooted in the reality of contemporary American
society.3 He tries to explain the fiscal crisis, the observed tendency
of state expenditures to grow faster than revenues. O'Connor's
theory has three constituent elements. First, there is the recognition that the capitalist state must attempt to perform two contradictory functions-accumulation and legitimation. The state
attempts to support the accumulation of private capital while
trying to maintain social peace and harmony. Since accumulation is crucial to the reproduction of the class structure, legitimation necessarily involves attenlpts to mystify the process and
to repress or manage discontent. Both accumulation and legitimation are translated into demands for state activity. But while
this implies an increase in state expenditures, the revenues for
meeting these needs are not always forthcoming, since the fruits
of accumulation (greater profits) are not socialized. This is
the fiscal crisis.
Second, the state is analyzed as an integral element in the
aceumulation process. O'Connor divides the economy into three
sectors. The growth of the monopoly sector is based on the
expansion of capital and technology. It is the prime accumulating sector of the economy. The competitive sector grows on the
basis of the expansion of labol' power which has been "freed"
by accumulation and growth in the monopoly sector. Thus,
unlike in other Marxist analyses, the competitive sector does
not necessarily decline with accumulation but expands because
of the growth process in the monopoly sectol'. However, wilh
less technical change, smaller growth in capital, and unstable
markets, the labor force in the competitive sector is a marginal
one, increasingly segmented from the monopoly sector.
The state sector includes production organized by the state
itself, such as education, and pr<?duction contracted out to
private capitalists, such as military equipment. Neither type of
product.l.{W is subject to market discipline. One result is low
productivity and inflationary tendencies within the state budget.
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All three of these sectors of the economy are part of a
single contradictory process: the' growth of the monopoly
sector leads directly and indirectly to the growth of the state
and the competitive sector; the expansion of the state in tum
becomes a source of further growth of the monopoly sector as
more and more of the costs of accumulation are socialized; the
growth of the competitive sector increases th~ social expenses
of the state and thus hampers its ability to further underwrite
monopoly sector growth. In the end it becomes impossible to
understand the dynamics of anyone sector without developing
a theory which encompasses all three.
The third element of O'Connor's schema concerns the
relationship of specific items of state expenditure to the accumulation and legitimation functions of the state. "Social capital"
expenditures are those that aid accumulation by private capitalis,ts: social insurance which helps reduce the reprod~ction
costs of labor power, and state-financed industrial development
projects which increase the productivity of a given amount of
labor power are two examples. These expenditures do not
directly produce surplus value but they do aid private capitalists .
in their attempts to increase the total amount of surplus value .",
and are thus indirectly productive. "Social expenses" are those
expenditures such as police and welfare that are necessitated by
the attempt to maintain social harmony. While such expenditures may potentially reduce certain kinds of losses to capitalists
(as in riots) they do not contribute, even indirectly, to the
expansion of the pool of surplus value. Despite some empirical
difficulties in locating expenditures neatly in one category or the
other, the schema is a powerful one for delineating the underlying social tensions and contradictions that find their "solution"
in the state budget. The fiscal crisis, at its root, is a social crisis.
One of the main results of this analysis is that the state
loses much of its superstructural character. The state is increasingly involved in accumulation, not just to protect the conditions of accumulation, as earlier Marxist thinking emphasized,
but to participate actively in the creation of those conditions.
Although the state is not rigidly determined or circumscribed by
<lcculllulation, there is a strong dialectical link.
In addition, the state and the entire political system are seen
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as continually weighing alternative political strategies. For example, the welfare-warfare state, which is explained as a result
of contradictions created by the accumulation process, is not the
only possible course for the state to follow. It is the result of a
combination of strategy, structure, and political conflict. O'Connor specifically raises the possibility of an alternative course, a
social-industrial complex, which would attempt to solve the
same contradictions but would be based on a different political
coalition and would have different long-term consequences.
Another important implication of O'Connor's work centers
on the analysis of the discontent that arises from state activity.
Taxpayers' revolts are indicative of the lack of total success in
the state's attempts to mystify its role in accumulation. Workers
whose labor power is superfluous also rebel. They are superfluous because, as a consequence of the accumulation process
in the monopoly sector, private capital cannot find a way of
gaining surplus value from the employment of their labor
power. But as the state is increasingly called upon to manage or
repress their discontent, the state itself becomes the target. In
both cases, there is increasing conflict in the realm of the
political at precisely the moment when the state is being called
upon to do. more in the realm of the economic.
Aliencrled Politics and the Legitimacy Crisis of the State

Alan Wolfe (1974) introduces the term "alienated politics"
in an attempt to lay the groundwork for a Marxist theory of
politics. Wolfe is explicitly attempting to extend the HegelianMarxist tradition while drawing on elements of structuralism.
He argues that the basic concepts Mirx used in his economics
can serve as metaphors in developing such a theory. Just as
alienated labor is a distortion of people's need to engage in
productive activity, alienated politics is a distortion of com-· ....
lDunity. The capitalist state is part oi the theory of politics in
that the state is the "political institution which claims primary
responsibility for reproducing alienated politics, that is, for,
maintaining a political system based upon the extraction and
imposition of powerfrom people." (Wolfe, 1974: p. 149)
The value theory framework represents an alternative metaphor, not rngically different from alienation but an extension.
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The metaphor here is that as people engage in creating a community they expend a power. Just as labor power is reimposed
upon people as capital, via surplus value, the state is understood
as the reimposition of a "surplus" political power whose original
source lies in people's social activity.
In capitalism, politics is an activity that is separate from
people's daily lives. It takes the fonn of struggles for contro'!
over the state, which is fetishized, worshipped for its own sake.
Real politics, the creation of community, becomes, an unrealizable private search.-Also, since the state does one thing while
appearing to do another, "politics" takes on an opaque quality,
which, like the commodity fonn, must be pierced to understand
the underlying reality.'
As the basis of a theory, such metaphors lead toward the
study of the state in terms of the way it extracts power from
people and imposes it back upon them in its attempts to reproduce the capitalist order. Extraction involves mechanisms by
which people are divided from each other (such as, for example, the use of ideology or the manipulation of scarcity)
while imposition involves mechanisms by which this appropriated power is used on people (such as repression) .
.,
In a forthcoming book, Wolfe uses the theory of alienated
politics to analyze how democratic principles have been distorted to .produce an ideology that legitimates the capitalist
state. This ideology has always contained two antagonistic elements: "liberalism," the political ideology that underwrites the
state's role in supporting capital accumulation, and "democracy,"
the principle of participation and equality that legitimates the
state. The contradictions of liberal-democracy have, in the
course of capitalist development, produced a series of types of
capitalist states, each of which has attempted to reconcile this
ideological tension with the objective conditions of accumulation. But because of the continual transfonnation of the conditions of accumulation and the continual class struggle over
democracy itself, none of these fonns of the state has been
capable of permanently solving the problem ,of legitimating the
capitalist state; every historically attempted solution has only
led to new forms of legitimation crisis.
Though the capitalist state distorts struggles for democracy
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into an ideology of liberal democracy which, if still in a precariolls way, is compatible with the state's role in reproducing
capitalism, it is a mistake to view the state as a simple product
of capitalist interests alone. The particular shape of the capitalist
state has been the result of class struggle, and struggle can
continue to affect that shape. Thus, Wolfe argues, the st~te
should be seen as an appropriate arena for class struggle. As
Wolfe reminds us, the ultimate purpose of constructing a
Marxist theory of the capitalist state is not just to study the
state, but to transform it.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Many of the recent developments in Marxist theories of the
capitalist state can be interpreted as attempts to restore the dialectic to the analysis of the state, thereby applying the methodology
that Marx himself used so successfully. This enterprise has taken
place at different levels of abstraction and has focused on
different problems in state theory. Alan Wolfe's theory of
alienated' politics represents an attempt to develop a language
for discussing politics which captures the dialectic between the
material-social activities by which people create communities
and the alienated forms of that activity embodied in the state.
Clays Offe's work on the internal selective mechanisms of the
state elaborates the dialectical relationship between the policies
of the state and capitalist class interests as they emerge from
the accumulation process. The internal structures of the state
are analyzed as contradictory mechanisms which mediate this
relationship. Contradiction is brought into the heart of the
state itself and is seen as being an essential part of the process
of policy formation in capitalist society,
JameS O'Connor's work is similarly focused on restoring.
the dialectic between the accumulation process and state activity~
Whereas Offe approaches this problem through a theoretical
elaboration of the internal mechanisms of the state, O'Connor
has attempted to examine more fully the direct and indirect
role the state plays in the accumulation process itself. The
state's activity is no longer seen simply as an external response
to dynarqJ£J rooted in the accumulation process, but as an
intrinsic element in that process.
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These various attempts at strengthening the dialectical
quality of a Marxist theory of the state have gone a long way
toward undermining the rigid architectural image of the state
as part of a superst'ructure erected on the economic base of
society. While none of the works here discussed represents a
fully elaborated theory of the state, they do provide the groundwork on which such a theory can be built. A number of general
propositions can be made which define the contours within
which such a general theory of the capitalist state might be
developed. We offer these only as a preliminary formulation
reflecting the current stage of our own thinking rather than as
actual elements of a complete synthesis of the ideas discussed in
this paper.
( 1) The capitalist state must be conceived both as a
structure constrained by the logic of the society within which
it functions and as an organization manipulated behind the
scenes by the ruling class and its representatives. The extent to
which actual state policies can be explained through structural
or instrumental processes is historically contingent. There are
periods in which the state can be reasonably understood as a
self-reproducing structure which functions largely independentfy
of any external manipulation, and other times when it is best
viewed as a simple tool in the hands of the ruling class. Certain
parts of the state apparatus may" be highly manipulated by
specific capitalist interests while other parts may have much
more structural autonomy. But in no situation can state activity
be completely n:duced to either structural or instrumental causation. The state is always relatively autonomous: it is neither
completely autonomous (i.e., free from active control by the
capitalist class) nor simply manipulated by members of the
ruling class (i.e., free from any structural constraints). As
Marx put it so eloquently in his analysis of the French state in
the mid-nineteenth century: "Men make their own history, but
they do not make it just as they please; they do not make it under
circumstances chosen by themselves, but under circumstances
directly encountered, given and transmitted from the past."
(2) The internal structures. of the state. as well as the
concrete state policies shaped within those structures. are the
objects of class struggle. A theory of the state must not regard
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the structures of the state as historical givens but must attempt
to explain the development of the structures themselves. Otherwise, the analysis takes on a static quality. Offe's work to a
certain t:xtent exemplifies this problem. While he does describe
the ways in which the selective structures of the nineteenthcentury capitalist state differ from those of the conteinporary
state, and he discusses in rich detail the contradictory quality of
the dominant structures of the present period, he offers no theory
of the actual transformation of state structures. His theoretical
work thus lacks the systematic inclusion of history.
O'Connor's work moves at least partially in the direction of
a more historical theory. While he never formulates an explicit
theory of the transformation of state structures, there is implicit
in his work the view that not only are state policies as such
the objects of class struggle, political coalition formation, etc.,
but so are the structures of the state themselves. Costa Anderson
and Roger Friedland (1975) have made this notion explicit and
carried the analysis considerably further. They argue that a
theory of the state must contain a theory of what they call
political class struggle, a theory of the ways in which class
struggle itself transforms the internal organization of the state:
In such a theory the state is. seen not merely as helping to
reproduce the capitalist system in contradictory ways, but as
being itself shaped by the class struggle which results from
those contradictions.
We believe that this extension of the analysis of Offe and
O'Connor is an important direction for further work on the
theory of the capitalist state. For the moment, however, it
remains a somewhat ad hoc argument. As in much of Marxist
theory, explanations based on "history" or "class consciousness"
or "class struggle" often have a residual quality to them: To say
that the structures of the state are the objects of class struggle ."
and that class struggle explains the specific evolution of structures is only a starting point. It is further necessary to develop
a proper theory of such political class struggle itself.
(3) The notion of the "relative autonomy of the state"
needs further theoretical development. Structuralist writers have
conceptualit.~ tllls' notion by treating the state as relatively
autonomous with respect to direct, instrumental manipulations
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by the capitalist class. Offe's analysis of the contradiction between the state's role in the accumulation process and the
selective mechanisms which detennme its class character suggests that the state may also become relatively autonomous from
the logic of accumulation itself. The word "relative" is crucial;
there is no implication that the capitalist state can ever be
emancipated from the constraints of a capitalist social formation.
But there is the implication that as the state becomes more
and more implicated in the productive sphere itself, as larger
realms of social activity become de commodified (in the sense
that production becomes organized around politically determined
use-values rather than exchange-values) I the state can develop
a much greater degree of autonomy than is understood b:y the
conventional Marxist notion of "relative autonomy'»' This
further suggests that it may make sense to talk of the state as
such having an emergent "interest," rather than simply seeing
the state as in some sense reflecting the interests of the
bourgeoisie. The aualysis of an interest of the state is undeveloped within the Marxist perspective. But it is a line of
thought which we feel is worth pursuing.*
.
( 4) With the development of capitalism from the cirly
phases of monopoly capitalism into advanced monopoly capitalism the reproduction of favorable conditions for accumulation
depends more and more upon the active intervention of the state.
There is no guarantee that the state will in fact discover the
correct forms of such intervention, nor even that it will avoid
making catastrophic mistakes. The only certainty is that the re-

quirements for such an expanded role of the state will increase,
particularly in the direction of increasingly direct involvement
in the accumulation process.
It is especially important that future theoretical and empirical work on the capitalist state should attempt to understand the relationship of the internationalization of capital to
the dynamics of state involvement in accumulation. Work on
the theory of the capitalist state is now developing the tools
for analyzing the relationship of the state to accumulation within a national context; it is only beginning to explore the implications of the continuation of the nationally based state in the
face of an accumulation process which is increasingly supranational. (See Martinelli and Somaini, 1973.)
( 5 ) The increasing pressure on the state to become involved in the accumulation process has a number of contradic_
tory consequences which in turn will shape the further development of state structures and state policies:
( a) The institu tionalized mechanisms that evolved in earlier
periods of capitalist development become less and less effect~ve
as mechanisms for policy formation under the newer requirements for accumulation. In Offe's terms, the selective mechanisms appropriate for "allocative" policies are not functional
for "productive" policies. This points to the likelihood that
there will be a period of greater instrumental manipUlation of
the state by ruling-class groups in attempts to restructure the
state in ways more compatible with the new requirements for
accumulation. An increasingly instrumental relationship of the
ruling class (or fractions of the ruling class) to the state is a
critical mechanism for the development of new state structures
which, if successful, make further direct manipulation less
necessary.

* Two examples of works atreaaing the interest of the state per $I
are Roofs oj War by Richard Barnet and Th, Logic 0/ World Power by
Franz Schurmann. Responding to the economic dislocations caused by
the Vietnam war, these writers have argued that American imperialism
is more in the interest of the state than in the interests of capitalism.
Darnet's view is that although the state is constrained by economic
structures, specific decisions are largely controlled in an instrumental
fashion by political and bureaucratic elites. Schunriann places less emphasis on economic factors and claims that American imperialism is the
regult of executive power backed by popular ideology. Schurmann does
present excellent evidence that bureaucratic factions have greatly influenced U.S. policy in Indochina. For a Marxist analysis of U.S. foreign
policy that recognizes that bureaucracies and political parties medIate
between conflicting policy options, see Lo (1975).
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(b) Simultaneously, however, the increasing involvemen,t
of the state directly in the accumulation process has the effect
of politicizing the accumulation process itself in the sense that
more and more decisions about accumulation are at least
partially made in public agencies rather than in private corporate offices. Explicit or implicit political criteria increasingly
enter into the organization of production and the allocation of
resource,s...if! the accumulation process, replacing more purely
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market criteria. The result is that class struggle in tum tends
to become more politicized. It becomes increasingly difficult
to contain working-class demands at the level of firms and
ind ustries; demands tend to become increasingly directed toward the state and toward state structures.
Ruling-class groups organized to restructure the state
apparatus thus have to respond to quite contradictory forces:
'~:1 ~~.~ CI:e hand there is the necessity of creating structures more
cilIJa.ble uf directly planning and managing the accumulation
process; on the other hand, there is the necessity of containing
or reversing the growing politicization of class struggle which
has resulted from the increasing role of the state in the economy.
While we are still in the middle of this transitional period
of state restructuring, some of the elements of the "solution" are
becoming apparent. In particular, the combination of executive centralization and the growth of technocratic legitimations
for state policies can be interpreted as at least partial attempts
to handle these contradictions. It is perhaps characteristic of
the dialectical quality of the development of Marxist theory
itself that the new directions in the theory ~f the state are
emerging at precisely the time when the capitalist state is under- ""
going such qualitative change.
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A GIFT FOR ALL SEASONSI
A portfolio of5 prints, suitable for framing, by the noted black artist
Elizabeth Catlett. Subjects: Black Maternity, Mother and Son, Skipping Rope,
The Black Woman Speaks, and Black is Beautiful. Ms. Catlett has donated
500 portfolios to the Chile Defense Committee. $7.50 donation, plus 50¢
postage... and handling.
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NOTES
1. See also, Sardei-Bierman, et al. (1973) for a critique of Offe's work.
2. O'Connor (1973); see also: San Francisco K apitalistate Group (1974).
3. For an empirical study of the political meaning of sports ideology,
which also discusses alienated forma of political activity, see Balbus
(1975).
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A set of six photograph. postcards by the noted photographer Ted Polumbaum: "Children of the Chile That Was and Will Be." Excerpt from a Neruda
poem on message side. A set of 6 assorted cards for a donation of $1,
plus 20¢ postage and handling for one to four sets.
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A striking photograph by Ted Polumbaum of a Chilean worker, with text,
"I Chile Vivel Chile lives!" in red and black. Available for a $2 donation, plus
40¢ postage and handling. ,
Proceeds go to help make survival possible for those Chileans who are
strugglillg to defeat the junta and to establish a society based on justice
and human rights.

Chile Defense Committee
(Paul Sweezy, President)
Box 443, Cooper Station, New York, N. Y. 10003
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1. THE STATE IN ECONOMIC THEORY

\

II

PROBABLY few would deny that the state plays a vital role in the
economic process. There are still many, however, who would
argue that the state can and should be kept out of economic
theorizing.
From one point of view, this is not difficult to understand. So
long as economics is regarded as a science of the relations between man and nature in the manner' of the modern school, the
state requires consideration only at the level of application and
not as a part of the subject matter of the science. There is no
state on Robinson Crusoe's island, yet economics is as relevant
to Robinson as it is to twentieth-century America. From this
standpoint the state cannot logically be a concern of theoretical
economics; it must be regarded as one of the factors which shape
and limit the application of economic principles to any given
set of actual conditions.·
All this is changed when we take the position that economics
is the science of the social relationships of production under
historically determined conditions. Failure to include the state
in the subject matter of economics then becomes an arbitrary
and unjustifiable omission. In view of this, and after what has
been said about Marx's fundamental approach to economics in
earlier chapters, no further explanation seems required to justify
the inclusion of a chapter on the state in our examination of
Marxian economics. A word of caution is, however, necessary
before we proceed.
As in the case of crises, Marx never worked out a systematic
and formally complete theory of the state. That he originally
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ever, one basic shortcoming, the recognition of which leads to
a theory essentially Marxian in its orientation. A critique of
what may be called the class-mediation conception of the state
is, therefore, perhaps the best way of introducing the Marxian
theory.
The class-mediation theory assumes, usually implicitly, that
the underlying class structure, or what comes to the same thing,
the system of .property relations is an immutable .datum, in this
respect like the order of nature itself. It then proceeds to ask
what arrangements the various classes will make to get along
with each other, and finds that an institution for mediating their
conflicting interests is the logical and necessary answer. To this
institution powers for maintaining order and settling quarrels
are granted. In the real world what is caBed the state is identified
as the counterp:' rt of this theoretical construction.
The weakness of this theory is not difficult to discover. It lies
in the assumption of an immutable and, so to speak, self-maintaining class structure of society. The superficiality of this assumption ·is indicated by the most cursory smdy of history.The fact is that many forms of property relations with their
concomitant class structures have come and gone in the past, and
there is no reason to assume that they will not continue to do
so in the future. The class structure of society is no part of the
natural order of things; it is the product of past social development, and it will change in the course of future social development.
Once this is recognized it becomes clear that the liberal theory
goes wrong in the manner in which it initially poses the problem. We cannot ask: Given a certain class structure, how will
the various classes, with their divergent and often conflicting
interests, manage to get along together? We must ask: How did
a particular class structure come into being and by what means
is its continued exisrence guaranteed? As soon as an attempt is
made to answer this question, it appears that the state has a
func1;ion in society which is prior to and more fundamental than
THE PRIMARY FUNCTION OF THE STATE
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intended to do so is clear. For example, he opens the Preface
to [lie CrititJut: of Political Economy with the following words:
I consider the system of bourgeois economy in the following
order: Capital, landed property, wage labor; state. foreign trade,
world marker . . . The first part of the first book, treating of
capital, consists of the following chapters: 1. Commodity; 2.
l\lollcy, or simple Circulation; 3. Capital in general. The first
two chapters form the contents of the present work •.. Systematic elaooration on the plan outlined above will depend upon
cirCullIstances. l
The plan underwent substantial alterations in the course of time,
as an examination of the three volumes of Capital makes dear,
but the state always remained in the background and never received the 'systematic elaboration' which Marx evidently had
hoped to accord it. It follows that a neat summary of his views
is out of the question. Instead we shall try to present a summary
theuretical treatment of the state which is consistent with Marx's
nUJllerous and scattered remarks on the subject, and which at the
sallie time provides the necessary supplement to the main body
of theoretical principles dealing with the development of the
capitalist system.2. THE

PRIMARY FUNCTION OF THE STATE

There is a tendency on the part of modern liberal theorists
to interpret the state as an institution established in the interests
of society as a whole for the purpose of mediating and reconciling the antagonisms to which social existence inevitably gives
rise. This is a theory which avoids the pitfalls of political metaphysics and which serves to integrate in a tolerably satisfactory
fashion a considerable body of observed fact. It contains, how• Among the most imponant Marxist writings on the state the following
may ue mentioncd: Engels. l'be Origin of the Family, Private Property
lind tbe State, particularly Ch. IX; Lenin, The State and ij.evo/utionj Rosa
Luxemburg. 'Sozialrcforrn oder Revolution?' GesiI'Il1melte Werke, Vol. III.
An English translation of thc latter work is available (Reform or Revolutiun?, Three Arrows Press, N. Y., 1937), but it is unfortunately not a
very satisfactory one. A reasonably adequate survey of a large body of
Marxist literature on the state is contained in S. H. M. Chang, The
Marxi.:;. Tb.:ory of the State (1931).

\

I
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• Many theorists recognize this up (0 a point, but they believe that
what was true of past societies is /lot true of modem society. In other
words, capitalism is regarded as the final end-product of social evolution.
See the discussion of this point in Chapter I above.
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any which present-day liberals attribute to it. Let us examine this
more
closely.
A given
set of property relations serves to define and demarcate the class structure of society. From any set of property relations one class or classes (the owners) reap material advantages; other classes (the owned and the non-owners) suffer material disadvantages. A special institution capable and willing to
use force to whatever degree is required is an essential to the
maintenance of such a set of property relations. Investigation
shows that the state possesses this characteristic to the fullest degree, and that no other institution is or can be allowed to compete with it in this respect. This is usually expressed by saying
that the state, and the state alone, exercises sovereignty over all
those subject to its jurisdiction. It is, therefore. not difficulty to.
identify the state as the guarantor of a given set of property
relations.
If now we ask, where the state comes from, the answer is
that it is the product of a long and arduous struggle in which
the class which occupies what is for the time the key positions
in the process of production gets the upper hand over its rivals
and fashions a state which will enforce that set of property relations which is in its own interest. In other words any particular
scate is the child of the class or classes in society which benefit
from the particular set of property relations which it is the
stute's obligation to enforce. A moment's reflection will carry
the conviction that it could hardly be otherwise. As soon as we
have dropped the historically untenable assumption that the class
strUcture of society is in some way natural or self-enforcing, it
is clear that any other outcome would lack the prerequisites of
stability. If the disadvantaged classes were in possession of state
power, they would attempt to use it to establish a social order
more favorable to their own interests, while a sharing of state
power alllong the various classes would merely shift the locale
of confEct to the state itself.
.
That such conflicts within the state, corresponding to fundamcntal class struggles outside, have taken place in ·certain transitional historical periods is not denied.· During those long pe• For an example, see the discussion of 'The Conditions of Fascism,'
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riods, however, when a certain social order enjoys a relatively
continuous and stable existence, the state power must be monopolized by the class or classes which are the chief beneficiaries.
As against the class-mediation theory of the state, we have
here the underlying idea of what has been called the classdomination theory. The former. takes the existence of a certain
class structure for granted and sees in the state an institution
for reconciling the conflicting interests of the various classes;
'the latter, on the other hand, recognizes that classes are the
product of historical development and sees in the state an instrument in the hands of the ruling classes for enforcing and guaranteeing. the stability of the class structure itself.
It is important to realize that, so far as capitalist society is
concerned, 'class domination' and 'the protection of private
property' are virtually synonymous expressions. Hence when we
say with Engels that the highest purpose of the state is the protection of private propeny,2 we are also saying that the st:lte
is an instrument of Class domination. This is doubtless insufficiently realized by critics of the Marxian theory who tend to see
in the notion of class domination something darker and more
sinister than 'mere' protection of private property. In other
words they tend to look upon class domination as something
reprehensible and the protection of private property as something meritorious. Consequently, it does not occur to them to
identify the two ideas. Frequently, no doubt, this is because they
have in mind not capitalist property, but rather private property
as it would be in a simple commodity-producing society where
each producers owns and works with his own means of production. Under such conditions there are no classes at all and hence
no class domination. Under capitalist relations, however, property has an altogether different significance, and its protection
is easily shown to be identical with the preservation of class
dominance. Capitalist private property does not consist in things
-things exist ilJdependently of their ownership-but in a social
relation bet:\hu people. Property confers upon its owners freedom from labor and the disposal over the labor of others, and
this is the essence of all social domination whatever form it may
assume. It follows that the protection of property is funda~
mentally the assurance of social domination to owners over non-

pp. 329-32, beloW.
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owners. And this, in turn, is precisely what is meant by class
dOlllinarion, which it is the primary function of the state to
upholJ.

The recognition that the defense of private property is the
tlrst duty of the state is the decisive factor in determining the
:Htitude of genuine Marxist socialism towards the state. 'The
theory of the Communists,' Marx and Engels wrote in the Com1J1lllliJt Ml1nifesto, 'can be summed up in the single sentence:
Abolition of private property.' Since the state is first and foremost the protector of private property. it follows that the realization of this end cannot be achieved without a head-:on collision
between the forces of socialism and the state power.3.

THE STATE AS AN ECONOMIC INSTRUMENT

The fact that the first concern of the state is to protect the
continued existence and stability of a given form of society does
not lIlean that it performs no other functions of economic impOl"rance ..On the contrary, the state has always been a very
significant factor in the functioning of the economy within the
framework of the system of property relations which it guarantees. This principle is generally implicitly recognized by Marxist
writers whenever they analyse the operation of an actual eco• The treatment of the relation between the state and property has of
necessity been extremely sketchy. In order to avoid misunderstanding, the
following note should be added. The idea that the state is an, organization
for the maintenance of private property was by no means an invention of
l\larx and Engcls. On the contrary, it constituted the cornerstone of the
whole previous development of political thought from the breakdown of
feudalism and the origins of the modern state. Bodin, Hobbes, Locke,
ROUW';lll, Adam Smith, Kant, and Hegel-to mention but a few outstanding thinkers of the period before Marx-clearly recognized this central
function of the state. They believed private property to be the necessary
conJition fOf the full development of human potentialities. the sine qua
11011 of genuine freedom. Marx and Engels added that freedom based on
private pmperty is freedolll for an exploiting class, and that freedom for
all presupposes the abolition of private property, that is to say the achievelIIent of a classless society. Nevertheless, Marx and Engels did not forget
that the rCOilizatiun of a classless society (abolition of private property) is
pu~sible only on the basis of certain definite historical conditions; without
the enUrIllOUS increase in the prOductivity of labor which capitalism had
brought about, a classless 'society would be no more than an empty
1IlOpia.
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nomic system, but it has received little attention in discussions
of the theory of the state. The reason for this is not difficult
to discover. The theory of the state has usually been investigated
with the problem of transition from one form of society to
another in the foreground; in othtr words, what we have called
the primary function of the state has been the subject of analysis.
Lenin's State and Revolution-the title clearly indicates the
center of imerest-set a precedent which has been widely followed.- Consequently, the theory of the state as an economic
instrumem has been neglected, though evidently for our purposes it is necessary to have some idea of the essentials of Marx's
thinking on the subject.
Fortunately Marx, in his chapter on the length of the working
day,a provides a compact and lucid analysis of the role of the
state in relation to one very importam problem of capitalist economy. By examining ~his chapter in some detail we can deduce
the guiding principles of Marxist teaching on the role of the
state within the framework of capitalist property relations.
The rate of surplus value, one of the key variables in Marx's
system of theoretical economics, depends on three factors: the
productivity of labor, the length of the working day and prevailing subsistence standards. It is therefore a matter of importance to discover the determinams of the length of the working day. This is clearly not a question of economic law in any
narrow sense. As Marx put it,
apart from extremely elastic bounds, the nature of exchange of
commodities itself imposes no limits to the working day, no limit
to surplus labor. The capitalist maintains his rights as a purchaser
when he tries to make the working day as long as possible . . .
On the other hand •.• the laborer maintains his right as a
seller when he wishes to reduce the working day to one of definite normal duration. There is here, therefore, an antimony,
right against right, both equally bearing the seal of the law of
exchanges. Between equal rights force decides. Hence it is that
in the history of capitalist production, the determination of what
is a working day presems itself as the result of a struggle, a
• For example, Chang'S book, cited above, follows Lenin's oudine very
closely.
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struggle between collective capital, i.e. the class of capitalists, and
collective labor, i.e. the working class.'
After describing certain forms., both pre-capitalist and capitalist, of exploitation involving the duration of the working day,
Marx examines 'The Struggle for a Normal Working Day' in
the historical development of English capitalism. The first phase
of this struggle resulted in 'Compulsory Laws for the Extension
of the Working Day from the Middle of the 14th to the End
of the 17th Century.' 6 Employers, straining to create a trained
and disciplined proletariat out of the available pre-capitalist mattrial, were frequently obliged to resort to the state for assistance. Laws extending the length of the working day were the
result. For a long time, however, the extension of the working
.lay was a very slow and gradual process. It was not until the
rapid growth of the factory system in the second half of the
eighteenth century that there began that process of prolonging
hours of work which culminated in the notorious conditions of
the early nineteenth century:
After capital had taken centuries in extending the working
day to its normal maximum length, and then beyond this (0 the
limit of the narural day of 12 hours, there followed on the birth
of machinism and modern indusl9.' in the last third of the 18th
century a violent encroachment hke that of an avalanche in its
intensity and extent . . . As soon as the working class, stunned
at first by the noise and turmoil of the new system of production, recovered in samet measure its senses its resistance began.o
The beginnings of working-class resistance ushered in the
second phase of the development: 'Compulsory Limitation by
Law of the Working Time, The English Factory Acts, 1833 to
IH64: 7 In a series of sharp political struggles, the workers were
able to wring one concession after another from their opponents.
These concessions took the form of laws limiting hours of work
for ever wider categories of labor, until by 1860 the principle
of limitation of the working day was so firmly established that
it could no longer be challenged. Thereafter progress pursued a
smoother course.
The limitation of the working day was not simply a question
of concessions by the ruling class in the face of a revolutionary
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threat, though this was undoubtedly the main factor. At least
two other considerations of importance have to be taken into
'
account. Marx noted that,
Apart from the working class movement that daily grew more
threatening, the limiting of factory labor was dictated by the
same necessity which spread guano over the English fields. The
same blind eagern~ss for plunder that in the one case exhausted
the soil had. in
the: other, torn up by the roots the living forces
of the nation.8
Moreover. the question of factory legislation entered into the
final phase of the struggle for political mastery between the
landed aristocracy and the industrial capitalists:
However much the individual manufacturer might give the rein
to his old lust for gain, the spokesmen and political leaders of the
manufacturing class ordered a change in front and of speech
toward the workpeople. They had entered upon the contest for
the repeal of the Corn Laws and needed the workers to help
them to victory. They promised, therefore, not only a doublesized loaf of bread, but the enactment of the Ten Hours Bill
in the Free Trade millennium ...U
And after repeal of the Corn Laws had gone through, the workers 'found allies in the Tories panting for revenge.' 10 Thus factory legislation derived a certain amount of suppOrt from both
sides to the great Struggle over free trade.
Finally Marx concluded his treatment of the working day
with the following statement:
For 'protection' against 'the serpent of their agonies' the
laborers must put their heads together and, as a class, compel
the passing of a law, an all-powerful social barrier that shall prevent the very workc.:rs from selling, by voluntary Contract with
capital, themselves and their families into slavery and death. In
place of the pompous catalogue of the 'inalienable rights of
man' comes the modest Magna Charta of a legally limited working day, which shall make clear 'when the time which the
worker sells is ended, and when his Own begins.' Quantum
mutatus lib ilIo! 11
What general conclusions can be deduced from Marx's discussion of the working day? The principle of most general bearing
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• This example makes clear the concession character of state action
favoring the working class, since it could not possibly be maintained that
the workers had a share in state power in England at the time the main
factory acts were passed. In this connection it is sufficient to recall that
the Rcfolln Act of 11:132 contained high property qualifications for votin~
and it was not until 11:167 that the franchise was next extended. By thIS
lillie rhe 1110>( illlJlortalH victories in the struggle for factory legislation
had aln:ady becn won.
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was sLIW.l by Engels. Answering the charge that historical materialism neglects the political element in historical change,
Engcls cited the chapter on the. working day 'where legislation,
which is surely a political act, has such a trenchant effect' and
concluded that 'force (that 'is, state power) is also an economic
power' and hence is by no means excluded from the causal
factors in historical change. 12 Once this has been established, it
is necessary to ask under what circumstances and in whose interest the economic power of the state will be brought into action.
On both points the analysis of the working day is instructive.
First, the state power is invoked to solve problems which are
posed by the economic development of the particular form of
society under consideration, in this case capitalism. In the earlier
period a shortage. of labor p'ower, in the later period overexploitation of the laboring population were the subjects of state
action. In each case the solution of the problem required state
illttTvention. Many familiar examples of a similar character
readily come to mind.
Second, we should naturally expect that the state power under
capitalism would be used first and foremost in the interests of
the capitalist class since the state is dedicated to the preservari(,1l of the structure of capitalism and must therefore be staffed
by lilOse who fully accept the postulates and objectives of this
form of society. This is unquestionably true, but it is not inconsistent to say that S[3te action may run counter to the immediate
economic interests of some or even all of the capitalists provided
only that the overriding aim of preserving the system intact is
promoted. The legal limitation of the working day ~s a classic
example of state action of this sort. The intensity of class antagonism engendered by over-exploitation of the labor force was
such that it became imperative for the capitalist class to make
concessions even at the cost of immediate economic advantages.·
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For the sake of preserving domestic peace and tranquility, blunting the edge of class antagonisms, and ultimately avoiding the
dangers of viulent revolution, the capitalist class is always prepared to make concessions through the medium of state action.
It may, of course, happen that the occasion for the concessions
is an actual materialization of the threat of revolution.. In this
case their purpose is to restore peace and order so that produc.tion and accumulation can once again go forward uninterruptedly.
Let us summarize the principles underlying the use of "the
state as an economic instrument within the framework of capitalism. In the first place, the state comes into action in the economic sphere in order to solve problems which are posed by
the development of capitalism. In the second place, where the
interests of the capitalist class are concerned, there is a strong
predisposition to use the state power freely. And, finally, the
state may be used to make concessions to the working class pro~
vided that the consequences of not doing so are sufficiently
dangerous to the stability and functioning of the system as a
whole.
It should be noted that none' of these conclusions lends support to the revisionist view that socialism can be achieved
through a series of piecemeal reforms. On the contrary, they
grow out of and supplement the basic principle that the state
exists in the first instance for the protection of capitalist property relations. Reforms may modify the functioning of capitalism
but never threaten its foundation. Rosa Luxemburg stated the
true Marxian position succinctly in the following words:
'Social control' . . . is concerned not with the limitation of
capitalist property, but on the contrary with its protection. Or,
speaking in economic terms, it does not constitute an attack on
capitalist exploitation but rafher a normalization and regularization of this exploitation. 18
Marx never said anything to contradict this, and to cite his
chapter on the working day, as revisionists frequently. do, in
• For example, Marx r~marked that in France, 'the February [1848)
revolution was necessary to bring into the world the 12 hours' law.' Capital I, p. 328.
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support of the gradualist standpoint is simply to betray
understanding of his entire theoretical system.
4. TilE

a mis-

QUESTION OF THE FOltM OF GOVERNMENT

Up to this point nothing has been said about the form of
government in capitalist society. Is it possible that the principles
of st:lte action which have been examined do not hold in a fully
dt[Jlocratic capitalist sociery? (By 'fully democratic' we mean
no 11I0re than what exists today in most of the English-speaking
world: parliamentarism combined with universal suffrage and
organizational freedom in the political sphere.)
If Marxist theory answers this question in the negative, this
JlIust not be interpreted to mean that the question of democracy
is regarded as of no importance, but only that democracy does
not alter the basic significance of the state in relation to the
econoJllY. The existence of democracy is, of course, a matter of
prime importance particularly to the working class. Only under
a democratic form of government can the working class organize freely and effectively for the achievement of its ends,
whether they happen to be socialist or merely reformist in character. It is for this reason that one of the first demands of the
labor movement in all non-democratic countries has always been
the establishment of democratic forms of government. Moreover, for the ruling class democracy has always constituted a
potential threilt to the stability of its position and has consefluently been granted grudgingly, with limitations, and usually
only under severe pressure. Marx stated the main issues very
forcibly in discussing the democratic French constitution of
1848:

The most comprehensive contradiction of this constitution
consisted in the following: the classes whose social slavery the
constitution is to perpetuate. proletariat, peasants, petry bourgeois, it putS in possession of political power through universal
suffrage. And from the class whose old social power it sanctions,
the bourgeoisie, it withdraws the political guarantees of- this
power. It forces its rule into democratic conditions, which at
every moment help the hostile classes to victory and jeopardize
the very foundations of bourgeois society.u

~Sl

Democracy brings the conflicts of capitalist society into the
open in the political sphere; it restricts the freedom of the capitalists to use the state in their own interests. it reinforces the
working class in demanding concessions; finally, it even increases
the possibility that the working class will present demands which
threaten the system itself and so must be rejected by the capitalists and their state functionaries regardless of the consequences.
As we shall see later on, these are all matters of the greatest
importance in determining the actual course of capitalist evolution; but they do not contradict the principles set forth in the
preceding section. There is, in other words, nothing in the nature
of democracy to make us change our view of the fundamental
functions and limits of state action in capitalist society. Again,
we must insist that the revisionists, in holding the opposed view,
that socialism can be gradually substituted for capitalism by the
methods of capitalist democracy, were in reality abandoning
Marx altogether.
The fallacy of the revisionist position was never more clearly
pointed out than by Rosa Luxemburg in her polemic against
Bernstein and Schmidt in 1899:
According to Conrad Schmidt, the achievement of a social
democratic majority in parliament should be the direct way to
the gradual socialization· of society ••• Formally, to be sure,
parliamenta.ri~m does express the interests of the entire society
10 the sr,,[(: organization. On the other hand, however, it IS
still capitalist society, that is to say, a society in which capitalist interests are controlling • • • The institutiol1s which are
democratic in form are in substance instruments of the dominant
class interests. This is most oovious in the fact that so soon as
democracy shows a disposition to deny its class character and to
become an instrument of the real interests of the people, the
democratic forms themselves are sacrificed by the bourgeoisie
and their rerresentatives in the state. The idea of a social democratic majortty appears therefore as a calculation which, entirely
in the spirit of bourgeois liberalism, concerns itself with only
one side-the formal side-of democracy but which leaves out of
account the other side, its real content. a
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The spread of fascism in the last two decades, particularly
in those countries where working-class organization had reached
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THE STATE

its grcatest development, has done much to weaken the belief
in the possibility of a gradual transition to socialism through the
mcthods provided by capitalist democracy. Otto Bauer, one of
the outstanding representatives of the Second International and
long leader of the Austrian socialists, expressed a widespread
view when he wrote, in 1936, that the experience of fascism
'dc!>troys the illusion of reformist socialism that the working
cia!>s can fill the forms of democracy with socialist content and
develop the capitalist into a socialist order without a revolutionary jump.' 16 Rosa Luxemburg's warning that in an extremity
'rhe democratic forms themselve~ are sacrificed by the bourgeoisie and their representatives in the state' has turned out to
be well-founded. We shall return to this question in greater deLii in Chapters XVlll and XIX below.

5.

EVALUATING THE ROLE OF THE STATE

253

which profoundly affect our view of the future of capitalism
and the role of the state therein.
Our next tasks must, therefore, be to analyse the structural
and institutional tendencies of capitalism which modify its competitive character; and to analyse the developing characteristics
of world economy. We shall find the two tasks interrelated in
the closest way. Only when these tasks have been completed will '
we be in a position to apply the principles brought out in the
present chapter and to evaluate concretely the role of state
activity in deciding the fate of the capitalist order.

EVALUATING THE ROLE OF THE STATE

It might seem that we are now ready to consider the problem
of the state in relation to chronic depression, which was raised
at the end of the last Part. But this would be an error. Chronic
depression is only one of the problems of capitalism requiring
state action, and to treat it in isolation would be certain to lead
to false conclusions.
It must be recalled once again that the analysis of the preceding chapters has becn carried through on a relatively high level
of abstraction in several important respects. In particular we
have assumed, except in occasional excursi, a closed and freely
competitive capitalist system. In reality present-day capitalism is
neither closed nor freely competitive. What we see around us is
an interrelated world economy consisting of numerous capitalist,
semi-capitalist, and non-capitalist nations in which varying degrees of monopoly are a common phenomenon. As we shall see,
these facts are not accidental; they belong to the very natur~
of capitalism as a phase of world history. To abstract from them
was a necessary, but at the same time, provisional stage in our
anal ),sis. The time has now come to go beyond this position, to
lake account of a variety of aspects of capitalist development
which have so far been omitted from consideration. In so doing
we ~hall find that new problems and conditions are introduced
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The state is a relatively new development in the history of human society. The
first states did not arise until around the fourth millennium B.C. Thus states have
existed for only about 6.000 years. All human societies before that time and most
human societies since (that is. primitive hunting and gathering and simple horticultural societies) have been without states. Those societies tha:thave never known
states have very different solutions to the problems of maintaining order. resolving
conflicts, collective decision making. and the implementation of the collective will
than do state societies. Primitive societies are organized along lines of kinship.
rather than along lines of class. state power. or territory. Crimes and warfare are
handled within that kinship framework through such institutions as blood
vengeance (where the relatives of the offended party seek retribution for offenses)
and a popular militia system where all adult males serve during times of war. but
no one is a full-time soldier.
The most primitive social forms are far more democratic and equalitarian
than anything class societies have ever known. These societies have no powerful
chiefs or strong leaders of any kind. What leadership there is is based on voluntary '(}I1~ent to proved leadership abilities. Real decision-making power rests in
assellll,lies of the whole tribe. and within these leadership is exercised through
persuasion. I
A considerable amount of data on a thousand different (mostly primitive)
For good descriptions of primitive democracy, see Morton Fried, Tbe Evo/tltion of
Political Society (New York: Random House, 1967), chapter 3; Krader, The Formation
of the State, chapter 2; Gerhard Lenski, Power and Privilef!,e (New York: McGraw-Hili.
1966), chapters 5 and 6; Eleanor Leacock. Introduction to Engels. The Orif!,in; and Lewis
Morgan. Ancient Society (Cambridge. Mass.: Belknap Press. 1964).
I
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societies studied by anthropologists have been brought together by George Murdock and published as the Ethno[;raphic Atlas. The systematic codification of the
various traits of each society aliows researchers to correlate the frequency of one
type of trait with that of any other type. Thus we can determine what proportion
of a certain kind of society has one or another institution.
Hunting and gathering societies are the most primitive type of society. Food
is secured in essentially the same manner as all other mammals secure theirs through capturing animals and collecting roots, berries, and fruits. Before 10,000
years ago all societies of Homo sapiens were at this stage of development. Until a
few hundred years ago most societies on earth were still of this type. A few
hunting and gathering societies still exist in the remote areas of the Amazon
Basin, Southeast Asia, and Central Africa. There is no record of any anthropologist havi.ng discovered such a society with a chief who had substantial power:
O!).ly about 36 percent of such societies had a leader with moderate power.'
Horticultural societies are those that secure most of their food from working
the land with hoes or digging sticks. Simple horticultural societies do not have
metallurgy and thus use only wooden sticks to work the land, whereas advanced
horticultural societies, having metallurgy, use metal hoes, shovels, rakes, and other
hand tools to work the land. Thirty-eight percent of all simple horticultural
societies (about which data have been collected in the Ethnographic At/as) llnd 63
percent 'of all advanced horticultural societies had chiefs with substantial power
(compared with 0 percent of the hunters and gatherers). Virtually all agricultural
societies (those that use the plow, typically harnessed to a beast of burden, to
secure food) have leaders with substantial power.' Thus it is clear that the more
developed a society (the more advanced its technology and the wealthier it is), the
greater the differences in political power.
The state developed as a social institution in response to the growth of
classes - that is, the development of a division of labor between those who
produced goods and services and those who supervised and benefited from the
production of them. While all societies probably differentiate among people on
the basis of prestige (for example, the older or the better hunters have a somewhat
higher status), only a few in the history of humankind have had classes. The
development of class lines among people (which were not only maintained
throughout people's lifetimes but were also hereditary) required qualitative
changes in the democratic political institutions that hunting and gathering societies
had employed from time immemorial to make decisions. "c1judicate disputes, and
ensure social order.
The division of society into rich and poor, which supplanted the old kinbased organization, meant that the institutions of blood vengeance and the popular militia ceased' to function properly in their task of maintaining social order.
When the poor of one clan or family stole from the rich of another. the poor
members of the latter clan or family did not have the motivation to avenge their
'Gerhard Lenski, Human Societies (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1970). p. 138;
, Idem.
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rich relatives. Instead, they were likely to sympathize with the poor crimir..ds.
even though the\' \vere not their kin. A professional police. army. and criminal
justice system therefore had to be developed to seCure the wealth of the minoritv .
Similarly, the maintenance of the privileges of the wealthy required the repbcement of the tribal councils by undemocratic mechanisms of decision making .
Unless the democratic assemblies were subverted, nothing would stand in the way
of the overwhelming majority of the poor from limiting the privileges, or even
confiscating the wealth of ~he rich.'
The breakdown of primitive equalitarian and communal economic institutions that precipitated the collapse of the primitiv.e democratic institutions can be
documented from data reported in Murdock's EthnoRraphic Atlas. Using his
definition of (class, about 2 percent of all hunting and gathering societies and 17
'percent of simple horticultural societies studied by anthropologists have been
found to have a class system. This compares with 54 percent of advanced horticultural and 71 percent of agricultural societies. ' Anthropologists have found
only a few hunting and gathering societies with private ownership of land. In 14
percent of simple horticultural societies and in 47 percent of advanced horticultural societies, however, private ownership of land is the rule. 6 And in
agricultural societies,-·private ownership of land is even more common. That even
2 percent of hunting and gathering societies had class systems and that a small
percentage had any private property rights to land at all is almost certainly a result
of extended contact with class' societies through trade and political domination,
which induced the development of these institutions in what otherwise would have
been fully equalitarian and communal social orders. 7 Anthropological data clearly
indicate that the more advanced a society is, the more likely it is to have considerable economic inequality as well as private ownership of wealth.
After the development of the state only a minority continued to have the
right to exercise legitimate force (that is, the full-time police and soldiers). The
process of decision making ceased to be the prerogative of all adults (or all adult
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• According to Engels, the invention of a mechanism was needed by the newly wealthy and
privileged that
... would not only safeguard the newly-acquired property of private individuals
against the communistic traditions of the gentile order, would not only sanctify
private property, formerly held in such light esteem, and pronounce this sancti·
fication the highest purpose of human society, but would also stamp the gradually
developing new forms of acquiring property, and consequently, of constantly
accelerating increase in wealth, with the seal of general public recognition; an
institution that would perpetuate, not only the newly-rising class division of society.
but also the right of the possessing class to exploit the non-possessing classes and the
rule of the former over the latter.
And this institution arrived. The state was invented.
From Engels. The Origin, p. 263.
1 Ibid., p. 137.
• Ibid., p. 139.
7 See Leacock, Introduction to Engels, The, Origin.
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males) and was now vested in the hands of the economically hegemonic class. The
process of the implementation of those decisions was no longer voluntary or based
on group social pressure, but now came to be dependent on the ultimate sanction
of physical force exercised by the police and soldiers who were paid by, and commanded by, the full-time decision makers and administrators in the state
bureaucracy. '
Primitive democracy broke down gradually without people being aware that
it was occurring. The transformation occurred along with basic changes in the
techniques of production. the consequent great increase in wealth. and the rise of
spcial classes. The possibility for classes and the state to exist arose with the developmei!t of a technology sufficiently productive to produce an economic surplus
large enough to allow the dominant economic class and state officials, full-time
soldiers, and police to exist without themselves having to work. The realization of
this possibility was a prod\.1ct first of the functionally necessary and socially
rational allocation of resources, and then, increasingly, of the self-interest of those
entrusted to manage the common affairs.
The first differentials in authority and privilege were established democratically because of the increases in efficiency that were foreseen would result
from a division of labor. The initial functionally necessary differences, although
rather. small, were enough to allow for the operation of the forces of self-interest
(forces which could no longer be effectively controlled by popular social pressure).
The rich increasingly exercised influence over the public officials when they themselves'-clid not hold the public offices. The self-interest of the originally democratically selected public trustees converged with that of the rich, either because
public office was used to accumulate wealth or wealth was used to obtain office or because the two strata simply merged. The accumulation of private property in
the hands of the wealthy and political prerogatives in the hands of public trustees
was greatly limited by the traditions and institutions of the primitive democracy
that acted as a fetter on the excessive concentration of wealth and personal power.
To eliminate the barrier caused by popular control, the traditional institutions had
to be abrogated and a state substituted for them."
• For good analyses and descriptions of the breakdown of primitive society and the rise of
the state, see: Engels, The OriRin; Krader. The Formation of the State, chapters 3 and 4;
Fried, The Evolution of Political Society, chapters 5 and 6; Lenski, Power and PrivileRe,
chapter 7; and Karl Polanyi et aI., eds., Trade and Market in the Early Empires (Glencoe,
Ill.: Free Press, 1957) .
• Engels insists that the origins of the state must be understood in terms of the functions it
performed:
In each such community there were from the beginning certain common interests
the safeguarding of which had to be handed over to individuals. true, under the
control of the community as a whole: adjudication of disputes; repression of abuse
of authority by individuals; control of water supplies, especially- in hot countries;
and finally, when conditions were still absolutely primitive, religious functions. Such
offices are found in aboriginal communities of every period - in the oldest German
marks and even today in India. They are naturally endowed with a certain measure
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The growth of trade is one important process that undermines the kin-based
communal organization of primitive society. While almost all societies engage in
some trade. the most primitive - the hunters and gatherers and the simple horticultural peoples - tend to be self-sufficient and thus engage in relatively little
trade. But as the means of production develop their traditional self-sufficiency is
increasingly difficult to maintain and trade becomes increasingly important"o This
is the case because groups become stationary and can no longer acquire all the
things they could when they were nomadic, and because their increasingly complex technology means that more materials are needed. As it develops a tribe tends
to specialize in the supply or production of one or another item. depending on its
geographical location near a source of a certain metal. salt, or a certain kind of
food. This tribal specialization results in the creation of specialists within a tribe,
who collect, produ~e, and transport the trade goods. As trade becomes more
important for a tribe, these groups - particularly those that control the actual
trading process - use their position to increase and consolidate their privileges
and wealth. External trade thus induces internal differentiation, and consequently
internal trade among those who are specialized in the process of maintaining
external trade. Trade within the tribe greatly accelerates the process of destruction
of the traditional communal ties as well as the creation of a rich and a poor that
cuts across the old kinship ties.
Political differentiation can arise in another way. As population and population density increase within a society, the need for the coordination of economic
activities to obtain more food from a given territory grows. Hence the political
leaders whose social responsibility (a responsibility initially democratically delegated to it) is to coordinate economic projects - especially to control flooding
and maintain irrigation - become increasingly important. These leaders (like
traders) tend to use their entrusted authority to consolidate and augment their
advantage, thus betraying the initial delegation.
This latter process appears to be the way the state developed in the Nile
River valley, Mesopotamia, and other river valleys where the precondition of
of authority and are the beginnings of state power. The productive forces gradually
increase; the increasing density of the population creates at one point common
interests, at another conflicting interests, between the separate communities. whose
grouping into larger units brings about in turn a new division of labour. the setting
up of organs to safeguard common interests and combat conflicting interests ....
Here wt: Jfe only concerned with establishing the {act that the exercise of a
social function was everywhere the basis of political supremacy; and further that
political supremacy has existed for any length of time only when it discharged its
social functions. However great the number of despotisms which rose and fell in
Persia and India, each was fully aware that above all it was the entrepreneur
responsible for the collective maintenance of irrigation throughout the river valleys.
without which no agriculture was possible there.
From Engels. Anti-Duhring, pp. 247-248.
10 See Polanyi. Trade and Market.
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dense population settlement was the control of flooding and irrigation works. In
areas of regular rainfall where ';1;;lter control projects were not the precondition of
dense settlement - and especially in areas around the fringes of the great states
established in the river valleys (in areas where trade with the river states was
facilitated) - the first process of state formation described earlier appears to have
been predominant (for example. in ancient Greece and Rome).
It has also been argued that political differentiation occurred through
military conquest and through the leadership of priests. The military conquest
theory argues that one tribe conquered another and forced those it conquered to
work for the conquerors. thus establishing class society. The priest theory argues
that the developing class of priests convinced the tribal members to excuse them
from physical labor. give them a luxurious standard of living. and defer to their
authority. While it is possible that the state could have originated by either of
these routes. these processes are more likely to have merely accelerated the development of the state already occurring by means of one of the first two processes
discussed earlier. Military conquest as a way to establish class society is only viable
if the conquered society is already producing a considerable economic surplus
beyond its own basic needs." If it were producing such a surplus. it is likely that
either a class of merchants or state officials had already developed. or was at least
well on the way to developing, and thus that the conquest merely substituted one
group of rulers for another, rather than actually creating a state out of nothing.
Similarly, if a group of priests is able to talk its way into becoming a ruling class
of a new state, it is highly likely that the priests are also performing an essential
economic function, such as the construction and maintenance of waterworks. and
are using religious ideology to justify and consolidate their new privileges.
The consolidation of a ruling class that has a virtual monopoly of power,
wealth, and privilege can be a result of any of these pr.oceSses. The different com·
position of various ruling classes in earlier societies is a function of the relative
importance of one or another of these. In some early class societies the core of the
ruling class was the merchants, in others the controllers of the state apparatus. and
in others the. war leaders. But quite naturally, whatever may have been the
predominant way in which a group consolidated its power, once it becomes a rul·
ing class it uses its power base to gain or attempt to gain a monopoly of power in
all areas. Thus, a group that may have achieved a strong position through its
monopoly on trade can use its wealth to capture control of the political apparatus.
the military structure, and the popular ideology as well as to secure for itself the
ownership of the land and the productive apparatus of the society. Similarly.
leaders whose power is initially based on the control of the political apparatus or
military conquest can consolidate their position through gaining control over the
economy.
The crystallization of class society occurred with the introduction of the'
plow. By greatly facilitating weed control and the maintenance of soil fertility, it
significantly increased the available economic surplus. and hence the oppor·
1\

See Engels. Anti-Duhring, part II. chapters 2 to 4.
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tunities for those with more power and privilege to expand and consolidate their
social position. The state reached its full development with the consolidation of
absolute power by the ruling class and the creation of the great empires of anti.
quity.
The state attained very different forms and came to serve very different
interests over the centuries. In some societies, such as the ancient empires, the state
was very powerful - so powerful in fact as to totally dominate society in the
interests of the state officials, who came to own the land and other means of
production. 12 In other societies, the central state was so weak as to be without
significant powers to dominate developments in the countryside. In such weak
states, political power was concentrated in local officials/landowners, who came to
control very small areas. II Such was the situation in feudal Europe before the rise
of capitalism and the development of the strong central states of the immediate
precapitalist period .

The Development of
the Capitalist State
Like pnmlt1Ve society before it, feudal society was a noncommercial society
largely divided into self-sufficient local units. And like primitive society, it also
was gradually dissolved by expanding commerce. Increased population density was
one of the main forces encouraging innovations, a growing division of labor, and'
the migration of peasants from the land and into the towns. The creation of towns
was encouraged by the feudal lords who wanted to secure the goods they were
capable of producing or securing from afar. The competition among lords for
more and better goods for use in warfare and for conspicuous consumption was
another important factor encouraging the growth of towns and, hence, the unanticipated dissolution of feudalism. A class of rich merchants and the institution of
the guilds grew up early in the history of the towns as a result of the growing
demand for economic services. In the lords' struggle among themselves for
. hegemony it became increasingly important foe them to cultivate the favor of the
towns and their chief merchants, money lenders, and guild masters. The struggle
among the lords for dominance grew more serious as the means became available
for the creation of strong central states.

I.

"For analyses of such states, see Karl Wittfogel, Oriental Despotism (New Haven.
Conn.: Yale University Press, 1957); Len~ki. Power and Privilege, chapters 8 and 9;
Karl Marx. Pre· Capitalist Economic Formations (New York: International Publishers,
1965); and Eric Hobsbawm. Introduction to Marx. Pre-Capitalist Economic Formations.
"See Marc Bloch. Feudal Society (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1961); Henri
Pirenne. Economic and Social History of Medieval Europe (New York: Harcourt. Brace.
1937); and Lenski. Power and Privilege, chapters 8 and 9.
,. Unfortunately, the social structure of feudal Europe and the contradictions of feudal
society that gave rise to the formation of strong states in the immediate precapitalist period
\..
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The intense competition among the feudal lords for dominance meant that
the bourgeoisie of the towns were courted bv all sides. The struggiing lords needed
goods. especially military goods. to fight their wars. It was the bourgeoisie that
could both supply the goods and loan the money to buy them .. The bourgeoisie
tended to favor the centralizin,:; forces because the profitability of commerce and
the prosperity of the towns depended on increased political centralization to facilitate trade and to eliminate the feudal restrictions on commerce and trade (for
example, local customs duties, monetary systems. and measurement units). The
bourgeoisie wanted an end to the perpetual wars that disrupted trade as well as an
end to the great barriers to growing trade thrown up by the decentralized political
units.
The tendency for a strong centralized state to develop under conditions of
increasing commercialism almost reached its culmination in the sixteenth to
eighteenth centuries in Europe. During this period very strong absolutist
monarchies developed. In these absolutisms the ruler was virtually all powerful.
and the central state became the coordinating institution in society and the dominant force in the economy. Although most actual production took place in units
owned by the landlords, the guilds, or private individuals, the state played a major
economic role through economic regulation and state monopolies.
As powerful as they were, the monarchs never succeeded in subordinating
the merchant class, which was able to maintain its autonomy. The merchants were
simply too important to the kings to subordinate totally to royal control. The
protracted and intense competition among the relatively small nation-states of
Europe, together with the struggles between the nobility and the centralizing
monarchs within each state, meant that the bourgeoisie, wooed by all sides, was
protected. 'The bourgeoisie'S mastery of technology and control over trade was a
very valuable asset to all the competing forces. Thus, the bourgeoisie increased
their power and wealth until finally they became more powerful than the feudal
lords and centralizing monarchs that gave them birth. They acquired the ability to
. force a dissolution of the absolutist state and establish republics - either formal
republics, such as France and Switzerland, or constitutional monarchies, such as
England and Holland. The developing bourgeoisie was able to overcome the
tendencies attempting to consolidate the modern despotic state and eventually was
able to achieve power in almost all the European countries.
The major function of the' early capitalist state established by the bourgeoisie was to guarantee the class rule of the capitalists. State functions during the
early phase of industrial capitalism (for example, the nineteenth century in Britain
or America) tended to be restricted to preserving law and order (that is. keeping
the masses in line); guaranteeing private property at home and overseas; collecting
cannot be examined in depth in this book. Good analyses of the breakdown of feudalism
and the birth of capitalism are contained in Paul Sweezy et a!.. The Transition from
Feudalism to Capitalism (New York: Science and Society, 1967); and Maurice Dobb.
Studies,in the Development of Capitalism (New York: International Publishers, 1947),
chapters 2 to 4.
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recording births. deaths. :lnd income for purposes of taxation and raising
armies: ,L:uaranreeint: contracts: providing the infrasrrulture (railroads. canals .
wrnmunicati(lnsl for the new industries: facilitating the growth of pflvate
industrv: mediating among the various wealthy interests: and securinlo( a cheap
and disciplined labor force for private enterprise. The new bare-bones state of
earlv capitalism had only a small bureaucracy. made few social payments. and (in
England and America at least) had a small standing army. Consequentlv. taxes
were greatlv reduced and collected indirectly (largely through tariffs on imports).
Balanced state budgets became the rule and the state debt was radically reduced.
In the capitalist states that industrialized after Great Britain and the United
States. there was a strong tendency for the state to directly involve itself in
capitalist development to a much greater extent than in these two countries. Once
Great Britain had shown the way and demonstrated that military and economic
power come with industrialization. the powerful state bureaucracies and landed
classes in other countries (for example. Germany and Japan) consciously adopted
policies of strong state support for capitalist development up to and including the
actual founding and running of productive enterprises by the state until such point
• as they could be turned over to private capital to be run at a profit." In such
countries the British model of the laissez-faire state never was tried. In countries
such as Germany and Japan, the capitalist state was from the beginning heavily
involved in the direct management of the economy.
Perhaps the principal task of the early capitalist state in Europe was creating
and disciplining the labor force of industrial capitalism. The state collaborated_
closely with the commercial agricultural interests that wanted the peasants off the
. land so it could be turned over to such commercial uses as sheep grazing. The state
abrogated the traditional rights of the peasantry. such as the use of common grazing land for their animals; common woodland for firewood. building materials.
and hunting; rights to the water of streams; and so on. It also collaborated with
the agricultural interests to deprive the peasants of legal title to their land. As a
result many peasants were forced to migrate under pain of starvation to the towns.
The forcibly displaced peasants resisted the degrading and tedious labor of the
mills. which demanded twelve to sixteen hours a day six or seven days a week
under the most miserable conditions for a wage that barely allowed one to keep
one's family alive. Therefore the state again stepped in to ensure that the 'leW
migrants would overcome their initial resistance and take such jobs. It resorted to
a wide range of draconian measures to force people into the mills. Begging was
outlawed and made punishable by the chopping off of one's hands. Petty theft
(including the mere stealing of bread) was made a capital offense. (During this
period in Great Britain there were over 200 separate offenses for which the death
t;!XO;
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"See Paul Baran. The Political Economy of Growth (New York: Monthly Review.
1957). chapter 5; Dobb. Studies in the Development of Capitalism; John Clapham. The
Economic DetJe/opment of France and Germany (Cambridge: The URiversity Press.
1948); Barrington Moore. Social OriKins of Dictatorship and Democracy; and Thorstein
Veblen. Imperia! Germany (New York: Macmillan. 1915).
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penalty could be exacted,) Vagrancy (having no visible means of support) was
made a crime and punishable by deportation to the colonies. Welfare of any kind
was given only under conditions that were even more degrading and humdiating
than mill labor. The poorhouse system was instituted, which forced people to
work under such oppressive conditions that the mills were paradise by comparison.
The state broke the resistance of the former peasants and played the key role in
the creation of a working class. 16
The state in both Europe and America prohibited as conspiracies against
property unions. strikes, or collective actions of any kind against employers on the
part of workers. Such actions, together with working-class riots, demonstrations,
radical agitation and propaganda. were systematically and. harshly repressed. The
laissez-faire nature of the state had only to do with letting the capitalists enrich
themselves. The state showed nothing but a strong hand to the working class,
against whom the repressive state apparatus was consistently used."
The economic contradictions of early competitive capitalism soon forced the
state - even in Great Britain and America - to assume a more active role in
directing the economy. The rapidly growing working class; which came to present
an increasing danger to the social order. forced the state to mitigate its earlier
purely repressive policies and resort to expanded social welfare, legally supported
collective bargaining. compulsory education, and patriotism, which became the
principal mechanisms for keeping the working class in line. The violent economic
cycles of unemployment, trade, profit, and production forced the state to
intervene to regulate the business cycle, the banking system, the stock market. and
foreign trade in the interests of guaranteeing reasonable prosperity. The abuses of
the new unregulated monopolies - especially those in transportation. communications. and power - forced the state to regulate these sectors to ensure that these
basic services were provided on a reliable basis for a reasonable fee 'to all
capitalists. while preserving the capitalist character of their industries. In Europe,
essential enterprises such as railroads, steel, coal mining, and airlines that private
enterprise was unwilling or unable to operate at a profit were developed Of'
nationalized by the state to ensure the profitability of the private sector in general.
The vast growth in the state bureaucracy that these expanded functions required
created a need for large sums to finance social service payments (unemployment
benefits. disability benefits, old age pensions. and medical care) and a large
standing aJimy (needed because of the rivalry 3lmong states for overseas markets
and to ensure against domestic insurrection). This in t~rn required the
,6 For descriptions of the role of the state in the creation of the British working class~ see
Eric Hobsbawm. The Axe of Revolution (New York: New American Library, 1964);
E. P. Thompson, The Makinx of the English Workinx Clas.r (New York: Vintage Books,
1966); G. D. H. Cole. The Common People: 1746-1938 (London: Methuen. 19~8);'
and A Short History of the British Workinx Class Mot'ement: 1789-1947 (London:
G. Allen and Unwin. 1948).
l ' See Thompson.
The Making of the English Working Class: Louis Hacker. The
Triumph of American Capitalism (New York: McGraw-Hill. 1940, 1965); and
Hobsbawm, The Age of Revolution.
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reinstituting of direct taxation. deficit financing. and the growth of massive
state debts (which also proved very profitable to the bankers who collected the
interest 1."

The Historical Development of
Parliamentary Forms
As the commercial class became the dominant class in society, it established
republican and parliamentary forms as the instruments of its rule. These forms are
best suited to articulate the diverse interests within this class and work out a common class will. The wealthy classes selected representatives of their various diverse
interests to sit in a common body. where they worked out compromises among
these interests and made state policies in the interest of the wealthy as a whole .
In a precapitalist-class society most upper-class people (as well as most
villagers) share similar interests. But in a capitalist society there is a wide diversity
of economic interests among the commercial classes. There are merchants. financiers, industrialists. and agricultural capitalists - all of whom share conflicting
economic interests. Among the industrialist interests are importers. exporters,
producers for the domestic markets. capital goods producers, consumer goods
producers, new wealth. old wealth. governmental contractors. nongovernmental
contractors. transportation. energy and communications companies, durable and
nondurable goods producers. overseas investors. domestic investors, and so on.
Because of this immense diversity of economic. and hence political interests, the
commercial classes have encouraged the development of parliamentary and
, republican forms of government to work out compromises and a common will that
benefits the maximum number of divergent interests within the class.
Another important reason for the prevalence of parliamentary and
republican forms in commercial societies is the special need in such economies for
the rule of law. Such economies ·are highly fragile. They involve a wide range of
contracts. and require forecasts of future wages. prices. interest rates. availability
of materials. market conditions, and the like. Consequently. businesses must have
assurances from the state that it will not arbitrarily interfere with the system of
contracts and expectations. The best guarantee of moderation and lack of arbi.
trariness on the part of the state is the parliamentary form. where the commercial
elite governs itself in a manner that requires compromise and mutual .respect.
Another generally desirable property is the inertia of the parliamentary policymaking process, where committees hold hearings. make reports. and conduct floor
debates with pressures applieq and compromises made at all stages.
.. See Gabriel Kolko. The Triumph of COl1servatism (Chicago: Quadrangle Books.
1967); James Weinstein, The Corporate Ideal in the Liheral State 1900-1918 (Boston:
Beacon Press. 1968); Harold Faulkner, The Decline of Laissez Faire 1897-1917 (New
York: Rinehart, 1951); and Carlton Hayes, A Gelleration of Materialism, 1871-1900
(New York: Harper and Row, 1941).
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In contrast to parliamentarv forms. strongman rule brings with it arbitrary
and unpredictable interference in the economy. The commercial upper class
abrogates such forms only under the most extreme duress. It turns to overt dictatorship and military strongman or fascist rule only when there appears to be no
other way to ensure its own rule. Dictatorial methods are especially necessary
when the rule of the commercial class is first instituted (before it has been able to
consolidate its position) and in the periods of its decline and crisis (when its rule is
threatened by the rise of new social classes - see chapter 12). Whenever possible.
the bourgeoisie does its best to restore parliamentary forms as quickly as possible
after a strongman takeover.
The commercially dominant states of the ancient world, such as Athens,
tended to be republican. The ancient traditions of primitive democracy had almost
withered away in ancient Greece, but were restored after the growth of the commercial power of the city-states - not on the old basis, where all tribal members
were full participants. but on a new basis of all citizens (perhaps only about 10 to
15 percent of the population). Within its ruling class, Athens enjoyed a
democracy as thorough as any in the ancient world. With the conquest of the
small, predominantly commercial societies by the giant despotic states, such as
late Rome, republican and parliamentary forms disappeared.
I t was not until the revival of commerce in the thirteenth century that
republican and parliamentary forms reappeared in the leading commercial areas of
Western Europe. These were areas in which the rising cities, because of the
extreme decentralization of the feudal society, had been able to secure considerable political autonomy. Thus many of the medieval cities of Italy (Venice
being the best known) whose business was foreign trade emerged as parliamentary republics. The development of republican city-states in Italy was
paralleled by similar developments throughout the loosely organized Holy Roman
Empire. North of the Alps, the Hanseatic league cities emerged on a similar basis
as the Italian city-states. In areas of greater central state control, such as Spain,
Holland, England, and France, the commercial classes pressured the centralized
monarchy for greater institutionalization of republican and pariiamentary forms.
As a result of such pressure from the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries in
Spain, the cities and their ruling commercial classes were granted increasing
powers. The Cortes (Spanish Parliament) became an important institution for the
commercial class's participation in the state. Because of the king's dependence on
the commercial classes for financial support, he was forced to grant increasing
powers to this body. During the fourteenth century, France developed a powerful
Estates General led by the commercial classes. Again it was the king's need of
financial support that led him to grant the emerging parliament greater powers.
In both Spain and France, however, from the fifteenth century on, the
power of the emerging parliaments (which had never been fully consolidated)
withered away under attack by the increasingly powerful state bureaucracies. The
withering away of the power of the commercial classes coincided with the general
depression of world trade during this period as well as with the birth of a new
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Jbs(llutism. The basis of political power was control over the state machinery. just
JS it had been in the Roman Empire or any of the classical despotisms, Such rule
was itself never full~' consolidated. however, since the bureaucratic upper class
remained dependent on the commercial classes. The internal struggle for power
between the various lords and the external struggle among the various nation·
states forced the state bureaucrats to encourage the bourgeoisie and to continue to
brant privileges and concessions to the cities. Although ascendant. from the fifo
teenth to the eighteenth centuries in Western Europe, the new absolutist states
eventually collapsed under the onslaught of the commercial classes, which
successfully demanded the abolition of despotic forms and feudal remnants as well
as the reinstitution and full development of republican and parliamentary forms.
The conflict between the declining bureaucratic and feudal forms and the rising
bourgeois interests was decided largely through violent revolution, military
struggle, and civil war (for example, the rebellion of Holland against Spain, the
English Revolution of the seventeenth century, and the French Revolution). 19
Unlike what happened in France and Spain. the developing parliamentary
forms were not defeated in the most commercial states, Holland and England,
where the commercial forces proved stronger than the state bureaucratic forces.
The commercial classes became a power in the British state just as the commercial
classes in France and Spain were becoming an influence in their countries. In the
thirteenth century the House of Commons obtained the right to tell the king how
much money it was willing to grant him to meet his military or personal expenses.
In exchange for being granted money for war and personal expenses, the king had
to grant the general petitions of the towns and agree to institutionalize and
increase the power of Parliament. Beginning in the fourteenth century, Parliament
met regularly once a year. The concessions granted earlier by the king were turned
into rights. Parliament gradually became the source of governmental legitimacy,
and in the fifteenth century the House of Commons made good its claim to initiate
all money bills and to regulate elections.
The sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries saw English kings attempt to
imitate their brothers on the Continent and consolidate absol~tist rule in England.
They attempted to bring the British commercial classes to heel and eliminate the
power of Parliament. The effort. to establish absolutist forms in Britain was
frustrated by the English Revolution. With the execution of Charles' I in 1649,
Parliament became the center of state power. Until the Restoration after
Cromwell's death, the commercial classes were able to dominate the British state.
More than just beating back the attempt of the kings to establish absolutist forms,
they went on the offensive and assumed state power on their own.20
After the rescoration of the monarchy. Parliament continued to play the
I. For an account of early parliamentary forms in Europe, see Edward Cheney,
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The Dawn

(New York: Harper and Row, 1936), chapters 2 and 3.
'0 See Christopher Hill. Puritanism and Retlolution (London: Seeker and Warburg,
1958), and The Century of Revolution (Edinburgh: T. Nelson, 1961).
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dominant role. The attempt to estahlish ahsolutist forms in Britain had been completely defeated. The struggle among mercantile capital. industrial capital. and
landed property (which had long since been commercialized. serfdom having been
largely abolished by the fourteenth century) for dominance in the English state
continued until the 1830s. when the industrial capitalists established hegemony
over the other segments of the commercial classes. Parliamentary forms developed
further and consolidated themselves earlier in England because England was
always a major and eventually the leading commercial power in the world. The
development and triumph of parliamentarianism in the British Isles must be understood as a natural result of the early development and consolidation of commercial.
and later industrial capitalist forms in that country.
In the early bourgeois republics political participation was limited to
property holders - at first only to the most wealthy, and later. as the influence of
the petty bourgeoisie increased, to all the owners of property. Beginning with the
French Revolution. all classes in Europe became politically mobilized. France was
the first major country to extend the franchise to all adult males. France was also
the first to draft all adults (of all classes) into the army. The other countries of
Europe were. forced to follow suit on both counts to co~pete militarily. In feudal
Europe the masses of the peasantry were not used in the military. In fact. it was a
crime for peasants to even possess arms. The prohibition on the use of peasant
armies was for good reasons. Armed peasants were likely to turn their weapons
against their own lords. The development of mass armies throughout Europe in the
nineteenth century was thus a major factor in the expansion of the franchise.!' The
rise in popular agitation and the growth of Socialist movements in the working
class also made it expedient to extend the franchise to all, thus meeting in a formal
way the demands of the masses for political participation .
.The corollary of the universal franchise was necessarily the development of
mechanisms to guarantee that the franchise was not exercised by the masses to disturb the rule of property. It was imperative that the masses believe that they were
controlling the state. when in fact they were being manipulated' to support the
upper-class interests. The incorporation of the masses into politics required the
implementation of several other mechanisms for ensuring their loyalty. Expanded
welfare services (unemployment, old age pensions, disability insurance, compensation for injuries, and medical and child support); universal compulsory education
(with emphasis on political indoctrination in civics, history, geography, and
religion); the creation of urban political machines to harvest the workers' votes
and of mass political parties that could use demagogic appeals to patriotism.
religion. and racism to befuddle the masses; the recognition and co-optation of
trade unions and their transformation from instruments of class struggle into
mechanisms for the management of labor conflict; the development of mass media
(popular sensationalist newspapers. magazines. paperbacks. and. eventually, radio
and t~levision) to permeate the working classes with the ideology of the upper
class; the encouragement of religious revivals among the masses; the development
2t

See Alfred Vagts. A History of Militarism (New York: The Free Press. 1967).
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(If masS observer sports into which the masses could channel their aggressions; and
the repre~sion of radicals were all necessary cor(lllaries of permitting the masses to
vote.: -

The Development of the Capitalist
State in the United States
As an example of the process of capitalist state formation. it is useful to look at the
foundation and development of the American state. Parallel processes occurred in
other capitalist countries. But because it is the most powerful state in the history of
the world, and because most of the readers of this book are probably more
familiar with its history than with that of any other state, it serves as a case study
illustrating the general process.
The war for national liberation fought by the Americans against the British
involved tWO different struggles: (1) the struggle of the small farmers. merchants.
and artisans against the privileges and prerogatives of monopoly and wealth, both
British and American; and (2) the struggle of the wealthy planters and merchants
against the restrictions placei:i on their profit-making opportunities by the British
state. over which they had little influence. The vast majority of whites in the
colonies (small independent farmers) wanted the universal franchise (in many of
the colonies only a minority of the adult males held sufficient property to be
allowed to vote). equal representation for all in the legislatures (no multiple votes
for certain classes, areas, or institutions), and the abolition of feudalistic privileges
and restrictions ,governing the sale of land, property ownership, or practicing certain occupations. They wanted an end to arbitrary state decrees, judicial
proceedings, and taxes. In short, they demanded equal treatment for all,
thoroughly democratic institutions. and the guarantee of the basic rights of the
people - that is, equality, democracy. and liberty. This class found its chief
proponent in Tom Paine, whose book, Common Sense, inflamed the colonies
against British autocracy.
The wealthy classes of slave owners and big merchants had several serious'
conflicts with the British, whose state was controlled by commercial and agricultural interests operating from the West Indies and the British Isles. The British
state. working to defend the economic interests of those who controlled it. acted to
prohibit industrial manufacture in the colonies. thus forcing the colonists to
purchase all their manufactured goods from British capitalists. It prohibited the
importation of raw materials from anywhere but British possessions, thus guaranteeing higher priced British commodities (especially sugar) a secure market even
though considerably cheaper commodities were available from the French, Portuguese, • Spanish, and Dutch. The British forbade settlement to the west of the
Appalachian Mountains to secure the area for British fur-trading interests. This
was devastating for the slave-holding plantation lords of the South. who required
" See Hayes. A Generation of Materia/ism 1871-1900. chapter 5.
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new land in the West to keep the slave system profitable. The cunflict of interests
between American wealth and those who controlled the British state became so
fundamental that the American upper class was forced to attempt to establish
independence from Britain or suffer irreparable economic losses. The two
struggles - that of the wealthy and that of the lower middle class - merged into
the successful War of Independence.
The movement for independence emerged gradually. There had been at
least two major uprisings against British rule prior to the 1770s - that of
Nathaniel Bacon in Virginia in 1676, and that of Jacob Leisler in New York in
1689 to 1691. Both had been put down by the British and their leaders hanged.
Resentment against the British smoldered and flared up again in the 1760s when
the British attempted to increase their control over the colonial governments and
increase the taxes extracted from the colonial economy. In 1765 an organization
called the Sons of Liberty was established. It was mostly composed of lower
middle-class individuals and engaged primarily in discussion and propaganda
about British oppression. In 1772, through the new Committees of Correspondence, the focus of oppositional activities shifted to mass action and political
agitation. It was this organization that organized the famous Boston Tea Party,
the embargos against British goods, and the first Continental Congress. In 1775
the organization was transformed into the Committees of Safety, whose primary
function was the organization of a popular militia and army to engage in revolutionary war against British rule. (The Committees of Safety could be said to be
"the political arm" of the Revolutionary Army.)21
The War of Independence was not only a war against the British state, it
~ was also a civil war. Approximately one-third of the colonists remained loyal to
Britain and fought on the "other side." As in all civil wars, the internecine
struggle got nasty. Concentration camps were set up, houses were burned, property
confiscated, and "tories" tortured, killed, and driven out of certain areas. The
Revolutionary War created 100,000 refugees who were forced to settle in Canada
and the West Indies. The Committees of Safety set up dictatorships in the various
colonies without the benefit of elections (which could not be held in the middle of
a civil war), raised money, collected weapons and supplies for the troops, and
carried on the administration of civil affairs until regular legislatures could be convened. The war was bitterly fought and was won by the Americans only with substantial support (troops and materials) from the Dutch, the Spanish, and especially
the French. 24
Although very strong at the outset of the Revolutionary War, the radical
petty bourgeoisie emerged from the war in a subordinate position to the wealthy
upper classes. Despite the fact that many of the demands 'of the petty bourgeoisie
were realiz~d with the elimination of feudal restrictions and the expansion of
democratic institutions and liberties, the wealthy remained in control of the states
and held their economic privileges intact~ A depression in 1785 to 1786. which
2\

2.

Hacker, The Triumph of American Capita/ism, part II.
Ibid., chapters 12 and 13.
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hit the small farmers particularly hard. resulted. however. in the revival of popular radical agitation against the privile!!es of wealth. When there were large
numbers of mortgage foreclosures during this period,. the state legislatures whi~h
were predominantly influenced by small farmers tended to stay mortgage payments, abolish imprisonment for debt, and encourage inflation through
accelerated printing of paper money to lessen the burden of debt repayment. It
was an actual farmers' uprising in central Massachusetts that worried the wealthv
the most. In 1786 a group of farmers led by Daniel Shays took over the town df
Springfield and burned the courthouse mortgage records. This insurrection had to
be put down by the militia sent in from Boston. H
State power after the War of Independence resided in each' of the thirteen
states. The central government that was set up under the Articles of Confederation
had neither the power to tax nor to raise an army without the consent of the
individual states. It was so weak as to be virtually irrelevant. This political situation - especially with the revival of radical agitation in 1785 - became
increasingly disagreeable to the wealthy merchant and planter interests. The
moneyed interests did not like the states issuing paper money, since it was causing
an inflation which meant that they as creditors were being paid back in money
worth less than that originally loaned out. The slave-owning plantation lords of
the South were increasingly fearful of slave rebellions incited by either successful
insurrections' in the nearby Caribbean or by white farmer revolts in the North. No
individual state government felt confident that its own small militia would by
itself be able to put down either a massive slave uprising or a revolt of small
farmers. The rich trading interests of the Northern cities were being hurt by the
absence of a navy to protect their shipping (American flag ships were easy prey for
pirates, who didn't have to worry about retaliation); by the lack of consistent
tariffs against European manufactured goods (to create a guaranteed market for
higher priced American goods); and by the existence of internal tariffs restricting
trade among the various states, which hindered the development of sufficiently
large domestic markets. The rich land speculators and fur interests of the West
were having considerable trouble because they were unable to control the Indians
tn .the absence of a strong army. Large numbers of the wealthy had bought up
most of the paper money issued by the Continental Congress during the
Revolutionary War to finance the fighting. This paper money soon became
worthless because the central "state" did not have the power to tax. Since the
money could not buy anything, its original holders happily parted with it for from
5 to 20 percent of its face value to those who chose to speculate that someday the
central state would be in a position to make :he money good. Most of their paper
accumulated in the hands of a relatively few wealthy individuals. '6
" For discussions of the revival of radical agitation among small farmers in the 17805, see
Hacker, Tbe Triumpb of American Capitalism, chapter 14; and Charles Beard, An
Economic Interpretation of tbe Constitution of tbe United States (New York: Macmillan,
1913, 1962), chapter 2.
.
,6 Beard, An Economic Interpretation, chapters 2, 3, and 4.
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As a result of their unhappiness over the absence of a strong central government to serve their collective interests, the wealthy merchants and plantation lords
agitated and organized for the establishment of a new strong central state. After
failing in their attempt to get the established governmental institutions to transform themselves through legal channels, they stepped outside of existing constitutional arrangements and simply issued a call for a new constitutional convention
(ignoring the old confederate structure). The delegates to the constitutional convention were chosen by state legislatures that had not been elected on the issue of
revising the state structure. In addition, women, blacks, indentured servants, and
one-third of all free adult white males were not allowed to vote for legislative
representatives. The legislatures, not always knowing exactly what was happening,
responded to the call to select people to go to Philadelphia by generally appointing
the people who seemed the most interested in the idea. As a result the delegates
were virtually unanimously in favor of a strong central government organized to
secure the rule of large property. Not one delegate of the fifty-five was a small
farmer or mechanic. Five-sixths had a direct matecial interest in seeing a strong
central state that would guarantee large property. Forty of the delegates held the
paper money issued by the Continental Congress to finance the Revolutionary
War, fourteen held land west of the Appalachian Mountains, twenty-four were
creditors and mortgage- holders, eleven were merchants or manufacturers, and fifteen were slave owners. These delegates knew their interests and were well aware
of the impact of the document they wrote. 11
The deliberations of the Constitutional Convention were held in complete
secrecy, since it was important that the public not understand the true nature of
the document being written and the motives for those responsible for it. Nevertheless, the position papers (The Federalist Papers) issued in defense of the document and the later memoirs of participants made it clear that the two overriding
concerns of the writers of the American Constitution were the protection of the
privileges of private property arid guarantees against the force of majority rule.
Since they were operating outside of the existing legal structure, the
delegates to the Constitutional Convention arbitrarily established the rules by
which it would be activated. They simply said that once nine of the thirteen states
ratified the document in special ratifying conventions elected for the purpose the
document would go into effect and the strong federal state would come into being.
In many states the vote for the delegates to the ratifying conventions was
rushed through without adequate chance for public debate. The farmers in the
back country had very little chance to debate the issue or find out the significance
of what was happening (after all, the proceedings of the convention had been
secret). Conversely, the moneyed interests concentrated in the larger coastal towns
were well informed, conscious of their interests, and well organized. They knew in
advance what was
stake. They were able to marshall their forces quickly and
effectively. Wealth, talent, and professional skills were on the side of the federalist
forces. Since they did not understand the gravity of what was about to happen, the
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Ibid .• chapter 5.
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majority of the eligible voters took little interest in the issue of ratification and did
not vote in the elections. Only about 160.000 people (approximately 20 to 25
percent of the adult white male population) voted in the ratifying elections.
suggesting a rather low level of public concern (even off· year congressional elec.
tions in the I :nited States get twice this proportion of the eligible vote). Of course,
blacks. women, and many propertyless white men had no input into the process of
ratification, as they were not eligible to vote.
In six of the states, including the three most populous (New York, Virginia,
and Massachusetts), the delegates elected to the ratifying convention were initially
either opposed to ratification or very evenly divided between the pro- and anti·
ratification forces. The backcountry small farmers sent mostly anticonstitution
delegates to the ratifying convention, while the more urban coastal areas almost
unanimously sent proconstitution representatives. In the course of the deliberations
of the ratifying conventions, majorities for ratification were eventually obtained in
all but two states (North Carolina and Rhode Island). Although these two states
refused to ratify it, the Constitution did become effective in the other eleven states.
North Carolina and Rhode Island were eventually forced to join the new federal
state under threat of economic sanctions from the new government. The proconstitution forces were able to secure majorities in the key states only by the promise of
adding ten amendments to the basic document guaranteeing the basic rights and
liberties of the small farmers (the Bill of Rights). Since the original document was
concerned exclusively with the protection of private property and the establishment of constraints on popular rule, it made no reference to such radical issues
as the rights of free speech, religion, trial by jury, and the right to bear arms.28
It is difficult to maintain, that the Constitution was a deliberate expression of
the will of the people. Rather, it was a class document, revealing the class nature
of the American state. Many of the major provisions of the Constitution are
guarantees of private property. States were forbidden to issue money (to restrict
inflation to benefit creditors at the expense of debtors). The federal and state
governments were forbidden to impair the obligations of business and labor contracts. The federal government was given the exclusive right to regulate interstate
and international commerce. The federal government was given the power to
regulate bankruptcy proceedings and to protect patents. The federal government
was given the right to dispose of the lands west of the Appalachians. The federal
government was mandated to maintain an army and navy and to "ensure a
republican form of government" in each state. The provision for the establishment of an army and the guarantee of a republican form of government were
instituted primarily to protect against domestic insurrection on the part of black
slaves, small white farmers, and Indians. The federal government was given the
authority to suppress such insurrections wherever they were to occur. The federal
government was mandated to take over and pay at 100 percent of face value the
Revolutionary War debts not only of the Continental Congress, but also of each
individual state. This resulted in a bonanza for the wealthy money speculators
28

Ibid., chapters 8, 9, and 10.
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who had hout:ht this p;lptr from the poor soldiers and small suppliers of the troops
for from 'i to 20 ptrt tnt of Lilt Ld ue.
Those articles of the Comtitution that do not deal with guaranteeing private
property have to do with frustrating the popular wilL The convention considered
the estahlishment of a constitutional monarchy with George Washington as king,
but decided that anti royalist sentiment was toO strong among the masses to gain
popular assent to such a system. Popular representative forms were too dear to the
people who had just fought a seven-year war for equality, liberty, and democracy,
The drafters of the Constitution, however. designed a system that would function
like a constitutional monarchy in greatly constricting the rule of popular
majorities. while using democratic forms. There would be two "houses" of
Congress. the representatives to only one of which would be elected by the people
(a parallel to the British House of Commons). Since there was no hereditary aristocracy. representatives to the other house would be selected by the state legislatures (a parallel to the British House of Lords). No legislation could be enacted
without the concurrence of both houses, the democratic House of Representatives
(designed to be the voice of the people) and the aristocratic Senate (the voice of
the notables). To insulate the Senators from popular pressures exerted indirectly
through the state legislatures, their terms were established at six years. one-third
of the body being appointed every two years.
As further guarantees against popular majorities infringing on the rights of
property through the legislature, the president (the equivalent of the constitutional monarch) was given the power to veto any legislation passed by both
legislative bodies. Such a veto could only be overridden by a two-thirds vote of
each legislature voting separately. To isolate the presidefit from popular pressures.
his office was filled through a process participated in only by local notables (the
electors) who were in turn .. appointed" in a manner determined by the state legislatures. There are no stipulations in the U.S. Constitution for either the direct or
the indirect election of the president by the people. The president was given very
strong powers appropriate to a constitutional monarch. During his fixed term of
office he cannot be recalled by either the people or the legislature (except because
of extreme misbehavior). He appoints the heads of governmental agencies, the
commanders of the inilitary, the judges of the federal courtS. and foreign ambassadors. His appointments of judges, administrators. and ambassadors were made
subject to approval of the Senate (the body designed to consist of the American
equivalent of an aristocracy), but not of the House of Representatives (the body
designed to be the voice of the people). This was to guarantee that the president's
appointees would not offend any important sectors of the upper class. It also would
ensure their isolation from the control of the people. Not only were federal judges
made appointive (thereby isolated from popular influence), but they were given
life tenure. Once appointed by the president and approved by the Senate, judges
can only be removed for extreme" misconduct. It was important that the judicial
system, which was designed to defend the interests of property against the common people, be isolated from pressures from those people. Note that the Senate
was also given the exclusive right to try all impeachments and to approve all
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rrearits (horh reguirin,l! J,two-thirds,\,oteJ. To. tmure.that popular majorities could
not llernou:ltize the haslc document. it was madt ver\' difficult to J!Otnd. A
majorin' of horh hranches of Congress plus three· fourths of the state It,t.:lslatures
must approve changes in the basic document. In sum. the Constitution was a <,tt of
rules for stahili/:ing the rule of the wealthy against the common people. It estab.
lished a state that appeared democratic enough to be legitimate in the eves of the
people. while it allowed for the propertied upper classes to run things prett\' much
as they pleased.
The state established by the Constitution was dominated by a coalition of
Southern slave owners and rich Northern merchants until the 18'50s. A balance
was maintained for a considerable time by having the Senate consist of '50 percent
Southern representatives of the slave lords and '50 percent representatives of the
Northern commercial interests. From the 1840s on. however. the rising class of
industrial capitalists in the North became increasingly powerful as these states
industrialized.
The ascendancy of industrial over merchant capital in the North led to a
growing and fundamental conflict of interests between the wealthy classes in the
North and those in the South. The commercial interests in the North that dominated the cotton trade (acting as the intermediary between England and the industrialists of the North) profited considerably from credit. shipping. buying and
selling. and insurance. and thus were not antagonistic toward the slave system.
This was not the case with the Northern industrialists. however. They fought for
high tariffs on imported European manufactured goods to guarantee a secure
market for their own. more expensive products in the South. The South. which
wanted to purchase the cheapest possible goods wherever they could be found.
fought for the reduction or elimination of tariffs. The South wanted to make the
settlement of the western lands difficult for small farmers to create a favorable
environment for the introduction and growth of large plantations utilizing slave
labor. Conversely. the northern commercial and industrial forces saw more profit
in encouraging the rapid development of small family farming and the production
of grains by free labor as well as a political advantage in securing
basis for
political support for the industrial interests. The Northern interests wanted to
facilitate the development of the West by having the state develop canals and
railways that would tie th~ West closely to the Northeast (the river system of the
West naturally tied this area with the South). Thus. the South strongly opposed
public support for East-West canals and railways. The only railway to the West
Coast it supported was one that was to run through Texas to southern California
- that is. one that would encourage the expansion of the slave system. The South
also opposed the encouragelJlent of European migration to the industrial cities of
the North (since thi.s would increase the economic power of the developing
capitalist class) and subsidies to U.S. shipping (why should Southerners pay taxes
only to have their shipping charges increased?). Then again. the Southern planters
favored allowing what amounted to again allowing the states to issue paper money
(because of the inflation and consequent relief of the planters' debt to the North
this would entail). The cotton-producing slave states (unlike the slave-breeding
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states' of the upper South whose profits depended on a protected market) wanted
to reopen the slave trade to reduce the costs of labor. The resulting conflict
between the two segments of the upper class was so sharp that neither system
(neither the slave economv of the South nor the capitalist economy of the North)
was able to thrive because of the constraints that the other put on its development
through its veto power in the U.S. state. 1')
The U.S, state was essentially paralyzed until 1860, when the new
Republican parry won the presidential election. The Republican party was
organized in the 1850s as a coalition between the rising class of industrial
capitalists and the small farmers (especially those in the West). The older
Democratic pai"ty was left in the hands of the big merchants of the North and the
slaveholders of the South. The ~epublican party, while far from being radical,
took considerably stronger positions on the principal economic issues of the day
than did the Democratic party. The Republicans' program offered support to both·
the small farmers and industrial capitalists. Note that the Republican party did not
call for the abolition of slavery, but rather for its containment in the areas where
it already existed, thereby leaving the settlement of the remainder of the West to
the sma!1 farmers and big railroads. Lincoln's presidential victory, however, gave
the signal to the South that the U.S. state had tilted to the North. Since they no
longer had any reasonable hope of dominating the central state, they had little
choice but to attempt to secede from the federal union created seventy years
before. Upon secession they set up a new state that was the clear and consistent
instrument of the slave.owning class. The Civil War thus became the second of
two prolonged and violent civil conflicts that have torn America apart in its short
200-year history.
The superior economic basis of the North inevitably enabled it to militarily
conquer the South, thereby bringing about the collapse of the slave lords' state:
After a short period of struggle among the victors that took place between the
moderate and radical wings of the Republican party - a contest that almost
culminated in the removal of President Johnson (Lincoln's man) - the industrial
capitalist class emerged as the master of the U.S. state. In the first years of their
undisputed rule, marked by the overwhelming victory of the radical Republicans
in the 1866 elections, they quickly enacted the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fif·
teenth Amendments to the Constitution freeing the slaves and promising full
political rights to blacks. They also began the implementation of a policy of reconstruction for the South. This policy was designed to undermine the social basis of
the political power of the old slave lords by creating a firm alliance between the
black freedmen and the poor white farmers of the South within the Republican
party. The loyalty of the blacks was virtually automatic, since this party had
waged the Civil War, granted emancipation, and promised full equality. The
loyalty of the poor white farmers was to be expected since the program of the
The account of the causes of the Civil War is taken largely from Hacker, The Triumph
of American Capitalism, part III; Moore, The Social Origins of Dictatorship and
Democracy, chapter 3; and Genovese, The Political Economy of Slavery.
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Republicans (which was successful among the small· farmers of the \\1 est) was
designed in the interests of this class, With the creation of a solid basis for Republicanism in the South. these states could eventuallv enter the Union. sending representatives to the national legislature who would be fully supportive of the policies
of the industrial capitalists. The actual program instituted in the South under the
protection of the Union army of occupation included the abolition of property
qualifications for voting, which traditionally had disenfranchised many poor
whites in the South, the abolition of property qualifications for holding office, free
education, the abolition of imprisonment for debt, the establishment of social services, the decentralization of local and town governments, and a more equitable
tax structure. 3D
The Republican strategy for winning the South, however, failed. It did not
go far enou'gh in creating the economic basis for a Republican majority. Although
the proposal was seriously debated in. Congress, the necessary step of expropriating the plantations of the old slave lords and the redistribution of the land to
the freedmen and poor whites along with sufficient capital to work the land
("forcy acres and a mule") was rejected as setting too dangerous a precedent.
Consequently, because its economic position remained largely intact, the
Southern ruling class was able to reassert its hegemony within its region. Blacks
were intimidated because, although they were formally free, they were forced to
become sharecroppers for their old slave lords to survive. Many of the poor
whites. resenting the defeat of the South in the Civil War and the presence of the
Union army of occupation, resisted the Republican attempts to win their support
for the Reconstruction governments even though the Republicans' economic
policies were favorable to them. The futility of trying to establish Republicanism in
the South was apparent by the mid· 1870s, and in 1877 the Union army of occu·
pation was withdrawn from the South and the attempt at reconstruction ended.
The industrial capitalists were able to give up on the attempt to establish
Republicanism in the South because the social basis of their rule had by 1877 been
firmly established in the West. The Republican party had built up a firm founda·
tion of support among the small farmers of the rapidly growing western states.
Many of these states had been admitted into the Union in the postwar period. Thus
even without the Southern states, the Republican party (the party of industrial
capital) was able to hold the presidency in all but eight years until 1912 .
The abandonment of Reconstruction also crystallized a new alignment of
classes in the United States. The period in which the primary contest for state
power in the United States was between the industrial capitalists and the slave
lords (1840s to 1865) gave way to one in which the primary struggle was
between industrial capital (and its auxiliary agricultural and textile capitalists of
the South - the transformed slave lords) and the small farmers and rising
industrial working class.
.
The emerging primary contradiction was demonstrated in the growing
threat to property from these classes, which_ was manifested in the example of the

'0 Hacker, The Triumph of American Capitalism, part III.
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Paris Commune of 1871 (a workers' uprising in Paris). the rapidl\' growing urhan
industrial slums. and the increasing incidents of rioting and strikt, hI' riJt working
class in the United States. The fear of the new working clas, peaKed in the
summer of 1877. when widespread and violent rioting erupted in the workin,f!class areas of most major industrial cities. In these riots hundreds of people were
killed and the authorities lost control over large areas of the cities for weeks.' The
capitalist class also had to cope with the rising militancy of the farmers in both the
Somh and the West, which. was to culminate in the 1890s in the People's party
and its demand for the nationalization of the railroads and banks.
Growing discontent among the small farmers and the workers forced the
Northern and Southern upper classes together under the overall hegemony of
industrial capital. The Southern wealthy accepted their defeat in the Civil War
and their secondary place in the U.S. economy and state in exchange for the
reestablishment of their hegemony wit~in the states of the old Confederacy and
their integration into the industrial capitalist system.
The rule of industrial capital has not been seriously challenged since the
defeat of the slave lords in the 1860s. The capitalist class turned the state completely into its instrument. The state heavily subsidized the building of the
railways and internal improvements. High protective tariffs were established.
Immigration of laborers was encouraged. Free land was given to the farmers and
the railroads. The working class was kept in line and prevented from organizing.
In every way t'he state facilitated the rapid and unimpeded advance of industrial
capital.
During the generation after the Civil War; the state played a laissez-faire
role in t.he economy. It guaranteed the conditions in which private business could
prosper without attempting to direct, regulate, or manage the economy. Gradually, however, as the contradictions of capitalism matured and the monopolies
secured firm control in industry after industry, the state's role in the management
of the economy began to increase. The first large increase in the state's economic
role occurred in the two decades after 1900 (the so-called "Progressive era"), and
the second during Franklin Roosevelt's presidency (the New Deal and World
War II). During these two periods, the monopoly capitalist state reached its
mature form. In both phases of its development the impetus for its expansion came
from the giant corporations.
After a period of mergers and corporate formation, by 1900 it became
apparent that the new corporate interests required the elimination of the cutthroat competition among themselves, the control of the erratic fluctuations in the
economy, and the ability to plan for the future. l2 The inability of the corporations
11 See Robert Bruce, 1877: Year of Violence (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1970); and
Richard Boyer and Herbert Morais. Lahor's Untold Story (New York: United Electrical,
Radio and Machine Workers of America. 1955) .
., See Kolko, The Triumph of Conservatism; Weinstein, The Corporate Ideal in the
Liberal States; Karl Polanyi, The Great Traniformation (Boston: Beacon Press, 1944,
1957); and Faulkner, The Decline of Laissez Faire.
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and banks to ratioflalize and stabilize th'e corporate economy led them to turn to
the state for assistance, Only state regulation could solve their problems, A
number of regulatory agencies were set up to control the sectors of the economy
that the corporations wanted regulated. Each of these regulatory commissions was
essentially controlled by the" regulated" industries themselves.
The expansion of state activities not only provided for the self-regulation of
business and 'ensured economic stability and predictability for the corporations. but
it also served as a safety valve for democratic and radical ferment. For example.
popular demands for nationalization of the railways and banks such as those put
forth by the Populists in the 1890s were defused as the corporations were able to
claim that federal "control" had ended the abuses of the system.
The programs begun during the Progressive era were extended during the
Franklin Roosevelt administration. During the worst depression the country has
ever known (and the potential of massive disruption that it raised), a series of
governmental programs were instituted that were designed to increase the stability
of the system by ameliorating some of t~e harshest aspects of capitalism,
integrating the most active segments of the working class into the system, and
providing enough buying power in the economy to keep employment and profits at
respectable levels. Social security was instituted to provide subsistence income to
the special victims of the system (the unemployed, the disabled, the aged, and
mothers with dependent children), trade unions and collective bargaining were
encouraged, and a massive program of public works, and eventually military
spending, was launched.H
The heavy involvement of the state in the capitalist economy was consolidated during World War II. It was the unprecedented military spending of
that period that in fact ended the Great Depression. The upper class learned the
lesson that .to ensure prosperity (while at the same time exerting U.S. world
hegemony and cooling out the domestic class struggle with jingoism), the state
would have to sustain the economy with a very heavy and continuing infusion of
military spending. In 1946 the U.S. state's responsibility to ensure economic prosperity was incorporated into law with the passage of a full employment act estab.
lishing the Council of Economic Advisers, the Economic Report of the President,
and the legitimacy of the state's role in moderating economic cycles and ensuring
sufficient economic demand. Since 1946 the state's involvement in the U.S.
economy has gradually increased as the state comes to manage ever more of the
economy and spend an ever increasing percentage of the GNP.

Summary
Jk!: 1970); and
nj

j

Electrical,

Ie Ideal in the
7n ress, 1944,

The state is a rather new form of political decision making and administration.
States have existed for only about 1 percent of the time that humans have lived
together in societies. Primitive classless societies operated without states, but with
" See Domhoff, The Higher Circles, chapter 6.
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democratic asse:-mhlies of all adults (or at least all adult malesj. States and the rule
of the masses of common people by a small ruling class developed at the same tillle
that societies became differentiated bv classes. States developed to cons(lliJate and
preserve the domination of the newly developed privileged classes.
The redevelopment of strong central states in Europe occurred because of an
alliance between the rich merchants and the centralizing monarchs, who had a
common interest in suppressing the power of the feudal lords. The victory and
consolidation of unshared rule by the capitalist class often occurred only after a
process of violent revolution and civil war. The capitalist state developed in
Europe in the period between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries to advance
the interest of the rising capitalist class against the other classes in society and to
coordinate the affairs of the bourgeoisie as a whole.
Parliamentary forms tend to occur together with commercial societies
because of the complexity of the structure of interests in. such social forms and
because of the. special need for predictability and stability. Parliamentary forms
became dOll)inant in many Western European countries long before anyone but
the richest landowners and merchants were allowed to vote. The franchise was not
generally extended to the masses of the common people until after the middle of
the nineteenth century. This was done largely to generate legitimacy for the
system and to co-opt seething discontent in such a way as not to surrender any
appreciable amount of actual power to the masses.
The capitalist state in the United States has grown up within the framework
established by the U.S. Constitution, a document written by and for the alliance of
Northern merchants and Southern slave lords in the late 1780s. The ascendant
industrial capitalist class, after fighting a bloody civil war against the declining
slave owners of the South, won full control of the state in 1865. It implemented
laissez-faire politics until the early years of the twentieth century, when' various
reforms were implemented. to facilitate the growth and consolidation of monopoly
capitalist institutions and defuse discontent. Chapters 8 and 9 analyze the function
of the capitalist state during the mid- and late twentieth century.
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Class Division and Social Transformation

not happen then, and notwithstanding the contemporary advances of information, technology, it
is not likely to happen now. (3) The social and
economic changes linked to new technologies have.
to be understood - as the next.chapter and subseq~ent chapters will help to make clear - in a world
context. A good deal of manufacturing industry
which supplies the West with a substantial proportion of its goods is now located outside of those
societies themselves. The supposed coming of the'
post.,industrial society is probably better described
as a realignment of the world economy, in which
the capitalist countries provide the administrative
'centre' of a world economic system (albeit ,one
that may be undergoing significant processeS of
transition) .

'I
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The Modern State

There is one highly important set of chauges
occurring over the past century to which I have so
far referred only in passing: the expanding role of
the state in social life. The enlargement of the
activities of the state can be documented in various
ways., On the economic level, the state in the
capitalist societies has come to play an increasingly
dir~ct role in supervising productive activity. In
most such countries the state directly employs over
40 per cent of the economically active labour force,
who work either within its own administrative apparatus or in nationalised industries. States have also
attempted more and more to 'intervene' in economic
activity by seeking to influence the supply of and
demand for goods, engaging in economic planning,
prices and incomes policies, and so on. But the
state also intrudes into a variety of other aspects of
77
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a more positive and significant part to play than
the early economists suggested. The expansion of
the activities of the state is a necessary and unobjectionable element in the development of a social
order committed to progressive social reform. The
state is seen here as a benign set of institutions that
has a direct involvement in furthering the eradi- '
cation of class divisions and inequalities. Marx's
view, by contrast, was that the economists failed to
recognise the class character of the state. Far from
being a means of dissolving class divisions, the state
is inherently involved with sustaining them: with
protecting the interests of the dominant class
against those of other classes in society. But in
neither tradition of thought did the state become
the object of systematic study. For non-Marxist
and Marxist writers alike, the supposed rJfects of
state activities were the focus of attention, rather
than the state itself. Marx himself in fact left only
a few fragmentary tex~s dealing with the state, his
energies being concentrated upon criticising early
economic theory on its own terrain: the relationships involved in capitalist production.

social life:, participating in the foundation and
organisation of prisons, asylums, hospita;ls, and in
the provision of that array of services included under
the general rubric of 'welfare'.
In view of this it is surprising that, at least until
fairly recently, the state has been largely ignored
in sociology - by those of a Marxist persuasion as
well as by others. In part this circumstance arose
as a consequence of an especially unfortunate
division of labour in the social sciences. The objective of sociology, it was assumed, is the study of
'society', understood as what nineteenth-century
thinkers used to call 'civil society': the economy,
family) and other institutions outside the state.
Analysis of the state was then allocated as the
specific province of the discipline of 'politics', or
'political science'. In some degree, however, avoidance of study of the state has deeper intellectual
roots, stretching back to the nineteenth century.
Marxism and non-Marxist sociology have a common
ancestry in the critique of classical economic theory.
In the latter, the state was assigned a minimal role.
According to the early economists, the most important driving forces of social change are centred
in production, and therefore in the realm of 'civil
society'. The state provides a legal framework
which guarantees that economic contracts are protected, and generally oversees' the interests of the

The state and classes: recent Views

Over the past decade or so, however, the modern
state has become the subject of lively discussion,
especially among Marxist authors. Marxists have
become pointedly aware of the rudimentary character of accounts of the state contained in Marx's

community.
Later thinkers became dissatisfied with this view.
For those standing in the mainstream of sociology we might again instance Durkheim - the state has
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wfltmgs, and have sought to elaborate in some
considerable detail upon their implications. 1.1iliband's book, in fact, was one of the first contributions to this resurgent concern with the state. Two
other influential authors in this field are Poulantzas
and Offe. (See especially Nicos Poulantzas, Political
Power and Social Classes, London, New Left Books,
1973 [first published 1968]; Claus Offe, Structural
Problems of the Capitalist State, London, Macmillan,
1982 [first published 1972]. Milib,md and Poulantzas
have been involved in a series of direct interchanges
about how the state should be analysed; these I
remark upon briefly below.)
The various comments that Marx made about
the capitalist state can be construed in two ways.
In some places Marx speaks as if the state were the
direct instrument of class rule, controlled in an
immediate way by the capitalist class. There is a
passage, for example, where Marx talks of the state
as the 'executive committee of the bourgeoisie'. But
there are other contexts in which Marx seems to
claim that the class character of the state consists
in the fact that the state officialdom protects the
overall continuity of capitalist production. Although
it may not be ob~ious at first sight, there is potentially a very substantial difference between these
two views. The first implies both that the dominant
class is a unitary social formation, and that this
class manipulates the state at will. Consequently,
this standpoint is easily attacked, and it is this type
of conception which has been challenged by so-called
'pluralist' writers. According to the pluralist inter-

pretation, which fits closely with the ideas expressed
by Dahrendorf and other advocates of the theory of
industrial society, there is no homogeneous 'ruling
class' in the Western societies. Instead, there exist
diversified sets or pluralities of elites, each having
only quite limited power to influence governmental
policies.
The second view derived from Marx allows for the
recognition that there may be considerable divisions,
and frictions, within ruling circles, in a society
which remains a class society. Poulantzas develops
this standpoint in his writings on the state _ albeit
in an often ponderously obscure style, and in a way
that is open to criticism. In the first interpretation
of Marx mentioned above, the state appears as
manipulated by the ruling class. According to
Poulantzas, however, the state has what he calls a
'relative autonomy' from the capitalist class, which
itself is character~stically int,erllally divided. The
state, in other wo~ds, has a certain degree of independent power, but no more than a certain degree;
and this power is used to sustain the general institutional framework of capitalist enterprise. The
state may initiate policies counter to the short-term
intere~ts of certain capitalistic groupings, in order,
to defend the longer-term interest of perpetuating
the system as a whole. An example might be where
the government introduces anti-trust legislation in
the face of opposi~ion from businessmen who wish
to carry through a merger of firms in a particular
economic sector.
This sort of analysis of the state is undeniably
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more sophisticated than those based upon the
first, or 'instrumentalist', interpretation of Marx.
Poulantzas, .in fact, regards Miliband's book as
falling into this category, and on this basis has
subjected it to critical attack. Miliband, Poulantzas
argues, is too concerned to demonstrate that elites
in the capitalist societies are cohered by common
educational backgrounds, fainilial relationships,
friendship relations, arid so on. Miliband confronts
the theory ofindustrial society, and political pluralism, too much in their ~wn terms - trying to show
that there does, after all, remain' a coherent propertied class at the reins of governrn.ent. But the existence of schisms in the upper echelons, Poulantzas
argues, does not in and of itself show that capitalist
class domination has been undermined. Such
schisms are normal anyway. What is of decisive
importance is that the institutional mechanisms of
capitalist production persist.
Although the debate between Poulantzas and
Miliband cannot be said to have been a particularly
instructive or fruitful one - the participants too
often talk past one another - it does highlight very
well some of the general issues with which I introdu.ced this book. For Poulantzas's overall standpoint, although a ¥arxist one, conforms closely to
certain of the elements of the model of sociology
which I criticised. In Poulantzas's scheme? which is
strongly influenced by the 'structuralist Marxism'
of the contemporary French philosopher Louis
Althusser, social actors are explicitly n;garded as
'bearers of mQdes ofproduction' . Put In other terms,
82
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human agency is explained as the outcome of social
causes. Human beings. do not appear here as
knowledgeable agents: their 'double involvement'
with society is not conceptualised. Thus Miliband
aptly criticises Poulantzas for indulging in what he
caUs a sort of 'structural super-determinism', whatever the rights and wrongs of the rest of the dispute
(Ralph Miliband, 'The· capitalist state: a reply
to Nicos Poulantzas', New Left Review, no. 59,
1970).
Let me go a bit further with this point, for as well
as reinforcing the importance of the theoretical
considerations discussed in the opening chapter, it
is directly germane to the question of the state.
How does the state achieve this 'relative autonomy'
that Poulantzas talks about; what does it consist
of? Poulantzas's answers to these questions are
vague and elusive. It is not clear what the relative
autonomy of the state is based on, how relative it is,
or what it is relative to. We can, I think, clarify
these things, but only by departing from the sort of
deterministic standpoint ,adopted by Poulantzas.
The best way of clarifYing some of the specific
features of the capitalist state js by drawing a
comparison with other types of states that have
e?dsted in history - agrarian states Or empires. In
most of the latter, the personnel of the ruling class
were also the state officialdom; state and dominant
class were one and the same. But in capitalist
societies such is not the ·case. The members of the
dominant class - that is, the leaders of business or
industry - may quite often take a direct part, in
83
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government. But by and large the industrial leadership and state officialdom are institutionally distinct
from one another. In capitalism, to use the oftquoted phrase of an early Marxist of the turn of the
century, Karl Kautsky, 'the ruling class does not
rule'. Both versions of what Marx had to say on the
state in a sense agree on this, but its implications
can be drawn in a way so as to illuminate the idea
of relative autonomy.
The state in capitalism is dependent for its
revenue upon the successful prosecution of business
activity; it could not survive were it not for the
prosperity of industrial enterprise, which, however,
it does not directly control, such control being the
province of the capitalist class. Autonomy of action
on the part of state officialdom is thus strongly
limited by its dependence upon capitalistic enterp~ise. This is the institutional setting for state
autonomy, and at the same time the basic source of
the limited or 'relative' nature of that autonomy.
However, none. of these phenomena can be, or
should be, interpreted in a mechanical fashion. The
increasing intrusion of the state into economic life
is part and parcel of attempts of state personnel to
influence the general operation of economic enterprise. It is not only Marxists who have been aware
of the dislocations and crises to which capitalist
economies tend to be subject. State administrators
are as aware of this as anyone, and are chronically
involved in seeking to 'manage' the economy.
, So far, this is in general agreement with
Poulantzas's views, although expressed in different

terms from those he favours. But there is, I think, a
further element of fundamental importance relevant
to the autonomy of the state. This is the power of
the organised working class itself - expressed both
as union power and ,in the influence of labour or
socialist parties upon the conduct of government.
Poulantzas explains why state and capitalist class
should often be at odds solely in terms of divisions
within that class: state politics may favour one
sector of capital rather than another. But the state
also has to attempt to cope with the influence of
organised labour. If in the early years of industrial
capitalism this was not of great moment, such' is
hardly the case today. The struggles and changes
I have described in the preceding chapter have not
just 'incorporated' the working class into economic
and political institutions that have remained unaltered; the citizenship rights which have been
. won have shifted the balance of power in the state,
even if they have not led to the revolutionary
upheavals Marx foresaw.
Oife's writings at this point serve as an apt corrective to Poulantzas's emphases. According to Oife,
the state cannot be adequately understood in terms
of either version of Marx mentioned above, although
the second is more nearly correct than the first.
The state is actually sandwiched between two inherently antagonistic or 'contradictory' influences.
The modern state is committed to a range of
measures - including social welfare, but also a range
of other services - provided for the community as a
whole. But however much the state may attempt
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relations, or even to 're-comm0slify' them. Such
would be the case, for example, with governmental
policies aimed at paying for the costs of education
through loan schemes, or which extend the sphere
of private medicine.
The sort of standpoint set out by Offe conforms
in a general way to the discussion of the significance
of citizenship rights and the nature of the 'welfare
state' which I sketched in the preceding chapter.
The theorists of industrial society have been inclined
to treat these as 'completed' phenomena that have
served to undergird a stable liberal-democratic
industrial order; and they have seen them as having
effectively dissolyed class conflict in any sense close
to that analysed by Marx. But if I am right, they
are Ghronically enmeshed in class conflict rather
than undermining it; and the 'welfare state' is thus
a relatively fragile creation. In a political climate
of conservatism such as today, this is easier to see
than it was a decade or two ago, for some current
conservative governments have mounted a more
sustained attempt to 're-commodify' areas of welfare
services than has been seen for a long time.

to 'manage' economic growth, its income is fundamentally dependent upon wealth generated by
privately owned capital and the corporations: that
is, upon processes which it does not directly administer. The services the state must organise
have to be paid' for by income derived indirectly,
via taxation. But those who have command over
economic life - the business leaders, or capitalist
class ~ tend to resist the endeavours of the state to
secure the income needed to provide these community services. This is because while some such
services (e.g. the provision and maintenance of a
good road system) are desired as, much by the
dominant class as by others, many (e.g. the provision of welfare benefits) are primarily utilised by
those in the lower orders of society.
'
The result, according to Offe, is a constant tension
between what he calls the 'commodification' and
'de_commodification' of social relationships. A commodity is any product or service that can be bought
or ~old j, hence a commodified relationship is one
that a price can be put on, that is marketable.
De_commodification means removing social relationships from the marketplace, organising them by
criteria other than the economic. Labour or socialist
parties on the whole tend to create or pursue
policies that expand non-commodified relationships.
The promotion of educational opportunities or free
hospital care for everyone would be 'examples.
Conservative parties, on the other hand, drawing
most of their support from the upper or middle
classes, are likely to seek to preserve commodified

The state and bureaucracy

If Marxist authors have contributed very substantially to the analysis of the modern state in the
respects thus mentioned, there are two contexts in
which their discussions have tended to be notably
deficient. One is the association of the state with
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bureaucracy, and more generally with administrative power; the other is the association of the
state with the nation, and of the nation~state with
military power and violence. We cannot look to the
theory of industrial society to provide a guide for
coping with these issues either, because it is too
much entangled with the' traditions of thought
from which Marxism derives.
There is, however, one major figure in social
theory whose ideas do offer a resource for approaching such issues: Max Weber. Prior to Weber, the
term 'bureaucracl was generally used as equivalent
to 'state bureaucracy', that is, as referring to state
functionaries. Weber's writings on bureaucracy
continue to be particularly concerned with the
state, but he extends the term considerably, so that
it has reference to any form of large-scale organisation. According to Weber, the advance of
bureaucracy is intimately tied up with the expansion
of capitalism. The link between the two is to be
found in what Weber calls 'rational-legal' norms.
One of the distinctive features of capitalist economic
enterprise, according to Weber, 'is its routinised
character: production depends upon the calculation
, of profit and expenditure, in relation to the input
of raw materials and labour-power, and to the
output of g~ods. This routinised form can be created
only by the adoption of impersonal rules which
specify procedure and make possible exact economic
calculation. For Weber it was not fortuitous that
the origins of capitalist enterprise in Europe coincided with the invention of double-entry book-

keeping; this was the concrete means of economic
calculation necessary to routinised economic activity.
Rational-legal norms may guide capitalist enterprise, but, according to Weber, they have much
broader application to the administration of bureaucratic organisations in general. -In the state, they
are epitomised in the formation of an apparatus of
formal, codified law; in other organisations, by
formalised rules of procedure of various sorts. A
bureaucratised organisation is distinguished by a
number of specific traits. Weber's famous characterisation of these in his major work, Economy and
Society~ is as an 'ideal type' - a concept to which he
accorded a basic role in his approach to the social
sciences. An ideal type is a 'one-sided exaggeration'
of certain aspects of reality, with which reality may
then be compared. Thus Weber's ideal-typical
formulation of bureaucracy lists a whole set of
traits which will rarely, if ever, be found in fully
developed form in any actual organisation. (See
Max Weber, Economy and Society, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1978, vol. 2, pp. 956-94
[original German publication 1922].) It involves a
pyramidal hierarchy of authority, arranged in
terms of levels of official duties; bureaucratic
officials are salaried, full-time staff, holding formal
qualifications that are the condition of their appointment. There are two aspects of Weber's discussion
of the connections between capitalism and bureaucracy that merit particular attention here. One concerns the consolidation of capitalist enterprise on a
generalised basis. Weber lays considerably more
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stress than Marx does upon the early development
of a bureaucratised state apparatus as a condition
for the spread of capitalism. The formation of a
system of law, and a guaranteed monetary system,
administered by the state, was the necessary basis
for the extension of capitalist production on a, large
scale.
The more significant feature of Weber's discussion, for my concerns in this chapter at any
rate, bears rather upon the consequences of the
association of capitalism, established as a generic
type of society, with the advance of bureaucracy.
It is here that Weber, as it were, throws down the
gauntlet to Marxists, and challenges the thesis that
a socialist society can generate a more democratic
order than is possible in capitalist liberal democracy.
Weber argues that bureaucracy and democracy
stand in a paradoxical relation to one another. By
its very nature, bureaucracy promotes the centralisation of power in the hands of a minority: those
at the apex of the organisation. Marx regarded the
expropriation of the mass of the population, in a
capitalist society, from control of their means of
production as the source both of exploitative class
domination and of the limited character of bourgeois
democracy. Bu t of course all of this was to be
transformed with the advent of socialism, via the
abolition of private property and classes. Workers
would recover control of their means of production;
the sham freedom of 'free wage-labour' would cede
place to real freedoms of democratised industry.
Weber's analysis places this conception in extreme
jeopardy. The expropriation of workers from control

of their means of production is not confined to the
capitalist firm, and hence will not disappear With
the transcendence of capitalism. According to
Weber, loss of control over work processes _ and
the reduction of work to routinised operations, in
which the majority are only 'cogs in a machine' _
are characteristic of bureaucratisation in general.
Industrial workers in a capit~list setting do not own,
and have no formal control over, their means of
production. But this is not specific to industry: the
same is true of those at the lower levels of all
bureaucratic organisations, such as large hospitals
or universities - and it is true of participation in
the government itself. The ideals of democracy,
Weber emphasises, originated in small-scale societies
in which those restricted segments of the population
who were 'citizens' could assemble physically to
exercise political power. But in the large-scale
societies of contemporary times, in which citizenship rights have been extended to virtually everyone,
this model of democracy becomes inapplicable.
A modern democratic system presupposes a high
level of bureaucratisation in the polity. To organise
mass 'elections, there must be a firmly established
'rational-legal' system, accompanied by bureaucratised procedures ensuring that elections are
'properly co-ordinated and administered. Moreover,
mass political parties also tend to become strongly
bureaucratised, however open or democratic the
goals to which they are supposedly dedic~ted. The
modern era is one of 'party machine politics', in
which the degree of participation of the ordinary
citizen in the forging of political policies is strictly
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limited. Weber was one of the originators of what
is sometimes called the theory of 'democratic
elitism'. Modern democracy allows individuals a
certain influence, through the franchise, over the
elites who will rule them; but there can be no
question of recapturing forms of 'participatory
democracy' in which the population would have
more extensive control over their destinies.
Socialism in Weber's view would make things
worse. For it would only further the spread of
bureaucracy: the centralised direction of economic
life inherent in socialist programmes would entail
the development of a more heavily bureaucratised
state than is characteristic of capitalist societies.
Weber's assessment of capitalism and democracy,
is on the whole a pessimistic one. But he believed
that liberal democracy sustains at least certain
openings not covered by the enveloping tide of
bureaucratisation. 'Democratic elitism' may be a
limited form of political participation, but in the
context of a multi-party system it is better than
nothing. Moreover, although capitalism tends towards monopoly or oligopoly, it ,retains enough
of a competitive character to permit freedoms of
consumer choice that would become closed off
where production is placed under central control.
Critical comments
Weber's views must be taken very seriously, and
certainly provide a sobering jolt to anyone inclined
to suppose that, either through reform or revolution,
92
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the capitalist state can be readily transformed in
the direction of securing higher levels of justice and'
freedom. But there are several reasons why his
interpretation of the looming threat of bureaucratic
domination cannot be accepted as it stands.
First" it seems mistaken to suppose, as Weber
does, that the advance of bureaucracy produces a
one-way movement of power away from those at
the lower levels of organisations. Weber's student,
Robert Michels (Robert Michels, Political Parties,
London, Collier-Macmillan, 1968 [original German
publication 1911]) generalised Weber's view in the
shape of what he termed the 'iron law of oligarchy'.
In Michels's words, 'who says organisation says
oligarchy': in large-scale organisations power is
necessarily concentrated in the hands of a few. But
the iron law of oligarchy is neither an iron law nor
even an accurate generalisation, expressed in unqualified form. Neither the increasing scale of
societies or organisations within them (which
Michels tended to place most emphasis upon), nor
their increasing bureaucratisation (as stressed by
Weber) lead inevitably to the consequences those
authors suppose, This is, in fact, easy to demonstrate.
Consider the following two examples, which are
each very pertinent to my foregoing discussioQ of
classes and the state, The modern economy is much
more highly centralised than it was fifty years agodue to the combination offactors I have mentioned,
the growth of the megacorporations plus the increasing intrusion of the state into economic life.
But some groups of workers have thereby gained
93
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much more power than they enjoyed previously,
because they work in particularly strategic sectors
of the economy. Workers in public utilities, or in
energy production and distribution, for instance,
are cases in point. Take as a second example workers
on a highly integrated production line, in which
control of the work process is presumptively taken
wholly out of the workers' hands. Some writers,
even including those of a Marxist persuasion (see
especially Harry Braverman, Labor and MonopolY
Capital, New York, Monthly Review Press, 1974)
have reached the conclusion that such work settings
'sieve ofP control of labour from the worker - thus
reaching equally pessimistic conclusions to those of
Weber and Michels. In fact, however, in highly
co-ordinated work situations workers in certain
respects acquire more power than they held before.
For integrated production lines are particularly
vulnerable to disruption by the co-ordinated action
of small groups of workers.
Once more here we see the sociological importance of recognising that all social actors are
knowledgeable agents, not merely the passive
recipients of influences that irresistibly condition
their conduct. The specific significance of this in
such a context is that in bureaucratic organisations,
including the state, there are more or less constant
processes of the 'trading off' of resources. Power is
usually a focus of active struggle, in which those in
subordinate positions are by no means always the
losers. To say this is not to write the views of Weber
or Michels off as worthless, because there is no

doubt that they point to tendencies which are
common and real enough. But they are not universally associated either with bureaucracy or with
the increasing scale of social organisation.
Weber's concentration upon problems of bureaucratic domination, I think, led him to underestimate
the salience of Marx's critique of the capitalist
state. The separation of the 'political', in which
everyone is a citizen, from the 'economic' remains
a distinctive feature of the advanced capitalist
societies. The franchise, I have argued, has been a
very important medium of generating change in
these societies. It remains the case, however, that
the power which industrial employees are able to
wield in the sphere of industry is negative: it is
founded upon the collective withdrawal of labour,
or other modes of making their presence felt (controlling the flow of the production line, blocking its
operation, or sabotaging it in other ways). Neither
blue-collar workers nor lower-level white-collar
employees have any formal rights of participation
in the policies shaped from above.
If those in subordinate positions are already often
able to sustain considerable power by negative
means, there is good reason to suppose that' such
power might be further expanded by the extension
of citizenship rights to the industrial sphere. In
other words, the possibilities of achieving forms of
'participatory democracy' in contemporary societies
should not be dismissed as unequivocally as Weber
presumed. This applies with particular force to the
industrial workplace, as follows from Marx's analysis.
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But it is difficult to deny that Marx, and many
subsequent Marxists also, have been much too
sanguine about how modes of participatory democracy might be successfully institutionalised in an
anticipated socialist order. Existing socialist societies
in Eastern Europe (with partial exceptions, such
as Yugoslavian experiments with workers' selfmanagement, and the activities of Solidarity in
Poland) have hardly blazed the way in this respect.

5
Th·e City: Urbanism
and Everyday Life
Pre-capitalist and modern cities

Consider again at this point the recency of the
changes that have transformed the contemporary
world. Capitalist enterprise upon a broad scale
dates from only the sixteenth century or so, and
industrial capitalism from only the late eighteenth
century - and first of all in an isolated pocket of the
world at that. But the two hundred years since,
1780 have witnessed more far-reaching transmutations in social life than occurred in the vast span
of human history prior to that date. Nowhere is this
more evident, as I indicated in the first chapter of
the book, than in the character and spread of
contemporary urbanism. In grasping the impact of
modern urbanism, the historical aspect of the
97
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On the Theory of the State
1

I
Who tod~y can escape the question of the State and power? Who indeed
does not talk about it? The current political situation, not only in France
but in the whole of Europe, is certainly one reason for its topicality. But
talk is not enough: we have to understand, know and explain. And for
that, we must not hesitate to go straight to the root of the problems. We
also have to grasp means adequate to the end, without giving in to the
temptation of using a fashionable language of analogy and metaphor. No
doubt my initial observations will seem rather arid. But unlike Alphonse
Allias, I do not unfortunately have the time to pass on more quickly to
the very exciting later chapters.
Whether overtly or not, all twentieth-century political theory has
basically posed the same question: what is the relationship between the
State, power and social classes? I repeat twentieth-century theory,
because such was not always the case, at least not in this form. Marxism
first had to make some headway. But since Max Weber, all political
theory has constituted either a dialogue with Marxism or an attack upon it.
At any event, who today would dream of denying the relationship
between power and the dominant classes? Now, while the countless
varieties of such theory pose the same question, the great majority also
give the same basic answer: first there is the State or power (which is
explicated in numerous differ~nt ways) and then the ruling classes
establish with it specific relations of proximity or alliance. These relations
are unravelled with varying degrees of sophistication, by reference to
pressure groups acting on the State or flexible strategies spreading through
the networks of power and taking shape in its structures. The account
always comes down to the following: the State is constituted by an
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original, impenetrable kernel and by 'the rest', which the ruling classes,
clJllIing on 10 the scene as if by chance, are able to affect and penetrate.
Such a way of conceiving the State essen dally rests on a Janus image, or
b':ller still, on an updated form of the half-human, half-beast CentaurPUll er !lUt already haunted Mat:hiavelli. In some authors it is the human
!:>iJe thaJ i!i bound up with social classes, in others it is the animal side.
There is just one problem with this. How can it explain what everyone
\\ ho is not blind can observe every day, not as a philosopher but as an
ordinary citizen? For it is obvious that we are hemmed in more and more
tightly by a State whose most detailed practices demonstrate its connection with p,lrLit:ular, and extremely precise, interests.
One variant of Marxism, which is still tied to a certain political tradilion, claims to provide us with an answer. The State is equivalent to
politit:al domination, so the argument goes, in t~at each dominant class
constructs a State according to its requirements, bending it at will to
suit its own interests. In that sense, every State is merely a class
dict.ltorship.
This purdy instrumental conception of the State reduces the state
apparatus to state power, thus failing to touch the heart of the matter. It
is not that the State has no 'class nature'. But the real problem is the one
which concerns every political theory of the State and which was posed
by the founders of Marxism themselves. Indeed, although they approached
the problem from a specific angle, it may be said to have obsessed them
in their work. They saw the State as a special apparatus, exhibiting a
peculiar material framework that cannot be reduced to given relations of
political domination. As regards the capitalist State, the question may be
formulated as follows: why, in general, does the bourgeoisie seek to
maintain its domination by having recourse precisely to the nationalpopular State - to the modern rt:presentative State with all its characteristic institutions? For it is far from self-evident that the bourgeQisie would
ha ve chosen this particular form if it had been able to tailor a State to its
requirements. While the bourgeoisie continues to derive many benefits
from such a State, it is by no means always contented with it, any more·
than it was in the past.
This is a burning question, since it also concerns. the present-day
phenomenon of statism, in which, as we know only too well, the State's
at:livit)' reaches into all spheres of everyday life. Here too, the variant
of i'.Ltrxism to which we have referred supplies a peremptory answer:
thc~c auivitics emanate in their entirety from the will of the dominant
class ur from (hat of irs hired politicians. It is perfectly clear, however,
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that a number of state functions (e.g., social security) cannot be reduced
to political domination alone.
Even if we try to leave behind the image of the State as a mere product
or appendage of the dominant class, we encounter essentially the same
snare in the traditional answer of political theory. And theorists of
another, more modem variant of Marxism, do not always avoid the trap.
Invoking the dual nature of the State, they see on the one hand (still the
great divide I) a kern!!l of the State that somehow exists side by side with
classes and the class struggle. To be sure, the explanation they give of
this kernel is not that of !he other theories of power and the State: in
particular, they make reference to the productive forces, to which they
reduce the relations of production. This is the famous economic structure
from which classes and class struggle are absent - a structure that is
supposed to give rise to a truly 'special' State and to the purely technical
(or, in more dignified language, the purely social) measures of the State.
Then on the other hand, there is the State's other nature, this time related
to classes and the class struggle. So, we have a second State, a superState or a State within the State, which is grafted on to the back of the
first. This one does have a class nature, operating in our case as the
State of the bourgeoisie and of its political domination. The second
State comes along to pervert, vitiate, contaminate or deflect the functions
of the first.
I spoke just now of a particular variant of Marxism. But the phenomenon is much broader, .extending to that left-technocratic ideology
which is currently wreaking such havoc. This is above all. the case not
when it pvints to .the productive forces, but when, in more prosaic
fashion, it invokes the increasing complexity of the State's technicaleconomic tasks in so-called post-industrial societies.
Such a line of argument does not then differ aU that much from the
age-old answ.!r of political theory, whether in its traditional form or in
one better adapted to the tastes of the day. For all these theorists, there
is a free-standing state power which is only afterwards utilized by the
dominant classes in various ways. Quite frankly, they should talk not of
the class nature, but of the class utilization of the State. The term mentioned earlier, the dual nature of the State, does not encompass the reality
of these analyses: namely, the view that the State's true nature lies in the
first, original State, while the second is just a question of habit. Just as
political theory has for centuries conceived of the Slate as half-human,
half-beast, so the genuine State or real power are here located not on the
shady side (the side of classes) but on the other, sunny side.
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There is a purpose behind these schematic representations. For if all
political theory and all theories of socialism (including Marxism) revolve
around this question, this is because it constitutes a real problem.
While not of course the only one to arise in this field, it is nevertheless of
central importance; and, as the reader will have guessed, it also involves
the question of the transformation of the State in the transition to democratic socialism. Anyway, there is only one road that leads somewhere,
only one answer that can break the vicious circle. In fact, we may begin
by expressing this answer very simply: the State really does exhibit a
peculiar material framework that can by no means be reduced to mere
political domination. The state apparatus - that special and hence
formidable something - is not exhausted in state power. Rather political
oomination is itself inscribed in the institutional materiality of the State.
Although the State is not created ex nihilo by the ruling classes, nor is it
simply taken over by them: state power (that of the bourgeoisie, in the
case of the capitalist State) is written into this materiality. Thus, while
all the State's actions are not reducible to political domination, their
composition is nevertheless marked by it.
It will be no easy matter to demonstrate these propositions. For when
the simplest questions are the real ones, they are also the most complex.
In oro, r IU avoid losing ourselves in the maze, we must keep hold of the
guiding thread: the basis of the material framework of power and the
State hilS to be sought in the relations of production and social division
of labour - but not in the sense which is normally understood and which
has come to be accepted. By these terms I do not refer to an economic
structure from which ciasses, the class struggle and forms of power are
abselll. Finally, it is because this constitutes the linchpin that I shall
ding on to it in order to enter the current, much broader discussion on
the StatL .lIld power.
.

r

II
\\'e mllst hegin then by briefly recalling certain analyses that I have made
in pre\ ious boob.
The articulation of the State to the relations of production at once
po~..:s the question of the relationship between the State and the 'economic
b.l~<.:'. We have to be quite dear about what is meant by 'economic base',
since this will determine our notion of the way in which the State is
bound up with the relations of production and the class !itruggle.
(
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Today more than ever it is necessary to distance ourselves from the
formalist-economist position according to which the economy is composed of elements that remain unchanged through the various modes of
production ....: elements possessing an almost Aristotelian nature or
essence and able to reproduce and regulate themselves by a kind of
internal combinatory. As we know, that has been a constant temptation
throughout the history of Marxism, and it is still with us today. Converging in this respect with traditional economism, such a conception
obscures the role of struggles lodged in the very heart of the relations of
production and exploitation. Furthermore, it treats the space or field of
the economic (and consequently that of the state-political) as essentially
immutabie, as possessing intrinsic limits that are sketched out once and
for all by its supposed self-reproduction. At the level of relations between
State and economy, this ultimately rather ancient view of things can give
rise to two misinterpretations, whose effects most frequently appear in a
combined manner.
First, it may give weight to an old misunderstanding that results
from a topological representation of 'base' and 'superstructure':' namely,
the conception of the State as a mere appendage or reflection of the
economic sphere, devoid of its own space and reducible to the economy.
According to this notion, the relation between State and economy is at
best a matter of the State's famous 'rebound action' on an economic
base considered as essentially self-sufficient. What is involved here is the
traditional mechanistic-economist conception of the State - one whose
implications and consequences are by now sufficiently wen known for
me to pass straight on.
The formalist position can also give rise to a second misunderstanding,
in which the social totality is conceived in the form of instances or levels
that are by nature or by essence autonomous from one another. Once the'
economy is apprehended in terms of a series of elements occupying their
own spaces and remaining unchanged through the diverse modes of
production (slavery, feudalism, capitalism), the conception will be
extended by analogy to the superstruccural instances (the State, ideology).
It will then be the a posterioTi combination of these inherently autonomous instances that will produce the various modes of production, since
the essence of these instances is prior to their mutual relation within a
mode of production.
This conception is again grounded on representation of an economic
space intrinsically capable of reproducing itself. But instead of regarding
the superstructural instances as appendages or reflections of the economy,
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it thrr.ltens to turn them into substances, furnishing them with an
indql':IHlcm:e of the economic base that remains constant through the
v~lrious mudes of producrion. The essential autonomy of the superslrlh.'[lIr~1 instances (lhe Stare, ideology) would then serve to legitimize
Ih.: ~uLOnumy, st:lf-sufticicncy and self-reproduction of the economy. We
ran LIlus s.:e the rheoretical collusion of these two conceptions, for which
Lh.: links betw.:en the State and the economic sphere are in principle
rdaliol1s of exteriority, whatever the forms used to designate them.
Th.: wnstructivisr image of 'base' and 'superstructure', which is
suppos.:d to allow the determining role of the economic sphere to be
visualized after a fashion, cannot in fact provide a correct representation
of the .lrticulation of social reality, nor therefore of that determining role
ilsdf. It has even proved to be disastrous in more ways than one, and
thne is everything to be gained from not relying upon it. For my own
pan, 1 have long ceased to usc it in analysis of the State.
Tlll:sc conceptions also have an effect on the delimitation and construcLion of objects for theoretical investigation. For they both admit the
po~sibiliry and legitimacy of a genera/theory of the economy taken as an
.:pistcmologically distinct object - the theory, that is to say, of the
transhis£Orical functioning of economic space. In this perspective, the
ditferenct:s presented by the object (the economy) from one mode of
production to another are to be explained purely in terms of a selfregulating and rigidly demarcated economic space, whose internal
metamorphoses and transformations are unravelled by the general theory
of the economy ('economic science'). It is at the level of the so-called
superstructures that the two conceptions diverge, finishing with opposite,
and equally false, results. For the first, any specific examination of the
supersLructural fields as objects in their own right is quite simply
inadmissible, since the general theory of the economy provides the keys to
explaining the superstructures as mechanical reflections of the economic
base. For the second, by contrast, this general theory has to be duplicated
by analogy in a general theory of every superstructural field - in this case,
the political field of the State. This theory, too, must have as its specific
and separable object the reality of the State across the various modes
of production; as an epistemological object, the State is conceived as
having immutable boundaries fixed through its exclusion from the
a-temporal domain of the economy. Thus, the intrinsic borders of the
economy-objecr, which is deemed capable of reproducing itself by its
inner laws, lead on to intrinsic borders of the State - a State, that is, with
an immutable sp.lce enveloping the equally immutable space of the

These are f~lse conceptions, then. But what is the truth of the matter?
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1. Let us first recall that the space or site of the economy is that of the
relations of production and exploitation, and of the extraction of surplus
labour (that is, in the capitalist mode of production, the reproduction and
accumulation of capital, and the extraction of surplus-value). Now,
neither in pre-capitalist modes nor in capitalism has this space ever
formed a hermetically sealed level, capable of self-reproduction and
possessing its own 'laws' of internal functioning. The politicaljield of the
State (as well as the sphere of ideology) has always. in different forms. been

present in the constitution and reproduction of the relations of production.

II

(This was also true of the pre-monopoly stage of capitalism, despite the
widespread illusion that the liberal State involved itself in the economy
only for the purposes. of creating and maintaining the 'material infrastructure' of production.) Of course, the position of the State vis-ii-vis
the economy has changed not only with the mode of production, but
also with the stage and phase of capitalism itself. But in no manner can
these changes ever be inscribed in a topological image of exteriority,
according to which the State, as an instance always external to the
economy, now intervenes in the relations of production themselves
thereby penetrating economic space, and now remains·outside that space
acting only on its periphery. The position of the State vis-a-vis the
economy is never anything but the modality of the State's presence in the
constitution and reproduction of the relations of production.
2. It follows that neither the concept of the economy nor that of the
State can have the same extension, field or meaning in the various modes
of production. Even at an abstr.lct level, these modes cannot be grasped as
purely economic forms deriving from an ever-changing combination of
inherently constant economic elements that move in a closed and selflimited space. But nor do they constitute combinations of these elements
with unch •• nging elements of other instances (the State) conceived as
immutable substances. In short, a mode of production does not arise
out of the combination of various instances, all of which possess an
inalterable structure before they come into relation with one another. It
is rather the mode of production itself - that totality of economic,
political and ideological determinations - which fixes the boundaries
of these spaces, sketching out their fields and defining their respective
elements. They are from the very beginning constituted by their mutual
relation and articulation - a process that is effected in each mode of
production
through the determining
.
. role of the relations of production.
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}jUt that dl:termination always takes place withi~ the unity of the mode of
production.

nothing other than the capitalist fonn of the presence of the political in the
constitution and reproduction of the relations of productiotl. This separation

3. Although, in the pre-capitalist modes of production, the direct
producers were separated from the labour-object and the means of
production through the economic property relation, they were not
st:parated from them in the second constituent of the relations of production, IWucly, the relationship of possession. In feudalism, for example,
the pe.lsants and serfs were 'tied' to these objects and means, preserving
rclarivt: mastery of the labour process without the direct intervention of
the bndlord. This resulted precisely in what Marx called the close
'overlapping' or 'mixedness' of the State and the economy. The exercise
qf legitimate violence is here implicit in the relations of production, since
Surplll,. L hour has to be extracted from direct producers who possess
the obj":LI and means of their labour. Because of these clear-cut relations
between the State and the economy, their contour, scope and significance
arc quite mher than in the capitalist mode of production.
In capilalism, the direct producers are entirely dispossessed of the
objet:[ and means of their labour: they are separated from them not only
in the economic property relation but also in the relationship of possession.
We witness here the emergellce of 'free labourers' possessing nothing
but their labour power and unable to set the labour process in motion
without the owner, whose involvement is juridically represented by the
contractual buying and selling of labour power. It is this very structure
of capitalist relations of production that makes a commodity of labour
power itself and converrs surplus labour into surplus-value. As regards
the relationship between State and economy, this structure further
genaatl'S the relative separatioll of the State and the economic sphere
(accumulation of capital and production of surplus-value) - a separation
whil·h undalies the characteristic institutional framework of the capitalist
Stal\:, sincl: it maps out the nt:w spaces and respective fields of the State
Jml the economy. This separation of the State and the space of the
n:produClion of capit.1i is therdilre specific to capitalism: it must not be
ulldas\OlId as a particular dlcct of essentially autonomous instances
composed of dements that rt:maill constant whatever the mode of
protiunilln. It is r.llher a peculiar feature of capitalism, insofar as it maps
out Ill'\\' spaces for the State and the economy by transforming their very
clements.
\\'h.ll is involved here is not a real externality, such as would exist if the
Slate intervened in the economy only from the outside. The separation is

of State and economy and the presence-action of the former in the latterin effect, two expressions of a single pattern of relations between State and
economy under capitalism - traverse all the historical stages and phases of
the mode of production; albeit in changing forms, they are rooted in the
hard core of capitalist relations of production. Just as the State was not,
in the pre-monopoly stage, really external to the space of the reproduction
of capital, so the State's role in monopoly capitalism, especially the
current phase, does not involve abolition of the separation of State and
economy. The analysis that asserts the contrary is now quite widespread,
but it is erroneous with regard both to the relations between State and
economy in the pre-monopoly ('competitive' or 'liberal') stage of
capitalism, and to the equivalent relations in the current stage and phase.
The substantive changes undergone by these relations through the history
of capitalism. resulting as they do from changes in the relations of
production, are just 'transformed forms' of this separation and of the
presence-action of the State in the relations of production.
Now, the very fact that the space, field and respective concepts of the
state-political and the economy (relations of production) present themselves in different ways according to the mode of production, leads to a
conclusion that runs counter to all formalist theoreticism. For just as
there can be no general theory of the economy (no 'economic science')
having a theoretical object that remains unchanged through the ~arious
modes of production, so can there be no 'general theory' of the statepolitical (in the sense of a political 'science' or 'sociology') having a
similarly constant object. Such. a theory would be legitimate only if the
State constituted an instance that was by nature or essence autonomous
and possessing immutable boundaries, and if that instance carried within
itself the laws ofits own historical reproduction. (I am here using the term
general theory in the strong sense: that is, to denote a theoretical system
both capable of explicating, on the ~asis of general and necessary propositions and as particular expressions of a single theoretical object, the types
of State that arise in the various modes of production, and at the same time
capable of unfolding the laws of transformation that characterize the
object's metamorphoses, on its own constant ground, from one mode of
production to another - that is to say, the passage or transition from one
State to another.) What is perfectly legitimate, however, is a theory ofthe
capitalist State which forges its specific object and concept: this is made
possible by the separation of the space of the State and that of the

,
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t:conotny in Iht: capitalist modt: uf production. In the same way, a theory
of Iht: C,l pilalist econumy is possible because of the separation of the State
and Ihe relations uf produC[ion/laboul' process.
\\'1: may, uf course, put forward get/era/ theoretical propositions concerllillg Ihe Stale. But these would have the same status as those of Marx
relating to 'production in general': that is, they could have no claim to the
status of a general theory of the State. It is important to mention this
point, ,;:, ,:n the stupendous dogmatism with which certain general
propos ill, IllS mn ta ined in the classics of Marxism are still being presented
as the 'l\1arxist-Leninist theory of the State'. This was evident among
lhose contributors to the recent PCF debate who wished to 'retain' the
nOliun of the dictatorship of the proletariat.'
Thl:re is ct:rtainly no general theory of the State to be found in the
l\larxisl cbssics: not just because their authors were for one reason or
anol hl:l' unable to complete one, but because there can never be any such
thwry. In fact, this is now a question of great topicality, as is illustrated
particularly by the debate on the Italian left. In two recent articles, which
lIa vt: aroused enormous interest, Bobbio has re-emphasized the fact that
,\ lan:islll h<ls no general theory of the State. A number of Italian Marxists
ha VI: fdt obliged to reply that such a theory exists 'in embryo' in the
elassics of Marxism, and that its development constitutes a necessary
and legilimate task. 2 But even though the reasons given by Bobbio are
nor the right ones, the fact remains that there is no general theory of the
Stale because there can never be one. Here we must resist all those
criticisms, whether advanced in good or in bad faith, which reproach
Marxism for its supposed failings with regard to a general theory of power
and tht: political. For it is precisely one of the merits of Marxism that, in
this and other cases, it thrust aside the grand metaphysical flights of socallnl political philosophy - the vague and nebulous theorizations of an
t:xtremc generality and abstractness that claim to lay bare the great
secrets of HislOry, the Political, the State, and Power. More than ever
should this be noted today, when, in the face of the pressing political
siluation in Europe and especially France, we are once again witnessing
thl: typically escapist phenomenon of large-scale systematizations _
First alld Final Philosophies of Power that, more often than not, simply
regurgitale the stale terminology of the most traditional spiritualist
metaphysics. They do this by cheerfully flooding the concept market
I See c'pcci.dly Etienne Balibar. Oil I"~ Dit'lulOrsilip 0/1/1( Prolelaria/, NLB 1977.
, 'fhi, \\ hole culllw.crsy has bcen published as 1/ marxismo e 10 Sia/o, 1976.
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with the grandiose terroristic and mystifying Notions of the Despot, the
Master, and a few more of the same stamp: from Deleuze to the 'new'
philosophers, an exhaustive list would be long indeed. 3 The philosophical
fraternity may be enjoying itself in France, but in the end none of this is
really very funny. For the genuine problems are too serious and complex
to be resolved by pompous and ultra-simplistic generalizations that have'
never succeeded in explaining anything whatsoever.
This is not to say that there are no deficiencies in the Marxist analysis of
power and the Stat~; but they are not where they have been sought.
What has been very costly for the popular masses throughout the world
is not Marxism's lack of a general theory of power and the State, but
precisely that eschatological and prophetic dogmatism which has for so
long tried to fiU the 'gap' with a 'Marxist-Leninist theory' of the State.
The real, and thus important, deficiencies of Marxism in this respect
concern those very fields where theorization is legitimate. In Political
Power and So&ial Classes* and in other works, I have shown that these
deficiencies bear, for reasons I attempt. to explain, on both the general
theoretical propositions and the theory of the capitalist State. One result
'is the still inadequate analysis of the regime and State in the countries
of the East.
Thus, although I shaU seek below to deepen and elaborate the general
propositions on the State, I shall do this not before, but step by step with
an analysis of the capitalist State itself, which really is a possible and
legitimate theoretical object. I am not $uided in this by the long-standing
and simplistic belief of Hegelian-Marxist historicism to the effect that
capitalism constitutes the progressive and linear flowering of 'buds'
contained in pre-capitalist modes of production - much as man is
. supposed to explain the ape. Too many theorists of power are still
haunted by the idea that the capitalist State is the perfect materialization
of some Urslaat constantly burrowing its way through historical reality,
and that it therefore provides the ground on which to present general
propositioll$ on the State. (Of quite another order is the problem of the
historical conditions - capitalism - that make possible the formulation of
such propositions.) The specific autonomy of political space under
capitalism - a circumstance that legitimizes theorizations of that space is not the flawless realization of the State's supposed autonomy of essence
1 Gilles Deleuze and F. Guanari, L'ami-Oedipe, Paris 1975. As regards the current of
'new philosophers',l shall refer below 10 IWO works: B. H. Levy, La barbarn Ii visage humain,
Paris 1977, and Andre Glucksmann, Les mai/res pense"rs, Paris 1977.
• NLB 1973.
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or nalUre, but lhe result of a separation from the relations of production
th.1I i~ peculiar to capitalism. The theory of the capitalist State cannot be
simply deduced from general propositions on the State. If I present the
two at the same time, it is because these propositions may best be
illustrated by the object that can give rise to a specific theory: namely, the
capitalist State.
.
To the extent that there can be no general theory of the State, posing
~elleral \a \\IS of its tnmsfonnation through the various modes of production, so (00 can there be no such theory of the transition from one State
(0 .mother - especja/~y nol of the passage from the capital;stto the socialist
St,lle. A theory of the capitalist State prov~des important elements
regarding the State of transition to socialism. But not only do these
clements have a different status from that of the theory of the capitalist
State, they enjoy a quite unique status even among general theoretical
propositions on the State. They can never be anything other than
,Ipplie.i theuretical-strategic nut/otIS, serving, to be sure, as guides to action,
bur at the very most in the manner of road-signs. A 'model' of the State
of transition to socialism cannot be drawn up: not as a universal model
capable of being concretized in given cases, nor even as an infallible,
theoretically guaranteed recipe for one or several countries. Certainly
the analyses I myself shall make of the State of transition to socialism in
\\' estern Europe can have no such pretensions. We have to make a choice
once and for all: and as we now know, one cannot ask any theory, howen:!" scientific it may be, to give more than it possesses - not even
filarxism, which remains a genuine theory of action. There ;s always a
st{MIl/f,d distallce between theory and practice, between theory and the real.
In [let, these two distances are but one. Marxism is no more 'responsihh:' for what is happening in the East than are the Enlightenment
philosophers fiJr totalitarian regimes in the West. This is true not in the
rri\·i. i . ,:nSe that pure Marxism is innocent of the deformations in the
East, cur because the distance between theory and the real holds good
Illr C\'l;ry theory, including Marxism. And it overlaps the distance between
theory alld practice. To wish to close this gap involves making any theory
sa.\ n() n.Jlter what, or doing no matter what in the name oftheory.
Fur this distance does not refer to a trench that cannot be filled, quite
the contrary. As it happens, some are always lying in wait, ready to throw
themselvcs into filling this ever-open gap. However liberating a theory
m~ly be, the 'purity' of its discourse is never enough to exclude the
pos ..,ibility of its being made to serve totalitarian ends by precisely those
brid.,Ja yefs who set to work on the distance between theory and practice-
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those people skilled in application of texts and reduction of the real who
can always lay claim to the theory in aU its purity. The blame, then, does
not lie with Marx, nor for that matter with Plato, Jesus, Rousseau or
Voltaire. The distance between theory and the real always persists
despite the effort to fill it. Stalin is not Marx's 'fault', any more than
Napoleon I wa~ the fault of Rousseau, Franco ofJesus, HitlerofNietzl>che,
or Mussolini of Sorel (even though their thoughts were employed, s.ometimes in their original purity, to give cover to these totalitarian systems).
All this cuts across the positions of the 'new' philosophers, who, as
. far as 1 am aware, have found no better way of tackling the problem than
to repeat with much less intelligence and subtlety the arguments of Karl
Popper.~ Thus, the totalitarian universe is supposed to derive from the
'closed' theoretical systems, or even from the statist aspect, of the major
thinkers who inspired them. In such a view of things, the distance between
theory and the real explains what would otherwise re~ain a monumental
paradox: namely, the fact that totalitarian systems have referred precisely
to thinkers who, in the context of their age, were unquestionably much
less statist than others - to Jesus, Rousseau, Nietzsche, Sorel, and finally
Marx, whose constant and primary concern was with the Withering
away of the State.
To return to my previous point: disregard of this distance between
theory and the real, or the wish at all costs to reduce the gap between
theory and practice, involves putting no matter what into the mouth of
Marxism. Therefore, we cannot ask Marxism (this time, the 'true'
Marxism) to provide an infallible formula, purged of all deviations, with
which to ensure a genuine transition to democratic socialism. For it is
no more able to give this kind of answer than it has been to plot the
course of events in the East.
This is not to say that Marxism does not have a decisive role to play in
analysing the State in the countries of so-called 'real soc.ialism' (the USSR,
Eastern Europe, China), where a certain kind of transition to socialism
has been attempted with the results that we know. (I say merely 'a
decisive role', because Marxism alone cannot explain everything.)
Clearly such an analysis cannot content itself with historical investigation
of 'the concrete conditions of these countries' or with an examination of
the political strategy that was followed, however essential these may be.
But does this mean that we need a general Marxist theory of the State
that is capable of elucidating the totalitarian aspects of power in these
5
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counrrks -. a sort of equivalent of the simplistic generalizations advanced
in a II rrorislic lOne by the various Gulag experts on the other side? I
do nUl, .,ink so, despite, or r.Hher because of, the fact that the problem of
IOLliilari,lIlislll is so frig-hteningly real. It can never be understood in its
full cOlllplexity by means of totalizing generalizations. Let's put it
bluntly: in order 10 dear the way for analysis of modern totalitarianism
and or ih various aspeCts in the East, we must deepen and elaborate
n()l ollly the general theoretical propositions on the State, but also the
thc()r) uf the capilitlist Stale itself, as it is connected with the relations
of production and the capitalist social division of labour. I shall tackle
both thL:,e tasks ill examining the roots of totalitarianism.
l)f cuursc, all we can do here is provide the initial points of reference.
Thc prcsent-tby State in Eastern Europe and China is a specific and
hiJ:!;hly colllplex phenomenon, and it can by no means be reduced to, or
tn:,tted as a simple variant of, the capitalist State that forms the principal
thellle of this book. Nevertheless, it seems lO me that the hidden roots of
cl~n.tin totalilarian features of the East lie essentially, though not
C\dusivcly (since capitalism is not the source of all evil6), in what I shall
intentionally term capitalist aspects of this State, and of the relations of
production and social division oflabour that underlie it. This term should
be understood in a purely indicative sense. For I shall not enter into the
problem of whether these represent capitalist survivals in a particular
kind of authoritarian socialism, effects of a capitalist environmemencirdement on socialist countries, or rather the arrival of these countries
at a new but very real form of state capitalism. This problem is sufficiently important to merit a separate investigation. But my own position
will CitHy certain consequences: given that some of my analyses relate
not only to the State in general, but also to the capitalist State as it is
connn:ted with the relations of production and social division oflabour,
they will also apply mutatis ml/tandis to the States in the East. The reader
should constantly bear this in mind, and in any case I recall it at certain
points in the text.
Lastly, I should point out (hat the theory of the capitalist State can
an.lin .1 genuinely scientitlc slatus only if it manages to grasp the reproduction and hisloricalmutatioJls of its object at the very place where they
occur· that is to say, in the various social formations that are the sites
of thl: class struggle. Thus, it will be necessary to explain on this basis
the forms of State that correspond to the diverse stages and phases of
<,
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capitalism (the liberal State, the interventionist State, and so on); the
differentiation between these and exceptional forms of State (fascism,
military dictatorship, Bonapartism); and the character of the regimes
that exist in various concrete countries. The theory of the Gapiiaiisl S,ate

Gannot be isolated from the history ofits Gonstilulion and reproduG·lion.

)

)
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There is no question here of relapsing into empiricism and positivism,
of constructing the theoretical object of the capitalist State, after the
manner of a model or ideal type, through induction or comparative
collation of the specific traits of the various capitalist States. Quite
simply, while we retain the distinction between mode of prodUGlion (an
abstract-formal object in its economic, ideological and political determinations) and concrete sOGial formations (articulations of several modes
of production at a given historical moment), we must not regard these
social formations as merely heaped up concretizations of abstractly
reproduced modes of production; nor, therefore, should a concrete
State be considered as a simple realization of the-State-of-the-capitalistmode-of-production. Social formations are the actual sites of the
existence and reproduction of modes of production. They are thus also
the sites of the various forms of State, none of which can simply be
deduced from the capitalist type of State understood as denoting an
abstract-formal object. To situate the capitalist State first and foremost
with reference to the relations of production is not the same as to construct
on that basis the theoretical object of that State; it does not give rise,
that is, to an ideo-typical object susceptible of being particularized or
concretized in'various ways according to the course of the class struggle
in given social formations. A theory of the capitalist State can be
elaborated only if it is brought into relation with the history of political
struggles under capitalism~

III
We should now sum up what has been said so far. Although the relations
of production delimit the given field of the State, it has a role of its own
in the formation of these same relations. The way in which the State is
bound up with the relations of production c~nstitutes its primary
relation with social classes and the class struggle. As regards the capitalist
State, its relative separation from the relations of production - which is
produced by rhli,e relations themselves - is the basis of its organizational
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framework and already maps out the mode of its relation to social classes
and the class struggle.
In reality, the production process is grounded on the unity of the labour
process and the relations of production (the latter themselves consisting in
the dual relationship of economic property and possession). This unity is
realized through the primacy of the relations of pro«:luction over the
labour process - over what are often referred to as 'productive forces' and
understood to include technology and the technical process. The view of
traditional economism, which leads directly on to technicism, is that the
relations of production arc ultimately nothing other than the crystallization, envelope or reflection of a technological process of the productive
forces themselves; in this way, its conception of the relations between
base and superstructure is carried right into the heart of the production
process. For us, however, it is the primacy of the relations of production
over the productive forces that gives to their articulation the form of a
pr{)em of production and reproduction. The productive forces do indeed
ha ve a materiality of their own that can by no means be ignored; but they
arc always organized under given relations of production. Thus, while
the two may enter into contradiction with each other and undergo forms
of uneven development, they always do so within a process that stems
from the primacy of the relations of production. It is not the passage from
the windmill to the steam-mill that explains the transition from feudalism
to capitalism. Marx himself stressed this in all his works, including the
later ones, despite certain ambiguities which resulted from the influence
of the Enlightenment philosophy of technical progress on his thought.
From this primacy flows the presence of political (and ideological)
relations within the relations of production: the latter, like their constiLUent relation of possession and economic property. find expression in
class p{)wers that are organically articulated to the political and ideological
relations which concretize and legitimize them. These relations neither
represent simple additions to already existing relations of production,
nor do they merely react upon them in the mode of absolute exteriority
or temporal sequence. They arc themselves present in the constitution
of the relations of production, in ways that vary with each mode of
pr",lLlction. We should therefore rid ourselves of the now widespread
idea diat political (and ideological) relations enter only into the reproductioll of the relations of production, which for their part retain all the
origill,1l purity of self-generation. It is precisely because politicoidculogical relations arc already present in the actual constitution of
the rehtions of production that they play such an essential role in their
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reproduction; that is also why the process of production and exploitation
involves reproduction of the relations of politico-ideological domination
and subordination. This elementary datum is at the root of the State's
presence in the constitution and reproduction of the relations of production, as the factor which concentrates, condenses, materializes and
incarnates politico-ideological relations in a form specific to the given
mode of production.
It is on the basis of this same datum that the State is first inserted in the
constitution and reprodu<;tion of social classes - in short, in the class
struggle. In::;ofar as they are bound up with the relations of politicoideologk..l Jomination and subordination, the relations of production
delineate objective positions (social classes) which are themselves only
distinctions in the social division oflabour as a whole (relations of production
- which play the dominant role - p'olitical relations, ideological relations).
This consequence of the primacy of the relations of production over the
productive forces· also has implications for the position of social classes
within the relations of production. It is the social division of labour, such
as it expresses itself in the presence of the political and ideological
relations within the production process, which has primacy over the
technical division of labour. This is not to say that the technical division
is reducible to the social, but that it never exists and is never reproduced
except as incorporated iJl the latter.
Thus, even at the level of the relations of production, these class
positions finding expression in powers consist in class practices and
struggles. Just as the relations of production and the social division of
labour do not constitute an economic structure outside (before) social
classes, so they do not belong to a field external to power and class struggle.
There are no social classes prior to their opposition in struggle: they are
not posed 'in themselves' in the relations of production only to enter into
struggle (become classes 'for themselves') afterwards and elsewhere. To
situate the State with reference to the relations of production is to chart
the original contours of its presence in the class struggle.
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Ideological Apparatuses:
Does the State equal
Repression plus Ideology?

)

'I 'Ill: SIOlle's role in the constitution of the relations of production and in

tile delimitation-reproduction of social classes derives from the fact that
it dnes nut contine itself to the exercise of organized physical repression.
Thl: Stale pb)'s an equally specific role in organizing ideological relations
and Ihe dominant ideology. Nor, as we shall see in a moment, is the
Swe's highly active role restricted to the couplet repression + ideology.
Ideology does nor consist merely in a system ofideas or representations:
it also involves a series of material practices, embracing the customs and
life-style of the agents and setting like cem~nt in the totality of social
(including political and economic) practices. Ideological relations are
themselves essential to the constitution of the relations of possession and
economic property, and to the social division of labour at the heart of the
relations of production. The State cannot enshrine and reproduce
political domination exclusively through repression, force or 'naked'
violence, but directly calls upon ideology to legitimize violence and
contribute to a consensus of those classes and fractions which are
dominated from the point of view of political power. Ideology is always
class ideology, never socially neutral. In particular, the ruling ideology
constilUtes an essential power of the ruling class.
The dominant ideology, then, is embodied in the state apparatuses.
One of their functions is to elaborate, inculcate and reproduce that
idtology - a function of considerable importance in the constitution
and reproduction of social classes, class domination, and the social
division of labour. This is true par excellence of those which have been
l\:fllled i,/cologieal siale apparalus,'s, whether they formally belong to the
Slale or whether they retain a 'private' juridical character (e.g., the Church
or religious apparatus, the educational apparatus, the official information
lll:l \Iurk of radio and television, the cultural apparatus). Of course, the
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dominant ideology also enters into the organization of other apparatuses
(army, police, judicial system, prisons, state administration) whose
principal responsibility is the exercise of legitimate physical violence.
However, the distinction between repressive and ideological apparatuses has quite clear limits. Before coming to these, I should. mention
the repressive role of the State, which is so self-evident that it is hardly
ever discussed. Only too often does emphasis on the State's role in
ideological relations l~d to underestimation of its repressive functions.
'
By repression should be understood first and foremost organized
physical violence in the most material sense of the term: violence to the
body. One essential condition of the establishment and maintenance of
power is the coercion of bodies and the threat of violence or death. To be
sure, the body is not simply a biological entity, but a political institution:
the relations of the State to the body are thus considerably more complex
and extensive than those of repression. Nevertheless, the State is always
rooted in its physical constraint, manipulation and consumption of
bodies. In every State, this takes place in two ways: through institutions
which actualize bodily constraint and the permanent threat of mutilation
(prison, army, police, and so on); and through a b04ily order which both
institutes and manages bodies by bending and moulding them into shape
and inserting them in the various institutions and apparatuses. As a
material reality, the State is synonymous with a kind of stunting regimentation and consumption of persons' bodies - in other words, with its
incarnation in the very flesh of the subjects-objects of state violence.
Since all bodies are political, we cannot speak here of bodily mortifaction
by the State: for that would point to the image of an orig~nal body, which,
while naturally free, is later politically distorted. But within the bodily
order, it is still necessary to have personnel who train and discipline
bodies with suitable physical devices. We shall see the peculiar features of
the capitalist State when we go more deeply into the question of repression under the heading of law.
However, the very distinction between repressive and ideological
apparatuses cannot be sustained except at a purely descriptive and
indicative level. The underlying Gramscian conception may have the
merit that it both extends the space of the State to the ideological institutions and emph.asises the State's presence within the relations of
production through its role in ideological relations. (But the fact remains
7 A point well made by Perry Anderson in 'The Antinomies of Antonio Grolmsci', New
Left Review, No. 100, November 1976-January 1977.
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that it operates in a restrictive manner.) As I pointed out at the time, the
conception as systematized by AlthusserS rests on the idea of a State
that acts and functions through repression and ideological inculcation,
and Iwlhing else. It assumcs that the State's efficacy somehow lies in what
it forbids, rules out, and prevents; or in its capacity to deceive, lie,
obscurc, hide, and lead people to believe what is false. The restrictive
chanlctcr of its analysis of rhe State's role is in no way changed by
locating this ideological function in material practices. For according to
this conception, the economic is an instance capable of self-reproduction
and self-regulation, in which the State serves merely to lay down the
lI(l!;,tlil'e rules of the economic 'game'. Political power can only frame the
economy: it cannot enter into it through its own positivity, since its
reasoll for existcnce is to prevent, through repression and ideology, any
ullsctlling encroachmenr in the economy. Of course, this old legalist
image comes from the juridical".political philosophy of the early bourgeois
State, and it has never corresponded to the reality ofthe latter.
With sllch a conception we clearly cannot understand the first thing
about thc State's peculiar role in the constitution of the relations of
production: neither with respect to the transition from feudalism to
capitalism and the so-called liberal stage of capitalism; nor afo~ljorj in
the case of the present-day State, which intervenes at the very heart of
the reproduction of capital. In short, the State also acts in a positive
fashion, crealing, lransforming and making reality. It goes without saying
that repression and ideological inculcation are present in the materiality
of the State's current functions. But unless we are to play with words, it is
hardly possible to grasp the State's economic activities by referring
exclusively to this dual modality.
Moreover, to chart in this way the hold of power over the oppressed
and downtrodden masses inevitably leads to an idealist, police conception
of power, according to which the State dominates the masses either
rhl'tlugh policc terror or internalized repression, (it matters little which),
or else through trickery and illusion. Such a conclusion is here inescapable, because, even though care is taken not to identify ideology and 'false
consciousness', the very term ideology can remain meaningful only if
ideollJgic'll procedures/operations are held to comprise a structure of
COlllc.timclll-inversion. But it is quite simply wrong to believe that the
Sl.IIe only acts in this manner: the relation of the masses to power and
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the State - in what is termed among other things a consensus - always
possesses a material substralum. I say 'among other things', since in working
for class hegemony, the State acts within an unstable equilibrium of
compromises between the dominant classes and the dominated. The
State therefore continually adopts material measures which are of positive
significance for the popular masses, even though these measures represent
so many concessions imposed by the struggle of the subordinate classes.
This essential material aspect cannot be explained if the relationship
between State and popular masses is reduced to the couplet repressionideology. By the way, such a reduction also underlies (with the stress
laid on consent) a whole series of current conceptions of power, especially
those expressed in discussing the phenomenon of fascism. 9 Thus, the
masses are supposed to have 'wanted' repression or to have been cheated
by fascist ideology. However, to analyse the State solely with the
categories of repression-prohibition and ideology-concealment obviously
leads one to ,j,bjectivize the reasons for consent (why people say yes to the
prohibition) and to locate them either in ideology-trickery (,fascism
deluded the masses') or in the wish for repression and love of the Master.
In reality, even fascism was obliged to undertake a series of positive
measures, such as absorption of unemployment, protection af\d sometimes improvement of the real purchasing power of certain sections of
the popular masses, and the introduction of so-called social legislation.
(Of course, this did not exclude increased exploitation through a rise in
relative surplus-value - quite the contrary.) The invariable presence of
ideological allurement does not therefore change the fact that the State
also acted by producing a material substratum for mass consensus - a
substratum which, while not the same as its ideological presentation in
state discourse, was not simply reducible to propaganda,
These are doubtless not the only examples of genuinely positive
action by the State. But for the moment, they should be enough to show
that its field of activity goes far beyond repression and ideology.
Representation of the State by means of the couplet repressionideology is dogged by a further misconception: that is to say, reproduction of the dominant ideology is confounded with straightforward
concealment or dissimulation of the State's designs and objectives; the
State is thus supposed to produce a uniformly mystifying discourse and
never to take a step unless it is masked and shrouded in secrecy.

I

,- ." " Louis Ahhusscr, 'Idcology and Ideological State Apparatuses', in Lenin lind
'

9

/'1.,', ujlhy, NLIJ 1971.

Such conceptions may be found in some contributions to the collective work, Elements

pour lint IInll/yu dli/IIS&;Sme, ed. M. A. Macciocchi, Paris 1976.
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Such a description is false in several respects. One of the State's
functions that goes beyond the mechanism of concealment-inversion
peculiar to ideology concerns its strictly organizational role vis-a-vis the
dominant class, including that of formulating and openly expressing the
tactics reql/ired 10 reproduce its power. The State does not produce a
uniti.:d discourse, but several discourses that are adapted to the various
classes and ditferentially incarnated in its apparatuses according to their
d,lSS destination. Or, to put it in another way, it produces a discourse
th.1t is broken into segmen,ts and fragments according to lines intersecting the strategy of power. The discourse or segments of discourse
addressed to the dominant class and its various fractions (sometimes also
to supponing classes) are quite explicitly discourses of organization. If
the State and the tactics it embodies are never entirely concealed, this
is not because corridor-talk finally becomes known regardless of the
State's will, but because at a certain level tactical elaboraticn is an
integral part of the State's provisions to organize the dominant classes:
it appears on the state arena by virtue of its role in representing these
classes (as was shown very clearly by de Gaulle's famous, and not in the
h:ast 'ideological' speech in May '68 ... ). There is an apparent contradiction here: virtually everything that the bourgeoisie and its power
have carried out has been publicly stated and listed in one state discourse
or another, even if it has not always been understood. Hider, for example,
never concealed his intention to exterminate the Jews. Not only does the
State proclaim the truth 9f its power at a certain 'real' level; it also adopts
the necessary means to elaborate and formulate political tactics. It
produces knowledge and techniques of knowledge which go far beyond
ideology, while naturally remaining imbricated in it. Thus, 'bourgeois'
statistics and the state statistical bodies cannot be tretlted as mere
mystification, but constitute elements of state knowledge to be used for
the purposes of political strategy.
Of course, not anyone can talk the language of the State, and nor can it
come from just anywhere. There is indeed a secrecy of power and hureaucracy - a secrecy, however, which is not the same as a one-way role
oJ .,ih:nce. It rather,has the precise function of creating recognized net\\llrks within the State that will favour pronouncements from certain of
its sites. With reg,lnl to the dominant class, bureaucratic silence often
~cncs as the organizer of speech. If the State does not always express its
~tLllcgy in discourse addressed (0 the dominant class, this is most
flcqucntly not bi..causc it is afraid of revealing its aims to the dominated,
hut hecau~e this strategy is only the outcome of the clash between various
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tactics expressing themselves within the State and the circuits, networks
and apparatuses that incarnate them. Since the strategy is therefore often
not known in advance within (and by) the State itself, it is not always
susceptible to rational formulation.
The index measuring the ideological composition of state discourse (as
well as of its material practices) will thus fluctuate and change according
to the class or class-fraction to which the State addresses itself and upon
which it acts. The truth of po~er often escapes the popular masses. But
the State docs not intentionally conceal it from everyone: rather, for
infinitely muff: complex reasons, the masses do not manage to hear the
state discourse directed to the dominant classes.
Finally, a conception of state activity exclusively based on the couplet
repression-ideology has the following consequences with regard to the
state apparatuses:
(a) The exercise of power is split between two groups: the repressive
and the ideological state apparatuses. This apportionment diminishes
the specificity of the economic slale apparatus by dissolving it into the
various repressive and ideological apparatuses; it thus prevents us from
locating the state network in which the power of the hege~onic fraction
of the bourgeoisie is essentially concentrated; and it obscures the
character of the modalities required to transform this economic apparatus
in the transition to socialism - as disfinct from those required to transform
the repressive and ideological apparatuses.
(b) Certain apparatuses are distinguished in an almost nominalist or
essentialist manner according to whether they are repressive (act mainly
through repression) or ideological (act mainly through ideology). But
this distinction is itself highly debatable. Depending on the form of State
and regime and on the phase of reproduction of capitalism, a number of
apparatuses can slide from one sphere to the other and assume new
functions either as additions to, or in exchange for, old ones. To take a
typical example, the army becomes in certain forms of military dictatorship an ideological-organizational apparatus functioning above all as a
political party of the bourgeoisie. Moreover, we need hardly mention the
persistently ideological role of a whole series of repressive apparatuses
(the courts, prison, the police) - a role so pronounced that classification
based on the extremely vague criterion 'mainly' (mainly repressive or
mainly ideological) seems to fade away_
In summary, then, the space of the State may be divided between
repressive and ideological apparatuses only at a purely descriptive level
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alld with ~everal important rc~ervalions. Such a demarcation does have
the merit of eXlI:nding the slate sphere to include certain apparatuses of
hq~em()ny that are often considered 'private', and oflaying stress on the
State's ideological activity. Ir nevertheless entails a conception of the
Srate ill1l! of its activity (hat remains restrictive.
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As we have seen, the State plays a decisive role in the relations of production and the class struggle, entering into their constitution and, hence,
their reproduction.
Now, one characteristic of Marxism's theoretical history (especially
within the Third International) was its neglect of the specificity and
altogether essential role of the State's political space - a neglect that was
expressed in the view of the superstructure as a mere appendage of the
base. Current criticisms of Marxism, however, refer to its supposed
'statism'. As long as Marxism neglected the State, it was guilty of
economism; and when it speaks of the State, it can only have fallen into
statism. Such criticisms are directed not merely at Stalinist political
practice and the socia-political reality of the regimes in the East, but at
Marxist theory itself. But although the State plays the essential role I
have described, power is not, for Marxism, identifiable with or reducible
to the State.
Taking into account the primacy (within the production pr9cess) of
the relations of production over the productive forces, we are led to the
conclusion that the relations of production and their components possession and economic property - find expression in powers emanating
from the sites that those relations delineate. As it turns out, these are
class powers which all come down to the fundamental relations of
exploitation: economic property denotes, among other things, the
capacity (or power) to illlocate the means of production for given ends,
and to dispose of the products thereby obtained; while possession refers
to the capacity (or power) to bring the means of production into play and
master the labour process. These powers are themselves located in a
network of relations between exploiters and exploited involving those
clashes between different class practices that make up the class struggle:
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in short, they are inserted in a system of inter-class relations. It is precisely
by considering the economic process and the relations of production as
a power network that we ca~ grasp the fact that these relations of production arc bound up, as constitutive powers, with the political and ideological relations which consecrate and legitimize them and which are present
in these economic relations.
The following points are clear, then:
1. It is not true, as Foucault or Deleuze would have it. that relations of
power are, for Marxism, 'in a position of exteriority vis-a-vis other types
of relation: namely, economic processes .. .'10 The economic process is
class struggle, is therefore relations of power - and not just economic
power. (It is understood that these powers are specific through being
al!ached to exploitation - a phenomenon rarely mentioned by Foucault
and Deleuze.) In the case of classes, power comes down to objective
positions rooted in the division oflabour: it designates the capacity of each
class to re.llize its spe.cific interests in a relation of opposition to that
, '", .Icity in other classes. It is therefore impossible for power to escape
\..\ OilOlllic relations. Rooted in the production of surplus-value and in their
relation to the politico-ideological powers, these power relations are
furt hermore concretized in specific institutions-apparatuses: the companies, factories or production units that are the site of the extraction
of surplus-value and of the exercise of these powers.

2. Power is not at all reduced to, or identified with, the State - contrary to
the assertions of Foucault and Deleuze that, for Marxism, 'power is
st'lte power: it is itself localized in a state apparatus [or) ... identified
with the State.'11 No, as with the social division of labour and the class
struggle, relations of power go far beyond the State.
They go beyond it even if we abandon the narrow, juridical definition
of the State that surprisingly remains present in Foucault or Deleuze.
All the apparatuses of hegemony, including those that are legally private
(ideological and cultural apparatuses, the Church, etc.), all these form
parr of the State; whereas, for Foucault and Deleuze, the State is always
limited to the public kernel of army, police, prisons; courts, and so on.
This allows them to say that power also exists outside the State as they
conceive it But in fact, a number of sites of power which they imagine
I"
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to lie wholly outside the State (the apparatus of asylums and hospitals, the
sports apparatus, etc.) are all the more sites of power in that they are
included in the strategic field of the State.
I said are all the more and not are constituted as, because power goes
far beyond the State, even broadly understood. This is true in a number
of senses.
First of all, powers relating to the social classes and the class struggle are
not reducible to the State. This is the case especially of powers in the
relations of production, despite their intersection at several points with
political power and despite the fact that they do not stand in an external
relationship to the State. Now, it is true that the present-day capitalist
State, which must at any event be broadly conceived, concentrates the
various forms of power to an ever-increasing extent. Intervening more
and more in every sphere of social reality, dissolving thereby the
traditionally 'private' texture, the State spreads out into the tiniest vein
and - what here concerns us most - tends to circumscribe power sectors
and every class power. We can observe this in a phenomenon stemming
from the current form of the separation of intellectual and manual
labour - namely, the close relationship between the State and a form of
knowledge that has been directly established as state discourse and hence
become a technique of politics. We can see it too in the state penetration
of the spheres of so-called collective consumption (transport, housing,
health, national assistance, leisure) - areas in which the ideologicalsymbolic powers materialized in such constructions as municipal flats or
cultural centres direcdy expand state relations. In each of these rather
different examples, the relations between class powers and the State are
becoming closer and closer. All the same, class powers - and not jus~
economic ones - still stretch beyond the State. For instance, even if we
take into account its ideological apparatuses, the State's discourse does
not exhaust aU political discourse; and yet it includes a class power in its
structure. Similarly, ideological power is never exhausted by the State
and its ideological apparatuses. For just as they do not crea.te the
dominant ideology, they are not the only, or even the primary, factors in
the reproduction of the relations ofideological domination/subordination.
The ideological apparatuses simply elaborate and inculcate the dominant
ideology: as Max Weber already pointed out, it is not the Church that
creates and perpetuates religion, but religion that creates and perpetuates
the Church. In short, ideological relations always have roots which go
beyond the state apparatuses and which always consist in relations of
power.
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At (his point, we should recall a further proposition. If class powers are
not reducible (0 the State and always outmeasure its apparatuses, this is
bccallse, being rooted in the social division of labour and in exploitation,
tht:se powers have primacy over the apparatuses that embody them, most
notably the "State. This is but another form of the proposition according
to which, in the complex relation between class struggle and the various
apparatust:s, strugglt:s play the primary and fundamental role: even at the
kvd of exploitation and the relations of production, these economic,
political and ideological struggles occupy the very field of the relations
of power.
But does this mean that the State has only a secondary and insignificant
rok in the material existence of power? Must we, in order to escape the
imagery of a totalizing State, fall back into the illusion that the State is a
mere appendage of the social? By no means. The State plays a constitutive
role in the existence and reproduction of class powers, and more generally
in the class struggle itself - a fact which refers us back to its presence in the
relations of production. Now, this constitutive role should be understood
in the strong sense of the term: it implies that we also distinguish ourselves
from an entire contemporary current which, by insisting on the primacy of
'the social' (in the extremely vague sense in which 'society' is supposed to
be a principle 'instituting' the State), arrives precisely at the image of the
State as an appendage of the social. In its most recent form, this current is
known above all in France through the analyses made over the last
twenty years by the authors of the fifties review Soc;aJisme ou Barbarie
(Ldort, Castoriadis, et al.). By the charge of statism which they direct at
Marxism, they exhibit the same errors as those of instrumentalist
;\1arxism itself: 12 that is to say, they exhibit a conception of the State as a
mere appendage of struggles and power. The importance of this current
lies not so much in its Iactual analyses as in the way in which they are
coupled with the libertarian tradition of the French workers' movementmost notably in the CFDT and the Assises du socialisme tendency in the
Socialist Party. Jj This link-up with the self-management current is to a
grcat cxtelll tht: result of a misunderstanding: for what is involved is an
atrcmpt to ground a self-management policy, whose stress on the need
fllr din:ct, rank-and-file democracy is largely justified, on a theory that
ncglcns the rt:al role of the State. At best, the wish is taken for reality,
" Sec Claude l.cti'rI, 'MaillltnaOl', in Libre, No.1, 1977; C. Castoriadis, L'institutiun
Je 1<1 ,u,-i.!te, Paris 1975. This currcOl comes very close to the 'anti-institutionalist'
lei •. ,,,' yoI' G. Lapassade and R. Loureau.
I ' l .,n referring expecially 10 the journal Faire.
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and an anti-State policy is deduced from a vision according to which the
State is more or less disappearing as a phenomenon with a distinct role.
In reality, however, it is the terrifyingly palpable role of the State which
necessitates a transition to socialism largely based on direct, ra~k-and
file democracy; and that requires exact knowledge of the State and of its
current role. The need for such knowledge is all the greater in that a
certain tradition of Jacobin-statist socialism also starts out from a
conception of the State as a mere appendage of the social and of social
classes - only, for that tradition, unlimited strengthening of the State
cannot have damaging consequences provided that it is a workers' State
functioning as an appendage of the working class.
Now, in order to circumscribe exactly the State's constitutive role in the
relations of production and the class struggle, and hence in the relations of
power, we must once and for all distinguish this question, in its theoretical
~ntext, from thl.: question of chronological origin and genesis (which
came first, the chicken or the egg, the State or class struggle and the
relations ofproductionm we must break from the positivist-empiricist,
and indeed historicist, current which also exists within Marxism. In the
order of theoretical explanation, it makes no sense whatever to speak of a
social field of class division of labour and class power existing prior to the
State; to speak, that is, of a chronologically and genealogically primordial
layer which subsequently engenders a State intervening post festum.
Wherever there is class division and thus class struggle and power, the
State already exists as institutionalized political Power. Thus, there is
no 'state of nature' or 'state of society' prior to the State, such as is
imagined by a rhole tradition that bears the clear impression of the
Enlightenment political philosophy of the social contract. Right from the
beginning, the State marks out the field of struggles, including that of the
relations of production: it organizes the market and property relations;
it institutes political domination and establishes the politically dominant
class; and it stamps and codifies all forms of the social division oflabourall social reality - within the framework of a class-divided society.
It is in this 'precise sense that we cannot imagine any social phenomenon
(any knowledge, power, language or writing) as posed in a state prior to
the State: for all social reality must stand in relation to the State and to
class divisions. This is not to say that no social reality has ever existed
in the absence of, or chronologically prior to, the State and class division,
but that within the frame of reference of a class-divided society with a
State, such a reality cannot be imagined if abstraction is made of the
State. Even if we admit that there actually was a social reality before the
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Introduction

emergence of the Statt:, onCe tht: latter is posited, every social reality
musl be conceived ;IS maintaining constitutive relations with it.
Thus, if (a particular) history is (the) history of class struggle, and if
'primitive' societies without a State are societies without such history, this
is also because the latter does not exist without a State. There can be no
history of struggks in which tht: State appears at a certain moment as the
result and the fruit: sllch history is inconceivable without the State. It is
not at all that the emergenct: of the State ushered in an irrecoverable time
(Ilislory) in which there will be a State as long as there are Men. But, as
1\ ~ . ex said, the end of class division spells the end of the State, and thus
I: .. cnd not of all Time but of that time or history which he called the
prehistory of mankind.
Class division and class struggle cannot therefore be conceived as the
Inlglll of the Statt:, in the sense of a genetic principle. But does this cast
doubt on the basic proposition that the State is grounded on social
struggles? Docs it, in other words, question the determining role of the
relations of production, and more generally the primacy of struggle and
power relations over the State? In short, is it statism to pose the question
of lhe State in this way?
I pose the question in this light in order to disentangle the skein of
prest:nt-day analyses. For while these resemble one another in challenging
the thesis that the State and power are grounded on the class struggle,
they also t:xhibit a number of important differences. Thus, I shall
reservt: until later consideration of the relevant aspects of Foucault's
problematic - one which essentially consists in referring the relationship
bet wet:n State and relations of production, between economic powers and
political powers, to a 'diagram' of Power common to the various powers
existing at a given point in time. At least this conception does not venture
into a general theory of power since the dawn of time, and at least it does
not sec in the State the foundation of all social reality.
In fact, this is precisely what is done by the whole current of 'new
philosophy', whose hollow and pretentious metaphysics of Power and the
Slale -- from Levy to Glucksmann - merges with an old institutionalist
tradition: namely, that which regards the State as the founding and
inSlilliting principle of every social relation, the a priori form of every
cOllceiv'lblc social n:alil),. Tht:irs is a truly primordial State of which
social struggles arc only lhe mirror-image and through which tht:y come
illlO existence. It is not Marxism but this conception itself which reduces
.111 power to rhe St.lte, seeing in it the consequence of that original
reality, till! Pow\:r-Slilte. Here everything is always a replica of the
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Master, the State and the Law (the debt to Lacan's version of psychoanalysis is evident); for there can be no struggles and no social reality of
any kind - be it power, language, knowledge, speech, writing or desire except through the Power-State. It is a radical evil which no struggle can
extirpate, struggle itself being the mere double of the Prince - that is to
say, of a phenomenon constituted in the original web of a Power-State
whose eternal character rests on a metaphysical universality and necessity.
This Power-State is therefore the foundation-origin of everything: the
foundation because the origin, and vice versa. State totalitarianism is both
primeval and eternal since the State is the subject of all possible History:
instead of Kant, it is with Hegel that we find ourselves once again.
The State, then, is everything - to which the other current I mentioned
answers with the symetrically opposite conception that the social is
everything and the State just its instituted appendage. The weights of
the terms State and society are thereby changed, but the problematic
remains one of a mechanical and linear causality grounded on a simplistic
monist principle and superimposed on a first metaphysics.
At this point we should recall certain analyses that a number of us have
been making for a long time. The determining role of the relations of
production, or the primacy of class struggle over the State and its
apparatuses, cannot be grasped according to a mechanical causality one, moreover, which shifts over into a linear, chronological causality
that we called historicism. But this determination and primacy do not
necessarily refer to an existence historically prior to that of the State:
whether such was the case or not is, ifI may say so, another matter. This
is true above all of the relationship between the State and the relations of
production within a given mode of production, and of the transition from
one mode of production to anQther. Marx already established this with
perfect clarity when he distinguished between 'presupposition' or
logical priority and historical-chronological precedence as two modes in
which given relations of production may come before a particular State.
In fact, determination of the State by the relations of production, or the
primacy of struggles over the State, is inscribed in diverse temporalities
and in historical forms marked by uneven development. Thus, in the
order of historical genesis, a form of State may precede the relatious of
production to which it corresponds. Examples of this abound in Marx's
work, and I ilave myself shown that the Absolutist State in Europe was
predominantly capitalist while the relations of production still bore a
feudal stamp.
Such examples tell us much of the relationship between a given
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and the prevailing rdations of production and class struggles. But
ha ve a more general bearing, since they relate to the origins of the
Stat~. :h w~ have s~cn, the question of the historical origins of the Stateth~ historico-genetic order of succession of, on the one hand, the State
and, on the other, the relations of production and class powers - is not
thcofetically homogeneous with the question of the State's foundation in
the relations of production, chss struggles, and the relations of power.
Howevef, a number of misconceptions are due to Engels himself. A
tributary in this respect of the historicist notion oflinear causality, Engels
ess~ntially tried to provide a foundation for the primacy of class struggle
ami division over the State by superimposing this question on that of the
genesis of the State. In this way, he gave in to the myth of origins. One
aim of The Origins of the Family, Private Property and the Siale is to
demonstrate that class division in the relations of production first
appeared in the so-called primitive societies, only later giving birth to the
State. But even granting the correctness of Engels's historical investigation, this does not, as he imagined, constitute a proof that the State is
determined by, and grounded on, the relations of production; or rather, it
would be a proof only if Marxism were a fully-integrated historicism.
Now, it is equally clear that a reverse historical sequence would furnish
no proof of the opposite thesis - again unless we ourselves share the
historicist problematic. I am especially thinking here of the work of Pierre
Clastres, who argues that the passage from societies without a State to
those with a State unfolded through the emergence of political power
before class division in the relations of production; and who draws the
conclusion (after many others) that the State played a fundamental and
determining role with regard to such division. This argument is supposed
to provide an overwhelming criticism of Marxism: 'So it is clearly the
political break which is decisive, and not economic changes ... And if one
wishes to retain the Marxist concepts of infrastructure and superstructure, perhaps it should be admitted that the political is the infrastructure,
while the economic is the superstructure ... ' And further: 'The political
rdation of power precedes and grounds the economic relation of
exploitation. Before being economic, alienation is political: power
con1t:s before labour; the economic is a derivation from the political; and
the emergence of the State determines the appearance of classes. '14 A
stfiking example, if evef there was one, of historicai reasoning according
to ~. ,;If causality! MOfeover, in this case, it forms part of exactly the same
th~y
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problematic as that of Engels. Supposing that Clastres's analyses are
historically accurate - and I will take care not to make an assessment of
my own - they are not at all in contradiction' with Marxism, since the
State's 'foundation' in the relations of production and in class division
does not imply that these are necessarily the 'origin' of the State. Such
analyses do not therefore call into question the determining role of the
relations of production and the primacy of struggles over the State: they
would constitute a refutation only for the positivist-empiricist, and even
historicist, problem'atic which confuses origin and foundation. To take
just one more example, Levy falls into this problematic when he invokes
Clastres's analyses in suppon of the thesis that the State is the eternal
foundation, because the origin, of every thing. 15
Not only do class struggles' have primacy over, and stretch far beyond,
the State, bur the relations of power also outmeasure the State in another
sense: relations ofpower do not exhaust &Iass relations and may go a certain
way beyond them. Of course, they will still have class pertinency, '
continuing to be located, and to have a stake, in the terrain of political
domination. But they do not rest on the same foundation as the social
class division of labour, and are neither a mere consequence nor homologues or isomorphs of that division; this is so most notably in the case of
relations between men and women. We now know that class division is
not the exclusive terrain of the constitution of power, even though in
class societies all power bears a class significance. The consequence is
well known: radical transformation of the state apparatus in the transition
to socialism is not enough for the totality of power relations to be abolished
or transformed.
Now, although these power relations stretch beyond class relations,
the State cannot keep aloof from them any more than they can be
materialized and reproduced without specific apparatuses and institl:ltions
(the couple, the family). Through its activity and effects, the State
intervenes in all the relations of power in order to assign them a class
pertinency and enmesh them in the w.eb of class powers. The State
thereby takes over heterogeneous powers which relay and recharge the
economic, political and ideological powers of the dominant class. The
power exhibited in sexual relations between men and women, which is
certainly dissimilar to that of class relations, is nevertheless invested in
the latter and is mediated and reproduced as a class relation by the
State and the company or factory: class power therefore traverses,
IS
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utilizt.:s and gt.:ars down that other power, assigning to it a given political
significance. The State is a class State not only insofar as it concentrates
pO': ., bJsed on dass relations, but also in the sense in which it lends to
sprc~,d through every power by appropriating its specific mechanisms
(':\'cn though that power is never co-extensive with the State).
11()\\'t.:ver important these points of clarification may be, it is still true
tliat ,\l.lrxism advances the following propositions:
(a) Class power is the cornerstone of power in class-divided social
formations, whose motive force is the class struggle;
(b) :\lthough grounded on economic power and the relations of production, pulitical power is primordial in that changes in its character condition
ncr)' essential transformation in the other fields of power (even if they
arc not themselves a sufficient condition);
(c) In lht.: capitalist mode of production, political power occupies a field
and a place that are distinct from the other fields of power, however
much they may intersect one another;
(d) This power is pre-eminently concentrated and materialized by the
State, which is thus the central site of the exercise of power.
Foucault and Dcleuze, in particular, reject this set of propositions in
favour ofa vision which dilutes and scatters power among innumerable
microsituations; they thereby seriously underestimate the importance of
classes and the class struggle and ignore the central role of the State. I
inrend to say no more about them for the moment. But they here meet up
with an old tradition of Anglo-Saxon sociology and political science,
running from functionalism to institutionalism, from Parsons to Merton,
Dahl, Lasswell and Etzioni - a tradition in which the centre of analysis is
shifted from the State towards the 'pluralism of micropowers'. Despite
tht.: fact that they explicitly developed all the characteristic points of the
abovt.: vision, these writers remain relatively unknown in France, where
political thought has always focussed on the (juridical) State. Indeed, it
is this very unfamiliarity, linked with the well-known provincialism of
the French intellectual arena, which allows these most hackneyed of
ideas to be presented as something new. Foucault's indisputable merits
are therefore 10 be found in another region. What is truly remarkable
is the tact that such discourse, which tends to blot out power by dispersing
it amung tiny molecular vessels, is enjoying great success at a time when
the expansion and weight of the State are assuming proportions never
stxn bdllre.
To sum up, all power (and not just class power) can exist only insofar
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as it is materialized in certain apparatuses (and not just state apparatuses).
These apparatuses are no mere appendages of power, but playa role in its
constitution: the State itself is organically present in the generation of
class powers. But in the relationship between power and apparatuses, and
more especially between class struggle and apparatuses, the fundamental
role is played by the (class) struggle, whose field is none other than that
of the relatiollS of power, economic exploitation, and political-ideological
domination and subordination. Struggles always have primacy over, and
constantly go beyond, the apparatuses or institutions.
Thus, contrary to seemingly libertarian, or indeed other, conceptions
that feed off illusions, the State plays a constitutive role not only in the
relatiollS of production and the powers which they. realize, but also in the
totality of power relatiollS at every level of society. Contrary to all
statist conceptions, however - ranging from the burningly topical ones
back to Max Weber and his vision of apparatuses/institutions as the
original site and primary field of the constitution of power relations - it is
, struggles which make up the primary field of power relations and which
invariably have primacy over th!! State. This is true not simply ofeconomic
struggles, but of the totality of struggles, political and ideological included. To be sure, the relatiollS of production still play the determining
role. But the primacy of struggles over the State goes beyond the sphere
of the relatiollS of production, sinCe there can here be no question of an
economic structure that founds struggles in its tum: quite simply, these
relatiollS of production are already relatiollS of struggle and power. Now,
this determining role is the essential and most general factor in Ihe very
ex;slen~e of struggles and in the primacy of the totality of struggles over
the State. To reject this as the foundation of struggle is to reject not only
the determining role of the economic but the primacy of any kind of
struggle over the State. Although it may seem that the tyranny of the
economic would thereby be discarded, one is inevitably left with the
devouring omnipotence of the Power-State.
Thus, of the false objectiQIlS made against Marx's thought, surely
none is more ignorant and blind than the charge of statism - even when
it springs from anti-statist political intentions of a perfect legitimacy, and
even if it is based on the undeniably totalitarian aspects of the State in the
countries of so-called real socialism. Nowhere else is th~ criticism of Marx
presented with such bad faith as among the 'new' philosophers, most
notably Glucksmann. Rather than deal with them myself, I shall hand
over to Ranciere - a writer who is, in other respects, far from gentle
with Marx'~ thought: 'Glucksmann's arguments are more radical when
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prove, against all evidence, that Marx lays stress on the State
~l~ til\: opposit\: of private society. In fact, it is the impossibility of providing Ihe slightest proof that provides him with the ultimate proof.
IIi/WI/gil u Chapter on Ihe Slale JlIld been envisaged, writes Glucksmann,
/I IS, 11.\ if I!}I rhtltlre, lIIin-ing.li·om Capital. Well-known Stalinist logic: the
b\:st proof of people's guilt is the lack of all proof. For if there is no proof,
it must be b\:Gluse they have hidden it; and if they have hidden it, then
lh\:)' IllUst he guilty. '10
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social wage are more useful to identify state activity as basically
sUPilOrting either the ruling or the working class. All aspects of state
policy--how it's financed, how it's organized, how it's distributedcun be summed up in such concepts so that the net reproductivity of
a specific state activity can be assessed.
The concepts of social wage and social profit are potentially
measurable, just as Marx's profit and wage are. They offer a common
statement of the aggregate result of state activity. We define them as
follows. Social profit is that amount of net surplus value that is
extructed from workers via the complex structures of capitalism as a
result of state policy or expenditure. Note that this frees us from the
O'Connor emphasis on taxes and expenditures as the bulk of the
state seetor-a nonbudgetary regulation can be equally as "reproductive." Social wage is the amount of net additions to the retained
value of labor time that workers can wrest from capitalist property
owners t.hrough conflict in the state arena. Any state activity can be
scrutinized for its net impact on capital and labor by adding up the
tolal eff(~cts of changes in prices, in real wages, in taxes, in real
services received and finally in changes in productivity that result.
The notions of social wage' and social profit could be used to
describe aspects of any state production activity or policy. The
distinctions of social wage and social profit would summarize the net
outcome of struggles in the public sector. Thus a struggle over health
care would balance the incidence of costs for it (including waste)
with the receipt of service in either the public or the private sector. A
better informed position for the working class might result from this
process. Workers could then compare health 'care in the two sectors.
In the private sector, health care of a cert~in quality (including prevention) now costs them so much of their labor time, as mediated
through the wage system. Publicly provided health care of a comparable or better quality would cost them more or less of their labor
time, depending on how public health is organized and mediated
through the tax structure. This approacb seems considerably more
accurate and sophisticated than demanding "commodified" health
care,
C. Rcprotiw:tiue and Unreproductiue Politics

..

This distinction is fundamentally different from the previous two
in that it does not consist of a distinction between two abstract,
mutually exclusive categories but resembles a true dialectic where the
precise dividing line is not important but where the distinction
illuminates the struggle between capital and labor. As the authors
state, "tid; final dimension of political demands is perhaps the least
tangible yet the most important" (199). It is intangible precisely
il,'('"llIse
it is . not.a
,01..
i.-- logical duality, but a dimension where conflict

over a particular feature takes place. Thus it can capture the essence
of class struggle.!
It is a strong beginning for the analysis of class conflict within the
state since a particular demand (e.g. national health service) can be
viewed as politically both reproductive and unreproductive, depending on the outcome of the struggle over it. A clear political mission,
then, for labor is to push for state sector policies and production that
are unreproductive in their nature. The distinction is nonetheless not
fully conceptualized in the article.
We have not yet worked out the analytic dimensions of the social
wage-social profit schema and are unable to pursue them here. We
would like to encourage Esping-Andersen, Friedland and Wright,
whose article has pioneered the integration of class struggle into the
analysis of the state, to join us in the construction of a theory that is
analytically similar to, and as potent as, Marx's theory of the capitalist sphere of production. We are interested in pursuing the social
profit-social wage dimension as an initial step. In doing so, we want
to emphasize that the qualitative aspects of state ideological reproduction are equally in need of investigation. Furthermore, the
existen,;( of the state as a distinct institution with human actors
who may have separate material interests and motivations cannot be
ignored. The examination of the interests of state managers and
workers, the formation of their consciousness, and their ability to
manipulatE' state structure and class struggle to their own ends is the
third major inquiry that our cunent reality presses upon us.
Footnote
1. The following chart portrays the difference between the first two categories and the third, illustrating the methodological advantages of the latter.
Distinction
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ff SHan, Ideology, r~arkel Society,

_____H_:and the [~atural History 01 Revolution
Section One

The Shifting Qualities of the State

IS THE STATE OVERWHELMING?

The state is never neutral. Along with its
beneficiaries, it leans to one side. Especially is
this true when the businessman's (or "capital·
ist") state I intervenes to socialize its citizens in
market society. In this context, the state works
to shape peoples' minds. Before we .explore
how this is done, it is appropriate to make some
preliminary remarks on the nature of the state.
The state is rightly regarded as a socializing
institution, the most powerful of disseminating
agents. It insists on the prerogative of regulating
the flow of information to all its potential
taxpayers and future war personnel. Others are
also earmarked for concern, but the crucial
matter is the way in which state elites investi·
gate, regulate, and, when necessary, punish the
nonelites. State elites claim for themselves a
monopoly of violence (see Chapter 1). Nor are
the political elites without a bias on class, scrutiny, and violent punishment. In a context
where land, labor, and goods are produced for
profit with minimal amount of state regulation,
the businessman's state (more specifically, its
leadership) dwells on public schools and scru·
tinizes texts and teachers of privately run edu·
cational institutions.
The state interests itself in the flow of all
information. When necessary the state threatens
• I have written another paper, similar to this one and
fully-footnoted, that is to appear in Larry Reynolds'
American Society, to be published by David McKay
Coo. in 1973.
I I n this analysis I will be referring primarily to the
businessman's state. the state in which the corporate
and banking propertied dominate. However, many of
my remarks could apply to socialist and other state
forms as well. In the last part I discuss revolutionary
states of the nor.businessman's varietY.

what it does not own or regulate in the realm of
the mass media. In a more paternal way, the
state directly communicates to families. private
police, churches, and like secondary institu·
tions, it expects obedience, within limits, from
these institutions. The state thereby becomes a
primary and paternal distributor and censor of
information, including accounts of its own na·
ture and the behavior of its officers and func·
tionaries. As a maker of its own design, the
state distributes ideology, comprised in. good
portion, but not entirely, of those ideas which
justify and at times obscure the relationships
between the state and all other institutions,
between the state and all persons in the society,
between the propertied who strive to command
and staff the upper levels of the state and the
propertyless who are taught to obey.
The businessman's state strives to accommo·
date the demands of an economy geared to the
use and exhaustion of human and other reo
sources in order to achieve predictable levels of
profit, high levels of corporate longevity (and
prestige), and thc; successful promotion of exec·
utive careers. Indeed, the business executive
becomes an important owner of investment
capital, a person whose prestige, wealth, and
knowledge makes him eligible to become a po·
tential occupant of official positions within the
state. There he can 'act to enhance his private
career, corporate obligations, personal honor,
and private fortunes. The businessman's state,
then, is run by propertied directors of organizational power.
In its regulatory actions, the state rejects and
often suppresses counterideologies, that is. formulas that question the legitimacy of state con·
trol and private property. Above all, the state
disallows the serious dissemination of utopian
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vIsions on societal alternatives. For example,
the businessman's state prefers to prohibit a
positive portrayal of communism in the public
school system, for the state's leaders consider
a competitive vision to be potentially subversive to its power, which it perpetuates, and to
the. economic interests, which it serves. The
businessman's state looks askance at ideas that
might in any way dissolve the ideological glue
which supplements the organizational force, for
the directors of the state are aware of the
integrating function of ideas propounded by
the state and other institutions such as religious
organizations. Thus, for example, to the degree
that people accept the myths of supply and
demand and are unaware of the practices of
administered pricing, they misperceive a reality
defined by state elites as resting on the moral
principles of the free market place. To the
degree that masses inaccurately perceive but
agree with this and related legitimating myths,
the state defines these masses as they define
themselves-as persons who accept a common
moral order. To the degree that people define
themselves as loyal to this order, they are less
likely to take actions subversive of both state
authority and private ownership of the means
of production.
Given the signal importance of ideologies for
political control, what is their content and how
are they received? Here we are concerned both
with content of themes and with forms of dissemination used to control·· populations which
the state wishes to inculcate with certain favored ideologies. Previous major formulations
on the matter of mental guidance by the state
have portrayed a state striving to maintain a
monopoly of violence and hence of day-to-day
control through the distribution of myths to a
readily brainwashed population. The mass is

generally depicted as being passive recipients at
the end of a string of institutional disseminators. From Marx through Mosca, Pareto, and
Michels, to Lasswell, this theme recurs. Paradoxically, the same writers have commented on
the conditions under which the subordinate
classes break with state ideologies and move
toward the creation of revolutionary countersymbolism and revolutionary organizations. We
must concern ourselves with the resolution of
this seeming contradiction by approaching the
problem in an orderly fashion.

MY ARGUMENT:
THE STATE MUST SHIFT GEARS

Concern with the resolution of the contra.
diction just stated moves me to explore the
following thesis, namely, the ways in which the

state formulates its justifications and uses force
to maintain political control depend to a high
degree on whether state ideologies are in fact
being accepted by the mass of people within
the subordinate classes.
Mass acceptance of state myths is to a high
degree dependent on whether objective Conditions promote a period of political equilibrium
or one of revolution. (For discussions of condi.
tions that move states towa~, into, and beYond
revolution, see Chapters 1, 3, and 4.) During
moments of equilibrium, the well-reasoned justification of political pluralism complements a
state policy of repressive redirection with a
modicum of state violence. During the early
periods of revolutionary unrest, however, mass
acceptance of state formulas wanes, as masses
acquire utopian concern on structural changes.
At this time, the state both persists in its com.
mitment to political pluralism and attempts to
coopt its critics. Furthermore, the state relies
increasingly on shockingly illogical judicial, ex.
ecutive, and administrative actions. In this con.
text, the state uses violence more frequently,
and indiscriminately, to punish those deemed
beyond the pale of state acceptance.
If the businessman's state fails and the s0cialist revolution is successful, i.e., if the alter·
nate state becomes the official state, the revolutionary state will momentarily foster the
dissemination of formulas consistent with the
revolutionary aspirations of the great majority of
. the masses. Subsequently, the contradictory demands of revolutionary defense negate many of
the prior gains associated with the struggle
against inequality. Finally, subordinate classes
and intellectuals react sharply against the alleged excesses and extremes of revolutionary
behavior. Then there exists the slight possibility
of rejuvenation of revolution and the achievement of equality through continuous struggle
against those forces associated with the new
inequality. At this point the state may well
pursue a "cultural revolution" and use a modi·
cum of violence to revitalize the revolution.
It is true that masses generally accept the
myths (especially those on the inevitability of
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eauality) presented to them by the state
.
thrOUgh the institutional network-the mass
rnedia. religious institutions, schools, families,
)risons, and the like. But not always, Admit·
~edlY during moments of equilibrium, the state
Jnd ancill<lry institutions find little opposition
to the successful flow of fabricated versions as
to how the society is organized, what the so·
cietal alternatives are, and how the state can
ensure the ideological status quo. By contrast,
during protorevolutionary and truly revolu·
tionary periods, ideology runs smack into the
continuous and popular opposition of both
counterideology and utopian construction.
Counterideology depicts the damned present,
while utopia incompletely designs the revolu·
tionary future. Confronted with these increasingly popular expressions from below, the state
expresses itself through reaffirmation of its own
ideology and the increased use of violence.
The collision between ideology and utopia
frequently occurs within the context of a politi·
cal battlefield. Generally in attempting to analyze the soldiers of struggle, we fall back on the
anthropomorphizing of class categories. Many
speak of the proletariat standing up, or a
coalition of peasants, intellectuals, workers, and
progressive bourgeoisie, and so forth. We talk
about coalition politics as if whole groups were
allied. In fact, we know better, for what we
. observe over and over again are bits and pieces
of classes, status groups, and generations co·
alescing. This being the case, unrefined class
analysis makes little sense. Sections of classes
may participate in a struggle, or even lead it,
but we should not confuse the part with the
whole and go so far as to attribute individual
characteristics to an analytic category or a real
group.
II l
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THE CLUSTERS: MORAL CORE,
APOCALYPTIC RADICALS, AMBIVALENT
PARTISANS, DELIBERATE RADICALS, AND
THE QUIESCENT DUMB

Clusters of political allies draw their membership from various sections of classes, status
groups, and generations-the crucial sources of
group behavior.
In our time, we can observe again and again
that in one corner are the heterogeneous forces
of economic conservatism and cultural tradi·

I
!

tionalism. These forces are a rag-tag combination drawn from all walks of life, and together
they constitute the "moral core_" The key carriers of societal folkways and mores, the unconscious purveyors of upper-class beliefs and
values, the dreary reciters of eternal verities,
they hang like albatrosses around the figurative
necks of political movements seeking revo·
lutionary change. Although led by an overwhelming majority of those who monopolize
the strategic resources of society, the moral core
includes, even as it rests upon, a sizable segment
of those whom corporate wealth oppresses. For
as numerous writers have indicated, it is Aormal
for many of those who suffer repression-even
the double exploitation of class-racial manipulation meted out by the white man in the black
colonies-to adapt to circumstances in which
the oppressed are without a revolutionary alternative by identifying with their oppressors.
This mental set remains among many of the
oppressed as a form of cultural residue, one
based on a previous adaptation maintained long
after the society has passed from a condition of
near·equilibrium to one of revolutionary flux.
Political organizations simply have not had time
to unwork the mental markings of the past. As
such, the residual loyalty of these victims functions to legitimate the moral core's leadership
and myths. What better way to make a ruling
group respectable than to have an oppressed
group testify its loyalty through continued
identification and even emulation? After all,
the affluent leadership can't be all that bad,
since many miserable ones subscribe to it.
Flagrantly opposed to the moral core are the
"apocalyptic radicals." Drawn from many
classes but especially the petite bourgeoisie and
the young working classes, the'" persons bring a
total indictment against the corrupt present.
They call for the creation of a revolutionary
presence on all matters, they see and demand
bipolarization now, they fully expect the forces
of revolution to triumph soon, they live part of
the future within their countercommunities (including both working class and petit bourgeois
groups), they pen the rough outlines of the new
society, thereby justifying the casualties of ongoing and pending armed struggle. The apoca·
Iyptic radicals are always visible in societies
where a market economy exists-partly because
some are publicly adopted and feted by the
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more cosmopolitan members of the establish·
ment. But they become most obvious when a
society moves during the early prodromal peri·
od from ready adjustment of various parts to a
period of rapid and near·total reorganization.
During these moments, their numbers grow as
does the din and influence of their revelations.
The apocalYPtic radicals often become para·
. mount among the rank and file assembled at
demonstration sites.
Somewhere between the moral core and the
apocalyptic radicals are those who are both
ideological and utopian. They are the "segmental partisans"-persons who have compartmentalized their minds to accept (a) portions of
justifications of the present (ideology), (b) indictments of the ongoing (counterideology),
and (c) formulations on revolutionary alternatives (utopianism). One moment allied with the
moral core, segmental partisans consistently admonish those who violate the principles of the
past. Yet, the next moment they sarcastically
and inconsistently derogate the parameters of
. the same institutions whose rules and principles
they had recently defended. Segmental partisans express contradictory statements, but
many of their criticisms run deep. According to
segmental partisans-a sizable minority of
whom are intellectuals-the state sets boundaries around institutions, which behave within
prescribed limits to socialize. They damn to
irrational perdition the very ones whose "autonomous rationality" must be achieved if the
moderate goals of the segmental partisans are to
be realized.
Sometimes out of despair, the segmental partisans identify with the goals, if not the
careening style, of the apocalyptic vanguard.
Illustrative wou Id be left-democrats, discussed
in Chapter 9.
However confused the segmental partisans
may be, it becomes the task of egalitarian
movements to eliminate their central inconsistencies and to persuade the ambivalent to accept revolutionary utopias, which the converts
can later help design more preCisely.
To win the segmental partisans is no routine
activity, and from the point of view of many
within the radical movement, this task should
not fall to the apocalyptic radicals, who tend to
alienate most people, including each other.
Through default, the job generally falls to the

"deliberate radicals," a category in many wayS
dissimilar to other radicals, especially the
apocalyptic variety. Their relative calmness in
the art of persuasion complements their insis.
tence on viewing people's political beliefs as
falling on a continuum. Indeed, deliberate radio
cals believe that persons can move up a scale
from conservative to radical under the pressure
of current events, participatory involvement
critical friendship, and political self-analysis. Ali
those considerations press the deliberate radio
cals to be flexible but firm when dealing with
persons who have internalized chunks of both
the mores of the past and the utopian vision of
the future. By contrast, apocalyptic radicals are
more prone to be frenetic in life style, more apt
to view individuals as all good or all bad, cer.
tainly more likely to condemn personally those
unlike themselves, more predisposed to be impatient, rigid, inflexible, and high-handed.
The deliberate radicals best handle the guidance of the ambivalent partisans through situations in which the ambivalent do as much as they
can for a particular cause and where the predict.
able repression of the state will and anger and
press them to do more to solve the particular
problem. It is the task of the deliberate radicals
to help fo interpret ceitain watershed events as
they and the ambivalent partisans pass through
crises loaded with potential for radicalization.
But to lead in such a way demands subtlety
and perhaps an element of guile, qualities
scarcely known among the apocalyptic radicals
in search of immediate apocalypse. The deliberate radicals do not accept such a vision of
forthcoming events, and above all they reject
the related and dichotomous distinctions between the saved and the damned. The deliberate radicals eschew the belief that it is necessary
for everyone to choose sides now in order to
achieve a propertyless, classless, status less, and
stateless society.
Deliberate radicals propound a firm but pa. tient evolutionary view on when and how revolution can take place. They believe that if and
when a particular sequence of conditions and
processes occurs-and revolutionaries should
help to shape and accelerate the processes by
widening the base of popular support-then
there will in all probability follow a successful
revolution. This calculating and activist approach leads many others to view the deliberate
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By contrast, the consciousness of the quiescent dumb is totally different from the perspective of the deliberate radicals. The quiescent
dumb seem to be singularly mindless. They act
like persons whose cortical areas have been
dulled by the litany of all institutions. Their
perspectives become antiscientific, especially in
the realm of nonwork relations. What characterizes these people is unintelligent, nonscientific
use of elementary information on the relation
between state power and market economy.
Their minds appear to be incapacitated, unable
to think in terms of how the state and private
property systematically control and exploit
their very lives. For them their fortunes ride on
chance, luck, cosmic dictation, or a combination of these. It is this group which makes a
contribution to the old regime, but the worth
of the contribution is ordinarily analogous to
the significance of giant logs blocking the beach
about to be traveled by an assault group.
The quiescent dumb are not part of the
moral core, for they carry and practice few of
the values of tradition. Quite frequently they
believe little or nothing which lies beyon9 the
bounds of their privatized, family-centered
lives. Largely unknown to themselves, they are
quite frequently cynics or pessimists-people
who do not vote and in general do not believe
in the pluralistic formulas on political participation. They do not attend church or school,
except when necessary. Nor do they subscribe
seriously to myths on the life hereafter, not to
mention the life before passage. In the United
States today, these people seldom apprehend
televised materials (although their sets may be
turned on for hours every day) or read newspapers, books, or magazines. However, when they
do, they comprehend information only in a
very limited number of areas and only in the
most concrete sense.
It's as if they are incapable of learning in
areas that vitally affect them. Nor do they share
moral·core beliefs on the presumed goodness to
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be derived from an understanding of public
issues. Generally they are out of public life,
but they are many. Yet they are sometimes in
it, and then they can be significant. During
political crises numbers of them can be activated by the defenders of the status quo to
leave their political lethargy and to speak and
to act on subjects which they only minimally
understand. The quiescent dumb derive from all
classes, status groups and generations. They are
by no means drawn exclusively from the lumpen proletariat and the working poor, some of
whose members are both highly informed and
committed.
All these types constitute the principal actors who troup about the stage of politics during moments of equilibrium and revolution
alike. But they do not move through time as if
all stages were identical. For time includes periods, and if we are to understand history we
must at the very least schematize its trajectory.
And in our time to do so demands that we
make relevant distinctions between the periods
of stationary equilibrium and those associated
with total cultural revolution:
1. The period of stationary equilibrium, or
the preprodromal period
2. The prodromal period itself
3. The coming to power of the radicals
4. The period of encirclement
5. Tliermidor-the period of reaction
TRANSITIONAL REMARKS

Before considering the five stages of total
cultural revolution, we turn to an important
reading, for it sho·uld help to give some flesh to
the skeleton already presented, as well as to the
last section to be considered.
Max Nomad has summarized Waclaw Machajski's turn·of-the·century views on the miscarriages of revolution fostered by those who
pose as revolutionary intellectuals. It's been almost ten years since I first read this essay, and
it's as stimulating now as it was then. The
message is clear, although by no means proven_
Intellectuals can conceivably abscond with revolutionary power and gyp the people in the
name of revolution.
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Section One

The Fight Against Big Capital

DEMOCRACY: LEFT, RIGHT, AND CENTER

Left-democracy differs considerably from its
right-wing counterpart. When people demand
equality and view its achievement as possible
through the parliamentary process, they place
themselves in a camp far removed from those
where elites insist on obedience to parliamen'
tary procedures as the goal as well as the means
of democracy. In the middle is the centerdemocratic position. Essentially social demo·
cratic, the center stands for the use of parlia·
mentary processes to alleviate social problems
stemming from a capitalist structure viewed as
amenable to slow but continuous alteration.
To define democracy-left, right, and cen·
ter-with more precision, we will concern our·
selves with the ideology, structure, and the crit·
icisms of all three forms. However, this chapter
dwells primarily on left-democratic phenomena.
LEFT-DEMOCRACY

The ideology of left-democracy reflects its
class, status, and generational bases. Historical·
Iy, the most numerous supporters of leftdemocracy have been:

1. The small farmers, locked into a one-crop
economy dependent on a world market price
structure over which they have had little can·
trol.
2. The marginal workfng class, trapped also
by economic vicissitudes such as cyclical unemployment.
3. The intellectuals and students, blessed
with a plentitude of knowledge on the workings
of the system but with little power to rectify
structural problems.
Wheat farmers, black industrial workers, mi- nority farmers, alienated ministers, rebellious

priests, wild poets, intense junior faculty, and
finally, as well as most significantly in the
United States today, the cyclically volatile students-ali are committed to achieving either considerably greater equity for the downtrodden or
the systematic introduction of equality into all
aspects of human relations. In this regard, the
most popular bromide has been "equality of
opportunity," a vague self-contradictory formula whose very denotation of equality implies an
inequality of origin. However, many left-democrats would press for economic, political, and
social equality in perpetuity. Indeed, an occasional left-democrat goes so far as to favor
grass-roots socialism, all the way from a leftagrarian populism to urban industrial democ·
racy. In both instances the people would run
their own co-ops, neighborhood councils. and
l'ity halls. Unlike social aemocrats and rightdemocrats, the left-democrats find little room
for coordination from above. Hence left-democrats reject city managers, urban planners, and
other elites unless the ordinary folk can instruct
the managers continuously on how to carry out
their tasks. Left-democrats believe: Let the pea·
pie do it themselves.
Left-democratic declarations (and not my
opinion) can be summarized as follows:

1. Ultimately it is only through socialism
or highly abridged capitalism that democracy
can be made meaningful. So long as powerful
interests own the society's strategic resources,
these interests will use their financial power to
undermine the proper functioning of parliamen·
tary procedures. They will cease to reflect any
popular mandates for change. Given corporate
obstruction of the parliamentary process, the
people can and must regulate these vested inter·
ests. In the long haul, however, the people will
205
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learn the pragmatic utility of a just but stern
appropriation of monopoly capital-the giant
corporations, bent on excessive profits, consumer overcharges, and legislative manipulations, which withstand governmental efforts to
break them up into smaller units that are less
capable of collusion. This state takeover of the
monopolies is absolutely essential if the people
are to achieve justice thrcugh parliamentary
means.
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2. Agrarian socialism includes the nationalization of all corporate and banking resources.
Slated for nationalization would be heavy and
light industries, public utilities, transportation,
banking, and urban agglomerations of land. Set
aside for private ownership would be considerable land in small and medium-size acreages,
belonging to landholders engaged in farming;
small retail outlets owned by those who have
suffered long from the practices of monopolies
and oligopolies; private homes owned by the
persons who would continue to define their
homes as their castles; many producer and consumer cooperatives established by the people
themselves in such areas as artisan production,
food retail, educational television and radio; the
mass media, retained in large part by private
persons to allow the people to continue to
exercise their rights to justly criticize one another, as well as the state; and the people's
churches, maintained separate from a state
whose secularism could conceivably undermine
an institution of mixed utility.
3. Nationalization is but one step-it must

be followed by people's control over production and distribution. Let the people run every
sphere. Wherever they may be, let the people
govern. More specificallv, let the people elect as
they coordinate the managers of factories,
mines, offices, retail outlets, recreation groups.
Unless the people can participate in their own
ongoing democratization, they will remain in a
state of complete alienation. When folks become so alienated, the very condition encourages the formation of an organizational oligarchy. It constitutes the very antithesis of
democracy.
For every Tennessee Valley Authority, let
there be a people's council to guide it. For
every organic food distribution center, let the
folk elect their own representatives. For every
university coffee house, let the employees set
and enforce policy .
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4. Left-democratic theory assumes that, if
and when the state nationalizes industries selectively and the people control them appropriately, the people will have taken a giart' step
toward control of their own political destinies.
The ideology consists of the following stipula_
tions. Too long have powerful corporations and
banks used their financial and related political
powers to prevent the achievement of justice,
to distort the natural functions of the legislature, to undermine the executive powers of the
President, and to bend the judicial branches of
government. By nationalizing these vested interests, establishing popular control, but allowing
for the retention of a private sector, the popular state will create the preconditions for the
meaningful operation of parliamentary forms.

5. If and when the people do nationalize
industries selectively, there will nonetheless reemerge an oligarchy in many ways as reprehensible as those only recently replaced, unless the
people can directly control their own institutions. As odious as private capitalism is state
capitalism, which has reference to a society in
which the state nationalizes industries, concentrates decision-making on economic matters in
the hands of the few, and deliberately denies
significant decision-making power to the many,
It distributes wealth and prestige to favor politi.
cal leaders, markets goods on a profitable basis
for the state-owned firms, and indeed treats labor
as if it were a commodity. Current Communist
Russia would be illustrative. In this sense, state
capitalism is as bad as its predecessor. State
capitalism in fact, proves to be synonomous
with right-communism. And as such it is vulnerable to criticisms emanating from both the left·
communist and left-democratic camps.
6. On the penalty of losing: If and when the

left fails to nationalize basic industries and capitalism remains, the corporate concentrators of
private wealth and coercive strength will proceed to use their economic power to strangle
even .harder what remains of the parliamentary
process through both gross and subtle purchases
of politicians, parties, administrators, judges,
and sundry others. A heavy left-democratic defeat leaves a vacuum that invites a new formula
justifying inequalities. The formula-pluralismtakes many forms, but foremost is the idea of
people exerting an equal influence over political
elites through the formation and use of pressure
groups. In fact, the empirical world is different.
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t\'113t passes for pluralistic lobbying of all con·
cerned interests is in fact a lopsided purchasing
of political figures always in need of campaign
funds for the coming reelection, parties in need
of recurrent financial replenishment, adminis·
trators in need of staff and favorable decisions
on governmental and private appropriations,
judges in need of career promotions, and so
forth. After a serious left-democratic defeat,
capital exacerbates those tendencies, creates.
new lacerations, and further demeans the parliamentary process.
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7. When the wealthy continue to control
the parliamentary processes after a telling defeat of left-democrats, the great mass of people
cannot solve their economic problems. In the
United States the major left-democratic battle
was fought and lost between 1912 and 1918; a
lesser effort occurred between 1930 and 1938.
It, too, failed. Since that time the upper classes
have governed With little threat from below.
These upper classes continue to control the
Congress, the chief executive and the judiciary.
Today many Americans have found that
they cannot solve the country's major economic and overseas problems while working through
the federal political processes controlled by the
upper classes-unless their interests and those of
the upper classes happen to coincide, which
seldom happens. Hence, long-standing and deep
grievances have generally accumulated-except
when a benevolent and enlightened sector of
the upper class sees fit to intervene in order to
lessen the burden of blue-collar workers.
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8. When people cannot solve their problems
through the parliamentary process, they have
the right to revolution. Ever since Samuel
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Adams, Thomas Paine, and Thomas Jeff Eison,
left-democrats have held that if and when (.leopie cannot rely on the parliamentary process to
solve their problems, they have the right to
revolution. More recently, William O. Douglas
has laid this right on the line:
George III was the symbol against which our
Founders made a revolution now considered
bright and glorious. George III had not
crossed the seas to fasten a foreign yoke on
us. George III and his dynasty had established and nurtured us and all that he did
was by no means oppressive. But a vast restructuring of laws and institutions was
necessary if the people were to be content.

That restructuring was not forthcoming and
there was revolution.
We must realize that today's Establish·
ment is the new George III. Whether it will
continue to adhere to his tactics we do not
know. If it does, the redress, honored in tra·
dition, is also revolution. 1
Needless to say, .this left-democratic opinion
fails to find acceptance among contemporary
right·democrats.

9. The revolution directs its energies for the
people and against those giant corporations and
corrupt politicians who perpetuate both domestic exploitation of politically undefended workers and overseas wars that encourage the oppression of colonized people. Should this revolution occur, it must direct its attention to deep
domestic problems and overseas immoralities.
Currently, such persistent domestic problems as
poverty and environmental destruction demand
immediate attention.
Overseas, our imperialist efforts must halt.
U.S. military forces must no longer strive to
protect areas traditionally -used by American
corporations as (a) sources of cheap raw materials, unskilled labor, and inexpensive goods, (b)
purchasers of overpriced U.S. goods, (c) sites of
U.S. investment, (d) stockyards for the accumulation of military hardware and the billeting of
cannon·fodder, plus (e) battle areas established
and maintained overseas by U.S. military forces
to prevent insurgent revolutionary forces from
taking state power. The United States must
change its ways and encourage the withdrawal
of its corporations from dependence on imperial roles at that moment when the progressive
state instructs the U.S. military to withdraw
from foreign battlefields.
The most urgent problems remain the domestic ones, although obviously the foreign and
the home-front areas are intertwined.

1D. The domestic exploitation includes
every kind of private and public chicanery that
one can imagine. With the elimination of imperialism the United States will have sufficient
funds to deal with problems already thoroughly
studied.
Indeed, the left·democrats lead in research
concerned with corruption. Their exposes fill
not only the lesser journals but the major newsI William O. Douglass, Points of Rebellion (New
York: Vintage Books, 1970), p. 95.
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papers and popular bookshelves as well. Illustrative would be the current work of Ralph Nader.
Despite their energetic exposes, left-democrats remain caught within a contradiction. The
ambivalence of the left-democratic movement
can be captured in the following propensities:
(a) to engage in parliamentary politics even
though the movement has already defined these
politics as useless for gair:ling peoples' power
because of the intrinsic corruption of the parliamentary process, and (b) to back those revolutionaries who have opted against parliamentary
forms and for urban guerilla warfare. Here the
left-democrats philosophically straddle two
quite different alternatives. In the meantime,
they become principally involved in parliamentary politics. And on occasion they win a victory. Its occurrence, however infrequent, nonetheless vindicates their "choice." But the choice
has little structural impact. Left-clemocratic
drift into the morass of recurrent campaigns
and predictable defeats is marked by a decadi·
nal victory of little practical consequence.
LEFT-DEMOCRATS AS POTENTIAL FASCISTS:
THE NATURE OF THE ACCUSATION

In the last two decades a number of intellectuals have condemned left-clemocrats as author·
itarian, antidemocratic and even antisemitic. Especially have· these criticisms been directed
against the agrarian populists of America's
Great Plains-the agrarian radicals of Oklahoma,
Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota, North Dakota, and by implication, the prairie provinces of
Canada. The charge of the critics is clear: the
populists once did (and continue to) display a
disrespect for elected authority by insisting on
their right to recall duly elected representatives
judged to be faulty, their power to initiate
legislation viewed as necessary, and finally, the
right to use the referendum to undo legislation
passed by "responsible" political leaders. Furthermore, this mass of culpable farmers and
equally dislikable allies have on occasion used
derogatory stereotypes to blacken certain reo
spectable members of the community engaged
in functionally important roles associated with
grain storage, grain sale, farm implement manufacture, farm equipment purchase, railroad
transportation, agricultural credit, and the public utilities. Perhaps even more disgusting was

"

..
the way in which populist demagogues plaYed
on public gullibility in order to sway the Ordi.
nary folk to oCiieve that political improprietie
were somehow linked to the manipulative pro~
pensities of corporate wealth.
So much for the criticisms of the past and
ongoing populists. What has been their histori.
cal residue?
A more current condemnation of the popu.
lists has taken the form of blaming them for the
advent of McCarthyism: the purge of American
intellectuals from university and government
positions, which ran between 1950 and 1956.
The anti-McCarthy indictment holds that the
key supporters of Senator Joseph McCarthy
came from the geographical areas in which pop.
ulism and rural progressivism had once flour.
ished. Indeed, it was alleged, these two forms
had prepared the way for McCarthyism by creating an intolerance of ambiguity, a rejection of
the foreign, a repugnance against the complex,
and a dislike of the sophisticated Easterner. All
these attitudes comprised a syndrome which
Joe McCarthy manipulated in order to get himself elected to Congress, where he could terror.
ize Eastern intellectuals of more gentle temperament and reformist persuasion. From Richard
Hofstadter through Daniel Bell and many of
their contemporaries, we find this indictment
of America's foremost contributors to the left.
democratic tradition.
But the historical record indicates that Hofstadter was wrong. For one thing, there has
been little effort on the part of Hofstadter and
like-minded essayists to clarify all the epistemo·
logical ambiguities associated with being "polit·
ically authoritarian." But even if we accept the
term as a basis for carrying on discussion, we
can only comment that there has been no
sound basis for accusing the agrarian democrats
of serious antisemitism or profoundly antidemocratic inclinations. None of America's ~rong
antisemitic movements flourished in geographi·
cal zones with populist traditions. Rather, anti·
semitism, especially in its more virulent forms,
such as those which thrived during the 19305,
has been principally a metropolitan phenomenon, popular among classes and status groups
without populist commitments. Here we are
talking about big-city "brown shirts," uni·
formed and violent imitators of the German
Nazi phenomenon. It was Eastern and Midwest-
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.'n but especially urban, German, Protestant,
~~\..:er.middle and upper.worki~g ~I.ass. These
.'1tisemites were concentrated In cities such as
;~cw York, Detroit, and Chicago. Bitter anti·
nmitism has also surfaced in some small towns,
:~ in the case of the notorious Black Legion
during the 1930s. But then, not everyone in
those small towns falls within the populist tra·
dition. Many residents did not, and perhaps
many of these were the vicious antisemites. We
do not know. Only time and research will tell
us. Until then essays can not demonstrate
whether the populist tradition was at fault.
The antidemocratic charges leveled against
the populists have been grossly unfair, although
it is true that grain farmers have frequently
shown a disrespect for political leaders who
were obviously acting in collusion with corpo·
rate interests. In this sense the populist demo·
crats did view political authorities as potentially
crooked. And they attempted to create mecha·
nisms whereby each and every adult would have
an electoral way of exerting his or her influence
to correct these situations. These agrarians cre·
ated the "recall," the "initative," and the "ref·
erendum" to try to exact from legislatures
machinery that would shape an economy consistent with the right to engage in the unrestricted expression of political ideas. It will be observed that this effort was not one of undoing
civil liberties, but rather one of creating liberties
that would merge with altered social conditions
to allow for the full attainment of justice, freedom, and equality.
True, the interests of corporate wealth
would be violated by such political efforts. During the process of appropriation, as well as the
events leading to it, the agrarian democrats
might use cartoons, speeches, ant! other forms
of propaganda to sten:otype the ones deemed
worthy of such depictions. Granted also was
the presence of orators~ a small minority of
them were antisemitic. But they articulated the
grievances of farmers who were overcharged for
the storage of their grains, cheated on the price
of grain sold, unduly burdened by the costs
paid for commodities shipped to markets,
charged too much for the farm implements
purchased from the farm machinery oligopoly,
and squeezed periodically in the vice of fixed
farm prices and declining grain prices, while
being ignored by traditional politicians only
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superficially concerned with wheat farmers'
grievances, ruled against by state and federal
judges committed to a laissez-faire ideology
shared by the same individuals who dominated
an economy and polity that obviously did not
work to the advantage of the one·crop agrarians. Given the battles waged by agrarian democrats (especially one-crop wheat farmers)
against oligarchical authorities and for the democratic right to carryon that struggle through a
more direct, representative parliamentary system, it would be surprising indeed to discover
that these agrarians had left a legacy which
might predispose their sons to favor the repression of civil liberties.
For the record, when we examine the arguments and evidence alleging that populists were
predecessors to McCarthyism, we are struck by
the absence of such a correlation. Mike Rogin's
study has provided us with this refutational
material. 2 Not the Great Plains agrarians but
certain cold-war intellectuals have created this
correlation. And they have done so, not on the
basis of statistical materials, but largely out of
their own imaginations.
THE CURRENT PERTINENCE
OF THE POPULIST INDICTMENT··

Until recently it was popular to debate
whether the United States has been ruled by a
"power elite" or "governed through a plurality
of contending pressure groups." Prominent in
these discussions have been C. Wright Mills,
Robert Dahl, David Riesman, and William
Kornhauser. Perhaps these arguments are somewhat dated. In any event, we consider them
more thoroughly in Chapter 10. By the year
1972, sufficient empirical material had been
gathered to indicate the degree to which
wealthy families in the United States have used
their economic power, whether as family units
or corporate entities, to bend the parliamentary
processes and move them to work for these
families. At times this bending creates a caricature of government-for example, when Congress creates a federal agency to regulate a private industry whose executives subsequently
and informally pick as agency heads the very
persons the agency is supposed to regulate.
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I Michael P. Rogin, The Intellectuals and McCarthv:
The Radical Spector (Cambridge, M.I.T. Press, 1967).
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G. William Oomhoff compiled an impressive
amount of documentE:liJn on these and related
matters, and we spend considerable time discussing his materials. 3 He has taken up the
following items:
1. The
2. Tr.e
3. The
4. The
5. The
ments.

control of the corporate economy.
shaping of American foreign policy.
control of the federal government.
military, the CIA, and the FBI.
control of state and local govern-

Unfortunately, we can summarize only part
of these materials. We examine the first two
matters in considerable detail, as we attempt to
investigate the fallacious quality of the indictment against the populist charges.
THE CONTROL OF CORPORATE ECONOMY

Domhoff demonstrated the existence within
the United States of an interlocking directorate
which in fact runs the national corporate economy. Only several thousand families are involved. Their Social Register listings, familial
wealthy. private school affiliations, club membership ties, corporate directorships, and top
managerial positions plus their high levels of
overall agreement despite the presence of ideological differences strongly registers this group
as a nationwide upper class acting for itself. Nor

are Oomhoff's findings unique. They are consistent with the materials gathered by Floyd
Hunter as well as W. Cloyd Warner and James
Abegglin.4
In carrying out these activities, the American
upper class depends heavily on the profession
of law, and many upper-middle-class attorneys
aspire to the upper class. Lawyers and law firms
service the upper classes in a multiplicity of
ways-as consultative specialists on corporate
law. as representatives before judges prone to
issue antilabor injunctions, or as legislative specialists committed to the promotion of special
interests through the precise framing of law.
lG. William Domhoff, Who Rules America? (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall. 1967).
4 Floyd
Hunter. Community . Power Structure
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1953); W. Lloyd Warner and James C. Abegglen, Big
Business Leaders in America (New York: Atheneum,
1963).
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And they are found in many institutions, including foundations, foreign policy associa.
tions, and universities. These are but a fraction
of their services .
THE SHAPING OF THE AMERICAN POLITY

Certain institutions enjoy a strong and constant influence on the shape of U.S. politics.
Shape should not be confused with contrOl,
which is too strong a designation. But as Oomhoff indicated, the establishment exercises a
powerful directional influence on institutions in
the United States.
I. A Summary of Domhoff's Analysis S

Oomhoff analyzed the following institutions;
here we merely list a portion of the totality:
A. Tax-Exempt Charity Foundations-such
as the Ford Foundation and the Rockefeller
Foundation; groups which provide funds for
a great variety of cultural, intellectual, and
educational activities.
B. Special Associations Aimed at Shaping
Public Opinion on Special Issues. Pertinent
here is the Council on Foreign Relations
(CFR) and the Foreign Policy Association
(FPA). Both emphasize foreign affairs. Domestic issues receive careful scrutiny and singularly incisive recommendations through
the Business Advisory Council (BAC), the.
Committee for Economic Development
(CEO), the National Advertising Council
(NAC), and the National Association of
Manufacturers (NAM).
C. The University, especially the elite institutions which train most of the country's
leading lawyers, academicians, and ;;hysicians. These schools provide high-quality ~x
pertise for those to be trained as well as for
those already trained but in need of ongoing
advice.
D. The Mass Media, themselves important in
the spread of information and the related
creation of opinion.
II. An Elaboration of Domhoff's Analysis

We can now examine more carefully each of
these points.
5 Domhoff, op_ cit., pp. 63-83. Copyrighted material, reprinted by permission of Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
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~ The Foundations
~~rnhoff focused on the thirteen largest
foundations in the United States. His con·
densed summary on their control structure
defies further abstraction:

Our data should be presented on a foun·
dation.by·foundation basis, but to avoid teo
diousness we will restrict ourselves to several
examples after making the following generalizations. Twelve of the top 13 foundations
are controlled by members of the power
elite, with two·thirds of their trustees com·
ing from the upper class (51 percent) of
major corporations (16 percent). The only
exception is the Kellogg Foundation, which
is controlled by local interests in central
Michigan. The one·third of the trustees who
are neither members of the upper class nor
corporate executives are professional persons, most of them college presidents or college professors. Just over half of all trustees
attended Harvard, Yale, or Princeton; 22
earned Phi Beta Kappa keys; 20 are in the
Links Club of New York; and eight are on
the board of the RAND Corporation, the Air
Force "think factory" supported primarily
by government contracts. There is a considerable interlock among the Ford, Rockefeller, Carnegie, Sloan, and Commonwealth
foundations, and this group has weaker ties
to the Duke Endowment and the Danforth
Foundation. No generalizations can be made
about the ideological commitments of the
foundations. Some support liberal and educational interests and ideological struggles
which we have seen to be present within the
upper class. In the following paragraphs we
will go into more detail on six of the foundations: Ford, Rockefeller, Carnegie, Lilly,
Pew, and Danforth. 6
The Ford Foundation has been impressive. It
is by far the biggest foundation. We can
observe that between its inception during
the early 1950s and approximately 1967 it
has spent more than $80 million on educational television. This figure grows by $6
million a year. Indeed, the' chief creation of
the Ford Foundation has been National Educational Television (NET), a network of 90
independent stations.
NET offers late·afternoon and evening
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cultural and informative programs, as well as
material for children. Nor is this program·
ming reactionary. As Domhoff indicated,
NET provides one of the many lines of communicacion between the more progressive
sections of the upper-class and the upper·
middle-class intelligentsia.
Consistent with this channel of idea dis·
semination and the liberality of the packaged opinions are other projects heavily supported by the Ford Foundation:
1. The Ford Foundation gave a $15million grant to the Fund for the Republic, a
group which opposed McCarthyism (after it
had already been responsible for consider·
able devastation).
2. The Ford Foundation was instrumental in establishing the liberal-oriented
Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions in Santa Barbara, California.
3. The Ford Foundation largely subsidized Harvard's Russian Research Center, a
group whose undisguised interest in the cold
war is favored by certain sections of the U.S.
government.
Turning to another Ford benefaction in the
educational realm, the foundation has taken
over the financing of Harvard's Russian Research Center from the Carnegie Foundation. It gave $131,000 of the center's budget
for 1965, with the remaining $9,000 coming
from Carnegie funds. With a staff of 57
scholars drawn from the many colleges and
universities in the Boston area, this center
provides consultants to the State Department and the CIA, as well as lecturers to the
Army War College, the Foreign Service Institute, and the Council on Foreign Relations. 7
Consistent with the Ford Foundation allembracing concern is the breadth of upperclass backgrounds common, to the Ford
Foundation's Trustees (1967).
TRUSTEES OF THE FORD FOUNDATION'
Upper-Class Trustees

Stephen Bechtel is head,of the little-known, but very
large, Bechtel Construction Corporation of Oak7

Ibid., p. 66, reprinted by permission of the pub-

lisher.
6Ibid., p. 65, reprinted by permission of the pub-

lisher.

8lbid., pp. 66-68, reprinted by permission of the

pub'lisher.
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land, California. Mr. Bechtel is also a director of
Morgan Guaranty Trust, Southern Pacific, Continental Can, Bechtel-McCone Corporation, and Stanford University, among others.
Eugene Black is a Southern-born aristocrat who is a
long-time employee of the Rockefeller interests. He
is a director of Chase Manhattan, IT&T, The New
York Times, Cummins Engine, the Brookings Institution, and Johns Hopkins University, among others.
John Cowles (Exeter, Harvard) of Minneapolis is coowner of the family publishing empire, which includes Look Magazine and newspapers in Minneapolis and Des Moines. He is also a trustee for the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, and a
director of the First National Bank of Minneapolis
and the Equitable Life Insurance Company of
Iowa.
Donald K. David is a Harvard Business School professor and dean who sits on several corporate boards.
Benson Ford (Hotchkiss, Princeton) is a director of
the National Safety Council and chairman of the
Board of the Traffic Safety Committee. He is a
vice-president at Ford Motor Company.
Henry Ford II (Hotchkiss, Yale) is a director for
General Electric, General Foods, and Philco._ He
runs the Ford Motor Company.
Roy E. Larsen (SR: NY) is chairman of the executive
committee of Time, Inc.
John J. McCloy (SR, NY) is a director of many corporations. As a former chairman of the 'board at Chase
Manhattan he is a key interlock between the Ford
Foundation and the Rockefeller empire. Mr. McCloy is chairman of the Ford Foundation trustees.
Joseph Irwin Miller, the head of Cummins Engine
Company, is a director of AT&T and many other
corporations.
Bethuel Webster (SR, NY) is a corporation lawyer who
was a consultant for John J. McCloy when McCloy
was High Commissioner of Germany.
Charles E. Wyzanski, Jr. (Exeter, Harvard), is a Jewish
member of the upper class. Judge Wyzanski is married to another member of the Jewish aristocracy,
Gisela Warburg, who came to this country to escape
the Nazi persecution.
Others
Mark F. Ethridge is the editor of the Louisville
Courier-Journal, which is owned by Barry Bingham,

who sits on the board of the Rockefeller Foundation ••••
Laurence Gould is president of Carleton College.
Julius Stratton is president of MIT.
·"SR" designates membership in the local community's Social Register, a reputed indication of membership in the upper class.

Henry T. Heald was president of Ford Foundation at

the time of this study. He was the president of
Illinois Institute of Technology (1940-1952) and
NYU (1952-1956) before joining the Ford Foun.
dation. His training was as an engineer. He is a
director of AT&T, U.S. Steel, Equitable Life, and
Lever Brothers.

The Rockefeller and Carnegie founda.
tions are structured along almost identical
lines. The activities of the Rockefeller Foun.
dation, the oldest and most famous if not
the largest of the foundations, inclUde
studies of tropical diseases, subsidies to the
Population Research Center at Harvard, and
a Russian research center at Columbia as
well as numerous other subsidies of universi.
ties. The Trustees of the Rockefeller Foun.
dation (1967) can be classified according to
whether they are (a) upper-class members,
(b) representatives from upper-class busi.
nesses, and (e) others.
TRUSTEES OF THE ROCKEFELLER
FOUNDATION9
Upper-Class Members
Barry Bingham (Middlesex School, Harvard) is the
publisher of the Louisville Couder-Journaland the
Louisville Times, and an heir to a Standard Oil
fortune. He is an Episcopalian, a Democrat, 8nd

like many upper-class Southerners, a listee in the;
Washington Social Register.
Lloyd D. Brace (SR, Boston) is a B.oston banker who
sits on many corporate boards.
Arthur Amory Houghton, Jr. (SR, NY). is president of
Corning Glass and a director of New York Life
I nsurance and U.S. Steel, among others.
John R. Kimberly (Phillips Andover, MIT) inherited
the Kimberly-Clark Company of Wisconsin, which
was originally a- paper-making firm. He sits on the
boards of Northwestern Mutuall-ife, First National
City Bank of New York, Corning Glass, Lawrence
College, and the Episcopalian Church Foundation,
as well as being president and chairman of the
family firm.
Lord Frank of Headington is an English lord.
John D. Rockefeller 11/ (SR, NY) is the Rockefeller
brother who specializes in cultural matters. As
chairman of the foundation he has a firm grip on its
activities. Other trustees come and go-he does not.
He is president of the Japanese Society, the Asia
Society, and the Council on Economic and Cultural
9Ibid., pp. 68-69, reprinted by permission of the
publisher.
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AHairs. He is chairman of the National Council of
the United Negro College Fund.
Ti;omas J. Watson, Jr. (SR, NY), is head of I BM and a
director of Bankers Trust, Time, Inc., Cal Tech, and
Brown University.
r;;/liam B. Wood Jr. (SR, Baltimore), is vice-president
of JohnsHopkins.
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Frank M. Stanton is a retired investment banker who
was a vice-president of the Rockefeller-associated
First Boston Corporation from 1934 to 1955. He
has been a First Boston Corporation director since
1940. He is not related to the Frank Stanton who is
president of CBS and chairman of the Center for
Advanced StudY in the Behavioral Sciences.
George D. Woods is chairman of the board at First
Boston Corporation, which is the biggest underwriter of utilities in the world.

Others
Ralph Bunche (AB, UCLA; Ph.D., Harvard) is one of
the nation's. most prominent Negro citizens. A professor before he became a United Nations official,
he won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1950.
Lowell T. Coggeshall, formerly a research physician
with the foundation, is a dean at the Rockefellerfounded Oniversity of Chicago and a director of
Commonwealth Edison of Chicago.
John S. Dickey is president of Dartmouth.
Lee A. DuBridge is president of Cal Tech.
Robert F. Goheen is president of Princeton.
Clifford M_ Hardin is president of the University of
Nebraska.
J. George Harrar, a former professor, is an expert on
plant pathology who is the foundation's director
for agriculture as well as its president.
Theodore Hesburgh is president of Notre Dame .
Clark Kerr was president of the University of California.
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Of the Carnegie Corporation's fOL;:teen
trustees, twelve are members of the c:pper
class. Several of the foremost members are:
Frederick Eaton, who sits on the Commonwealth Fund as well as on several corporate
boards; C. D. Jackson, of Time, Inc.; Devereaux Josephs, a member of the Sloan Foundation board as well as a multitude of corporate boards; Margaret Carnegie Miller; and
Charles A. Thomas, president of Monsanto
Chemical Company.
B. The Associations
The associations are intimately connected
with the country's corporate elite, and they
include the following:

's an English lord_
P NY) is the Rockefeller
s "cultural matters. As
iL . he has a firm grip on its
. come and go-he does not.
j--anese Society, the Asia·
Economic and Cultural
nted by permission of the

1. The Council on Foreign Relations,
Founded in 1921, CFR began during the late
1920s to receive considerable financial support from the Rockefeller and Carnegie
foundations. Members of the Council were
heavily involved in U.S. State Department
affairs during World War II. Who are its
members? How is it financed? What are its
activities?
The membership is restricted to 700 resident
members-citizens whose residences or
places of business are within 50 miles of the
New York city hall-and 700 nonresident
members. As Smoot points out, most members occupy important positions in business,
finance, communications, and educatioFl.
Our study of a sample of 210 resident members of the CFR shows that 82 were listed in
the Social Register, which is 39 percent
upper-class membership by this one criterion
alone. However, even more significant is our
study of the 51 men who have been directors since the council's inception. Ten of the
51 are currently trustees of one of the foundations studied in the previous section. Of
the 22 recently or currently directors, 14 are
in the Social Register. Among the betterknown upper-class directors, past and present, are Paul Cravath, Norman Davis, Arthur
H. Dean, Allen Dulles, Lewis Douglas, Averell Harriman, Devereux Josephs, Walter
Lippmann, Adlai Stevenson, Myron Taylor,
Paul Warburg, and Owen D. Young. Perhaps
it is enough to say that John J. McCloy and
David Rockefeller have been high officers in
the association in recent years.lO
The financing of the CFR indicates the
extent of horizontal interlock which con·
nects upper-class institutions. Of the CFR's
income in a recent year, $231,700 came
from foundation grants, whereas $112,000
emanated from "corporate service," which
in turn entails a minimum fee of $1,000.
The CFR also receives $210,300 from the
publication of the highly influential journal,
Foreign Afffairs. The Council penetrates the
normal political activities of our country's
more plush panel rooms and auditoriums_
The CFR presents speakers and seminars to
those who subscribe to its Corporation ser10 Ibid., p. 72, reprinted by permission of the publisher,
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vice and to the Committees on Foreign Rela·
tions which the CFR has created in 30 cities,
The local committees are composed of 40
to 80 people who are generally the commu·
nity leaders. They are professors, publicrelations executives, lawyers, and corporate
vice presidents, as well as several top memo
bers of the American business aristocracy
residing in a particular city.
It will be remembered that this associa·
tion derives much of its income from foun·
dations. It will also be recalled who governs
the foundations. Keep in mind, for example,
that in 1967, 12 of the 14 trustees of the
Carnegie Foundation enjoyed an upper·class
standing. Hence they were in a position to
relate to upper-class folk on the local CFR
committees. This being the case, there can
be little doubt that the "local committees"
constitute key links between the national
upper class, its local members, the upper
middle class in general, and the powerful
foundations.
In order to emphasize control at the top,
Domhoff pointed to the documentation on
the relation between the major foundations
and the CFR in 1961:

-~~~
-~~2::~

For example, 10 of the 14 trustees of the
Carnegie Corporation were members of the
CFR in 1961. The overlap of the CFR with
other major foundations is as follows: 10 of
the Ford Foundation's 15 trustees are also
members of the CFR; 12 of the 20 from the
Rockefeller Foundation; 18 of the 26 from
the Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace; 15 of the 26 from the Carnegie Foun·
dation for the Advancement of Teaching; 12
of the 16 from the Sloan Foundation; 6 of
the 10 from the Commonwealth Fund; 13 of
the 20 from the Twentieth Century Fund;
and 7 of the 18 from the Fund for the
Republic. ll
2. The Foreign Policy Association, the Committee for Economic Development, the Busi·
ness Advisory Council, the National Adver·
tising Council, and the National Association
of Manufacturers are involved in the same
kind of horizontal interlock. It finds yet
another extension in university governance.
II Ibid., p. 73, reprinted by permission of the pub·
lisher.

C. The Universities
Domhoff sho"!';d that control of the country's leading universities by members of the
American business aristocracy is more direct
certainly more visible, than with any othe;
institution controlled by the upper class.
Still, the upper classes do not mold opinions
within universities. Faculty can promote
considerable diversity, since the system of
tenure protects all but the most wild of
faculty outlaws. So Domhoff contended-the
Leggett-Roach paper argues differently at
the end of this chapter.
Nevertheless, upper-class control does
exist. Most important is the occupancy of
boards of directors positions by this class,
Illustrative is the Board of Trustees of Co.
lumbia University (see Table 20.) The upper
classes also have a habit of granting private
financial support to universities. Family en.
dowments, personal gifts, foundation grants,
and corporate gifts extend the powerful base
of upper·class influence.
Corporate control of the direction taken
by universities should not be ignored. Mem·
bers of the business aristocracy have stressed
technical and practical training as opposed
to traditional and classical education: .
Thus, Joseph Wharton gave the University of
Pennsylvania $600,000 to found the Whar·
ton School of Business and Finance, and
George Eastman gave $20 million to Mlr
between 1912 and 1920. According to Curti
and Nash, the role of the Carnegie founda·
tions and Rockefeller's General Education
Board cannot be overestimated in under·
standing the structure of American higher
education. The relationship between the cor·
porate rich and academia is best exemplified
by a school such as the University of
Rochester. Most of the university'S board is
made up of officers of such Rochester-based
corporations as Eastman Kodak, Xerox, and
Taylor Instrument. The chairman of the
board, who is also the president of Xerox,
explained the relationship as follows:
To put it as crassly as possible, it's a mat·
ter of sheer self-interest-dollars and
cents. Xerox will live or die by tech·
nology,12
12 Ibid., p. 78, reprinted by permission of the publisher.
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TABLE 20 The Ruling Elite of Columbia University (The Top 22: 1968)
Mass Media
Corporations'

International
Corporations'

National Corporations·

Whitney Communications
Corp.

John Hay Whitney
Charitable Trust (1958)x

(Di)

(Pr*)

(Trl

2. Arthur B. Krim
(Trustee)

United Artists (Pr)
Phillips. Nizer, Benjamin,
Krim & Bailon (Pa)

African-American
Institute X COil

New School for Social
Research COil
Field Foundation (Trl

3. William A. M. Burden
(Trustee)

Columbia Broadcasting
System (Oil

American Metal Climax

Allied Chemical (Di)

Lockheed Aircraft COi)
I nstitute for Defense
Analysis (CBI

National Urban League

Defense Department (Ad)
U.S. Army (Adl
Atomic Energy Office.
U.S. Navy COil
Oak Ridge Institute of
Nuclear Studies (Oil
City Investing Corporation

1. Walter N. Thayer
(Trustee)

Defense Research Nexus· . Real Estate and Finance'

Bankers Trust Co. (OJ)

National Dairy Products

(Di)

Fairfield Foundation
(D;)x

Manufacturer's Hanover
Trust (Oi)
William A.M. Durden
& Co. (Pal

Atlantic Council (Di)x

""
"-

~

4. John R. Dunning
IDean, School
of Engineering

(Ad)

Nuclear Energy Corp. (Di)
Vitro Corp. (Oil
National Science
Foundation (Adl

COil

Riverside Research
Institute (Trl
5. lawrence A. Wien
(Trustee)
6. Grayson l. Kirk
(Trustee)

Educational Broadcasting
Corporation (Tr)

Institute of International
Education (Tr)X

Consolidated Edison COil
Jonathan Logan (Oil

Socony-Mobil Oil (Oil
Asia Foundationx (Oil
Institute of International
Educationx (Trl

Consolidated Edison (Di)
IBM COil

Wien, Lane & Klein (Pal
Institute for Defense
Analysis (TrI

Morningside Heights, Inc.
(Pr)

Greenwich Savings Bank
(Tr)

Dividend Shares (Oi)
Nation·Wide Securities (Oil
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Table 20 (Continued)
Mass Media
Corporations t

International
Corporations 1

National Corporations)

Defense Research Nexus'

Real Estate ami Finance'
Uris Building Co,pO';)1inn

1. Adrian M. Massie
!Trustee)

(Oi)

Greenwich Snvings U.. .,k
(TrI

U.S. Life Insur<ll1ce
I IlVestlnent
Co. (Oi)

(0,)

MallaUl~Illt!llt

Pacific I nsurilnce (Oi)
Trust Comm., Chemic.1
Bank N.Y. Trust (Me)
William C. Walker & Sons
Inc. (CB)

8. Samuel R. Walker
(Trustee)

City I nvesting Co.

""....

1948-1967 (Oil

Q\

EquiHlble Life Assurance
(Oi)

9. Harold F. McGuire
!Trustee)

Shell Oil (Oil

Wickes, Riddell. 13100111c"
Jacobi & McGuire (Pa)
Seaboard Surety (Oi)

10. Frank S. Hogan
!Trustee)

District Attorney of NI!w
York County si'le(? 1~J.l1

11. Percy Uris
!Trustee)

Uris Buildings Corp'".,,1.on

12. William S. Paley
(Trustee)

(CB)

Columbia Broadcasting
System ICB)

13. Arthur Hays Sulzberger New York Times (CB)
!Trustee)

Rockefeller Foundation

(Td
Woodrow Wilson
Foundation (Oi)
American-Korean
Foundation (Oi)
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13. Arthur Hays Sulzberger New York Times (CB)

',Ji

Rockefeller Foundation

ITri

(Trusteel

Woodrow Wilson
Foundation lOil
American-Korean
Foundation (Oil
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14. Andrew W. Cordier

Secretary·General United
Nations, 1946-1961 IAdl

IDean, School
of 11Iternational A flairsl

Ford Foundation (Adl

State Dept. (Adl
Near East Foundation (Td
Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace (Td

15. Charles F. Luce

Consolidated Edison ICBI

!Trusteel

16. Courtney C. Brown
(Dean, School
of Business)

Columbia Broadcasting
System (Oil

Union-Pacific Railroad

Uris Building Corporation

(Oil

CDil

American Electric
Power Company lOil

Chemical Bank N.Y.
Trust IAdl

Associated Dry Goods lOiI
Borden Company lOi)
17. Frederick R. Kappel
!Trustee)

Standard Oil N.J. (Oil

American Telephone &
Telegraph CDil

Aerospace Corporation

lOil

General Foods (Oil

Chase ManhattiJn Ballk

lOiI
Metropolitan LifH
Insurance (Oi)

International Paper (Oil
Whirlpool IDil

18. Maurice T. Moore
(Trustee)
..,;',:.. ':

Time, Inc. (Oil

Cravath, Swaine & Moore
(Pal

General Dynamics lOil

Chemical Bilnk New York
Trust (Oil

Pennsylvania Glass Sand
Corporation CDil

19. Alan H. Temple
!Trustee)
;i,:
,

Monsanto Chemical (Oil
Mead Corporation (OJ)

First Nation,,1 City Bilnk

(Oil
Atlantic MlItllilllllslIrance

.,

ITr)
SeaboiJrd Surety (OJ)

. '11 ~

LiJzard Flind (Oil
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Table 20 (Continued)

r

Mass Media
Corporations I

International
Corporations'

National Corporations l

Real Estate and Finance S

Irving Trust Co. IPr)

20. William E. Peterson
(Trustee)
Benrus Watch Co. (Oil
Revlon (Oil
Chock Full O'Nuts (Oil

21. Benjamin J. Buttenwieser
(Trustee)

22. William C. Warren
(Dean, School
of Law)

Defense Research Nexus'

Uris Bui:ding Corporation
(Ad)

Kuhn, Loeb & Co. (Pa)
Tishman Realty &
Construction (Oi)
Title Guarantee Co. (Oi)
Central Savings Bank ITr)
Guardian Life Insumnce

ABC Vending (Oil

(Oi)

-LEGEND: (Oil - Director
(Ad) - Advisor
(Pr) - President
(Pa) - Partner
(CBI - Chairman of the Board

t:

~

XOrganizations marked with this sign (xl secretly received funds from the CIA.
1 Mass Media Corporations: Eight of the Top 22 are leading figures in major communications firms. Particularly heavy is CBS's representation (Paley, Burden, Brown).
The prestigious New York Times is represented by their Board Chairman. The Whitney communications empire of televiSion, radio, and publishing owned the now defunct
New York World-Journal-Tribune. Krim's law firm is counsel for important communications companies. This concentration of interests is reflected in Columbia's large and
expanding School of Journalism which produces skilled labor for the media industry. The School also houses th~ industry's American Press Institute. Columbia avails itself
of these connections to manufacture a favorable public image.
llnternational Corporations: Administering the Empire. Seven Columbia rulers have primary ties to either U.S. corporations or non-profit organization,; with an
international domain. Kirk, McGuire, and Kappel are on the boards of oil companies dependent on foreign reserves for their survival. These and other corporatiol1~ (slich ilS
Burden's American Metal Climax with mining interests in Africa) require skilled managers to oversee the corporate fiefdoms carved out by U.S. economic interests.
Columbia's School of International Affairs is underwritten by these same corporations and in turn serves as a finishing school for the managers. The School is headed by
State Department consultant and ex-U.N. administrator Cordier, who is notecjl for his role in the execution of the Congolese nationalist Patrice Lumumba. The Regional
Institutes of the School perform research and intelligence that reinforce anti-nationalist ideology. Covert financing by the CIA has been uncovered in one institute project
on Eastern Europe.
.
Six of the seven trustees engaged in overseas activity are prominent functionaries in seemingly apolitical organizations secretly funded by the CIA. For instance, Burdlm
was a founder and is a director of the Farfield Foundation, used by the CIA to pass (lver one million dollars to intellectual projects run by the Congress for Cultural
Freedom. Kirk has 'played a crucial role in the CIA-founded and -funded A$ia Foundation, which encouraged "cultural interaction" through publications, exclwnge
programs and research.
(Continued on following page)
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State Department consultant and ex·U.N. administrator Cordier, who is noted for his role in the execution of the Congolese nationalist P"trice llJn1umha. The n'~'li"""r
institutes of the School perform research IlJnd inteiligem:G that re!Olvorce anti·nationalist ideolo!!\!'. C01ll!!rt ~inancin!l bV the CIA has been uncovered in one institute plOject
on Eastern Europe.
Six of the seven trustees engaged In overseas activity are prominent functionaries in seemingly apolitical organizations secretly funded by the CIA. For instance, Burden
was a founder and is a director of the Farfield Foundation, used by the CIA to pass over one million dollars to intellectual projects run by the CongrP.~s for Cultural
Freedom. Kirk has played a crucial role In the CIA-founded and -funded Asia Foundation, which encouraged "cultural interaction" through publications, exchange
programs and research.
(Continued on following page)

(Continued from preceding page)
3 National Corporations: Administering the Home Country. Five of the Top 22 have primary relationships with leading national corporations and seveml 01 the others
have secondary interests. Corporations such as Consolidated Edison (represented by Trustees Kirk, Wien and luce) gain private advantage through their ties to Columbia.
The University manipulates land·holdings for and rents property from Con Ed. In addition to direct gain, national corporations benefit from the University's production 01
highly skilled labor, especially by the professional schools (Law, Business, Engineering and Applied Science). The Watson computer lab is operated by Columbia ,1I1,II!3M
(of which Kirk is a Director). Teachers College and the School of Social Work manufacture the professionals to organize the national and local infr"structure to service
corporate needs.
• The Defense·Research Nexus: The Top 22 include five representatives of the military.industrial complex. Burden's lockheed Aircraft and Moore's General Dynamics
together receive 10% ($3.6 billion) of all U.S. military contracts. Their existence is dependent upon production of the aircraft presently used in Vietnam. As Chairman of
the Board of the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA), Burden directs $15 million worth of Pentagon·financed war research. IDA, specializing in evaluations 01 ndv;lnced
weaponry and counterinsurgency technology, serves as a major idea factory for the Department of Defense. Sponsored by twelve major universities (including Columbia),
IDA is shielded from attack by its academic facade. President Kirk adds to IDA's academic lustre by serving on its Board of Trustees. Columbia's officials "Iso provid~ an
academic cover for the Riverside Research Institute (formerly the Electronics Research Lab of Columbia University), whose secret military work is coordiniltr~d by IDA.
RRI trustee Dunning, a Defense Dept. consultant and expert on atomic weapons, is a director of three private corporations dependent on military contracts. For example,
Dunning's City Investing Corp. is a major subcontractor of Burden's lockheed Aircraft and manufactures spray defoliant systems for chemical warfare.
5 Real Estate and Finance: Of the Top 22, at least fifteen have primary interlocking relationships with New York City's major real estate and finnnce companies. With
over 60% of its $245 million endowment in real estate Columbia is one of the largest property holders in New York City. Most disturbing is the association of four
Cofumbia rulers (Uris, Massie, Buttenwieser and Brown) with the real estate and construction empire of Uris Building Corporation. Uris himself conveniently scrv"s as
President Kirk's advisor on University construction and expansion, a position well·suited for the promotion of his company. The proposed "Piers Project" bctwefm 125th
and 135th streets adjacent to Hudson River will be constructed by Uris's firm. Trustee Hogan, doubling as District Attorney. can overlook any conllicts 01 interest.
Tishman Realty and Construction is represented by Trustee Buttenwieser, and Trustee Wien is famous for his billion dollars speculation in property.
The lifeblood of real estate is the capital of banks, insurance companies and investment concerns which underwrite mortgages and loans. Columbia's real estate men are
intimately connected with the largest banking and insurance firms. Dean Brown is an advisor to Chemical Bank New York Trust Co.; Trustee Massie is a director of
Chemical Bank, sits with Kirk on the Board of Greenwich Savings Bank, and is a director of two major insurance companies; Buttenwieser is a partner in the invcstmp.nt
concern of Kuhn, Loeb; Burden is a director of Manufacturer's Hanover Trust; Temple is a director of First National City Bank and Atlantic Mutual Insurance. The
Rockefeller Brothers, who rent the land under Rockefeller Center from Columbia, have two of their financial concerns (Chase Manhattan Bank and Metropolitan lile
Insurance) represented at Columbia by Kappel •
• This information is based on a chart in "Who Rules Columbia" prepared by the North American Congress on Latin America (NAClA). New York.
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Sometime ago, Hubert Beck published a
study entitled Men Who Control Our Universities, providing the kind of detailed information necessary to help determine whether
members of the upper class control the nation's leading universities. Again. Domhoff's
terse summary will suffice:
Beck studied 727 tru;;tees from 30 major
universities. 14 private and 16 public.
Among the universities were such prestigious
Eastern schools as Harvard. Yale. Princeton.
Columbia, Johns Hopkins, and Cornell, as
well as such highly regarded public institutions of the Midwest and West as Ohio State,
Illinois. and the University of California. At
the time of the study, 1934-1935, the 30
schools, which comprised the United States
universities in the elite Association of American Universities, made up only 2.2 percent
of the total number of institutions of higher
education. However, they had 20 percent of
the undergraduate students, 24 percent of
the -faculty, 47 percent of the graduate students in professional schools, 50 percent of
the graduate students in the arts and sciences, and 77 percent of the awarded doctoral degrees. Needless to add, they also possessed a corner on talent. Nearly one-half of
the college graduates in the Who's Who for
1929 had attended one of these institutions.
In 1936, 50 graduates of Yale alone were
college or university presidents.
As was the case for corporate directors
and Wall Street lawyers, just about one-third
of the trustees were in the Social Register.
This percentage is especially impressive when
it is added that the Southern·based University of North Carolina had 104 (!) trustees,
and that most of the others not listed in the
Social Register came from state universities
which have no Social Register cities nearby.
As might be expected, the trustees listed in
the Social Register were much more likely to
be at private institutions, and it goes without
saying that Harvard, Yale, Princeton, and
Columbia are controlled by members of the
upper class. Beck developed other interesting
information on the trustees of the elite universities which shows that they are members
of the power elite. Nearly half of the top
200 industrial corporations and the top 200
financial corporations were represented on

the 30 boards. One hundred seventy·five
men from 194 of these top 400 companies
held 1321 positions as corporate directors,
an average of seven to eight per trustee. This
average is very similar to those found in Our
studies of corporate directors. Other findings
by Beck include the fact that lawyers and
judges made up 25 percent of the total
group of trustees, while bankers and manu.
facturers each contributed 15 percent of the
total. Some 45 percent of the trustees were
listed in Poor's Register of Corporations,
Directors, and Executives. The trustees held
54 directorships in 29 major foundations; 24
trustees were on J. P. Morgan's 1929 "preferred list" to receive "new issue securities at
less than their market value"; and 12 were
on mining magnate James W. Gerard's (SR,
NY) list of "52 men who run America."
Seven of the trustees were on two boards in
the top 30.
There is only one possible objection to
Beck's little·known but definitive study: It is
based upon the years 1934-1935. While
these years are within the time span with
which we are concerned, it might be claimed
that changes have taken place over the past
30 years. There is no reason to believe that
the dominance of the elite universities by
members of the power elite has diminished,
however. A study of 100 men from the 12
foundations showed that one-third of them
also served as university trustees or university presidents. There were six interlocks
with Duke University, three with Yale, two
with Princeton, two with Amherst, two with
Dartmouth, two with Cornell, and one each
with such elite schools as Harvard, Smith,
Stanford, Cal Tech, and Vanderbilt. As another example of this continuing interlOCk,
there were 60 interlocks with universities
among the top 20 industrials studied in
Chapter 2. 13
D. The Mass Media help to shape and fill
our consciousness. Yet it is difficult to gauge
the impact of newspapers, magazines, television, and radio, except to say that they
decide the limits within which discussion
occurs. Perhaps the most persuasive influ'llbid., pp. 78-79, reprinted by permission of the

publisher.
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is indirect-that is corporate advertis·
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.: owspapers and magazines, for example. are

:';~ilIY mechanized business operations

:\;!Ch are run on a profit·making basis, and
;nlY a small part of their income is from
~oader support. When advertising is impor-

t~nt. the threat of its discontinuance can

often have effects upon editorial policy.
However, what is even more important is
that the dependency on advertising keeps
the subscription price of the magazine or
newspaper very low and thus makes it
impossible for publications to exist which
must depend in their infancy on reader support. The problem. in short, is getting a
newspaper or magazine started in the first
place. The role of advertising in keeping sub·
scription prices low has precluded the
entrance of new periodicals into the field.
Thus, when a new magazine begins, it is
dependent upon large financial backers, as
was the case when sociologist Daniel Bell
and publishing executive Irving Kristol
founded The Public Interest in 1965.
According to Time magazine, they relied
"on backinq from Wall Street, and other
friends .... 4
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Then of course there are the newspaper
chains. The most famous is the Hearst Em·
pire. Not as powerful as it once was, it is
nonetheless impressive: twelve newspapers,
fourteen magazines, three television stations,
six radio stations, a news service, a photo
service, a feature syndicate, and Avon paper·
backs. The Hearst chain is but the best
known and largest of chain newspapers.
Domhoff's summary remarks can be paraphrased as follows:
1. The majority of the instruments of the
mass media are owned or directly controlled
by members of the national upper class.
2. Yet a crazy-quilt kind of pluralism sur·
vives. There are plenty of locally owned
newspapers, hundreds of independent and at
times far-out radio and TV stations, plus
numerous little magazines for every race,
religious creed, and political denomination.
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14Ibid_, p. 81, reprinted by permission of the publisher.
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3. But by controlling major opinionmolding institutions in the country, upper·
class pel sons playa very important part in
shaping the outer boundaries within which
debates and discussions occur.
4. Still, as Domhoff put it:
Such factors as diversity within the upper
ciass, the American libertarian tradition, the
non-upper·class backgrounds of most. reporters and scholars, and the myriad of locally or
religiously controlled colleges, newspapers,
and magazines keep this upper·class domination of major opinion-molding institutions
from being translated into complete and
monolithic control of American opinion. IS
TRANSITIONAL REMARKS

One reaction to upper class controls has
been agrarian socialism. Let us examine the
social and political structure of North America's earliest experiment in agrarian socialism,
one with clear-cut origins going back to the
populist movement: the socialist government
elected to office during World War II in the
Canadian wheat province of Saskatchewan. We
will observe the heavy emphasis placed by the
ordinary citizens on popular participation at all
levels of government. Indeed, the absence of
authoritarianism, by any definition, is striking.
Although this socialist provincial government did pioneer work in various forms of
social legislation, it did not, it could not, establish by itself a fully socialist government based
on state ownership of a means of production
directed by the people. Still, the government's
behavior was a far-cry from the Joe McCarthy
antics that would be expected of it if the Hotstadter thesis were correct.
More to the point is the wielding by the
upper-class of controls to further their own
interests, including their participation in university decision-making, a topic explored in the
Leggett-Roach paper on antiwar demonstrations and upper-class repression at the University of Connecticut.
15 Ibid., p. 83, reprinted by permission of the publisher.
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Section One

Competing Elites

WHERE IT IS

classical democratic theory in Capitalism, So-

cialism, and Democracy. 1

L

·t

What is right-democratic? Do its contentions
about itself .square with evidence on its performance?
As we indicated in Chapter 9, right-democratic ideology places heavy emphasis on the
need for adult conformity to electoral procedural matters associated with parliamentary
processes. Both the electoral and the parliamentary activities are buttressed by a host of
legal mechanisms designed to sheathe the entire
political system. More specifically, right·
democratic ideology and practice stress the importance of electoral politics. This ideology
dramatizes as it praises the relevance of worthy
political elites competing with one another for
the support of an electorate. Presumably the
electors participate both in the choice of their
political leaders and in the organization of their
citizens' pressure groups-once they have selected those to run the state.
Let us be more precise about how rightdemocratic ideology defines the workings of
the electoral process:

1. Worthy political elites compete periodi·
cally at the polls in order to garner the affection and votes of the multitude. Joseph A.
Schumpeter undoubtedly stands as the fore·
most spokesman on right-democratic theory. A
Catholic. born in Austria in the last half of the
nineteenth century, Schumpeter was a wellknown Christian-Democrat, political activist,
cabinet minister, and antifascist. During the
1930s he emigrated to the United States, where
he taught at Columbia University. Recognized
for the brilliance of his lectures and books on
political as well as economic theory. Schumpe·
ter articulated his right-democratic revision of
244

In this volume Schumpeter rejected classical
democratic theory. principally on the grounds
that there is no common will on which people
can act. since people cannot agree on the goals
of a political system. Furthermore, even if
everyone could agree on common ends. the
ordinary person lacks the rationality to act on
them consistently. It will be observed that
Schumpeter attacked the key assumptions of
English utilitarianism and not those of Ameri·
can populism-the populist movement did not
assume that there exists a common good for all;
rather, it insisted on the distinction between
the people and the malefactors of wealth, since
the goals of each were quite different. "
In place of commitment to classical" theory,
Schumpeter argued for a different, more "realistic" definition of democracy: "The democrat·
ic method is that institutional arrangement for
arriving at political decisions in which individ·
uals acquire the power to decide by means of a
competitive struggle for the people's vote.,,2 In
this chapter's readings, we will observe how
Schumpeter attempted to justify this inversion
of control from the bottom up.
Later in Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy he discussed the implications of his analysis by noting that, according to this view:
democracy does not mean and cannot mean
that the people actually rule in any sense of
the terms "people" and "rule." Democracy
means on Iy that people have the opportunity of accepting or refusing the men who are
to rule them. But since they might decide
this also in entirely undemocratic ways, we
t Joseph A. Schumpeter. Capitalism, Socialism and
Democracy (New York: Harper. 1950).
2Ibid_. p_ 269.

i.
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.
have had to narrow our definition by adding
a further criterion identifying the democrat·
ic method, viz" free competition among
would-be leaders for the vote of the electo3
rate.
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For this elitist form of democracy to sue·
ceed, certain preconditions must be met: "The
first condition is that the human material of
politics-the people who man the party machines, are elected to serve in parliament, rise to
cabinet office-should be of sufficiently high
, ,,4
qua IltV·
In the same context, Schumpeter argued
that the only guarantee for the presence of such
qualified persons:
is in the existence of a social stratum, itself a
product of a severely selective process, that
takes to politics as a matter of course. If
such a stratum be neither too exclusive nor
toO easily accessible for the outsider and if it
be strong enough to assimilate most of the
elements it currently absorbs, it not only
will present for the political career products
of stocks that have successfully passed many
tests in other fields-served, as it were, an apprenticeship in private affairs-but it will
also increase their fitness by endowing them
with traditions that embody experience,
with a professional code and with a common
fund of views.s
Schumpeter's statements on democracy required revision, as indicated by the works of
such eminent political sociologists as Morris
Janowitz.
2. For a democratic election to take place,
competing political candidates and their followers must abide by the rules of peaceable exchange of political ideas which are meaningfully
deliberated by a participating electorate both
concerned with electoral outcome and blessed
with self-confidence under conditions that minimize the manipulative potentiality of the mass
media.
Morris Janowitz and Dwaine Marvick have
indicated 6 their intellectual dependence on
3 Ibid. pp. 284-285. Reprinted by permission of
Harper & Row, Publishers.
'Ibid., p. 290. Reprinted by permission of Harper
& Row, Publishers.
slbid., p. 291. Reprinted by permission of Harper
& Row, Publishers.
6 Morris Janowitz and Dwaine Marvick, Competitive

Schumpeter (as well as Harold Lasswell) in their
definition of what constitutes democratic elec·
tions. From their point of view, a democratic
election (a) demands competition between two
(or more) opposing candidates; (b) requires efforts to maintain traditional voting blocs, see I<
independent voters, and recruit converts from
the opposition; and (c) presses both parties to
participate vigorously in an effort to win the
election. But no matter who wins, both parties
will do their best to enhance the likelihood of
their winning subsequent elections.
Still, the meeting of these prerequisites is
not enough for a democratic election to occur,
for a politician can obtain a popular mandate
through manipulation of unqualified voters
rather than through the support of participating, self·confident citizens.
Janowitz and Marvick set forth four conditions that must be met if the results of a com~
petition are to represent the voters' wishes (Le.,
the consent of the electors.) 7
First, there must be a high level of citizen
participation among all social groups. Voting
constitutes a form of participation. It indicates
a propensity to play the game and to accept the
outcome of the election according to the rules.
But a high turnout by itself is by no means a
sufficient indication of election through con·
sent.
The second criterion has a social·psychologi·
cal quality. Whether the politics of consent has
-occurred depends on how much of the citizen
participation is based on attitudes of political
self-confidence and a sense of self·interest in
the outcome of the election. Crucial in this
regard is how the voter feels about the impact
of the election's outcome on his selt-interest. If
the belief that there is a relation between "Iectoral outcome and self·interest is widespr~ad,
then a primary quality of politics of consent
prevails. Related to sense of outcome is pres·
ence of self-confidence. Does the voter feel that
he can affect public policy through his vote? If
so, he fulfills a prerequisite for participation in
democratic politics.
Third, if the politics of consent is operative,
then competition must stimulate effective dePressure and Democratic Consent (Ann Arbor: Bureau
of Government, Institute of Public Administration,
University of Michigan, 19561, pp. 1-10.
'Ibid., pp. 4-10.
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liberation on the issues {and the candidates} to
create a meaningful basis for voting decisions.
Here the voter is simply called on to weigh the
merits of the most important issues raised by
the competing parties and to arrive at a "net
judgment" on which party and/or candidate
presents the better case for him.
The fourth and final point is straightforward
and deals with the propensity of politicians to
command portions of the mass media in order
to manipulate voting publics. For the politics of
consent to function appropriately, both sides
must be able to make wide use of mass communications and to mobilize extensive pressure by
means of the partY canvass and primary-group
relations_ At the same time, the bulk of the
voters must be able to retain freedom of choice
in indicating political consent. Needless to say,
institutional and legal controls must act as safeguards_ But more is involved. The voters' predispositions must act as a safeguard against manipulation. Most important in this regard would be
the climate of opinion common to primary
groups such as the voter's family and his associates at work. They will tend to mediate the
mass media, and ideally their collective opinions should help to safeguard the person from
manipulation.
Here Janowitz and Marvick assume that
when people are concerned with the outcome
of an election and when they express high degrees of self-confidence, the mass media can do
little to manipulate them. These authors also
assume that voting is a measure of self-interest,
whereas self-confidence is generally derived
from primary relations, such as those associated
with the family. In their study of the 1952
pre5 i ·iential election, the two writers discerned
that television exposure is greatest among those
who have high interest and self-confidence and
lowest among those with the least interest and
self-confidence. That being the case, apparently
we have little to worry about insofar as the
manipulative propensities of the mass media are
concerned, for the media's greatest manipulative potential occur~ among those who seldom
watch television.
Janowitz and Marvick's revision of Schumpeter lacks at least one qualitY. It does not take
into account the importance of pressure groups
and their use of the mass media. Perhaps the
foremost exponent of this subject is David Riesman, whose formulations we attempt to distill

in our discussion ,of the third major point in the
right-democratic definition of the wori(,ings of
the electoral process.
3. Contrary to the opinions shared by the
left within the United States, there exist two
conditions favorable to the proper functioning
of democracy: (a) plurally organized, status
groups and generations, draw.n from all classes,
and equalfy able to use the lobby technique to
secure the passage or defeat of legislation; and
- (b) the genuine possibility that those who are
yet unorganized will become organized. The

result is clear. No one group can entertain a
commanding power relationship over any other
group on matters of power over government. In
fact, one group can quite readily veto the efforts of others, so that fair compromise becomes the order of the day. In short, political
power begets a countervailing force that results
in the veto of the bad law, the reversal of the
brazen court order, or the overturning of the
harsh administrative ruling.
David Riesman, Nathan Glazer, and Reuel
Denney8 have held that, although in the tate
nineteenth century there did exist a business
ruling class in the United States, today the mass
of people are found in groups which have the
power to prevent events that might be inimical
to their interests. The only exception consi~s
of those unorganized and sometimes disorganized persons who have not yet invented their
veto groups. But they will soon.
The vetoing goes on all the time at all political levels, so Riesman et al. allege, with the
result that an amorphous power structure has
been created. So much has this become the case
that it is difficult to distinguish the rulers from
the ruled, the good guys from the bad guys, the
farm workers from the growers, the hospital
workers from the administrators, afld the auto
workers from the auto magnates. Because of
their similarities, no one group can make a
singularly impressive moral case nowadays.
Hence, it is difficult to take sides in alleged
struggles. Partially because of the absence of
moral certainties and associated bipolarizations,
the political' system works. Indeed, it deserves
our loyal participation.
For Riesman and others, political elites are
a David Riesman, Nathan Glazer, and Reuel Denney, The Lonely Crowd (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday-Anchor, 1956).
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somewhat less obvious than they appear in t~e
formulations of Schumpeter and JanowItz. Still
they are there, and their guidance qualitiE:; enable a legitimate system to work, even for the
downtrodden.
4. Political elites and masses recognize both
(a) ti7e legitimacy of governmental legal authoritY and associated parliamentary procedures,
and (b) the illegitimacy of the mass demonstration; the consequence is clear: political change
through either violent means or nonviolent but
violence-provoking techniques becomes unacceptable, even among the poor.
Indeed, right-democratic theorists classify
both insurrectionary behavior and police-irritating demonstrations, in the context of availability of parliamentary forms, as nonpolitical.
These acts deserve the designation "nonpoliti·
cal" because they circumvent (a) the use of
personal appeal to the executive, (b) the legal
submission of the argumentative brief, (c) the
workings of parliamentary bodies, and (d) reli·
ance on pressure groups, the only forms of
political expression allowable under the demo·
cratic system. And to define acts as nonpolitical
is to suggest that they are unrelated to successful problem-solving. To make this propositional
association is to judge such demonstration to be
unacceptable and its instigators, perhaps, to be
mentally unbalanced, for only the neurotic
would rebel against such an obviously worth·
while system. And to make this aspersion is to
discredit the' instigators.
Crucial to this conservative position is the
sanctity of the law. For example, during the
initial moments of the Berkeley Free Speech
Movement (October 1, 1964), there occurred
an episode involving university students who
tried to prevent a police car from leaving cam·
pus with an arrested student by surrounding the
vehicle. A number of faculty had already addressed those assembled when Seymour M. Lipset spoke to the throng and charged that tl:1e
students were acting "like the Ku Klux Klan."
Southern segregationists also believed in breaking the law when they rejected it, instead of
obeying decisions adopted in a democracy. Lipset had assumed that the university is a democracy and had thus earned student acceptance of
its regulations. 9
9 Hal Draper, Berkeley: New Student Revolt (New
York: Grove, 1965), p. 47.
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Pluralists such as Riesman and Lipset would
admit that problems do occur within a democracy. But differences on problem resolution are
to be handled peaceably by a contending plurality of heterogeneous groups. This approach
should minimize the display of passion, despite
contending group interests, in order to use and
to maintain ·the parliamentary process, which is
vulnerable to extremist pressures.
Even the poor should peaceably hold hat in
hand-indefinitely, if need be-for the impor·
tant thing is the preservation of the parliamentary forms. Nor should the poor give up, because even they can act successfully through
the parliamentary system. As Arnold Rose has
indicated,lO it is true that rich people can use
their money to obtain special political oppor·
tunities through the use of lobbyists, advertise·
ments, and campaign contributions. Yet these
three channels are by no means closed to poor
people:
A volunteer campaign worker for a congress·
man will have more influence on him than
most lobbyists, and as much influence on
him as a campaign contribution equivalent
to the voluntary labour, roughly speaking.
The fact that the political party in most
,states is an open, if not entirely democratic,
voluntary association, and the fact that it is
the single most important influence on most
elected officials, also gives the non-wealthy
citizen access to political power often
greater than that of the wealthy, but not
politically active, citizen.ll
Indeed, all that the poor need do is give one
dollar a year to garner control of wayward
politicians in need of the campaign dollar:
Even a nominal financial contribution from
a majority of the citizens-say $1.00 a yearwould pay most or the cost of running all
the political campaigns. (It has been esti·
mated that $175,000,000 was spent in all of
the 1960 campaigns-national, state, county,
and municipal. It is not likely that this
amount would be spent in non-presidential
election years .... ) An increase in the num·
ber of volunteer workers would reduce the
money costs of campaigning. If there were
these two forms of increased participation,
10 Arnold Rose, The Power Structure (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1967), pp. 491-492.
\I Ibid., p. 491. Reprinted by permission of Oxford
University Press.
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The Right·Democratic Alternative

there would then be no obligation on the
elected officeholders to return political
favors for large campaign contributions.
Even if this sum of money should not quite
suffice to pay all campaign costs, the citizens
who had made a small contribution would
not be likely to tolerate the buying of politi·
cal favors with large contributions. Simple
public awareness of the large costs of cam·
paigning would produce enough pressure to
achieve the democrat's dream of getting a
significant amount of free publicity for
political campaigns. These developments,
along with more effective controls on certain
types of campaign expenditures, would elim·
inate the pressure on public officeholders to
be inequitable in their public actions. 12
Yet as Rose later noted, politicians have
ways of circumventing the laws they have to
govern their own campaign expenditures. The
modal technique is to make the agencies and
powers designed to enforce the law somewhat
vague. Another device is to create campaign
committees to support candidates, with the as·
sumption that they can gather and spend as
much as they wish, irrespective of regulations
on expenditures for candidates. Of course, even
if some of the present loopholes were closed,
others could be opened.
Rose admitted that all this may move the
poor to wonder about their dollar·a·year contribution.
THE LEFT-DEMOCRATIC CRITICISM

left·democrats fail to share the perspective
summarized above. Briefly, their criticisms of
right-democratic declar::tions are as follows:

1. On worthy elites competing periodically
at the polls in order to garner the votes of the
mass. What remains unclear in Schumpeter's
formulation is his definition of merit. What is
its content? He seems to stress professionaliza·
tion. But clearly that is not enough, for profes·
sionalization could mean not only the acquisition of skills but c~ookedness, narrowness,
selfishness, and like sins associated by some
with such professions as medicine. The leftdemocratic criticism would argue that profes12 Ibid., p.478. Reprinted by permission of Oxford
University Press.

sionalization does not provide the key fOr
understanding or contrOlling pOlitical elites.
More important is the power of the upper
classes to decide which professionals will run
for positions such as the presidency of the
United States. Indeed, many presidential candi.
dates are themselves millionaires and members
of the upper class. These top politicians make
themselves available, much as would a debu.
tante, and they in turn sometimes find million.
aires who will adopt them. Of course there are
exceptions. _Eugene McCarthy was an example.
But even he depended heavily on millionaire
support. Illustrative was the way Eugene Mc.
Carthy obtained campaign contributions from
not only the ordinary citizen but the wealthy as
well:
The McCarthy campaign had at least five
contributors who gave $100,000 or more.
On the record, the largest contributor was
Stewart R. Mott, philanthropist and son of a
pioneer in the automobile industry, one of
the founders of General Motors. After
spending $100,000 trying to persuade Rockefeller to run, .. Mott turned to McCarthy
and contributed and spent, by his own calculations, approximately $210,000 on McCar·
thy's campaign. One gift of $100,000 was
publicy and dramatically announced at the
August 15 [1968] M·Day rally at Madison
Square Garden. Mott also became coordinator for speCial gifts and helped to raise
substantial amounts in addition to his own
contributions. Mott also gave $43,700 to
other Democrats and $11,000 to various
miscellaneous committees, for a total of
$364,700 in political contributions in 1968.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack J. Dreyfus, Jr., are
listed as $1 OO,OOO-plus contributors,
although some accounts say they gave as
much as $500,000 and are considered by
some to be the single largest contributors to
the McCarthy campaign. Dreyfus was a sen·
ior partner of the Wall Street firm of Dreyfus and Co., and a business associate of
Howard Stein, McCarthy's finance chairman•••• 13
Wealth would appear to be relevant in deter·
mining outcome on not only the chief execu·
tive but the judicial levels as well. G. William
Domhoff argued and demonstrated that in
13 Herbert E. Alexander, FinanCing the 1968 Election (Lexington, Mass.: Heath, 1971), p. 50.
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America the upper classes dominate the execu·
tive level of government, and through it, the
judiciary. Here the connections are clear, for
the President has discretionary appointment
power to the judiciary. By contrast, when we
consider the legislative level of government, the
controls are less clear-cut. Nonetheless, they are
14
tell ing.
The upper classes control the chief executive
position through their intervention, which is by
no means unified, at the level of the presi·
dential nominations. In order for a man to
become a serious contender for the presidency,
he must initially have the support of persons
willing to pump hundreds of thousands of dollars into a campaign designed to build his image
and to attract funds as well as public support.
Illustratively, Eugene McCarthy needed and
obtained a million dollars to initiate his campaign for the presidency. IS The normal procedure for a candidate is to find a millionaire
campaign manager, who in turn seeks to obtain
a number of wealthy persons who agree to
support the candidate. If the campaign manager
succeeds, he then surfaces his candidate as a
person with sufficient resources to make himself a serious contender.
There is a reciprocal side to upper-class control of the chief executive's position, and
although merit may be pertinent, its relevance
seems to remain obscured by the significance of
the ability to give. Once a candidate has won
the presidential office, he appoints to important positions a number of upper·c1ass cam·
paign contributors, in proportions which go
well beyond their relative population size.
These upper-class appointments heavily favor
key overseas diplomatic posts. However, not all
such overseas positions are filled on the basis of
size of campaign contribution. Appointments
are sometimes based on seniority in the diplomatic service, merit, and like criteria based on
presumed skill in pertinent interpersonal relations. StiJI, Nixon's 1968-1969 appointments
to overseas slots and the size of the appointees'
contributions (which far exceed Rose's recom·
H G. William Domhoff, Who Rules America? (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice·Hall, 1967), pp. 84-96,
103-107, 111-114. Reprinted by permission of the
publisher.
15 Alexander, op. cit., p. 37.
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mendation) to the 1968 campaign are of more
than passing interest (see Tabie 22).
S'>, c'Jntrast, the amount of an individual's
contrilJution to the successful presidential campaign appears to be a much less significant
factor in obtaining appointments to powerful
executive posts at home. Here the most important variable seems to be the past effective
loyalty of the powerful to the successful chief
or the presumed fairness or neutrality of the
selected (provided, of course, that the person is
established in an upper-class position). Domestic
upper·class appointments tend to include the
major secretaryships-State, Treasury, and De·
fense. Upper-class appointments to a slightly
lesser degree predominate in the Department of
Commerce, and, of all places, in the Department of Labor, which should be staffed by
representatives of organized labor in a society
that is organized along pluralistic lines. Domhoff has observed that this class·biased appointment pattern for cabinet posts applies to both
Republicans and Democrats.
In the cases of key cabinet posts, it appears
that the criteria of "merit," whatever they
might be, are confined to assessments of upperclass folk, and for good reason, since the upper
classes are the ones who back the contenders in
the race for the presidency. And to the victor
goes the power to make appointments of the
winning candidate's judiciary friends and colleagues. This does not mean that there is con·
sensus at the top of the class structure on which
meritorious figures should assume executive
posts. On the contrary, the appointments tend
to reflect the class-ethnic-religious back·
grounds of the victorious managers and donators. For example, upper·class, white, AngloSaxon Protestant Republicans, occupying heavy
industrial positions, have predominated in the
selection and support of their party's presidential candidates. In turn, on leaving the winners'
circle, the Hoovers, Eisenhowers, and Nixons
have favored them when making key executive
appointments. Jews, Catholics, blacks, and Chicanos receive short shrift. By contrast, the
Democratic party hopefuls have looked to businessmen representing . lighter industries, retail
enterprises, and real estate. Unlike the homoge·
neous array of Republican upper·class contributors (the Rockefellers, the Mellons, the Pews,
the Du Ponts, et al.), the key Democratic con-
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TABLE 22 Contributions Among Selected Nixon Appointees, 1968-1969
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Contrib!1tions
(in dollars)

Name

Appointment

Annenberg, Walter H.
Wynnewood, Pennsylvania

Ambassador to Great Britain

DeRoulet, Vincent
New York, New York

Ambassador to Jamaica

44,500 Rep .

Dudley, Guilford, Jr.
Nashville, Tennessee

Ambassador to Denmark

51,000 Rep.

Gould, Kingdon
laurel, Maryland
Washington, D.C.

Ambassador to Luxembourg

22,000 Rep.

Humes, John P.
New York, New York

Ambassador to Austria

43,000 Rep.

Marshall, Anthony D.
New York, New York

Ambassador to Malagasy Republic

25,000 Rep.

Melady, Thomas Patrick
New York, New York

Ambassador to Republic of Burundi

Middendorf, J. William, II
New York, New York

Ambassador to Kingdom of the Netherlands

Moore, John O. J.
New York, New York

Ambassador to Ireland

Pritzlaff, John D., Jr;>
Phoenix, Arizona
Scottsdale, Arizona

Ambassador to Malta

Replogle, luther I.
Oak Park, Illinois

Ambassador to Iceland

6,500 Rep.

Rush, Kenneth
New York, New York

Ambassador to Federal Republic of Germany

1,000 Rep.

Schmidt, Adolph W.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Ambassador to Canada

Symington, J. Fife
Lutherville, Maryland

Ambassador to Trinidad and Tobago

...

2,500 Rep.

. ....:.:~-;5~~~

,\

~

500 Rep.

15,500 Rep.
1,000 Rep.
500 Oem.

23,000 Rep.

500 Rep.
5,000 Rep.
500 Misc.

Data from: Herbert E. Alexander. Financing the 1968 Election (lexington, Mass.: Heath,
1971 ), pp. 353·354.
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n.'unlering of monopoly capital will occur depends on the one
hand Ull the cohesivene!:i!:i of the capitalist class and its capacity
tu g,'flemte a class politics in the interests of capital as a whole,
,did 011 the othel', on the strength of socialist movements in the
wurking dass and their capacity to organize a class politics
capable of transforming decommodified production iri the ser\' ice ut' capital into genuinely socialist production in the service
uf thl~ working class,
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Bureaucracy and the
State
Our discussion of the historical transformations ofthe process of
accumulation closed with a somewhat speculative discussion of
the emergent solutions to the economic stagnation of the 1970s
and the new contradictions which those solutions were likely to
engender. The central proposition was that the capitalist state
was likely to engage in qualitatively deeper forms of intervention into the economy, moving from intervention and planning at the level of market relations towards planning within
production Jl~~lf. Such a transformation in the role of the
capitalist btL'; J would itself generate new contradictions specifically centred around the politicization of the accumulation
process.
Such changes in the forms of state activity in capitalist
societies and in the contradictions of accumulation are of crucial
importance in any discussion of socialist politics". A number of
questions are immediately posed: In what ways do these
changes in the role of the state affect the relationship of the
capitalist state to class struggle? Do these new contradictiops
open up new possibilities for the left to use the capitalist state as
part of a revolutionary strategy? What implications do these
developments have for the classic debate between peaceful,
incremental roads to socialism and violent, l'evolutipnary
strategies for socialism?
I cannot rigorously answer most of these questions, but I will
try to clarify some of the issues involved in answering them. In
this chapter I will focus on one specific issue which underscores
all of these questions on socialist strategies: the problem of
bureaucracy. In particular, I will address the question: how
should we understand the relationship between class struggle
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Bureaucracy and the State }83

10:l
iIIHl the illternal ::ltructure of the state?l We will explore this
ljllt,::;lioll hy comparing the analY::les of bureaucracy and the
state 01' two inlluential theorists, Max Weber and V. I. Lenin. In
thl' Ilexl chapter we will link this discu::lsion of bureaucracy and
the cajJitalbt state to the analysis of class formation and
ucclIlllulation contradictions developed earlier.

III tIll! slimmer of H1l7, in opposite corners of Europe, two

essays WL're wri tten on the nature of the state, bureaucracy, and
plllilic~ (h1e, Parliament alld GOllernment in a Reconstructed
Ui'rtlUII'. • . was written by Max Weber; the other, The State and
Hel'()tlllioll, was written by Vladimir Lenin. In spite of the
llbviollS differences between the two men-one was a liberal
Cl,nnan academician, the other a professional Russian
n·\'()lutlOnary-they had certain things in common. Both were
mell ()( about fitly years of age whose intellectual lives had been
dl'cisi vely shaped by the work of Karl Marx. Both felt that their
Illl'a::; Oil the state were ::ltrongly out of favour in the ruling
,·il'l:k.; 01' liieir respective countries. Both wrote their essays in
llw IlIll,e'S of influencing political developments. In the immediall' .\ ears till lowing the publications ofthe essays, attempts were
JJillde lu plllllle ideas of both into practice: Lenin's ideas in the
;tLtl'lllpl tll build socialism after the Bolshevik Revolution, and
W,,),el"::; ill the attempt to create a viable parliamentary democrac) ill the Weimar Hepublic.
Bulh e:;:;aYB deal with many of the same questions, though in
"iidl'ply different ways and leading to radically different cont1tt,;ions: How cun the state apparatus be controlled? Is it possddt' fill' I he maS::les to govern and control the state? What is the
r,·I<tllllllsltip of representative institutions to the state bureau,:;',1('), in capitalist Bociety? What can be done about the everI llCl'l'a,;ing appropriation of power by bureaucrats? What are the
ttil,,;vqtH'lh:es (Jf ::lucial ism /iJl' the nature of the state? These are
I \\"liI" 11"'l'e hus been a tremendous growth in Marxisttheoretical,work on
11", t" I'llid j,;t state in recent yt!ur..;, relatively little has been explicitly focused
... I (ii,' 1',,"1>11'111 <.If the internal strudures lIf the state. An espeCially interesting
, .. ,.d,bi~ <.If tllib question which explicitly contrasts the internal organization
.II (Il'lul'l'~ III' the capitalist state with both the feudal state and the socialist
'.1 .. 1<:, is (;(Han Therborn, !Vhat does the Ruling Class do when it Rules? London
NUl Hl7H. For an earlier treatment of similar themes developed within the
hr""d fnllll"\\'ork of the Frankfurt. school, Hee the wOI'k of Claus Offe.

issues that are no less important today than half a century ago
and are still matters of intense debate.
In the following section, Weber's argument in Parliament
and Government will be laid out systematically. In a few places
material will be drawn from Economy and Society (the bulk of
which was written before 1917) to elaborate certain points more
fully. This will be followed by a comparable presehtation of
Lenin's argument i'n ThL' State and Revolution. After both
Weber's and Lenin's analyses have been presented, the underlying assumptions of both positions will be compared, and the
strengths and weaknesses of the arguments assessed.
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By 1917 Weber was convinced that German politics were being
conducted in a totally irresponsible and incompetent manner.
As a German nationalist, he felt that it was crucial to understand the sources of this incompetence, fOl if it were not corrected, Germany "would be condemned to remain a small and
conservative country, perhaps with a fairly good public
administration in purely technical respects, but at any rate a
provincial people without tilt' opportunity til' counting in the
arena of world politics-and a):;o without uny Illoral right to it,"
(l462)~ After examining the history of German politics in the
years since Bismarck, Weber became convinced that "every
Germ~n policy, irrespective of its goals, is condemned to failure
in view of the given constitutional set-up and the nature of our
policy machinery, and that this will remain so if conditions do
not change." (1384) The critical aspect of this constitutional
set-up was the powerlessness of parliament. Weber felt that
while significantly strengthening parliamentary institutions
would not guarantee a dramatic improvement in the quality of
German politics, such a change was essential if there was to be
any hope for the future.
This general conclusion concerning the necessity for a strong

:1,\·
, i

2. All pages numbers in pare theses in this section refer to the English
language edition of Ecollomy alld Society, edited by Guenther Roth and Claus
Wittich, New York H.l68. Citations from pp. 1381-1462 are from Weber's essay
"Parliament and Government in Ii Reconstructed Germany: A C.ontribution to
the Political Critjque of Ofiicialdom and Party Politics", All other citations are
from the text 'of EcollolIIY alld SIl"it'ly,
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Bureaucracy and the State

1'~lrlidIllCllt

was hased on a number of propositions about the
bureaucracies and the problem of political
kadprship in "modern" society:

l\allll"~ oj' poli tics aud

ProposiliO/l 1. With the development u{ capitalism and the
illcrealiillg complexity oj" society, the needs for
rutiu/la/ administratioft expand both quantitatiueiy and qualitatively. As a result, both public
und jJ,.iuali~ urganizations tend to become more
alld mure bureaucratized."
'Til," decisive reason for the advance of bureaucratic organ-

izatidn", Weber writes, "has aiways been its purely technical
;,;upl'riol'ity over any other form of organization. The fully
de\'t'loped bureaucrat.ic apparatus compares with other organi!'~11 ilJns exactly as does the machine with the non-mechanical
llIudes ufproduction. Precision, speed, unambiguity, knowledge
of the liles, continuity, diHcretion, unity, strict subordination,
red udion of friction and of material and personal costs--these
,tn: raised to the optimum point in the strictly bureaucratic
udmi nistration, and especially in its monocratic form." (973)1
;1

\\'..:ber'~

liJl"lual delinitiun or "blll'eaucracy" includes the following charac-

It'I'I:-.IIC:-;:

, I , I(llfil"iab I"re persunally free and Hubject to authority only with respect to
l",·ir illlp"r~onal ufficial obligatiun~.
I ~ I 'I'hey are organized in a clearly defmed hierarchy of offices.
,;1, E;u'h office ha~ a clearly defined sphere of competence in the legal sense.
,·/1 T}.e: om"" is filled by a free contractual relationship. Thus, in principle,
th"rL' is I"r"e sdcction.
,:i, ('''Iltiidate:s un, selected on the basi" uf technical qualifications. In the
111",;1 rau,,"al caSl!, this i~ h'sll-J by examinat.ion or guaranteed by diplomas
n'rl iI)'ill~ Ie:chnical training or both. They are appoillted, not elected.
II" 'l"lwy are relllltll"ratud by fixed ~alaries ill money.
,',', ri,,' "Ifice is lr"'tled as the sule, ur at least the primary, occupation of the
J I H"llllll" ~ II t.

'h' II ,'''Ibl illtles a nln'!!l". There is a Hystcm of "promotion" according to
.- ,'/'10'1"11.1' "r I" "dliel"ellH!llt or both. Promotioll is dependent upon the judge1Ih'IH of :-'lIIH'l'ior~.
,!), 'I'l.l' official wurks elllir<>iy separated li'om ownership of the means of
"dlilini,( ,.,,£1,,11 alld \Villiout appropriation of hi~ position.

, II!, II, ,-

'I h.!"cl10 ~lrid

and sy::;tematic discipline and control in the conduct

"f II". , .. i. L". I:.!:.!O,··:.!:.!II.
1. IIv "lIi"llueratic I(Jrm" or "lllOllocracy" Weber means a, bureaucratic organ-

I.'"llufl 'II I III' lup of which is a single individual rather than a group of indi\ IdtliJ!, ';I """Ilt-gial body").

,~ ,
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Bureaucratic forms of organization increasingly characterize
private business corporations, churches, political parties, and
other organizations in which rational efficiency is important to
success. "This is increasingly so", Weber argues, "the larger the
association is, the more complicated its tasks are, and above all,
the more its existence depends on power-whether it involves a
power struggle on the market, in the electoral arena or on the
battlefield." (1399) "The future," Weber concludes, "belongs to
bureaucratization." (1401)
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Proposition 2. As bureaucratization increases, the power o{
bureaucrats tends to increase, both with respect to
.:onbureallcratic organizations and with respect
to the nonbureaucratic eiemerzts of bureaucracies
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"The power of a fully developed bureaucracy", Weber writes, "is
always great, under normal conditions, overtowering. The political master always finds himself, vis-a-vb; the trained official,
in the position of a dilettante facing the expert." (991) This
progressively increasing power of bureaucracies and bureaucrats grows out of several interconnected characteristics of
bureaucratic organization: (1) the practical effectiveness and
increasing indispensability of bureaucratic organizations," (2)
the expert technical knowledge controlled by the bureaucrats,
and (3) the "administrative secret.s" (knuwledge about the inner
workings of the bureaucracy) controlled by bureaucrats. This
last element is especially important. Outsiders are in a weak
position not merely because of the technical expertise of the
bureaucrats, but because of the bureaucratic control of files,
information, and procedures.
Given this constant expansion of bureaucratic power, it is
increasingly problematic, Weber argues, whether or not any
independent power will be able to control the state bureaucracy.
In his discussion ofbureaucra.cy as an ideal type Weber stresHes
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5. Weber writes: "The rule ... CdJlOot dispense with or replace the bureaucratic apparatus once it exbts ... [fur] if the apparatus stops working, or if its
work is interrupted by loree, chaos results which is dillicult to master by any
improvised replacements from among the governed .... Increasingly the material fate of the masses depends upon the continuous and correct functioning of
the ever more bureaucratic organizatiolls of private capitalism and the idea of
replacing them becomes more and more utopian." (988)
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Ih"l ",II Ihe top of a bureaucratic organization there is neces"',iI' i1:,
element which is at least not purely bureaucratic. The
l'all'glll,\ uf bureaucracy is one applied only to the exercise of
l'lllllrul by means of a particular kind of admin.istrative staff."
I~~~J 'I'his nOll-bureaucratic top has an intrinsically political
'lu.tiily sinl'e it must deal with the alternative ends that the
hlll'L'illllTacy serves and not merely with the means for accompli,;hing those ends. With the growing power of the state
blll'l'dlll'l'acy, Webel' argues, there is increasing danger that
t Ill'Sl~ political positions will become monopolized by the
hlll'l'dlllTats themselves, resulting in the development ofa sysll'1I1 ,,('''completely unsupervised office holding". "In view of the
gl'owillg indispensability of the state bureaucracy and its Corn::-ipollding increase in power, how can there be any guarantee
thaI <lny powers will remain which can check or effectively
l'llntl'ol the tremendous influence of this stratum [bureau(Tals J'!" ( i·1(3) The critical issue in this problem of controlling
I hl' blll'l'ulicracy is how people are selected to fill these top
dJlllillistrative-political positions, in particular, whether they
dl'l' blll'eaulTats selected by behind-the-scenes "unofficial patI'Ullage" or professional politicians selected through open, par1lilillental'Y struggle.

training. For the political direction of the state bureaucracy to
be effective it is therefore necessary that the top administrators
be thoroughly trained in this art of politics, and furthermore,
that mechanisms exist which hold them accountable for the
political quality of their administration.
The entire structure and ethos of bureaucracy makes the
professional bureaucrat unsuited for such a political directorate. While bureaucrats are highly skilled in techniques of
rational execution of programmes, they are almost inevitably
incompetent in political skills. This incompetence stems from the
nature of bureaucratic responsibility: "An official who receives
a directive which he considers wrong can and is supposed to
object to it. Ifhis superior insists on its execution, it is his duty
and even his honour to carry it cut as if it corresponded to his
innermost conviction, and to demonstrate in this fashion that his
sense of duty fitands above his personal preference." (1404)
'l'here is little or no scope for the development of political
talents within the bureaucratic ranks, and as a result, career
bureaucrats generally lack the capacity for real political leadership; "Our officialdom has been brilliant whenever it had to
prove its sense of duty, its impartiality and mastery of organizational problems in the face of official, clearly formulated
tasks of a specialized nature .... But here we are concerned wi th
political, not bureaucratic achievements, and the facts themselves provoke the recognition which nobody can truthfully
deny: That bureaucracy failed completely whenever it was
expected to deal with political problems. This is no accident;
rather it would be astonishing if capabilities inherently so alien
to one another would emerge within the same political structure." (1417) The control of the administrative apex of the
bureaucracy by bureaucrats thus leads to politically in'esponsible and ineffective direction of bureaucratic activity. In
times of peace and domestic tranquillity this mightnotbe terribl Y
serious; but when crisis occurs, the results can be devastating.

,I;

/ 'n '/,,,sll iUIl :J, if'the top administration of the state bureaucracy

Is illilie hilllds oj'bureaucrats, then there will be (/
strollg telldellc), flU':
(A I the po/iticul directioll of the bureaucracy to be
I!'!'('spollsihie fllld illeflixtive, especially in times
oj' ('risis; awl
(H I tIlL' beh i nd-tlle-scenes influence of big capitalists ill the /'llllllillg 4the state bureaucracy to be
II/axi lIIizl'd,
l:SSl!nl:C 0(' pllli tics", Weber writes, "is struggle":
over cmb and the power to accomplisH ends. Effective
illld 1',!:-iIJlHH:ihle political leadership consists in knowing how to
wei gil competing and conflicting ends, how to negotiate compromi"e::; "sacrificing the less important for the more important" ( 1404 l, how to recruit allies and form coalitions in political
ba t ties, and so {~)}th, These skills are arts that require intensive
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B. Ineffectiveness and irresponsibility are not the only costs of
uncpntrQlled bureauc~atic domination. In addition, Weber
argues, it tends to maximize the covert influence of big capitalist interests ill 1he administr:ation of the state. "The big capitalist interests 1.1'; :le present day, like those of the past, are apt, in
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,,!lIIIIl"al life--ill parties and ill all other connections that are
illll'(ll'lilliL to them-to prefer monocracy [instead of collegial
,',Hilml SlIch as parliamentj. For monocracy is, from their point
,II' \ il'\\'. lllOl'e 'discn~et'. The monocratic chief is more open to
Il<'l'sollal illt1l1enCl~ unci is mOl;e easily swayed, thus making it
IlHII'I~ readily possible to influence the administration of justice
<llld ullwr governmental activity in favour of such powerful
illl,'I'L'''t.::;.'' (211:3-284) While the influence of large capitalist
illll'rests is by no means negligible even where there are strong
p'lrlialllellt.s ((:specially, Weber argues, whim parties are organized as "political machines" as was common in the United
Stale:;), those interests attain the most unrestricted scope when
bureaucracy is the leal:it controlled." This combination of a predum i nance of capitalist influence behind the scenes with irrespUlIsible and ineffective political leadership of the state
hllreaucracy, Weber felt, characterized Germany from the time
Ill' BislllHl'ck. The only way out of this situation, Weber argued,
\\'.tS fur professional poli ticians to replace bureaucrats in the top
administrative positions. For this to be possible, a strong parlialllL'nl was essential.

and rl'spullsible leadership to the bureaucracy, he does
kel that puliticians are lIecessarily any more moral or

1'lfl"·I.

III" 1.\'1111.',11 Id",rainlalllll'r, Weiler ctlntrasts the influence of big capital on
I,,,II'.\' to iI 111"1'1' dil't'"~,, illlllll'I\l'l! of a plurality of organized groups. In
,'11,', , Ii,· '~"'.I' 1111-( III"t to tlw "xtent the top onhe state apparatus is dominated
1.\ ,I.,. I"" "01 "l'I'at·), , thl! ill:l!l'e~h of hil-( capital will dominate over the interests
",""",·ili.\". It is p",.;sibll!, Wit.lllllit duing much violence to the logic of Weber's
'" ,:'"II"lIt, (" I'e<:ast this ,1Ilalysis in terms Ilfthe contrast between the interests
,,1'1l;1I'IIl',,1a1' capitalists alld the interests of the capitalist class as a whole. That
I.... \\'..1"'1", "rgullll!lIt is t!lIuivalent to saying that bureaucratic domination of
I)" ,<I"'X oj' the statl! apparatus tends to generate a preponderance of parlllld,lI hl't: ""(litali~t interests over the interests of the class as a whole within
(j
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A. Administrative sliperl'isiull. A working padiament's effectiveness in controlling tIl(' bureaucracy stems from the active
involvement of parliamentury committees in supervising and
investigating the activities of various bureaucratic departments: "There is no substitute for the systematic crossexamination (under oath) of experts before a parliamentary
commission in the presence of the respective departmental. officials. This alone guarantees public supervision and a thorough
inquiry .... The parliamentary right of inquiry should be an
auxiliary means and, for the rest, a whip, the mere existence of
which will force the administrative chiefs to account for their
actions in such a way as to make its use unnecessary." (1418)
Through such investigatory committees, the parliament shares
in the work of administration by examining bureaucratic
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\V II tI" Weber feds that only professional politicians can bring
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honest than are professional bureaucrats: "The moti ves of party
members are no more merely idealist than are the usual philistine interests of bureaucratic competitors in promotions and
benefices. Here, as there" personal interests are usually at
stake." (141 ii) What is of critical importance, Weber argues, is
that "these ul.,versal human frailties do not prevent the selection of capable leaders." (1416) Politicians can become potentially eflective leaders not because they have necessarily better
personal qualities than bureaucrats, but because the, operate
in an institutiunal context which develops pulitical talents,
selects for leadership positions those individuals who most successfully demonstrate those talents, and holds those leaders
accountable for the political quality of their actions. If such an
jnstitutional context is absent, professional politicians will
behave much like bureaucrats who occupy positions of po we I' at
the top of the administration. In modern, complex industrial
society, Weber insists, the only institution that can accomplish
these tasks of political recruitment, training", and accountability is a powerful parliament.
A strong working parliament accomplishes three essential
things: first, it provides the institutional means for effectively
controlling the unrestrained power of the bureaucracy; second,
it generates the talented political leadership necessary for
responsibly directing bureaucratic activity; third, it provides
the mechanisms for holding that leadership accountable.

jl/'''/I"sifiull 4. "(Jnlya ll'()rking, not merely speech-making parliallwllt, CUlt pruuide the ground for the growth
alld selective ascent uj' genuine leaders, not
lIll'/'ely (/1'1I111gogic talents. A working parliament
... is one ll'hich sllperuises the administration by
('/llltilllltJIIS/Y sharing its work." (1416)
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rl~l'()rds, lilrllutiating legislative measures to improve bureau~
l'l';ltit: pl'rii)),)llance, adjusting budgets for various departments,
alld su fiJrlh.

C. Political accountability. Finally, strong parliamentary
institutions contain built-in mechanisms of accountability.
When top administrative positions are filled by bureaucrats
through behind-the-scenes deals, there is no way to hold them
publicly accountable for their activity: "Unofficial patronage,
then, is the worst form of parliamentary patronage-one that
favours mediocrity since nobody ran be held responsible. It is a
consequence of our rule by wnservative civil servants . . . .
Patronage in this system i::; nut in the hands of politicians and
parties, which might be held responsible by the public, but
works through private channels .... " (1429-1430) Where top
positions are filled through open, parliamentary struggles,
however, a certain minimum accountability is assured: "The
politician, and above all, the party leader who is rising to public
power, is exposed to public scrutiny through the criticism of
opponents and competitors and can be certain that, in the
struggle against him, the motives and means of his ascendancy
will be ruthlessly publicized." (1450)
While the accountability that accompanies electoral campaigns does not by any means prevent demagogy, it does tend to
make the demagogue more poli tically responsible. Beyond electoral accountability, a strong parliament itself has the power
(through parliamentary inquiry, votes of no confidence, etc.) to
hold the top administrative leadership accountable for its
actions. This interplay of competing parties, accountable,
elected leadership, and investigative parliamentary committees creates a political structure that, Weber felt, would
guarantee a minimum political responsibility on the part of the
political leadership.
Weber's expectations about the benefits of a strong parliament were relatively limited. He certainly did not feel that it
would automp; j:--ally create Ii happy ..Hld prosperous society or
even solve all;" he political ills of industrial society. But he did
feel that all other alternativt political'structures would not
even be able to guarantee the minimum pOlitical effectiveness
of a working parliament. In particular, he argues that for a
variety of different reasons, monarchy, (1406) "passive" democracy, (983, 1453) and "active mass" democracy will all inevitably strengthen the purely bureaucratic control of the bureaucracy. The most important of these for the comparison with

II. l..·uil''I's/lIjl l:I'eatiun. Parliamentary investigation and comIlli[ll'e \Vork is abo one of the basic m~ans for developing the
ll'adt~l'ship qualities of politicians: "Only such intensive trainIllg, Ihrough which the politician must pass in the committees of
it po\\'erf'ulll'orking parliament, turns such an assembly into a
r'xru it ing ground not for mere demagogues but for positively
p;lrtit:ipating politicians .... Only such co-operation between
ci\il servants and politicians can guarantee the continuous
"ullerv isiol1 of the admi nistration and, with it" the political
education of leaders and led." (1420) At the same time, a powerful parliament generates talented political leadership in at
iL-asl three other ways. First, the sheer fact of power attracts
indi\'iduals with leadership qualities; a powerless parliament
111;lkl's a pulitical career uninviting. 7 Second, not only does
1'0\\'('1' attract leaden;hip talent, but also the process of parI iii 111,;/11 ary political battles cultivates that talent, particularly
lit,' allilily to recruit allies and make the necessary comjll'llillises to establiHh a solid following. Third, the "natural
,;,'1",'1 ion" of' the competitive struggle for power tends to push
Illl' ll111n~ capable leadership into the top positions. In this prolI'SS, pulilical parties play an ab",olutely key role. As in all
If,udl'l'l1 llIas::; a::;sot:iations, there is a strong tendency for politil'a) parLies to bet:ome bureaucratized and for the party
flilld ional'Y to replace talented politieians in positions of power.
It is unly wlwn the ::;lakes of parliamentary struggle are high,
\\Ill'n vjctory brings rea) power to the party, that this tendency
ItJ\\,ll'(ls bureaucrat.ic os::;ification is counteracted; a political
pai'l,) t:allJlut afford to keep talented political leadership from
I'j, ing if' il hopes to be succe::;::;ful.
i "I" 11 Ie roll''' or the powerlessness of parliament [in Germany of 1917] and
II,,, I'\',-,ull lllg IHII'l!aUcratic charader of the ministerial positions, a man with a
,1 r""f: 1"'\\ ,'r drive lind lhe 'Iualities that ~o with it would have to be a fool to
\ ,'IIIUi'<' 1))111 Ihi~ lIliserable web of mutual resentment andon this slippery floor
"I' 'tJlld illlrigu,·. as long as hi,; talent,; and energies can apply themselves in
r",lds such lIH the giant enterprises, cartels, banks and wholesale firms ....
Sll'll'l",J of all phraseology, our so-called monarchic government amounts to
I\tllhill~ but this process ofllegative selectioll which diverts all major talents to
Ihe serVice of capitalist interests," (1413)
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Ll;llill is active mass democratization-the process of expandillg ill various ways the scope of participation of citizens in
}loliticallife. Two of the principles of active democratization are:
"I I) prevention of the development of a closed status group of
o/"l"icials in the interest bf a universal accessibility of office, and
(2) minimization of the authority of officialdom in the interest of
expanding the sphere of influence of 'public opinion' as far as
practicable. Hence, wherever possible, political democracy [i.e.,
actin; democracy 1strives to shorten the term of office through
dect ion and recall, and to be relieved from a limitation to
candidates with expert qualifications." (985) The result is that
while passive democratization tends to encourage bureaucratization, the principles of active democratization tend to
work against bureaucratization.
This might lead one to believe that the most expansive, most
"mass" ad i ve demoeratization would provide the best safeguard
against bureaucratic domination. No, Weber says. Just as
Illollarchic government cannot possibly supervise the bureaucr<lcy, neither can a truly active mass democracy.
By "mass democracy" Weber means democratic states which
lack significant and powerful "fi'ee representative institutions"
li.e., representative institutions in which th~ representatives
are ltd ,!arrowly mandated but rather are "free" to engage in
pilliti,:;.l bargaining, struggle, etc.). Such democracies take one
of tw,) filrms: either they are "direct democracies" or
"1) I"b i:;c it, lry de mocrac ies". The former Weber feels cannot exist
ill it large ,Ind complex society. They would simply be technintlly impossible. The closest thing in modern society to direct
delllocracy is "the Soviet type of republican organization where
it serves as a substitute for immediate democracy since the
lal1(,r is impossible in a mass organization."H (293) Soviet
;tSS,'lllhlies (as an ideal type) are characterized by imperative
Ill(llHldles, recall at any time, short terms of office, and other
dl<l r'lltt,ri,.;lics derived from the principles of direct democracy.l.I
h
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Weber feels that the prospects for such mandated representative institutions to control bureaucracy are quite limited.
Mandated assemblies would work reasonably well, Weber
argues, only as long as there were no significant antagonisms
between (and within) the representatives' constituencies. As
soon ~s serious conflicts occur, a mandated assembly would
become completely impotent since the representatives would be
prohibited from negotiating compromises. They would be forced
to return to their constituency to alter their mandated position
on every significant issue, thus making effective political bargaining impossible. The result would be a complete paralysis of
the assembly and thus an incapacity to supervise effectively the
bureaucracy. As soon as the principle of imperative mandates is
relaxed, however, the representative ceases to be simply the
delegated agent of the electors and begins to exercise real
authority over them. The result is that the "soviet" form of'
direct democracy is transformed into the beginnings of a "parliamentary" system.
Plebiscitary democracy (i.e., formal government through
mass votes on issues and leadership) is equally impractical:
"The plebiscite as means of election as well as of legislation has
inherent technical limitations, since it only answers 'Yes' or
'No'. Nowhere in mass states does it take over the most important function of parliament, that of determining the budget. In
such cases the plebiscite would also obstruct more seriously the
passing of all bills that result from a compromise between conflicting interests, for the most diverse reasons can lead to a 'No'
if there is no means of accommodating opposed interests
through negotiation. The referendum does not know the com-
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d,.l" un the adual functioning of soviets.
!), '1'1", b,,~icchilracterislic,;ofdirectdemocracy as elaborated by Weber are: (a)
,JI\ln ll'rIllS uj' omce, if possible only running between two general meetings of
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the members; (b) liability to recall at any time; (c) the principle ofrotation or of
selection by lot in filling ofiices so that every member takes a turn at some time
(making it possible to avoid the position of power of technically trained persons
or of those with long experience and command of official secrets); (d) strictly
defined mandate for the clindud oj' "Inn.' laid down by the assemhly ofmemhers
(the sphere of compl'lence is thu, <':ollcretely dt>lin<:d and not of a general
character); Ie) a strict ubligation to render an accllullting lu the general assembly; (f) the obligation to submit every unusual que:;tioll which has not been
foreseen to the assembly of members or to a committee representing them; Ig)
the distribution of power between large numbers of offices each with its own
particular function; (h) the treatment of office as an avocation and not a full time
occupation. (289)
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\\,1 It'll." "I' Weber discusses "soviets" in Parliament and Government and
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r.', ,'''''''1 \ ,,,1</ SU''i"'.\', he treats them asan "ideal-type" organization that adapts
[I" i'rilll'lfJle~ of direct democracy to the conditions of modern society. Nowhere
.I .. '," Itl' di"'lI~~ th{'m as a ('(lIlnele historical phenomenon or present any
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upon which the majority oflaws is based in every mass
with strong regional, social, religious and other cleavtiges." (1455) Since real government cannot in fact be conducted
through constant referenda and plebiscites, there is a strong
h-ndency for such systems to degenerate into "caesarist" forms
or leadership selection: "Active mass democratization 'means
that the political leader is no longer proclaimed a candidate
because he has proved himself in a circle of honoratoires, then
lkcoming a leader because of his parliamentary accompli::ih ments, but that he gains the trust and faith ofthe masses in
him and his power with the means of demagogy. In substance
t his means a shift toward the caesarist mode of selection." (1451)
The critical characteristic of such caesarist leadership (i.e.,
Il~adership directly selected by a show of mass confidence) is that
it i.'i accountable to a working, powerful parliament. Because of
his posit.ion of enormous power and prestige, such a leader
usually has at his disposal all of the means necessary to guarantee mass support. But in the end, he is little different from a
hereditary monarch in his capacity to control the bureaucratic
apparatus, and like monarchic government, caesarist leadership tends to generate uncontrolled bureaucratic domination.
The only way out of these impasses, Weber maintains, is
thruugh active parliamentary democracy. While in any modern,
mass state a certain tendency towards caesarism is inevitable,
parliamentary institutions have the capacity to control such
tendencies, and in so doing, to control the bureaucracy as well.
Nl~ither one-man rule, of either the caesarist or monarchical
variety, nor mass rule, of either the soviet or plebiscitary variety, can accomplish this.

I·

I:

government; the October Revolution was brewing. Such a conjuncture sharply raised a central theoretical issue that has
preoccupied much writing and political struggle on the Left for a
century: Should the state be c9nsidered an essentially neutral
apparatus that merely needs to be "captured" by a workingclass socialist political party for it to serve the interests of the
working class, or is the apparatus of the state in capitalist
society a distinctively capitalist apparatus that cannot possibly
be "used" by the working class, and as a result, must be destroyed and replaced by a radically different form Of the state?1U
Lenin very decisively takes the latter position, arguing that the
"dictatorship of the proletariat" is incompatible with the
bourgeois state apparatus, and therefore that the capitalist
state must be smashed and replaced by new' revolutionary
"soviet" institutions.
Although much of the. essay takes the form of a polemic
against the more reformist perspective, Lenin's analysis does
contain a fairly coherent theory of the state, bureaucracy, and
the implications of socialism for state structure:
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10. These two conception:; of the state are frequently designated the "state in
capitalist society" vs. the "capitalist state" theories. The writings ofC. Wright
Mills, G. William Domhotf, and to a much lesser extent Ralph Miliband fall
mainly into the former, whereas Lenin and the French "structuralist" Marxists
(Althusser, Poulantzas, and others I fall into the latter, 1'he critical difference
between the two centres on whether the state is analYbed primarily in terms of
who controls it (capitalists, elites, bureaucrats, de.) or ill terms of what kind ofa
state it is (feudal state, bourgeois state, socialist stut.:, etc. I. Of course, there is
no necessary reason why the twu perspectives cannot be combined.
11. All page references are to the one-volume edition of Selected Works, London 1969, unless otherwise specified.
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The ba::iic question that underlies Lenin's analysis in The State
Ullci Rl'l'olutiol! is quite different from Weber's: How can the
"late he made to serve the interests of the working class? or
alternatively, what is the relationship between the state
,(pparatus and the goals of a socialist revolution? Such quesliuos had particularly poignant implications in the summer of
1~1l7, when the essay was written. The February Revolution
had already occurred, establishing a bourgeois "constitutional"

;~

(

Proposition 1. "The state is a product and a manifestation of the
irreconcilability of class antagonisms. The state
arises where, when and insofar as class antagonisms objectively cannot be reconciled. And, con·
versely, the exister..:;e of the state proves that class
antagonisms are irreconcilable. , .. The state is
an organ ofclass rule, an organ far the oppression
of one class by another . ... The state is a special
organization o/force: it is an organization ofuioIe nee tor the suppression of some class." (267,

Lenin's Argument
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Lenin adupts with very little modification the classic Marxian
cont:L'ption of the state. The state is defined not only in terms of
t hL' IIlt'W1S at its disposal (the control of violence), but also in
term:; of the ends it serves (class domination and suppression of
da::;s sLruggleJ. 1'his function is characteristic of all states, Lenin
argues, ind uding a socialist state; what differs is the class being
uppressed and the class which rules. In a capitalist state, the
buurgeoisie rules and the proletariat is suppressed; in a socialist
slale, the proletariat rules and the capitalist class is suppressed.
All slates imply repression.

for the special purpose of fooling the 'common people'." (296)
Lenin argued that parliaments in capitalist society must necessarily be "mere talking-shops" since important state functions
are controlled by the executive apparatus (the bureaucracy),
and thus they necessarily become sources of political mystification. .

Thi,; i::; tilL! critical part of Lenin's argument. He argues not
Illl~rl'ly that capitalists happen to control the political institution::; of a capitalist society, but also that those institutions are
::;tructured in ways which guarantee that control. In particular
Lenin views parliament as a perfect instrument for ensuring
t:apilalist domination. This is true for two reasons: First, parlitlllwnt is an institution that mystifies the masses and legitim,Ill's the ::;ocial order; second, the structure of capitalist society
en;;ures that the bourgeoisie will necessarily control parlialUL!nt.

l ...\iy,.;(i/lcutiull lIlld legitimation. The central way that par-

li"nll!nt mystifies political life, according to Lenin, is that it
appl'itrS tu be the basic organ of power in the society, and thus
1; i \ l!,; tilL' appearance that the people's elected representatives
run LIll.! :-;tate, when in fact all important decisions are made
Ill'hil\d the scenes: "Take any parliamentary country, from
.\Jlll'ric<l to Switzerland, from France to Britain, Norway and so
t"llrtll-in the::;e countries the real business of 'state' is perfUl"IllL'd behind the ::;cenes and is carried on by the departments,
r IILl IICL' Ileries and General Staffs. Parliament is given up to talk
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B.Bourgeois control ofparliament. Even if parliaments did have
some residual power, they would still be instruments of capitalist class domination because of the direct control of parliament
by the bourgeoisie: "[Bourgeois parliamentary democracy] is
always hemmed in by the narrow limits set by capitalist exploitation, and consequently always remaiI;l, in effect, a democracy
for the minority, only for the propertied classes, only for the
rich . . . . Owing to the conditions of capitalist exploitation,
modern wage slaves are so crushed by want and poverty that
'they cannot be bothered with democracy', 'they cannot be
bothered with politics'; in the ordinary peaceful course of events
the majority of the population is debarred from participation in
public and political life .... If we look more closely into the
machinery of capitalist democracy we see everywhere, in the
'petty'-supposedly petty-details of the suffrage (residential
qualification, exclusion of women, etc.), in the technique of the
representative institutions, in the actual obstacles to the right
of assembly (public buildings are not for paupers!), in the purely
capitalist organization of the daily press, etc., etc.-we see
restriction after restriction upon democracy. These restrictions,
exceptions, exclusidns, obstacJl1s for the pOOl: seem slight ... but
in their sum total these re::;triclions exclude and squeeze out the
poor from politics, from active participation in democracy."
(326)
The net result is, according to Lenin, that the masses only get
"to decide once every few years which member of the ruling class
is to repress and crush the people through parliament-this is
the real essence of bourgeois parliamentarism." (295)

j)/,uji<Jsitioll 2. "A democratic republic is the best possible pplitical shell for capitalism, and therefore, once
capital has gained possession of this very best
shell. , . it establishes its power so securely, so
firmly, that fW change of persons, institutions or
parties in the bourgeois-democratic republic can
shake it," (273)
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Proposition 3. Bureaucracy is the basic structure through which
the capitalist class rules. Furthermore. bureaucratic organization is suited only for capitalist
domination.
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Lt!uin b;u:;e::; this propo::;ition on thl'ee arguments: bureaucracy
i:i fuuctional for capitaliHm; bureaucrats, big and small, are
dependent on the bourgeoi::;ie; and bureaucratic organization
makes popular control'of administration impossible.
A. H/I rea IIcracy is /iau:tional for capitalism. "The development,
perl',!dion and strengthening of the bureaucratic and military
apparatus", Lenin writes, "proceeded during all of the numerow; bOlU'geois revolutions which Europe has witnessed since the
fall uf feudalism," (284) As class struggle intensified with the
development of capitalism, the progressive expansion and centralization of the bureaucratic apparatus became necessary:-"in its struggle against the [proletarian] revolution, the
parliamentary republic found itself compelled to strengthen,
•dong with repressive measures, the resources and centralization of governmental power. All revolutions perfected
t hi.,; 111<:\(.:hi ne instead of smashing it. The p~rties that contended
in turn for domination regarded the possession of this huge state
ediliCt! as the principal spoils of the victor" (282: quoting Marx,
ft'OllI the Eighteenth Brumaire).
Fi nally, the latest stages of capitalist development, Lenin
arglle,;, have led to an even greater level of bureaucratization:
"ll1lpl'rialii:lm-the era of bank capital, the era of gigantic
l'llpitalist monopolies, of the development of monopoly capitalism into state-monopoly capitalism-has clearly shown an
extraordinary strengthening of the 'state machine' and an
unprecedented growth in its bureaucratic and military
apparatus against the proletariat both in monarchical and in
the freest, most republican countries," (286)
hureaucratization is thus seen by Lenin as a functional
response by the capitalist state to the pressures of class struggle
wb ieh accompany the development of capitalism. 12
l~. Not only docs capitali::;m tend to l'e!:lult in the bureaucratization of
I,,,u rg,,,)is ~tatc illstitutions. it IIlso tcnds to bureaucratize working class organi .. ,l1 luns: "W" cannot do without officials under capitalism, under the rule of the
I •. ,,,'g,·,,i,,i ... The I'roletal';at. I::; oppl'es::;ed, the working people are enslaved by
,·"pIl.disul. lJndl~1' capitalism. democracy I::; restricted, cramped, curtailed,
mulilald J.,y all the condition::; of wage slavery, and the poverty and misery of
lht' p",'pit:. This and this alone is the reason why the functionaries of our
!lldili •. ,l ul'ganiZiltion::; and the trade unions are corrupted-or rather tend to be

C'JlTlIj'lC'd--by the conditiuns of capitalism and betray a tendency to become
blll"t'allcl'ats, i.e., privileged persons divorced from the people and standing

[.~
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B. Dependence of bureaucrats on the bourgeoisie. This is most
obvious in the case of'top bureaucratic positions, since these
tend to be distributed as political spoils among the bourgeois
and petty bourgeois parties, The "restricted nature" of
bourgeois democracy guarantees that a revolutionary
working-class party would I;lever be able to partake in these
spoils and thus could never control the top administrators,
Furthermore, Lenin argues, this dependency on the bourgeoisie
involves not merely the top echelons ofthe bureaucracy, but the
apparatus as a whole: "In their works, Marx and Engels repeatedly show that the bourgeoisie are connected with these
institutions [the bureaucracy and the standing army] by
thousands of threads. Every worker's experience illustrates this
connection in an extremely graphic and impressive manner. , ..
In particular, it is the petty bourgeoisie who are attracted to the
side of the big bourgeoisie and are largely subordinated to them
through this apparatus, which provides the upper sections of the '
peasants, small artisans,. tradesmen and the like with comparatively (;(),ufortable, quiet and respectable jobs raising their
holders aLul' the people," (283)1:1
-
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C. The separation of bureaucracy from the people. For the working class to become a "ruling class" it is essential that institutions exist th.·ough which workers can "rule", Bureaucratic
organization, Lenin insists, makes such mass participation
impossible. This is a crucial part of Lenin's argument, for it
ensures that the sheer existence of bureaucracy tends to further
capitalist interests (or, at a minimum, to impede the realization
above the people. That is the essence of bureaucracy; and until the capitalists

have been expropriated and the bourgeoisie uvel'thl'Uwn, eV1!1l proletarian
functionaries will inevitably be 'bureaucratized' to a certain extent." (347) 'I'his
blireaucratization of working class organizations, in Lenin's analysis, tends to
undermine the political strength of the organization and the confidence of the
people in their leadership. Such tendencies towurd bureaucratization are thus
also functional for capitali::;t intercst.
13. In terms of the discussion in chapter 1, Lenin is in effect arguing that state
bureaucrats are eithcr directly bound to the bourgeoisie (top officials) 01' occupy
contradictory class locations which link their interests at least partially to the
bourgeoisie, Non-bureaucratic employees oft"he state-transportation workers,
postal workers, janitors, etc,-would not be linked to the bourgeoisie in this
way,
,
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work ing clatls inieretlttll. The key characteristics of bureauantic organization which separate it from the masses are:
( I) appointment. of official::; raiher than election, and particularly, the impmisibility of recall;
,2) the high salaries and special privileges of officials, which
concretely tie their interests to the bourgeoisie, create an aura
of "uflicial grandeur" about them, and place them "above the
peuple"; and
Cl) the restricted quality of bourgeois democracy, which separatetl legitllation from administrative activity and prevents the
adi ve participation oCthe people in either. While the conditions
of life strongly impede active participation in democratic politics in general, the separation of legislative activity from
aUlllini,;lrative activity absolutely prohibits any mass partil'ipation in administration.
It' Lenin's analysis of the relationship of bureaucracy and
p,lriiallwnt to capitalism is substantially correct, then it is clear
that these state structures offer litile or no possibility of being
"captured" and used for the interests of the working class. Even
i( parliament could be captured by a revolutionary workingcia, .. ,ujority and even if that parliament somehow had real
PU\\ l';, ,;till, Lenin argues, "it is clear that the old executive
apparatus, the bureaucracy, which is connected with the
bIJUI'l~ellitlie, would be unfit to carry out the orders of the prokLIl'ian slate." (304) Thus, irthe working class wishes to take
IllII\','l' atl a new rllling class and organize society in its own
ilt\I'I'l';;ts, it has no other choice than to destroy the old struclul'l'~; and create neW ones.
\)t'

\

tions from talking shops into 'working' bodies. 'The Commune
was to be a working, not a parliamentary, body, executive and
legislative at the same time' " [quoting Marx]' (296) 'rhe model
of this proletarian representative assembly was the short-lived
Paris Commune of 1871: "The commune substitutes for the
venal and rotten parliamentarism of bourgeois society institutions in which freedom of opinion and discussion does not degenerate into deception, for the parliamentarians themselves have
to work, have to execute theii· own laws, have themselves to test
t~e results achieved in reality and to account daily to the constituents. Representative institutions remain, but there is no
parliamentarism here as a special system, as the division of
labour between legislative and executive, as a privileged po~i
tion for the deputies. We cannot imagine democracy, even proletarian democracy, without representative institutions, but
we can and must imagine democracywithout parliamentarism.

"

i
,.

rl,

l:!
't

t
it;I .

... " (297)

"Democracy introduced' as fully and consistently as conceivable", writes Lenin, "is transformed from bourgeois to proletarian democracy". (283) But as in all democracies, proletarian democracy still constitutes a "state", i.e., an organization of violence for the suppression of some class. Thus, pro-·
letarian democracy is at the same time a dictatorship of the
proletariat: "Simultaneously with an immense expansion of
democracy, which for the first time becomes democracy for the
poor, democracy for the people,and not de\l1ocracy for the
money-bags, the dictatorship of the proletariat imposes a series
of restrictions on the freedom of the oppressors, the exploiters,
the capitalists." (327)
. Administration, meanwhile, would cease to be organized
bureaucratically and would gradually become democratized
until, eventually, "the whole population, without exception,
[would] proceed to discharge state functions." This, of course,
would not happen overnight: "Aboli~lting' the bureaucracy at
once, everywhere and completely, is out of the question. It is a
utopia. But to smash the old bureaucratic machine at once and
to begin immediately to construct a new one that will make
possible the gradual abolition of all bureaucracy-this is not a
utopia ..." (297) This new form of administration would differ
from traditional bureaucracy in a number of critical respects,

l)I'f/!'/J.~iti(J1I -I, SucialislII requires the complete destruction of

/Juurgt!uis state institutions and their replacement by a new form of complete democracy or
prolda,.ian democracy (or, equivalently, proleta ,.ia /I dictato,.ship).
,Vhal will be the ba~ic principles of these new institutions and
how will they dint!r from the old structures? To begin, let us look
al parliament: "The way out of parliamentarism is not, of

cour:;e, the abol ilion of representati ve institutions a,nd the electi\'e principle, but the conversion of the representative institu-
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while in other respects it would be very similar to what Weber
would call "bureaucratic" organization. To begin with the obviow, diflerence:i: "The workers, after winning political power,
will ::;1I111sh the old bureaucratic apparatus, shatter it to its
liHll1dalions and raze it to the ground; they will replace it with a
new one, consistingoft.he very same workers and other employl'l'::; against whose transformation into bureaucrats the measure::; will at once be taken that were specified in detail by Marx
and Engels: (1) not only election, but recall at any time; (2) pay
not to exceed that of a workman; (3) immediate introduction of
('lllltrol and supervision by all, so that all may become 'bureaucrats' for a time and that, therefore, nobody may be able to
lJec(jl1le a 'bureaucrat'." (343)
The last of these three characteristics of socialist admini::it r.d j, In-mass participation in control and accounting-is
dei.,:. the most problematic. Lenin knew that such participalion would nece:isarily be limited initially, but he was
convil1l'ed that "the accounting and control necessary for this
l thl' "lllUlJth running of production] have been simplified by
cupit.ali::;m to the utmost and reduced to extraordinarily simple
upnations-which any literate person can perform-of super\'i::;ing and recording, knowledge of the four rules of arithmetic
and i::;suing appropriate receipts." (337) The social conditions
for 111 .. :;::; participation in administration had also been created
by capi t,llism and would be further developed by socialism: "The
(h'\'I~I()plllenl of capitalism in turn creates the preconditions
lh.,t L'llable all to take part in the administration octhe state.
SOllle of the::;e preconditions are universal literacy, which has
all'l,ady been achieved in a number of the most advanced
cilpitali:;l countries, then the 'training and disciplining' of milli,Hl::> uf workers .. , . The possibility of this destruction [of
IJllJ'l'ii ucracy J is guaranteed by the fact that socialism will shorkn the working day, will raise the people to a new life, will
create sllch conditions for the majority of the population as will
enable everybody, without exception, to perform 'state funcliulls', and this willieadto the complete withering away of every
form of state in general." l336, 349)
LJ ndl'riying this discussion of the possibilities of democratiling administrative control is a sharp distinction which
Lenin draws between the roles of bureaucrats and technical

I
1

,!

I

experts: "The question of control and accounting should not be
confused with the question of the scientifically trained staff of
engineers, agronomists and so on. These gentlemen are working
today in obedience to the wishes of the capitalists, and will work
even better tomorrow in obedience to the wishes of the armed
workers." (337) The bureaucratic dimension of bourgeois
administration thus centres on the way "control and accounting" are organized rather than on the total organization of the
administration. In fact, Lenin regards the non-bureaucratic,
technical aspects of bourgeois administration extremely
favourably: "At the present the postal service is a business
organized on the lines of a state-capitalist monopoly. Imperialism is gradually transforming all trusts into organizations of a similar' type, in which, standing over the common
people, who are overburdened and starved, one has the same
bourgeois bureaucracy. But the mechanism of social management is here already at hand. Once we have overthrown the
capitalist ... we shall have a splendidly equipped mechanism,
freed from the 'parasite', a mechanism which can very well be
set going by the united workers themselves, who will hire technicians, foremen and accountants, and pay them all, as indeed
all state officials in general, workmen's wages." (298-299)
This "splendidly equipped mechanism" is the "scientifically
trained staff" responsible for the technical work of administration which is quite distinct from the "parasitic" bureaucratic
structures of control and accounting. While the latter must be
smashed by the working class, the former can be "captured" and
used by the workers. The "complete democracy" Lenin stresses
so much is limited to a democratization of control, not a democratization of technical expertise as such. The result would be
that: "We shall reduce the role of state officials to that of simply
carrying out our instructions as responsible, revocable, modestly paid 'foremen and accountants' (of course with the aid of
technicians of all sorts, types and degrees)." (298) The democratization is also explicitly not meant to negate all subordination and authority in organization. To begin with, as
Lenin says many times: "We are not utopians, we do not dream
of dispensing at once with all administration, with all subordination .... No, we want the socialist revolution with people
as they are now, with people who cannot dispense with sub-
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tics and bureaucracy. The basic starting' points of their discussions are quite different: Weber is generally concerned with
the problem of the formal rationality of political structures and
in particular with the factors that contribute to political effectiveness and responsibility; Lenin, in contrast, is much more
concerned with questions of substantive rationality, with tre
relationship of state structures to the class ends that they serye.
Both arguments, however, pivot around a very similar critique
of bureaucratic domination and of parliamentary institutions
that are purely "speech-making" assemblies (Weber) or "talking shops" (Lenin). Although in The State and Revolution Lenin
never specifically addres::ies the problem of leadership effectiveness and responsibility which is so important to Weber, he
does agree with Weber that when representative institutions
are powerless, the real centre of power shifts to the bureaucracy.
Both men agree that this tends to facilitate the political domination of purely capitalist interests. There is even one aspect of
the solution to the problem that both Lenin and Weber share:
the need to C/'date representative institutions that are active,
working bOLL:s. But they differ substantially in the overall
thrust of their conclusions: Lenin calls for the replacement of
bureaucracy and parliamentary representation by "soviet" political institutions; Weber argues that soviets are unworkable
and advocates instead the development of powerful, elitist
working parliaments. The following comparison will try to
illuminate the critical differences in the underlying assumptions about the social world which lead to these different conclusions.
Before examining those assumptions, it will be useful to
juxtapose Lenin's and Weher's general arguments. (In order to
make the steps in the argument::; parallel, the order and form of
the propositions have been somewhat changed from the presentation in the two previous sections.)

,)rdinalilHl, control and 'foremen and accountants'. The subordi natioll, however, must be to the armed vanguard of all the
exp1oill'd and working people, i.e., to the proletariat.... We, the
workerti, ::ihall organize large-::icale production on the basis of
w11a t l:api tali::Hl1 has already created, relying on our own experil'lll'l' ati workers, estahli::;hing strict, iron discipline backed up by
till' state power of the armed workers."(298)
Beyund the problems of authority inherited from the old
order, mureover, Lenin argues, there will always· be a certain
amOllnt of subordination and authority which is technically
dd.ermined: "The technique of all these enterprises [large-scale
industrial productionj make::i absolutely imperative the stricktit di::icipline, the utmoBt precision on the part of everyone
carrying out hi::i allotted task, for otherwise the whole enterpriBl! may come to a stop, or machinery or the finished product
may be damaged." (:342) Finally, the proletarian state would be
quik centralized, but it would be a quite different kind of central i::inl from that of capitalist societies: It would "oppose conSCiOllti democratic, proletarian centralism to bourgeois, miliImy, bureaucratic centralism." (301)
l.,'nin was unwilling in The State and Revolution to give more
than a very general image of what the structures of a socialist
",,,.:il'l.y would be like. He strongly felt that to attempt to construl'l (l priori blueprillt::i for the "good" society was a form of
utopiani::;m. He argued that the concrete forms of the socialist
::;tat" would emerge in a dialectical process from the attempt at
bu i ldi ng ::iociali::;m: "To develop democracy to the utmost, to find
the ttlI'm::; {tH' this development, to test them by practice, and so
ii)rth---ull thi::; i::; one of' t.he component tasks of the struggle for
th,~ ,;ucial revolut.ion. Taken separately, no kind of democracy
will bring tiociali::im. But in actual life democracy will never be
'Llkell ,;eparatdy'; it will be 'taken together' with other things,
it \\'ill,!xert its inl1uence on economic life as well, will stimulate
II.' t l"lll"j'lll'malion; and in its turn it will be influenced by
l'l'llll<Jlllic de\'elopnwnl, and so on. This is the dialecticsofliving
hi"lul'),." (:3~O)

Webet,
1. When parliament is merely
a speechmaking assembly,
the result is uncontrolled
bureaucratic domination,
which serv~s the interests of

.

{ .' omparlsons
'l'lll'l'e i::i u very curiolls combination of close convergences and

pulaI' eli vel'gences between Weber's and Lenin's analyses ofpoli-
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Lenin
1. With parliament being
merely a talking shop, the real
centres of state power are
located in the bureaucracy,
which is controlled by and
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capiLdisls and produces inefted i Vv and irrespon::;ible political Icudcr::;hip.

serves the interests of the
capitalist class.

2. However, bureaucracies
are ilwvitable and necessary
given the conditions of modern
technology and production,
and: 1;1) mass scale of the modern .. lte.

2. Bureaucracy is not a technological imperative neces-.
sitated by modern technology
and mass administration; it is a
specifically political imperative for the stability of capitalism and the domination of the
bourgeoisie.

~l.

Since bureaucracy cannot
be eliminated, the problem is
1() create guarantees that will
prevent bureaucrats from
ove r::;tepping their proper
place and controlling the political direction of the bureaucrllcy.

3. In a capitalist society it is
inevitable that representative
institutions will be mere talking shops designed to fool the
people; nothing can prevent
the bureaucracy from being
the real centre of power in
advanced capitalist societies.

-L It is therefore nece::;sary to
tkvelop in::;titutions that will
bt! able to create poli tically
responsible and clHupetent
political leadership to direct
thal supervision.

4. If socialism is to be established, institutions must be
created that make it possible
for the working class to be
organized as the ruling class
and that will make the masses
politically sophisticated, class
conscious participants in state
adm i nistration.

~-). Thi~

can only be done
Illl'lJllgh a strong, working
pdl'liaillent which can control
LIIl' bun'i1ucracy.
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5. This can only be accomplished by smashing pa.rliament and bureaucracy and
replacing them by a dictatorship of the proletariat
organized in working assemblies and soviet administration.
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The assumptions underlying these two trains of reasoning will
be discussed under four general headings: (1) the determinants
of organizational structure; (2) the nature of the state and politics; (3) organizational structure and aceo~mtability; (4) contradictions and the limits on the possible.
.1
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The Determinants of Organizational Structure
One of the serious difficulties in comparing Weber's and Lenin's
conceptions of the determinants of organizational structure is
that they use terms such as "bureaucracy", "technician", ·and
"official" in quite different ways. In part, these different usages
reflect merely semantic differences, but in important ways they
also reflect theoretical differences.
Lenin differentiates between three basic organizational
functions-policy-making, control-accounting, and "administration"-in his analysis of bureaucracy and the state, whereas
Weber makes the distinction between on ly two--policy-mald ng
and administration. H We will leave the discussion of policymaking to the next section (on the nature of the state) and focus
here on the implications of Lenin's distinction between
technical-administrative fuuctions and accounting-control
functions.
Throughout his analysis of bureaucracy, Lenin stresses the
distinction between "bureaucrats" and "technicians". 'rhe
former role corresponds to lhe control and accounting functions
in organizations; the latter, to the technical-administrative
functions. Weber does not ignore the issue of control and
accounting in his discussion of bureaucracy, but he does not
regard them as a qistinctive function in the same way that
Lenin does. Nowhere, moreover, does Weber emphasize the
distinction between technical and bureaucratic roles in
bureaucratic organizations. Control and accounting are partially absorbed as an integral part of the administrative tunc-
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14. I am using the word "administration" here in a way that does not entirely
correspond to either Lenin's or to Weber's usage, although it is closer to Lenin's.
Lenin uses the expression "admini:;trution" to dc:;cribe that aspect of public
bureaucracies that would be left when bureaucrats would be repillced by officials elected by th~ people, I will utie the term as a generlll expression to describe
the function of executing pulicicti ur carrying out orders formulated by the
political directorate.
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I i")1 of "llrrying out policy and partially absorbed in the function
"t' !JlJlicy-making itself.

Thi", problem of the control and accounting functions in
blll'l'dlll'J'Util: organizations bears directly on the question of the
dl'leJ'lllinHllls of organizational structure. Both Lenin and
\\'"IH'r dgrue lhat those structural characteristics most closely
r,'I;,tvd lu the technil:al-administrative function are sub;;LIIII.I.dly determined by the technological and material con,Ii I ill)I'" III' modern socidy, But unlike Weber, Lenin does not feel
I hal [hL: control and accounting functions are determined in this
s. 1111t.' \V ay. Whi Ie the technical features of production may have
iW(,llllle inl:l'easingly complex with capitalist development,
I.vllill argues lhat the Btrict.iy control and accounting functions
"h.I\ v bl'l~ome so simplified and can be reduced to such exceedi Ilr~ 1,\' si !llple uperationB of regiBtration, filing and checking that
I hey l',III be easily performed by every literate per.son". (294) In
"iljJll:.lisl societ.y these intrinsically simple functions of control
;Illd ;IIT<lllnting are in the hands of bureaucrats, "i.e., privileged
[,VI"',IIIIS divorced from the people and standing above the
Ill'Upl,:" 1:3,17), not because it is technically necessary or effil'iVIlI, but because it iBpviitieally necessary for the bureaucratic
apparatus lo be effective in controlling the prolatariat. This
Sl p<l ra lion of officials from the people is further mystified by the
"lJffic'ial grandeur" of bureaucratic pOl;itions, which has led most
\\'urkl'rs lu believe that they would be incapable of participating
ill administration. Finally, the factual absence of any parI icip;llilJll by the people in politics has meant that these skills,
e\,~ n llHlugh fundamentally simple, have not been cultivated in
IllUst worker!:>. The result is a pervasive mystification of the
l:nlire apparatu!:> o/'the !:>tate, Weber, needless to say, disagrees
"ll'llflgly wit.h Lenin, He feels that the administrative tasks
of t he bureaucracy-including the control and accounting
udivilies-are extremely complex and that the masses are in
fill'l inl'<lpable of effectively performing them.
The Nature of the State and Politics:
Elite-Organization vs. Class-Structure
Tlw dilf,~rent assumptions that underlie Lenin's and Weber's
L'lIlll'l'pl iUlls of the stLlte are reflected in their very definitions of

the state. Weber first defines the notion of "organization" and
then defines the state as a special kind of organization.
organization: "A social relationship which is either closed or
limits the admission of outsiders will be called an organization
when its regulations are enfurced by specific individuals: a chief
and, possibly, an admini!:>traLive starf." (48)
political organizatiun: "A 'ruling organization' will be called
'political' insofar as its existence and order is continuously safeguarded within a given territorial area by the threat and application of physical force on the part of the administrative staff."
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the state: "A compulsory political organization with continuous
operations will be called a 'state' insofar as it successfully
upholds the claim to the monopoly of the legitimate use of physical force in the enforcement of its order." (54) .
Weber then makes the important following elaboration: "It is
not possible to define a political organization, including the
state, in terms of the end to which its action is devoted. All the
way from the provision for subsistence to the patronage of art,
there is no conceivable end which some political association has
not at some time pursued, From the protection of personal
security to the administration of justice, there is none which all
have recognized. Thus it is possible to define the 'political'
character of an organization only in terms of the means peculiar
to. it, the use of force." (55) At the core of this definition of the
state, therefore, there is an individual-the chief~and his staff
which have at their disposal a distinctive kind of means-the
monopoly of the legitimate use of force. Under certain circumstances the "chief" might be 1: group ofpeople--a collegial
body-but it ',8 never a "class". Together the chief and his staff
constitute an elite which <;ontrols this special kind of organization and uses it for a wide variety of purposes.
Lenin's notion of the state also centres around the use of force
but it differs from Weber's definition in two central respects:
First, the state is assumed tv serue (/ spL'!:i/lc limetion, the
suppression of class struggle and the maintenance of the domination of the ruling class (whatever that cia::;::; might bel. An
institution or structure which did not serve such a function
could not be a state in Lenin's analysis.
Second, the state is conceived more asa "structure" than simply
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urg,ll)izalion controlled by an elite. lS Of course, in many
Ilily:; Lenin abo conceiveB of the state as a special organization
and frequently he discusBes the concrete "connections" between
tile bourgeoisie and the state, the specific ways in which they
iJlI"itlencl! it and control it. When Lenin discusses the state in
the:;!.: terms, he is not particulal·ly inconsisten~ with Weber's
U!:iage. What is different is that Lenin also sees the state as an
apparatus that by its very structure supports the domination of
a particular ruling class. What is most important to Lenin about
the "policy-making function" is not primarily the concrete indi\' iduals who make the policies, but rather the class whose rule is
guarallteed by the structures within which those policies are
furmulated.
In shurt, Weber's concept of the state centres on the ways in
which I'litl':; control a particular kind of orga.nization; Lenin's
cC>IlCeptioJl of the state centres on the ways in which classes rule
through a particular kind of :;tructure.

had been severely damaged by the anti-parliamentary policies
of one statesman, Bismarck.
Lenin sees the issue very differently. Parliaments are
powerless and bureaucracies tend to be the site of the "real work
of government" not because of some particular organizational
failure, but because of the structt;ral requireJ?1.ents of the stable
dominati<'llJf the capitalist class. Especially, in the "age of
imperialislu', when class struggle has become particularly
intense and wQrking class political parties potentially very
strong, the bourgeoisie cannot rely on representative institutions to guarantee its rule, and thus it has tended to turn
increasingly to the "executive" as the primary structure of class
domination. The problem is not that parliamentary committees
are not strong enough, that certain parliaments lack the formal
constitutional right of inquiry, or that any particular statesman
adopts strategies that undermine the stature of parliament. The
problem is that parliament has ceased to be functional as an
organ of class domination (but not as an instrument for legitimation~thus the maintenance of parliaments as "talking
shops") for the bourgeoisie, and as a result, over a period of time,
class conscious political leaders of the capitalist class have
taken steps to see to it that parliamentary power has been
reduced. From Lenin's perspective, therefore, the particular
policies of a statesman like Bismarck, or the organizational
failures ofa particular kind of parliament should be understood
as the occasion for the ascendancyof bureaucratic domination,
but not as the crucial cause of that ascendancy.
Given Lenin's analysis of the causes of the powerlessness of
parliaments and of bureaucratic domination, he sees the solution not in terms of organizational reform designed to cultivate
effective leadership, but rather in terms of revolutionary
change in the underlying class structure of the society (i.e.,
replacing the bourgeoisie by the proletariat as the ruling class).
This does not mean that organizational structure is unimportant to Lenin. He spends a great deal of time, after all, saying
how the specific structures of the capitalist state are incompatible with working class rule. But he treats those organizational characteristics as conceptually subordinate to the
question of the class structure as such. Organizational structure becomes a kind of intervening variable that stabilizes and

all

Organizational Form and Accountability
The difference between an elite-organizational and a class:;LI"lIc[ural conception of the state bears directly on Weber's and
I.l!nin'!:i treatments of the prohlem of powerless parliaments and
l'llI'l!alltTaey. Weber sees the powerleBsness of parliament and
till! resulting uncontrolled domination of the bureaucracy as
t'ulldanwntally an organizational and leadership problem, the
only :,ulution for which is the creation ofa special organizational
fOl'lll----a Btrong working parliament. Whether or not such a
,;trung working parliament will exist in a particular situation Weber largely attributes to contingent historical cirCUIll,;! ~ )lCeB, to the actions of great men and the accidents of
great ,_, ents. In the case of Germany, the potential for the
de\'dupment of a viable working parliamentary organization
Li. "Structure" is a much broader and more complex notion than "organ".n". I.e-Ilin. of course, do,,, not formalize his concept of the state in these
k l l l h HIl.I tlHd would Hot have had the occcu;ion to define "structure". The
11"I'"rl.dll pUlllt in the pn;"l'Jlt context iti that when the state is regarded as a
""lllldlll''''', it iti no long"r colll:<.!in:d \)/" ati a tightly bounded instrument (organI.' ;llluJi I whirh can b" "controlled"; rather, it is conceived of as a complex
lld.\\!>"k uf illstilutions, urganizalions, and social relationships. or, to use Nicos
1'JIldalil:.d~'~ expression, "I h(; organizing matrix behind institutions". (See
I', ,(,1" .. '/1 "11 "r ilIal Sucial Claos!!s, London 1973, p. 115n.)
L
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The Meaning of Contradictions and the Limits on the
Possible
Weber and Lenin suffer from complementary forms of theoretical underdevelopment, which have critical consequences for
their ultimate conclusions, To state the contrast in somewhat
simplified terms: Weber has an elaborate theory of organizational contradictions, but an underdeveloped theory of social
contradictions; Lenin has a relatively developed theory of social
contradictions, but a limited theory of organizational contradictions.
This theoretical underdevelopment has two critical consequences in Lenin's analysis, First, in Lenin's analysis of
capitalist society, there is a partial fusion of his critique of
capitalism as such and a critique of complex organizations,
Bureaucratic organization is condemned because it serves
~apitalist interests in a capitalist society. While this may be
true--even Weber says as much-it does not follow that this
constitutes a criticism Qfbureaucracy as such. Without a theory
of organizations, a theory of the internal dynamics and processes of orgnnizations, it is not pos<jble to see which criticisms
should be ,I; r cted at the distinctively capitalist context of
bureaucracy und which should be directed at the bureaucratic
structures themselves. While Lenin is rrobably correct that
such a theory of internal, organizational processes can be
understood only in the r.ontext of an analysis of class relations,
his critique of capitalist organizational titructUl'es suffers from
not developing such a theory.
Second, in Lenin's analysis of socialism there is virtually no
analysis of the internal contradictions of soviet structures of
organization. Lenin certainly does see conf1ict between soviet
institutions and the "remnants" of capitalist society, but he does
not see any contradictions with ill the organizational structures
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Iti, TillS tild.lllrdinatiun of organizational issues to class structure creates an
iilll'urtill1l cltiymmdry in Lenin's analysis. Because Lenin can observe the
('''~'llli/.. (liunal cOllsequenceti of bourgeoil:l class domination, he can in con~Ider"ble UL'lail attuck thotie organizational structures and show how they
\\',lIlld Iw incompatible with proletariap rule. But since proletarian class domil\;Ili,m do"s nul yet exist. he cal\lwt observe the organizational consequences of
lhat class structure. und thus he is forced to remain quite vague about what
lhlb" ore:allizaliolls would look like: "That is why we are entitled to speak only of
t I'l: illt'vil,,11'" withering away ofthe titate. emphasizing the protracted nature of
lhi~ pruet·ss and its depenuellce upun the rapidity of the development of the
high" .. phast: of cllflllllUnitilll. and leaving the question of the time required for,
t,r th .. ,',,1"'1','(1, i'Ul'IIIS of. the withering away quite open, because there is no
lllatl!rial 1,,1' lllltiwering these que:;tions." (333)
17. Weber's pusition on the qutltition of "class rule" is similar to that of Karl
1\"lIhky. wlh) insitited that a class "cun only dominate but not govern." Lenin
tul,tlly I'('jcded such a position. lilT!!" Proletarian Revolution and the Renegade
J\.ullhi.y. Lenin wrote: "It is altogether wrong, also, to say that a class cannot
gOlel'l1. Such all abtiurdity cun only be uttered by a parliamentary cretin who
S,·t':; IIlll hing but bourgeois parliaments, who has noticed nothing but 'ruling

!

. I::

forms will be created to !!ontain that bureaucratic domination.
In short, unless the organizational problem of accountability is
solved, it matters little which class formally dominates, Lenin
argues the exact opposite: unletis the pl'<Jblem of class rule is
solved, it matters little whether or nol leuden:ihip is formally
accountable.

gl'Il"f'illiZ(!!:i the rule of a particular class, that rule being rooted
ill tli,' bU!:iic cla!:i!:i relations of the society. As a result of this
"lllpll<l!:ii!:i Ull the class determination of organizational struclure, LVlIin never syslematically deals with the problem of
organizational accountability, The problem of accountability is
:ill I ved t(J)' Lenin not by creating special organizational devices
j;Jr controlling leadership, but by transforming the class strucluI',' within which any organizational form will operate. The
~I:i,;umpl ion is that without such a transformation, no organizational ttJrm whatsoever could create a political leadership
rl',;pull!:ii ble and accountable to the working class, and that once
I Ill! q u""l ion of class domination is practically dealt with, the
c;ululillll tn the specifically organizational problems will be relaIi v"ly :il raightforward,lti
III \\' eller's analysis, Lenin's formulation is quite inadequate.
1 'la"";l':i as such cannot rule; only individuals and small groups
call ilctually run the slate, At best such elites can formally be
llw representatives in a general way of a "~lass" and govern "in
its name":; What is decisive for the character of a society to
Weber is much less which class the elite represents than the
organizational structure of domination with which it governs.
\Vhat matters most in modern society, whether capitalist or
sueialisl, is the enormous power of the bureaucracy, and the
mo::;l important political issue is whether or not organizational
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of suviut::; themselves. Lenin felt that the main threat to the
viability of soviet organization came from the tendencies
towards bureaucratization surviving from bourgeois society. In
Iii,; allalysio, two processes were seen,as potentially counterilt.:ling the::;c bureaucratic pre8sures: (1) The vanguard party of
th.: pl'l)ldariat would actively assume the leadership role in
bllilJin~ ,;()viet institutions. The party would struggle against
bllreaucratic element8 and would directly intervene in state
adi vit ie::; to ,;trengthen the participation of the masses in state
adlltiJli::;~nltion. (2) As soviet organization became more and
nlUre p.:rvasive, it would tend to inhibit the growth of bureaul:l'm·.v. Since direct democracy and bureaucracy are antithetical
principles of political organization, Lenin implicitly reasons
tllat as the former becomeo stronger and expands, the latter will
Ilvn·,,::;al'i Iy become weaker and decline.
\\' L'bt~r would have 8harply disagreed with Lenin's model of
,;\)\ id organization in two main respects. First, he would have
'IIIL':-;l illlWd the possibili ty of any political party being capable of
"Ill'l. 1 :g in ways to strengthen soviet institutions. While the
' \ ;111", .. \1'(1 purty" might be formally committed to such inter\l'nti()l1, Weber would argue that unless the leadership of the
1><11'[\' \\'VI'" ,;llmellOw systematically held accountable· for their
"l" llill::;, [Ikrl.' would be no guarantee that they would not them,,'1\<::-; lIlldl:~rmine soviet institutions. This would be especially
liLtdy :-.illl'L', like all mass organizations in modern society, the
party ib,·lfwould, in Weber's view, inevitably become bureauCLI[ iZL"\' Second, Weber would strongly differ with Lenin's view
(d' ILL' I'L'!atiollShip of direct democracy to bureaucratic growth:
1.11' (,'1/111 I'educing bureaucratic tendencies, soviet institutions
"Illi .d I lil h,'1' forms of direct democracy (or plebiscitary demoll'<\':.I' ill LId knd tIl illcrease I.mreallcratization, Thus, there is
.t 11I1IlLlllll'llLd conlrwlidioll in :,;oviet organization, Weber
\1 lllilli «rgllt.': Ull till.' 0I11~ hand, soviets increase workers' formal
i ','I [i('il';u illll in guvernlflcllland make the state seem much more
dC'lilUl'I:llic; on the UtlIL~1' hand, soviet institutions would sigllille"lltl), incl'eH::;e bureaucracy, thus reducing substantive
democracy and the real power of the working class.
Leuin never really provided a systematic answer to the first
critici";lll, at leaot not in The State and Revolution. His fundaJl1l:ntal belief was that t.he vanguard party, in which he had

enormous faith, would in fact function as a positive force for
building soviet institutions, but he provides little reasoning to
support this belief. In a curious way. the vanguard party
occupies a position in Lenin's analysis parallel to the working
parliament in Weber's: The party is an elite organization led by
professional revolutionaries trained in the art of poli~ics and
capable, after the revolution, of providing finn leadership of the
state apparatus in the interests of the proletariat. The critical
problem is the lack of an adequate theory of the mechanisms
which produce and reproduce this "leadership" capacity. For
Weber the problem was fairly simple: the competitive political
struggle of competing parties within a working parliament provided the structural mechanism whereby such a parliament
could generate the necessary leadership to control the bureaucracy. Lenin never develops as specific a notion of precisely how
the party would fulfil that role and of what mechanisms would
keep the party responsive to the working class. IH
Against the second criticism Lenin does have an implicit
defence which rests on two_ assumptions: first, a belief in the
essential simplicity of the control and accounting functions of
administration and the capacity for the average worker to manage such functions; second, a beliefthat it was only the control
and accounting functions, not the "purely technical" functions, .
that posed a serious threat of bureaucratic anti-democratic
power. If both of these assumptions were correct, then it would
be reasonable that literate workers, organized in democratic
soviets, could gradually take over the control and accounting
functions of administration and thus check the tendencies
towards bureaucratization. If either assumption is incorrect,
18. Calling the Party the "vanguard" and proclaiming its leadership role does
not help to articulate th,· real me('han;'I11~ whkh tiu\Jslantively tie it to the
working class as a claH~ and IlW';<: lht: Parly a ""hid" for meaningful working
class rule. Ralph Miliband haH flJrlllulated lhi~ tieriouti problem in Lenin's
writings well: "What is the relationship between the proletariat whose dictatorship the revolution is deemed to establish, and the party which educates,
leads, directs, organizes etc.? It is only on the basis of an assumptioll of a
symbiotic, organic relationship between the two, that the question vanishes
altogether; but while such a relationship may well have existed between the
Bolshevik Party and the Russian proletariat in the months before the October
Revolution, i.e., when Lenin wrote The State and Revolution, the assumption
that this kind of relationship can ever be taken as an automatic and permanent
fact belongs to the rhetoric of power, not to its reality." See "The State and
Revolution", Monthly Review, VollI, No 11, 1970.
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then Weber's criticisms would have to be taken more

.";"l'iuu::;ly.
The tirst assumption has a certain face validity to it. Given a
~('nl'ral spread of education among workers, a shortening of the
work wepk as a result of production for use instead of exchange
anu a general idl;ological commitment for mass participation in
sllch control and accounting functions, it is at least plausible
that such activities could be organized eventually in a
gl'lllli Ildy democratic manner. While the immediate conditions
I'llI' such democratic control of control and accounting might
hu \'c been extremely unfavourable in Russia in 1917-because
of lIlass illiteracy, the small size of the working class, the difficulty in shortening t.he work week to provide time for politics,
etc.·-nevertheless the longer term prospects were potentially
much brighter.
The second assumption-that experts do not pose a threat of
bureallcratic usurpation-is more problematic. Weber's basic
argument is t.hat the purely technical expert, by virtue of his
net'e::;sary control over information and knowledge, his familiarilY wit.h the files, etc., is in a strategic position to appropriate
power. Certainly the Chinese experiences of the conflict between "reds" and "experts", i'n which there have occurred strong
lt~Il(lt.:llcies for technical experts to encourage the growth of
btl J'l~a L1nacy, renects the potential forces for bureaucratization
that lie within what Lenin considered to be the purely technical
a::;pects of administration. While it is still an unresolved questioll whether or not a revolutionary, mass democratic control of
the proletarian state is possible, the organizational problems
Hnd contradiet.ions of such control are considerably more complex than Lenin acknowledged. III
Lel us now look more carefully at the theoretical one:;idl·t!ill'S::; of Weber's analysi:;. In :;ome ways Weber is much
more slippery than Lenin. Lenin was a political militant. He
\\;1;-; interested in highlighting points polemically, not in covI ~i. Le"in might have been correct that pure experts do not pose much of a
dlrl'\'l llll'l~at o/'usufping political power. However. because of their positionll of
dlill rul lIver in/urmation, they may potentially be able to undermine or neutIf,dizl' the political initiative of the working class. In this sense, they have
n.lblderahle negative power-power to obstruct. This could create a sull1cient
1'"lilil:al vacuum to allow bureaucrats proper to assume a much more important
f'lIlili.:al rule.
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ering all his tracks for potential scholarly critics. Weber was an
academician, who skilfully qualified most of the theoretical
claims which he made. While Lenin almost entirely ignored the
theoretical problems of organizational contradictions, Weber
was careful at least to touch on everything. His problem is
generally less one of absolute omissions, than of the relative
emphasis and elaboration he gives various theoretical issues. In
particular, his analysis lacks a developed conception of social
contradictions within which organizational processes occur.
This affects Weber's analysis in three inter-related ways.
First, Weber tends to ignore or minimize the relationship of
the growth of bureaucracy (and the development of the state
apparatus in general) to class struggle in capitalist society.
Weber's basic model of bureaucratic development centres on the
need for rational, predictable administration for capitalist
enterprises to be able to make efficient calculations in their
production decisions. The central variable which underlies the
explanation is the need for rationality. Lenin emphasizes the
need in capitalist society for the bureaucratic repression of class
struggle. Both of these models are developmental and dynamic
rather than .;u"ltic, since b~th of them predict a progressively
increasing 1..'11 of bureaucratization in capitalist society. The
difference is that Weber's model describes a harmonious
rationalization process, while Lenin's depicts a contradictory
social control process. Without denying the validity of Weber's
insights, his model clearly represents a one-sided understanding of bureaucracy and the state.
Second, the absence of an elaborated theory of social contradictions raises serious questions about Weber's notion of
"responsible" and "effective" political leadership. Weber sets
out his argument as if political responsibility, etTectiveness and
competence are purely technical questions concerning the
means rather than the ends of political life. Such political effectiveness, Weber argues, requil:e:'l political leaders to have certain special skills that enable them to pursue competently
whatever political goals they and their party are committed to.
However, "responsibility" and "effectiveness" have very different meanings depending upon the total social structure in
which that leadership operates. To be a "responsible" and "effective" political leader in the context of parliamentary politics in a
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capitalist society necessarily implies furthering the substantive
goals of capitalism by accommodating opppsitional forces to the
requirements of capitalist social order. This is not because of the
ma levolence of such party leadership, and it is not because of the
purely internal tendencies towards bur~aucratization and
oligarchy within political organizations. Rather, it is because of
the essential content of the processes of political effectiveness
and responsibility, given the constraints of operating within the
structural framework of cal!italist institutions.
As Weber stresses, to be an effective political leader in a
parliamentary system means to know how to negotiate compromises and form political alliances. This means that a
"responsible" leader must refrain from pursuing demands and
goals that are non-negotiable. Once a partict,llar bargain is
reached, he must uphold it and try to prevent his constituency
and party from undermining it. Leadership effectiveness thus
re4uires the acceptance of political goals that are compatible
with the functioning of the existing social order. This does not
mean, of course, that change is prohibited, but it does constrain
change within limits determined by the structures of capitalist
society,
Effectiveneaa and responsibility are thus not "neutral"
dimensions of technical, formal rationality; they intrinsically
embody certain broad political orientations. In fact, it can be
said that the more responsible and effective the leadership of
political parties (of the right and the left) is, the more they will
orient their political activity towards consensus, negotiation,
cllmprumiae, and accommodation, Le., the more solidly will
thei r goals fall within the limits of system-compatibility. Effecli Ve I1(:SS and responaibili ty thus become transformed into manil-lllLttiun and mystification.
The l!asy ,mawer tu these objections would be to deny the
l!X l::ilence of feal social contradictions in a capitalist social order.
Fll1'
, ,!llresolvable cli!:is antagonisms do not exist, if there
l't'dil.', dues l~xist a p()l,elltial for genuine social consensus, then
lilt' ,ulllprOlilis('s ami bargains negotiated through parIt.llJl''lllary politics cuuld b(· conceived in terms of a purely
k,'lililcal IlUiitical effl!ctivelle::;s, Although there are parts of
\\' d,vr'ti writing::; that Seem to approach this pluralist image of a
fundamentally harmonious social order, he more generally

acknowledges the existence of social classes with antagonistic
and even irreconcilable class interests. Given this acknowledgement of real class divisions, Weber's plea for responsible,
effective political leadership becomes a programme for stabilizing and strengthening capitalist hegemony.
Third, even aside from the question of the meaning ofleadership effectiveness and responsibility, Weber's solution to the
problem of bureaucratic dOqlination in capitalist society-the
creation ofstruEg parliamentary institutions-tends to minimize the relati,,'1 hip of parliamentary institutions to class domination. While Weber does say that a weak parliament is functional for capitalist interests, he definitely does not say that
parliaments are weak because of capitalist class domination.
They are weak b~cause of weak parliamentary traditions, constitutional obstacles, the policies of particular statesmen,
rather than because of the basic requirements of capitalist
domination. At best in Weber's discussion of parliaments, such
social contradictions are treated as background variables; they
are never systematically integrated into his analysis.
Just as Lenin's "solution" in effect abstracts the problems of
constructing socialism from the real organizational contradictions of soviet institutions, Weber's "solution" abstracts parliamentary institutions from the social contradictions of
capitalist society. While it might be true that a strong working
, parliament would be an effecti ve check on bureaucracy if such a
parliament could exist, it seems highly questionable that such
an institution is possible given the contradictions of advanced
capitalist society. Weber, of course, was very pessimistic about
the long-term durability of parliaments. His pessimism, however, was always based on the organizational problems faced
by parliaments when confronting the ever-expanding bureaucracy; he almost never diseussed the relationship of parliamentary power to the general social contradictions in capitalist society.
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Elements of a Synthesis:
Class Struggle and Organizational Structure
Lenin never believed that a socialist revolution would inatantly
demolish bureaucratic structures. To imagine such an immedi-
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atv ll"illlstiJl"lnation was, he always insisted, utterly utopian.
Howc:ver, Lenin did not anticipate the durability of bureaucratic structures after the revolution, and he certainly did not
expect to sec a widening rather than a narrowing ofthe scope of
bureaucracy. In the Eighth Party Congress in 1919, Lenin acknowledged the problem of persistent bureaucracy. "We have
been hearing complaints about bureaucracy for a long time," he
wrote; "the complaints are undoubtedly well-founded". After
bridly discussing the relative success in the debureaucratizaLion ofthejudicial system, Lenin then went on to explain:
"The employees in the other spheres of government are more
hardened bUl'eaucrats. The task here is more difficult. We cannut live without this apparatus; every branch of government
creates a demand for such an apparatus. Here we fire suffering
from the fact that Russia was not sufficiently developed as a
capitalist country. Germany, apparently, will suffer less from
t l. i L"(',lIho: her buru.lUcratic apparatus passed through an
• : .".' r'C;', _~. ':::.::-) :.. - : .:.:..::.;.c::: d·.em to
\\,,(h and nu[ JU::;L wear out armchairs, as happens in our
,lIlices.""" (Lenin, 1965, v. 29:182) Several years later, in a letter
l'lllll'erning the reorganization of the council of people's comllli';::iilrS written in 1922, Lenin seemed much more despondent
about the problem: "We are being sucked down by the rotten
bureaucratic swamp into writing papers, jawing about decrees,
drawing up decrees--and in this sea of paper, live work is being

Vol 29, Moscow 1965, p. 182.

:.! I. In (lIi~ lelter Lenin wellt on to sugge,;t what should be done about the
1>l,rl""H'I'atic lIIora~::;: "work out written regulations for the bringing forward

<!lid 1·.JII~iJeratillll of ljuestion::;, alld check not less than once a month, you
I'I'r; .• lJlillly. wlwthcr the regulations lire being observed and whether they are

,1l'lI"'villg their object, i.e., .. eduction of paper work, red tape, more sense of
rL"I"'II~dJllity un the part of the People's Commissars, replacement of halfI".t'L'l1 d"aces by careful, prolonged, business-like checking·up on fulfilment
alld by d'l'eking of experience, e,;tablishment of personal responsibility (in
el'h:cl, II',' 11111'<' ('ompletc irrespo/lsibility at the top . .. )" On tfie Soviet State

MOticow 1969, pp. 331-332.
I rOil ica lIy. ill Weber':; term,; Lenin's suggestions amount to an intensification
of bureaucratic structures, espeeially in the injunction to establish written
regulations and regular check-ups on their application. It should also be noticed

A"jJllrulllS,

that in Il.i; Idler Lenin bem.uns t.b .. ;rn:;~~, .. r....<.:f-"L:> ,'':L.\:i<, : __~, ;.: !-...::"-'.... ",;1'" :.,_.u W'ebcr criticized the irn;~pun.:;lbtlity ur the tup le\·.:!.; III [he
Prussian bureaucracy.
22. 1<'01' example, in his discussion of bureaucracy at the Eighth Party Congress, Lenin contrasts the legal obstacles to direct democracy in the bourgeois
republics with the cultural obstacles in the Soviet Republic: "We can fight
bureaucracy to the bitter end, to a complete victory, only when the whole
'population participates in the work of government. In the bourgeois republics
not only is this impossible but the law itsel(prevetlts it, ... What we have done,
was to remove these hindrances, but so far we have not re~ched the stage at
which the working people could participate in government. Apart from the law,
there is still the level of culture, which you cannot subject to any law. The l'e~ult
of this cultural level is that the Soviets, which by virtue of their programme are
organs of government by the wurking peuple, are in fact organs of governmentfclr
the working people by the advanced sections of the proletariat, but not by the
working people as a whole. Here we are confronted by a problem which cannot be
solved except by prolonged education." CtJlledeci Works, Vol 29, p. 183.
23. Aside from frequent general reference:;; to the "low level of development",
Lenin makes the following ~pecifk reference to economic conditions and
bureaucracy in his pamphlet "The Tax in Kind": "The evils of bureaucracy are
not in the army, but in the institutions serving it. In our country bureaucratic
practice,; have different economic roots [from those in bourgeois republicl:!\,
namely, the atomised and scattered state of the small producers with their
p9verty, illiteracy, lack of culture, the absence of roads and exchange between
agriculture and industry, the absence of connection and interaction between
them." At the end of the essay he suggests that trade and exchange relations
would help to 1I "'" . 'jte bureaucratic evils: "Exchange is freedom oftrade; it is
capitalism. It ib' ul to us inasmuch as it will help us overcome the dispersal of
the small product:l", and to a certain degree combat the evils ofbureaucrucy; to
what extent thjs can be done will be determined hy practical experience."
Collected Works, Vol 32, p. 351.
.;ff.~c::;. lL_':"

How did Lenin explain this persistence of bureaucratic forms
and the difficulty of their eradication? Two themes underscore
Illost of his accounts of the problem: (1) the low level of culture
W(j,.k.~.

:>\

and education of the Russian masses;22 and (2) the low level of
economic and industrial development of the Soviet Union. 23
Nowhere, to my knowledge, does Lenin emphasize the specifically political dynamic at work in the reproduction and extension of bureaucratic structures in the post-revolutionary state
apparatus.
We thus have a curious irony: Lenin correctly understands
that bureaucratic organizations are not technically necessary,
but rather are socially generated by the political imperatives of
class domination; yet, his explanations of continuing bureaucracy after the revolution are primarily in terms of economic
and ideological (cultural) factors, not political ones. Weber, on
the other hand, saw bureaucracy as strictly technicallyeconomically necessary, but saw the solutions to the "problem"
of bureaucracy in exclusively political terms. While one might
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be able to explain this absence of a political discussion of
bureaucracy in Lenin after the revolution in terms of the political conditions and struggles which he faced, nevertheless, the
absence of such an analysis leaves his theory of bureaucracy
seriously incomplete.
What we need to do, therefore, is to link more systematically
the social-economic determinants of bureaucratic structure to
the political determinants. The model of determination in Figure 4.1 attempts to layout the basic shape of these relationships. Of particular importance in the present context are
the diverse ways in which the forms of political class struggle
are linked to the social-economic structure, the political organizational capacities of classes and the bureaucratic structure of
the state. First, the forms of political class struggle are structurally limited by the underlying social-economic structure,
and structurally selected by the organizational capacities of
classes and the structure of the state apparatus. Secondly, political class struggle transforms the social-economic structure,
political capacities and the structure of the state itself. Finally,
the forms of political struggle mediate the relations of determination between the social-economic structure, political
capacities and the structure of the state. Most importantly in
the present discussion, this means that depending upon the
nat me of these struggles, the effects on state structures of the
same underlying social-economic conditions will be different.
I n terms of this heuristic model, Weber's analysis can be seen
as p"imal'ily examining the linkages on the outside of the diagru
Weber paid particular attention to the ways in which
st)(.'iitl-eeonomic conditions (or more precisely, technicalel·o[wll\i(.' (.'onditions) set limits on the structure of the state
(ral iUlla lizatilln ana bureaucratization in response to the
ll'cllil il'al need::; of industrial society); and the ways in which the
polili,',a1 urganizational capacities (the strength and vitality of
Pdrlidllll~lIlary institutions) selects specific kinds of bureauCl"<llic structures from within those limits (greater or lesser
l'l)llli\,1 of the bureaucracy by responsible, political leadership).
L,nin wa::; abo concerned with the relationship of the socialt!l',)l)lIl11ic structure to the structure of the state apparatuses
((.'apilali::;t class domination produces bureaucratic administralion), but he was much more interested than Weber with the
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fi'r:ir.:

i IIsidl' (ll'thl' diagram: the ways in which class struggle is shaped
b,Y s,H'ial and political Htl'uctures and the ways in which class
sl rllggll~ transtiJrmH thoHe structures,
Nl'il hl'r tlworist, however, explicitly grappled with the relaliullSh ip ()f llwdiation in a systematic way. It is this relationship
\\' h ieh is particularly important in understanding the resilience
orbllrl',llltTatic organization in the post-revolutionary period in
till' SUI'iet Union, Lenin was absolutely correct that the low
nillllwi and economic level of Russia meant that it would be
impussible immediately to destroy bureaucratic structures in
lhe slate, and that as a result it was of tremendous importance
tll create the economic and ideological preconditions for a full
[;';[Ilsilion to socialism, What Lenin underestimated, however,
II'dS t1w importance of creating the political preconditions for
tilt' ,'ulltrul or bureaucratic structures. In the terms of the pre"<'lit dio,cusHion, this would have meant specifying how political
:it ruggles could mediate the relationship of economic and cullliral clIIHiitions to state structures and thus affect the shape
.Intl :it rt'llgth of those inevitable bureaucratic structures. To the
,'xlt'nt that Lenin saw the problem in political terms, it was
111<1 i Illy as a "selection" problem: i.e., how the party might interI'"nl' i 11 l'ariouH bureaucratic organizations to improve the quality or tlwir administration, to eliminate excesses, etc. (see foot!lilt e :.W ,[bove), He did not see this problem primarily in terms of
a gPlIlIille political mediation process.
Ir t II is is the corred way to pose the problem of the relat illll.'ih i p of political struggle to bureaucratization, then the
ljlll'slillll is: what kind of mediation was necessary? What forms
ur political struggle could have had the result of reducing the
prl'SSlIn's lowards bureaucratic expansion generated by
l'C()IIUIllic and social conditions? What developments in the
pl,st-1 U17 period were mOHt decisive in shaping the political
llledialiollH which actually did occur? Without pretending to
hal'l' an adequate anHwer to these questions, it can be said that
till! (ll'llgre::;sil'e erosiun of intra-party democracy as well as
inter-party cOlllpl~tition (i,e" the prohibition on the formation of
intra-party factions and the abolition of all parties other than
t hl~ BllbhevikB) were among the key developments in this prote::;::; of political mediation. A deeper form of proletarian democracy would not have eliminated bureaucracy; and it would not
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necessarily have guaranteed that the bureaucracy which continued to function would have been more ell'icient. But it would
have changed the political terrain on which that bureaucracy
was reproduced, by creating a broader mass of politically
trained and sophisticated workers. This is not to say that such
cho,ices could have been made by the young Soviet Republic
given the enormous pressureH which it confronted. It might well
have been utopian to attempt a thorough-going proletarian
democracy in the 1920s. But whatever the causes of the choices
which were made, the longer term consequence of the specific
political mediations which historically emerged after the
Revolution was to reproduce and strengthen bureaucracy and to
undermine the political capacity of the working class.
This is the fundamental truth to Weber's analysis: bureaucratic power feeds on the political incapacity of non-bureaucrats
and rei~forces that incapacity. In his analysis, the pivotal
category of non-bureaucrats was the parliamentary elite, and
thus he was preoccupied with the problem of how to develop
their political capacity. Within Marxist theory, the critical
category of non-bureaucrats is the working class. The decisive
question is, therefore, how to develop and strengthen the political capacity of this class, i.e., how to forge strong and meaningful social relations among workers at the political level. This
can only be accomplished through the direct participation of,
workers in political struggles and political organizations
-which means that after a socialist revolution, it is essential
that the institutions of proletarian democracy be constantly
defended and deepened.
In the following chapter we will examine what such political
mediation mi::-:ns'in contemporary .:apitalist societies.
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). We will not m:a.t separately the .third or "speculative" stages of Hegel's logical doctrine.
Our charaClenzanon of dlalecucal reas~n a.crually embraces the key fearure of speculative
cognlllOn, namely, the process of totabzauon or unification. Hegel describes the highest
Icvd of the logical doctrine thus:
The Speculative stage, or stage of Positive Reason, apprehends the unity of terms
(propositioll6) in their opposition-the affirmative which is involved in their disintegration and in their transition.
(Hegel,19n:119)
( '1'1" " ;:<i" ,jj().1'1 '.'" '.'" f. .. , ·f,,· '.')'.',', 'Jlh~i,j\'iry"~itappeoinintherati,,mJ.jry-p<J~itiv.
: ~". '~. ;'.f~~ "" ;~!,,~"l ;:'Z-:4 . . -;z..::~.#-e,
.~ ~,

MODES OF CLASS STRUGGLE
AND THE CAPITALIST STATE

.• #~'"; "",: . ' ·... ~.:.,e.(e~rj.

I:' J ",t'. (J,e tC((/j "n,erc.:Jy eXIsting" to c.haraClerize empirical phenomena, in COntrast to
"being almal" which signifies the underlying true reality. True reality is always the con.
cept. Reason shows that empirical phenomena are acrually embodiments of the concept,
and that realiry is a process of becoming, leading towards an ever more perfect realization of the conc"pt. Thus, tcue reality may be understood as the realm of reason.
To recognize reason as the rose in the cross of the present and thereby to enjoy the
present, this is the rational insight which reconciles us to the acrual •••
(Hegel,1952:12)
T.M. Knox, Hegd's translator, offers the following interpretation of this famous
pas~ .. ,',·:
If the ac lual is rational, then however tragic the acrual may seem to be, reason will be
able [0 lind joy in it, because it will find itself in it as its essence.
(Hegel, 1952:303)
8. Hcgel (cgards any emity capable of social action as, conceprually speaking, a form of will.
This imerpreloltion provides a direct, though frequently overlooked, link between Hegelian idealism and comemrorary social scientific action theorists such as Talcott Parsons.
Another and even more obvious link arises from the dialectical categories discussed in
Section two. If these categories are stripped of their dialectical character, they bear a remarkable resemblance to the Parsonian pattern-variables. These linkages help explain
why cerrain modern social theorists, strongly influenced by Hegel, have also. been attracted by the work of Parsons. Hegelian ideas, we might note, enter modern social scien.:e through at least two opposing channels: via Marx on the one hand, and via Max
Weber on [he other.
9. We ,hould underscore, lest [his paragraph invite misunderstanding, that the key passage
apprQach does not always generate error and misunderstanding. It can be a useful way of
concentrating anention on the main issues and gaining insight about the central intent of
an author. But unless I\scd with much circumspection,m it is vulnerable to the dangers
noted in Avineri's analysis.
/. J"

Gosta Esping-Andersen, Roger Friedland, En'k. Olin Wright

ABSTRACT
This paper explores the interconnections between class struggle, state
structures and state policies. Rather than view the state either as merely
an instrument manipulated by the capitalist class, or as an apparatus de·
termined by the structures of capitalist society, it is argued that the capitalist state must be analysed as an·object, a product and a determinant of
class struggle. In particular, the paper examines two aspects of this interconnection between the capitalist state and class struggle: 1) the ways in
which class struggle shapes, in contradictory ways, the structure of the
state, and reciprocally, the ways in which the structure of the state shapes
class struggle; 2) the ways in which the content of state policies shapes
and is shaped by the content of the demands raised in class struggle. The
paper attempts to develop a conceptual framework within which such
issues can be analysed, specifically focusing on .the distinction between
production and circulation politics, commodity and noncommodity politics, and reproductive and Imreproductive politics. A series of brief case
studies are provided to illustrate this conceptual schema.
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I. CLASS STRUGGLE AND STATE STRUCTURE

The relationship between class conflict and the structure of the state in
capitalist society has been analyzed in a variety of ways. We shall review
four perspectives: pluralist, instrumentalist, structuralist, and political
class analysis (2).
Pluralist, Instrumentalist and Structuralist Perspectives
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A liberal perspective, long dominant in American social science, views
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the state as a pluralist, aggregating mechanism in which agencies, programs and legislation are substantive responses to the demands and interestS of competing groups. The relationship between class structure and
lhe stare has generally been viewed in two ways, both perspectives viewing
[he scate as a political market place. The first sees class and interest conflict mediated through parry competition and generally assumes an autom:Hic responsiveness of politically neutral state agencies (see for example
Lipser, 1960; Lipset and Rokkan, 1967). The second pluralist approach
S(;(;S stale agencies as directly accessible to interest groups and classes
for particularized, non-electoral control, and thus as bases of political
power (e.g. Dahl, 1961; McConnell, 1966). State bureaucracies become the
oa[[kground for specific interest groups, and competition between
agencies for limited funding dther reinforces or supplants party competition. The proliferation of programs and agencies on the one hand, and the
differentiation of state levels on the other, is viewed as providing greater
access focany interest to block gross injustice and at least secure a
minimum foothold in the state (e.g. Rose, 1967; 1963) (3).
A second tradition sees the state as an "instrument" of the ruling class
or dominant elite. This approach starts from a specific interpretation of
Marx's superstructural view of the state:
The bourgeoisie has. at last, since the establishment of modern industry and the world market, conquered for itself, in the modern
representative state, exclusive political sway. The executive of the
modern state is but a committee for managing the common affairs of
the whole bourgeoisie (Marx, 1955).
A contemporary example of this view can be found in Sweezy's The
Theory 0/ Capitalist Development: " ••. state power must be monopolized
by the class or classes which are the chief beneficiaries." Sweezy sees the
srate as, " ... an instrument in the hands of the ruling classes for enforcing and guaranteeing the stability of the class structure itself," (Sweezy,
1942: 243). Frequently this view infers the power of capitalists from the
class composition of the personnel who hold key administrative or legislative roles within the state. Miliband summarizes the conventional
Marxist position:
... it has remained a basic fact of life in advanced capitalist countries
that the vast majority of men and women in these countries has been
governed, represented, administered, judged and commanded in
war b}' people drawn from other, economically and socially superior
and relatively distant classes. (1969: 67)
We shall refer to this approach as instrumentalist. The' theory of "corporure liberalism" is a sophisticated version of this approach (e.g. Hayes,
196ci;.",:insrein, 1968; Domhoff, 1970). This theory stresses the ability of
progl ... "ive fractions of capital to preemptively determine the limits of reform through corporate financed, controlled and staffed policy research
, •.• ' I
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The theory of corporate liberalism thus allows a political analysis of institutionalization and the cycles of capitalist participation.
.
A third general perspective on the state views state structure as determined by the systemic constraints and contradictions of capitalism. These
constraints and contradictions need not affect state structure and function .
through overt political struggle and participation by individuals, interest
groups, classes or parties. Rather, to the extent that the survival of the
system is dependent upon the containment and solution of recurrent
crises, overt class participation may not be required at all. The emphasis.
of the structuralist Marxist approach is on the inherent dynamics and imperatives of the social formation in which the state is embedded. We will
distinguish two structuralist Marxist approaches to the state, a political
and an economic one.
The political variant of structuralism has been most fully developed by
Poulantzas (1973, 1974, 1975) and Althusser (1971). As Poulantza~ has
written:
The relation between the bourgeois class and the state is an objective
relation. This means that if the function of the state in a determinate
social formation and the interests of the dominant class coincide, it is
by reason of the system itself; the direct participation of members of
t rle ruling class in the State apparatus is not the cause but the effect,
and moreover a chance and contingent one, of this objective
coincidence. (1972: 245)
Poulantzas argues that the state functions as the factor of cohesion in a:
social formation, that the bourgeoisie is incapable of achieving sufficient
political unity as a class to attain hegemonic domination and therefore
that state power must organize this class, and that state power only attains a unity to the extent that it corresponds to the bourgeoisie'S
interests.
In its more historical and dynamic forms, this structuralist approach attempts to locate destabilizing consequences of adaptation through changing state structure and function in accordance with the political economy
as a whole. In its more mechanistic forms this approach is unable to
locate specific actors and historically dynamic class conflict as a motor of
structural change. .
The economic structuralist approach to the state locates a series of
functions that the state must perform to temporarily resolve. economically
determined contradictions. For example, Baran and Sweezy, in Monopoly
Capital, attribute to the state the function of guaranteeing effective demand to avert realization crises to which monopoly capitalism is panicularly prone. Altvater argues for the functional necessity of the state as
an institution not internally constrained by the imperatives of surplus
value production:
... the state can thus be conceived neither as a mere political instrument nor as an institution set up by capital, but rather as a
special
form
of'the
accomplishment of the social (;~isr ... nce I'~ ','~ ,,:• • .' .•,"
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Thus lhe srate is residually defined by the functions capital units cannot
perform (4).
Bulh structuralist approaches to the state do not locate power in decision-making processes, elite preemption and cooptation, or the conversion of cconomic power into observable political power. Rather power is
locw:d in the ability of the state to reproduce class relations and class
domination through structural relations that need not be immediately visible. Thus while the- apparent determinants of state action may involve
thc polirical defeat of the bourgeoisie, the consequences of that state actiull rq;:t"lUce and reinforce that class' domination. Poulantzas writes:
... a line of demarcation can alwavs be drawn within which the
guarantee given by the capitalist state to the dominated classes' econUlllic inrcrests not only fails to threaten the political relation of
class dumination, but even constitutes an element of this relation.
(ln3: 191) .
A major analytic problem with the structuralist approach is its inability
explain dass action that arises from class consciousness (5). Class
h.:aled individuals respond to the stimuli born out of the systemic logic,
ratber than act on the basis of self-conscious political practice.
On the O[her hand, the instrumentalist approach to the state tends to
rely too heavily on observable class input into, and control of, policy formation. The instrumentalist perspective does not identify systemic constraints and imperatives that operate at all levels of society, including the
st;ue, which define and limit the range and form of possible class action.
Tilus, the instrumentalist perspective will tend to ignore the extent to
which the demands and interests of the dominant class must take into
account the limits of direct manipulation imposed by a historical social
formation: internal state structure, state-economy relations, and economic
structure.
lite problem with both structuralist and instrumentalist approaches is,
in tlL't, a much larger methodological one. To begin with, "systemic con:maims" or "systemic imperatives" are not metaphysical abstractions.
lZather, they are primarily products of historically specific struggles for
cla~~ duminance. Present class action, class dominance, and class interestS mu~t be seen as present struggle arising out of and defined in terms
of a slructllfe which is historically determined.
'
Thus, an overemphasis on "structure" or "systemic logic" will tend to
view d~l::'S originated inputs and demands as "passive" responses to
stimuli born out of the structure. On the other hand, the class instrumentalist perspective will tend to be somewhat situational and voluntaristic
sillce it tlDC!:; not relate present class action to the historically determined
C0llstrailllS 0f the system. The instrumentalist view of the state stresses
the political input into the state and the importance of the unequal class
distribution of power. The structuralist view of the state stresses the
po/itic.11 Olltput of state activity by which capitalist domination is reproI dlllC'l1 ~Llld d1(:/,)l.csion of the social for~ation a~sur.ed (6):
to
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approach can analytically distinguish the extent to which class action
meditafes becween constraints and State structures, generates those con.
straints and structures, or at times is irrelevant to the rela~ionship of
economic constraints to the state (7).

Political Class Struggle: An Alternative View of the State
A fourth perspective is possible which focuses on state structure as an
object of class struggle. The capitalist class attempts to create state structures which channel working class political activity in ways that do not
threaten capitalist political dominance and objective interests. Working
class challenge makes the success of such attempts problematic. A political class struggle perspective on the state tries to locate the state within
the dialectical relationship becween class dominance and systemic
constraints.
There are cwo theoretical tasks to be accomplished in developing such a
theory of the state. First, it is necessary to elaborate the nature of the
internal structures of the state ltnd theu- relationship to systemic contradictions. Second, it is necessary to understand the ways in which class
struggle shapes, and is shaped by, those very structures.
An important approach is found in Claus Offe's work
(1972, 1972, 1974). Offe attempts to analyze the extent to which the internal structures of the state permit it to pursue the interests of capital as a
whole while simultaneously acting with a degree of "relative autonomy"
from direct class domination, thereby assuring the legitimacy of its intervention. Offe distinguishes becween the allocation and production functions of the state. Both functions support the process of private accum.
ulation. The important difference lies in the way policies are made for the
cwo functions. The allocation function refers to the ways that the public
budget is allocated to regulate the capitalist market. Allocative policies
are subject to direct political conflict, and therefore most clearly "instrumental" in character. Production policies, on the other hand, are more
complex. These refer to ~tate intervention to solve specific bottlenecks,
externalities or crises due to breakdowns in private capital investment
upon which accumulation in the system as a whole is contingent. Production intervention involves some form of physical input into the production
process. Due to lack of capitalist class cohesiveness, the state takes on
responsibility for managing crises through production policy. With no
direct class-originated policy guidelines, the state itself is forced to devise
decision rules that rt"produce private capital accumulation.
However, while Otle extensively discusses the internal strucrures of
the state, he fails to relate them systematically to class struggle. This is
apparent in his analysis of the welfare state (Offe, 1972). Offe tends to
view the modern welfare state as a mechanism directed at •• endemic sv~
temic problems and unmet social needs" (1972: 42). The welfare state IS
mot seen as the product of political and ideological class conflict; rather
Offe points to its' develop:nent in "relarive indepe,:,(~~nce frorl} nj/~~I ~""',,,
l
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exist independently of conscious political will and have thus some degree
of autonomy to "compensate" for new problems which are byproducts of
private capitalist growth. The state is seen as independent of direct class
comrol, a technical apparatus for absorption of "newly created insecurities of political control which create immediate measures that avoid the
socially destabilizing problem of the moment" (1972: 42) (8).
Otfe's conception of autonomy and his primary focus on the consequences of state intervention as a crisis-solver, leads him to ignore the
eXlent [0 which classes are differentially able to shape the state
nLlchilJery and voice specific demands for state action. In other words,
Ihe power and ability of the state to resolve recurrent crises does not
seem £0 originate from people as much as from systemic "push-effects"
(1972: 45).

. "

Jim O'Connor's work on the fIScal crisis of the state is one of the few
anempts to deal both with the relationship of internal structures of the
state to cont~adictions in the accumulation process and with the relationship of class struggle to those state structures. O'Connor analyzes how
crises of corporate profitability are transformed into crises of state bankruptcy given the constraints of a tax-dependent state. He also analyzes
the ways in which class struggle limits the state's ability to rationalize
capitalism and the ways in which state structures have been reorganized
to make them more impermeable to working class challenge.
O'Connor suggests that the decline in Congressional power, long ago
noted by Mills (1956), and the concentration of power in an increasingly
depoliricized executive is required for state rationalization of capitalism.
Various structural changes accomplish this centralization of state power:
the use of revolving funds; refusal to prohibit transfers between appropriations; lump sum appropriations; the ability of the executive to mingle
appropriations and bring forward unexpended balances of former
appropriations; and the allocation, program planning and policy controls
increasingly vested in the Bureau of the Budget. Domestic Council and
the Office of the Management of the Budget. The consequences of this
centralization of power within the national state structure has been to increasingly depoliticize, technicalize, if not make invisible, major decisions
about the structure and level of taxation and expenditure.
We shall elaborate the theory of the state implicit in O'Connor's and
Offe's work by arguing that the internal structure of the state is simultaneously a product, an object, and a determinant of class conflict. State
struCtu 11' is itself a source of power. The organization of political authority
differel,; .. lly affects the access, political consciousness, strategy, and cohesion of various interests and classes. State. structure is not neutral with
respect (l) its effects on class conflict. The structure of the state
illlerVellt'S belween social needs and the way these needs are translated
inllJ p{,lilic;l1 demands, between demands and state outputs, and between
~pecitic OUlputs and the ability to organize and raise new demands ill the
future.
Class struggle has repeatedly taken the form of political conflict over
Ibe strulCuring of state authority. As opposed to the "shell" requiring
I' . ' I
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starting point for the transformation of capitalist society. Gorz's strategic
objective is structural reform, where the working class comes to control, if
not constitute, new centers of state power with authority to make
decisions that respond to needs beyond the capabilities of capitalisme.g., controls over profit levels, rates of investment, technological
change, and social investments (9). While it is very problematic whether
or not the working class could actually control pieces of state power within
the capitalist state, the critical point in the present discussion is that political challenge by the working class shapes the historical development of
state structure. The actual structures of the state are thus not a simple reflection of capitalist interests, but a contradictory reflection of the class
struggle between workers and capitalists.
The problem facing advanced capitalist social formations is how can the
cal'i:" 'isl state be structured so as to perform functions dictated by econ011•. ':;;ontradiclions given the actual or potential existence of a politically
organized working class? As the state comes increasingly to be a
necessary force in the development and regulation of the capitalist economy, as economic concentration and centralization render small
disproportionalities and downturns increasingly dangerous and volatile,
the political neutralization of an organized working class through
structur:;tl change in the state has become more imperative for capitalist
growth. Such structural change will always be contradictory, never completely successful. How successful such structural changes will be is
contingent on the level of contradictions in the accumulation process and
the organization and content of class struggle.
We shall review three historical examples of neutralization of politically
organized and challenging segments of the working class through state
structural change: the emergence of urban reform government; federal
intergovernmental transfer programs for the central cities; and corporatist
structures for national planning. In each case, structural change neutral. ized the political threat working class organization presented to capital
accumulation.
Structural Change: Urban RefoT1!1 Guvemment
City government has been restructured towards a reform government
since the Progressive Era. This illustrates the ways in which state
structural change allows the performance of functions critical to capitalist
development dt'spite the existence of a politically challenging working
class. The movement for reform government was controlled by capitalist
elites operating through the National Civic Federation and other
corporatist policy organizations, who feared the rise of an urban. workingclass based Socialist Party movement (see Weinstein, 1968). Further. they
were chary of the inefficiency and autonomy of political machines, the high
cost of securing their own influence, and the potentially high ethnic
working class influence over city expenditures and personnel. Given the
need to radically expand city government functions at a time of rapid
accumulation, industrialization and urbanization, the reform governmenral
structure effected rt po!ilical nClItr:dizarion of city
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ening (sec Hays, 1969; Alford, 1973).
The n:fllrm movement developed a package of structural reforms which
functioned [0 depoliticize city politics and insulate allocation and decisionmJking from class and ethnic political control: city manager form of executive, nl .)artisan and at-large elections, and small city councils. Through
these v... : IOUS mechanisms reform government minimized the political org;H1ization, participation and influence of working class and ethnic groups
concenrrat.:d in the city, while at the same time increasing the
inJlul'(lle of d,)(ninant inccrests over decision-making and allocation . .
Nun-partisan and at.large elections resulted in the elimination of party,
organization in general, and Socialist Party political organization in
p;trtilldar (Hamilton, 1972). At· large elections made it increasingly expensive for candidates to enter campaigns, thus favoring those with sufficient
privare re::>ources [0 pay election expenses and those people most likely to
be :,uci.dly cunspicuous in the community. Ward-based elections had increased the likelihood that local working class or ethnic leadership would
be generated and decreased the electoral opportunities of middle or upper
cbss candida'tes due to the restrictiveness of residential requirements
based on relatively class homogeneous wards. At-large elections decreased
the l)ft)bability of electing working class party candidates because the percentage of (he city as opposed to the ward determined election to the council, rhus requiring a higher level of aggregate working class turnout in the
ciry as a whole (see Williams and Adrian, 1969). Non-partisan elections
made it difticult for any party organization to survive in local politics and,
in contrast to most Western European countries, effectively dissociated
city political conflict from national partisan politics. Working class candidates mllst rely on party organization for electoral financing, organizaliun, vi:,ibililY and ideological identification through party label in order to
get elected. Lacking a local, class-based party organization, manual
workers have constituted a very small percentage of city <council members
in the U.S. in contrast to their percentage in the population. (10)
Under rdorm government, dominant business interests have more influence both at. the city council level and through direct access to city
agencies (see Miller, 1958a, 1958b; Morlock, 1973; Cornich, 1973). Reform
guvernment functioned to increase the autonomy of city agencies from
partisan electoral accountability. Agencies were thus more permeable to
lbe most intensely interested, best organized and economically most
puwerful interests. Because agencies are more autonomous from partisan
colllwl, they are more vulnerable and must seek out interest groups upon
which they can institutionalize relationships of political support.
The city machines supplanted by reform government had functioned to
politically incorporate the mass migration of working class ethnics, many of
whom brought wilh them socialist ideology and party identification. (11)
As Katznelson points out, the machines controlled both the political
organization of social groups and the delivery of distributive outputs to
thust" groups. While capitalist elites dominated the party machines, the
bigh cost and uncertainty of that domi!lation brouftht these structur~s into
quescion. Hays (1969) has shown that At was the llugh cost of corrupUOJl for
I ,Ji tribucing fav,oIs for business tha~ ~as one ~f th~ inter~s.ts leadin~ t~
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critical policy developments, while the machine controlled votes through
delivery of patronage and distributive benefits to working class ethnic
constituencies. The reformist restructuring of the city government is one
illustration of how state structures have developed which effectively
insulate areas of decision-making and allocation critical to capitalist
interests from political accountability, thereby maximizing the translation
of capitalist economic power into patterns of allocation and non·decisions
favorable to those interests, while simultaneously minimizing the need for
those capitalist interests to participate in manifestly political ways.
However, like all state structural change, the development of reform
government has been internally contradictory. On the one hand, the
departisanizing of city politics effectively destroyed the urban political
party as an effective social control mechanism without providing a satisfactory replacement. Thus, the new black urban proletariat which emerged
during the post-WW II period was not initially politically absorbed, which
was one of the important factols contributing to the violent and politically
costly rebellions of th.! 1960s. On the other hand, reform government
destroyed the politically powerful mayor as the centralizing role in the city
political system. As a result, it is much more difficult in the reformed city to
effectively rationalize and coordinate the fragmentary maze of highly
autonomous city agencies (see Newton, 1973, 1974). The new forms of
urban pork barrel politics have consequently pushed the city towards fiscal
crisis without making the city a location for efficient production for capital
asa whole.

Structural Change: Intergovernmental Grants to the Cities

I
I
I
l
!

Presently, the central cities of the U.S. face a fiscal crisis which impinges
upon city functions critical to capital and undermines the political domination of capitalist elites. As industry and upper income residents decentralize into a municipally fragmented metropolis, dissociating fiscal
capacity from social needs, the central city fills up with an especially poor
and often black segment of the working class. With their concomitant
electoral power and potentially explosive demands for expenditures for
adequate levels of basic social services, structural mechanisms (e.g. nonSdlOOI special districts, regional authorities, inter-governmental project
grants) have developed which insulate from popular control areas of policymaking and allocation upon which regional capital accumulation is
dependent (see Feshbach and Shipnuck, 1973).
The structure of the federal inter-governmental transfer programs to the
central cities was in the 1960's a particularly effective way by which state
structures were P9litically insulated from challenging segments of the
wo";.i,lg class. Federal inter-governmental transfer progralUS and espe~;: ,ly project grants located the origins of urban policy, and thus the
limits of urban expenditure, outside the city. This favored those interests
best able to organize on a nationallevei-corporate policy groups, capitalist fractions like insurance companies, mortgage bankers, home building
associations-~nd insulated policy formation from the poor and black who
h'luoa h . . . pn .,h1, .
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intfftClual federations of local groups confined to legislative lobbying once
the limits of !:iubs[antive policy variation have already been defined (see
W'ulman and Thomas, 1970).
Further, the development of federal grants-in-aid have insulated urban
agencit"s from political accountability. Federal programs have contributed
!O th(: proliferation of politically autonomous agencies with direct linkages
(0 the federal
bureaucracies and their administrative elites, making
agencies more permeable to dominant capitalist interests which are best
organized and have most at stake; and making any unitary, programmatic
a([ack on urban problems impossible, thus contributing to the political
fragrnemalion of lower class client groups. Without a unitary structure
with the capacity to act, people who have most to gain from serious change
have liule incenrive to politically participate (Newton, 1973).
Structures such as reform government and federal inter-governmental
transfer programs depoliticize major segments of state power. Capitalist
clites have been able to control the structure of city expenditures in ways
thaI do not impinge upon the city functions critical to the continued profitability of the cenrral city location, and which generate new fiscal resources
without threatening the class-fragmented metropolis (Hill, 1974).
The proliferation of intergovernmental project grants for the cities has
also been internally contradictory. For if such federal grants decreased the
possibilities for political influence by the urban working class, they have
also made rational policy formation by national and dty executives even
more difficult. At the national level the swelling national bureaucracies
which resulted from the new federal urban programs were increasingly
able to avoid Presidential control and become autonomous centers of policy
formation. At the city level, both city managers and mayors were unable to
cOlltrol the federally funded city agencies because of these agencies'
direct lines of communication to their federal sponsors. The erosion of
urban executive power which resulted led finally to yet another structural
change, revenue sharing, which promises new conflicts and contradictions.
Structlil;:.' Change: Corporatism

The emergence of corporatist structures to politically incorporate the
organized working class, given the increasing role of state intervention in
dle t"conomy, is a third example of strucnlral change that attempts to
insulate Ihe political regulation of the economy from working class control.
A variety of analysts have linked the attempts at political incorporation of
tile organized working class into subordinate positions in corporatlst
Slruc!Ure~. 10 (he increasing imperatives for state planning of capitalist
Jncluplllelll. Shonfidd (1965) has argued that the emergence of the positive c.lpit.t1ist stale which anempts to maintain full employment, regulate
bbor cont1ict, comral inflation and stabilize business cycles has been associated wilh the institutionalization of class conflict. Schmitter (1974) has
analysed Ihe emergence of societal corporatism in advanced capitalist
narions. Corporatism in general is characterized by:
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• . . singular, non-competitive, hierarchically ordered, sectorally
compartmentalized, interest associations exercising representational
monopolies and accepting (de jure or de facto) governmentally
imposed or negotiated limitations on the type of/eaders they elect and
on the scope and intensity of demands they routinely make upon the
state (1974: 99-100).
Schmitter argues' that societal corporatism, a form of interest structuring
nnt l entrally irnposd by an authoritarian state, emerges out of the decline
ot :.tuvanced pluralism., The institutionalization of class and interest conflict
through societal corporatism as.:mres state control and predictability of
class conflict, the cooptation of working class elites in exchange for state
guaranteed monopolization of working class access to state power. The
proce.iS of corporatist development involves a variety of forms:
The modalities are varied and range from direct government subsidies
for association, to official recognition of bonafide interlocuteurs, to
devolved responsibilities for such public tasks as unemployment or
accident insurance, to permanent membership in specialized advisory
councils, to positions of control in joint public-private corporations, to
informal, quasi-cabinet status, and finally to direct participation in
authoritative economic and social councils (Schmitter, 1974: 111).
Warren (1972) also has suggested the importance of politically incorporating the worklllg class as a pOllUcal requirement for capitalist
planning given the need to assure wage control in the context of international trade competition. Political incorporation was critical if the
politicization of profit levels ~nd class shares of income was to be averted.
The solution, according to Warren, was,
The instutionalized integration of a bureaucratic trade union
movement into the planning process, exchange for limited, but continuous economic and other gains for the working class-provided all
independence of the movement is surrendered except over minor
matters (Warren, 1972: 8).
Warren suggests that the early adoption of wage policies in Norway,
Sweden, and Holland were only possible because social democratic parties
were in power and could induce trade union wage control. Warren points
out that after the failure of deflationary measures in response to inflationary wage-price spirals, the United Kingdom, West Germany,
Belgium and Italy,
... all ushered in planning plus wage policies under the aegis of
newly formed social democratic governments or governments with
social democratic participation; in all cases major sections of the
ruling class specifically opted for social democratic participation in
government; in all cases a certain political resurgence of the working
class occurred at the same time as inflation was accelerating, and
followed the exposlire of dw irr:lfiollalirit''' /If I""·"j,,,,,,
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Warren goes on to point out that with their incorporation into state planning, :;oLial democratic panies abandoned the socialist elements in their
I'rugl.lnb and :;tressed the efficiency with which the party could manage
,.lalC pbnned, full-employment capitalism. '
Corporarism is also an internally contradictory mode of incorporating the
working class. The premise of a corporatist strategy is that the inclusion of
sdcclnllc:"ders of working class organizations (especially unions, but also
on 'ICL',I:;iun left panies) in formal state planning proces:;es will reduce
\\'drLillg class opposition to state policies without requiring massive conu'::':iions IU popular demands. This outcome will occur only if two things
!';II'PL'Il: first, the incorporated leadership must be seen as legitimate by
the wlllking class, and second, the leadership must be sufficiently insulaled [rom day-to-day mass pressures to accept the imperatives of planning
in lhe incerests of capital accumulation. And here lies the contradictory
qualilY of corporatism: If the leadership of the incorporated working class
organizations is sufficiently isolated from the working class so that state
planning is .insulated from popular pressures, then that . leadership will
tend [0 gradually lose legitimacy and thus cease to function as a means for
imcgratillg the working class. If, on the other hand, the leadership
mai1l[ains close ties to the working class and remains a legitimate instrumelll of real working class organizations, then corporatist planning will be
IlJInpered by the constant pressures for accomodation with mass demands.
The first of these possibilities undermines the cooptive function of corporatism and will tend to accelerate the disintegration of the incorporated organizations. This can already be seen in the case of Social Democratic
Panies in several European countries. The second of these possibilities
undermines the planning fun.ction of corporatism and brings class struggle
illlu lhe administrative heart of the state apparatus itself. In either case,
corporatism, like other attempted structural solutions to political class
struggle, remains an intensely contradictory strategy for the capitalist
class,

. &.

In summary the three historical cases of reform government, federal
il1lergovernrnemal urban transfer programs and corporatist planning all
suggest the importance of analysing state structures as they mediate the
reialion:,hip between classes (i.e. as a product and determinant of class
conflict). Methodologically, this means that one cannot study a particular
agency or legislative act in isolation from class struggle and the ways in
which class struggle is internalized within the state. Consequently, in order
to assess the conrradiclOry ways by which state structure reproduces
capitalist political domination it is necessary to analyze the location within
state structures of the control of different policies and the location of
political incorporation into the state of different class interests. Otherwise
the Slale is likely to be seen as a neutral instrument or a functionalist
thermostat for capitalist society.
The political struggles of the working class thus gain analytical
importance absent from the "instumental corporate liberal" and
l",.!llltllir di..,," Ililnrnarhts. Political class Slnll! I!' Ie becomes the central

tradictory consequences of that restructuring. To paraphrase Marx,
capitalists may manipulate the state, but they do not do so just as they
please. The instrumental domination of the capitalist class is constrained
by the structures of the sr;,ate formed out of past class struggles, by the
exigencies of current class struggles and by the contradictory consequences of state activity for future class struggle. (12)

II. THE LOGIC OF POLITICAL CLASS STRUGGLE
Our analysis so far can be summed up in several propositions:
1. State structures must be seen as the outcome of class struggle rather than as ahisrorically given, perfect mechanisms for reproducing capitalist society and repressing the working class.
2. These structures mediate, i~ contradictory ways, the relationship
benyeen instrumental inputs into the state from the ruling class and functional outputs.
3. When successfully shaped by the capitalist class, these structures
accomplish two critical tasks: a) they limit state interventions within
bounds compatible with the imperatives of capital accumulation; b) they
politically neutralize the working class in the sense of making its political
demands congruent with the reproduction of capitalist social relations.
4. However-and this is very important-these structures are inevitably contradictory. They never provide a totally unproblematic solution to
the challenge of political calss struggle. The working class can never be perfectly incorporated, totally neutralized. The political question for the working class is never whether or not contradictions exist within the state, but
rather how intense those contradictions are and how they can be exploited
by the working class.
Our discussion thus far has largely focused on only one half of the dialectic
between state structures and class struggle, namely the ways in which
these structures are shaped by class struggle. It is equally important to see
how the forms and directions of class struggle are shaped by the state. It is
ultimately out of a dialectical theory of the relationship of class struggle to
the state that a complete understanding of both will emerge. We will
therefore now shift ground from a focus on the structure of the state to the
nature of the political clas,> struggle itself.
v re viII begin by discussing the range of possible types of political class
strub.:,le. Once we have elaborated these possibilities, we will return to the
analysis of the state and see how these divergent forms of political class
struggle pose different problems for the capitalist state and how the response of the state in turn poses constraints on political class struggle. Finally, we will look at the new patterns of emergent contradictions within
the advanced capitalist state and discuss what new possibilities for working
class political struggle appear on the horizon.

A Typology Of Polziical Class Struggle
In the followinr r n~l!I"'<:
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tical demands and struggles of the working class vary; the level of social
relations at which those demands are directed; the form of state activity
imp lid by those demands; and the structural consequences of the
demands.
Level refers to the specific sphere of class relations which is affected by
the political demands. Capital is a social relationship, a mode of relating
labor to the means of production. That social relationship can be conceptualized at two interpenetrating levels: the level ofproduction refers to the
actual organization of the production process, the ways in which the means
uf production and the labor process are controlled and surplus value is
generated and appropriated. The level of circulation refers to exchange reI;itionships between commodities, whether such commodities be different
goods .or services or in fact exchange relationships between capital and
labor. Whereas surplus value is generated and appropriated at the level of
production, it is realized at the level of circulation. Political demands that
impinge on market relations, that concern the value of labor power, the
distribution of taxation, the regulation of utility rate structures, etc., all
represent d!:mands at the level of circulation. Political demands, on the
other hand, which concern the regulation of the labor process, the production of cenain goods and services by the state, and so on, represent demands at the level of production. Demands about what is produced and
how it is produced constitute demands at the production level; demands
about the distribution of what is produced are demands at the circulation
level (13).
.
Political demands do not merely have an object; they also, either explicitly or implicitly, concern the means by which they are to be met by the
state. Whereas level refers to the object or location of political demands
(i.e. whe .l.lr they concern relations of circulation or production), form refers to tht: ways those demands are met by the state. A particularly import.lnt distinction in these terms is between what can be termed a commodified form and a noncommodifiedform of political demands. A commodity is
something which is produced for exchange rather than simply for use. Political demands which take a commodified form are thus demands for the
state to work through and reinforce market mechanisms to accomplish
some objective. The noncommodified form of political demands, on the
other hand, push the state to work outside the market or even to directly
oppose market mechanisms. Thus, state subsidies to private businesses to
provide cenain goods or services would represent a relatively commodified
form of state intervention, whereas the state directly producing those same
goods and services would constitute a relatively noncom modified form.
Obviously, many state activities represent mixed cases.
The final dimension of political demands is perhaps the least tangible,
yet IHOS[ important. By' 'structural consequences" of a political demand we
refer to the extent to which it tends to be reproductive of capitalist social
rduions or tmreproductive. Reproductive demands are demands which, if
met, [end to reinforce, stabilize and expand the basic social relationships of
c:Jpitalism. Unreproductive demands are demands which [end to weake.n,
d(',;!abilize, and undermine those social relationships. (It should be noted
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constitutive of socialist social relations, but merely that they undermine
capitalist ones.) (14)
'{aL ing these three dimensions together we can construct a formal typology vf political class struggle. This is illustrated in Chart 1 on the following
page. Several preliminary comments on this typology are necessary. First,
the typology is not meant to be exhaustive of all political class struggles. In
particular, many struggles which are primarily directed at state structures
per se cannot be classified as production vs. circulation or commodified
infrastructure by contracting on the open market with private capital. Take,
for example. highway construction. Particularly in the United States, the
nomic activities. Second, although the dimensions on the chart have been
labelled as polar types (circulation vs. production level; commodified vs.
noncommodified forms; reproductive vs. unreproductive consequences), it
is obvious that in reality these dimensions are much more continuous. Individual state activities can bridge levels, can be partially commodified and
may be somewhat ·unreproductive. Indeed, a particular policy may fall into
more than one slot in the chart. Third. where a particular demand falls in
the chart cannot be defined abstractly. A demand which is reproductive
under certain circumstances may be highly unreproductive under others.
The typology -is only useful when it is joined to a historical analysis of class
struggle and state intervention in a particular social formation. Fourthly.
and perhaps most importantly, the typology is not a theory of class struggle, but merely a conceptuarschema. It provides. we hope, a set of categories in terms of which a theory of class struggle and the state can develop, but in and of itself it is no more than a typology.
Before actually using the typology as a device for examining the dialectic
between class struggle and the state, it will be helpful to go through each of
the cells of the chart and give examples of the kinds of demands that would
be characteristic of each combination. We will begin with the upper left
hand corner and move towards the lower right hand corner.
Reproductive-Commodified-Circulation politics. Probably the simplest
example of this category is tax-cuts. Tax-cuts under Keynesian state policies represent an attempt to bolster aggregate demand (a circulation objective) by giving people more money to spend in the market (a commodity
form of intervention) and thereby stabilize the process of surplus value
realization (a reproductive consequence). Other working class demands
also fall into this category. For example, demands for unemployment payments or minimum wage laws, by themselves would generally constitute a
form of reproductive-commodified-circulation politics. By giving workers
money-either in the form of unemployment checks or in the form of higher minimum wages-the state deals. with a problem at the level of circulation (imperfections in the labor market) with minimum disturbance of normal commodity relationships.
Reproductive-Commodified-Production politics. The classic example in
this category is the demand that the state provide certain kinds of
infrastructure by contracting on the open market with private capital. Take
for example highway construction. Particularly in the United States, the
state does not itself generally build highways, but rather contracts out such
cnn~rrllrti{)n nrn;,....,·r-.:: t,) nr;,,·., ... ,', .I\I~·".;,.,.
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CHART 1: THE CONTENT OF POUTICAL CLASS DEMANDS
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not be provided by private capital. It operates at the level of production,
since the intervention is designed to actually produce something which
would not otherwise be produced. And it takes a relatively cumrr,c,di::d
form since the state works through the market to produce the highway.
Reproductive-Noncommodified-Circulation politics. Whereas unemployment benefits in the form of cash represent a commodified form of circulation demands, welfare grants that take the form of free goods represent a noncom modified form of reproductive-circulation politics. When the
government distributes free surplus food to the poor, for example, it is organizing the distribution of use values, not merely facilitating market
mechanisms of distributing exchange values. The substitution of food
stamps for free food in the 1960's is thus an example of the partial recommodification of a relatively noncommodified form of state activity. The
political demand for public libraries represents an interesting example of
this same category. Libraries represent a way of circulating books (to each
according to his/her need) which is the antithesis of commodity exchange
(to each according to his/her income). Libraries constitute reproductive
state intervention because of their role in research, education, dissemination of ideology, etc., and because of their relatively limited use. If libraries
were to become the main mechanism for distributing books, and if they began distributing a wide range of other use-values as well (records, tools,
recreation equipment, an works, etc.), then in fact they would probably
begin to be unreproductive. This is a good example of how the same political demand can be reproductive or unreproductive depending upon the
magnitude of the demand and the particular circumstances in which it is
made.
Reproductive-Noncommodified-Production politics. There are occasions
where the state actually organizes production. If such !,)roduction is still
organized primarily on exchange value criteria, then in fact such production politics could still take a commodified form. This is the case in certain
kinds of nationalized industries (such as Renault in France). But when
such state production is fundamentally organized around use-value
criteria, then we have a case of noncommodified production state activity.
Working class demands for a national health service would be a good
example. Equally, public education falls into this category: it represents
the production of skilled labor power organized outside of market rela. tions. While it is true that labor power is a commodity, the schools themselves do not generally exchange that commodity on the market.
Unreproductive-Commodi/ied-Circulation politics. We characterized
unemployment insurance as a reproductive-commodity-circulation demand; an adequate guaranteed income for all workers, on the other hand,
is clearly an unreproductive demand. While still resting basically at the
level of circulation and relying on a commodified form of state intervention, such a demand would seriously undermine the status of labor power
itself as a commodity, If workers could live well without working, one of
the critical elements of capitalist social control, wage discipline, would be
undermined (see Piven and Cloward, 1971). This is not to say that such a
demand, if won by the working class, would automatically lead to cnpiml•
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of the labor market, undermine the role of t~e reserve army of the unemployed, etc. Again, as in the earlier example of libraries, the magnitude of
tlte demand is critical for assessing its reproductive/unreproductlve
Lonsc:quences. A minimum guaranteed income might well be reproductive, being merely a form of welfare, whereas an a,dequate guaranteed
income could be unreproductive.
UtJTeproductive-Co1lJ1lJodijied-Production politics. As was stated above,
the typical reproductive-commodity-production demand is for the state to
build social infrastructure through contracts with private capital. To call
such activity reproductive assumed that, in fact, the state had the fiscal
reSources to build such infrastructures. However, under conditions of
"fiscal crisis" when demands for state spending expand more rapidly
than the capacity of the state to finance such demands, such infrastruc[lire comracting can become unreproductive (O'Connor, 1973). More
generally, when working class political demands for government spending
on infrastructure cease to be subordinated to the requirements of
accumulation and attempt to authentically serve 'working class interests,
(hey will tend to become unreproductive. Again, this is especially the case
under conditions of fiscal crisis.
Unreproductive-Nonc01lJ1lJodified-Circulation politics. Political demands
for expanding free goods and sevices distributed by the state become
uflfepruductive beyond a certain point. The demands for community cOntrolled boards to control the operations of various public agencies (police,
schools, libraries, etc.) also can become unreproductive depending upon
the political uses to which fhat control would be put. A good example
would be the establishment of tenant controlled rent control boards which
set rems and enforced building standards in such a way that residential
real estate investment was no longer profitable. If such boards only induced disinvestment and evictions, they probably would be reproductive.
If on the other hand such boards were able to force state or tenant controlled property development, as appears to be developing as a strategy
of the Italian workin~ class, they would potentially become unreproductive.
Unreproduclive-noncommodified-Production politics. Political demands
for worker's comrol of the labor process, and ultimately for workers' control of the entire production process, represent the purest form of unreproductive-noncommodified.production politics. To the extent that workers authemically control the apparatus of production, it becomes possible
for use-value criteria - and furthermore for use· value criteria geared to
working class interests - to gradually replace exchange value criteria
within the production process itself. Under conditions where such control
is limited to individual units of production, but not the enhre system, such
Iloncommodified production would remain highly constrained by capitalist
commodity production in the society as a whole. Ultimately, therefore,
ulln.:productive-noncommodified-production politics require not merely
workers control of individual production units, but workers control of the
c:min: apparatus of production, and this requires workers control of the
state,
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The Class Content 0/ Political Class Struggle
It should be clear from the above discussion that the different cells ir
the typology of political class Struggle have very different implications fo.:
class interests, and therefore bear very different relationships to tht
capitalist state. As a first approximation, the distinction between repro.
ductive and unreproductive politics corresponds roughly to the distinction
between capitalist class and working class interests. This does not mean
that class struggle is absent wtihin the reproductive half of the typology.
Many struggles are fought Over which of several reproductive policy
alternatives is to be adopted and some of these may be less inconsisteOl
with working class interests than others. To call a policy "reproductive"
therefore, does not imply that it is completely antagonistic to working
class interests; what it does mean is that when the working class makes
political demands that are reproductive, working class interests have in
some sense been subordinated to those of capital, and thus inevitably,
they have been distorted.
A good example of the class content of reproductive politics is the
demand for a National Health Service (reproductive-noncommodified_
production politics). A National Health Service may well be in the interests
of the working class in the United States, but it nevertheless represents a'
way of meeting working class needs for health care which subordinates
those needs to the reproductive needs of capital. Various Structural features of National Health Services guarantee this: bureaucratic organiza.
tioll, control by professional medical boards, insulation from working
class participation in direction, etc. In the area of health, state interven ..
tion has primarily been limited to the level of health care delivery, rather
than the production of health itself. This is a commonality between those
countries like England and Denmark which have nationalized health care
and the United States which has limited its intervention to the level of
circulation, stressing the mass availability of health insurance programs.
In all cases, this treatment of health care reinforces the individual as an
object of state intervention through curative as opposed to preventive,
social medicine.
For a national health service to serve the interests of the working class
it would have to be controlled by workers and would have to deal with the
causes of illness and thus preventive medicine. And such a health care
system would inevitably generate conflict over production relations, the
consequences of which - pollution, industrial accidents, poverty, the or.
ganization of personal careers, and the ali~ntating structure of work _
are the causes of many diseases (15). Such a health service, needless to
say, would be highly unreproductive from the point of view of capital. To
the extent, therefore, that the working class restricts itself to political
demands that there are reproductive of capitalist social relations, it must
inevitably distort those interests through their subordination to the needs
of capital.
The class COntent of political demands can be analyzed beyond the
simple distinction between reproductive and unreproductive politics. The
distinctions ber\veen commodified and noncomll1odifie(~ politics, 1'1.1,' :','t';L,

-". - . -

between circulation and production politics, also have important class
implic:J.tillns. The type of political demands most compatible with capitalise class ilHerests is represented by reproductive-commodified-circulation
poli[i(s ([he upper left hand cell in the typology). This type of state inter;
vcmillll Hows most naturally from capitalist social relations. impinges on
capiralist 1" "rogatives in the least obstrusive ways, and enhances the
realization 1. j [ential of capitalist production.
Funhermore, commodified-circulation politics tend to be the most divisive for rhe working class. The working class is most differentiated and
strOltified in terms of labor market relations. Educated vs. uneducated
workers, white vs. black workers, male vs. female workers, specialized
vs. ul1specialized workers, etc. may aU share a common situation in terms
of rei:uions of production, but occupy very different positions in the
market for labor power. When the working class restricts its political
struggle ro [he commodified-circulation level, it does not engage in
comb;l( around issues which bear out the common conditions that define
the position of the working class. The state's response to commodified
circulation demands - for example, the proliferation of highly differelHia[ed employment programs and wage legislation for different categories of work - tends to reinforce the myriad interest group divisions
widlill the working class, and make a class conscious working class movemelH more difficult. Thus reproductive-commodifIed-circulation politics
have tellded to be the most compatible with capitalist class interests, both
because they intrinsically pose the least potential threat to capitalist
prt:lllga[ives and because they tend to most undermine the cohesion of
the wurking class.
The primary organization around which working class. reproductiveLOIIHlwdified-circulation politics are centered is the labor union, or trade
union-a conceptualization which better conveys its political substance.
Comlllodified·circulation politics, especially organized around the trade
uni,)(] , become primarily directed at individualized consumption, while divorced from work itself. As Gorz wri{es,
Trade unionism ... confines itself to demanding higher individual
purchasing power and at the same time greater leisure-in other
\yords, /llJ/l-work, in compensation for the fact that where his work is
cOlh.:erlleJ bis worker is a non-man. (1973: 85)
Sc.lte imervelHion at the level of production, even when it is still reproductive and ll1ail)tains a commodified form, poses greater potential problems for the capitalist class. When the state constructs infrastructure,
the politic:.1 issues of what kinds of infrastructures should be built, whose
interests should it serve etc. are necessarily raised. All of these issues become posed in much sharper forms when the state not only intervenes at
the level of production, but does so ip a non-commodified way. When the
state is not only involved in deciding what should be produced, but also
in how it should be produced. the political criteria tor production become
more explicit, potentially making it much harder to maintain the fiction
~
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ganized around use-value rather than strictly exchange-value criteria, and
this immediately poses the question of class interests served by these criteria. The general resistance of the capitalist class to direct state participation in production at least in part reflects the intuitive reasoning by
capitalists that such policies are intrinsically more precarious than commodified forms of state intervention in general, and commodified-circulation policies in particular.
Still, noncommodified production politics remain only potentially
threatening to capitalist interests. In the absence of working class political
organizations challenging the class interests served by such state activities, they can remain substantially reproductive of capitalist social relations. So, the crucial question becomes what is the relationship between
noncommodified-production policies by the capitalist state and the development of class conscious working class organizations. While this is a
very complex issue and ultimately can be answered only in terms of the
concrete analysis of specific historical cases, one generalization seems
possible. The working class is potentially much more unified at the level
of production than at the level of circulation. It would be expected, therefore, that noncommodified-productioll interventions by the state would
tend to reinforce market based divisions within the working class less
strongly than commodified circulation interventions. Political struggles
around noncommodified-production policies would therefore more easily
tend to crystallize around class issues than only around interest group issues. This does not mean, of course, that divisions within the working
class would sponstaneously disappear during struggles over noncommodified production policies, but rather that such struggles would tend to
build working class unity to a greater extent than struggles over circulation-commodity policies. This reflects the contradictory quality of the cap~ italist state: because of the imperatives of legitimation and accumulation,
noncommodified-production interventions by the state may become
necessary (e.g. nationalization of inefficient segments of capital, creation
of a national health service, provision of universal public education, etc.),
but those identical policies may in turn contribute to the political unity of
the working class which makes the capitalist state-and ultimately the
capitalist system~more precarious.
If reproductive-commodifIed-circulation policies represent the purest
form of capitalist politics, unreproductive-noncommodified.production demands represent the purest form of class conscious working class politics.
When the working class is organized around these kinds of demands it
challenges the very premises of capitalist society. The working class
becomes a class ! 'for itself," and class politics must involve conflict for
generalized power, involving ever larger segments of state power and
state apparatus, calling into question not only the structure and legitimation of private production, but also the structure of the state. Politij::al demands .,r,)c:nd social needs can no longer be reduced to the better co~
modification of labor power, and these demands can no longer be satisfied through consumption and non-work alone. In short, working class
policical struggle around nonc,)mnliidillnl. III!! ,.~" .. I.
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direcrly undermine capitalist social relations, but in general they do not as
sharply pose an alternative to those social relations as do unreproductivellon-colllll1odified-production politics. In particular, unreproductive commodity politics at t:idler lhe circulation or production level may tend to
weaken capitalism, but they still reproduce the logic of commodification
and thus fundamentally remain within the logic of capitalism.
Political LI ISS struggle can therefore be conceptualized as a struggle
over which uf dlese types of political demands will dominate, that is over
llie contcnr of class conflict itself. The capitalist class tries to push
demands to\\';uds commodified forms and away from the production level,
and tric:; Iv exclude unreproductive demands altogether; the working
cia:;:;, on the olher hand. moves toward noncom modified politics, productiuiI pulilils and. ultimately unreproductive politics. Needless to say, the
mOvemellt towards this revolutionary pole has often been thwarted, and
in period:; of relatively uncontested capitalist hegemony, may remain only
a brem pllssibility. It is therefore a question of fundamental importance
f,)r the development of revolutionary struggles around the state to undersund the conditions under which circulation politics become transformed
imo production politics. commodified politics into noncommodified politics, and most importantly, reproductive politics into unreproductive
politics. We will now turn to an examination of a number of examples of
::.Ilch transformations.

rr<J1J:,/orm.1tiolls of Political Class Conflict
Three ways by which political class struggles may be progres~lvely
transformed seem especially important under conditions of advanced
monopoly capitalism: 1. The breakdown of commodified-circulation politics at [he factory level caused by crises or accumulation within individual
firms. 2. The breakdown of the state's capacity to pay for commodifiedcircularion politics as a result of the fiscal crisis of the state; 3. The deepening narure of capitalist contradictions which make pure commodifiedcirculation policies inadequate even from the point of view of capital. We
will examine examples of each of these and then turn to a more detailed
discussion of the transformations of political class struggle and state
interventions in the case of one advanced capitalist country, Sweden.
1.

Com //Jodily politics breakdown at the factory level.

Recelll years have witnessed a number of occasions in which commodified-circulation politics at the factory level temporarily broke down and
led to the emngence of working class production politics. Such. for inSlan-::e, has been the case with a number of factory take-overs initiated by
wur1:ers due to plant closures. The 1974 Lipp factory take-over in France
is a caSe in point. Faced with the threat of sudden unemployment and disruption of retirement benefits by the new management's decision to stop
produClion of the famous Lipp watches, the workers turned to their
uniolls, the CFDT and CGT. which failed to reverse the management's
dt~cision. Given the impossibility of further commodified-circulation pol.
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itics in this situation, the only feasible alternative left to the workers who
saw the enterprise as economically sound, was to take over control of production themselves, dispense with management and the board of directors and, instead, organize production through a system of collectivized
decision-making. In this way workers effectively smashed the existing
production relations within th~ir work place, relations no longer sufficient
to maintain the consensus of commodified-circulation politics upon which
the bargaining process rests.
The Lipp case has since been replicated in a number of factories
throughout Western Europe, such as the Triumph Motorcycle factory
take-over in Great Britain and two factory take-overs in Denmark in 1975.
The latter provide an interesting contrast with respect to our discussion.
Two factories, the Rank-Arena television factory owned and controlled by a
}3ritish corporation, and the Uniprint factory owned by Danish capital,
were both to be closed down, not due to inefficiency or lack of an "adequate" rate of return, but rather to potentially higher profitability of locatio'n in other countries. Both factories were taken over by the workers, but
the politics of the factory take-overs contrasted sharply. In the first case, the
workers occupied the factory while negotiating with different sources of
capital to maintain production. Private capitalists and the labor unions
(LO) were asked to buy shares in the enterprise to avoid its closure. Thus,
in this c~se the critical transformation towards working class production
politics aimed at control was missing, and objectively the incident was
directed at shoring up the principles of private capitalist ownership. The
role of the LO is in this case highly illustrative. The LO offered to invest
in a portion of the necessary shareholdings out of its pension fund.
However, severe restrictions are imposed on how such funds can be used
for productive investment:
a) it would only hold shares up to 15 % of the total capital, thus insuring
that the enterprise remains under "private control."
b) LO would only invest its funds in enterprises which are listed on the
stock market.
c) such investment would only occur under conditions where the firm
has a "sound" financial rating.
The Uniprint incident provides a contrast to the extent that the workers
declined any opportunities of strengthing the capital base of the firm
through enlarged private shareholdings. Instead, in line with the Lipp
case, the workers demanded full control over the management of the
firm, thus alienating any potential union support-and for that matter any
media support, which incidentally had been readily forthcoming in the
Rank-Arena case. What the two cases serve to illustrate is that under the
same conditions, the working class may react in politically totally different
ways: either towards re-establishing the viability of commodified politics
under occurrences of breakdown, or towards pursuing a radically
different line of struggle, the c.utcome of which is highly uncertain and
the sup )0' : for which is still very meager.
'

2. The fiscal crisis ofthe state.
As we ~rgued earlier, repronllctive·comrnodifi(·n I\l)lirics, ,(:sneciallv.
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the Ie\'el of circulation, are the most compatible with capitalist class interC'stS sillt.:e they simultaneously maximize divisions within the working
l Llss and minimize the possible threats to capitalist prerogatives. As long
as the s[;ne has an ample tax base, commodified politics can continue
,'pall:. The difficulty is that there are intrinsic tendencies within advanced
upilalislll for commodified interventions by the state to expand more rapidly rhan its capacity to finance them. The result is the fiscal crisis of the
sUle.
The ulHkrlying dynamics of the fiscal crisis have been extensively analysed by O'Connor in The Fiscal Crisis of the State, and there is no need
fur us to recapitulate his arguments here. The critical point we wish to
make is that as the fiscal crisis of the state deepens it becomes progressively more difficult for the state to restrict its interventions primarily to
the commodified-circulation level. Simply to finance its commodifiedcirculation politics, the state is pushed towards intervening at the level of
production. At a minimum this entails greater state involvement in coordinating and planning private commodity production (commodifiedproduction interventions) in order to expand its tax base, but it may well
move towards more basic state involvements in direct production of usevalues (decommodified-production interventions).
3. The contradictions of commodified-circulation polilics.

The pressures for movement away from simple commodified-circulation
state interventions are more profound than simply the incapacity of the
state to pay for such policies. Even if the state could find the wherewithall
to continue commodified-circulation politics unabated, there would still be
strong tendencies pushing the state towards production level politics because of the contradictions within the a~cumulation process itself. It is a
common observation that in recent years there has been a gradual deterioration of the trade-off between unemployment and inflation. Often this
is treated as merely an artifact of government policies, especially fiscal
policies. In fact, this deterioration reflects the fundamental contradictions
of accumulation in monopoly capitalism, some of which involve the state,
but,\ 'lich cannot be reduced to "problems" in state intervention. Three
asp,,- L:j of these contradictions are especially important (see Wright,
197) ):

a) with technological development, especially within the monopoly
senor, there has been an increasing tendency for the "surplus population to expand, Part of this pool of displaced workers has been absorbed in the competitive and state sectors of the economy, but in
general there has been a tendency for higher unemployment for any
giv,'n level of economic activity.
b) Gruwing concentration and centralization of capital has increased
lhe tendencies for monopoly pricing in many sectors of the economy
allJ thus for any level of economic activity there is likely to be more
illtlatioll,
c) This inflationary tendency is further heightened by two aspects of
statt intervention. First, as a consequence of the growth of the sur.•. ' ~ I
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plus population (among other social pressures), the state has greatly
increased its spending on welfare, police and other "social expenses," to use O'Connor's expression (i.e. state spending that is
absolutely unproductive in the sense that it does not even indirectly
lead to an expansion of surplus value). Secondly, Kernesian demand
maintenance policies by the state have tended to create guaranteed
markets for many monopoly corporations and thus reduce pressures
for productivity increases. Both of these factors have contributed
considerably to the increase in inflation for given levels of economic
activity.
i"one of these tendencies can be dealt with effectively through commodified-circulation politics. The state must somehow become involved
directly in organizing production, increasing productivity, employing the :
surplus population. Such intervention is made more difficult by the state's
fiscal crisis, itself in part of a consequence of the very commodified
politics that are incapable of handling the contradictions of accumulation.
It is ironic that the requirements for the reproduction of capitalism may
necessitate a state which itself negates the commodity satisfaction of
social needs, refuses to be subordinated to the market, and is thereby increasingly forced to enter into production both to meet those social needs '
and to finance that production. The fiscal crisis of the state points towards
nationalization; only working class struggle will determine if it points
towards socialization.
The Case ofSweden (16)

Sweden provides perhaps the best example of how a capitalist state,
facing a working class which is highly organized around reproductivecommodified politics, especially at the level of circulation, is forced to
adopt decommodified-production policies to an ever greater extent because of the deepening contradictions of advanced capitalism. The story
of Sweden is a story of how Social Democratic governments have, by the
single-minded pursuit of commodified-circulation politics, eroded the possibilities of restricting state activity to commodified forms at the level of
circulation (17). '
The Swedish labour movement in the form of the Social Democratic
Party and the confederation of Swedish trade unions (LO) is in its essence
based upon commodified-circulation working class demands. The ideological foundation rests upon the idea of "creeping socialism," which
basically implies that skillful and strategic maneouvre within the confines
of bourgeois institutions by an increasingly organized proletariat will progressively secure larger and larger slices of the state structure for the
working class ends. By progressively seizing structures of the capitalist
state, the working class will eventually come to exert "structural power,"
i.e. state power to shape the structure of capitalist institutions for working
class ends. With such power it is believed that "systemic power," i.e.
power to transform t;le system of capitalism into a system of socialist
production. will increasingly be realized (18).
,
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In our terminology, social democratic theory postulates that the social
democratic movement will gradually move from the politics of consumption relations towards the politics of product~on relations. The critical
pulitical question is whether or not this will be done in ways which merely
reproduce capitalist relations of production at higher levels of efficiency
and manageability, or whether social democratic policies contain the possibility of radically unreproductive political demands. An examination of
the Swedish case may help to answer this question.
Sweden was the first country to adopt the method of deficit public
spending as a means to alleviate the problems of mass unemployment
and the lack of aggregate demand during the early 1930's. Fwm then on
deficit budgets became an institutionalized pim of state intervention under continued Social Democratic regimes throughout the 1940's.
However, by the late 1940's the inherent limitations of "pure" Keynesianism began to manifest themselves in the form of spiralling inflation.
In other words, the trade-off between full employment and price
instability began to encroach upon the wage position of labor as well as
upon the functioning of the economy in general. As a result, the
legitimacy of such state intervention began to dwindle. The Social Democrats had nothing to respond with but wage and price controls.
After a few years of wage-stagnation, the LO refused to further support
such measures, and instead pressured the Social Democrats to pursue a
package of economic policies which to a much larger extent broke with the
traditions of standard Keynesianism and a "free market economy." The
"Rehn-Model," as their policy came to be known, involved large-scale
government involvement with the mobility of labor. The idea was to pursue a policy of structural reform of the economy in order to solve the
trade-off problem between unemployment and inflation by shifting resources L um the least efficient and least profitable sectors of industry towards
the most profitable ones. A comprehensive public Labor Market Exchange
was established to retrain manpower rendered redundant by bankruptcies
in inefficient enterprises and to redirect labor power efficiently to the most
profitable sectors. The rationale for this type of intervention, with its
focus on the mobility of labor rather than merely on the circulation of
money, was to actively restructure the economy into one of a homogeneously high level of productivity. The objective was to weed out, rather
than continue (0 subsidize, low productivity capital units which lagged behind in their ability to match profit expansion with wage increases. However, no auempts were made to transcend the realm of exchange
relations, since it was still believed that further modifications in the
market would be sufficient to solve these problems.
By the late 1960's, the Rehn model of state intervention began to prove
inadequate due partially to technical-administrative difficulties of implementation, but mainly to the inability of the state to link any viable manpuwcr policy to the uncertainties of capitalist investment decisions. Since
it is impossible to reliably forecast (let alone influence) the volume and
dircClioll of private investment flows, an active manpower policy will at
best be a patchwork solution. The failures of the Rehn model were blatautly visible in the form of rising unemployment rates throughout the
(\I(llllry, strikes and labor unrest, and general economic stagnation.
I
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Therefore, to protect its market position. labor began to pressure for so
lutions to the crisis which contained a higher degree of control over th
mobility of capital as well as labor. A vehicle for this was, in fact, ready a
h., nd in the form of massive savings in the relatively idle 'Pension Funds
'. He idea was to use these funds in a selective manner to steer invest
ments in such a way as to strengthen the technological advantages 0
Swedish monopoly capital in international competition, thereby also actinJ
to protect Swedish labor. This policy of indirectly allocating invest
mem capital was accompanied by direct state investments in key secton
such as steel.
Thus it is clear that due to the constraints and contradictions in the
accumulation process, an active Keynesian policy was pushed in Sweder
from a primitive level of intervention in the mobility of money, througt
the mobility of labor, into the regulation of the mobility of capital. It wa~
increasingly realized that the stabilization of the unemployment-inflatior.
contradictions necessitated state regualtion of capital.
Here is a case, then, where a capitalist state has gradually moved
towards intervention at the level of production. The result, however, has
not been to further politicize class relations. The Social Democrats and
the LO find it opportune, if not a necessity, to wage the struggle in technicalized rather than politicized terms. Instead of struggling for autonomous centers of working class power, the general tendency has been for
the expansion of corporatist structures. The net effect of the Swedish
variant of the social democratic state policies has thus been to restructure
and reproduce the system at a higher and more efficient level, thereby
muting and diverting class struggle and reinforcing tendencies toward
monopoly in the process of Swedish capital accumulation. Simultaneously,
however, such policies have the effect of channeling class conflicts away
from the private economic level towards the public. In these terms, we
are again confronted with the double-edged character of state intervention: as production becomes more political, politics are increasingly
depoliticized.
So, the question remains whether or not the Swedish working class,
whose relationship to the state has for so long been mediated by the
Social Democratic Party, will move beyond the limits of the emergent reproductive-noncommodified-production politics. In some ways the corpol'atist integration of the working class into the Swedish state, which has
characterized Social Democratic politics, makes such a prospect seem unlikely. Nevertheless. such a corporatist strategy is highly contradictory.
for while it appears to provide a basis for stable accommodation, it also potentially brings class struggle into the administrative heart of the state
apparatus. The Swedish working class has already shown its capacity to
influence both state policies and st<lte structures within the limits of reproductive state interventions. Whether or not it will be able to shatter
those limits while remaining within the framework of Social Democracy is
perhaps the most pressing issue facing the Swedish working class.
III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The basic logic of the analysis of this paper is schematically laid
...
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Charr 2. This charr indicates which of the possible interrelationships
<\Illung lhe fundamental categories of our analysis we have examined. and
which we have left largely undiscussed.
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CHART 2:
Possibile Interrelationships among the Categories used in this Paper

In Parl I of the paper we focused on the relationship between the organization uf political class struggle and the structure of the state. (By organization in this context we mean the capacity of the working class to organize pulitically vis-a-vis capital). We argued that state structure is not
neutral but is a critical element in the mediation of class domination.
Thus the structure of the state should be analyzed as the outcome of historical patterns of class struggle over the organization of the state apparatus. Working class struggles which potentially threaten the political
dOlllillaliun of capital or the execution of state functions critical to the acwfIluialiun of capital necessitate ruling class restructuring of the state to
preserve capirali::;t political domination and to insulate critical functions
hum working class influence.
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In Part II we focused on the relationship between the content of
political class struggle and state pulif;ies. We distinguished between three
different aspects of political demands for state intervention: the level of
intervention (production versus circulation); the form of intervention
(commodified vs. noncommodified); and the consequences of intervention
(reproductive or nonreproductive for capitalist social relations in the society as a whole). We argued that demands for state intervention which
were at the level of circulation and capable of a commodified response
were the most compatible with capitalist interests; whereas demands for
state intervention at the level of production in noncom modified ways were.
the most likely to become unreproductive and serve working class
interests.
A number of important relationships illustrated in Chart 2 remain
largely unexplored in our analysis:
1. The relationship between the organization of class struggle and state
policies. We have briefly touched on one aspect of this relationship,
namely the ways in which commodified state interventions (especially at
the level of circulation) tend to be divisive of the working class. whereas
noncommodified production politics tend to provide a basis for more
unified working class political organization. It is equally important to explore the other direction of the relationship. the ways in which the organizational strength and cohesiveness of the working class has an impact on
the content of state interventions. This has been the focus of most traditional Marxist analyses of "concessions" won by the working class from
the capitalist state.
2. The relationship between the content of class struggle and state structures. Working class struggles at the level of commodified-circulation politics have tended to be associated with the proliferation of fragmented. insulated state agencies. In a real sense the anarchy of commodity production and circulation is reproduced in the anarchy of state structure (19).
The question then arises how wiU this fragmented statt" strucf!.lCe change
as p.)li:ical class struggle moves away from pure commodified-circulation
politics? And reciprocally, as more centralized executive structures of the
state develop (in response to the changing requirements for accumulation). what will be the consequences for the content of political class
struggle?
3. The relationship between the structure and policies of the state. It is
.clear that certain kinds of policies are much more likely to develop under
certain state structures than under others. Thus, the anarchic, fragmented structures of the "pluralist" state are quite unconducive to the
emergence of coordinated. effective, reproductive-noncommodified-production state policies. There is considerable evidence that at the present
time in many advanced capitalist countries a profound contradiction exists
between the historically evolved structures of the capitalist state and the
kinds of policies that are rationally required by advanced capitalism. As
Offe has argued (1972). much of the auempted rationalization and reorganization of state administrative structures should be interpreted as attempts to make effective production policies more likely. In the terms of
our analysis. the capacity for the state to generate reproductive interventions may be contingent upon the existence of certain kinds of srruqU,In, ••..
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4. The relationship belween Ihe organizalion and ~ontent ofpolilical class
.ffTIIggle. Considerable Marxist theory has been devofed to this particular
problem. In particular, Lenin's classic statement about the relationship
between trade union organization and economistic (i.e. commodified circulation) demands deals directly with the link between the nature of
working class organizations and the content of class struggle. The link,
however, operates in both directions: not only do certain kinds of organizations lend' (0 generate certain kinds of demands, but certain kinds of
demallds tend (0 reinforce or undermine given kinds of organization. In
particular, as we have argued, commodified-circulation demands make
class·wide organization around the common conditions of the proletariat
more difficult, whereas noncommodified-production demands facilitate
dass organization. Polirical class struggle as a dynamic historical force
mllst always be treated as the consequence of the interaction of both
organization and content, rather than being reduced to either.
5. The relationship between class struggle and Ihe interaction of structure
ami po/i"y. This is the conceptually most complex relationship among the
categories of our analysis. Political class struggle-as the outcome of the
imeracrion of organization and content-not only influences state strucrure and Slate policy, but the very relationship between structure and
policy. The capacity of a given state structure to generate reproductive
policies ibelf depends upon the organization and content of working class
struggles. The most rational and well-engineered state structure cannot
guarantee rational policies for capital, since the state is always confronted
by (he potentiality ot organize<;i working class opposition. This does not
mean (hat state structures can never function rationally (reproductively)
in the interests of capital, but that such rational policy formation is
historically contingent upon the nature of class struggle_
A full exploration of political class struggle and the state must involve a
careful theoretical and empirical investigation of each of these relationships. Furthermore, it is critical to explore the overall historical transformations of the entire system of relationships pictured in Chart 2. We
have indicated one sequence of such transformation in our discussion of
the contradictions inherent in commodified-circulation politics which push
tbe state towards production politics (20). The analytic problem and
promise remains to specify the potentiality of apparently reproductive political demands to ultimately generate progressively unreproductive consequences. And on the other side to determine what, in the flrst flush,
appear as unreproductive demands yet result in the reproduction of
capitalist power.
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FOOTNOTES
1. We are grateful for the constfUCfivc and sdmulatina comments and crhicisms of the
Madison, Wisconsin Kapifalistate Group, the Bay Area Kapstate Group and the Michigan
Kapstate Group, as well as the individual help of Michael Aiken, Robin Blackburn, Manuc:l
Castells, Randall Collins, Jens Christiansen, David Cray, William Domhoff, David Gold,
Eugene Havens, Alex Hicks, Edwin Johnson, James O'Connor, Michael Schulman, and
Maurice Zeidin.
2. Since we are only dealing with that part of an aumor's work that deals with the state,
and since we extract elemems of their work to illustrate mese perspectives, we realize that
we do not do full justice to the t~eoretical and empirical complexities of their contribution to
this underdeveloped subject. Thus we ignore the historical location and specific political intentions of me different analysts of the capitalist Sfate.
~. An excellent review and critique of-the dominant American perspective can be found
in James Sharpe, "American Democracy Reconsidered," Bn'tish Joumal of Political
Science, 1973.
4. Another example is Mandel's recent book, Der Spalkapilalismus. Mandel sees the
state as occupying a relatively autonomous position vis a vis individual clas actors in order to
secure the continued hegemony of the capitalist class as a whole. This automony has, to
Mandel, structural causes:
Capital cannot in terms of its own activities produce the social character of its existence; it
needs on its basis a special arrangemem, which is not subordinated to its own (capital's)
boundaries, which in this sense is a: special arrangement (existing) beside and outside
bourgeois society, and while never challenging capital, will simultaneously respond to the
immanent necessities of capital, which capital itself has created. (1972: 436)
The structure of the state is determined over and above the compositions of personnel and
suong capital-agency interlocks. This is reflected in the hierarchical division of labor in state
institutions which parall~1 me prevailing relations of production. The increasingly autonomous pl; ,vcr of the state to act corre~ponds to the increased difficulties of unhindered capital
repfp,lll·.ion, and therefore "autonomous power" is delegaled to the staie out of the
objec""" interest commonalities of the capitalist class.
,. For Poulamzas, people are "a~ents" of me social structure (1973: 206), and not
conscious, existentially generative actors. Poulantzas writes, " ... political class struggle
has naming to do with a .•. process ... 'acted' by ... the class subject." (p. 77) Therefore
it becomes impossible for this approach to specify the conditions undcr which the subjective
interests of the capitalist class or members of it will coincide with the functions of the state.
6. We are indebted to Ralph Coates, Department of Sociology, University of Wisconsin,
for this poim.
7. For an extremely interesting critique of the instrumentalist perspective see Mollenkopf (197). For a discussion of various strands'of structuralist and instrumemalist theories
oCthe state which parallels our analysis, see Gold, Lo and Wright (197~).
8. This position conflicts with Martin, Strachey and others who have paid more attention
to th~ conflictUal political aspects of the introduction of the welfare state.
9. In the U.S., black community movements have begun to realize the importance of
structural change in the metropolis and city government as vital to their ability to politically
organize for more generalized political power necessary to effect change. For example, May
(1971) has described how a politically organized West Oakland community struggled not
simply to assure community representation in programs affecting them, but to constitute a
new center of powcr with legitimate authanly, co-equal with the city council, to control all
agencies relevant to their community. Not only the immediate political ou((;ome but the
capacity for futUre political organization, depends on the decision of whether to try to control
existent state structures, or (0 restruqure that apparatus.
10. In the four U.S. cities studied by Williams and Adrian, the median percentage of
manual workers on the city council was 8%. Newton and Morris (1974) have pointed out that
in Brifain, where nationally integrated urban panics are organized around labor union
~uppon, manual workers and labor union leaders are much more likely to get elected to the
council ,han in the U.S.
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11. Katwdson writes,
This dual broker, buffering rol" of the machines was critical in the cities at the turn of
tht" u:nrury because the mass migratioll of Catholic and Jewish workers from Europe
all,1 blacks from Ihe South brought into question tbe uaditional hegemony of the Pro·
I<:SI,,11I ruling class. (1976).
12. The general approach we have outlined allows us to understand how politics in
advanced capitalist states has appeared pluralist despite the reality of capitalist domination
of the titate. Pluralism, as the phenomenal'form of political conflict in capitalist societies,
can be understood as one manifestation of the political neuualization of the working class.
The empirirJI data of pluralist theory are thus saved, but raised to a higher analytic level.
1.1. This dislinction between the level of production and circulation is the cutting edge be·
tween Marxi,t and bourgeois treatments of class structure. Weber, in particular, totally
ignun:s tile level of production regarding class suucture as derived from market relationships.
Fur Weber, class refers to,
" ... any group of people ... (who have the same) typical chance for a supply of goods,
external living conditions, and personal life experiences, insofar as this chance is
determined by the ... power ... to dispose of goods or skills for the sake of income in
a give ... ". ,)Omic order ... " (pp. 181·182) From Max Weber, (New York: Oxford, 1947).
The anal}.1< and political implications of Weber's definition of class pervade virtually all
mJiviJuJI mobility and poverty research.
14. James O'Connor (1975) makes the distinction between what he calls 'anarchist
I~bor" anJ "socialist labor." Anarchist labor is labor which simply negates capitalist princi.
pks SULi.dist tabur, on the other hand, embodies alternative principles of social organiza.
lion.
I).
As Hyman points OUt for England, the magnitude of indusuial accidents is stag·
gering - in 1970 twice as many days were lost through indusuial accidents than from all
forms of 5trike activity. (1972: 34)
16. The fvllowing discussion of the Swedish case relics heavily on the very important
reseanh done by Andrew Martin (1973, 1974). We arc also indebted to him for further
clarification and explanation of his ideas.
17. 11 ~hould be emphasized that the case of Sweden is somewhat unque in that the
unions organize almost 90% of manual workers and perhaps 70% of all salaried employees.
Further, the Social Democratic Party has held office continuously for more than 40 years.
This should be taken into account when drawing lessons from Sweden about the probable
dcvdopmeOl of production politics in other capitalist nation states.
•
18. For further discussion of the distinction berween structural and systemic power, sec
Alford and Friedland, 1975.
19. Thus Ihe fragmented structure of the American state should not be seen merely as
an abslract dile social control process or as a form of svmbolic politics. Rather,the structure
an abSlract elite social conuol process or as a form of symbolic ~olitics. Rather, the suucture
stimulating "social control" iOlerpretation of dle American health care Structure, sec
Alford, (197~). For rhe "symbolic politics" approach, sec Edelman, (1964).
20. Olher examples of such sequences would include: where the working class has
developed a production politics, the state has attempted to constrain and de politicize its
pi "du((illll illlervemions through particularly structured nationalizations (post WWll
ll;Jliomlilaliuns in France, England). Where the state has been compelled to intervene in
I'ru.luLliuo b<:Lallse of the limits of capitalist initiative (e.g. nuclear energy development), it
h~, uftell SOOIl afler acted to recommoditY tbe product and return it to the level of capitalist
<:i[cul .. tiull.
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of the parLy system as a mediator between the government and the
people. (See Lhe essay in this volume on modern political parties for
a further discussion of this last point.)
To the extent that the top-down strategy of the Brookings analysts works, the distance between the government and the people will
widen. This, in turn, paves the way for a major legitimation crisis in
the years ahead. On the other hand, it is not altogether clear that the
top-down strategy of crisis management proposed by Brookings will
work very well even in the short run. Soon after Carter got into
office, c:ongressmen started criticizing the kinds of ideas he was
getting from his advisors. Already in January, one congressman
acclised Carter of taking "bum advice" from a "bunch of conservative economists." By April, Carter had been forced to back down on
his tax-rebate proposal and to accept ~ost of Congress's pork-barrel
dam projects. The chorus of criticism has now widened. Labor and
black leaders, businessmen, academics, and the press are now freely
criticizing many of the Administration's proposals. Eventually, the
voice of discontent from the bottom-the unemployed, the minorities, the young, the urban dwellers-will once again be heard. And at
that point, the carefully worked out strategy of the Brookings analysts will be revealed for what it is-the pipedream of a group of
beJeal,fuered technocrats.
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The following critical response to the article by Gosta EspingAndersen, Roger Friedland, and Erik Olin Wright arose from our
discussions in the Capitol Kapitalistate Group on the article itself and
from our general discussion of the condition and role of modern
Marxist theory in understanding and supporting political struggle.
First, we note the strengths of the article, especially its effort to lead
us away from imitations of bourgeois social science methodology and
back towards the richer Marxist method focused on historical and
dialectical approaches. The central place accorded class struggle
within the historical process that shapes the state seems to be a
necessary and long overdue restoration of the Marxist concept of
human agency.
We take issue, however, with the methodology used by EspingAndersen, et al., especially their emphasis on constructing a typology
of class struggle (198ff). While thought provoking, their typology
appears to be static and undialectical, reproducing some of the
methodological shortcomings of bourgeois social science. We also
question the notion "modes of class struggle" and the specific
interpretations of the Marxist concepts of circulation and commodification. We offer both a sketch of the problems in their scheme and
suggestions for a possible focus of attention, but do not pretend to
have produced an alternative framework.

Self-Conscious Theory
Esping-Andersen et al. could better exploit the self-conscious
nature of Marxist methodology, the unique superiority of which has
always lain in an ability to self-consciously see its ideological role. An
emphasis on the self-conscious and dialectical nature of this methodology would both strengthen their critique of structuralist and
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instrumentalist approaches to state theory and lessen their tendency
to lapse into the use of bourgeois concepts. Real theory stresses
dialectics, with an emphasis on human beings as the subjects, not the
objects, of history, and on the unity of theory and practice. At the
same time it rejects the requirements of bourgeois theory, including
arbitrary cause and effect, construction of static, empirically measurable categories, and the requirement of prediction. In the initial
ticction of "Modes of Class Struggle," the characterization of instrumentalist and structuralist approaches might include a philosophical
criticism of their flaws as static, not dialectical, models to accompany the author's useful perception of their resemblance to "inputs"
ancl ··outputs."
Without fully exploring this critique, we wish to point out that the
insirlll11en ialist approach, especially, incorporates the notion of
callsl~-alld-effect, not the dialectical action-and-reaction nor the unity
uf opposites simultaneously defining and changing each element.
Structural models, in turn, incorporate the static features of conventional models, where categories have to be fixed, mutually exclusive,
comprehentiive, etc. Esping-Andersen et al. do begin to critique such
stasis by emphasizing the interrelationship between history, evolution and structure, whereby institutions formed in previous struggles
shape the nature of, and behavior of actors in, present struggles.
However, their suggestion that we treat state structure as an object
of class struggle leads to an analysis that similarly depends on static
categories whose political meaning is not entirely clear.
A final point that deserves a pearing involves the lack of predictive capability in Marxist models. For bourgeois social scientists, the
test of a good analysis is its ability to predict what will occur in the
future. Our models cannot predict. This, however, is a strength, not a
\Vl~akness, as it is f,rrounded in the superiority of the Marxist view of
the unity of theoty and practice rather than the bourgeois ideology
of "objective science." According to the latter, society operates in a
mechanistic, unconscious way and the future is (partially) predictable on the basis of past personal and institutional behavior. Marxists
understand that conflict is the means of determining the future and
that all theory, by either obscuring or revealing this truth, is ideology.
The article's sections o.n historical change could better exploit the
scM-conscious character of Marxist theory by focusing more on
working class participation in state struggle and the ways in which
different ideologies (theories) reflect, inform, empower or mislead
the participants. In general, we feel that the historical accounts in the
paper underemphasize working class and community organization
and opposition as forces challenging existing structures and shaping
new ones. In the section on intergovernmental grants, for instance,

it seems that each structural arrangement served one or another
faction of the ruling class. An alternative approach would examine
the possibility that some structures were created, directly or indirectly, and ultimately used by organizations of working class people.
These critical remarks on present attempts to formulate theories
and models of the state are not intended to suggest that such undertakings are not useful. On the contrary, we believe them to be essential to developing a working class understanding and ideology while
waring against the liberal borrowing of theoretical constructs from
bourgeois social science. This borrowing may be an unavoidable
consequence of operating within the "academy" where the definition
of "rigor" remains in the hands of bourgeois scientists who view
dialectical discussions as fuzzy and ideological. Since we have learned
and practiced in the academy, we tend to internalize its demands and
unwittingly mime bourgeois analysis in our work. Consequently we '
must constantly remind ourselves of the power of the dialectical
method and its emphasis on the interaction between theory and
practice.

The Typology of "Modes of Class S,truggle"
The article promises much with its title; it suggests that there are
modes of class struggle, like modes of production, that allow us to
dissect struggle over the state and explain changes in its form (although the term '.'mode" appears only sporadically in the subsequent
text). 'I'll,' authors concede that "it is in and of itself no more than a
typology" and consists of a set of categories within which a theory
of class struggle and the state may be developed. The analysis,
however, still suffers from some of the constraints of static and
logical models and perhaps overestimates the power of its offerings.
We discuss each set of categories in tum to illustrate the gist of our
remarks on method and our later conclusions about political usefulness.

A. Production

liS.

Circulation Politics

Marx originally distinguished between the productiol1 of surplus
value and the realization of surplus value in circulation in order to
identify the membership of the "productive" or surplus-value producing segment of the working class. Recently, the usefulness of the
concept "productive labor" has been challenged. For instance, if
certain services are productive, then many functions previously
considered unproductive may qualify for productive status .. Thus
there is extensive debate in general among Marxists about the definitions of, and boundaries between, production and circulation.
,
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Esping-Andersen et al. employ a further variation of the production-circulation distinction by differentiating between creationwhat is produced and how (production)--and distribution-or receipt
of what is produced (circulation). This distinction, however, only
imperfectly corresponds to the original definitions of production and
circulation, which distinguish successive stages in the Money Capital
--Commodity Capital-Money Capital process. Their definitions are
in fact the exact counterpart of neoclassical definitions of allocation
and distribution, which artificially separates the question of how
returns to production are divided among classes from the question of
what is produced and how. "Political demands that concern the value
of labor power represent demands at the level of circulation ... Political demands that concern the regulation of the labor process... represent demands at the level of production" (199). The labor theory of
value posits that production decisions about what to produce and
how to produce it are based solely on the ability to extract surplus
value frol,; workers employed in any particular process. The amount
ex traded can be affected by the various mechanisms Marx suggests
in volume I of Capital: intensification, lengthening of the work day,
ilw bargain over wages paid to the workers, and so on. The rate of
surplus value depends directly on the wage level, so that struggles
within the workplace or in the political arena that change the wage
level can affect allocation decisions. What is produced, how it is
produced and, with imperialism, where it is produced are all tied to
the distribution of returns between capital and labor. For instance,
if the push for a higher wage settlement by a union in a particular
plant results in a shut down, more mechanization or a stepped-up
production pace, the struggle over distribution has affected production dedsons. In fact since World War II unions have collaborated
in such decisions-the UMW accepted mechanization (and unemployment) and the USW accepted a no strike pledge, both in return for
higher wages. At any level except the global, a change in the distribution of surplus value between wages and profits will affect production. Higher wages for U.S. workers, for example, encourage the
exodus to production sites where cheaper labor exists.
Instead of distinguishing between production and circulation,
which ,1rl~ not synonymous with allocation and· distribution, and
which al't~ controversial categories to begin with, we suggest that the
distinction between public and private be used; That is, there is a
crucial difference between decisions about production and distribution made in the private sector and those in the public since the
power and ideology in each sector are fundamentally different. The
distinction between private wage-profit divisions and social wageprofit divisions allows us to see struggle in both spheres as class
struggle and to compare structure and strategy in each. The Esping-

Andersen et al. production-distribution distinction underscores intraclass divisions. For example retired workers could gain more from
"circulation" politics while their working daughters and sons would
gain more from "production" politics. It is clearer and simpler to
see these differences as stakes in the public and private sectors
which, not being necessarily contradictory, can be a basis for unity.
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B. Commodified vs. Non-Commodified Production

.1

Similarly, we find the distinction between commodified demands
and non-commodified demands .imprecise and politically unclear.
This distinction requires a sharper defense of both its meaningfulness
and its boundaries. We detect an implicit suggestion that the authors
generally view the state as a distribution rather than a production
mechanism and that this serves as the source of these categories.
However, the state also engages in production for both use and exchange. The conditions under which workers produce and the distribution of use value to members of society partially determine the
significance of a production activity. Esping-Andersen et at. recognize the difficulties here: "Obviously, many state activities represent
mixed cases" (199) and "if such production is still organized on
exchange value criteria, then we have a case of noncommodified
production state activity" (202). Unfortunately they do not fully
explain "exchange value criteria" or "use value criteria," a more
crucial question than whether production is for use or exchange.
The political implications of this distinction are also unclear. There
are numerous cases of noncol1lmodified forms of production which
are not unequivocally in the interests of the working class. Housework, when tied to the oppression of women in the home, is noncommodified production not in the interests of the working class as
a whole. Similarly, any form of noncommodified production that
benefits only a segment of the working class at the expense of others
(as well as one that benefits the capitalist class alone) is clearly not in
the inte~ests of the working class. Finally, even programs which are
universal (e.g. a free national health system) may not be in the
interests of the working class if they are forced to support the entire
tax burden for. it; Questions of work relations within the noncommodified production process, of distribution of use values produced,
and of the financing (tax or otherwise) scheme for it must be part of
. a distinction of this sort if it is to be politically useful. A recurrent
weakness in many reformist demands is the short-sightedness that
results from following an oversimplified distinction such as noncommodified vs. commodified production.
A more precise formulation is necessary if we are to gain political
guidance from it. We assert that the concepts of social profit and
i
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tributorS constitute a mixed bag. Many are old·
line aristocrats of Northeastern Protestant back·
ground, such as the Harrimans and the Roose·
vel ts. Some are rich southerners, such as Senator
James Eastland, the Mississippi·delta multi·
millionaire. Not a few are Catholic, like the
Kennedy family. Of the wealthy, upper-class
contributors to the Democratic party cause, a
disproportionately large number are Jewish,
like Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dreyfus, Jr., already
mentioned as key backers of Eugene McCarthy.
There is truly ethnic pluralism among the
millionaire supporters of the Democratic party.
Of course, this upper·class breed of pluralism
does not make the Democratic party the "party
of the common man," as commonly held belief
would suggest. Although plenty of working·
class people vote Democratic, especially during
economic recessions, these working·class people
have little, if anything, to say about the selec·
tion of presidential candidates or the form of
legislation to be passed in its behalf.
In this sense, Schumpeter's assumption-that
democracy works through political elites going
to the ordinary man rather than having the man
in the street make the original as well as the
final selection of the candidates-is not unreasonable. Schumpeter's theoretical opinions
would be consistent with the data of both
Domhoff and Alexander. What remains highly
questionable is the subject of merit, especially
on such matters as the selection of judicial
elites.
Once nominated and elected to office, the
President becomes a crucial figure in selecting
members of the federal judiciary. What is less
clear are the President's criteria for selection,
although we can observe the numerous devices
through which the upper classes can and do
exert their influence. First, the President selects
his appointees from a list drawn up by party
leaders on the state level. Many of the state
leaders themselves belong to the upper class as
does the President. But more is involved, and
here we encounter the invidious control exer·
cised by a judiciary both sensitive to its class
expectations and limited by its reactionary attitude to moderate ideology. For the- judiciary
itself has the power to screen and to delete
potentially controversial appointments:
Working through an ll-member committee
of lawyers, the [American Bar Association]

has won for itself the privilege of evaluating
at a very early stage in the search for candidates, the merits of each person seriously
considered by the Attorney-General for
nomination to the federal bench. While the
Committee's actual influence has varied with
the Administration in power, it has had, at a
minimum, considerable success in deterring
the nomination of judges it deems unquali·
fied .... (DUring the Eisenhower Adminis·
tration), Attorney·General Rogers was under
instructions not to recommend a nomination
over the objections of the Committee except
in unusual circumstances .... During the
- first two years of the Kennedy Administration, 158 adverse reports were made, of
which eight were disregarded by the At·
torney-General. 16
Domhoff went on to point out:
Members of this committee are selected by
the president of the American Bar Association with the advice of the incumbent committee chairman. In the case of ' Bernard Segal, chairman of the committee from 1956
through 1962, the power to advise the bar
president was in effect power to appoint. A
graduate of the University of Pennsylvania,
Segal is a member of one of Philadelphia's
most eminent upper·class law firms, Schnader, Harrison, Segal, and Lewis. He is a Jewish member of the power elite. Who are the
other members of the committee? To answer
this question Joel Grossman studied a sample of 51 men which included all those who
had served from 1946 to 1962. He found
that they tended to come from large law
firms, to have distinguished careers within
the ABA, and to live in cities with populations over 100,000. James Moore supplemented Grossman's study by C j; :';,)i1ing
more detailed information on .::8 of the men
who served between 1953 and 1963. Eight
of these 28 men-29 percent-were members
of the upper class. Three more were from
large (power elite) law firms, four others had
attended Harvard Law School, and five oth·
ers were corporation directors. The rest
came from elite law schools in their region,
such as the University of Virginia and the
University of Michigan. Except for those
who lived in states where we have little information on the upper class, most of the
non·upper·class committee members were in
16
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socially elite clubs. [One of the requirements
of the committee is that it have at least one
member from each federal court circuit, so
there are necessarily members from all parts
of the country-Domhoffs note.]
Who are the men finally chosen as judges?
In terms of the lower federal judiciary, they
are men politically acceptable to local and
state politicians, who usually recommended
them to Washington friends in the first
place, and politically and professionally acceptable to the judiciary committee of the
ABA. A study by Moore of 25 judges from
six of the 11 circuit courts and the U.S.
Court of Customs and Patents revealed that
three were members of the upper class and
that 20 had attended Ivy League schools.
Thirteen of the 25 judges were from Harvard
and Yale alone. Twenty had been invited
into one or more of the socially elite clubs
listed in the 12 city editions of the Social
Register. Since Moore chose his districts
with the hope of maximizing the number of
upper-class judges, it was necessary for us to
look also at a circuit that would minimize
that possibility. The fifth circuit, which encompasses the Deep South and Texas, had
two judges who could be considered members of the upper class and four who could
not. It can be concluded "that most of the
judges of the lower federal judiciary are not
members of the upper class, but that they
have rather substantial professional and
political credentials that are carefully
checked beforehand by a legal arm of the
power elite, the Committee of the Federal
Judiciary.
Turning to the Supreme Court, the situation is not different in terms of socioeconomic status, training, and political connections. John Schrhidhauser, in The Supreme
Court, reported on his study of the 92
Supreme Court justices between 1789 and
1959. He found that the justices came
from socially advantaged families •••• In
the earlier history of the Court, he very
likely was born in the aristocratic gentry
class, although later he tended to come
from the professionalized upper-middle
class.... It seems reasonable to assume
that very few sons of families outside the
upper, or upper-middle, social and economic classes have been able to acquire
the particular type of education and the
subsequent professional, and especially
political, associations which appear to be

unwritten prerequisites for appointmer
to the nation's highest tribuna!.!7
Although the power to select the Presid
and the members of the judiciary helps .
upper classes to secure their political positi
and thereby reinforce their economic WI
being, they remain unsatisfied with their c(
siderable strength. The upper classes reinfOI
their ability to influence and to coerce throu
congressional initiation and a de facto ve
based on their control of committee chairmc
ships in the two houses of Congress. Here n
merit but longevity in office determines wi
will become chairman. Seniority, committ
chairmanships, and upper·c1ass positions appe
to be highly interconnected. First, as Domho
has demonstrated, a disproportionately Ian
number of these chairmen are members of tl
upper class themselves. Second, there is tl
power exerted by lobbies created, subsidizel
and directed through committee chairmal
both upper and upper-middle class. Studh
show that these particular lobbies are most e
fective when their intent is to block legislatio
rather than to create it; still, the power t
initiate is by no means absent. Third, the U.~
business aristocracy attempts to get its wa'
through shaping of public opinion, which i
led to express itself through blanket protests tl
Congressmen. Large sums of money are spen
to create "grass·roots campaigns" which strong
Iy suggest to voters and politicians alike tha'
the public is storming for or against a particulal
proposal. Another device cited and documentec
by Domhoff is the use of the mass media,
almost all of which are owned by the upper
classes, to narrow the limits of debate over a
particular issue and, perhaps, to forge one or
several acceptable opinions.
The upper classes exert their influence
through the President's inner circle of advisors
as well as through the diplomatic corps, But
perhaps the greatest mockery of both popular
control and merit appointments stems from
upper-class staffing and influence of the very
agencies designed to regulate industries owned
by these particular upper·class persons. Of these
33 agencies, certain ones stand out: the Federal
Trade Commission (FTC), the Federal Com·
munications Commission (FCC), the Interstate
17
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commerce Commission (ICC), the Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC)' and the Federal power Commission (FPC), Domhoff documented the discrepancy belWeen original intent
and subsequent practice:

Department of Justice at the time of the
ulug hearings in the early 19605:

Unfortunately, the history of every regulatory agency in the government is that
it comes to represent the industry or
groups it's supposed to control. All of
these agencies were fine when they were
first set up, but before long they became
infiltrated by the regulatees and are now
more or less run by and for them. It's not
a question of venality, either. More, the
agency people consort with this or that
representative of some special-interest
group, and finally they all come to think
alike. Every company that's concerned
about government control and is big
enough to manage it hires a man-or
maybe four or five men-at anywhere
from thirty to seventy thousand dollars a
year to find out what we're up to. And,
by God, they find out! They wine and
dine the agency people and get to be
great friends with them. Like a lot of peoJ::le without much money, some bureaucrats are impressed by being around big
shots and by thebig life. Sooner or later,
all of these agencies end up with constituents. And they represent them damned
well, too. 18

The constituent groups-the industries ()f the
American business aristocracy that the agencies supposedly regulate-control the regulatory agencies in several ways. First, through
committees and associations of specific
industries, the industries give advice to the
agencies_ Second, they are able to control
key appointments to the agencies by providing as candidates for the positions corporation executives, corporation lawyers, and
various other salaried specialists. Most importantly, the industries can appeal to the
President to block appointments that are not
acceptable to them. Indeed, appointive
power is the only power which the Executive branch legally holds over the regulatory
agencies, which are not responsible to it.
However, the importance of this appointive
power can be seen in certain of President
Eisenhower's appointments, which were explained by economist Seymour Harris:
, Former congressman Albert M. Cole had
voted against mG>st public housing measures, so he was made head of the Housing and Home Finance Agency.
John B. Hollister was an outspoken isolationist, so he was the perfect choice to
guide the International Cooperation Association.
The Chairman of the Federal Power Commission, Jerome F. Kuykendall, who was
supposed to represent the public against
the public utilities, had represented gas
utilities in cases before the United States
Public Service Commission.
Since no government report or academic
study yet published contradicts our claim
that those who are supposedly being regulated dominate the regulatory agencies, it is
not necessary to go into laborious detail on
anyone agency. The reader is referred to
Henry Kariel's The Decline of American Pluralism, Bernard Nossiter's The Mythmakers,
and Grant McConnell's Private Power and
American Democracy for relevant examples
and detailed bibliography. A quote from one
of the sources on regulatory agencies will
suffice. It is from Judge Lee Loevinger, who
was head of the Antitrust Division of the

Apparently many leading political figures
have "passed many tests in other fields-served,
as it were, an apprenticeship in private affairs"
and thereby qualified in Schumpeter's terms for
higher political" office. Whose interests they
serve other than their own, however, is a matter
to be determined. It would seem that decisions
reached by key congressional committees,
judges, and the chief executive branch itself
have over the decades benefited the upper-class
persons who control the span of political nomination.
2. On the meaningful deliberation of political issues by a participating electorate both
concerned with electoral outcome end blessed
with self-confidence under conditions that minimize the manipulative potentiality of the mass
media. Here the critics would argue that Janowitz and Marvick missed the point. Democracy
means, at the very least, that all sectors of the
citizenry have equal access on matters of influencing government and that such equal influ18

Ibid., pp. 107-108. Reprinted by permission.
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ence does not occur when the mass media are
both owned by millionaire moderates (and conservatives) and directed to the maximization of
their material interests at the expense of those
less fortunate. The upper classes own most of
the mass media, which are organized by the
upper classes to earn profit. As Domhoff and
many others have indicated, the TV programming, radiq programs, and newspaper coverage
are geared to this activity rather than to activi·
ties which might consistently and thoroughly
expose the conditions and dilemmas faced by
subordinate classes found within the capitalist
system. Were the merchandizing of information
on poverty profitable, television, radio, and
newspapers might conceivably stress the bleak
circumstances of the coal miners, the day·to·
day anomie of many ghetto residents, the mea·
ger incomes of the Great Basin poor, and the
cognitive poverty of many Americans intellec·
tually overwhelmed by events around them.
Furthermore, even when people are filled with
self·confidence and committed to getting things
done through the parliamentary process, they
find that the mass media can manipulate elec·
toral outcomes through the power to limit the
discussion of certain issues, to overstress the
insignificant, to disregard salient issues, to exag·
gerate the consequences of a progressive or radio
cal proposal, to dwell on the extraneous nu·
ances of politicians' personality characteristicsand to do all this with little likelihood of en~
countering public challenge and so being forced
to terminate electoral schmaltz. The people
must have their own media-perhaps noncen·
trally owned TV stations, magazines, newspa·
pers, and radio-in order that challenging views
might be expressed by their sponsors. In the
meam.;r:18, the progressives and radicals remain
hamstrung electorally.
What radical democrats most resent is the
power of the TV oligopolies to set the limits
within which national debates-take place. How
does limitation work? Here is one illustration:
Popular, left-democratic candidates must use
television to carry their messages on the need
for progressive taxation of excess corporate
profits, selective government ownership of utilities and industries, and enforcement of government laws on monopolistic and oligopolistic
practices. Yet to use television to carry their arguments requires vast sums of money for candi-

dates. These sums, millions of dollars in the
case of presidential candidates, must be ob.
tained primarily from private sources. The
working class lacks that kind of money for
political contributors. The middle classes will
donate part of it, but not enough. It is the
upper classes who must give the lion's share.
But why should they donate money to a left.
democratic presidential candidate who threatens to increase the taxes of their corporations,
nationalize some of their industries (utilities,
for example, as part of regional development
such as TVA) and break-up some of their prof.
itable monopolistic practices? They won't give
unless and until the left-democrat moves over
towards the political center and thereby aban.
dons his left-democratic point of view. The
abandonment of that point of view constitutes
a narrowing of limits of debate. Hence, the
left-democratic position fails to find persistent
and extensive expression through mass-media
debate. Janowitz himself has recognized general
limits of the mass media in his discussion of the
public-relations efforts of the military.19 Ifthe
mass-media owners can define the limits of debate, they can use this power to maximize the
potentiality for effectiveness of a chosen pres.
sure group. Here wealth is pertinent, as we shall
see.

3. On the possibility of all classes, status
groups, and generations organizing pressure
groups lobbying for issues, passing legislation,
and vetoing the reprehensible. The left's criticism of the Riesman position is quite clear.
One's ability to organize and sustain powerful
lobbying groups and associated media is a direct
function of the amount of wealth that can be
mobilized, whereas amount of wealth available
is directly related to class position. There are
exceptions, such as organized labor; but the key
decisions on lobby spending for labor are made
by oligarchs who often have salaries, life styles,
and attitudes barely distinguishable from many
sections of the upper classes. The poor get left
out. They have neither the economic resources,
the organizational basis, nor the trained talent
to lobby for change or to use the legal system.
lobbyists cost money. Cajoling key congressional chairmen through payment for expensive
19 Morris Janowitz, The Professional Soldier (New
York: Free Press, 1960), pp. 401-402.
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outings, courting the important members of
state legislatures through banquets, wining and
dining powerful members of city councils, mak·
ing large contributions to the elections of any
of these politicians-all this pressure grouping
requires a large and continuous supply of funds
chanoeled through on-going sophisticated organizations. The poor and the ordinary can't af·
ford it_ As a result, lobbying remains largely the
political province of the economically powerful
persons and groups. The upper classes may veto
each other, or on occasion a section of the
upper class may set aside a, benevolent moment
for the lower classes, as in the case of the
Kennedy family support of the United Farm
Workers in California, but such interludes are
rare. Furthermore, once the upper classes have
decided to intervene on the side of the poor,
they decide where, how, and when the intervention will take place, how long the help will
continue, and under what circumstances the
behavior of the poor will result in the termination of upper-class support. Discretion to take
away accompanies the power to give.
On the ethical side, as you will recall, Riesman et al. argued that it is hard to take sides
politically because of the ongoing veto power
of all groups and the claimed amorphous quality
of power relations. To the left.cfemocrat, the
Hnes of power become clear during crises (i.e.,
duiing moments when the poor strike at extant
power relations in the economy). Illustrative
would be an effort on the part of farm workers
in a California valley to organize a union. Under
those circumstances, a working alliance is revealed between state politicians, appointed
judges, elected sheriffs, subsidized Congressmen, elected mayors, chosen city council members, and local growers-all within the net of
local privilege lodged within an even larger combination of powerful groups and individuals on
the regional and national levels. The would-be
organizers confront those who wield the power
to issue an antilabor injunction, enforce the
law, break the law, write the law, and avoid the
law in order to continue to suppress the insurgent lower classes. The lower classes are committed to the use of the strike, the boycott, the
rent-stoppage, the massive demonstrations, and
the hard-nosed picket line. And this power is
used to jail labor leaders, to do violence to
labor organizers, and to intimidate the others.
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This pattern has occurred most blatantly in
California, Texas, Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and other areas where proletari;;'l;zed ethnic groups (e.g., Chicano and other minorities)
are subject to ongoing control by the growers.
One's ethical sympathy is extended to these
groups because they seek greater equity, and
justice-by the standards of the French Revolution.
Needless to say, the members of many
groups who laud Social Dar.vinism and repressive toryism will dismiss the ethical claims of
the poor. These groups can be found not only
in off·campus areas but in the ivy halls. A
minority of university intellectuals have been
known to speak of conditions characterized by
physical suffering and political powerlessness in
abstract terms that conceal a cold and often
sanguinary reality. This includes swinging clubs,
damp jails, moldy food, and unusually long
prison sentences, as well as a high infant
mortality rate and a protein·starved segment of
the population. To speak of the oppressed uni·
formly and continuously organizing effective
veto groups and significant dollar-a-year clubs is
absurd, as we have learned from the extraordi·
nary but episodic political battles of the 1960s
and 1970s.

4. On political elites and masses recognizing
and abiding by the legitimacy of legal authority
and associated parliamentary procedures. Leftdemocrats hold that governments must win and
retain legitimacy by making democracy work
for all, especially the oppressed. If and when
parliamentary bodies become bound to the interests of "the few," then "the many" have the
right to revolution or lesser rebellions.
From a left-democratic perspective, there is
nothing sacrosanct about a government or a
system. Either it does the job or it can expect
to be succeeded. Indications of succession as a
possibility can be seen when people circumvent
moribund parliamentary bodies and take to the
streets to demonstrate and to take other forms
of direct action (which generally result in the
police or a military body initiating the use of
violence to discourage the choice of the demonstration as a political technique). Under these
circumstances, the charge that the protestors
should use legislative or pressure group channels
makes little sense from a left democratic point
of view, since in many cases those protesting
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paigns the right-democrats, especially the intel.
lectuals, generally support a political candidate
of right·moderate persuasion in a protracted
electoral game which drains the body politic of
most of its critical energies.

have already tried these avenues of redress and
found them to be jammed. Furthermore, to
argue that crowds induce violence through
peaceful however vociferous demonstrations by
provoking an easily irked police is pointless.
Police are supposed to be trained professionals
who can deal with the shouts, the yells and the
hoots without inflicting bodily injury on the
demonstrators. Again, to argue that these catcalls and shouts constitute violent acts is incorrect, since the definition of violence clearly
excludes the voice and includes blood-letting
and bone crushing. Left-democrats are loathe to
allow conservatives to indulge in the self-serving
extension of definition.
Of interest here is the tendency of the left·
democrats and the left-radicals to coalesce during prodromal or prodromal-like conditions in
order to deal on a day-to-day basis with the
minions of power and wealth. The rightdemocrats form an alliance with power and
wealth to maintain the parliamentary system
and private property. These extremely unstable
alliances are likely to fall apart under many
circumstances. For example, during a presi·
dential campaign the left-democrats generally
support a presidential candidate of moderate to
moderate-left persuasion, thereby eschewing
the politics of direct action favored by many
left-radicals. Also, during presidential cam-
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Section Two

---------------

TRANSITIONAL REMARKS

As we indicated earlier, Joseph A. Schum.
peter stands as the foremost theorist of right.
democratic persuasion. His clearly formulated
arguments lend themselves to easy summary;- as
indicated in our earlier analysis. Yet one can
take issue with his assumptions, as we have in
this chapter, especially after acquaintance with
empirical materials of the kind presented by
Herbert E. Alexander in his study of the
1968 election. We have included' portions of
this sound study in Section Two of this chapter.
Following the Alexander reading, we present
an essay on the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Curiously, many professional academicians en·
tertain the view that professionals can maintain
their autonomy on critical matters when em·
ployed within state organizations which are
highly influenced by upper-class business interests, schooled in the techniques of skewing the
original purposes of federal government bureaus. We will learn otherwise.

A Reading on Presidential Elections

The 1968 Election
Herbert

E~

Alexander

INTRODUCTION

The voting and financing patterns of the
1968 Presidential clection were in sharp contrast: In voting it was one of the closest elections in history; in financing the Republicans
:;-

• Taken from Herbert E. Alexander, Financing the
1968 Election (Lexington, Mass: Heath, 1971), pp.
1-11, 30, by pennission.

'Outspent the Democrats hy more than two to
one. Unlike 1964, when a Republican financial
advantage clearly did not affect President Johnson's reelection campaign, the Democrats in
1968 were seriously handicapped hy their relative lack of funds. Overall, politics in 1968 set
new records for expenditures, with the Presidential contests leading the increases.
Rising costs have been a feature of the
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37 Republican
93 Democratic
37 Labor
3 Wallace
52 Miscellaneous
222 Total

Direct
Expendi·
tures d

Gross
Disbursements a

Lateral
Transfers b

Total
Campaign
Costs

$28.9
19.28
7.1
7.2
4.3

$ .1
6.0
1.0

$ 3.4
1.6
4.2

.2

$28.8
13.2
6.1
7.2
4.1

2.1

$25.4
11.6
1.9
7.2
2.0

$66.7

$7.3

$59.4

$11.3

$48.1

-f

Transfers
OutC

a

aData derived from reports filed with the Clerk of the U.S. House of
Representatives.
bTransfers between the Committees included in the table.
CTransfers to Senatorial, Congressional and other candidates, and to state
and local committees.
d I ncl udi ng debts, if any.
elncludes $2.8 million (received from contributions and loans) spent by
state and local nonreporting committees for obligations incurred by the DNC;
called constructive disbursements in financial report of DNC treasurer Robert
Short.
f$25,OOO.

American political system, especially since the
mid-1950s, and the rate of increase has been
accelerating. In 1952, the first Presidential election year for which total political costs were
calculated, it was estimated that $140 million
was spent on elective and party politics at all
levels of govcrnment. 1 Total political costs rose
to 5155 million in 1956, $175 million in 1960,
and £200 million in 1964. 2 This represents a 43
percent increase in 12 years. For 1968, the
total cstimatcd political costs were $300 million-an extraordinary 5f) IJ"rcent incrcase in
four years.
.
Only a portion of. all political expenditures
are covercd by federal and state reporting laws,
and politicians are usually reluctant about divulging campaign fund information, so that precise data on all spending cannot be ascertaincd.
However, the data which are available and the
political conditions in 1968 support the estimate of a vcry significant increase in costs since
1964. Some of these data and conditions were:
The expenditures (total costs) of national level
political committees (detailcd in Table 23) increased 71 perccnt; poliLical broadcasting costs
reported by the Federal Communications Com-

mission increased 70 percent; there were costly
Presidential prenomination contests in both
parties, unlike 1960 or 1964 when the competition for nomination was mainly in one party;
the ante was raised in both parties by the candidacies of Robert F. Kennedy and Nelson A.
Rockefeller, both millionaires, for Presidential
nomination; there was protest activity both
within and outside the two major parties-in
thc McCarthy campaign, the Wallace campaign,
the New Party efforts, as well as the Black
Panthers, Yippies, and others; there were special
cfforts to gain control of state legislatures in
order to control reapportionment after the
1970 census; there was a general price rise of
about 12 percent since 1964. There were no
known reductions in political expenditures that
would offset the increases.
The national-level committees which are covered under Federal reporting laws include the
major party national committees as well as
labor and some Congressional and other committees which operate in more than one state
on behalf of one or more F edcral candidates in
the gcneral election. The number of such committees has been rising along with expenditures;
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there were 70 in 1960. 107 in 1%4. and 2:22 in
1%8. Table 23 details the expenditures of
tllese committees.
The 859.4 million in total campaign costs of
these committees compares with 334.8 million
spent in 1964. Republican committee expendi.
tures increased 68 percent from 1964, while
combined Democratic and labor spending3 in·
creased 23 percent. Table 24 shows the relation
of Republican and Democratic (and Wallace)
committee spending for- the last four Presidential election years. (The percentages are based
on direct expenditures, as in the last column in
Table 23, excluding miscellaneous committee
spending.) Excluding spending by Wallace committees, the ratio of major party spending in
1968 was 65 percent for the Republicans and
35 percent on behalf of the Democrats (30
percent by Democratic committees and 5 percent by labor committees). Thus, the Republi.
can financial dominance, customary in recent
years, continued.
The costs of campaigning for the Presidency
in 1968 were the largest component of the
year's political bill, and the 1968 Presidential
selection process was tht:. most expensive in
American history. The Presidential bill of $100
million (of which more than 90 percent can be
accounted for fairly accurately) was an increase
of 67 percent over the 1964 costs of $60 million, a significantly larger increase than even the
50 percent estimated increase for total political
costs.
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TABLE 24

Ratios of National-Level Direct Spending, 1956, 1960, 1964, 1968
(in per~entages)
1956'3

Republican Committees
Total on behalf of Democrats
Democratic Committees:
Labor Committees:
Wallace Committees
Total

r--

The Presidential bill for 8100 million, which
is one·third ,;f the total political expenditures
In 1968. included: 837 million for national.
level costs for Democrats and Republicans in
the general election; 325 million in the Demo.
cratic prenomination period; more than 820
million in the Republican prenomination peri.
od; 89 million for George Wallace's American
Independent Party, beginning in 1967. These
known costs total $91 million. State and lOCal
spending on behalf of Presidential candidates in
both the pre- and postnomination periods
would make up a large part of the difference. In
addition, one must count in party and delegate
expenses related to the national nominating
conventions, and spending by activists giving
parties, travelling, and telephoning paid out-of.
pocket directly by the individuals concerned.
Data on the expenditures of national-level
committees primarily concerned with the Presidential general election are available from 1912.
The figures in Table 25 exclude spending by
labor and miscellaneous committees, which generally do not benefit the Presidential candi.
dates. Although there were some unusual years,
the rise in expenditures was gradual from 1912
to 1952. Since 1956, the rise has been even
more rapid than the big increases in overall
political costs, with 1968 again occupying a
unique position.
Calculations of the cost-per-vote for the
Presidency since 1912 show a variable pattern
for more than 40 years, and then a steady rise

1960

59
41

49
51
47
4

37
4

1964

1968

63
37
34
3

55
29
25
4
16

100

100

100

100

aDerived from Heard, Costs, p. 20, and 1956 General Election Campaigns.
Report to the Senate Committee on Rules and Administration, Subcommittee on
Privileges and Elections, 85th Congress, 1 Session (1957), Exhibit 4, p. 41.1956
deficits are listed by this Report as bills unpaid as of Nov. 30, 1956. Heard's
figures for Republican and Democrats are for full calendar year 1956, but labor
figures are for Jan. 1-Nov. 3D, 1956. Heard's ratio for 1956 has been revised to
include deficits.
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Section One

Down the Middle

CENTER-DEMOCRATIC: ITS BASE AND
CONTENT

At the level of the upper classes, centerdemocratic articulates the judgments of corporate liberals and wealthy sections of ethnicreligious minorities. There are exceptions. Many
center-democrats stem from old-line families
which have broken with genteel conservatism in
order to salvage a badly sagging order. Whatever
their background, center-democrats have preferred John Lindsay, John Kennedy, Robert
Kennedy, Eugene McCarthy, and others of center-democratic persuasion. When we examine
the industrial and financial backgrounds of center-democrats, we discover that many derive
much of their incomes from light industries, the
new speculations in real estate, and high finance; they also aid in the management of such
enterprises. Not a few belong to the Democratic
party.
What is center-democratic? How does it differ from its right and left counterparts? Previously we indicated that center-democraticwhether a party, movement, or government-is
committed to the amelioration of social problems faced by the less fortunate. But this is an
incomplete description of a political tendency
led by the more progressive sections of the
upper classes. Under modern circumstances,
center-democrats represent an effort to join
moderate bureaucratic organizations wedded to
mild social change to domestic grass-roots social
movements with considerably more in mind.
These movements aim for the immediate elimination of problems of unemployment, disease,
bad housing, poor health, irresponsible police,
and associated concerns common to lower-class
life. These adverse material conditions are derived in large part from upper-class decision-

making expressed through political elites who
view private corporate welfare as synonymous
with the well-being of the nation-state, even at
the expense of the poor and the near-poor.
Thus sections of the upper class may be allied
with the poor against other sections of the
upper class and the political power structure.
Illustrative would be the coming together of the
political and economic power wielded by
Robert Kennedy and the California farm workers' movement led by Cesar Chavez against the
corporate landed and banking wealth of California's Central Valley.
LEFT- AND CENTER-DEMOCRATIC:
A COMPARISON

Left-democratic has little faith in the bureaucratic world of politics, believing that he
who links democratic aspirations to bureaucratic organizations must inevitably produce an
oligarchy in many ways as noxious as the one
used by the establishment and the power structure for purposes of repression. Hence, unlike
center·democratic groups, left-democrats shy
away from continued reliance on lar~e-scale
party organizations, governmental departments,
bureaus, and traditional unions. o.n occasion
left-democrats contradict themselves by initial-,
Iy helping to create struggle organizations quite
obviously hell-bent to become bureaucratic. In
this sense, left-democrats react anxiously to
center-democratic efforts to consolidate social
movement gains by offering help to fledgling
unions and welfare rights groups. Put it this
way. Left-democrats supported Robert Kennedy's effort to help the California farm workers. But left-democrats are nonetheless leery of
potentially adverse organizational consequences. These include the possible adaptation
277
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of an increasingly successful and hence bureau·
cratic grass·roots group into the sterile politics
practiced by existing unions and political par·
ties. The adaptation could only accelerate the
formation of- the authoritarian qualities that
characterize bureaucratization.
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RIGHT· AND CENTER·DEMOCRATIC:
A COMPARISON
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Center· and right·democratic differ consider·
abl.y in their relation to grass·roots movements.
Whereas center-democrats generally hail the
emergence of progressive social movements,
work with them, and frequently forego efforts
to absorb them-often viewing civil rights move·
ments, student protests, and insurgent labor
organizations as essentially positive and vital to
the periodic revitalization of the political sys·
tem-the right-democrats condemn as they
eschew grass·roots movements. Right-democrats
view insurgent grass-roots groups as potential
precursors to a fascist overthrow of the parlia·
mentary system. Hence, wherever they can, the
right-democrats attempt to steer protest activi·
ties into institutionalized channels, and as soon
as possible. Ever since the turbulent 1920s and
1930's when millions were involved in fascist
and communist movements, there has existed a
politically significant category of rightdemocrats wary of non parliamentary politics,
especially those involving mass movements.
These right-democrats either ignore or condemn
a mass' movement. They seldom join it. During
the 1960s, for example, these upper-class per·
sons and associated intellectuals avoided partici·
pating in the civil rights movement, generally
condemning both black militants and their
white allies, and hewing very closely to a legal·
istic and cautious strategy advocated by the
NAACP. When white civil rights activists went
into the antiwar movement, militant antiwar
protests were greeted with similar criticism by
right·democrats such as Daniel Bell, Lewis
Feuer, Nathan Glazer, Sidney Hook, Irving
Kristol, Morris Janowitz, and Seymour M. Lip·
set.
In general, right-democrats differ from cen·
ter-democrats in yet another way. Although
both recognize the "necessity" of organizing
society bureaucratically in order to install semi·
autonomous elites in positions of formal politi·

cal power both in oarty and government, these
two tendencies c':f~';r profoundly on matters of
how best to relate to the military high corn.
mand. Center-democrats have observed and On
occasion 'exposed the propensity of military
elites and their civilian partners to engage in
covert design of foreign policy decisions in Or.
der to accomplish ends that might be very un.
popular were they made public. Illustrative
were the joint publisher and editorial-staff
decisions on the part of The New York Times
to publish the so-called Pentagon Papers in
1971, and the parallel agreement of the same
parties to label the Kennedy-Johnson-Bundy_
McNamara-Westmoreland decision on Vietnam
as "clandestine:'! By contrast, the right.
democrats will generally support the decision of
military civilian elites to deny the public infor.
mation on matters of foreign policy decision.
making. The accompanying rationalization is
straightforward: To oppose publicly the right
of the military and civilian elites to be secretive
on matters of foreign policy plans and to ex.
pose the military civilian elites when they do
prevaricate is to invite ridicule and hence to
weaken their legitimacy. Illustrative would be
Nixon's and Agnew's criticisms of The New
York Times for its publication of the Pentagon
Papers.
Clearly, then, these differences among center- and right-democrats indicate real disputes
among corporations, government officials, poli·
ticians and associat~d persons on how best to
relate to domestic social movements and mili'·
tary elites. Their mutual recriminations have
I I n the Introduction to The Pentagon Papers (New
York: Bantam, 1971), Neil Sheehan observed:
Clandestine warfare, as this collection of New York
Times articles on the Pentagon papers will iI·
lustrate, naturally has an important effect on public
events. Covert operations also occasionally violate
treaties and contradict open policy pronouncements. No matter what vintage, therefore, documents related to clandestine war are, in the bureaucratic phrase, 'excluded from downgrading' under
the classification regulations, in order to avoid embarrassing the Executive Branch and the men responsible. (p. xii)
In tile same book's Forward, Hedrick Smith noted:
The Pentagon account notes that at times the highest Administration officials not only kept information about their real intentions from the press
and Congress but also kept secret from the government bureaucracy the real motives for their written
recommendations or actions. (p. xxiv)
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erupted most recently over the disclosures of
the Pentagon Papers, the China recognition
overtures, governmer;ltal and the devaluation of
U.S. currency. These controversies do not mean
that right·democrats stand as a confirmed bloc
on all issues. Nor is each right·democrat consis·
tent over time. Still, the most important demarcation point is between right and center,
especially when it comes to upper-class decision·
making on world issues of the kind just mentioned. Right-democrats depict the Communist
and insurgent world as proto- or ongoing totalitarian (and the capitalist world as essentially
free and democratic, and hence worthy of our
protection). Center·democrats, however, gen·
erally believe that the best approach to overseas
revolutionary movements is to attempt to destroy them through counterinsurgency (i.e.,
counterrevolutionary) activity but, if that
strategy fails, to deemphasize the totalitarian
label and stress reconciliation between the
Communist and capitalist worlds through sttmmit conferences, investment aid, trade agreements, mutual diplomatic recognition, and like
devices. These mechanisms are geared to the
cooptation of the overseas revolutionary leadership and the integration of such movements
into parliamentary politics and international
agreements, where revolutionary ideology and
. left·revolutionary remnants can be more readily
managed by oligarchical rulers two or three
steps removed from a helpful U.S. political
leadership dedicated to the rewarding of rightcommunists. Once again, we can observe the
propensity of center·democrats to work with an
insurgent movement in order to defang but not
to alienate it.
A NEEDED QUALIFICATION

Here as elsewhere we are not contrasting
all-or-nothing qualities but rather speculating
on presumed differences between center· and
right-democrats in our analysis of political propensities. For example, it may be that many
right·democrats favor a bundle of policies virtually indistinguishable from those of centerdemocrats during a particular phase of development. In the long haul, however, people will
generally frequent one camp or the other.
A.lthough center- and right-democrats differ
considerably on matters of ideology, both have
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come to rely on bureollC,3tic organizations in
order to mobilize and to ~,:stain human energies
in a disciplined way. Discipline has been necessary to create predictdble behavior coordinated by the few around their goals, which are
generally publicized as everyone's goals. In
capitalist society, these have most frequently
taken one of two forms: (a) private bureaucratic organizations' dedication either to profitmaking or to socializing the young in a manner
consistent with these purposes, (b) state articulation of policie!) and programs designed to
comfort corporate organizations and their
associates. Thus the state need not be governed
by the upper class, although often its governors
do come from this group. What is essential is
that the state rule to complement upper·class
interests. (See Alan Stone's review-article on
Ralph Miliband's The State in Capitalist Society
in Section Two of this chapter.) To do so has
demanded increased rationalization within vertically structured large-scale organizations.
Viewed historically, the vertical, authoritarian
structures were baldly apparent in almost every
case until World War II, when there appeared a
number of organizations whose lines of authority were obfuscated by human relations techniques. Human relations techniques are forms
of human manipulation based on organizational
use of persuasion rather than coercion. Built
into manipulation through persuasion is the
effort to create affectional, near-intimate ties
between the manipulator and the manipulated.
Illustrative would be a police neighborhood
unit in New York City attempting to manipulate neighborhood residents into cooperating
with the police by (a) holding informal get·
togethers where cr.'] police convey a new image
of themselves '" tl-,e people's protectors and at
the same time attempt to develop with the
residents a first name, chummy relationship,
and (b) abandoning the use of police cars where
it makes sense for police pairs to walk a beat
and so enable the .policemen to get to know
people on a first-name basis.
THE CENTER PREFERS THE PROFESSIONAL
BUREAUCRATIC TO THE STIFF AND STODGY

In Max Weber's time (i.e., sixty to seventy
years ago), the relational'contours of an organization th'at was called bureaucratic resembled
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those of a rational, military organization such
as the German army, civil service, or university.2 Nor were the German illustrations
unique. The emerging pattern was becoming
near-universal, as the small business firm gave
way to corporate and governmental organizations. People lodged themselves in large-scale
organizations within hierarchies of roles, and
the accompanying duties were clearly delineated and sanctioned within organizational subunits having narrowly defined functions. Persons were recruited, promoted, and deposed on
the basis of merit. Merit was decided on the
basis of personal achievement-grades, degrees,
and job performance. Gone were the days of
nepotism and informal affectional ties as the
basis for obtaining jobs and relating to others at
the workplace. Formal relations linked role occupants and departments within a visibly vertical structure-most notably among whitecollared salaried employees.
Center-democrats have led in the creation of
a new style-bureaucracy-referred to by some as
"professional bureaucratic. 3 This model is most
popular among those who have worked to
create and/or to sustain the human relations
school of thought within industrial sociology
and large-scale organization. 4 The thought
model's creation, it might be added, both accompanied and reflected ongoing organizational
changes, as the human relations school attempted to redefine the authority structure of
large-scale groups such as academic research
centers, factory organizations, and university
groups. Essentially, the professional bureaucratic organization has united as it has partitioned the rational, role-specific subunits, associated with Max Weber, from the hang-loose,
human relations bureaus, made popular more
recently within a larger organization which
comes to rely on both forms, depending on the
task in question. Where the task is predictable,
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2 Max Weber, "Bureaucracy," in H. H. Gerth and C.
Wright Mills, Max Weber, Essays in Sociology (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1953), pp. 196-264.
3See Eugene Litwak, "Models of Bureaucracy
which Permit Conflict," American Journal of Sociology,47 (January, 19611, pp. 177-184.
4 For an excellent, comparative analysis on the origins of the human relations school, see Reinhard Bendix "The American Experience," in his Work and
Authority in Industry (New York: Wiley, 19561, pp.
254-340, especially pp. 287-340.
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the organization mobilizes its "rational, ",)Ie.
specific" components. Where the task i:, 'Jenerally unpredictable, "the human relations
unit(s)" is given the job. s
Those of center-democratic persuasion have
gravitated toward this modified Weberian model of bureaucracy because they have learned
that the prudent and selective application of
human relations techniques gives organizational
elites greater manipulative control not only
over their own expensively acquired personnel
but over those whose attachment to the organization is external: most notably, unpredictable
"clients," "movements," "publics," "students,"
and like bodies to which the bureaucratic organizations in question must now relate.
Professional bureaucracy has quite frequently created a pliant, positive, reasonable, democratic (and hence acceptable) "self-image"
among potentially hostile clients and even
among· many of its own members because its
leadership works to obscure its truly hierarchical (and hence objectionable) character. Critics
have commented that while the ugly authoritarianism may disappear, the vertical structure
remains. Still, despite these criticisms, professional bureaucratic leaders continue to engi"neer
this collective perception, in part by promoting
fraternal relations among those in contiguous
and near-proximate positions as well as those
located at quite different levels of the overall!
organizational pecking order. Note: The professional bureaucratic organization is in fact organized along hierarchical lines, most visibly in
those departments which deal with predictable
events (e.g., a university office in charge of
recording grades). In the case of a registrar's
office, the predictable flow of grades demands
precise role behavior in relation to "clients,"
whose behavior is equally predictable. But in
many university bureaus such is not the case,
especially in those subunits where the-tasks are
unpredictable yet significant and require professional expertise. For example; consider the
problems of the public relations bureau of a
State university. University lobbyists working
with and through a public relations group must
relate positively to State legislative committee
chairmen in charge of drawing up budgets for
the university in question. Here we can someSSee Litwak, op. cit.
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times observe a subpart of a professional bureaucratic organization employing human relations techniques such as glossy press releases,
casual telephone conversations, cocktail parties,
luncheon gatherings, golf games, fishing expeditions, and perhaps even mountain climbs to
resolve differences between a university and its
legislative parent. Of course, the use of human
relations techniques by no means guarantees
success; but clearly professionals are out on
their own, attempting to solve difficult tasks on
the basis of schooled ingenuity and not hopelessly useless role specifications. Presumably the
less restricted professional will have greater success.
The presence of a "hang-loose" quality,
however, should not be confused with the absence of intraorganizational criticisms. Within a
professional bureaucratic organization, the
chiefs promote criticisms and self-criticisms (relaxed, however harsh) at all levels, much as they
engender a sense of community and chumminess among people found at all levels of the
group. This sense of community aids organizational allies who depend on well-versed professionals who can be recruited and retained only
by drawing heavily on the organization's human
and financial resources. Indeed, as we noted, a
deliberate effort is made not to force brainy
professionals to act within a particular role.
Rather, people and organizational subunits are
given their. tasks and are expected to do themon the basis of their professional expertise.
Merit remains relevant, although it may be difficult to ascertain individual achievement (since
team performance in good measure determines
organizational success for persons caught up in
informal relations that work against mutual
evaluation in terms of objective criteria). Still,
the professional- bureaucratic approach has
proved to be relatively successful when dealing
with tough problems that have cropped up in
community institutions.
PROFESSIONAL BUREAUCRACY,
THE CENTER, AND THE GRASS ROOTS

Professional bureaucracy constitutes an intrinsic part of the center-democratic approach
to grass-roots social movements on the left.
During the 1960s, especially during the Kennedy-Johnson era, it was not unusual in the
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United States for representatives of the federal
bureaucracy to approach civil rights and peace
activists to enlist their support in projects sponsored by federal departments and bureaus.
These units of government were professional·
ized to the degree that they allowed their "outside" people considerable flexibility when nego·
tiating with movement people on the recruit·
ment of those who could help to create antipoverty programs and legal services for the organized poor. Left-democrats were often given
the bureaucratic task of meeting movement
"contacts" at university coffee houses and like
places to convince radicals of the necessity of
merging "novel" federal governmental programs
and social movement efforts in order to translate recent leftist victories into significant alterations of ongoing institutions. When centerdemocrats and radicals established federally
sponsored groups like CR LA (the controversial
California Rural Legal Assistance program), the
new collectivities took on a professional bureaucratic quality-with its admixture of discipline and casualness. For the new service groups
had no choice but to invest considerable discretionary authority in the hands of hip but
professionally astute organizers, lawyers, and
other professionals. These agencies had to work
with groups of poor people who often did not
trust middleclass professionals when they offered free services.
Another failure became obvious as well: that
of the traditional organizations common to elementary and secondary schools in our larger
cities. Old-line school principals were no match
for the grass-roots people and their new demands.
What was true of schools was alsr L; ~'e of
overburdened, outdated vet socially i,:,,Jlved
law offices. They found it difficult to deal with
the complex legal needs of individual as well as
organized welfare clients, for example. Hence,
center-democrats moved to create and sustain
groups like CRLA. In this case, the coming
together of incipient protest groups and streamlined legal aid programs often proved effective
in overcoming short-run obstacles such as injunction-prone judges.
Needless to say, many right-democrats often
recognized the combination of Nganizational
flexibility and activist professional technique
frequently led to minimal success for both the
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federal agencies of change and the poor peoples'
movements, while the successes of their oppo·
nents were quite limited. Despite the small
advantages won, however these right·democrats
tried to break up this coalition. Illustrative has
been the action taken by Governor Reagan of
California against CRLA in 1972. It has been
successful (1971) in winning court cases on
issues hitherto never contested-such as the
rights of welfare clients and home ownership
prerogatives. These struggles have seldom
dented the power of corporate wealth, how·
ever, despite the cleverness of the poor plaintiffs'
counsels. But because in the past such victories
were few and far between, their increased winning incidence has caused alarm among those
who view poor peoples' initial success as portending a dire future should the poor be allowed continuous and sprightly legal counsel.
Hence, these particular right-democrats often
move to eliminate professional bureaucratic organizations. In turn, their staff sometimes
abandons their federal salaries and their counterelitist roles and go so far as to join striking farm
workers or tenants' groups. In these few cases,
federal organizers have truly joined the people.
CENTER·DEMOCRATIC AND ITS PROBLEMS

Still, center-democrats are hampered by
serious contradictions. In the capitalist West,
the most persistent problem is the simultaneous
commitment of center-democratic organization
to the preservation of both private property
and human justice. Overseas, center-democrats
pursue essentially counterrevolutionary polides, despite hypocritical statements on winning
the hearts and minds of lithe people," not a few
of whom have failed to survive center-democratic-sponsored napalm and massacre. (See Eq·
bal Ahmad's "The Theory and Fallacies of
Counterinsurgency or Why We Were Sure to
Lose'in Vietnam," in Section Two of Chapter
12.) Domestically, the best illustration of persistent inconsistency is the behavior of the
"mu!tiversity." (See Section Three of this chapter-a research-essay on the 1964 University of
California Sproul Hall Sit·ln.)
Outwardly dedicated to the objective pursuit
of knowledge but privately bound to the service
of the state, and through it, large private corporations, the multiversity has occasionally

failed to use human relations techniques or ha'
used them unsuccessfully. An example is th~
recurrent tendency of multiversities to fall back
on the inflexible "rules" orientation of a tradi.
tional bureaucracy when marshalling violent
sanctions to deal with students whose anser
stems from the abuses of racial minorities, stu.
dent rights, the unfair treatment of agricultural
farm workers by agro-corporate wealth, and, in.
creasingly over the years, the substitution of faculty-administration-student committee work
for the realignment of power inside the univer.
sity. This enduring problem can be phrased in
yet another way. Given the "merger" of what
Clark Kerr called the "military-industrial com.
plex" and the "university"-we are not sur.
prised to find that university authorities act
against protesting students and in behalf of economic and political elites who, at second remove, determine the policy of a multiversity
administration through the occupancy of, and
immediate access to, governing board positions.
In this merger, military and business operations
are conducted on a continuous basis on a uni.
versity campus. Military training programs plus
research activities become a permanent part of
the university's operations. Business groups,
such as agricultural firms, establish research ifF
stitutes specifically committed to the use of
campus facilities, faculty and funds to carry out
academic research and teaching geared to the
expressed needs of the major growers and banks
involved in agricultural production and distribl!'
tion activities. 6 A multiversity elite could can·
ceivably create and use organizational struc·
tures to attempt to manipulate students
through human relations techniques, although
students are in many instances alienated by the
mere existence of the elite's techniques and
their technicians. Even so, the human relations
approach appears to be more popular and suc·
cessful today than it was when university chancellors believed that tamed quiescence could be
commanded from students through a short,
"reasonable" pitch bellowed through a bullhorn, as at Berkeley's Sproul Hall in 1964.
More recently, for example, university administrators have cooperated with others to enlist
6Clark Kerr has expressed this opinion admirably in
The Uses of the University (New York: Harper III
Row, 1963), pp. 85·126, especially p. 124.
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Frolll a memo of Burnham's cited in Daniel Bell, "The End of AmeriEXt'l'plillllali,m," The Public Interest, 41 (Fall, 1975), 217.
II, ~li';1 1 J, Crm~ier et ai" The Crisis of Democracy: Report on the Govl'l'Jlahilily t" I )"l1lOcracies to the Trilateral Commission (New York: New York
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Introduction
The recent debate among West German Marxists over the nature of
the capitalist state has tended to bypass the historical analysis of
concrete situations and developments and has taken as its startingpoint the abstract categories which Marx developed to, reveal and
analyze the internal self-contradictory dynamic of tIle capitalist
system. These abstract categories and the inexorable logic of the laws
governing the self-expansion of capital have served as the premises
for deriVing explanations of the functions, institutions, and structures of bourgeois government. The manifold forms of the capitalist
state are explained in terms of certain necessary preconditions which
must be fulfilled for the accumulation ~of capital to continue uninterrupted and for the class relations of capitalist production to be
perpetuated (e.g., Altvater, Offe).
The problem with these explanations is that their premises and
logic collapse when one is confronted with the task of understanding
political structures which bear the characteristics of a capitalist state,
but which emerge historically in a context where the appropriation
of surplus labor has not yet taken the form of surplus value, where
capital has not yet developed its own self-expanding dynamic, and
where capitalist social relations do not yet exist to be perpetuated.
Such is the dilemma of Gerstenb~rger (1973b), one of the recent
serious attempts at an historical analysis of the formation of the
bourgeois nation state. She fudges the dilemma by the conceptual
ambiguity of the term "bourgeois state." At times she means the
political superstructure which the inner structure of bourgeois
society must itself bring to birth; at other times she means the
preconditions of the actual birth. In other words, the baby becomes,
by default of clarification, no different from the events and the
conditions of the actual birth, and both are produced by deductions
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This ... 1ide is the result of our joint reworking of Margit's dissertation,
Zur Genese des Natiollalstaats ill Amerika (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universitiit,
Frankfurt am Main, 1976), where a fuller discuJsion of the historical data can be
found. We are extremely grateful to the Bay Area Kapitalistate collective for
their supportive discussions and commentary throughout our work-process,
especially to Pat Morgan, Jens Christiansen, Jim O'Connor, and Pat O'Donnell,
for their indispensable help in our final task of cutting and editing,
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fl'Ull1 ailsll'il(:( categories whkh are then arbitrarily imposed on the
Itisltll"ic';d l'vitil'l1ce. Consequently in her empirical work on the
l1i~;lllri':ill g"llPsis of the American nation state, Gerstenberger
(Ul7:3a) ull<'l'itil:ally Cll:Cepts Marx's assertion that "the state [of the
Nurth ;\m,'l'ical1s1, ill contrast to all earlier formations, was from the
Ilq~inllillg slIiHmJinate to bourgeois society, to its production" (Mru"X
n>7:3, :);-)·1), without undertaking a serious examination of the
hislUl'il'id l'vidence to discover just what this production consisted of.
'IIII' vi,:\\' lhal the produeiion-system of the 18th century North
.\Jl1dil'all jlrovinces was essentially a llnified one is shared by many
l\lar:: i~l h islurians (e.g., Dowd, Hacker), but is not supported by the
hisloril'al l'vidl~nee. The establishment of a centralized political
apparatus ill 1789 is in itself by no means proof of (in Gerstenlll'q~er's terms) "the coinciding conditions of production."
Our UWI1 l'xllluination of the historical record reveals that what
I.'X istl~d on 1he North American continent in the eighteenth century
was not a unified system of production, much less a capitalist sysIVlil. Jll,;!l~ad tlwre was a conglomerate of different nodules of
prodlil'! illl1, llone of which can be accurately characterized as capitalist: I'llI' l':-;'illllple, slave plantations in the South and independent
fanlll'l'S ami petty commodity producers in the North. Yet the
CUllslilutioll of 1787 is still with very minor changes the foundation
of till! U.S. politieal system of the 1970's which is accepted by both
l\\cu'XislS alld non-Marxists alike as the most advanced capitalist state.
Titus till' pt'OlJIl~m arises for Marxist analysis: how did this capitalist
slIlH'rsLrw:Lure emerge from a non-capitalist material base, from a
Iloll-unified, heterogeneous mixture of separate systems of productioll? III answering this question, we hope to demonstrate that it is
possibk to start with the concrete detail of history, without abanJoning l\lurx's own conceptual framework. .
What unifieJ the conglomerate of diverse modes of production
frum which the capitalist social formation of the United States of
AnH'rica t'll1l'r~ed was not industrial capital, but rather merchant
c;!pilal,l t.llt' movement of which served to unify the separate and
diffl'l't'lll r,·gionul spheres of production in the North American
col(lIlies into un integrated economic unit of trade, ~ mercantile
Sy:;ll'Jll. This ::;ystl'm can only be understood within the wider conll'xt uf I ii,',. dd markl't and of the accelerated worldwide expansion
of l'apiLtli,,,.i ill Lhl~ l'ightel~nLh century (cf. Marx 1955, 10). This
Sysklll d,·\','llJjJl~d both an internal dynamic of its own and at the
Salllt:' t ill I"
\\ il" shaped hy Lhe external dynamics of the emerging
\\l)rLI 111 •. 1'1·:, l. Thl! h()undari(~s and the structure of this system found
Illdili";d ,:.jll·I'SSiOll in the 1787 Constitution of the Union of the
illd"III'lllklll :i(atl's of North America.
'I'll,' fil'~l sll'p ill our analysis is to locate the origins of the North
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American colonies in the seventeenth-century mercantile system and
to examine the (eighteenth-century) development of the dominant
modes of production, in order to identify the economic bases and
interests of the respective dominant political groups. We will then
analyze how these groups effected the establishing and centralizing
of their own political organs after throwing off British rule; and how
each tried to realize its own interests with the aid of their new state.
We will discuss the character of the 1787 Constitution of the U.S.
and show how its provisions corresponded to, and fulfilled the
survival needs, both external and internal, of the young nation state.
We conclude our historical analysis with the translation of these
principles into the seemingly neutral state apparatus created by the
nascent Alllerican bourgeoisie under the first Federalist and Republican goVelJi.llents. In our postscript we will briefly outline the
implications of our case-study for the later development of the U.S.
into an industrial capitalist nation and the active role of the U.S.
state in this process.
1. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE AMERICAN ECONOMY

AND CLASS STRUCTURE BEFORE 1787

1. The Origin of the North American Colonies in the Seven teen thCentury Mercantile System
The colonization of North America and the British West Indies
originated from the interests of a merchant class in Great Britain who
sought to create a trade network across the Atlantic in order to
increase their profits (Hacker, 67 and 93-4). This commercial origin
gave its imprint to the economic and political development of the
American colonies and accounts for the extent to which the history
of the American colonies differed from that of other British colonies,
as well as from the experiences of the French and Spanish colonies.
Because the most important British colonies were founded in the
second half of the seventeenth century, i.e., before the British had
organized their mercantile enterprises into a consolidated system,
Britain did not succeed in establishing such rigid controls over her
dominions as France and Spain. This left space for an indigenous
accumulation of capital to develop (J.A. Williamson 1929; cf. Jensen
1968,24).
The interests of the merchant capitalist class were formulated in
the mercantile theory of British political economy, a theory which
included the recognition that merchants, when denied the opportunity of outright plunder, could still profit from the colonization of
North America by trading. What mattered was not only to secure the
greatest possible natural riches, but also to profit from selling them
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favorably to other nations (cf. Marx I!I, 1909, 387). In general, the
lI10re vari(,d tlw products that a nation could offer on the world
rnarkL't, til(! larger would be the number of potential buyers. Hence it
IVas 01' advalltage to the British mother country in its competition
witl'l 11(Jlland and France to encourage diversified staple and other
l;X tradive production in its mainland colonies where exploitation by
plUlldl'j' WilS unfeasible. However, in the special case of a region
\\'llen~ a unique combination of natural resources provided the
conditions [or cultivating a product that was in high demand, but
('ould not be supplied elsewhere, the optimum balance of trade could
fw gained by the exclusive cultivation of that product. Such condition::; the British discovered in the West Indies. There was a large
demand [or sugar in the European market, and it could be readily
and chcuply supplied on the rich soil of the West Indies whose sugar
plan tat ions Wl're developed to become the most profitable enterprise
and cOllsequently the focus of the British colonial system as a whole
(N('wttlll 19:33, 1-19). Sugar became the exclusive product of the
Wes! lndil~::;. Contm::;t this with the colonies north of the MasonDixon lilll~ which had few staples of any value in the European
llwrkl'l:>, but a permanent surplus in a variety of food and lumber;
alld with Iht; wlonies from Maryland to Carolina which produced
bOlh staples and a less important surplus of certain foods.
'l'hi::; l'()lltra::;t.ing pattern of production implied an uneven developnWllt iJl'l \\'0l;n the West Indian islands and the mainla,nd colonies: the
mailliand plant.ations were small and backward in relation to the
sugar estatl's of the islands where the economies of large-scale prodUctioll \I'pr,' applied to maximize the productive capacities of the
natllrid r('S(>l1 ,'l'S and of the labor force of the West Indies. Agricultlln' ill lilt' 'lluinland colonies was characterized by a much less /
OI1l'-sid(,d divisioll of labor. During the eighteenth century the
maiilLtlld l'ulollie::; concentrated on the production of tobacco, but
this lIas IdUdl It'$,; profitaule than sugar. Specialization did not really
lal,l' rllO/. III tlll' mainland colonies until the cotton boom of the early
niildl~l'lllll n'nLlIry, when productivity rapidly expanded. Because
tl1(' Wl'Sl Illdit'S devdoped a specialized one-product economy in
1\':>PUIISI' III /',l' (kmands of the world market, they became much
lllUl'l' tI",,, ·",I.-n t (1'0], the satisfaction of their other needs through the
,,_... ,:ha'I~:" lJ i' sll~~:lr) 011 the intel'l1ational exchange context that the
f.:llll'irl' pl'l)\idl'd, The West Indies themselves lacked an extensive
inki'ilitl lllill'k"t of diversified products. 2 On the mainland, however,
the' divl!r:;ily of products that were cultivated both for export and for
dUllll'sl iI' (,,,d1allgl~ and consumption created an internal market and
ullu\\'!'ll for the evolution of an American merchant class. The
colonit's ull Lhl~ North American mainland were able to develop an
illdigt~nolls cla::;s of traders and merchants who later become, a power-
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ful element in the international mercantile system. But the onefactor eCOl,0111Y of the West Indies precluded this possibility.

2, The Diversity of the Socio-economic Formations in the Eighteenth-Century Colonies
Before analyzing tIte historical data on the diverse modes of production which existed in the eighteenth-century colonies of North
America, we would like to make four points to clarify our approach.
First, the modes of production which we (provisionally) distinguish
all bear the imprint of the world market context; in other words,
production for commodity sale (at first on the monopolistically
controlled, fixed market of the British empire) was the overriding
consideration of agricultural activity in the colonies. Thus we shall
emphasize that while these different modes of agricultural production cannot be characterized as capitalistic, nevertheless they were
created and shaped in response to the requirements of the emerging
and expanding world market, that was itself both a consequence and
a promoter of the development of the capitalist system. Second, the
fact that the products of the North American agriculture assumed
the character of exchange values when they entered the sphere of
circulation on the world market does not mean that they were
already proQuced as such, that they were already commodities in
production (cf. Marx III, 386). 'I'he slave plantations of the South,
for example, were cleady not a capitalist mode of production-they
were nQt based on wage labor-even though the goal of their production was large-scale export for the world market dominated by
European capital. Third, _within each of the different reproduction
contexts 3 different modes of production were dominant (or rather
became dominant, since it is almost impossible to treat the structure
of production as static in this period.) As a consequence, different
dominating classes can be identified corresponding to the dominant
modes of p'roduction in each reproduction context. Furthermore
since the economic interests of the dominant classes do, as a rule,
find specific political expression, it should be possible to trace the
origins of the different political· fractions, which later faced each
other in the federated state (and which to some extent influenced its
structure), back to the diverse economic interests of the classes who
dominated the separate reproduction contexts. Finally, the concrete
shape of the central state that eventually arose depended on the
forms of production and the class relations that had come to exist on
the mainland.
(i) Commercial Agriculture in the North

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the vast cheap lands
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of lhe Norlh American colonies offered pioneering individuals the
opportunity to obtain uncultivated land with relative ease and to
::;l'ltie down as self-reliant subsistence fanners. However, it has been
l'staldished that right from the beginning all farms (with the temporary exception of the frontier farms) tendentially produced a surplus
d(!slilwd not only for local consumption, but also for sale in other
C()iUllit's and for overseas export (Bruchey 1968, 27; Bidwell &
I· .. i. '>Iwr). This surplus became the basis on which America develop, d her ever-expanding commercial agriculture (cf. Marx III, 3835 ).
III New England, Great Britain encouraged the diversification of
(',.,;II crops which were produced by small fanners with ownership
ri::hts to the land on which they worked. However, the framework of
a markl,t economy subjected the "free, independent, propertyowning" farmers to competition with one another (a competition
\Ihidl was mediated and orchestrated by the middleman, the mer('halll capitalist) and forced them to rely on merchant capital to
".ivai Ice the necessary supply of instruments and stocks of raw
m:llvriuis for their market-oriented production. As petty commodity
) I I'uli UCl'l"S, the farmers had not yet been separated from the owner~hip of the means of their own labor process, but to the extent that
UH·ir production took place for the market, they were dependent on
.. t.he buyer, the merchant, and ultimately produce[d] only for and
through him" (Marx 1973, 510). Since the merchants pocketed the
largl~st share of the surplus value (cf. Marx III, 393-4), the fanners
wel't! left with no resources to develop their own mode of production .
illdqlendently of the merchants. The class of independent fanners
lI'as, in effect, the creature of merchant capital, a product of a
spI~cific stage of the world development of capitalism, necessary for
tlli::; stage where the conditions did not allow any other way of
l'xtracting wealth (c!'. Marx 1973 .. 278).
The dl~velopment of the land-holding pattern of the agrarian sector
or Npw England is evidence of the increasing penetration of merdlallt capital. In spit.e of westward movement, the population grew
anllually about 1-5 percent. Land prices increased and competition
<IIllUng the farmers became more severe. The number of landless
whill~s gn~w from 5 percent in 1700 to 12 percent in 1736 (Lemon &
N'ISh, l-:H) and the size of average landholdings decreased from
appruximatdy 150 acres per adult male in the early seventeenth
Cl'lltury lu 4:3 acres in 1786 (Lockridge, 62-80). Wage-labor and the
pllt tillg-oLll syslem slowly spread within the agrarian subsistence
l'l·IIIWlI1Y (Morris 1946). Thus the agricultural sector which emplllYl'd DO percent of the popUlation cannot be interpreted as a
:itatic community of "self-reliant, small producers!' It was indeed a
nOll-capitalist. mode of production, but one that reproduced itself on
I
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the foundation of capital (cf. Marx 1973, 579).
This pattern of landholding and its development can be traced not
only in New England, but also in the South and along the frontier. In
the middle colonies it differed from the one in New England only
insofar as the qistribution of land was more unequal (the result of
the British Crown's land distribution): there were not only more
large fanns (manors) but also more landless free whites (Fox). In the
case of New York state4 agriculture was even more market-oriented
than in New England: it was highly diversified, and its exports went
primarily to the West Indies.
Independent petty commodity production in North America was
able to resist the penetration and eventual domination of the capital/
wage-labor relationship for a relatively long time, as is evidenced by
the many immigrants who started out as indentured servants or wage
laborers, but were able to save enough of their earnings to buy up
land and/or their own equipment and transform themselves into
self-employed farmers (or craftsmen). However, thA mode of independent petty commodity production which these ex-wage-workers
entered was itself dependent on capital, and the long period of
resistance only served to reinforce this dependence, thereby developing the conditions for the eventual abolition of the petty commodity
mode of production (cf. Marx 1973, 574). In another way, too, this
system of independent petty production generated within itself its
own negation for, by produCing a surplus 'of their own specialties to
exchange with one another, the fanners created an internal market
that was to develop into a market for new, large-scale capital. Just
because production was not totally oriented towards the world
market, as became the case for the sugar colonies, an internal market
could develop and the demands which had initially been met by
subsistence production were now supplied by the heightened productivity of advancing specialization. With the accelerated expansion of
these demands, as more and more immigrants flooded into America,
the small independent farmers were superseded by 'more efficient
large-scale fanning, where more and more "fann-hands" were employed. This evolving internal market provided the basis not only for
the later development of indigenous capitalist and wage-labor classes,
but also for the earlier emergence of an indigenous class of merchants.

Oi) Plantation Slavery and Small Farming in the South
In the southern colonies, two distinct forms of agriculture interpenetrated one anoth·er: large-scale commercial agriculture based on
slave plantations (I:11ainly along the coast and the rivers) and small
inderH:ildent fanners (on the hinterlands) who also participated in
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production of rice and tobacco for the world market (Bruchey

UHitl, 21), The slave plantation economy was dominant, but recent

,lIlalysl's o/' historical records and documents (e.g. Land 1965;
i\1"llUrd 1973) cast doubt on the traditional literary sources for the
pre-revolutionary period, which give the impression that the tenure
sy::.ll'm of small holdings was not very widespread in the South: it
no\\' appl'ars that at least 25 percent (the lowest stratum) of southern
agrarian producers worked the land as tenant farmers. Though these
two systems of agriculture were not manifestations of the same mode
of production, they were vitally interrelated, and both owed their
origins and developm~nt to merchant capital.
The monoculture of the large plantations had been established for
Llw purp()se of delivering large quantities of staples which could
easily be transformed into wealth for Great Britain. The plantation
workforce initially included large numbers of white indentured
::il'rvants who immigrated from Europe in the hopes that when their
\\'or\;-l:Olltract was over, they would be able to settle down as indepcndent farmers with their own land. Only 6 percent fulfilled this
h(jPl~ (Wertenbaker) and the frustrations of the rest broke out into
op.'n Villll'llCe which disrupted production (e.g. Bacon's Rebellion in
Itj7ti and the tobacco-cutting riots in 1682). Virginia, with its
blldll'S'; fl'l~elllen, was thus confronted with the same problem she
h,ld Ill'(~ll helping England to solve. Her own solution was to allow
hel' \\'L~althy magnates to keep their lands and to institutionalize
"lllvery Lo provide the necessary labor force. The white laborers were
lilll'rated from plantation work and allowed to make their living from
thl'ir own small plots of land. The violent conflict that had erupted
l>eLlVl~el1 European landholders and landless was transformed into a
symbiotic rolationship between large and small landholders, but at
tlw (',,:1 of depriving blacks of their basic civil rights (Morgan 1972,
:!·l; III

,I),

This rdationship Ill·tween the transformation of the plantations
in t () a slave t!COl1omy and the emergence of small landholders can be
t ran'.! [.() Llll! desire of British merchants to maximize the profits of
Iralls-_\llanLic Lrade, White labor, which had proved to be an unrelialll,' wurUllree for the plantations, was replaced by coerced black'
lahul' and was now lIsed to expand the production of export staples
by lJrill~ing into cultivation soil on the hinterlands. The subsequent
dl'v,'luPllH'llt of this class of free farmers was also shaped-as was the
hisl()I'Y of the class of independent farmers in the Northeast-by the
dyn,llllic whieh the production of staples for the world market
g~111(·rated.

I.

Tlll~ plantation system was never able to free itself from its original
d,'pl'lldel1l:e on merchant capital (cf. Marx III, 382). By making
gl:;(1';1I1Ll~ed markets available for the plantation products, merchant
t" U'u .'~I!Jil;t1 perpetf1t\t.ed the o~\e·sided division oflabor based on coercion
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and deprived the planters of any incentive to raise productivity by
improving their land or means of production. 5 Consequently the
monoculture of the plantation became too dependent on such
external factors as successful harvest and the conditions of the
export market, and .failed to develop an independent, self-developing
dyn"rni(' of its own. As merchant capital expanded, the slave planta- I
tions bLew an interdependence which was most dramatically illustrated by the later rise of cotton, In short, the planter-slave-holders
of the South remained creatures of merchant capital and as such
were subject to the inherent limits of this capital.
The participation of the small farmers in the production of staples
for the world market rendered them increasingly dependent on the
large plantation owners who took on the role of trade agents and
money-lenders. Thus the more efficiently that the free farmers
produced their commodities, the more they became dependent on
the sale of their produce to repay their creditors for the advance of
stocks, etc.; and the more they had to subject themselves to the
interests of the creditors themselves (cf. Marx 1973, 853).
The planters who had the resources to develop into land speculators, merchants, money lenders, and manufactures belonged to the
wealthiest two percent who owned estates worth more than £1000.
They were able to mUltiply the rent from their land- and slaveownership by using this income as interest-bearing capital in the
sphere of circulation. In this wayan indigenous merchant class
gradually developed in the South on the basis of simultaneous
agrarian and mercantile businesses (cf. Gray I). But as merchants
they never replaced (before Independence) the London tobacco
factor, which,' through an agent resident in the colonies, furnished
the planters with capital,. sold their products, and shipped English
commodities into the colonies (see Nettels 1962, 58). Nor did they
ever present, after Independence, a serious challenge to the indigenous merchant class of the northeastern colonies.
Not only did the plantation system inhibit the growth of a class of
independent merchants, but it also prevented the emergence of a
class of independent artisans. The plantations reproduced themselves
in relative autarky, relying on the skilled labor of a few slaves trained
in craftwork, and the smaller farms produced what they needed
through household manufactures, Until 1830, these household
manufactures remained subordinated to the production of use-values
(Tryon; Gray I), and sheltered the southern modes of production
from penetration by the capital/wage-labor relationship (cf. Marx
1973,669).
In conclusion, we should note that even though the South provided an exportable surplus similm' to that of the West Indies, part of
the exports of the South were bought by the indigenous merchant
class "in the North and exported (together with t.h(~ nortlwrn ~hlll'I::)1 ".1"1,,.

4\:;1
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large quantity of manufactured goods imported to the
111:11111;(11(1 (:ul()nie~ from Britain. In contrast, the surplus produced in
lll,' \\' l~sL lndil's was entirely under the control of the British. The
lIi,'\'I",,,' df llle surplus exported by the North American colonies as
a II hUh rdleeted the diversity of basic staples which were kept at
1111111" for iillt-rnal trading. The combination of these different modes
of I,!',)dlwlioll Illade t.he autonomous development of the North
.\I11\'1·i';111 ('olunies possible which was the basis of their successful
"11l1;;~~ll' fur political independence. The position of the u.s. "in the
wurld dl'Pl!I)(.Il~d not only in 1776 but thereafter on slave labor"
(1\lurgall 1972, 6; cf. Jenseri 1969, 107-24), but as the opposite
C()urSl~ or development experienced by the West Indies, which relied
Oil Illl' exclusive cultivation of a single product by slave labor, shows,
it \\,:1:> til(' coexistence and interrelation of the different modes of
pl'ud li,·t iUIl and their diversified surplus that laid the basis for the
ll;dillll:d L~Cl)nomic and political independence of the United States.
(iii) i\lerdwlll

Capital

1I11til 1800, the character of American internal trade was quite
!'l'~trid('d: it consisted mainly of exchange of local products of
f~rms, plantations, saw mills and fisheries for local manufactures and

illl\lOrted goods (E.A.J. Johnson), but it provided an important
fuulldation, on which an indigenous merchant class could begin to
c\t>vl'iop. There are several interrelated exogenous factors that facilitall'd the d£!velopment of an indigenous merchant class on the
maillialld: the origin and the structure of the British Empire itself,
llll' :-;pl'cial rdationship imposed by Britain on its North American
COIUllil";' and the financial relationship between Britain and its sugar
l:ullJlliL's.
'fIll! Britbh colonial system was founded upon successfully imp lellH'lltt'd lradl~ regulations rather than direct political rule. This was
possiillL' because the European settlers themselves deemed their
1l1l~11I!J£'r~lli)l in the colonial system profitable. Indeed, the profits
lhat tliv colonists could make in the (legal) trade with England
'1IIlIllS!. lliilde superfluous the English-imposed legislation restricting
tlwir L!xporls to trade with the mother country only (Barrow, 252-5).
Thlls llll! ('olonisls' eonLinued voluntary participation in the Empire
was klSl·d un a recognition of, and a desire to engage in, the profits
of Ilwrl'<llltile enterprises. The British trading empire fostered a
gl>lll'l·,tl illll'f~ra!.pd economic development in the American coloniesl\t!spil.l' L1w l'l'gional diversity of the separate modes of productionvi,1 iJolllllil's for certain colonial products, by military protection
,uld till' ~wcllring of markets, and by providing a source of finance
(Nl'llt'ls 19:32; Bruchey 1968; North 1966). In addition, the special

relationship imposed upon the North American colonies by the
mother country forced the colonists to earn, however indirectly,
money in England to clear the debts they owed for consumer goods
(Pares 1956, 158). While sugar (until 1700), served as ready money
allover Europe, none of the agrarian products of the mainland were
in a comparatively high demand. New England especially did not
have an export staple which it could make the basis of credit arrangements with Great Britain. But since the Navigation Acts6 forced the
colonies to import their finished goods from Great Britain, there
developed a class of people whose exclusive business was to get the
needed bills of exchange and foreign currency through trade with the
West Indies, through slave (and other) trade with Africa and southern
Europe, and by taking on intermediary functions as intercolonial
carriers for the tobacco and rice exports of the southern colonies. As
a consequence of the economic diversity of North America whose
regions required each oihers' products, a system of exchange developed as it permanent institution and this exchange was mediated
mainly by West Indian goods. The West India trade played a crucial
role in consolidating the trading partnership between Britain and its
American colonies. The British demand for sugar ensured that the
colonies would be able to rE:pay their debts to the merchant capitalists in the mother country, and perpetuate the conditions for a
continuing flourishing trans-Atlantic trade (Pares 1956, 146). The
pattern that had evolved by the eighteenth century (after the colonies which retained some degree of financial dependence had differentiated themselves from those which depended absolutely on the
mother country) was that the North Americans sold their produce in
the sugar islands, and, if they wanted a remittance to Europe, bought
the sugar planters' bills of exchange on their factors (Pares 1956,
151-3).
The American merchants, while building up their trade with
Britain, the West Indies, and other nations, also expanded their
functions as miqdlemen within the developing American economy
itself, to a large extent on British credit, but nevertheless carried out
by Americans (Andrews' 1914). Growing foreign and domestic trade
established a network of credit relations (Nettels 1962, 304; Hammond 1957, 218) which frequently placed the American merchants
at odds with the agricultural interests of local and provincial politics
(Sachs 1955, 328). After 1740, when provincial legislators had
opened all ports equally to Wert Indian produce (Pares 1956, 25-8)
and thel·.' f("e also to the simple processing industries for molasses
and sugar, "he opportunity was created for the accelerated expansion
and dispersion of merchant capital throughout all the mainland
seaport centers. This dispersion was created by, and in turn reinforced, the intensity of local and regional competition on the mainI . I·, .. , I .. "'".
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land. The competition among merchants in different regions on the
Illainlund became a competition over the possession of an industrial
process (the colonial governments protected the products of the
dist.ilh·rip~ and refineries with duties) and contributed to the accelerakd domestic economic development. However, since the trading
IHlsis of the British Empire put the colonial merchants in competition
with British merchant capital, there was pressure on the North
American merchants to deploy their profits in ways that would
rapidly expand their mercantile capital; therefore, they could not be
so much concerned with potentially damaging provincial competition (Sachs 1955, 326). They developed and maintained a geographically wide network of close business connections and utilized
correspondents in other colonies and countries since-to secure bills
of exchange at the lowest possible prices became vital for every
importer and commission agent struggling to compete successfullyLhey had to pay close attention to exchange rates in other commercial centers. Out of this competition of local merchants engaged in
intercolonial and international commerce, a stratum of rich, resident
merchants evolved, most notably in New England (North & Thomas,
98), who employed captains and agents, and who enlarged their
capital by investing not only in shipbuilding, but also in private
.
banks and insurance companies. 7
j n slImmary, the diversity of the existing modes of production in
lht' North American colonies provided the basis for the development
of all indigenous merchant class, a development that received impdus from the external conditions of the trading context of the
British Empire, and the special role of the West Indies' monocultural
(,COl1omy. Thus it happened that, during the eighteenth century, the
indig('nolls merchants' capital was able to continue to appropriate to
itself the overwhelming portion of the surplus product (cf. Marx III,
~lti~l). In New England especially, the merchant class exploited the
upportunities for accumulation and quickly gained the dominant
inrillent.ial economic: position, such that they were soon able to
l"t'pn':wnt their own particular interests as the interests of New England. However, t.he more the merchants intensified their commer(.j.:! act.ivity across different regions, the more they undermined a
II, ,;"r base of their own profits, namely those profits which were
d,'rived from the exploitation of the difference in prices of producLi(lll in the various wgions (cf. Marx III, 386-8, 396). Thus the very
SllnTS::; of the merchants' capital laid the basis for its ultimate
«lId inevitable transformation into industrial capital, though this
Illol:ess was artifieally slowed down by the mechanisms of the British
Empire.
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(iv) Manufacturing
Throughout the eighteenth century, the main part of American
manufacturing was carried out in unincorporated home industries
outside the big towns. The geographical dispersion of these "neighbourhood manufactures" (Clark) rendered the transportation costs
of their products prohibitive and protected them from competition
with one another with the result that production remained based on
technologically undeveloped craft instruments (Ellsworth & Hindle;
Morrir 1944). Manufacturing also occurred in the sea towns, but here
too, h~ndicraft productioh remained dominant, and even the sale of
prodLL ts, which reached no further than the local market, was frequently undertaken by the artisans themselves (Bridenbaugh 1950;
Lynd 1964; cf. Marx 1973, 512). The only industries encouraged by
the mother country were shipbuilding, which benefitted the British
merchants by lowering their freight costs, and the production of
goods such as iron, lumber, flour and textiles, which could serve as
raw materials for British industry. The few prpcessing industries thilt
were established (sugar refineries, distilleries) worked only intermittently, for example at times when the price of raw sugar was
attractive (Pares 1956, 138).
The tendency of merchant capital to prepru:e the way for capital
to take hold of production itself (cf. Marx III, 387-390) was slowed
down in North America, not by feudal or guild laws, but by several
factors that were inherent in the colonies' status within the mercantile system of the British Empire. The extraordinarily high "profits"
that could be made in trade during this period diverted capital from
entering the less profitable industrial enterprises; the ready availability of cheap land deprived the manufacturing sector of a' free (i.e.
lacking its own means of subsistence) labour force; and the cheap
import 'of finished goods reildered domestic production superfluous.
American mills and plants failed to produce enough to meet the
domestic demand, but as long as it was cheaper to import, domestic
production was not encouraged on a large scale by local legislatures.
Already in 1650, the settlers had begun to make business a public
concern: the colonial representatives took over responsibility for the
settlement of certain craftsmen (by tax provision) and the procurement of credit for the erection of production plants, esp. metal and
textile (Bailyn 1955, 61 ff.). Corporations were chartered to perfonn
services such as banking, transportation facilities, and a water supply
for the benefit of the community, and they included a few manufacturing companies. But the chartering of manufacturing companies
on a larger scale ha,d to await the later periods of interrupted trade
(J. S. Davis II, 326-9; Handlin & Handlin 1947a, 435) and the war
industry, generated by the struggle for independence. The cases of
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illklTllpkd fowign trad{~ after 1775 all illustrate the advantages in
Ill" ulilization of American capital, namely that it was easier to make
a ';llrplus ill trade than in home production.
Ih'spil.e tlw fad that self-employment was still by far the domiIJalil way of working even as late as 1800, there is evidence that a
lI'a,;,'.earning class of propertyless producers (which by .1800 had
~~rl
t.o 12'}l;) emerged much earlier than is generally assumed. But
ill l " . Clll1lexl of the whole working population of the North Ameri,'all n)lllilll'llt in tlw 1770s and 1780s, the embryonic productive
l'l1Il'l"I)j'is.,s were pradically negligible and still confined to the large

other strata for the realization of their own interests. The internal
markets of the North American colonies, which had already been
evolving tendentially during the pre-Independence period of British
rule provided the foundation on which the formation of a national
society, and therefore the development of political unison, could
take place. The political unification of this society into one nation
state finally became a historical necessity precipitated by the conflict
with England and by the consequences of the exclusion of the excolonies from the British Empire. The results of this exclusion
developed among all the economically dominant groups the awareness that without a strong central authority the internal dynamic of
centrifugal forces would rob the newly independent provinces of the
chance of competing on the world market and hence.jeopardize their
newly won independence.

lU\\'IIS.

III cUl1dusion, the primitive accumulation of capital on the North
,\Illeri.:ull continent before the establishment of the central state
may bl~ summarized thus: (1) capital was not yet deployed on indusIri'llizalioll'm.:cept in the manufacturing of assets for the deploylllt'llt or llwrehant. capital; (2) capital was concentrated in the hands
or lhl' merehant class and reinvested in their self-expansion; (3) this
sl'li'-"\\lilllsiol1 was to eventually bring about the transformation of
1ll,'I','l1;llll capital into industrial capital, but this process was still in
;111 ,'lllhryollie stage in the 1780s, for the peculiar American condit i"ll::> p)'(!sented many impediments. Thus it was not the spreading
,)1' capitalist social relations, but the integrating force of merchant
l'ill'ilal thut impinged on all the various regional reproduction conIl'\ls. Consequently; the merchants, as the economically dominant
t'ias" alld Lhe one with the most dearly articulated self-interests,
gailll'd a most influential position, which was only locally and/or
tt~1l1porarily iihaken.

1. Political Structures Before Independence

11. POLITICAL STRUCTURES AND THE EMERGENCE

OF THE 1787 CONSTITUTION
III

tht~ previous sections we have emphasized the diversity of the

llIud.,::>

of production in the North American mainland during the

l'ihlil.l'I~lllh el'ntury in order to refute the assumption (ungrounded in

hi~l()rical evidence) that the political unison of the American provilll"'s after Independence can be explained by the 'coinciding
ClItldiLiullS or produdion' (Gerstenberger 1973a, 81). In the followill~; :;"ctionii we will iiuhstantiate our own hypothesiS that the political U 11 iS1l1l of the diverse socio-economic formations existing in
.\IIl.~ril:a aL the end of the eighteenth century was promoted by the
llllt'rt~:ib with which the representatives of the dominant modes of
I)/'thludioll within eaeh socio-economic formation participated in
llll~ wurld Illarlwt. In eaeh of the several different regional producli"n Cllillexls the economically do~inant groups succeeded in usurpill~ IHriilical leadership and in gaining the loyalty and support of
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Two features common to the development of the modern nationstate and the rise of a national bourgeoisie in the countries of Europe
were conspicllously absent from the social development and early
political structures of North America: a feudal aristocracy and a
landless, disenfranchised popUlation of "liberated" ex-serfs (cf.
Moore, 140). During the period of British rule, the official government resided in a territorially distant authority in London-the
British Crown and Parliament. The functions of government entrusted to the individual provincial governments were from. the very
beginning limited and remained at a low stage of development. The
British State retained the important functions of trade and military
policy, including the provision of military defense. Hence the colonial states had no need to establish a standing military organization.
Also they did not develop a system of regular taxation since they
could cover their non-military expenses from interest-payments and
land banks (Ferguson 1961, 5). The administrative apparatus remained not only cheap, but also relatively, undeveloped (Andrews IV;
Steele).
Within the framework of the British imperial system the American
colonies developed and implemented de facto political structures of
local self-determination. By 1760, the Popular Assemblies (the elected lower Houses of Assembly) had come to exercise the major
influence on inner-colonial legislation. The originally intended
relationship between the lower Houses and the British-appointed
provincial governors, Le., a "parity of power", receded and the
governors were in effect reduced to the secondary status of accessory
intermediatt- agencies (Jensen 1968, 30).
The pu:. cical influence of the economically dominant groups
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1l1anilvstl'c\ itself mainly at the level of provincial government. In the
North it waS the merchants who controlled the provincial governIlwnt which was always located in the East. Ev~n when, as a result of
westward expansion, the growing population of backcountry farmers
secured a majority of seats in the House of Representatives and
begun to articulate their specific interests in opposition to the politically predominant coastal merchants, the merchants were still able
to rdain control of the business of the House by excluding the
fanners' representatives from committee assignments (Zemsky,
502-520). The opposition between the interests of inland agriculture
and the commercial interests of the coastal areas and the domination
of the latter interests were thus reproduced at the political level of
Uw provincial government (cf. Hoerder). In the South the great plantation owners were just as firmly established in the southern provincial government as the merchants were in the North. Here, however,
westward expansion did not intensify the economic and political
differences between coast and inland, because the process of expan:
sion only involved the successive reproduction of the social relations
of production in the earlier established eastern plantations. Both on
the coast and in the expanding inland areas, the slaveholders/planters
were not only the economically dominant group, but also the political ruling class. The fact that the political representatives of the
Suuth were recruited from the wealthiest ,two percent of plantation
owners, who were able to deploy their capital in the sphere of circulation as land speculators, money-lenders and trade-agents (Bailey
1 ~)71), is further evidence of the influence of merchant capital on
tilt' political institutions of the emergent U.S. state.
The relatively autonomous, local self-governments gave political
["ession to the ec'onomic independence of the mass (70-80 per'n~ilt) of free citizens (see Steeg). These small, self-employed produe'ers had little interest in the provincial legislatures beyond keeping
Il}'()vincial taxes as low as possible (Zuckerman, ch. 1); and they
liladl' lISl) of the local political apparatus ,to implement their own
Illll'rests. 1t Wus at the local level that most of the "economically
l')'~ltlating funetions," which ranged from road construction to the'
Il'\'ying of ta.xes, were implemented (Morris 1965, 78; R. J. Taylor,
;i;{ 7). As a result, a real fear developed among the wealthy few that
[<leal government activity would strengthen the political influence of
Lhe lower strata and result in mob rule (Morris 1946, 52). Hence,
durillg the revision procedures of the individual state constitutions,
every state (except Pennsylvania, Georgia and Vermont) chose to
insLiLutionalize the division of the legislative into two houses, an
upper house representing property and a lower one representing
the people (Bailyn 1965, 186; Ramsay 1789, I, 351). This division
was justified on "natural distinctions of rank" which, in turn. rested
t'
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on supposed "superior degrees of industry and capacity" ("Ludlow",
in Pa. Journal, May 28, 1777, Letter II). Thus the diverging, even
conflicting, interests within each of the colonies were given explicit
re, 1)1 .lition by the colonial constitutions themselves.
'
During the struggle for independence, the immediate tasks of
defying the British and coping with the difficulties imposed by the
war were the primary determinants in the citizens' decisions over
what functions to allocate to state power. With the onset of war, the
emergent American bourgeoisie, well ancl10red in the provincial
structures of domination, were able to mobilize and unify the support of the other classes in sustaining their attack on imperial rule.
They organized a network of inter-colonial committees and conventions to 'carty out the necessary co-ordinating functions for national
defense. These initial functions quickly mushroomed to transform
the ad hoc co-ordinating committees into functioning state agencies
(Hacker 1940, 173-4).

2. The Impact of the World Market: Polity across State Lines
With the declaration of Independence in 1776, the central authority embodied in the British govel'l1ment disappeared from the American scene and the internal class relations within the now independent
provinces found their political crystallization in the separate state
governments. The Continental Congress, established in 1775 in
. response to the crisis conditions of war, was only supposed to provide diplomatic and external representation and ensure the coordination of military maneuvers. Its functions did not extend beyond the
implementation of these militarily required measures. However, it
soon 'becan1e clear that more coordination among the individual
sovereign states was necessary to ensure that the provinces' newlywon political independence would not fall victim to its economic
malintegration. Other mercantile .states were able, as centralized
nation-states, to promote their own national process of primitive
accumulation at the expense of their competitors and to maintain
and strengthen their position in the world market, where Britain still
reigned supreme. The North American states, lacking any political
agency that could guide and pnJll10te their common interest vis-a.-vis
other nations, were especially vulnerable to the threat of economic
domination by Britain (Jensen 1963, 241). "So the Americans
discovered that with independence they became a relatively backward, underdeveloped, and weak nation" (W. A. Williams 1966,
119).
Consequently, the Continental Congress decreed the Articles of
Confederation which became effective in 1781. These soon proved to
be inadequate. The Articles did not deprive the individual state
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,'rnllwllts of their rights to pass impost acts, navigation laws, and
fixing regulations, all of which varied from state to state accordilll~ to the balanee of forces between merchants, mechanics, planters
,lIld f"rtlll'rs. The Confederation itself was powerless to supersede
llll' vUl"iegall!u prot.ective legislation, which had its source in narrow
n';.;iollal ecollolllie interests, with a unified policy of national selfpIO(}kl'l.ion. 1t was not only the diversity of economic interests that
initially prevented the establishment of a stronger central organ, but
ab,) [he reeent political experience of the colonies under the rule of
/lw British government, which created resistance on the part of the
lucal governments to any loss of their own autonomy. After Indepen(knee, the state governments jealously guarded the power which they
had come to exercise during the period of remote British rule. In
particular, they defended their right to levy taxes and continued to
l"l~sist the surrender of the substance of power to another remote and
uncuntrollable government (Wood, 268). The distrust of any "gov"nllllPntal authority set above the people, including their own repre~('ntatives" (Jensen 1940, 239-240), had grown so strong that the
very iJl~a of a new central government with coercive power receded
frum liw public arena of political discussion.
CunsequenUy, the rights and powers granted to the new central
govl!rnmeni by the Articles of Confederation were severely limited.
Congress had no power to tax or to control interstate or foreign
trade and it was too weak politically to pursue a consistent economic
policy for creating the conditions for the indigenous accumulation of
capital which might have rescued the nation from its vulnerability
to the vicissitudes of the world market. When Congress was forced
to take emergency measures to ward off any immediate threats, the
sLlccession of actions was typically extremely disruptive and conflicting. For example, in 1779 Congress lifted all restrictions on interstate
trade, but then decided, reacting to the pressure for price controls,
that the individual states should each establish their own price
committees (Wmner, 186). These different regulations presented a
major obstacle to the free flow of the market-seeking commodities
and, in some cases, oas for exalnple when Pennsylvania's Council
of Safety prohibited the export of all food stuffs (Warner, 185),
I>ruught it to a complete halt. As a result of this disruption, the local
pricl' committees themselves soon demanded more centralized
llwasLlreS to regulate prices and duties (Lynd 1964, 92). Thus it
Ih'('allH' clear thal the efforts of the individual states to remedy the
ail illg ('CottOlny had such a centrifugal effect that these very remedial
IIll'HSlIfl!S aggravated the critical problems of repaying the heavy debt
ilwllfI"ed during the War of Independence,S of regulating currency
Hilt! fillance and of rl~stricting competition from foreign trade. It was
,d)( )Vl! all the chronic financial calamity that forced the recently
.'
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independent American people-though reluctantly-to accept a
central political agency with powers of coercion over the national
citizen-body and the individual state governments.
During the post-Independence period of poUtical vacuum when
Congress still lacked the power to regulate and promote trade and
the individual state governments took over no diplomatic responsibilities, it was the merchant class who determined the de facto course
of the nation's external relations and the merchants' activities were
themselves determined by the conditions of the world market.
Immediately after the war, Great Britain courted the American
merchants with credit offers and other privileges in an effort to
recapture American trade; and, despite the recent hostilities between
the two nations, most merchants preferred to reestablish trade with
Great Britain instead of France and made the utmost use of the
British credits (Gray I, 597-600; Ferguson 1961, 83-4). The consequence of this was an extremely unfavorable balance of trade and
growing indebtedness to England that reached an unprecedented
peak during the years 1783-8 (Nettels 1962, 49). The individual
states could not meet the excessive importation of European commodities with adequate returns (Nettels 1962, 49-60). Worse still, the
different fragmented efforts of the individual states to stop the drain
of specie and to limit imports by duties in practice cancelled one
another out. Some states (above all New Jersey) even went so far as
to exploit the worsening balance of payments deficit for their own
advantage and continued to compete for British ships and goods
(cf. Jensen 1950, 298, ff.). A co-ordinated reorganization of commercial relations was urgently needed and the demand for the unified
measures was increasingly articulated by groups whose interests
began to transcend state boundaries and who expressed unanimous
preference for a more powerful central government (Jensen 1950,
344). After 1783, the joint efforts of these "advocates of central
authority," to prevent a "recovery [ ... ] based on the creation of an
unbalanced, quasi-colonial relationship with Great Britain" (W. A.
Williams 1966, 138; cf. 164), functioned in lieu of a national party
to unify interests across state lines. "A small group of political
leaders, ... with a consciousness of the United States' international
impote.n('e, provided' the matrix for the movement" (Roche, 801,
italics ,Ii s).
Coniiicts between the different regions, such as the dispute between the North and the South over the disposal of western lands
(cf. W. A. Williams 1966, 136), receded into the background in face
of the urgent need to cope with America's slipping position in the
interna~ional arena "where each natiun was trying to capture gains
for itself" (Jefferson, quoted in Lipscomb, III, 273-4; cf. North &
Thomas, 152).
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In slim mary , if the Union wanted to continue to exist as an auto-

national power, it needed to create conditions for the
l'n rorcement of its own primitive accumulation. The world market
was generating pressures which forced an internal development
toward a unified political restructuring. These pressures were perceived by the commercially concerned groups throughout the nation
as the preconditions for economic survival and the problem of
political independence was articulated by them as the urgent need
to establish a stronger central authority.
llOlllOllS

:,)

French discrimination against American traders (Elkins & l\lcKitrick,
236-7; Jensen 1950, 344). HOWCVl'l", efforts to persuade Congress to
implement nationwide legislation to stabilize intracontinental commerce and to protect it from foreign traders who benefitted from
dealing with each state independently, were continually frustrated by
interregional rivalry. The southern tobacco and rice plantation
owners, for whom the export of their staples to Europe was vital,
stoutly resisted any measures such as uniform tariffs which would
have discouraged the competition of foreign shippers and raised the
freight costs of the South's exports.

:1. Economic Interests in the Establishment of the U.S. Nation-State

(ii) Southern Agrarian Capital

Each of the four major economic groups-northern merchant
l:ill'ital, southern agrarian capital, mechanics and industrial capital,
and the independent farmers-developed specific interests in the
establishment of a strong central state. The political demands of
these groups can be traced to the economic functions th~y performed in their respective reproduction contexts and to the effect of the
world market situation on these functions. Hence, though their
intt'wsts converged on the founding of a strong central authority to
protect America's slipping position on the world market, there were
"J1ificant divergences among these groups concerning the precise
1,l'l~rS, structures and functions to be assigned to this new political
llq.,(ill1. Furthermore, these divergences were the result of the differential impact which America's participation in the world market had on
each of the modes of production and on their exchange context.

0) Northern Merchant Capital
The anarchic conditions, generated by the diverse legislation of the
individual states and unchecked by the impotent Articles of Confed(,ration, provoked a demand among the merchants for the centralized
cont.rol of commerce (cf. Tench Coxe quoted in North & Thomas,
153--l). These demands became especially fervent in the northeastern
SLI[.I~S which succumbed to pressures from the emergent manufacturillg interests and imposed tariffs to protect, domestically produced
l~()(llb (d. Jensen 1950, 403; W. A. Williams 1966, 151). However,
lltl' llwrchant class as a whole was not hurt until the specific prob1"lllS under the Confederati~n such as interstate trade barriers,
illflaled prices, and exclusion from both the British West Indies and
('rum the French fishing waters began to be felt in every branch of
trade. A politically vocal group of Boston shippers began to articulate the interest of the merchant class as a whole, calling for a strong
Ilational government, the creation of a national navy, an orderly and
lI11ifurm tariff system, and naval legislation to challenge British and
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Despite their opposition to a uniform nationwide tariff system,
the southern plantation owners did develop an interest iri establishing a strong central authority. This sprang primarily from their
additional functions as land speculators, trade agents, and moneylenders (functions perfOlmed in the North by the independent
merchant class). They recognized that only a strong military power
could enforce the measures needed to maintain or enhance the value
of their land investments which were continuaUy threatened by
problems with Indians and squatters (Robertson 111 ff.) and by the
resistance of private debtors. Furthermore, the southern planters had
invested their capital not only in land, but also in government loans.
These investments were the source of the merchants' and planters'
common interest in guaranteeing the continued validity of the public
debt (a validity which only a strong government could give) and in
securing a stable payment of interest on government bonds. The need
for a guaranteed financial and credit stability was the decisive common interest which united southern agrarian capital and northern
merchant capital. Too many times creditors had been disappointed
by the governments of the in<;lividual states which were open to
pressure from below and frequently yielded to the demands of
indebted farmers and others for the emission of paper money, the
creation of land bunks, reduction of ta.xes, etc. Public creditors, both
in the North and in the South, emerged as a cohesive and very
forceful group which energetically struggled for endowing central
authority with its own powers of taxation and coercion (Jensen
1943; Nettels 1962, 149-50).
(iii) Mechanics and Industrial Capital

Under the Confederation government, concessions had been
granted to mechanics and manufacturers: they had been freed from
taxation, given credits and free land, and protected from cheap
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illlpOl'talion by state duties (Bancroft, 138-9; Jensen 1950, 288).
tlw ll*islalion of the individual states usually served to protect
llll~ illll'rl~sb of the mechanics, it increasingly became a fetter on the
,'rl~ali()n of a nationwide market for indigenous industrial products.
Till' Ilwchanics' awareness of the need for more centralized and
llilifurlll governmental activity was heightened by the expansion of
lllanllfaduring enterprises created by the war industry. Thus the
11 lill III ['actmers came to share with the trading and shipping groups a
l'l,llllllOn concern to establish a central government that would
impose uniform regulations and legislation. 9
But the mechanics' essential motivation for advocating a strong
Ct'lltral government remained different from that of the merchants.
TIll' meehanics wanted government protection from British manufacImps, while the merchants profited immensely from trade withBrilain. Therefore, the alliance between the importing merchants and
Ilw mechanics remained precarious and fragile. This fragility was
rl'v('a\(~d in the repeatedly broken, and subsequently patched-up,
I .o\i tical alliances between the two groups (cf. Lynd 1964; Young
1%1). The interests of the merchants always dominated the political
~lJ;ds or t.his coalition because, in the last analysis, the industrial
producers, craftsmen, and artisans were all dependent for their
profits on the successful marketing of their goods. To the degree that
lh(~ir own interests were promoted by flourishing trade, the mechanics accepted the merchants' interests as representative of all who
participated, however indirectly, in the market (Nettels 1962, 126
\'/;,il(~

n.).

In short, each of these first three groups shared a common interest
ill establishing a strong central authority, but the tasks that each
group anticipated woul,d be undertaken by the strong central authority were narrowly defined in accordance with their desires to protect
and facilitate their owl) economic interests, and as such they conflided with 0l1(~ another.
(iv) Illciepelldent Farmers

Unlike the first -three groups, the interests of the mass of small
furmers did not suffer from the weakness of the Confederation
guv(!rnment. As debtors and as vendors of their own produce, they
ilenefitted from the inflationary conditions of the period because the
lliglH'r priees that they could get from the sale of their commodities
~('rvl'd to payoff their debts which were simultaneously reduced in
rl'al terms by the inflation. Second, the massive importation of cheap
British finished products, which the small farmers themselves could
llO( provide, was of advantage to them. Third, the system of state
.lIld local governments worked to their advantage, for they were able
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to exert substantial control over the local centers of self-administration. The success of the small farmers in influencinf:{ these governments to,protect their own economic interests was evidenced by the
passage, in many states, of legislation which guaranteed egalitarian
land policies, cancelled or reduced debts, and resulted in the issuing
of paper money. Such legislation was, of course, fervently attacked
by the public cl'(:diLors and reinforced their opposition to the power
of the state legislatures (Nettels 1962, 91).
The anarchy of individual state regulation of commerce, however,
did generate some difficulties for small farmers as interstate trade
restrictions. Furthermore, in certain states the funding of the war
debt through land and poll taxes placed a severe financial strain on
the farmers. Consequently, they too began to support the idea of a
central government which not only would assume the individual
states' war debts, but also would do away with duties on interstate
commerce (Elkins & McKitrick 1969, 237). Furthermore, the Federalists promised that the securities of a new central government would
serve to raise the price of the farmers' produce. The expected benefits from larger markets and the promise of the abolition of high land
taxes helped to win the farmers over to the idea of a strong central
state (Nettels 1962, 93).
In summary, the historical experiences of the four major groups
during the Confederation period generated in each a growing awareness of the need for a strong central authority to protect and promote its own interests. This period of post-revolutionary chaos and
governmental weakness was an important factor in overcoming the
obstacles (posed by the division of the different economic groups
into regionally scattered fractions) to the creation of a centralized
nation-state and in consolidating widespread support behind the
interests of the merchant and finance bourgeoisie. The central
organs, which had 'been eSLablished since 1775, failed to e~sure the
eCOllOr..ic viability of the newly independent American provinces
vis-a-vis other nations or to reverse their slipping position on the
world market. By 1787, there was general agreement on the need to
establish a strong central authority which would: 1) guarantee the
stability of the nation's credit system, including the public debt
incurred during the War of Independence; 2) protect private property; 3) enforce contractual obligations; 4) promote the free circulation of commodities without the internal impediments of state
duties; and 5) evolve some mechanism for institutionalizing compromises among the differing and often conflicting demands of the
respective dominant groups. All of these functions may be summarized as establishing and promoting the preconditions for the successful primitive accumUlation of indigenous American capital.
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III. THE FUNCTIONS AND STRUCTURES
OF THE AMERICAN NATION-STATE

I. The 1787 COllstitution and the Primitive Accumulation of Americl/ll

Capital

The Constitution of 1787 conferred upon the new central authority un important extension in powers and functions which had
previously been deemed unsafe and inappropriate to assign to any
political organ above. the individual states.
These new rights and powers were: (i) safeguarding the validity of
the state debt; (ii) the protection of private property; and (iii) military and diplomatic representation abroad.
(,) i

'he Validity of the State Debt

The new constitution gave the federal government the right "to
lay lind coiled Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises, to pay the Debts

alld provide for the common Defence and general Welfare of the
11"itl!J States" (Article I, Section 8, § 1). Thus the central state
was no longer dependent for its revenues on the voluntary contribu(iulls 01 individual states. The Tariff Act and the Tonnage Act in
17H9, the Funding Act of 1790, and the Excise Tax Bill in 1791
II'illlslat.ed this constitutional right into effective government revenuemi:;iJlg activity (d. Ashley; Taussig) and diversified the sources of
govt!l'Ilment revenues so that the national budget would not just
dql(!IHl, for example, on the tariff system, which would have discouraged mercantile activity, at this time the major source of profits and
()f the indigenolls accumulation of capital.
The Asslimption Act of 1790, which transferred the debts incUl"lwi by the thirteen individual states during the War of Independl'llL:e to the central state, and thereby consolidated the public debt
into a single national system, also served to guarantee the stability of
lile whole finaneial system 'of the U.S.1 0 The Funding Act, also
pass('d in 1790, transformed circulating bills of credit, previously
i.'~lI('d by individual state governments, into interest-bearing bonds of
1111' IlI!W government and authorized the central government to emit
Ihl'~;(' s('curilies (Nettels 1962, 115; Chambers 1963, 37). This Act
pruvided the impetus not only for the founding of the First National
11;,"1,: in 17m, but also for the founding of more state banks. The
lllall'rial validity of the public debt was further secured in 1792,
\\'111'11 Lhe passing of the Coinage Act translated the federal governIlIl'I1I,'" constitutional right to coin money in~o an institutionalized
at:l.ivity (Nettels 1962, 120-1).
As a result of these measures and arrangements for ensuring the

validity of the nation's public debt, large sums of foreign investment
flowed into the United States-an important mechaniilm for expanding the nation's supply of capital funds (Bruchey, 112). Until 1811,
foreign investments pushed up the prices of securities (Hammond,
218) and eased the burden which the central state had assumed in
taking over the individual states' debts (Ferguson 1961, 172). Thus
the central state established in 1789 not only directly fulfilled the
expectations and interest of the security holders (mainly finance alld
merchant capital), but also laid the preconditions for the development of a capital market (North & Thomas; 156).

OJ) Protection of Private Property
The Constitution gave the federal government the right to protect
private property against, for example, the annulment of debts passed
by the individual state governments during the Confederation period
(Article I, Section 10, § 1). The constitutional protection of -"different and unequal properties" (Madison) effectively perpetuated the
economic inequality and vertical stratification of American society.
Private property was rendered secure in two ways: 1) through the
federal guarantee of the sanctity of contractual relations among all
citizens (Article VI, § 1), a sanctity which the individual states were
now prohibited from interfering with (Article I, Section 10, § 1;
cf. Shaw, 107); and 2) through the creation of a national army
(Article I, Section 8, § 12, 15, 16), which served as a coercive apparatus to back up the sanctity of contractual relations. The central
state's guarantee for the protection of private property and the
sanctity of contracts reduced, of course, the risks involved in commercial enterprises (North & Thomas, 156) and thus established the
hasic preconditions for the capitalist mode of production.

(iii) Military and Diplomatic Representation Abroad
Third, and most importantly, the Constitution gave the federal
government the authority to represent the nation in the internatiortal context both militarily and diplomatically (Article I, Section
8; Article II, Section 2, § 1-2). This meant that there was now a
superior guarantor of mutual negotiations, treaties, and business
transactions at both the national and the international level. No
longer was it necessary to rely on personal relations of confidence
between two trading houses crediting each other. Since the central
state now assumed this guarantee, neither individuals nor individual
states could henceforth obstruct the interests of the nation's merchant class.
As a result of the 1787 Constitution, the credit of the United
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'luiekly. The stabilization of the nation's financial and

'Tl'dit arrangements attracted foreign loans and investment, particuI.tlly {'rulII 1';llglalid (IlalJakkuk, 71; Jenks, 66; Smith & Cole, 42). At
llll~

tillw the thoroughly regressive taxation system which
finance i1w guvernment's operations discriminated against
Ill,' IIlIYl'}"S of imported goods and thus hindered the flow of capital
"lit Ill' lilt' country. Thus the new authority of the central state
;~"IH·ra[.ed an orderly nationwide financial system at home and
l ;11 drall teed the nation's creditworthiness and strength abroad. Both
II l'n! necessary preconditions for the successful accumulation of
,\nwrican capital, and neither could have occurred on the initiative
l)r private enterprises alone. What the strong central state of 1789
;Il"hi~ved were the preconditions for the primitive accumulation of
capital, and not the preconditions for the self-expansion of capital
(t'apital accumulation per se). The profits made and the capital
'll"Cumulated were, for the most part, derived from the exchange of
product:; on the world market, and not from the indigenous producI.iull process which was still a conglomeration of heterogeneous
1ll0dl'S of production. That the American production processes were
1101. themselves the major source of profit is well illustrated by the
nation's remarkable economic growth after 1793, when the outbreak
of war in Europe enabled American merchants to again earn great
profits from their activities as neutral carriers of supplies, even when
these supplies had not been produced in America. At the end of the
l'ightecnth century, American capitalism was the activity of merchallt capital and the primitive accumulation of indigenous capital.
Foreign capital was primarily absorbed by industries related to trade;
it was not yet used for industrial capital and capital accumulation per
s<lnw

:'I'l'Vl"d

to

2. The American Constitution and Internal Political Stability

.'le.

Though the individual states were deprived of the opportunity to
influence the fiscal policy of the new government and the developnil! 11 t of the nation's economic infrastructure, nevertheless they
rdailwd some of the functions which they had exercised earlier; and
lIWSl~ became a vital part of the national program to accelerate the
prOl:ess of primitive accumulation. The most important state funcLi()ns were the founding of trade and finance corporations, the
chartering of private banks and joint-stock companies, and the
l'llcouragl'ment and protection of enterprises which undertook
illl'rasLrudural projects. None' of these functions could 'be accomIlli~hl!d by private enterprises, but they were not carried out by the
""lIt ral ~tat.e either, (though without the credit-worthiness of the new
l','IIt.ral ~Late and its guarantees of the sanctity of contracts backed up
I,), military force, they could not have been fulfilled by the individual sLat.es).
Chartered corporations, which had already existed in the colonial

'.I',u'.'1

era, directly promoted state activity and intervention in the economy. But the stated purpose of most corporations was, until 1809, the
promotion of trade rather than industry. The central state indirectly
supported the states' intensified use of the corporations through its
economic policy of exclusive support for the most profitable (Le.,
mercantile) activity. This policy generated investment at home and
attracted the additional funds from abroad needed to finance the
activities of the corporations. The corporations, in turn, were largely
responsible for the success of the central government's economic
policy and an important ingredient in the rapid growth of the new
nation's economy.
In brief, the task of directly intervening in the economy fell to the
individual state governments: 11 they not only promoted the corporations, but also intervened in the domestic economy by regulating,
financing, and protecting intrastate activity. The role of the federal
government was confined to the creation and maintenance of the
general preconditions for economic growth. This division of functions between the individual states and the central state was especially appropriate for the heterogeneous economic substructure of the
newly independent nation. In an economy where regional reproduction contexts more or less corresponded to the boundaries of
grouped individual states, the federal system of government was well
adapted to regional conditions and requirements. At the same time,
the structure, policies, and activities of the central government
ensured the coordination of the diverse economic activities, carried
out by each individual state, into a concentrated national drive for
the primitive accumulation of capital.

The historical context of any and all intervention by the American
state into the economy was the international competition of the
world market. The economic strength of the United States vis-a-vis
other nations necessarily presupposed social order and political
stability at home because, without thi1\, none of the measures to
promote investment would have been either successful or profitable.
Hence the two preconditions of American independence, external
economic strength and internal political stability were not unrelated,
and the structures of the state apparatus which were institutionalized
to secure the fonner also served to secure the latter. In this and the
next sections, we will again examine the Constitution and the governing apparatus which was built to implement the constitutional rights
and powers assigned to the new central authority in order to understand how the internal stability of the United States was established
and safeguarded.
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dynamic of the world market defined the internal conditions

"I" Ill,' lH'wly illdt'llPndent American provinces in the following ways:

it slwl','d the material interests of each of the economically
,1"lllillClIIL groups and their means for achieving them; (ii) it deterIllillt'd
till' interrelationships among these groups especially the

i

I)

r, ·litl.iVl' puwer of each vis-a-vis the others, the possibilities for politi"dl alliance, despite their diverse and often conflicting economic
illll!rests, and tlw degree to which each group sought to use its power
to promote its own interests by influencing the formation and the
slIbsl'{juent functioning of the central state apparatus; and (iii) it
d,~tennined the shifting constellations of dominant and disadvanlagI'd groups.
The power constellation of interclass relationships, both within
Uw dominant classes and between the dominant and disadvantaged
classes structured the political and ideological struggles over the final
formulation of the Constitution and over the organizational form of
tlte slate apparatus which was to carry into effect the powers and
rights granted to the new central authority by the Constitution.
These struggles are documented in the recorded debates among the
cilJIl!gates to the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia held from
1785 to 1787 (Gales; Farrand 1937), and in the ratification debates
ill the conventions held in the individual states from 1787 to 1789.
The Federalist Papers, written by Hamilton, Madison, and Jay, for
lhe debaLe in New York State provide an excellent contemporary
commentary. In particular, Hamilton and Madison exhibit in their
political conceptions, theories, and discussions a clear grasp of the
rl'iationship between the concrete interests of the different socioeconomic groups· and the political structures and organizational
forms of government.
The final ratification and signing of the Constitution by all thirLl!l!n states took place in 1789. The establishment of the United
StaLes and its governing apparatus gave the American bourgeoisie
tile potential to aet as a single unit, despite its regional fragmentalion and the uneven development of its different economic bases ..
Thus the structure of the new government reflected on the one hand
the consensus of the ruling classes, centered on the security and
l'xpallsion of private property, and on the other hand the creation
alld mailltenance of a balance of conflicting interests both among the
fractions of the bourgeoisie and between the bourgeoisie and the
, .i 'I \rcssed classes.
,'he events in the struggle towards this "bundle of compromises"
(!\[()rgan 1956, 135) have been extensively described in the historical
Ii [l'r<d.ure. The vehement four-months long debates have been repeat(,.II), l[lIoh~d and the frequent concessions from the different sides,
1,'sltllil1l!: in a succession of compromises between the "extreme
I.
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positions" (Farrand 1962, 202), reverently praised (e.g., Farrand
1904; McLaughlin 1935; van Doren). But these descriptions of the
evolution of the Constitution fail to trace the elements of that bundle of compromises back to their original source, namely the diverse
class interests which gave rise to and determined not only the "extreme po~itions" but also the concessions and compromises by which
they were "reconciled." Hence in investigating the material circumstances which shaped the framing of the Constitution, we are calling
into question the ideological claims both of the political actors at
that time and of later historians. More important, however, than the
formation of compromises which created the Constitution of 1787
was the subsequent anchoring of these compromises in the state
administrative apparatus so that they were repeatedly activated and
confirmed in governmental practice. The focus of our analysis will
therefore be the str,uctural principles which shaped the formation of
the ,;Li' re apparatus, guidea its subsequent development, and determind Lhe way in which any additional functions were implemented
and institutionalized, and how they secured the two functions which
were absolutely indispensable for securing the internal social stability
of the new nation: (i) institutionalizing the peaceful resolution of
conflicts of interest among the economically dominant groups and
(ii) processing (Le., deselecting or rendering ineffective) the counterclaims of those excluded from the dominant groups-the oppressed
classes. The structural principles which we will discuss are the princi. pIes of (1) federalism, (2) representation, and (3) the separation and
mutual control of powers.
(i) The Structure of the State Apparatus and the Ruling Classes
(1) Federalism

Federalism is "a system of government in which powers are
divided among a central government and severalloca! ones" (Roche,
177) and in which this division of powers and functions is clearly
defined so that the limits of each political unit vis-a-vis the others are
unambiguous. This principle was already implicit in the Confederation and was a precondition for any unification of the American
states, because the individual states were the existing political structures on the North American continent after the rejedion of the
British central authority and any proposed political structure which
implied the removal of their autonomy would have been unacceptable. Only the principle of federalism which guaranteed the individual states at least a limited autonomy could make the union of the
thirteen states possible; and it was immediately agreed upon.
The principle of federalism gave each of the individual states the
autonomy to formulate and execute economic policies without
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to go through the central state apparatus. One of the most
illljluftant dfeds of this principle was to perpetuate the autonomous
i"l'[lltldudion of the diverse elements of the national bourgeoisie.
Tllt-y Wl'l"t! ldt relatively free to sustain and develop the regional
t-"Olltllllic and social conditions for promoting their own interests
lllftJugll their influence on the individual state governments. The
("'lltr,1! guv(~rnmellt, on the other hand, was given control over
fllrt'ign alld int.erstate commerce (Article I, Section 8, s3) and was
Ii
au th urized "to institute protective and discriminatory laws in
(;t..,' of American interests, and to create a wide sweep for free trade
lill'l)llgllOut the whole American empire" (J3eard in Levy 1969, 13;
d. :\rlick 1, Section 10, 2-3). In this way a balance of the competill;'; rq';iollal interests was created at the level of central state policy,
,lilt! LIl,! diverse economically dominant groups were enabled to act
as a unified ruling class. 12
Tile debate over the possible abuse of the principle of federalism1111' danger asserted by Madison and Hamilton that the individual
sl:dt!'; would exercise their powers to interfere with the functioning
lIr llil' Ct~ntwl state-developed into a fierce struggle, which resulted
ill till' curtailment of the powers of the individual states (Diamond,
:21); \v. A. Williams 1966, 159-61). This struggle illuminates the
I)rocess by which the central state appropriated the monopoly of
fL'j )}'(!ssive force, a process determined by criteria other than the
f()\'mal appropriation of functions and codification of competencies
provided by the Constitution (see Article I, Sections 8 and 10) and
dt-snil>ed in the Federalist Papers (23-31, 36, 41-6). The criteria
wllich ultimately determined the concrete functions and powers of
lilt! Cl'nt.wl state vis-a-vis the individual state governments were the
ilat ion's needs to consolidate and accelerate its process of primitive
an-uiliulation ill order to maintain and strengthen its position on the
\\IJrld markd. This could not be done if the central state lacked the
IIl)\\ t~f to define and execute effectively the measures required for
llli~ proeess, much less if it was threatened by armed rebels whom
th,· ~Iatt! militias were flowerless to crush (as had happened in Shay's
1\ l'ilt·llioll when the rebel-leaders were part of the local militia).
(\J11S,'qul'nt.ly, the nation's economic growth required that the local
mililia, whil'h were retained by, and under the immediate control of,
III,' individual states (Arti~le I, Section 10, § 16), be subordinated
III till' n'pressive apparatus of the central state. Once the resort to
\ i(J!"lll:l' as it ml'UIlS of "solving" class conflicts was excluded, the
Idil'-I" principles which structured the governing apparatus of the
I !llill'd Slates and which were explicitly intended to produce a
"~\':"'-Ill of dlt'cks and balances," served to maximize the conditions
I, II I""ill'liillg and· maintaining a peaceful balance of compromise
.. 111"11:"; ('lJlllpding interests.
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(2) Representation

The principle of representation meant not only (in Hamilton's
words) "the dependency of the servants of the state on the people,"
but also the representation and protection of property. The franchise
was restricted to property-holders only and the legislative branch of
the governing apparatus was divided into two parts: the House of
Representatives, representing the "people," and the Senate, representing "property."
An early compromise attempted to allay the fears of the small
states and the small citizen-bodies of the large southern states in
order to win their support for the Union. It laid down two different
forms of representation and electoral procedures for the duallegislature. The Representatives were to be elected directly by the citizens
of the individual states and their number per state was determined by
the size of the state popUlations (proportional representation); the
Senators were to be elected by the legislatures of the individual sLates
and restricted to two per state (equal representation) (Article I,
Section 3, ~ 1). However, the southern states still feared that they
would be underrepresented and that the northern states would be
able to use the central state to promote their own mercantile interests at the expen&e of the agrarian interests of the southern bourgeoisie. Consequently, a further compromise :was necessary, the Great
Compromise of 1787, which allowed slaves (the property of the
southern bourgeoisie) to be counted as "people"-each slave representing a 3/5 citizen (Article I, Section 1, ~ 3). This fraction was
itself determined by no ideological principle but by the pragmatic
balancing of the South's own conflicting interests, since the popUlation base was the same for representation in the federal legislature
and for the apportionment of taxes levied by the central state on the
individual states. If the slave populatIon counted for nothing, the
southern states suffered the disadvantage of underrepresentation in
the House of Representatives; if it counted as equivalent to the
citizen body, then the southern states feared they would be overtaxed.
(3) Separation and Mutual Control of Powers

The separation of powers meant that the authority of the central
state to act as a single authority was split into several distinct powers
and ,{,livided among separate and autonomOllS agencies (cf. Federalist
51). Thus the Constitution placed the sovereignty of the American
people in three separate "departments": the Legislative, which was
elected by the individual states and was subdivided into the House of
Representatives and the Senate; the Executive, i.e_, the office of the
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l'n~~ident and the agencies under the President; and the Judiciary,
who;;e members were appointed for life by the President, subject to
,:ollfirmation by the Senate.
The separation of powers and the departments' different bases for
tl1e recmitment of their members were explicitly introduced to
regulate the complex relations between the different interest groups
in the nation. The political apparatus of decision-making and administration was intended to produce a dynamic balance of forces at the
level of government, in Madison's words, "a fruitful rivalry" among
the departments, but a rivalry which would never result in anyone of
till' fadions in the electorate seizing control of the whole state
apparatus.
The speeialized competencies of each agency interlocked with the
competencies of the others and therefore each agency exercised a
limiting control and influence on the others' spheres of power.
l·'urt.hermore, the Constitution prescribed additional checks on the
dl~partments' exercise of their own specialized competencies by
n~qlliring the explicit approval of another department before certain
del;isions could be carried into effect.
This system of checks and balances served not only as a precaution
against the domination of a single interest group ("the power of
faction "), but also performed the "positive" function of sifting out
till' "common good." This public good, in principle, corresponded to
tIll' interests of no single class in American society; and the internal
structure of the governing apparatus sought to perpetuate and realize
in practice the effective representation of a manifold diversity of
int(·rests. fiui, given the world market conditions of those times, the
Ilaliollal interest inevitably coincided with, and depended on, the
illtl'rests of merchant capital. Consequently. as long as the political
" :lciures of the lJ .S. nation-state guaranteed the sifting-out of the
1,li,lie good, the merchants were assured of the state's support and
promotion of tlwir interests without themselves having to participate
if il','Ctiy ill the government. 13 Contrast this with the period before
II1d,:p(~l1denee, 1-1 when the only way that any economically domillilllL group could ensure public protection and support was to
":\t'n:ise direct control over the provincial legislatures by usurping the
It-ildillg political positions. Later when the conditions for the accuIllulation of capital changed, the same structures of the U.S. stateapparatus, which in and of themselves had promoted the interests of
1lll'I"Cantile capital in the eighteenth century, performed the same
flilldion for the development and domination of industrial capital in.
lhl' S('l:onu half of the nineteenth century and the twentieth century.
Tlw capacity of the nation's political structures to operate in this
way ,without the dominant economic group itself exercising direct
control over these structures, is what we mean by the relative auto-
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nomy of the capitalist state. By analyzing the gradual, historical
development of the formal structures of the American state, and its
accretion and institutionalization of functions, it is possible to grasp
and understand the "autonomization of the capitalist state"-a
process which typically appears only as an abstract theoretical category in Marxist 'debates-as a concrete, historically determined,
cor"r!ax process.
(ii) The Structure of the State Apparatus and the Oppressed Classes

In the previous section we examined the structural principles of
the American state apparatus by which the Founding Fathers sought
to permanently institutionalize a balance of compromises among the
dominant economic groups and so to prevent the outbreak of open
conflict among the most powerful groups in the society. Here we will
reexamine these same principles to see how they functioned as
mechanisms for suppressin the claims and interests of the economically least powerful btroups. 5 This repressive function of the central
state was already implicit in our previous level of analysis since the
constitutional attempts to remove dissension from the ranks of the
national bourgeoisie and to generate a political consensus diminished
the possibility that they would weaken themselves vis-a-vis the
oppressed classes by internal disunity.
The repression of the oppressed masses, an essential means of
maintaining political stability and social order, was accomplished not
by assigning the task of law and order to any specialized agency, but
by promoting the nation's primitive accumulation of capital and by
the very structure of the governing apparatus as a whole. In other
words, the structural principles which guided the state's promotion
of, and intervention in, the nation's growing economy and which
served to secure a balance of compromise among the ruling fractions,
also served to secure and legitimate the domination of the other
social groups.
The history of the American colonies, in particular the peculiar
colonial relationship to their mother country and their recent struggle for independence, made the legitimation problems of the new
central authority especially acute:

1

The activities of independence had unleashed a destructiveness which the FramIlrs properly recognized could not cuntinue once the republic was established.
Thus, the problem of the foundation was not how to preserve the power and the
spirit of the towns and voluntary organizations, but, on the contrary, how to
defuse them. (Yarborough, 21·2)

The structural principles of the state apparatus were explic~tly
introduced not only to produce a balance of compromises among
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dOIll illilll L in teresL groups, but also to check "the turbulence and
(. ii.,·'; of d(~nH)(.:racy" (Randolph quoted in Hacker, 187) and "the
1.-\ ,·llillg spirit" (Ilamilion in Syrett III, 609); in short, to filter out
Illl' illll!\"l'Sts alld eounter-c1aims of the oppressed classes (cf. W. A.
\\illlalllsI8Gu, 129; Beard 1913, 58; Hacker 184).
( I) Federalism

'I'll,' principle of federalism, which applied only to the constitut iOllal division of power between a central government and the
,;dvl'flllllents of the individual states, failed to provide any consti11Iliona! guarantees for the lowest level of government, the municiI'~dil i('so lL was at this level, ever since the colonial period, that the
I'uiit.ical enthusiasm and activity of the American citizens had
d('v('iopud and nourished. The federal structure of the new nations!a\(' reduced town politics to insignificance and few of those who
hild beeJl previously active had any incentive to continue their
I'<tl'til:ipation in municipal affairs now that they only dealt with
Illillllr issues. This dampening of the politic~enthusiasm and activity
oj' tile ordinary citizen was not unintentional.
.
The individual states' retention of certain important powers under
tlw principle of federalism, especially their powers to intervene in the
('(OOllomy, was part of the conscious design to perpetuate the thenl·\.isling diverse bases of American pluralistic politics (cf. Goodman,
72) in the antieipation that a proliferation of competing interests
would cancel one another out and minimize the disruptive effects of
das:; antagonisms on the political structures. The crystallization of
dass relations between dominant and oppressed groups was confined
within the boundaries of the individual states and the state governl111'nts retained the responsibility for regulating and controlling them.
The division of functions between the individual states and the
l"L~lltrai state removed the immediate interests of the oppressed
classes from the central state's realm of competence and molded the
l'xl)('eiations of the citizen-masses: they counted on the central state
to provide general economic protection and the individual state
g()Vl~rnments to respond to demands for aid, tax relief, and other
r\)nn~ oj" intervention to protect their immediate interests. In this
Iyay Ihe cl~l1tral sLate apparatus was reserved as an arena for the
lory:;lallizatilin and balancing of the interests of the dominant econull! ie ~ruLipS ollly
Till! sLrug;gie over the interpretation of the principle of federalism,
II ilidl rl'~llikd in the monopolization of coercive force by the central
:)l<dl~) d('jJrived Lhe oppressed classes of their ultimate means of
Ilroks(. against repressive government measures-the resort to viokiWI') which had, on occasion, yielded success in the past. The local
0
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militia, .which the individual states retained, were now subject to
orders from the central state "to execute the laws of the Union,
suppress insurrections and repel invasions" (Article I, Section 8,
15); and the superior military force of the central state, over which
the disadvantaged classes had no influence, could in turn be used to
protect the individual states "against invasion; and [ . . . J against
domestic violence" (Article IV, Section 4), as indeed it was in the
Whiskey Rebellion of 1794. Hence, in situatio·ns where the policies
of the individual states failed to contain the discontent of the masses,
any local uprising not only would be hindered from spreading
beyond state boundaries, but also could be immediately suppressed
before it could exercise any disruptive effect on the smooth functioning of the economy as a whole. The repressive apparatus of the
new central state ensured the nation's credit-worthiness abroad and
at the same time secured the preconditions at home for promoting
the interests of the economically dominant groups at the expense of
those of the oppressed classes.
(2) Representation

The struggle for independence and freedom, which had succeeded
thanks to the active loyalty and participation of most American
settlers, meant that the new nation could not deny representation of
the masses in their own central governing apparatus. However, every
effort was made to conjure up frightening images of the tyranny
which would be exercised by a purely plebiscitary legislature and to
. convince the citizens of the need to defend the newly independent
nation against the "turbulence and follies of democracy." The
republican principle of representation, as opposed to "pure democracy" which Madison defined as "a society consisting of a small
number of citizens who assemble and administer the government in
person" (Federalist 10, 133-4), seemed to the Founding Fathers to
be the best means of preventing "sheer majority rule or democratic
despotism" (Dietze, 69). Thus the extension of the republic, based
on the principle of representation meant both a concession to the
demands for democracy and equality and a restriction on those
demands.
The division of the R"presentative branch of government (the
Lei 1"1 wre) into an upper and lower house and the Senate's power of
vetu ,-,ver the initiatives of the House of Representatives (Article I,
Section 7, § 1) gave the repres.:mtatives of property equal power
with the representatives of the people and ensured that the demands
of the propertyless classes would always confront greater disadvantages than the interests of the propertied classes. The indirect election of Senators through the legislatures of the individual states and
0
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their longer period of office-they were elected for six years, in
colltrast to the Representatives who had to seek reelection after only
[WI) years (Article I, Section 2, ~ 1 and Section 3, § 1)--were specifi('ally intended as a safeguard against the "illegal usurpation of
power" by the people's representatives (Federalist 62; cf. Farrand I
(1937), 51, 58). The indirect election of the President through
l~ll~doral colleges (Article II, ~ 2) was also intended as an immunizing
nwchanism against the "emotions of the masses" (Federalist 67-77).
The I louse of Representatives was persistently regarded by the
Founding Fathers as a potentially dangerous source of "radicalizing"
and "levelling" tendencies which, if unleashed, would overthrow the
republie.
The much-praised "foresight" of the Founding Fathers in protecting the new-born republic against "radical" and "levelling" tend en- '
des, both then and in the future (see, for example, Madison in
Farrand I (1937), 422-42; Federalist 10). is evidence not only that
t.\wy had no intention of removing the sources of economic inequality,16 but also that they fully anticipated that economic growth and
prusperity would aggravate and exacerbate the sources of destabilizing tlmueneie:;; among the propertyless classes and the disadvantaged
groups -namely poverty, economic inequality. social injustice and
frustrated expectations (cf. Hamilton in Lodge III, 390).

\» Separation and Mutual Control of Powers
To the extent that the principle of the separation and mutual
('untrol of powers structured the internal differentiation and organizdLion of the central state apparatus, and not the relationship be[ween the individual state governments and the central state (as did
lIw principle of federalism) nor between the individual citizens and
1.I11!ir sLruetures of self-governance (as did the principle of representaI iOIl), it Ollt'rated at a level where most of tl)e interests and counter,'laims of the oppressed groups had already been filtered out. Howl'\'I'r, if any such demands did succeed in entering the decisionIllal;illg apparatus of the federal government, they were subjected to
llll' differentiation and specialized competencies of the separate state
lkpartnwnts and agencies. Both the Senate and the independent
l,,'nee of the President were conceived of as explicit counterweights
III tlw dreaded rule of the masses and given the specific function of
I),tianeiug the furies of democracy. All measures passed by the House
uj' I{epresentatives required the concurrence of the Senate and the
l'rl'sident's signature of approval (Article I, Section 7, §·2). These
procedurus, laid down by the Constitution, were further built-in
illl'dlallisll1s to weaken or overpower the possible influence of the
masses, though in practice most of their demands would already have
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been accommodated or suppressed at the level of the individual state
governments.
In additio.l, the powers of the third autonomous department of
the central state, the judicial branch, were confirmed and extended
with the conscious and unambiguous design of rendering the "right
to revolution" superfluous (Oppen-Rundstadt, 102; Dietze, 280).
The judiciary was the only department of the people's sovereignty
which was not dependent on, nor subject to recall by popular election and whose members were guaranteed their offices for life. Its
function was to safeguard the Constitution against all interest groups.
By separating off and locating the protection of the rights of every
American citizen to liberty, equality, security, and property, in a
department independent of, and superior to, the other two elected
branches, the Founding Fathers claimed that the Constitution was
adequately safeguarded from the abuse of power by an elected
government and that this invalidated the citizens' right· to take up
arms against an unjust central authority.
In summary, the constitutional structure of the central state
apparatus, which was chru'acterized by a manifold splintering of the
powers and functions of the people's sovereign authority and by a
system of mutual checks and balances to prevent "the power of
faction," was tile necessary precondition for the political stabilization of the class structure of American society, a structure which the
Founding Fathers had no intention of uprooting. The vertically and
horizontally segmented political system of the new state gave every
class access to some part of the state apparatus and an institutionalized channel for promoting its own interests. This apparatus was
designed to accommodate the demands of the diverse socio-economic
groups in two ways: (i) by facilitating the political expression and
articulation of the interests of the dominant economic groups into a
balanced consensus of compromises at the level of the federal government, thus encouraging the development of a 'cohesive national
bourgeoisie out of the regionally-based, diverse ruling classes; and (ii)
by accommodating the interests of the economically disadvantaged
masses at the level ()f the iudividual state governments, and thus
splintering, re)lrl!ssing, and filtering out the political demands of the
nation's oppressed classes, whose claims on the central state were
atomized into the rights of individual citizens, This formally neutral
political apparatus, dedicated to the pursuit of the "public interest,"
was not the creation nor the instrument of any single class. Once
established, it developed a dynamic autonomous institution, which
could indeed function in a way which promoted the interests of a
single class, but only if the interests of that class coincided with
economic needs of the nation as a whole, i.e., sustaining the nation's
economic 'growth and strengthening its position vis-a-vis other
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i()lIs. Our last section will document the historical evidence for
til" dl'VI'loplllent of this autonomous dynamic.

lid l

:r 'tile Illflllence 0/ the Classes on the Functions and Development of
lilt' US. Natioll-State
(i)

'J'he Coalition of the Federalists

The rat.ificat.ion of the Constitution in 1789 gave the Federalist
l'l),dition the authority to translate the powers granted to the new
"l'IILral state into an active governing apparatus. This coalition sought
Lu unite the interests of all those who participated in the world
market., either directly or indirectly. It was supported by all the
duminant economic groups. The merchants, because of their immedi:Itt' involvement in the world market, occupied the leading position
ill this eoalitioll. The mechanics and manufacturers, who anticipated
thal the Federalist program to intensify trade would expand their
t)\\'J) basis of reproduction, initially identified the merchants' inter"."its as their own. The mass of small independent farmers were
'Illraded by the promise that the Federalists' economic policies
would bring higher prices for their export products. Finally, the
strongest agrarian support for the Federalists came from the large
planters and slaveholders '(Chambers, 120).
Throughout the fil'st Congress (1789-1792), the Federalists
consciously sought to accommodate the interests of all the supportl!rS of the Constitution by such compromise measures as the juggling
or the tariffs, the bargain with Jefferson insuring the passage of the
_\ssumption Act,17 and the settlement policies of the West which
were designed to allay the South's fears that the new nation-state
would interfere with slavery, the economic basis of the southern
bourgeoisie. All of these measures reflect not only the conflicts and
("untradictions in the governing "power-bloc," but also the dominance within that bloc of the merchant class which, because of its
dirl'(.:t participation in the world market, succeeded on every occasion in implementing its preferences as representative of the nation's
illterests. Though the mechanics and the owners of manufacturing
,'ntvrprist:s consistently applied pressure on the government to use its
I II 'weI's to ['(~diwd the nation's growing prosperity towards expansion
lII' illdigl~noLls manufactures, such a policy could not promise the
~allw high profits which were flowing in from trade. The tariff
~raliled to manufacturing in 1789 was subsequently modified in
17H:2 and again later. Secretary of the Treasury Hamilton refused to
l ;l\ l'UIllIllPl"ee as a major source of public revenue, rejected the
Iltijlllsit.ion of tariffs aimed at protecting American manufactures
a~aillSt the competition of British imports; and refused to prohibit

selected imports. He justified this economic policy on the grounds
that domestic manufactures could best be encouraged by bounties
paid by the local and state governments to selected enterprises; but
the mechanics themselves were fully aware that such measures failed
to provide any effective protection against the flood of low-priced
imports. The struggle over the allocation of the government's resources between the demands of merchant capital and the needs of
the still weak productive capital was determined by the nation's
economic growth which hinged on the exceptional profitability of
the activity of its merchant class. The Secretary of the Treasury
became the spokesman of merchant capital and the mechanics
became disillusioned with the idea that a political alliance with the
strong merchant class could be effective in promoting their own
interests.
(ii) The Emergence of the Two-Party System
The dependence of the national interest on merchant capital and
the succession of national policies favoring the merchant class
generated a gradual disintegration of the widespread support initially
given to the hegemonial group. The frustrated interests of the other
economically dominant groups united them around positions diametrically opposed to the Federalists'. Thus, a few years after the ratification of the Constitution whose provisions made it a "constitution
against parties" (Hofstadter), the American electorate split into a
"ruling party" and an "oppositiori party."
The origins of the anti-Federalist movement can be clearly traced
to the economic groups who were most hurt by the Federalists'
policies. Hamilton's consistent policy of raising state revenues from
internal taxation, including the revenues needed to consolidate the
puh1i~ debt, not 'ol)ly alienated the mechanics, but also imposed a
md-:si. e burden on the backwoods farmers. Ever since' Hamilton
proposed his new excise tax on distilled liquors, there were repeated
protests from rural areas lying along roads to market centers. These
agrarian uprisings culminated in the Whiskey Rebellion of 1794,
which was O\oerpowered by the newly-created national force dispatched by.Washington (NeUels 1962, 127). Besides such excise
ta.x:es, direct land and property ta.xes contributed to the collapse of
th~ Federalists' popularity in rural areas which had once provided
significant support. The nation's freehold farmers became the great
bedrock of the new opposition Republican party.
The southern plantation owners also began to affiliate themselves
with the Republican Party, even though they did not feel attracted
to the "democratic" leanings of Jefferson and his followers. In
opposition to the Federalists' principle of "loose construction,"
, , l-. ,I' ... 'HI,
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illll'liec\ in lhe guvernment's measures to implement and extend the
I'\)\\,vrs of lilt' central state, the planters had always favored "strict
("lIlslrudiul\" --i.e., no public debt, a frugal government, and the
1"~lril'li()l1 of the activities of the central state to the powers and
rlilldioliS unumeraL(~d in the Constitution. The southern bourgeoisie
lIplwld this interpretation of the U.S. government partly because the
:,\luIIII'm slates had already paid off their war debts, prutly because
II wy feawd federal in Lerference with the institution of slavery, and
1';1r! Iy I wcallse they themselves had little need for liqu.id capital and
"'I!lS'!t]lIenUy derived little benefit from the federal government's
dl'()r[s tll establish a stable credit system and to attract foreign
ill\·L!~111Wlll. In 1792-3, the Virginians in Congress formed the anti.\dlliinistralion Congressional faction and initiated the establishment
,d' "/(l!Jllll>lican Societies': at the state and local level (Chambers, 57(il ).

British monaxchy, against the U.S.'s "natural ally," the new republic
of France (W. A. Williams 1966, 167; Goodman. 134).
The Federalists' response to growing public criticism was the
passing of the Alien and Sedition Acts in 1798 (Chambers, 135-6;
Levy 1960). These laws, which clearly restricted personal liberty and
freedom of speech and the press, generated widespread opposition
and provoked some of the Constitution's most ardent supporters
(including Madison himself) to oppose the Federalists' principle of
"loose construction. "
By 1800, the Republicans had rallied enough support to win the
national elections. Their victory was due not only to the support of
the agrarian sector, but also to the less prosperous craftsmen and
journeymen of many trades and those manufacturers who were most
in need of protection against British imports. By 1801, HamiUon's
overly confident claim that

Ilul llie changing world situation in 1793 postponed the collapse
Ill' lIw FederalisL:;' pluralist base. The outbreak of war between
E:ll~~laml

and France undermined the restrictions which haq excluded
.\IIl,'rit:all products from importation into Europe. During the war,
I./il' Fl!duralists promoted the international role of the U.S. as a
n"ulnti trader and carrier, supplying needed agricultural products to
till' l>dligerent countries, whatever side of the conflict they were on
(Nurth 1961b, 183-5). Consequently, the U.S. as a whole enjoyed a
lIlllSl prosperous development during the hostilities in Europe; but
lIll! nation's expanded capital remained subordinated to mercantile
activity.
'J'llUllgh all the classes benefitted indirectly from the expanding
l'('OIlOIllY of the U.~., their relative deprivation vis-a-vis the merchant
da~~ caused growing discontent with the consistent use of the
nalion'8 administrative apparatus to promote the exclusive interests
of nwrchant and finance capital. When the Federalist government
cunduded the Jay Treaty in 1794-a treaty which established British
trade wit.h t.he U.S. on a most-favored nation basis (Chambers, 77)-it
was immediately attacked as discriminating in favor of merchants,
banks, and insurance companies. The Republicans tailored their
political program to the economic grievances of all those who did not
profit. from these trade functions: they insisted on the need to secure
lilarkds beyond the British Empire; they committed themselves to
tariff protection on behalf of the mechanics (Young 1964); and they
CllIHII!llIlWd the imposition of land taxes, necessitated by the provoc<lliun of hostilities between the U.S. and France (Chambers, 134;
UlllHlill<lll, 75). li'urLhermore, the Republicans exploited the ideological contradiction in the Federalists' foreign policy: the U.S., after
achil'ving its own sllccessful revolution and republican constitution,
\\',IS now choosing to support their former colonial master, the
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mechanics and manufacturers will always be inclined, with few exceptions, to
give their votes to merchants, in preference to persons of their own professions
and trades (Federalist 35 (ed. Earle), 213)

had been overturned. The Federalist Party could count among its
loyal supporters only old-established merchants, wealthier mechanics, craftsmen who were least in need of protection, and poorer
tradesmen who depended directly on the merchants.
Nol surprisingly, several historians have interpreted the Republican f .Jty as representative of the interests of the· still weak productive capital which was being thre:.ltened by the Federalist measures to
intensify trade during the 1790s (Young 1964). But this interpretation is oversimplified. It fails to take into account the Republican
Party's betrayal of their electoral promises, once they took over the
government. The Republicans' politieal victory in 1800 was in fact a
result of the very strength of the American merchants on the world
market, a strength which had generated the strictly mercantile
policies of the Federalists. Th~se policies indirectly resulted in the
growth of manufacturing by creating the infrastructure for national
commerce and by expanding the mru'kets for American manufactured goods. At the same time they sharpened the opposition between the interests of merchant capital and the interests of manufacturing capital; and they revealed the importance of controlling state
policies in order to promote specific class interests. The blatant
identity between the politics of the state and the interests of merChrult capital (which was possible because of the strong position of
American merchant capital on the world market) was the major
catalyst that triggered off sufficient political opposition to transform
the "bloc in power."
In summary. despite all the safeguards contained in the U.S.
, I'" ,"
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"Constitution against parties" and in the 'structure of the stateapparatus which was designed to produce a political consensus
among fractions of the ruling class, within a decade of the birth of
the American nation-state, one interest, that of merchant capital,
gained dominant influence in all branches of the central political
organ, The politieal structures themselves, geared as they were to
maximizing the economic growth of the nation and the national
process 01' primitive accumulation, sifted out the interests of the
highly profitable mercantile activity as the national interest. This
hislorieal development, which was counter to the conscious intentions of the Founding Fathers, is strong evidence of the determining
ii", Lll~llCe of the world market in the formation and development of
llil
.-\mcrican nation-state. It was the dynamic of the world market
tllat rapidly established and consolidated the merchants' political
sUl'l'l~maey and allowed the public interest to be identified for so
IUllg with the interests of a single class. The political opposition
Il'hidl this identification generated was, as we shall see in the next
sl'dion, unable to change the course of the economic and political
dl'vdopment of the United States. Instead, it merely created yet
allother permanent mechanism-the party system-for the "peaceful
,lIld orderly" organization and accommodation of the complex
rivalril's of different interests.
(iii) The Political Theory of the Republican Opposition (and its
Material COlltradictions)

In direct opposition to Hamilton's Federalist principles, the
Hepublicans adopted the slogan of Jeffersonian democracy: to
promote the interests of the "many" against the "few." But their
idealization of a "nation of independent farmers" contradicted their
ut.opia of self-government by the "many.,,18 Survival based on
'illdt~lh'lldent small I'arming is a time-consuming activity. So too is the
1,,':i!lUll;:,ilJle (,xercise of government. There are only twenty-four
IIIllirs ill till' day, not enough time to allow for the fulfillment of all
till' tasks necessary 1'01' both economic survival and political selfdd,'rmillat.ion. In practice, Jeffersonian demQcracy rested not on a
"iI iL,t~Ill'Y of self-reliant farmers, but on a leisured class, supported by
1111' labor of others and therefore possessing enough time to participall' in aile! control the government. The material basis for such a
class did indeed exist in the United States among'the southern plantatinn'owners who lived off slave labor. The RepUblicans' principle of
frugal government coincided with the southern bourgeoisie's interpretatiun of the Constitution: the principle of "strict construction."
III his Inaugural Address, Jefferson demanded the curtailment of
till' slaLe apparatus. There was no need, he argued, in a nation of free
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and independent property-owners who had their own interests in
preserving law and order, for a complex of agencies to act as "a
check against factions," nor for government intervention in the
economy. The functions of government should be limited to preserving the codified political and economic rights of the citizens (liberty
and property) and to representing the interests of the U.S. abroad.
A minimum of government and a maximum of civil liberties were
the twin principles of the Republican political theory. These principles were the electoral slogans which brought them to power. But
the Republicans' opposition to excessive centralization and state
interventionism failed to manifest itself after they moved into
Congress and their candidate, Jefferson, was elected President. 'I'he
Republicans continued the Federalists' system of regressive taxation,
retained the central banking system, and imposed more revenueraising (rather than protective) tariffs (Chambers, 173 ff., 187).
Gallatin's fiscal policies were essentially no different from Hamilton's. The powers of the Executive branch of the central state, far
from being curtailed, were extended. Jefferson secretly negotiated
with the French to purchase the territory of Louisiana solely on his
own initiative without consultation with the other branches of
government. This usurpation of American popular sovereignty was
confirmed by the Enabling Act, which the Republican Congress'
passed in 1803, giving the President total civil and military control of
the new stnte of Loubana, eVl'n though such powers of the Executive branch were nowhere specified in the Constitution and hence
violated the RepUblicans' principle of "strict construction." By
transfornling the office of the President into the embodiment of the
national interest, Jefferson expanded the role of the President far
beyond either of his predecessors and fortified the power of the
Executive branch of the central state apparatus against the prerogatives of the individual state governments \White 1951 (1956), 35,
551; Cunningham 1963,93; Peterson, 691). 9
Not only were the rights of the states curtailed, but so too was the
liberty of private citizens. When Congress passed the Embargo Act in
1807, which forbade any vessel to set out from the United States for
any foreign port, the merchants simply ignored it. Faced with this
massive non-compliance, the RepUblicans in the next year passed the
Enforcement Act, making full use of the repressive potential of the
state apparatus. This act conceded to the central government powers
of intervention considerably greater than those contained in the
Alien and Sedition Acts passed by the Federalists,in 1798.
The Republicans' assumption of political power had implied that
significant changes would occur in the state apparatus. But what is
remarkable is the failure of the new power-bloc to alter either the
structure of the state or the functions it had acquired as a conse-
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qllelln! oj' Lhe Federalists' program. This "incomprehensible betrayal" of Jdferwnianislll is much described in American historiography,
but. liWe explained. 20 Our own analysis, which has systematically
r"l'llgllized the determining influence of the dynamic of the world
lliarkd in the formation and development of the U.S. nation-state,
Urrl'rs a solution to this riddle.
( 'Oil clu sion

The U.S. nation-state was established in response to the growing
a \'.'arl'ness on the part cif all the diverse dominant' economic groups
lilat the existing decentralized political structures inherited from the
British were inadequate to promote their respective economic
iltlerests or to protect their country's newly-won political independ,~nce. What the Constitution of 1787 represented was the transfer to
a st.rung central organ of powers that were necessary for the effective
ft'alization of the interests of the major economic groups which,
whatl!ver the source of their wealth, were ultimately dependent on
.\lIlerica's position within the world market. The indispensable
prl~c()nditions for standing one's ground in the international competilion for marketing outlets were: (1) a certain amount of privately
(\n;ullllllated merchant capital; and (2) a central authority that was
rdal ivdy strong financially, or at least had a good credit standing.
The Constitution of 1787 provided the basic possibility for the
fulfillment of these two preconditions. The policies pursued by the
Fedl~ralist government under Hamilton, in particular the decision to
postpone the development of manufactures, successfully implenwnted them.
The formally neutral political apparatus, dedicated to the pursuit
uf the common interest and beyond the controi of any single class,
ollce established in 1789, developed a dynamic of its own, so that it
at lainud the status of a relatively autonomous institution. But this
dynalllie was still in the last analysis shaped by the, constellation of
l~e()I\oll1ie interests that had initially created the conditions for the
Ilirth of the U.S. nation-state, namely the differential participation of
till' dominant economic groups in the world market. Consequently,
Ihl' formally neutral political apparatus could be used to promote the
illll'r,'::;I:; of a singll! dass, but only if, the interests of that class
l'uincided with the interests of the nation as a whole-in particular by
strungthelling the nation's economic competitiveness vis-a-vis other
llaliulls, Neither the class of independent farmers, the bedrock of the
Ill'jlublican Party, nor the southern slave-owning planters, who
rUt'IIllIlated its policy, could promote their own interests, to the
ddrilllent of the merchants, without damaging the nation's economic
~I"\)wlh and its position in the world market.
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The Republicans came to power on the basis of an electoral
program which promised not only to reverse the Federalists' consistent support of the interests of merchant capital, but also to curb the
power and activities of the central state in general. Both of these
principles of government were in direct contradiction to the indispensable preconditions for the economic independence of America,
given the competitive international context of the world market. It
is hardly surprising that the Republicans, when faced with the reality
of govemment and of retaining the political and economic independence of their country, were forced to contradict their electoral
promises and to succumb to the historically-imposed necessity of
sustaining the preconditions for the national accumulation of indigenous capital. Even the most fervent advocates of rural democracy
had to submit to the unavoidable crystallization of activities which
only the central state could undertake. Far from pruning this runaway monster down to its strict 1787 constitutional size, the Republicans were themselves forced to extend the repressive apparatus of
the state and its intervention in the economy .
Hence one of the great riddles of American history-the Republican government's "betrayal" not only of their electoral promises, but
also ui' their political theory-is the most dramatic evid~nce that
conL~: ,\s our own hypothesis: that the origin, formation, and development of the American nation-state was determined by the dynamic of the world market situation through the participation of the
U.S. as a whole and of the separate economically-dominant groups of
Americ~.n proaucers and traders in the then-existing system of
international trade.

Postscript: Implications for the Later Development of U.S. Capitalism
Throughout our analysis of the formation of the American nationstate we have emphasized the rol(~ of mercantile capital. This was
because the historical conditions during the period which we were
examining detennined the domination of merchant capital over the
economic and political development of the U.S: Since American
merchant capital was at this time still operating on the basis of the
staple-producing agrarian economy (Le., the division of labor which
had emerged during the coloni&l system), the privileged promotion of
merchant capital (and not. of productive manufacturing capital)
through the Federalist program, in the final analysis, effected a
consolidation of the agrarian property relations. In other words, the
comparative advantage in world trade still rested heavily on landusing types of economic activity, and the deliberate program of the
Federalists to promote America's competitive position on the world
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lllarlwt pn~t;uppot;ed the continued production of these marketable
staples and the relations of production in which this took place. Thus
the Fl~deralists' own program laid the foundation for a permanent
and strudural impediment to the capitalist mode of production by
cOllsolidating t.he precapitalist modes of production. The less these
had di~integrated (as was particularly the case in the South), the
Illl>re the governmentally-mediated enforcement of the accumulation
pruC('SS contrihuted to the petrification of precapitalist class relat ions. Yei, paradoxically, under these same conditions of governIlll'nl-supported petrification, the successful establishment of the
capilalist mode of production depended more than ever on massive
interventions of the state.
The process of the effective establishment of the capitalist relations of production in the United States was to last throughout the
ninde(!IlLh century. One of the most crucial factors in its developnH'nl was to become the importation of a wage labor force sufficiently "free" to have to sell its labor power. This process does not set in
on a massive scale until the 1840s. However, the regressive taxation
system implemented by the Federalists in their attempt to shift the
burden of raising public revenues from the tariff-system only (detri.
Ilwntal to the interests of the merchant class) served indirectly to
al:c('h~ratt! tlw spread of wage labor. The small self-reliant farmers and
p,'1 ty commodity producers, which at the end of the eighteenth
u'nlllry still possessed their own means of production, when faced
with paying the same taxes as the wealthier merchant and planter
:.;ruups, fruquently fell into debt and had to bail themselves out by
sdling their labor power. Their survival from then on depended on
til!' sale of their labor to whomever would employ them, i.e., to the
capitalist owners of the means of production, whose source of
prufits, unlike t.he merchants', was the command over the process of
prodllction. Thus the revenue-raising system of the first American
governments t.endentially served to proletarianize the labor force and
Ilkl'l'ily puve the way for the shift to industrial capitalism (cf. Marx
I,

S:3~J).

Dl',;pil(! these embryonic developments during the period which
hav(~ ex,ullined, the dominance of merchant capital and the
·s of primitive accumulation was to last for more than half a
(,'1" 11')' after the establishment of the central state. Our analysis of
tilt, illilial phases of the economic and political development of the
lillil('d Slatl!S, which laid the historical foundations on which the
d"I'('!opment of industrial capital was to occur, serves to explain both
ill what ways this development was already in motion and why it
l'I Hlid lIot progress aecording to its "natural" course, but required
illslt'ad the adive intervention of the state in providing adequate
1II'l 'C01Hli tions.
III'
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Footnotes
1. Merchant capital and industrial capital share the common goal of extracting and appropriating a surplus and of maximizing their own profitable returns.
But they differ in that ·merchant capital is deployed in the sphere of circulation
for the purposes of transporting products to and from different markets, while
industrial capital is deployed in the sphere of production, processing materials
and developing the means of production. Accumulation to the industrial capitalist means accumulating direct social control over more producers or employees,
enhancing their. productivity by reorganizing the production process itself, and
thereby generating more surplus value. Accumulation to the merchant means
gaining more control over goods already produced. Hence the merchant perceives the source of surplus value from the partial and blindered viewpoint of the
sphere of circulation: the surplus presents itself in the form of a favorable
balal,cl' of trade, i.e., buying where supply is high and hence prices are low, and
sellil.:· ·:here both demand and prices are high. The more that the merchant can
exteuu his control over a specialized line of commodities, the easier it is for him
to set his own sale-price and act as a monopolist, ignoring the market conditions
of supply and demand.
2. A further factor in the. West Indies' failure to develop an internal market
was the eliminaticn of small-scale cane-farming through technological advances.
Sugar plantations, requiring large-scale capital outlay, soon destroyed the small
producers who might have provided a basis for local exchange.
3. "Reproduction context" is a vague term meaning a geographically
limited entity which is governed by certain economic laws. With this category it
becomes possible to separate the double connotation inherent in the term
"nation" which, in Marx's time, was the reproduction context within which the
. law of value was realized (and to which the general categories developed by
Marx, like "average rate of profit," "tendential fall of the rate of profit," etc.,
applied.) Since "nation" is both a political and an economic category, it is
crucial to distinguish and separate these connotations at the outset of any
analysis of the historical formation of a nation-state.
4. In certain parts of New York, the metairie system prevailed. In this
system, a transitional stage between the original f~rm of rent and the capitalist
form of rent (Marx III, 932-3; cf. 785), the tenant provides, besides his labor, a
part of the capital stock, and the landowner provides, besides the land, the other
part of the stock, and the product is then shared in certain proportions, typically
advantageous to the landowner.
5. The slave-owners as such lacked any incentive to invest in labor-saving
devices since their wealth was largely invested in workers whose bodies took the
place of machines (cf. Nettels 1962,191). Also it should be noted that in general
incentives to invest in the productive sphere do not emerge until rent and profit
have become separate forms of appropriation-or, in other words, not until the
process of accumulating capital has become independent of land-ownership.
6. These legislative restraints were introduced in 1661-67, because without
them, the Americans would have traded with the Dutch who at that time could
pay most, sell cheapest, and carry goods most economically-and who did in fact
seek investments in the colonies (Andrews II, 263-4).
7. Very few of the great American shippers tried to take over the enterprise
of locally producing the goods they were shipping. But the increasingly specialized nature of their trade led to an identification of the merchant with the
shipper and to the investment of mercantile profits in the shipbuilding industries
(Pares 1956, 13).
8. The policies by which the national debt (initiated in 1775) was serviced
took very different forms in different states, and the measures by which the
individual states undertook to combat the problem of rapidly-growing inflation
were equally varied. These policies and measures had a decisive influence on the
conditions under which finance capital in America developed, but it would be
too lengthy to provide an adequate explanation of the various policies and their
various effects here. In brief, the series of attempts by the Confederation governi
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ment to meet its need for revenues failed miserably. Already by 1784 the
AIIH:rican national government had become unable to pay its interest on foreign
and domestic loaJls. By 1787, it was practically bankrupt. The domestic debt
played an important role in that it united the various creditors as strong "centr,tlizing nationalists" (Lynd 1967, 118) and the foreign debt united both the
lIorthern alld southern capital fractions in the demand for reorganization of the
fl'dl'r,ll sysLPIIl without which the United States could not have kept its foreign
cr,·dit alive (cL Ferguson 1961).
~l.
In addition, some of the larger (and more influential) manufacturers
,han'') th,~ Illl'rehants' concern for effective protection on the oceans and for
I,
• ial"d commercial treaties to guarantee safe transportation for their wares
d., ' ' , ) SL'CUI'l' marketing outlets on the world trading routes.
Ill. All the soutlll'ril state governments, except South Carolina, had already
.JihorLwd their war costs and were opposed to Hamilton's assumption scheme
b"cause it meant that Lhey would now have to share the burden of paying the
illll'll'sL OJl the unpaid debts of the other states (Bruchey, 115).
11. All case-studies of individual states (e.g., Handlin & Handlin 1947 on
~Ia"achusetts; He(lth on Georgia; and Hartz 1968 on Pennsylvania) document
!lol only the extent of the states' intervention but also "the fact that respective
slal!!s hdd thl:! center of the stage" and that until the Civil War "government
inlt'rv('iltiO!l was concentrated at the state level" (Bronde,120; Redford, 7). _
12. The whole diversified system of revenue-raising to cover the expendilItl','s or the central state was also an expression of the principle of federalism
1\ hidt
dl,nHlIHil'd that every government agency should be adequate to the
i'ulIl'lions assigned to it (Federalist 30, 34); hence, the central state apparatus
t:llilitl 1101 he dependent for its fUnding on the individual states.
I J. This concept of hegemonial position should be distinguished from that
of hislol'ians such as Beard whose economistic procedures in analyzing the social
status of those who participated in forging out the Constitution confine the
t:uncept of Iwgemonial position to those economic groups who directly sought
to rt'alize their interests by the creation and manipulation of a central state.
\-1. During the Confederacy period, there were conscious attempts at both
the individual state level and the confederate level to institutionalize the formal
s('paration of the "selected repres'entatives of the people" from those who held
l'collomic power and to delegate political power to an "autonomous institution"
(Jl'nsen 1950, 366-71). But the formal separation of political and economic
power was not effectiv6ly established until the founding of the strong central
slalP ill 1789 introduced a political structure, superior to those of the individual
,lall's and designed to share power among all the dominant economic interests,
,,) that no one economic group (the southern slave-holders or the northern
nlen:hants, for example) could directly manipulate the state apparatus and
policies in their own interests.
15. Thl"se do not include Indians and slaves who, as individuals, were mere
"persons" (Article I, Section 2, § 3) and had no citizen rights.
\ Ii. They fully recognized that the major source of social antagonisms was
"cillil,mic inequality (Federalist 10, 131), but they regarded this inequality as
iulll:II'1l1 in the human condition (in Madison's words, "the diversity in the faculIi", Ill' men, from which the rights of property originate"), which no social
r,'uq,:anization could wmove.
17. The southern states, which, with the exception of South Carolina, had
•t! I'('ady absorbed their war costs, were opposed 'to Hamilton's assumption
"dlenll' Ill'cause it meant that they would now have to share the burden of
payiug the interest on the unpaid debts of the other states (Bruchey, 115). This
opp()sition lVas contained by Hamilton's concession that the U.S. capital and
,,'at of ~:ov('l'Ilnwnt would be located in the South (Washington, D.C.)_
1 n, A perceptive and detailed analysis of this and other contradictions in
Ikl'lItJliean political t1l1'ory (such as that between the perpetuation of illdependl'II1 property-holders lind the objective necessity to accelerate the process of
primitiVe accumulation for the sake of ensuring national independence) can be
jollilltl iii (;('rstenbergl!r (1973a) .
• t', • .10
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19. After their defeat at 'the elections, the Federalists used the last days of
their administration to strengthen the powers of the JudiCiary and, to fill the
newly-created positions with their own supporters. Jefferson sought to subordinate these strengthened powers of the Judiciary to the office of the President
(Mendelson, 20; Warren) and to use it against both the legislative branch of the
central state and the individual state legislatures.
20. See, for example, Bruchey, 120-2 and Beard 1915, 445-7. Othe~ interpretations of this shift from RepUblican theory to Republican practice vary from
the reproach that the Jeffersonian elite immorally discarded all its principles to
the insight that it never had any in the first place. This line of explanation
appears superficially persuasive when the gap between Jeffersonian theory and
practice is praised as "practical realism" (cf. Boorstin 1964; Koch).
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In the past few decades, cities in advanced capitalist countries have
been shaken by crisis. Urban problems have proliferated and numerous ad hoc programs have been embarked upon to solve them. But'
the underlying sources of the urban crisis have not been clearly ,
explained and the eradication of urban ills remains unlikely. In order
to understand the crisis that is afflicting metropolitan areas, we need
to know a great deal more about modern cities than we presently do.
Although we should certainly attempt to gather new information,
most of all we need to re-orient our perspective. We must stop
looking at cities and their problems in isolation and start locating
them in the context of the larger process of capitalist development.
We need to understand the origins of modern cities, their role in the
overall capitalist system, their basic inner operations and dynamics,
their processes of evolution, the major causes of their problems, and
so forth. In short, we need a theory of the city, a theory that is part
of a more general theory of the nature of capitalist societies. Only
with the help of such a theory can we hope eventually to understand
the nature of the problems that regularly afflict modern cities.
This essay attempts to make a contribution to the emerging
Marxist theory of cities. In the United States the work of David
Harvey, John Ivlollenkopf, Ann Markusen, and others has been
directed towards developing a new urban theory; in Europe, Manuel
Castells, Henri Lefebvre, and their colleagues have made substantial
contributions to this end. Like the above work, this essay locates the
specific problems of cities within the larger context of capitalist
development. But unlike much of the current writing, which concentrates on cities in ~dvanced capitalist societies, this essay focuses on
the OJ' :,~ins of modern capItalist cities at the time of the industrial
reve: " :on.
Specifically, this essay examines the cities that arose in the United
States in the middle of the nineteenth century. America's midnineteenth century cities already contained most of the basic insti-
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SimQtle de Beauvoir questionsJean-Paul Sartre
Well, Sarlre, I would like to ask you about Ibe woman question;
because, in short, you have never ellpressed yourself on Ibis question,
and tbat is !be very firsttbing I would like 10 ask you about. How is iltbal
you have spoken of all the oppressed: of the workers, of the Blacks, in
Black Orpheus, of the Jews, in Anti-Semite and Jew, and you have never
spoken of women? How do you clplain Ihat?
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De Beauvolr raises many of the ,questions with which the Women's movement In
Ihls country Is grappling. These range from the victimization and objectification
of women by men and society, to employment, to abortion, and ultimately to
what the position of the Women's movement should be In the context of
revolutionary movements throughout the world.
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Regionalism
and the Capitalist State:
The Case of
the United States*
Ann R. Mar!cusen

OUT

The best thing in this issue .. .ls a hefty epic-documentary poem about Alaska by
Richard Dauenhauer. There's all manner of linguistic and anthropological totem
pole-felling, historical fireworks, biting satire and prophecy. Dauenhauer's story
(and Alaska's) is a factual howl of environmental rape, from the Czar's ministers
II's as good a cure
and Ihe Klondike miners to the Alaska Pipeline.
for Santa Barb~, bol insularity as I've read In some time; It makes our cultural
and ecological \\~lIare look like a flea fight In a sandbox.
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The phenomenon we call regionalism-the existence, significance
and consciousness of territorial differentiation-accompanies capitalist
development in the world system. This paper treats the phenomenon at
various levels of abstraction, working from the origins of modern
regionalism in the uneven development of capitalism to its contemporary
re-emergence within the U.S. as a political and ideological, more than
material, construct.
The argument proceeds from a recognition that uneven capitalist
expansion with its companion capitalist State,** particularly during
the mercantile .capitalist era, was responsible for putting in place
contemporary political boundaries which now serve as the framework
for regionalism. Yet capitalist production relations in their fundamental
logic are spaceless. In its historical expansion, capitalism as a set of
production relations is most notable for overcoming regional barriers to
exploit labor power wherever it resides. Capitalism destroys ethnic and
cultural diflerenc~s that attempt to impede capitalist penetration,
differences that simultaneously were the roots of State formation, The
spatially differentiated nation-state apparatus dating from the period of
emergent mercantilist capitalism has become the inheritor of regional
... I would like to thank members of the Bay Area Kapitalistate Collectiveespecially Anatol Anton, Jens Christiansen, Les Guliasi, Jim Hawley, Pat
Morgan, Brian Murphy, Chuck Noble, Jim O'Connor, Pat O'Donnell, Alan
Wolfe, and Lenny Goldberg-and John Mollenkopffor their extensive criticism
and help.
... ... In this paper. the word State refers to the Marxist characterization of the
lSl!ltir0]political apparatus in a capitalist society, while the word state refers to
American subfederal political jurisdictions.
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identity, which is better preserved in the political structure, in codifications, and practices of the State than in any other form, including
popular practice-at least within the U.S.
The re-emergence of modern U.S. regionalism has accompanied the
growth of the state. While the boundaries of regions are inherited from
past events in the political economy, the significance of contemporary
I'egionalism derives more from the evolution of capitalist political
stl'Ucture and power than from the evolution of capitalist production
relations per se, which are increasingly homogeneous across U.S.
regions. State actors and class fractions within a country may find it
desirable to selectively engender regional consciousness in order to
promote their ends. In the U.S. this is precisely what has occurred in the
so-called sunbelt-frostbelt debate. While ubiquitous capitalist economic
relations, culture, and ideology homogenize American society, State
sector power is employed to preserve and create new regional
difierentiation.

development involves the uneven expansion of industries, some faster
than others, with consequences for employment, profitability and interindustry links. Temporal uneven development ,refers to the short and
long run cycles of capitalist expansion, where overproduction crises
stunt expansion and create periods of unemployment, low profits and
restructuring of the economy. Spatial uneven development refers to the
uneven progress of capitalist social relations and sectors across territories. It has been used to characterize the relationship between city and
countryside, and the more rapid development of certain regions than
others. In all of these cases, the characterization of the process as
uneven remains descriptive. In order to understand the causation in
each case, Marxists have had to delve deeper into the structure and
dynamics of capitalist social relations.
The spatial array of capitalist social relations has never received the
attention that the sectoral and temporal dimensions have in Marxist
theory, with the exception of still immature theories of imperialism.
Many bourgeois and Marxist scholars alike drawing on the apparent
correlation of capitalist development with uneven spatial phenomena,
have concluded that capitalist development necessarily requires or
necessarily produces spatial unevenness. For instance, Walker writes
The kind of development operating throughout the United States today is not chiefly a
comt:quence of barriers to capitalist tr8IIBformation, development, and conyergence, but
of cc pi . aI's own internal logic working itself out in space. (Walker, 1978, pg. 3)
Three positions on the inevitability of uneven regional development
seem to emerge from Marxist work to date on uneven regional development.
1) Capitalism requires uneven spatial development as a condition of
accumulation.
2) Capitalism produces systematically uneven spatial development, although
it may not require it and may even suffer from its consequences.
3) 'Capitalism may produce, as well as may eliminate uneven regional
development.
'

Capitalist Uneven Spatial Development
l'hat capitalism has produced irregular spatial arrays of economic
activity is empirically documentable. However, on a theoretical level,
the causal imperative of this pattern is the subjeetofmuch debate. And,
empirically, Marxist research has not proven systematic production of
uneven spatial form.
Uneven development was Marx's characterization of the process of
capitalist expansion. Marx applied it primarily to the specialization of
labor within industries, although his description of the antagonism
between the city and the countryside echoes a spatial dimension. Marx's
emphasis was dynamic: it was the process of capitalist development that
he characterized as uneven, not its outcomes. The transportation of this
notion to the characterization of outcomes, "spatial unevenness," has
been accomplished by younger Marxist social scientists, who unwittingly
mimic the tendency within bourgeois social science to assign characteristics to places and things, rather than sticking to the dynamics of a
process as the analytical focus. Uneven development remains a feature
of the capitalist expansion process, not a quality of particular places.
Three types of uneven development have been most noted in recent
Marxist literature: temporal, sectoral and spatial.* Sectoral uneven
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* Other forms of capitalist "uneven development" have been studied,
including race and gender. There may be many more. It is precisely the
descriptive nature of the characterization "uneven" which permits us great
elasticity in the various categories which can be nnduded &W types of uneven
' ncve\opmellt under capitalism.
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Resting on an appeal to theoretical plausibility and empirical evidence,
I would argue the third ofthese positions. First of all, there is nothing in
the logical capitalist accumulation that requires spatial differentiation.
Capital, the motive force in the expansion of production, pursues the
extraction and realization of surplus value through the organization of
the production and circulation proces!,es. As such, it is always in search
of wage labor, the source of surplus value. As many of the accounts of
imperialism assure us, pre~capitalist modes of production, including
federal agriculture and peasant subsistence farming, have provided
impediments to capitalist expansion (Brenner, 1977) by withholding
wage labor from the capitalist sector. Such prior modes of production
had their own class structure cultures, and state formations, each of
I 'I·, _"
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which provided elements of resistance to capitalist incursion,. This line
of reasoning suggests that it is not capitalism per se, but the environment which capitalism encounters on its expansion path which renders
the process of expansion "uneven." Particular capitalists and corporations may be able to exploit conditions existing in anyone region at a
particular point in the process, but the system as a whole has no stake in
ensuring uneven development. This interpretation of uneven development also permits convergence and reversals in the positions of
differen t regions. *
Secondly, the arguments about the necessity of or systematic occurrence of uneven development operate at too aggregate a level. In order to
understand why uneven development results in a particular region
lagging behind others in a particular point in time, we have to know the
specifics of the particular region relative to other regions. The recent
Review of Radical Political Economy special issue on uneven regional
development demonstrates that a number of features have retarded or
accelerated capitalist expansion across different regions (RRPE, 1978).
They include differences in the degree of militance of various classes in
pursuing or fighting capitalist incursion, differences in ownership
patterns of both land the means of production, differences in the degree
of competitiveness or oligopoly in industrial structure, differences in
nature (existent but overplayed in the bourgeois literature), and differences in the adjustment of various sectors to crises in the accumulation
process. 11owever, these various features are not peculiar to regional
distinctions, since they also characterize neighborhoods, cities, and
conflicts or differences within regions.
Finally, the empirical evidence on regional experience suggests that
ditlerenl regions' fortunes within capitalism rise and fall with the
evolution of capitalist social relations and their expansion across the
world. Most recently, the rapid growth of resource rich (especially oil
rich) Third World nations belies the conventional wisdom that resourcebased ecol10mies are necessarily on the losing end of uneven regional
development. At the same time, the woes of the British economy and
hard times in the European Economic Community suggest that
nationally-based capitalist hegemony may not be permanent. And
within nations, such as the U.S., the rapid growth of previously laggard
regions, such as the South, suggests that once precapitalist and sectoral

barriers to incursion are removed, capitalist production will indeed
move to areas where immature capitalist relation of production result in
less militance, lower wages, and a less expansive welfare state. Thus
generalizations about the systematic nature of uneven regional
development are dangerous unless they are disaggregated to specify the
precise set of forces operating in each case.
In this dis aggregated analysis, the role of the State and political
conflict becomes clearer and more significant. While economic specialization does create potential regional differences, it is the establishment
and operation of State, machinery along regional lines which gives
regionalism both its framework and contemporary significance.
Political economists grant too little credit to both culture and politics as
sources and perpetrators of regional differentiation. While I try to
acknowledge the cultural forces at work, the remaining sections of this
paper focus on the significance of politics and State structure in the
evolution of contemporary regionalism.

.. My argument here, and that of Brenner's as well, parallels Schumpeter's
argument on imperialil:lm: "Imperialism is t.hus atavistic in character. It falls
into that large group of surviving features from earlier ages that play an important part in every concretel:locial situation. In other words, it is an element that
I:ltems li·om the living conditionl:l, not of the present, but of the past-or put in
term,; of the economic interpretation of hil:ltory, from past rather than present
relation» of production" (Schumpeter, 1955, p. 65).
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The Concept of "Region"
The concept of region has never clearly been granted a precise universal analytic definition. In the U.S. university curriculum it is negatively
defined as everything that is complementary to and superceding the
"urban. II In popular usage, region refers 19 everything from the metropolitan to the state and multi-state levels, to Third World countries and
continents of the world. Castells (1977), Feldman (1978) and others have
recently begun to question the usefulness of the notion "urban,"
correctly pointing out its ideological function-the reification of certain
spatial consequences in the sphere of reproduction under capitalist
economies and the prescriptive treatment of them separately from
capitalist dynamics and social relations. Capital mobility undermines '
urban viability so that it becomes increasingly clear that urban
problems cannot be dealt with in isolation from regional and interregional forces. The renewed U.S. controversy at the "regional" as
opposed to "urban" scales may be a direct consequence of imperialism
and urban crisis coming home to roost.
Abstractly, region is a conceptual category that connotes a physically
definable and contiguous geographical area with some political status
(not necessarily legal, e.g., Palestine). Membership in a region may be
multiple (I am a Minneapolitan, Minnesotan, and American), but it is
primarily determined by political status, not by class or cultural circumstance. Regional membership generally extends to all those who reside
within the region. It does not distinguish residence from membership,
although access to power may be very different across groups within the
region and there may be strict controls via immigration on who may
, ,t·,
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"join." Regions may have multiple cultures and economic activities
existent within their boundaries. In a nation state with multiple levels
of power, such as federal system, regional groupings may arise from
cultural affinity or common economic problems, but remain political
agf,'Tegates (e.g., the Appalachian Regional Commission or the Western
Governor's Policy Office) or political derivatives (Federal Regional
Councils).
The essence of State power is the monopoly of force in a territorial
unit. Because of the changing nature of the capitalist economy and the
existence of resistance to cultural and political oppression, many
regional delineations are frequently under attack, through conflict over
the political structure or control of the existing State apparatus
(Northern Ireland, Cyprus, Northern Michigan, Quebec). Thus, the
form and content of regional divisions and groupings change over time
as an indirect function of capitalist dynamics and a direct function of
class, political and cultural struggles. But the target of such changes is
always political structure and power. Therefore. we are justified in
identifYing the political as the primary determinant of regional divisions, even though at any given moment we may have to seek the roots
of political conflict over regional boundaries in the cultural and
economic events internally. But no consistent relation between cultural
and/or economic status can be found empirically tojustify the primacy of
either as the definer of region. I argue that a consistent relationship can
be found between State boundaries, State power, and the content of
regionalism. An operational definition of region therefore uses subdivisions of and aggregates of existing political jurisdictions.

Regional Structure: The Inheritance of Political Boundaries
Regional spatial structure coincides with political boundaries. The
history of these political boundaries explains why contemporary nationstates may have serious internal regional problems or threats to their
terri tOl' i ,.1 ::;overeignty from without. Original political boundaries were
drawn Ii.., u result of conquest, unification, separation; or incorporation.
Each region has its own unique h~story, where its political structure can
be traced to the dynamics of the dominant mode of production. This
political structure now wields power that may no longer correspond to
the underlying economic or cultural dynamics and may therefore be the
subject of conflict.
For instance, in the colonial era, mercantilist capitalists enlisted the
aid of their own nation-states to break down barriers to capitalist expansion, through military, economic, and ideological means. Imperialism
and its predecessor, colonialism, were thus propagated by an inextri-
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cable mixture of State and private institutions. In fact, the major
protagonists were seen to be "Spain," "France," "England," etc., not the
primitive accumulators or industrial capitalists behind each. As part of
world expansion, these nation-states replicated themselves by impol:ling
nation-state political structure on the Third World. These political
divisions remain as the primary regional identifiers today.
U.S. regional structure parts dramatically from the European tradition because its territory was resettled during the era of mercantilist
capitalism, not feudalism and its native population was exterminated
nni.er than incorporated as under classical imperialism. Furthermore,
i",,,- settlers came from many different cultures and political and
economic experiences. Of all the advanced capitalist nations, it thus has
the most youthful political structure, in the sense that its evolution was
less constrained by previous indigenous social relations and cultural
tradItions than most other nations. Nevertheless, it has a political
structure strongly regionally based and has had many regional
conflicts, even one, the Civil War, at the scale of insurrection and
warfare.
The U.S. political structure from the outset granteli regional sharing
of power within the nation. Its federal system derived from the different
colonial political structure in the original thirteen states, themselves a
function of the different franchises and charters granted by European
powers, encompassing striking cultural and economic differences
within the set. As the new nation expanded across the continent, first to
facilitate primitive accumulation, later to aid exploitation offarmland,
and still later to engender industrialization, several features determined
the boundaries and size of new political units. First of all, "defense"
requirements (from other European powers and from Native Americans)
made rivers and mountains convenient boundary lines, regardless of
the fact that lining the border down a river frequently dissected a
natural economic and cultural unit-the water basin. Second, the
emerging dominant regional conflict between the slave based cash crop
economy in the South and the wage labor manufacturing and
commercial economy in the North required additional states to enter as
slave/not slave duos, resulting in smaller states than might otherwise
have been carved out of existing territories. Third, the boundaries of
many states were inherited from the older claims of European colonial
states, which devolved in chunks upon the American nation (the Northwest Territory, the Louisiana Purchase, and Texas and California).
Finally, the demands of new settlers for protection and control of
resources were also granted in some cases, especially if contiguous
territory were not already incorporated in another state.
East of the Mississippi, the dominance of the defense motive produced
an array of states strongly outlined by rivers. The middle western and
plains states were drawn on both river and "equal population" criteria.
j ,j.,
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California boundaries date from several events. Her northern and
southern boundaries were inherited from previous colonial settlements,
her mammouth size can be credited to her strongly organized internal
politics (although from the start a counter proposal would have made
the ti ve southern counties into a separate state), and her eastern boundary was charted by settler greed for the timber on the east slope of the
Sierras and control of the lower portion of the Colorado River.
Both economic motives and cultural identities were thus important
shapers of the original political units in the United States.'" Following
the establishment of the fifty states, the political endowment of power in
the lower tier of the federal structure began to reorganize regional
atlinities. During the Western U.S. statehood creation process, strong
regional identities emerged on a state by state basis. Settlers, egged on
by provincial newspapers, held great pride in their state and in the joint
venture that it appeared to be. In the West, regional identifications were
dominated from the very beginning, by a series of political events and
institutions, not by a common cultural tradition. In the East, large-scale
immigration 'and the transition from an agricultural to an industrial
economy transcended the older cultural and economic character of the
regions. Virtually every state by the mid-19th century had an ethnic
mix in its population. Continual immigration and internal mobility
prevented the equation of regional identity with cultural identity. The
South was the exception: here an antagonistic mode of production and
an accompanying culture, both built on slavery, resulted in a regional
identity which led to civil war.
Thus political structure in the U.S. derives historically from the dynamics of capitalist expansion confronting a pre-capitalists territory. A
sutIicient history of U.S. regionalism would inquire after the complex
interplay of the economic, ethnic, cultural, and political events
surrounding its evolution. In this section, I have traced only the setting
place, and maintenance, of political boundaries which are the framework for regional identity. But formation of the specific regional
boundaries is not of interest to us unless events within those regions
lead to conflict. In the next section, we explore the content of contemporary regionalism, which I will also argue is primarily shaped by the
significance of the political realm.
Nevertheless, the importance of political boundaries and membership
in a nation-state should not be belittled. The experiences of Hawaii and
Puerto Rico, for instance, have been starkly different from other Pacific
and West Indian territories primarily due to their incorporation (in
different forms) in the U.S. political structure. When ethnic identities or
'" A detailed documentation of this political shaping and the subsequent
sectionalism that focussed on the fedelt'al polil.ical structwre is presented in
Turner, 1932, especially Chapters II, XI, and XU.
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common economic ties are bisected by political boundaries, the possibilities fot: alliances may be impeded and the fortunes of those with common
cause may vary dramatically across borders. Sioux Indian members'
political strength is diluted by their dispersal over several states; auto
workers win better state concessions in Michigan where their numbers
are largest; ranchers fighting coal stripping fare better in Montana than
in neighboring states because of the different political histories of each
state.

Contemporary U.s. Regional Differentiation
Past 'historians of U.S. sectionalism believed in its vitality. In an
essay entitled "Is Sectionalism Dying Away?" written in 1907,
Frederick Jackson Turner concluded that distance from markets,
sectional distribution of crops and other economic activities, and the
sectional distribution of ethnic stocks "will always tend to produce
sectional diversities and conflicting interests in the vast area ofcomplex
geographical provinces which make up the U.S." (Turner, 1932, p. 312).
Similarly, Hesseltine began his 1944 essay on "Regions, Classes, and
Sections in American'History" by claiming that "the divergent interests
of sections have constituted the major problems of America's past and
bid fair to be the major issues of the future" (Hesseltine, 1944, p. 35). His
analysis emphasized the struggle for control within regions as well as
the fundamentally different economic interests of each section. While
both regional scholars acknowledge the increasing economic integration
of U.S. regions and the clear movement toward national planning
(Hesseltine, p. 43; Turner, p. 311), each championed the hardiness and
desirability of sectionalism.
Over the past hundred years, political structure and political power,
rather than ecoI,lomic or cultural stakes, increasingly have become the
c, ,L:,es and targets of regionalism. In this section, I argue that increasing
L.! 'ural and economic homogenization in the United StaU;s has broken
down the old basis for regional rivalries. Previously, the division of state
power between federal and state levels of government resulted in persistent sectional differences based on economic and cultural claims of each
section on the national government (Turner, 1932, pp. 327-8). For
instance, the agrarian and non-industrial sections (Upper midwest,
Plains, and part of the West) would tight in federal forums for concessions from the industrial northeast. But the advance of capitalist industrialization has increasingly eliminated such geographic differences in
mode of production or sectoral specialization. New regional rivalries
appear to be much more an artifact of pure State power struggles than of
true economic or cultural diflerences. Without charting in detail the
20th century diminution of economic and cultural roots, the following
,
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argument relies on a consideration of the current significance of these
features across U.S. regions. By looking at the microdialectics of particular regions and relationships within them, we can decipher the forces
which give rise to the consciousness of regionalism and test the contention that political forces dominate.

nourished. It is close to being completely syntheti~ and dangerously
manipulable by commercial interests. The overwhelming cultural
event of pOSt-World War II America is the nationalization and homogenization of culture through television.
These observations suggest that there is no major cultural content to
contemporary U.S. regionalism. While cultural and ethnic ties may be
extremely important at the family and neighborhood levels, they have
been largely eliminated on the regional level by capitalist mobility and
cultural control.
A deep longing for an ethnic or cultural regional identity may remain,
an~ in part be responsible for the popularity of synthetic and commercially-imposed images. The full understanding ofthis quest for local
identity may be blocked in Marxist analysis by the overemphasis on the
material relations of production at the expense of an analysis of
reproduction of labor power under capitalism. The community is the
sphere of this reproduction and the assertion of local pride may be a
statement by women and children in particular of the importance of
reproductive mechanisms, like family, school, and church, in people's
lives, and issues of control over them.

The Cultural Roots
The reader might protest that cultural and social identifications
regionally are quite strong, forming a basis for regional ties. While some
cultural pockets thrive, strong forces undermine cultural commonality
as a regional phenomenon. First, the settlement patterns in the U.S.
referred to above, and the continual high rates of migration by members
of all classes and many ethnic groups, tend to break down regional
correspondence between culture and place. Some urban neighborhoods
may remain culturally intact; thus urban politics may exhibit a strong
ethnic or cultural component. But contemporary regional politics
demand transcendence of particular ethnic affinities in order to forge
alliances, whether we are speaking of corporatist regional policies or
western indigenous battles again energy development and federal
domination. Regional cultural identity has eroded over the 20th
centul I. While in the 1930s the Communist Party could propose a Black
Nation in the cotton belt (Allen, 1976), today the case for the nationalist
potential of a people within the U.S. coincident with a particular region
would be difficult to make. (The single exception are the claims by some
N a ti ve Americans to western land. Yet the reality of the moment is that
the Cheyenne must join forces with Montana ranchers to protect their
adjacent lands from capital incursion.)
Second, the commercialization of culture has preempted people's selfdetermination of their own culture. In place of an indigenous tradition,
plastic images of regional culture are canned in T.V. programs, novels,
and the press. David Whisnant (1977) has documented the destruction
of Appalachian mountain culture. Economic development funds have
been used to encourage craft production, resulting in Taiwan-made
replicas of Appalachia arts sold in highway stands to tourists. Likewise,
the appropriation of hillbilly music turned Buck Owens' insults the
indigenous tradition of Appalachian music. The degradation of their
culture through such commercialization has destroyed Appalachian
pride in it; many people have stopped making music and art. Similar
. images of the California beach boy, the Texas cowboy, and the Northern
lumberjack pick up on a tiny truth on tradition and smear it on billboards, records, screens, and restaurant menus. People's experience
with their culture tends increasingly to come through the media. not
through daily contact with similar people in which this culture is
.10'."'.. ,,
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The Economic Roots
Much has been made in recent years of the uneven development of
capitalism across regions, as students of imperialism brought home
their analysis and applied it to Appalachia, the Great Lakes, Native
American reservations, the South, and now the Northeast. The clarification and synthesis of this work is only now being undertaken (see
URPE, 1978; Simon, 1978; Markusen, i979). Regions which are diflerentially occupied by capitalist accumulation are classified as "developed"
and "underdeveloped," itself an unsatisfactory delineation, since
"underdevelopment" can arise from multiple sources. It can refer to
incomplete incorporation into the mode of production of a particular .
people, the result of resistance by a prior mode or the blocking of full
development of free wage labor. On the other hand, it can refer to particular features vi' capitalist dynamics in a fully integrated region, such as
the exhaustion of a resource base, or the persistence of racism that '
prevents certain groups from freely entering the labor market and
encouraging them to migrate. A great deal of bad and incomplete
analysis of regional economic development by Marxists has left us a
legacy of confusing notions, such as the internal colony, core-periphery,
dependency, and backwash effects (Collective, 1978).
As I have argued above, capitalist development is impervious to the
needs of people in any particular region and will seek out cheap labor
whenever and wherever it is profitable to go. No region's fortunes under
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capitalism can be analyzed without an understanding of all other
regions, and no historical conclusion of empirical regularities in
regional features is warranted. Regions may reverse the~r position (e.g.,
the South and the Northeast, cities vs. rural areas) as favored locations
for capitalist development. Economic forces arc not reducible to regional
boundaries or regional qualities.
However, there are two ways in which regional economic differentiation may still feed regionalism. Even though over the long haul each
region faces the same capitalist dynamics, at any point in time their
experience may be problematic and different from other regions. The
significance of the law of uneven development is that it describes the
empirical experience of temporal (not spatial) aspects of capitalist
development. Rapid growth may characterize one region today, after
many years of stagnation. Either rapid growth or decline is problematic;
each is disruptive of existing regional productive and reproductive
structures.
Thus despite ubiquitous incorporation into the industrial and
monopoly capitalist mode of production, the age of the regional capitalist
economy and its rate of change may be a source of continued regional
economic difierentiation. People in such circumstances may view the
different experience of another region as the cause of their plight. For
instance, people opposing rapid growth in· the West with its myriad
boomtown problems might blame the Eastern demand for energy and
argue that the Northeast should tighten its belt. People in the
Northeast, experiencing the pains of job loss, might blame the South
and the West for stealing jobs. These perceptions are not accurate, since
the culprit is capital, which knows no home. But upon such regional
anxieties, as I argue below, a politically-inspired regionalism is imposed.
The second source of persistent regional economic differentiation is
the immobility of certain sectors within regions whose fortunes are tied
to that of the region. These may be of two types. First, even though
manufacturing, construction, finance, and transportation have decentral ized radically. some degree of sectoral specialization may still exist
in certain regions. A current example is energy, which places mineral
and fuel rich regions in a potentially antagonistic position.as suppliers
with respect to energy-consuming regions like the Midwest and Northeast. However, energy production makes strange bedfellows, with
states like Alaska, Louisiana, and New Jersey suppliers of off shore oil
to consumers from California to New England. Thus sectoral specialization as a basis for regionalism is somewhat unpredictable. The second
type of local capitalist interest tied to regional futures are those industries whose assets are tied to regional land uses and population
centers: banks, real estate, commercial interests, etc.-the constituency
of the local Chambers of Commerce. Their stakes ill! regionalism have
not changed perceptibly over the course ofU .S. development. Prominent

among these is the local press, which has a monopoly over local regional
consciousness and is supported by the Chamber of Commerce coalition,
but whose economic asset (its circulation) is not mobile. This single fact
may result in the prevalence of a regional consciousness even when the
material conditions for regional differentiation have disappeared.
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The Political Roots

In the U.S. the entire progress of capitalism has been shaped regionally
by the not-so-visible hand of the State. The consolidation of economic
power in industrial, monopoly, and multinational corporations has been
accompanied by a concomitant growth in national government power
and domain. Radical historians have documented the employment of
regulation, national government spending and federal land policy in the
interests of the capitalist system as a whole, frequently overriding or
eliminating small, particular capitalist interests whose behavior stood
in the way of the smooth process of capitalist accumulation (Kolko,
1963; Boyer, forthcoming).
Current regional actors know that the State's activity can vastly
affect their region's development prospects. Past federal policies and
structures which have affected regional differentiation can be conveniently grouped into five categories: regulatory and commercial policy,
land policy, infrastructure and public investment, intergovernmental
functional allocations, and explicit regional development policies. I
he VI' elsewhere rejected the current sunbelt-frostbelt rhetoric that
accuses the federal government of some aggregate unfairness, measureable in fiscal flows (Markusen and Fastrup, 1978). The reality is far
more complex, sometimes deliberate, sometimes not, not necessarily
budgetary, and far more profound than fiscal flows analysis suggests.
Regulatory and commercial policy have afiected regional growth
rates profoundly, but in ways which are frequently hard to gauge
conclusively. The Civil War was largely a regional battle over federal
commercial policy toward two c01llpeting modes of production. The
inability of the auto industry after World War II to secure tariffbarriers
to imports was a result of regional concentration of production (and
therefore lack of Congressional power). The Congressional disinterest
helped spur the industry to disperse auto production away from the
Michigan axis, while imports made big inroads on U.S. markets, further
harming regional growth. Natural gas regulation is purported to have
shifted a great deal of industrial production to the South. Regulation of
transportation rates (truck, railroad', and air) has shaped regional
growth, principally through successive waves of decentralization. Oil
quotas for years stimulated the growth of Texas, Oklahoma, and Los
Angeles. Such regulatory policies never appear on fiscal flows tallies .
J.
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Land policy, including settlement policy, determined basic U.S.
settlement and land ownership patterns in the nineteenth century.
Particularly significant were the extensive lands given to the railroads,
the engendering of petty bourgeois farming by the homesteading arrangements, and the retention of vast amounts offorest and arid lands in the
public domain. In more recent years, the disposal of these lands (and offshore shelves) through cheap leasing arrangeme~ts to energy companies,
timber companies, and ranchers has undoubtedly stimulated the
growth of coastal and western interior areas. The recent growth of
western coal stripping at the expense of Appalachian expansion may be
in large part a result of the advantages of cheap federal land in the west.
Infrastructure and public investment programs, especially the
location and construction of military bases, have been incalculably
important to regional growth rates. Military installations, especially
throllbh porkbarrelling by Southern Congressmen with electoral
longevity, favored the South and Southwest. Army Corps of Engineers
programs for improving waterways (e.g., Mississippi, St. Lawrence) and
building dams for water and power have secured the income of North
Dakota wheat farmers and Western Slope irrigators. Likewise, the construction of the interstate freeway system profoundly rearranged access
networks in this country, stimulating a continuing decentralization of
industrial production.
The intergovernmental allocation of responsibilities and resources,
e!:lpecially in the areas of tax, welfare, and labor policy, have allowed
regional differentiation to flourish in ways that are functional for
capital. A labor policy that has left questions like right-to-work, workman's compensation, and health and safety issues up to the states has
permitted the more conservative dominated states to prevent unionization in the South and to undercut Northern unions by attracting
industry away from high wage areas. Similarly tax and welfare policies
left to the discretion of the several states have resulted in competition
that tends to discourage high tax and welfare levels, with industrial
relocation among the states the disciplining force. On the other hand,
where competition among states would hurt capital (e.g., trade policy)
banking policy functions are centralized at the federal level (Friedland,
et. al., 1978). Federal decisions regarding the delegation of state power
among levels of government has thus shaped regional growth.
Finally, there have been two sets of explicit regional policies
implemented in this century. First, in the 1930s, Tennessee Valley
Authority, the Bonneville Power Administration, and sister proposals
for other regional power and water development schemes aimed at
stimulating regional economies through outright public construction
and subsidy of a basic industrial cost. These explicit regional programs
were legitimation devices to ward off radical transformation in regions
with broad based radical coalitions (e.g., Communists and Black share-

croppers in the South). They succeeded. The TVA was a mainspring of
the regional migration of manufacturing activity to the South and
capitalist incorporation of wage labor. Bonneville was the key to the
aluminum industry's location in the Pacific Northwest (the bauxite was
imported), which in turn permitted the development of an aircraft
industry.
In the post World War II era, territorially based policies gave way to
regional planning which explicitly attempted to force integration of
regions into the capitalist mainstream (Friedmann and Weaver, 1978).
The postwar policy aimed at destroying isolated communities and
existent regional networks by inducing regional migration to "growth .
poles"-,cities organized around wage labor and full integration of the
population into capitalist production and consumption structure. The
most outstanding example is the Appalachian Regional Commission
with its conscious intent to destroy the subsistence economy in the
hollows, by encouraging people to migrate to Lexington and Cincinnati,
by withdrawing health services and public schools from small locations,
by emphasizing education and manpower training, and by encouraging ,
capital to migrate into new growth pole cities (Burlage, 1970). Its major ~
component was a new highway system designed to relocate people and:
jobs spatially, also a big boon to capital accumulation through the
traditional method of stimulating the construction sector. This has
succeeded in its task of securing capitalist incorporation, though not in
eliminating poverty.
Thus the past records shows tremendous regional consequences from
federal and state government policies. I have refrained from offering a
comprehensive theory of caQsation or a definitive accounting because I .
believe that in large part the regional consequences were not the aim of
the policy, but incidental to the more pressing needs ofV.S. capitalism:
State underwriting of accumulation, State discipline of labor, State
. championing of petty bourgeois structure in agriculture, State defense
policy, and State distribution of favors to particular industries. But the
belated recognition of these regional consequences and of their persistence is a prime force in the ideology and reality of contemporary U.S.
regionalism.
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THE NEW REGIONALISM
I have argued above that culture is not an important basis for contem·porary U.S. regional identity, that economic differentiation exists but
not consistently or nonreversibly across regions, and that the State has
been the primary factor determining regional boundaries and an important force in regional differentiation. In this section I argue that the new
regionalism is focused on the capitalist State for good material reasons
t
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and that it is used by regional capitalist interests and sectors in government to obscure the basic class and corporate dynamics of the actual
economic situation.
What is the new regionalism? It is the emergence in the early 1970s in
the media, in the lobbying world, in regional organizations, and in the
State itself (especially Congress) of a strong regional identification and
assertion of conflicting interests among such loosely construed regions
as the frostbelt, the sunbelt, the South, the Southwest, the Northeast,
etc. (Markusen and Fastrup, 1978). While the emergence was concurrent
with academic "discoveries" of reversals in central city and regional
demographic and economic trends (Sternlieb and Hughes, 1977;
Weinstein, 1977), and with state and local government fiscal ills
associated with disruption in development paths, the actual popular
jargon seems to have begun with several press accounts, namely
Kirkpatrick Sale's Yankee/Cowboy hypothesis and the original
National Journal article that announced "Federal Spending: The
North's Loss is the Sunbelt's Gain" (Sale, 1973; Havemann, et. aI.,
1976).* Subsequent to the press announcement of the "Second War
Between the States" (Business Week, 1976), Congressional caucuses
on regional lines were formed and two Governor's groups emerged: the
Conference of North Eastern Governors (CONEG) and the Western
Governor's Energy Policy Office (WGREPO, now WGPO). Numerous
b'TOUPS launched studies of regional shifts in economic activity and
population, and attempts were made to document federal favoritism
toward one region or another (Rafuse, 1977. 1978).
The rhetoric, of course, obscured the primary culprit of regional hardship: capital mobility. While always a prompter of regional reorganization, capital mobility was particularly fierce and apparent in the early
1970s because of the conjunction of a recession and the energy crisis.
The recession closed down the older industrial plant, located primarily
in the more easterly regions, and bared the significance of state sector
inducements, such as the interstate freeway system and post-World
War II military base locations. The energy crisis, the only stimulus to
accumulation during the recessionary period, channelled investment
into a tiector highly dependent on certain resources, mostly located in
the South (the Gulf Coast) and the West (interior gas, oil, coal).
Furthermore, the high capital intensiveness of energy production
(hugh plants, pipelines) required a labor-intensive construction period,
so that lots of short-run jobs mushroomed in these areas. During the
recession the typical cylical repression oflabor through unemployment

and downward pressure on wage rates, and through cutbacks in social
services, hit hardest in the Northeastern region and in central cities
around the country. In response to high energy costs and labor
militance, jobs continued to migrate out. *
From the point of view of capital as a whole, only the recession itself is
a problem. The regional impacts, unless so severe that they affect the
availability of other factors of production or regional markets-a possibility, are of no consequence. In fact, neoclassical economists would
argue that this is simply the evening out of capitalist development,
working toward an interregional equilibrium. The right of capital to
pursue cheap labor wherever it exists, i.e., the right to mobility, is
guaranteed by the State. (Despite the recommendation to Third World
countries that they employ controls of all capital flows, the U,S, has
never taken its own advice.)
Current U.S. economic structure produces different regional politics
than the 19th century Eastern industry/commerce vs. Southern slave
cash crop vs. Western agrarian politics. The hegemony of the capitalist
mnde. of production and the mobility of capital have eliminated the 19th
cent.ury economic cleavages between regions. The predictions by Turner
(1932) and Hesseltine (1944) that U.S. sectionalism would persist were
based on an assumption of continued divergent economic interests of
major proportions, where the dominant classes in each region were
based in entirely different and competing economic bases. Capitalist
class interests have now become nationalized, even internationalized,
so that the leadership of regional coalitions has devolved upon
remaining locally tied economic groups such as the financial sector, and
their government counterparts. But local financial capitalists, minus
their industrial capital counterparts of an earlier era, are less strong as
the core of a continued regional politics, so that they have made greater
efforts to build cross-class coalitions.
Above, in the section on economic roots, I contended that two sets of
economic factors still matter in regional politics. The first set, arising
from capitalist "age" and growth experiences, produce a bewildering
array of coalitions: rural vs. urban, Northeast/Midwest vs. South and
West, which impede the establishment of contemporary· "sections."
Only the Northeast appears to be at all unified around this set of
experiences, and even here several states have refused to join the
common front. The second set, the enterprises with regionally fixed
assets, are replicated across regions. They engage in competition for
resources.and privileges from the federal government and their own

, [~\ll so ironically, given its charge ofsunbelt robbery of the northeast, the
latter .trticle uses data from, and seems to have been inspired by Dreyfus Fund
(New York aU the way) study of fiscal flows. Can we conclude that regional
cupitaliHts were the inspiration from the beginning? Nice, but not necessary.

• Not all of these jobs went to the South; in fact many went to Taiwan, the
PhiUipines, and Korea, and to rural areas within the originating region, But
people seeing jobs leaving their yard and grow next door are apt to percei ve next
door a.s the locus of the problem,
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state and local governments. This competition does not rise from
regional differences but from substitutability: each set of bankers and
rentiers want development to take place within its domain.
Unlike their multi-national employers, workers are apt to perceive
that they have a stake in regional development. While many are mobile
(especially professionals, certain classes of workers like construction,
transportation, and farmworkers, and very poor people), frequently
workers want to stay in a particular place for reasons of family,
friendship, rearing children, home ownership, and what we might call
affection for a particular environment. For workers, the costs of
migration are much higher than for capital, so that while they may be
forced (that is, "choose") to move, given the options, it is not a pleasant
prospect. When workers see neighbors and friends get laid off, default on
mortgage payments, or drink heavily, they feD.r the same consequences
themsel ves, become angry and seek for the cause of their situation and a
target for changing it. Similarly, workers and residents in boomtown
communities fear the consequences of rapid growth-unless they
benefit from it financially (see Markusen, 1978).
Regional leadership, which is generally the press, state and local
government, and the Chamber of Commerce steps into this situation
with the suggestion that the villain is other regions, that the federal
government is in cahoots with those regions, and that regional citizens
should join together to fight at the federal level for money to "save our
jobs" or to mitigate adverse boomtown effects. The same corporations
that are constructing new plants in Taiwan must lobby to "save" their
plant and real estate investments locally or smooth the way for their
intrusion into new areas. Since they cannot direct their demands to
capital because they are part ofcapital and because they are engaging in
precisely the same underlying behavior, they direct their demands at
the State. Their hope is that State sector subsidies will dam up local
deterioration or ameliorate disruptive boomtown growth so that their
particular interests will be secured. The inclusion of labor in regional
caucuses (but only big labor, not ethnic or community groups) obscures
the responsibility of capital mobility, diverts workers' attention from
the plj~tht of workers in other regions, and focuses 'political energy on
the fe,:: I'dl government, not on capital locating decisions.
Tha t the new regionalism should direct its demands to the State is not
surprising, given the suggestion above of the State's past role in
regional ditlerentiation. Regional lobbies are the logical outcome of the
growth in State expenditure and power, to the point where hardly any
sphere of economic activity is free from State influence.
In addition to the sheer size of the federal government, two other
features ofU .S. political structure are important for explaining the new
regionalism. First, regionalism is facilitated by spatial political representation, an ingenious synthetic device of the bourgeois state in the

U.S. democracy. Unlike the first nation-states under capitalism
(England, France), where representation was strictly allotted by class
(House of Lords, The French Estates), U.S. political representation is
distributed by place. (The initial representation system was also
classist, since it required property ownership, but the peculiar exigencies
of colonial revolt required a geographical representation system that
has become a powerful framework for democratic ideology.) People
identify with government primarily on the basis of where they vote, e.g.,
as a Coloradan from the 7th District. On election night, mediated by the
press, people watch how tr.eir city, county, and state voted rather than
how their class of ethnic group voted. The political identification of
citizens is individualist; one is a voter, not a Tory or a Socialist or a
Communist. Secondarily, one may also be a Democrat or Republican, an
identity that for the most part is mediated entirely by the press and the
primary election ballot, not any real organization experience. Vaguely,
the Democratic party may have some connotation of class, but its nonclass character dominates (Bay Area Kapitalistate Collective, 1977).
Second, in the 1960s, demands on the' federal state often originated
directly from local ethnic or class groups, such as welfare rights, Blacks,
poor people and were responded to by programs like Model Cities and
OEO. The Nixon regime replaced these programs with a "new federalism"
which strengthened local and state government through revenue
sharing, and dismantled class and ethnic programs, ostensibly under
the rubric of "decentralization." The new federalism makes more
explicit the extent of federal government fiscal control over state and
local governments (now as high as 40%) and sets up a formal competition among levels of government and regions for a share of the federal pie.
These notes suggest that the new regionalism is not perhaps all that
new, but a more intense and more explicit manifestation of a process
that has accompanied the·' growth of the capitalist State since its
inception. It leads us to question the vociferousness of the regional
charges and the strength of the claims of "newness" as perhaps
ideologically inspired more than anything else. Above we noted that the
new regionalism obscures capital's role and undermines worker
solidarity across regions. It is this latter feature that is perhaps its
greatest strength for capitalism as a whole. In an era when large-scale
immigration is not a primary source of capitalist expansion of production, and ethnic and gender divisions are increasingly under attack,
capitalism may fasten on regionalism as a means of promoting a new
division of the working class, "placism" or more conventionally,
"regionalism." To do so, given the remarks above about the virtual
disappearance of strong ethnic or experiential differences among
working populations in various regions, is certainly a credit to the
ingenuity of capital. Could it be that capital is superimposing a new
regional imag~ and affinity back on regional members, packaged in a
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way thut it can easily be discarded by leavers or adopted by newcomers
(Colorado is full of eastern-born cowboys whose saddle' alternates
between a truck and a bar stool). What are the prospects for the new
regionalism and the contradictipns within it?

group as antagonistic to their ends, since the regional debate will focus
on who gets what rather than how big is the pie for all. Each group of
workers will feel compelled to participate with regional capital in
lobbying the federal government. They may also begrudgingly participate in disciplining their own ranks, since this will be represented as the
only way to attract capital and stem further job outmigration. At the
state and local level, they will also be compelled to permit public service
cutbacks at the same time business tax rebates are extended, and to join
in near scandals like the state of Pennsylvania's $50 million subsidy to
Volkswagon to locate an assembly plant in Pennsylvania.
But this scenario is overdrawn: There is no reason to think that
working people would in fact put up with such manipulation. Furthermore, already variuus manifestations of opposition to the new
regionalism have developed. I will list several, certain that there are
more that I have not yet learned of. First, there is the commitment of
some unions, such as the UAW and the textile workers, to organize
those areas of the country currently unorganized and to join with local
workers to defeat state right-to-work laws. In the West as well, the
United Mine Workers have organized the Navajos and are trying to
organize strip miners in the more northernly states. This may herald a
reversal in decades-long lack of interest by organized labor in
organizing the unorganized.
Second, Western coalitions of ranchers, environmentalists, Native
Americans and workers have formed to fight unrestricted energy
development. The most sophisticated is the Northern Plains Resources
Council in Montana, which is fighting to maintain the Montana severance tax, to protect and extend the state's progressive industrial siting
authority, to oppose the proposal in Congress to allow the Bonneville
Power Administration to preempt local control, to control strip mining
and air pollution. They have stopped construction on the two new units
of the Colstrip co'al-fired electricity plant. The Council has spawned
several sister groups, in Wyoming, North Dakota, and Colorado, and is
working closely with the Northern Cheyenne Resource Council. It hopes
to unite many groups in the Pacific Northwest to stop or control massive
incursions of capital associated with energy extraction, production, and
the feared consequent industrialization. It has also contacted groups in
Appalachia, inch~ding the mine workers, about common interests at the
nr.Livnallevel regarding coal development and strip mining.
'l'!,ird, environmental groups concerned with ecological damage,
community health, and increasingly, worker's jobs and health, are
succeeding in slowing down new capital developments, especially in the
energy sphere, and propagating their oppositional technigues across
many regions. New groups are appearing, such as the Appalachian
Alliance, a new community and union-oriented umbrella organization
to raise issues of development in Appalachia, and the National Citizen

THE PROSPECTS FOR THE NEW REGIONAIJSM,
No sucial phenomenon of major import is without its contradictions.
The new regionalism, which I have preserited in its least attractive
garb, does speak to people's concerns, even while it diverts attention
from the fundamental causes. And, even if a reified conception, the
region is where many people feel they can organize and affect change.
Therefore, progressive impulses and organizations have also evolved on
a regional level, sometimes competing for control of the regional political apparatus, sometimes building alliances across regions to destroy
the divisive quality of the new regionalism. I would like to introduce
them as part of the dialectic, by describing the logic of the scenario
implicit in the above described new regionalism vs. the prospects for the
future explicit in people's regional movements.
First, the pessimistic possibility. Suppose that the new regionalism
encounters no resistance. Then perhaps twenty years from now we will
be able to look back on it as a powerful device for bailing out capitalism
yet one more time. It has multiple advantages for capitalism. On the one
hand, it rationalizes the spatial structure of capital deployment at a
time when its movement is becoming problematic. Whether this takes
the form of impact aid for capital at both ends of the migration process
(aid to distressed cities and aid to boomtowns) or the form of regulation
of capital movement through locational incentives, it will smooth out
the worst effects of mobile capital through restraint or subsidy. (The
choice of a direction-subsidy vs. regulation-will depend on the
relative strength of industries and regions in Congress vs. the constraints on spending by the State). The result will be consistent with the
needs of capitalist accumulation and mobility, either by partnership of
the fedeful government in stimulating the economy and investment
through more infrastructure, or by further tax rebates and forgivenesses
that encourage new investment in older areas. Thus a by-product is the
Utle of regional trauma to guarantee a new wave of capitalist accumulation, And as we noted above, such policies will serve regional capital by
bolstering the profitability of immobile plants.
Meanwhile, the ideology of regionalism will have served well in
disuniting the working class across regions, with workers arguing for
aid to cities, national development banks, etc., in the declining regions,
and workers arguing for impact aid fol' infrWJtructwr8 themselves and
their children in booming areas. Each will see the demands of the other
I
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Labor Energy Coalition, a national group dedicated to forging a strong
alliance acrol:is those interests. Local and state level groups concerned
with economic development have demanded controls on capital mobility
and have designed their oWQ alternative institutions. The Ohio Public
Interest Campaign, for instance, calls for charging outmigrating capital
the costs of its exit and requiring notice of intent to leave, embodied in a
proposed law to the Ohio legislature. Environmental impact statements
are a form of control over capital mobility, as are western states' siting
authorities. Alternative institutions such as coops, publicly-owned and
worker-owned businesses, community development corporations, and
state banks exist, succeed. and challenge the inevitability of capitalist
economic structure. These constituent organizations are supported by
funds and analysis from various small foundations, technical assistance
groups, academics, and the Conference on Alternative State and Local
Public Policies.
If such groups succeed, the following more optimi~tic prognosis can be
sketched. The new regional capital-dominated coalitions will find themselves thwarted by only partial cooperation from labor and other
community groups. Such groups will have stronger ties to their kin in
other regions and be unwilling to participate in disciplining their own
ranks or going along with capital-inspired schemes such as the national
development bank. Instead, interregional labor cooperation will
succeed in unionizing across regions, preventing wage rate erosion, and
standardizing welfare treatment. Interregional environmental and
economic development groups will combine arguments about the
physical and economic damage of capital mobility and press for severe
controls on mobility. Interregional groups will continue to make inroads
on the private sector by using public funds and people's labor power to
bui 1.1 I_ublic and cooperative institutions that form an alternative and a
move in the direction of socialism. As private capital becomes less
profitable, because it is held responsible for its ·regional damage,
smaller scale, decentralized and locally controlled production will
become increasingly possible. Changes in the economic base will be
accompanied by changes in the political base that reintroduce real
democracy into the political sphere.
Of course the forces of reaction are strong. The most serious threat to
this s2Cond scenario is imperialism. Thus a progressive interregional
strategy is only a part of an international strategy. In addition, the
possibility of repressive deployment of the State in the interests of
capital in the face of strong interregional coalitions of workers and
community interests is also a possibility. At that point, we would be
talking revolution or fascism.
Speculation ends here because the future cannot be predicted. I have
laid out the elements of the emerging new regionalism in the U.S.,
specifying its cultural, economic, and political content. Economic
, I·· .... ,. •
,•
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realities will condition the possibilities, but polit.ical struggle will
determine the outcome.

Department of City and Regional Planning
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This paper examines the processes of capital accumulation and various
manifestations of class struggle which constitute Mexican immigration
to the United States. These processes are examined in relation to the
political activity involved in changes in U.S. immigration policy. The
period of study is fonned by the consolidation of U.S. state intervention
in the Mexican labor flow during the Depression and by the substantial
change in the sectoral delOtinations of Mexican workers in the U.S. at the
end of the 1960's. Two policy reforms are of particular interest during
this period: the extension and then abrupt end to the Bracero Program
(Public Law 78) and the amendments to the Immigration and Nationality
Act in 1965. The amllysis tries to identitY the contradictory relations
which bring about the immigration reforms, but which simultaneously
redefine the subordinate positions of Mexican workers in the United

Tenth Anniversary Issue: Southeast Asia
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Migration and State Intervention
The limits of state action toward immigrant labor are produced by the
intersection of two processes. On the one hand, there are the relations of
accumulation which exist in a global form and are imposed upon by the
political forces contained in nation-state formation. The capitali!'lt state,
formed historically in conjunction with the expansion of capital,
maintains its power from continued private accumulation and acts to
promote this private success through the protection of property and
capitalist social relations in general. Accumulation on a global scale
means, then, that the state must facilitate the exchange of commodities,
,
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taneoul.ily disappears.
Despite all his flashy erudition Martin Nicolaus does not in the
least comprehend what makes the Soviet rulers capitalist. At the
pr,::sent time this opportunist finds it politically convenient to pose
a.; a great enemy of the Soviet imperialists. But since his analysis
is founded on nothing solid, like Sweezy it is not at ail unlikely
that Nicolaus may one day change his tune. He and his OL spon. sors could easily decide-if it serves their political fortune huntingtlwt since there really is a plan in the Soviet Union, and since planning to them means socialism, well then the Soviet Union must be
socialist after. all.
Moreover, when applied to the U.S. Nicolaus' line also has very
dangerous implications. For if the workers were to accept this
"planning equals socialism" garbage, then it would be easy for all
kinJs of phony "socialists" and imitation progressives to pimp off
the working class struggle by putting forward some make-believe
capitalist "plans" disguised as "steps toward socialism."
This shows that Nicolaus'lme on the restoration of capitalism
in the Soviet Union is not simply incorrect. It is a dangerous line
whieh stems from the same roots as the overall reformist and reudiollary line of the October League. The working class must see
clearly the face of all its enemies. Here and in the Soviet Union
. the struggle for socialism is a class struggle. There is a real class
enemy-the bourgeoisie. Nicolaus' line tries to blind us to this
fact, to turn our eyes away from the enemy, away from the class
struggle which must be waged to defea~ this enemy.
~'~::~~'::'~~~:::M~J.~;~.m.~·;;:~·:~:s.:~~;~:::~-m:~~~&",,;«o:,~~
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Some Preliminary l'houghts on
Bourgeois Democracy and the
U.S. Wort{ung Class

'0('

J.WERNER
This year's Bicentennial campaign by the bourgeoisie represents the most concerted action by the capitalists in re~ent
years to shore up faith in their political and economic system.
Key to this is their efforts to "remind" the masses of people of
the message of their high school civic classes and of countless TV
programs, movies, etc.-that this country is ruled by the consent
of the governed, that it is a free country, that despite whatever
weaknesses or flaws may exist, ours is still the "greatest democracy on earth." Now with the '76 election campaign the capitalists have preached a similar message: do your part as a citizen, get out and vote no matter who you choose to vote for .
They might as well add, it's not who wins or loses, but how the
game is played.
Of course the results of the working class' counter-offensive
around the Bicentennial, culminating in the historic Philadelphia demonstration, along with the general lack of enthusiasm
among the masses for the Bicentennial hoopla, is a sharp reflection of the fact that all is not smooth sailing for the capitalists,
that their declarations of "freedom and justice" for all has a
hollow ring for millions. Similarly this presidential election
has stirred little fervor, in spite of a giant promotion effort including televised debate~.
But it ::; .ossible, and dangerous, to overstate the extent to
which the masses of workers see through the charade of the
capitalist political system~ Millions of workers will turn out on
election day, and among a significant section of the working
class, the top "labor leaders" have succeeded in stirring up
some motior. (if not enthusiasm) for Jimmy Carter. And while
the cynicism around the Bicentennial and dropoff in voting
reflect a certain embryonic understanding (or more accurately
put, feeling) that the government doe~ not represent the "will
of the people," still the political significance of this cynicism
and distrust of bourgeois political system must not be exaggerated; only among a very small section of the working cla3s
has opposition to the bourgeoisie reached a conscious political
level.
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The llicentennial flurry saw the capitalists reaching into the
pw;t to serve their present interests. They both reached back
into the past history of the country to glorify the political
shell (the Constitution, Bill of Rights, etc.) through which -,
they govern society and appealed to the experience of workers
after World War 2 that for a while things were getting better.
In 1912 Lenin wrote:
"The state of affairs in the American labor movement
shows us, as it does in Britain, the remarkably clear-cut
division between purely trade-unionist and socialist strivings, the split between bourgeois labor policy and socialist
labor policy. For, strange as it may seem, in capitalist society even the working class can carry on a bourgeois policy,
if it forgets about its emancipatory aimll, puts up With wage
slavery and confines itself to seeking alliances now with one
bourgeois party, now with another, for the sake of imaginary
'improvements' in it.<> indentured condition!' ("In America,"
Collected Works, Vol. 36)
It must be said that Lenin's description of the "bourgeois labor policy" accurately portrays the policy actively promoted by
the Gear; I.: ivteanys and Leonard Woodcocks and a policy which
is sponttUlJously subscribed to by the bulk of workers in this country. At the same time it must be recognized that there is a section of workers who are breaking with this bourgeois labor policy, abandoning the bourgeois parties and are rediscovering the
emancipatory aims of the working class. The significance of this
contingent of workers lies not in its size (which still is small) but
in the fact that the path these workers are now taking is the future road that the great mass of workers in this country must,
and will in"vitubly, follow.
In oreier to best be able to l'ead the masses of workers to break,
in the course of struggle, with the bourgeois labor policy, it is
necessary to gain a~deeper understanding of the historical roots
and material basis for the bourgeois illusions and prejudices that
exist. among U.S. workers; to see how the capitalists try to seize
upon (and distort) features of the development of U.S. society
in ort!er to strengthen these illusions; and most importantly, to
grasp how the very conditions that gave rise to these illusions
are being undermined, creating the material basis for the Party
and the ad vunced workers generally to lead the masses forward
on the road of proletarian revolution.
This article is an attempt to layout some initial points on this
subjcd ;,nd Lo initiate further study. discussion and struggle so
'i~ L{) dd.!pen the understanding of the Party and others on this
crucial 'lll.:stion.
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In examining the roots and material basis of bourgeois democratic prejudices in this country, and especially to understand
the particularities that these take in this country as opposed to
other advanced capitalist countries. it is necessary to examine
two distinct but related periods in the development of the U.S.:
the era of competitive capitalism. "free enterprise;" and the
present era of monopoly capitalism. imperialism, the final and
highest stage of capitalism.
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DEMOCRACY AND EARLY U.S. HISTORY
The early history of the United States is the history of an extremely rapid and wide-scale growth of capitalism. It is a period
which left its mark on the modern U.S. and which created the
ideological foundation (or as Stalin put it~ one of the criteria of
. a modern nation, "the common psychological makeup") upon
which the rulers of today try to build.
Some of the most important features of early (pre-monopoly)
U.S. society that must be considered are the following: the relative lack (compared to Europe) of remnants of feudalism (either
economically or politically); widespread political liberty (free
speech. free press, widespread suffrage, etc.); a constantly expanding frontier; a relative shortage of labor and widespread immigration. resulting in a very heterogeneou~ and fllli:d working
class in this country.
The basic political institutions in this country. the Constitution. Bill of Rights, etc •• and the basic political trappings that
accompanied them, "freedom and democracy for all," the
"rule of the people" etc., developed because they were the best
possible political shell for the development of capitalism; not
surprisingly. they took shape particularly in the AmeJ'ican Revolution of 1776 and the Civil War which together comprised the
bourgeois democratic revolution in this country, the political
revolution in which the capitalist class established its rule over
society.
Both the 1776 Revolution and the Civil War were fought under the name of freedom and democracy. of opposition to injustice and tyranny and of equality under the law. The need
of the bourgeoioie to mobilize the masses of farmers and workers to fight first the war with Britain and later-together with
freed slaves-to undertake the assault on the slavocracy of the
South. required them to grant fairly widespread po,litical rights
to the masses-for Black people, of course, they were greatly
limited, even after slavery was legally ended.
This did not happen automatically or without struggle. For
example; during the 1776 Revolution many democratic rights
had to be fought for in the face of vigorous opposition of the
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most powerful section of the bourgeoisie at that time, the merchants. But the fact that the nature of the bourgeoisie, as an exploitiu(; class, even in its infancy, kept many of its representatives from perceiving its interests in any but the most narrow
and immediate sense, in no way changes the fact that the democratic rights achieved in the Revolution, in fact, were favorable
to the development of capitalism-at least insofar as they allowed for the development of a mobile working class, with a
certaiu level of education, etc.
This can also be seen in the fact that the leaders of the masses
in fig!lting for democratic liberties were the farsighted political
r<!presentatives of the bourgeoisie, like Samuel Adams and Tom
Paine. The bourgeoisie always appeals to the masses not openly
in its own class interest but as representatives of the nation as a
whole; when as a rising and revolutionary class the bourgeoisie
is le.lding battles which are objectively in the interest of the
\,'; lOil: :lociety. their political program and ideology will natirr.jly liLve a broad and deep influence on the masses of peopk.

In the U.S. the illusion of democracy and the state standing
above class conflict and representing society as a whole was
spdled out very succinctly in the Declaration of Independence:
"We hold these truths to be self-evident. that all men are created,
e.:iu..J, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Libeny and the Pursuit of Happiness. That to secure these Rights, Governments
are inslituted among Men, deriving their just Powers from the
Consent of the Governed." (emphasis added)
H b no wonder that, to this very day. the Declaration of Independence is required study in the schools, or that the date
and place of its signing (July 4, Philadelphia) was the centerpiece of the Bicentennial extravaganza, for in it is contained the
basic deception of bourgeois democracy-that the capitalist government derives its authority from the consent of the governed
and that it is based upon the equality of man.
In commenting on the philosophy of bourgeois revolutionaries in France whose words were strikingly similar to the Declaration of Independence (in fact, men who greatly influenced
the thinking of the revolutionary bourgeoisie in America and
were in turn influenced by the 1776 Revolution) Engels wrote
the followinlJ passage:
" ... henceforth superstition, injustice, privilege, oppression,
were to be superseded by eternal truth, eternal justice, equality grounded in Nature and the inalienable rights of man.
"We" know
today
that
this kingdom
of reason was nothing
J"
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eternal justice found its realization in bourgeQis justice; that
equality reduced itself to bourgeois equality before the law;
that bourgeois property was proclaimed as one of the essential rights of man; and that the government of reason, the
Contract Social of Rousseau, came into existence, and could
only come into existence, as a bourgeois democratic republic." (Anti-Duhring)
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The completion of the bourgeois democratic revolution in the
U.S. with Lee's surrender at Appomattox, saw the U.S. emerge as
one of the most thoroughly democratic states in the world at
that time. The right to vote was guaranteed to every man, hereditary titles were unheard of, and the masses were insured the
basic democratic rights of free speech, the press, religion, movement, etc.*
But the presence of widespread democracy in no way prevented
the bourgeoisie from increasing its exploitation of the working
class tenfold in the period after the Civil War. On the contrary,
this period is vivid proof that bourgeois democracy is the preferred form of rule of the capitalist class and the best possible political system for the rapid development of capitalism.
This is true for sev~ral reasous. By granting personal'freedom
to the masses, bourgeois democracy hastens the development of
a "free proletariat" with no other means to live than to sell its labor to the capitalists and gives each capitalist an "equal opportunity" to employ, and exploit, workers. As Marx and Engels put
it in the Communist Manifesto:
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"The bourgeoisie, wherever it has got the upper hand, has
put an end to all feudal, patriarchal, idyllic relations. It has
pitilessly tom asunder the motley feudal ties that bound man
to his 'natural superiors,' and has left remaining no other nexus between man and man than naked self-interest, than callous 'cash payment.' "
By the S8_oe token, the bourgeois democratic political system,
provides l.;.~ framework for the capitalists to best resolve their
conflicting interests. As the Manifesto puts it, "The executive of
the modern State is but a committee for managing the common
affairs of the whole bourgeoisie." Bourgeois democracy enables
the capitalists to influence the state more or less proportionally
to the amount of capital they control, through the direct bribery
-Approximately 10 years after the Civil War the bourgooiliie found it m051 profitable to revene the gains of the bourgeois democratic revolution In the South. Blacks
were stripped of all rights and bound, along with a good number of white$, to the &em!-
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of public officials, through the interlocking of the. government
bur~aucracy with business, and through enablfug the capitalists
to lC.c their wealth to monopolize the printing presses and news
fileJiu.
r.io:;t importantly, bourgeois democracy is the pieferred form
of capitaii:;t rule because it allows the capitalists to hide their
cule lwhillli the mask of the "will of the people," covering up
r,lUwf than exposing their dictatorship over the masses and promoting illusions of "harmony" between the oppressors and oppre::'::il:d.
THE EXPANDING FRONTIER
An important feature of U.S. society in its pre-monopoly stage

the expanding frontier. The original inhabitants, the Indians
or Native Americans, were driven further and further back by
a brutal policy of robbery and extermination by the relentless
exp,Ulsion of the capitalist' system and the slave system.
For many generations new land was available for settling for
little or no cost, and millions headed West. This had many profOWld effects: it created very favorable conditions for a rapid
growth of capitalism by providing a vast market for industrial
goods and, especially in the decades after the Civil War, gave
great impetus to the development of the railways, an important
prerequisite to building a modern capitalis~ natic:mi it created a
vust petty l,,,urgeoisie, unfettered by relics of feudal ownership
of land, anJ it resulted in a significant slowing down of the devdopment of class consciousness in the U.S. by offering some
workers the chance to escape wage-slavery and become small
farmers and holding out the illusion of escape to the workers in
their millions.
Engels wrote of the importance of the land question in America:
was

"Land is the basis of speculation, and the American speculative mania and speculative opportunity are the chief levers
that hold the native born worker in bondage to the bourgeoisic. Ollly when there is a generation of native-born workers
that cannot expect anything from speculation any more, will
we haw a solid foothold in America." (Letters to Americans)
Engds is st.ressing the point that as long as the opportunity
(and the illusion of the opportunity) for large numbers of workd'S to go into business for themselves, become individual ownell; (~Llld like all small owners, dream. of becoming big ones) the
WOd'd.' could not, in their masses, come to see themselves as a

is itself a capitalist striving.
The particular characteristics of capitalist development in the
U.S., especially the rapid settling of an immense expanse of territory, also resulted b a relatively favorable position for the
workers to conduct their economic struggle against capital com.
pared to the conditions in Europe.
Unlike the situation in Europe where capitalism created a surplus population by the ruining of the peasantry and the constant
displacement of workers by machinery, in the U.S., though machines did continue to displace workers, there was an actual labar shortage for several decades. This left the workers in a better position to wage strike struggles and win concessions from
the capitalists. To fill this shortage, and even to have available a
surplus of workers, the capitalists enticed millions of immigrants
to come to the U.S. from Europe, promising a land of opportunity and political liberty • Even today the ruling class seizes on
the great hope for a better life held out to the toiling masses
of Europe and many a patriotic movie includes the· famous
words "Give us your tired and hungry masses yearning to be
free" accompanied by sentimental music and stirring pictures
of the Statue of Liberty ;
But of course the ruling class did not encourage immigration
to "free" anybody. Instead they took advantage of successive
waves Qf immigrants, handicapped by speaking a foreign language and for the most part in no position to head off to the
frontier, to man the factories and mills in the rapidly growing
industrial centers of the East Coast and Midwest. It was among
these immigrant workers that revolutionary class consciousness
first began to develop, by virtue of their worse economic situation and the fact that many came from countries where the
working class movement was far more developed.
Still, horrible as conditions were for the immigrant, they were
generally better than conditions that they were fleeing in Europe
and, for the most part, the rapid growth of capitalism led to a
fairly rapid assimilation into overall American society-though
it did not end all discrimination against immigrants, degradation
of their cultures, etc. Thus, even among the most downtrodden
section of the U.S. working class at that time, the immigrants,
there was still some material basis for capitalists to get over
with their claim that through hard work and sacrifice their children, at least, might escape the misery of the capitalist profit
mills.
The division in the working class between the native-born
workers and the immigrant workers was for many years the most
significant division within the U.S. working class. Engels wrote
in 1892:
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"Your great obstacle in America, it seems to me, lies in the
exceptional position of the native-born workers. Up to 1848
one could speak of a permanent native-born working class
only as an exception. The small beginnings of one in the
cities in the East still could always hope to become farmers
or bourgeois. Now such a class has developed and has also
organized itself on trade-union lines to a great extent. But
it still occupies an aristocratic position and wherever possible
leaves the ordinary badly paid occupations to the immigrants,
only a small portion of whom enter the aristocratic trade
wlions. But these immigrants are divided into different nationalities, which understand neither one another nor, for
the most part, the language of the country. And your bourgeoi::.ie knows much better even than the Austrian governmenL how to playoff one nationality against the other:
Jews, ltalhms, Bohemians, etc., against Germans and Irish,
and each one against the other, so that differences in workers' standards of living exist, I believe, in New York to an extent unheard of elsewhere." (Letters to Americans)
All of these conditions (widespread bourgeois democratic
rights, all expanding frontier, relatively high wages and a very
heterogeneous working class) combined to hold down the political consciousness of the U.S. working class. At this time workers in the U.S. were beginning to wage some extremely fierce
and heroic battles-including the nationwide fight for the eight
how' day in 1886. And in fact the U.S. had already entered the
race for leading industrial power in the world. Nevertheless, all
the conditions discussed above retarded the development of
class consciolls and independent political action by the U.S.
working class, which lagged far behind the workers in Europe
in developing political organization and class consciousness..
Even during this early period of the U.S. working class there
were workers who were striving for revolution. As early as the
Civil War there were some Marxists active in the struggles of
U.S. workers, including the fight against slavery, guided by the
careful attention paid by Marx and Engels to the development
of lhe struggle in this country. In addition to Marxists, there
were other non-scientific revolutionary trends in the U.S., most
notably Llllm'cho-syndicalhim (the political philosophy of the
lIay market martyrs in the eight hour day struggle among others).*
• ,\n.,rel"Hyndicalism is a political trend which belittles the importance of the po/iue." Or ~1 •.IIIiL~[ion ilnd political ~tniu9le of the working class. It holds that the dicta-

[Gr,IIIf-lll i lilU proilHilfiilt is unnecessary and that the working class can somehow aboli;1> "dl"[~lislll without holding state power. Marx and Engels led a consistent struggle
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Nevertheless the ranIcs of the advanced worlters remained
small and the conditions for the masses of workers to follow the
advanced section of the class were not yet ripe. In the pre-monopoly period revolutionary organizations amQng the workers, the
most significant of which was the anarcho-syndicalist Socialist
Labor Party (which quickly degenerated into a sect), w~re based
almost exclusively on newly arrived immigrant workers and remained small in numbers limiting their work mainly to propaganda activities. This is especially significant in light of the fact
that at this time Marxism was rapidly gaining ground in Europe,
where the parties of the Second International were growing at
a fast rate and leading the struggle of literally millions of workers. In fact, even attempts to form a labor party in the U.S. along the lines of the British party (that is without i1 revolutionary program) did not succeed during this period.
As pointed out earlier, this period of time of the rapid growth
of capitalism into its monopoly stage was marked by fierce
struggle. The working class was brutally exploited and fought
back and was growing rapidly in size. Increasingly the workers
saw the power of the government being used to break: strikes
and in other ways suppress the growing struggle of the workers.
"Free enterprise" was rapidly giving birth to monopoly. The
whole society was being more and more dominated by smaller
and smaller numbers of capitalist robbers. To a growing degree
the masses were beginning to see through the hypocrisy of the
claims of "equality" and "freedom" as a handful of incredibly
wealthy capitalists completely dominated the government from
top to bottom.
'
The grow'. h .)f monopoly was met with resistance, not only
from the workers who were forced to struggle to keep from being driven into the ground as the strength of capital swelled, but
from broad sections of the masses-especially from the farmers
and other sections of the petty bourgeoisie: a great many of
whom weJ.:e beh,g crushed.
A great movement developed among the farmers and which
also attracted support from many workers-the Populist movement. The Populist movement, crystallized into the People's
Party in 1892, represented an attempt to resist the growth of
monopoly-fundamentally it was the strivings of the petty bourgeoisie to hang on to the period of "free enterprise," Its political program was based on opposition to the trusts and a call for
going on the silver ~tandard, which was the latest of a series of
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against this trend during their Iifetim8li. Since then, it has dewloped into an anti-working class, counter-revolutionary tendency. But in the U.S. during the 19th century
large numbers of revolutionary workef'$ held anarcho-iivndicalist beliefs, not out of opposition to Marxism, but in ignorance of it.
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fillancial panaceas that had been suggested over several decades
for curing the plight of the small producer under capitalism.
Tile populist movement was typical of the petty bourgeoisie,
rc!co~llizillg the domination of society by the bourgeoisie yet
trying to eliminate that domination within the framework of
Lhe bourgeois system. In fact, William Jennings Bryan, the
It:,-,dl~r of the People's Party, was to lead that party directly
back into the arms of the bourgeoisie when he accepted the
presidential nomination of the Democratic Party in 1896.
BrylUl, who the bourgeoisie still today casts as the heroic
fi~hLer for the "little man," is typical of the demagogues (like
George Wallace) the bourgeoisie has made use of in steering the
discontent of the petty bourgeoisie into dead-end roads and trying to tie sections of the working class onto the tail of the petty
bourgeois movement. Bryan combined his political sophistrY
(he .. ; known for his "golden tongue") with religious fanatici:m.. ,lis last public act was prosecuting and whipping up public hysteria against John Scopes for teaching the scientific theory of evolution in Tennessee public schools.
The reactionary role of people like Bryan and the ultimate
collapse oi the Populist movement reflect the fact that the petty
producers are historically a dying strata. Left to themselves
their fight is, as noted in the Communist Manifesto one "to save
from extinction their existence as fractions of the middle class,"
and is "therefore not revolutionary but conservative,»' even "readiol1my, for they try to roll back the wheel of history."
l"l'ccing the working class from the influence of these petty bourgeois strata, anq enabling ~t to fight for its own revolutionary intereiits has been and remains a crucial question-and, as a matter of fact, is the only way these strata can be mobilized as
.allies of the proletariat in its struggle against the bourgeoisie.
While the petty bourgeois outlook reflected in the Populist
movement is the classic view of the ruined small producer, it
did, and continues today, to exert influence within the working
class itself. Jimmy Carter has declared himself a "Populist" (and
given it as an excuse for his hodge-podge of "liberalism" and
"collservatism") and the capitalists themselves, when forced to
comment on the divisions in society, try to obscure the class
content of those divisions and paint things as simply the "little
m;;n" 'I;juinst the powerful and wealthy. Engels addressed the
influence of the petty bourgeoisie on American politics when he
WtOt~, "Hence the ups and downs of the movement, depending
011 whether the mind of the industrial worker or that of the piorit,"'~fllig farmer gains predominance in the average man's head."
(L.;{ :,'/,,, to Alileric(ll2s)
~;II,h W2re the main features of the class struggle in the U.S.
a:;; the era of "free enterprise" was drawing to a close in an orgy
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of capitalist exploitation of millions of workers and the ruining
of countless small producers. The proletariat was waging sharp
economic struggles and forming its trade unions and a small section of workers were striving for the abolition of the system of
wage slavery. The whole country was rebelling against the domination of monopoly. But while these rebellions were powerful
and sometimes took a class-conscious form, the working class
had not, in its great majority, come to see itself "as a class for
itself," was yet to make a radical rupture with the bourgeois
political system and begin to wage its political struggle under its
own banner, and was yet to build a politicai party which would
be capable of leading the class toward revolution, socialism and
communism.
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IMPERIALISM
The particularities of the development of capitalism in the U.S.
during the "free enterprise" period left its mark on U.S. society,
particularly the fact of the low level of political conscioUsness and
political organi2;ation of the U.S. working class. Nevertheless,
the characteristics of modern U.S. society in general and of the
bourgeois democratic prejudices among the workers is not mainly shaped by past history-though this does playa significant
role-but by the features and laws of the present era, imperialism,
and even more specifically the situation of the U.S. in the world
·since WW2.
Of course, there is no Great Wall separating pre-monopoly capitalism and imperialism. .AJ> was pointed out hi this article, many
of the particular deceptions of the bourgeoisie that developed out
of the conditions vf the 19th century have significant influence
today among the masses of people. But were it not for the fact
that capitalism in its imperialist stage creates new material conditions which establish a new basis for bourgeois prejudices to develop among a section of the workers and for the bourgeoisie to
reenforce and build upon the illusions of a previous era, then the
"you can make it if you try" mentality of. the frontier (for exampie) would have long disappeared with the frontier itself.
In his analysis of the monopoly stage of capitalism, Lenin ana·
lyzed the political effects of imperialism on the working class
movement. He described how the bourgeoisie is able to use the
superprofits secured from extending the domain of its capitalist
robbery to other countries and from its monopoly position to
bribe a small handful of leaders from among the proletariat, turning them into "labor lieutenants of capital." Lenin wrote:
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"Lucrative and soft jobs in the government or on the war
industries committees, in parliament and on diverse commit-
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tees, on the editorial staffs of 'respectable,' legally published
newspapers or on the managlilment councils of no less respectabl\! and 'bourgeois law abiding' trade unionrlhis is the bait
by which the imperialist bourgeoisie attracts and rewards the
rl!presentatives and supporters of the 'bourgeois labor parties.' " ("Imperialism and the Split in Socialism," Collected
Works, Vol. 23)
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Lenin also described how imperialism, especially in the "Great
Powers," creates a privileged stratum among the workers themselves, sometimes referred to as the "labor aristocracy." In particular this refers to some mental workers and certain sections
of skilled workers who through their organization into craft
Wlions are able to maintain a monopoly on their skill and thus
extract greater concessions from the capitalists than the mass of
unskilled and semi-skilled production workers. The bourgeoisie
<)lld its "labor lieutenants" try especially to use these workers as
a base for their bourgeois policies of'class colloboration.
At the same time he was pointing this out, Lenin stressed,
"For the trusts, the financial oligarchy, high prices, etc., while
enabling the bribery of a handful in the top layers, are increasingly oppressing, crushing, ruining and torturing the mass of the
proletariat and the semi-proletariat." (Ibid.)
This split between the great majority of the working class, for
whom the advent of the imperialist era meant greater misery and
exploitation, and the handful of traitors who saw their opportunity to sell themselves to the bourgeoisie was common to all of
the imperialist countries, only the form varying as this bourgeois
trend adopted itself to the political climate in each individual
imperialist country.
In the United States the growth of capitalism into imperialism
produced a strata of traitors as despicable as any in the world.
Their chief representative was Samuel Gompers, head of the
AFL and former "socialist!'
Gompers and the AFL preached the "neutrality" of the trade
unions from politics, but in fact he was a'vigorous supporter of
the bourgeois political system and constantly fought against
working class politics. In fact"in 1912 Gompers published the
programs of all three bourgeois parties in the U.S. at that time
(D~mocratic, Republican and the notorious imperialist Theodore Roosevelt's "Progressive" Party) without mentioning the
program of the Socialist Party. which by 1912 had become very
intluential within the working class, gaining. for example, one
million votes in 1920 for its hesidential candidate, Eugene
Debs, who was in jail for opposing World War 1 as a war bet, '. 'I~n imperialist bandits, including the U.S. ruling class.
, ,." no1if>V of "neutrdlity" was the political program of the

.

principal "labor lieutenants of capital"right up until the election of Franklin Roosevelt. Lenin described the "non-party
principle" this way:
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"Hence, in practice, indifference to the [political] struggle
does not at all mean standing aloof from the struggle, ab--_ .... •..•. -. · ___ .L-_' ..
stammg trom It, oemg neULnu. J.UUUJ.\:£tlUCe IS LaClt support
of the strong, of those who rule ....The non-party principle
in bourgeois society is merely a hypocritical, disguised', passive expression of adherence to the party of the well-fed, of
the rulers, of the exploiters." ("The Socialist Party and NonParty Revolutionism," Collected Worlzs, Vol. 10)
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Despite the treachery of Gompers and his ilk, the advent of
imperialism in the U.S. saw the real beginnings, on a mass scale,
of the working class breaking loose of the stranglehold of the
bourgeois,parties and taking a revolutionary politicalstand.
Imperialism greatly intensified the misery of the masses of workers, and the advent of monopoly and the closing of the frontier
struck d'~':l' at the illusory promise held before the workers, tha~ .
they wo.ll.: be able to malce it out of the working class. The Socialist Party was formed and its left wing and other revolutionary
working class organizations like the Industrial Workers of the
World (IWW) fought for the establishment of socialism (though
these forces often h:cked a thoroughly scientific understanding
of this) and exposed the hypocrisy of the bourgeois political
system. When the imperialist system plunged the world into the
first world war, and the Russian working class made its successful revolution. the working class in the U.S. made a tremendous
historical advance in the forming of its Communist Party which
declared war on the capitalist system and led the working class
in mass ~truggle against the ruling class for several decades.

FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT
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In 1929, after a brief period of stabilization and an orgy of
"rationalization" following World War 1. the world capitalist
system plunged into its greatest economic crisis to date-the
Great Depression. The Depression led to incredible hardship
and misery for the masses in the U.S. and led to a tremendous
upswing in the struggle of the working class.
Faced with this, the capitalists and their labor lieutenants
were forced to give concessions in the face of protracted and
heroic struggle. Franklin Roosevelt, who presided over the
, - bourgeois state for mest of the Depression, played a skillful
demagogic role of trying to make it appear that the fruits of
the workers' struggle were the results of the benevolence of
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the bourgeois state. He vowed he would "throw the money
changer:> out of the temple" and claimed he would protect the
interests of the "little man" against "big business." During the
H.oosevelt years, the labor lieutenants of capital abandoned
their previou:> policy of "neutrality" and overwhelmingly swore
, . _ ••...: ................... 4.,... ...... '" n"'lI~n~"'Qtl"" Pa....t·u anrJ
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where they remain today.
Roo ,~lt's role in many ways was similar to the Social DemOCl'<lt.ic ~ ... tie:> of Europe who had abandoned the revolutionary
strugcile and become "bourgeois labor parties" and in several
countries were in power during the Depression years. But there
were significant differences, the principal one being that because
of thL! low level of class consciousness in the U.S. the bourgeoisie
did not find it necessary to resort to coloring its bourgeois democracy with a socialist tinge, finding it possible to appeal to tlle
worker:> as part of the mass of "common people" without making a specific appeal to them as a class.
The [wurgeoisie's political goal during the Depression years,
of preventing the workers from advancing their fierce economic
strug,;le in to an overall political struggle aimed: at bourgeois
rule, \Va:> greatly aided by opportunism which emerged within
the ranks of the workers' own party. the Communist Party, USA,
(CP) even as'the Party continued to lead the class forward. Under
the influence of the opportunism of Earl Browder, the CP began
to preach that "communism is 20th century Americanism," and
that socialism was simply the logical extension of "democracy"
(meaning bourgeois democracy)!
WOULD WAR 2

The lJOurgeois democratic prejudices of the Roosevelt era fully
fiOWefL!d during the second World War. That war pitted the U.S.
ruling das:> on the same side as the then-socialist USSR and revolutionary people worldwide (after the' invasion of the Soviet
UnitH) by Nazi Germany). The form that the conflict amongst
the illlp~rialist powers took was the bourgeois democratic states
on the one side and the fascist powers on the other.
Even after entering into alliance with the Soviet Union and
revolutionary movements in a number ofcountries during the
war, the U.S. ruling class of course tried to tum the fight against
the fascist Axis to its own imperialist advantage, but it was forced
to modify this becau:;e of the actual balance of forces in the war.
Faced with this necessity the U.S. imperialists tried to turn it to
their advantage, posing as champions of those oppressed by the
i.:lSci.;t Axis and guardians of "democracy." Their aim in this
\/a.; to prepare to grab up and plunder shortly what they could
not seize and rob right then.

, I.,,,,, :..'

Anytime the bourgeoisie is forced to go to war they must attempt to win the proletariat to its standard. This is especially
true in world war which requires the complete mobilization of
the resources of the country. And in WW2, after the Nazi invasion of the USSR, despite the fact that the U.S. ruling class had
to tone down considerably its anti-communism and allow some
of the truth about the advances of the working class in building
socialism in the USSR to come through, it was also aided in pushing the notion of collaboration between workers and capitalists by
the very alignment of forces in the war-the fact that the Soviet
Union was allied with one bloc of imperialist powers and that
the working class shared an objective interest with these imperialists in defeating the fascist powers which were threatening to
wipe out what was then the world's only socialist state.
Millions of American workers fought heroically against the
fascist powers and in doing so made a great contribution to the
cause of the international working class. But they fought under
the banner of "democracy," and "freedom vs. slavery," cast in
bourgeois terms-fascism vs. bourgeois democracy. This strengthened the hand of the U.S. imperialists and their agents in furthering bourgeois democratic prejudices in the minds of the
working class.
This was even more the case because of the emergence of fullscale revisionism within the CPUSA during the war when its
head, Earl Browder, completely submerged the interesq:; of the
working class to that of tlle U.S. imperialists and parroted the
very bourgeois-<iemocratic deceptions commg from the bourgeoisie itself. But these deceptions would not have struck as deep
roots as they did if the victory of the U.S. in WW2 had not temporarily strengthened the position of the ruling class and enabled
it to make certain concessions to the workers' demands for a
better life in the years following WW2. (For more on WW2 itself see article, p. 76.)
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U.S. IMPERIALISM'S MONOPOLY POSITION AFTER THE
WAR
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The U.S. imperialists emerged from the Second World War in
a stronger position than ever: war production had been a tremendous boost to production; industry was booming full speed
and profits were at record highs. The fascist powers were completely defeated and militarily occupied, and the "democratic"
imperialists of Europe (Britain, France, etc.) emerged war-tom
and greatly in debt to Wall Street.
Very quickly the U.S. established its clear domination of the
entire capitalist world. The Marshall Plan was used to bring the
countries of Western Europe ~der U.S. domination, as well as
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to head off socialist revolutions in key European countries. The
old colonial powers, Britain, France, the Netherlands, emerged
from the war unable to hang onto their far-flung empires, and
the U.S. was quick to replace them as the leading exploiter of
the peoples of Asia and Africa, turning vast areas of those contillellG; into neo-colonies similar to those in Latin America that
the U.S. bourgeoisie had long dominated. The capitalists howled that the "20th Century is the American Century."
The monopoly position of U.S. imperialism within the capitulitit world for two decades is the material basis and the most
important single factor for the relatively low level of class consciousness among workers in this country today.
To understand this point it is helpful to review some of the
writings of Engels and Lenin on Britain's period of commercial
and industrial monopoly between 1848 and 1868 (which continued, to a certain extent, for some years longer). Engels wrote:
"The truth is this: during the period of England's industri&l monopoly the English working class have to a certain extent shared in the benefits of the monopoly. These benefits
were very unequally parcelled out amongst them; the privileged minority pocketed most, but even the great mass had
at least a temporary share now and then. And that is the reason why since the dying out of Owenism there has been no
Sociulism in England. With the breakdown of that monopoly
the English working class will lose that privileged position; it
will find itself generally-the privileged and leading minority
not excepted-on a level with its fellow-workers abroad. And
that is the reason why there will be socialism again in England."
("England in 1848 and in 1885," from Articles on Britain)
] n the more than three decades between 1858 and 1892 Marx
and especially Engels traced the development of opportunism
in Britain showing how it was an outgrowth of England's monopoly potiition. They pointed to the corruption of leaders of the
British labor movement ("it is a pity that the whole pack of
leaders did not get into Parliament. This would be the surest
way u: ::~tting rid of the whole lot," Engels' "Letter to Sorge,"
189-1); Lhe growth of an. "aristocracy among the working class"
and of a "privileged minority of workers" (preface to the second
edition of The Condition of the Working Class in England). At
the same Lime they pointed out that among the masses of worke!:".> "the great bulk of them experienced at best but a temporary
improvement." (Ibid.)
'file pain L of Marx and Engels' analysis of the partial bourgeoisific:Jtioll of the British proletariat was not, as has been the case
..,rith cer; uin dogmatists and outright revisionists in this COWltry,

.1'

to deny the revolutionary potential of the worldng class or cast
the bulk of the industrial proletariat into the camp of the enemy.
On the contrary, Marx and Engels spent many long years in exile
in England and devoted much of their time to giving guidance to
revolutionary workers in that country, never losing heart when
the struggle faced difficulties. Indeed, Engels' joy is unmistalcable
when he was able to report, "I hold it to be the most important
and magnificent in the entire May Day celebration [in Europe
and America] that on May 4, 1890, the English proletariat, rousing itself from forty years of slt:mber, rejoined the movement of
its class. " I 'May 4th in London," Articles on Britain)
Engel£> ....id Marx's analysis of Britain provided much of the
basis for Lenin's thesis on the politicru effects of imperialism on
the working class movement in the "Great Powers. to
Here are some of Lenin's remarks at some length:

!
J::

"Between 1848 and 1868, and to a certain extent even later, only England enjoyed a monopoly: that is why opportunism could prevail there for decades. No other countries possessed either very rich colonies or an industrial monopoly.
"The last third of the nineteenth century saw the transition to the new, imperialist era. Finance capital not of one,
but of several, though very few, Great Powers enjoys a monopoly ...This difference explains why England's monopoly position could remain unchallenged for decades. The monopoly of
modem finance capital is being frantically challenged; the era
of imperialist wars has begun. It was possible in those days to
bribe and corrupt the working class of one country for decades. This is now improbable, if not impossible. But on the
other hand, every imperialist 'Great' power can and does bribe
smaller strata (than in England in 1848-68) of the 'labor aristocracy" Formerly a 'bourgeois labor party,' to use Engels' remarkably profound expression, could arise only in one country, because it alone enjoyed a monopoly, but, on the other
hand, it could exist for a long time. Now a 'bourgeois labor
party' is inevitable and typical in all imperialist countries; but
in view of the desperate struggle they are waging for the division of spoils, it is improbable that such a party can prevail
for long in a number of countries .. ' ("Imperialism and the
Split in Socialism," Collected Works, Vol. 23)
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What Lenin terms "improbable" in the article above-especially the bourgeoisification of a large section of the working
class in one country-has, in fact, come about. The U.S., partic.
ularly in the years 1948·65, enjoyed a colonial monopoly at
least equal to Britain's in th,e period described (mainly in the
neo-colonial form) and, if not an indu.:trial monopoly equal to
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Britain II 1848-68, certainly industrial strength far outstripping
its nearest competitors. 'fo this must be added U.S. imperialism's
(iIlUIlCiu/ n.onoJloly (using this to mean its great investments of
fin,dl~'~ '::J.l'ital in t.he other Western-bloc imperialist countries
und iL:; domination, during that period, of the world "money
lllarkd" through the Bretton Woods agreement by which the
dollar !"i.:placed gold as the international standard).
What were the effects of monopoly position of the U.S. imPt'riali::its in the post-war periud on the class struggle in this countey'! '1\) answer this question we must look at: the expansion of
t!.e uLlLrii~ht bribery and corruption of "leaders" of the working
class; lhe growth in the size vnd political influence of the labor
;.u·isLoc!";.u;y; and the effects on the masses of the proletariat.
Prior to the Second World War, the bourgeoisie had concentrated un purcbasing the top leadership of the AFL, which was
composed mostly of craft unions. With their bankrolls swelled
followid~; the war, the imperialists were able to extend this policy
Srl~;'lLly. One after another, the industrial unions of the CIO,
which wcn~ lmilt through great sacrifice and struggle by the
m;'lsses of production workers in basic industry, were captured
Irow \1' itLin Ly a whole new battalion of "labor lieutenants of
capi.ul." The bribery and corruption of the trade union offici.,\:; was extended beyond the top strata (many of whom became
aeLUal ca!)italists controlling and investing vast union funds)
d,Hvn to the majority of full-time union officials, including
most; business agents, for example. This was accompanied by
all all out as.suult on communists and other revolutionary worke\"::; who were hounded by the reactionaries and forbidden by
la\': il()H\ holding union office. As noted earlier, the line of
llw Cl' ;luring WW2, and to a significant degree after it, of tailing after bourgeois democratic prejudices, left the working class
less conscious and more vulnerable to these attacks. It also
made it easier for the bourgeoisie to isolate and attack the CP
and class conscious workers generally.
The monopoly position of the U.S. did not and could not eliminate the basic contradiction of capitalism or the crises that inevitably result from it. In fact, in the period after WW2, even during the heyday of U.S. imperialism there were a number of economic "rcl:essions." But for many years the U.S. imperialists were
able to stave off a deep and prolonged crisis through their monopoly position in the world, forcing lesser imperialist powers and
developing countries to bear much of the burden of the U.S. economic ·'recessions."
All this enabled the U.S. capitalists to broaden the ranks of the
"privileged minority of workers" or labor aristocracy. In the construction industry for examplt:. the majority of ~killed workers enjoyed a relatively comfortable position ~uring this period. This
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was only partly due to the monopoly of skilled workmen by the
building trades unions for while, to this day, these unions continue
to try to restrict membership through lengthy apprenticeship programs and other means, the introduction of new machinery has
rapidly reduced the level of skill required. More to the point was
the massive growth of the construction industry due in large
part to the tremendous underwriting of that industry through
the GI Bill, guaranteeing savings and loan corporations, an4 other forms of government spending which represented a subsidy
by the capitalist class as a whoJe.
The policy of subsidizing the construction industry not only enabled construction workers to maintain a relatively favorable position for a time, it also enabled a large section of workers to own,
or look forward to owning, their own home for the first time in
U.S. history .
Similarly, the truclcing industry in another example of where
the capitalist class as a whole was in a position to subsidize an entire industry and to make possible increases in the standard of living of the workers. By building the massive highway system at
public expense, the capitalist class as a whole, while pursuing its
general interests, was also basically providing the main capital expenditure for the trucking companies, meaning the companies were
forced to invest little more than the cost of trucks and the wages
of the workers. In the long haul trucking industry also, workers
were able to win through struggle a considerably higher standard
of living than the majority of the proletariat.
In both the trucking industry and construction the position of
U.S. imperialism not only allowed a section of the workers a higher standard of living, it also allowed significant numbers of workers
to become small owners, to become independent truck drivers or
open a small construction outfit. Such phenomena, which of
course were not restricted to these two industries, helped to resurrect the h9pe of escaping the working class far beyond the real
possibility.
In addition, the growth of certain new branches of industry
brought into being new sections of "better off" workers and new
sections of the petty bourgeoisie. The needs of the aerospace industry, to take one example, required a large numbel' of highly
trained technical personnel., The needs of administering a government bureau .•', r;y growing by leaps and bounds gave rise to other
new section!:.J the petty bourgeoisie, for example, social workers
whose ranks now number in the hundreds of thousands.
During this period tllere was a massive upswing in higher education, spurred on by new needs of production and financed through
U.S. imperialism's global empire. This fact.also led to increased
hopes on the part of the masses of workers that at least it might
be possible for their children to escape the factory .
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For the masses of production workers in basic indUstry (auto,
sted, rubber, etc.) the "benefits" of U.S. imperialism's monopoly
were (to quote Engels' words on the mass of British proletarians
during that COWltry'S period of monopoly) "a temporary share
now lUld then." True,living standards rose somewhat, especially
wmpared with the Depression years, but for the great majority
it was sLili a matter of getting by from one paycheck to the next
and for most becoming entangled in a net of consumer debt (an·otller mechanism used by the imperialists to temporarily expand
their market). For the masses of workers the rate of exploitation
increased during this time, that is the percentage 9f the value of
their labor going to the capitalists grew greater.
Any advances that were made in the standard of living came
only as a result of sharp struggle and during this whole period of
time workers continued to battle the capitalists over the terms of
sale of their labor power. This is shown very dramatically in the
cases where workers were in a weak position to wage the economi~ ()attle. In the electrical industry, for example, where the capitalists succeeded in crushing the industrial union and dividing the
workers up into many different organizations, wages fell way behind those of workers in other basic industries;
Band·in-hand with the ruling class' efforts to establish an "American Century" came an all-out political offensive within this
country, especially in the form of a protracted anti-communist
crusade. Their goals were several fold: to rob the working class of
its vanguard, its communist party; to prepare public opinion for
its interference in other countries and wars of aggression aimed at
main!, i.ling its global dominance and turning back the tide of revolutil.il sweeping the world; and generally to mobilize the masses
of people around its political "pole."
In the course of this holy war on commurusm the capitalists
readwd deep into their political arsenal of myth and deception for
weapons, old and new, with which to attack the working class.
The bomgeoisie tried to twist and pervert the experience of the
Se~ond World War, picturing it as a battle of democracy vs. dictator:;hip, and portraying communists as the equivalent of fascists.
Especially in opposition to socialism and working class rule, the
bour~;eois electoral system was held up as if it was the highest
achil~vement of man. All of these arguments of the bourgeoisie
about the superiority of its political system were very much tied in
with a barrage of propaganda about the superiority of its economic
system-that "free enterprise" really "delivered the goods"-the
implied threat being that the worker had to choose between puttillg up with capitalist exploitation or giving up his few personal
po;;ses:iions.
N.lturally the tenden..:y toward the bourgeoisification of the
U.S. working class during this period created a strong basis for
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the capitalists to make some heddway with their political attack.
Neverth·lc.s the extent to which they succeeded was by no means
inevitable and there was political resistance from communists and
advanced workers, even at the height of the anti-communist frenzy during the Korean War.
A successful political counter-offensive which could have minimized losseb would have required correct leadership from the
workers' own political party. Yet the Communist Party, its.elf
under sharp attack and many of its leaders jailed or driven underground, had never thoroughly eradicated the revisionist line, even
though Browder and some of his more hideous revisionist theses
were driven from the Party. During the period in which it was
under attack the CP more and more fell into apologizing for its revolutionary aims and trying to hide. behind, and appeal to, the
"democracy" of the American political system.
Under such circumstances it was necessary to expose the contradiction between the self-proclaimed democracy of the bourgeoisie and its denial of political rights to the political representatives
of the working class and also necessary to fight to hang on to democratic rights which could be used by the masses as weapons in
the struggle against the capitalists. Lenin wrote:
.
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"Even in the most democratic bourgeois state the oppressed
people at every step encounter the crying contradiction between
the formal equality proclaimed by the 'democracy' of the
capitalists and the thousands of real limitations and subterfuges which turn the proletarians into wage-slaves. It is precisely this contradiction that is opening the eyes of the people to the rottenness, mendacity and hypocrisy of capitalism.
It is this contradiction that the agitators and propagandists
of. Socialism are constantly exposing to the people, in order to
prepare them for revolution!" (Proletarian Revolution and the
Renegade Kautsky)

.: :~

But the CP limited its criticism of the U.S. political system to
the lack of consistent (bourgeois) democracy (including constantly howling that fascism was around the comer) and not focusing on
the main point: that even the most thorough bourgeois democracy
remains an illusion and a deception since it masks the rule of an
exploiting handful over the great majority of people. Instead of
exposing this contradiction the CP basically portrayed itself as the
"true defenders" of democracy, in the tradition of Roosevelt and
Jefferson, fighting its "betrayers" like McCarthy and Truman.
In the late '50s, following the capture of the USSR by revisionists led by Khrushchev, the CP completely abandoned revolution
and the working class and became the traitor party that it remains today. This degeneration of the CP was a most serious
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to the working class. It left the working class without a vanguard and thus politically disarmed, leaving the bourgeoisie a
clear field to push their political poison. But it could not elimilIate the basic contradictions of capitalism, the exploitation and
oppression of the masses of people under this system-or their
resist<uwe, which was shown especially in the Black people's
::;t.ruggle and also the movement against the war in Vietnam, as
\/l.!ll as .:ontinuous strikes, often very militant, of the working
du.::;s itself during the period after WW2.
GROIVING CRISIS

As far back as 1848 in the Communist Manifesto Marx and
Engels, in discussing the recurring crises' of capitalism, pointed
out:
" And how does the bourgeoisie get over these crises? On
the one hand by the enforced destruction of a mass of produ.:tive forces; on the other, by the conquest of new markets,
and by the more thorough exploitation of the old ones. That
is to say, by paving the way for more extensive and more destructive crises, and by diminishing the means whereby crises
are prevented."
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This statement c~rtainly applies to the developments in the
U.S. since World War 2: the very measures that enabled the
bourgeoisie to get out of the depths of the Great Depression, and
to minimize the effects of the several post-war "recessions,"
paved the way for the steadily deepening crisis of today and has
greatly reduced the ability of the capitalists to further postpone
the inevitable further deepening of that crisis.
The vast U.S. economic and military presence in the homeland of its rivals has, to a large extent, turned into its opposite;
these very countries now challenge the U.S. monopolists, even in
the home market of U.S. imperialism itself, and the large presence of U.S. dollars in those countries has greatly contributed to
the collapse of the "dollar standard" and to successive devaluation of U.S. currency.
The empire of the U.S. imperialists has suffered under the
telling blows of revolutionary struggle. First China freed itself
from the clutches of imperialism and its faithful servant Chiang
Kai-shek, then the masses of Korean people backed by their
comrades-in-arms of the People's Republic of China beat back
the U.S.-led invasion of north Korell and held the powerful U.S.
to it standstill. Then, during the 1960s, came the heroic armed
struggle of the Vietnamese and other Indochinese people which
greatly weakened the U.S. capitalist class.

And of tremendous significance has been the emergence of
the USSR as a capitalist superpower capable of challenging the
U.S. on a global scale.
All of these things, coupled with the even further saturation
of U.S. imperialism's hor,le market and the greatly increased
capitalization of the South, the principal region in the country
where the bourgeoisie found it profitable to invest massive
amounts of new capital, has created the basis for the present
crisis.
. Already the economic and political effects on U.S. society
have been great. Real wages for the working class have declined
since the mid-'60s. Sections of the working class which enjoyed
a "better off" positio~ in the past, such as construction workers,
have come under fierce attack so tOOay over 40% of all commercial construction is non-wlion. Unemployment generally has
reached the highest rate since the Great Depression and inflation continues to climb higher. Where previously many working
class families lived on one income, now the paycheck of both
husband and wife is necessary for most to get by.
The moribund nature of the imperialists, hid for many years
under a glittering facade of "prosperity," stands out in stark relief as whole cities fall into greater and greater decay, the capitalists lack the necessary capital to re-tool their industrial plants,
even the railroad tracks stand in disrepair and ruin, and all of
the social evils that accompany the decay of the economic system soar.
.
The ability of the capitalists to further postpone. the even
further decline of their system is increasingly reduced; in fact,
while the bourgeoisie is not utterly without freedom and there
will be some ups and downs in the development of the crisis,
there is no way short of world war an,d a new favorable redivision of the world which might result from winning such a war,
that tilE' .!apitalists of this country could return to a respite from·
crisis evt:n remotely resembling the post World War 2 period.
Whereas the decades. following World War 2 saw material conditions favorable to the growth of bourgeois prejudices among
the working class, for the strengthening of old illusions and the
creation of new ones, the present period of deepening crisis is
undercutting the basis of these very illusions. For the "bottom
line" of bourgeois democratic illusions among the workers is the
myth that capitalism can provide a tolerable life for the working
class and that wage slavery is not an intolerable or inescapable
condition which must be forcibly overthrowil.
The capitalist crisis also weakens the ability of the bourgeoisie to join ranks and put up a common political front against
the working class. Marx noted:
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"So I.)ng as things go well, competition effects an operating ff .. :. :nity of the capitalist class ...so that each shares in
the cOlllmon loot in proportion to the size of his respective investment. But as it nQ longer is a question of sharing profits
but of sharing losses, everyone tried to reduce his own
shan; t.o a minimum and to shove it o~f upon another•..The
Ulltat;onism between each individual capitalist's interests and
those of the capitalist class as a whole, then comes to the surface, just as previously the identity of these interests operated
in practice through competition." (Oapital, Vol. 3)
Tai:; is the economic basis of the "dirty politics" that has
grown so prevalent today. In recent years scandal after scandal
has rocked the political arena. Individual capitalists and their political representatives, out of their narrow and immediate interests, expose each other and, unwittingly, expose the very political mask of democracy that they all share in common. And
while the current Ford/Carter election has been mainly an attempt to restore some credibility to the increasingly tattered
political system, there can be no doubt it won't be long before
new exposures of corruption in high places and of "abuse of pow-.
er" (as the capitalists call their extra-legal wiretappings, assassinations, etc.) will come to light.
'
None of this is meant to imply that objective conditions alonethe deepening crisis, the increasing misery of the masses and the
disarray of the bourgeoisie-will by itself wipe out bourgeois
d(~mocralic illusions. What it does mean is that life under capi- .
talism will become increasingly intolerable for the masses of people, that lhe domination of the society by the bourgeoisie will
sland out all the more sharply and the broad masses will search
for a solution, a way out, of their exploitation and oppression.
At the same time, the intensification of the contradictions of
c... pitalism and the rise of the mass struggle will intensify the ideological struggle between-the proletariat and the bourgeoisie. The
bourgeoisie will find its rule more dependent than ever on deceivil15 the masses about the possibility of peaceful change
through its political framework and hiding the meconcilable anta~onllim between the workers and the capitalists. This will be
true even as the capitalists are increasingly forced to use their
sLate «pparatus to suppress the struggles of the people and even
as they restrict the bourgeois democratic rights of the workers
and others.
The objective basis for the accelerating expansion of the ranks
of the politically class conscious workers, who have radically broken with the politics and ideology of the bourgeoisie and fight
for the "emancipatory aims" of the working class lies precisely
in the fact that all of the evils and miseries of capitalism will in-
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crease-it cannot be otherwise. But the experience of the masses
of workers is uneven and contradictory imd counter currents to
the' general decline of U.S. imperialism continue to exist.
While the world situation is qualitatively different than it was
during the heyday of U.S. imperialism in the '50s and early '60s
it would be wrong to think that its monopoly position has been
completely eroded-it remains, after'all, one of only two superpowers in the world and still dominates a vast, if shaky, empire.
It would be ridiculous to say that no workers are able to escape
into the petty bourgeoisie or that no workers are able to maintain a relatively comfortable and "better off" position even
though the general direction of development is the ruining of
the petty bourgeoisie and the driving down of "better off" workers to the level of the mass of the proletariat.
In December, 1975 an article appeared in Revolution entitled
"Mass Line Is Key to Lead the Masses in Mal{ing Revolution"
which pqinted out:
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"But the experience of tlle masses, in their struggle to produce, in the class struggle and in scientific experimentation,
does not take place in a vacuum, of course. And in capitalist
society, along with their monopoly of ownership of the
means of production, the capitalists control the media of
mass communication, the educational system, etc.
"They constantly try to 'sum up' the experience of the
masses according to their own upside-down world view."
This is certainly true when it comes to summing up the experience of the masses with the bourgeois-democratic political system. A few examples should help clarify this point.
The Black people's struggle was the cutting edge of revolutionary struggle in the U.S. beginning with the early civil rights movement of the mid '50s through the high tide of the Black liberation struggle of the late '60s.
What gave that struggle its revolutionary thrust, and will
again, is that the oppression of Black people is rooted in the capitalist system of exploitation and that the liberation of Black people can only come through working class revolution. Indeed,
the most significant contribution of the Black liberation struggle
of the '60s was reldndling revolutionary spirit among masses of
working people of all nationalities and increasingly aiming its
blow at th·:' Ti· Ie of the bourgeoisie.
But the u,- .llgeoisie, through its political representatives within and outside that movement, tried to turn reality on its head
and portray many of the gains won by the Black people's struggle (like civil rights legislation, for example) as proof of the "vitality of the dp.mocratic system" or. in a slicker variety of the
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same line, that the goal of the struggle was to perfect the bourgeoig demucratic system. *
Similarly, when powerful sections of the U.S. ruling class
saw their inevitable defeat in Indochina so.me of their political
representatives rushed to try to head off the massive movement
of the American people against that war. Trying desperately to
hide the fundamental character of that conflict, that it was an
imperialist war waged for the sole benefit of the monopoly
capitalist class, these politicians tried to tell the people that the
Vietnam war was a departure from "traditional democratic values" and that the big mistake was supporting a "dictator" in
south Vietnam.
.
More recently the example of Watergate comes to mind,
which exposed the "extra legal" side of the bourgeoisie's infighting and their dog-eat-dog nature. Yet once again the capitalists tried to turn this around, declaring that the near imrH.:adnnent of Nixon and his forced resignation was living proof
of the "health" of the constitutional process.
Th,!re are countless other examples of attempts by the bourgeoisie to reenforce the bourgeois democratic deception even
as it is beillg battered by reality. This juSt further underscores
the point made in the "Mass Une" article cited earlier, "At
each point in the development of the struggle the bourgeoisie
and the proletariat will contend not only in the practical battlefield, but also in the sphere of ideology."
This battle "in the sphere of ideology ," to which the fight
aL~ainst the bourgeois democratic deception belongs., is crucial
to the success of the revolutionary struggle. In this battle the
Party and advanced workers play the decisive role. Without
the painstaking work of communists, without repeated political expo::mes of the rule of the bourgeoisie, the masses of
workers \, ;~ I not be able to free themselves of the shackles of
bourgeois oemocratic illusions no matter how deep the crisis
become::;.
This exposure must pierce beneath the surface-the talk about
democracy-anJ get down to the real class relations that lie at
the boltom of this ,and all political phenomena. As Mao Tsetung wrote:

working people. there is no freedom for the working people not to be exploited, and if there is democracy for the
bourgeoisie, there is no democracy for the proletariat and
other working people. The legal existence of the Communist Pc.' LY is tolerated in some capitalist countries, but only
to the t.. ••. ent that it doe; not ~iidWi~i!c t~ie iunaameniai interests of the bourgeoisie; it is not ioieraied beyond that.
Those who demand freedom and democracy in the abstract
regard democracy as an end and not a means. Democracy
sometimes seems to be an end, but it is in fact only a
means." ("On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among
the People," Selected Readings)
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The real question is the class question-which class rules society. The revolutionary goal-though it involves far g-reater
democracy for the masses of people than in any past societycannot be seen as some kind of straight line extension or expansion qf existing democracy. Only on the basis of establishing
th~ rule of the working class by overthrowing the capitalist system and its Ilourgeois democracy (or other forms of rule) can the
working class exercise dictatorship over the overthrown class
of exploiters, practice its own democracy and end all forms of
oppression.
.
Bringing out these class relations is an important task of communists. As the crisis of the imperialist system deepens, conditions are ripening for this socialist agitation arid propaganda, con·
ducted in the course of leading the struggles of the working class
forward, to achieve more and more favorable results.
In 1892 Engels wrote about the United States, "In such a
country continually renewed waves of advance, followed by
equally certain setbacks, are inevitable. Only the advances always
become more powerful, the setbacks less paralyzing, and on the
whole the cause does move forward." And, Engels concluded,
the very rapid and powerful development of capitalism in the
U.S. has laid the basis for a revolutionary struggle of the working
class that "will one day bring about a change that will astound
the world." (Letters to Americans)
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" .. .freedom and d.emocracy do not exist in the abstract,
only in the concrete. In a society rent by class struggle, if
i.lll:r,,! is freedom for the exploiting classes to exploit the
'111 (lcli.lll Ihi, lilt!
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tried to take advantage of the fact that there ia a
aspect to the stru90le of Black people. This wal especiallv
riohts phrase when the struggle was aimed at winning basic
J~II"'':I ... lic rights. such i.lS the riaht to \/Ote and 50 forth. but remainl true now.
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It is a privilege to reply to your letter. You have opened a discussion
which neither of us is in any position to conclude. For it leads to the cen·
ter of those difficulties which perplex every Socialist who has survived his
first period of omniscience. Qie thing your letter makes perfectly clear,
that however inevitabl~ the road to Socialism may be in our theoretical
text.books, there is nothing inevitable about the tactics of today and tomorrow. You have to meet these problems in your official position, and
you are puzzled. The comrades who write to you for help are puzzled. Tho
immense discussion in our press shows that the movement as a whole is
puzzled. If all of us could adroit this frankly we should have made the fllst
great step toward a solution, for that is the only atmosphere in which complicated problems are ever solved. With that in mind I have held back my
reply to your letter until after the November elections. There is no use trYina
to precipitate an open discussion at a time when everybody has to pretend
that he is entirely wise and absolutely certain. A man standing on a soap*The following letter from the Socialist party Collection at Duke University is printed
with Lippmann's spelling, punctuation, and
unc1wlged. IronicallY, afta
writing this letter, Lippmann left the socialiat Party to become a Progressive.
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box has to be cocksure. But about the tactics of a revolutionary move·
ment only a fool is convinced that his is the last word. For we might as
well make up our minds to the fact that the debate over tactics will last as
long as the movement. For every year the situation changes, new fact, ,.';
arise, and a living party has to readjust itself to meet them. That is why
hostility to "new" theories is such a discouraging business. These criti·
cisms of Socialism which are coming from the younger men may be "halfbaked" and blundering: they are at least attempts to face a condition of
affairs that did not exist when the veterans were learning what they know.
Let me reply rust of all to your question: What is the basis of attack
on the Schenectady administration? Its basis is the knowledge I gained as
Executive Secretary to the Mayor and member of the administration cau·
cus. I was present at the making of the first budget and the laying down
of the year's policy. The main outlines of my objections to the kind of
politics represented by Schenectady were published in the Call of June 9,
1912, under the title of "Schenectady the Unripe." The points of that
article have,l believe, been thoroughly confirmed by later events. I do not
propose here to rehearse all that, for our business is not with the criticism
of what is being done but with the discussion of something more effective.
I have met no informed Socialist who did not confess, at least privately,
that the Schenectady administration presented immense problems. You
admit it, of course, and you add to that statement the wider one that the
,. pr.oblems are typical. You have seen Milwaukee at first hand; it is very significant that after studying Schenectady you should feel that the Socialists
there "encounter the same kind of difficulties that every Socialist admini·
stration has encountered and the same kind of difficulties that for many
years every Socialist administration will encounter."
That difficulty can be stated quite simply on one very important issue: The economic policy of the administration. It is trus,-the budget ill
Schenectady was made on the principle that taxes must not be increased,
. because high taxes would alienate the property·holders whose votes decid·
ed the election. In other words, the Schenectady Socialists know that they
OWe their election to voters who would not stand for an increase of taxa·
tion. They know that they could not be re-elected if taxes were higber
than under the Democrats. The first principle of their economic policy was
to keep the tax rate where it was, or to reduce it if possible. This truth
about Schenectady has never been denied. The administration has boasted
of it. Now I say that this is a clean·cut issue between Socialism and anti·
Socialism, for it is quite clearly the business of a Socialist administration to
cut into the returns of property, take as much of them as possible to be
i spent for social purposes. Any reformer would agree in a minute that the'
\ "constructive" work of the Schenectady Socialists was admirable, no graft,
,
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efficiency, parks, schools, medical attention, etc. But the ordinary reformer wishes these reforms without cutting into the returns on property. That
is why "low taxes" is the watchword of all good government activity.
Now the Schenectady administration chose deliberately to follow
the policy of the reformer. It couldn't help itself. It·hld been elected by
people who believed in reform, and it represents its constituency admirably. But on the only economic issue which it faced, the administration is
not a Socialist Administration. It is a pure and simple product of reform,
using some of the phrases of Socialism, but acting on the identical policy
that would inspire an administration conducted by John Purroy Mitchel or
Norman Hapgood. When I call it a reform government I am speaking as accuratelyas I can. It isn't the fact that Schenectady interested itself in dental clinics and playgrounds. I am not with those who despise these things
as unworthy of a "revolutionist." I say simply that when the amount of
playgrounds and the whole work of reform ~s made to depend on keeping
taxes where the Democrats left them, then the point of view is literally nonSocialist. On the crucial question of whether the administration would cut
deeper into the returns on privilege, Schenectady said no.
.
And because of that, political action' in Schenectady must be ineffective. It refuses to take the first step on which everything else hangs: it refuses to attack privilege.
•
Now if we are to arrive at an understanding of how to rejuvenate political action, we must fwd out why on this clean issue of policy, the Schenectady administration faltered. Such an analysis will lead us, I think, to
the source of their difficulties. From that there should emerge a clearer
sense of how to strengthen Socialist politics. I do not agree with you that
every administration must encounter the same difficulties. I do agree that
every administration will enCOU'J ler them if it doesn't correct the underlying errors of Schenectady.
The main analysis is quite simple. The administration was elected by
non-Socialists. It represents them.
You can translate that very simple statement into a number of practical questions which must be answered before
action can have
, political
,
any sound basis. Let me try to suggest a few of them.
1. Is it good policy to nominate a candidate' for mayor who will poll
a personal vote large enough to decide the election?
2. Should Socialist campaigns be fought on issues like police corruption or paving graft?
3. What bid should be made for the progressive vote, disgusted with
the old parties and ignorant of Socialism?
4. If an administration is elected by non-Socialist votes, does it owe
any allegiance to the wishes of its non-Socialist'supporters? Can the local
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claim the right to control the action of officials, when the local represents
.
a small minority of the voters?
S. What is the attitude of Socialist mayors towards disorderly strikes
and strike-breakers?
'
6. What is the Socialist policy in taxation: What should it do in reSUd to its non-Sociallst middle class supporters?
7. What is the Socialist policy towards vice?
8. What is the policy on school-boards? Is it "non-partisan" as reformers desire?
I mention these questions almost at random. They are, I think, all
aspects of the same question, the most fundamental one that American Socialists in politics have had to face: where is the allegiance of Socialists
elected by non-Socialists? If we can keep that issue before us it may be
possible to save this discussion from running out into futile bickering. I
ahould like to suggest that before anyone enters the argument he should
face this question, and come to a clear understanding of what he really believes. I venture to predict that all the disagreements have their source
right here: you wili find that those who incline to some form of syndicalism have in the back of their minds the notion that an overwhelming political majority for Socialism is too slow a method of progress; you will find
many Sociallsts who think they are very "practical" because they insist
that we must play the political game and take any votes we can get; some
tPf the greatest difficulties of the party turn on this pOint, such as our attitude toward the negro, towards the small farmer, and the little shop-keeper.
But all this would take us too far afield, and I have no desire to wander all
over the face of the globe. We are discussing political action especially in
cities.
I do not know, of course, how you would answer the eight questions
or the one question of which they are parts. I should say:
1. That votes cast for a candidate alone represent no strength for the
movement.
2. That elections won on issues like graft, anti-Tammany, etc., etc.,
are mandates from the voters to clean out graft, not to strike at respectable
privilege.
.
3. That the disgusted progressive vote represents no strength because
it does not intend to stay with us on any essential issue.
4. That Socialists ought not, even if they could, go beyond the actual wUl of the constituency; that administrations elected by rwn-Socialists

do owe allegiance to rwn-Socialist voters.
S. That a disorderly strike is an absolutely baffling problem, unless
the great majority of the community are convinced Socialists.
6. That it Is the business of Socialists to throw an increasing burden
187
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progressives.
of taxation on unearned incomes, and to spend the money socially.
7. That the policy of fighting vice with the police is a reformers'
The general attitUde of the party press is that all reformers are either
policy, not a Socialist's:
fools, crooks, or hypocrites. You will find Socialists arguing, as one of
8. That non-partisan school-board appointments are an absurdity
them did recently, that Mitchel must be all sorts of a knave because Hearst
for Socialists who have a naw philosophy of society, and yet partisan apsupported him, and MCAneny a scoundrel because Hearst said he was. The
pointments are a form of tyranny unless they are made with the consent
rough assumption of all our political thinking is that the world is divided
of the great mass of the citizens.
into Soc.ta1lsts and rascals. The assumption is false. In our less ugly moods
It is fairly clear, I think, that the keystone of our principal difficul·
. we assume that society is divided into SOcialists and conservatives. That
ties is that large and decisive group of progressive voters which holds the
assumption is false. Our politics assume that we alone represent every step
balance of power in America today. These progressives are hard to desIn progress from personal honesty to the Cooperative Commonwealth.
cribe. They are more numerous than the BUn Moose; their national lead·
That is not true. We are not the whole of honest, nor the whole of progers include Roosevelt, Wilson, Bryan, La Follette; they are single-taxers
ress, nor the whole of radicalism. It is the meanest kind of arrogance when
and prohibitionists, anti-trust people, anti-Tammany, efficiency enthusi·
our press or our speakers make a great fuss about Milwaukee'S milk statasts like John Purroy Mitchel, uncla~fiable men like Brand Whitlock, Litd· .
Jons or Schenectady's grocery shop as if to say that if you want these unsey or Steffens; they are Collier's Weekly and the Saturday Evening Post,
deniably good things you will have to vote for us. In the region of what
they are the muck-raking magazines, the social workers, the conservation·
we call our "immediate dc::mands" it is sheer nonsense to pretend that we
ists, white slave crusaders and woman suffragists; they are the most widely.
alone are capable or willing to carry them into effect. There Is probably
spread element in public life. They hold their party ties lightly; they are
not an item in all the immediate demands of the Erfurt program that protoday in a liquid condition, and under certain circumstances they will flow
sressivism is incapable of accepting. And as for the execution of these reo
towards us. They are not afraid of Socialism, not of the name anyWty.
forms, well, you know as I do that the competent administrators have not.
yet swarmed into the Socialist Party.
They like Socialism a great deal better than they do the Socialists.
The temper of these progressives is to use any political machine that
Bu,"our assumption that we alone are to be trusted has got us into a
. will serve them. They have captured the Democratic Party in national polio
very difficult position. We try to do the things that reformers can do at
tics; men like La Follette, Borah, Hadley still hope to control the Republi.
least as well as we, and wI? try to represent at the same time a profoundly
can machine; there is, of course, the Bull Moose; they are powerful organi.
revolutionary movement.' SUpermen might do it. We can't. The moment
zations like some of the granges, the People's Power League in Oregon, the
we go into competition with the reformers on their own ground, we are
Voters' League in Chicago-all of them instruments of this widespread protoo busy for much else. It is quite an absorbing job to run even a dental
gressive feeling. But that isn't the end. In a city like Schenectady, both
clinic. The police force will keep any man busy. And tho administration
old parties are utterly hopeless, the Bull Moose is weak, and the Progresthat is breaking its head off the daily problems of the police in a ci ty is not
sives are quite ready to turn temporarlIY to the Socialists if they feel they
going out of its way to encourage strikes or anything else that is.,ukely to
tt
can trust them. The path is smoothed for them if the candi~te of the Somake new difficulties. And then, there is always before its eyes the great
cialists is a man who moved from progressivism to Socialism a year or so
fact that supporters would leave in a minute Jf anything was done that they
before, a popular man whom everybody knOWs. He becomes the link of an
didn't like. There arises then the feeling that re-elec.tion is supremely imalliance between Socialism and the reformers. But note what happens: the
portant to prove to the world "that the SOCialists have made gOod." And
reformers are harder to hold on to than the Socialists. They are free peopl"
10 in a thousand human complications the net is spun, and the SOCialists
who have signed no pledge and they are not tied to a ticket. They come
are in the grip of the progressiVes. Then We wonder that political action is
denounced.
when they please and go when they please. The whole campaign turns on
ke~ping them in line. Everything is done to attract them, and the real SoIf Socia1lstS'ai'e to make anything of political action they have got to
cialists stand around like a serious husband who has married a flirt.
keep themselves clearly distinguished from the progressives. By clearly disIt is this mass of progre~ves who create the puzzles of our political
,dnautshed I do not mean a state of violent hatred towards Roosevelt and
tactics. That, I think, is very clear for America.
') all his works. I do not mean a hallelujah chorus if Milwaukee installs the
It is essential then to understand the relation of the Socialists to tho
' eoat unit system and a cheap Sneer jf Philadelphia does it. To distinguish
188
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clearly means for us to concentrate on that which is ours alone, to leave to
the progressives what is theirs.
How is that to be done? I have been asked fifty times whether we
can really reject votes that come to us. "Are you going into a campaign
shouting 'Don't vote for us'?" It is perhaps hardly necessary to say to you
that such argument is merely quibble. When a.Socialist says that he wishes
only Socialist votes, he doesn't mean that on election day he proposes to
prevent anyone from voting his ticket. It is really quite easy to make it extremely improbable that the great mass of progressives will swing to us.
All it means is a really honest campaign. That is not pleasant, for we
all like to see "results," and a big jump in the vote puts heart into the party. And yet I am convinced that political action will simply prove itself
another of the age-long deceptions, unless it is conducted on the central
principle that no fictitious size is any real strength. Those Socialists who
talk as if we were going to measure our success by the standards of other
parties have falled to grasp imaginatively what we are here for. We have
nothing to gain by empty victories; every time we gain something which
we do not really deserve, a new despair is born. If we cannot learn to play
politics with a long vision and an abillty to distinguish between Socialist
power and the external clap-trap of victory, then we haven't ldmed the
fust steps in revolution, and our magnificent pictures of the future are the
idle dreams of incompetent men.
The officials we elect are as powerful as the group they represent, no
more so. The label Socialist will not make Socialists out of officials elected by progressives. If you keep that in mind, it becomes perfectly clear
that the success of political action is determined before the officials are
elected. The whole question which you ask me centers, then, in the campaign. You will understand, of course, that a Socialist campaign is not confined to six weeks of feverish electioneering before the vote is counted.
It includes the quality of propaganda, the kind of nominations, the
nature of the platform, and the issues that are raised. You can readlly see
that everywhere here there is a choice, - a choice between the effort to
build up a real Socialist constituency and the sham effort to pile up a vote.
It is easiest perhaps to illustrate this with the platform.
The most interesting part of the platform in many ways is the section of "Immediate Demands." It represents the opening wedge of Socialist activity, a statement of where we would begin. Now so far as I can discover. the notion seems to be that our immediate demands should include
desirable reforms capable of immediate realization. It's a list of good
things worth having now. It's a sort of storehouse from which reformers
are supposed to steal.
Whether they do or not is an academiC question. The fact il that
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they do come around to endorsing most of our immediate demands. What
do we do then? You know what we do: First, we sho';t "Thier'; then..we
shout "hypocrite,- if you really want these reforms you must let us carry
them out ... we ~d them fust." This has been our position ever since the
.
Progressive Party caught us napping.
Now the least we could have expected of the party was that it should
set to work at once to map out a set of immediate demands far more radical than anything the Progressives had accepted. If reformers could go
that far, it was clearly'our business to move ahead. We did not need to attack the old reforms we had endorsed. They were just as valuable when
the Progressives had accepted them. But it was our business to work out
reforms that went beyond them.
On what principle? Fortunately an example exists, which I should
like to call to your serious attention. Last spring in New York City a small
. group of us who had realized this predicament set about writing a municipal platform which·shouid recognize the great political fact of the present
time - that the progressives have become a conscious group in the community. We felt that the old platform was made before the progressives had
appeared, and it was built on the assumption that the Socialists and the
conservatives were the only two divisions of the voters. We knew this assumption was false. We knew that the Progressives represented a large body
of ~mest reform, and we recognized that this fact had changed the outlook of political action. We saw that it was folly for the Socialists to duplicate the work of the Progressives, and to attack them stupidly was worthy
of the dog in the manger.
So we made an innovation in the structure of the platform. We divided the immediate demands into "Reforms endo~sed 'by Socialists" and
"Socialist Policies." This division has been very much attacked because no
hair-line distinction is possible. That is true. But for the rough work of
politics it is, I believe, a useful distinction. Under "Refoqns Endorsed" we
were able to place all those projects which are obviously desirable. yC;u
know that there are a hundred things of great value about which there is
no class division because they involve no attack on profit. We desire those
reforms in common with a great mass of people who are not Socialists at all.
But there is nothing peculiar to us about them.
Now while we approve of them cordially, we cannot as a party afford
to give much time to them. We have to concentrate on what is original in
our message:' But this does not mean that we are to talk the Cooperative
Commonwealth, and despise immediate action. What we have to do is to
devise a practical program for the next few years that would really affect
the balance of power, that would really cut into profit, that would really
put Socialists ahead in their essential work. Such a program is difficult to
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formulate. But it has to be done. And it is on such a program of immedi.
ate demands that our campaigns must center.
One illustration may make this clear. Take the municipal ownership
and operation of subways. That in itself is an immediate reform which
will fmd no great opposition among the Progressives. We botieve in it, and
we should welcome its achievement. But we do not stop there. We say
municipal ownership is worth having, but it is an installment of Socialism
only when it is conducted on Socialist principles. The moment municipal
trading becomes an immediate issue it is our business to draw the distinction between the reformer's policy and ours. The distinction is roughly
, this: that reformers propose to use the profits to reduce taxes; that Social.
j.I ists propose to spend the profits socially. The difference is enormous.
Municipal ownership under Socialists would pay for things that the people
need; under reformers it would lighten the burden on property.owners.
That is such a big difference, that a great many "revolutionary" comrades
won't see it at all.
For note what it means. The profits on a socialistically conducted
subway would be a direct transfer from private dividends to the people;
the profits on a reformist subway would be a transfer from stockholders
to tax·payers. Landlords have everything to gain by a refOrmist enterprise,
and the people very little; the Socialist metho<;l would be real socWization
of capital. Now obviously, our campaigns must make this issue very clear:
Municipal ownership is a reform we endorse; socialist municipal ownership
is what we demand.
How profoundly this would change the quality of our campaigns you
can see. There is no bait to the progressives in it. A whole pack of argu.
ments are thrown overboard and the revolutionary issue is brought to the
front. That is the way to keep the progressives from voting our ticket. Go
to them with this statement: "We stand for municipal enterprise. We
propose to operate public utilities for the public. We do not propose to
take one cent of the profits to reduce the burdens on the tax·payers. We
propose to spend it on raising wages, on reduciqg fares, improving service,
and on reforms that would seem a luxury to you progressives. Out of the
profits we propose to create new social opportunities, in schools, in city
life, - opportunities which you will not endorse because they would cost
too much."
What I have suggested here about municipal ownership can be extend.
ed, I think, to all the interests that politics touches. The Socialist policy on
schools is yet to be worked out: there is 'Contained in it a whole trunk full
of revolutionary demands that are immediate and practicaL There is a
health program to be devised which will carry the party beyond anything
the reformers are likely to accept. Taxation is a way of socializing wealth
192
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that we have hardly explored.
If we really concentrate on immedlate demands of this sort our progress will represent actual strength. There will be no mushroom victories,
and the essential work of the movement will not be neglected. By an ever·
lasting insistence on the specifically socialist position we shall save our·
selves from the embraces of fickle friends.
Of course this means that we shall win less elections, and come into
power more slowly. We shall have to stand by and let the Progressives
look like the saviors of humanity. For those who fmd that too great a
strain on their ambitions there is only one thing to do and that is to join
the Progressives. If "doing something" means being in office or carrying
through reforms, then the Socialist movement is the wrong place for them.
We can part witho!1t bitterness. The progressives will be all the better for
the addition of men who have had contact with Socialism, and Socialism
will have lost nothing. For it carmot be repeated too often that the only
strength of Socialism is its real strength.
The first objection that will occur to all this is that I am advocating
mere talk. That is not true. I am advocating the assumption of politicai
responsibility only when the constituency is ripe for it. The great danger,
as in Schenectady, is to have the externals of power and none of its sub·
atance.
A second objection, certain to be raised, is that we must have politi.
cal experience, and that we can't get that in our locals or in propaganda.
Thafis true. No one who has watched the American movement can very
well deny its deep need of experience. An evening at almost any local will
conVince an observer that whatever other virtues we may have, administra·
tive efficiency is not one of them. I have watched a local of two hundred
Socialists trying to audit flfty-cent bills by majority vote. The so-called
practical wing of the party is composed largely of people who have a vivid
sense of what a gigantic administrative problem Socialism will be, coupled
with a vivid sense of what administrative dubs we are. And they feel that
direct responsibility as in Schenectady is the only way there is of making
the party prepare itself for practical affairs. There is, I believe, an enormous amount of truth in their position. We do need sorely to develop the
capacity of dealing with actual problems. The debates wWch enliven the
Call are often theoretical and verbal to an extreme: our criticisms of Congress or the mayor betray constantly the fact that the writer has never had
to face the actual work of dr-awing up a bill or administering a department.
It makes us arrogant, self.righteous, sectarian, and unjust. We blame officials for things absolutely beyond their control; we curse them often because we do not understand them. We announced on general principles
that the subway contracts were a graft, but what the graft was we never
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took the trouble to state. If there is any party member who has made an
analytical study of those contracts with the substitute proposal along So·
cialist lines, I have not heard of him. The flfst comment I read in the Call
on JOM Purroy Mitchel's nomination announced that he was a pinhead.
Now on the subject of municipal govern~ent Mitchel is uns.'lubtedly not
a pinhead. One could draw up a tremendous indictment against Mitchel,
but on the question of his competence, administrative skill, and integrity
no Socialist I know has the right to open his mouth. We become positive
hypOcrites, for if Mitchel were in Schenectady or Milwaukee, he would be
doing just about what he has been doing and we should be haIling him as
an example of the extraordinary capacity which the Socialist movement
produces.
I do not wish then to underestimate the importance of the practical
experience which so many comrades insist upon. But it does not follow
that we must buy that experience by abandoning almost everything else
that we believe. It is not necessary to crawl into office, and create political
despair, just in order to remedy our incompetence. We can have experience
without destroying the value of political action. Office is not the whole of
politics.
We can if we have the energy. take an active part in every important
controversy. The party could be represented at every hearing, could organ·
ize demonstrations: if the subway issue arises, the party ought to put for·
ward its solution, and fight for it. It ought to make itself heard before ev·
ery budget committee, every legislative inquiry on labor laws, conservation,
schools. There should be trained representatives at every session of a gov·
ernment body, sent there not to write satirical articles, but to report to the
party and keep it alert to new developments. There should be standing
committees of experts on various phases of politics, and there should be
machinery for presenting the issues to the party, and enabling it to take its
stand. It would be an excellent beginning of the National Office appoint
a committee to draw up suggestions as to how to carry on political action
before the election of officials. Such a national inquiry could be supple·
mented with local committees that worked out the special details for par·
ticular communities.
Political action of this sort would be a blessing in all directions: it
would give us all the habit of dealing constructively with immediate issues;
it would be an unequalled form of propaganda; it 'would lay excellent foun·
dations for any administration that we elected: it would ventilate the stuf·
fy theoretical atmosphere of our discussion.
'.
However, it is not the only way of gaining the experience we need.
The unions themselves are miniature democracies, and active participation
in their affairs by those who are eligible is not only absolutely essential
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from the deeper aspects of Socialism: it is a real training for law·making
and administration. But there is another field of activity that for business
, experience outweighs either politics or work in the unions. That is the cooperative. It is hard to realize sometimes how much we suffer in America
from the lack of a strong cooperative movement. The time will come when
we shall have to set about remedying that defect, for a working class with
unions and no cooperatives is a one.legged man. The practice of cooperation is important in all sorts of ways: it is integral to any genuine revolution, it is the solution of many difficulties in capitalism, and from the
point of view which we are discusSing here, it is the only way I know of by
which the working·class can have business experience Gombined with democracy. Cooperatives would supply us with capable administrators who had
not been commercialized.
You see then that I do not advocate mere talk, and that I do not
shirk the fact that practical experience is one of our greatest needs. I differ from the defenders of Schenectady in this, - that I think it is possible
to get better training in a better way than by playing the political game of
the old parties. The combination of extra·official politics, the unions and
the cooperatives is a very ample field for training in administration.
Votes as an index of converts; campaigns without bait; political action year in year out without the immediate desire for office. That is, I
think, the central policy that we must pursue.
But even that will be a delusion if we allow it to absorb our main interest. The work we are engaged in lies a great deal deeper than politics
can ever go. Politics is very near the surface of life; it expresses rather
clumily forces that are much more important. For the currents that move
the world do not start in legislatures; occasionally they reach the legisla·
ture. Revolutions are not made by statute, or Socialist congresses. All that
politics can do is to clarify and put a sort of concluding stamp on revolutions that have worked themselves out in the life of the people. I need
hardly say to you that we are concerned with the revolution, and interested in politics only because it can aid it.
Our great task to which olHics is entirely subordinate h the oman!·
zation ofJabor so that it understands iu po,ition, re;jliZI!1l!~ p(,~';H,l/illl:~.
and learns how to apply the power it possesses. Winning elc(;I!(ltI~ elr light.
ing the subway issue are utterly trivial compared to the creation of this
power among the working classes. Politics is only one small factor in this
much more comprehensive work. Politics will be useful to labor only when
labor has trained itself to self.government, has built its unions into centers
of power, and satura,ted it~ daily life with a concrete and imaginative vision.
That is the fllst work of the Socialist movement. If it is well done, our pol.
itical action will reflect it. If it is neglected, no amount of fuss over the
size of our vote will cover it up.
This then is the rough answer to your question: Political action in
order to be effective must represent a power in the community behind it.
That power is built out of economic forces made in teUigent by conviction.
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Votes must represent the size of that power: all other votes are a menace.
Platforms must be written for the purpose of keeping the campaign to the
essential issues. Propaganda and political action can be united by taking
part in public affairs without the responsibility of office. Elections are the
last goal of political action, and not the rust. They should come only when
the social forces are organized and ready.
This letter is very long, yet it is far too short for the subject. I have
had to compress so t:Jluch that many statements will appear unsupported
by argument or evidence. I do not know how to avoid that. 1 hope you
will read not to confute but to understand. I hope that in any discussion
which may ensue no one will try to be smart and score debating points.
They will only eon fuse what is already very confusing.

BIBLIOGRAPHIC ESSAY

Fraternally yours,
Walter Lippmann
October 29,1913
.;
46 East 80th Street
New York City.
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Tho manuscript collection that was of Fcatelt Fncral use to the essays in
thia volume is the Socialist Party of America Papers at Dulce University Library, Durham, North Carolina. Since these papers contain a large amount
of material reJatin, to Socialilt locals, they are especially pertinent to the
nee'" of any study deiillns with municipal sOcialism. Other manuscript
collections will be mentioned in the following discussion of the cities ana·
lyzed by the essays herein. A most useful guide to lJbrary and archival
holdings Is Bernard K. Johnpoll. "Manuscript Sources in American Radical·
lsm."1AborHmory 14 (Winter 1973),92-97. Another source valuable
to aU essaYI in this book is the U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census ofthe
United States. for the decennial periods from 1890 through the present.
Of tho four citiel analyzed that electcd Socialist administrations,
MUwaukee has received the most previous attention by scholars. The follOWing collections should be consulted for research materials on the his.T!
tory of Mllwaukee socialism: the Daniel W. Hoan. Victor L. Berger, EmIl
Seidel. and Frederic F. HeUb papers in the archives of the MUwaulcee COul·
ty Historical Society. as well as the papers of tho Social Democratic party
(Socialist party) of MUwaukee. The Society also has copies of county cam·
paign manuals and proceedings of various conventions of the Wisconsin
Social Democratic party. The Milwaukee PublJc Ubrary houses relevant
collections and the archives of tho State Historical Society of Wisconsin
contains related mate.rW.luch as the papers of Morris HUlquit, Algie M.
and May Wood Simons. and John M. Work. Party newspapers which arc
available include the dally. tho Milwaukee Leader. 1911 to 1938, the weekly, tho Sodlll-Demoarztlc HeTtIId. 1900-1913, and tho Voice of the People,
1<)7
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INTRODUCTION
"Lockheed Gets Loan Guarantees," "President Says, 'No
Vietnam Dividend,'" "New $50 Million BART Issue," "Medicare
Spending Up 20%," "30% City Budget Increase," "Teachers' Strike
Begins Third Week," "Violence Mars Welfare Rights Demonstration"
-these were some of the typical headlines of the 1960s and early
1970s. Each is a variation on the same theme: Corporations want government to build more freeways; bankers and investors want government to underwrite more loans and investments; small businessmen
and farmers want more subsidies; organized labor wants more social
insurance; welfare rights groups want higher income allowances, more
housing, and better public health services; government employees
want higher wages and salaries; and government agencies want more
appropriations.
Other familiar headlines-"School Bond Issue Voted
Down," "Gallup Poll: Tax Relief Top Worry," "Unified School District Referendum Defeated," "Commuter Tax Declared Unconstitutional," "Homeowners Vote to Shift Tax to Downtown Business,"
"Reagan Supports State Withholding Tax" -teH a similar story.
Large corporations and wealthy investors want working people and
small businessmen to foot the bill for airport modernization, freeway
expansion, rapid transit, water investment projects, and pollution
control. Small businessmen and homeowners want property tax relief. Middle-income wage and salary earners want income tax relief.
Poor people want tax relief, period. Suburbanites don't want to pay
taxes in the central city where they work, and they don't want centralcity residents to get any of the taxes that they pay in the suburbs.
Every economic and social class and group wan~s government to spend more and more money on more and more things.
But no one wants to pay new taxes or higher rates on old taxes. Indeed, nearly everyone wants lower taxes, and many groups have agitated successfully for tax relief. Society's demands on local and state
budgets, seemingly are unlimited, but people's· willingness and capacity to pay for these demands appear to be narrowly limited. And
at the federal level expenditures have increased significantly faster
than the growth of total production. In the words of the head of the
Federal Reserve System,
1
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in many ways that today are of Qnly his~orical hlterest. In modern
America individual well-being, class relationships, and national
wealth and power are bound up in the agony of the cities, poverty
and racism, profits of big and small business, inflation, unemployment,
the balance-of-payments problem, imperialism and war, and other
crises that seem a permanent part of daily life. No one is exempt from
the fiscal crisis and the underlying social crises which it aggravates.
We need a way to think about and ultimately act on this fiscal crisis
that clarifies the contradictory processes which find both their reflection and cause in the government budget. We need a theory of government budget and a method for discovering the meaning for the
political economy and society as a whole.
Perhaps then we will be able to answer such questions
as: Who will pay for rising government expenditures? Will some kinds
of spending rise while others are cut back? Can the government deliver more services for less taxes? Why don't Americans want to pay
for services that pre$umably benefit the "people"? Can the fiscal system survive in its present form? Political-economic analysis is needed
to answer these and dozens of other equally important related questions.

\Vc stalld at a crossroads in our fiscal arrangements. Many of our
citizclls arc alarmed by the increasing share of their incomes that
is takcn away by Fedcral, State, and local taxes . . . . The propcnsity to spend more than we are prepared to finance through
taxes is bccoming deep-seated and ominous. An early end to
Fedcral dcflcits is not now in sight. Numerous Federal programs
have a huge growth of expenditures built into them. and there
arc proposals presently before the Congress that would raise expClIllitures by vast amounts in coming years. l

We have termed this tendency for government expenditurcs to outrace revenues the "fiscal crisis of the state." There is no
iron law that expenditures Ulust always rise more rapidly than revenues, but it is a fact that growing needs which only the state can
meet create ever greater claims on the state budget. Several factors,
singly or in combination, may offset the crisis. People who need govermuelll-proviJed services may be ignored and their needs neglected.
a~ happened in New York's welfare cutback during the 1970-1971
recession. Corporations that want 10<\ns and subsidies from the govt:rullleut IIlay not get them. as happened in the Congressional defeat
of proposed subsidies for the development of the SST. Governmentemployee iucome may fall behind prixate sector income or below the
cost of living, but this does not mean that these workers get automatic
pay illcreases. In fact, the government may even freeze wages and
salaries in an attempt to ameliorate the fiscal crisis. Furthermore,
people can be forced to pay higher taxes. Should they be unwilling
to pay taxes directly because large numbers oppose particular spending programs, lhe government can force them to pay taxes indirectly
by flllancing increased expenditures via inflation or credit expansion
-as lhe Johnson Administration did during the peak years of AmeriGill aggression in Southeast Asia.
A combination of some of these countertendencies resulted ill budgetary surpluses in many state and local governments in
1972. According to one "optimistic" estimate, state and local governllle11ls will be able to meet their normal needs through 1975 by increasing tax rales by not more than 5 percent. 2
The volume and composition of government expenditures and the distribution of the tax burden are not determined by
lhe laws of the market but rather reflect and are structurally determilled by social and economic conflicts between classes and groups.
The English Prillle Minister Gladstone once said that "budgets are
not merely mauers of arithmetic, but in a thousand ways go to the
root of prosperity of individuals, and relations of classes, and the
strength of Kingdoms." The "relations of classes" were then expressed

The theory of government budget put forth in this
work is based on the study of fiscal politics, an investigation of the
sociological foundations of government or state finances. s The main
concerns of fiscal politics are to discover the principles governing the
volume and allocation of state finances and expenditures and the
distribution of the tax burden among various economic classes. The
major work of the German Marxist Rudolph Goldscheid, founder
of the contemporary science of fiscal politics, appeared in the second
decade of this century.· A few years thereafter Joseph Schumpeter
wrote glowingly of the promise of fiscal politics:
The public finances are one of the best starting point~ for an
investigation of society, especially though not exclusively of its
political life. The full fruitfulness of this approach is seen particularly at those turning points, or beuer epochs, during which
existing forms begin to die off and to change into something
new. This is true both of the causal significance of fiscal policy
(insofar as fiscal events are an important element in the causation of ~ll change) and of the symptomatic significance (insofar
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a, everything lhat happens has its fiscal reflection). Notwithstanding all the qualilicalion,s which always have to be made .•. we
may mrdy speak of . . . a special field: fiscal sociology. of which
1I11lCit Illay he expected. a

Schumpeter's optimism proved to be premature. The
budge! relllaillS, in his words, a "collection of hard, naked facts" not
YCl "drawlI illto the realm of sociology." 'Unfortunately," one scholar
confc,scs, "there exists 110 illlegrated theory of the economics and
politics of puhlic finance which would serve as a framework for
aualYlillg [state] fmance." 6 No blunter admission of theoretical
ballkruptcy call be found than the declaration that within the mainslream of Western economic thought,
public finance, traditionally, has neither contained a theory of
demand lIor one of supply . . . . The scholar from outer space,
milling to earth in the post·Marshallian era, might have coneluded 011 perusing the English-language literature that governments exist wholly apart from their citizens, that these units
impose taxes on individuals and finns primarily to nourish the
Slale; ami he lIlight have thought that positive public finance
wmists in predicting the effects of these taxes. 7

The "scholar from outer space" would have been only
panly right. Orthodox public finance theorists are concerned not
only with the economic effects of taxation (and expenditures), but
abo with lhe problem of what the government should take away in
taxe~ (and provide in expenditures). For example, in his study of state
enlerpri~e Ralph Turvey writes that "because it is public, what interests us about public enterprise is how it ought to behave. . . .
[\V]e ;Irc~ not so much concerned with understanding its behavior and
makiJ'.; predictions as with criticizing and making recommendations." M Turvey's illlerest lies in how the behavior of state enterprise
can be made to conform to a preconceived notion of economic optinlllJJl. This is the focus of the best known treatise on public finance,
Richard 1\111sgrave's The Theory of Public Finance. Musgrave tries
to synthcsize the ellli~'e modern literature on government finance and,
ill particular, "to state the rules and principles that make for an
elfu:iem conduct of the public economy." Musgrave devises an "optimal budget plan on the basis of initially defined conditions" and
thell tries to "see how it can be achieved." He calls it "a normative
or optimal (heory of the public household." II
The effect of this emphasis on normative theory has
been to ignore {he application of the theory of economic growth. The
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absence of an "integrated theory of the economics and politics of
public finance" (or "a theory of demand and supply of public goods
and services") has compelled economists to adopt an almost metaphysical attitude toward. government spending. For example. the
Keynesian Evsey Domar theorized that government expenditures
can be deall with (I) by assuming that they are exogenous, or deter~
mined by forces outside the economic system; (2) by merging them
with consumption expenditures; or (3) by assuming them away altogether. The last alternative is obviously completely unsatisfactory,
and to assume that government spending is determined by undefinable
outside forces is to beg the question. And merging all government
spending with private consumption is merely a convenient fiction.
Methods of analysis such as this have led two public finance specialists to write that "growth models in their present form cannot be
treated as anything more than exercises in a technique of arrangement." 10
As government expenditures come to constitute a larger
and larger share of total spending in advanced capitalist countries,
economic theorists who ignore the impact of the state budget do so
at their own (and capitalism'S) peril. Currently, economists do not
consider actual determinants in their theoretical models but rather
restrict themselves to estimates of the volume of state spending necessary to effect desired changes such as high employment or more rapid
accumulation and growth. Their premise is that the government
budget should and can be increased or lowered to compensate for
reduced or increased private spending. Many orthodox economists
believe that the volume of federal spending (if not its composition) is
determined by and inversely related to the volume of private spending.
As will be seen in the course of this study, the orthodox
approach is at best simplistic. Although changes in tax rat.es and
the tax structure have been increasingly' used to regulate private
economic activity, the growth of federal spending over the past two
or three decades has not resulted from the government's adopting
compensatory fiscal policies, "except perhaps to a very limited degree." 11 Particular expenditures and programs and the budget as a
whole are explicable only in terms of power relationships within
the private economy.

SUMMATION OF THE THEORY OF THE FISCAL CRISIS
To avoid "exercises in a technique of arrangement," we
have attempted to develop a theory of economic growth that is rooted
in the basic economic and political facts of late capitalist society. We
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hope 10 elucidate the relationship between the private and state secIOl's alld between private and state spending. Although we believe
thai lllallY of the ideas presented can be adapted to the experience
of olher advanced capitalist countries, the focus is on the post-World
War II United States. Basically an interpretation of the period's
eco1l01uic development and crisis tendencies, this study does not offer
~I colllprehensive analysis of state budgetary planning and policy or
a cOillprehensive guide to state finance. Many of the data presented
han; been chosen more to illustrate a line of theoretical argument
thall to verify a set of hypotheses.
The categories that make up this theoretical framework
are drawn from Marxist economics and adapted to the problem of
blldgct;lry analysis. Our first premise is that the capitalistic state
lllllSI (ry to fulfill two basic and often mutually contradictory functiolls--llccLl'TIlUlation and legitimization. (See Chapter 3.) This means
that Ihe state must try to maintain or create the conditions in which
profitable capital accumulation is possible. However. the state also
IIIlIst try to maintain or create the conditions for social harmony. A
capitalist state that openly uses its coercive forces to help one class
acculllulate capital at the expense of other classes loses its legitimacy
alld hence undermines the basis of its loyalty and support. But a state
that igllores the lIecessity of assisting the process of capital accumulation risks drying up the source of its own power, the economy's surplus production capacity and the taxes drawn from this surplus (and
other forms of capital). This contradiction explains why President
Nixon calls a legislated increase in profit rates a "job development
credit," why the government announces that new fiscal policies are
aillled at "stability and growth" when in fact their purpose is to keep
profits high alld growing, why the tax system is nominally progressive
and theoretically based on "ability to pay" when in fact the system
is regressive. The state must involve itself in the accumulation process,
bllt it lllllst either mystify its policies by calling them something that
they are nOI, or it mllst try to conceal them (e.g., by making them into
adlllillistrative, 1I0t political, issues).
Our second premise is that the fiscal crisis can be understood ollly ill terms of the basic Marxist economic categories (adapted
to the plOblt:ms taken lip here). State expenditures have a twofold
charaCltr corresponding to the capitalist state's two basic functions:
social clpital ;~Ild social expenses. Social capital is expenditures required for profitable private accumulation; it is indirectly productive
(ill l\larxist terms, social capital indirectly expands surplus value).
There are two kinds of social capital: social investment and social
collSlllllption (in Marxist terms, social constant capital and social

variable capital). (See Chapters 4 and 5.) Social investment consists
of projects and services that increase the productivity of a given
amount of laborpower and. other factors being equal. increase the
rate of profit. A good example is state-financed industrial-development
parks. Social consumption consists of projects and services that lower
the reproduction costs of labor and. other factors bein~ equal, increase the rate of profit. An example of this is social insurance. which
expands the reproductive powers of the work force while simultaneously lowering labor costs. The second category. '~ocial expenses. consists of projects and services which are required to maintain social
harmony-to fulfill the state's "legitimization" function. They are not
even indirectly productive. (See Chapter 6.) The best example is the
welfare system. which is designed chiefly to keep so~ial peace among
unemployed workers. (The costs of politically repressed populations
in revolt would also constitute a part of social expenses.)
Because of the dual and contradictory character of the
capitalist state. nearly every state agency is involved in the accumulation and legitimization functions, and nearly every state expenditure
has this twofold character. For example, some education spending
constitutes social capital (e.g., teachers and equipment needed to
reproduce and expand work·force technical and skill levels). whereas
other outlays constitute social expenses (e.g.• salaries of campus policemen). To take another example. the main purpose of some transfer payments (e.g.• social insurance) is to reproduce the work force.
whereas the purpose of others (e.g.• income subsidies to the poor) is to
pacify and control the surplus population. The national income accounts lump the various categories of state spending together. (The
state does nOl analyze its budget in class t~rms.) Clearly. the different
categories cannot be separated if each budget item is not examined.
Furthermore. precisely because of the social character
of social capital and social expenses, nearly every state expenditure
serves these two (or more) purposes simulta!leollsly, so that few state
outlays can be classified unambiguously. For example. freeways move
workers to and from work and are therefore items of social consumption. but they also transport commercial freight and are therefore a
form of social investment. And. when used for either purpose. they
may be considered forms of social capital. However. the Pentagon
also needs freeways; therefore they in part constitute social expenses.
Despite this complex social character of state outlays we can determine the political-economic forces served by any budgetary decision.
and thus the main purpose (or purposes) of each budgetary item. (See
Chaplers 4 through 6.)
The first basic thesis presented here is that the growth of
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lhe ,,>late sector and state spending is functioning increasingly as the
basis hn' the growth of the monopoly sector and total production.
Cllll\'nseiy. il is argued that the growth of state spending and state
programs is the result of the growth or'the monopoly industries. In
oIlier words. the growth of the state is both a cause and effect of the
expansion of monopoly capital. (See Chapter I.)
IVIore specifically, the socialization of the costs of social
ill\'esl lIlelll and social consumption capital increases over time and
ilHTea,illgly is needed for profitable accumulation by monopoly
capital. The general reason is that the increase in the social character of prodllction (specialization. division of labor, interdependency,
the growth of lIew social forms of capital such as education, etc.)
either prohibits or renders unprofitable the private accumulation of
conSlalll and variahle capital. The growth of the monopoly sector is
inaliollal in the sellse that it is accompanied by unemployment, PQVert y. econolllic stagnation, and so on. To insure mass loyalty and
lIIailllain its legitimac)'. the state must meet various demands of those
who sull'er the "costs" of economic growth. (See Chapter I.)
h might help to compare our approach with traditional
nOllomic theory. Bourgeois economists have shown that increases in
pri\,;\le consumption beget increases in private investment via the
accelerator effect. In turn, increases in private investment beget incre;lses in private consumption via the multiplier effect. Similarly,
we argue that greater social investment and social consumption spendillg generate greater private investment and private consumption
spending. which in tum generate surplus capital (surplus productive
capacity and a surplus population) and a larger volume of social expenses, Briefly, the supply of social capital creates the demand for
social expenses. In eHect. we work with a model of expanded reproduction (or a model of the economy as a whole) which is generalized
to take into account the socialization of constant and variable capital costs and the costs of social expenses. 12 The impact of the budget
depends on the volume and indirect productivity of social capital
and tile volume of social expenses. On the one hand, social capital
outlays indirectly increase productive capacity and simultaneously
increase aggregate demand, On the other hand. social expense outlays do not increase productive capacity, although they do expand
aggregate demand. \Vhether the growth of productive capacity runs
ahead or behind the growth of demand thus depends on the composition of the state budget. In this way, we can see that the theory
of economic growth depends on class and political analyses of the
determinants of the budget.
This view contrasts sharply with modern conservative
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thought, which asserts that the state sector grows at the expense of
private industry. We argue that the growth of the state sector is indispensable to the expansion of private industry, particularly monopoly industries. Our thesis also contrasts sharply with a basic
tenet of modern liberal thought-that the expansion' of monopoly
industries inhibits the growth of the state sector. 13 The fact of the
matter is that the growth of monopoly capital generates increased
expansion of social expenses. In sum, the greater the growth of social
capital, the greater the growth of the monopoly sector. And the
greater the growth of the monopoly sector, the greater the state's
expenditures on social expenses of production.
The second b'lsic thesis in this study is that the a~cumu
lation of social capital and social expenses is a contradictory process
which creates tendencies toward economic, social, and political crises.
(See Chapter 2.) Two separate but related \ines of analysis are explored.
First, we argue that although 'the state has socialized
more and more capital costs, the social surplus (including profits) continues to be appropriated privately. (See Chapters 7 and 8.) The socialization of costs and the private appropriation of profits creates a
fiscal crisis, or "structural gap," between state expenditures and state
revenues. The result is a tendency for state expenditures to increase
more rapidly than the means of financing ihem. H While the accumulation of social capital indirectly increases total production and society's surplus and thus in principle appears to underwrite the expansion of social expenses, large monopoly-sector corporations and
unions strongly resist the appropriation of this surplus for new social
capital or social expense outlays. (See Chapter I.)
Second, we argue that the fiscal crisis is exacerbated by
the private appropriation of state power for particularistic ends. A host
of "special interests"-corporations, industries, regional and other
business interests-make claims on the budget for various kinds of
social investment. (See Chapter 3.) (These claims are politically
processed in ways that must either be legitimated or obscured fro1l\
public view.) Organized labor and workers generally make various
claims for different kinds of social consumption, and the unemployed
and poor (together with businessmen in financial trouble) stake their
claims for expanded social expenses. Few if any claims are coordinated
by the market. Most are processed by the political system and are
won or lost as a result of political struggle. Precisely because the accumulation of social capital and social expenses occurs within a political framework, there is a great deal of waste, duplication, and
overlapping of state projects and services. Some claims conflict and
9
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cancel oue allother out. Others are mutually contradictory in a variety
of ways. The accumulation of social capital and. social expenses is
highly irrational process from the standpoint of administrative coherence, fiscal stability, and potentially profitable private capital
a(cumulatioll. In Chapter 9, we discuss the ways in which struggles
aroulld the COlltroJ of the budget have developed in recent years and
the ways in which these struggles impair the fiscal capacity of the
system and potentially threaten the capacity of the system to produce
surplus.

a
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h;Ubdf wrote eXlensively 011 the subject. For example, compare Marx's conclusion
til;lt "tax struggle is the oldest form of class struggle" with the contemporary
Ellglish l\/arxist John Eaton's statement that "state expenditure is ... unceasingly
lile h<tllkground of class interests."
6. Glenn W. Fisher, Taxes and Politics, A Study 0/ Illinois Public
Fill/wee (Uruaua, Ill.: 1!169), p. 3.
7. James M. Buchanan, The Demand and Supply 01 Public Goods
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(Chicago: 1968). p. v. Political scientists also have tended to take the state and
political order for granted in their analyses of politics and administration as
natural phenomena. See Theodore Lowi, "Decision Making vs. Policy Making:
Toward an Antidote for Technocracy:' Public Administration Review, 30:3
(May/June 1970).
8. Ralph Turvey. Public Enterprise (Baltimore: 1968).
9. Richard A. Musgrave, The Theory 0/ Public Finance (New
York: 1959), p. 4. Musgrave's treatise is a perfect example of what Paul l\aran
was talking about years ago when he wrote that "in our time . . . faith in the
manipulative omnipotence of the State has all but displaced analysis of its social
structure and understanding of its political and economic functions." Paul A.,
Baran, The Longer View (New York: 1969). p. 262.
, 10. Evsey Domar, Essays in the Theory 0/ Economic Growth (New
York: 1957). p. 6; Alan T. Peacock and Jack Wiseman, The Growth 0/ Public Expendit,uTes in the United Ki"gdom (Princeton, N.J.: 1961), p. 10.
11. Herbert Stein, The Fiscal Revolution in America (Chicago:
1969). p. 69. Stein is an establishment economist who participated in many crucial
corporate and government decisions in the 1950s and 1960s. He was associated for
a long time with the corporate-dominated Committee for Economic Development
and was chief economic advisor to President Nixon in 1971-1972. "[AI very limited
degree" means that Congress is more receptive to new spending bills during periods
of recession. Three other exceptions to the general rule should be noted: (1) In
1958. the federal government began extending unemployment insurance programs to
give workers additional purchasing power and thus offset expected declines in
private spending (the policy has been applied fitfully since 1958). (2) Federal highway expenditures have been adjusted to smooth ont fluctuations in the economy.
However. fiscal policy probably has affected the timing of government outlays
much more than the total volume of highway spending. (!I) The President has
tried to regulate spending by impounding funds (impounded funds rose from
about !I.5 percent of total appropriations in 1964 to roughly 5.5 percent in 1971).
12. We have not presented a theory of the relationship between
private investment and private consumption in either the short run or long run.
Nor have we worked out in detail the dialectical movements between the different
kinds of state expendilures. Consider, briefly, education expenditures. Education
spending does double-duty as both constant and variable capital. The education
system also temporarily takes surplus populalion off the labor market. In other
words, the growth of education simultaneously absorbs surplus labor and expands
productivity (and thus creates more surplus labor). In short, education spending
creates and eliminates surplus capital simultaneously. Any detailed study of the
education system would have to take this hasic contradiction into account. A
further complication arises to the degree that the growth of the education establishment and the growth of militarism are inseparable processes (as they seem to
have been in the United States). It is probably true that one of the reasous that
state-financed higher education in Europe is relatively undeveloped is that military
and related spending is comparatively small.
Finally. it might be added that both Marx's notion of realization
crises and Keynesian notions of crises of effective demand require emendation.
The reason is that "supply creates its own demand" in ways that neoclassical economics never dreamed of.
15. The standard conservative work is Milton Friedman's Capitalism and Freedom (Chicago: 1962). The standard liberal work is John Kenneth
Galbraith's The Affluent Society (Boston: 1958).
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14. The socialization of profits consists of the redistribution of
productivc wcahlt from capital to labor, or the confiscation of the owning classes
b), the working class. Altholl;;h wealth and profits as a whole have not been
""'iaIiLed, a portion of surplus value is appropriated by the state and used to
liuallLe c\pandcd social capilal and social expense outlays. Instead of private
(apital "plowing back" a portion of surplus value into expanded reproduction
(llct capital formation) in a particular corporation or industry. the state "plows
"'" k" thal l'ai,t of the pool of surplus value that it appropriated into expanded
,,,,ial n:produnion (new social capital formation) in industry as a whole. How"\TI, lh" ,talc also appropriates part of constant and variable capital. Because
("piled', alld labor's claims on budgetary resources are processed by the political
111('< hall iSlll, there is rarely a one-LO-one correspondence between sources of financin~ alld the uses of (aX lIlonies, On the one hand, taxes must appear to conform to
hotll geois delllocratic norms of "cquity" and "ability to pay." 9n the other hand.
Iht, lllixed character of social capital and social expense outlays makes it difficult
to develop clearly ddined critcria for identifying state expenditures empirically.
I'CI hal'S the dosest correspondence between private and social forms of capital is
lile tax on pa),rolls (levied on private variable capital or wages) which is used to
fillallce soci.lI insurance (a form of social variable capital).

CHAPTER 1
AN ANATOMY OF AMERICAN STATE
CAPITALISM
INTRODUCTION
Economic activities in modern American society may
be classified into two broad groups: industries organized by private
capital and those organized by the state. 1 Production and distribution
in the private sector fall into two subgroups: competitive industries
organized by small business and monopolistic industries organized
by large-scale capital. The three groups of industries overlap considerably. and each sector depends on the others in various ways.
Nevertheless. each has its own distinguishing features.

THE COMPETITIVE SECTOR
In the competItIve sector the physical capital-to-Iabor
ratio and output per worker. or productivity. are low. and growth
of production depends less ,on physical capital investment and technical progress than on growth of employment. Production is typically
small scale. and markets are normally local or regional in scope.
Familiar ex~mples include restaurants. drug and grocery stores. ser·
vice stations, and other branches of trade; garages. appliance repair
shops, and other services; clothing and accessories. commercial displays. and other manufacturing industries. Competitive industries
employ roughly one-third of the U.S. labor force, with the largest
proportion in services and distribution.
What is the significance of low ratios of capital to labor
and low productivity? First, competitive sector wages are relatively
low. and second, there is a tendency toward overcrowding because
it is relatively easy to set up business. Further. many competitive
industries produce for (or sell in) markets that are seasonal. subject
to sudden change in fashion or style. or otherwise irregular or unstable. Small businessmen whose product markets are irregular have
little opportunity to stabilize production and employment. Nor is
there much incentive to do so even when the opportunity arises:
12
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c . it, lor spen t several weeks in Poland in the fall of 1980
Intervlclwing principal figures in SOLIDARITY (the new
union) and in KOR (the organization of intellectuals). He
was born in Poland, and was exiled along with his parents.
He was educated in London, Geneva and Paris, and for
eigtlteen years he was Paris correspondent for The Econo·
mist, (London) specializing in Eastern European affairs.
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The Fiscal CIrDsis of the
State Revisited: A loo~ at
Economic Crisis and
Reagan's Budget Policy

..... for its day-by-day analysis of how the SOLIDARITY
movement came to be (and its continuing prospects and
problems) beats anything I have read in the daily and quarterly press ... Ifl had a hat ... I'd doff it to Singer and
Monthly Review Press."
ELIOT FREMONT-SMITH, VILLAGE VOICE
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James O'Connor

The purpose of this article is to offer a prognosis of the Reagan
government's economic policies with most attention given to the Administration's budgetary policies. What is Reagan trying to do and
what will he be able to do on the budgetary front? A clear answer
requires an evaluation of the fiscal crisis of the state and its current
relationship to the general economic crisis of capitalism. Reagan's
policy is based on the theory that the economic crisis in general and
inflation in particular are caused by fiscal overloads, such as Federal
budget deficits, government regulation, and welfarism, rooted in excessive government intervention in the economy. I Traditional Marxism offers exactly the opposity theory. The claim is that fiscal overload
and fiscal crisis tendencies have arisen because of the general economic
crisis, which is explained in tenns of the tendency of the rate of profit
to fall, and which has the effect of reducing taxes relative to social and
economic needs. My analysis is that the general crisis originates in
the class struggle, includ:ng the struggle to expand and widen the
social budget (in this sense Reagan is right), and that the crisis places
increasing burdens on the state budget, particularly at the levels of
local governments and Federal entitlement programs (in this sense,
traditional Marxism is right).
However, the approach adopted in this article differs from traditional Marxism in two respects. First, in my view, the falling rate of
profit is not rooted in overproduction of capital (as traditional Marxism
maintains) but rather underproduction of capital. The underproduction
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of capital emerges when the combined demands of both organized and
unorganized sectors of the working classes results in a dramatic
growth in the "average individual consumption basket" (or the average amount of wage goods workers can acquire with their real wages);
an excessive growth of the "value content" of these goods; a concurrent
growth in the social consumption costs organized by and through the
slate; and, finally, when the value content of these social costs rise
dramatically. "Underproduction of capital" results when these factors
l:ol\lbine during a period when labor power is immobile and inflexible,
and when capital has a relative difficulty in mobilizing variable
capital (or :mrplus value producing capital). Second, in my opinion, the
liscal cri::;is is not strictly derivative of the general crisis of capitalism,
but rather develops also in accordance with its own logic, which is
reciprocally and dialectically related to the general economic crisis.
These positions-that the general crisis of capital is due to underproduction of capital and that the fiscal crisis is relatively autonomous
-requires some theoretical defense. This ariticle, however, is not the
place for an adequate defense of the former thesis (developed at length
in a work-in-progress called Accumulation Crisis); instead my focus in
these pages is on the connection between fiscal crisis and budgetary
policy_ For this reason it is essential to defend the second thesis.
The best way to conduct this defense is to take a backward glance at
my book The Fiscal Crisis of the State and deal with certain criticisms
which both orthodox and neo-Marxism have made of its theses. Consequently, the purpose of the second section of this article is meant to
counter-attack orthodox Marxist and functionalist arguments. In the
third section, I take up the substantive relationship between the fiscal
crisis and general economic crisis during the 1970s. As mentioned
Llbove, this is not the place for a full treatment of these themes, so I
oller only a sketch of the reciprocal relationship between general
ecunomic conditions and the state budget today, with some reference to
the likely effects of Reagan's economic and budget policies. This lays
the basis fi)r the fourth and final section which more fully evaluates
Ho.:ugan's budgel in terms of what he is trying to do and also in terms of
whdher Iw is likely to get his way indefinitely. The budget issue as
well as the general economic issue are seen as nothing more or less
than l:api la I's problem of reestablishing its social and political dominatioll over labor.

the U.S. in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Practically, Fiscal Crisis
was meant to help shift the American left's focus from industrial
workers to the radical possibilities of state worker and state client
organizations and actions. The book's claim was that the material
conditions of state workers and clients are direct political issues
insofar as these conditions are determrned through a political process
of negotiation in which arguments must be about public finances, the
levels and purposes of taxation, and (potentially) the content of public
policy. The material conditions of state workers and clients are also
directly political in the more immediate sense that they are frequently
the objects of ideological attacks (or mobilizations) by different factions
of the ruling class seeking political power. This influences state worker
and client interests as well as the political representation of those
interests. 2 Due to these considerations, I argued that these factions of
the working class might assume a leadership role in defining class
issues politically. I also argued that state workers are the only fraction
of the working class with a powerful material interest in uniting the
other two great fractions of the proletariat (productive workers/reserve
army; monopoly sector/competitive sector workers; working class taxpayers employed by private captial/state clients). In this sense, state
workers are a political vanguard in that they are the class fraction
enforcing Marx's basic condition for working class unity, i.e., "regular
cooperation between the em!Jloyed and unemployed."
Th,~ fiCUS on state workers and clients was not an unusual 'position
in the .A.tl60s because of the black rebellions, student revolts, and organizing drives within state employees, though it opposed those theorists
of the 1970s who returned to orthodox Marxism. Other new left
fractions held to the orginal premises pertainin·g to the displacement of
the class struggle into the state, and combined with older social
democratic/new deal forces within the state bureaucracy (especially in
education and the health and social agencies). As a result, this state
bureaucracy is more progressive today than it was ten or fifteen years
ago.
Theoretically, Fiscal Crisis lined up against orthodox Marxism's
view that the capitalist state functions from the standpoint of capital
as a whole solely to insure the conditions of capitalist accumulation,
including the reproduction oflabor power as a form of capital,! and also
the related view that the functin of labor unions and social democratic
parties is to contain and integrate the working class into the capitalist
social order. Fiscal Crisis lined up in favor of the position that the
modem state is "an object of class struggle ... (and thus) social policy
(is) the contradictory result of the compmmise between capital and a
powerful labor movement.""' This position, which unalterably opposes
Marxist "capital logic" and functionalist methods, has won increasing

2

The Fiswl Crisis ot the State was intended to be a practical and
theoretical intervention into the debates and social struggles raging in
I.
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acceptance in the U.S., Italy, Spain, France (as evidenced by Nicos
Poulantzas, 1978), some 'rhird World countries, and also, to a significantly lesser degree, in England and Gennany, where "capital logic"
SL~': illS to be staging a last ditch defense. 5
Fi!;caL Cri!;i!; was based on two major theoretical departures from
orthodox Marxism's treatment of the state budget. The first was the
treatment of certain state expenditures and material activities as
social capital, or social investment/social consumption, or social constant capital/social variable capital. This concept of social capital
permitted me to study both the quantitative and qualitative meanings
of certain kinds of state interventionism. Quantitatively, social capital
c:elerus paribus raises the rate of exploitation, hence the average rates
of profit and capital accumulation. Qualitiatively, however, social
capita! "l',ollutes" capitalist production relationships insofar as transport:, elldcation, health services, and so on are organized by the state
and hence are not based exclusively on exchange value criteria. In
SlUn, t.1l.:; first theoretical departure was to treat certain state expenditun.!s as social forms of capital advanced, or capital costs, not as
revenues or drains on surplus value.
The second departure from orthodox Marxism was the treatment of
other state expenditures as "social expenses." The concept of social
expenses is perfectly consistent with orthodoxy in the sense that both
"slate revenues" and "social expenses" are deductions from surplus
vallie and thus f()rm a barrier to capital production in proportion that
they help solve the problem of capital realization. I departed from
truJitiollal Marxism in the sense that I claimed that social expenses
are the price that the state must pay for political consensus and

was (and remains) that in modern capitalism the dominated classes
are potentially the dominant classes, and that the state must underwrite the economic and social costs of accumulation, or those in
political power risk losing their capacity to secure political and ideological consensus.
Writers in the "critical theory" tradition have attacked the way I
used the concept of legitimation on the grounds that I played down or
ignored these "functional equivalents." As John Keane suggests,
Fiscal Crisis does not make a clear distinction between system integration/system rationality and social integration/social rationality. The
reason is that I wrote Fiscal Crisis primarily as a political economist,
.rather than as a "political economic sociologist." The result was that I
failed to appreciate the fact that social integration may be possible on
the basis of new social and political symbols, or the manipulation of old
symbols by cultural leaders, politicians, etc. Claus Olfe, for example,
argued in the early 1970s that "no-cost" claims on the state potentially
increases social integration at little or no material expense, hence
without reinforcing fiscal or economic system crisis tendencies. 7 Put
another way, consensus and legitimation are question of social integration which mayor may not be vulnerable to economic system
disruption or system crisis.
The answer to this criticism is not to deny its methodological
validity but rather to question its applicability particularly during the
1960s and early 1970s.
In one sense, legitimation can be defined as the reasons which the
state gives to the public to cover up the real purposes of state programs
and policies. In the U.S.A. today under Reagan, for example, "deregulation of business and increasing competition" means hurrying up crisisinduced capital restructuring, including capital concentration and centralization, and also increasing labor mobility. "Tax incentives for business" means increasing profits on new capital in the south and west at
the expense of old capital (and the traditional working class) in the east
and mid-west. "Supply-side economics" is a cover for a program which
seeks to reduce the size and value content of both the private and
collective consumption basket with the purpose of sharply increasing
the rate of exploitation. In this sense of the concept "legitimation,"
economic success presupposes ideological success. Expanded profits
and accumulation presuppose successful legitimation or hegemony
which, assuming state ideological policies are internally coherent,
promotes social integration. This is simply a way of saying that to
work effectively the economic system needs to be secured against social
dysfunctions.
But there is another more important definition of legitimation.
Social integration requires not only certain belief systems and

h~gitilllation.

Urthodox critics have pointed out that the concept of legitimation
has no status in traditiollal Marxist thought. It is claimed that social
~'xlh~nses are really transitory forms which are turned on and off in
accordance with levels of popular unrest, rather than in accordance
with social needs, hence that they exemplifY social control by the state,
lint lc~gitill1ation o/the state, representative democracy, and/or capitalj'ilil itself. Yet orthodox Marxists are not always consistent in their
\ it·v,'s OL\ this issue. For example, Bullock and Yaffe write that "the
cuntradictions of the capitalist state are heightened precisely in a
IJl~ri(jd or growing crisis. While trying to restore the rate of profit for
pri vatt: capital it still needs to guarantee a 'politically' acceptable level
of eruployment."5 In Fiscal Crisis, I agreed in effect with Habennas
that all illcreased need for legitimation is created by state intervention
in eLt)nomi~ and social lite. If required legitimations are missing
because of various kinds oC'''motivation deficits," the res~lting legitinwtiun ::;hol"tages must be onset by material rewards/'MY view also
I
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nonnative actions but also material resources. Symbols may legitimate profits or accumulation policies but material resources are
needed to legitimate the accumulation process (i.e., capitalist accumulation through crisis) to class fractions which do not participate in, or
which suffer from, economic growth and development. This is especially
true during periods of crisis and capital restructuring when demands
to 1l!d::1tin and increase social consumption and social expenses to
oiEil!. ,leclines in private consumption are made. This growth in
"entitlement" has real material consequences. The most important is
the redistribution of material resources from the so-called middle class
to tlte Bo-called lower class, with the result that capitalist motivations
and incentives within both fractions of the working class are weakened.
IncentivcB within the "middle class" are impaired because it "doesn't
receive enough." Incentives within the "lower class" are weakened
becauBe it "receives too much." In other words, social integration
policies in a society which tends to' reduce everything to the lowest
common denominator, money, are not cheap, and also result in bad fits
bdween individual motivations and system functions. II This explains
Heagan'B general income distribution policy which can be summarized as the carrot for the capitalists and better-paid workers and
saJariat on the one side and the stick for lower-paid workers and
LHemployed on the ot.her. This redistribution policy, which is legitimated by his hair-brained supply-side economic theory, functions to
divide the working c1ass. 9
When these two theoretical breaks with Marxist orthodoxy-the
concepts of social capital and legitimation/social expenses-are combined into a general theory of the state budget, it becomes easy to
answer the question: why does the state grow? Some traditional
answ ..ns have stressed the effects of war and their aftermath, the growth
of the absolute size of capital, the need to control the working class, and
~;lrLlgl~ les tor the universal entitlement. Without denying the validity of
allY ur these ideas, the anBwer which the reader will find in Fiscal Crisis
, is that social capital underwrites private capitalist accumulation which
ill 'turn increases demands for social expenses to prevent or remedy the
"social costs" of accumulation. In this dialectical and reciprocal process,
"the state grows because it grows." This simple t.heory highlights one
of the most profound contradictions of late capitalist society and of
public finances.
The question immediately arises, however, does the U.S. state
always or necessarily grow because it grows? If this was true in the
1960s and early 1970s, has it been true in the late 1970s and will it be
tnw in t.he 1980s? It might be plausibly argued that the 1960s and
early 1970~ were special periods, in the twofold sense that the economy
wa::; expanding while the Vietnam war, the proietarianization of blacks
I
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and women, and the industrialization of higher education, were weakening time-honored American legitimating symbols of growth and
opportunity. Hence that these were years in which social integration
both could be and had to be purchased in hard, albeit inflated, cash.
Along similar lines, it might be argued that the Democratic party
today has not recovered from its failure to develop an austerity
strategy (including austerity ideologies), which could minimally protect the Party's traditinal working class, urban black, and low income
constituencies from more economic hardship during the general economic crisis.
These kinds of arguments which root social and economic theory in
particular historical conjunctures throw doubt on some of the unfortunate "functionalist" formulations of the basic thesis of Fiscal
Crisis. to The unproblematic nature of these formulations of the problem of the relationship between state, economy, and society is exposed
not only by speculations on American experiences such as those above,
but also by historical developments in some European countries.
In Italy, for example, Marino Regini cannot find any clear "logic of
action of the State" whether it be "capital logic" or "accumulation/
legitimation logic." 'rhe reason seems to be that state action in Italy
is the result of a "spoils allotment system" of client relations, conflicts
and compromises in which private actors distribute resources. Hence,
state policies may be "allotments without any consistency" and not
necessarily conducive to either accumulation or consensus. 11 I believe
that this kind of analysis may be applicable to the U.S. as well,
with the major difference that the spoils allotment system works
through the vehicles of well-established state agencies, Congressional
committees, and the legal system, rather than by more direct encounters between representatives of capital, labor, farmers, small
business, etc., and their various factions. This fruitful approach (which
is not altogether absent in Fiscal Crisis), helps further to lift the
whole discussion of state, economy, and society out of an abstract and
functionalist framework and put it into the context of concrete social,
economic, and political struggles in which different class fractions,
bureaucratic interests, and so on, deploy their respective social weaponries. Furthermore, if the historical and conjuncural aspects of the
whole problem are stressed, we can evolve a more powerful model of
theory and action. For example, the functionalist elements in Fiscal
Crisis were too rigid to grasp the real course of European development
in the 1960s and early 1970s, when there existed a negative correlation between capitalist accumulation and social spending. Highest
growth rates and lowest expenditures on medical and health facilities
and services, low-cost housing, and mass transportation were to be
found in France and It~1.1y. The standard explanation is that high
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innution associated with rapid growth of capital forced European
governments to keep a lid on social spending. 12 However, the government::; of France and Italy were active in the provision of social capital,
which underwrote economic growth in the private capital sector. This
led to increased social needs and demands for social spending, which in
turn were politically frustrated. This in tum contributed to the big
strikes at the end of the decade and in the beginning of the 1970s,
which finally had the effect of multiplying the number of various social
"safety nels" in those countries and their scope of action.

3

The main factor undermining functionalist methods in Marxist
theory has been the general crisis of capitalism itself. "Crises" are
historical turning points or times of hard decisions when institutions
and individuals are severely tested; they are periods when it is not
possible to accept traditional "logical" relationships between state,
economy, and society in matter-of-fact-ways. Political capitalism, the
social factory, and the political factory develop new and highly problematic functional relationships which can be understood as such
typically only well after the fact. It is during "crises" that new
detinitions of both systems and social functions emerge. This is true
at the levels of both theory and practice. For example, the current level
of aggregate demand is considered by the Reagan economists to be
::;ufticient, or more than sufficient. System integration functions, however, can be satisfied only if social integration functions are restructured: hence current practical redefinitions of social integration,
(e.g., the "return to the family"), attack on government expertise, etc.
Crises may be defined as social struggles with highly uncertain outcomes in which functional theoretical methods themselves "function"
a::; a kind of social control. 13
The orthodox Marxist theory of the current economic crisis of capitalism is in this sense functionalist. Different writers emphasize dif·
fl!r,
"variables" but nearly all orthodox Marxists agree that the
prl·:" Ilt crisis is a classical "system crisis" of overproduction or overacculllulation of capital. Mandel, Frank, Sweezy, and others have
wri l tell that the politics of the present crisis consists in the need for the
'''l)rkillg dass to resist attempts by big capital and the state to
re::;t.ructure economic life at the expense of current standards of living
and working conditions. By contrast, neo-Marxist, "workerist," and
ot.her tendencies (e.g., M. Castells, H. Cleaver, myselO, insist that the
current crisis is the result in whole or in part of a class struggle about
which the working class may be itself deeply confused. The real need
1 ,
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is not to restore laborpower to the status of a relatively well-paid
commodity but to deepen the struggle to unitY factory workers, housewives, oppressed minorities, students, etc. along class lines, to reintegrate social relationships within the working class with the
purpose of destroying the status of laborpower as a commodity.
More specifically, orthodox Marxism's theory of the fiscal crisis is
that overproduction of capital has resulted in relative declines in state
revenues which in tum produce bigger budget deficits. Inexorable
political pressures organized by c~pital to reduce the social budget
build up. These pressures are thought to be even greater than those
durin,"!" the 1930s because of current high inflation and ,the likely
eft~~~, of budget deficits on future inflation. The tendencies toward
fiscal crisis which I analyzed in my book (the internal development
of the contradictions between state expenditures and state revenues),
are downplayed or ignored. This tactic seems to me to be eccentric
precisely because the modern fiscal crisis emerged well before the
current general economic crisis.
As I suggested above, my view is that the current general economic
crisis in the U.S. is not a crisis of capital overproduction but of capital
underproduction. The post World War II solutions to classical overproduction crises (consumer credit, mortgate debt, welfare and the
social wage, and other trends and policies developed to underwrite
capitalist product competition and the commodification of needs), have
stretched U.S. capitalism to the point of capital underproduction.
Specifically, thanks to the growth of private consumption and social
consumption, from the standpoint of both the size and value content of
the consumption basket, there is insufficient production of inflationfree surplus value. And because of the growth of social .expenses,
including military and law-and-order expenditures, there is a larger
unproductive drain on the surplus value that is produced. In short, in
my view, the general economic crisis must be itself explained partly in
terms of the social forces and political struggles leading to the fiscal
. crisis of the 1960s and 1970s.
I wish to pursue this theme by sketching some of the connections
between the general crisis and the fiscal crisis. From the early 1960s
on, the growth of social capital and social expenses (together with the
partial collapse of social expenses into social consumption which has
occurred because of the growth of "entitlement") increased state spending in relation to total spending. This had the unintended but not
undesireable effect of stabilizing the capitalist cycle and strengthening
long term economic growth trends. 'rhe result was to maintain inefficient capitalist enterprises; strengthen the unions; create cultural
and social resistence to labor mobility, thus increasing structural crisis
tendencies in the economy as a whole. Moreover, the growth of state
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spc:IJ ..ing in relation to total spending was financed in part by ilh*1ationary means (i.e. budget deficits at the Federal level financed by the
government borrowing from itselO. The result has been to reinforce the
relative decline in capital formation in the U.S. and the absolute
dedine in the older U.S. industrial zones. Inflation has had the effect of
discouraging capital from committing itself to long-term investments.
In many localities, especially in the midwest, there exists what is for
all practical purposes an industrial capital strike, which of course has
the consequence of worsening fiscal crisis trends at the level of local
government.
Furthermore, inflation, and cost of living adjustments for workers in
big iIldustry, provides incentives for big capital to farm out more
sullcontracting work to small-scale capital and sweatshop home work,
where wages are low, fringe benefits non-existent, 'and laborpower
more variable. In England, small subcontracting firms are structurally
created out of big capital's need to maintain the competitive sector and
reserve army of labor. 14 In Italy, the result, in Eozo Mingione's words,
is that the "eco-dualistically organized society tends to incur high costs
for social assistance to the underpaid or those whose income is below
the subsistence level." The problem is made more severe by the fact
that workers in these marginal sectors cannot defend themselves
against inflation. In effect, big capital "solves" its crisis by displacing
it; the general crisis reinforces traditional big capitals' practices,
namely, to compel the state to socialize the costs of its variable capital
while expanding needs and demands for social expenses.
Anuther way in which the general crisis and fiscal crisis combine is
lh rough the process of internationalization and interregionalization of
capital. Capital is increasingly repelled from the older industrial and
commercial zones by high wages and taxes, union rules and welfare,
social disorder, etc. Industrial capital is increasingly attracted to new
accumulation centers by neW social capital outlays by States in the
south, southwest, and west for education, water projects, space projects, transport facilities, industrial parks, and also by low wages and
welfare, anti-union local and State governments, and so on.IS The
result seems to be a kind of new social and geographical division of
labor which concentrates "mind work" in finance, administration,
research and development, in the older capitalist cities in the north
(among other regions) and "manual work" in the rural areas and
new industrical accumulation centers in the south and west. This
proceSS of repulsion/attraction and structural change in the social
division of labor, which is caused by and exacerbates both the general
and fiscal crisis, results in the need for greater outlays on social
expenses in the older capitalist zones precisely because of increased
outlays on social capital in the newer zones. Combined and. uneven
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regional development generates combined and uneven social conflicts.II> All this means that Reagan's plan to expand industrialization
in the south and west by cutting taxes on capital (and also by trying,
via changes in the unemployment system, to force workers to move
from the north to the south in greater numbers), will have the effect of
worsening conditions in the north and midwest, thus potentially increasing the demand for more social spending and social services. In
this way, the Reagan government's short-term recovery plan Pl'Ofoundly conflicts with its long-term wish to undercut or eliminate
entitlement.
In short, the vehicle of capital restructuring in the U.S. today is the
wrecking maching of inflation rather t\lan the class depression and
deflation of capital values. However, the Reagan government must at
some point choose between depression and state planning because
inflation-induced capital restructuring makes both the general economic crisis and the fiscal crisis worse. Since a major depression is
unthinkable for the U.S. ruling class, from the point of view of both
internal and external social and political order, the state's role will
have to change from "supportive" to "directive," 17 especially in relation to consumer and mortgage credit, incomes policy, and energy, raw
material, agricultural, transportation, and health planning. This is
not to say that increases in Federal social capital spending can be
expected. The Reagan budget for FY 1981 actually shelves many
significant social capital projects, especially in the areas of synfuels,
highways, and mass transit, but also in education and science. 1M The
general crisis calls first and foremost for capital restructuring, which
requires little if any new social constant capital, especially since
, economic expansion is mainly in areas such as retail trade, business
services, and personal services. I'} It is to say that significant changes
in Reagan's free market ideologies, which had electoral appeal because
of widespread anti-government sentiment created by the failure of the
state and democratic institutions to deal effectively with "pl'Oblem
overloads," not only can be expected but appear to be inevitable.

4

The question arises, is it also inevitable that the changes I have been
dest ,.il ·ing will actually result in higher levels of social consumption
and social expenses? Put another way, what is the capacity of the state,
especially the Federal government, not only to resist new claims which
will be made on the budget, but also to reduce current claims'! Superficially, the answer seems to be that the Federal government has a
mandate to slash the budget, especiaBy the social budget, which it is
t
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dd~rmined to fulfill. A closer look reveals that Regan's attack is less
again::;t social consumption expenditures than social expenses, and less
against income redistribution than against programs which undermine the commodity form and wage form. Thus, the Social Security
program which costs $140 billion and benefits ,32 million retired
workers will apparently remain substantially untouched. But so will
Medicare ($5.4 billion, 28.6 million recipients), Supplementary Security
Income ($7.9 billion, 4.2 million blind, disabled, and elderly recipients),
Veteran Administration services ($12.7 billion, 3.2 million people),
and (if the Senate gets its way), parts of the programs designed to assist
low-income families with their fuel bill, and to provide black lung
benefits, legal aid to the poor, and aid to the handicapped. On the other
hand,food stamps, which are consistent with the commodity form of
need satisfaction but not necessarily the wage form, are under heavy
attack. And CETA (The Comprehensive Employment Training Program) which subverts both the commodity and wage forms, is likely to
2o
be significantly reduced or eliminated altogether.
The situation is actually more complicated than this because, as I
suggested above, social expenses and social consumption are variable.
There always exists some kind of trade-off btween acceptable symbols
of well-being and hard cash at rates of exchange which themselves
fluctuate in accordance with the social and political climate. However,
a::; already noted, the Federal government cannot buy legitimation by
granting political access to both urban_liberal-blck-feminist-Iabor
forces and the "new right," pro-life-sunbelt forces simultaneously. At
best, it might be able to neutralize the former by policies of "benign
neglect" and repression while mobilizing the latter with new bursts of
patriotism and Cold Warfare. In this sense, Haig's foreign policy
pro;,,_ Il1cements are an indispensible part of Reagan's budget and
eco .. ! dlic policy. However, the real problem for the Reagan government is not a shortage of "marketable" no-cost claims and symbols. In
the 19:Hb and 1960s the problem was to keep the working classes from
\\'itlllinl~ the social budget. In the 1980s Reagan's problem is to underrn i Ill' the social budget which the working class has already won, or at
\e,l:-;t to keep old entitlements from growing and new entitlements from
becoming established. But any attack on the social budget has the
result of destroying capital, "human" capital to be sure, but capital
IHJIletheless. This is true insofar as the social budget consists of social
clln::;umption, or insofar as an attack on social expenses in the epoch of
"universal entitlement" is also a threat to social consumption. The
etrl~cts of a successful attack on social consumption, because of the
ud verse eJfeds on motivations and discipline within the working class,
would be to lower, not to raise, the rate of exploitation, hence making
2
underproduction of capital even more severe. !
I
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In any case, from a political point of view, for U.S. capital to return
to its ancient position of undisputed authority in contemporary
capitalism here where the working class constitutes the vast majority
of the citizenry, and' where the welfare state and social budget; environmen! 211 and consumer protection, etc. are established, is practically
impossible outside of the establishment of a variety of fascism. U
However, despite the new and sUl;Cessful political organization of the
capitalist class, which has entered local and national election campaigns in full battle gear, the Reagan administration so far appears to
wish to stay within the rules of the liberal democratic game.
In the absence of any sharp political turn to the far right, it is
necessary to agree that "public finance may be more precarious in the
1980s than at any time since the Great Depression."2J 1'his means in
effect that state spending on social consumption and social expenses
will continue to grow. The reasons why this is so can be collected under
four major headings: the rise of military spending; the growth of
entitlements; the growing failure of the tax revolt; and the ineffectiveness of reprivatization strategies to reduce the costs of government
services.
First, the U.S. ruling class perceives that the national and social
struggles of the peoples of the Third World, not those of the domestic
population, are the main threats to world capitalism and U.S. power
today. Moreover, a more aggressive posture toward the Soviet Union
seems to be required, along other reasons, to legitimate economic
austerity at home. 24 (Hence, Carter's FY 1981 budget increased military spending and Reagan aims to expand anns spending and the
military forces even more significantly.)
Second, there has been and probably will continue to be an uncontrollable rise in entitlement spending of all kinds at the Federal level.
This is especially true of interest payments on the Federal debt which
grew 156 percent ($29.3 billion to $74.9 billion) between 1974 and
1980. About 20 percent of the expected $604 billion Federal budget for
FY 1981 will be paid out in interest payments.2S This is also true for
Social Security and Medicare, which increase more than $25 billion
every year (amounting to a total of $178 billion, or about 25 percent of
the total Federal budget). The expansion of social "uncontrollables"
reflects their incredible popularity [lmong the working classes,!1> and
also the absence of effective control by big capital over the Federal
budget or bureaucracy. In fact, with the rise of the working class in the
Depression and after World War II, especially with the political organization of blacks and reSelve army of labor in the 1960s, capital was
forced into a series of negotiated compromises which permitted labor
unions, State and local governments, state employees, state client
organizations, private capital with state contracts, students, etc. to
,
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determine the social budget, albeit in highly mediated and contradictory ways. The "social democracy" built into the budget and Federal
bureaucratic structure is perhaps the main domestic problem facing
big capital. For example, establishing and tightening eligibiity standards in entitlement programs, an alternative preached by some
Democratic party politicians, requires significant changes in bureaucratic personnel and rules. Nixon spent four years winning political
legitimacy and support on the basis of initiatives in foreign policy with
the partial purpose of using his second term to purge the social
democrats from the Federal bureaucracy. He tripped over Watergate
and the social democratic presence within the state, the media and
educational establishment-a presence which, in the form of environmentalist ideologies and practices, is if anything stronger now than
ever. Carter was unwilling and unable to do anything about this
"problem"; nor will Reagan be able to try what Nixon intended during
his second term without building up much more credibility than he has
at present. Otherwise, Reagan advisor Martin Anderson's line, that
the welfare state is complete since the promises American society has
made to its citizens are either already fulfilled or obsolete, will remain
mere ideological rhetoric. At best, Reagan may be able to reduce
Democratic Party control of the House in 1982 by scapegoating House
Democrats for resisting spending cuts, thus constituting themselves
,I.:, a barrier to economic recovery. But it is unlikely that the Democrats
\\ ill fall for this obvious ploy, and also it is a long way from this
(possibly future) "victory" to any large-scale purge of social democrats,
laborists, minorities, feminists, etc. from the state itself.
A t.hird reason why public expenditures will expand and public
finances will remain "precarious" is that the local tax revolt and
"welfare backlash," in which employed workers and salariat have tried
t.o protect their real wages and salaries against the ravages of inflat.i:m,!7 show some signs of weakening. State client groups, some unions,
students, and above all the state employee unions and associations
ha ve been fighting property tax and other tax reductions on the
grounds that t.hese reductions threaten needed public expenditures
and social services. This social and economic struggle is absolutely
crucial Loth economically and politically. Economically, because big
reductions in the welfare state will recreate more open competition
between productive work forces and the reserve armies of labor.
Politically, because Reagan's electoral support depends precisely on'
this basic antagonism within the working clas,s between, on the one.
hand, hard-pressed employed workers and salariat who have supported t.ax cuts and irrationally viewed social programs with hostility,
and, on the other, the reserve armies of labor and the state workers
who both depend on the social budget.

It appears that despite significant blue collar support for cuts in programs serving the "undeserving poor," all the struggles to prevent the
re-creLltion of 19th century labor market conditions have not been
altogether in vain. First, as I have already mentioned, there is no large
political support for cutting social programs from the Federal budget
(food stamps excepted). Most people apparently would prefer to fight
inflation by balancing the budget than by cutting taxes. 2M Second, the
proposed cutbacks in the social budget have immediately inspired new
coalitions of labor unions, women's organizations, black organizations,
environmentalists, and others, which will doubtless spearhead a drive
for Ted Kennedy in 1984. Third, in the 1980 elections, California's
Proposition 13 mania did not sweep the country. While property taxes
were sharply cut in Massachusetts, tax cut ballot measures lost in half
a dozen other States. Fourth, local and State governments have passed
new tax laws, and, because the Congress is not likely to go along completely with supply-side economic theory, the promised large reductions in personal income taxes may not be readily forthcoming.
The underlying reason for the relative weakening of the tax revolt,
and also the reluctance to support specific social cuts in the budget,
appears to be the deep contradiction facing the employed working class
and salariat. They have won entitlements at the Federal level through
decades of social action and political pressure, which have added
inflationary pressures. The struggle against reductions in real wages
and salaries (that is, the struggle against inflation) in the form of local
tax revolts means that employed workers are in effect fighting against
themselves, at least to the degree that loc&l, State, and Federal tax
cuts threaten entitlement and the social budget as a whole. In effect,
there are signs that more people are paying attention to the "vanguard" of state worker organizations and acting in their own objective
interests, which consists in a refusal to let capital turn the clock back
and restore the full range of fractional divisions within the working
class, which historical struggles of labor unions, blacks, state workers,
clients, women, etc. have to a degree successfully overcome. In short, to
the degree that the working class as a whole acts in its own objective
interests on the economic front, it will be much harder for capital to
reestablish its social and political domination of'labor. The missing
ingredients in the "implicit" working class program are the demand to
restore detente with the Soviet Union (hence creating conditions for
reducing the military budget), and the demand for vastly expanded
collective consumption and community services organized by the people
themselves (which would directly attack the commodity form of need
satisfaction and the wage form).
Finally, State spending is likely to continue to increase because the
major attempt to control costs of state services has failed. "Reprivati-
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zalion" of social services, or "contracting out," has not provided the
li"cal relief that was at one time thought to be possible and practical. 29
It is interesting and ironic that Reagan's own Navy Secretary denounced the military contractors building nuclear submarines as incompetent, and threatened to bring the Federal government into the
sub-building business. The failure of "reprivatization" to overcome the
fiscal crisis, has meant that city, county and State government
payrolls have expanded by 108 percent between 1970 and 1978 (a little
less that the rise in private sector wages); structural fiscal crisis
tendencies are greater than ever. The corporate liberal establishment,
at least, recognizes the structural power of state workers, to protect
their wages and salaries, working conditions, and their employment in
1110;;1 cases, except these "basket cases" like New York City, where
divisions within the working class are unbelievably deep. 30 While layons of government personnel and cutbacks in social services at the local
level have caused much hardship during the past half decade or so,
there are signs that the unity moving within the working class,
feminist organizations, community groups, etc. has a real change of
meeting the challenges posed by the Reagan government in the 1980s.
The main reason will be the economic failure of the administration.
Assuming he gets his big tax cuts through Congress, the effect will be
to expand consumption spending and speculative investments. The
reason is that productive investments are sluggish not because of
insufficient personal savings but because of insufficient profit rates.
Further, assuming Reagan can in fact cut $30-45 billion from the
Federal budget, the effects on inflation in an economy in which the
GNP is $3 trillion will be slight. In my view, Regan's economic policies
will fail badly, partly because of bad economic advice, partly because of
popular resistance to his policies, (especially budgetary policies, which
will increase in the proportion that his policies flounder), and partly
because the general and fiscal crises are intractable except in the
context of vast bottom-up changes in the conditions of material reproduction of daily life. The real danger is that Reagan might be tempted
to start a war to keep the Republicans in office in 1982 and himself
President in 1984.
In conclusion, the presistence of fiscal and social stresses and strains
throughout the 1970s, which are in part causes and in part effects of
the general economic crisis, has forced the state to use various devious
or roundabout tactics to reduce the budget and threaten new deal!
liberal/new left forces within the State bureaucracy. But all of these
tactics have already fa.iled, or will later backfire. 'First, there is
the attempt to centralize the budget detennination procedure at
the Federal level. In CarteJr's proposed FY 1981 budget struggle, he
sought a "reconciliation" bill which would set overall limits on Federal

spending. The aim was to neutralize special interest seeking exemptions from expenditure cuts, and was opposed by Congressional
committees trying to protect these special interests and their own turf.
Reagan has suggested escalating this tactic by a referendum-type
approach to budget determination in the form of a single bill which
would cut expenditures across the board. The "danger" is that any
attempt to steamroll "special interests" and normal pluralistic budget
determination will backfire and transform particularistic budget
struggles into open class struggleij.
Second, there is the attempt to relieve the fiscal crisis by making
Federal block grants to States and cities a cover for reducing revenuesharing and diluting national standards in welfare and other fields.
The Reagan government wants to consolidate nearly 100 categorical
grants into a few block grants for education, health, and social services.
This would give State and local governments more flexibility in their
use of Federal monies, and is thus supported by the National Governors
Association (which however wants the Federal government to keep
paying welfare and Medicaid). The "danger" is that increased local
control of budget decisions will open up new arenas of struggle for local
progressive forces. Third, there is the partly successful attempt to cut
social services outright, legitimated by "extraordinary conditions," or
local government "bankruptcy." When this has occurred it has often
been accompanied by a bottom-up radicalization of social programs
and/or local government personnel. Fourth, Sun Belt State and local
governments have developed new and devious forms of "contracting
out" ,,\,i i h the purpose of preventing state worker unions from establishing themselves. But these seem to have opposite counterparts in
the north and midwest where fresh attampts to establish more popular
control of local budgets and social programs keep being tried. Reagan's
CETA cuts, which may force some local governments to buy services
from "social-industrial" capital, appear to be a Federal counterattack
against progressive local programs.
In short, despite the present crisis, the new left strategy of the "long
march through the institutions" is by no means moribund. 1'he
democratization of local governments and states, the radicalization of
state personnel, the development of state worker-community relationships and new anti-cutback coalitions, suggest that the dream of the
triumph of society over capital and the state is still alive, although
admittedly not in the most robust health.
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NOTES
1. A much fuller critique of Reagan's policies in general and supply-side
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economics in particular may be found .in: James O'Connor, "Accumulation
Crisis: The Problem and Its Setting," Contemporary Crises, 1981. It should be
mentioned at the outset however that there were fewer Federal employees in
1980 than in 1968, and that {<'ederal spending in relation to GNP was practically the same in 1980 as it was in 1968 (22.1 percent compared with 21.5
percent).
2. Thanks to Carlo and Lela Carboni for help in formulating this issue.
3. For example, John A. Fry refers to the "bourgeois class character of the
iltate ... and its overal function of maintaining and expanding conditions
fa vorable for an economy based on a capital/wage labour relationship" (Limits
ur the Welfare State: Critical Views on Post-War Sweden, Franborough (England), 1979, 2).
1 ~,hould add that Fiscal Crisis was. also written as a critique of the barren
lit .. ' :;eois theory of public finance based on the concept of "individual choice."
Jared Epstein has pointed out that it is a little strange to listen to bourgeois
sociologists and economists today using or reintroducing the concept of the
"individual" in a period when the attack by capital on the working class as
such is so severe. But, of course, ideologies of individualism are required to
make an attack on the working class actually work.
4. John D. Stephens, "Review," Limits of the Welfare State, op. cit., Contemporary Sociology, 10, I, January, 1981, 112, citing Korpi's The Working
Class in Welfare Capitalism. For a defense of the Fiscal Crisis against orthodox Marxism, see my "Some Reflective Criticisms on Mosley's 'Critical Reflections on The Fiscal Crisis of the State," Review of Radical Political Economics,
LL, 3, Fall, 1979.
5. Paul Bullock and David Yaffe, "Inflation, the Crisis and the Post-War
Boom," Revolutionary Communist, 3/4, November, 1975, 35 (italics added).
The "capital 10bric" school has ben further undermined by arguments that
claim that the state is the "institutionalization" of anarchy because the aims
of the capitalist class (however it is decided politically what these aims are),
are subverted by individual capital fractions acting in their own special
intere::;ts.
o. Jurgen Habermas, Legitimation Crisis, Boston, 1975, Chapters sixSeven.
7. No-cost claims and new symbols pertaining to pro-abortion, pro-easy
divorce, pro-reverse discrimination, pro-sexual freedom etc. forces have of
course been confronted politically by new "pro-life" forces, new forms of raci::;Ill, etc. which have polarized U.S. society, raised the political ante, and
render "no-cost" claims increasingly ineffectual. In effect, the price of using
no-eo::;t claims to ameliorate fiscal crisis was to worsen social crisis tendencies.
H. There are many other aspects of the problem of legitimation which
cannot be dealt with here. As Regini, for example, shows, the involvement of
unions in state policy may help to integrate workers into the social order, not
because the unions themselves are necessarily sources of social control, but
rather because the mere presence of uniol!)B nn the state apparatus increases
capitalist lebritimacy, hence social integration.

."

9. The extreme version of this so-called theory can be found in George
Gilder's Wealth alldPoverty (New York, 1980), which claims that the state has
ruined the U.S. economy by taxing the capitalist!> too much while b'l"anting too
much social welfare to the poor.
lO. For example, "the greater the growth of social capital, the greater the
growth of the monopoly sector. And the greater the growth of the monopoly
sector, the treater the state's expenditure on social expenses of production"
(Fiscal Crisis, op. cit., 9). This formulation is incomplete even as a statement
of functional relationships, i.e., it leaves undetermined the growth of social
capital, which as we will see must be (problematically) related to whether
private capital is in a boom or crisis. As I mentioned above, it also leaves
undetermined the effects of an expansion of social expenses on surplus value
available for accumulation.
.

11. As the Carbonis have pointed out to me, this approach ignores the whole
dimension of "capital as a whole" hence possibilities of showing that social
contradictions are class contradictions. That is, in the pure "spoils allotment
system" model, conflicts appear as merely specific conflicts without any relation to social and class struggles.
12. For example, Richard B. DuBoff, "Economic Ideology and EnVironment,"
in Hans G. T. Raay and Ariel E. Lugo, Man and the Environment, LTD,
Rotterdam (Holland), 1974, 215-216, citing the work of EEC economist
Michel Albert.
13. The definition of crisis as class struggle, and the critique of traditional
mechanistic, functionalist, and radical Durkheimian crisis theory can be
found in: James O'Connor, "The Meaning of Crisis," Intemational Journal of
Urban and Regional Research, 1981.
14. Friedman sets another Fiscal Crisis thesis right by showing that it is the
capital/labor struggle within big capital, not lack of demand, that leads to the
recreation of small capital and the reserve army (Andrew Friedman, Industry
and Labuur: Class Strug.!-!le at Wurk and Monopoly Capitalism, Atlantic Highlands, (N.J.), 1978).
15. The 1980 census revealed that the most rapidly growing metropolitan
areas in terms of population are (in order of rates of growth): Fort LauderdaleHollywood, Fla.; Phoenix; Houston; Tampa-St. Petersburg; San Diego; Omnge
County, Cal.; Salt Lake City-Ogden; Denver-Boulder; Sacramento, Cal.;
Dallas-Fort Worth. In the midwest, east and w~st, population growth in rural
areas is significantly greater than in metropolitan areas. In the south, the
reverse was true.
16. Dwayne Ward was the first to point this out to me.
17. J. Winkler, "Corporatism," Archives Europeene de Suciologie, XVII/I,
1976.
18. The significant exception seems to be state investments in future "human capital." Head Start, which provides $950 million in educational services
for 374,000 preschool chidren, and the school breakfast and lunch program
(costing $2.1 billion for meals to 9.5 million school children) remained untouched in the original Reagan budget proposal. It remains to be seen whether
the NEA, AFT, science establishment, etc. can save the education and science
budgets from large planned reductions.
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19. ft'i;;CllI Crisis was written as an interpretaion of crisis tendencies in the
1~)()(),; and early 1970s, hence downplayed the variable nature of social capital
outlays during general economic crises. However, social capital outlays have
to be explained in terms of political struggles as well as "functional economic
requirements." Thus a mass united front of northern/midwestern interests
might be able to force the Federal government (in the form of a Kennedy)
presidential candidacy in 1984?) to layout the social capital needed to
"n!industrialize" these regions.
:W. The inconsistencies in Reagan's program are underlined by the fact that
the Summer Youth Jobs Program ($870 million for 665,000 urban youth) is
likely to stay the same.
:21. Liberal commentators have confused the issue by accusing Reagan of
cutting back the poor more than the "middle class" hence using political not
ecunomic criteria to determine the distribution of budget cutbacks. This is a
guud example of how liberal thought sees only the distribution of values, not
the production of values. The fact is that a cutback of "middle class" social
consumption would impair capitalist production relationships hence value
pruduction. The same is not true of a cutback of social expenses.
~2. 8ight years ago I described the many segments of U.S. society which
depend on the budget-bureaucrats and poverty workers; businesses and
workers in construction and other industries which live off government contracts; k.cal Democratic party politicians who need the budget to build up
client constituencies; state clients and workers; etc. I concluded that a "true
ll10110poly class domestic policy and budget will hinge on the consolidation of
monopoly capital's political rule, which is an academic way of saying, the
introduction of American fascism" ("Nixon's Other Watergate: The Federal
Budged for I?Y 1974," KapitaListate, 2/1973, 11).
23. Wayne Anderson, Executive Director of the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations, quoted in "The Pinch on Public Employees,"
JJw;illess Week, June 23, 1980, 71.
24. ,James O'Connor, Accumulation Crisis: The Problem and Its Setting, op.
cit.
25. This compareH with a 121 percent growth rate between 1974 and 1980
lor education, health, and human services spending, and a 71 percent growth
rute for military spending (Steven Seiden, "Interest is Eating Up the Budget,"
Husiness Week, February 9, 1981).
~li. According to tbe New York Times/CBS poll in February, 1980. The only
rcally unpopular program among those polled was food stamps (New York
Tillles, February 2, 1981). According to the Census Bureau, Federal benefit
programs reach about one-third of American families' (New York Times,
March 13, 1981).
'27. As Robert Kuttner shows (Revolt of the Haves. New York, 1980), the
revolt against high property taxation is basically a "middle class" social
movement in that it consists of workers and salaried personnel in large-scale
capital, professionals, and small businessmen. The revolt is against redistriLt... illn wiLhin the working claHs and salariat in favor of workers in small
l'.,! IAtal, unemployed, underemployed, etc. It is not a lright-wing plot, although
the right·wing hatl received a large ideological windfa~l.
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28. Steven Roberts, "Reagan's Budget Battle," The New York Times,
February 11, 1981, 10, citing The Times/CBS poll.
29. A full discussion of"reprivati2.ation" is not possible here. Suffice it to say
that this process as&umes many forms. First, contracting out, mentioned in
the text above. Second, money transfers which will permit people to buy
services on the open market (e.g., educational vouchers). Third, shifting state
services back on to the family in general and women in particular (the hopedfor outcome by the new right). Fourth, 'self-organization of needs on a collective basis by people involved directly in the delivery and use of services (the
optimal outsome from the standpoint of the working class>.
30. "The power of public employees to cause irritation or inconvenience to
the public need not be totally curbed. 1'0 do so would be excessively costly,
even if it were possible. Such action might also unnecessarily deprive employees of a measure of power that it may be desirable for them to have in
order to protect their own interests and dissuade them from seeking power
through other routes" (Committee for Economic Development, Improving
Management of the Public Work Force, November, 1978,89).
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NEW YORK CITY: PROTOTYPE
OF THE URBAN CRISIS

Introduction

We are pleased to publish the following extensive article on the fiscal
crisis in New York City, and its impact on black people and the nation

as a whole. New York is the information processing center of the
international finance capitalism, overseeing and regulating the flow of
capital throughout the nation and, indeed, tHe world. This function is
made possible by the characteristics of the city's labor force, especially
superexploited black and third world workers. The city government
prOvides the infrastructure for the private sector, and it must also meet .
heavy social needs which are not provided by the banks and corporations. Taxation, hitting the black and third world communities hardest,
does not cover the city's expenses, and the result has been greater
reliance on borrowing resulting in a growing debt and the looming
possibility of default. Default, however, would threaten tlu! big banks
that have grown rich on the int~rest from New York's bond~·. The entire
national economy would feel the repercussions of default. Four- supraelectoral bodies, tied closely to the banks; were established to restore
the city's liqUidity by cutting back on social and educational services,
and undermining the livelihood of the city's workers. But these regressive measures have failed to resolve the crisis, forcing the city government to appeal for aid to the state and federal governments. The crisis
has had disastrous impact on the city's black and third world communities as cutbacks in employment, housing, health, education and
welfare programs have taken effect. Moreover, racism has been intensified as blacks have been used as scapegoats for the city's crisis. Unless
there is a general awakening to the meaning of this crisis, the out~
growth could be the rise of state capitalism and fascism in the United
States.
-The Editor
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by WILLIAM W. SALES, JR.
government of New York
City is now faced with an unprecedented
fiscal crisis. Since June of this year it has
been dangerously close to defaulting on the
payment of principal and interest on its short
and long term debt. Due to erosion of investor confidence in the city's liquidity, refinancing of the outstanding debt has been
increasingly difficult. Current taxation alone
cannot bridge the gap between revenues and
fiscal obligations payable. Consequently, the
city's political leadership has been forced to
seek the aid of the banking community, the
State and the Federal governments.
Through a series of extra-ordinary measures and a special session of the state legislature, fiscal responsibility for New York has
been removed fro'm local elected officials and
placed in special committees of bankers, corporate directors and state officials. In New
York City the mechanisms of public policy
are now beyond the ,effective control of the
electorate. Imposed upon the working people of the electorate are: massive layoffs and
firings; the contraction of job opportunities;
the freezing of the wages of municipal workers; a moratorium on public construction; the
curtailment and elimination of essential public services; and the increase in real estate,
sales, and service taxes. Political disenfranchisement has been accompanied by a decrease in the standard of living and material
well-being of the majority of New Yorkers.
For the city's black and Third World communities, deepening economic exploitation
presages the intensification of political op-

T

HE MUNICIPAL
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pression. The cnSlS itself recreates, at a
higher stage of development, the objective
conditions for interracial working class unity, .
but the ideologies of the capitalist class work
overtime to sow the seed of racial antagonism
in the white working and petty bourgeois
classes. Thus the objective and the subjective conditions for 'fascism have emerged as a
consequence of the city's crisis.
This article will describe and analyze in
their interrelationships each of the crisis
components mentioned above. PremiSing
this article is the assumr~:n that the current
fiscal crisis emerged at ; \: the antagonistic
contradictions associated with a New York
City government functioning within the context of a capitalist, national economy. The
article will also examine to what extent the
city's fiscal crisis is part of the larger crisis
facing the imperialist system of monopoly
finance capitalism. Lastly, our concerns will
identify the implications of the city's crisis on
the future development of the socio-economic system of the United States.
NEW YORK CITY IN
THE NATIONAL ECONOMY

Economic activity in New York City is
primarily directed toward producing and
processing the information necessary for the
ruling class to exercise control over the productive activity of the national economy. The
service oriented economy of the city represents the epitome of the 'bureaucratic organization of labor in the United States. This
PAGE 21
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bureaucracy exists solely to facilitate the realization of surplus value. Of the 500 largest
industrial corporations in the United States,
126 are headquartered in the New York region, as are four of the top ten utilities, five of
the seven largest banks and three of the four
largest i!lsurance companies. 1

NEW

YORK'S economy can perform this
function only because of the quality, variety
and flexibility of its labor force. The city's
service sector can exist because of the continuous supply of a relative surplus of lowwaged labor thrown out of the older manufacturing processing and agricultural sectors
by technolqgical unemployment. These castoffs are absorbed into the headquarters bureaucracy, a sector somewhat more resistant
to labor-saving technology. Complementing
and expanding this relative surplus of lowwaged labor are the swelling numbers of
legal and illegal aliens entering the city's
labor market. Esp~cially in the tropical areas
of the Third World, imperialism's "development of underdevelopment" is forcing these
aliens out of subsistence agriculture and into
the economic life of the metropoles like New
'{ork. 2 This mass of low-waged labor is but
one aspect of contradictory relationships
whose other aspect is the tremeudous rate of
profit realized from headquarters activity in
New York,
New York City is the corporate headquar~
ters of international finance capital because
corporate investment has flowed into the city
as a natural consequence of the rate of profit
realized there. Other service industries like
advertising facilitate the central task of the
corporate headquarters while wholesale and
retail activities as well as manifold small
manufacturing industries meet the consuI1lPtion needs of the city's work force. Many of
these small manufacturing firms are marginal
producers, prolonging their e~istence in the
face of more technologically advanced competitors by using extremely low-waged "sweat
shop" labor. This labor force is disproportionately composed of black and Third World
people. Thirty percent of New York's labor
force is nonwhite, a majority of whom are
confined to these lowest wage sectors of the
PAGE 22
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work force. In a sample of seven New York
City ghettos, the percentage of individuals
working fulltime and not maKing a living
wage, discouraged job seekers, those ~ork
ing part-time involuntarily,- and the officially
unemployed, range from 39.9% to 66.6% of
the ghetto la~)or force. 3 The superexploitation of the city's black an_d Third World population to snbsubsistence levels is but the
edifice UpOh which rose the New York City
that we know as the corporate and financial
capital of the-world.
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT IN
THE NEW YORK CITY ECONOMY

The government of New York City is responsible for providing the infra-structure
necessary to support profitable economic activities within its borders. It must meet many
of the needs of its working population which
are crucial for the regeneration of labor power but are not met in the private sector for
lack vf profitability. If social peace and stability so necessary to business activity are to be
maintained, the city government must provide regardless of profitability a minimal
standard of living to the most oppressed and'
unproductive segments of the working population. These puclic responsibilities require
the municipal government to raise revenues.
The city's expense budget includes expendi- .
tures for sOCial welfare, education, police,
fire and environmental protection, debt servicing and miscellaneous categories. A separate capital budget outlines construction expenses, and revenues for this purpose are
raised almost exclusively through borrowing.
The fiscal 1976 budget, a spartan one, is
approximately 12.6 million dollars larger
than the gross national product of many
countries. Revenues to meet this budget
come from several sources. Considerable
revenues (;ome into the city from the Federal
and State governments. Three and one half
billion dollars of Federal monies met 25% of
New York City's expenses this year: 2 billion
in Medicaid. Public Assistance and Food
Stamps; 263 million in revenue sharing; 203
million for transportatio~ and 400 million for
education and manpower programs. On the
other hand, New Yorkers paid out in personTJ.IIC alAr" r.,....... ............
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al and corporate taxes approximately 15.5
billion dollars.4 Among other taxes, the State
turns over to' the city its receipts from two
special taxes: the stock transfer tax and the
mortgage tax. Most of the revenue raised by
the .city itself comes from real estate taxes, .
. represe~ting about 60% of total tax receipts,
the remainder composed of taxes on sales,
businesses and individual incomes.

THE LIMITS OF TAXATION
AS A SOURCE OF REVENUE
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One bourgeois social scientist feels that
raising revenue is frought with "endless
problems because what is involved in the
fiscal management of government is a complex balancing of unequals. Revenues are
pitted against community needs: neither are
rigid quantities, both are politically rooted
Among the problems encountered are how to
spread costs fairly for such services as public
transportation, or how to introduce efficieney
and trim budgets where patronage and expenditure are in dome quarters a measure of
success. "5 This analysis is quite wide of the
mark. Municipal fiscal managers are not primarily concerned with an equitable distribution of the tax burden nor are municipal
bureaucracies supposed to be efficient.
Rather municipal financing call be reduced
essentially to finding the proper mix between
taxation and borrowing. This proper mix can
simply be defined as that ration of taxation to
borrowing which maximizes the growth in
the rate of profit of the corporate firms which
dominate the city's economy.
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legal stipulations, all taxes
in the capitalist economy are regressive; that
is, a diwroportionate amount of income in
taxes IS yielded by lower income groups. This
is a result of theoretical and practical considerations. Taxation has traditionally been
viewed as a disincentive to corporate investment. Capitalist consumption and investment
. come out of the surplus extracted from the
labor of workers. Increasing taxes reduces
the amount available for investment and consumption. In addition by holding out the
REGARDLESS OF

spectre of reduced future consumption to the
capitalist, increased taxation becomes an incentive toward increased capitalist saving or,
what is the other side of the same coin,
reduced capitalist investment. Since the rate
of profit is positively correlated with the rate
of investment, municipalities try to minimize
the impact of taxes on corporate investment
so as to maximize the growth of the urban
economy.
From a practical standpoint, also, we see
that increased corporate and real estate taxes
are in fact fully or partly passed onto the
backs of the working classes of the city in the
form of higher rents and commodity prices.
When this inflationary motion outstrips the
growth in real income of the working classes
the general level of economic activity is cur
tailed and the total level of tax revenues
received may actually be less than might be
the case with a lower. rate of taxation. Equality in taxation to meet necessary social costs
would undermine the process of capitalist
accumulation. The major burden of taxation
thus falls upon the backs of those who work.
Their limited incomes collectively cannot
support necessary current and capital expenditures. Herein lies the source of the contradiction haunting public fiscal policy: the necessity of limiting taxation so as to maximize
the rate of capital accumulation but at the
same time prOViding an infra-structure for
b~'siness activity whose costs thus far outstrip
the tax base. The city overcomes this contradiction by borrOwing.
There has been a secular trend in New
York City to avoid balanced budgets so as not
to curtail the general expansion of economic
activity indicated in the foregoing. The gap
between revenues and expenditures has
been met through long and short term borrowing, primarily from the big banks and
corporations at marketable interest rates .
Today the city has an accumulated debt of
some 13 billion dollars while the servicing of
that debt in the fiscal year 1976 will amount
to some 3 billion dolla:-s. Socially neces;..Iry
but unprofitable projects are financed by
making them lucrative to the capitalist investor. Municipal deficit financing by making
the capitalist investor a creditor of the city,
J
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repaid out of tax revenues exacted from
working pecple, converts unprofitable social
responsibility into profitable, private investment.
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TABLE 1
Loans and Deposits: Commercial Banks
LARGE COMMERCIAL BANKS(a)

...

I

THE CAUSES OF NEW YORK CITY'S
FISCAL CRISIS

I
- I (.
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I
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The unequal imposition of taxation and
debt already described could be rationalized
if it stimulated business activity in such a way
as to allow a growth in real income of working
people which could outstrip the increases in
taxation. In periods of increasing prosperity
it may appear that this is what happens. But
all justification for this strategy vanishes in
the present period of depression, a period
characterized by rampant inflation coupled
with high unemployment; in a word, stagflation. The rising level of prices calls forth
justifiable demands from J\lUnicipal workers
for increases in real wages and benefits. Inflation also affects the costs of goods and
services purchased by the municipality. On
the other hand revenues are restricted because inflation and unemployment reduce
the taxibility of the working population. The
problem is compounded by bureaucratic inefficiency and political corruption in the tax
collection process. Private realty corporations
in New York City owe some 500 million in
back taxes. It took a tax discount of 8% on
taxes'estimated to get these very same interests to make a prepayment on this year's
taxes. The city itself claims that there is little
it can do to quickly collect delinquent corporate taxes, arguing that it takes several
years to foreclose on defaulted properties.
New York is thus faced with a liquidity problem, a problem of cash flow .
rp

(J

.
New York has bridged the
gap between cash on hand and current obligations by issuing short term, revenue anticipation notes. These notes were redeemed
as revenues came in. Long term borrowing
in bonds, formerly was limited to large-scale
capital undertakings. Recently the cash flow
problem has been accentuated, so much so
..c. RADITIONALLY
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Billions of Dollars.

1950
1955
1960
1965
1970

$ 31.6
48.4
71.6
120.3
188.8

$ 87.8

36.0%
46.0
56.3
66.2
70.8

105.3
127.2
181.8266.8

LARGE NEW YORK CITY BANKS

1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1974

9.9
14.2
18.6
31.8
45:5
78.9

25.1
27.9
31.0
45.7
63.2
93.5

39.4%
50.9
60.0
69.6
72.0
84.4

a. Banks that had total deposits of $100 million or
more on Dec. 31, 1965.
Source: Data prior to 1974 are from various issues
of the Federal Reserve Bulletin. Data for
1974 are from Federal Reserve Statistical
Release H.4.3 for the last week in 1974.

that the maturing short term debt itself could
,lOt be redeemed in cash. This situation was
tolerable as long as the banks would accept
the city's higher yielding but longer term
bonds as redemption of the short term debt..
In the present period of depression, howeyer, investor confidence in the ability of the
city to service its huge and growing debt has
been eroded.
This summer Moody's, a leading investor
rating service, withdrew its rating of New
York City bond anticipation notes and revenue anticipation notes. Moody's action
came hard on the heels of Standard and
Poor's suspension of its A rating on New York
City general obligation bonds. "New York
City's deteriorating ability to raise money in
the capital market places unusual strains on
its cash position. . . . The possible inability
or unwillingness of the major underwriting
banks to continue to purchase the city's notes
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and bonds was a primary contributing reason
for the sllspension."6 The market for New
York bonds and securities had all but disappeared by this summer. Without investor
confidence, the city is forced to meet both
payrolls and debt servicing with cash. The
possibility of default becomes a reality.
NEW YORK'S FISCAL CRISIS IS A
CRISIS FOR THE "BIG" BANKS
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Default represents catastrophe not only for
New York City's municipal government but
its "ripple" effects represent an accentuation
or the crisis in which the American economy
is now' enmeshed. The banking system and
especially the New York City big banks are
the transmission lines of this shock to the
nation's econumic structure. In an article in
the February 1975 issue of Monthly Review
the editors of that publication described and
analyzed the true liquidity posture of the
U. S. banking system. What they reported

1•.

was that the tremendous economic expansion
of the early iO's was built upon a mountain of
corporate and bank debt which progressively
decreased the reserves available to meet depositor demand. Tables 1 .and 2 illustrate
respectively the loan structure supporting
the upsurge in economic activitY and the
liquidity posture complimentary to this expansion. 7
The bank reserves indicated in Table 2
include cash short-term U. S. treasury' bills
and notes whose market price will not fluctuate very much. In addition the banks maintain a portfolio in long-term bonds of the
U.S. Treasury and other government bodies
including municipal obligations. The advan·
tage of long-term borrowing is the higher
interest rate paid on bonds as compared to
short term notes but their price fluctuates in
the market and therefore their sale is not
always profitable. These reserves must be
available to meet depositor demand but as
we see from Table 2, at present Federal

TABLE 2

1
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Liquidity of Large Commercial Banks
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Billion. of dc/lon.

1950
195.5
1960
1965
1970
1974

$13.7
14.9
14.0
16.3
20.2
29.5

$33.7
30.1
30.2
24.3
28.1
23.4

n.a.
n.a.

8.2
8.6
10.3
7.9

54.0%
42.7
34.7
22.3
18.3
13.6

n.a.
n.a.

17.5%
13.7
11.4
9.6

n.a. Not available
a. Cash in vault plus reserves with Federal Reserve banks. as required by the Federal Reserve Board.
b. Bonds here include bills, certificates, notes, as well as bonds.
c. All treasury securities that mature in less than one year.
d. The data on deposits used as the denominator are those given in Table 1.
Source: Same as Table 1.
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securities and cash amount to only 13.6% of
the "Big" banks demand deposits. If federal
reserve requirements are taken into account
the adjusted figure is 9.6%. ~1unicipal bonds
and the banks' own borrowing are the major
means by which this poor liquidity position is
propped up against the possibility of a surge
in withdrawals and loan defaults. Thus municipal debt serviCing is an important component of the banks' ability to meet depositor
demand as well as the servicing of the banks'
own debt.
Specifically, over 50% of the portfolio
holdings of 100 major U. S. banks are in New
York City bonds and notes. The top New
York City banks (5 of the nation's 7 largest)
hold between 20-50% of their portfoliOS in
New York securities and bonds. 8 Clearly, a
major part of the banking systems reserves
are held in New York City notes and bonds.
A municipal default woul4 cause a multiple
contraction of available credit, causing interest rates to rise, resulting in a further downturn in economic activity. Loss of investor
confidence already apparent in the price decline in bank stocks, might result in a "run"
on the U. S. banking system as investors
themselves struggle to improve their liquidity posture. A city default could torpedo the
supposed "recovery" of the national economy
from its deepest post-war "recession." Arthur Burns, Chairman of the Federal Reserve System and the board chairmen and
presidents of the "Big Three" N ew York
Banks, have acknowledged the pronounced
depressionary impact of a New York City
default. Chancellor Walter Scheel of West
Germany warned President Ford of the international repercussions of such a default. 9
New York's fiscal crisis is rapidly becoming a
major aspect of the more general crisis of the
capitalist system.
THE COST OF FISCAL REDEMPTION:
LOSS OF DEMOCRACY AND BANK RULE

By the summer of 1975, the City administration produced an honest projection of its
deficit for the fiscal 1976 year. The gap was
then seen as approximately 800 million dollars with projections for it to increase astroPAGE 26

nomically to three billion dollars before the
conclusion of the fiscal year. Given the setbacks in bond rating already described the
"full faith and credit" of the City was not
enough to elicit significant purchases of short
term notes and long term bonds.
The hands-off attitude of the "big banks"
was based on several assumptions. Municipal
politics in New York were characterized as
corrupt. City fiscal policies were seen as
nothing more than sleight of hand. Justifiable
wage increases. were viewed as irresponsible
and inflationary concessions to a union oligopoly representing an inefficient and wasteful public bureaucracy. Blame was placed
squarely on the political lieutenants of the
capitalist class and all remedies subsequently
proposed included a progressively broadening and dominant direct presence of the financial and corporate directorate of the nation. Profligate spending was seen as the
demon to be exorcised from the fiscal life of
the City. The b.anks have insisted that the
City balance its· budget as a condition of
refinancing its debt servicing.
By the end of the summer the tentative
gropings of the City and the Big New York
banks had engulfed the· State government
and a cornucopia of bank-dominated structures emerged to restore the City's liquidity.
These structures were to restore investor
confidence by : l;j p )sing draconian economies
upon the workiug people of New York. Four
supra-electoral structures were created: they
are in order of importance: the Emergency
Financial Control Board (EFCR); the Municipal Assistance Corporation (MAC); the
Management Advi~ory Board; and the Temporary Commission on Finances. Charts 1
and 2 illustrate their membership, tasks,
costs and their interrelationship. 10
The forty panel mem,bers on these boards
are executives of mu lti-national firms. Seventeen of them are bankers or directors of
savings institutions or investment houses. In
the tradition of the ca~italist class, the four
boards have interlocking directorates. William Ellinghaus, President of New York Telephone and director of two banks,is the only
EFCB member to sit on a second board.
Ellinghaus an-:l Special Deputy Mayor AxelTHE BlACK SCHOlAR
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Membership

Responsible to

'r

-.~~J
.~,

.;;

Assigned Task

I

l

.~

f

~

Emergency
financial
Control Board

Municipal
Assistance
Corporation

Management
Board

Temporary
Commission
on finan.:es

The Governor. State
Controller. Mayor
and City ControlIer
are ~ignated as
members by law.
Three others are
named by the
Governor.

Five member!>
named by the
Governor and four
by the Mayor.

Eleven members.
appointed by
Mayor Beame.

Twenty-three membel'S appointed by
Mayor Bearne.

The Legislature.

Gov. Carey and the
Legislature.

Mayor Beame.

Mayor Bearne.

Control city's budSelI $5 billion in
get. funneling all
long-term bonds,
availabel city money
guaranteed by $1
into a special ac- , billion a year in city
count and approving
sales and stock
all speRding and
transfer tax revecontracts. Force the
nues, to pay off the
city to come up with
city's short-term
a revamped budget
notes ant! obligaby Oct. 20. stripped
tions.
of gimmicks. and
develop a plan to
wipe out $3.3 billio_l
deficit.

Streamline city management systems
and install expenditure controls in city
agencies. focusing
first on problems
such as pensions,
Medicaid billings,
hospitals and sanitation. SeNe as consultants with Dep.
Mavor Axelson on
steps for revising
budget for EFCB.

Conduct in-depth
study of city's fiscal
prospects and make
long-range recommendations on revenues. tax base and
federal-state funding. Draft legislation
for state takeover rl
prisons and courts,
federal control of
welfare.

Und.. termined. Expected to include
salary for deputy
state controller (01'._
New York. approximately $45.000 a
year. Board membel'S not paid.

No appropriation to
date. but a key
m.. mber said
$400.000 may be
sought to l'Over salary for an exec'Utwe
director. some staff,
and outs ide consultants. ~Iembers are
not paid.

City Council reviewing $400.000 appropriation. including
$275,000 for staff
and operating expenses, 5125.000 for
outside consultants.
Members are not
paid.

AdYi~ory

J

',?1
<;o~:j

Cost

-:~

~:--~

·4

-1

.

Debt service on
bonds approximately
$385 million. Operating exrenses authorized to $3 million. staff and office

sp:ice costs total
$730,000 a year at
present. Legal fees
will be substantial,
with estimates of as
much as $1.5 million. Board members 'paid $100 per
diem.

I

-:;

j

j

1

son 'both sit on the board of J.C. Penney .
Martha Wallace of the Luce Foundation and
Dr. Edward Mortola of Pace University are
board members of Ellinghaus' New York
Telephone Company. ~ichard R. Shinn,
President uf the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company and a board member of Chase
Manhattan Bank is linked to Robert C.
\Veaver also a board member of Metropnlitan. George Champion, a former chairman
THE BLACK SCHOLAR
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of Chase Manhattan, serves on the Temporary Commission while Alton Marshall, a former aide of Vice President Rockefeller is now
head of Rockefeller Center. 11 The few blacks
and Puerto Ricans on these boards are firmly
tied to the corporate elite.
These four interlocking and corporate
dominated boards have jurisdictions and
goals which conflict with the rpsponsibilities
of' elected officials and City agencies. The
PAGE 71
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CHART 2
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M

EFCB
Gov. Carey

State Controller Levitt
William M. Elling!laus"
Albert V. Casey
David I. Margolis
City Controller Goldin
Mayor Beame

Deputy Controller for NYC

-...,r--'fl"·+----1

Deputy Mayor Axelson

(
MAC

J

Felix G. Rohatyn
John A. Coleman"
Thomas D. Flynn
Donna E. Shalala"
Francis J. Barry
George D. Gould
Dick Netzer
Robert C. Weaver"
Herbert Elish. exec. dir. "

~

MANAGEMENT
ADVISORY
BOARD

TEMPORARY
COMMISSION
ON FINANCES

I-

Richard R. Shinn"
William M. Ellinghaus"
E. Virgin Conway
John F. McGillicuddy"
Shelton Fisher
James L. Hayes
Lawrence Lachman"
Alton G. Marshall"
Harry Van Arsdale"
Herbert Elish. co-director"
John Zuceotti. co-director

"

~

Chart shows relationship of the four new panels overseeing the city rmances. Asterisks (") denote persons serv-

•
!~

1

.~

J

costs of these supraelectoral boards ironically
could become a major source of deficit themselves, although their employment of Wall
Street Law firms like Paul Weiss, Rifldnd,
Wharton and Garrison and ivy league researchers does not seem to draw scrutiny
from the capitalist overlords. Out of this
small but important kernel come the directives aimed at reshaping the municipal govPAGED

Owen McGivern
Leo Larkin
Richard R. Shinn"
Donna E. Shalala°
John A. Coleman"
Robert C. Weaver"
Lawrence Lachman"
Alton G. Marshall"
John F. McG\I1icuddy"
Harry Van Arsdale"
George Champion
Joseph W. Ford
Charles A. Goldstein
Marife Hernandez
Bruce Llewellyn
Dr. Edward Mortola
Lewis Rudin
Dr. Emanuel Saxe
John Sipp
Robert V. Tishman
A. Robert Towbin
Robert F. Wagner Sr.
Martha R. Wallace
Dr. Ray Horton. staff elir.

ing.on more than one panel. The Deputy Controller has
not yet been named.

ernment in the image of sound business practice; what does not pay for itself has no
rationale for being. All of this was accomplished by executive order and rump legislatures sitting in extraordinary sessions, and
not a single referendum or endorsement was
solicited from the electorate. CertAinly bank
rule is upon us.
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THE BANKERS' PROGRAM
On August 1, 1975, Mayor Abraham D.
Beame and the Municipal Assistance Corporation separately announced the bankers'
program for fiscal sanity in New York City.
As of Septem ber 1, the wages of all municipal
workers were frozen. The 6% salary increase
of July 1 was rescinded· while managerial
employees' salaries were being rolled back to
1973 levels. Thirty two million dollars was
deleted from the CitY University budget.
Subway fares were increased from 35 to 50
cents to be further augmented to 60 cents in
January of 1976. Capital spending was cut by
a projected 375 million to come mostly from
halts in school, library, and park construction. Four public hospitals are slated for.
closing and the cuts in essential services
threatened to reduce garbage collection by a
third, and the available police protection by
25%. These draconian measures came on the
heels of 14,000 layoffs and the loss of 21,000
city jobs through attrition. Affiliated agencies
like the Board of Education and the Health
and Hospitals Corporation have released additional thousands.

WITH THE appearance of the EFCB, additional layoffs and cutbacks to reduce the
city's pay.roll by 10% have been imposed. A
three year extension of the wage (reeze is
also in the offering. A three year ceiling on
the budget and taxes is to be enforced by the
EFCB while the Temporary Commission
and the Management ,..4.d·!isory Board eliminate Budgetar,: gimmICks, inefficiency and
incrpa5a pr-:-C:L1ctivity. While this is going on
the major tax receipts of the city go into a
fund controlled by Big MAC which disburses
them in such a way that note and bond
holders are paid first, then the remainder is
released to meet other City obligations. 12 As
one careful observer noted, the municipal
workers forsake a 6% gain while the bond
holders earn 9% interest on New York's crisis. 13 What better illustration is there of the
true intent of the bankers program to transcend their crisis by seizing the levers of
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government and squeezing more and more
surplus value from New York's working population?

THE BANKERS' PROGRAM AND
NEW YORK STATE
New York State resources were mustered
by the banks to come to the rescue of the
City. The political leadership of the State was
reluctant to become involved in the City's
fiscal crisis as it might tend to engulf the
State in the onus being directed towards
Gotham. A City default on the other hand
would adversely effect investors' confidence
in the State's fiscal stabiljty. Caught between
this scylla and charybdis, the State has attempted to shore up New York City's fiscalposition by selling its own paper and raising
the proceeds to buy City bonds. In addition
the State has attempted to raid public pension funds and use their receipts to buy up
the City's debt.
.
Rather than rescuing the City from default, the State has found itself under close
scrutiny from investors and its shaky financial
posture has. been exposed for all to see. State
. Budget Director, Peter C. Goldmark has
asserted that within 30 days of a New York
City default 'the state would follow suit. 1..
Moody's has withdrawn its rating from four
issues of New York State agency notes issued
on October 15. This was the first time
M()(;dy's had ever refused to rate a New York
State issue. The ratings of the notes of the
New York State Housing Finance Agency
and the Medical Care Facilities Finance
Agency were withdrawn because Moody's
didn't feel these agencies could come up with
revenues from bond sales to meet the redemption schedules of the notes. I5 Standard
and Poor's warned the State that additional
State aid to the City would imperil the State's
fiscal integrity. IS More and more attention
was thus being focused on the State's own
10.3 billion budget, her 12 billion indebtedness and the current 611 million budget deficit. As with the City, New York State's bonds
were no longer marketable. Already the
bankers program had begun to unravel.
PACE 2!1
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THE BANKERS' PROGRAM AND
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT·
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As the crisis has outstripped the resources
of the City, State and the supra-electoral,
quasi-bank boards, the bankers of New York
City have gone to Washington for Federal
Assistance. Recently President Ford met
with David Rockefeller (Chairman, Chase
Manhattan Bank), Waltet Wriston (Chairman, First National City Bank) and Ellmore
C. Paterson (Chairman, Morgan Guarantee
Trust) to receive their warning of the .. extremely serious economic repercussions to
the nation, government bond markets including Federal bonds and business generally," if the New York fiscal crisis continued. 17
In a letter from a Chase Manhattan executive, the New York banks presented their
program for Federal resolution of the City's
.fiscal crisis.
It can safelybe.assumed that any failure by
either New York State or City to meet
maturing obligations will further erode the
national market for municipal securities and
cause vital government programs at the
state, county and local level to go unfunded
throughout the nation. . . . What we believe to be the only viable alternativ~ is a
temporary substitution of Federal credit for
the City's, in order to insure the marketability of City debt until investor confidence is restored by a year or two of demonstrated performance in meeting the
targets which have been set forth. . . .
Federal Assistance can be tied to the
achievement of savings resulting from these
steps so that improvement will be assured. IS

This aspect of the bankers' program has
elicited a lukewarm response from the Ford
administration. In general, Federal fiscal decision wakers are irresolute in the face of the
obvious bankruptcy of Keynesian solutions in
the present depression. In the face of such a
predicament they are hesitant to increase the
government's obligations for a number of
reasons:
I-The past two Republican administrations have increased the Federal debt by 200
billion, and therefore the Ford administration looking to the 1976 election wants to
avoid any unnecessary expansion of that debt.
PACElO
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2-The disappearance of a municipal bond
market nationally means that the 'Federal
salvage operation could be potentially unlimited ane could not morally or rationally be
restricted to Ne'N York.
3--The Federal.debt itself is of such proportions that establishing a Federal guarantee would fan the fires of inflation since it
would have to go into the money market as a
borrower for this specific purpose. Already
huge Federal borrowing in the note and
bond market has diverted funds away from
muni<:ipal bonds while driving up the interest rates necessary to market these issues.
4-Most important however, the Ford administration, by minimizing the ~ossible impact of aNew York City default is trying to
forestall the development of the kind of investor panic which would drive the Federal
government into an active role when it has
no solution to the problem which is politically acceptable to it,. Outside of the executive
branch, the City's fiscal crisis has become a
political football of presidential hopefuls
generating much hot air btlt little concrete
motion.
The banks have not yet been able to involve the Federal government in their program for fiscal survival in New York City but
Chairman Burns J' the Federal Reserve has
concened the FeuLi..11 Reserve's assistance to
any banks which default due to the City's
insolvency. Burns's position is unrealistic in
light of the very'real possibility of a City
default threatening the solvency of 100
banks. Without Federal pump priming and
guarantees, the banker's program resolves
itself into a scheme for extracting increasing
levels of surplus value from New York's laboring masses, the foundation of which is the
black and Third World community.

THE FISCAL CRISIS AND THE BLACK
AND THIRD WORLD COMMUNITIES' .
The City's fiscal crisis affects all of New
York's working people but it is particularly
severe in its impact on black and Third
World communities. In addition this crisis
impacts in unique ways upon the City's colored population.

(Continued on page 35,)
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The employment situation of the black and
Third World communities has worsened as a
result of the present fiscal crisis. In the public sector, the structure of the labor force is
such that a disproportionate number of
blacks occupy those jobs with the least
amount of civil service and union protection.
These "provisional" positions were created
for political reasons to expand the number of
jobs which could be rapidly made available
without at the same time running afoul of the
traditional civil service regulations. In addition they represented an elastio factor in
budget calculations which allowed the city to
expand and contract its work force as demand
dictated without creating a liability in longrun fi:;cal obligations. The (:ETA, federally
sponsored, public service job program for
the hardcore unemployed has rechanneled
its funds in the City to maintain the employment of more tenured members of the civil
service. These CETA jobs represented a significant employment source for blacks and
Third World unemployed workers.
The Board of Education reacted to the
fiscal crisis by r~~'inb its work force to the
bone. Per dien' . nr 1 substitute teachers, the
positions held by the majority of blacks in the
system, were laid off in droves, wl:ile 5000
regulars lost their jobs. Fifteen thousand
para-professionals, many of them black
mothers also felt the fiscal axe. In tht sphere
of alternative education, largely black arod
Third World staffed programs, like ''-Ie Urban League's Street Academies, 10 . their
Board of Education financing and t Il)sed up
shop. In education, therefore, the f>mployment gains by black and Third Wor11. people
has suffered a serious setback.

THESE TWO public sector exam pies lC"P. indicative of trends in other sectors of the
municipal labor force. Public sector emp!' liment of blacks and Third World peoples, :!
traditional device for maintaining social
peace, has been pruned of its "black" jobs.
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The municipal unions \vhich have protectt'd
the bulk of their more ~stablished and largely
white members by conceding to wage freezes,
longer working hours and the like, have sacrificed the security of the "provisionals" and
para-professionals without a sound of protest.
Ironically, unions like the United Federation
of Teachers (UFT) took much of the steam out
of the "community control" movement of the
'60's by organizing the largely black protesters
and giving them jobs as unionized para-professionals. These people were the first to be
sacrificed on the altar of unioil-ruling class
collaboration.
Employment in the private sector recedes
steadily as the draconian measures of the
banks'cut into government spending and torpedo those business interests directly or indirectly dependent on municipal spending.
The City's layoffs and firings also cut into the
work force's purchasing power which also
manifests itself in private sector layoffs as objective demand recedes. Unfortunately black
people find themselves over-represented in
those ;\T ew York jobs with the most elastic
demand for labor. Part of the least monopolized segment. of the American economy,
these marginal "sweat shop" industries represent the further decay of competiti\'e Iahor,
intensive capitalist production. From -10% to
70% of the black and Third World work force
find themselves trapped in this "secolldary"
labor market!,} earning low salaries with little
or no fringe benefits, little training and no
career ladders. In this setting employment
experience or anyone job is short ~Uld nontransferable except to equally unrcwarding
and dead-end jobs. As New York City's fiscal
crisis accelerates the demise of these firms,
the long term employment picture for our
people steadily worsens. An economic upturn
will find these firms replaced by more capital,
intensive competitors who will not be able to
reabsorb the large numbers of unemployed
cast off by marginal "sweat shop" industries.
In the past ypar New York City has attained
an unemployment rate of 11.9% while losing
J9,C,)0 jobs. 20 None of the policies aimed at
resolving the fiscal crisis will reverse this employment profile, rather they will accentuate
it.
PAGE 3S
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Mayor Beame has moved to suspend plans
to finance the construction and rehabilitation
of virtually all public supported housing on
the drawing boards. This move involves suspension of plans and work on 50,000 new
apartments and 20,000 apartment rehabilitations. Low and moderate income families in
subsidized housing would definitely be affected. The housing market is already severely depressed with the rate of construction in
New York City, only half of what it was in
1973. Applications for new housing construction have fallen by 6% as interest rates on
mortgages continue to climb. Even before the
onset of the fiscal crisis only, 32% of public
moneys earmarked for housing were committed ,to the construction of low income
units. 21 Public policy was much more interested in middle and high income developments as they were considered to be more
justifiable because their rental incomes would
support both the amortization and interest
payments as well as a larger city real estate tax
base. The urgent housing needs of black and
Third World people will remain )' '. !et since
the municipal and state construct. ,.gencies
can find no market for their notes and bonds.
HEALTH:
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In the field of public health, the fiscal crisis
has given added impetus to those who want to
sell the municipal hospitals totally to private,
medical interests. Four municipal hospitals
are slated for closing, at least two of which are
unequiv0C2bly in ghetto areas. Neighborhood,
public health centers have been closing and
essential services are being absorbed by private hospitals and doctors who return exorbitant fees for poor medical care. The public
hospitals in New York, whatever their shortcomings, have provided blacks and Third
World people in the City a level of health
care unattainable for this class in private
medicine. The dissolution of this system of
public health care would have disastrous
consequences for the well-being of-our communities.
PAGE 36
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EDUCATION:

The moratorium on school construction
has a disproportionate impact on the black
community. School construction has generally been designed to facilitate integration
which means in fact that very few schools
were being built in the ghetto. There still is
no public high school in Central Harlem and
may never be one since 315 million in construction projects have been iced.
Ghetto schools have been hardest hit by
the teacher layoffs since a disproportionate
number of their faculties were untenured
and substitute teachers. The shortening of
the school day and the increase in class size
has had a disproportionate impact on ghetto
schools since it is not accompanied by a
program of teacher transfers to make up for
inequitable staffing practices. Without the
para-professionals, ghetto students will lose
that presence in the classroom which was
materially and morally concerned with their
welfare. If unchallenged the present economies introduced into the educational system will reinforce the predominance of the
most bureaucratized non-teaching hacks,
those who had established their seniority
behind a curtain of Jim Crow practices.
In higher education the fiscal crisis manifests itself in a veiled attempt to' foreclose on
the tenuous presence of blacks and Puerto
Ricans in the City University. Sixty four million dollars in cutbacks has endangered the
open-admissions policy and severely cutback
SEEK programs, both of which subsidized
the integration of CUNY's student body and
faculty. A recently instituted lawsuit has revealed that college administrators have been
secretly redirecting SEEK funds to finance
the regular programs of their campuses. At
the same time plans are afoot to drop those in
academic trouble before they have had a
chance to redeem themselves. Worst of all,
the policy of free tuition has been endangered, and despite facts to the contrary free
tuition is being portrayed as a subsidy to the
poor at the expense of the low~r middle
classes. 22 Educational advance in black and
Third World communities is being reversed
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as the fiscal crisis undermines the financial
bases of hard-won advances.
WELFARE:
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Welfare payments have been reduced in
response to the City's fiscal crisis. As part of a
program producing ,800 million in ~avings,
the allotment for rent has been reduced by
20 dollars. Needy black and Third World
people not now on welfare find it almost
impossible to get on the City's welfare roles.
In response to the intensification of the fiscal
crisis, welfare clients are paid bounties to
report the infractions of other clients. Arthur
Burns of the Federal Reserve, let the cat out
of the bag when he indicated that the Ford
administration was considering a public service jobs program at below the minimum
wage level to be coupled with reduced welfare and unemployment benefits. 23 It would
be interesting to see if welfare policy in this
period of stagflation evolves as a mechanism
for increasing the amount of extremely low
wage labor. If this trend materializes then
welfare will become less and less of a tool for
combatting the social dislocation attendant to
the City's fiscal crisis.
The black population of New York City is
paying dearly for a crisis it did not create .
Quantitatively the fiscal crisis impacts more
severely upon the black community than the
white. Qualitatively> blacks. are losing not
only jobs but the tenuous fo~thold they bad
acquired in the economic life of New York
City. The public edifice of social agencies
which provided at least minimal services to
satisfy black and Third World needs is crumbling. Permanent UlH'1l1ployment threatens
half the work force in the black community.
In the present municipal fiscal crisis the
City's watchword for its ghetto communities
is neglect, but certainly not of a benign sort.
BLACKS AND THE POOR:
THE LIGHTNING ROD OF THE CRISIS

The fiscal crisis facing New York City exposes for all to see the exploitative relationship that exists between finance capital and
the public till. To obfuscate this relationship,
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the ruling class has again attempted to stigmatize the black po'or as being lazy. unproductive and a rapidly procreating mass representing an ever increasing drain on the
City's treasury. New York City has been
portrayed as a haven for the black and poor of
all states who have been supported increasingly by the tax dollars of the white middle
classes. The social welfare programs of the
City have been' portrayed as overly remunerative' handouts which, as the largest single
.budget item, has been responsible for the
City's lack of cash. It is implied that the
deprivations and insecurity of the white
middle class would end if massive public
welfare programs would cease. Robert
Moses, one of New York's "empire builders"
sees it this way:
We are in a fiscal mess. We invited with
Federal and state acquiescence and support
too many blacks and Puerto Ricans when
we manifestly had neither room nor jobs for
them. The effects were not merely regional
but nationwide. We induced cheap labor to
come here to glut a full-up market. We
created a high relief program only part of
which should on any reasonable theory fall
on New York. 24

In a similar vein another commentator reports that:
In the past thirty years ~ew York has
wooed the poor and imported them from
everywhere with higher benefits for welfare. special housing privileges. etc. Economically this policy was once sound as a
needed source of unskilled labor. The small
factories aud businesses that employed
them have mostly disappeared due to high
rents, laws on working conditions. unionization and modernization requiring skilled
labor. The poor became more and mor~
simply a burden on New York City. but the
desire to import even more continues. 25

From these commentators one would
assume that most people on welfare are black
or Third World living materially at a middle
class level of existence and sending the tab to
the white middle class. None of these assertions can be borne out by the facts. Moreover
they leave as much unsaid as they purport to
say. Why was the black and Puerto Rican
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reservoir of cheap labor unable to benefit
from the economic expansion it created?
Why does the City's economy de\elop in
such a way that blacks and Third World
workers find the traditional avenues to middle' class material welfare closed to them?
These are some of many questions left unasked, let alot)e unanswered. However, that
is beside the point. What we see in fact is the
more general process by which the ideologies of the ruling class appeal to white middle class fears by telling them the cause of all
of their problems are black people. Black
people in league with "liberal" whites are
seen as the source of all public corruption
and waste. Black people are offered up as
scapegoats upon the altar of white middle
class fear and insecurity as the ruling class
very quietly subverts democratic institutions
and establishes bank rule. An intensification
of racism and racial antagonism becomes
then a real and logical ou tgrowth of the City's
fiscal crisis.
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:"Jew York City's fiscal crisis is a particular
instance of the mure general crisis facing the
imperialist system of monopoly finance capital. Default is a consequence ~f the general
decline in business activity attendant to this
most recent and severe post-war depression.
The significant feature of the City's crisis is
the domino effect that it will have on the
American economy through the accentuation
of tlte liqui~ity crisis facing the American
banking system. Already it has undermined
not only the market for New York notes and
bonds, but has destroyed the minicipal bond
market generally. New York's fiscal crisis is
rapidly generalizing to all of urban America.
The bankers program is clearly unworkable without Federal guarantees. Republican
resistance at the national level to such Federalguarantee:; is not simply partisan politics
but reflects a more fundamental realization
that a crucial debate has emerged within the
ruling class around the efficacy of moving
American society toward state capitalism as a
solution to i~s ills.
What we see emerging, out of New York's
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cnsls, is a clear cut experimentation with
state capitalism. Felix Rohatyn, chairman of
the Municipal Assistance Program, is a leading, ruling class theoretician in this area. His
ideas have been summarized as suggesting,
"that the capitalist class, acting through its
state, should create a permanent institution
, capable of fulfilling the dual function of arresting the present potentially disastrous
slide of the economy and subsidizing directly
or it.directly, investment in and production
of goods and services which private monopolies consider too unprofitable and or too
risky to get into. If by chance some of these
investments should tum out to be attractively profitable, they could and should be
turned over to private hands: the state's job
under eapitalism is not to appropriate profits
but to socialize losses and see that the system
functions 'Imoothly."28
Samir Amin also deals with this schema fn
one of two variants he calls "1984". He recognized that:
. .. if capitalism is to be perpetuated, it
will reach an unprecedented level of centralization and abstraction. The capitalist
state would tend to replace fragmented and
competing units of capital.
This centralization of capital would certainly change capitalism profoundly....
This change would mean a reversal of the
relatio'lls between the economic base and
the ideological superstructure. . .. The
extraction of surplus value in the capitalist
mode is hidden by competition and the,
market, in which labor power itself is sold
a-s a commodity. For this reason the dominant factor in capitalism has not been ideological but economic. as opposed to the
- situation in the precapitalist modes and the
Soviet mode. 1984. with the centralization
of capital, is similar to the Soviet mode. The
extraction of surplus value by the dominant
state class again becomes transparent, and
the ideological factor thereby acquires a
dominant role in reproduction. 27

The resurgence of racism which rationalizes the loss of bourgeois democratic rights to
the working classes and humari rights to the
black and Third World communities is but a
companion to a developing state capitalism.
This combination "has been seen before in
NAZI Germany. It is fascism pur~ and simple that is evolving out of New York's fiscal
crisis.
THE BlACK SCHOlAR
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people the trend toward fascism
means that the liberation struggle will have
to go forth in the face of growing opposition
not only from the ruling class but also from
large segments of the white working classes
panicked into a misplaced hatred of l51acks.
The liberation struggle will have to go forward in the face of a state dominated by
business interests who see bourgeoise rights
as an extravagance they can ill afford. The
capitalist class has realized that it's much
later than it thought. Its recent actions
around the New York City fiscal crisis indicate a lack of clarity, resolution and confidence which indicate that bourgeois class
rule is in an advanced state of decay.
This state, however, is most dangerous in
that naked force and coercion increasingly
replace ideological illusion and cooptation as
the basic levers of capitalist control. For a
time the black community wilJ have to face
up to the concerted onslaught of white society and all of its class components. If we
successfully weather this trial by fire our
reward will be the radicalization of the larger
segments of the American population generally. Nothing short of the steadfast and tireless resistance to racial oppression will tear
the white working classes lose from their
ideological dependence on white ruling class
leadership. The radicalization of American
society is in the hands of black working people. We are the catalyst for change in America. New York City's fiscal crisis is both the
end of something old and. hopefully, the
beginning of a new stage in the social transformation of the United States.
OR BLACK
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caus~ of accelerating money growth. The amount of governm~nt dd)t held by the Federal Reserve System has risen at a
lIluch faster rate since the early 1960s than debt outstanding.
As a result, the System's holdings of government debt rose
from lll'i of the total outstanding in 1961 to 23% in 1973.
These rapidly growing purchases of government securities
prmided much of the basis fO,r the accelerating growth of
Illllll e y,all

But it is also dear that the money supply is a function of the
general debt of the economy and the impact that debt has on
Federal Heserve Board policies. Thus, the statistical relationship
ht'lll't't'll llle lwwunt oj'money and inflation is, the expression of
lilt' yilp iJt:tll'eell tile production of value and the required artifiL'illi t''l'lll/siol! of demand.
The rdatiollship between the debt economy and the acceleralion of IlIfiation is a dialectical one. If inflation accelerates very
Ia~t, it Gill wipe out a significant portion of the debt through de\ .dualloll, This is a nice automatic mechanism for an eventual
self-regulation of the system. But it so happens that we are not
dealing with a cybernetic system, but with a historical society
dominated by financial capital with its center of economiC power
within the financial institutions. What this means is that the
majur economic imerests are going to do everything possible to
rt:cmer the real interest rates they expected when they invested
their capital. The financial corporations react to inflation by raisIJlg the lIlterest rates in order to prevent devaluation. However,
whell it \.It:!COllles clear that inflation is a structural trend that
threatellS the whole system, the financial corporations ask for a
global ccollomic policy that has two major targets: to wipe out
p~ln ulthe deht ill some sectors where monopoly capital has little
illtnesl. sllch as mutual savings and public debt (witness, in particular. lilt..: case 01 New York City municipal bonds); and, more
illlPIJI UIII, III proVide the structural requirements for financial
l'dpll;d III IIghl inllatioll, that is, to reduce it. to control it, to
lil.lllIl..! it belule its geometrical progression is able to devastate
till' \l'l} foundations of the financial markets. This is the reason
wily tile light against inflation has top priority for financial capi-
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tal. Th us, we are on the threshold of a new economic policy
necessitated by the new contradictions that have been generated
by the attempt to create demand for capital and capital for demand without a corresponding creation of value. The debt economy is the structural background of our age of inflation.
2.2.3. The American State ina State
. Capitalist Economy
The most important transformation 'characterizing advanced
capitalism is the decisive role taken by the state in the functioning of the economy. To the traditional functions of social control,
repreSSion, legitimation, and political leadership, the state has
now added new economic functions that have steadily grown in
size and importance since the Great Depression. One crucial
problem, which we can hardly consider here, has been the interaction between the classical political-ideological functions and
the new economic ones.
The economic intervention' of the state developed after it became clear that the spontaneou!) rules of the market could provoke major (:!atastrophes that would undermine the self-reproduction of capitalist social relationships. Functions of regulation
and programming. from data collection to coordination of individual economic units. became the usual practice of the state in
capitalism after World War II, with different institutional expression according to the particular historical situation. However, it
was clear from the beginning that systematic state intelvention
in the economy ~vould be necessary to overcome the trends toward stagnation, sustain investments, provide employment, and
create demand. The New Deal was the first attempt to translate
such a program into government initiatives, and Keynesianism
became. particularly in 1960 with the Kennedy administration,
the orthodoxy underlying economic policies. 39
Because of these new trends, total government spending in the
United States jumped from less than 8 percent of the GNP in
1890 to almost 30 percent of the GNP in 1960. This increase was
particularly important in nonmilitary expenditures. Military expenditures. even though they increased greatly in absolute
tenus, remained fairly stable or declined in relation to the GNP.
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Since World War II total expenditures by all levels of government
ha\'e rben from an average of 12.8 percent of the GNP in 19451950 LO an average of 22.4 percent of the GNP in 1966-1970.
State and local government spending rose from 5.9 percent of the
GNP in 19-16- J 950 to 11.5 percent in 1966-1970. This steady accelerated expansion of public expenditures between 1950 and
1972 is shown in absolute terms in Table 13 for the federal govemmenl and in Table 14 for state and local governments.
Why this accelerated growth of public expenditures? James
O'Con/lor has developed an inSightful analysis that provides
some of the most important elements for our answer to this question in lel111S of social dynamics:lo
Capitalism, in order to expand, has to perform the two major
fUllcuons of accumulating capital and legitimizing social order
lhal makes this accumulation possible. The expansion of public
spending and state intervention develop in two closely interacting ways. Spending for social capital provides a stimulus to accumulation, and spending for social expenses serves the purpose
of It'gilililization. Social expenses include the maintenance of
dlalHids of iIllegTation (social welfare. income maintenance, sonal sec urit y, etc.) and the development ofinstitutions for'repressioll (police, army, justice, etc.). Expenditures on social capital
take two ditferent and complementary forms. Expenditures to
suslain the formation of constant capital (what O'Connor calls
social investment) are concentrated on physical capital (industrial infraslruclllre, fixed capital. technological improvements,
transportation, etc.) and human capital (research. education,
elC,) Fxpendilures for the improvement of variable capital-that
is. cX\JCnses in social consumption-are directed to the reproducliun 01 labor power, lowering its cost for private capital in housing. schools. health services, etc .
.b O'Connor shows, the requirements of all these expenditures IJ}' the state come from several articulated trends in the evolutioll of advanced capitalism:
J. Production increases in complexity and interdependence,
espel'i,dly because of the progress in technology and the rapid
adllh:~l'l:llce of t:apilal equipment.
~. Ilulllan capital assumes a greater role in the growth of prodlll'll\IIY·
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3. The multifaceted long-term impact of indivisible physical
social investments means that private capital seeks control of all
collective equipment shaping economic factors and social life.
The state has then to intervene in order to coordinate and to
socialize for the whole capitalist class requirements that are
. neces!> "rily collective. This is a contradictory process since it will,
expre&~ d[ the same time the state's tendency to appropriate some
fractions of capital and its required intervention on behalf of the
ruling class.
4. The cost of such huge infrastructural projects is too large to
be assumed by one single corporation or even by a grou p of them.
5. Some investments in social consumption and social capital
are absolutely necessary for capital but hardly profitable in the
short term. Therefore, the state assumes the initial expense and
transfers the function to the private sector once it ha~ become
profitable. An example of this kind of function would be basic research and development. Many other services required for the
reproduction of labor power that would be unprofitable to capital
are also assumed by the state. .
6. Pressure from the grassroots increasingly forces the state
to provide services that are not supplied by private investment. As
social needs grow and consumption becomes ever more social-,
ized, the state has to increase soci~ consumption expenditures
and social expenses in order to reproduce power and social relationships.41
The intervention of the state is required by capital (in its process of accumulation and legitimization) and forced by labor
(which demands a larger share of the product through forced
socialized consumption). This raises the profits for capital by
transferring public resources to it, lowers the cost of labor power,
and creates a social environment suitable for exploitation.
Public expenditures play a major role in the righ t to expand
employment and create new markets for the realization of capitalist commodities. Military expenditures have been important in
both these respects.42 Public expenditures have also accounted
for an increase in civilian employment in the United States, especially at state and local levels. Approximately one-sixth of the
U.S. laboT force is employed by the state. If we were to consider
all employment that is dependent on public expenditures, inc!ud-

T.-\BLE U. STA Tf. AN1I LOCAL R£\,ENl'ES AND EXPENDITURES, SELECTED YEARS 1955-19-:-2 AND PROJEC:TED FOR 1 ~;'dO AND

1985

Ca!NWTl/

1965
1968 1970 1971
Billions oi CUTTent dollars
75.5 107.1 135.0 152.3
11.8
18.3
24.4
27.7
2.1
3.2
3.8
4.1
60.6
74.1
45.9
82.0
8.3
4.5
6.4
9.4
18.7
11.1
24.4
29.1

1958

1959

1963

31.4
4.1
1.0
21.4
1.8
3.1 .

41.6
5.6
1.0
27.0
2.5
5.6

46.0
6.3
1.2
28.9
2.7
1).8

63.4
9.4
1.7
39.4
3.8
9.1

Expenditures
Purchases of goods and services
Transfer payments to persons
Net interest paid
Less current surplus of
government enterprises

32.7
30.1
3.7
.5

44.0
40.6
4.6
.6

46.8
43.3
4.8
.7

62.2
58.2
6.0
.S

74.5
70.2
6.9
.5

ID7.5
100.8
10.0

1.6

I.S

2.0

2.8

3.0

3.4

Surplus or deficit ( -)

-1.3

-2.3

-.8

1.2

Revenues
Personal tax and nontax receipts
Corporate profits taxes
Indirect business tax and nontax receipts
Contributions for social insurance
Federal grants-in-aid

100.0
13.1
3.1
68.1
5.S
9.9

100.0
13.4
2.4
64.7
6.0
13.5

100.0
13.7
2.7
62.9
5.9
14.S

100.0
14.S
2.7
62.1
6.0
14.4

1955

Re\'enue~

Personal tax and nontax receipts
Corporate profits taxes
Indirect business tax and nontax receipts
Contributions for social insurance
Federal grants-in-aid

b

Proiected
1985

1972

1980

177.2
34.3
4.9
89.6
10.7
37.7

349.8
73.5
9.1
156.4
20.7
90.2

505.8
108.0
14.6
213.9
31.8
137.5

133.2 8148.3 8164.0
123.3
136.2 150.5
14.1
16.6
18.2
-.4
-.2
-.4

353.0
3260
31.0
.5

514.7
480.8
38.2
.7

3.8

4.1

4.4

4.5

4.9

-.3
1.0
I.S
Percent distribution
100.0 100.0 100.0
15.7
17.1 . 18.1
2.92.S
2.7
60.9
56.6
54.9
5.9
6.1
6.0
lS.1
14.7
17.4

4.0

13.1

-3.2

-S.9

100.0
18.2
2.7
53.8
6.2
19.1

100.0
19.4
2.7
SO. 6
6.0
21.3

IDO.O
21.0
2.6
44.7
5.9
25.8

100.0
21.4
2.9
42.3
6.3
27.2

100.0
91.8
11.1
-.3

]00.0
92.4
8.8
.1

]00.0
93.4
7.4 .
.1

4.0
3.2
2.9
2.8
2.7
Average annual rates oichange·
Projected
1972-80
1968-85
'1968-80

1.3

--_._-_._----_.

Expenditures
Purchases of goods and senlces
'1sfer payments to persons
,nterest paid
LL:!->s current surplus of
government enterprises

.

p'

.Rcvcnues
PCIbonal tax and nontax receipts
Corporate profits taxes
JndiI~'ct business tax and non tax receipts
Contrihutions for social insurance
Federal grants-in-aid
Expenditures
Pun:hases of goods and sen;ces
Transfer payment~ to persons
Net interest paid
Less current surplus of .
government enterprises

')

]00.0
92.2
11.2
1.4

]00.0
92.2
10.4
1.4

100.0
. 92.6
10.3
1.5

100.0
93.6
9.7
1.2

4.8

:'4.0

4.3

4.6

100.0
94.2
9.2
.7

100.0
93.8
9.3

]00.0
92.6
10.6
-.3

100.0
01 9

11:2
-.1

1.0

1955-68

1965-72

9.90
12.17
9. SO
S.34
10.23
14.76

12.97
16.40
13.09
10.02
13.23
19.04

8.88
10.00
8.16
7.21
8.59
11.53

9.56
11.02
9.44
7.70
9.87
12.46

ID.36
12.30
9.24
8.22
ID.25
14.02

7.65
8.00
9.92
6.46
8.97
8.80

9.59
9.74
8.07
17.4]

] 1.92
] 1.52
14.89

10.05
10.14

C!

d

9.65
9.63
8.]9
18.51

10.42
]0.28
9.87
23.69

7.83
8.08
4.27
696

6.88

1980-&5

6.12
5.62
.22
2.20
1.72
2.40
• Detail does not include wage accruals less disbursements.
b Less than 550 million .
• Compound interest rates between terminal years ..
d Not calculated.
Source: HistOrical data from U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis; projections by Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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14. fEDERAL GOVERN!\lENT REVENUES AND EXPENDlTL'RES, SELECTED YEARS 1955-1972 A!,;D PROJECTED FOR 1980
A;-';D 1985 (NATIONAL INCOME ACCOUNTS BASIS)
1955

Category

1965

1968

1958

1959

1963
114.5
51.6
24.6
15.3
23.1

124.7
53.8
29.3
16.5
25.1

175.0
79.7
36.7
18.0
40.7

19i1

1972

Projected
'1983
1980

192.0
92.2
31.0
19.3
49.5

198.9
89.9
33.3
20.4
55.2

228.7
107.9
37.8
19.9
63.0

421.0
195.8
86.5
30.2
108.6

570.0
289.0
112.1
36.5
132.3

1970

Billions o[ current dollars

Revenues
Personal tax and nontax receipts
Corporate profits taxes
Indirect business tax and nontax receipts
Conttibutions for social insurance

72.1
31.4
20.6
10.7
9.3

78.7
36.8
18.0
11.5
12.4

89.7
39.9
22.5
12.5
14.8

Expenditures
Purchases of goods and services
Transfer payments to persons
Grants-in-aid to state and
local governments
Net interest paid
Other"

68.1
44.1
14.5

88.9
53.6
21.3

91.0' 113.9
64.2
53.7
29.1
21.9

123.5
66.9
32.5

181.5
98-.8
48.2

203.9
96.2
63.2

221.0
98.1
74.9

244.6
104.4
82.9

431.7
166.6
149.7

' 574.5
218.5
191.9

3.1
4.9
1.5

5.6
5.6
2.7

6.8
6.4
2.1

9.1
7.7
3.6

11.1
8.7
4.3

18.7
11.7
4.1

24.4
14.6
5.5

29.1
13.6
5.4

37.7
13.5
6.1

90.2
18.1
7.0

137.5
18.7
8.0

4.0

-10.2

-1.2

.7

-10.6

-4.5

100.0
43.6
28.6
14.8
12.9

100.0
46.8
22.9
14.6
15.8

100.0
44.5
25.1
13.9
16.5

100.0
45.0
21.5
13.4
20.2

-6.5 -11.9 -22.2 -15.9
1.2
Percent distributian
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100_0
45.2
47.2
48.0
45.5
43.1
16.7
16.5
16.1
21.0
23.5
8.7
10.1
10.3
10.3
13.2
27.5
27.8
23.3
25.8
20.1

100.0
46.5
20.5
7.2
25.8

100.0
- SO.7
19.7
6..4
23.2

Federal surplus or deficit ( -)
Revenues
Personal tax and nontax receipts
Corporate profits taxes
Indirect business tax and nontax receipts
Conttibutions for social insurance

-------- ---'-------- --- --- ---Expenditures
Purchases of goods and ser.ices
Tran,fer payments to persons
GranL~-in-aid to state and
local governments
Nct interest paid
Other"

Rc\cnues
Pen,onal tax and non tax receipts
Corporatc'PTofits taxes
Indirect bu~iness tax and nontax receipts
Contributions for social insurance
Expellditures
Purchases of goods and senlces
Transfer payments
Gr<lnts-in·aid to state and
local govcrnments
Net interest paid
Other"

100.0
64.8
21.3

100.0
60.3
24.0

4.6
7.2
2.2

6.3
6.3
3.0

1955-68
7.1
7.4
4.5
4.1
12.0
7.8
6.4
9.7

-

100.0
59.0
24.1

100.0
56.4
25.5

100.0
54.2
26.3

100.0
54.4
- 26.6

100.0
47.2
31.0

100.0
44.4
33.9

----, ,- ._ ..._----- .

100.0
42.7
33.9

10.3
12.0
9.0
13.2
8.0
15.4
6.8
7.0
6.4
7.2
6.2
5.5
3.2
2.3
2.7
2.4
3.5
2.5
Average annual rutes oichange b
Proiected
1968-85
1965-72
1972-80
1968-80
7.2
7.9
7.6
9.1
7.9
10.5
7.7
7.8
6.8
10.9
3.7
7.4
4.3
5.4
4.42.7
7.0
7.2
14.1
8.5
7.5
7.0
2.3

10.3
6.6
14.3

7.4
6.1
7.7

7.0
4.8
8.5

7.5
4.5
9.9

.100.0
38.6
34.7

100.0
33.0
33.4

20.9
4.2
1.6

23.9
3.3
6.4

1980-85

6.3
8.1
5.3
3.9
4.0
5.9
5.6
5.1

12.5
8.3
14.8
19.1
1l.5
14.0
2.8
.6
6.5
3.7
3.7
6.9
4.0
5.1
4.6
2.7
8.0
1.7
• Includes subsidies less current surplus of government enterprises plus a small amount of wage accruals less disbursements in 1971 and
1972.
b Compound interest rates between terminal years.
Source: Historical data from U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis; projections by Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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illg the production of military supplies, we would find that almost
o/lt'-lilird oJ tlw labor force is dependent on the economic activity

uf tIlL'S ta tt:,
The state thus plays a decisive role in the U.S, economy, suslaillillg capital accumulation, providing services, creating markds, alld absorbing surplus population into public employment.
III facl, the dUl'erent economic functions of the social and politiLa! mechallisms are inlelTelated in a complementary way, They
lllllll a sllllcLUral set of relationships that O'Conn~r aptly de~lldll'S as lhe "warfare-welfare state,"
ille ('IIJllplt:xiIY of these relationships can be summarized in
lillI' Sllllplt: senlence, The state has become the center of the proct'",> (it W'ClIllllliatiull and realization in advanced capitalism.
\\'1l11uul llie slate lhe process could be neither expanded nor rePllldllL'l~d, Are we then in a different mode of production? Not at
.dl. The Illlervcnlion of the state takes place within the structural
lliks or capitalism for the purpose of overcoming the historical
l,dlliaciiclions lhat arise during the latter stages of its develop1111'1\1. The crucial mechanism that reveals the capitalist logic of
IHdJlic policies is lhe fact that we call observe a systematic trend
ttl/t'lwi tilt' suci/IILatiun ufcosts and the privatization of profits.
This is lhe mosl. profitable pattern of state intervention for corpoI~II(; capital. But it is also the basis for increasing contradictions
1l1al support the trends toward a new type of economic crisis.
Olle of the major contradictions is that as the state increases its
1I11l'rn~llliull in the economy with a corresponding expansion in
1[:-. olltlays. il reduces its base of revenue. This happens not only
I II 'l ;IlISC mosl of the profitable operations are transferred to cor[I11Lllc' l'~lpilal but also because the state's absorption of surplus
[IuplibuOIl forces the state into less productive activities. The
1Ill1lIOpoly sector produces more and more value but distributes
k:-.s alld less income, What happens in the public sector is just
IhL' o(Jpll:-.ilC, The state employs more and more people and disII tllllIl'S Illtlrt~ aud more revenue, but does not takeover producIIU' .Illi\ lilt'S lhal would increase the productivity of the public
~I'n Il'l'~,

I'll p.l\ 101 ils massive expenditures in the absence of a large
-,,'/1111 III PllhilC clllCrprises, the state must raise revenue from
'.(11111":-' 1l1I1l'" Iliall ilsdf. It docs this in two ways: through taxa-
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tion on capital and people (appropriating a share of the value);
and through debt and increases in lhe money supply (without respecting the necessary relationship to the valul.! created),
Taxation has obvious limits. To collect taxes on profits defeats
the purpose of increasing the rate of profit in order to make the
capitalist economy more dynamic. Collecting taxes on personal.
income reduces demand and can provoke social unrest.
Despite the increase in taxes, the gap between state resources
and state expenditures expanded at an accelerated rate for the
period 1960-1972. as shown by Figure 15. (There was an exceplion in 1969-1970, when budgetary restrictions were used by
Nixon to engineer a short recession.) Total spending rose at an
annual rate of 5 percent from 1952 to 1960, 7 percent from 1960
to 1968, and 8 percent from 1968 to 1975. 43
To fill the gap, the U.S, government has created public debt
and increased tltt' money supply without a corresponding inFigure 15
Federal Budget Receipts and Outlays: 1960·1976
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IU the: actual levels of production. Figure 16 shows the
of Ihe federal debt, and Tables 15 and 16 show the increasillg raLe of growth in money supply and in debt per capita. Th~
situation is even more unfavorable for local governments. which
have been required to bear increasing costs for social consumptlull expenditures. especially in education. The stTUcturalgap belllt'('/l tilt' socialization of costs and the privatization of profits
IIII~ II·d tu thejiscalcrisis of the state.
III order 10 pay for the expenditures required by the warfare\\cILlI'L' state. Ihe U.S. government has used the only tool possiIlk wuhin the limits of the system-the expansion of the debt
,11 III IhL' mOlley supply-which has spurred inflation. Why does
tlll~ l'xpansion of public debt and the money supply lead to infla(jUII'! There are several reasons. First, their rate of growth exllnb the rate of growth of the GNP. Thus. for a given amount of
UlllllllotiiliL'S (goods and seIVices), there is an increasing proportlllll of means-of-payment units: the same value will be repreSl'llldl by a higher nominal pric~. Second, the increased borrowing Ill' the stale in the financial markets (particularly in the form
uf lIlunicipal debt) wiJ! raise the ,rate of interest for capital, furllll'l' illcreasing the cost of money. which we have seen to be one
I or tile primary sources of inflation. Third, most state ex pend itmes (nurtured through debt) do not corres'pond to the productiO/l of goods and seIVices but to the expansion of unproductive
sen'ict~S and LO increased employment in the public sector.
Tbcll'fow, by paying its employees the state introduces more and
Illon! money into the market without increasing the existing
quantity of cummoditie8. Thus, in addition to the direct effect of
lIlL'reasing lhe money supply and the debt (the first factor). there
is abo an indirect effect caused by the way these increases are
ll~cd---demand is stimulated through unproductive activities.
Ne\'ertheless, it would be theoretically possible to balance prodlll'liull and lhe money supply in the long run. The state would
slllliulale Ihe economy just to pump it and withdraw when equilllJl'iulll was l~slaDlished. Actually, this is impossible in the curIl'lll pallcm uf U.S. capitalist accumulation for two reasons:
1. There is an imhalance of growth between Department I and
f)"Jl'lrtlllt~lI( II of the economy. requiring a preexisting solvent
dt'JI/llw{ fur capital to invest in Department I at a level high
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Figure 16
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The Big Increase in Government Borrowing
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TABLE

IS.

GROWTH OF THE

U.S.

MONEY SUPPLY

YL'ar

Percentage increase

I'J65
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

Billions of dollars
463
485
533
577
594
641
727
822
IQ7'l
893
Source: The Economic Report oftlw PresidL'lIt,

4.8
9.9
8.3
3.0
7.9
13.4
13.1
R.6
F~b.

197-1, p. 310.

,
enough to ensure a profitable return on the increasing quantity
of fixed capital. Therefore. state-stimulated demand always has
to be ahead of the general rate of growth in the economy, and the
gap belween the qll,lllilly of ClIlllllWdilWS and the means of paymem will never be closed.
2. As it develops. corporate capital increasingly relies on the
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state LO support technological innovations and to assume the cost
of capital devaluation. Since this is a self-accelerating process
that also has to be ahead of the rate of accumulation. the state
needs to mobilize over and over again a quantity of resources
larger than the value it can appropriate.
Therefore. the "monetary school" is not wrong when it claims
its statistical findings establishing the correlation between inflation and the expansion of the debt and the money supply are
valid. But such a "discovery" is a blind observation as long as it is
not put into the broader context of the dynamics of accumulation
in advanced capitalism. In fact. the state has hied from time to
time to stop this movement by applying a more restrictive budgetary. poBcy. By doing so. however. it threatened the whole equilibrium of the system whose expansion was based on the ability
of the state to provide jobs and demand to counteract the tendencies toward ~tagn;\tion. For instance, the restrictions in 1969
drastically reduced the governmelll's addition to consuming
power ($11 billion less in consumer demand). provoking a red~c
tion in investment and a rise in unemployment. Inflation and rec~ssion have .become the two benchmarks between which the
capitalist state must follow an increasingly adventurous path.

ti,,'
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THE CAPITA:LlsT mode of production is an expanding contradictory system. Capitalist societies are shaped by the particular way
these contradictions develop through the conflicts and interactions defined on the social classes and by their political expression. The major structural problems created by the process of
capitalist accumulation in the United States were determined by
the upheavals caused by new economic policies and the transformation of the system on the basis of a new relationship between the state and the large corporations. The internationalization of capital. the creation of the debt economy. and the decisive
role of the state in the process of accumulation and realization of
profit Were majur ~lnlct ural treuds tliat allowed for sustained
capitalist growth during almost three decades. But the introduction of these countertendencies to fight stagnation triggered new
conn'adictions that were increasingly expressed through the
mone~ crisis and ,the sprawl of structural inflation. In this
particular situation. dominated by the defeat of imperialism in

I
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Figure 17
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I IldllL"i lilla, illl'lL'asillg intercapitalist competition, and the devel!ljllllt'lll ot' ~ol'ial Ullrest within advanced capitalist societies, the
IW\\' :>Il'lll'wral conlradictions came together in certain con.I III Il'lllJ:d t.lclors that, in return, made them more acute and preII( JJ 1.11 I j IIle Lilesl crisis, The worldwide interdependency of the
\IIlI'IIt';J11 l:L'U/lO/llY permitted the crisis to expand 'through the
\dllik :>y:>ll~1I1. Figure 17 gives a schematic summary ofthe proc-

Mechanisms 01 the Production 01 the CrisiS in the U,S. Economy, 1965-1975
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American Social Structure.

in the Uniled States is the direct expression of the functioning of
the syslem of social stratification under the conditions of uneven
development. 8s Twelve percent of Americans lived in poverty in
1975, and prospects are that the percentage will increase as a
consequence of the evolution of unemployment and underemployment and of discrimination by race and sex in a fragmented
labor market that is seU'-reproducing under the pattern of accumulation we have described. The description of the "urban
poor" in 1968 in an accurate study by Anthony Downs gives empirical evidence supporting our interpretation. 86
The increasing contradiction between growth and poverty becomes most evident in the crisis of the inner cities, in the progressive collapse of social services, and in the fiscal crisis of local
gO,vernments. The limits to the absorption of surplus population
combined with the deepening of the structural causes of poverty
are transfomling the largest U. S. inner cities into what has become the most direct expression of American social decay: the
1I1'uan crisis.
8. TilE CHISIS OF AMERICAN CITIES87

The economic crisis is the expression of some fundamental
structural contradictions embodied in the pattern of capitalist accumulation in the United States. Therefore, it concerns not only
the relationships of production and distribution but also the collective condilions of organization of everyday life. The crisis of
public services and urban infrastructure in Americ<l:n cities is
perkq IS one of the most spectacular manifestations of the larger
ecollolllic crisis. It reveals in a particularly striking manner the
probleills resulting from the tendency toward the socialization of
ClJsl~ and lhe privatization of profits. It express~s also the crisis of
the sen ice sector and the state's growing difficulties in supporting capilal accllmuiation and absorbing surplus population while
mailltalJling the current basis of social interests. At the same
lime, lhe politicizalion of collective consumption as a conse(jUen("L' of Slale intervention in urban services leads to an inC('C;ISl' ill the prolest movements and political dissent that have
gl()\\'11 out of the urban criGis.
'I Ill: ufuall crisis is the clisis of a particular form of urban

'I
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structure that plays a major role in the U.S. process of capitalist
accumulation, in the organization of socialized consumption, and
in the reproduction of the social order. This model of urban structure can be characterized by three major trends: metropolitanization. suburban'ization, and institutional fragmentation. The
pr'I(',SS of metropolitanization. 68 namely, the concentration of
population and activities in some major areas at an accelerated
rate. follows from the process of uneven development and from
the concentration (economic, organizational. and spatial) of capital. means of production. labor, means of consumption, and institutions.
The process of suburbanization. 89 which is the process of
selective decentralization and spatial sprawl of population and
activities within metropolitan areas, started on a large scale after
World War II. The basic trend is for suburbs to expand through
massive construction of Single-family dwellings for private ownership. This pattern of suburban growth was made possible by
federal housing policy. On the one hand, tax deductions and
loans were available to families buying a home in the suburbs.
On the other hand, a federally backed secondary mortgage market was created. which removed the risk for private capital lending money to all home buyers. Another element in this suburban
expansion was the general spread of automobiles as the major
means of transportation. Here also the state was decisive in
launching the highway program which built the intrametropolitan highway system using up to 90 percent public funds. The
urban sprawl thal followed led to the decentralization of many
industrial plants and businesses. A large portion of the middleclass and skilled workers moved as well. Middle-income groups
found better housing conditions in the suburbs and abandoned '
older buildings in the center cities. These buildings were subdivided into small apartments that were crowded with lowincome families. among them black immigrants from the South
who had been displaced by labor-saving investments in agriculture. There followed a process of urban dilapidation in these
central-city neighborhoods. This could not be stopped by public
poliCies because of the growing gap between fiscal resources, depleted by the outflow of business and well-to-do dwellers, and social needs, aggravated by the unemployment endemic among
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Illany inner-city inhabitants. At the same time, the maintenance
or lll:.... hly expensive otlice concentrations in downtown areas
llCcessitateu an increasingly sophisticated urban infrastructure.
Preserving the central functions of the large metropolitan areas
required the overwhelming part of public resources devoted to
urban services.
The jhl.£jlllt:1lt£ltioll oj local governments 90 has allowed suburuan communities to avoid any social redistribution of fiscal
resources. A relatively high level of collective services is mainlained in those neighborhoods already in a better position to •
oiJt,1i1l goods and services in the private market. Thus, local autOllOIllY becomes a mechanism for perpetuating social segregatiun and developing income inequality. Since the school system
b also organized along the lines of residential segregation,B1 the
reproduction of economic and cultural inequality coptinues
across generations.
The wage-earning population is split so that each social position is crystallized in physical. and social space, in consumption of
services, in organizational networks, and in local government institutions. Future conflicts are channeled toward intracity competition among equally exploited residents for a structurally limited pie. The surburban local governments enforce this situation
through all kinds of discriminatory land-use regulations: large-lot
zoning, minimum house-size requirements, exclusion of multiple d\Vellings, obstacles to nonreliable building permits, etc.
At the same time, the suburban model of consumption has had
a very clear impact on the reproduction of the dominant sodal
relationships. Because the (legally owned) domestic household
was in fact purchased with borrowed money, it could only be kept
Oil [he assumption of a stable permanent job. Any major deviati01l or failure threatened (job-dependent) financial reliability.
rvlass consumption also meant mass dependence on the econOJllic lIwl clIltural rules of the financial institutions. Social relatiollships in the suburban neighborhood expressed the values of
illdhitiualism, conformism, and social integration, reducing the
world to the Iluclear family ,and social desires to the maximiza(j(11l of indi\iduaJ cOllsumption.
TilliS, class-based metropolitan inequality is derived from unl'\ l·1I (<tpilalisl development. Expressed in the unequal social
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composition of the urban structure, it is ultimately preserved and
'reinforced by the state through the institutional arrang;ement of
local governments and the class-determined fragmentation of the
metropolitan areas.
The u.S. pattern of urban development individualizes and
commodifies profitable consumption while simultaneously deteriorating nonprofitable SOCialized consumption. At the same
time, the institutional mechanisms for the preservation of the social order are structurally provided.
Nevertheless, this model of urban structure depends on some
basic structural contradictions: the contradiction between the
growing need for public services in a system of socialized consumption and the increasing privatization of profits; the contradiction between the need to maintain some central functions
and the urban sprawl of metropolitan areas; the contradiction between the growth of local governments' responsibilities and their
inability to deal with the problems, either finanCially or institutionally; the contradiction between the spatial concentration of
surplus population and oppressed ethnic minorities in the ghettos and the lack of mechanisms of integration in the central city.
Deepened by economic crisis and expressed by movements of revolt, these contradictions are threatening the very basis of the
existing pattern of urban development. Since the mid-fifties, the
urban crisis has developed rapidly along three lines: the crisis in
the production, distribution, and management of the means of
collective consumption; the crisis of social order; and the crisis of
local governments.
At the level of the means of collective consumption, the crisis
of the postwar pattern of urban development reflects an increasing inability to keep the segregated delivery of urban services
functioning smoothly. The most significant examples include
housing, transportation, and education. B2
The crisis of the housing market, particularly acute in the central cities of large metropolitan areas, is revealed in a total failure
of the "filtering down" theory, the relative deterioration in the reSOUl 't::, of the poor, the rising level of property tax and maintenann',osts, and the depreciation of the housing stock caused by
the overall decay of the city, overcrowding, and lack of maintenance.
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Many landlords faced declining purchasing power and profitability'!!:! The incomes of a large portion of central-city families
were insullicient to provide landlords with rents that would cover
maintenance costs and still leave acceptable profit margins.
Thu~, many families overcrowded small dwellings, accelerating
the rate of deterioration, abandoned' housing units in the quest
for cheaper housing, or launched rent strikes, in which case
either the Lunilies were evicted or the landlord abandoned the
hOllse to force urban renewal and to obtain a revaluation of his
property by public funds.
Many central-city landlords facing increasing costs and property taxes could not obtain higher rents because of the low inCOlllC of tenants and could not sell because of tenants' resistance
and lack of buyers. Therefore, they stopped making repairs and
maintaining theil' buildings. Later on, they stopped paying property taxes, obtaining superprofits during the two or more years
before the city could legally take over the house. Since the cost of
demolition was high and without profitable purpose, the empty
houses were qUickly occupied by squatters, often drug addicts or
inner-city gangs. Violence, prejudice, actual assaults, and widespread fear contributed to the abandonment of the entire sector
by the' neighbors, creating a process of contagion that literally
produced no man's lands in large parts of the cities. This trend is
developing very fast in the United States. Some official figures for
1973 estimated ("conservatively") that 100,000 units were abandoned ill New York City, 30,000 in Philadelphia, 12,000 in Baltimore, 10,000 in 8t. Louis, etc. Abandonment was going on in
New York between 1968 and 1975 at a rate of 50,000 housing
units each year, which (with corrections for demolition and addillg preViously abandoned stock) gives an estimate of between
-100,000 and 450,000 abandoned apartments in 1975. 94
The crisis in central-city housing stock is paralleled by a crisis
ill llll~ mechanisms of production and distribution of suburban
hOllsing, reflected in creeping inflation and the instability of
lin<llll'jal markets. Financial intermediaries are decisive in the
(allll"'s ability to purchase a home. The major contradiction is
JlI"lIi(t.~sled ill increasing individual, corporate, and state debt in
gl~lll'lal. alld residential debt in particular. Residential debt as a
Pt.'I'tl'lllage of total debt rose from 9.5 in 1947 to 23.7 in 1972.
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More and more resources have to be devoted to paying the past
debt. With the skyrocketing of interest rates and the stagnation
of real income, the cost of new surburban housing threatens a
financial collapse that could start an explosive chain reaction. 96
Housing investments are becoming more and more risky, and
therefore the leading finanCial institutions are retreating from
the mortgage-holding markets. In the process the federal governmen~ has assumed an increasing share of the debt, avoiding a
mass of foreclosures in the suburbs and in the central cities. Increasing government debt and thus inflation were crucial for
maiHtaining the delJland for housing between 1968 and 1972.
But there are major unresolved contradictions linked to this
process. Either interest rates grow faster than inflation and
families will be increasingly unable to pay them, or inflation
speeds up and financial institutions will refuse to make unprofitable investments. The federal government intervenes but is increaSingly unable to stop inflationary expenditures and simultaneously meet other priorities.
The pattern of transportation in the dual model of urban.suburban structure produced several contradictions during the
sixties. 96 The most important was the differential speed of residential sprawl and decentralization of activities in the central
business district. The undersupported public transportation network became increaSingly overcrowded and run down, and the
new urban highways were not sufficient to accommodate peakhour traffic. An increasing amount of central land was devoted to
parking lots, and downtown streets were more and more submerged by traffic. Federally backed use of the automobile created
a permanent financial crisis in public transit and reinforced the
downgrading of the service, thus expanding a vicious circle. 97
Urban crises have been generated by the contradictions inherent in a situation where downtown-redevelopment interests require renewed public support for mass transit to make the facilities they are building more accessible and inner-city residents
have problems driving in the city and are disadvantaged in their
travels to suburban work places. As a response, the federalgovernment started a new program funding 80 percent of city projects proposing mass-transit development. 98 The mOGt impouant
initiative \.!nder this new provision was the BART system in the
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San Francisco Bay area. But as several analysts have shown, this

experience, as well as the general trend in other current masstransit programs, has favored middle-class suburban residents
commuting to work in the central business district rather than
the increasingly isolated city residents or the mass of workers
cOlllllluting from the working-class suburbs.
Bill the model came under attack from the suburbs as well.
('ar maintenance costs inLfease, and a significant portion of the
suburball population cannot drive. Also, measures to protect the
l'JI\'ironmelll against pollution have emphasized the damage
done by the automobile, mobilizing one dimension of the submoan model (living "within nature") against another (traveling
by car).
U !timately, the oil crisis is producing a major breakdown in the
\ll'rspectives of unlimited car-based transportation. With the 55
mph speed limit on the highways, commuting time increases
substantially, and the absurdity of extra large powerful cars running slowly in twelve-lane express highways is starting to strike
mallY North American minds.
Another key mechanism in the class model of urban structure
that is crumbling is the school system. We will not refer here to
the whole complex set of contradictions concerning education,
but exclusively to i~s role in the reproduction of the system of
urban segregation through the "separate and unequal" ,rule. The
autonomy of the school districts over the functioning of their
schools has come under attack from the grassroots and the institutions at the same time. Neighborhood movements, particularly in the minority sectors of the city, have campaigned .for
cOllllllunity control over the schools, trying to mobilize the parents in order to improve the quality of the service and to break
down the dilferential dass logic of the educational bureaucracies
ill the inner-city schools. Without challenging segregation, this
movement opposes the effects of segregation on services, calling
into question the structural inequality in the distribution of public resoun:esYll
On the other hand, the impact of mass protests and .liberal
prl'ssure 011 the institutional system has led to a potentially exp!OSI\'l' trelld: the busing of school children betw~en ditlerent
~dlU()1 districts to achieve a racial balance and avoid segrega-
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tion. 100 Busing is one way to bypass the vicious circle between
the social status determined by the qUality of education and the
quality of education detennined, through residential segregation,
by social status. In some cities courts have ordered two-way busing to improve illtegration in ·the schools. While the upper and
middle classes do not care too much, being "protected" in the
suburbs or able to send their children to private schools, the
white working-class neighborhoods have reacted strongly (rioting and demonstrating in Boston and Louisville, for example)
against what they consider a threat to the social chances of their
children or even their physical security.
The system of supplying "educational vouchers" to families
who can use them In the school of their choice, each school receiving funding proportionate to the demand, is an attempt to
make the schools work through market mechanisms. Experiences in California do not seem very encouraging, either in terms
of effiCiency or equality, since the mechanisms of reciprocal
selection by schools and parents work to keep in general the
same sodal recruitment.
What this process of contradiction and conflict over school
segregation makes clear is that the U.S. urban model is being
shaken not only in its daily functioning but also in its mechanisms of self-reproduction. Similar problems appear in other
basic public services, such as health, garbage collection, and welfare. Analysis of these service areas would proVide additional evidence about the general breakdown of the organization of the
means of collective consumption settled during the expanding
period that followed World War II.
The most striking effects of these trends are undoubtedly the
growing abandonment and physical destruction of large sectors
of the central cities, particularly in the ghettos. Baltimore's Pennsylvania Avenue, Boston's Columbia POint, and St. Louis's
Pruitt-Igoe are symbols of the massive destruction that could
o~cur if the current pattern is not reversed. The most famous
example is the South Bronx in New York City, where 600,000
people live. The process of abandonment. the deterioration of real
estate values, and the loss of control by the system have induced
the landlords to encourage the setting of fires in order to get
money from their insurance companies. In other cases fires are
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started just to obtain plumbing and building materials. Landlords
pay children three to ten dollars apiece to start the fires. There
were 12,300 fires in the South Bronx in 1974, with more than
one-third proved intentional-ten every night! And this is not a
unique district: Brownsville in Brooklyn, Bushwick, and others
are also burning. Zones of New York appear as if they had been
bombed.
Uut the most direct and most disruptive expression of the
urban crisis was a series of different phenomena that suddenly
alld radically disrupted the reproduction of the social order. The
breakdown, which had its roots in the central-city social order,
occulTed in the social structure of' exploitation and the political
ami ideological experiences of oppression. Since the central city
was, on the one hand, a material apparatus for the managerial
functions of the economy ,and of the society and, on the other
hand, a form of organization of the labor power in the stagnant
economic sector, the revolt of the overexploited against the symbols and practice of the rulers was expressed through the material base and organizational supports of the inner city's everyday
life.
This major disruption of the dominant social order took several
dilferent forms, but they all expressed the rejection of a given
situation and produced a similar impact on the functioning and
structure of the central city. The most important forms of breakdowns of social control were the following:
There was a rapid increase of so-called crime and particularly
of "crime in the streets," which was clearly linked to an individual reaction against structural oppression in the absence of a stable mass-based political alternative. 10l "Crime" is not explained
by "deprivation" alone. For example, in the depression of the
1930s, crime rates actually went down and only went up again in
the late fifties and early sixties. In the current depression crime
rates are higher still (up 2~ percent in 1975 over what they were
ill ) 974), This comparison implies that the collective movement
thaI during the thirties forced the government to launch the New
Deal was viewed by many urban dwellers as an adequate re~IH)llSC and a hopeful trend. Today the structurally unemployed
.Ill' ,oncclllrated in the inner cities and lack an effective channel
lUI" colkclive action. But we also observe that the most rapid in-
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crease in the crime rate occurred during the sixties, when in fact,
until 1966, the economic situation was improving on the average.
It seems, therefore, that the major factor has been the collapse of
the system of social control by the family, the school, or the
southern communities from which many inner-city dwellers
came. Not only was urban crime a challenge to the social order,
but it became a way of life, economically and culturally, for a
large sector of inner-ghetto youth who had no chance outside the
irregular economy to which some forms of crime are structurally
connected.
Another source of challenge to the established social and spatial division of labor and consumption was the development of
community organizations and urban protest movements that
defied the logic of ,the functioning and delivery of specific serviccs as well as the legitimacy of traditional local authorities. 102
TIl\.: ,nost widespread urban movements were mobilizations
against urban renewal to protect a neighborhood from demolition
or obtain adequate help and money for relocating. Given urban
renewal's direct threat, it was relatively easy to mobilize neigh, borhoods, but these movements were defensive and limited in
scope. After several years of experience, however, the movements progressively shifted toward demands for comprehensive
neighborhood planning forcing a new approach to urban redevelopment.
Rent strikes, particularly in New York, St. Louis, Philadelphia,
and Chicago, ushered in a new period, in which the "filtering
down" process was blocked by insistence on adequate repairs
and by demands that rents be controlled according to some public standards instead of at the landlord's will. loa All social services
(health and education in particular) as well as social welfare were
subject to assault by central-city residents. Frances Piven and
Richard Cloward have shown how, in fact, the spectacular increase in the welfare rolls during the sixties was not due to increasing needs (these already eXisted) but to increasing demands. 104 Thus, urban protest was lIot the effect of urbanization,
but the grassroots attempt to overcome the segregated model of
collective consumption, an expression of the loss of social control
caused by the combined impact of the internal contradictions of
urban services and generalized unrest in American society.
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The poor and black mobilizations were paralleled by AlinskytYpl! community organizations trying to develop middle-class
citill!m;' participation and control over local governments and so~
cial Sl!fvices. Robert Bailey has shown how this very moderate
Jlopulist approach developed mostly where middle-class groups
fOlilld "poor people types of problems," that is, where the innercity crisis struck the remaining middle-class dwellers,l05 Thus,
in spill' of their ideological conservatism and pragmatic approach, the Alinsky-type movements were a real threat to the social order (contrary to what Bailey thinks), since they were channelillg lOward protests groups that were generally supportive of
It., .iI inslitutions. Certainly, their localism and economicism kept
tllL'dl wlJ,hin the mainstream of the consumer movement, but
their growing influence was a factor pushing in the direction of a
Illuludass movement that could have been developed on a more
cOllllictual base in a different political context. In summary,
while limited, loealistic and strictly economic, the urban movements during the sixties clearly limited the overexploitation implicit in the pattern of urban development that had until then
bel!J1 predominant.
The most significant factor in the breakdown of the social
order in the citi~s during the sixties was the riots, which took
place mostly in the black ghettos. After the explosions of Harlem
l Woo\) and Watts (1965) they were generalized in the famous
hot summer of 1967 and as a mass response to the murder of
.J\\artin Luther King in 1968. There followed, in 1969, 1970, and
l06 Certainly,
W7!, an important number of less publicized riots.
till! riots were not "urban movements" in the sense that they
were not exclusively linked to a protest related to the living con'ditions in the inner city. They were a form of general protest and
struggle of the black people against the general conditions of
their oppression. There had been much debate and empirical research Oil the riots, but the best systematic statistical analysis,
L:arrivd out by Seymour Spilerman, shows that the only variables
si~l\itic,tntly correlated with the occurrence and intensity of riots
\\'l!re the size of the black population in the city (the larger the
hLwk population, the more riots) and the region (the northern
\ itll's art: more likely to have 110tS).107 Statistically speaking, the
riots Wl'l'C strongly linked to the large inner-city ghettos of the
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largest metropolitan areas. This fact can be interpreted either in
organizational terms (the largest possible base for sustained
mass organization) or in tenns of the specific effects of the
segregated organization of work, services, and everyday life, as
expressed in the largest ghettos. The hypotheses are complementary. The riots were mass protests against the racist society,
including one of its dimensions, the specific pattern of racial
segregation in the ghetto and its effects on the delivery of services and jobs. lOS
If the black movement, in its different expressions, could not
overcome its isolation and if its vast radical component was destroyed by repression, the struggles of the sixties at least forced
the state at the federal and local level to a major reexamination of
the use of central cities as a reservation for ethnic minorities.
Blacks increasingly gained access to local governments and state
agencies, more and better services were distributed (at least for a
period), and more public jobs were made available for inner-city
residents. Often this amelioration was part of a process of cooptation of the community leaders intended to disorganize the grassroots, but nevertheless the overall effects produced a deCisive
breach in the social logic dominating the urban services and local
governments. Thus, the protest from the grassroots obtained
tangible social benefits, challenged the structural logic, and
eventually precipiLateJ the urban fiscal crisis.
The crisis of urban services and the breakdown of the social
order at the individual and at the collective level had a major impact on the management of the urban system itself, striking
deeply the state apparatus and its internal operations: this is
what emerged openly as the urban crisis of the seventies.
The most visible effect of the impact of the urban contradiCtions and conflict on the state apparatus is the fiscal crisis of the
central cities. l09 This is the direct expression of the articulation
of the different processes I have described. The fiscal crisis of the
central cities is a particularly a'cute expression of the fiscal C11Sis
of the state: the increaSing gap between expenditures and revenues brought on by the socialization of costs and privatization of
profits. The crisis is ev~n more acute in the local governments of
large central cities because they express the contradictory expansion of the "service sector. "110
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On the one hand, corporate capital must build managerial
function centers which require a concentration of service workers and public facilities. On the other hand, in order to maintain
the social order, the state must absorb the surplus population and
provide welfare and public services to the large fraction of structurally exploited population, mostly concentrated in the inner
cities. During the fifties, accumulation requirements had top
jJriurilY, alld local finance started to recover. During the sixties
the mass protests in the inner cities forced some redistribution
through social expenditures as well as through the provision of
jobs.
The increase in the number of municipal workers triggered a
process of escalating demands and economic struggles that were
favored by the absence of established bargaining patterns in the
public sector. Teachers, municipal service workers, public health
w'orkers, sanitation workers, fireman, and policemen have been
among the most militant strikers and union-organizing sectors of
American labor. They have improved their position substantially
even it' thei.r wages are still below those in the private monopoly
sector. The entire set of labor relationships has been disrupted in
the local public sector, creating inflationary trends in the cost of
labor-intensive services. The city did not react by levying new
taxes on the corporations, which were the most expensive
municipal-service consumers, but by raising taxes on central-city
residents and trying to oppose between them taxpayers, the
welfare-consuming poor, and municipal workers. In spite of renewed fiscal etfort and higher public service charges, the city
had to increase public debt and count on expected future revemIl'S in order to balance the budget. This is what happened to
New York City in 1975-1976, provoking a world famous fiscal
crisis.
Durillg the 1950s the New York City budget expanded at an
atlllllal rate of approximately 6 percent. Since 1965, the year
pressure from communities and workers started, the budget has
illcl'l~ased at an annllal rate of 15 percent. One-eighth of New
Yorket s arc 011 welfare. New York maintains the largest system of
jJuhlic hospitals, subsidized mass transit, welfare payments,
tuitiull-free universities, and cultural facilities in the United
SLlles. Ne\erthdess, the "bankruptcy" of New York City is not a
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consequence of the distribution of "excessive" services and jobs,
as the elite circles have tried to argue. It is the combined result of
corporate rejection of increased taxes that could pay for the social
services and, even more important, the decision of the financial
community to impose discipline on New York City's socialwelfare policy.
The case of New York City is perhaps the most extreme example of the tendencies impliCit in the whole evolution of urban
contradictions, but most central cities face similar problems. In
1975, in Cleveland, the city's debt service represented 17.9 percent of its current budget expenditures, even higher than New
York. In Milwaukee, this figure (inQicator of potential imbalance)
was 15.2 percent in spite of very high local taxes. Detroit also had
a structural deficit and laid oft· 15 percent of its municipal workers in 1975. Buffalo had a debt-service-to-operating-budget ratio
of $17 million to $229 million. Boston reduced its municipal work
force by 10 percent in 1975, particularly in the health sector. San
Francisco in September 1975 faced a strike of firemen and
policemen that forced the mayor to keep their jobs and raise their
salaries, provoking the indignation of the finanCial community
and subjecting the mayor to embittered accusations that he ·was
on lile path to a very serious fiscal crisis.
The potential consequences of the urban fiscal crisis are very
serious because they could threaten the already unstable political
legitimacy. of local governments. Let us explain this important
point.
The municipal reformers of the thirties replaced the porkbarrel and patronage poliCies of the political machines with the
urban-development schemes of the city managers. They risked
the loss of the person-to-person ties that had founded machine
control of inner-city neighborhoods. The pressures from the
grassroots during the sixties forced local bureaucracies open to
the poor and the ethnic minorities. If "all-out business" policies
predominate, the local governments of the largest cities are going
to be increasingly isolated from the different conflicting social interests and are going to lose all their past sources of legitimacy,
whether in lCrms of clientele, in terms of management, or in
terms of specific interests b~ing served. First line in the revi~ion
of the social policies of the sixties, the cities are actually caught
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in the crossfire of the business interests calling for restraint and
till' workers and consumers refusing to carry the burden of a
crisis that is not theirs. Thus, the status apparatus in the central
cities, besides supporting increasing contradictions at the level of
fiscal poliCies and being shaken by demands for sexvices, jobs,
and wages, is also lOSing political control over the social conflicts
growing out of urban issues.
Tht' pus/war patlt'rn of urban development itself is now at
sUlkt'. The converging o'ends of the social conflicts, the crisis of
services, and the economic and political breakdown of local governments have put into question the urban-suburban structure
that emerged as a powerful factor in the process of capitalist accumulation and segregated commodity consumption. Actually,
e\l'll the trend of metropolitanization is now being reversed. For
the first time in U.S. urban history, between 1970 and 1973 five
of tlte eight major metropolitan areas decreased instead of increased in size. The New York metropolitan area had a net de("J'L~aSl' of 305,000 inhabitants. Th.e decrease in Chicago was
12·1,000; in Philadelphia 75,000; in Detroit 114,000. Los Angeles
ill W72- HJ73 showed a net outmigration of 119,000. Boston (up
0.·1 (lcn.:ent) and San Francisco (up 0.5 percent) remained stable
aill'r having grown during the sixties. Only Washington grew, by
1 percent, largely because of federal government employment.
A Ilew and!llajor contradiction arises. If the flight of activities
and residences toward the nonmetropolitan areas continues
(these areas gained 4.2 percent population between 1970 and
197:{ l. the deterioration of the large cities will accelerate. But the
ttl t~'~ metropolitan areas remain organizational fonns for major
t:L'OllOlllic and political interests of the ruling class, as well as the
dwelling place for a large portion of the American people. The
Ill'\\' urban form arising h'om the current crisis will be largely a
fUllction of LII ban social movements and political conflicts. A
!">illlibr argument could be used for other dimensions of the eco(IOIlIIL' nisis as well as for its impact on American society.
TIlLIS, the social order emerging from the transfonnations
trig~l'(nl by the economic crisis will be shaped primarily by the
p(Jlil'ivs implemented to overcome the crisis. And these poliCies
\\' ill bl' the result of class conflicts and political strategies Within
tilt: frallw\HJrk of constraints and tendencies of the American so"
cbl !">trllcture, as presented in this chapter.
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Interests, Policies for the

Crisis, and the Political Process

HAVE SEEN that the "economic crisis" is, in fact, a social
W Eprocess.
Therefore. its treatment will also. be a social proc-
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ess. Each month economists look at "leading indicators" as if
they were meteorologists trying to predict the weather for the
weekend or a natural storm of uncontrollable origin. In fact, the
evolution of the crisis and its impact on the social structure and
the dynamics of U.S. society will depend on the interaction between the structural social contradictions it reveals and the
policies used to counteract the effects of the crisis. By policies
we mean a series of articulated decisions made by the two
major centers of economic and social power-the large COl'pO~
rations and the state. These policies are obViously not neutral
or scientific. They are embedded in particular social interests;
other interests will be opposed and. if necessary, sacrificed.
Their orientation, plaUSibility, and final effects of these policies will be mostly " function of the social conflicts expressed
al both the grassroots level and the level of the political
process related to the state. Thus, to understand the economic
crisis, we must systematize and define the major orientations of
the state policies used in the United States over the past fifteen
years to try to control the increasing contradictions of the process of accumulation. In fact, the current crisis is also a political
crisis in the sense that the political system has been seriously
shaken by the failure of economic policies and by the triggering
of new political contradictions generated by those policies.
Today it has become indispensable at all levels (economic,
political. ideological) to organize a new departure for the system as a whole. in the United States as well as in the rest of the
world. To outl ine the set of interactions between the current
crisis and the political implications on the different policies
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particularly among organized municipal workers. O'Dwyer, an ex-cop,
had strong friends in the police department, the fire department, the
Tr;lII:-,pllfl Workers Union and other municipal employees' groups.
I\:rh"p:-, most crucial, the ALP had been sharply divided in the phoney
war period. lLGWU President David Dubinsky and Alex Rose, heads of
tilL: ~Iate organization, had always been restive about the influence of the
L.dt-kd nmk and file in the ALP and the fact that they had to work with
Cllllllllunist trade union leaders. Battles for control of the county ALP
organization and the state ALP developed, some of them near-brawls.
Much of this, if not forgotten, at least was muted after June 22. City
Council President Newbold Morris got the message fast. Shortly after the
Nazi invasion of the USSR he told intimates that he had breathed a sigh of
rdid. "Now we're gonna win," he said. It was perhaps a piece of
IXlw.:hial cynicism but it reflected the feeling of many political profes~i\lllals that the emerging anti-Fascist unity would help re-create the
i1IlIi-Tammany coalition that qad been so successful in 1937.
Pde was up to his neck in work, continuing to battle on the economic
i~sut.:s of the day while stepping up his speaking schedule to reorient the
Brooklyn Party organization, the people on the Left and literally all
within sound of his voice. However, nature and the doctors intervened.
One day in July, 1941 after a thorough medical examination, he was
called to a meeting with several members of the Party's National Commillee and solemnly told that the doctors had decreed that he had to cease
all pnlitical activities forthwith. It was his heart, the doctors had said.
Alld the National Committee supported the doctors' orders.
A Je~perately unhappy Pete left the national offices at Manhattan's
Eolst 12th Street for home. He was fated to watch the next stages of what
hc kit in his bones was a victorious councilmanic campaign from a
ho~pital or his sick bed at home.
Back in Brooklyn Pete's comrades were momentarily dismayed. But
Ihey rallied swiftly. The collective took over. They couldn't replace Pete
but they could work in his style. They and hundreds of non-Communist
SlIppllrlt:rS fanned out across the huge borough, 'canvassing at homes,
hlllJillg street meetings and rallies at shopping centers, speaking on the
nO,)f of unions anJ circulating nominating petitions in shops. Pete follu\\.:d the campaign through reports of his manager and his wife,
J),lI(1ll1y, who diviJ.:J Ill:f time between home, her infant son and some
d",lrkll rillging and pers(Hlal contact with voters close by.
Tilt' W.lf in I:uropc wu:. ruging and it was evidentthat sooner orlaterthe
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United States would be directly involved. Pete"s over-all slogan in his
campaign literature was "Unity Against Hitler" and it struck a ready
response. The Greater New York CIO Council endorsed Pete, as did a
number of progressive AFL unions. The first stage of the campaign
wound up with 30,000 signatures of Brooklyn voters on Cacchione
nominating petitions.
Undoubtedly the strict regimen ordered by his doctors did Pete a world
of good. But a greater tonic than the enforced rest and the prescribed
medication, according to Dorothy and his campaign committee, was the
favorable reports coming in from the field. Impatient as he was at being
sidelined, he grew visibly stronger. Ten days before the election he was
able to visit campaign headquarters for a few minutes at a time. In the
climactic last two days he made two speeches.
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PETE and his managers strode into the familiar armory on the morning of
Election Day, 1941, in a mood of mingled confidence and wariness.
They had every reason to feci optimistic, but the memory of the nearmiss-or steal, as some of the old pros would hint privately-was ever
present.
The current was running Pete's way. LaGuardia and the ALP-endorsed
city-wide slate had won, even though Fiorello's margin was substantially
lower than in 1937. The Communist Party had again given qualified
endorsement to the LaGuardia ticket, urging its supporters to vote ALP
for the major office and to give the Communist Party councilmanic
nominees first-choice votes.
Most candidates supported the anti-Fascist war, but they hesitated to
make it an issue in the campaign. "We're running in the city," they
would argue. "We can't afh:ctnational policy." The Communists on the
other hand stressed the W.lr as the overriding question of the day. Pete's
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dIU for "Unity Against Hitler" struck fire as he and his campaigners
till, cd lIIuni~ip'll problems with the supreme issue of defeating nazism. It
W<I\ lh~ Party's policy of coalition and independence again, but under
lin'. cOllllilillllS.
.
Ev~n the allllosphere in the annory was palpably different than in
I'JYJ. Reporters and old party politicians alike sensed that Pete was a
winller lhi:. time. M,my went out of their way to shake his hand, to
exchange a few worus with him, to see and be seen with him. These were
sea~oned okl politicos who could spot a sure bet: Pete's remarkable 1939
write-in vote had not been forgotten.
The old pros' shrewd guesses were soon vindicated. A murmur went
lip as the first-choice count was completed, showing Pete with 34,748
NLI. I ballots, an increase of 15 percent over his 1937 first-choice vote.
He was now in the top ninc and unless the 1937 hanky-panky was
I,:pealed he couldn't be stopped. Pete's watchers were all over the place
.IS ll~e Canvassers went into the next stage of eliminating the bottom
~allLliJates and distributing their second choices. Pete himself, still under
slrid uoctor's orders, made few visits to the armory, but his committee
p.:upk-:-who by this time had picked up some discreet allies among the
ranva:-.sers-kept the vigil. The second choices continued to pile up for
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against 11,327). There were nine councilmen to be elected in Brooklyn,
and Pete had come in ninth. No monkey business this time.
Pete took his victory without any display of excitement. Asked by
reporters for an off-the-cuff statement, he quipped gently: "This has
been an interesting year for Brooklyn. First, the Dodgers win the pennant. Next year the Dodgers are going to win the World Series.
Then ... "
Later that day he issued a formal statement which expressed in a few
succinct paragraphs his political outlook and that of the Communist
Party. Pete noted and hailed-he was the only Brooklyn councilman to
do so-the fact that voters of neighboring Manhattan had elected a Black
man for the first time to the City Council, the Rev. Adam Clayton Powell.
It was a statement thaL foreshadowed Pete's next two years in the Council:
My election is a mandate from the people of Brooklyn- and so I consider
it-a mandate to cominue and intensify my efforts in b;.:half of the unity of all
peoples and forces working for the defense of America through the military
defeat and destruction of Hitler and all he stands for. It is in this spirit that I
shall endeavor to cooperate .with all members of the City Council, whether
they be Democrats, RepUblicans, Laborites or Fusionists, who support the
foreign policy of the Roosevelt Administration, who stand for progressive
legislation, civic improvements and clean government.
I shall devote my time and energies toward bringing about an improvement
in the living conditions of the people of Brooklyn as well as those of New York
City as a whole-fighting for beller housing, lower taxes for low income
groups, control of prices, a curb on excess profits and an end to all practices of
discrimination whether directed against the Negro people, the Italian people,
the Jewish people or the foreign-born ....
Only the unity of ALL patriotic Americans, regardless of race, color, creed,
political belief or social position, can guarantee the defense of America and
the defeat of the butcher and enemy of all mankind-Adolph Hitler.

I'Clc.

By the late afternoon of November II, radio station WCNW conceded
and called him to its armory microphone. But Pete wasn't
daillling victory yet. He remembered too well what had happened in the
l.l~l hours of the 1937 count. He contented himself with a brief "appree' i.ltiull to the voters who cast ballots for me." his "thanks to.the workers
wllo ar~ counting the votes here in the armory ,to and a strong boost forthe
.. PI-! system of voting."
Ill: was officially dcdared elected at 2:20 P.M. the next afternoon,
i'luvember 12, by Charles Prokorny, the Republican co-director of the
,-'dunt in Brooklyn. "Announcement of the election was singularly undr~lInatic," the Dtlily Wurker reported the next day, "having been anticipal.:d by election workers and observers at the huge armory."
Thl.! figures told the story: Pete had slarted off with nearly 35,000 solid
libl·chuice votes and picked up 13,881 second choices to win election
with a t01a1 of 48,629. He had gained all along the line: he had received
IIvcr 4,5()O more first-~~hoice votes in 1941 than in 1937 (34,728 as
against 30,237) and about 2,500 more secon,j-choice votes (13,881 as
j'd:' s election

Pete's statement was no conventional thank-you filled with the
platitudes of a victorious candidate. It was a policy declaration. It zeroed
in on the central question of the day-the struggle against Hitlerismwhile continuing his focus 011 the fight for the needs of the people and the
battle against racism at home. Significantly, Pete emphasized that his
mandate had come from "the people of Brooklyn," his way of saying
that he had been backed by m~ny who did not necessarily subscribe to his
political phi!u:;, 'phy. Always a fast man with figures, Pete, who knew the
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Ilial :>Ir':lIglh l)f Ih~ Communist Pany in Brooklyn, promptly did some

~:;Ikllidlillg.

Analyzing his 35,000 first-choice votes, he reckoned that for
c \ ,:1) iir~l-chllice VOI~ hI! had received from a Communist Party member,
h..: kid gOlkn six from non-Communists. When the second-choice votes
all,l third-dlOicl! votes wl!re added, it was clear that he had received ten
Vuk~ frllm non-Comlllunists to each one from a Party member.
T:lis was the thinking behind his phrase about "a mandate from the
p":dpk llf Brooklyn." It represented his-and the Party's--sober judg111":111 that Pde had a constituency far wider than the Party, one that had
b-:Cll huilt lip in the wurse of leadership of broad united front struggles. It
wa~ a wnslilUl!ncy that was to be widened in subsequent campaigns.
\\' ho were these non-Communists who were the overwhelming majority of Cacchione voters'! Pete and his immediate aides followed the
armory count minutely and observed as far as possible the areas where he
gdtlhc heaviest votes, They concluded that the hard core of his vote came
ft\)lI\ h::fI-wingers, that is, people who were sympathizers of the ComIlIlllli~t Party and readers of the Daily Worker and progressive foreign
language newspapers. Many votes, they reasoned, were cast by mili~nt
Iralie unionists attracted by Pete's unwavering pro-labor activities and the
endorsement of the CIO council. Others, undoubtedly. were from old
Bonus Man:h buddies and fellow fighters in the struggles of the unemplllycd, Some came from liberal intellectuals impressed by Pete's general
program and his obvious integrity. in shining contrast to the run-of-thellIill old party politicians. (He ran well in Brooklyn Heights, the
hllfoUgh's counterpart of Manhattan's Greenwich Village, where many
wril.:rs, artists and other professional people made their home.)
Of all iIH.iependent white candidates Pete ran strongest in the Black
cu; 11111 unitil:s. H is unflinching fight against racism down the years and the
firm, principled Communist position in the struggle was reflected in
PdC's substantial vote in the Bedford-Stuyvesant area. True, candidates
of Ihc dllminanl Democratic machine frequently received preelection
"cndursclllcnls" from some Black leaders. But Pete's support from the
Ubch. wllllllunity had a different quality, based as it was on his record of
daY-Io-day work in common struggle with the Black people. His
~I ., " hlll':SS in the fight for Black-white united struggle broke down the
fell.. ;llly justifiabk su~picion of white "politicians" in the Black comlI11lllilY. This was rclkcl..:d in the armory count where it was evident that
111: ,~.\il a good first-choice vote from Black voters. Where it wasn't a
(ilst-cholcc Vdll!, it was fr.:quently a second orthirdchoice. In any event,
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'it was clear that Pete was one of the few white candidates with substantial
support among Black voters.
Harder to measure was the so-callcd neighborhood vote, but it was
considerable. Pete had been involved in ballles around scores of civic
community issues, from getting a traffic light installed at a busy crossing
used by school kids to forcing removal of an obnoxious coal pile that blew
black dust into neighborhood homes. How close he was to his community
is indicated by the Rockwell Kent episode. Pete's attention was drawn to
a young Italian-American artist who lived on Bay Parkway in the Bensonhurst St:lil'n of Brooklyn near Pete. Pete wouldn't rest until he
persuaded j~.: .. 1 to come out to Bensonhurst to evaluate the young man's
paintings and advise him how best to develop his talent! (Naturally, he
ran well in his home district, so strongly, in fact, that in one campaign he
led the field in his own election district, beating even the incumbent
Democrat who also lived there.)
Did he get a big "ethnic" vote because of his Italian name, as charged
by his opponents? Pete did in fact run well in Italian neighborhoods,
surprisingly strong for a Communist, his foes remarked bitterly. As a
practical matter, however, his "ethnic"ltalian vote was no greater and in
fact less than that of some Italian-American machine candidates. Actually a higher proponion of his vote came from Jewish districts rather than
Italian areas. What bothered the major party machines was that Pe'te
showed allY strength in Italian districts. Pete had clearly tapped a reservoir of strength among Italian workers, particularly garment workers and
longshoremen, who appreciated an honest working-class candidate who
was also "one of their own" but of a different stripe than the conventional Italian-American politico with whom they were all too familiar.
But few Brooklynites engaged in these long thoughts on the night of
November 12 after it was officially announced that Pete had been elected
as the ninth of nine council members from Brooklyn.
For days, when it appeared almost cenain that Pete would win, a
stream of well-wishers rang Ihl! bdl of Petc's tiny attic apal1ment at 91
Bay 31st Street in the Bath ncach section. His wife, Dorothy, worn from
campaigning and attending Pde during his convalescence, and infant son
Bernard, bustled between the front door and the jangling telephone. At
one point there were so many people in the house, Dorothy relates, that
Pete rose from his couch to deliver a brief speech, refusing to claim
victory but simply contenting himself with stating that if nine were to be
elected, he would be one of the nine.
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When Ihe news finally came through, Pete insisted over Dorothy's
ol'jeL'lions, Ihal he had to leave the house to thank his campaigners. Pete
wallted to go 10 downtown Brooklyn, to the central headquarters, but
Dl'nlthy was adamant. They compromised, and Pete was driven to a
lle.lIhy brandl campaign headquarters in Coney Island where Pete spoke
for three millute:s to a cheering audience that jammed the little hall.
Meanwhile, the main headquarters was a joyous bedlam. Campaign
workas poured in from outlying sections. Telephones rang incessantly
and regular relays of messengers appeared with telegrams, some from
Pde's Bonus March pals. Later, his mother came in from Sayre to join in
her son's triumph. But Pete's father was missing. He had died just two
n lonths before Pete was elected. Pete's mother brought with her the Sayre
EI'l!lIillg News with the headline: SA YREITE FIRST U.S. COMf\IUNIST TO WIN MAJOR ELECTIVE POST.
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I'LTc haJ a lot to do between the day he was declared elected and his first
'Illn:ting of the newly-elct:ted City Council in January. Meanwhile there
\Va~ SOllie time: for reflet:tion on the results by Pete and his comrades.
lldw did il come about Ihat Pete was the first person to be elected on a
CUllllllunisl ticket in a great metropolis?
Pete was a unique human be:ing, but he would be the last to say that his
victory was a one-man feat. True, he and his Brooklyn comrades and
sympathizers had worked diligently and self-sacrificingly in the bread,lilli-buller struggles of their fellow workers and neighbors. They had led
\If ~lIppllned union organizing drives, relief demonstrations, rent strikes
aud scores of other day-to-day struggles. Pete had always been available
to ltis neighbors, whether to walk a picket line. greet them on a joyous
occasion or demand immediate cash relief for a needy family. And on the
huger que:stions of the day: the struggle against Franco in Spain and the
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menace of Hitlerism and Mussolini fascism, Pete and the Party had
spoken up, even when it was not popular to do so.
Pete and his comrades understood that his eJection arose out of a
complex of historic circumstances. Without the great mass movements,
particularly the unemployment struggles, the surge of unionization
typified by the rise of the Congress of Industrial' Organizations, the
battles of the Black p.:ople, the exposure of the scandul-ridden Tammany
machines and the growth of political independ(!ncc, Pete's victory would
have been impossible.
Even these factors were not the complete answer, however. After all,
there were other periods of great upheaval and enormous activity by
Communists without Communist electoral triumphs. What was decisive
in 1941 was the Communist Party and its policy of the united front. The
application of the united front policy to the electoral scene, with its strong
currents of independence from the two old parties-and the democratic
advance of proportional representation-made the difference.
Communists had long stressed the need for unity, particularly among
the workers. In the twenties, the Communists and especially William Z.
Foster, who came out of the trade union movement, called for amalgamation of existing craft unions, for industrial unionism and for independent
political action through a labor party or a farmer-labor party. It carried on
an unceasing criticism of the reward-your-friends-and-punish-yourenemies political philosophy of AF of L President Samuel Gompers and
his successors, a policy which wound up with support of the two old
parties.
What had been largely ignored in the so-called prosperity twenties had
a new ring in the depression thirties, especially when one looked at
Europe where Adolph Hitler, backed by heavy industry, had come to
power in Germany at the head of a jack-booted horde. While Britain and
France stood by mute-some circles in both countries even
applauded-Hitler shrieked. imprecations against the Soviet Union,
communis!", tarxism, the Jews and "degenerate democracy." Communists, Su~: ..lists, trade unionists, Jews, liberal Catholics and pacifist
Protestants were hounded, imprisoned, tortured and killed. The
holocaust was on, and over the land of Goethe and Schiller the swastika
fluttered, and schoolchildren greeted teachers each morning with "Heil
Hitler!"
It was in this lowering political landscape that the Communist Party's
fight for the united front took on new meaning and vitality. Georgi
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J)illlitruv's historic report on the united front to the Seventh World
1935 was read widely in the
lJllil-:d States by Communists and many other anti-Fascists. The words of
lh,~ hcroic Bulgarian, who ha~ defied his Nazi captors at the Reichstag
hie trial in 1933, had enormous impact. An integral element of the
COllllllunist outlook, the policy of the united front became an urgent
ljltt::,1 ion far bt:yond the ranks of the Communists. Ancient political foes
on Ihe LtI'l cast nervous glances at Hitler Germany and, at the urging of
Iht: Communists, took thoughtful second looks at their differences.
Under pressure of the rank and file in scores of organizations, they began
10 see that the area of agreement in struggle was more important than their
disagreements. It was in that period that the Communist-led Unemployment Councils united with Left Socialists in the same field to form the
Workers AUiance and on the broader arena of anti-Hitler struggle the
League Against War and Fascism was born.
\[ was in the trade union field that the new stirrings led to the massive
IlI11Vt:llIent to organize the unorganized industries--steel, auto, chemical
,IIlJ lllherS-lhat came to be known as the CIO. It was a movement that
:,pllnlc:d the fragmented AF of L craft union structure and moved along
illdu:o.lrial union lines, so long urged by Foster and the Communists.
Communists promptly threw their vigor, talent and experience into the
ClO drive. V derans of rank-and-file struggles, many were appointed as
organizers in a variety of industries notwithstanding ideological differences with top leaders of the CIO. (ius Hall, later to become general
secrelLlry of the Communist Party, was named to an important post in the
Yuungstown, Ohio steel region. Wyndham Mortimer, another Communist, became one of the leaders of the auto workers in their great
sit· down strikeS. In New York State, organizing drives were under way
on;; waterfront, in the transport, electrical and distributive industries,
;I~ w d I as alllong newspaper workers, retail clerks and office employees.
Politic.llly, matters were somewhat more complex. In Washington,
j 'LlnLlin D. l~oosevelt was in the saddle. Pressed by the economic crisis,
\, ide bank failures, mounting unemployment and surging mass moveIllelHS, the Congress churned out a mass of Roosevelt-initiated legislati"n, much of it designed to shore up what was apparently a tottering
capit;llist system and some of it obviously aimed at meeting mass dem<llltl:;. With one eye cocked on Hitler and his Nazis, and reflecting some
.Jarmcd currcnlS in ruling circles, Roosevelt moved swiftly to end the
sixleen-year-old policy of Soviet nonrecognition. On November 7 ,1933,
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FOR and Soviet Foreign Minister Maxim Litvinov signed a recognition
treaty which would in a decade prove to be one of the most fateful acts of
the administration.
New YOl:' ( .. y, ever a faithful barometer of great national and international change:" ilad in one way or another reflected all these vast changes.
New popular movements arose, new problems were posed and new
answers were required.
The Communists had come up not only with specific programs but
with carefully thought out answers for united struggll! of thl! people. The
united front was the centerpiece of the Communist outlook and the united
front of struggle was the fundamental explanation of Pete's election in
that time and in that place and under those circumstances.

l \lllgrcss of Ihe Communist International in
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PREDICfABLY, the reactionaries set up a howl on the news of election of

Pete, the "avowed Communist. .. But it was more than Pete that reaction
was after. The men in the Wall Street board rooms and their friends
among the big publishers and the two old parties were unhappy about the
whole City Council elected under PR in 1941. Along with Pete, the new
Council would have four Laborites, two independents and its first Black
councilman. This democratic method of election was too much. No
telling where it could lead.
It was the Brooklyn Eagle, which long ago had buried the tradition of
Walt Whitman, its editor of another era, that set up the loudest scream.
Within twenty-four hours after Pete's election was officially announced,
the November 13 Eagle was on the stands with an editorial headlined:
ELECfION OF RED TO COl 'NCIL
IS NEW BLOW TO P.R. SYSTEM

The Eagle, a sworn foe of PR and the laGuardia Administration, was
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widely rcgarded as an organ of the borough's banks, big real-estate
illterests, dcpartment stores, dominant political machines and reactionary
derics. It never forgave the Newspaper Guild for its strike of 1937 and
Pele for walking the picket line with the strikers. Its racism was hardly
concealed. Back in 1919, after an eruption in Washington, D.C., the
E,'glL' carried the headline: RACE WAR IN WASHINGTON SHOWS
BLACK AND WHITE EQUALITY NOT PRACTICAL.
A friendly biographer of the Eagle, Raymond A. Schroth, S.J., (The
ElI':/I' and Brooklyn, Greenwood Press, Westport, 1974), wrote: ','The
L
blamed the riot on the full employment, high wages, and increasillg llillepcndence that Washington Negroes had won from the war." One
of tht: Eagle publishers visited Nazi Germany in 1936 and returned to the
United States singing the praises of Hitler, according to The Eagle Eye, a
ll11llllhly newspaper published by Communist workers at the Brooklyn
EIIgll!. The charge was never rebutted.
Hearst's Journal-American and the Daily News followed the Eagle's
lead. The New York Post quavered a bit yet did not join the fury. But the
loruiy New York Times, the nation's most influential paper, weaseled. It
W;IS a harbinger of its 1947 reversal when it threw itself violently into the
c;lInpaign to abolish PRo
It was the usual Times technique, soothing the reader with an on-theou.:-hand-and-on-the-other "balanced" approach before plunging the
knife. "In the dection of the new City Council," the editorial ,began
calmly enough, "proportional representation did not achieve a brilliant
~lh:LCSS. Tammany and its allied organizations in this city have several
tilllc~ tried ... to get rid of it; but they have nevertheless learned to use it
fur their purposes far beller than have their opponents."
So far so good, an unwary reader might think. But Tammany wasn't
the re,11 target. That came in the next paragraph:
NIlI' \Va~

il an accident that a.Communist was elected to the Council by P.R.,
il \\,;J~ from Bflloklynlhat P.R. elected him. For a Communist to win he
11~c'ded llilly lHle-nilllh of the tOlal vote, or even slightly less . . . .

", (lui

i ILL c \1I1C

Illight interrupt to ask, if Pete needed only one-ninth of the
the salllc thing true of lhe Democrats and others elected in
Ill,;, ;kIYll',' The editorial concedcd that PR is "representative," but then
\, Ltd into reverse, charging thai PR is "divisive in its effect; it eml'it;bilL:s anJ aggravates differences and groups instead .of helping to
f,;collcik them. It eJects Communists, Fascists and other extremists who
II doli wa~II't
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would otherwise not get into power, and these extremists thereupon
proceed to make parliamentary government unworkable. The history of
Europe has given much sad testimony .to this . . . .
"After three elections P.R. in New York City must be considered to be
still on trial." (The New York Times, November 14,1941.)
It might be noted that the august New York Times had no such reservations about PR after the 1937 election when Pete was narrowly defeated
(if that's the word for the shenanigans in the annory). Nor in 1939 when
Pete was knocked off the ballot on a technicality and had to wage a
write-in campaign. No, indeed. Doubts about PR assailed the Times only
after Pete was fairly elected. If the Times was simply storing up arguments for a later switch of its position on PR, the once-liberal WorldTelegram, a part of the Scripps-Howard chain, followed another tack. It
wanted the courts to bar Cacchione.
"He is an avowed member of the Communist Party," the WorldTelegram thundered editorially three days after Pete's election. "He is in
fact that party's Brooklyn chairman. No haze'Or disguise."
The editorial demanded a court test to "get down to the basic ques-lions." What was "basic" to the World-Telegram was "whether or not
the Communist Party does advocate the overthrow of the government by
force and violence. to Its own attitude to representative elections was
revealed a bit later in an editorial: "Elcctor.ltc or not, it seems grotesque
to bar Communists by state law from civil service jobs but to let an active
Communist into the City Council. ... to (TheNew York World-Telegram,
November 14, 1941.)
It was not all one way, however. The Daily Worker swung back
sharply at the enemies of PR, pointing out that what they feared was not
simply the lone Communist in the City Council but the whole concept of
democratic elections in which the voters could express their independence ofthe two major parties. Marshall Field's afternoon tabloid, PM,
then edited by Ralph Ingersoll, also backed PR vigorously.
Of the major circulation papers, only the Herald-Tribune, reflecting
the views of the liberal Republican and good government groups, argued
against the witch hunters. It cautioned editorially against efforts to bar
Pete, apparently referring to the proposed resolution of the ultrareactionary Councilman Hugh Quinn, a Queens Democrat, to refuse to seat Pete
when the new Council convencd.
Recalling the national scandal when the Republican-controlled State
Assembly expelled five Socialist assemblymen in 1920, the staid Repub-
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lican organ called 011 Cacchione's foes to watch their step. "He (Cacpolled 48,229 votes, which is about 43,000 more than the
l~slimal.:J slf.::nglh of the Communist Party in Kings" (Brooklyn), the
11 l,rtdd- Tribullt' editorialized:
chiulI~)

:\~ till.! .:alldiliatl.! aflirms his allegiance, and as there seems no doubt he
pUlled l'llough VOll.!S 10 de.:t him, representing the wishes of a large number of
P,'h,'ll'>, it 1II.IY Ilt: wt:1I to go somewhat slowly with the excommunication
1itl'~, , , ' Prlllwdillgs of Ihis sort are seldom satisfactory. Those who think of
l:ng~lging ill Ih':lll should n:membcr the cases oCthe five Socialist Assembly- '
111':11 whl! were cxpdh:d in the New York State Assembly. (/>lew York
JJ<'I'ald-Tri/mlJ<', November 15, 1941.)

P'::k lIIade note of all this, quietly warning his comrades that PR was in
1',)1' trouhle, Mcallwhik, he began his preparations for taking office in
January.
His i.kvotcd Dorothy had read him all the news and editorials during
llll! campaign-his eyesight had been steadily deteriorating for at least a
y~ar-bul now he wanted to learn the Council rules. This had to be done
al Icisur~, so he suggested to this writer, then the legislative director of
the New York State Communist Party, that we leave town for a week to
"study the Council rules so I know them backward and forward." Thus it
was that visitors at the modest Hotel Allaben in Lakewood, N.J. were
tn:all:d to the spec~acle of two men poring over a book of rules. I read
them aloud; we discussed each one. At the end. Pete had virtually
men19rized the rules. He was, I thought, probably better prepared than
most of the veteran Tammany hacks.
Returning to New York, Pete had one more suggestion. He wanted an
aisk scat in the council chamber, so that when he had to I~ave the floor he
would not stumble over his neighbors. City Council President Newbold
fI.'lorris quickly agreed when I relayed Pete's request.
But if Morris was agreeable, Quinn was still making big noises.
Despite the tub-thumping by the reactionary press, it was clear t~at his
resolution to exclude Pete was gojng nowhere. It would be resisted
strenuousl y by the non-Tammany minority, varied though their views
and afliliations; it was also opposed by cmny leaders of Tammany who
remembered the State Assembly scandal of the 1920s. Finally, the new
atmosphere after Pearl Harbor (Dec. 7) made it virtually impossible to
exdude a man with Pete's anti-Fascist record.
Quinn, who i'dt he was gelling political mileage with some of his
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right-wing forces, kept up his fight until the very last day. He was intent
on becoming the' idol of the anti-Communists. (He was already something of a favorite of the anti-Semites by his coarse mockery of the
Russian Jewish accent of Laborite Councilman B. Charney Vladeck
when the latter was minority leader in 'the 1938-1939 council session.)
Quinn knew his resolution would get nowhere, but he still wasn't
through. Came the last meeting of the outgoing Council on December 30
and Pete and two other newly elected members visited City Hall. Two of
them were accorded "the courtesy of the floor" on the motion of
incumbents. This is, of course, pure ritual, formally requiring unanimous
consent while according the person so honored no particular right. It is
traditionally carried without objection.
But not this time. When Councilman Harry Laidler, a Brooklyn
Socialist defeated for reelection, moved "to extend the courtesy of the
floor" to Pete, it was Quinn who roared objection. Pete remained seated a
few minutes among the visitors and later quietly left the chamber.
Reporters followed him ,into the corridor. Did Pete have any comment on
Quinn's .. 1lculated insult?
,
The; .~ wshawks had their pencils poised. Here was something that
would make copy out of this otherwise dull last session. Maybe Pete
would oblige. He did, but not as some thought he woulil. Pete smiled
sweetly. "My mother and father taught me to be a gentleman," he said,
"and I hope I'll never forget that until the day I die."

1
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Pete's First Council Session

IF PETE was ill at ease at his first council session in January, 1942, there
was no outward sign of it. Immaculate and smiling, he greeted his council
colleagues warmly, recognizing them mostly by voice since his vision
was already badly dimmed. The man whoso! first night in New York was
spent in a municipal tlophouse was now an elected official of the great
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city and. in fa~t, something of a celebrity, the first to win city office as
"Ull avowed Communist," to use the New York Times' arch phrase.
There was an undercurrent of tension in the ancient oak-paneled
, ilill\1ber as news photographers snapped pittures endlessly and reporters
w'liko hopefully for some explosive copy. Quinn's threat to bar Pete had
fiuk:d out-the cagey Democratic council leaders had effectively throttlnlthe (Jueells loudmouth-but would there be some fireworks anyway'!
Pcte waited calmly; and back in the visitors' seats, Dorothy, a new
cllfsage on her dress and surrounded by a delegation of Pete's supporters,
heamed.
There was one incident and that one almost unnoticed. It occurred after
Council President Newbold Morris called the session to order with a
~h:lrp crack of the gavel and introduced the Rev. John P. Boland,
dtairrnan of the Stale Labor Relations Board and pastor of the St.
Columbia's Church in Manhattan, to deliver the invocation.
Pete rose with the rest, his head bowed. As Father Boland concluded
his call for divine guidance for the Council "in the name of the Father, the
SIIll and the Holy Ghost," Councilman Quinn peeked over his shoulder
tll sec whether the Communist councilman would cross himself. (Pete
didn'l.) Quinn looked away hurriedly and few in the chamber caughtthe
:'Iealthy glance.
The incident should have taught Quinn something. Pete had a deep
respect for the religious beliefs of his parents, friends and neighbors, but
11)1' hilllself, he always said, he was no hypocrite. Told later of Quinn's
:>Ih:aky peck, Pete was mildly amused. Brought up in the Catholic faith,
lie explained, he waS no longer a believer and would not pretend other\\i~e, even if it might he politically expedient to do so. He was a Marxist;
hi::. whole world outlook was based on scientific materialism, and while
lie WI)uld dd'end every person's right to worship as he or she pleased, he
v.IHdd not masljuerade as a churchgoer. He and Dorothy, who was of
L:wi:>h de::.cent, had heen married in a civil ceremony.
BUI lIulle of this W.IS on Pete's mind as he followed every procedural
d.:lail at that first session. He absorbed it all and began to think of what
was primary to him: how would he relate the business oCthe Council to
lile wurking people of Brooklyn'?
lie had already rented an ortice and anteroom at 26 Court Street in
,hlWillllWII Brooklyn, a location easily accessible from all parts of the
horuugh. Office workers and a legislative assistant. Don Schoolman,
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were chosen, the latter a young man who could drive Pete to meetings as
well as help on bills, resolutions and research .
.. And now, to said Pete as the cheerful group returned to his Brooklyn
office after the council session, "we thank everybody who helped. We'll
send out thank-you letters to the 30,000 people who signed my nominating petitions and invite them and their neighbors to come to the ortice
with any problems." It was done, a host of volunteers silting up nights
addressing envelopes. Peculiar, some people thought. One newspaper
reported it as a "singular" action. And further, Pete insisted, he was
going to account regularly to his constituents. He would increase the
frequency of his Daily Worker column and make a weekly radio report.
WHOM, a commercial radio station with a large ethnic listening audience, particularly among Italian-Americans, was selected.
Only after these matters wl.!re cleared away did Pete begin to concentrate on his legislatiVl! activity. His priorilil.!s wen! ckar: first, strengthen
his links with the peopk and then, amllmly thl.!ll, would his parliamentary
activities have meaning. He was not of that school of politicians who do
things/or the people; he did things with the people. He never swerved
from his conviction that his chief job as an elected official was to help
organize the people in struggle. There was no Chinese wall between
Pete's resolutions in the City Council and his activity in the street. They
were one.
Pete was hardly naive about his committee assignments or, in fact, the
political weight of the Council. He knew that within the city government,
the Mayor and the Board of Estimate were dominant (and that behind
them was the "permanent government," the bankers, insurance trusts,
real-estate sharks and other huge corporate interests who effectively
controlled the city) and that the City Council had very little real clout. He
knew that on the basic question of the power of the purse, the Council was
virtually impotent, since the Mayor drew up the budget and the Council
had only the power to ClI!. The council members were in fact fiscal
eunuchs.
Nonetheless, Pete, with his superb head for figures, would have liked
to be on the Council Finance Committee where he could at least have a
crack at the all-important city budget. He understood that the huge
eight-pound city budget, virtually incomprehensible to most New Yorkers, was in fact a class document indicating the actual direction of city
policy, He knew, for instance, that a hefty pe~centage of the budget
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;IJlJlu;dly wt'nl 10 IXlY interest and principal to the bankers to whom the
l.'ilY hall been in huck for lot these many years. As Pete anticipated, the
COllllcil ho~scs ).,ept him far from the Finance Committee and i'nstead put
hinl tlil 13uildings, Coditlcation and Parks and Playgrounds, relatively
illlll1CllOUS cOl11ll1illees which met rarely and performed only a few
palUllCltll'Y chor..:s. In his second and third terms he was on Buildings &
Hou~illg, Civil Employees, Veterans and Parks committees into which
h..: introduced some important resolutions.
'
Assigned to toothless committees, Pete quickly saw that to advance
issues of importallce to working people he would have to put forward his
own kgislation. At the same time he was determined to work together
wilh Ihose in the Council, particularly the Laborites, Councilman Powell
and Ihe independents, with whom it was possible to find common
grounli.
But, what abt)lJt his very first proposals, his maiden resolutions? These
should dra~atize his central campaign slogan, "Unity Against Hitler,"
particularly now that the United States was directly involved in the
i.lllti-Axis war. (l'he Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor took place exactly a
month before Pete's first council session.) At the same time, Pete
reasoned, his tirst legislative measures could not be just rhetoric but had
tt) deal with the real needs ofreal people. Further, he insisted, they should
be modest. He did not want to start off on a flamboyant note.
AmI so it was. At the Council's third session the clerk read aloud: "By
Mr. Cacchione, a resolution .... " The members perked up. What was
the Communist going to propose?
It turned out to be a resolution to petition the State Legislature to adopt
Assemblyman Stephen Jarema's bill for free transportation on municipal
facilities for soldiers, sailors and marines in uniform. Cacchione resolution No.2 was a companion measure calling on the Mayor "to use his
good offices to request all privately owned transit facilities under franchise of the City of New York to provide free transportation of soldiers,
sailors and marines in uniform."
Imillediate consideration? Hell, no. Council vice-chairman Joseph
Sharkey, leader of the Democratic majority and thus the boss of the
Council, promptly objected, and the Cacchione resolutions were referred
~l) COIHlllitlce, Ihere to gather dust. But some of the Democrats were
llIlColllt'llrtable. \Vby hadil't the flag-waving Tammany crowd thought of
lilis silllple courIC:;Y to low-paid servicemen? Army privates were then
~~d(illg ~,JO a mOllth; fft:~ fares while on leave in the Big Apple would
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have been helpful. The usually voluble Quinn was silent. Pete had stolen
a march on the ultrapatriots with his modest resolution,
Later, Pete confounded his foes in the Council by displaying an
intimate knowledge of city finances. He didn't just "leave it to the
experts." Unlike most of the council members, Pete dug through the
complicated budget messages and the maze of figures, He spotted Albany's usual robbery of the city and introduced a resolution calling on the
state to pass legislation granting New York City a larger share of state tax
receipts and increasing the city's power to tax utilities and financial
institutions. After GovemorThomas E. Dewey announced an anticipated
$70 Jl1 ~Ij., I!\ state surplus, Pete organized a vigorous fight for a special
.
sessio •. , , the State Legislature.
Significantly, a bitter floor fight took place on the issue, with the
Democratic machine members coming to the aid of Republican Gov.
Dewey and the minority-Laborites, Independents, and two out of three
Republicaf!s-voting with Pete.
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PETE had no illusions about the fate of his legislation. He knew that his

measures would either be pigeonholed or stolen from him. Both happened, of course.
If the Democratic majority leaders didn't like Pete's bills or
resolutions-which WllS practically all the time-they consigned them to
committee where they were bottled up. If he wanted to get a bill out of
committee, he would have to move on the floor to discharge the committee from further consideration of the measure. He did that on some
selected occasions, forcing debates which at least ventilated the issue,
and then was roundly defeated by a machine vote.
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On:.lsionally, however, the Democratic majority realized that Pete had
hil a vilalnerve. Unable to ignore a Cacchione measure, they rewrote it
~Iighlly, gave it to one of their henchmen to introduce and, presto, it
b':c:<tIllC law. Pete would chuckle at this hocus-pocus and would vote for
lhe .. revisl.!d" bill. He had no pride of authorship; "a good bill is a good
bill no mailer who sponsors it."
Onl.! such measure, introduced by Pete, was a bill to wipe out what he
(alkd "hate ads," those venomous little want ads that specified "white
Christian only," "white Protestant only," etc. It would punish newspapers carrying such ads by barring them from getting any city and state
adwrtising, a lucrative source of income. With a large Jewish and Black.
dl.!l'll)rale-and a war against nazism going on-the Democrats couldn't
aff,)('d to suppress it. They promptly "rewlOte" Pete's bill, gave it to
Coundlman Walter R. Hart, a Brooklyn wheelhorse, and passed it, with
Pdt!, of course, voting for it.
Pde was not content to play parliamentary games. He insisted, of
u)ur:--.,:, on karning all the intricacies of legislation and used to the full the
I':~l'an;h of his kgislative aide, Don Schoolman, and his erudite legal
~"Illll~d, David M. Freedman, as well as various specialists. But above
:.11, he understood that his fight had to be carried to the people. He knew
tll.ll the fatl.! of a spednc piece of his legislation. whether it became law in
his ur someone else's name, depended on mass public action. And this he
l'ulbi:-.telllly organizl.!d.
'rhis was basic to Pete's work in the Council and was particularly clear
ill his cVI.!r1u:-.ting fight agaim;t racial and religious discrimination. A
wurking lIIan' s son born into a small-town Italian Catholic family, Pete
knew rdigious bias at first hand. He recalled vividly the rampant bigotry
or the campaign against Al Smith, a Catholic, the 1928 Democratic
prl.!sidential candidate. Those were the days of lurid tales of Popish plots
\\1I.:n Ku Klux Klan crosses burned not only in Georgia but also on the
hills ot Pennsylvania and even in Suffolk County, New York, an hour
,lIva)' from Brooklyn. Pete, whose family had generally voted Republic'dll, wllfket.! for Al Smith that 'year and, Pete, in fact, was vice-president
(Ii a Sillilidor-President dub in Sayre, Pa., carrying his ward for Smith.
'I'llc I.!xpcricnce with the poison of anti-Catholicism never left him.
I ;liLl'. in the paint.! of his activity with the Unemployment Councils and
lhrough his education within the Communist Party, he learned of the
llali,H)al oppression of the Black people and the virus of anti-Semitism
and how all were used to keep the working people divided. It was through
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his contact with the Communist movement that Pete learned the full
meaning of the Marxist call: ., Workers of the world unite!" For Pete that
meant all workers, white, Black, brown, red and yellow, Protestant,
Catholic, Moslem or nonbelievers.
Thus, Pete brought to this question a richness of feeling and personal
experience and creativity of forms of stru~gle. He went far beyond
simply introducing legislation ,to t,an discrimination. When the New
York State Civil Rights Law was passed, Pete spollson:d a council bill
requiring the posting of the provisions of the law in all public places
(hotels, restaurants, taverns, etc.) to acquaint people with their rights and
point out the penalties for violation of the law. He filed charges with
License Commissioner Paul Moss against employment agencies which
continued to discriminate and the commissioner forced the agencies to
change their practices. That was typical of Pete. He not only wanted a
good law on the books but he wanted to see it enforced and would
personally fight for its enforcement.
For Pete this was a many-sided fight to be pressed at all times, not least
of all during World War II. He sensed that there was a far wider public
receptiveness to the struggle against racism during the war against Hitlerism with its theory of racial superiority, a theory under which six
million Jews and millions of Slavic peoples-Russians, Ukranians, and
Poles-were slaughtered by the Nazis. As one memorial to this struggle
against racism, Pete proposed in January, 1943 that Morningside Park,
adjacent to Columbia University, be renamed Franz Boas Park after the
famed anthropologist who had taught at Columbia and had died in
December, 1942. Of Boas, Pele Wflltc to Parks Commissioner Robert
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Moses:
Dr. Boas, a Gemlan by birth, an American by choice, has made lasting
contributions in the field of American and world science .... Perhaps the most
significant of Dr. Boas' contributions was his complete refutation oCthe myth
ofracial sur,dority. Long bdore Hitler c:une on the scene with his infamous
theory of,. . ~ ,superiority, Dr. Boas had completely disproved all claims to
racial superi." tty.

It was a thoughtful idea but was promptly vetoed by Moses, the
poohbah who controlled the city's greenery as well as vast public projects
with their gravy trains of lu~h financing, building contracts, insurance
premiums and legal fees. Moses said Pete's proposal was·"confusing."
Boas' name and accomplishments went unmarked by any monument.
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saw anti-Semitic outrages as merely aberrations of hoodlums and hooligans, Pete warned:
Thehoodht ... and hooligans of the 1920s in Germany became the storm
troopers 01;. 1930s. The hoodlums and hooligans of New York City and
America who commit these outrages today can become the storm troopers of
tomorrow in a fascist America.

If PC'Il:'s dhlflS Il) honor a distinguished scholar were quietly stran,k,l, hi:-- fight against an anti-Semitic cop. Patrolman James LeRoy
/lll:W, Wdll widl.! public allemion. Drew was suspended from the police
lur,''; ill May, 1943 aftl.!r it became known that he had engaged in
pn. Na/i activilks anJ was in possession of quantities of scurrilous
;1I111S':lllili.: lil>!ralure. A departmental trial followed in the course of
1'.llie·1t DI c\\,':-- allornl'Y, former Judge Alfred Talley, defended his client
I,) .1I~!lIillg: "11 hasn't yet bl.!come a crime for a policeman or a civilian to
kl\e in his pus session anti-Jewish literature .... We haven't come to that

And in what was plainly a thrust at LaGuardia, who wavered-he
frequently vacilla:ed when his opposition containl.!d substantial elements
of the Catholic community-Pete wrote:
One can never compromise on the question of anti-Semitism or discrimination against the Negro people, and the question 'of race hatred in general.
When one compromises on the most elementary principles of democracy, then
everything is lost. Therefore, there can be no compromise on .the Drew casco

yd."

Among the literature Drew kept at his Brooklyn home, it was revealed
al Ih>! trial, were copies .of The Talmud Unmasked, by Edgar Sanctuary,
a Fa~.:ist who had been indicted by a federal grand jury; 29 copies of a
p;ullphkt elllitJed Who Wants War, and 2,700 copies of a jew-baiting
1c:;lflt:t about the Talmud, apparently a translation of one widely distribIIlcd ill NaLi GeOllany.
Aller rccciving Ihe report on July 16, Police Commissioner Lewis J.
\' ;ilL' 11 Iin.: reinstated Drew the following day while refusing to make
puhlic the trial record. On August 3, two weeks after Drew's restoration
tll active savice, Pl.!te introduced a resolution in the Council calling on
r-..bYUf LaGuardia and Commissioner Valentine to remove Drew from
1111.! police force. The Cacchione resolution was referred to the Council
Ruks Commillee where it rested until the end of the year and the
.:xpiralion of the Council.
Pdl.! wasll't through. Reelected overwhelmingly in November-and
abUlII that, more later-Pete reintroduced his resolution. Council boss
Sharkl.!Y, sl.!n:.ing the dynamite in the issue and also an opportunity to
~L·.
points against Mayor LaGuardia, introduced his own resolution,
Ill. ,,:.King fur Drl.!w's removal but calling on the Mayor to make a
~lalL'ment on th.: facts in the Drew case. The Sharkey resolution was
r;l\s~'d, but now the minorilY, including Pete and Ben Davis and minority
k;"kr Sianky Isaacs, was demanding the full record of both reports, the
Ullc originally made by Investigations Commissioner William Herlands
;1:-- wdl as that of the department trial.
Uy this lime the Drew case was a city-wide issue. Pete had held
Ili.:.:lings, called for resolutions by trade unions and civic organizations
;.11,1 L'IlL'ouraged mass Jdegations. He also wrote a pamphlet, "Is Drew
Lllill}?" ilnalyzing the Cilse. Addressing himself to many liberals who

Pete had made his point. Even though Drew kept his job, he never got
very far in the police department and was retired 4uidly. The Communist
councilman, by his fight inside and outside the City Council, had helped
check a brazen pro-Nazi current inside the police force and, perhaps even
more important, had helped create an atmosphere for a wide movement
against racism and for strong laws against it.
Later, Pete called on the Council to set up an investigating committee
to ferret out all groups and individuals spreading race hatred and antiBlack, anti-Jewish and Christian Front propaganda. The latter referred to
a group of followers of Father Charles E. Coughlin, a Detroit priest who
specialized in broadcasting thinly vdled pro-Nazi, anti-Roosevelt
themes larded with populism. Like most of Pete's legislation, this resolution was not palatable to the council majority, which felt itself on the
spot, particularly since the nation was in the midst of a war against Hitler.
Pete's resolution was bottled up in committee.
Pete finally moved to discharge the committee from further consideration, thus compelling a debate. The opposition couldn't meet the issues;
all they could do was shout that it was an "election maneuver." Pete's
motion was of course defeated but it was supported by the sole Black
member, the Rev. Adam Clayton Powell, minority leader Stanley M.
Isaacs, two Laborites and one Republican.
Pete didn't confine himself to legislative measures, important as these
were and useful as were the debates around them. He used these and his
new standing in the community as a councilman to lead public actions.
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Tltu:-., for t:x<lmple, he hammered away at job discrimination against
blad; workas. This was crucial on two counts-the pressing concern for
j\lhs illth\! Black communily and the great reservoir of Black labor power
~\l vitally n\!etkd in the war effort. Pete impaled his opposition on both
courllS: Ihey were nOI only racists but they were also hampering the war
dfdrl by refusing to hire Blacks.
Ikeds wt:re more important than words in the Council. So Pete led
ddcgalions 10 factorIes ill Brooklyn to demand that Blacks be hired. The
Bklck colllmunity remembered particularly Pete's leadership of a delegatilln to Ihe Metropolitan Engineering Company at Atlantic and Nostrand
Avenues in Brooklyn. Jobs and regular paychecks were gotten by Black
IIh.1I ;.HId wOlllen because one councilman took direct action-the only
\'.ilik politician who did so. The other councilman who also went in for
dir\!d action was Adam Clayton Powell, a Black leader who was later .to
til r"f in Congress.
But crucial as was the fight for jobs, Pete is perhaps recalled best as one
lit the leaders in another baule, the battle to banish Jim Crow from big
\e;lglle baseball.

27
Battling Baseball's Jim Crow

Ttll: LII,' Jad;ie Robiilson, one of baseball's immortals, probably never
kllew that Pel\! Cacchionc helped bring him to the Brooklyn Dodgers as
the IiN Black player in big league ball.
I'dc lIlay nol have be\!n in the stands that day in 1947 when Robinson
111;d, II is firsl "ppearance ai Ebbels Field, but the Communist councilman
1i.1l1 ;, 1111 tll do with Iht: historic occasion. The movement to break down
tll..: n;\111" line in organizeli baseball was, of course, not new when Pete got
lIll the politic'll scent:. Bm the record shows that it was Pete and the
ClIlllllUllists, particularly the Communist youth, who took an aggressive
initialivt:, and virtually forced the issue.
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For Pete this was no perfunctory maUer. It took on the aspects ot a
crusade and, like virtually everything else Pete did, it had to be organized
in campaign fashion. And finally, it had to be linked with the all-out war
effort. To Pete the fight to break down Jim Crow barriers in big league
baseball was part of the fight to unite the people in the struggle against
Hitlerism.
Thus it came to pass, as the old book says, that 1942 and the spring of
1943 saw thousands of leaflets passed out at Ebbets Field calling for an
end to discrimination in baseball. Members of the Young Communist
League circulated petitions among the fans calling on the Dodger management to recruit Black players. Meanwhile, Pete saw to it that resolutions calling for all the big league teams to join in breaking down Jim
Crow were advanced in unions and civic organizations and forwarded to
the high moguls of organized baseball. In a relatively short time, the
Greater New York CIO Industrial Union Council, the National Maritime
Union, the United Auto Workers, the United Electrical and Machine
Workers, the International Workers Order and dozens of other organizations went on record backing the fight. The Dail)' Worker sports page, led
by Lester Rodney and Nat Low, kept up a drumfire on the issue, with an
able assist from Pete's column and the paper's editorial page.
Pete didn't only stress the moral question or the'issue of wartime unity.
An avid reader of the sports pages and a rabid Dodger fan himself-and
who in Brooklyn wasn 't-Pete ~new that the borough wanted the pennant in the WOj·;,. ,I'ay, but the Dodgers had been hard hit by the military
draft. A few L.: k stars could make the difference.
By the spring of 1943 Pete sensed that the grassroots movement had
taken hold and the moment was ripe for a direct confrontation with the
Dodger management. He wrote Dodger President Branch Rickey requesting that h~ m~et a delegation on the question. Rickey, who was no
slouch at counting bleacher allendance figurt:s and was privately delighted at evidence of public support for breaking the ~olor line, promptly
agreed.
The meeting was set for June 11 at the Dodger offices at 215 Montague
Street in downtown Brooklyn, just a few hundred yards from Pett!'s
office. Pete. who knew a lot about baseball but did not trust his own
knowledge, brought with him Nat Low of the Daily Worker sports page,
as well as two leaders of the Young Communist League. And to make
sure that the· public-and more particularly baseball-mad Brooklynites would know the underlying issue, Pete was careful to issue an
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,ILl Vann: ~tatelllent on lhe purpose of the visit. In a few neat sentences it
ddtly linked the light against Jim Crow with the war on Hitlerism:
We .:itizens (If Brooklyn are proud of the Dodgers and will support them in
the future as we have in the past, but in order to make the Dodgers a stronger
team than they are, and in order to bring the pennant back to Brooklyn, we will
urge Mr, Rickey to sign ... Negro stars .... The Dodgers can win the pennant
Wilh these players-but what is more important, the signing of Negro stars
would give the war effort in Brooklyn a tremendous boost. In this war for the
very life of our country it is inconceivable that the Hitler-like ban on Negro
players still exists when Negro soldiers, sailors and merchant seamen are
laying down t,llI:ir lives by the thousands in defense of our country . . . .

The point was restated by Pete and the delegation to Rickey's personal
rCJlr.::selltative, Edward Staples, to whom they gave their petitions with
10,000 signatures ill the course of a 90-minute meeting. Staples listened
(Jrdully and sympathetically. Pete, on leaving the session, added: "I
llft,:e fans, trade union and church leaders and people of all walks of life to
visit the Dodgers as we did today. Such visits will undoubtedly bring to
an end this season, the ban on Negro stars."
The rest, as they say, is history. While the ban was not lifted as quickly
:l': Pde hoped, he lived to see the day that Jackie Robinson was cheered to
~:. '. Cdl0 as he walked out on the Ebbets Field greensward. Recruiting of
\{obinsoll by the Dodgers, did not, of course, end the curse of racism in
Ihe big leagues. There were expressions of bigotry by a handful of players
as well as a host of Jim Crow restrictions in the Southern training camps,
parlicularly in hotels and restaurants. It took some years of struggle for
Ihese to be wiped out. Today the major league rosters are filled with
Black and Hispanic players, some estimates going as high as 40 or 50
p':lcelll.
Pete and his supporters would not claim sole credit for smashing racist
kliTiers in organized baseball. He and his associates understood that a
clllljllllclUfe of factors made for this development, not least of which was
lit.: iltlllllsphere of the anti-Axis war. It must be noted, however, that most
dtronidas of the period who bothered to discuss the question, including
~pllrts historians, have shamefully ignored Pete's role and that of the
L>di/y Wurker. which hammered at the issue in season and out.
The record, howe vcr, is clear. Pete was the only public official who
p':f~;onally organized a campaign, circulated petitions and led a delegalion II) tlte Dodger owners when it mattered most. It was Pete who on
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Nov. 30, 194:' iotroduced into the City Coullcil,Resolution No. 339
calling on Commissioner Kenesaw Mountain Landis and all National and
American League club owners "to end exclusion of Negroes from
organized baseball." It was the kind of action that led not only to Jackie
Robinson's appearance at Ebbets Field in 1947 but to the appointment of
Frank Robinson~no relation of Jackie's-as manager of the Cleveland
Indians 28 years later. (But Pete would undoubtedly have demanded
much more than a token appointment of one Black manager. He would
have pointed out-as do many fans today-that there are at least a dozen
Black players qualified for managerial posts who are barred on essentially racist grounds.)
Some political figures may have felt that the issue was beneath them.
Not Pete. To Pete there was no contradiction in the issue of racism
generally and the fight for Black ballplayers in particular. He sensed the
possibility not only of a winning fight against baseball's Jim Crow but
also a unique way of bringing home to white people the evils of racism
and how it harmed unity against fascism.
In a word, the fight for Black players was not only valid in and of itself;
it was at that time and place another way in which Pete expressed in
practice his campaign slogan, "Unity Against Hitler."
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On Pete's Style of Work

FEw PEOPLE knew it then,. but ev~n in his tirst tcon Communist Councilman Cacchione had somet:ling on his mind beyond the issues of the day.
He was dissatisfied wilh the style of work of the Left; and he wanted 10 do
something about it.
Long before the pundits gave birth to the theory that the medium is the
message, Pete was arguing the question of style with his comrades and
fellow workers. Out of years of fighting for his viewpoint in the mar-
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kdplacc grew Pdt:'S conviction that two things were crucial to the men
allJ wOlllen-and particularly Communists-who sought to persuade
111,:ir countrymen: what they said, and how they said it. Indeed, Pete
(, )ught Ilot only for the right to speak but for the duty to speak well.
r\JdhllllicaJ in all things, Pete was a demon for preparation for public
~p-:aking. He rt:garded stumping as an ancient, honorable and democratic
all, a tradition caITied on from the New England town meeting through
lhc villagl.! green, the candidate's front porch, down to the chromed
JIIicrophone. He saw it as an art at once as old as the handclasp of
friendship and as modem as stainless steel.
Bccausl.! Pete respected people and, above all, the plain people, the
wUlking pl.!opJe, the so-called little people, he was death on slovenliness,
bOlh in appl.!arance and speech. He prepared as meticulously for a kaffee
klatch in u neighbor's living room as for a speech before a municipal
b,lJ y. No split between form and content for Pete. He spoke with the
:'~lJlle zl.!al and care from a ladder platform at a factory gate as in the staid
City Coullcil chamber.
Busy as he was in the City Council In his first term, he insisted on
L'unvcying to the movement his thoughts on reaching people. Somehow
11..: foulld the time to write a pamphlet on the subject. A collector's item
IlIlW, lhe Iiule booklet may be considered artless or dated by modem
~uphbticates. but a thoughtful reader perusing its thirty-two pages,
briJIi.llltJy illustrated by some anonymous cartoonist, will draw a different cOJlclusion. It was widely popular in its time and is no period piece
eVen today. (See Public Speakillg, A Speaker's Guidebook by Peter V.
Cacchione, Workers Library Publishers, New York, 1942.)
"Speaking," Pete wrote, "is nothing more than conversation--only
011 a larger scale. Instead of conversing with one person, you are conversing with a group."
This 1ll,ly be hardly novel, but the tone is significant. Pete was addle:,sing himself to thousands of "little people," men and women in local
ulli<lns, Slt'lp and community gatherings who had something to say and
freljUClllly were fearful of their ability to say it. His was the advice of a
pbill IIlan who had mastered the art form and sought to encourage others
lu lI,) likewise. "Public speaking," he wrote, "is an art acquired through
npl'l'iellce, like the arl of playing music, singing. or painting. Good
~p.:akcrs are not born. Every public speaker has to start at the same level.
t\ public speaker always strives to improve himself or herself...
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Three decades later, Pete's gentle warnings still bring a shock of guilty
recognition even to well-intentioned people on the Left. He warns against
"the bombastic declamatory method of speech" and "the speaker who
never pauses between his sentences. " He was death on lengthy speeches
(the illustration in this section shows a weary auditor snoring soundly as
the speaker discourses at length). He was especially sensitive to the
occasion for which a gathering was called. "Never try to give a political
speech at an affair held in a home or at a social gathering, when the affair
is one of gaiety," he writes. "Simply greet the people who come and
hope they will have a good time. " Here, of course, Pete was referring to
the neighborhood social event to which he was invited to ."drop in"
rather than to those meetings organized in homes for the specific purpose
of addressing' a group.
Pete's advice is detailed. Perhaps his note on "appearance" may draw
a snicker from latter day readers as downright old-fashioned, but his
feeling for audience impressionis sensitive. "A speaker should be neat,
shoes shined, 1..Iir clipped and smooth-shaven, if the speaker is a man;
hair well-gn.... !.'!d, if a woman." Some of the advice may seem almost
archaic to the modem youth: "One should never speak at any type of
meeting in a sport shirt or a sweater. A man should never speak at an open
air meeting with his hat on, regardless of how cold the weather."
But if time has modi fieri some of Pete's thoughts on speakers' apparel,
most of his other practical suggestions still stand up as sound, from his
thoughts on placinB the chairs in the hall ("at \cast four inches apart") to
the collection ("should be short and snappy" and "the silver collection
should never be brought to the front of the hall").
On the curse of verbose chairmen, Pete waxes wroth. "The chainnan
of the meeting must be the chairman and nothing else," Pete snaps.
(Emphasis in the original.) Pde apparently had experience with another
kind of chairperson, "Too many tinles," he writes, a note of bittemess
creeping into his otherwise calm prose, "the chairman takes twenty-five
minutes in opening the meeting, makes a long speech and practically
covers everything that the following speakers are going to say. " Touche!
Pete was like a goo" football coach who constantly drills hIS squad in
fundamentals. Basic, he insisted, "is that the speaker know his subject
Never speak on a subject with which you ~re not thoroughly acquainted. '
And facts, facts, facts.
"Your facts," he wrme, "must be absolutely correct; never misquote;
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Communist message, and in the most effective possible way. He said it
all in his tinal paragraph:

wish to mention figures as, for instance, an appropriation of

':.2(IlI,O()O,O()O in Congress, do not say hundreds of millions of dollars,

but st;lle the exact figure.
.. AVOid using the unqualified superlative. Better to say 'one of the
Flc:a(cst,' 'one of the tinest,' or 'one of the best.·"
A pul)lic speaker, Pele went on, "must be an avid reader" and "by all
IIIL';Il\~, a (\l1nmunist public speaker must read the Daily Worker and the
CU,lllllUnis( press reguhu·ly." (Undoubtedly, he would have said the
Ddil\' World today.) And, he added, "One who speaks con~tantly must
read (he publications of our opponents, or, at least be aware of what they
arc saying abolltlls." And, "a good speaker keeps a file system ... the
d;lily press should be dipped and filed."
Perhaps the key to Pete's intimacy with community matters is indi,
,I by another finn admonition. "Local speakers must have a knowl"IJgc: of their neighborhood." (Note tl)e use of "must.") "They should
b..: fallliliar with the reports put out by local civic and welfare agencies.
'Iii.:) should have a knowledge of the composition of the popUlation', the
IIUlilhcr of unemployed, the housing conditions of the people in the
knilllfY, (he youth problems, a knowledge of the cost of living and.
;illove all, an understanding of the local political machine. I t
But if Pete demanded that the speaker know the subject and particubrl:; his or her own locality, he was equally strong on using the King's
English correctly. "Do not use any word that you are not sure you can
cOfrectly pronounce," was his injunction, "and be sure that you pronOlllh.:e every word correctly. "
Content, pronunciation, delivery, gestures, all were crucial elements
ill public speaking, as Pete saw it, but hardly anything was more vital than
simplicity of language. He broke down Lincoln's Gettysburg Address,
HIlling that "one of the finest orations of all times uses 194 one-syllable
WlllJS, 53 two-syllable words, 13 three-syllable words and 7 fourS) Ibbk words. Of the four-syllable words, the word 'dedicated'. was
U~~lj several limes." And with a dig at some left-wing writers, Pete
dJ,bl: "The principle of using simple language also holds for those who
\\ III.; ill publications for the working class."
Wliy Jid Pele wrile this pamphlet? Why did he laboriously distill the
c 'p':ii~lIce of a lifetime of public agitation--yes, he freely termed him~.,11 dll agitator-for the young and inexperienced? Because he wanted a
Uk :,:,.I:!,C to be conveyed to the masses of his fellow Americans, the
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In conclusion, remember that we can convince the people on the validity of
our program only if we tell them about it. That means more mass meetingsopen-air rallies, forums, broadcasts, debates-in short, go to lhe people.
(EmphasiS in original.)
,
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LooKING back at Pete's first <;ouncil term, 1942-43, it is apparent that the

t
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struggle against discrimination was a central aspect of his work. The fight
for jobs for Black workers and his struggle against Nazi influence in the
Police Department, as evidenced in the Drew case, and his fight against
Jim Crow in big league baseball were dramatic elements of his first two
years as a Communist city councilman.
But that was by no means the total picture. As a worker himself, Pete
showed a many-sided sensitivity to the needs of the ordinary people in
everyday life. He knew better than his councilmanic colleagues all that
made up a worker's life in New York. He understood, for example, how
much the morning and evening rush-hour subway trips took out of a
worker, particularly when labor was straining every effort to produce for
the war. In his characteristically meticulous way, he made a personal
investigation of transit conditions and the overcrowding of subway lines,
particularly at peak hours. He thereupon drafted a careful plan for
staggering working hours to meet the problem of traffic congestion.
Typical of Pete's passion for facts, he wrote to various cities around the
country where such plans were in effect to obtain reports on the operation
of their systems. He even discussed the matter with the War Manpower
Commission representatives in New York and got their approval of the
ba!>ic id\!a.
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Thlls afllll!d with the facts, Pete introduced a council resolution calling
1',)1' rUrination of a committee to work out a city-wide plan for staggering
working hours. He insisted upon and got a public hearing on his resolu(ion. Although Pete's proposal was backed by representatives of ort!anizd labor und numerous civic groups, it was killed by the committee
whiL'h apparently preferred overcrowded conditions rather than adopt a
Cacl,.'liione plan.
Thirty .. four years later, as this is written, Mayor Abraham Beame and
(he l\ktropolitan Transit Authority are pleading with employers to instiIlItl! staggcrl!d working hours., Had the city's powers heeded Pete in 1942,
~taggl!l'l!d working hours would have long ago become the normal pattern
or New York litt! and some relief would have been obtained from the
bt:astly daily crush in the city's subways.
Pete came into office pledged to fight the high cost ofliving. He gol his
fir~t chance shortly after he was sworn in when a drive was under way to
blll)SI the 5-cent subway fare. (Yes, Virginia, there once was a 5-cent
fard)
Fir~t, he got to the people. He wrote a pamphlet backing the bill
introduced in the State Legislature by State Senator Charles Muzzicato,
l{epuhlican-ALP of East Harlem, the effect of which was to freeze the
fare at 5 cents. He explained the issue in hundreds of letters to organizatillllS and helped send a large delegation to Albany. He went along with
the ul!kgalion and spoke eloquently in favor of the Muzzicato Bill. The
111e~ISIIrI! was passed and signed by the Governor, saving the 5-cent fare
for thl! time.
1{l,.'llt, housing and prices, the nightmare of most low-income workers,
blllkl,.'u large in Pete's thinking. He not only backed every effort of the
wartime Office of Price Administration (OPA) to keep prices down but
pressed it to put a freeze on rents, introducing a resolution to that effect.
Ag'lin, this was no formal for-the-record gesture on Pete's part. CharaclL:ri~(il,.'ally, he sought to enlist mass support and participation in the fight,
~-:nding out a leller early in July, 1943 urging organizations to send
lcpresentatives to a hearing on the resoluti0!1. He went further. Early in
,"' ':·'mbl,.'I'-and this, it should be recalled, was long before there were in
,: .;,'I\I,.'I! mass tenants' organizations such as the Metropolitan Council
()lllluusing-he called for the fonnation of neighborhood committees to
L'IHlll)at rent riSeS.
i\~ on rents and fares, so did Pete act on similar questions, introducing
IIk'aSUrl,.'S to keep milk and bread prices down and to back the OPA in a
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program designed I.) help farmers produce more milk and other
foodstuffs while keeping pri.:es down to the consumer. But Pete did more
than introduce bills and resolutions in the City Council. He went to the
people with the issues. He wrote to trade union and civic organizations
and addressed countless open-air meetingss. He organized delegations,
mass meetings, petitions and every other conceivable form of pressure to
rollback prices.
As the author wrote of him at the time:
High Pl'i<;,:S to Pete aren'r some cold I igures in thick reports. They mean that
extra bO'lI,' llf milk for the kids, that sunlit apartment, that extra shirt. (Pete
Cacchiolle-His Record by S. W. Gerson, Workers Library Publishers. New

York. 1943.)
On war-related activities Pete was a veritable gadtly to the businessas-usual politidans in the City Council. While formally polite to his
council ad~ersaries, he had a vast contempt for the way most of the
Tammanyites and their allies carried on. At one point, he expressed his
views publicly. In a letter to the BrooklYIi E:agle Pete wrote:
The majority of the Council has played nothing but politics as usual on
practically every important issue that has come up. Its conduct of the Council
meetings. its hooliganism and horseplay would make it diflicult for anyone to
know that a war is going on. (BrooklYII Eagle, October 23. 1943.)

Pete had good reason to be bitter. He had sponsored a score of
measures designed to strengthen the war effort and virtually all were
either buried or stolen from him and passed in watered down form. When
the S.S. Normalldie, a French luxury liner which was scheduled to be
used as a troopship, mysteriously burned down at a New York dock,
Pete, who knew intimately conditions on the waterfront, called for an
investigation to eliminate the possibility of sabotage. Despite support of
the National Maritime Union and rank-and-file longshoremen, this measure, too, was killed in commillec.
A similar fate met his resolutions urging increased allotments to wives
of soldiers and a coordinated program of nurseries and after-school care
so that children of drafted fathers could be tended while their mothers
took jobs in war industry.
If the council majority members ignored or buried most ,of Pete's
proposals, they were stung to a fury by a Cacchione resolution-which
had the support of U.S. Treasury Department representatives-for'the
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I\:gllbr tkduction of JO percent from each council member's salary for
IJ...: (lurchas.: of war bOllds. A nationwide war bond drive was under way
,,, ..1 I1cr.: was a splcndiJ opportunity for elected bfficials of the nation's
I.ulc~t city to set an eX<lIl1ple. But this was too much for the Democratic
1I"li,lrity. Patriotism was okay but this wa~ carrying things too far. Pete's
I,
,.1 ion was dek.tled in a wave of red-baiting invective.
I ':<11, h()w~ver, diJn't slop Pete's bond-selling activities. He hawked
bUilds at outdoor rallies anJ at his own office until by October, 1943, he
(lc;rc,ollally had solJ 1I1000e than $300,000 worth, mainly in small denomi1I;,lidns, This figure rose to $600,000 by 1945.
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Ethiopia. He was associated finnly with the anti-Fascist section of the
Italian-American community and constantly appealed to the progressive
tradition of Garibaldi among older Italian-Americans.
At the same time, he was \.eenly aware that to the native-born ItalianAmericans that tradition was vague. With them he sought common
ground on economic questions and on the basic issues of the anti-Axis
war, constantly pointing out that a victory for fascism would mean death
to their democratic rights, limited though they were, and their hard-won
living standards.
With red-baiters and Soviet-haters in the Italian-American community
Pete was blunt: they were following Hitler-like policies and disrupting
the war effort. He did not hesitate to take on the toughest of them,
including the powerful Luigi Antonini, a vice-president of the International Ladies Garment Workers Union, whose :mti-Fascist posture was
far weaker than his vociferous anticommunism.
In a letter to an Italian language newspaper published in New York,
Pete wrote:

30
Defender of Italian-Americans

Anyone who red-bailS is helping to sprl!ad disunity and weaken our war
effort.
History has demonstrated that the main weapon used by Hitler to divide the
Gennan people and come to power was 'his use of the bogey fear of Communism.
And, in tum, this weapon was used to divide one nation from another so that
each could be conquered separately ...
If all the democratic forces must be united, anyone who works to prevent
these democratic forcesfrom gelling together is doing a disservice to the cause
. of unity and the war effort.
And Mr. Antonini certainly falls in this category. Does he not continually
attack the Communists? And the Soviet Union, one of the main bulwarks of
the United Nations'!
Does his policy help to unify all Italians in the United Slates to hell? the
people ofitaly rid themselves offascism'! (as quoted in the Daily Worker, May
31, 1943.)

I'ETE'S win-the-war activities were manifold, inside and outside the City
('(Iundl. But there was one field in which he felt a sense of special
re~p()lIsibilily-the

Italian-American community.
Pete !lensed a certain unease there; the pro-Mussolini poison had left its
lIIark, particularly on the foreign-born Italian-American. Pete knew that
IIlany were conflicted by the fact that Mussolini Italy had ranged itself on
Bilb"s siJe. AnJ he also knew that some Americans thoughtlessly
lUlllpcJ all halian-Americans together as pro-Fascist. .
PdC knew beller. He knew the real feelings of Brooklyn's Italian:\IIlcricans. He knew many of them had been misled in the heyday of II
1JU('t' , but he never had despaired of them. He was proud of the Italian.\lIIcricall heritage and never ceased to extol the contributions of his
['--'liple to the United States: the explorers, from Columbus on; the men
wh\) laid the tracks of the New York Central and a dozen other railroads;
the duckers and ditchdiggcrs, the granite cutters and garment workers;
till'; ~cientists and savants.
Ulllike conventional halian-American politicians, Pete had refused to
Yield all inch to the wuve of chauvinism that swept over the ItalianAill.:rican population wh~n Mussolini was riding high and had conquered

Pete's frank position won him wide respect in the Italian-American
community. He was one of the scheduled speakers at a huge Madison
Square Garden rally of the United Americans of Italian Descent on
September 9, 1943, one day after Italy's unconditional surrender to the
Allied forces.
Pete's speeches and writings on the subject of Italy are worthy of a
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lIdaib.l essay far bey~nd the confines of this work. Suffice it to say that
tbey were prophetic. He early saw the possibility of a new democratic
Italy arising out of the anned defeat of Mussolini, a nation making rapid
and sharp social advances. He also foresaw postwar intervention by
Washington in Italy's internal affairs, a view amply justified by subsequent events. Pete sensed long before many other Americans that
imperial Washington was fearful of the role played by Italian ComIllunists in the resistance movement that helped overthrow II Duce and
dl!fcat Hitler's forces. He realized that Washington would move heaven
and earth to abort a popular democratic movement in which the Italian
Communists would play a leading part. Pete followed the dispatches
closely as U.S. Ambassador James Dunn strode up and down the Italian
peninsula in a lavishly financed crusade against the Left which finally
forced Communist leader Palmiro Togliatti out of Italy's first postwar
Cabinet.
In 1942 Pete wrote a foreword to a pamphlet on Mussolini Italy written
by "M. Ercoli," the underground name of Togliatti. The pamphlet,
transmilled 10 the United States by radio and distributed widely in the
Italian-American community, Pete wrote, " .. , presents a revealing
picture of what is going on inside of Italy, and clearly indicates how
Mussolini has betrayed the Italian nation. The Italian fascist government
of Italy is today only a puppe.t government. Hitler and his fascist bandits
arl! the real masters of Italy. They dictate the policies and give the orders
to the halian nation."
.
Addressing himself to the deep feelings of Italian-Americans about the
country of their forebears, Pete warned that only •'the defeat of the Ax.is
powers ... will bring about the liberation of our people in Italy.. (and)
can guarantee that th,e Italian people will be free and will once again
bl!come the masters of their own destiny."
familiar with haHan history. Pete knew the thinking of many halianAlIlerkans and astutely addressed himself to their doubts. He wrote:

of our country's war efforts, participating in all activities that contribute to tlte
nau,., ..11 unity of all the American people, increasing production to ever
greater heights, and relentlessly exposing the fascist agents in our midst. This
is the road to our salvation in America and to the salvation of ollr kin in Italy.
(Inside Italy by M. Ercoli, with an introduction by Peter V. Cacchione,
Workers Library Publishers, New York. 1942.)

, i

MallY Italians. remembering (he Versailles peace, are skeptical about the
kiud of peace Ihat will be established when the war is over. But the great labor
1l11.IVelllelll Ill' Ihl! democratic countries of the world, the great power of the
.; .. Illllial pcopks. thl! strength of the people in the occupied countries, and that
III eal lOwer of slrl!ngth. the Soviet Union, will be a guarantee that ajust peace
II ill be ilchieved.
Thl! task of Italian-Americans is clear. As good, Joyal Americans, and true
to Ihe greattraJitions of Garibaldi, we will rally ever more strongly in support
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Rereading the pamphlet thirty-four years later, one is struck by Pete's
sensitivity to the feelings of his Italian-American neighbors. Note the
phrase, •• good, loyal Americans. " This is an obvious reply to those who
suspected all Italian-Americans of being pro-Mussolini agents, and his
appeal to "the great traditions of Garibaldi" was clearly designed to
evoke the deepest and purest national feelings in the Italian-American
p(lpulation.
Pete didn't live to see the day when U.S. Ambassador Clare Booth
Luce pulled a -hundred strings in Italy's 1948 election, including a
massive campaign among Italian-Americans to write relatives back home
urging that they vote for the Christian Democrats, the party heavily
supported by Washington. He could not have known then, of course,
what was later revealed in congressional hearings-that the U .S. Central
Intelligence Agency had funnelledmnrc than $90 million to the Christian
Democrats and others in order to defeat the Left. But Pete pretty much
had called the shots. And he had made a contribution to rallying the
Italian-American people for the war effort that few others could match.
By the fall of 1943 Pde was an established figure, a Communist who
had held office for a full term. He now had a record in office. He had
introduced six bills and twenty-six resolutions in the Council, had spoken
countless times, led delegations, carried on a myriad of activities on
behalf of individual constituents and groups and had worked himself to
the bone in win-the-war activities. And, above all, he had spoken to the
needs of the working people, the Black and Puerto Rican people, the
Jewish and Italian people, and always within the framework of his 1941
campaign slogan, "Unity Against Hitler."
What would be the verdict of the voters on the Cacchione record?
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tubercular-infested tenements of Manhattan's Lower East Side. But he
was the devil incarnate to people like ILGWU President David Dubinsky
and Vice-President Luigi Antonini. Nevertheless, some of the middle
level ILGWU leaders were a bit tom on the subject of Pete. This was
retlected in a wistful note Pete's labor committee received from an
ILGWU affiliate, the Joint Board of the Cloak, Suit, Skirt and Reefer
Makers Union. Morris J. Ashles, one of its officers, wrote regretfully
"that the Joint Board was unable to (!ndorse Cacchiol1e because such
candidates must first be endcrsed by President David Dubinsky of the
International Ladies Gannent Workers Union." Such expressions didn't
bother Pete. He knew his strength among the dues-paying ILGWUers in
the Brighton Beach and Coney Island area.
From the Black community came strong endorsements. With Pete
standing at his side in the pulpit, the Rev. Thomas S. Harten of the Holy
Trinity Church of Brooklyn, told 2,500 members of his congregation that
"he (Pete) is a Communist and I'm going to vote for him." The Rev.
Boise Dent followed suit and then Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. made it
public in a big way.
Powell, the first Black to be elected to the City Council, had declined
renomination, announcing that he would run for Congress from Harlem
the following year. A brilliant, handsome figure and magnificent orator,
Powell was a veteran of scores of civil rights battles. He and Pete had
frequently teamed up in council sessions on many issues. Nominally a
Democrat, he was fiercely independent, and his endorsement carried
punch. Nor was his letter to Pete pro forma:

31
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UY THE late summer and early fall of 1943 it was clear that there was no

(aUSe for nervousness. Pete's record was getting amazing response.
Barring untoward accident or wholesale larceny, the city's first "avowed
Communist" councilman would be reelected.
.
A powerful labor committee for Pete came into existence quickly. with
forty unions represented, both AFL and CIO. Early in October the
Political Action Committee of the CIO Industrial Union Council of
Grt:ater New York announced it was backing Pete on the basis of his
w':llfd. From Joseph Curran, the CIO council president, and Saul Mills,
its secretary, came a warm letter to Pete:
Your endorscmt:nt was unanimously voted by the CIO Council delegates
because of your outstanding record in the present City Council. Your fight for
such measures as bills to prevent waterfront sabotage, outlawing discrimination and to alleviate the financial crisis of New York City has won the support
of all workers in the Borough of Brooklyn. You can be assured of the support
of all CIO members in Brooklyn.

(This was, of course, in Joe Curran's salad days. He later became one
of the highest paid bureaucrats in the trade union movement, taking a
salary of about $100,000 a year, surrounding himself with sycophants
anJ suppressing democratic opposition. Before he retired in the early
sevelllics he acquired an estate in upstate New York and wangled a
ncar-million dollar pension from the National Maritime Union. But in the
thirties and carly forties Curran was still part of the powerful left-wing
bloc in organized labor.) ,
Pete clearly had strength among seamen, longshoremen, transport
workers, furriers, furniture workers and painters. He had a big following
among the thousands of members of the International Ladies Gannent
Workers Union who lived in Brooklyn, particularly the shorefront area of
Coney Island and Brighton Beach where they had fled from the
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I wish 10 publicly thank you for the courageous fight you made in the City
Council in support of my bills and resolutions. The city sure needs men of your
calibre in the Council, and I am sure the good people of Brooklyn will return
you to office .... My only regret is Ihall can 'I be in Brooklyn to cast my VOle
for you. Yet, I have friends, and Joe Ford (Powell's secrelary-SWG) assures
me that Ihey will vote for you on November 2nd.

In the same letter Powell advised Pete that he had given Ford "instructions to I,"ork for your re-electior: and for the election of Norman B.
Johnso "The latter was a Black Republican candidate from Brooklyn'
whose t:undidacy was wannly backed by Pete.
Pete's basic strength was already clear-it was among the workers, the
.Jewish, Italian and Black people. But his base was in fact broader. It
included hundreds cf professional people, .doctors, dentists, lawyers,
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writers, and small middle-class storekeepers, particularly the desperately
struggling owners of mom-and-pop stores ..
His sensitivity to this section of the population was vividly illustrated
hy a speech Pete delivered about two weeks before Election Day to a
meeting of the Bo£O-Wide Food Dealers AssocIation, an organization of
lI10re than 700 small grocers, fruit and produce store owners in Brooklyn:
YIlU little fellows in the food dispensing business are in this fight up to your
necks along with the consumer who buys your goods. You work long hours
amI work hard for dwindlinl! incomes.
He understood, he said, that "you catch farst class hell from the
cunsumer who comes into your store because of your high prices," and
added:

Widellillg Slipport

between the C. U. and Pete's supporters is worth recording for Ihe light it
sheds on the hesitation of certain well-intentioned groups when faced
squarely with the issues of communism. This is how the C.U. described
Pete in its 1943 preelection survey:
Peter V. Cacchioflt! (Communist). A conscientious Councilman with a very
good voting record. He frequently introduced measures outside the province
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The small merchant today is the victim of a gigantic squeeze-he's caught
in a powerful vise between an indignant public and the wealthy food
monopolies ilnd chain stores .... When the retailers and the consumers really
get tllgl!lher and demand of Congress real effective price controls, then we'll
11.: gdting somewhere ...
Pete lunged on, tackling the delicate issue of meat and the black market
ill the precious stuff. He knew well the hundred daily hassles and

intrigues that went on around,the neighborhood butcher shops and the
viflll;d ~tate of war between consumers and meat market proprietors. But
Il-: had an answer:
It's only hlg il'.. I that when you want to correct an evil, you have to go
dircclly to thc boltom of the problem. Simply slapping a ceiling on retail
hUl.:hers' prices is not the answer. If we want to control meat prices and do
away with the vicious black market in meat, we have to go right out to the
callie ranges and slap a price ceiling on the price of beef on the hoof.

Pete.: spdled it all out: price controls for the wealthy cattlemen, for the
big llIe.:at processors and then at the retail store level. The Communist
councilman was applauded warmly and a resolutio~ endorsing him was
;Idl)pt~d oWfwhclmingly. Many storekeepers took Cacchione posters to
put ill their windows.
If l\:t~ ~truck u responsive chord among Brooklyn's little storekeepers,
the ~ame could nol he said of Ihe Citizens Union, a grouping of middleclass and uppa-class professionals of the good government stripe. The
C. U., which admitted that Pete had "a good voting record," nevertheless could not screw up the courage to endorse him. The interchange
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of the City Council in order to advertise the Communist Party program. but
showed a helpful attitude on issues which were properly the Council's concern.
Pete and his campaign committee understood of course what lay.
behind the weaseling language. They knew that there were some in the
Citizens Union who felt that Pete deserved their endorsement but feared
the displeasure of upper-class sponsors and contributors. Pete and his
campaigners also knew that the Citizens Union endorsement meant little
in Brooklyn's working-class neighborhoods, but it was the attitude and
precedent that stuck in their craws. They could not legally challenge the
C.U.'s refusal to endorse Pete but they could discuss publicly the C.U.'s
timidity.
After all, the Citizens Union, despite its general anti-machine stance,
had okayed Democratic Majority Leader Joseph T. Sharkey of Brooklyn
and Councilman Anthony DiGiovanna, another Brooklyn Democratic
hack. But it had turned down Pete, who, it admitted, was "a conscientious Councilman with a very good voting record."
An open letter to the Citizens Union was promptly drafted on behalf of
the Citizens Committee for the Re-Election of Peter V. Cacchione and
submitted to Pete for his approval. Its suL:,tance and language ring tlUe
today, more than thirty years later, as a classic dissection of the position
of many middle class liberals.
Turning first to the C. U. argument that Pete had .. frequently introduced measures outside.: the province of the City COllllcil," the committee
shot back:
Is not the memorializing of the State Legislature (neCessitated frequelllly by
statute) generally in the time-honored American tradition?
... Curiously enough, the Citizens Union did not use the same standards
when judging candidates like Mr. Sharkey and Mr. DiGiovanna, 'who have
also introduced resolutions at various times on various issues. Is there a double
standard in operation here? Are certain things permissible to Democrats but
impermissible to Communists?
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is the largl!f implication that gives us serious concern. Implicit in the
LJ nioll allilUde is an unwrith:n taboo on certain nominees because of
liI.:ir I'ulilical aflili,ltions. The Citizens Union, for example, negates its own
cllaracll'riLalilill of 1\11'. C.u.:chione's conscientiousness and splendid voting
rccorJ hy ils rcfu~al either to endorse or qualify him.
UI1k~s we arc ~cri()usly mistaken, we believe there is an underlying theory
hi ;111 tlli~: tll wit. Illat a Communist, no matter what his ability or record,
C~lIlllul be end')fscd or LJualified by the Citizens Union solely because of his
llllillical affiliation. By extension, the same attitude is apparently applied to
lefl wing Lahorite candidates.
Th~ll
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The leiter pointed out that the C. U, in the past had defended individubclllllging to minority parties and had always sought clean and
d..:nlllcratic govanmcnt. went on:
;lij
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Nllw il has apparently fallen prey to the very policies which it has in the past
Ml Vi,!llflIU~ly r,:plldialcd. The faetthat it does so in urbane fashion in nowise
Illiliral':s the crime. III short, the Citizens Union seemingly has adopted its
'1\\'11 l:~l!nted f,)fIll of discrimination, based on narrow class and political
pctjuuice .... If Ihe Citizens Union in the quiet of its own sanctum follows a
policy of dism!cl discrimination,)t cannot in good faith oppose reactionaries
\~hll seck to write such discrimination in our statute books. Such a policy
weakens our civic unity and is, in fact, a pale reflection of the type of
red-bailing delllanded on a national and international scale by the Hearsttv1cConnick-Pauerson press .... Objectively, therefore, such a policy defeats
the very aim and purpose of the Citizens Union.
Having thus publicly criticized the Citizens Union, Pete and the
committee nevertheless were careful to keep the door open for future
cooperation with the go~ government group. The letter concluded:
This is not written in any carping or partisan spirit; We write this simply
bec(luse we regard the issue as so important as to merit wide discussion, and
we hope that at some future time-after Election Day. perhaps-we can
.Ippear before your board to discuss the matter further in a friendly and •
constructive way.
No comment came from the Citizens Union. But some sensitive souls
allhe C.U. offices must have winced as they read the letter, Pete guessed.
The campaign committee, it might be noted. tactfully refrained from
rcminuing the Citizens Union that it had twice endorsed Thomas M.
F<.Irley whcn th.: laller was an alderman, despite an arrest and indictment
1,)1' C \1l)nioJl during his first campaign. This was the same grafting Farley
will) was removed as Sheriff of New York County by Governor Franklin
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D. Roosevelt in 1932 after he had adnlitted to ownership of that "wonderful tin box."
While it wac; ill1portantlO make the reply to the Citizens Union, no one
in the Cacchione campaign, kast of all Pete, sat around and brooded. A
dozen campaign headquarters in various sections of the borough teemed
with activity, Pete was all over, at rallies, street comer meetings, kaffee
klatches and radio stations. And always, he found time to meet with a
stream of constituents, handling the varied problems that they brought
him and giving such assistance as he could.
He was by no m~ans the conventional politician but he was aware of
the picture of the old-line alderman as described by one student of the
subject:
The poor looked to him for jobs as walchmen, laborers and chauffeurs. for
permits to sell newspapers, black boots, roast peanuts or keep chickens; for
assistance in gaining admission to hospitals, for intercession with the landlord
when the rent was overdue, for passing the hat to save the destitute from
Potter's Field, or for intervention in the courts when a youth had run afoul of
the law. (file History of The New York City Legislature by Frederick Shaw,
Columbia University Press. New York, 1954.)
Pete didn't hesitate to use his political clout when he could right a
wrong. He would, for example, write or telephone or visit the city's
. Building Department to have a violation corrected and would help tenants
in rent fights or intervene to correct a blatant injustice, But he never used
"influence" in the improper sense, always demanding only what was
properly a constituent's right. And, above all, he sought to organize his
constitueli.:· for struggle and showt..J them how to organize to win their
demand·
And, whatever his preoccupation at home, he never forgot the men and
women in uniform. He kept up a steady currespondence with Brooklyn
OJ.s in the service, often writing personal letters and sometimes even
sending a mirneograr-hed newsletter to keep them informed of things
back home, from politics to the all-impurtant status of the Dodgers.

MEANWHILE, across the river in Manhattan something new and explosive
was shaping up: the possibility of electing another Communist, a Black
kad.:r, Benjamin J. Davis. Pete kept a close eye on Manhattan and lent a
hand.
f
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ACROSS the river the joint was jumping, politically speaking. Adam
Powell, still the council's only Black member•. had declined to run for
reelection. He planned to run for Congress the next year in the new
Harkm district carved out by the State Legislature in belated response to
the growing demand for Black representation. Who would fiU the shoes
of thl: magnetic Adam Powell?
Pete was up to his neck in his own campaign but rationed his own
precious tin·.e in order to huddle in Manhattan with Ben Davis, Harlem
leadl!r of the Communist Party, state secretary Gil Green and others. To
complete its ticket the Communist Party had nominated Carl Brodsky, a
well-known Party leader with special strength in the Lower East Side
kwi:.h community, but obviously that didn't meet the problem of another
Black representative, one who could have a powerful base in the Harlem
electorate and yet poll enough votes in white communities to win a
borough-wide seat.
Ben Davis took the initiative. He visited Powell to urge him to
reconsider his decision. Nothing doing. To make the council race in 1943
and the congressional race in 1944 was too much. Would he help
e~tablish unity around a progressive Black councilmanic candidate?
Powell preferred, as Davis recalled later. "a hands-off policy." (Davis,
op. cit., all quotations from Davis in this chapter are from his autobiography.)
Ben thell visited Dr. Channing Tobias, a YMCA leader, not a militant
but highly regarded in the Black community and with considerable
contacts alllong the Roosevelt forces. "He was a typical liberal," wrote
Davis, "but I was not looking tor a Communist candidate but one around
whom the broadest unity of the Negro people and labor could be achieved
in this specific situation. Dr. Tobias respectfully declined as did Dr.
George Cannon, a prominent Black surgeon who was also approached by
Davi::;.
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The situation was critical. The Democrats had not nominated a Black
candidate and it appeared that the gain tor Black representation made in
Powell's election would be lost. The Communist Party, with Pete concurring, thereupon made a bold decision-Ben Davis was to run. It was no
far-out move nor based on any narrow partisan outlook, but was rooted in
the needs of the Black people. As Davis wrote of the decision in his
autobiography: "At least, I was an integral part of the people's coalition
in Harlem, had shared in their struggles and activities, and had been
accepted as one of their recognized spokesmen. '.'
It was a decision not arrived at easily. Electing a Black representative
had been a great breakthrough and had been accomplished through the
personality of Harlem's leading figure, the Rev. Adam Clayton Powell
Jr., who had behind him an active bloc of 15,000 parishioners of his
Abyssinian Baptist Church, a hallowed institution once headed by his
father.
But electing a Black Communist? Tammany and the Republicans
scoffed and most of the press ignored Davis. Some of the skepticism even
!>eeped into the Communist Party. and there were those who even feared
thai the Davis race would weaken the Cacchione campaign. But the Party
forged on and ev~n the doubters quickly subordinated their misgivings.
Then one of those things happened that electrified people on the Left and
even moved others-the withdrawal of Carl Brodsky in favor of Ben
Davis.
Nl)rmally, a switch in candidates is hardly noticed. Most parties do a
(~rlain amount of candidat~ juggling bel ween the time of tiling nominating pdilion:. and the last date to make changes. But this was different.
Here a Jewish candidate withdrew specifically to help elect a Black
(aodidate, In what was described later by Communist leader Elizabeth
Gurh:y Flynn in her Daily Worker column (October 24, 1943) as "a
d~~ply moving document," Brodsky wrote:
As a citizen ofJewish descent, a member of a persecuted minority people, I
can particularly appreciate what it would mean to have a Negro in our City
Council. I suggested Mr. Davis in the firm belief that around him can be
filHied not only the voters of Harlem but progressive citizens of the entire
borough.
Mr. Davis will fight not only to wipe out the blot of Jim Crowism upon our
city. In fighting against Jim Crowism, he will be fighting anti-Semitism,
a~ainst Catholic-baiting, against the racial theories of Hitler.
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Tackli,!g the Eagle and O' Dwyer

The Davis campaign swiftly moved into high gear. A wide nonpartisan
L'Olllll1lltee for Davis' election, headed by Dr. George Cannon, quickly
:>wdkli from 50 ttl approximately 2,000. It was a cross-section of the
Manhallan population, including unionists, ministers, lawyers, social
workers, youth and artists, men and women, with especially heavy
n.:pre~,clltatjlln from Harkm. Some ofthe city's best progressive advertising alld layout workers enlisted in the Davis drive, producing striking
L',tmpaign literalUre that was the envy of the old-line politicos.
Ben Davis IIceJed no coaching from Pete. He had observed the
~ucccssful ltJ-l1 campaign closely, and indeed had come to Brooklyn to
lIIake some speeches for Pete, and had patterned his own campaign after
Pde's. Above all, as Ben wrote later, the dominant note of his campaign
\vas:

because his old foe, the Brooklyn Eagle was gunning for hIm in a new
way.
About two weeks before Election Day the Eagle opened up on Pete
because he was supporting a Black Republican, Nonnan B. Johnson, in
the latter's fight for a council seat from Brooklyn. On the surface, it
would appear that the Eagle was seeking to ridicule Pete as an unprincipled politician because he, a Communist, was backing a Republican.
Pete, as was his wont and policy, would come before Johnson supporters
and others to lend his strength to the fight for Black representation. On his
part, he simply asked that Johnson backers cast their No.2 votes next to
the name of Cacchione on the PR ballot.
Actually, as Pete knew, the Eagle was not particularly interested in
Pete's suPP.ort of Johnson. The Eagle was seeking to whip up something
of a white backlash against him, he believed, because of his consistent
fight against racism. Pete was furious. He dashed off a reply to the Eagle
which he made public in his column, "It Happened at City Hall ... It was
pure, plain, indignant Pete talking:

... its pl!opk'scharacter. By this I mean that my platform which was based
thl! major issues of the electorate was shaped in such a manner as to
facilitate the coming together of the largest sector of the people in defense and
extension of their all-around welfare. Republican and Democratic voters
rallied to Illy suppon no less than independents.
It was the difference between a narrow partisan campaign designed to reach
prim<ll·ily those who agreed with my Marxist socialist views, and a people's
nonpartisan campaign designed to reach those who could unite on immediate
issues such as housing, equality, police violence and civillibenies, irrespective of their pany affiliation or long-range political perspective.
011

If there is one thing I am proud of concerning my work in the City Council,

it io,

fight against discrimination and race hatred ....
I·e is one individual in America that does not enjoy the same rights I do,
that is a threat against my rights. As long as there is one group in America that
does not enjoy its full democratic rights under the Constitution, that is a threat
to all people. It is a dagger at the very vitals of democracy.
My fight against discrimination is guided by these principles. I will never
compromise on this question. If there is one inch of compromise to the
enemies of Jemocracy, we are lost. On this line I stand and on this line I fight!
(Daily Worker, October 24, \943.)
.,

With that type of Davis campaign well under way in Manhattan, Pete
could turn with relative calm to the closing days of his reelection fight.
After all, his votes had to come from Brooklyn, and Brooklyn only.

III}
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This off his chest, one other thing continued to nag Pete. Would the old
party machines try any hanky panky at the ballot count ala 1941 ? Should
he start to warn people publicly'? Or should he make discreet inquiries and
tdlthe politicos not to try any funny business or else he would make it an
issue well in advance of tbe count? Pete knew that in the war atmosphere,
with so much talk about democratic rights the question of a fair count in
all election was a sensitive issue all the way to Washington. He determined on a bold but quiet move-he would personally see the District
Attorney of Kings County (Brooklyn) and put the matter squarely.
Thus it was that Pete, accompanied by this writer, on a sparkling fall
afternoon, visited the hideaway penthouse of District Attorney William
O'Dwyer at the Hotel Bossert in the Brooklyn Heights section of Brook-
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PETE fdt the strong grounds well of labor and community support as he
cntereu the final weeks of his 1943 campaign. It was a winning fight this
time, he sen~ed, even as he warned against overconfidence, particularly
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\,()rkill~ class, realizing that under conditions of modern
"i,il;t\i,.l11 lhi~ da~s can achieve the equality and free-
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('i,\,(,,1:(1 tlJ J(:I()rrn~. On the contrary, they
\,'ul k (omlalltly lur the sliglnesl improvements that can be won
\Iitllill the framework of capitalism. They are willing to unite
;llld woperate with all for(:es for the betterment of the people's
((Hlliitillns, in ally and all fields of endeavor. At the same time,
CUllllllllllists believc that thc struggle for reform should be carried
Oil ill ~lIch a way as to weaken and expose capitalism and to build
1I p I he forces that can bring about the replacement of capitalism
J,y ~()cialislU, Communists are aware that reform victories tend to
~Ilellgthell masS illusions aboul monopoly capitalism and thereture seek always to carry the struggle further and always t,o keep
hdllre the mass movement the socialist perspective.
Tht five.)'ear sentence that I am now serving in Terre Haute
fukr;d prison only confirllls Illany limes over the correctness of
Ill) CUllllllUllist convictions-first attained during the Herndon
ca~e.-and ollly proves the cynical brutality of the ruling cla~s
aud governillent toward the Negro people and toward those of
their spokesmen who really fight for Negro liberation, who really
dlallt:llge the fundamental economic and political causes of Ne1-\ro oppressiull, and who seek to replace the barbarism of white
SlI prelliacy with the noble virtues of human equality.
(
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CHAPTER SIX

THE "IMPOSSIBLE" CANDIDATE
When, in 1943, my candidacy for the New York City Council
on the Communist ticket was announced, the press was unanimous in declaring my election impossible. For entirely different
reasons, some of my friends joined them. The difficulties were
considered insurmountable.
Shord y after I was designated as a candidate by the Manhattan County Committee of the Communist Party, I telephoned
my father in Atlanta to inform him of my nomination. I had
run for office before on the Communist ticket; consequently my
father was not inclined to.attach any special importance to this
particular instance. But I "assured him that this was differentthis time I was going to win. An old hand in politics, too worldlywise to be moved by youthful enthusiasm, he replied:
"Son, this election is going to be like all the rest. Remember
the ti~e you ran for District Attorney or something on the Communist ticket? Well, you didn't get elected then; and you won't
be elected this time. You Communists are always running for
offices, but you never catch them. The day of your party hasn't
come yet."
But the impossible happened. I was elected. The opposition
and its two-party machine were shocked and dismayed. They
had already had to swallow the bitter pill of the election of
Peter V, C;JLt !lione, Brooklyn Communist leader, in 1941, and
they had hLoill ,I to get rid of him in 1943. Instead, they were now
faced with two Communists in the city council.
My friends and supporters were jubilant. My election was
another high-water mark in the achievement of the labor-N e3ro
people's progref.sive coalition, Independent political action had
scored a signal victory. And the Negro people of Harlem, demonstrating tremendous political maturity, had fired a shot that
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wa~

bCdi'll lHlt ollly ill the sharerropper's cabin in Mississippi,

iu the llelll.:hes ill Europe and the Far East. 1t was, above
vitlory for ullily hehind our country's patriotic, national
W;II' to ddeat the ROl\le-Berlin-Tokyo axis_
Thl' lOluhinatioll of circumstances and relationships which
h;ld kd to this triulllph had thrust upon me the honor of being
till: Ilr~t Negro COIUIIHl\li~t cleLted to office in the history of the
U lIited Stales. While I regarded it as a great distinction and an
lIlIpl'eledellted opportunity, uppermost in my mind was the feeljug of re~pullsibility. !\ly lask was not only to advance the moveIlll'lll which alone could improve the jim-crow conditions impmt"ll lIJlon lily coillmullity in Harlem, but also to make the
whok (Jf New York Cily a better place for the people. There was
Utl lO1l1 radirtioll, but rather a dynamic unity, between the two.
;\ p"n of thc GUllpaigli against me was that I would never get
ekded hccame I had tWO strikes against me. I was a Negro and
a CUlllulllnist. An alllusiug incident as to this "deadly" combinalioll ()l (lIlTed when I called my father the night I was elected.
I h: tlluugilt it was a gag and wouldn't believe me_ I finally gave
up--I kuew how stubborn father could be, especially when he
h;ld pn:tiined anothcr outcome.
The next morning I got a call from him. Excited and happy,
Ill' n:cLiillled: "Son. 1 guess you were right. I see there's a headlille iu Ihl' paper htTe whidl says 'Black Red elected in New
York. Whitc Yankees vote for him.'''
1'\1 y Llthcl' reprc~cntcd ;t link between the period of the struggk fIll' NcglO rights in which he had lived and fought and
;111111 her stage of this struggle in which -I was living and fighting.
I Ie >till was indint:d to think his period would last forever, and
~Iill Idit:\'ct! pretty llIlIl h. as did Frederick Douglass, that "the
Rl'1'1I11\icln Part)' wa~ the ship, aud all else was the sea." He
found il dil\imit to acknowledge the beginning of another era_
Ikfllll: hc died. howcver, he had become somewhat reconciled
to dw illc\'itah1c; he even went so (ar as to completely forgive my
,lh;lIllioIlIlICIII 2H years earlier of the comfortable and lucrative
lJOllIgeois career he had arranged for me.
The reauion of the Atlanta paper was a small measure of the
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shock sustained by the bourgeoisie. The New York llemld
Tribulle sought to e,xplaiu my election 011 the basis of my "personal following." Other papers and bourgeois experts on elections said it was a political accident.
Often in my campaign I would share with the audience the
episodes involving Illy Lither. They ncvt:\' failed to gel a big
laugh, especially when there were many Southern-born Negroes
among the listeners. For they were intimately acquainted with
the utterly absurd-as well as murd~rous-forms that white
supremacy could take in the deep South. Sometimes I would use
the description of me as a "Black Red" to answer the favorite
argument of A. Philip Randolph, the Social-Democratic Negro
labor leader: "Why should the Negro add to the handicap of
being Black, the handicap of being Red?"
Far from considering it a handicap to be a Negro and a Communist simultaneously, l considered it a doubl!! weapon against
the ruling class. An American Negro has a background of 300
years of oppression in this country, and great indeed is the
Negro's anger. When that same Negro is a Communist, he is
equipped with a science-Marxism-Leninism-which alone can
help realize his 300-year aspiration for freedom and equality.
In I!H3, the only Negro member of the city council was Adam
Clayton Powell, Jr., who had been elected as the first Negro
member in 1941. He had ueen elected prelly much as an independent, securing _designations from the City Fusion Party, the
American Labor Party and the Democratic Party. He was the
symbol of the progressive people's coalition in the city. This was
the dramatic start of Powell's political power as an independent,
when he first proclaimed hi~ molto: "I will wear no man's collar."
He was sW,·p' into office in 1941 on the crest of a wave of demands by li" Negro people and their supporters for represcntation in the city legislature. His election was made possible
technically by Proportional Represcntation, which had becollie
the law of the city under the new Charter adopted ill 1936.
Powell was ..I powerful ora LOr, dralliatic ;lIld colorful, and
capable of manipulating the emotions of his audicnce. :\ shrewd
politician, he had the gift of sensing the popular yearnings and
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m.:llds of the masses, which he voiced as their leader. His church,
lhe Abyssinian Baptist, built by his father, was famous as the
Ltrgcst in the United States, numbering 15,000 members. A
\\'e;t!th y instillilioll, its members were very politically and natiol\ally alen, alld constituted a formidable election machine.
.\s tile chief executive functionary of the Harlem Communist
l';lrl y, 1 had a deep concern in having the community retain the
~cat held in trust, as it were, by Councilman Powell. I had heard
that he did not intend to nlll for re-election but, putting no stock
in rumors, 1 decided to have a personal talk with him. We had a
IUllg discussioll, a friendly one. but not successful. on the queslioll of the city coullcil. He said, in effect, that he had already
anllOllll(ed his candidacy for congress in 1942. The new congre~siunal district which made it possible to elect a Negro represCllt<llive fwm Harlem had been carved out in 1941, and Powell
was determined to be the first Negro congressman from that
district.
I placed the issucs squarely before him, giving the point of
view of Illy party, namely. that it was incumbent upon the
progressive forces of the community to do everything possible
to guarantee the retention by a Negro of the seat he now held
"lid, if at all possible, to elect an additional Negro. I emphasized
lhat we were faced with the prospect of losing the one place in
lhe l'OlIlIcil, and that would amount to a setback of such proportions as to damage the united struggles of the Negro people. I
asked him to reconsider his decision not to run and. failing that,
10 assist ill establishing unity around a progressive Negro candidate of indepcndence and integrity who would be worthy of
slIppon.
Powdl declined on hoth scores. He stated 'that to run for reeicLlioll to the cily council in 1913 and then to make the race for
wl\gress ill I!IH was more th-all he could bear either physically
or fil\ancially, and that he considered it best to relinquish his
Jlosi lion in Ihe colludl ill order LO prepare for the congressional
ran: ill 1!IH, On the second point. he preferred a hands-off policy.
This was late spring of 1943 and time was passing rapidly. It
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would be no easy or simple matter to achieve Harlem unity
around a candidate who cuuld win and there was not much time
Ie: ! had heard that Dr. Channing' Tobias W,IS considering' the
race and made an appointment with him at his offices in the
YMCA headquarters on Madison Avenue. He was, of course •
neither as militant nor as close to the man all the strcet as
Powell. although he was pro-labor and had associated himself
on various occasions with the progressive coalition. He would
have made a gnat! candidate iIt that. time; he was part of the
Roosevelt coalition alUong the Negro people in a vague sort of
way. He was a typical liberal. bllt I was not looking for a Communist candidate but one around whom the broadest unity of
the Negro people and labor could be achieved in this specific
situation.
When I placed the qucstion before him, he respectfully declined. on the ground thal he wanted to remain independent
politically and had no desire for public office.
I finally went to Dr. George Cannon, who later became the
chairman of the non-partisan committee for my election. Although he declined to run, he helped in every way. calling' (:onferences. ha'ving personal chats with friends, trying to convince
representative Negroes (0 run.
George Cannon was an able physician and surgeon who had
not lost any of his youthful passion against jim-crow. He would
not sacrifice his militant views to further his medical career. and
although he was a Roosevelt Democrat. he did not quail at my
Communist convictions. but rather believed that if a cause was
worthy, people should not permit political or other differences
to prevent them from supporting it.
Nevertheless. the problem had not been solved. The nominations for the city council by all parties had been llIade, but no
representative Negro from Harlem had been nominated. The
Democrats had not nominated a Negro. Even the Negro Tammany leaders in the community were up in arms. They fclt they
had been put in a very had posi t ion before the Negro people,
upon whom they depended in the election district for (he Dem-
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on;llic VOlC. Many of them protested and showed their disappnwal bllt wilhout going so far as breaking with the Tammany
III:lchille.
()ur I Ltrlelll Communist Party surveyed the situation, con~llilcd wilh Negro and labor leaders. My own conversations with
\';llioIlS Negro spokesmen demonstrated that all felt that the
Idace in the council must not be lost. They felt that the failure
of I he t\\'o major panics to -designate a candidate of the com1\1I111ity's choice shollld be exposed during the campaign. Our
p:trl y had lIolllinalcd it candidate, Carl Brodsky, well known in
L1bor alit! progressive circles. He olfered to withdraw in my favor
:llId LO perlllit the party lo substitute my name for his as candidate
1)11 I he COlIlllIUlli~t Iicket. After due consideration, the county
(Ollllllillee \Hade the switch and my name was substituted for
Ihodsky's within the lillie permitted by the law. This decision
\\,;l~ b:lscd upon lhe record of our Harlem party among the
:\cgru Jll"oJlll', Iheir response to its program, and on the basis
of ollr COlllact with the t:omlllunity. At least, I was an integral
1':1 n of the people's coalition in Harlem, had shared in their
'1II,-~gleS and activities, and had been accepted as one of their
rnllglliJcd spokesmen. Moreover, as my election proved, our
p:1 Jl y h:ld correctl y _i udged the desires and sentiment of the
:\,-gIO people alld their white supporters as well.
Thc hOllor of Illy designation as the Communist candidate
I>clollgcd rightfully not to. me but to the people from whom I
~1'1;lllg. \\'hatever spark of determination I possessed in the
~trllggk was instilled ill lIIe by the hardihood of my people in
Ic~i'lillg oJlpressioll ill America. Africa, the West Indies and
\\hcl'e\'C1 Illack IllCIl light to live. 1 had seen that same flame burn
ill Ill)' falher; a lillIe of it hums in every Negro. if he does not
(,,"lllIil it to he extillguished by violence or intimidation, or if he
d(Jl'~ IIUI dcny il for a mess of poltage.
Clrl Brodsky wa~ lruly a representative of the Jewish people.
III wilhdrawing ill Illy favor, Ullder (:ircumstances in which the
1C\\i~h pcople lIeeded a represcntative in the City Council, he
dCIlHlnsn;ltl~d the dmc bonds of cooperation that could exist beI WCCII the .Jewish and Negro people. His action was a warm,
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human and generous symbol of recognition on the part of progre:;sive Jewish workers of [heir OWII profound Slake in the cause
of Negro liberation.
It was not only I who was deeply impressed; this dramatic and
genuine demonstration of solidarity was not lost among the
people of Harlem. Although Brodsky spent most of his time
during the campaign trying to win the lower East Side Jewish
workers lO Illy support, he would occasionally come to l-Iarlem,
often speaking on the sallle platform with me. He would receive
a rousing ovation from the people.
The tremendous VOle I received froll1 the Jewish community
was one of the highlights of my election. I was told by experienced election campaigners that my name had become as familiaras one of their own, and lhat never before had a Negro candidate
received such a high percentage of votes in a white neighborhood.
The metropolitan newspapers merely noted the fact that I had
been substituted for Carl Brodsky. I was listed along with the
candidates of the other panies. After this, there ensued a conspiracy of silence in these papers; the bourgeois election experts
and commentators paid me no mind. I didn't have a chance,
according to them, so why waste printer's ink? Tammany paid
no serious attention to my candidacy; nor did the Republicans.
This attitude even affected the people in my own ranks. Many
friends said, "Yes, you'll make a good campaign, a very fine one
indeed; but you won't be elected-too many odds against you.
Besides, the two party machines are too strong; if you look as
though you might become a serious threat, they'll pour in thousands of dollars to defeat you," and so on, ad infinitulll.
These friends and supports were not the only ones with serious
doubts. Some of my own comrades were skeptical. They were
only a small minority among the party membership, still their
views deservcd ~criOlI~ ulI,sideralillll. They doubted lhat the
estimate of :1 Jlossi bk vinory was (urren, although durillg the
campaign they worked wilh great skill alld energy; I would have
liked to have had more "skeptics" like them. Such dill"erences
illustrate a cardinal distinction of our party-a working class
organization operating on the principle of democratic cenlralism.
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;1 de('i~ioll was made it was binding and carried out by all
IIICllilJClS alike, SOllie of these skeptics pointed out that it COUl1I1l11li~1 nlllncillllanic candidate in Manhattan had never received
Hiott: thall I :>,000 votes, and in Harlem no more than 5,000 votes.
The) ('slilll;lled that 1 would· have to receive almost twice the
1II11111.cr of voles in the trade union and progressive white areas
lhal ;1 COllllllunist candidate had ever received in the whole of
J\Llllhatlan ulldl~r the best circumstances. Furthermore, the campaigll was late ami I had only a bare six weeks. Other arguments
wtTe lhal allY alLempt to shoot for victory would tax our orgalIi/alioll too heavily and run the danger of not securing the
re-ekt:tion of Councilman Cacchione in Brooklyn. Still others
held that I should aim to secure enough second-choice votes to
dect the A I.P candidate, which would be a big advance since
J\Llllhaltall had never had a labor councilman.
These argul1lents could not be brushed aside willy-nilly. They
proved to he very valuable in pitching and focusing the campaign
and in touching up weak points. Besides. these exchanges of
opinion were part of the thorough way in which our party considered all angles of a problem and then charted its course. It
was this same Marxist consideration of many-sided factors that
led to the election victory and rallied and strengthened our ranks.
All the doubts expressed by the skeptics failed to dent my
enthusiasm. l\-[y campaign staff and I prepared to involve all
these friends, not in a "very fine" campaign, but in a winning
Olle. 1 was huoyed IlP hy the fact of Pete Cacchione's election in
I!H 1. What was basically new in the situation was the tremendous
upsurge among the Negro masses and the unprecedented support they were reLeiving from white workers-particularly from
lhe CIO, but also from the AFL-as well as from white intelleduals, arti~ls, progressives, liberals. The Negro people, wholeheartedly supporting the war against fascist-racism abroad, were
delllanding \1Iore and more earnest of eventual victory at home.
Their democratic aspirations were released under the impetus of
the anti-fa~cisl war. The war, under Roosevelt's leadership,
brought forward the most democratic and progressive traditions
of our country. What was apparent here was the possibility of a
qllalitative leap forward for the Negro people and for indepcn-
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dent political anion. It had 10 he.grasped then or it would be losl.
The cirClIlIIst;lllces lhat had diclated Illy nomination also
'shaped Illy C;lIl1p;ligll, which was pitLhed upon the theme of
winning- the war and demonstrating against Hitler racism by
advancing the cause of Negro representation at home. In the
local and city program were: the banning of jim-crow in Stuyvesant Town, the appointment of a Negro on the Board of
Education, a public market for Harlem, the end of police brutality, rent and price controls, slum clearance, the enforcement
and expansion of the multiple dwelling laws, and the outlawing
of all forms of racial discrimination, anti-Semitism, jim-crow and
segregation.
But I was also running on the Communist ticket. It was my
duty and responsibility, as well as my privilege, to explain to the
voters why I was running on that ticket, what the Communist
Party stood for and why I was a member. If I couldn't trust the
people, why should they trust me? I did not believe in hiding
"the light of Marxism-Leninism" under a bushel. It was necessary to point out that though I had hackers of other parties in
my corner, I nevertheless was a Communist whose program went
much farther than the present election campaign; that I believe
in socialism and would ever strive for its triumph at home.
My campaign spread like wildfire. Overnight the nonpartisan
committee for my election leaped from about 50 to approximately
2,OOO-a real cross-section of ministers, doctors, lawyers, business1'111'11, trade unio'nists, sodal leaders, women, youth, foreign-born,
.I,'tlve-born, workers, artists-indeed, people from every conceivable stratum of life. The committee became so large and
unwieldy that it had to divide up into smaller committees. The
major power in these committees and among the campaign
work.ers were the Negro masses and the trade unionists. The
accomplishments of our party, which numbered less than 2,000,
were nothing short of miraculous. Only hard work, devotion and
skill-climbing six and seven Ilights of stairs, tramping the streets
in the roughest weather, seeing ministers, arrang-ing' conferences,
holding street meetings, distributing literature, and so on-could
achieve such "miracles."
Resolutions of endorsement and support soon began to pOllr
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in flOlII uniulls. churches, groups of almost every description.
Friends in lhe deep South, especially from Atlanta, sent long
puhlic statements of good wishes, accompanied by donations.
Soldiers iu the treuches sem best wishes. The campaign took on
an international aspect. The two Harlem Negro weeklies reileCled in as llllU:h space as they dared to give the snowballing
character of the campaign.
A group of artists and layout experts produced excellent campaign literature. An enterprising chap even got hold of an old
Amherst yearbook of my class (1925)-froll1 an unsuspecting Wall
Strect classmate-and reproduced my entire college career in
pictures. My campaign literature was of "printer's excellence";
cven experienced Democrats and Republicans wanted to know
whether they could borrow my layout· staff-"for a price," of
cour~e. They were amazed to find that not everyone was for sale.
l\fany of thc people of Harlem wanted certain campaign pieces
as ornaments for their walls.
Wc held strect ntllies at thc liveliest corners in Harlem, in the
ganlll:lll workers' district, before union and peoplc's organizat iOIl~ in the cuurse of their regular meetings. It was impressive to
~ee the revulutionary tradition of the Negro church assert itself
during the campaign. They became bulwar~s of support to my
c;\lIIpaigu. Ministcrs invited me to speak "for a few minutes" at
their 11 o'dm;k Sunday morning religious services.
Thl.' campaign was becoming irresistible; the smell of victory
was ill the air. Councilman Powell was now ready to take his
stand. lie isslied a statement declaring that I ~as the "worthy
SIl(Tn~()r" to his seat in the city council, and called upon his
Sll pporlers and friends to vote for me. Accurately gauging the
t'lllhmi;ISIII of the campaign. the Non-Partisan Committee de(illl'lI Oil a rally in Golden Gate Uallroom-a mamllloth audiLUriulll ill the ("l'l\ler of Harlem, holding about 5,000 people .
.\ tup prin~ of )2.75 was placed on reserved seats amI 501/ on
gl"IIl:r;d adlllis~iull. ""Vho ever heard of charging for admission
to all election rally?" the doubting Thomases said. "Most camlidates arc only too glad to get a full house, with free admission."
But thc culllluiltee wouldn't be daunted.

,
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There was !jcarcely a name band or a popular entertaincr who
did not volunteer their scrvices. The Golden Gate was sold out
ten days before the rally. On the day of the event, the fire department closed the hall two hours before the performance. vVhen I
appeared on the scenc, it was all I could do to get in. One of the
more prominent artists had to intercede with the police and fire
department in my hehalf.
Finally another 5,000 people had gathered outside the Golden
Gate. \Vc decided to rem an additional hall about six blocks
away. \Ve then !'Outed the artists to this hall after their Golden
Gate performance.
There were no speeches. Paul Robeson introduced me at both
halls. I told the audience that I was but a part in a cause much
bigger than anyone of us and that we would struggle jointly
until our country and the world were rid of Hiller racism and
all humankind could live in dignity and walk in freedom.
This type of campaign rally was new, and we continued with
it. At our street corner rallies we featured outstanding Negro
and white artists. They performed with dignity, and thcy gave
their talent because of their convictions.
In Harlem, support came from all sorts of quarters and for all
sorts of reasons. A score or more old-timers who werc Georgiaborn supportcd l\Ie became they knew and admired Illy father.
Some of them would slap lIIe Oil the hack and say: "Davis, your
fathcr was a Lincoln Repuhlican. You 1U1iSt he a LilH.:oln COIllmunist. I'm going to vote for you."
The large vote I received from the Porto Rican community
was indispensable to my victory. During the campaign two things
struck me with great force: First, that the Porto Rican community in lower Harlem, victimized by discrimination, had no
representation whatever at any level of government"'; second,
• The so-called racial pattern of the United States must appear quite
bewildering to the Porto Rican people. In New York they are jimcrowed and treated like Negroes. But here in Terre Haute federal
penitentiary they are integrated with the white inmates. while the
Negro is segregated. It shows the ULler insanity of racism and discrimination.
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11\;11 I culiid not speak Spanish. I resolved ~o do something to
ltdll nHn:Cl both till'se conditions.
111 lite lUur~l: of the live-week whirlwind campaign, the Com1111I11i\t !';IHy had huilt a smooth and powerful people's election
111;lllli11C IIt<lt (lit ,lIroSS all party lines. It was based on the
llllS;ltiillg ~\liril uf the advanced trade unionists-the leaders of
IIll: \\'orb Ilg ('la~s. They had ties with thousands of families,
lltllllhl'~ ;lIld people':, organization in Harlem and throughout
IIll' city. WhclI Iht:)' moved in their full strength, the whole
lllllllllllllit y 1I\00'Cd. Naturally, our heaviest concentration was in
I LII1t:lII, lor without a large base vote in Harlem, it was not
1J()~\iblc to will.
Wilell election day ('allie, the trade unionists took over all our
jlllll-w'ltdlillg assignmellLs-most outstanding were the organized
~l';Illlen, the furriers (CIO) and the food workers (AFL). Church
InUIlCII prepared hot colfee and sandwiches at various assembly
SpIllS on e\eaion (by. Many elderly Negroes voted for the first
t i Ille ill t heir Ii yes. As a candidate, I had the right to visit the
polls--,tllli I did. Whenever I walked in, there were cheers and
aS~lIral\(:es of victory.
The heaviest voting in New York City is done in the last two
hllllrs--!Jetwecn 5 and 7 PM, the period when the workers are
n:llIlllillg from their jobs. At about 4:30 PM the worst downpUllr of the season started. It lasted until about 8 PM, an hour
Ilt:)'1lI111 Ihe dosing of the polls. All we could do was hope. I conI inlll'd to visit the polls even during the downpour and was
surprised to see that the polling places were crowded. We took
ht:<11'l from this.
When the polls dosed. our task had just begun. The count
iJegall next llIoming and was to last about eight days. These
days scclIIed like years. To watch the count is a bewildering,
IIcrve-wracking eJo..pel'ience. One had to be on his toes against
vole stcaling, chicauery, every conceivable brand of trickery-as
wcll as sOllie hOliest errors. The Democrats and Republicans held
"II IItt: (llilcial posilions as counters, tellers, etc., and they did not
W,tlll 1I1l' to will. Alld it laler "ppeared that they planned to
CUlIlI1 lite Ollt.
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From the first day of the count, I was leading the field. Radio
commentators blasted out that this was the upset of the election.
Actually, they were counting those districts which included
Harlem. But after the first two or three days, my vote began to
level off as the count reached other parts of the city. I remained
among the first three, however, and five were to be elected. It
seemed that my election was assured. But then the stealing began
in earnest. The votes for me beg"an to disappear from 11ly table,
and the closest Tammany candidates began to congTeg"ate around
my table, seeking to create an incidcnt. We appealed to l\-Iayor
La Guardia, to the Honest Ballot Association; to every cleangovernment group. Statements were issued informing the public
of the conspiracy to cOllnt me Ollt.
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On the fourth day Pete Cacchione. his own election in
Brooklyn now assured, brought his entire stalf over to the Manhattan court to assist me. Soon after he arrived, I discovered that
some of my Harlem districts were missing and hadn't been
counted, One of the ablest of our party election workers demanded a halt to t1~e count, and demanded the right to search
for till: missing votes. He dug through the huge pile, district I)y
distlit:! and found not only the missing votes we knew of but
also some unknown ones. In all, 1,500 votes has been stacked
away, stolen right before our eyes. How perilous this was could
be seen in the fact that I won by a little over 2,000 votes. It was
a dramatic moment.
When, at the ellli of the long, gruelling count, my election was
announced, every Negro in the Armory jumped up and yelled.
They were to maintain their representation in the city council
and white supremacy had taken a licking. The machine had been
beaten. The wrath of an aroused electorate outweighed thc fraud,
deceit, corruption and vote-stealillg of the party bosses. The unity
of Negro and white had done the "illlJlossible." History had
been made.
Major party lines had been badly shattered. In the whole of
Manhattan in 1943, there were not more than 6,000 Communists.
My vote was more than 4~,()OO. l\I Y election represenLed a qualitative leap forward for the Negro people. for Lhe Negro-IabQr
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;dliance and for Ollf party. It was the result of years of con~Cil'llliolis aud (,(llIsistcnl work of thc party in Harlem in the
battks of the Negro people. And it went far beyond the state
Ii ill'S of New York, rellcnillg the leading role that Harlem plays
II, lhe political Lilillking of the Negro, nationally. From all over
till: COUlltry calllC messages of congratulations, greetings, best
\\'ishe~, And I felt a sense of responsibility to the Negro people,
nationally, and to fighters for Negro and colonial liberation all
O\'Cl" the globe.
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would frighten away voters. I rejected this view. Some agreed,
others tried to reconcile thelllsel ves wi th Illy position; but none
bolted. My campaigns were an excellent example of the united
or people's front in which many forces work together on a common platform, even though they disagree on many other important questions.
At the same time, the foundation of my victorious campaign
was the alliance of the Negro people and important sections of
the labor movement. Upon this foundation was erected the
structure of mass support among all sections of the population.
The solid vote of Harlem was not enough to elect me; I needed
the trade union and white progressive vote. That was shown
clearly after the ALP candidate was counted out, when I received
enough second-choice votes from him to assure my election by a
comfortable margi n.
It was significantly shown in the elections that among the
Negro people there \\,;15 a tremendous trend toward illdependent
political action, toward breaking with the two-party system.
They also showed great solidarity and a high degree of political
maturity. Cacchione's vote was scattered widely over the Borough
of Brooklyn, while my base vote was largely in a single community, which reb4ffed solidly any red-baiting during the campaign.
Although our· party received such a fine reception in Harlem
it failed to become a mass party in that community. The basic
requisites were present, except for one: the will to do so. As the
leader of the party in Harlem, I was making one of the biggest
mistakes in my political life. For I had become. no less than
many other party leaders, deeply influenced by the revisionism
of Browder, which led to the liquidation of the party as an
independent working class force. Our party began to merge with
the masses of militants and progressives, losing its own identity.
True, the party had played a significant role by drawing together
and leading the collliJillation of forces that achieved my election
and made possihle ('olltinlled Ncgro representation on the city
council at a crucial 1lI0011Clll when all other p.lrties failed to meet
the test. All the more pity that we failed to build it strong, mass
party in Harlem.

lu this campaign for the City council, as well as in my subselPICllt call1paigns in 1945. and 1947, the dominant note was its
plupk's charader. By this I mean that my platform which was
iJ;1 ~,cd u pOll the major issues facing the electorate was sha ped in
~lI("h a manlier as to facilitate the coming together of the largest
~e([llr of the people in defense and extension of their all-round
wt'lLtre, Repuhlicall and Democratic voters rallied to my support
llll less than indcpendents. It was the difference between a narrow'
p:lllisall campaign designed to reach primarily those who agreed
with Ill)' l\larxist socialist views, and a people's nonpartisan
(;IIIII);ligll desigllcd to reach those who could unite on immediate
i~~lIe~ Slit h as housing, cquality, police violence and civil liberties,
il"ll'SPCClivc of thcir party affiliation or long-range political per~pl't:li\'l" The blLer was especially adapted to Harlem, charact,Till'l1 I)), the all·pcople's character of the movement against the
jiIIHT()\\' gheuo system.
1Io \\'C\'l'l', there was 110 l:ontradiction between my being a ComIlllllli,t cllIdidate and at the same time a people's candidate. The
1\1't) 'lIpplt'llll'lIled e;1(1I other. l\'loreover, only sl)ch an approach
(llidd gll,II:llItn: Negro representation on the city coullcil. lle,i<i,'s. livillg l\J;lrxislIl is ibeH the broadest approach to the mass
"I PC()1'1c. l'lllollipassillg all who work by hand and brain. Since
III Y P;I rt Y was 1';lIt of lhc people's movement in its electoral coalitioll 101111, I could pledge the support of the Communists to this
IH<I;I<I I'l'<lple's platform. SOllie of my well-meaning supporters
\dlu WClC eitlH:r Democrats or Republicans hoped I would stop
tllere alld go 110 further, fearing that an espousal of my views
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clIllpaign did make clear certain important characteristics
of (llir party. My candidacy did not result from a careerist desire
III nlll fur ullice, as is g(~nerally the case with other parties. It was
.1 I L·~pollse LO the Hceds of the given situation-to guarantee that
111(" NcglU people should not lose their place on the city council.
:"11) IIlJlllill'ltion GIiIIt' oilly after the party had offered its full
)1'IlP0rl to olhn c,wdidate!>, none of whom were Communists
IJlIl who Ilierited lhe !>upport of the Negro people and had a
t;IH.d I Ii.wee of winning. In fact, it had not occurred to me that
I Inight be the candidate.
The calli paigll ,Ilso showed that only a progressive Negro
lOllllli(\;tte could serve as the symbol of unity. A conservative
t\ l'gro !>poke!>lllan identilied with either ol the major parties
Wllld not have uniled the Negro people. Such a candidate would
IlOln: led to disunity, to (:ertain defeat and to the loss of the
«lIllll il scat. The ruling cl'ISS can unite only on a reactionary
prugralll, the working dass only on a progressive one.
Thlls, IIOW the so-called unity of the CIO and AFL behind the
pro-imperialist policies of the top labor leadership is a false facade. Badly confused and temporarily hogtied by the colla boratiolli!>t policies of the officialdom, predominant sections of the
labor movement are following the line of least resistance behind
lheir treacherous leadership, although a significant section opposes these policies. On the other hand, a positive policy, clearly
1'111 before the rank and file and courageously fought for, togelher with further experiences in struggle, can eventually turn
the tide. So 1II11ch the hetter for America. Let us hope that this
will happen in time-in time to avert the third world war and
the cataslrophe illLO which the ruling class, abetted by the top
lal,()!" oHilialdom, is pushing the nation.
1\ I)' e1eClora I victory rested upon years of conscientious and
I ulI!>istclll work of the Communist Party in Harlem in the struggles of the Negro people. Many gave their lives or served in
pri~()II, victims of police brutality, frame-ups or what have you.
Progress seems slow and then. all at once, when conditions are
rc.ldy, il lakes a hig leap forward. Communist open-air speakers
WlTe pelted Wilh Gthbages and tomatoes by Garveyites back in
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1929, but a dozen years later even the neo-Garveyites joined in
my campaign. It is always toward the qualitative leap forward
that the Communist works, for it is only in this way that socialism
can be established. There is no such thing as capitalism gradually
growing into socialism. Hut the Communist also works, even at
the risk of his life, to prevent a qualitative step backward. For
this can llIean only one thing-fascism, which in ollr country
llIig·ht well be worse than Hitlerism.
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IN TilE CITY COIINCII.

CIlAl'TER SEVEN

IN 1'l-fE CITY COUNCIL
'Ih: di,'hard!> had pn:dieled dire consequences for the city of
~l'\\' YOlk

folluwillg upon my c11lry into the municipal governIIICII! --l:\(,11 tiwlIgh J was only one of 25 members of the city
(llllll(ii. There wa~, of coursc, Peter Cacchione, and now here was
;IIlUlhl'l' \dlO W;lS llot only red but black. It was too much for
I hl'lll,
WhCll, howcvcr, I LOok office on January 4. 1944. the earth
n'IIl;lincd lIllshaken by hurricanes, earthquakes or other "acts of
(;()d" 10 lIlark Illy saLauic accession to power. City Han did not
Ldl d()\\'11. And then: wcrc only a few threats to refuse me my
,(';11, The,c ClIlle ill the form of the perennial and anonymous
"LIXJl;IYcrs' suit." This paper tiger had been routed by the
pcople 111'0 years carlier when Pete Cacchione took his seat. But,
Oil Lhe whole, they decided not to turn the spigot on as I took
(Jllicc Lhis lillie.
I.ale ill No\'eilliler, I was about to arrange the details of taking
Ill)' oath of ollice---a !>illlpic pledge to uphold the Constitution of
Ihe Ulliled StaLes .. ud of the state of New York-when I received
lI'()['d tWill Mayor La Guardia LO come to his office. I did not
have Ihc slightest idea what it was, all about.
Whell I walked into his office at City Hall, he greeted me in
his OWII illimitable way. "Hello, councilman-elect. Congratula,i'dls." lit: was smiling. '
I kilo, i\lr. l\layor. Why did you send for me?"
I k went Ull ill a jesting lOne. "Well, you're only a councilmandnl. If )011 wallt to be a councilman, you'd better get sworn in."
I 1l'L1xcd, "Oh," I said. ''I'm arranging for that in the next
kw (bys,"

".ImL what I thollght. You have only a few more days. I'm
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goillg to swear yuu in riglll now alld get it over with. After all,
under the Charter, I'm the chief magistrate of the city."
Before I could take this in, he had bLllzed his secretary, cussed
a few times when the buzzer didn't work, g'otten hold of a Bible
and a blank form of a councilman's oath, and I was sworn in.
"Now vou're a councilman," he said, "and even if the Democrats t, 1', pull a fast one Oil the first day of the council, you'll
be ready. Best of luck to you. \Ve'll get together dlll'ing the
council sessions and have a talk.'~
The solicitude and initiative Mayor La Guardia had shown in
getting me sworn in gave rise to a thought 01' two in Illy mind.
But no more than that; it was f;lirIy obvious, even to a neophyte,
that La Guardia was a practical politician, and that he had acted
in accordance with his political position. He was a Roosevelt
independent or New Dealer and expressed it formally by registering with the American Labor Party. His interest in me was
undoubtedly based on strengthening his minority position in the
city council against the Tammany majority. After all, J had a
vote: Perhaps the oCGI!>ion would arise when it would be decisive.
At all times, indeed, it would be preferable to have Illy goud will.
A second consideration was that I was the only Negro in the
council. In a certain sense his relations with me would symbolize
his rdations with the large population of Negro Americans in
Harlem. I do not say that these were the specific reasons that
motivated La Guardia-there pr~bably were others. But he did
not swear me in for personal reasons-I did not know him;
indeed. I had never mel him. On the wntrary, I had led IIlany a
delegation to see him at City Hall in protests against police
brutality, relief discrimination, Stuyvesant Town discrimination,
jim-crow-and on lllany other issues. I had denounced his actions on Stuyvesant Town, and our party had waged a rdentless
campaign against the shortwmings of his administration-not
the least of which was his arrogant attitude toward the Transport
Workers Union and the Public Workers Union. So there was
absolutely no basis for any special personal regard for me ....
Prior to the first session in January, the minority of the
council had a meeting for organizational purposes. It was a
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1,"1, Illgcncolls minority. sincc every council member who was

Iltll ill Iht: Tallllll;IIlY majority was automatically a member of
lI,e millorilY; it madc no dill'crence whether he was in agreement
niill lilt: Tallllll:IIIY side of the chamber. Obviously the physical
.Ii\i~itlll III thc (hauillcr into majority and minority had little or
IIIl relati()n LO pulili( al principles,
.\lfrcd Phillips. whu sat on the minority side, was even more
(ll ;1 ~I.railbt'ed l'eaclionary than anyone on the Tammany side.
Iii:, Ltvoritt: nmllllcllt was: "This is the American way." He
1IIIered lht:~c words as if they were a magic incantation. Once,
(HI the colillcil 11001', l spoke of the way Pepsi-Cola signs were
tld,II'illg Iht: sccnery of the city-particularly in Queens. Phillips
(Ltlllhcrni 10 his feel to announce that the Communist member
til' IhI' wlillcil was attacking' business. "These signs are the Ameri, ,III lI'ay." ;\lId thell he sat down as though he had uttered mankiud's (illal and clel'llal wisdom. Pete and I nicknamed him "the
.\lIlt'liC;1I1 way," and privately we shuddered for America.
()ne of the mOSl important things I learned at the preliminary
IlIill()ril y session was that it was utterly impossible to whip that
gr()up inlo an organized, politically unified body, even on a
llIinillllll!1 progressivc program. How, for example, could Pete
;lIld I agree with the outlook of a man like "American way"
l'hillips? AhoLlt the only things we agreed upon were: the elecIiOIl of a leader, the scaling arrangement of the minority on the
(JlIIHil floor, ami the issuance of a statement setting forth in
IJlu;1l1 (Jlltiill<: the policy we would pursue. Political expediency
prc\,;likd ill all three actions. The statement carefully skirted
lhe illlldalllL'lltal convictions of all of us.
CUlIllcillllcn belonging to the same party sat together. Pete
alld [ sal ~ide by side from the first sessi~n of the council until
lht' day he died. His ncar-blindness made this imperative anyway.
J had klloWIl Pete .. lid his record in the party and in the veterans'
a lid II IlCII Iployed movements for many years, but I had not
\\orht:d with him personally. Our first day in the council was
,Ill: Ill'gilllling of a duse association and of an enduring friend,II i I J • • • •
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The first session of the council took place the first Wednesday
after January I, in accordance with the City Charter. It was
purely a formal session and did not do any legislating. Pete had
warned me not to be too impressed with the opposition-I had
no difficulty whatsoever in not being impressed. Pete explained
,how the decisions, particularly those made by the Tammany
majority, were not arrived at in debate on the floor but in the
caucus rooms of Tammany Hall. I soon learned this for myself.
For though the Tammany majority leader would go through the
motions of defending a particular position, it was a mere formality. They had the votes and they played "power politics" in
the council. Often some of us on the minority side would pick
their argumenls lO picccs ill dehate, hill it was like arguing with
the Sphinx. J\rgullIenls, rcaSOll, COllllllon sense-no sllch "COIIImunist propaganda" availed against Tammany. Only the superior power of great mass pressure could alter their position on
any given issue.
The highlight of the first session was a brief address of welcome
to new members by Newbold Morris. He made an innocuous
liberal speech, of which I remember one portion: "The New
York City Council is the most representative legislative body in
the country, having among its members not alone Republicans
and Democrats but saboteurs and Communists, women and men,
Negro and white." This, he said, "was a demonstration of the
kind of unity among the American people that was needed to
win the war against Hitler." That impressed me because it was
the nearest thing to an expression of the formal inclusion of
Communists in national unity to win the war that I had ever
heard from a white bourgeois politician-before or since.
The only other time I heard anything approaching such recognition was when the then Secretary of the Interior, the late Harold
Ickes, campaigning for Roosevelt's fourth term, spoke in the
Golden Gate Ballroom in Harlem to a packed audience of Negroes. He quoted liberally from a speech I had made attacking
Dewey, mentioning me as author. Ickes, of course, did not intend
to formalize recognition of the Communists. He was seeking a
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blOad challnel into the Negro community in the interest of the
n:-dCCliulI of Ruosevelt. iI<
SOOIl after Iny clenion I met with the leading committees of
our pan y in Harlem and on the state level, and with National
COllllllillce members, to work out my responsibilities. The fundamental strength of such meetings was the collective thinking
of groups like these. Of course, the experience and advice of
Councilman Can:hiolle was of enormous value. Our party commillee was only concerned with how I could best serve the people
of New York as a member of the city council. It was decided that
III)' main work was to be a councilman, which meant relinquishing sUllle of Illy pany responsibilities; secondly, that my council
plan of work was to be divided into four parts-legislation, coonlinating my work in the council with the demands and needs
of the people, servicing the public and, finally, giving special
;Iltelllion to the problems of the Negro people, the Harlem comlllllliity, and labor. Councilman Cacchione and I were the links
bt:l wcell the parliamentary arena, on the one hand, and our
p:lrt y and the working people, on the other.
011 the 11001' of the councilor in council committees, Pete and
I IIlade our own decisions in what we believed to be the interests
d the working class and our Communist outlook. That's what
lVe were elected to do, and that's what we tried to do to the best
of our ability. A pertinent and amusing angle on the question of
our individual voting was that whenever one of t~e Tammany
hacks Oil the other side of the aisle was backed against the wall
ill all argllllleill, he would shout at the top of his voice that
(:anhiolle and I were voting on "orders from Moscow"; or, when
Iklt seellled too farfetched, "on orders from 12th Street" (Com111111Ii~1 head'plartcrs), This they could do, mind you, without
• S,'ITII years bier, ill 1951, Ickes wrote a column in the New RepubLic,
1I111'1,illg logelhel Paul Robeson and myself as "bright in school" and
"ilildligl~1I1 lIIell," alld wOIHlering what caused us to become "agents of
;1 (uleigll !'owel'," Again, Ihis red-baiting shows that expediency, not
I" illl'il'lc, is Ihe refuge of Ihe bourgeois liberal in times of crisis. Moret)1 cr, he did I he giftcd Paul Robeson a grave disservice by lumping
hilll wilh IIIC,
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blinking an eye over the fact that they had just left Tammany
headquarters, where corruption, graft and reaction called their
tune.
Every week, Pete and I reviewed the legislation before the
council and prepared whatever bills, resolutions or other measures we planned to introduce. We went over all the other bills,
irrespective of their sponsors, analyzed their worth and acted on
our convictions. Too much nedit cannot be given to ollr secretarial assistants, to the legislative bureau of ollr parly, to numerous trade unions and peoples' organizations, who gave us
invaluable assistance. lowe a special debt of gratitude to the
Negro people's organizations of Harlem and to many individual
citizens, without whose counsel and aid I could not have functioned.
Altogether, during my first term, Pete and I introduced abollt
175 pieces of legislation, Only about 15 were passed, but nearly
all of them had a salutary effect on the actions of the council.
The substance of a bill was often taken from us and then passed
as a Tammany measure.' Hut Pete and I were happy to see it
enacted, and considered our "pride of authorship" secondary.
Neither Pete nor I ever denied that our legislation had propa·
ganda purposes and content. I remember once saying on the
council floor that a bill I had introduced for a municipal FEPC
with teeth in it was not only a good bill, but it was good
propaganda;
"Any propaganda that upholds the constitutional right of the
Negro and minorities to equality of employment; any propaganda that upholds the 13th, 14th and 15th Amendmellls and
the Declaration of Independence is good propaganda-to that
kind of propaganda. I plead guilty," I said in debate.
Pete and I never failed to support any measure of any councilman which to any degree reflected the needs of the people of
New York. The voters had crossed party lines in electing us, and
we crossed pany lilies in upholdillg their best. interests. But
neither of liS ·had illusions that we would break any records
in obtaining lhe passage of legislation. We realized that the
greatest value of our presence was that "we were tribunes of the
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Iabor-Negro-progressive movement. .. • On Pete's splendid initiaIi vc. he and 1 worked persistently to voice the demands of the
peup1e for local rcnt control legislation-a step which the DemOlrals. ill obedience to the big realty interests, had long fought off.
III urder to be as responsive as possible to the community,
1 \\'urkl:d with a group of citizens comprising all panies, reporting collstantly' to them and securing from them proposals for
lIIeaSllrt:s. views on pending legislation and suggestions for iml'wvillg Illy work. 1 established an office in Harlem; Pete had
;t silllilar headquaners ill Brooklyn. I know of no other councillIIell who oJfered such facilities to the public.
"Servicing" the public meant that my office was open to all
cilizellS ill connection with their individual problems. During
Illy six years ill Ihe council, I must have personally interviewed
ur handled the problems of some 10 to J5 thousand persons.
'fhey had serio LIS problems. generally involving the basic necessilies of food. shelter and clothing-with jim-crow aggravating
Ihe family misery. Almost invariably they were pathetic or' tragic.
SOlllel illles 1 (ould do nothing more than permit a mother whose
><1I1 had beell a victim of unjust police action to unburden her
llOlibled soul. Very often young couples would come to be married. I would have to inform them, regretfully, that a city councillIlall did IlOt have the power to perform a marriage ceremony.
OJ the individual problems, perhaps the largest was discrimilI<tlioll ill employment and housing. Many apartments were found
for pussibly one in ten homeless citizens, but jobs were more
dillicull. Some Negro and white workers were placed through the
trade ullions. which were happy to cooperate with my office.
Once a Negro mother came to my office in tears. Her son was
all American soldier who had spent a year-and-a-hal£ overseas.
lie had been rcturned to Illinois under court-martial and dishonoralJly di~char~cd from the army. We investigated the case
;lIld foulld lhat his offense was that he had protested a partic• Evidclltly, this was a "crime"-and it was one of the prime reasons
l()r tile ddeat of Proportional Representation in 1947, and for the
three·party gang-up against me in the 1949 campaign.
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ularly brutal instance of jim·crow mistreatment. We carried on
several weeks of correspondence with the army authorities, finally
cutting through several miles of red tape. We were agreeably
surprised when, several months later, we were notified that his
case had been reconsidered and that he had been given an honorable discharge. We were as happy as his mother.
Once I was able to interwde with the Board of Health to have
a vaccine station permit issued to a white neighborhood druggist.
Though Harlem was the most congested area of the city, it had
fewer such stations, or hospital and other health facilities, than
any other section of the city. Harlem Hospital, the sole city institution catering to the general public, had 400 beds-for a population of 600,0001 The hospital was known in Harlem as the
"butcher shop"-no reflection on the doctors and nurses who,
overworked arld in second-grade facilities, were trying to keep
up with a staggering burden of cases. The countless unnecessary
deaths that took place in that medical factory might well be
charged to the city of New York, since it could find no money
for providing adequate hospital facilities for the people of
Harlem.
. To be sure, there were other hospitals in Harlem-in the
midst of the Negro sections. But they did not accept Negro patients-no mauer how grave their illness. One of the most shocking instances of this brutal discrimination was the case of W. C.
Handy's wife, who died a few minutes after she had been ref-used
admittance to a lily-white hospital in the center of Negro Harlem.
As I began my first term in the council, I had one regret-l
would have less time to devote to the functioning of the party
and to organizational tasks among the workers. I had to miss
many important meetings of party committees, although my
comJ .I(\,:S did everything possible to accommodate the time pf
meeu"0s to the council obligations of Pete and myself. As a
result, my council work suffered, and so did my party work-not
to mention my own Marxist education . .Just as I could not have
been elected without the party, I could not adequately fulfill my
official o!:>ligations without it. I confess I prefcrred party work to
any public office. That was why I had givcn up thc lJractice of
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The Mayor had a sensItivIty on this issue which virtually
drove him into a tantrum at the very mention of Stuyvesant
Town. It was as though he realized he had made a political mistake, but couldn't turn back for fear of losing face. It was his
whip that had jammed the discriminatory contraq through the
Board of Estimate. He deserved his share of the blame, but
, neither Governor Dewey nor the Tammany Democrats did one
thing to prevent the city's ratification of the contract, nor aided
one bit in the campaign tq pass the Isaacs-Davis bill.
This bill was the most important one I introduced in my first
term. For the measure would have:: seriously dented a powerful
unwritten landlord rule in New York City-that while apartment
houses, residential areas and neighborhoods must be barred to
Negro Americans.
Pete and I introduced other legislation-Pete b'Tanting me
joint sponsorship on many of the measures he had ably worked
out and introduced in' the first term. As a matter of fact, some
14 measures I had sponsored were passed by the council-a record
that compared favorably with that of any other councilman.
Notwithstanding the overwhelming support for the IsaacsDavis Bill, the Tammany majority stalled, hemmed and hawed.
For a £.,lid year they conducted a silent filibuster. They continually rai:.u: the smokescreen alibi that the measure was unconstitutional. They were all for it, but the courts "would not uphold
it." Of course, the chief opponent of the bill was the Metropolitan, one of the biggest landowners in the United States, with
vast plantalion and farm holdings in the deep SOllth, as well as
immense realty holdings in New York. lis assets (according to
the New Yurk Times of February 21, 195~) made it the second
largest corporation in the world-second only to AT&T. It was
an empire, not a corporation. This was the prime colosslls we
had to contend with in attempting to pass the Isaacs-Davis bill.
Add to this the real estate lobby-a powerflll comhination which
aimed to maintain intact the rigid scglegatioll of Ne~roes and
Porto Ricans-and it is easy to see what we were up against.
After Tammany's majority had been raising its bogus arguments of unconstitutionality until early 1945, the public pressure

IlWVClIleli1 as a whole, 1 laid aside my personal preference.
The associations one forms, by necessity,
public office are
Slllllclillies revolting, seldom rewarding and nearly always politically llllsallilar), and ullwholesome. One has to be careful not to
absOib these assodations even by osmosis and it is most intere~ling lhat the arrogant bourgeois politicians think we should be
tickled to rub shoulders with them. The capitalists pay us a big
co11lplilllelll when they assume that one Communist in an orgaIlizatioll of tens of thousands ca'u influence the entire body, but
I hat the S;lIliC thollsands call never influence one real Communist.
It is a ('olllplimclll that wc Communists-being human-do not
always deserve, and of course it is not meant as a tribute but as a
,Iauder. Actllally, the slander is more against the thousands in
lhe tJlgalliLation, who arc treated as incapable of thinking for
lhelliselves. than it is of the Communists. We do not possess any
slIdl Sli pCl'1la tlIra I powers. \\Then we are persuasive it is because
Ill' the truth aud <:orrenness of OUT contentions. If they are not
ll'lle·-tileu why jail us and persecute us?-the American people
will sec their lIutnHh, as they have been able through the years
to ultimately pUllcture falsehood.

in

Olle of the bills 1 introduced proposed the outlawing of jim(I'llI\' ill the iuhllllOUS Stuyvesant Town housing project. The
IIH:aSlll'e provided for the withdrawal of the tax-exemption privilege I' Will ;IIIY landlord or realty OW_ler who discriminated ill the
,dntioll of tenants. One of the targets of the measure was the
,\ieII'Opolilall l,ifc insurance Company, whose president had
dccLlred pllblicly that 110 Negro tenant would be allowed to
dwcll ill the project. The state legislature had passed a housing
rede\'doplllclH law (under which Stuyvesant Town was built)
which left a loophole hi~ enough to permit the whole confederate
;11'111)' to pass through. The bill I introduced was designed to
1'IIIg Ihi~ Iuol'hole, Actually, it was introduced jointly by Councillilan Stanley J\l. Isaacs, a Republican, and myself. His efforts
ill its behalf werc able and conscientious, and I was happy to
be co·sponsor with him.
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forced them to execute a maneuver. They did not enact the
Isaacs-Davis bill. Instead, the majority leader. Sharkey, took our
bill and wrotc anothcr just like it-in all but one particular.
The hill he wrote, which was later enacted. actually left jim-crow
ill Stllyvesallt Towll untouched. It penalized jim-crow in future
LtX-CXClllpt private projects, that is, from 1945 on (Stuyvesant
Tuwn had beclI allthorized in 1943). We had won an important
"killllish, hul. wc had lost the battle. The billion-dollar Metropolitan was bigger than the elecLCd legislative body of eight millioll New York citizens.
'I'hl! struggle hrought forth many by-products. Not the least
()f Ihese was the auempt of the Metropolitan to buy off the
Negrues' oppositioll to discrimination in Stuyvesant Town. It
;llllloulHed, and subsequently built. another project under the
I lousing Redevelopment Law, with tax exemption, called River(llii. This was ill Harlem. But the maneuver failed, because NegW(-S, fully nlllscilllls of the law that had been foisted on them,
insisled Ihat while tcnants be integrated into the house. They
'" ell' illiegrated, aud at the same time the struggle against Stuy\'e"allt Town weill on unabated. Soon the tenants took it up.
()ne of them subleased an apartment to a Negro family, robbing
tile Metropolitan completely of the argument that none of the
white tenallts wanted NegToes in the project with them. The
Metropolitan sought to oust every white tenant who opposed
jilll-crow in Lhe project. Professor Lee Lorch. formerly of City
Colkge. was driven from his faculty posts in New York, Philadelphia ami finally from Fisk University. It wasn't until redoubled
pllhlic prcssure made itself felt that the Metropolitan was compelled (in 1952) to withdraw its eviction proceedings against the
h;llldflll of tenants who had dared to defy its imperial sway.
.\clllally, thc first hill passed under my own sponsorship turned
<lLlI to be the designation of Negro History Week as an official
;t1l1lLlal observance of the city. It was proclaimed each year by
the I\layor and the city council for six years---the duration of
Ill)' llll'llIhership in that hody. Negro History Week had been
iualigulalL'd 35 years before hy the Association for the Study of
Negro Life and History, under the leadership of Carter G, Wood-
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son, a brilliant, self-made scholar. It was to acclaim and revive
the great contrihutions of the Negro people to the huilding of
democracy-contributions buried in the pages of prejudiced
American history textbooks. If this is true in New York, one can
scarcely imag-ine the extent of the malignant falsifications of hislory in such stales as M ississi ppi, South Carolina and Georgia.
From my earliest recollection in thc schools of Dawson and
Atlanta, I was always keenly conscious of the Ku Klux versions
of Negro history shoved under my nose. The least I could do as a
memher of the city council was to strike a hlow against these
slanders of my people.
The significance of the city council's action was greater than
the formal observance. The resoJ.utiori itself was a simple document recalling in broad terms the important contributions of
the Negro in the fields of science, art, culture, industry and statesmanship--connecting these contributions with current history
and calling upon the city and all its departments to collaborate
with the Association ill appropriately ohserving Negro History
Week.Thus the city was officially on record for this observance-but
only in form. I worked out and submitted appropriate activities
-The. idea of the resolution had been worked out in close coordination
with the local Harlem branch of the Association for the Study of Negro
Life and History. The latter gave an annual breakfast at which, as a
regular item, I was called upon to make a few remarks allli to read the
council resolution and the Mayor's proclamation. Twice I read thc
proclamations of Mayor La Guardia and thrcc limcs of Mayor O'Dwyer.
The sixth time, which fell in Fcbruary I!H!l, in the midst of my Smith
Act trial, I was not invited to participate in the ;lIlllual breakfast. The
interesting thing about this is that thc city council had fclt compellcd
to pass the anllual resolution, althou~h I was in the midst of a trial for
"conspiracy to teat:h and ad\'ucalc Ihe o\'cnhmw of the government by
force and viokllcc." I relllelllhcr vividly Ihe day the rcsolut·ioll was
passed in 1949. The fedcral t:OUrl was just across the street from the
council chamber in City Hall. At about 4 PM Judge Medina and Prosecutor McGohey called me and my co-defendants "menaces to socicty."
At 5 PM I walked across the street to City Hall where the council
straightaway passed the resolution on Negro History Week, sponsored
and introduced by a "menace to society."
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for tile schools, tile variolls city departments and otlicials. I COlldllned a year-roulld campaign against prejudiced textbooks in
the schools. SOllie of these were so crass that they were removed
after 1 had quuted merely a few passages from them in a letter
tll the deparllllcnt of education. And I called these to the attention of the l\layor and Superintendent of Schools during Negro
HislOry Week. But it was of little use. They were not really
interested ill the warping of children's minds by racist history
books.
'
But the city of New York now had an official tradition of
olJsel'ving Negro History Week, and the observation was picked
lip later by the state government. It is something the people of
New York can he proud of-even though they have never been
encouraged to make full use of it by the municipal administration. Such tributes as are deserved in connection with the event
should be paid to ,the Negro people, to several progressive orgallizations, and to many advanced CIO and AFL trade unions.
Another of the struggles we waged was around discrimination
ill the Fire Departmenl. It had been -brought to my attention
tll;lt Negro members of the various fire companies were assigned
to special heds in the fire houses. White firemen, in between
ctlls, could on:upy any beds in the building, but Negro firemen
were relegated to "Negro beds." They were also denied certain
kinds of promotions. One Negro in the department had risen to
h;ltaliioll chief and was pointed to as an answer to all complaints
lIf discrimination.
The dty council refused to pass my resolution condemning
Slllh practices, hut only agreed to enact a resolution to investig;ILe the wllIplaiot through a special hearing. I con felTed with
the Negro lirellien and we decided to accept the change from
"IOIHklllllatioll" to "investigation"-confident that the facts expW>I'd wOlild ('orre an improvement in conditions. The city coundl
1II;ljoriL), preferred an investigation because they anticipated
hopefully th;lt none of the Negro firemen would show up to
test ify-for fear of losing their jobs. Hints of reprisal against
those who did appcar filled the air.
But the Negro firemen, a militant and intelligent group,
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~howed up with bells on. They were solid as rock, and they
burned with the kind of fire-the fire of the struggle for justice
and dignity-that couldn't be put out. They jeopardized their
jobs, their seniority and tenure rather than be intimidated. They
made a pow.erful and impressive appearance-surprising the
Tammany majority on the committee. There were about 40 of
them-the committee room was jammed; the reporters from
City Hall press 1'00111, hearing there was to be a big show, hung
from the rafters.
Actually the Tammany majority had openly and shamelessly
sabotaged the hearing but it had not turned out as they expected. They had asked the head of the Fire Department to appear to refute the charges, hoping to whitewash the department
in the absence of the firemen themselves. The chief came, along
with other high-placed officials, but the Negro firemen were
there, too, in force.
Wi.en the heari)1g began, a question from me drew a promise
from the Fire Chief that there would be no reprisals against the
firemen who testified. It was the custom of the city council to
permit the mover of a resolution to conduct the hearings. But
the majority would scarcely permit IIIC to get a word in edgewise.
They tried the peLtiest of tricks to bar Illy participation, even to
the point of claiming I wasn't impartial. Few people were fooled
-least of all the Negro firemen. They took the stand one after
,mother, revealing the details of the humiliating discrimination
existing ill the department.
The hearing was a success, even though the council subsequently smothered Illy resolution. The facts of discrimination got
to the people-partly through the press-and a short while later
the jim-crow bed systcm was abolished and other reforms were
instituted. And there were no reprisals. The system of jim-crow
did not come 10 an end, although it received a few good whacks
througl. our action.
The Fire Depanlllent entered Illy life again later when I
~larted my own invesligalion of the reason for so many fires in
Harlem-more fires than in any other residential area. Then I
found that there wert: fewer fire hOLlscs per population than in
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auy Olher area of the city. This accounted for the devastation
wreaked hy the fires-the sparsely distributed apparatus was too
far away to get to the scene in time. I found that the engines took
a longer time to arrive at fires in Harlem than they did in any
olher part of the city.
My investigation also showed that the business section and the
exclusive residellLial areas, in addition to having a higher percentage of well-placed fire-fighting equipment. also had a system
of double W'lter outlets, whereas even single systems were scarce
in Harlem. The council did not attempt to refute the facts.
which were undeniable. Their answer revealed the most cynical
disregard for human life I had ever heard. It hit me with such
force that 1 shall never forget it-revealing how cheap the
Negro's life was in their eyes....
It was inevitable that a sense of frustration-of being fenced
ill---should occasionally arise in one who took seriously. his membership in the wuncil. The council was powerless to legislate on
l11atters perlaining to the school system and to other areas of vital
illlpOrlallCe to the welfare of the people. Consequently, it was
necessary to resort frequently to resolutions-which might cover
subject-matter from a local parade to the biggest question of
foreign policy. When Pete and I introduced such resolutions.
they were dubbed "Communist propaganda"; when the Tamulany councilmen introduced them, it was "American statesmanship." Ours were usually defeated; theirs were almost invariably
passed.
Nevertheless, after many bitter debates, four of my resolutions
were passed during the latter part of my first term. There were
two all FEPC, one urging the adoption of a national FEPC and
(lie other urging adoption of a state FEPC. Another placed the
(ity of New York on record as urging congress to pass a national
allti-poll tax bill-a measure designed to enfranchise six million
whites ami four million Negroes in seven poll-tax states.
A fourth was passed early in 1945, at the height of the struggle
to break down the iron curtain against Negroes in big league
baseball. This movement had reached tremendous proportions
ill New York and, to a certain extent, throughout the country.
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The trade union movement took it up in a big Wi\y and so did
millions of white baseball fans and progressives. Many big
league baseball players expressed support, thereby depriving the
baseball magnates of the bogus contention that white players
would not play on the same team with Negro players. This
movement resuILed in a nonpartisan citizens' committee, ranging
aU the way from La Guardia and O'Dwyer to myself.
We found that the baseball magnates were holding their
annual meeting in New York at the Vanderbilt Hotel, and we
greeted them with a big demonstration in front of the hotel,
while an elected deleg'ation went upstairs to wait on the magnates. I was one of the delegation of six, and Paul Robeson was
another-voted by all of us to be our spokesman. No one had a
better right to speak for American sports than he-he had been
chosen on Walter Camp's All-American football team repeatedly;
he had been a four-letter man at Rutgers; a semi-pro baseball,
football and basketball star. Paul had fulfilled the aspirations of
every American boy-white. as well as Negro.
Paul gave .the baseball tycoons a lesson in American sportsmanship. They knew Paul spoke for a whole people and for
millions of white baseball fans. But they were too shrewd to
admit their own responsibility for the ban against Negro players.
They hemmed and hawed about it being "difficult to find qualified Negro players," and about "not pressing the issue too fastit musl Le done gradually." They llsed aU the well-known cliches.
Paul easily delllolished their arguments. His antagonists were
conscious of the significance of the occasion. Baseball, the "great
American pastime," was on the spot. They finally told us they
had no objection in principle and 'they would hire the first
qualified Negro. Their concession was filled with ifs, ands and
buts, and it did not quiet the protest. In the midst of the
struggle. my resolution was introduced and, after some watering
down to save the faces of the Yankee, Giant and Dodger owners,
it passed.
Subsequently, the Dodgers purchased Jackie Robinson from
a Negro ball club. A small reception was given for him in New
York-attended by about 25 trade union, Negro, progTessive and
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COllllllUllist leaders. Paul and I were present. He commended
Roheson for his contributions to the struggle and said a few kind
words to me Oil the city council resolution which. he said. he had
learned about 011 the West Coast. We were happy because we felt
he was aware of the long struggle put up by his own people and
hy the labor a1l(1 progressive movement to achieve this symbolic
triumph. Alas. when the political atmosphere changed. so did
Jackie Robinson. He soon forgot that it was the struggles of the
people-his own. in the first place-that put him where he was.
Early in 1944. I was the recipient of several citations. One
came to me on the national Negro History Week radio broadcast
in January·-as the first Negro Communist to become a member
of an elected legislative body in the United States. A similar citation came from the Pittsburgh Courier. And later a citation at a
New Mas.H's banquet. where Charles Drew. the distinguished
Negro scientist and surgeon. was also cited for his contributions
to the development of the American blood bank during \Vorld
\Var JI-during which. incidentally. the blood of Negroes was
segregated. I remember this occasion vividly. for it was the last
time 1 saw or talked with Drew prior to his accidental death in
1% l. \Ve had heen personal friends and had a strong respect for
each other since om school days at Amherst. when we played side
hy side on the football team. His death was a tragic loss to science
aud society. and it affected me deeply.·

were achieved and in which mistakes did not reveal themselves
too glaringly. One of the most important of these reforms was
the successful struggle for a New York State FEPC. The federal
FEPC. established by President Roosevelt under pressure. had
been so belabored. attacked and starved for funds that its effectiveness had been seriously hampere(~. As a result. there arose in
dozens of states and localities demands for state FEPC's to supplement the national organization. Nowhere was this demand
more insistent than in New York. Governor Dewey tried as long
:IS lle could to ignore it. bm he was compelled to change his
direction in midstream. He set up a commission of prominent
citizens to investigate. The whole world knew that New York
was riddled with discrimination. and this was obviously an
empty gesture on Dewey's part. Set up in the laner part of 1943.
the commission was to report to the state legislature in 19tH.
But the wily governor would not permit the commission to
report in 19tH. and the chance of passing the law was lost.
A storm of protest fell upon the governor's head. Members of
the commission. resigned publicly in disgust. It was no mystery
why Dewey was temporizing with the FEPC issue. He was rUIlning for president. and at that moment he had his emissaries ill
the deep South lining up SOllthern Republican convention delegates.... Dewey went down to a smashing defeat. I doubt if he
carried a Negro precinct in the whole North. The Negro voters
of H:ulem helped to bury him.
Nothing is more effective with a reactionary than a good heating at the hands of the people. Still running for president. newey
(hanged his tactics. He m,meuvered to make partisan capital out
of the movement instead of bucking it. He contrived to take the
play away from the Democrats. making his side-kick. Republican
State Senator Irving Ives. the sponsor of the proposed FEPC law
-known as the I yes-Quinn bill.
Tlle hearing on this measure was conducted so that Dewey's
friends were given first opportunity to speak. This was in order
to give tl~em the best press and also to keep to the end the most
militant speakers-those who were most responsible for the measure. They hoped by then the crowd would be gone and that the

The years 1944-45 proved to be a fateful period for me in
paniuliar aud for the American Communist movement in general. III the dty council. Cacchione and I continued to press for
progressive legislation and reforms of a democratic character.
But SOOIl the incorrect direction in which the party )Vas moving
cast its shadow over our council endeavors. lVIistakes were made.
s01l1e of them serious.
Nevertheless. it was a mixed period. in which certain reforms
• Ellorls 10 ohlain special permisSion to attend his funeral in 'VashingD.C .. were unavailing. The Federal District Court in New York
would 1I0t tcmporarily relax my bail restrictions even for this purely
pcrsoJlal feelillg of sorrow over the death of a life-long friend.
lOll,
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illUming editions of the press would have gone to bed. But
virLually the whole crowd stayed; trade-union, Negro and other
militallt fOlces demanded the right to be heard. The hearing
lasted until late at night; it had begun at 10 AM that morningit was a lIIagnirlLelll victory, after a struggle that lasted a year
and a half.
While I spoke at the hearing, my main job had been to help
others gathn alld organize the New York contingent. My councillll<lllic otlice was turned into an organizing center for the deleljation. IL was well disciplined and well prepared.
The incorrect poHcies that underlay certain aspects of my work
ill the city coul}(.:i1 were not so easily discernible in the waging
of the FEPC struggle and other reforms for which we pressed in
the city council. But in other instances it was not at all difficult
to recognize.
'I'here is no such thing as a politician without a line. It is
either the peoplc's line or the bosses' line. I, as a Cemmunist,
coll~idcred public office as an instrumentality for helping to
dfecl the will of the working class-whose ultimate destination
is I he socialist !rans{onnation of society. My membership in the
COllllllUllist P~lrty and my Marxist convictions were not incidelltal to, but were the source of, my usefulness to the people
who elected me, To discard them as bourgeois politicians shake
oU thcir campaign promises would be like cutting off my hand.
Whell, therefore, I failed to adhere to my Marxist principles, I
m'lde many mistakes-of omission as well as commission. Of
these, two were outstanding: the first, when I voted to support a
sales tax levy-a tax always heaviest upon the working people;
the second, when 1 voted to extend the term of city councilman
from two to {our years. A third mistake-not as fundamental as
the first two-was my vote for the anti-discrimination housing
law, in spite of the fact that it did not ban discrimination in
Stuyvesalll TowH-which had been the main object of the
b.t.tts-Davis bill.
Opposition to sales taxes is a matter of principle for the workiug class-to a worker it constitutes a wage-cut. Mayor La
Guardia had proposed the sales tax levy in 1944. The tax had
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first been imposed during the depression, and proceeds were to
be earmarked for relief purposes. Like most taxes on the poor, it
had remained, even though it had been supposed to last only as
long as the depression-relief emergency. Still other reasons were
given for continuing the tax-the subway operating deficit,
hospitals, schools, etc. The arguments were indeed persuasive,
especially since the tug-o'-war between the city and the state on
financial <luestiolls invariably left New York the short end of
the stick.
As a matter of fact, when the vote came in the city council,
Pete and I refused to vote for it. Whereupon, the majority refused to put the question to a vote, and a debate ensued. The
majority leader declared that unless the minority-including the
Communist members-took responsibility for the sales tax also,
it would not be passed and the city would be left without adequate revenues. Cacchione and I refused to budge-Sharkey's
bellowing was patently fraudulent. The council took a recess
for an hour or more. Petl: and I conferred together. Meanwhile,
we were deluged with almost tearful pleas from the Mayor's
spokesmen. h was au extraordinary procedure-Hone like it before and none since. Finally, Pete and I reasoned that since we
were part of a broad coalition of forces, including the La Guardia
ad,ninistration, we should go along with the sales tax, even
though we were opposed to it in principle. The council was
recalled into session. We then voted "aye."
'We thought we had been wrong, and were very anxious to discuss the matter with other party leaders. But, much to our surprise, they thought we had been wrong in delaying our vote so
long. It later developed that the agreement of these comrades
only signified that they, too, were injected with the same un~Iarxist virus as we were. The truth is we were right the first
time, and should never have changed our votes even if hell froze
over.
Neither Pete nor I ever learned to like what we had done. but
IIC consoled ourselves with the explanation that it filled in with
Ihe "new line of tbe pany." Little did we know at that time that
it was precisely the new line of the party that was off the beam.
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.\llll lhis was lhe case with regard to the proposal to lengthen the
Il'llli oj lity Wlulcihlle,n from two to four years. It was argued
thai Ihe ~IiOrl lerlll did not provide enough time to achieve subSLllIti;d legi~lative programs. These contentions did not influCllll: Cacchione and me. Yet we went along with the proposal.
We had LO find reasons of our own. We had no difficulty finding
Illelll ill the "new line of the party." The reasoning was that we
were now a part of a broad anti-fascist progressive coalition.
whose political leader was Franklin D. Roosevelt and whose
political instrument. was the Democratic Party. If this was true
011 a nalional scale, why not 011 a municipal scale? The new line
projected a long term of working-class, collaboration and alli;lIlce with the Democratic Party. What, better than dovetailing
ollr UWIl parly's electoral activities with those of the local Demonab--lhus elimillaliug the councilmanic fight against Tammany
lIIidway ill lhe mayoralty term, and going along with them every
fOllr years, at the end of each mayoralty term.
'I 'he reasons for the four-year term proposal and the enthu~iaslll of lhe Delltonats were scarcely to be found in the inno{clll argumenls fur it. It may be that La Guardia did intend to
~;I n: ClIlI paign mOlley by a joint ticket every four years, but the
lolal SIUlI was hardly worth melllioning. A four-year term meant
I\\'o ycars more of gravy and graft; extending the term made the
IIIUllicip;d govenlllll:lIl less responsive to the people. A weakness
(lJ Ih(' Charter was Ihal it gave the council power to perpetuate
ilScIf ill uJlice without the people's having a say. The extension
,,1 a lerlll could be accomplished by a simple majority vote of
I Ill' (OIlIlCillllen.
1\1)' Ihird bpse--with respect to the Isaacs-Davis bill-affected
ih Illaill ubjective, Ihe end of discrimination in Stuyvesant Town.
II Illi~ had heen accomplished. automatically it would have
luncd discrilllillatioll in all future housing. To be sure. the
J)t'lIl11el alS ~lole our bill and in doing so they left out its guts.
'1'11;11 fan alolle \\,'I~ sufficient for me to have refrained from supIH)lIine; il---or, al the least, I should have refrained from voting.
:\g;lill Ihe iullueucc of the new line reared its head. The measure
---e\'eu witholll outlawing discrimination in Stuyvesant Town-
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was progressive. And since the Democrats in the city council were
the local v"ice of the political party with which we contemplated
a long-tell" alliance, it followed that we should second the progressive measures they recommended. But this was form without
content. It was not a vote for continued struggle-although the
struggle did continue. including my own participation in it. It
was primarily a vote of collahoration-if what was right couldn't
be gotten. then go along with what could be gOllen. This did
not reflect a correct role for the independent party of the working class.
It goes almost without saying that none of these mistakes
appeared as such at the time they were made. I had no intention
of departing from the scientific principles of Marxism-Leninism.
As a matter of fact, I thought I was upholding them. Further. a
Communist does not oppose- reforms obtained in the framework
of capitalism. But in vOling for the sales tax and the other measures, I had voted against the economic and democratic interests
of the working class. This was obJectively true-whatever my
intentions and even though these votes conformed ~o the line of'
the party.
A word about the new line of the party. which had crystallized
and congealed as the official line at the National Convention in
May 1~44. It was called the Teheran policy and was based upon
a book by Earl Browder, presenting postwar domestic and international perspectives. Stripped of its pseudo-Marxi_st verbiage,
the book was based upon a diplomatic document signed by Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin at Teheran. From that meeting, it
drew the erroneous conclusion that capitalism had overcome its
inherent cyclical crises. that monopoly capitalism would grow
gradually into socialism. that the trusts and monopolies of the
United States would lead this country and the world into a warless. secure and prosperous life-without exploitation and oppression. Hence, a Communist Party was not necessary and was
li(luidated into an amorphous Communist Political Association.
Its members were to join politiGlI parties; they would tiud their
place preferably in the Democratic Party.
All this was. of course, total subservience to the capiwlist class.
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complete suhoniillation to its bourgeois liberal wing, then under
the leadershi p of F.D.R. Fortunately, our party was able to
.. rn·,t this debacle before it reached its logical conclusion. Only
Browder alld ;1 half-dozen others ended up in the swamp.
l\Iy individual responsibility could not be dismissed. I was not
only a melllber of the council; I was also a party leader, and the
Teheran lint' and perspective had been formulated with my
participation. \\Then at the May 1944 National Convention of
the party, this policy was officially adopted, I not only voted for
the policy but accepted full responsibility for carrying it out.
\Vhen COlllmunists make mistakes, however, they disclose
them, analyze them, seek their source, try to correct them and
then establish guarantees against their recurrence. All of this is
done publicly. This is the hallmark of a serious Marxist party
and has no counterpart in any other political organization. Thus,
the erroneous policy was exposed and discussed, and corrective
guarantees were adopted in a special emergency party convention in .lilly 1945. A fuller account of this period can be found
ill t he documentary history contained in publications of the
party and made available at the time. I will not dwell on it
funher in these pages, except to say that the struggle against
the Teheran line was stubbornly and courageously conducted
by William Z. ~Foster, and that, on the basis of Foster's polemic
against Browder's book Tehemn, Jacques Duclos, a French Communist leader wrote an article in the official. organ of the French
COllllllunist Party demolishing the Browder line.
The false character of the Teheran line is implicit today, as
.\lIleri('an llIonopoly capitalism leads the world toward catastrophic war. keeping its productive machine from cyclical colbpse by prodigious war expenditures-with the blood of Americalls and Asians ....
1\ I Y first term in the council ended December 31, 1945. The
election for the next term, however, took place a month earlier.
The Negro Labor Victory Committee in Harlem, which had
played a decisive l:ole in unifying the Negro masses in support
of the war against Hitlerism, was the core of the Negro-labor-
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progressive coalition. Backing my candidacy, it sent an open
letter to the Democratic and Republican parties demanding that
they both give me the councilmanic designation as the overwhelming choice of the community. Soon afterwards I received
word from Tammany Hall that it was considering naming me
as the Democratic Party. candidate from Harlem. I knew of the
request of the Negro Labor Committee and its wide influence
among the Negro people but, for a thousand-aud-one reasons, I
did not consider that a Democratic nomination was possible for
me.
Nevertheless, at a sulJ~e(plenl (:onference with several Democratic County leaders, I realized that the proposed designation
. was serious. It was .. greed that I would register as a Democrat,
that I would retain my Marxist convictions and affiliations, and
that I would receive the Democratic designation. I confess I fell
a bit strange at first, even though this was in line with the
Teheran perspective of the party. Since I was at that time a
member of the Communist Political Association, which was nOllpartisan and 110t a political party, I not only could join another
political party, it was my duty to do so-especially since the
Democratic Party was the main political instrument of the
Roosevelt coalition. I registered Democratic.
At a rally at the Golden Gate, where my candidacy was projected, the Democratic Party County Committee announced that
it had accurded me its designation and I made a few remarks of
acceptance. It was the worst speech I had ever made. It w.. s
ohvious to me-if not to the filled auditorium-that I was not
ideologi(:ally adjusted to the change. The applause of the audience was desultory. h was as if my neighbors and co-workers in
Harlem did not know whether to laugh or to cry, to be happy
or to mourn. Actually it was a time to weep-not over me, but
over the fact that the Communists were lowering their colors.
This ceremony occurred on a Sunday; the next morning scare
headlines appeared in the papers. The majority, led by the
He:!:"r and Scripps-Howarl publications,' screamed, "Democril
. . ve nomination to Red." For ten days the radio commenlatol) and the press screamed as if the revolution had come. The
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lkillucratic majority in the city council was stunned. One could
hear Ihe laUIHS from the Republicans and other minority memIJel~: "SO \lOW Davis, the Communist, is a member of the majuri Iy. \Vhen is he moving over to your side?" The Democrats
,;Iid nothillg. I, in the middle, enjoyed their short-lived discomlituJ'e. For a brief interlude'they were on the receiving end of
n:d·bailing.
Soon the press and the die-hard political leaders were joined
in Iheir hysteria by "50th Street"-the headquarters of the
(:;llholic hierar<:hy. What was the godly Democratic Party coming' 10, they screamed, giving its hallowed designation to a godk,s, ~Ioscow-scrviug Communist? The reporters were chasing' me
;lJ"(llIl1d, insisting on statements of one sort or another. I escaped
thelll and blandly ignored the press. When the time came to
speak, I would do so in no uncertain terms.
Finally, thc issue, which began to overshadow all others in
lhe pre-ekction jockeying, could no longer be sidest~pped by
\\'i11ialll' O'Dwyer-whose lifelong ambition it was to become
1I1;I)Ol', I Ie was about to be the unanimous choice of the Demo,LlIic IlI;lchincs in the five boroughs, when along came this
C'Jllllllllni,1 isslie. The worst part of it was that he wasn't in a
,Ltsli wilh me or the COlllJllunists-he was in a head-on tussle
Willi the l\[;llIhattan Tamanny section of his own party, which
11;ld designated me. That he didn't like. And I wouldn't oblige
hilll, or pull his chestnuts out of the fire by entering the fray. I
pLt)l'<1 il mol. Let the Democrats fight it out among themselves.
III a sellst:, Tammany had made one decent nomination in its
llludnll hislOry; ullan:ustollled to this, it was about to wreck the
!J.lI"lY ;lIld l\1r. O'Dwyer's ambitions.
.\.Ii ;t1HlIll ninc days. lhe papers began to hint of special conl"I"lll," IJl:I\\'('C11 O'Dwyer ;llld Spellman at 50th Street. Two
d,li' hiLT lite papt:l" (;11 ried the story that O'Dwyer was under
1"llilic pn:"lIl'·. 011 lite olle hand, he needed the left-wing, trade
IlIlillll dlld i'icgro sectors of the coalition and did not want to
llilt-lill IlIelll I)y dClhJuncing Illy nomination. On the other haud,
Ill' d it! llot wish to oHcnd the old-line derical-fascist wing of the
DClIlo(l"alic Party-the Jim Farleys, Spellmans, and Hearst-Roy
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Howard papers. What to do? O'Dwyer must have had some
i
sleepless nights communing with the infinite.
Finally he came out of it. The power of 50th Street, of the
monopoly press, of the ultra-reactionaries who dominated the
Tammany machine was too much for him. He capitulated. The
papers publi'hd the story: O'Dwyer had laid down an ultimatum to Tammany Hall; either it withdrew my nomination or
he wouldn't run. It didn't take Tammany long to decide what to
do--with the whole pro-fascist pack on its heels; it withdrew my
nomination.
But this, too, had to be done skillfully or else Tammany would
run pell-mell into a resentful Harlem, into a disillusioned Negro
population throughout the city. Now it had to figure out a way
of withdrawing the nomination from the "overwhelming choice"
of only a few days ago. It declared that since I had reaffirmed my
Communist convictions publicly after receiving the nomination,
the Democratic designation had been withdrawn. The tempest
in a teapot was over.
The howlers for blood, however, did not stop there. Once the
Democratic designation was withdrawn from me, they demanded
that Tammany put another Negro in the race to defeat me.
Otherwise, they said the Democrats would be assumed to be
secretly supporting me. And Tammany complied. Thus, in the
space of two weeks I had run the gauntlet from the "overwhelming choice" to one who must be defeated at all costs. To accomplish this task, the Tammany committee designate(1 Ruth \Vhitehead Whaley, a Negro woman whose sole ()uaiifu:ation was that
she had won some elOCUtiOll prizes many years before. Actually,
she was still in a deep sleep, politically speaking. Needless to say,
Mrs. Whaley was snowed uuder.
This whole episode had occurred early in the corrective and
self-critical process taking place in the party. I was so occupied
in this all-decisive process that all of Illy political activities became somewhat disoriented. However, it did not take me and
other party leaders long to recognize that I had been off the
beam. The brief flirtation with Tammany was, and will forever
remain, a nightmare. This underestimation of the influence and
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of lltlllllljloly capital is the biggest and most serious I
(UlIllllittcd. his llot altogether surprising that this kind
I l'1I01' h:tl'P,·lIs. It gruws out of the tendency to revert to the
LdLl, iUllS theory (If "American exceptionalism"-that American
,.qJiLdi,tll is dill'cl"llt, strunger, above the laws of social developlill·1I1. . . .
'\Iy 'l'lOlld t:'I'11I ill the City Council was to be a stormy one.
,\I;t)or 1.:tClianlia said as much when he swore me in for the
Sl'( Ilud tiltH:. "Davi~." he said, after administering the oath of
"lllll'. "yoll're going to have tough sledding this time."
"( :()tlttllttuists prepare fur all eventualities," I answered. He
. ."ttiled. It is (Illite possible that we had entirely different things
ill ,ittI' lIliuds. I had ill mind the correction of our party's policy
:tt thc Etllergetlcy Natioual Convention in July, six months befOil: I lI'a, swom in. I knew that with the re-constitution of the
p:llt)' as the independent political party of the working class on
.\lHtltdi\l;ll'xist-l.cnillist principles under William Z. Foster's
k:tdClslti p there was no ground for unrealistic expectations. And
I ,,'as pn·pared. I had learned from the personal experience I
It;td had with the Tammany Democrats. In this sense, Pete and I
wcrt' prt'pared for the worst, though never ceasing to work for
lite best.
IlI(idelllally. Mayor La Guardia. who kept abreast of the ComIIl1l1li,l l'aJ'lY's policy on current issues, called me to his office
otl,: day to give him the "low-down" on the meaning of our
Etlll'l'getll}' Party Convention. I started to explain, but there
1It'le so lIlany interruptions that we didn't finish. He never got
:m.lluHI to it again before he left office.
I <ould have told him that our organization had been re-established as the illdependent political party of the working class.
It was Ihis historic step which enabled the Communists and
those who respected them to sland for peace and democracy
:tg;lillst tlte howlillg storms of war incitement ~nd reaction which
,tllHk Ihe COUll try ill the dark years that followed. In the pro(,~ss. I had kamnl a (Iualitatively new approach to Marxist
theo}'y :tIld activity--which would improve my ability to serve
tlte pt:oplt: as a Illelllher of the city council of New York.
;, ,I
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Late in October 1945. two weeks before election day, my father
died. It was a blow such as I had not sustained since the death of
my mother in 1932. l'vIy grief was only partially cushioned by my
absorption in the election campaign .
My father died in Harlem Hospital, of cancer complicated
by a severe heart ailment. He was close to 75 and the suffering
he endured carried him away because his weak heart could not
stand the delJilitating process of the other dread disease.
I had seen him only a few hours before he died, thinking
there was a chance he. could live a while longer. He had said:
"Son, I hope I can stay alive until you're re-elected, but it's
going to be hard to do it." These were his last words to me.
I had never seen my father in such a weakened state-his
voice was scarcely audible. I had known him only as a strong
personality with an iron constitution, and a powerful voice.
His funeral took place in Atlanta, in Friendship Baptist
Church, where he was a deacon and where 14 years earlier my
mother was a member of the choir. He was buried beside my
mother in Southview Cemetery in the family plot. My sister
and I attended the funeral. I dropped everything and left the
campaign to the party.
After his first heart attack in 1944, my sister and I tried to
get him to live in New York with us, but he would have none
of it. He would not move his home because Atlanta was the
scene of the most fruitful part of his life-and some of the most
stinging, bitter defeats. He lived alone with his memories, in
sight of many of the monumems which he had helped to erect.
There were a few old friends, the intangible ties with the past
that bound him to a social and political setting that was rapidly
disappearing. The changes that had taken place during the
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Glwd ['Ioming, Revolution

Good morning, revolution:
YOll're the very best friend
I

t:\. '.~r

had.

pal around together from now on.
Say, listen, I<evolution:
You know, the boss where I used to work,
-r he guy that gimme the air to cut down expenses,
lie wrote d long letter to the papers about you:
S3id you was a trouble maker, a alien.enemy,
In other words a son-of-a-bitch.
He called up the police
And lold 'em to watch out for a guy
Named f{(:volution.
"Ie

gOllfid

You see,
The boss knows you're my friend.
He sees us hang in' out together.
He knows we're hungry, and ragged,
And ain't got a damn thing in this worldAnd are gonna do something about it.
The boss's got all he needs, certainly,
Eats swell,
Owns a lotta houses,
Goes vacationin',
Breaks strikes,
Runs politics, bribes police,
Pays off congress,
And struts all over the earthBut me, I ain't never had enough to eat.
Me, I ain't never been warm in winter.
Me, I ain't never known securityAll my life, been Iivin' hand to mouth,
Hand to mouth.

Listen, Revolution,
We're buddies, seeTogether,
We can take everything:
Factories, arsenals. houses. ships,
Railroads, forests. fields. orchards.
Bus lines. telegraphs, radios,
(Jesus! Raise hell with radiosl)
Steel mills. coal mines, oil wells. gas,
All the tools of production.
(Great day in the morning!)
Every thingAnd turn 'em over to the people who work.
Rule and run 'em for us people who work.
Boyl Them radiosBroadcasting that very first morning to USSR:
Another member the International Soviet's done come
Greetings to the Socialist Soviet Republics
Hey you rising workers everywhere greetings
And we'll sign it: Germany
Sign it: China
Sign it: Africa
Sign it: Poland
Sign it: Italy
Sign it: America
Sign it with my one name: Worker
On that day when no one will be hungry, cold, oppressed,
Anywllere in the world again.
That's our job!
I been starvin' too long,
Ain't you?
Let's go, Revolution!

Langston Hughes (1932)

'i')
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TOW AUHS CLARITY AltOUND ELECTORAL ACTION

The Iililssive slruggle to rcgister voters in Philadelphia and the
cvenlual elecloral defeal of Frank Rizzo by those hundreds of
thuu!>anlis of people (primarily black) who did register and then
VOkU againsl his ,Illempl 10 amend the city charter to allow himself
to run for a third term has once again raised the question of what
po:-ition does the black radical movement ,take towards electoral
politics. But even more pointedly, in New York a significant campaign was lIIoullIed to recall Ed Koch, the openly racist and antiworking class Mayor. Conversely, the drive to register voters to
slIppnr\ Judge Bruce Wright for the Civil Court of N.Y. (Judge
Bruce \\ right won national,fame as "cut 'em loose Bruce" because
he refuseu ll) lise bail as a punitive weapon against poor defendallh. Bccause or his stance he has been under constant attack by
New York 's ra~cist police department and by Mayor Koch) was
succcssful ill thaI he was elected.
The qllestion then arises: do we tell the victimized black and
white working class population of Philadelphia, "Don't
Vl)te-OrganiLe", when, in fact, the registering and voting process
\Vas all llrganiLing 100l? And, in New York, do we tell the union
nhl\l'IllCnt, I he black and hispanic workers and the white workers
Ihal thcy arc "dupes" of the ruling class if they organize and
nlllbilifC Ih::i r ranks to defeat Koch as the representative of the rulillg cld,s? Again, do we iecture the black people of New York not to
suppur\ Judgc Brllcc Wright at this level of struggle?
lias I hl' raLiicallllovemem committed a sin if they register to vote
and 1I1<!C lllhers 10 cas I their ballot against a Rizzo and a Koch and
fur Brllcc Wrighl'! Should the electoral process be condemned and
lh)Yl\)llnl \\ hcn I he working class and its allies have an opportunity
III rai,c;l CHlllpaiUIl and pn:sent issues while organizing and struggling In gdin Ihl"ili,llIS and influence on school boards,P.T.A.'s,
silllp ClllllllliltL'CS, union posi,tions, etc.? Has the working class been
bLildvnl'! I LI\ <Iny i'1I1ll1alllclltal principle been violated? Let's ex,Illlill,' Illl' qllL'~,[illll.
i.l'llill, ill ;, "Sjlcn:h 011 Parliamentarism" has succinctly laid the
titL'UIL'Ii,';d i'r,lIlll"wurk UII how Marxists should view doing elecIllr;d '.I'lIrk. III tlli,., poiL'llIic against an Italian Marxist who was oppLl~L'd ill p;lrli,llill'lltary actil)n Lenin stated:
liI,'Il' alc

to the backward masses who are deceived by the bourgeoisie the real
character of parliament? How will you expose any partieular party, if
you are not in parliament, if you remain outside of parliament? If you
are MarxistS you must admit that there is a close connection between
the relations of classes in capitalist society and the relations of parties.
I repeat: How will you prove all this if you are not members of parliament, if you repudiate parliamentary action? The history of the Russian revolution has proved that the broad masses of the working class,
of the peasantry, and the minor office employees, cannot be convinced by arguments if they are not convinced by their own experience.
(V.I. Lenin, Selected Works, Vol. X, p. 245. "SPEECH ON
PARLIAMENTARISM", Delivered at the Second Congress of the
Communist International, August 2, 1920)

Here, Lenin was speaking of a situation where most of the class
and interest groups elected and had representatives in Parliament
including the Communists during the bourgeois democratic stage
of the Russian revolution. In the U.S. the ruling class fights in
every way to guarantee that only one class and interest group is
represented in its various legislative bodies even though it has hoodwinked the working class into believing the Democratic Party is its

Party.
Because the ruling class has created this deception and established these rules does not mean that we are bound by them. If we
do not believe the Democratic party is the party of the black,
hispanic and other workers then let's not only say it but let's prove
it by demonstrating in action with the masses and in the various
legislative bodies. It is this fear of exposure that moves the ruling
class to stop at notliing to prevent progressives and radicals from
participating in their legislative bodies and it is the radicals' immaturity on this question that makes it easy for them to do this.
Evidently the question of electoral action is not "new". It may
only be "new" to some "infantile leftists" who have not done their
theoretical homework and who glorify in being isolated from the
struggles of the masses. Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin have given
clear examples of how this tactical form of struggle can be used and
it is only those that" •.. argue like doctrinaire revolutionaries who
have never taken part in a real revolution, or have never deeply
pondered over the history' of revolutions, or naively mistake the
subjectivQ 'rejection' of a certain reactionary insthution for its actual destruction by 'the united forces of a whole series of objective
factors" who hold back this form of mass struggle and who are
"confused". (Lenin Vol. X, p. 103~ Left Wing Communism, An
Infantile Disorder").

b;Il'1.11 :'Id

dClllellts of the working class in all capitalist
(UII,lIlic" ;111" i11,~,.l: elelllcnts an: convinced that parliament is the true
ICPIL"L'lIlali v l' ,II Ihe pellple; they do not see that dishonest methods
ale u,ed ill it. II i, said that parliament is an instrument with which the
IHIlllf!,cuj,ie lkecivcs the masses, This argument should be turned
"gaill,t you, alld il is turned against your theses. How will you ~eveal
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difficult to justify the role that Herman Badillo and Haskell Ward
played. The left can clearly point out the class nature of the struggle
and that it transcends race and nationality, even though both are
used by the ruling class in a divisive way. Presently there are
thousands of black, Hispanic and white workers involved in this
struggle and the question for us is whether we join the struggle and
concretely demonstrate our anti-racist positions or do we remain
outside of the struggle, isolated from the people,perched on the
, rooftop yelling down to them, "Don't Vote-Organize"?
These campaigns are conducted not only by registering voters but
also by putting out literature that explains the class nature of the
struggle, what are short term and long term solutions, that there
will be small and large mobilizations of the masses into demonstrations and rallies, that there will be various levels of confrontations
with the ruling class, that the working class will be constantly
educated and agitated to understand that the ruling class is limited
in the level of concessions it can make, that as we press them
they will increasingly resort to more and more violence against us
and that we must respond in kind. We can make these electoral
struggles another classroom in educating and preparing the people
for the seizure of power. The arena of struggle should be viewed as
another front that the working class opens up in our war against the
,U .S. capitali~t system. Why should we allow them to be the sole oc-

lUlLING CLASS NOT ALWAYS UNITED
Call W~ Idllh~ working class, in general, and the black section,
in pallicular, thai il is nol in their fundamental interest to' organize
to d..:fL'al a RilLl) or a Koch? And what do we say about Propositiun I J-Iyp..: I~gislation? Is our response that electoral politics is a
fr,llId, lhat it div..:rts the attention of the working class away from
tit..: Ill;lin <,truggk; that what difference does it make anyway
II lid Ii..:!" you vute or not, the ruling class ultimately retains all of the
pu\\(r in ih 1I.IIILis? We offer that none of these responses is a clear
Sl'i":lIlific explanation of how and why this process is operating. In
Ltc(, it i~ a cop-out for not seriously studying this question.
Wh,ll \\,ullid have happened in California if a well organized and
ullifil'd kit lalillched a massive campaign to educate and politicize
t hL' pL'dple ablHIl Ihe class content of Proposition 13; the role of the
real L'~tate int~r~st; (he opportunism of Jerry Brown; the necessity
10 IllnbiliLe (h~ working class to defeat it and even more-to put
forth its o\\'n proposition on the ballot that would speak to its own
cla~s illll!fes('! In addition, because of our theoretical and organizational weakness, the ruling class is able at every turn to exploit the
dirkrence~ in the ranks of progressive forces and adopt an endless
array () r reaci ionary legislative measures in its interest and against
the \'Lll king class. And because we are removed from this importallt arena or struggle we are not able to draw the proper lessons
from these struggles to educate and to further advance the consciollsness of the working class. So, the working class by default is
kft 10 be manipulated by the' ruling class. On the other hand, our
theoretical and organizational weaknesses also express themselves in
our inability to exploit the differences among various sections of the
ruling class, II is obvious that not all sections of the ruling class
were united in support of Rizzo or Proposition 13. There were major breaks ill their ranks and it appears that the Black United Front
in Philaddphia and its allies took advantage of it. The same would
apply in New York around Koch and other local politicians.
There are probably some sections of the ruling class that find
Koch an embarrassment. They view his open brand of racism and
anti-union activities rapidly reducing their options for dealing with
thL.: black community and the unions. They are disatisfied because
he is bringing together forces in the black community who could
have L.:asily been kept disunited. He is exposing the ruling class
Illueh thL.: samc way that Nixon and Rizzo did. Well, how do we expluilthesc difrerences? How do we unite the Black, Hispanic, trade
union, poor white and the liberal and progressive communities in a
campaigll agaillst Koch and his policies and also educate, politicize
and advance their consciousness? How do we demonstrate to them
ckally that he and the policies that he is pursuing are against their
nllht fundamelltal interests? The campaign to oust Koch also gives
liS til..: l)pportllnit y to once again point out the class question in its
most basil:: forlll because even the most rabid nationalist will find it
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cupants oj this battlefield and we do no come out to challenge
them?
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APATIIY AMONG THE PEOPLE

Olll! llIay advance the argument, why are we proposing engaging
in decil)ral struggles at this time when the people are "rejecting" it;
whl!n a little bl!lIl!r than 50 percent of the eligible voters are casting
their l),lllots-thc lowest in all of the bourgeois democracies. In
fact, ':~e avaagl! turnout for elections in this country is about 40
pc~ ."Dl and ill Washington, D.C., with a 15 percent black populalinn oilly 11 pl!rcl!nt of the eligible voters cast their ballots in the
1976 DC:llIocral ic primary election.
This ~allll! sll!ady ckcline in voter participation and activity can
Ill! wilnl!ssl!d in Ihl! Trade unions.
inl.:rl!asingly il is almost impossible for unions to garner a
QUlHllll1 III Cll1~dllctlheir business and it is rare indeed when 50 perCl!1I1 llf Ihl! llIl!n~bl!rship turns Ollt to vote in their internal elections
111 III VUIl! O~l cOlllnICIS. For example, the New York State Civil Service LlllploYel!S Association, with an eligible voting membership of
I H5 ,(lUll, j U~I completed elections for officers. Only 39,108
memhers ~a\\' fit to cast their ballots-less than 25 percent! The
reaci illllary ullion leadership, who are extremely satisfied with this
slatl! of affairs (an apathetic and unaroused membership offer no
threat (() thelll), stated that "the low voter participation was more
lH k~\ a traditional indicator that the membership was satisfied
with thl! currellt llnion leadership." What bull!
A III I all intiicalilllls point to the fact that unless the ruling class
Illakl!s S(Hlle major adjustments or the working class fully assaults
this ~lruL'lurl! Ihe percentage voting will continue to decline. (The
rulill,! <'lass did make one adjustment to overcome the crisis and
apalhy alllllllg Ihe voters by reducing the voting age to 18 from 21
bUI eVen Ihis adju~tll1cnt has not significantly halted the steady
dc:cline ill the perCl!nlage of people voting. The apathy is not
nl!L'e~~,arily a gllud Ihing without an active and militant left because,
a') h.I'> all cady ilapPl!I1l!d, Ihe right-wing has been able to mobilize
Ihl'ir j',lIces <llld SOIlIl! sections of the masses to press for "adjll~llllc'llh" ill llil! sysll!m to "make it work", i.e. further moves to
Ihl' I i~;hL) TI,,'l~'s 110 mystery to this. The right-wing in this counI ry le~lcl and analyscd these statistics and they understand that if
[lley Illdhili/e llIeir forces in certain areas they can have a significall[ illlpaci 011 who gcts elected. But it is not only the who but what
arc till! issliL's [Iley get deCled on. The radicals can do the same kind
of lllubilizillg and concentrating of its forces at the weak points in
I he bdurgl!ui~ systl!m and crack it. It is at this point if the radical
mO\,l!lI1l!1ll i~ Sllccl!ssful that the ruling class will change the rules to
prevcll[ Ihe Iefl from running or winning. Witness the elections
call1p;liglls ~)f Ikn Davis, a black Communist Party leader of the
1940·s·11)50's.

,

In the mid-1940's he ran and won a seat on the New York City
Council. In order for the ruling class to defeat him in the 1950 elections they changed the entire electoral system in New York from
proportional representation (this gives minority parties representation in proportion to their popular vote) to the current system and
ran a black candidate against him who ran on the Republican,
Democratic and Liberal ticket. This would have been an excellent
opportunity for the "C" PUSA ("Communist" Party) at that time
to fully expose the ruling class, to educate and further politicize the
masses and explain to them that to prevent this kind of fraudulent behavior, the organized people must overthrow this
system and set up a people's government. But, of course, this did
not happen because the "C"PUSA then, like now, was essentially
reformist and viewed this as just a "flaw" in the bourgeoisdemocratic system. Similarly when I ran for State Senator in the
31st Senatorial District as the candidate for the Progressive Labor
Party (PLP) in Harlem in 1965 the ruling class admittedly sabotaged the voting machines in those districts where they knew I
would draw a large vote. The PLP was not politically mature
enough for us to take advantage of this chink in the ruling classes'
armor and expose them to the people and help the working class in
Harlem-and the city in general-to draw the proper lessons from
this charade of democracy. There are numerous other examples
where the radical movement was on the threshhold of conducting
significant electoral struggles in this country only to let them slip
away by not knowing how to capitalize on the situation.
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Unable to develop its ideological foundation and sustain itself in
the midst of racism and repression. in 1966 the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) was not in a position to help
A lahama Blacks 'put progressive candidates into office.
6

SOt\iE PARTIALLY SUCCESSFUL
CAI\'WAIGNS IN THE PAST

speak to the failure of the electoral process as a tactical weapon but
it speaks to the ideological immaturity of the PLP in particular and
the left in general. There are numerous other examples that occurred all over the country during the 60's primarily around the
anti·war and black liberation struggles.

1~,,"iCJb

"nd IHllgrt:ssives have conducted election campaigns
parliclIbr i~SlH!S and, at times, have met with limited suc,:c~s ihll \\t: hah' always disbanded after the campaign and did not
clll1sulid~llt: OUI t'ains l)l" lhe constituencies that were developed. We
aillll)SI lIt:vt:r Cllillinuec\ our unrel~nting pursuit of and attacks on
lhe prl)grams alld policies of our opposition beyond the campaign
so if wc lkcided ll) pursue an electoral policy the next year or some
other tillle afterwards we had to start from scratch. One of the reeellt t:xall1pks of this policy was the "Peace and Freedom Party"
declOral campaigll in California during 1968 where the basically
while ani i-war movement and the Black Panther Party united to
run candidales, Even though they were not tremendously successful
ill terllls of the percentage of votes cast for them they did put the
war .mel lhe Blilck Liberation struggle on the top of the agenda.
Ami it must be said that this ca:mpaign played a significant role in
brillging thL'se I \VO particular questions to the forefront of the
minus of many Californians, and others around the country who
follow.:d those events. So the percentage of the votes in no way was
a clear indication of the overall effect this campaign had.
One can spe.:ulate as to what would have happened if the progressive forces in California were mature enough to maintain and
build I h.tt unity (in the face of the attacks by the ruling class on the
Panthers in order to break that unity, which they eventually did)
over t he last decade and had the theoretical and organizational
capabilities to take on Proposition 13'1 But the "Peace and
Freedom Party" for all intent and purpose collapsed once the electoral call1paign was over, although some efforts were made to hold
it togelher. In a similar fashion in New York, under the leadership
of the then "progressive" PLP a petition campaign was launched
\l) include a referendum on the New York City baUot to prevent any
drafke from New York city from going to Vietnam. Nearly
300,OUO sigllal ures were gathered on those petitions and the Corporation COllllcil for the City of New York ruled that it c9l!ld not be
put Oil I he ballol because it was not a "referendable" item.
The i~sllc here is that aside from its propaganda and agitational
value it' the rckrendum were pl~ced on the ballot the left would have
tll llrgalliL.e allLl Illobilize the people to vote for it. Not only to vote
fur il bUI tl) "('lively regisler the people so they would be able to cast
tht:ir ballot fur Ihe referendum. This demonstrated, without a
doubl, a laclie;tilllelhlld where the working class could take advantai'l "i" the bllurgeois electoral process. The lessons to be learned
t"llllH Itli~ experience are that the PLP and the forces who were
uniled wilh il aiOlIlllllhb campaign did not make serious attempts
III fullow-up aud pursue this issue beyond the courts. This did nOl
<lllllllid
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THE QUESTION O}' THE SLOGAN
"DON'T VOTE-ORGANIZE!"

The left has neither demonstrated nor proven to the masses that
electoral politics has not served their interests and. therefore, this
form of struggle should be boycotted. On the contrary it'has been
the inability of the ruling class to maintain this charade in its present form and to hold the interest of the masses that accounts for
the decline in the participation of the people in'the electoral process. (We must keep in mind that a 50% turnout is approximately
90 million people!) Thus, the masses have not learned a revolutionary lesson by this "failure" of the electoral process. They do
not challenge the "electoral system" as a method to achieve some
degree of achievement. They attribute the "failure" of the electoral
system to the lack of "good honest men" in leadership. Their most
common statement is that they will withhold their vote until "there
is someone worth voting for". There is no question that if the ruling class carefully nurtures a "popular" candidate in a given election that the working class would probably turn out in large
numbers 10 vote for and support that person. Why not? Has the
left given the working class a clear alternative political line, candidate or program other than the worn out, empty, non-analytical
and un-dialectical slogan, "Don't Vote-Organize"?
"Don't Vote" for whom or what? Don't vote against Rizzo?
Don't vote against Koch? DOIi't vote against Proposition 13?
DOll't vote for Bruce Wright? Don't vote for progressive candidates on PTA and school boards? Don't vote for radical shop
stewards, delegates or union officials? Who's to "organize"?
"Organize" for what? "Organize" against whom? And it goes on
and on.
The emire electoral process has been in the hands of the ruling
class and it's because of their arrogance and contempt for the people (can it be any other way?) and the crisis inthe,capitalist system
that this process is in crisis. The crisis did not come about because
the kfl was involved in the process and exposed it from within to
the masses as a fraud. The crisis did not occur because the political
consciousness of the masses was raised to the level where they
understood that the two-party system was no more than a clever
ruse to give them the illusion that two distinct parties existed that
llad different ideologies. The masses have not learned political
lessons from this crisis. In fact. because of the low level of political
consciousness of ' the people, withdrawing from the electoral process can also be taken as another step backwards for them politically.
But one will surely hear the argument that the crisis itself is a
lesson and since this crisis has been developing since World War
Two, the working class is clear in what it is doing. Of course this is
just another case of "infantile" reasoning, of not doing proper
9

political analysis and work among the masses. This argument
presupposes that this spontaneous behavior among the people with
very little input from progressive and radical forces and without an
alternative solution will have a lasting and deep rooled effect. Just
like the ruling class has been able to manipulate the masses and sink
into this crisis with very little interference from the left so will it be
able to solve its cl!rrent crisis and continue to manipulate the
masses. The only guarantee that this will not continue to happen is
for the left to enter this arena of struggle, open up this festering
sore for all to see and smell, attack it and, more important, also learn
to manipulate the process in order to further expos!! it. This is the
only way the masses can continually engage in an on-going learning
process, internalize the lessons they will learn and become more
politicized as to the nature and limits of bourgeois democracy. This
is how we work with and educate the masses-not by encouraging
them to boycott the very institutions that exercise a major influence
and control over their lives, i.e., trade unions, local community
organizations. school boards. various elected positions, etc.
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TilE ROLE OF nAIllCALS IN ELECTORAL STRUGGLE
In a reccllt publication of a respected Marxist-Leninist organization that is involved in on-going mass work we find the following
analysis:
Badillo and other associates, in carrying out campaigns in the Puerto
I{il:an communities in favor of voter registration for bourgeois
political panies distract and divert the attention of this community
from the fundamental problems that effect them daily and from their
solut ions. They distract and divert their attention, creating the false illusion that the elections will solve the serious problems of health,
housing, unemployment, and education that confront the workers
amI those of oppressed minQrities in particular. If the solution were
what the 'political lords' propose, then why does Mayor Koch
threalen municipal hospital closings in the black and Hispanic communities? How do we explain that, while 400/0 of our young people
are unemployed, Koch and President Carter reduce employment programs for youth by 800/0. It is clear that Puerto Ricans and other
minorities call expect nothing from the bourgeois parties nor from
politicians that serve their interests.

So right! The Puerto Ricans, other minorities and the working
class in general can expect nothing but lies and deception from the
bourgeois parties and from bourgeois politicians that serve the interest of the ruling clas~. And yes, Herman Badillo is supposed to
try to mobilize the Puerto Rican communities to support the
bourgeois parties-he would not be a bourgeois politician if he did
not attempt to "distract and divert the attention of this community
from the fundamental problems that affect them daily and from
their solutions". But what about the role of the radical movement?
Is there any role within that process for it to champion the cause
of the masscs and rivet their attention on the problems and offer
solutions? And if a call is made to " ... struggle to defend
democratic rights in the areas of health, housing, education, and
employment. .. " then what prevents us from using the bourgeois
democratic electoral process to "defend" these democratic rights?
What we are addressing here is the fact that many left groups are
engaged in daily struggles in many areas for the <;Iemocratic rights
of the people using every conceivable bourgeois democratic weapon
that they can find-and many times coming up with clever methods
to Illanipulate the "system". And yet, when some of them are approached with the concept of electoral struggle they look incredulously and say that that is a "sellout position", "it diverts the
attention of t he working class", "it creates false illusions", "that's
a waste, we should organize", and "haven't you read the papers,
the lower voleI' turnout proves that the working class is boycotting
the dcctions", elc. In dealing with this question Lenin. in his time,
made the following observation in reply to some German "Lefts"
who stated that " ... parliamentary forms of struggle •.. have
become historically and politically obsolete .. 0·':
11

PARLIAMENTARIAN ISM
Parliamentarian ism has become "historically obsolete". This is
true as regards propaganda. But everyone knows that it is still very far
from the practical overcoming of parliamentarianism. Capitalism
could have been rightly declared to be "historically obsolete" many
decades ago, but this does not.in the least remove the need for a very
long and very persistent struggle on the soil of capitalism. Parliamentarianism is "historically obsolete" from the standpoint of world
history, that is to say, the epoch of bOUrgeois parliamentariaism has
come to an end and the epoch of proletarian dictatorship has begun.
This is incontestabJe. But in dealing with world history one counts in
dl:cades. Ten or twenty years sooner or later makes no difference when
lih:',;>ured by the scale of world history; from the point of view of
world history it is a trifle that cannot be calculated even approximately. But this is precisely why it is a crying theoretical mistake to
measure questions of practical politics with the scale of world history.
"Is parliamentarian ism 'politically obsolete'? This is quite another
matter." "CIc:arly, the "Lefts" .in Germany have mistaken their
desire, their ideological-political attitude, for objective reality. This is
the most dangerous mistake revolutionaries can make. In
Russia-where the extremely fierce and savage yoke of tsarism, for a
particularly long period, and in particularly varied forms, produced
revolutionaries of diverse shades, revolutionaries who displayed
astonishing devotion, enthusiasm, heroism and will power-we
watched this mistake of the revolutionaries particularly familiar with·
it, and hence, we can see it with particular clearness in others. For the
Communists in Germany parliamentaria·nism is, of course, "political. Iy obsolete"; but-and this is the whole point-we must not regard
what is obsolete Jor us as being obsolete for the class, as being obsoleteJor the masses. It is precisely here that we see that the "Lefts"
do not know how to reason, do not know how to conduct themselves
as a party of the class, as a party of the masses. You must not sink to
the level of the masses, to the level of the backward strata of the class.
This is incontestable. You must tell them the bitter truth. You must
call their bourgeois-democratic and parliamentary prejudices-prejudices. But, at the same time, you must soberly observe the actual
state of class consciousness and preparedness of the whole class (not
only of the Communist vanguard), of all the toiling masses (not only
of its advanced elements).
(Lenin, Vol. X, P. 97, 99) (emphasis in original)

We quote Lenin at length here because many would-be "left"
groups have over the years mis-quoted and taken out of context
Marx and Lenin on this question. They often quote Marx as stating
that the right to vote for Parliament is the right to choose once
every several years which member of the ruling class will misrepresent the people and Lenin as stating that the struggle between contending bourgeois parties is a struggle for the "spoils of office."
After taking these quotes out of context they then conclude that the
masses should abandon parliamentary struggle. What is the truth
of the matter?
First of all, Marx, Lenin and Stalin never described bourgeois
12

parliaments as institutions where the working class and the masses
of the people could ultimately resolve their contradictions with the
reactionary ruling class. But what they all did say, which our
"Lefts" of today try in every way to obscure, and is embodied in
this statement by Lenin is that "to express one's 'revolutionariness'
solely by hurling abuse at parliamentary opportunism, solely by
repudiating participation in parliaments, is very easy; but, just
because it is too easy. it is. not the solution for a difficult, a very diffintlt, problem." (Lenin, Selected Works, Vol. X, p, lOS) And further, in discussing some of the ways good. leadership can be
developed and tested he singles out the "parliamentary arena" as
an important one. He then suggests that "criticism-the sharpest,
most ruthless, uncompromising criticism-must be directed, not
against pariiamentarianism or parliamentary action, but against
those ltladers who are unable-and still more against those who are
lUI willing-to utilize parliamentary elections and the parliamentary
tribune in a revolutionary manner, in a communist manner."
(Lenin, Selected Works, Vol. X, p. 106)
Furthermore, is there any bourgeois institution that affects the
lives and well oeing of the masses and in which the masses are involved that we will not penetrate, undermine and exploit the contradictions within it? And, why should all radical political candidates declare that they are "radical"? Did those people who went
illto the armed service during the Vietnam war openly declare to the
ruling class that they were going in to disrupt and to organize
against U.S. imperialism in one of its most hallowed institutions?
In the U.S. today there are many areas where successful electoral
actions can be taken by progressives and radicals ("successful" can
be taken to mean raising the political conscioilsness of the masses
up to and including "winning" elections), The key questions in
these actions is to run our own candidates around a working class
program that clearly spells out to the working class how we view the
issues and how we will fight around these issues in their class interest. This does not mean that we operate in the opportunist manner of the "C"PUSA, the Trotskyist Socialist Workers Party and
variolls and sundry other opportunist sects who run candidates on
programs that are barely distinguishable from those of the two
bourgeois parties or who many times support the "lesser of two
evils" candidates. No radical group has the right to initiate or join
electoral struggles without first making a concrete analysis of the
class forces at work around the issues; determining objectively who
are the friends and the enemies of the people; analysing every
aspect of the local situation; putting the electoral action in its proper context within the general framework of the group's program;
having a general perspective of what the group's overall goals are
and realistically assessing one's own strengths and weaknesses, Only after this analysis has been made can a radical group consider
entering into electoral actionl
There has been a history, due to the iack of ~his analysis, of the
J3
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left jumping into electoral campaigns and coalitions with all kinds
of renegades, opportunists, right-wingers and anti-working class
elements-in many cases just to have someti)ing to do! They jump
from one struggle to the next-wherever the masses rise up spontaneously; from one politician to the next whenever they utter a
progressive statement. They have no concept of long range building
and digging in among the masses for the long haul. This right opportunism under all kinds of left covers has a history of running
rampant among the left in this country. Usually it's the groups that
have the "hardest" line on the concept of electoral struggle that
have the most right opportunist line in their practice.
We have_--',o assess where we can best mobilize 'our forces to
launch concentrated attacks where the bourgeoisie is weak and
where they can be defeated in one or two (or three or more) election
campaigns, In fact, it would be a crime against the people if we had
popular radical leaders who had broad support among the masses
that we could enter into electoral action and we did not. But we
should be careful that those people who we run for various posts
should have a proven record of consistently fighting for the
people's interest and are not "fly-by-night" militants or radicals
who suddenly appear on the scene and tomorrow they're gone. We
saw thousands of them who were swept into the mass struggles of
the 1960's and disappeared when that particular struggle went into
an "ebb",
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We view electoral action as being just one tacti~al part, not
the primary part, of an overall revolutionary strategy of confronling, challenging and defeating the ruling class. It is part and parcel
of the ongoing political education and ideological advancement of
the working class and the'general masses. We stand opposed to the
workihg class or the radical movement forming electoral parties
solely for the purpose of electing people to various offices.
Likewise we view with skepticism the concept of radical candidates
engaging in electoral actions around single issues.

Single issues have historically attracted and sparked actions among
the petty-bourgeois, i.e., "Ban the Bomb". "U.S. Out of Vietnam",
(as opposed to linking that struggle to the liberation of the U.S.
working class), No Nukes", etc. It is our duty to show the working
class how all of the problems it confronts daily are all connected
and can be traced to one source, and it is only when the source of its
problems is eliminated and, in the process of elimination, the
power of the working class will grow and mature until it achieves its
liberation. It is quite simple for the petty bourgeois to raise the
siugan "No Nukes" and completely ignore the racism of U.S. impl.!fialislll, its attacks on the working class, its world-wide im~
perialist adventures, etc. But this is not the case for the working
class.
As important as the anti-nuclear struggle is, the working class is
completely enmeshed in the daily battle to ward off all kinds of
present and real attacks being leveled against it by the ruling class.
Thus the working class cannot isolate a particular issue-correctly
so-and we have to understand their consciousness on this question
and develop our electoral actions accordingly.
H

The people must also build into their party or organization an
ideological, political and organizational structure where they can
effectively recall their candidates if the candidates break with the
platform .·or political lil~e of the ~arty or organization. The .~an
di(~ate must be completely subordmated to the control and ditectiun of the party or organization. All radical political candidates
for whatever office run fQr and occupy an "organizational seat." It
belongs to the Party and not the individual. We do not create
"career politicians". The Black Liberation Movement is still suffering from the errors that were made in the 1960's when we raised
demands for more blacks in this or that agency, in the news media,
on various boards, etc., and because we had no political or
organizational structure to put forth the people we wanted or a
definitive program to advance, the ruling class chose which black
thfy wanted and these people have been a force in suppressing us
ever since.
In the course of these electoral actions we will maintain the
masses at a high level of constant mobilization where they will daily fight in their interest and the electoral actions will be viewed as
jus~ one more mobilization and forum for the left to educate the
masses. We will learn to understand the tactical differences in conducting local small electoral actions and city-wide, statewide and
national actions. There are different contradictions that require
different sets of strategies and tactics. We must learn to explain to
the working class that we Ilre participating in these elctoral actions
as a tacti~ and using it as a platform to champion their cause. We
will make it clear that we are not and will not rely on legislative bodies alone to solve the problems of the working class. We will spell out
to them at every turn that the only source of political power for the
working class is revolution and the establishment of a socialist
society in the U.S. We will present a clear alternative to the ruling
class' candidates-whether they are Dell1ocrats, Republicans or
some of the "loyal opposition" so-called "third party", like the
"Citizen's Party" which is presently organizing itself.
Seven Days magazine in its July 20, 1979 issues says "the Party's
organizers include a triumvirate of wealthy, liberal philanthropists:
Archibald Gillies, president of the John Hay Whitney Foundation
and David Hunter, executive director of the Stern Fund, who have
collectively financed many of the groups they hope will support
them; and Stanley Weill, a businessman who funds the Nuclear Information and Resource Service in Washington, D.C. who first pulled
the third-party idea out of the hat. Don Rose, who ran Chicago
mayor Jane Byrne's successful campaign, community organizer
Don Leahy, and environmentalist Barry Commoner, soon came on
board ... " Obviously these kinds of "third party" formations
that will raise the issues of "inllation, the gas crisis, unemployment, and for decisions on the more 'emotional issues' of antidiscrimination legislation, abortion, and women's rights" may be
springing up aU over the place because the liberals and the
16
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apologists for the ruling class are becoming increasingly fearful
(hat the bourgeois democratic system is slipping away and the rightwing pro-fasdst elements are organizing and waiting in the wings to
seize power. They are also trying to resurrect the system from its
crisis to short-cut the left from capturing the minds of the masses
on these same issues. But these groups are not and will not deal
with the basic and most fundamental question-and that is the
question of state power and which class must have that power-the
working class! These groups also act as a smokescreen and put
forth the proposition that all that's needed to solve the problems in
America is a nice liberal president that will listen to the people!
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A revolutionary electoral program will deal foremost with the
question of state power. It will show the U.S. working class that its
main enemy is not a foreign power but a small handful of rich
powerful men right here in the U.S., constituting less than 20/0 of
the entire populatiQn. The program will explain in clear terms that
only a socialist revolution offers a solution to the issues mentioned
above. H will show the interconnection between capitalism and
racism. It will explain the political economy of racism. It will
educate the white workers to understand that it i~ in their interests
and the interests of the entire working class to fig~t racism and support the Black Liberation struggle. A revolutionary electoral program must also deal with the class nature of the oppression of
women and not confuse the issue with petty-bourgeois feminism.
It will show how the military-industrial complex has consistently
lied to the people and robbed the public treasury. The platform will
describe the real nature of U.S. imperialism and its relationship to
the suppression of the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America.
But most of all we must be skillful enough to offer solutions to
some of these complicated questions and show the connection to
local situations and issues and local campaigns. And we must also
learn to apply the science of Marxism-Leninism to local issues and
work out solutions with the masses. We will be very explicit in explaining and educating the workirig class why we give conditional
support to some progressive candidates and Why we run our own independent candidates. We will first study this question and,come to
lillderstand the limitations of supporting certain progressive candidates. They are not under the discipline of a radical political
organization and they have faith in the bourgeois democratic process yet they have a progressive side that we should encourage and
strengthen. At the same time we must be ever so vigilant not to
allow these petty-bourgeois progressive politicians to lead the struggles' of the masses!
In this process radicals find themselves in coalitions, that are involved in mass struggles, with petty-bourgeois politicians and the
like. Radicals must work to organize and mobilize the masses to
struggle around the issues-but not to create platforms for the
politicians. Too often radicals in this kind of situation work the
longest, hardest and devotedly among the people to only find the
fruits of their labor drop into the outstretched hands of some local
politician, who in most cases is not even "progressive". This stems
from the fact that ~e have not yet mastered the aft of working in
and among broad based groups and coalitions, laying out our conditions for participating in them or spelling out our terms for including others, winning over the masses and either equally ,sharing
the platform to clearly set forth our line or dominating the platform. But one of the main reasons why many left groups have not
been able to assume this posture is because of their general isolation
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and lack of respect among the masses. So the left does not come to
these coalitions from a position of strength with the masses familiar
with their work and respecting them, even though once this mass
work begins we often find that there is a tremendous leadership
vacuum. The left consequently finds itself trying to ride on the
coattails of the politicians or labor leaders and maybe pick up a few
crumbs. Obviously this is and has always been a losing position I
So, if there is no constant political, agitational and organizational
work among the masses by the left it cannot participate in these
coalitions in a principled manner. Hard work is not enough without
troops!

None of this implcs that we are diverting the masses' attention
away from the issues that affect their daily lives or that we are
creating illusions about electoral struggles. It does suggest that We
are attempting to apply a Marxist-Leninist analysis and action program 10 a situation that affects the lives and existence of the working people in this country. It does not mean that a worker w.ho is a
registered voter is a traitor to his class or will no longer actively
function in the militant or black caucus in the union, or that
parents who arc registered voters will stop fighting in the PTA's, or
local cull1ll1unity struggles will be curtailed because members are
either rc.:gistered voters or participate in electoral actions. The question logically arises, can a fragmented left that's organized into
hundreds, if not thousands, of small collectives, study groups,
"pre-pany formations", various "Marxist-Leninist" and "comIllunist" .. Parties" hammer out an electoral action program? And,
i~ all electoral strategy possible without a Marxist-Leninist Party?
We think it is on a certain level.
r

fl

If these various formations are fully integrating their study with
cor,crete practical work among the masses then electoral tactics can
fall very well into the concrete application of uniting theory with
practice. Of course, if some of these formations have elevated
theory or the study of theory to a level of "book worship" or to a
fetish, they may find it extremely difficult to engage in this kind of
struggle, or for that matter, any struggle that is not on a purely
theoretical level.
What we are saying is that most of these small formations are
located in or near small and large cities or industrial centers or close
to or on college campuses. Wherever they are, the people are engaged in some form of electoral struggle, and invariably, they are
the kiQds of struggles that directly impact on the lives of the people.
Some of these left formations are capable of doing the kinds of
analysis mentioned earlier: developing an electoral strategy, presenting a working class electoral program, fielding a candidate and
. doing the organizing work among the masses. Others are so mired
in their sectarianism and anti-working class attitudes that if they
did attempt to do this kind of work it would probably take the
form of an all-out assault on the working class! We will leave the
discussion of these anti-working class forces on the "left" for a
more developed a.nalysis later. But for the purpose of this article we
must recognize that there are forces who call themselves "left" who
may engage in electoral struggle but will wind up only confusing the
masses.
Many of these left formations are engaged in varied forms and
. levels of struggle. They have not said that "we don't have a
Marxist-Leninist Party so we cannot engage in struggle among the
masses." Quite the contrary! Those that are seriously developing
have taken the position tQat as part of their growth, gaining experience, widening their circle of influence, testing theory and
enmeshing themselves among the masses, they must take on the ruling class in as many arenas as they are capable. They understand
that a Marxist-Leninist Party is not created in an ivory tower or in a
library or in a backroom. It is created out of the concrete practice
of revolutionaries among the masses in struggle-the unity of
theory and practice! It is within this concrete practice that we
educate and agitate among the masses the need for a MarxistLeninist Party!
We said "on a certain level." Naturally, since most of these left
formations are localized, their electoral actions can only be localized. This is.one of the major weaknesses of conducting electoral
actions without a national unified Marxist-Leninist Party. We are
not able to coordinate programs in many different areas of the
country and to a degree each electoral action by each group can be
j~st that--a local action isolated from others. On the other hand
this problem can be partially overcome by those formations who
are working in approximate. cities, districts, unions, PTA's, etc.
working togethei to carve out a common program and working col-
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kctivcly to accomplish it. This too becomes a concrete step towards
party building!
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In conclusion. The left has a lot of homework to do on the questioll of electoral actions and their approach to it. We have a history
of either "ultra-leftism" (boycott all elections) or rightopportunism· (support "lesser of two evils" or run "independent"
l:andidales with reformist platforms) and have not mastered the
Slratt!gy of combining all forms of struggle and looking at their
intt!rrdatcdness-viewing electoral actions as a dialectical process.
Hopdully this pamphlet will help us to examine this process and to
master it.

The uur/zor welcomes comments, criticisms and suggestions on
how this debate call be expanded and deepened. Send all comments
to RLP.
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Two significant events occurred during the November 6. 1979. e/ec- .
tions of which we should take note. One was the election struggle waged
by Black people throughout the South; and the other was the election
campaign of Lucien Blackwell. running as an Independent for the office
of Mayor of Philadelphia.
The people who raise the slogan. "Don't Vote-Organize!". would
find themselves totally isolatedjrom the Black population in the southern
parIS of this country. One only has to count the thousands of people who
lost their lives and who were maimed. threatened. imimidated.jired. run
off the land. and harassed in order to win the right to vote over the last
seventeen years or so. to understalld what an advance this right is under
the present conditiof'S in the South.
Not since the Recollstructioll period following the Civil War (1865-75)
have so many Blacks been elected to public office throughout the Black
Belt states (Virginia. Marylalld. North Carolina. South Carolina.
Georgia. Florida. Tennessee. Alabama. Mississippi. Louisiana. Texas.
and Arkansas). Blacks have been elected as mayors ofsuch large cities as
Birmingham. Alabama. New Orleans. Louisiana. and Atlama. Georgia •
.. as well as in several small towns and rural hamlets. Olle has to understand that in the particular situation in the South. these kinds of election
victories offer SOllie relief for Black people jrom the oppressive racism
exercised against them by the ruling class and its lieutellams.
A case in point is Mississippi. The New York Times described it as the
•. mosl racially polarized state in the Deep South, a state in which mallY
residetlls remain stuck in poverty. maillutritioll alld iIIiteracy-a state
viewed almost as the last jromier by developers alld industrialists who
have rushed 10 the Sun Belt Region in the past two decades" (Nov. 8.
1979). Not only did the Democratic Governor of Mississippi owe his
victory 10 Black voters' support. but their \'iclOry illeludes the electioll of
17 Blm:k legislators ill 1979 who in tum will sit 011 every House committee. These victories have to be understood in the cOlllext of a Black
electorate sophisticated enough to vote out Charles Evers (active ill the
Civil Rights movemetll during the 1960' s) because "he had too ojien
aligned himseJfwith anti-B/ack politician.s, some thought" (New York
Times. Nov. 8.1979).
Despite these eleclOral gains, we should not be deceived. In the
coumry as a whole. Blacks hold only 81 or 1.9 percem more elected
positions in 1979 than ill 1978. This figure represellls . 'ollly 18 Black
elected officials for every /00.000 people" (New York Times, Nov. 4.
1979). We can see how the rulillg class maintains and manipulates
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hy st:lting the" rules" of the game. Black elected officials represt:llIonly macks. while white elected officials represent "everyone".
The j(Jllmdllg is a political critique of the growth and development of
tht' Philadelphia Black Unitedfronl and the Black Political COllvemion
(lH)C). At this time. their critique is important if we are to understand
hml' to build the necessary revolutionary consciousness and organizatiollal jimlls wnollg the masses 011 a day-to-day basis.
rLlt'iS/II

The Development of the Philadelphia Black United Front
.. Ekl:tions," as Engels noted, "are a barometer of the political
maturity of the working class." The rise of the Black United Front in
Philadelphia cannot be isolated from the history which preceded it and the
mass movement which produced it. In November, 1977,457,851 people
went to lhe polls in Philadelphia and defeated Mayor Frank Rizzo! Their
lIlassi ve .. no" vote could not have been won so overwhelmingly without
the 11l0Vellwnt that grew up around the issues that Rizzo made into
headlines: "Racism, Redbaiting, and Violence."
Several groups have staked claims on Rizzo's defeat. One was the
Charter Defense Committee (CDC), under the leadership of the Head of
the Chamber of Commerce, Thatcher Longstretch. Their opposition to
Riuo was extremely narrow. They deliberately avoided discussion of his
poli.:ies, and never felt the need to take a position on Rizzo's rule of
racism, repression, and reaction. Instead, they hoped to confine the
chaner change issues solely to the merits of the tWO-lenn limit. Their
slruggk consisted of raising money for billboards and spot advertisements airing a very limited theme. One couldn't expect these forces-headed by the Cham~r of Commerce-to raise the issue in any other way.
Then there was the Committee to Protect the Charter (CPC). They
were based primarily in the Americans for Democratic Action (ADA)
reform wing of the Democratic Party, and included a well-known Republican and the Consumer Party. They organized canvassing and pollwatching, but limited their efforts to "wards" in the white sections of
Philadelphia. The CPC underestimated the rising fervor of the Black
cOlllmunity and ignored the potential groundswell of new voter registration d'forts. They remained silent during the MOVE* crisis.
Out of these activities the Stop Rizzo Coalition (SRC) was fonned
which in lurn produced a coalition of progressive whites, and alliance of
Hispanics and tht! Black United Front. They were the products of a

* MOV/~' is a back-IO-nature. anarchistic "commune" which ;s preJomil/tllltly Black. III the 1970' s they defended their house and property
agllimtll weistlwlll/ord. racist neighbors. Drexel University encroach1Ilt:/It, police harassmelllllnd brutality. When in August of 1978 the police
bmtLllly t'victed MOVE men. women and children and razed their home
IhaL' II'IIS tI IIIw'sive organized outcry againslthe racist neighbors, police
Iwd tli£' 1IIU11 who guve the orders to brutalize the MOVE people . ..
f'wllk Ri;:;:o.
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u.;veloping unity among anti-racist whites, the Black community, and
much of the Hispanic community. The near annihilatioOl of the MOVE
organization sparked a .. political crusade" in the Black community. and
a repulsion of Rizzo among the anti-racist whites. Togt!ther, the 3
coalitions represt!nted the most progressive sectors of the Black. progressive, and white working class sectors of the city: those tired of
Rizzo's gestapo-like administration. overt encouragement of increasing
police brutality, and defense of "white rights" (i.e., racism). Comprising over 30 organizations of Black, white, and Hispanic individuals,
trade unionists, tenants, professionals, and a wide range of left political
organizations, the STOP Rizzo Coalition carried out its mandate .
The role of one left political organization is worth noting. For example,
the Philadelphia Workers Organizing Committee (PWOC) was quite
active in the STOP Rizzo Coalition, and some of its members participated
in the Black United Front. In addition to the canvassing, petition gathering, leafletting and building the coalitions in the black, white and
Hispanic communities there was some agitating in trade union caucuses
and on the shop noors. Particularly active were Locals 813 and 92 of the
United Auto Workers who passed resolutions attacking Rizzo and racism;
the Hospital Workers Union ll99C and the Retail Clerks. When attempts
were made to move this struggle to the city-wide Central Labor Council
the reactionary forces in the council prevailed and tht! move was defeated. Evt!n without the support of the entrenched reactionary leadt!rship
of the PhiladelphUi Central Labor Council the SRC was able to register
nearly 50,000 volers in Black, white and Hispanic working class districts
of Philadelphia.
Another group which participated in the SRC was the Consumer Party.
By securing enough signatures to secure it a place on the ballot for the
Gubernatorial ract!, the Consumer Party became entitled to poll watchers
certificates which it provided to the anti-Rizzo forces. The Consumer
Party later provided the tactical strategy which enabled Lucien Blackwell
to run on their ballot, representing the Human Rights slate.
Finally, the Black United Front (BUF) included many broad-based
organizations which grew out of the charter change struggle. Many of
these understood that only a systematic, organized movement could
sustain the momentum of their victory, and that this would have to be
developed. At that time, they felt that independent political ~ction in
Philadelphia was the correct course for them to take.
The development of the SRC and the three coalitions was basically a
tempnrary alliance around a single issue among groups that did not have a
long history of doing political work among the masses in Philadelphia. It
reprt!st!lllt!d a spontaneous reaction on the part of the masses and progressive forces to Rizzo's reactionary policies. It was held together
on a day-to-day basis by the progressive forces who attempted to broadt!n
the issues beyond Rizzo and to expose and attack the long list of problems
that faced the people. It was this desire that subsequently produced
tbeHRA.
History .and thousands upon thousands of struggles have demonstrated
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tliat spontalleous actions are spontalleous and long term mass movements
cannot be built based on them even though it is essential for progressives
anu radical forces to intervene and raise the political issues and strive to
raise the consciousness of the masses. Once the masses have expressed
themselves on the issues their spontaneous heightened political consc iousness loses its sharp edge. The action of the masses will no longer be
spontaneous when the progressive and radical forces have built political
bases among them through many years of consistent stiuggle around the
key issues in the communities, the factories, among the women; the
white, Black and Hispanic workers. It is at the point when.the progressive
and radical forces are one with the masses and have sufficiently pbliticized them that the initiative will shift into the hands of the people and
they will call the shots. Under conditions of spontaneity it would be
difficult to hold these coalitions together for a long period of time and as
the masses begin to drift away the door is then opened to political
opportunist, narrow Black nationalist elements, etc.

vention, each candidate had to sign a pledge promising to uphold the
aspirations of the Black community if elected and to submit to its
scrutiny. In the past, the Rizzo-circle politicians had often boycoued the
Black community or approached it through their flunkies. These same
politicians now clamo.red for a place at the convention; in particular, the
more opportunist and liberal elements who had previously supported
Rizzo now tried to dissociate themselves from him. AI Gaudiosa (Rizzo's
stand-in) and Bill Green (now Mayor) were both on hand.
The candidate most in tune with the convention was Charlie Bowser.
He had run against Rizzo in 1975 as a Black candidate on the Philadelphia
Party ticket financed by John Bunting, the city's biggest banker. He was a
popular front runner among Black voters in 1979. However, Bowser fell
short when questioned on specifics of the HRA. His supporters attempted
to stampede the Convention into endorsing him, but it was not willing to
be anyone's caddy and no candidate was endorsed. However, the planned
March 1979 Black Political Convention, Part II, appeared to be an
exciting challenge to traditional political party charades.

Convention I
Convention II
In December, 1978, the Black United Front organized and sponsored
a citywiue Black Political Convention, with workshops and plenary
sessions which drew as many as 1,500 people over the holiday season.
On hand were the same forces which had worked from community to
cor:lI11unity alld contributed to the charter change victory: Black working
people, the unemployed, welfare recipients. and sectors of the lumpenproletariat. Other active participants included progressive elected officials, revolutionary Nationalists, and a small number of Black MarxistLeninists.
The convention was called with several interrelated aims. The first was
to adopt a platform, later to be known as the "Human Rights Agenda"
(H RA). The HRA became the standard for evaluating and challenging the
political candidates who would later seek the convention's endorsement.
It raised demands and addressed issues and concerns which would define
focal points for struggle in future years regardless of who would win an
election scat. The Convention also addressed and attempted to determine
the future of the BUF
A resolution was adopted which called for the BUF to work for the
fllrmation of an independent Black Political Party. Sharp struggle ensued
in Illany of the convention workshops, and was followed onto the floor
for debak. For example. the economic development workshop attempted
III tie the convention to a Black capitalist program with an almost
exclusive emphasis on building Black-owned businesses and financial
institutions. This perspective was soundly defeated, but the convention
remained ueadlocked over the question of desegregation versus community control of schools. In both its platform and its ongoing work. the
BUF showed weaknesses related to the under-representation of Black
trade unionists as an organized force.
SOIllC 20 candidates for local offices came before the convention
dele gales seeking endorsements. In order to be recognized by the COD-
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It was during t~e planning of the second Convention that clear political
lines began to emerge. Among the different "active" political for'ies, the
range of differences did not fully materialize in practice until after the
November, 1979, election. This would be the culminating phase of
. independent political action in Philadelphia.
Phase II of the Convention convened over the weekend of March 9,
.. 1979, when con vention delegates met to consider the endorsement of a
Mayorality race candidate and the city row offices. The major struggle on
the COllvention floor centered on Charh.:s Bowser's Mayoral candidacy.
Bowser had expected his mere appearance to ensure smooth sailing, but
this time, "political convention politics" wasn't on the corrupt terrain of
the bourgeois parties. Instead, Phase II of the Convention structure was
based on a democratic process for people and candidate participation.
Bowser showed little respect for democratic procedures. The Convention's Candidate Evaluation Committee had prepared a detailed questionnaire based on the Human Rights Agenda by which to determine each
candidate's stand on the issues. The Credentials Committee was highly
organized, and each oandidate seeking endorsement had to complete the
questionnaire and be rated accordingly.
Bowser failed to answer the questionnaire or to meet the Convention's
deadline. He reluctantly did so only when told that he would not be
allowed to address the Convention or be considered for endorsement.
When the Candidate Evaluation Committee disclosed the poor results
(557 out of a possible 861 rating) to the delegates, all hell broke loose on
the Convention tloor. Bowser's supporters manoeuvered to prevent full
disclosure of Bowser's views, and led an auack on the Convention's
rating system. In essence, they attacked the Convention process.
Bowser was backed by the Housing Activists, led by Milton Street
(now State Representative). (At the time, some people felt that Street
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didn't realize that Bowser did not support many of the basic HRA
demands, but in Phase Ill, Street again backed a reactionary position on
the endorsement of Lucien Blackwell as the HRA Mayorality candidate.)
An intense fight on the Convention floor followed. Although Bowser
opposed cuts in military spending; opposed the Public Housing Tenants'
delllund that they be empowered to elect the Director of the Housing
Authority; opposed the demand for a civilian police review board; and
openly declared that he could no~ support the HRA because parts of it
wen.: .. against the law," he was given the Convention's endorsement.
The vote wus 59 to 6, with 8 abstaining.
The reasoning which tinally prevailed was that it's better to be "Black"
than politically sound. Bowser's supporters would have had difficulty in
selling him to the Black community as the only Black candidate in a city
which hud never elected a Black mayor ifthe full extent of his response to
the HRA had been known and if the opportunist forces had not successfully intcn:elled on his behalf at the Convention.
In November, the BPC Mayoral candidate, Lucien Blackwell, and his
running mates for variolls oftices lost to the liberal Democratic candidate,
William Cireell. Ironically, the former Rizzo supporter who first came
III tlw BUF Convention seeking an endorsement, who was rejected in
bvor of then front-running Charles Bowser and later endorsed by the
First Convention, defeated the HRA candidate by only one-sixth of
the city vote.
This Black voleI' expression exemplifies that the process of selecting
politicul candidates on the basis of party affiliation (i.e., Democratic and
Republican) can truly be challenged if the independent political forces
take an independent line. This requires cutting the ties ideologically with
Bi~ iJu!>'ineSl' llnd Finallce Capiral. That was the ideological perspective
argued within the BUF and the Convention, and it must be pushed
forward within the movement. Throughout the country. a trend called the
.. Black United Front Movement" is growing out of the Black Liberation
Movement. We must take a lesson from our Philadelphia brothers and
sisters who had to struggle against opportunism, ultraleftism, Nationalism,
and both the reactionary and petty bourgeoisies. The Black Liberation
Movement has yet to sustain a truly independent Black Political Convention or a Black United Front for the reasons stated earlier.
As demonstrated in Philadelphia, the progressive Left and the Black
Marxist-Leninists played important roles in defending the political integrity of each Convention. The Conventions became an open platform for
ddmting revisionists, opportunists, the ideologies of the Black petty
bOllrgeoisie, and even some of the dogmatic sects. However, the Left
furces' ability to mobilize for the Convention was limited, as they
cOllcentrated 011 organi~ing for it and meeting among themselves to
dl~cuss llbjcctives. In essence, the Left devoted a lot of time to developillg a "kknse against those forces which would attempt to tum the
CllllvClltiulI into nothing more than an electoral "only" arena.
After each convention, the Black United Front took on a more independent character. At thal time there were many day-to-day struggles in
the city, which the BUP endorsed and was actively involved in. The
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actual organizing for each convention was done by individuals who
worked in the BUF, as well as by individuals who were primarily
interested in organizing and doing the hard, often tedious work of the
convention. In other words, one did not have to be a member of the BUF
in order to work on the convention.
Within BUF meetings, there were often political struggles. In particular, these concerned the BUF's development beyond each convention
process. These struggles were often de fused by some of the leadership for
the sake of "unity".
Some of the Left forces attempted to convene the Left organizati9ns.
The purpose would have been to assess political differences and to
approach the concept of "United Front" strategy within the BUF. For
many reasons, this idea never developed, and there was therefore no
consolidated, advanced, "Ieft-ML" leadership within the Front. However, Black progressives often met together as individuals.

Convention III
After the May primary in which Charles Bowser lost the nomination,
the Black community suffered set-backs and divisions emerged within
the city's established Black leadership. Many of the activists and those
who had been recently drawn into the electoral process were demoralized.
Bowser had lost to Bill Green. Charges of poll rigging by Green's
forces were valid in many precincts-particularly in Black precincts
where voting was heavy. Bowser then made a deal to support Grecn, but
when the heat was applied, he abruptly "resigned from Public Life ... In
retrospect, if the Left had been more united and clear on the entire
process, the Convention in which Bowser's folks had deemed his rating
unfair could have served to educate th" Black community as to who
Charlie Bowser was really committed to. It wasn't the Black community
or the white community he also claimed to represent. From Btlwser's
behavior, he was clearly just another Black politician tied to big business
and liberal politics.
The BUP attempted to be another voice of the Black community. In the
heat of this political chaos, it reconvened Phase III of the Black Political
Convention. From July 13 through July 15, over 2-3,000 people attended
the convention. And all of the hacks were there, a-politicking all around.
Brother Mike Simmons, who was active in the BUF and a member of the
Evaluation Committee, said in an interview with the Organizer in August
1979 that State Representative Richardson's opening remarks calling for
accountability on the part of so-called Black leaders
set the stage fOF. the major struggle at the convention: who to endorse as
mayor. It was clear throughout the convention that participants were not
enthusiastic about the choice between Bill Green and David Marston. By a
71-8 vote, with 15 abstentions, the delegates drafted councilman Lucien
Blackwell as mayor. The debate around Blackwell's draft was centered on
whether independent politics was a viable option. One delegate at the
convention summed up the feelings of muny delegates when he said, 'We
lose whether the Republicans or Democrats win. It is time for us to really

wilJ'.l.'

.
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This sl:.ttclllcnt was veri tied earlier in the day when candidates came
before the convention. When green was barred from speaking by his
continual n.:fusallU sign the BPC pledge, Marston felt he could capitalize
on the hostility IUward Green. However, Marston's presentation was limited
10 vague statements on recycl ing jobs and education. During questioning by
the dell:gates, Marston refused to speak to the Republican party's support of
RizlO during Rizzo's admnistration or to disavow his support of Ronald
Reagan during the 1976 Republican convention and generally failed to
offer any clear program to aid the Black c011)munity.
.
The seriousness of the delegates at the convention was highlighted by the
treatment of Augusta Clark, Democratic candidate for Council-at-Large.
Clark, though she did not receive the endorsement at the Pha'se II of thel
BPC, was clearly a favorite of many convention delegates. Her victory in
the primaries almost assured hee endorsement at Phase III. However,
during the ljuestion and answer session, Clark was asked if she would
SUpPllll Riaocral James Tayoun for President of City Council. Clark's
response of, 'If there were not a qualifted Black candidate I would support
Tayoull,' was met with a rain of boos. Many felt that this political pragmali!>m lost Clark the expected endorsement . . .
Gray, along with C. Delores Tucker, Bowser's campaign manager, were
called to task by the convention for their endorsement of Bill Green before
the convention process. Delegates reminded Tucker that less than two
1II0ilths ago she was tclling the Black community that a vote for Bill Green
was a vote for RizlO. The attempts of Gray and Tucker to defend their
adiolls were rejected with boos by the convention, which led to Gray's
premature departure from the convention.
Alillther indication of the thrust toward 'independent politics was the vote
received by Consumer Party candidates. At Phase II of the BPC no
(\)lISUlller PallY candid ale got more than JO votes. However, in Phase m,
three C()n~ulller Pally candidates, Lee Frissel (Comptroller), Max Weiner
and Ralph Wynder (both for Council-at-Large) got majority votes. Had the
',:, majority rull: been suspended. as in Phase II, they would have made the
Ilulllall Rights slate. Nevertheless, their vote total was a clear indication
that illdcpclllit:nt politics is on the agenda for the Black Community.
After the Convention, the first task was to develop a campaign structure for lIie cmJorsed candidates. The BUF continued to be the organizing
anti follow-up structure for the Convention's mandate. The campaign
was not all easy one. An entire campaign structure was developed from
monies raisetl through discos, raffles, house parties, and barbecues. The
attelllpt to popularize the Human Rights Agenda was not always easy.
llllwevcr, sOllie of the Charter Change momentum was still alive. Many
of Ihe Ulack pohicians who had used the BUF as well as the Conventions
\'on': now Seen courting Republican candidates, falling to the side, and
bLl.iIllOllthillg the BUF. Thest! typt!s were the real losers. They had no
faith thai the progressive forces and Black community could break from
ruling class party politics and win. It was their distrust and lack offaith in
the masses that gave tht! dection to Bill Green, the Democrat. They did
nol unite with the Black United Front because it represented something
which was not in Iheir class interests.
The Blackwdl-for-Mayor campaign was also a difficult one. The
allempl to popularize the Human Rights Agenda within a short period of
lime wasn't always done consistently. Many of the HRA candidates
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failed to use it as a basis for campaign issues. As the recognized President
of the International Longshoremt!n' s Association-Local 1332, Lucien
Blackwell often found it more important to put union interest before the
interest of the human rights agenda.* However, in spite of inadequate
planning due to lack of organizt!d leadership, the momentum and spirit of
the struggle against Rizzo and the struggle to fonn a Black United Front
enabled BJackwellto pull more than 15 percent of the total votes in the
Mayoral race. He even got a signitlcant number of votes in white working
class districts in Philadelphia. In Black districts, he pulled more than 85
percent of the votes.
Although Blackwell ran on a rt!formist platfonn, it was progressive in
the sense that, within the limits of the bourgeois State, it addressed the
aspirations of the poor, working class, Black and Hispanic communities
of Philadelphia. The campaign and all that it represented grew ou't of
indep.:ndent political action: initiated, organized, and run by the people.
The Human Rights Slate broke the grip of the two parties in Philadelphia.
Sister Valerie Lane-one of the first organizers of the conventionsreceived enough signed petitions to have her name placed on the ballot
representing the HUMAN RIGHTS PARTY TICKET! Yes, that was a
real choice the voter had.
.

After the Election
At this point, very little is known '\)f the Black United Front's summation of the experience. Many of the progressive and Left elements
h!lve either left the BUF or now tind it somewhat difticult to work in.
There are various reasons why many of the progressive forces are no
longer within the Black United Front. For instance, some of the progressiv~ organizations took up other tasks and issues such as national
human rights work, anti-Klan activities or deepening the struggles around
and in the workplace. In addition, some progressive forces left Philadelphia and a few others became discouraged. The few who have remained
active in the Front are isolated and/or overworked and therefore do not
have as great of an impact on the ideological developments as well as the
day-to-day workings of the Black United Front.
Hence, there is a renewed thrust in tht! BUF by some of the pelly
bourgeois Nationalist forces who had allempted to push it into taking up
single issues which they considert!d priorities, as opposed to the BUF
developing independent political action. Clearly, this sort of leadership
can potentially kill Hla~k United Fronts in other cities. New leadership
has been elected and membership is now limited to those groups/organi-

*Lucien Blackwell was also backed by the Imertlat;ollal. /n fuct. he
was at the annual/LA cOllvemioll at the time the Black United From
endorsed him. Thus. he not ollly received immediate suport from his
local, but also received the go ahead from Ihe rallk alld file of the
ILA. But as his campaign pressed 011. it appeared Ihatthe /LA lIariolla!
and Local 1332 were pressuring Blackwell 10 place more emphasis on
union mailers than the slruggle for mayor.
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LatiollS which an: Black; those Third World groups and organizations
whose Ulack lIlembt:rs had participated in the BUF can no longer do so as
members. This had bt!t!n a strt!ngth of the early Fronts, where Third
W,lrld groups did much of the work, secured resources, linked together
the various movements in tht! city which opposed Frank Rizzo, and saw
the need for il1lkpendent political action.
The most simplistic forms of Nationalism are reflected in the Front to a
greater d~gree now than during the Conventions. The entire multiracial
w(lrl;ing class has an objective intt!rest in winning the kind of platform
alllc:ulated by the convention. Whilt! there was recognition of the need for
tactical alliances with whitt!s, the necessity of a strategic alliance between
the Illovements of the oppressed racial minorities and nationalities and
the multiracial working class is not the viewpoint of the majority within
the Philadelphia Black United Front, the national Black United Front
Movelllent or even the U.S. Marxist-Leninist forces.

EDITOR'S NOTE:
BLP recelllly received this press release from lhe Peoples Energy
Commillee in Detroil. Wefeel thatlhis kind ofpolitical action among the
masses can serve Wi a I'ehicie 10 educate, agitate and arouse the peoples
cOl/sciousness. At the slime time we must be carejill nollO raise illusiolls
or false hopes thai U.S. imperialism will volulllarily lurn Ihe energy
industry over 10 the people. It is obvious lhatthis kind of aClioli call be
applied 10 numerous issues and should be sludied alld implemellled
where possible.

Peoples Energy CornrniHee
229 Graflof,
3rd flOor
Deftolt.
Irf~ 48226

(m)%2-4979

fllthe jillal analysis. the development and struggles o/the Philadelphia
lJIack United Fronl reveal the need to be tactically flexible wilhin Ihe
e/eclOral political arena~n a day by day basis. Its experience also
highlights lhe reality that the political terrain ;n the U.S. ;s not the same
everywhere. There are 110 set formulas that apply 10 Philadelphia as well
as IO}lldsOII. Mississippi. orSt. Louis, orSeallle. However. thesludyof
each slruggle mn indicate whether progressive forces ~ave developed a
lung-lerm .':ilralegy suile(lto the struggle for independent political action
by Ihe working class. If anything, Ihe elecloral action led by the BUF and
Ihl' progressive while community in Philadelphia has the pOlential of
laying the grmmdworkfor eSlablishment of a progressive political platjimn buill olllhe slrellgth of the masses. The independent political action
tlae/oped ill Philadelphia also highlights the real possibility offormillg
progres.\·il'e electoral polilical action wilhin the white working class
Ihrough Ihe organized efforts ofprogressive predominantly white organizatiolls al Ihe workplace and on the neighborhood level. This platform,
organized by alld L'Omillg from the masses. would be the basis of ongoing. day-/U-day challenges 10 the Philadelphia ruling class.
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Contact: Jerry Goldberg

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

DETROIT FIRST IN COUNTRY TO VOTE ON PEOPLE'S T AKEOVER OF OIL INDUSTRY
. QUESTION TO BE DECIDED IN AUGUST 5th PRIMARY
March 24, 1980-Action by Detroit's City Council made it official
today: the people of Detroit will bt! the first in the nation to vote on a
people's takeover of the oil industry, in the August 5th primary elections
here. The Council voted five to three to place the following advisory
question on the ballot: "We call for the oil industry to be owned and
operated by the people and not by private industry. "
Their action culminated a petition drive by the People's Energy
Committee (PEC) which gathered 11,300 signatures of registered voters
over the last four months.
Jerry Goldberg, a laid-off auto worker and spokesperson for tht! PEC,
said today, "For the first time in this country people will be able to
express their feelings against the oil monopolies in a popular vote.
Detroilers are leading this movement because they are fed up with the
massive layoffs in auto and skyrocketing gasoline and energy prices
which have resulted directly from the phony shortages, profiteering, and
illegal price gouging by lhe oil monopolit!s. Many of tht! petition signatures collected by the People's Energy Commiuet! were obtained at
Detroit's packed unemploymt!nt centers. Throughout the city, at supermarkets and shopping centers, in church"s and union halls, the rt!sponse
to the petition drive has been electric: at the mention of action against the
big oil companies, people grabbed the petition boards out of the cam~.,

paign~rs'

hanus."
Th~ nalionwid~ I:ampaign 'for a referendum on a people's takeover of
oil was launl:h~d last Ol:lOber 17th at the National Day of Protest Against
Big Oil al:liolls al:ross the country. In Detroit, the People's Energy
COllllllill~e, a grass-roots community organization, was fonned to get the
4u~stion 011 lhe ballot here. The PECX campaign has been endorsed by
Op~ralion PUSH, the P.E.O.P.L.E. Committee ofthe American Federation of Slale, CLlunty and Municipal Employees (Region I, Council 25),
Ndli~ Cudlur of the National Caucus on Black Aging and the Grey
Panthas, and many union, community, and political leaders from the
Delroit area.
Th~ proposal for a people's takeover of the oil industry demands that
Cllngr~ss div~stlhe oil companies of all ownership and invest ownership
insl~au in the people of the United Slates. The oil, gas, and energy
inuuslry should be run by popular committees, composed of direct
repr~senlalives of all interested parties-trade unions, community
groups, th~ dd~r1y, minorities, women, the disabled, etc.
While lhe oil monopolies are very rich and will spend a great deal of
Il\llney to uekat this ballot initiative, the People's Energy Committee
pblges III cunlinue to rally community support behind its proposal. The
COlllllliu~~ is planning to reach out to block clubs, churches, unions, and
on lhe slreets to mobilize the people of Detroit for a "Yes" vote for a
peuple 's tak~uwr of the oil industry'.
Golub~rg ulso Slated, "This vote in Detroit should serve as a spur to
wllrt..ing and poor p~ople across the country to organize to actually
takeova lh~ oil industry. We must operate our basic energy resources on
lh~ basis of people's needs, not for the profits of a handful of oil
billionaires. ThaI is the people's answer tQ the energy crisis."
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SUST AINERS GROUP!!

Black Liberation Press cannot survive on sales alone. Because we are
an independent Black political press, we get no funding from ruling
class foundations. Thus, we need financial support from you-our
readers.
..
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db UI'Id'Ing a
VVf! know you recognize the Importance 0 maintaining an
progressive publishing venture in tune with the Black Liberation
Struggle. We know you realize that struggle and sacrifice are
inseparable in our fight for victory over exploitation and oppression.
It is in this context that Black Liberation Press invites you to join our
BLP Sustainers Group by pledging $5, 10, 15 or more a month (see
form below). Members ot the BLP Sustainers Group will be financially

supporting an essential liberation tool and will also benefit from Our:
- BlP Sustainers Quarterly Newsletter of publication developments, analysis of important issues and correspondence from our
readers and Sustainers.
-Annual BlP Sustainers' meetings for discussion of future publications and major issues facing the Black Liberation Struggle.
-20% discount on all BlP publications.
Clip + Mail to: BLP, Box 955, Harlem, NY 10027
I recognize the vital importance of the work of Black
Liberation Press and would like to help develop it so
as to help push forward the Black Liberation Struggle.
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AMALGAMATION FROM THE

\\'l:f(: 11£,L Il.liu and the financial honor of the

~.Ih:d. Th.: amclldmem was adopted unanimously.

I.W.W.
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.\. TAMMANY ELECTION
h j,; an (lId ~ll'r}' th.lt Tammany Hall in New York City& similarly
Lll corrLlpL 1,"lilk.,1 machines in scores of other American cities and
Sl.lln, h.l:, f.d.,II;, d illllulllccable elections by wholesale buying of
\l'I.:~, ~.ILJdilli~ ul' h.dll'[ !luxes, failing to tally opposition ballots and
j,~ \ ,II i" ll\ olher c'luuJ.L!J devices. The following episode points its own
ill'/L,L

. \ S",I"li,l slk.,Ln, 'l prominent figure locally in the New York
>1'" IL'" lklih:lillg a speech at a street corner on the lower East Side,
,llli ill,.; til . . 1~112 l'k.:rions. At that time most of the garment workers
~Idl li\',',l ill tillS cungested slum area, and the Socialist Party had a
,lfung illll'J\ving among' [hem. There was a large crowd, and the
spLd-:cr 11l.lde an clfcctive speech. On the edge of the gathering stood
tile T.lIllll1.lny H:dl precinct leader, much interested.
\\,1.<:11 the slX:·lkt:r had concluded and climbed down from his port.Ihle 1,l.ltiucm, the Tammany heeler sidled over to him and said:
"Th.lt Was a fine speech you made, me boy. I think you'll poll sixteen
VUles tur it on election day."

Thi~ made Ihe Socialist a bit wroth and he replied:
"Wh.lt do you mean, sixteen votes? This precinct is one of our
P.lflY'S strongholds. We'll get many times that; we'll carry the
llil:.:illd."
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tht! Tammany man was also hot under the collar and he

sixteen votes, didn't
"lll' Ilhlle will you getl"
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A PERPETUAL VACATION
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One of many manifestations of the conservative A:F. of L.
bureaucracy is the so-<:alled chair-warmer type of organizer. Such
organizers draw big wages and do nothing co~structive. About the
only time they can be galvanized into action is when it is a case of
fighting back some progressive movement struggling to improve the
unions, on which occasions they display an amazing vigor and activity.
Chair-warmer organizers have long been targets of attack by progressives and revolutionaries in the labor movement. But I never knew
a criticism more effective than one made off-hand by Samuel Gompers,
himself the king of labor chair-warmers, to a typical A:F. of L. conservative, do-nothing organizer in Pittsburgh.
Gompers happened to be in Pittsburgh, and in the course of his
conferences, the organizer, an old, veteran, requested that he be granted
a month's vacation. Gompers, with a drink or two under his belt,
listened to his request and then inquired:
"Now, let's see, Tom, how long have you been on our payroll?"
"It'll be twenty-five years next November," replied the organizer.
"Well," said Gompers with a sly grin, "don't you think that's vacation enough?"
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AMALGAMATION FROM THE BOTTOM
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During the World War and for some years afterward, under pres•
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sure of the high cost of living and profiteering by the trusts, the
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N"w, ililked, (he- Socialist speaker was angry. He reported the matter
Ii., ,.1, ""111,,,11 IC ;llld it was decided to make an extra effort to
. ", . i", l'lllh ,/., .. prccilllL Accordingly, additional speakers were
',;'1 I " . "'.II)' I.., ,'1111t:, wc!'e held and special house-to-house work

';'

~'. '~" :

was done. The workers rcspondt!d well :lnd :lS the election took place
the Party 10cal1eaders wert! positive tlH~y had won tht! precinct.
But when the detailed election returns were made public, there,
sure enough, the Party in the precinct was credited with the famous
sixteen votes. And so the thing stood. Nor could all the Party's protests
and demands for a recount change matters.

I? Well, that settles it. Not a single
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2 5
',,--when a ~egro youth just in front of me collapsed. Starvation. Next
day a small note in the pap:r stated that he had died. In Philadelphia an elderly immigrant couple told .me that just a week previously
they had lost their home by foreclosure; their whole life's savings
were gone at one blow, and the old husband was sick and unemployed. In Pittsburg, Kansas~ a miner insisted that I stay at his home
while I was in town. But in my room I picked up a book to read and
found in it, as a marker, an unpaid grocery bill for ninety-six dollars.
I learned later he had not done a day's work for twO years. And so on,
I met with endless manifestations of the terrible mass destitution
ELECTION CAMPAIGNING

PARTY LIFE

lelllkl nlh. Even then, I thought a short rest would set me on my
i":"l .I!:~.lill. BUl "lhe pilcher had gone once too often to the well."
It \\',I~ ;l hc.::trt altack-angina pectoris, the doctors called it-and for
tllC Ill:Xl ~evec"l weeks I was kpocking sharply 011 death's door. I spent
II ve IUllg 1lI0iH hs ill bed, suffer'ing indescribable torture. When I finally
gOt on my feet again there came many months of barely crawling
;\bollt, ~ick to thc core and such a nervous wreck that I was almost as
. hdpk~s ;,s a (Lilt!. It was nineteen months after my crash before I
could even put luol in my office, and three years before I could make
(;\'Cll .1 tcn minute public speech.
I h.1 \'c Ilcver ce;lsed to wonder how the human body could pos~,iJ,ly k.tl itsdf ag;lin after being SQ badly wrecked. Nor could I ever
1..1\',: \lulLlulll ,,( the tcrrible crisis I was in had it not been for the
iIIlCllii:,'ll, tilcle~s and loving care of my devoted wife, the loyal
;1·"i:,l.llllC gj':m me by lhe Party, and my own determination not to
di..: ul loJ bccullle a hopdess wreck but to live on and fight in the
\\'uC b:r,' ~lrugglc for t:mancipation.

of 1932.
But my campaigns also produced many humorous incidents, and I
could appreciate them as a reHef from the hard work and mass
pauperization. In the 1924 campaign there was, for example, the case
of Poniatowsky's baby. Stanislaus Poniatl;>wsky was a miner in the
anthracite district of eastern Pennsylvania. He had a big family and,
being a confirmed rebel, concluded it was very fitting to call his children
after outstanding revolutionaries. In this sense, he distributed upon his
first three offspring the names of the great international leaders, Marx,
Engels and Lenin. Then he began to use names of American militants, including Debs and Ruthenberg, upon other newly-arrived

ELLt ;TION CA:tvfPAIGNING

children.
..
Eventually, Stanislaus' wife presented him with still another baby"
a bouncing boy. What should this one be called? The miner was
sorely troubled. He had two names urgently in mind; but he was
afraid to use either, as he had reason to believe this would be his last
child, and then he could not use the other name, It was indeed a difficult situation. But Stanislaus boldly cut the Gordian knot with one
sweeping stroke. He decided to give both names to th.e youngster.
So, a week before I saw the kid in 1924, he called him William Z.
Foster Alexander How:ttt Poniatowsky, and let the matter go at that.
During the 1928 election cr.mpaign I made a speaking trip through
the South. I had just concluded a meeting the night before in Atlanta,
Ga., and was on my way t9 make another in Richmond, Va. As the
train pulled into Raleigh, N.C., the station was full of a noisy throng.

}.(}' thn:c Presidential campaigns were not all hard work, however.
ThL}' \\''':IC .d~u literally packed with human interest. Especially the
lC;lgil: d.l}'s of lY32. All over the country the terrible industrial crisis
\\.IS call1p.llH. On all sides factories and mills were closed; great breadlines ut ullemployed wound their way to their goal of miserable
it.llIllulll,; lilLhy lluphouses were overflowing with the homeless, freezill.s unemployed; along'lhe railroads myriads of hobo workers traveled
,lilt! L.llIlpeJ; in every CilY there were the monstrous "Hoovervilles"
uf lill Lill shacks on the city dumps or along the railroad tracks, filled
with ullerl), Jeslilute workers; in many Western towns there were
tell[ Lul.JIlics of dispossessed farmers. And the brutal Hoover govern111m! \\'a~ ddln,; nOlhing £0 relieve this mass misery caus~d by the
hruL,\"lI'lI lJl I he ObS(>lcle capitalist system.
UII. lli)ll I \;.IS riLlillg a South Side elevated train in Chicago
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PARTY LIPE

PAUL SINGER'S FUNERAL

.\ lund pL)' ... d, flags waved, the crowd yelled and a committee of a
,I",·.dl '\JL)llu 6 uisli.:J citizens" sto.od in front and looked important.
Tll,'11 .1 geller.11 invasion of our train [Ook place. The committee, plus
~l ~L,'I': ur ~() more, filled the car I was in, while the band and the
/.,)j I'ullui j.lulll1ed into the other coaches. I was not long in learning
th.lt il \VolS ,I c.llllluign reception committee going up the road an hour
ttl I II (/~ ri,1..: III met:[ the train bearing the Democratic Presidential
,.lthli,l.lic' .•\1 Smith, who was speaking that night in Raleigh. The
,kl.-t;.ltiIHl I'.. IS he:lll..:d by the pompous Josephus Daniels, Secretary of
til,' N;IVY lIlllkr WiboJl. Nobody recognized me, but Daniels, politi,illl liLL. I •. hl, Jile a formal "Hpw-do-you-do?" I wondered what he
\ ... lIl,l Il,lvc lhoughl h:H.l he known I was the candidate of the hated
"l "dllllllllh:-hL" Parry.
'1"1.1: cullllllillCC was in a hilarious mood, and evidently the moonshine
'\"lllI jiU.. .tI" tliJI passed freely from hand to hand had a key part in
L\,:uillg t1ll1lgS up. The delegates laughed and sang and joked. They
("udl,l ,.,,'h ullin in making wisecracks at the expense of Calvin
('"ulillge, \\'\10 was At Smith's opponent and, incidentally, mine also.
'1'I1l: bl'~l of these cracks was made by a preacher in the group,'
wllo. quile jolly and not a bit shocked at the open violation of his
rc\'anl Prohibition amendment, delivered himself of the following.
UD" yuil know," said he, "Coolidge is such a musty conservative
lh,ll every lime he opens his mouth a moth flies out?"
The crowJ laughed uproariously, and I, too. It was doubly funny to
me, because of its coming from such Bourbons, tools of the cotton
lIulI child Llbor exploiters, Jim Crowers of Negroes, hypocritical biblepounders ;lIld Prohibitionists-even then on their way to welcome Al
Smith, as reaclionary a man as Coolidge ever dared to be. It was the
pUL ctlling the keltle black.

of winter, 19II, I did not know a single word of German. I had secured
a pretty good grasp of French in my previous,six months in France,
but German was all "Greek" to me. Therefore, I had the devil's own
time on that first Saturday, my arrival day, in getting located in a
cheap lodging house; ior I had only twemy dollars in my pocket and,
could not afford to go to the high-priced places where they spoke

During

1()l(HI,

1l10\t.:llH.:nL.

I spent a year in France and Germany studying the
When I pulled into Berlin from Paris in the dead

English.
The morning of my second day in Berlin, Sunday, was bright and
clear, but what the French picturesquely caU froid de loup (wolf-cold).
I decided I would take a walk about the city. I had not gone far when
I noticed many little groups of men, most of them with high hats,
all hurrying along in one general direction. I could not make out
what was up, and of course I was unable to ask anyone. At first I
thought all these people were going to church, but I soon saw this

I:"

", i,j

'+~rt·.

I

1

was no~ the case.
Moved by curiosity, I decided to follow a group and learn what
was afoot. So I "tailed" one and it led me towards the center of the
city. The farther we went the larger the number of high-hatted groups
and the bigger the crowds. Finally we came to where a great demonstration was taking shape. The streets were jammed in all directions.
From the banners I made out that it was a Socialist turnout, but
. I did not know what it was all about. Soon, ho(Wever, I saw a newsboy
selling copies of. Vorwarls, the Socialist daily paper, which had a full
front page picture of Paul Singer, noted Social Democratic leader; surrounded by a heavy black border. So that was it: Paul Singer was dead
and the Socialist Party was burying him. And what a mighty demonstration-tl ..: l bim was made that a million people took part and that
it was the bibciest funeral in the history of Germany.
At the time I was a syndicalist, and as such had no confidence whatever in the revolutionary pretensions of the German Social Democracy.
And this first view of the organization itself in action only intensified my unfavorable opinion. For one thing, coming from six months'
contact with the militantly revolutionary French trade unions, I was
struck by the absence of red flags in the demonstration. There were
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which and ways in which it is different.
Two alternative theses are proposed: (a) the parliamentary hypothesis, according to which societal development is
determined by pill iiamentary politics and therefore one can
expect an increasing differentiation between Sweden and
other countries; (b) the class hypothesis, according to which
societal development is determined by extra-parliamentary
forces and reproduc:!d, rather than represented, by the latter
- unless rupture occurs in political institutions. As no such
rupture occurred in Sweden in 1932 or thereafter, it can be
expected that the development of Swedish society has not
differed appreciably from that of other Western countries.
This is evaluated against aspects of social conditions, labour
relations, social and tax policies. No definite conclusions are
reached, but the evidence casts reasonable doubts on the
parliamentary hypothesis and indicates the use of the class
hypothesis for further work.

bet ween community planning and interest groups is discussed with the help of a scheme showing different levels of
authority organization.
Conclusions centre around the low level of participation
and lhe obstacles that prevent the exercise of influence on
the planning and decision-making processes. Against these,
the conditions and opportunities for increased influence on
the pan of those affected are discussed.
T. l'vlaunsbach is now involved in a joint interdisciplinary
project concerning industrial change and alternative
employment in the declining steel-making regions.
724 c\'IILLER, T., BURELL, U. (1978), Kunskap och in.fly/al/lle: U/viirdering ay planeringssamrad i Hedemora
1975-1977 (Citizen participation in. Swedish municipal planning), 13yggforskningen Report 82.
725 t\llLLER, T. (1979), 'The emergence of participatory
policies for community development: Anglo-American experiences and their influence on Sweden', Acta Sociologica.
22 (2) (in English).
7~() c\IILLER, T. (1979), 'The emergence and impact of participatory ideas on Swedish planning and local government',
NordpluJI, paper given at the Nordic Sociology Congress,
Abo, 21-23 August (in English). Citizen participation does
nol appear as an effective strategy for increasing political
activity and influence among low-resource groups. If its·
gllals arc collsidered important, it is necessary to analyze the
phellolllclloll critically, defining it clearly, stating its inhac,:t :ontradictions, and explaining its origins. This paper
is bih .. ! 011 empirical evaluations of participation exercises
in S\\ eden and abroad, and against the background of more
gCll.:ral ~lIIdics of societal change and policy development.
727 THEI{llORN, G. et al. (1978), 'Sweden before and after
social democracy: a first overview', Acta Sociologica, suppkment on the Nordic welfare state (in English). The work
exalllinl!s the effects of an unusually long Social Democratic
pariiallll!ntary rt:ign on the 'welfare state', arguing that such
a cal1~;d analysis has 10 begin with an historical study, corI d.lt illllUI lIll!thoJs having little value. Sweden is thus comparcd witli other Western societies before and at the end of
thl! S,h:ial Delllocratic era in order to assess the degrees to
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ACTHENBERG, E., STONE, M.E. (1974), 'Tenants first:
a research and organizing guide to the FHA'. Cambridge,
Mass., Urban Planning Aid.
AGNEW, J.A. (1976), 'Public policy and the spatial form
of the city: the case of public housing location', PhD dissertation, Ohio State University. (Also in 753.)
AIKENS, M., CASTELLS, M. (1977), 'New trends in urban studies', Comparative Urban Research, IV (2 & 3),
pp. 7-10. This brief position paper emphasizes the need for
multiple research strategies and the importance of crossnational research. The works of Hill, Mingione and Szelengi
are also discussed.
'
ALCALY, R.E., MERMELSTEIN, D. (eds) (1977). The
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American cities. Essay 011 the polilicul
fiscal crisis
economy of urban America wilh special reference 10 New
York, New York, Random House. The premis.: of this influential book is that the American urb.ln fiscal crisis must
be understood firstly in terms of capital accumulation and
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the pursuit of profits. The first section presents various intl:rpretations of the causes of this crisis in New York. R.
Zevin reviews its recent municipal economic history, R.E.
Alcaly and H. Bodian stress its cyclic dimension in terms of
the specific role of the banking system and municipal bond
market and J. Epstein examines the profitability of urban
renewal for the construction industry. The second section
I:xamines the issue more widely, in terms of its relation to
pallertls of urbanization, the recent growth of Southern
cities, Ihe social effects of urban decline and Federalmunicipal relations, and includes among others, articles by
D. (Jordon, J.B. Mollenkopf, G. Sternleib and
J. W. Hughes, F. Fox Piven. The last section proposes a
llIore focused historical and political analysis of the New
Y~Hk situation by contributors such as R. Caro, M. Edel,
R. FIe'coman, W.K. Tabb and D. Mermelstein.
\1 1'1 Rf. 1., ~I:\RKUSEN, A.R. (1977), 'The professional
Pll\,jll~·til)n l)f policy ideology and plans: an examination of
Brlll)k ings and resources for (he future', University of
Calif,1rI1ia, Santa Cruz and Berkeley (mimeo), 45pp. In this
raIl' ,llId hisLOrical exaillination of two public policy institutions, the authors adopt the position that these 'perform a
brokerage function between private capital and the state'.
This function, perceived as a form of production of
ideology and plans, is assumed by policy professionals who
translate private entrepreneurial values and state objectives
illlo seemingly independent policy plans and rationales. The
authors claim LO overcome the problems of both instrumentalist ;md structuralist perspectives. Participant observation
was the method employed.
ANGOTTI, T. (1977), 'The housing question and after',
.\lolllllly Review, 28 (5), October, pp. 3~-51~.1
Alllipoc/e: A Radical Journal of Geography (1975), 7 (1),
I-ebruary. The issue features a debate between G. Ives of
Britain and R. Walker of Berkeley about a Marxist apIHuadl [0 the analysis of rent. It follows a previous essay by
\Valker in AlIlipode, 6 (I) (1974) in which rent is discussed
a!> a market phenomenon linked to the role of circulation
aIlJ realil.ation in the American city. Here Ives criticizes
WalklT OIl the grounds Ihat he does not have a proper concqllualizatioll of social class and also does not come to

735

terms with the labour theory of value which he sees as
crucial to the theory of rent. In turn, Walker replies in terms
of a close and critical examination of Marx's value and rent
theory, focusing on the relations between production and
circulation, the transformation problem and conceptions of
absolute and differential rent.
Antipode: A Radical Journal oj Geography (1975), 'Accumulation, housing, cultural evolution', 7 (2), special
issue.

736

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS (Jan. 78179).
Includes a review of Italian books in English on Italian community movements.
737 BIRCH, E.L. (1978), 'Women-made America. The case of
early public housing policy', American In~tilllle oj Planners
Journal, April, pp. 130-44.
738 BLUESTONE, B., HARRISON, B. (1980), 'Capital mobility and economic dislocation' (mimeo). Although then not
for quotation, this draft adds to American radical research
on inter-regional mobility of capital. With a rather simple
theoretical perspective of capital, the authors successfully
question both academic assessments and empirical evidence
of the mechanisms and extent of firms' dislocation and relocation, providing empirical data of their economics. They
also outline the social consequences of capital mobility,
criticize existing policies and programmes, and propose an
alternative model of capital mobility 'in a truly democratic
socialist society'. B. Bluestone is at Boston College and B.
Harrison is at MIT.
739 BLUESTONE, B., HARRISON, B. (1980), Capital and

communities - the causes and consequences oj private
disinvestment, Washington ~C, The Progressive Alliance.
739a BOOKCHIN, M. (1973), The limils oj the cily, New York,
740

741

742

Harper and Row. Now a classic text on the relations between urban growth and organization and everyday life.
BOWL Y, O. (1978), The poorhouse: subsidized housing in
Chicago. 1895-1976, Carbondale, Southern Illinois University Press.
BANFIELD, E.C. (1973), The unheavenly cily, Boston, little Brown. A key reference text, precursor to later
'materialist' approaches.
BRETTE, B., O'ARCY, F. (1976), 'On recent urban
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n:scarch in France: The Marxist view: 1974-1975', Compurulive Urball Research, 3 (4-6), pp. 22-8. Short critical
reviews of work by M. Castells, J. Lojkine and S. Biarez et
al. are presented . There is no bibliography.
BURNETT, P. (1973), 'Social change, the status of women
alillmodels of city form and development', Antipode, 5 (3),
pp . 57-62 . This is an early attempt to grapple with existtill~ models of urban development in terms of their neglect
llf any analysis of sexual divisions. It is followed by a succinct critical commentary by Irene Breuge\.
CORNOY, J., WEISS, M. (1973), A house divided: radical
pt'fspeclives 011 social problems, Boston, Little and Brown.
CARO, R. (1974), The power broker; Moses and the/all of
New York, New York, Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.
CHECKOWA Y, B. (1980), 'Large builders, federal housing
programmes, and postwar suburbanisation', /JURR, 4 (1),
pp . 21-45.. Contrasting images of American post-war
suburban development with the few studies existent which
analyze suburbanization as a process of institutional (both
private and public) decision-making, the author proposes to
fill this gap with a documented historical account of the institutions that 'built the suburbs' for the postwar decade.
CLAVEL, P., FORESTER, J •• GOLDSMITH, W. (eds)

751

(1980), Urban and regio;,al planning in Ihe age 0/ auslerity,

New YOI' k. Pergamon Press. This collection includes articles
by M.A, Weiss on 'The origins and legacy of urban
renewal', A.R.· Markusen on regionalism, C. Hartman and
M. Swne on a so~ialist housing strategy, R. Appelbaum and
P. Drcir on rent control, R. Burlage and L. Kennedy on
health planning; in addition to contributions by Clavel, ForreSler, Goldsmith, R. Beauregard, H. Baum, H. Goldstein,
J.L.. Sarbib, J. Kussy, M. Regan and Joel Freidman.
CLOWARD, R . , FOX PIVEN, F. (1975), The politics 0/
tllrllloil, New York, Vintage Books. Essential for understanJing the nature of American urban politics and grass-roots
1IlOvemenlS.
CLOWARD, R . A . , FOX PIVEN, F. (1977), P(Jor people's
/lIOVeIl/ClltS:
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Bibliography

swdies from the contemporary United States,

New York, Pantheon .
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, The Graduate School of Ar-

752
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chitecture and Planning, 410 Avery Hall, New York, NY
10027. The continuing Papers in Planning (PIP) series contains working-papers and reprints, and includes pieces on
the politics of urban planning by C. Boyce, the political
sociology of housing tenure by P. Marcuse, the position of
women in urban professions by J. Leavitt, and health planning by R. Burlage among others. See in particular PIP
no. 20, 'Public crises for private profits: on the usefulness
of the urban fiscal crisis' (98pp) and PIP 20a, 'The targeted
crisis: on the ideology of the urban fiscal crisis and its uses'
(36pp), both by P. Marcuse, 1980 and 1981. The latter forthcoming in /JURR, 5 (3), 1981.
Comparative Urban Research (1978), 5 (2-3). This issue is
devoted to a discussion of the impact of Marxist approaches
on existing American urban sociology. It includes a critical
article by C.S. Fisher and a reply by D. Harvey, an outline
of the uses of Marxist theory as a foundation for urban
sociology by J. Bensman, which is critical of the structuralist perspective; a review of the neglected use of the
ethnographic method by M.E. Brown as well as articles by
T. Clark and I. Szeleny, and finally an overview of new
research directions and tasks by the Research Planning
Group on Urban Social Services. Altogether this periodical
is of intere:.t J lot only for its contents, but also for its receptivity to European developments. For example, previous
issues have contained a bibliography on urban anthropology
(1978), and a special number on 'Urban proletariat politics',
3 (3), 1975/6.
COX, K.R., REYNOLDS, D.R., ROKKAN, S. (eds)
(1974), Locatiollol approaches to power and conflict, New
York, Sage-Halstead.
COX, K.R. (ed.) (1978), Urbanisation and conflict in
markel societies, London and New York, Methuen and Co.
Two objectives underlie this collection; a theoretical and
descriptive examinalion of the conditions under which conflict exists in capitalist cities, and an attempt to move away
from both liberal and instrumental interpretations of urban
conflict. The text is divided into three sections; the first being a theoretical examination of the conditions of conflict,
the second a description of cases of locational conflicts and
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th~ Ihird a number of analyses of loeational outcomes with ~

focus Oil an historical interpretation of urban growth. The
t~\1 includes among others, articles by D. Harvey. S.T.
Row~is and A.J. ScoU, M.J. Dean and J. Long, R.A.
\\' a Ikef, K. YoUllg and J. Kramer.
75-l COX. K.R .• NARTOWICZ, F.Z. (1980), 'Jurisdictional
fr;lglllcII[ation in the American metropolis: Alternative
pCI~pcetive~'. JJURR. 4 (2), pp. 196-211.
755 CRISIS READER EDITORIAL COLLECTIVE (1978), US
cupitulism in crisis, New York, Economics Educ~tion Project. The Union of Radical Political Economists (URPE).
This large paperback written in an accessible style, is of in: cr l:-;t not only for its various interpretations of the
.'.lllcrican economic and social crisis of the 1970s, but also
for its emerging outline of a theory of disaccumulation. Seclinn A. pari II, 011 'Workers and Jobs' includes articles by
H. Heil and the Santa Cruz Collective on global and
'Sullbdt' labour migration, while Section C, 'Communities
ill Crisis' includes relevant articles on urban government,
housing. health services and the family by among others, K.
Fox, M.E. Stone and E. Zaretsky, while Parts III and IV are
devoted to theoretical analyses and political proposals. The
lext also contains besides a number of empirical tables, a
full statistical appendix covering employment and fiscal
dalil for the period 1951-1976.
756 CUILLER; J. (1978), 'Mobility and Social Organization of
space in fhe United States, 1760-1820', IJURR, 2 (2),
pp. 270-68. Class conflict in the north-eastern cities between
)760 and 1820 surrounded the appearance of commodity
labour in the USA during this period. This transformation
(llust be understood ill terms of a 'primitive mobility' which
preceded the 'primitive accumulation' of capital. The relation bet ween town and country also lays the bases not only
fur the economic policies of the early nineteenth century.
hilt abo for popular resistance whose origins can be traced
10 all ~arlier rival and comrnunitarian ideology which was
nOI slwWIl by new l!uropean immigrants.
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'Essays on the social relations of work and labour', 8 (2-3),
Fall, pp. 191-205. In her examination of a neglected area of
study. the author proposes a documented explanation of the
rise and relative decline of unionization among m!1nicipal
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employers and clients: the text also includes a brief overview of wage gains, negotiations and levels of militancy for
the period ]967-75.
DORFMAN, D. (1975), 'Greenlining Chicago', Working
Papers for a New Society. Summer, pp. 32~6.
EDEL, M., SCLAR, E. (eds) (]974), Working papers,
Bosloll studies ill urban political economy, Queens College,
CUNY (mimeo). These working papers still in progress at
the time of compilation, are to be published in 1981-82.
They centre around the theme of Boston's suburban growth
since the 1870s, focusing on the relations between city
government and the property market.
EDEL, M., SCLAR, E., LURIA, D. (forthcoming), Shaky
palaces. This book in preparation which is due for pUblication in 1981-82 is based on the authors' long-term research
on the land economic history of Boston's urbanization.
EDEL, M. (1976), 'Not blaming the victim in studies of
suburban growth', paper delivered at the 23rd North
American Meeting of the Regional Science Association,
12-14 November. In this paper based on an extensive study
of the suburbanization of Boston, the author contests the
notion that suburbanization can be envisaged in terms of a
general social progress which has been accompanied by an
equalization of wealth and an increase in social and spatial
mobility. Drawing from a wide range of historical, political
and academic sources (in particular Engels' writings), the
discussion focuses on interpretations which have been put
forward on the meaning and problems of home-ownership
for the US working-class, comparing them in the last section
to interpretations on the value and drawbacks of tenancy.
EDEL, M., SCLAR. E. (1975), 'The distribution of real
est~te value changes; metropolitan Boston, 1870-1970',
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(4), pp. 1-13. Against a critical

di~'Lllssioll of the implications of analyses of land'rent for
urban struggles, the author introduces and juxtaposes three

lIilldeenth-centllry theories of rent (classical, populist and
f\lar\ist), illustrating both their shortcomings and relevance
fur lucal housing strategies.
765 LWEN, L.A. (1978). Corporate power and urban crisis'in
j)t'lruil, Princeton, Princeton University Press. While in~lrulllelllalist in its perspective, this text offers a case study
011 the historical and political relations between the rise,
dominance and present crisis of a major industry, municipal
governmelll and interest groups. It also provides some empirically based insights on the local political management of
unemployment and marginalization.
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Comparing public policies, Sage Yearbooks in Politics and
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suggest a theoretical perspective on the role of the state in
capital accumulation and ,political integration in terms of
their consequent spatial effects. They argue that over time
urban governments become structured in ways that allow
them to support economic growth and regulate political parti.:ipation so as to mediate potential conflict arising from
cOlltradictions between the two functions. They propose
tllat variations between countries and cities in the degree of
centralization/decentralization of government functions
:I111lthc degree to which economic and political functions are
segregated within urban governments may help account for
diffen:ll.:es in their ability (0 cope with political conflict. At
t 11(' s~iIlle t irne, the subsequent growth of governmental servi':es, the uiversion of struggles at the point of production
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political, and ideological significance of two fundamental
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and then articulated to an analysis of their consequences for
planning in the Third World, the authors arguing the case
for territorial forms of planning.
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racial crisis, New York, Holt, Rhinehart and Winston.
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provides much information on working and living conditions in the motor industry, the relation of the latter to the
'VA W union and the local judicial system.
GOLDSTEIN, H.A., ROSENBERRY, S.A. (eds) (1978),

The structural crisis of the 1970's and beyond: the need for a
new planning Iheory, Blackburg, College of Architecture
and Urban Studies, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University; Proceedings of the Blackburg Conference on
Planning Theory (mimeo), 227pp. The theme of this conference was to relate in a critical manner three dimensions of
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cllnwin lively diswssions and papers by among others,
binsl~in, Bay~r, Noyelie, Beaureg~rd, Applebaum, Clavel,
~IC. and also cOlllains useful references.
777 GOODMAN, R. (1979), The last entrepreneurs: America's
regiullul wars jor jobs alUi dollars, New York, Simon and
'-I,:huster.
77'0 ; .. \RTMAN, C. (1974), Yerba Buena. Land grab and comIII/wily resistallce ill Sail francisco, San Francisco, Glide
Publicalions. This closely documented study focuses on two
decades (1953-73) of the politics of urban renewal in an
inner-cilY district, placing them in the cont~xt of the rise
(and rec~nt breakdown) of pro-growth coalitions in large
American cities and highlighting the use of government
funds and role of urban professionals in subsidizing properly speculation. In turn, it also examines specifically
American forms of resistance to displacement and
red~vdOPJHent, and also touches on the little-researched
phenomenon of the urban impact of big-business sports.
779 HARVEY, D. (1973), Social justice and the city. London,
Edward Arnold. With the wbrk of O'Connor, perhaps the
I\lOst intluential text of this period for Anglo-Saxon
developments in Marxist approaches to urban rent. urban
and regional development in advanced capitalist countries.
(Only j1 sdection of Harvey's works are here listed.)
IlARVEY, D. (1974), 'Class-monopoly rent, finance capital
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and the urban revolution', Regional Studies, 8, pp. 239-55.
HARVEY, D. (1976), 'Labour, capital and class struggle
7<:H
around lhe built environment in advanced capitalist
societies', Polilics alld Society, 6 (3), pp. 65-295. In this
article Harvey attempts to articulate a conception of the built
ellvirQlllll~nt (as a 'mass of humanly constructed physical
resources') to a specifically capitalist setting, outlining the
areas of class struggle to its production and use and pointing
out the dual evolution of the socialization of labour and raI ionalization of consumption.
HARVEY, D. (1977), 'The geography of capitalist ac7'02
clllllulation: a reconstruction of Marxian theory', Antipode,
7 l2), pp. 1J-12. This arlicle contributed to the foundation of
a sp~(i fically American social historical approach to the
g~llgraphy of Ulll!VCn capital accumulation and dis<lcL"llll1ulation over the American territory.
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HARVEV, D. (1978), 'The urban process under capitalism:
a framework for analysis', /JURR, 2 (I), pp. 101-31. In this
essay which both resumes and extends his problematic,
Harvey analyzes the role of investments in the built environment in relation to the struclllre and contradictions of the
accumulation process. Within this perspective, long-term investment cycles and their geographic effects 'are examined,
as is, in turn, the way the built environment itself expresses
and exacerbates capitalist crises. The last section of the essay
considers the way the class struggle influences the directions
and forms of investments in the built environment, and how
this process has the tendency of both to relate and displace
struggles away from the workplace to the home as places of
reproduction of labour power.
HAYDEN, D. (1976), Seven American utopias: the ilrchitec/Ure oj communitarian socialism 1790-/975, Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press.
HAYDN, D., WRIGHT, G. (1976), 'Architecture and urban planning', Signs Jourl/al oj Women ill Culture alld
Society, Spring, pp. 923-33. Remains a very useful review
essay on the state of the literature on and by women in these
urban professions.
HAYDN, D. (1980). A grand domestic revolution:
American visions oj household liberation, Cambridge,
Mass., MIT Press. Biographical discussions of feminists in
late nineteenth-century America provide a major insight into the struggles and ideologies surrounding the privatization
of domestic life and labour in its relations to urban and
housing design.
HERSHORN, L. (1979), 'The theory of social services and
disaccumulationist capitalism', International Journal oj
Heaith Services, 9 (2), pp. 295-311. This article, among
other texts by the same author, has relevance for contemplating theoretically the issue of the provision of social
services and infrastructures in a situation whereby the
labour market itself is decaying and a process of delegitimation of social provision has emerged, thus questioning theses
which examine public provision in terms of accumulation
and the reproduction of labour power. In this essay Hershorn outlines the intellectual history of the disaccumulation thesis and puts forward ten descriptive/
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lilellreticul propositions on the nature of 'dis-accumulation'.
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ecoIIUIIIY: a bibliogmphical introduction, Iowa State
LJnivcr:-.ity, mimco 45. Although not annotated, this
hiblil)graphy forwardcd by a short introduction, provides a
/;lpiJ ovcrview of Marxist and critical texts, focusing on
.\IIICi"il.:an and British research.
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fiscal crisis, A. Markusen on the fiscal and political relations
between suburbs and central city, as well as articles by S.
Clarke and Ginsburg, M. Edel, S. Sandie-Biermann and an
article by A. Evers on 'State structure and state interventionism'. This periodical also occasionally contains essays
relevant to the field of urban and regional studies.
KRAUSHAAR, R. (1979), 'Pragmatic radicalism',lJURR,
3 (1), pp. 62-80. Within the evolution over the past decade
of analyses of community struggles from pluralist to class
perspectives, lh,~ author examines current ideologies and
strategie,s in ;'1. itish community action and arrives at its
analytical description in terms of its 'pragmatic radicalism'.
Its nature is defined as the day-to-day alliances and
negotiating strategies of industrial and community groups
who lack real p~litical power and as a consequence experience difficulties in developing ~ coherent and long-term
political objective. Three levels of action are analyzed and illustrated: industrial, community and local government.
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state: the case of the United States', Kapitalistate, 7. This
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O'CONNOR, J. (1973), The fiscal crisis of the'state, New
York, St Martin's Press. Beginning with the proposition
that the state must fulfill the contradictory functions of accumulation and legitimation, O'Connor puts forward two
major theses on the fiscal crisis of the state, namely, that
(a) the growth of the state sector is functioning increasingly
as the basis of growth for monopoly capital and total production, and that (b) the fiscal crisis is exacerbated by the
private appropriation of state power for particul.ar ends.
These theses hinge around a two-fold characterization of
state expenditure which as social capital correspond to the
state's two essential functions and which is distinguished as '
social investment and social consumption capitals. The text
is devoted to a critical development and illustration of these
theoretical premises. Chapter 5 focuses on issues of particular importance for urban fiscal analysis, namely the
organization of social consumption outlays in terms of the
administrative and territorial contradictions of urban
governments. This is illustrated by the exploitative role of
the suburbs vis-a-vis the inner city. This text has been influential not only in opening up debates and research on the
fiscal crisis of American cities, but also in Europe where in
particular, it has influenced the work of Mingione and
Folin.
O'DONNELL, P. (1977), 'Industrial capitalism and the rise
of modern American cities', Kapitalistate" 6, Fall,
pp. 91-128. Sharing with others the viewpoint that a theory
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theory of the nature of capitalist socie'y, O'Donnell proposes a historh.:;·;J I, )CUs which examines the emergence of industrial Amerk"l. cities in the mid-nineteenth century in
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specialization rdated 10 the organization of industrial product ion. Having identified the industrial American city in
terms of four major sectors of transformation - productioll, social reproduction, .infrastructural development and
s( atelpolit ical intervention, 0' Donnell outlines major urban
dl,lIlges of the period, providing some useful insights in the
'rccoJlslruction' of the urban family, the ri'le of mass education and cultural activities and communications.
))12 O'DONNELL, P. (1978), 'The beginnings of the modern
home in the 1920's', Childhood and Government Project,
working paper no. 19, University of California, Berkeley,
38pp. Articulating the relations between economic and urban changes in America in the 1920s, the author places into
perspective developments in the previous era and also suggests analogies useful for current urban analysis. The
ch'.nge of emphasis from productioJl to consumption, the
increasing differentiation of the labour force and the appearance of mass unemployment gave rise to new political
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. ~llIall house') and also to present patterns of residential and
ethnic segregation and suburbanization. The author focuses
on three essential aspects (the family, the cities. housing).
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York, Oxford University Press. Adopting an historical
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their political and social relations with the city.
PIVEN, F.F., CLOWARD, R.A. (1972), Regulating the
poor: the Junction oj public welfare, London, Tavistock.
Focusing on the evolution of public welfare policies in the
USA from the Great Depression to the Great Society programmes of the 1960s, the authors examine their relations to
economic cycles, their role in containing civil disorders and
regulating local labour markets, and the implications they
have for local government fiscal and political management.
Planners' Network, Box 4671 Sather Gate Station,
Berkeley, California 94704. This newsletter, which reports
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published texts and opinions in the fields of planning and
urban studies, is invaluable as a means of keeping in touch
with American developments. Until recently edited singlehanded by Chester Hartman, it now as a nation-wide collective editorship.
RABINOVITZ, F. (1974-75), 'The study of urban politics
and the politics of urban study', Comparative Urban
Research, 2 (6), pp. 5-16. This review article traces the
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research and policy responses, and purposes an agenda for
future work. In the same issue Alvin Magid comments.
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labour process. More precisely, he argues in the case of West
Virginia that for the period considered thaI class conflict in
the coalfields led to the reinforcement of the domination
over labour rather than its freeing, and that moreover, this
domination was qualitatively different from pre-capitalist
forms - this having effects on the present renewal of
economic growth in this region.
SMITH, M.P. (1980), The city (Jnd sodal theory, Oxford,
Basil Blackwell. In offering a close and critical reappraisal
of the writings of five theorists of urban .culture and personality - Wirth, Freud, Simmels, Roszak and Sennett
- the author unveils specific aspects of the ideological connotations of 'urbanism' and proposes an alternative viewpoint based on a consideration of the role of planning in advanced capitalism and the extent to which neighbourhood
political structures can counter the power of corporate centralization.
SOJA, E.W. (1978), 'Topian Marxism and spatial praxis: a
reconsideration of the political economy of space', paper
presented at the Annual Meeting of the Association of
American Geographers, 9-12 April. Beginning from a critique of the work of Harvey, Lefebvre and Castells, this
paper proposes to elaborate further a conceptualization of
what is termed the socio~spatial dialectic whereby space is
neither considered as a separate structure, nor as the simple
expression of class relations, but as a 'dialectically defined
component of the general socio-spatial relations of production'.
STERNLEIB, G., BURCHELL, R. (eds) (1979), The
municipal fiscal squeeze: problems and prospects, New
Brunswick, NJ. Centre for .Urban Policy Research.
STONE, M.L, ACTENBERG, E. (1977), Hostage! Housing and th.: ,'Jassachusel/s fiscal crisis, Boston: Boston
Community School.
STUCKEY, B.L. (1975), 'From tribe to multinational corporatism - an approach to the study of urbanisation', PhD
dissertation, University of California, Los Angeles. The
originality ofthisdissertation,lies in the innovative treatment
of the possibilities of Marxist theory and method for the
study of urbanization. It includes an extensive section on the
history of urbanization and introduces theoretical analyses
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WALTER LIPPMANN

Votes must represent the size of that power: all other votes are a menace.
Platforms must be written for the purpose of keeping the campaign to the
essential issues. Propaganda and political action can be united by taking
part in public affairs without the responsibility of office. Elections are the
last goal of political action, and not the fust. They should come only when
the socia] forces are organized and ready.
This letter is very long, yet it is far too short for the subject. I h!tve
had to compress so much that many statements will appear unsupported
by argument or evidence. I do not know hoW to avoid that. I hope you
will read not to confute but to understand. I hope that in any discussion
which may ensue no one will try to be smart and score debating points.
They will only confuse what is already very confusing.
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Fraternally yours,
Walter Uppman n
October 29,1913
~

46 East 80th Street
New York City.
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'Tho manuscript collection that was of greate.t Fneral use to the essays In
this volume is the Socialist Party of America Papers at Duke University U.
brary. Durham. North Carolina. Since these papers contain a large amount
of material relatins to Sociallst locals, they are especially pertinent to the
nee~ of any study dealing with municipal socialism. Other manuscript
collections will be mentioned In the following discussion of the cities ana·
lyzed by the essays herein. A most useful guide 'to llbrary and archival
holdings is Bernard Ie. Johopoll, "Manuscript Sources in American Radical·
ism," lAbor Hist01')l14 (Winter 1973),92-97. Another source valuable
to all essays in thil book is tho U.s. Bureau of the Census, Census of the
United State,. for the decennial periods from 1890 through the presen t.
or the four cities analyzed that elected Socialist administrations,
Milwaukee hal received the most previous attention by scholars. The fol.
10winS collections should be consulted for research materials on the his·"\
tory of Milwaukee socialism: the Daniel W. Hoan, Victor L. Berger, Emil
Seidel, and Frederic F. Heath papers In the archives of the Milwaukee Com·
ty Historical Society, as well as the papers of the Social Democratic party
(Socialist party) of Milwaukee. The Society also has copies of county campaign manuals and proceedings of various conventions of the Wisconsin,
Social Democratic party. The Milwaukee Public Ubrary houses relevant
collections arid the archives of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin
contaitls related material, such as the papers of Morris Hillquit, Algie M.
Illd May Wood Simoni, and John M. Work. Party newspapers which are
aniJablo blcludo tho daily. the Milwaukee Leader, 1911 to 1938. the week.
ly& tho $ocfld-Demoetrltic Hemld, 1900-1913, and the Voice of the People,
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a publication which appeared intermittently during local election cam-

paigns.
. Secondary works include: Sarah C. Ettenheim, ed., How Milwaukee
Voted, 1848-1968 (Milwaukee, 1970). thomas W. Gavett, The Development 0/ the Labor Movement in Milwaukee (Madison, 1965), Daniel Hoan.
City Government: The Record o/the Milwaukee Experiment (New York,
1936), Gerd Korman, Industrialization, Immigration, and Americanization:
The View From Milwaukee, 1886-1921 (Madison, 1967), Herbert F. Margulies, The Decline o/the Progressive Movement in Wisconsin, 1890-1920
(Madison, 1968), Sally M. Miller, Victor Berger and the Promise 0/ Constructive Socialism, 1910-1920 (Westport. Connecticut, 1973), Frederick
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I. Olson, "The Milwaukee Socialists, 1897-1941" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard University. 1952), and Olson's articles "The Socialist
Party and the Unions in Milwaukee, 1900-1912," Wisconsin Magazine 0/
History 44 (Wint~r. 1960-1961), 110-116. "Milwaukee's First Socialist
Administration,1910-1912: A Political Evaluation," Mid-America 43
(July 1961), 197-207, and "Victor Berger: Socialist Congressman," Wisconsin Academy 0/ Sciences, Arts and Letters 58 (l970), 27-38, Robert
C. Reinders, "Daniel W. Hoan and the Milwaukee Socialist Party During
the First World War," Wisconsin Magazine 0/ History 36 (Augu~ 1952).
48-56, Roger David Simon. "The Expansion of an Industrial City: Milwaukee, 1880-1910" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University ofWisconsin, 1971), Bayrd Still. Milwaukee: The History 0/ a City' (Madison.
1948). David P. Thelen, The New Citizenship: Origins 0/ Progressivism in
Wisconsin, 1885-1900 (Columbia, Mo., 1972). H. Yuan Tien, ed., Milwaukee Metropolitan Area Fact Book. 1940,1950, 1960 (Madison, 1962), .
Marvin Wachman, History 0/ the Social-Democratic Party 0/ Milwaukee,
1897-1910 (Urbana, 1945), and Carl Wittke, The German-Language Press
in America (Lexinston. 1967).
In Schenectady. the office of the City Historian of Schenectady .
holds several manuscripts relating to socialism in that city. The Proceedingso/the Common Councilo/the Cityo/Schenectady, New York provides a formal account of city activities and the county enumerated its residents in the Schenectady County Census Records, Enumeration 0/ Inhabitants,1915. Mayor Lunn's and later the SP's paper, The Citizen, is valuable in analyzing Lunn's Administration; other useful newspapers are the

Schenectady Gazette, Schenectady Union-Star, Fulton County Democrat,
Knickerbocker Press, and the Socialist New York Call Aside from Kenneth E. Hendrickson's earlier article on Schenectady in New York History
47 (January 1966),22-40, one should see Robert Laurenty, "Socialism in
Schenectady." Hunter College Studies 3 (1966), pp. 3-18.
The most useful manuscript collection for the study of Reading Is
198
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the Darlington Hoopes Socialist Papers, which are available at Pennsylvania
State University and on micromm from Rhistoric Publications. The Reading Labor Advocate and the Reading Eagle provide valuable newspaper coverage while several interviews with old Socialists assisted in preparation of
William Pratt's essay. James H. Maurer ,It Can Be Done (New York, 1938)
prOVides a frrst hand account. Henry G. Stetler, The Socialist Movement in
Reading, Pennsylvania, 1896-1936: A Study in Social Change (Storrs,
Connecticut, 1943), Kenneth E. Hendrickson, Jr., "The Socialists of Read.
ing, Pennsylvania and World War I-A Question of Loyalty," Pennsylvania
History 36 (October 1969), 430-50 and his "Triumph and Disaster: The
Reading Socialists in Power and Decline, 1932-1939-Part II," Pennsylvania History 40 (October 1973), 381-411, William C. Pratt, "The Reading
Socialist Experience: A Study in Working Class Politics" (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, Emory University, 1969), and Raymond Ford, "Germans and Other Foreign Stock: Their Part in the Evolution of Reading,
Pa." (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 1963) offer secondary analyses of the Reading situation. Upton Sinclair has writ.
ten about Jimmie Higgins (Lexi"gton, 1971 edition), the rank and mer,
whose activities Professor Pratt explores in Reading.
No prior scholarly monograph or article has been written exclusively
pertaining to the Bridgeport Socialist experience. Manuscript collections'
.which were most valuable to study socialism in that city are: The McLevy
and Schwarzkopf Collections at the University of Bridgeport; the Records
of the W.P.A., Connecticut, 1935-1944, in the Connecticut State Library,
Hartford; the Harry Hopkins Papers and the Official Files 300 in the Franklin D. RooseveItLibrary, Hyde Park, N.Y., both of which contain detailed
-comments about localities throughout the United States, especially the lat.
ter which includes reports to James Farley about "Elections and Forecasts,
Analyses and Results"; the collection at the Tamiment Institute Library,
New York City; and the H-9500 me in Record Group 196 referring to public housing, National Archives,Suitland, Maryland. The scrapbook~of for.
mer Bridgeport Socialist officeholder, Jack Bergen, assisted in the writing
'of the Bridgeport essay as did an oral history project conducted by the auth.
or; the oral history project is on me at the University of Bridgeport. The
New Leader provided excellent coverage of the early years of the McLevy
administration and the Bridgeport Post and Telegram offer daily reports of
the city's municipal socialism. Two helpful official publications are the
City oMh'idgeport, Manual (the 1936 edition was used) and the Municipal
Register; the latter provides voting returns for the year preceding the one in
which the volume is published. Copies of the Registers and other useful
material can be found in the Bishop Room of the Bridgeport Public Library.
.Aside from the U.S. Census, information ab\?ut Bridgeport population and
199
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Connecticut, in general, was found in Nathan L Whetten and Henry W.
Riecken, Jr., The Foreign Bom Population o/Connecticut, 1940 (Storrs,
Agricultural Extension Station, Bulletin 246. September 1943), Samuel
Koenig and David Rodnick, Ethnic Facton in Connecticut Life: A Survey
of Social, Economic and CUltural Oulracteristicl of the Connecticut Population (New Haven, 1940), and Greater Bridseport Regional Planning Agency, Profile of Six Neighborhoodl in the aty 0/BrIdgeport (TrumbUll, Connecticut, 1965). Information about the mayors of the nation's ninety-two
largest cities was culled from the World Almanac for the appropriate years
apd the basic work concerning political realignment can be found in Jerome M. Clubb and Howard W. Allen, eds., Electoral Oulnge and Stability
in American Political History (New York,1971),,, well as in the other
works cited in footnote 1 of the Bridgeport essay.
Several newspapers aided in the study of the abortive attempt to organize Oklahoma City. These include the Party's official paper, the Oklahoma Pioneer, and the Printer's Union sponsored Oklahoma Labor Unit;
other papers pertaining to socialism in Oklahoma City include the Social
Democrat (Oklahoma City), the Daily Oklahoman; and the Oklahoma aty
Times. A helpful official publication was the Oklahoma Department ~
Labor's 4th Annual Report, 1910-1911. Oscar Ameringer'sIf You DOn't
Weaken (New York, 1940), provides a first hand account of activities in
the Sooner state. Secondary account.s can be found in Garir, Burbank's
two articles'''Agrarian Radicals and Their Opponents: Political Conflict in
Southern Oklahoma, 1910-1924," Journal of American History 58 (June
1971), 5-23 and "The Disruption and Decline of the Oklahoma Socialist
Party," American Studies 7 (August 1973). 133-S2; Keith L. Bryant, Jr.'s
"Labor in Politics: The Oklahoma State Federation of Labor in the Age of
Reform," Labor History 11 (Summer 1970),259-76. and James R. Green,
"Socialism and the Southwestern Class Struggle. 1898-1918: A Study of
Radical Movements in Oklahoma, Texas. Louisiana and Arkansas" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. Vale University. 1972).
The only copy found, that for October, 1911, of the Passaic Socialilt
Monthly, The Issue, can be located in the Forstmann Public Ubrary (passaic) and is included in the Passaic Historical Collection of the library. Newspaper accounts of the change-of-government issue in Passaic are offered in
the Passaic Daily News and Passaic at)' (Daily) Hertlld. The background of
the city's socio-economic and political structure is investigated in Michael
H.Ebner, "The Historian's Passaic, 1855-1912: A Research Model for
New Jersey's Urban Past" in William C. Wright. ed., New Jersey Since 1860,
New Findings and Interpretations (Trenton, 1972), pp. 10-34. Earlier in.
terpretations include William J. Pape with William W. Scott, The News'
History of Passaic, From Earliest Settlement to the Present Day (passaic.
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1899) and William W. Scott, History 0/Passaic and Its Environs, 3 vols.
(New York and Chicago, 19~7); the city;s Jewish community is studied in
Jewish Roots, A History 0/ the Jewish Community of Passaic and Environs (passaic, 1959). Ransome E. Noble, Jr., dis~usses New Jersey Progressivism Before Wilson (Princeton, N.J., 1946) and detail about progressive
urban structural reforms can be found in: James Weinstein, The Corporate Ideal in the Liberal State, 1900-1918 (Boston, 1968), Samuel P. Hays's
Widely reprinted, "The Politics of Reform in Municipal Government in the
Progressive Era," Pacific Northwest Quarterly, 55 (October, 1964), 15769, Melvin G. Holli, Reform in Detroit: Hazen S. Pingree and Urban Politicl (New York, 1969), and Bruce M. Stave, ed., Urban Bosses, Machines, and
Progressive Re/ormers (Lexington, Massachusetts, 1972).
The Who:S- Who in Socialist America (Girard, Kansas, 1914) served as
the basis for the collective biography of the "salesmen-soldiers" of the
"Appeal Army," and was found by James Green in the Yale University Library. Those wishing to obtain a first-hand account of Socialist debates
an4 discussion should consult the Proceedings of the National Congress
(sometimes Convention) 0/ the Socialist Party (Chicago) for the year for
which information is sought.
UsefUl books, of varying interpretation, that deal with socialism, Workers, and radicalism are: Daniel Bell, Marxian Socialism in the United
StatQ (Princeton, 1967), William M. Dick, Labor and Socialism in America,
The Gompers Era (port Washington, New York, 1972), Melvyn Dubofsky,
When Workers Organize (Amherst, 1968) and We Shall Be All: A History
0/ the IWW. (Chicago, 1969), George Fischer, ed., The Revival of American SoCialism: Selected Papers of the Socialist Scholars Conference, (New
York; 1971), Ray Ginger, Eugene V. Debs, A Biography (New York, 1962),
Bernard K. Jolmpoll, Pacijist ~ Progress: Norl1Uln ThoI1UlS and the Decline
0/American Socialism (Chicago, 1970), Ira Kipnis, The American Socialist
Movement,1897_1912 (New York, 1952), Jolm Laslett, Labor and the ~
Left: A ~'tudy 0/ SoCialist and Radical Influences in the American Laboi
Movement, 1881-:"1924 (New York, 19/0), Jolm M. Laslett and Seymour
Martin Lipset, Failure 0/ A Dream? Essays in the History of American Socialism (Garden City, 1974), David Montgomery, Beyond Equality: Labor
and the Radical Republicans, 1862-1872 (New York, 1967), Howard
Quint, The Forging ofAmerican Socialism (IndianapOlis, 1964), Gerald
Rosenblum,lmmigrant Workers, Their Impact on American Labor Radicalism (New Yotr, 1973), Murray B. Seidler, Norl1Uln Thol1Uls: Respectable
Rebel, 2nd ed. (Syracuse, 1967), David Shannon, The SoCialist Party 0/
America (Chicago, 1967), Frank A. Warren, An Alternative Vision: The.
Socialist Party in the 1930~ (BlOOmington, Indiana, 1974), James Weinlitem, Thq Decline ofAmerican SoCialism, 1912-1925 (New York, 1967),
"If) I
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and Detty Yorburg, Utopia and Reality: A Collective Portrait of American Socialists (New York, 1969).
Local case studies of municipal socialism not studied in this volume
can be found in: Henry F. Bedford, Socialism and the Worker in Massachusetts, 1886-1912 (Amherst, 1966) and his "The Socialist Movement in
Haverhill," Essex Institute Historical Collections 99 (January 1963), 3347, which appears as part of Bedford's book; Melvyn Dubofsky, "Success
and Failure of Socialism in New York City, 1900-1918: A Case Study,"
Labor History 9 (Fall 1968), 361-75; Arthur Goren, "A Portrait of Eth·
nic Politics: The Socialists and the 1908 and 1910 Congressional Elections
on the East Side," Publication of the American Jewish Historical Society
50 (March 1961),202-38 reprinted in Joel H. Sllbey and Samuel T. MeSeveney, eds., Voters, Parties and Elections (Lexington, Mass., 1972), pp.
235-59; and a study of Buffalo by sociolOgist Elwin H. Powell, "Reform,
Revolution, and Reaction: A Case of Organized Conflict," in Irving Horowitz, ed., The New Sociology (New York, 1964), pp. 331-56. A state·
wide case study is offered in Frederick A. Barkey. "The Socialist Party in
West Virginia from 1898 to 1920: A Study in Working Class Radicalism"
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of PiUsburgh, 1971).
Articles which study the Socialist relationship to immigrants, l*'lcks,
and women are: Charles Leinenweber, "The American Socialist Party and
'New' Immigrants," Science and Society 32 (Winter 1968), t-25;Paul
Buhle, "Debsian Socialism and the 'New Immigrant' Worker," in William
L. O'Neill, ed., Insights and Parallels: Problems and Issues of American
Social History (Minneapolis, 1973), pp. 249-77; R.L. Moore, "The Flaw·ed Fraternity-American Socialists Response to the Negro, 1901-1912,"
111e Historian 32 (November 1~69), 1-16; Sally M. Miller, "The Socialist
Party and the Negro, 1901-1920," Journal of Negro History 56 (July
1971),220-29; and Mari Jo Buhle, "Women and the Socialist Party, 19011914," Radical America 4 (February 1970).36-57. Herbert Gutman,
"The Worker's Search for Power," in H. Wayne Morgan, ed., The Gilded
Age (Syracuse, 1970), pp. 31-53 provides useful insight into how social
structure affected working-class power, a point noted in this volume by
James R. Green.
Varied interpretations of the success and fallure of United States
socialism are considered in: August-C. Bolino, "American Socialism's
Flood and Ebb: The Rise and Decline of the Soci;illst Party in America,

graphy and Interpretation," Science and Society 34 (Winter 1970), 398411; Leonard B. Rosenberg~' "The 'Failure' of the SOcialist Party of Amedca," Review of Politics, 31 (July 1969),329-52; and Bryan Strong, "His.
todans and American SOCialism, 1900-.1920," Science and Society 34
(Winter 1970),387..1)7. The second volume of Donald Drew Egbert and
Stow Persons, eds., Socialism and American Life (Princeton, NJ., 1952),
provided an extensive bibliography of materials relating to alJ aspects of
American socialism, which is not as fresh today as it was two decades ago.
Since the pubUcation of the hardcover edition of this volume, a new
study of U. S. Socialism has appeared. See: W. A. Swanberg, Nonnan
Thomas.~ The Last Idealist (New York, 1976).
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1901-1912," The American Journal of Economics and Sociology 22
(April 1963), 287-301; D.H. Leon, "Whatever Happened to an American
Socialist Party? A Critical Survey of the Spectrum of Interpretations,"
American Quarterly 23 (May 1971),236-58, which is a particularly use·
ful essay; Sally M. Miller, "Socialist Party Decline and World War I, Biblio.
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